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The White House 

June 10, 1968 

EXECUTIVE ORDER #11412 

ESTABLISHING A NATIONAL COMMISSION ON 
THE CAUSES AND PREVENTION OF VIOLENCE 

By virtue of the authority vested in me as President of the United State!l, it 
is ordered as follows: 

SECTION I. Establishment of the Commission. (a) There is hereby 
established a National Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence 
(hereinafter referred to as th,e "Commission"). ' 

(b) The Commission shall be co:nposed of: 

Dr. Milton EiJenhower, Cilairmlln 
Co~e •• man Hale Boggs 
Archbishop Terence J. Cooke 
Am bar.sador Patricia Harri. 
Senall)[ Philip A. Hart 
Judge, A. Leon Hi8ginhotham 
Eric Horrer 

Senator Roman Hruska 
Albert E. Jenner, Jr. 
Co~elllllan Willialn M. McCuDoch 
·Dr. W • Walter Menninger 
·Judge Ernest William McFarland 
·Leon Jawonlti 

SECTION 2. FUllctions of the Commission. The Commission shall 
investigate and make recommendations with respect to: 

(a) The causes and prevention of lawless acts of violem:e in our society, 
including assassination, murder and assault; 

(b) rhe causes and prevention of disrespect for law and order, of 
disrespect for public officials, and of violent disruptions of public order by 
individuals and groups; and 

(c) Such other matters as the President may place before the Commis
sion. 

SECTION 4. Staff of the Commission. 

SECTION 5. Cooperation by Executive Departments and Agencies. 
(a) The Commission, acting through its Chairman, is authodzed to 

reque~t frolll any executive department or agency any information and 
assist2nce deemed necessary to carry out its functions under this Order. Each 
department or agency is directed, to the extent permitted by law and within 
the limits of available funds, to furnish inf!)rmation and assistance to the 
Commission. 

SECTION 6. Report and Termination. The Commission shall present its 
report and recommendations as soon as practicable, but not later than OIN 
year from the date of this Order. The Commission shall terminate thirty days 
following the submission of its final report or one year from the date of th"is 
Order, whichever is earlier. 

8/Lyndon B. Johnson 
·Added by an Executive Order June 21,1968 

The White House 

May 23, 1969 

EXECUTIVE ORDER #11469 

EXTENDING THE LIFE OF THE NATIONAL COMMISSION 
ON THE CAUSES AND PREVENTION OF VIOLENCE 

By virtue of the authority vested in me as President of the United States, 
Executive Order No. 11412 of June IO,1968,entitied "Establishing a National 
Commission on the Causes and Prevention ,of Violence," is hereby amended 
by substituting fO,r the last sentence thereof the following: "The Commission 
shall terminate thrity days following the submission of its final report or on 
December 10, 1969, whichever is earlier." 

8/Richard Nixon 

~---------------------------------------j 

,!' 

Cover: Close fight. Lithography by Willy Jaecfel. Ferdinand Roten Ga)Jery, 
Baltimore. 
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CO-Directors 
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STATEMENT ON THE STAFF STUD,IES 

The Commission was directed to "go as far as man's 
knowledge takes" it in searching for the causes of 
vjolence and means of prevention. These studies are 
reports to the Commission by independent scholars and 
lawyers who have sened as directors of our staff task 
forces and study teams; they are not reports by the 
Commission itself. Publication of any of the reports 
should not be taken to imply endorsement of their 
contents by the Commission, or by any member of the 
Commission's staff, including the Executive Director and 
other staff officers, not directly responsible for the 
preparation ,of the particular report. Both the credit and 
the responsiibility for the reports lie in each case with 
the directors of the task forces and study teams. The 
Commission is making the reports available at this time 
as works of :~cholarship to be judged on their merits, so 
that the Con'lmission as well as the public may have the 
benefit of both the reports and informed ,criticism and 
comment on their contents. 
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PREFACE 

From the earliest days of organization, the Chairman, Commissioners, and 
Executive Director of the National Commission on the Causes and Prevention 
of Violence recognized the importance of research in accomplishing the task 
of analyzing the many facets of violence in America. As a result of this 
recognition, the Commission has enjoyed the receptivity, encouragement, and 
cooperation of a large part of the scientific community in this country. 
Because; of the assistance given in varying degrees by scores of scholars here 
and abroad, these Task Force reports represent some of the most elaborate 
work ever done on the major topics they cover. 

The. Commission was formed on June 10, 1968. By the end of the month, 
the Executive Difector'had gathered together a small cadre of capable young 
lawyers from various Federal agencies and law firms around the country. That 
group was later augmented by partners borrowed from some of the Nation's 
major law firms who served without compensation. Such a professional group 
can be .assembled more quickly than University faculty because the latter are 
not accustomed'tO' quick institutional shifts after makirig firm commitment~ 
of teaching or research at a particular locus. Moreover, the legal profession 
has long had a major 'and traditional role in Fede-~al agencies and 
commissions :' 

In early July a group of 50 persons from the academic diSCiplines of 
sociology, psychology, psychiatry, political science,'history, law, and biology 
were called together on short notice to discuss for 2 days howbe~.t the 
Commission and jts staff might proceed to analyze violence. The enthusiastic 
response of these scient!sts came at a' monient when our NatiOn was still 
suffering from the tragedy of Senator Kennedy's assassination. 

It was clear from that meeting tliat the scholars were prepared to join 
research analysis and action, interpretation, and policy. They were eager t,o 
present to the American people the best available data, to bring reason to 
bear where myth had prevailed. They cautioned against simplistic solutions, 
but urged application of what is known in the service of sane policies for the 
benefit of thee,ntire society. " 

Shortly ·thereafter the position of Director of Research was created. We 
assumed the role as a joint undertaking, with common responsibilities. Our 
function was to enlist social and other scientists to join the staff, to write 
papers, act as advisers ,of consultants, and engage in new research. The 
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decentralized structure of the staff, which at its peak numbered 100, required 
research coordination to reduce duplication and to flll in gaps among the 
original seven separate Task Forces. In general, the plan was for each Task 
Force to have a pair of directors: one a social scientist, one a lawyer. In a 
number of instances, this formal structure bent before the necessities of 
available personnel but in almost every case the Task Force work program 
relied on both social scientists and lawyers for its successful completion. In 
addition to our work with the seven original Task Forces, we provided 
consultation for the work of the eighth "Investigative" Task Force, formed 
originally to investigate the disorders at the Democratic and Republican' 
National Conventions and the civil strife in Cleveland during the: summer of 
1968 and eventually expanded to study campus disorders at several colleges 
and universities. 

Throughout September and October and in December of 1968 the 
Commission held about 30 days of public hearings related expressly to each 
of the Task Force areas. About 100 witnesses testified, including many 
scholars, Government officials, corporate executives as well as militants and 
activists of various persuasions. In addition to the hearings, the Commission 
and the staff met privately with scores of persons, including college 
presidents, religious and youth leaders, and experts in such areas as the media, 
victim compensation, and firearms. The staff participated actively in 
structuring and conducting those hearings and conferences and in the 
questioning of witnesses. 

As Research Directors, we participated in structuring the strategy of design 
for each Task Force, but we listened more than directed. We have known the 
delicate details of some of the statistical problems and <;:omputer runs. We 
have argued over philosophy and syntax; we have offered bibliographical and 
other. resource materials, we have written portions of reports and copy edited 
others. In short, we know the enormous energy and devotion, the long hours 
and accelerated study that members of each Task Force have invested in their 
labors. In retrospect we are amazed at the high caliber and quantity of the 
material produced, much of which truly represents, the best in research and 
scholarship. About 150 separate papers and projects were involved in the 
work culminating in the Task Force reports. We feel less that we have 
orchestrated than that we have been members of the orchestra, and that 
together with the entire staff we have helped compose a repertoire of current 
knowledge about the en~rmousiy complex subject of tpis Commission. 

That scholarly research is predominant in the work here pr~sented is 
evident in the product. But we should like to emphasize that the roles which 
we occupied were not limited to scholarly inquiry. The Directors of Research 
were afforded an opportunity.to participate in all Commission meetings. We 
engaged in discussions at the high,est levels of decisionmaking, .md had great 
freedom in the selection of scholars, in the control of research budgets, and in 
the direction and design of research. If this was not unique, it is at least an 
uncommon degree of prominence accorded research by a national 
commission. 

There were three major' levels to our research pursuit: (1) summarizing the 
state of our present knowledge and clarifying the lacunae where more or new 
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research should be encouraged; (2) accelerating known ongoing research so as 
to make it available to the Task Forces; (3) undertaking new research projects 
within the limits of time and funds available. Coming from a university 
setting where the pace of research is more conducive to reflection and quiet 
hours analyzing data, we at first thought that completing much meaningful 
new research within a matter of months was most unlikely. But the need was 
matched by the talent and enthusiasm of the staff, and the Task Forces very 
early had begun enough new projects to launch a small university with a score 
of doctoral theses. It is well to remember also that in each volume here 
presented, the research reported is on full public display and thereby makes 
the staff more than usually accountable for their products. 

One of the very rewarding aspects of these research undertakings has been 
the experierice of minds trained in the law mingling and meshing, sometimes 
fiercely arguing, with other minds trained in behavioral science. The 
organizational structure and the substantive issues of each Task Force 
required members from both groups. Intuitive judgment and the logic of 
argument and organization blended, not· always smoothly, with the 
methodology of science and statistical reasoning. Critical and analytical 
faculties were sharpened as theories confronted facts. The arrogance neither 
of ignorance nor of certainty could long endure the doubts and questions of 
interdisciplinary debate. Any sign of approaching the priestly pontification of 
scientism was quickly dispelled in the matrix of mutual criticism. Years 
required for the normal accumulation of experience were compressed into 
months of sharing ideas with others who had equally valid but differing 
perspectives. Because of this process, these volumes are much richer than they 
otherwise might have been. 

Partly because of the freedom which the Commission gave to the Directors 
of Research and the Directors of each Task Force, and partly to retain the 
full integrity of the research work in publication, these reports of the Task 
Forces are in the posture of being submitted to and received by the 
Commission. These are volumes published under the authority of the 
Commission, but they do not necessarily represent the views or the 
conclusions of the Commission. The Commission is presently at work 
producing its own report, based. in part on the materials presented to it by the 
Task Forces. Commission members have, of course, commented on earlier 
drafts of each Task Force, and have caused alterations by reason of the 
cogency of their remarks and insights. But the final responsibility for what is 
contained in these volumes rests fully and properly on the research staffs who 
labored on them. 

In this connection, we should like to acknowledge the special leadership of 
the Chairman, Dr. Milton S. Eisenhower, in formulating and suppoting the 
principle of research freedom and autonomy under which this work has been 
conducted. 

We note, finally, that these volumes are in many respects incomplete and 
tentative. The urgency with which papers were prepared and then integrated 
into Task Force Reports rendered impossible the successive siftings of data 
and argument to which the typical academic article or volume is subjected. 
The reports have benefited greatly from the counsel of our colleagues on the 
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Advisory Panel, and from much debate and revision from within the staff. It 
is our hope,that the total work effort of the Commission staff will be the 
source and subject of continued research by scholars in the several disciplines, 
as well as a useful resource for policymakers. We feel certain that public 
policy and the disciplines will benefit greatly from such further work. 

* * * 
To the Commission, and especially to its Chairman, for the opportunity 

they provided for complete research freedom, and to the staff for its 
prodigious and prolific work, we, who were intermediaries and servants to 
both, are most grateful. . 

James F. Short, Jr. Marvin E. Wolfgang 

Directors of Research 
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SilltfMARY 

To millions of Americans feW things are more pervasive, more frightening, 
more real today than violent crime and the fear of beingassatilted, mugged, 
robbed, or raped. The fear of being victimized by criminal attack has touched 
us all in some way. People are fleeing their residences in cities to the expected 
safety of suburban living. Residents of many areas will not go out on the 
street at night. Others have added bars and extra locks to windows and doors 
in their homes. Bus drivers in major cities do not carry cash beC;iUse incidents 
of robbery have been so frequent. In some areas local citizens patrol the 
streets at night to attain the safety they feel has not been provided. 

The private market is responding to the inadequacies of our public 
response. Safety has become a commodity that is explicitly sold or rented 
with real estate. One new high-cost subdivision under construction outside 
Washington, D. C., will be guarded by electronic alarms. The entire 
development will be surrotlndedby two fences, broken for entry at only 'two 
points, both with guard)lOuses. Residents will be telephoned to approve 
visitors. The two miles of fencing will be surveyed by a closed-circuit 
television system and fortified by hidden electronic sensors. All residents will 
carry special credentials for identification. 

Ifpresent trends are 11Qt positively redirected by creativO"ueW action:, we 
can -expect further social fragmentation of the urban environment, formation 
of excessively parochial communities, greater segregation of different racial 
groups .' and economic classes, imposition of presumptive definitions of 
criminality on the poor and on racial minorities, a possible resurgence of 
communal vigilantism and polarization of attitudes on a variety of issues. It is 
logical to expect the establishment of the "defensive· city,'" the modern 
counterpart of the fortified medieval city, consisting of an economically 
declining central business district in the inner city protected by people 
shopping or working in buildings during daytime hours and "sealed off' by 
police during nighttime hours. High-rise apartment buildings and residential 
"compounds" will be fortified "cells" forupper-, middle~, and ,high-income 
populations living' at prime locations in the inner city. Suburban. 
neighborhoods, geographically removed from the central city, will be "safe 
areas," protected mainly by racial and economic homogenity and by distance 
(rom population groups with the highest propensities to commit crimes. 
Many parts of central cities will witness. frequent and widespread crime, "., 
perhaps outof police control. . 

The 'fragile sense of community that enables us'to live and work peaceably 
together in common institutions is in danger. Unchecked criminal violence 
can conceivably lead even to a collapse of the nation and society as we know 
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them, or 'to a dictatorship to restore order by repression. Short of this 
extreme, the legacy of bitterness, distrust, and consequent violence amOng 
hostile groups will produce an increasingly weakened society. 

We must act now if the trend is to be reversed. 

THE DIMENSIONS OF VIOLENT CRIME 

How much violent crime exists in the United States? Who commits these 
acts? Who are the victims? Are we more violent now than we have been 
historicaHy? Are we more violent than other countries? 

Available figures from thE: FBI Uniform Crime Reports, such as those in 
the table below, indicate that the amount and rate of violent crime over the 
last 10 years have been substantial. 

Total Number Rate Per Percent Increase 
1968 100,000 1958~1968 

Criminal homicide 13,960 6.8 52 
Forcible rape 31,700 15.5 71 
Robbery 266,700 131.0 143 
Aggravated assault 286,300 141.3 82 

But history does not allow simple conclusions to be drawn. National 
information on crimes of violence has been available in this country only 
since the 1930's. Scattered accounts, prior to then give no unequivocal proof 
that the rates of criminal violence today are significantly greater than in the 
more distant past. "Alarming" increases in robbery and other violent crimes 
are on record before the Revolution, and the first century after independence 
saw years of consiqerable"iolefice. . . -

. The F.B.L's Uniform Crime Reports are th~ only national crime data 
~va.ila?l~ an~ consist of voluntary submissions by most local police 
JunsdICtIons III the country on offenses known to the police and arrests made. 
The FBI states that such data must be. read with great caution. Based on 
voluntary disclosures by local police, these statistics are imperfect measures 
of the actual levels and trends, of violent crimes in the United States. 

The greatest problem in counting crime is the considerable gap between 
the r:eported' figures and the. true figures. ~t has been ,estimated by the Crime 
Commission that the true rate ,of major violent crime as well as serious 
property crime maybe nearly twice. as high as the reported rate. Reasons for 
the gap include failure. of citizens to report because they believe police cannot 
be effective in' solving' crime, do not want· to take the time to r.eport, do not 
know how to report, or fear .reprisal. 

Many other problems exist. For example, arrest data have numerous 
inherent biase~. Compared to whites, Negroes may be dispropo;t1onately 
arrested on suspicion. The resulting arrest statistics, therefore, may indicate a . 
relatively higher Negro involvement in crime than is valid. Of equal concern is 
the fact that many police departments are upgradil)'g their. r;porting 
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procedures, so recent reported crime increases in some cities may well reflect 
more complete disclosure of the violence that was always present, rather than 
any real increase in crime. 

Balancing the numerous reporting problems against the dramatic reported 
increases in major violence, we nonetheless conclude that there have been 
significant increases in the true rates of homiCides, assaults, and robberies 
during the last 10 years. Although there has been a large reported increase in 
the for,cible rape rate, the associated reporting difficulties are too great to 
allow firm conclusions about a true increase. 

From numerous sources, including the Uniform Crime Reports, 
independent studies, and the Task Force seventeen city victim-offender 
survey, we have sketched a rough profile of violent crime as follows: 

Violent crime is primarily a phenomenon of large cities. The 26 cities with 
populations of 500,000 or more contribute about half of the total reported 
major violent crimes, but comprise only about one-fifth of the total reporting 
population. Violent crime in the eity is primarily committed by youths 
between the ages of 18 and 24, followed by youths in the 15-17-year age 
group. The continued increase of the youthful age groups portends a parallel 
increase in future violence. 

Unsurprisingly, a significant proportion of the recent increase in major 
violence is attributable to migration of the population from rural to urban 
areas and to an increase of the proportion of people aged 15 to 24 relative to 
the rest of the population. Thus, part of the real increase in violent crime is 
due to basic demographic shifts, rather than to pathogenic forces. 

Violent urban crime. is overwhelmingly committed by males. The reported 
male homicide arrest rate in large cities is five times the female rate, and the 
robbery rate is 20 times higher. Similarly, poor, uneducated persons with 
little or no employment skills are much more likely to COIn!uit a serious act 
of criminal violence than persons higher on the socioeconomic ladder ',.. .. .' 

In spite of the numerous deficiencieS in -arrest data, true rates orVlOrem 
crime by Negroes appear to be considerably higher than rates for whites . 
Reported urban arrest rates are much higher for Negroes in all four major 
violent crime categories, ranging up to 16 times as high for robbery and 17 
times as high for homicide. Correlations of data by race do not, of course, 
reflect differential social, economic, job, educational, and opportunity status 
between black and white groupings. The urgent need to reduce violent crimes 
among urban Negro youth is obvious, requiring a total effort toward phanging 
the demoralizing conditions and life patterns of Negroes, the unequal 
opportunity and discrimination they confront in this country, and the 
overcrowding and decay of the urban ghettoes in which most of them must 
live. 

Although it is difficult to make comparisons among nations With, their 
different histories, cultures, levels of development, criminal statutes, and 
statistical reporting procedures, the Unite~) States probably has true rates of 
serious violence noticeably higher than other industrial countries, or among 
the highest. Our rate for criminal homicide is virtually unsurpassed by rates in 
other industrialized societies. The prevalence of guns offers a partial 
explanation-the United States' with 200 million people averages 6,500 gun 
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murders a year, while England, Germany, and Japan with a combined 
population of 214 million together average only 135 gun murders a year. 
Rates for robbery and aggravated assault may also be noticeably higher than 
in other industrialized countries. Our rates for suicide, violent auto fatalities, 
and burglary, although high, do not stand out as much. We are often not 
alone in incidents of criminal violence, especially when recent trends are 
compared to England and Wales, but we are constantly a leader in comparison 
to other countries. 

The statistics indicate a seriously high level of violent crime in America 
. today, but they do not reveal the underlying cultural and historical tattitude 

toward violence. Exploring this theme, a survey done for the Violence 
Commission shows that the incidence of "legitimate" violence and "normal" 
deviance is diffused throughout American habits: most of us have been 
spanked as children (93 percent); more importantly, the frequency of people 
being slapped and kicked (55 percent), or beaten (31 percent) is also high. 
Many more have witnessed acts of violence ranging from schoolyard fights to 
much more serious incidents. 

Our statistics show that a young man is particularly liable to become 
delinquent if he lives in wretched housing near the center of a large 
metropolitan area, without a father in the house, with low income, unstable 
employment, little education, and in a subculture that has a grievance against 
society and the police. These features describe the conditions and prospects 
of Negro youth in the urban gI{ettoes. Many become violent offenders. 

Homicide, assault, and rape are predominantly intraracial, the majority 
involving Negroes attacking Negroes. Robbery is the one major violent crime 
with a high inter-racial component: although a large proportion of robberies 
tnvolve Negro offenders and victims, an ever larger percentage appears to 
involve Negroes robbing whites. 

Contrary to common fears of "violence in the street" committed by 
strangers, there is a strong likelihood that when homicide and assault occur 
they will be between relatives, friends, or acquaintances in the home or other 
indoor locations. Forcible rape is considerably more likely to be perpetrated 
by a stranger who may pick a woman up on the street but will most probably 
commit the act indoors. Robbery usually occurs outside among strangers, and 
so may be the only serious violent crime consistent with many popular 
conceptions. 

Alcohol, narcotics, and dangerous drugs are deeply intertwined with crime 
in both fact and popular belief. Their actual role in violent incidents is, 
however, difficult to determine. Sensational press reports of "drug-crazed" 
criminals create misconceptions about the relationship. AJthough an addict's 
need to support his habit often leads him to burglary c)'I robbery, there)s 
little evidence that narcotics and drugs cause violent behavior directly. 
However, use of both alcohol and drugs can weaken inhibiting controls, 
thereby making potential violence more possible. In addition, alcohol is 
involved in more than 25,000 (over one-half) of all auto fatalities and in 
many lesser accidents. 

~arihuana has relatively mild effects on the user, and there is no evidence 
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that it leads to the use of more dangerous drugs or that it causes aggressive 
behavior. Quite to the contrary, it makes many users more relaxed. On the 
other hand, hallucinogens such as LSD have often caused extreme reactions 
and even psychosis. 

In analyzing the interaction between the victim and the offender, we find 
that the victim, the offender, or both were often drinking prior to homicide, 
assault, and rape, and there is good reason to believe that the victim 
sometimes provokes or helps precipitate homicide, assault, and, to a lesser 
extent, robbery. The ostensible motives in homicide and assault are often 
relatively trivial, usually involving altercations, family quarrels, jealous rages, 
and the like. The two crimes are very similar, and there is no reason to believe 
that the assaulter sets out with any less intention to harm than the killer. 
Except for the seriousness of their final outcomes, the important distinction 
is that holnicides most often involve handguns while knives ar.e most common 
in assault. 

We have intensively studied the criminal histories of many offenders and 
conclude that by far the greatest proportion of all serious violence is 
committed by repeaters, not by one-time offenders. When all offenders are 
compared, the number of hard-core repeaters is small relative to the number 
of one-time offenders, yet the former group has a much higher rate of 
violence and inflicts considerably more serious injury. A violent offender 
released from an institution, if he recidivates, appears most likely to commit 
crime roughly 2. to 3 years after release, and the length of sentence seems to 
bear no regular relationship to the chance of recidivating among violent 
offenders. If anything, there may be a tendency for violent offenders who 
have served longer sentences to recidivate more often than those who have 
served shorter sentences. 

Such are the dimensions of violent crime in America. The costs of such 
violence are enormously high, both in dollars and in psychic and social 
damage. Miiliorts are spent to maintain the law enforcement and criminal 
justice system, but the real costs are paid by those whose lives and spirits are 
crippled by it. We can readily conceive the psychological damage to 
individuals and their families when victimized by rape, murder, and physcial 
harm. However, the impact on the community may be less readily grasped. In 
our society, we hold a delicate balance between values such as individualism 
and conformity, liberty and security, progress and stability. Pervasive violence 
creates a climate of fear and mistrust of others, which seriously degrades the 
normal social and political interaction that holds a society together. Under 
the fear of violence, the use of public facilities such as parks declines; racial 
conflict and segregation into subcultures increases; communities and 
neighborhoods break up as people withdraw inward or flee the area; and civil 
liberties are threatened with a cry to "do something" to "put a stop" to 
violence. New undesirable social groups and practices, such as political 
demagoguery and vigilante action, increase. The possibility of compromise 
and rational communication among differing groups breaks down, while 
polarization and conflict are hieghtened by escalating violence. In short, 
violence weakens the cohesion of a society and the authority of its 
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government. Instead of calling attention to trouble areas, it may give rise to 
vicious spiral of new conflict, violence, and social disintegration. 

EXPLANATIONS OJ:' VIOLENT CRIME 

Is there something in an individual's biological and genetic makeup that 
can explain his violent behavior? Although we find differences among age, 
sex, and racial groups in the tendency to violent behavior, there is no 
evidence to link these variations to genetic or biological difference. Social and 
cultural experiences appear more important in molding behavior. For 
example, although data show that women are clearly much less criminal than 
men, the explanation appears to lie far less in their biological differences than 
in their social upbringing and differing cultural roles. The female child is 
usually more supervised than the male; she is taught to be soft, gentle, and 
compliant, while, especially in the ghetto subculture, the male is encouraged 
to be tough. The woman's role as wife, mother, and homemaker tends to 
involve her in far fewer situations that can lead to criminal or violent 
behavior. Even if a woman is caught up in the meshes of the law, the social 
attitude- toward her tends to be sympathetic and protective, rather than harsh 
and punitive. Importantly, however, when the cultural roles of women and 
men come to resemble each other, their rates of crime and violence also 
become more similar. 

Man has the capacity for aggressi6n~ but evidence that he is innate~y 
aggressive has not been persuasive. Whatever 1. the capabilities of an 
individual-whether he is intelligent or feeblel)1.igded, suffers brain damage or 
chromosomal abnormalities-the likelihood t11M he will turn to either normal 
or criminal behavior depends not so much on these characteristics, but upon 
his envir~nment and the kinds of social inter~~\tion he has with the people 
around hIm. 1:/ 

What of personality factors? Psycholoej1~,fln;y, potential aggressiveness and 
violence are- loclged In all ind.ividuals, Dditsuccess or failure in controlling 
them are dependent on the interaction between the individual and his 
environment. A psychoanalytic understanding of the dynamics of personal 
behaviQr is important for the treatment of a violent person but such 
treatment is usually only successful when violence is a symptom of some 
mental illness and not a "normal" or functional reaction to outside forces. 

In sum, alth(n~gh the biological, psychological, and psychiatric factors 
underlying violent behavior .have a role, we must more carefll11y consider the 
external influences that help create personalities with different capacities flJr 
violence and different abilities for diverting aggression into socially acceptable 
channels. 

Much can be learned about aggression and violence by. examining the 
dynamics of socialization of the young child. The newborn child is a 
"natural" deviant so far as he has to be socialized into conformity. Until he 
learns otherwise, he seizes and takes what he can, screams for his own way, 
and demands attention. It is through the process of socialization that he 
learns approved or "normative" behavior and is able to postpone his 
immediate needs for gratification. If gratifications, material and otherwise, 
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are perceived as low in quality, quantity, and general attractiveness, the child 
will be less likely to learn approved behavior and may well learn to lie, cheat, 
and be dishonorable to gratify his impulses as directly and as immediately as 
he can. 

The learning pattern into dev;iant behavior contains the following 
elements: no firm and continuing inducement to conform to the norms of 
perlceful, legal behavior; an unattractive payoff for conformity in relation to 
the prospective costs:; relatively few models of successful normative behavior; 
more impressive models of successful deviant behavior; the perception that 

~ deviant behavior is easier, less costly, and more rewarding than conforming 
behavior; and the presence of an established group of individuals who are 
involved in and may be actively recruiting others into deviant behavior. Under 
these conditions, there is a high probability that deviant behavior will be 
engaged in, particularly if it is reinforced by success and gratification, 
including acceptance by one's already deviant peers. In order to outweigh the 
attractiveness of deviant behavior and its promises, it is necessary to build a 
superstructure of restraints and rewards that will have value for the child. 
Meaningful and rewarding relationships are needed with others-friends and 
family, peers and community. With these relationships, the child gains 
feelings of comfort, security, approval, and self-esteem. And it is the 
normative behavior of these groups that he uses as the model of his own 
behavior. Gratifying rewards of love and security, power, and prestige must 
be present if the child is to be persuaded to accept the general normative life. 
By this means, the individual acquires a "stake" he does not wish to risk, one 
that he values enough to put aside recurring impulses to deviant behavior. He 
learns that his stake will be in danger ifhe either uses violence or encourages 
it, outside the general normative or legitimate framework. 

The concept of "stake" is very important in U~arning to control one's 
impulses to criminal and violent activity. It is an i.~vestment in society that 
makes it possible to build habits of deferring gratific~tion, for withQut 
something to bargain with, there is no attraction in bargaining. A stake can be 
a reputatiorl valued; a certain esteem or prestige enjoyed with people about 
whom one cares; a level of material comfort; a future for oneself or for one's 
children; acceptance as a member of various groups; community, family, 
neighborhood, occupation, nationality, whatever. It is obvious that the more 
stake one has, the more one stands to lose and the more likely he is to 
exercise restraint in their defense. 

That large segments of our population lack a "stake" and have all too 
numerous models for deviant behavior, can be seen from an understanding of 
life in the urban ghetto, where the most severe of criminogenic forces are 
constantly at work. 

If the slums in the United States were defined strictly on the basis of 
dilapidated housing, inadequate sanit~.ry facilities, and overcrowding, more 
than five million families, or one-sixth of the urban population, could be 
classified as slum inhabitants. Many of the deteriorated houses in the slums 
have been the primary targets of clearance and renewal projects, yet only a 
small percentage of new buildings constructed on the razed sites have been 
open to former inhabitants. Urban renewal programs, therefore, seem to be 
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limiting rather than expanding the number of housing units in the sections to 
which the poor and nonwhite have most access. The result is more intensive over
crowding. Even when new housing becomes available, it is often too expensive. 

The ghetto child grows up in these circumstances, on streets littered with 
trash, discarded liquor bottles, sleeping drunks, narcotic addicts, and 
~rostitutes. Hom~ life is characterized by crowded sleeping arrangements, 
Inadequate plumbIng and sanitary facilities, falling plaster, rats roaches and a 
shifting group of relatives housed in incredibly few r~oms. P~rsonal 
possessions are few and minimal respect exists for the property of others. 
There is little to hold a child close to this kind of home, and his parents often 
lose control of his activities. 

Employment probiems, particularly as they affect the young and 
untrained, add to the negative influences in deteriorating urban areas. 
Seventy-one percent of all Negro workers are concentrated in the lowest 
paying and lowesf skilled occupations. They are the last to be hired and the 
first to be l~id off. The unemployment r~te for nonwhites is twice as high as 
that for w~~es, although there has been some improvement in recent years. 

The realitIes of employment are clearly reflected in the figures on income. 
Although Negro family income in the cities has recently increased to a 
median of $5,623 at present, this figure represents only 68 percent of the 
average white family .income. While one-third of the Negro families in cities 
lived on $4,000 a year or less, only 16 percent of the whites did. 

The urban school system often fails to counteract those influences that 
draw individuals toward crime and violence. The link between school failure 
and de1i~que~c~ is not completely known, but there is evidence that youths 
wh? fail WIthIn the school system contribute disproportionately to 
delmquen.cy. O~le es~imate is that the incidence of delinquency among 
dropouts IS 10 tImes higher than among youths who stay in school. 

The public school should be a major institution for the transmission of 
legitimate values and !IOlll~ of ~o{';pt" R",,,,,, ... t "" ..... ~;nn: _____ ..1 _"-__ -'I! __ 
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however, have pOInted out that the school system is failing to reach all youth 
equally and is thus contributing to low achievement and school dropouts. The 
~.~. Commission on Civil Rights noted from its survey of 75 major central 
~ItI~S t~at 75 percent of all Negro elementary school 'students were attending 
InS!ltutlOns that were 90 percent or more Negro, while 83 percent of the 
white elementary school students in those same citie£ were. attending schools 
that were 90 percent to entirely white. It has been estimated that by 1975, 
80 percent of all Negro pupils in the 20 largest cities, or half the nation's 
Negro ,population, .will.be att~nding schools that are 90 to 100 percent Negro. 

School segrlegatIon IS partIcularly unfortunate in light of the finding of the 
Coleman Report that minority group pupil achievement appears more 
affected b~ the s~hool environment than is the case for majority groups. 
~hen a whIte pupIl from a home 5\trongly,supportive of education was placed 
In a school were: most pupils did not come from such homes his achievement 
was little different than if he were in a school with student~ of similar home 
backgrounds. Yet when a minority pupil from a home with little stress on 
educat~on w~s pu.t, in with students from backgrounds strongly encouraging 
educatIon, hIS achievement was likely to increase. 
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The environment in which these basic institutions fail is also highly 
anonymous, releasing the individual from community restraints more easily 
than in less urban environments and providing greater opportunity for 
deviance. The police are often strangers carrying out their duties in, at worst, 
an alien subcommunity and, at best, among an anonymous set of subjects. 
Metropolitan areas with mass population, many commercial establishments, 
and highly visible wealth provide more frequent opportunities for theft than 
other places. Property is insured, and consumer goods in more abundance are 
vividly displayed and more portable. 

Combine poverty, deteriorated and inadequate housing, lack of good 
employment opportunities, economic dependency, poor education, and 
anonymous living with population density, social and spatial mobility, ethnic 
and class heterogeneity, reduced family functions, and broken homes-and an 
interrelated complex of powerful criminogenic forces is produced by the 
ghetto environment. 

The impact of these forces is more clear when they are set against the 
normative behavior American society encourages, the pervasive beliefs that 
help us determine who is good and who is bad, who is successful and who is a 
failure, who is worthy and who is not. 

In American culture, the belief that the well-being of others should be 
safeguard€?d is balanced against belief in the individualistic pursuit of success. 
The competitive road to success is accorded great emphasis in American life, 
and achievement is often measured in material terms. Failure to achieve, 
especially when aspirations are increased, can cause deep frustration. 

There are different ways to cope with this frustration. One can conform to 
the system, take solace in the fact that others are even further behind, and 
perhaps make false claims of success and associate with those of higher status. 
Or one may withdraw: alcohol, drugs, mental illness, and suicide are possible 
avenues of escape. One can reject the dominant values of the system, or 
accept them ritualistically without conviction, often living a life of quiet 
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many students are but contemporary examples of alternative value sources 
that in the past have ranged from church congregations to artist'colonies and 
revolutionary movements. 

Finally, one can accept the competitive system but not the socially 
approved rules for running it, chOOSing instead illegitimate means for 
enhancing one's position. Having little stake in the system, those in this last 
category see little to gain by playing according to the rules and little to lose 
by not. The leap to violence is not far, for in an effort to secure material 
goods and services beyond those available from legitimate sources, lower class 
members without work skills and education are pulled into crimes for which 
force or threat of force has. a functional utility. Being the less skilled and 
educated members of a professed open society, these people are more 
responsive to opportunities for illegal gain and less constrained to seek that 
gain by violent methqds. 

The role of frustration suggests that violent aggressive crimes, such as 
homicide, assault and rape, might partially be viewed as expressive of pent-up 
rage over not having sufficient opportunities to gain. Yet this perspective 
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seems more satisfactory in explaining acquisitive crimes, such as robbery or 
burglary, whether or not they are violent. 

More useful in explaining aggressive violence is the notion that the urban 
ghetto produces a subculture within the dominant American middle class 
culture in which aggressive violence is accepted as normative and natural in 
everyday life, not necessarily illicit. A subculture of violence is not the 
product of cities alone. The thugs of India, the vedetta barbaric'ina in Sardjna, 
and the mafioso in Sicily have existed for many years. But the :contemporary 
American city has the accouterments not only for the birth but also for the 
highly accelerated development of violent subcultures, and 'it is in these 
cultural settings that most violent aggressive crimes in fact occur. 

Violence, of course, is not absent from the established middle class culture 
of the majorityin our society. It is simply the greater frequency and approval 
of illegitimate ,'\fiolence that distinguishes the subculture of violence from the 
dominant culture pattern. 

Not everyone in the ghetto accepts an ethos of violence. Even among those 
who do, primarily young males, violence is not the only or pr~dominant 
mode of expression. When it is used, the context often involves the desire to 
prove one's masculinity and to become a successful member of ghetto 
society. Male adolescence requires rehearsal of the toughness, heavy drinking, 
and quick aggressive responses that are characteristic of the lower class adult 
male. 

From the perspective of dominant middle class standards, the motives in 
criminal homicide and aggravated assault-mainly altercations, family 
quarrels, and jealousy-are cheap issues for which people trade their lives or 
become seriously injured. Yet they are much more reasonable if we accept 
the existence of a ghetto subculture of violence in which a much wider range 
of situations are perceived by many as justifying an aggressive response. An 
altercation with overtones threatening a young man's masculinity, a drunken 
misunderstanding between hu~band and wife on Saturday night, a 
competition for the same wQman~these can be more than trivial events in an 
environment that accepts violence as a norm, allows easy access to weapons, 
is physically deteriorated and segregated from the rest of the community, and 
has reduced social controls. 

The suggestion that the conflict situations in 'which aggressive crimes are 
generated occur within the ghetto slum is consistent with the facts that 
homicide, assault, and rape are predominantly intraracial, involving Negro 
offenders victimizing other Negro~s in a majority of cases. Those who 
subscribe to subcultural violence, therefore, are often not burdened by 
conscious guilt, because their victims are likely to belong to the same 
subculture. Even law-abiding members of the neighborhood may not view 
various illegal expressions of violence as 'menacing or immoral. Thus, when 
the victims see their assaulters as agents of the same kind of aggression that 
they themselves represent, violent retaliation is readily legitimized. 

To be young, poor, male, and Negro; to want what the open society claims 
is available, but mostly to others; to see illegitimate and often violent 
methods of obtaining material success; and to observe others using these 
means successfully and with impunity-is to be burdened with an enormous 
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set of influences that pull many toward crime and delinquency. The current 
political and social posture of minority groups reinforces the pressure, 
creating an awareness and expectation that unfortunately far outdistance any 
real progress toward equality that has been made. 

If the poor, young, black male with little stake in society is socialized into 
the ways of violence by his immediate subculture, he is also under the 
influence of many forces from the general, dominant culture. Violence is a 
pervasive theme today in the mass media. The sheer frequency of screened 
violence, its intensity as well as its context, and the myriad forms it takes, 
cannot claim to instill firm notions of nonviolence in the viewers. Unless the 
assertion that such viJlence encourages violent behavior (or strips us of our 
sensitivity to it) is countered by scientifically acceptable evidence, we are 
playing a dangerous game with the influence it may have on the young of 
today and adults oftommorrow. 

Much of the same can be said about guns in American society. The ease 
with which anyone over 18 can obtain firearms is well documented. During 
the past decade, about 29 million new guns have been added by domestic 
production and importion. Weak or unenforced statutes on possession or use 
of firearms and the stimulus of advertising increa8e the availability. Today, 
half of our population could be armed if guns in this country were evenly 
distributed. 

Mail-order and other firearm advertisements, the highest gun-to-population 
ratio in the world, the glorification of guns in our history, and the daily 
television displays of guns in the hands of heroes surely play no positive role 
in minimizing violence. These and many other socializing forces colored with 
violence further shape the values and form the mentality of many Amedcan 
youth. 

THE RISE IN VIOLENT CRIME 

If, as we believe, the cond.itions of life for inner-city populations are 
largely responsible for the sharp difference in violent crime rates between 
these populations arid other groups in our society, there rem&ins a puzzling 
paradox to be considered: Why, we must ask, have urban violent crime rates 
increased substantially d.uring the past decade when the conditions that are 
supposed. to cause violent crime have not worsened-have, indeed, generally 
improved? 

The Bureau of the Census, in its latest report on trends in social and 
economic conditions in metropolitan areas, states that most "indicators of 
well-being point toward progress in the cities since. 1960." Thus, for example, 
the proportion of blacks in cities who completed high school rose from 43 
percent in 1960 to 61 percent in 1968; unemployment rates dropped 
significantly between 1959 and 1967 (from $6,720 to $7,813), and the 
median family income of blacks in cities increased from, 61 percent to 68 
percent of the median white family income during the same period. Also 
during the same period the number of persons living below the legaJly-defined 
poverty level in cities declined from 11.3 million to 8.3 million. 
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There are some important counter-trends. The unemployment rate for 
blacks, though lower ,continued to be about twice that for whites. 
Unemployment among black teenagers in cities increased by a third between 
1960 and 1968 (to 30 percent, two and one-half times the urban white 
teenager rate). Moreover, figures indicating a closing of the family incom~ ¥ap 
between blacks and whites in the 1960's do not reflect a number of crItICal 
details such as the fact that in cities black men who worked the year round 
in 1967 earned about seven-tenths as much as white workers and that this 
fraction was unchanged since 1959, or the fact that the "dependency 
ratio"-the number of children per thousand adult males-for blacks is nearly 
twice that for whites, and the gap widened sharply in the 1960's. The degree 
of poverty among the Negro poor in metropolitan areas remained. severe, h~lf 
the families reporting incomes $1.000 or more below the Socml SecurIty 
Administration's poverty budget of $3,335 for a family of four. We also find 
a significant increase in the number of children growing up in broken homes, 
especially among Negroes and lower income families in the cities. Among 
Negroes in the cities in 1968 with incomes below $4,000, only one-fourth .of 
all children were living with both parents, as compared to one-half for whIte 
families of the ~ilme income level. Significantly, for families with incomes of 
$10 ,000 per year, this difference between white and black families 
disappears. .' .. . 

Whatever maybe the correct over-all judgment on the change ill mner-clty 
living conditions over the past ten years, it is clear, however, that the change 
has been less dramatic<:than the change in violent crime rates during this 
period. How is this discrepancy to be explained? Why, if a high percentage ?f 
the crime in our cities is caused by factors s.uch as poverty and raCIal 
discrimination, has it increased in a period of unprecedented prosperity for 
most Americans and in a time of painfully slow and uneven but genuine 
progress toward racial equality? These questions are not susceptible to precise 
scientific answers, but it is possible to offer informed judgments about them. 
In our considered opinion, the following factors, .have been significantly 
operative in the increasing levels of violent crime in t;he inner cities: 

• The United States has been changing with bewildering rapidity
~cienti(ically, technologically, socially, and politically. Americans literally are 
changing how we work, how we live, how we think, how we manage our vast 
enterpJ;ise. Sociologists and anthropologists have long observed that rapid 
social change le~ds to a breakdown of traditional social roles and institutional 
controls over the behavior of young and old alike-but particularly the young, 
who, because of the social change, are less likely to be socialized into 
traditional ways of doing things (and not doing them) and, hence, 
ineffectively constrained by these traditional ways. This process includes the 
breakdown in traditional notions. of civility: respect for elders and the 
institutions and patterns of conduct they represent, property rights, ways of 
s~ttling disputes, relations between the sexes and many other matters. 

With economic and technical progress in the United States has come 
increased affluence for most-but not all-'-ofthe members of our society. This 
-c~mbination of rapid social change and unevenly distributed affluence is 
devastating. At a ti:me when established ways of doing things,tradition~ of 
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morality, and attitudes about personal and property rights are changing, rising 
levels of affluence, interacting with public promises of a better life and 
television displays of still more affluence, have created expectations that have 
outstripped reality, particularly among the poor and especially the poor 
black. Rising income statistics look reassuring until one focuses on the 
continuing gap between black and white incomes. 

We have in this country what has been referred to as a "revolution of rising 
expectatiom," born of unprecedented prosperity, changes in the law, wars on 
poverty, space spectaculars, and a host of other features of contemporary life. 
But a rapid increase in human expectations followed by obvious failure to 
meet those expectations has been and continues to be a prescription for 
violence. Disappointed has manifested itself not only in riots and violent 
demonstrations-but may also be reflected in the increasing levels of violent 
crime. 

• Our agencies of law enforcement have not been strengthened sufficiently 
to contain the violence that normally accompanies rapid social change and 
the failure to fulfill human expectations. The criminal justice process, 
suffering from an insufficiency of resources and a lack of manl:!gement, has 
become less effective as a deterrent to crime and as an instrument for 
rehabilitating those who are apprehended and convicted. 

• Public order in a free society does not and cannot rest solely on 
applications or threats of force by the authorities: It must also rest on the 
people's acceptance of the legitimacy of the rule-making institutions of the 
political and social order and of the rules these institutions make. Persons 
obey the rules of society when the groups with which they identify approve 
those who abide by the rules and disapprove those who violate them. Such 
expressions of approved and disapproval are forthcoming only if the group 
believes that the rule-making institutions are in fact entitled to rule-that is, 
are "legitimate." What weakens the legitimacy of social and political 
institutions contributes to law-breaking, including violent crime. 

In recent years a number of forces have converged to weaken the 
legitimacy of our institutions. The spectacle of governors defying court 
orders, police unlawfully beating demonstrators, looters and rioters going 
unapprehended and unpunished, and college youth attacking society's rules 
and values, makes it easier, even. more "logical," for disadvantaged young 
people, whose attachment to law-abiding behavior already is tenuous, to slip 
into law-breaking behavior when the opportunity presents itself. In addition, 
pervasive suspicion that personal greed and corruption are prevalent among 
even the highest public officials has fed the idea among the poor that nearly 
everyone is "on the take," and that the real crime is in getting caught. 

The beliefs that some claim to be widely held among poor young ghetto 
males-that the "system" in the United. States is collectively guilty of "white 
racism" and of prosecuting an "immoral" war in Vietnam-have also tended 
to impair the moral impact upon them of our restrained the commission of 
violent crimes against society. . 

These three factors-disappointments of minorities in the revolution of 
rising expectations, the weakening of law enforcement, and the loss of 
institutional legitimacy in the view of many-have had their effects on c,rime 
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rates throughout our society. It is not surprising, however, that their greatest 
impact has been in the inner-cities, among the young, the poor, the male, the 
black. It is there that reality most frustrates expectations, that law 
enforcement provides the least protection, and that the social and political 
institutions of society serve the needs of the individual least effectively. It is 
in the inner-city that a subculture of violence, already flourishing, is further 
strengthened by the blockage of aspirations whose fulfillment would lead out 
of the subculture, by the failure of criminal justice system that would deter 
adherence to undesirable subcultural values, and by the weakness of 
institutions which would inculcate a competing set of values and attitudes. 

GUIDELINES FOR ACTION AND RESEARCH 

Social Reconstruction 

If we are to alleviate the root causes of violence, as well as other mounting 
problems in a complex, changing, interdependent society, the problems that 
change brings to the society must be anticipated. Our institutions of 
government can no longer wait for crises to become obvious before examining 
them and implementing a response. Piecemeal reactions to inequalities and 
problems after they have reached crisis proportions are inadequate, wasteful, 
and ineffective. The United States can continue to flourish only if political 
leaders and government officials, businessmen, university scholars, church 
leaders, opinion molders of media, and the general public, all ,anticipate 
developing problems and together solve them with sufficjent speed, resources, 
and will. 

Changing job technologies, agricultural overproduction, vast migrations of 
rural blacks and whites to cities, urban sprawl, and decay of central cities 
with festering ghettos are not individual problems with separate solutIons. 
They are one problem. To a large extent, our current high levels of crime and 
violence are symptoms and a part of a single American social problem. We 
therefore call for deliberate social reconstruction to solve our problems of 
race and poverty, of iI].equality anc' \' IOlence. 

A comprehensive range cof policies are necessary that in the short run will 
help contain and control violence and in the longer run will .resolve the 
underlying inequalities and attitudes that are its root causes. 

Our philosophy is'that safety and justice are intertwined. Those changes in 
the lives of the deprived population that will involve more justice for them, 
we believe, will provide more safety for the rest of the population. 

,The first essential in a program' to lessen violence in America is continued 
national economic progress and prosperity . This requires government policies 
to maintain a high general level of income and employment as the best overall 
m~ans for ending poY~rty and. deprivation. But general macroeconomic 
policies will not alone suffice to insure that all deprived individuals and 
groups are brought into our growing population, especially for young 
jobseekers. To end unemployment; we must 'assist the black,,,the young, and 
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the hard-core unemployed through private and public job-training progranis', 
through vigorous government and private action to eJ)d job discrimination, 
and through programs to develop more business activity in the ghettoeswith 
increased minority participation in management and ownership. 

Those who cannot work-the old, the disabled, the family without a wage 
earner-still have a right to decent living without fear and degradation. But 
their burden is too great for state and local governments, whose welfare 
programs vary widely and inconsistently in their adequacy. Thus, a national 
minimum welfare policy is needed-perhaps along the lines of the negative 
income tax-that will insure the right of all citizens, especially children and 
the elderly, to a decent standard of living. 

More than a minimum income level is required to end the culture of 
poverty and deprivation that traps many Americans. The decaying slums in 
the center of our major cities remain the setting and breeding ground for 
much of the nation's poverty and violence. Extensive reconstruction of our 
urban environment in all its facets will be required. The Model Cjties program 
offers considerable promise in its concepts of experimentation and 
demonstration of what concentrated efforts by all levels, of government 
working with local citizens can do to rebuild their urban en4ironment. In the 
mass society of qur growing urban areas, the individual's sense of alienation 
and lack of resp~insibility for his environment are partly a product of feeling 
powerless and dependent on anonymous forces of government that he cannot 
control or influence. Measures are needed to organize community 
involvement and participation" not only by the ghetto dweller, but by all 
urban groups, in the public decisions which affect their lives,thereby building 
community pride, cohesion, and responsibility. Gaining services and 
influericing government through the normal political process will give the 
urban, resident a "stake" in his community, while reducing the alienation and 
frustration that breed violence. 

Improvement of citizen access to the diverse government service a.gencie~ is 
badly needed. Community Service Centers are one answer. They would 
coordinate and dispense services rendered by traditional city ,~tate and 
federal agencies, including such functions are job counseling and training, 
family counseling, adult education, and the like. Centers should be scattered 
close to the popula,don in various sections of the city and should make 
maximunl use of local people as workers. Other means for citizens to 
overcome government red tape inclu~e local offices to handle grievances 
against public officials and privatf:i, business. We urge that the federal 
government fund experimental projects designed to serve these purposes. 

, The most serious general problem is the concentration in urban ghettoes of 
Negroes and other minorities caught in a vicious subculture of poverty and 
violence. Their chances for full integration into the larger American culture 
mostly depend on breaking through the walls of discriminatory housing 
practices. Direct federal housing programs and those that seek to aid private 
construction of dwellings should be closely controlled to insure that 
minoriti~s have full access to housing throughout our cities and suburbs. 
Evidence indicates that Negro families in integrated communities readily 
adopt middle class behavior and norms. We recommend experiments in 
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subsidized scattered .relocation and redistribution of poor ghetto families into 
middle class white communities where integration with its accompanying 
opportunities would break those cultural patterns that sustain poverty and 
violence. 

For the barriers of housing discrimination to fall as well as for the urban 
environment to be rebuilt, a new level of housing programs must be 
developed. We must have programs to build adequate, inexpensive homes for 
urban dwellers, while' maintaining and rehabilitating old units. There will be 
100 million more Americans to house by the turn of the century. The task of 
housing them offers an opportunity to build new urban centers ("New 
Towns"), fully integrated in race and class, yet planned and governed. to 
furnish the best in environment, education, and community involvement and 
participation. 

Hope for significant social reconstruction with diminished violence lies in 
the future generations, the cohorts of children and youth growing up each 
year. The solutions that will break the cycle of violence lie in their upbringing 
and socialization into the society-from preschool days through formal 
education to adult jobs and marriage. From the earliest preschoolag~1, 
children must learn the costs and dangers of violent behavior, and how to 
work and play cooperatively without violence. We recommend that the 
President convene a White House Conference on Family Life and Child 
Development to discover problem areas in American child rearing and youth 
and to discuss needed changes and the governmental action necessary to 
support them. . 

Although further research is required to understand the psychological and 
social contributions of early childhood to later violent behavior, we do know 
that many children in our society are deprived of adequate affection, 
attention, and stimulation in the curcial preschool years. As a result, they are 
handicapped, both socially and educationally. The Head Start experience 
offers much useful information and advice for developing preschool 
programs, both formally and informally in the home, that would stimulate 
the young child's mind and teach him to develop normal relationships with 
adults and.other children in which violent habits would be minimized. A 
program of preschool training, accompanied by considerable parent 
participation and indoctrination into easily practicable methods of 
stimulating, disciplining,. and otherwise rearing children, could go far to 
minimize frustration and violence in poor children, while at the same time 
helping to equalize their future opportunities in life. Because the attitudes 
and practices of parents and community are vital to the efficiency and 
long-term success of such a program, a strategy for preschool training should 
be de.:>igned to popularize it and meet ohvious needs of the community. 

Wrapped up with preschool training and the child's early learning of 
behavior is the problem of child abuse. Those who abuse their children tend 
to feel inadequate and overwhelmed by the problems and stresses of family 
life and child care. Child abuse might be minimized by expanding day-care 
centers for children of working mothers, Head Start programs and parental 
education in child rearing. Community Service Centers or other local facilities 
should provide needea family services such as counseling and health servic~s. 
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More study is also needed on the role of primary and secondary schools 
and their capabilities in integrating children, especially those from deprived 
subcultures, into the norms and values of the larger society, thereby 
decreasing tendencies toward violent behavior. We do know that our public 
educational system, overburdened and inadequate as it may be for the tasks, 
remains the major single instrument for opening opportunities for success, 
influencing patterns of future behavior, and recognizing and answering 
specific individual problems and needs before they become dangerous. 
Teacher training, school-community relations, programs for dropouts and 
educationally handicapped adults, and many other areas of education deserve 
more research and national support for the roles they can play in dim~nishing 
violence in America. . 

Criminal violence is only one aspect of the protest of youth, but. it is a 
significant one: in 1966, men under the age of 25 accounted for over 70 
percent of arrests for robberies, burglaries, and rapes. Policy responses based 
on the broadest possible perspectives are required. We recommend the 
creation of new roles for youth, so that young people can lend their energies, 
visions, and skills to the decision making processes of this country and learn 
through their participation that peaceful change can be affected within the 
framework of democratic institutions. Innovations in youth self-help 
programs are needed with particular emphasis on the involvement of 
indigeneous youth in planning and operation. 

In an effort to restore the respect of youth for our laws, we should legalize 
marihuana use, or possession for use by persons over 18 years of age. There is 
no reliable scientific evidence of harmful effects, nor is there evidence of 
marihuana's being a steppingstone to hard narcotics. Through our harsh 
criminal statutes _ on marihuana use and in light of evidence that alcohol abuse 
accounts for far more destruction than any known psychoactive substance 
today, we have caused large numbers of our youth, to lose respect for our laws 
generally. We have also criminalized untold numbers of young people. The 
scientific·data do not support harsh treatment. Although we do not intend to 
encourage use, because as with any psychoactive substance, abuse can be 
~armful, we leave the restraining effort to educational campaigns, family 
mfluences,and the like. '. 

SAFETY FOR THE NON-CRIMINAL POPULATION' 
, ( 

/."/ 

We do not suggest that broad social reconstruction Jill eliminate. all 
criminal violence and recognize thatin the short run the risk ~rid"difficulty of 
committing crime and violence must be increased. 

The key to safety lies in the criminal justice system-police, courts, and 
corrections. Yet the system has been shockingly ineffective. Personnel at all 
levels are severely understaffed, training is inadequate, equipment and 
facilities are archaic, and funding is minimaL In spite of efforts at prevention, 
the largest percentage of all crimes known to the police do not result in 
imprjsomnentor probation. In 1968, only 86 percent of homicides, 55 
percent of forcible rapes, 27 'percent of robberies and 66 percent of 
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aggravated assaults resulted in arrest. Of all arrests, only some result in 
prosecution; of all prosecution~, only some result in determination of guilt; of 
all those found guilty, only some end up incarcerated. The attrition between 
commission and institutionalization varies by crime-in some categories more 
than 90 percent of all crimes known to police do not result in 
institutionalization or probationary treatment outside the walls. And the 
crimes known to police are only a fraction of all crimes committed, so it is 
quite clear that the "preventive" aspect of the system of criminal justice is far 
form effective . 

One response is expanded use of new police techniques, equipment, and 
strategies for deterring crime. Control by deterrence is primarily effective 
against rationalancfimpersonal crime, such as burglaries, street robberies, and 

, I 

some assaults. It is'here that experiments will intense police patrolling, street 
lighting, surveillance, and alarm -systems should be encouraged. Ways of 
"target hardening" -making victims and property less susceptible to 
attack~need to be imaginatively explored by all levels of police and 
goverhmentj as well as by urban designers and private manufacturers. 
Residential buildings, including parking and routes of access, should be 
designed for maximum feasible security and deterrence of crime. Perhaps 
teams with expertise in both security and design could evaluate residential 
areas, schools, parks, and other facilities in order to develop more secure 
patterns ·of use. The areas of police equipment and organization
communi-eations, police car, nonlethal weapons, command centers-offer 
considerable prospect of improvement. Computers and statistical methods 
have already proved their immense value in understanding and predicting 
criminal patterns. 

The ready availability of firearms to almost anyone increases the problems 
of control and the likelihood of violence. Tighter federal and local laws 
regulating the sale, licensing, and ownership of deadly firearms are therefore 
necessary throughout the nation. The passage and diligent enforcement of 
effective laws for licensing and control of sales of firearms could materially 
lower the level of and damage from violence in America. 

Because of organized crime's impact in weakening local government and 
law enforcement as well as public respect for.Jaw, we recommend a more 
vigorous and aggressive attack on organized crime and its activities by all 
agencies and levels of government. The dimensions ·of the problem demand 
that national leadership and law enforcement agencies play the major role in 
an all-out coordinated campaign against organized crime. We recommend the 
continuation of the strategies and recommendations proposed by the 
President's Crime Commission, with the further investment of national 
attention, will and resources necessary for success. The task will require use 
of all available tools and techniques 'to obtain proof of criminal violation, 
greater punishment for acts that constitute part of organized criminal 
enterprise, suppression of illegal organized gambling, and reduction in the 
movemenfof illegally acquired funds into legitimate commercial activities. 

A strategy to reduce and control crime and violence can only be as 
effective as the personnel .and organization implementing it and the citizens 
supporting it. Planning ,and resources must be directed at upgrading 
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professional personnel and developing the appr?priate understanding and 
mutual support in the common problem among the diverse 'public officials 
and the general public. Improved training, professional standards, and career 
opportunities for police are needed, but equally important are broader 
recruitment and careful screening of police, as well as better community 
relations, especially with deprived minorities. Perhaps more than any other 
representative, the policeman directly demonstrates the attitudes and interest 
of the larger society to the poor and deprived communities of our cities, 

About half the calls to which policemen respond are incidents growing out 
of quarrels among intimates, and certainly a great amount of criminal 
homicide, aggravated assault, and forcible rape involve families and 
acquaintances. Because both the outcome of these incidents and the general 
state of police-community relations depend on the policeman's attitudes and 
skills as a conflict resolver, we recommend that all police be specially 
prepared and sensitized for these functions in their training and operations. 
Imaginative innovations such as "domestic quarrel teams" are needed, as well 
as closer police cooperation with such purely social agencies as suicide 
prevention and mental health services. 

Courts and correctional institutions have the difficult task of controlling 
criminal offenders after arrest while attempting to alter their inclinations 
toward violent and illicit behavior into habits more acceptable and legitimate 
in our society. Both systems are woefully overburdened and inadequate in 
relation to their swelling caseload of offenders. 

A 1964 study estimated that 1 in every 9 youths (1 in 6 for boys only) 
would be referred to a juvenile court before his 18th birthday. The juvenile 
justice system is therefore especially critical in diminishing recidivism, yet it 
has generally operated with low prestige and inadequate resources in the 
overall justice system. The Supreme Court's Gault decision has imposed 
stricter procedural safeguards, including the right to counsel, for young 
offenders in juvenile courts. In light of Gault and of the Crime Commission's 
findings, we reiterate their recommendations for increased pre-judicial 
disposition of all juvenile cases not requiring adjudication. State legal codes 
covering juvenile offenses should be narrowed to encompass only those 
offenses considered crimes when committed by an adult. At the same time, 
more non-judicial supervision and assistance should be furnished young 
offenders, in contrast to currently inadequate probation practices that 
frequently stigmatize ayouth without constructi.vely influencing his behavior. 

There are many, often conflicting, correctior~al goals, including punishing 
the offender and restraining him from doing ml~re harm to the community; 
deterring him and' other potential offendbrs from future offenses; 
rehabilitating him, into accepted patterns of behavior; and reintegrating him 
into full citizenship in the community. Unfortmlately, public opinion and 
resulting "institutional actions usually emphasize immediate restraint, 
punishment and deterrence over the more long-run goals of rehabilitation and 
reintegration. The former approach has failed. No satisfactory data exist to 
show that length of sentence bears any real relationship to recidivism among 
violent Qff~nders, In fact, there may be a higher recidivism rate for violent 
offenders who have served longer sentences. 
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M.ost major violence as well as the most serious injury is committed by a 
relatively small core of recidivists. It would therefore appear that the 
corrections system has done little for the offenders with whom we are most 
concerned. Yet high recidivism rates come as no surprise to persons 
experienced in the facts of prison life. Most prisons are schools for crime. 
Prison experience normally degrades and demoralizes men detaching them 
even fur.ther from any integrative ties with the normal and legitimate 
commumty, As a result, an average term in prison today probably does as 
much to create crime as it does to deter or prevent it. We can expect little else 
from an. environment that is perhaps more criminogenic than even the urban 
ghetto environment from which most prisoners originally come. 

. The entire correctional system must be reconstructed in light of this 
eVIdence .. The goal of rehabilitation must be given first priority. The offender 
must acquire the attitudes, habits, and work skills necessary to play a 
re~pectable, ~atisfying role in society. Programs such as pretrial releases 
Wl.t~out bail, supe,rvised rehabilitation of offenders in their community with 
mlmmal or n,0 confinement, smaller specialized institutions with more 
educational, job-training, counseling, and therapy services are needed. 

Eac~ offender has a particular background and personality, and so the 
correctIonal treatment of court and correctional institutions should involve to 
mix of strategies best tailored to turning the individual offender toward a 
mor? nor~allaw-b~ding way of life. This requirement is especially important 
for Juvemles and fIrSt offenders. Very few first offenders are hardened into 
pa~t:rns of violent, criminal behavior and can be readily .returned to 
~:gIhm~te .pat!ern~. But all t?O often they imprisoned in local jails or large 
totalI~shtutlOns of correctIOn and restraint. 

As the of~e~.de~ is reintegrated into society, he must find a decent job and 
accepted posItion 111 the community. He requires not only the supervision of 
parole but continued assistance and access to financial and other services to 
help give him a "stake'~ in his community. The priority of effort should again 
be on youth and new offenders, especially during the 2 or 3 years after 
release, before they become habituated ch.ronic offenders. 

These recommendations for improving the adult and juvenile corrections 
systems will require not only increased funds but also much more 
professional talent and effort. Upgraded and expanded correctional staffs 
could be supple~ented by recruiting part-time assistance from the professions 
of the commumty . Young lawyers. or law studen~s employed in programs 
such as a Youth Justice Corps could ensure that young offenders receive the 
legal and counseling services they need. Local Youth Sefvice Centers and even 
existing private organizations could serve to make professional help more 
readily available to juvenile offenders. . 

In considering society's response to violence, we do not limit ourselves to 
t~e . perpetra~ors of violence. We also .have a responsibility to the innocent 
VIctIms. of VIOlence,. ~h~ often are left impoverished during long expensive 
rec?venes. Because It IS Impractical for victims to obtain compensation from 
theIr attackers, we strongly endorse victim compensation by the government 
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to victims of major violent crimes and call on federal and state legislatures to 
adopt such plans. 

The policies and programs needed to alleviate and control the problem of 
crime and violence will require coordinated support and numerous specialized 
services from all levels of government. Most urgently needed is· better 
information on crime, criminals, and our criminal justice system as it actually 
operates. The Crime Commission report and the recent report on National 
Needs for Criminal Justice Statistics by the Bureau of the Census both 
offered recommendations for a better system of crime statistics, by improving 
coordination and integration of numerous federal, state, and local agencies 
now collecting data on crime and violence. The Statistics Center, authorized 
as an arm of the National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, 
together with the FBI's National Crime Information Center, the National 
Center for Health Statistics of the National Institute of Mental Health, the 
Children's Bureau, and the National Safety Council, all have roles to play in 
collecting and evaluating statistical data on individual violence. 

CONCLUSION 

We emphasize that there can be no genuine safety without real justice. 
Stability and security come only when the citizens of a society accept its 
rules of conduct as legitimate and reasonable; this acceptance can be expected 
to prevail generally only among those who find they can enjoy the normal 
benefits and pleasures of life in law-abiding ways. It is those groups most 
deprived of respect, opportunity, and the sense of responsible participation in 
our society who contribute most to its violence. And it is those programs 
leading to social justice for all our citizens that in the long run will reduce the 
causes of violence in America. 

The various rising trends of violence in America today constitute a 
national problem requiring a national response. Our public officials, the 
leaders of governments and our people, must press that public response with 
the necessary programs, resources, energy, and persuasive leadership. Perhaps 
even more critical than the governmental response is the collective response 
of the American people. Only a fuller commitmelflt to the task can insure 
justice and safety for all. . 
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APPENDIX 1., 

CRIMES OF VIOLENCE jBY WOMEN· 
b ,/' 

By 
David A. Ward 

Mauric:.eJackson 
ReneeE. Ward** 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Americans are greatly concerned about "crime in the streets" and "the 
rising tide of juvenile delinquency." These concerns d~_not, however, include 
the criminal activities of females.1 The most obvious reason that the public's 
attention is focused on the crime and delinquency of males is that males 
contribute from 80 to 90 percent of all persons arrested, convicted, and 
confined for crimes of violence in the United States. In one type of violent 
crime-forcible rape-males account for every arrest. The dispropo~tionate 
contribution males make to "the crime problem" may be seen in table 1 
which reports the arrests of males ·and females for the seven so-called "Index 
crimes" and other common offenses. These data are compIled by the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation and are reported annually in Crime in/Jhe United 

! 1-, 

~~ . ~ 

*We wish to express our gratitude to Jacqueline Ridley and the other sociology 
graduate stude.nts at the UniversitY,of California, Riverside, who assisted us in collecting 
the data for this study. The staff at the California Institution for Women and the 
Minnesota Women's Reformatory were always cooperative and helpful. We want to 
thank Mrs. Iverne R. Carter, Sl!perintendent of the California Institution for"Women, for 
her continued encouragement· and support of criminological research on the female 
offender. . 

**David A. Ward, Professor of Sociology, University of Minnesota (on leave 1968-69 
as Fellow in Law and Sociology, Law School, Harvard University); Maurice Jackson, 
Assistant Professor of Sociology, University of California, Riverside; Renee E. Ward, 
Research Assistant, Law School, Harvard University. 

Note.-Superscript figures indicat~ references on p. 166 . .,... 
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li44 Crimes of Violence 

Table 1. -Crime in the United States by sex, 1967 

Category of crime 

1. Index crimes 
(murder, assault, 
robbery, burglary, 
larceny over $50, 
forcible rape, 
auto theft). . . . ..... . 

2. Felonious crimes 
of violence: 
a. Murder and non

negligent man-
slaughter ....... . 

b. Negligent man-
slaughter ....... . 

c. Aggravated assault '" 
d. RobbQry ........ . 
e. Fordbli.~ rape ..... . 

'\\ 

3. Illdexcrime~'<and 
c: 22 other·'.\ 

" common offenses-
misdemeanor and felony 
(includes prostitution and 
commercialized vice 
drunkenness, vagran~y, 
runaways, narcotics, 
gambling, arson, fraud, 
embezzlement, fotgery, 
vandalism, disorderly 
conduct, and others) .... 
a. Prostitlitionand 
.' commercialized vice 

was the only crime out 
of the 29 in which the 
proportiol1, of women 
exceeded meri . . .. . 

b. Runaways was the only 
other category in which 
the proportion of women 
was more than 1 in 4 . . 

Total reported arrests* 
in U,S./1967 

996,800 

9,145 

3,022 
107,192 

59,789 
12,659 

" 

5,518,420 
t 

0 

" 

-.-::-. .. 

,. 

Men 
(percent) 

86 

84 

90 
87 
95 

100 

88 

22 

52 

Wom€m 
(percent) 

14 

10 

16 
13' 
51 

-- , 

! 

. 
it 

" 

i 
, 

12, 

78 

48 

*4,566 agencies covering estimated population of 145,927,000. 
Source,: Crime in the '!nited States, Um'form Crime Reports-1967 Washington 

D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, p. 124. " 
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Because the bulk of the data for this study was gathered in California, and 
because California has perhaps the best crime reporting system in the United 
States, it is worth noting that the percentagcis of arrests of women in 
California for violent crimes approximated those for the country as a whole. 

Table 2. -Crime in California, by sex, 1966 

Males Females 
Arrests 

Percent Number Percent Number 
Homicide 

,j 

84 1;084 16 213 · ....... 
Assault ......... 87 12,820 13 1,866 
Robbery · ....... 93 8,760 7 695 

Source: Crime and Delinquency in California, 1966, DepartmeQt of Corrections, 
Sacramento. ' 

Other measures of the involvement of women in crimes of violence pertain 
to criminal convictions and prison commitments. These data are, however, 
even more skewed in the direction of males over females thail are the arrest 
data. As female offenders move through the criminal justice system, 
prosecutors, judges, and juries manifest reluctance to deal with them in the 
same manner that they deal with males. Thus while one out of seven persons 
arrested for a serious crime was a female, only one female is confined in our 
State and Federal prisons for every 22 males. California data on convictions 
and commitments for 1966 are as follows: 

Table 3. -Convictions and commitments for violent cri.me\~ in Californi~; 1966 
[In percent1 ,~ .. , :,-, 

Conviction Commitment 
Men" Women Men. Women 

Homicide ..... 87 13 91 9 
Assault · .... '. 91 9 92 8 
Robbery ..... 97 3 .-"9~ 2 

-

Source: Crime and Delinquency in California, 1966.~pp. 57~,"U7; and dzlifornia 
,Prisoners 1964, 1965, 1966, Department of Corrections, Sacramenfo. 

In addition to noting the limited amount of felony crimes by females 
reported in our national and state crime statistics, it is important to 
distinguish between male and female offenders in terms of the types of crimes ' 
each group tends to commit. As can be seen in table 4 when women are 
sentenced to prison they are three times more likely than men to be 
sentenced on forgery and bad check charges, twice as likely to be sentenced 
for homicide, but far less likely to be sentenced for robbery, burglary, and 
felonious sex offenses (e.g., rape, lewd and. lascivious conduct, child 
molestation). Commitment percenl,tages for assault, narcotics, and theft were 
about the same for male and female, offenders. v 
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Table 4. -Commitment offense for California felons, by sex, 1967 
[In percent] 

" 
Men Women. 

Crimes against person 31.6 26.8 

Homicide • 0 • 6.0 11.0 
Assault . . .. 6.5 7.7 
Robbery .. 19.1 8.1 

Crimes against property. 41.5 54.8 

Burglary 17.2 8.8 
Theft (including auto) 13.2 15.5 
Forgery and checks 11.1 30.5 

Sex offenses . ,", . . '. " . 6.5 1.1 
Narcotics I 13.7 13.6 
Other offenses .. 6.7 3.7 

Total. .. 100.0 100.0 
N . , ... ; (4,872) (272) 

" 

SOUrce: California Prisoners 1967, pp. 17-18. 

I, The differential involvement of females in the various types of crime 
pOipts up the role that culture plays in influencing the behavior of the sexes. 
The ,norms and traditions in American society which p~escribe the manner in 
which WOl1)en and girls are supposed to behave is also a part of the 
explanation of the differential response of the community and organized 
criminal justice agencies to the female criminal offender-namely that women 
are more to be pitied and protected than punished and that,.!mprisonment is 
to be "used only as a last resort. In a later section we will discuss the 
importance of the relationship between sex roles and b~havior for the 
understanding of female yrilninality in our society. Here we only want to 
note that the limited number of female offenders and the differential 
processing of female felons by the criminal justice system has had 
implications for the amount of systematic research that has been directed 
toward this group of criminal offenders. 

Until very recently most of the studies of, criminal populations were 
conducted in prisons for men simply because the investigators found it 
expedient to study huge groups of offenders' conveniently assembled in orie 
spot. In five States there are not enough female felons to justify maintaining a 
separate. prison for women; these States house their female felons in ,city or 
county jails or board them in the prisons of neighboring States. Fifteen States 
house small numbers of fem.ale felons in wings or in sections of prisons for 
men. Twenty-seven States'operate a separate correctional institution for 
women, but in most of these States ''the number of prisons for men ranges 
from 2 to 10.2 .so larger' numbers of mal~ QJfenders meant more men's 
prisog.s and more potential study sites.' .. 

Gi~en the smaller numbers of both prison~ for women and women in 
prison, thecomp~tition of research opportunities in prisons for men, and the 
salience of crime problems posed by male offenders, it is not surprising t1i2,t 
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criminology textbook wnters have been able to cover the available knowledge 
about female criminality in. one chapter or less. Our knowledge of the 
character and causes of female criminality is a(ctlie same stage of development 
that characterized, Qur knowledge of male crifhinality some 30 or more y~ars 
ago: . _, 

The most obvioosimplication of being at this rather primitive stage of 
systematic data collection is 'seen in the kinds of questipns we have had to 
answer in our research-questions whose answers would provide rudimentary 
data about female criminality: What are the b'asic demographic and pers~nal 
characteristics of female violent offenders? How do these characteristics 
compare to other types of female offenders? To~ale offenders? ~at are the 
characteristic criminal roles of female offenders? More specIfically, do 
females convicted of assaultive crimes use weapons? Who are the :victims? 
How much physical strength or agility do women use in committing crimes of 
violence? Do they commit crimes bf violence alone or with others? If others 
are involved, who are they?' What i'easons do women give for committing . 
violent crimes? ' 

Another range of questions included in this inquiry involves the 
population of the California Institution for Women (CIW), the largest' 
correctional facility for female felons in the United States. We asked: Has 
there been an increase in recent years in the number or proport!on of women 
committed toCIW for crimes of violence? Arf,: women more aggressive in 
committing violent crimes today than in the p~.st? Has ther~ .been an in~rease 
in the number of CIW rules violations? Do )vomen commItted' for VIOlent 
crimes contribute disproportionately to institutional violence compared to 
other offend.ers? 

In the· following two sections we preserit data related to female offender 
characteristics and the nature of female criminality. The. incidence of violent 
hehavior within the women's prison is dlfalt with in section IV, in section V 
we discuss some of the trends in the eX.fent and nature offemale criminality, 
and in section Vl we summarize the study findings. 

II. CHARACTERISTICS OF FEMALE OFFENDERS 

Although there' h~s bee~ very'liWe system(ltic'Study of female crinlinality, 
we do not m~an to imply that. thi.sis t~e first excursion into this ~rea. Some 
100 years ago an Italian 'physician and physical' anthropologIst, Caesar 
Lombroso, studied the skulls"brains"and physical ":nomalies" ot female 
criminals and those of "normal" women. Lombroso s book, The 4?emale 
Offender (1893), also included: the author'!n~ommentariesand descriptiqns of 
some.social and psychological characteristics ofms subjects:.' . . 

Certainly the most extensive systematic study to date of the charactenstws' 
a.n.d personal histories ·of female offendtlrs was the one conducted by She~~onr " 
and Eleanor Glueck of Five Hundred Delinquent Women (1934) whose parole .e:" 

from the Massachusetts :Women's Refqnnatory expired between 1921 and 
1925 .. The "Gluecks gatljered 285 sepai·~~. items of dat~abo~t their study 
population. These data~ga~ered from)pn~~ records, mten:lews;, and ~~ld 
investiga.tions-'cov~~ted: famI.Iy ba~kgrO(und!Jand personal histo(l~s ?fthe 
women',before pnson, dunng pnson \'IDi},parol~; and .after expuabon of 
sentence. (""">... t 
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A comprehensive review of the state of knowledge about female 
criminality, based upon reports and studies published before 1950 in the 
United States and abroad, was made by Otto Pollak. In his book, The 
Criminality of Women (1950), Pollak presented evidence pertaining to several 
major characteristics of female criminals (age, race, marital status, 
occupation, and intelligence) and updated Lombroso's description of the 
circumstances under which women carry out criminal roles.3 

The three works briefly described above have reported almost all of the 
research data there is about the characteristics of female offenders. A similar 
review of studies of male offenders would take up all the pages of this report. 
Even if the focus was upon only the male murderer, a review of all the 
investigations by anthropologists, geneticists, biochemists, psychiatrists, 
psychologists, sociologists, and legal and judicial authorities would take up 
many pages. When the presentation of systematically gathered data on the 
characteristics of female offenders gets beyond items such as age, race, and 
IQ, criminologists are exploring areas that have been investigated in one or 
two earlier studies at most. 

Study Population 

There are always problems in selecting any criminal population. for study. 
For example, a study of all persons arrested includes some who are not guilty 
and excludes other persons who have violated the same laws but who have 
not been caught. A study involving an arrest population would be more likely 
to exclude property offenders than violent offenders because arrests by the 
police are made most frequently in connection with crimes against persons.4 

Furthermore, our criminal justice system operates in such a manner that 
different groups of arrestees are dropped into· a variety of disposition 
categories. Some of those arrested are released from the system when no 
formal complaint is filed; of those formally charged, some cases are dismissed 
or charges dropped before trial; some of those held for trial are acquitted and 
some are found not guilty; of those persons who are convicted some receive 
fines or suspended sentences, some are placed on probation, some go to jail, 
and some go to prison. The President's Commission on Law Enforcement and 
the Administration of Justice examined the .flow of ~ offenders through the 
criminal justice system and reported that only 11 percent of the 727,000 
persons arrested in 1965 for so-called "Ind~x Crimes" (homicide, assault, 
rape, robbery, burglary, theft over $50, auto theft) were ultimately 
committed to prison.s Clearly, some serious limitations must be placed upon 
the generalization of findings from prison populations to criminal 
populations. Prison populations are biased in favor of offenders who do not 
have the kind of social status of the financial resources that influence 
prosecutors and judges to utilize alternatives to penal confmement. In 
addition to containing a disproportionate number of persons from the lower 
socioeconomic class, offenders in prison have the most extensive criminal 
records both in terms of the frequency of arrest and number of alternatives to 
imprisonment that have been tried. 

Given this general caveat, it should also be pointed out that prison 
populations do contain larger proportions of those who have committed 
violent crimes. Persons convicted of murder are seldom found in probation, 
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suspended sentence, jail or juvenile popUlations. Wolfgang's study o£j' criminal 
homicides committed in Philadelphia reported, for example, that of': the 387 
persons convicted, only 4 percent were placed on probation. The rJ;\11ainder 
received sentences ranging from indefinite (mostly women) to life 
imprisonment or death.6 Women in prison for homicide represent ~\\good 
sample of all the female murderers in particular jurisdictions who \vere 
adjudged "legally sane at the time the crime was committed. Similar data on 
the dispositions of assault and robbery cases is not available, but the chances 
of making arrests and obtaining convictions in assault cases are someWhat 
better than for property crimes because the offender is often known to the 
victim. Even in those cases of assault and robbery where the offender's 
identity is not known, the victim is often able to assist the police by 
identifying suspects. The higher clearance rate for all crimes against persons 
when coupled with the seriousness of these offenses leads to the 
'i;mprisonment of relatively more violent /offenders than is true of other 
offender types. 

Violent crimes committed by women who would be excluded from a 
prison sample include those cases in which: (1)murders, assaults, or robberies 
were not reported or in which no arrest was made; (2) women committed 
suicide after committing murder or assault; (3) women were charged with 
murder or assault but were not tried, or when tried were found not guilty by 
reason of mental defect or insanity; (4) the defendent was acquitted or 
released due to a mistrial. It should also be noted that the charges upon which 
some convictions are obtained may be less serious than the original charge. 
(For example, as a result of plea bargaining a murder charge may be reduced 
to manslaughter or felonious assault may be reduced to a misdemeanor .) All 
of these qualifications considered, the power of generalization of findings 
about female murderers included in a prison population to the larger 
popUlation of legally sane female murderers is greater than could be expected 
of any offender type. This same point applies to a somewhat lesser degree to 
prison samples of females convicted of assault and robbery. 

Study Design 

This report is an outgrowth of a study of the adjustment that women 
made to life in prison which was conducted during the eady 1960's at the 
California Institution for Women by Ward and Kassebaum.' For that study 
basic descriptive data was gathered which pertained to the ,.demographic 
characteristics, personal histories, and institutional experiences 'Of all inmates 
housed at CIW between 1~62 and 1964 (N=832). In 1968-comparable data 
was obtained for a 25 percent sample of the inmate population (N=200). 
Inmates from the earlier study group who were still in the prison were 
excluded from the sample. 

In the analyses that follow, the 1962-63-64 study popUlation (hereinafter 
referred to as the "1963 group") and the 1968 sample are presented 
separately. There were ,no statistically'significant differences between the two 
groups over time, except where noted. (For several items we can present only 
1963 or ·only 1968 data; in one case we mistakenly omitted the item when 
making up the 1968 coding sheets, in another case the data pertaining to one 
study group was rejected because of apparent coding inconsiste~cies with the 
other group.) 
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Info;cmation on inmate characteristics was taken from the prison files kept 
for each inmate confined in the California Institution for Women. Since the 
validity of some of the file information can be questioned we focused on 
those items that involved fairly objective issues, such as number of arrests, 
test soores, age, etc. To keep the abstracting of file information uniform we 
checklbd the reliability of decisions made by our coders and had more than 
one judgment made of ambiguous or difficult items. We recomputed the 
numeJrical counts of certain items made by probation officers or institution 
staff members because there were a sufficient number of mistakes to warrant 
the Mfort. 

In several cases we esfablished our own guidelines for using or excluding 
various kinds of file information which dealt with the same item. For 
psychiatric diagnosis, for example, we coded only reports prepared by 
psychi,atrists or psychologists and not the opinions offered by police officers, 
prosecutors, judges, and correctional officers. Nor did we use reports made by 
probation officers or prison case workers because of their highly variable 
quality. 

The most obvious limitation in the use of offiCially recorded information 
arises in the area of reports of illegal or illicit behavior. All figures relating, to 
the incidence of sexual promiscuity, prostitution, criminality, delinquency" 
and. homosexuality are only measures of these activities as officially reported 
and are thus underestimates of true rates. 

The specific items gathered for this study do not, of course, represent all 
the information that it would be useful to have on the characteristics and 
personal histories of female offenders, but they do represent the best 
information that was consistently reported in the prison records and 
represent many hours of investigation by various law enforcement, 
correctional, and social service agencies. Stated simply the inmate files at the 
California lnstitution for Women contained the best available supply of basic 
information on a large sample of female felons we could obtain for an 
exploratory study. ApproXimately 10 percent of all women confined in our 
State and Federal prisons are hous~d at CIW. 

Findings 

The discussion and data which follow focus upon women who were 
committed to prison for crimes against persons: homicide, assault, and 
robbery. Data on two other groups of female felons are included for 
comparative purposes: those committed for property crimes (forgery and bad 
checks, grand theft, burglary), and those committed for violation of narcotics 
laws. (The latter is more accurately classified as a "crime· against morality" 
than as a crime against a person or property.) 

1. Ethnicity 

It is not easy to determine the most accurate way to present the ethnic 
and racial. comp9sition for different types of offenders. Should it be . 
expressed in term~ ·of the racial distribution of the prison population? The 
commitment population? Or the population of the State? Table 5 gives the 
percentages that whites and nonwhites represent in each of these three 
populations. 

w."'-"'¥>""~'~'l'''"~ }-~:< 
------------------------------------------,-,~ ..... ~-===.--.-~~"::::. 

Table 5. -Ethnic distribution of female felons in California 
[In percent] 

White Mexican Negro Other 
-

California State population1 ..... 92 . .... 6 2 
Prison commitments:2 

1964 ................. 60.8 5.2 32.1 1.9 
1967 ................. 66.2 7.4 25.0 1,4 

Prison inmates: 
Dec. 31, 19623 

•.•.••.•.•• 64.1 4.4 29.7 2.5 
1963 population .......... 68.0 4 5.0 27.0 4 

Dec. 31, 19673 
.•••••••••• 51.8 RA 37.4 2.4 

1968 sample .. . . . . . . . . . . 55.0 10.0 33.5 1.5 

1 Statistical Abstracts, U.S. Census, percent of population of women of Mexican 
ancestry not given. Included in percent white. 

2 California Prisoners, 1964, 65, 66 (p. 29), and 1967 (p. 27), Research Division, 
Department of Corrections, Sacramento. 

3 Ibid., p. 59. Excludes felons in the Reception-Guidance Center. 
4 The Mexican group includes fewer than 5 Indian and Chinese women. 
5 No infO);mation on ethnicity of 13 women. 

--------------~------------------=---=----------------.. ---.----------

Total Number of 
percent women 

100.0 7,880,000 

100.0 324 
100.0 272 

100.0 667 
100.0 5819 
100.0 704 
100.0 200 
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The most obvious conclusion to be drawn from the distributions presented 
in table 5 is that mlhority group women, given the proportion of the State 
population they constitute, are substantially overrepresented in terms of their 
proportion of felony commitments to the California Institution for Women 
and their proportion of the year-end institution p'opulation. Also apparent is 
the problem of reconciling c,onclusions based upon the population of women 
committed to prison on fe~ony charges during a given year with the 
population of the prison at \11 given point in time (as reported by the 
California Department of Corrections and as indicated by our two study 
groups). Data from 1964 to 1967 show the proportion of Negro women 
committed to prison has declined an4 that the proportion of Mexican women 
has increased. Among the prison pbpulation, however, the proportion of 
women in both minority groups has inct'eased. 

One reason for this discrepancy may be due to differences in type of 
offense committed. Negro and Mexican. women are disproportionately 
represented in the assault commitments and Mexican women also comprise a 
disproportionate share of narcotics commitments. Since assault and narcotic 

Table 6:-Ethnicity: Violent offende~s, 1968 sample and'California'commitments, 
1966/67 ' 

[In percent of offense categories] 

Number ' White JMexican Negro Other 
/ .I 
'-'-, .. 

Female prison commitments,11966/67 
'" I' >.,", 

Totae 628 61.5 8.0 28.5 2.0 

Homicide . . .. 61 57.4 6.5 36.1 --
Assault .. . 47 29.7 15.0 49.0 6.3 
Robbery · . 41 58.5 7.3 29.3 4.9 

Property ,crimes 
, .. 

360 69.0 5.8 23.3 1.9 . . .. ,.~ 

Narcotics u 84 54.8 15.4 29.8 --· . 

Female prison inmates, March 19683 

" 
,) 

~, 

T!.>tal4 200 5S.0 10.0 33.5 1.5 

Homicide · . 28 64.3 10.7 25.0 --
Assault " 23 30.4 17.4 52.2 --. . . .. . . . . . . 
Robbery · . 12 83.3 -- 8.3 8.3 

Property crimes · . · . 94 60.6 7.4 30.9 1.1 
Narcotics .. 34 35.3 14.7 47.1 2.9 

1 Adapted from California Prisoners, 1967, op. cit., p,41 (x2=42.82, df=12, p <0.01). 
2(x2 =23.64, df=12, p <0.05). 
31ncludes 35 commitments whose offense does not fit into these 5 categories (e.g., 

abortion, e~cape). ", 
4Includes 9 inmates whose offense does not fit into these 5 categories. Differences 

did not exceed acceptable significance levels. 
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law violations genera~'y' carry longer .pris.on terms than do property offense.s, 
it may be that over;i time more mmonty group women "accumulate" III 

prison. Ii 
Whatever the reasons for the differences in ethnic (racial) distributions 

between prison commitments and prison populations, .it seems safe to 
conclude that, given the proportion of minority group women in the State 
population, they are overrepresented among offenders convicted of assaultive 
crimes. 

2. Intelligence 

The IQ scores of women in the 1968 sample tended to be concentrated at 
the low end of the scale: only one in six scored in the above average range, 
and two out of six scored below average. The Validity of IQ test scores may 
be questioned, however, when they apply to culturally disadvantaged groups. 
Since prison populations have large percentages of minority group persons, 
this issue shOUld be kept in mind in examining IQ distribution for specific 
groups of offenders. (Among whites in the 1968 sample, 17 percent scored 
below average and 38 percent scored above average. Contrast this with the 
percent distribution for women from the minority groups-Mexican and 
black: 59 per-cent scored below average and 4 percent scored above average.) 

Cross-tabulating offense with IQ we found a significant difference: women 
serving time for assaultive crimes had significantly lower scores than other 
offenders. 

Table Z -IQ scores: Violent offenders, 1968 sample 
[In percent] 

Homicide Assault Robbery Property crime 

Below average (under 90) 42 68 8 31 
Average (90-110) ... 29 27 59 48 
Above average (over 110) 29 5 33 21 

-
,Total ......... 100 100 100 100 
N ........... (28) (22) (12) (94) 

(x 2=23.76, df=8,P<0.01) contingency coefficient =0.333. 

Narcotics 

3S 
59 

6 

100 
(34~ 

However, when race is held constant (that is, when we cross tabulated 
offense with IQ for whites and nonwhites ,separately), differences were no 
longer significant. These data are presented in table 8, Note, for example, that 
women committed for assault tended to score below average irrespective of 
majority-minority status; also,among whites committed for homicide there 
was an equal number of women in each of the three IQ categories. 
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Table \~~\rIQ scor~ for violent offenders, within white and nonwhite1 inmate groups, 1968 sample 

\\\ [In percent of each offense category] C 

\\ ' 

" 
Homicide\\ 

\\ . 
~"JQ score White2 Nonwhit~~ 

\: 

Above avet:age (110+) 33 20 
Average (90-l10) .. 33 20 
Below aver~e (-90) 33 60 

11 

Total, ....... 99 100 
N. •.. ,:' .... ,' ... (18) (10) ". 

., ..... '. 
1 Includes' women of Mexican descent. 
2(x2=15.09, df=8, not significant.) . 
3 (x 2 =8 .29, df=4, not sig'J)ificant.) 

Assault 

White Nonwhite 

" \' \' 14 --
'\ 29 27 
\\57 73 \::; 

\, 

~, 
100 10,\\ 

(7) \' (11) 
" \\ 

," 
Robbery Property crimes 

I,: 

White Nonwhite White Nonwhite 

30 (1) 33 2 
60 (1) 55 38 
10 -- 12 60 

100 -- 100 100 
(10) (2) (57) (37) 

I Narcotics 

White Nonwhite 

17 --
75 50 
8 50 

100 100 
(12) , (22) 

-. - ---- - ----,---- ---
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3. Criminal Record and Crime in Family of Female Felons 

A. Oiminal Record 

When compared to other offenders, women in both the 1963 prison 
population and in our 1968 sample committed for homicide were 
significantly less likely to: (l) have had a criminal record or have been 
previously confined; (2) ,have been arrested before age 21; or (3) have been 
previously committed on a felony charge. Women committed for assault had 
more extensive criminal records prior to their current commitment than did 
homicide commitments. R9bbery commitments had the most extensive 
records of the three types of violent offenders. 

Noting the differences in the criminal careers of homicide offenders 
compared to women committed for assault and robbery, if these three groups 
are combined into the "violent offender" category and then compared to the 
propertYc'offender and narcotics offender categories as a group, violent 
offenders have less extensive criminal careers. Twenty-one percent of the 
violent offenders for example had no criminal record reported prior to their 
commitment to the California Institution for Women but only 6 percent and 
3 percent, respectively, of the property and narcotics offenders had no prior 
record. In terms of prior felony commitments, 63 percent of the violent 
offenders had no such commitment compared to 39 percent of the property 
offenders and 38 percent of the narcotic offenders. There were, however, no 
statistically significant differences between these three groups of offenders in 
terms of age at first arrest, about one-half of each group was arrested before 
the age of 21 . 

B. Crime in' the Offender's Family 

In 6 out of 10 homicide cases no member of the family was known to have 
been arrested-either for a misdemeanor or for a felony. Somewhat fewer 
families of assault offenders had "clean" records. Looking at the most serious 
end of this continuum it can be seen that murderers""were the least likely to 
have had a,member of the family involved in a felony charge. 

Differences between offender categories were significant among the 1963 
inmate population essentially because of the large proportion of narcotic 
offenders whose families had felony arrests or convictions. However, these 
differences were not significant for the 1968 sample\ 

4. Personal, Sexual, and Emotional Troubles 

A. Broken Homes 

Are women who commit crimes of violence more, likely to come from 
broken homes than is the, case for other offenders? Our data (on the 1968 
sample only) reveal that there were no statistically significant differences 
between offenders committed for crimes against persons, property or 
narcotics. On a percentage basis, fewer of the murderers come frorn homes 
broken by desertion, separation, divorce, or death than was the case for any 
other offense group. Inmates in other offense categories were more equally 
split between those who did and did not come from a broken 4.ome. 
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Table 9. -Extent of criminal record: Violent offenders, 1963 and 1968 groups 

[In percent of each offense category] 

Homicide Assault Robbery Property crimes 

Prior record 19631 19682 1963 

Noneteported ..... 34 34 10 
Arrests~ fines, 

or probation " .... 29 29 20 
J ail, training 

school, jail and 
probation ....... 26 23 53 

Reformatory or 
prison '-......... 11 13 17 

" 

Total ......... 100 100 100 
N ............. (108) (28) (30) 

, 

l(X 2=113.14, df=12, p< 0.01) contingency coefficient = 0.3569. 
2(X 2=40.62, df=12,p<O.01) contingency coefficient = 0.4197. 

1968 1963 1968 1963 1968 

11 8 6 9 6 .,; 

23 30 29 '17 15 

\ -

47 30 29 37 - ~8 

19 32 36 37 1 51 

100 100 100 100:: 100 
(23) (50) (12) (3e941 (94) 

I, 

Narcotics 

1963 1968 

1 3 

20 29 

46 29 

33 39 

100 100 
(193) (34) 
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Table 10. ":;Age at first arrest: Violent offenders, 1963 and 1968 groups 

[In percent of each offense category] 

Homicide Assault Robbery Property crimes 
" 

Age at ftrst arrest 19631 19682 1963 

20 or younger ..... 29 32 57 
\' 

21-27 .......... 35 32 27 
28+ ........... 36 36 16 

Total ... ~, ..... 100 100 100 
N ........... (l08) (28) (30) 

1 (X 2=60.81, df=8, p<O.Ol) ~ontingency coefficent = 0.2697. 
2(x2=17.93, df=8, p<0.15) contingency coefficient = 0:2929. 

.. 

1968 1963 1968 1963 1968 

58 74 75 46 50 
21 20 19 30 36 
21 6 6 i~4 14 

100 100 100 100 100 
(23) (50) (12) (394) (94) 

I, e; 

,------------l-~~--------

Narcotics 

1963 1968 

61 44 
33 41 
6 15 

100 100 
(193) (34) 
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Table 11. -Number of felony commitments: Violent offenders, 1963 and 1968 groups 
rIn percent of each offense category] 

Homicide Assault Robbery Property '{rimes 

Prior commitments 19631 19682 1963 
j?=:' 

None .......... 82 80 67 
1 .............. 12 13 27 
2 ......... ' .. ' .... 2 2 6 
3 or more . . ~ . . . . . 4 5 --

)-', 

Total ......... '·,100' 100 I " 100 
,]l.T ••• ' ••••• : •• (108) (28) (30) 

, '. 
~(~~=5f711 df=12, p<O.OI) contingency coefficient' = 0.252:( 
(x =3167, d[=12, p<O.Ol)'contingency coefficient= 0.3689. 

I 

1968 1963 1968 1963 1968 

63 62 57 56 4(~~ 
26 6 8 25 17 
11 14 16 10 22 

-- 18 19 9 21 

100 100 100 100 100 
(23) (50) (12) (394) (94) 

.' 

Narcotics 

1963 

55 
30 
12 

3 

100 
(1&3) 

\' 
,\ 

1968 
,'\ 

~8 
35 
12 
15 

100 
(34) 
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Table 12. -Severity of reported family criminality: Violent offenders. 1963 and 1968 groups 

[In percent of each offense category] 

Homicide 

Known family crime3 19631 19682 

None .......... 64 60 
Misdem

4
eanor ; . . . . . 6 9 

Felony ......... 30 31 
. 

Total .. '~:.' .... 100 100 
N ........ · ... (106) (28) 

... 

1 (x2=51.72, df=8, p<O.Ol) 
2(x 2=11.58, df=8), not signifrsant. 
3 Any relative by descent or marriage. 
4 With or. without misdemeanors. 

/( 

o 

Assault 

1963 

57 
() 

~7 
1\ 

10'P 
(3t\) 

Robbery Prop,erty crimes 

1968 1963 1968 1963. 1968 
" 

49 42 ~~43 52 39 
6 4 .. 'S 10 18 

45 54 52 38 43 

100 100 100 100 100 
(23) (50) (12) (394) -- (94) 

Narcotics 

1963 1968 

31 20 
5 12 

64 67 

100 
I' 

100 
(193), \. 1'1 (84) 
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Table 13. -Parents' marital status: Violent offenders, 1968 sample 

[In percent of offense category] 
. 

Parents' marital status Homicide Assault Robbery Property crimes 

No break ......... 68 50 50 48 
Home broken by death, 

!Separation, desertion, 
or divorce ...... 32 50 50 52 

Total ......... 100 100 100 100 
N . .......... (28) (23) (12) (92) 

1 Uj to age 18 of subject. 
(X =3.59, df=4, not significant.) 

B. History of illegal and lllicit Sexual Behavior 

Narcotics 

54 

46 

100 
(33) 

Even though the behavior that individuals keep most private-illegal 
a<;tivities and personal sexual activities-are certainly under-reported in prison 
records, almost two-thirds of the 1963 population and the 1968 sample were 
reported to have been promiscuous, to have engaged in prostitution, or both; 
about one-fifth were reported to have had homosexual involvements or to 
manifest homosexual traits. 

Consistent with their less extensive, criminal records, compared to other 
offenders, the women in our study co~hmitted for homicide were least likely 
to have engaged in prostitution. (Assault commitments, on the other hand, 
were more likely to have reports of either promiscuity or prostitution or 
both-at lea.st eighty percent-than any other offense group except narcotics 
offenders.) In addition, fexryer women committed for homicide had reports of 
homosexual involvements than did other offender groups. The most notable 
involvement of any ·offense group in homosexuality was among robbery 
commitments-a finding we shall refer to later in this paper. 

C. Drinking Problems 

Compared to property offenders and narcotics offenders, violent offenders 
were, to a statistically" significant degree, more likely to be labeled as 
"alcoholics." In 1968, one in three of all inmates serving time for violent 
offenses was labeled "alcoholic" compared to 1 in 8 and 1 in 16 of the 
property and narcotics offenders. 

Table 15 presents data pertaining to drinking problems for the specific 
violent offense groups. For the 1968 sample the. percent of alcoholics among 
the homicide and assault offenders was at least double that of the other 
offense groups. 

Of additional interest is the increase in the percentage of female offenders 
regarded as alcoholic in the 1968 sample compared with the 1963 

<population: 18 percent of the sample confmed in 1968 had been labeled 
. "alcoholic" -twice t~e percentage for the earlier study group. The increase 

" ... -~.~.-----~--.------~- ~-----
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1'c:ble 14. -History of illegal or illicit sexual conduct: Violent offenders, 1963 and 1968 groups 

[In percent of each,offender category] 

Homicide Assault Robbery Property crimes 

19631~" 19682 1963 1968. 1963 1968 .. \~,--::, :-.. 1963 
',_1 

Promiscuityapd. 
prostitution: 

I ; ! 

N"one reported .. ' . 38 41 16 17 38 36 40 P . . 3 romlSculty .... 30 , 31 37 40 18 20 25 
Prostitution4 •••. 32 28 47 43 43 44 35 

TotalS , ..... 100 . 100 100 100 100 100 100 
N ......... (106) (28) (30) (23) (49) (12) (386) 

Reported homosexuality 

6 . 
Some ......... 711 1111 23 19 44 39 18 

N ......•.. (108) (28) (30) (23) (50) (12) (394) 

. ~(x~=70.07, df=8, p<O.Ol) 
3(X' =14.9.2, d(~8, not lIi~nificant) 
4 Inc;:ludes illegt~lm~te childre~, p~omiscuity (also referred to as "sexual delinquency"), or both. 

:Includes prostitution; promlscUltyand prostitution. 
S Women who had been victims of rape or incest. but about whom promiscuity 
6 or prostitution was. not known or. alleged w~re excluded. 
7 Of served or alleged In or out of pnson; also lOcluded are subjects to whom homosexual traits were ascribed. 
II (X

2 
=26.70, df=4. p< 0.05) 

(X =6.33, df=4, not signinpant) 

1968 

-
" 

,I 

367 '.' 

40 
24 

100 
(94) 

29 
(94) 

Narcotics 

1963 1968 

~\4 27 
19 32 
67 41 

., 

100 100 
(192) (34) 

:) 

23 29 
{193) .. (34) 

1. 
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among violent offenders was even greater-39 percent of the women confined 
for murder and 35 percent for assault in the 1968 sample were labeled 
"alcoholic." In 1963, among these two offender groups, only 14 percent and 
13 percent were "alcoholic." We cannot be certain, however, whether these 
changes represent an actual increase in inmates with an alcoholic history or 
changes in labeling practices by law enforcement, court, and prison personnel. 

D. Narcotics History 

This item of information was gathered on the 1963 population but was 
omitted in the 1968 record abstract due to an administrative error d~tected 
too late in the project to remedy; it is thus possible for us to report on 
narcotics history among violent offenders for the 1963 group only. In 95 
percent of the cases, narcotics "use" referred to the use of heroin or other 
opiates. 

The use of narcotics was distinctly a minority characteristic of the 
homicide and robbery commitments in the 1963 study population compared 
to assault commitments, property offenders and, of course, narcotics 
offenders. The 92-percent figure for narcotics use by persons committed for 
violation of narcotics laws reflects the fact that a small number of persons 
sold or were charged with possession of narcotics but did not use drugs 
themselve~. 

E. History of Psycholo~cal Disabilities 

We ga~)~ered data pertaining to psychological disabilities in an effort to 
answer W,ree questions: (1) How widespread are these disabilities among a 
populati~ib, 'of confined female felons? (2) Has there been an increase in the 
proportii:)n of inmates who are reported to have these disabilities? (3) 
Comp~i;ed to other types of offenders, are women cOnlmitted for crimes of 
violence more likely to have these disabilities? We combined the dia.gnoses of 
psychiatrists and clinical psychologists into three categories: (1) "No 
Disability Reported"; (2) "Gross References," which included reports of 
neuroses, psychopathy and a number of other psychological conditions which 
were referred to as disabilities; and (3) "Evidence of Psychosis." When more 
than one diagnosis was contained in the inmate file, the most serious 
diagnosis was coded. 

It is important to indicate that some of the women in the 1963 CIW 
population were received at the institution during periods when there was no 
,psychiatrist· on the staff. It is the case, however, that violent offenders, 
particularly homicide commitments, were given diagnostic interviews later in 
their terms v/hen, clinical staff became available. Also most of these offenders 
had in their files: psychiatric report~"or testimony which was used at their 
trials. Similady, inmates whose behavior in the institution was regarded as 
bizarre or "disturbed" would have psychiatric interview information added to 
their files during 'their terms. In all, 90 of the 832 women in the 1963 group 
4ad' no psychiatric !nterview data, in their files and rather than classify them 
"No Disability Reported," we excluded them from this analysis. For the 1968 
sample we ~xcluded 10 women for whom this information was not available. 

Women in both study groups serving time for assault and homicide were 
described as psychologically disturbed significantly more often than other 
offenders. : 
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1~ible 15.-Alcohol history: Viol~'nt offenders, 1963 and 1968'ghlups 
,- [In percent of offense categories] 

,~ 

Ho~ic~~e, Assault Robbery Property crimes 
Alcohol history 

19631 ) 2 
1963 1968 1963 1968 1963 1968 1.968 .-

No known problems . . 46 140 36 39 56 59 72 65 
Dri_'1ki!!g ,asSociatgq 

with past offenses or 
51 26 34' 25 17 23 report~ as a problem 40 I 21 

12 13 35 10 16 11 Described as "alcoholic" 14 39 , -
100 100 100 100 100 100 Total ....... 100 100 

(50) 
, 

(12) (394) (94) N ......... (107) (28) (30) (23) 

1 (x2 =70.19, df~8, p<O.Ol) continl~!rncy coeffic~ent = ,0.2885. 
2(i =20.31, df=8" p<O.Ol) contin~imcy coeffiCIent = 0.2812. 

i 
Ii Table 16. -Reported use of narcotics: Violent offendqs, 1963 population 

[In percent of each offense category} 
I 

. 1 NarcotIcs use Homicide. Assault Robbery Property crimes Narcotics 

Some . . . . .. 2 25 3 24 , 92 
" 8 None 98 75 97 76 .. 

" Ii 
i· 

100 100 :J \' . 100 Total, . 100 100 
N (105) (18) (48) (370) ':,(191) ,- . 

" - -" .,~, 

lIn 95 percent of the cases, narcotics refers to opiate use, primarily heroin. (x2 =264.33", 
dfi::~, p<O.Ol) 

Narcotics 

1963 1968 

82 68 

16 26, 
2 6 

100 100 
(192) (34) 
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The data in table 17 indicate that female felons have been increasingly 
diagnosed as suffering from some type of psychologIcal disability. This shift 
can best be seen among homicide commitments. In 1963,47 percent were 
regarded as psychologically disturbed; by 1968 the figure had risen to 81 
percelH. The percentage of all offenders reported to show evidence of 
psychosis doubled between 1963 .md 1968, but the increase for homicide 
commitments more than tripled. 

The major shift in the diagnoses of assault and ,robbery offenders was, on 
the other hand, in the direction of the "Gross reference" category 
("Disturbed-but-not-psychotic"). In fact, the proportion of women serving 
time for these two crimes who showed "Evidence of psychosis" was lower in 
1968 than in 1963. 

The increase in reported psychological disability between 1963 and 1968 
may reflect a real change in the characteristics of women committed during 
that period. It may also, however, reflect the fact that more clinical staff 
members mean more diagnoses and more thorough psychiatric examination, 
or it may reflect changes in preferences for certain diagnostic categories.s' , 

The characteristics of female offenders set forth in this section will be 
summarized at a later point in the paper when we shall also summarize the 
character of their violent crimes. Together these two sets of data give us a 
more complete picture of female criminality. 

III. THE ROLES OF WOMEN IN CRIMES OF VIOLENCE 

There has been only one really detailed study of the character of criminal 
homicide in the United States-Marvin E. Wolfgang's Patterns in Criminal 
Homicide. 9 Using police reports of 588 cases of murder which occurred in 
the city of Philadelphia over a 5-year period, Wolfgang presents data 
pertaining to the race, age, and sex of persons charged with homicide, the 
time and place where the homicides occurred, the methods and weapons used 
to inflict death, and the relationship between victims and offenders. In our 
effort to focus upon critical elements of the roles played by women in 
committing violent crimes we used, the findings of Wolfgang's study and 
Pollak's report as the basis for specific lines of inquiry. 

After a preliminary search identified those aspects of criminal roles that 
could be reliably obtained from prison files, we abstracted this information 
for each inmate confined in the California Institution for Women (in 1963-64 
and in 1968) and in the Minnesota Women's Reformatory (1964-.66) for the 
following offenses: 

Murder: 
Murder, Illst 
Murder, second 
Volun~y manslaughter 
Involuntary manslaughter 

Assault: -
Assault with/without deadly weapon 
Assault with intent to kill; rob 
Atte~pted murder; assault 
Assault with ,caustic acid 
Wife, child beating; mayhem 

Robbery: 
Robbery, Illst 
Robbery, second 
Atfrempted robbery 
Kidnaping for purpose of robbery 
Assault with intent to rob 

Burglary: '. 
Burglary, first 
Burglary, second 
Attempted burglary 

- r- -.----~.-

P sychological disability 

None indicated ..... 
Gross references2 

; • • . 
Evidence of psychosis3 

Total ......... 
N ... , ....... 

Table 17. -Psychological disability: Violent offenders, 1963 and 1968 groups 

[In percent of each offense category] 
'. 

Homicide. Assault Robbery Property crimes Narcotics 

19631 1968\t,,~ 1968 1963 1968 1963 1968 1963 1968 

22 66 55 62 41 63 53 53 19 I; 25 
37 46 37 48 30 45 32 45 32 37 
10 35 . 38 c 30 4 - 6 14 5 10 

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
(95) (26) (24) (23) (46) (11) (359) (90) (177) (30) 

, 

1 (x2 =38.14, df=8, p<O.OI) contingency coefficientj'0.2271. 

All offenders 

1963 1968 

59 38 
33 45 
8 17 

100 100 
(742) (190) 

.2 te =17.06, df=8, ,,~O.05)contingency coefficientdO.2942. , . . , . ." " 
3Excludes 89 cases trdm 1963 and 10 cases from 1968 ,groups m which no mformatlOn was aVailable. The total mcludes 53 mmates whose offense could 

not be classified in one of these five offender groups (1963~ N=44; 1968, N=9). 
4 Antisocial, emotionally unstabl.e, low frustration toleraiu:e, weak superego, character disorder, sociopathy, psychopathy, etc. 
5 Schizoid, paranoig, or manic-depressive.' 

i 
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The reasons for including homicide, assault, and robbery cases in a study 
of crimes of violence are self-evident. We have, however, included burglary 
which is not in the "crimes against persons" category. We were interested in 
the involvement of women in this type of crime because it implies behavior 
that is atypical, given the stereotypical roles of women in our society. 
Burglary suggests force in terms of breaking and entering and a burglar runs 
the risk of personal confrontation with victims should he-or she-be 
discovered in the course of committing the burglary. Crimes such as forgery, 
bad-check writing, theft, and narcotics use do not involve behavior that are 
particularly "unlad.ylike." Other crimes important in typologies of male 
criminals have so little relevance for women that we did not include them for 
sheer lack of number. The dozen or so women convicted of auto theft, for 
example, were generally companions to men who actually stole the vehicles. 
No women were committed to the California or Minnesota prisons for rape 
and the several "sex offenders" in the CIW population were involved in 
secondary roles in these crimes. (In one case the woman had obtained money 
as a "pimp" for a teenage prostitute and in another case the woman had 
encouraged the statutory rape of her daughter by her new husband.) Data on 
the cases of women who were convicted of kidnaping, arson, and criminal 
abortion were gathered, but the small number and the 1~,!Hremely unusual 
character of most of these crimes did not warrant their being included in our 
analysis. 

The features of crimes of violence and burglary committed by women 
presented in this paper are by no means all of the items that a criminologist 
would want to have available if he wished to construct an adequate picture of 
the situatiQnal complex within which a particular form of criminal activity 
took place. We have mined from police, court, and prison records and from 
personal statements made by the offenders themselves those data we 
considered to be the most reliably and accurately reported in prison files. The 
best source of detailed data on the circumstances under which any crime 
occurred is where Wolfgang gathered his data-in the records of the homicide 
detail in a police department. This discussion is thus limited to aspects of 
criminal homicide which were related to the roles of the participants in the 
crime drama. Given these limits in the range of our data the reader should not 
expect to get a sense of the "character" of these types of criminal activity 
from reviewing only the tabular material. We have therefore included 
descriptions of some of the 444 crimes committed by our study population. 
These descriptions have been grouped into several categories to illustr.:lte the 
findings of the statistical analysis, to point up some additional features of 
these crimes and, perhaps most importantly, to show how the features of the 
crimes that were quantitatively measured mesh together in one criminal 
action. The descriptions were taken verbatim from the prison records and our 
editing consists only of deletions of redundant or extraneous statements. In 
some cases we have used an inmate's statement, in other cases the statements 
of police officers or excerpts from the transcripts of criminal proceedings. 

FINDINGS 

We present below a summary of the principal conclusions to be drawn 
"from our ef~ort to answer several very basic questions about the nature of 

1 
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violent criminal behavior by Women. Case descriptions follow the summary 
and supporting tabular matrdals. The aspects of violent crimes examined 
include: whether the women\ acted alone or with others, who the victims 
were, where the crimes took place, whether the crimes were premeditated, 
what weapons were used, whether physical strength was required, what the 
condition of the victim was at the time of the .assault, and what rationale, 
justification or explanation was given by the women for their crimes. 

1. The Criminal Roles of Women 

The number of roles women can play in committing crimes of violence and 
burglary include that of the conspirator, who instigates or has knowledge of 
the crime but who does not participate in committing the criminal act itself; 
the accessory, who plays a secondary role in committing the crime-acting as 
lookout, driving a getaway car, carrying weapons, tools, or the proceeds of 
robberies and burglaries; the partner, who participates equally in all aspects of 
the crime; and fmally, the woman who acts as the sole perpetrator of the 
crime. Data presented in Table 111-1 indicate that most of the women in our 
study population who committed homicide or assault acted alone, but when 
they were involved in robberies and burglaries they accompanied someone 
else. When other persons were involved in homicide and assaults, they were 
husbands and lovers in about half the cases and friends or acquaintances in 
the others. In robbery and burglary cases women tended to accompany 
friends or acquaintances rather than persons intimately related to them. 

Table 18. -Offender's rvle: Violent offenders, 1963 and 1968 groups combined 

[In percent of offense category] 

Criminal role Homicide Assault Robbery Burglary 

Conspirator . . . . . 3 5 4 10 
Accessory ...... 3 1 23 15 
Partner ....... 16 16 57 56 
Sole perpetrator .. 77 75 14 lS 
No informlltion .. ' 1 3 2 4 

Total ....... 100 100 100 100 
N ....... .. (179) (80) (105) (80) 

Table 19.-Crime partner: Violent offenders, 1963 and 1968 groups combined 
[In percent of offense category] 

Partner Homicide Assault Robbery Burglary 

Husband/loverl 
...... 51 53 40 25 

Friend/ acq uain tance .. 49 47 60 75 

Total ......... 100 100 100 100 
N ........... (39) (17) (89) (68) 

',' '., 

I Includes female homosexual intimates. 
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2. The Victims of Female Offenders 

Tha~ murder tends to be a family affair has been documented in n 'number 
of studIes and reports, including the Uniform Crime Reports: "The significant 
fact emerges that most murders are committed by relatives of the victim or 
persons acq~ainted with the victim."lo In 1967 approximately 37 percent of 
all murder~ mv?l~ed a spouse killing a spouse, a parent killing a child, and 
o~her fa~ily killIngs, romantic triangles, and lQvers' quarrels. OUf data on 
VIOlent cnme show that husbands, lovers, or children were the victims in over 
half of the cases of homicide and in over one-third of the assault cases. 

Mal~ adults and .fem~l~ adults were victims in 61 percent and 16 percen't, 
respectIvely, of the homICIde cases; nearly all were friends or acquaintances of 
the murderer. Assault cases involved strangers and women somewhat more 
often than in cases of homicide. 

Table 2(j~ - Victim: Violent offenders, 1963 and 1968 groups combined 

[In percent of offense category] 

Victim Homicide Assault Robbery Burglary 

Adult female ...... 16 23 6 5 Adult male;,., . '; ..... 61 48 39 6 H usbafid/lover ... 35 19 
Friend/ acq uaintance 18 13 11 4 Stranger ....... 8 16 28 2 Child ........... 19 17 

Commercial personnel . 2 5 47 5 Commercial 
establishment . . . . 6 83 Not known .... ,. .. 2 7 2 1 
Total ......... 100 100 100 100 N ........... (179) (80) (105) (80) 

Table 21.-Ldcale of offense: Violent offenders, 1963 and 1968 groups combined 

[In percent of offense category] 

Locale Homicide Assault Robbery Burglary 

Residence of offender 
and victim ...... 47 ' 39 3 2 Offender's residence .. 13 11 

Residence of victim 
(same neighborhood 
as offender) ..... 2 5 1 6 Offender's neighbor- , 
hood . . . . . ~ .. . . 6 2 12 8 Nonlocal (i.e., away 
from offender's 
neighborhood) ... 32 43 84 84 
Total ...... : .. ~ 100 100 100 100 N ........... (179) (80) Q05) (80) 

",!",!""",'[' -. ._-" ... _---
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Robbery victims were generally strangers to the offender. Commercial 
personnel were the victims in about half of these cases; unknown men (i.e., 
men not victimized in connection with their employment) constituted an 

. additional 28 percent. Few women were victimized. 
By definition burglary is not a crime against a person, hence the concept 

of ''victim'' was taken more broadly to include a person's property. Women 
committed to prison for this offense seldom victimized an individual, instead 
they stole from commercial establishments. 

Given the relationship between female offenders and their victims, the 
finding that 60 percent of the homicides and 50 percent of the assaults took 

. place in the otTender's residence is not surprising. (In most of these cases, it 
was the victim's home also.) Robbery and burglary victims tended to be 
strangers, since the great majority of these offenses occurred away from the 
residence and neighborhood of the offender. 

3. Premeditation 

We were able to obtain from the prison files of about 70 percent of our 
study sample some evidence of the degree to which the women consciously 
and deliberately planned their crimes. Operationalizing the concept of 
premeditation is no easy task, for the amount of time between the point at 

· which one begins to think about and plan for committing a crime and the 
time when the criminal act actually occurs, which is necessary to constitute 
premeditation, is subject to different interpretations by judichil authorities, 
legal experts, pgychiafrists and sociologists. We have tried to avoid the 
intricacies of resolving such issues as how long a period can one's behavior be 
said to be the-result of "hot blood" and how much activity is required to 
constitute a delibe~ately planned robbery or burglary. To do this we have 
categor~zed the crimes of our subjects as premeditated only wh~n there was a 
defirtite statement about a definite plan of action made by the subject or her 
crim~partners, when the crime was one of a series of similar crimes, or when 
the crime was first-degree murder. In the latter instance we, in effect, 
accepted the definition of premeditation used. by prosecuting attorneys in 
determining the degree of m~rder with which the subject was charged. In the 
case of other offenses tI1h was not a reliable method of establishing 
premeditation. File data iJ;:dicated that in some cases the woman was with 
someone else who actuallY;( planned the crime without her knowledge, but she 
was charged with the oif6hse in the first degree because once the criminal 
action began she participated actively; in other cases there was evidence in the 
file of prior planning but perhaps as the result of "plea bargaining" the 
subject was actually charged with a lesser degree of the crime. In about 
one-third of the homicide and assault cases in our sample there was not 
enough information in the prison files to permit us to designate the crime as 
premeditated or not. For the remaining cases of homicide 21 percent were 
classified as premeditated; 40 percent as not premeditated. The classifiable 
assault cases were evenly divided in terms of whether or not premeditation 
was evident. Robbery and burglary cases gave greater evidence of planning, as 
might be expected. ' 
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Table 22. -Premeditation: Violent offenders, 1963 and 1968 groups combined 

[In percent of offense category] 

-
Premeditation Homicide Assault Robbery Burglary 

Yes ............ 21 31 63 '78 No ............ 46 31 7 2 Unable to determine .. 33 38 30 -20 

Total ........ 100 100 100 100 N ........... (179) (80) (lOS) (80) 

'" 

4. The Use of Physical Strength and Agility by Female Offenders 

Examining this aspect of criminal conduct posed a serious problem fo~ 
operational definition. Some physical strength is required to engage in any 
activity and we chose to rely upon a definition that focused upon gross rather 
than subtle actions. In the cases of murder and assault, we looked for 
instances of physical combat in which the female fought or attacked' the 
victim with her fists or with a knife or some other weapon. We thus excluded 
from the "physical-strength-required" category cases where the woman 
walked up to or came upon the victim and shot him; cases where death was 
caused by poison or neglect; robbery cases where the female herself did not 
par~icipate i~ ~ubduing, beating, tying up or otherwise physically acting 
acamst the VIctim; and burglary cases where the female did not physically 
force or ~ssist in forcing entry into rooms or ,buildings. The data in table 23 
indicate the, use oCsome physical strength was required in about 4 of 10 
murders and 6 of to assaults, but in only a small minority of the robbery and 
burglary cases. The physical strength aspect of female criminality is 
meanil!gful °Illy when it is considered with two other classes of data: the use 
of weapC:-!J~, and the "con4ition" of the victim at the time of the crime. 

Table 23' CUse ofphysical'stl'ength: Violent offenders, 1963 and 1968 groups combined 

[In percent of offense category] 

Was physical 
strength used Homicide Assault Robbery Burglary 

Yes ..•.•...•... 43 59 22 12 No ............. 51 39 71 74 Unal:?le to determine . . 6 2 7 14 
Total ........ 100 100 100 100 N ........... (179) (80) (105) (8Q) , -

5. The Use of Weapons in Assaultive Crimes 

The need for women to use physical strength, particul~r1y in the assault 
cases, is more understandable in the light of the type ot:. weapo:r~s that were at 
hand at the time ?f,the crime. A~ can be seen in table 24, a knife or some 
hQusehold implem0r:i.t' (e.g., l~itch}~l1 utensils, YJmd tools, lye, gasoline, bottles, 
closet pole, steam iron, straighttazor, garden hose, woman's sh()es) was used ~ 
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in almost half of the assaults and about one-third of the murder cases. Guns 
were less frequently used than knives in the assault cases (it may be that since 
guns are more likely to produce lethal injuries some assaultive acts become 
homicides). The use of a gun-the great equalizer-by women in assaults, 
murder, and in about one-third of the robberies, helps to explain why the use 
of physical strength is not a necessary feature of these crimes. Since burglaries 
do not involve physical confrontations with victims the extremely limited use 
of weapons in the crimes is not surprising. Our data also indicat~ th~~ the:e 
were very few cases in which women took weapons on burglanes Just ill 

case" someone discovered the crime in progress. Guns were used in some of 
the robberies or available in some of the burglaries but the women did not 
personally carry them.1 1 

Table 24. - Weapons used: Violent offender, 1963 and 1968 groups combined 

[In percent of offense category] 

Weapon used Homicide Assault Robbery Burglary 

Knife or household 
implement •••• r> 35 49 6 1 

Gun ........... 34 29 35 1 
Other* ........•. 8 7 6 3 
No weapon used by .. 

subject ....... 23 15 53 95 .. 

Total ........ 100 100 100 100 
N ...... , ... ' •. (179) (80) (105) (80) 

.. 
*Other: Clubbing instruments other than household articles-pIpe, rocks, oaseball ~at; 

caustic chemicals not normally found in homes; special-purpose tools such as surgIcal 
,jnstrumeJ?ts. 

Although one might assume that an unarmed woman is unable to 
physically harm a healthy, adult male, in our st~dy population ~or~;than half 
the women's victims were adult males. And, ill fact, all exammation of the 
victim's "condition" at the time of assault substantiates this assumption. 
Victims were incapacitated in some way-either ill, drunk~ off-guard, or ' 
asleep"-in 42 percent of the homicides, 38 percent of the assaults, and 44 
percent of the robberies. Fudhermore, the female's role in cases of adult male 
robberies should be viewed: in connection with the role played by male 
partners. Burglaries Wt3re not committed against persons in the sense of 
assaultive crimes and were excluded from analysis for this item. 

Table 25. - Victim's condition at the time of the crime: 
Violent offenders, 1.963 and 1968 groups combined 

[In perpent of offense category] 

"Condition" of victim Homicide Assault Robbery 

Helpless (child) ..... 19 19 
Ill, drunk, off-guard .' 

asleep, infirm (adult) 42 38 44 
Not incapacitated (adult) 28 28 44 
No information .... 11.· 17 12 

Total ....... 100 100 100 
i 

N ......... !:!}9) (80) (105) - . 
I: 
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6. Offender's Rationale 

Twenty-two percent of the women who committed homicide and 19 
percent of those who committed assault claimed self-defe~~e or the defense 
of others as the rationale for their crimes. Of the honucIde cases only 2 
percent said the victim '~deserved it" and 17 percent said that the cr~e was 
accidental compared with 13 percent and 8 percent in these categ?nes f?r 
assault offenders. Drunkenness accounted for 5 percent of th~ ratIonale. m 
homicide cases and 11 percent in cases of assault. Innocence (I.e., nongUllt) 
was asserted by 13 percent and by 10 percent of thos~ wome~; who 
committed homicide and assault. There was not enough mformatlOn to 
determine how the offender characterized her action in 21 percent of the 
homicides and in 13 percent of the assault cases. 

Table 26.-Rationale for commission of the crime: 
Violent offenders, 1963 and 1968 groups combined 

[In percent of offense category] 

" 
Offender's rationale Homicide Assault Robbery Bu'cglary -

Offender claims inno- , 
cence-framed .,. 

, 13 10 16 9 
Offender claimsjusti- . 

lIable action ....... 24 .31 1 3 
Victim deserved it 2 12 1 3 
Self-defense, or de-

fense of others 22 19 ,-, -
Offender claims extenuat-

ing circumstahces 34 36 46 ! 35 
Drunk ........... , .... 5 11 7 10 
Accidental .17 , 8 1 -......... \0 

Others to blame 3 
' , .. 6 11 5 

Psychological reasons 9 \' 9 12 3 
Economic reasons . . 2 15 17 

Multiple re,asons or 
6 \~. 9 other reasons ........ 8 10 

No information ........ . 21 13 31 / 44 
Total ....... 100 100 100 // 100 
N ....... :. (179) (80) (10~;Y' (80) 

.'/ 

It was even more difficult to determine the rationale of robbe~y and 
burglary offenders; 31 percent and 44 percent, respectively, of these cases 
included no information pertaining to the offender's rationale.' Such 
information as there was suggested that motives for robbery were seldom 
expressed in terms of personal assault; rather economic 'and psychollogical 
reasons were cited in 28 percent ,of these cases. Sixteen p~)rcent; ~laimed they 
had been "framed" and 11 percent blamed others for getting them inyolved 
in the robberies. Sixteen 'percent of the burglary offendets indicated that the 
rationale for their crime was based upon economic factqrs, while 10 percent 
claimed drunkenness. These findings should be regarded only as suggestive, 
due to the large "No-Response" category. 

The data presented above deal with those aspects :iof violent crime by 
women which are amenable to quantitative analysis.' At best, this, is a 
beginning step to far more detailed statistical studies of the nature of criminal 
activity. Until those additional steps are taken we feel th~t the reader can gain .. 
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some sense of the nature of the violent criminal behavior of women by 
reading descriptions of their crimes. In the pages that follow we have 
provided a representative sample of the reports of robberies, burglaries, 
assaults, and homicides committed by women in our study group. 

Descriptive Accounts of Robberies and Burglaries by Women 

Perhaps the most striking characterist.ic of the robberies and burglaries 
committed by or involving the women in our study group is that most of 
them were so badly planned. This seems to be because these crimes often 
resulted from a spur-of-the-moment suggestion made by one of a .group of 
three or four persons that the group embark immediately to rob or burglarize 
some "easy touch." The risks taken were great and the possible financial 
rewards small. Our data clearly indicate that the women tended to play 
secondary roles in these hastily contrived schemes. The following robbery 
cases illustrate these points: .' 

Offense: Robbery, 1 st degree 
The defendant and two male accomplices robbed the victim (male stranger) of $350. 

They had been drinking all day, moving from bar to bar, and when they realized that the 
man they had met in a bar [the victim1 wa:: carrying a large sum of money with him, 
they got into the car, and drove out to a deserted country road. The two male 
co-defendants got out.of the car, and the defendant enticed the victim to get out also. 
When the victim left the car, the two male defendants beat him up while the defendant 
stood by the car watching. The victim fell to the ground and one of the men took his 
billfold and gave it to the defendant. The three left him behind on the ground and drove 
off in his car. The defendant claimed that she met the two accomplices on the three or 
four days prior to the incident. They gave her a.. ride home and met her the next day at a 
bar. They spent the entire day drinking. shi.:::had intimate relations with one of the 
co-defendants and continued doing so for the next few days. They went to a bar and met 
the victim. She thought that one of the co-defendants had known him before. The 
defendant claims that there was absolutely no plan to rob the victim. However, one of 
the co-defendants said that they had discussed it while waiting for the victim as he 
bought some liquor in a store the day of the offense. 

Offense: A cces80ry after Robbery 
... four farm laborers were robbed and beaten in their bunkhouse on a range located 

in a remote area, far off main roads ... the robbers wore masks and carried a shotgun 
and two pistols ... within three hours aft(:r the crime, the three men were arresteq [inra 
stolen car1. The car was being driven [by subject] ... In the trunk [was1 a 12 gaui~e 
shotgun. [Subject1 had about half of thetotal (of money allegedly stolen). " 

" Subject had prostituted in area of farm laborers and knew where the men lived ihd 
that they were getting seasons-end wages. "The three male robbers must have had a 
guide" [to find bunkhouse in isolated area at 3 a.m.]. Robbers got victims to open 
bunkhouse door by saying, "open the door, we have a woman for you guys." Subject 
helped plan the robbe~:ies, made the masks'and drove the getaway car. 

Offense: A ttempt To Commit Robbery 1st and Robbery 1 st degree 
In two separate cars, the defendant and her husband, and'the defendant's mother and 

father-in-law drove to a market. While the women waited in the car~, the men entered 
the market, each being armed' and disguised. They announced their intention to rob the 
market ... a policeman, on duty in the store, fired at the men who returned his flIe and 
fled. The defendant's father-in-law collapsed at the car and died ... the defendant fled 
to Arizona where she was arrested. 

Another robbery occurred previously .... the defendant's husband held up a ~s 
station and ran to a waiting car, driven by the defendant's father-in~law. The defendant 
and her mother were waiting in a car nearby. "My father-in-law would just stop 
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someplace and give mother and. I orders and we'd better do them or else ... I was 
scared ... I didn't know what maybe he'd hurt mother, my son, or even my husband, his 
own son ... " 

Offense: Robbery. 1 fit degree 
The two co-defendants, a male friend and the husband of the defendant, entered a 

market by gaining entrance through a roof vent ... The two co-defendants, armed with 
pistols, forced the manager of the store to open the safe ... monies from the wallets of 
the employees were also taken ... the co-defendants were picked up at a nearby location 
by the defendant, who was driving the get-away car ... 

Offense: Robbery 
The defendant took a gold djamond stick pin worth about $300 from an 81-year-old 

man. The victim said that he warned the defendant not to take the pin, but she did 
anyway. The robbery took plal:e in the victim's home. She had melt him drinking in a 
bar. The male co-defendant, her boyfriend, had suggested that she get friendly with the 
victim, and take the pin, which she did. Defendant was also charged with obscene 
literature, and in connection with this, a 71-year-old man and the defendant took 
pictures of each other in a cemetery and cornfield. In the pictures, the subject was nude 
or near it. He had the film developed'and tried to sell it [prints] in and around [town] 
where the film was taken. The defendant admitted the offense, but says that her crime 
was caused by drinking. She and this man had gotten together, and "he got me all drunk 
up and that's when it happened about me stealing. I honestly don't think I would have 
done it otherwise." She planned to take the stick pin and make a wedding ring out of it. 
She admits to having intercourse with both the 71-ye,ll~ i1ld man who took the 
photographs of her, and the 81-year-old man from whom she took the pin .... She made 

, the comment that she considers her downfall to be too much drinking and running 
lI.Iound with a wild crowd. 

A wide variety of items were taken in the burglaries in which our study 
subjects were involved. In. pne case the "take" consisted of $5-$6 in pennies, 
25 packs of .cigarettes, sandwiches, cookies, potato chips, four cigarette 
lighters, arId lighter fluid. In another case the subject, a female companion 
and two male companions took not only $9 in cash from a bakery but also 
some cakes and rolls. The casual basis under which these criminal activities 
proceeded and the pathetic rewards, are underscored in the following: 

Offense: Burglary. 3d degree 
In the early morning the defendant, with three accomplices, all male, entered a 

country club and took liquor, cigarettes, and an electric razor. Entry was made by 
removing a screen and breaking a window through which one of the male accomplices 
crawled to open the front door, thereby enabling the others to enter. 

"I met one of the male defendants in his home Monday night (day prior to the 
burglary), and we started walking toward the bridge. We had been dating for some time. 
While walking we encountered .•. who talked with the one accompanying the subject. 
Not until then was I informed of their plan to burglarize the club. We all decided to walk 
out to the club and look the situation over, and hid in the nearby bushes until the club 
members left. At about 1 :00 a.m .... tore off the screen, another crawled in the broken 
window, which he smashed with an empty pop case, and opened the front door for us. I 
went in and stood by the door as a lookout. While I saw the others carry out the cases of 
liquor and look for money, I know I didn't. I know something about the law and have 
read up on it. Therefore, I knew that if I did not touch any of the stolen goods, it was 
unlikely that I would be charged with f.elony. Then ... hid the liquor in the bushes, 
gave ..• some money, and they split Up. I'm not sure if the money given to my 
boyfriend was stolen. My boyfriend and I then went back to town and slept in a"'used car 
lot because my folks had locked me out of the house. I was arrested that same afternoon. 
and questioned by the police. I didn't expect to get by with it, but I didn't worry aboilt 
it either because I itgured out just how much I could get away with." 
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Offense: Burglary. 1st degree 
Probation was revoked because the defendant made little effort to mak,e restitution 

for her offense. Also, the defendant has been extremely lax in reporting to the Probation 
Officer. ' 

The defendant and co-defendant, a 14-year-oid male, gained entry to a pdvate home 
by breaking a rear bedroom window. Clothing, jewelry and toys were taken, a pan of 
roast beef was partially eaten and left inside the house and a partially consumed ham 
salad was left outside .... 

Offense: Burglary 
The defendant and a male accomplice broke iilto an establishment, stole four plastic 

bags containing 1000 BeatIe buttons and 1000 JFK rings. She committed the burglary 
while her male friend waited outside. The offense came to the attention of the police 
department when they received a report of prowlers in the vicinity, and upon 
investigating, they found a window had been broken, and were advised by witnesses that 
a woman had been. seen crawling through the window as the man waited outside. A 
description of the couple was obtained, and it was ascertained they'd fled on foot. 
The subject and her friend were apprehended a short time lat.er by a squad car in the 
vicinity. When questioned initially, she denied the offense, but later admitted the 
breaking in, after the male friend had related the details to the authorities. He said that 
they had been walking on the evening of the offense, after leaving a party, and had 
noticed a hole in the window of the store. Seeing the hole, subject had advised him that 
she was going to rob the place. Then she put her coat over her hand, broke out several 
pieces of glass, further enlarging the hole to allow her entrance. He wanted no part of it. 
He waited outside while she entered the building. She came out carrying several plastic 
bags and he proceeded with her to the home of his sist,er, where they left the stoien 
merchandise. They were apprehended shortly after leaving the sister's home. No charge 
was filed against him. Th~ Ilubject said that during the course of the evening, she had 
been playing Bingo, and had been drinking excessively, She saw the broken window, and 
decided to go through it, [even though} all her companions "chickened out" and fled. 
She attempted to locate the cash registel', but saw someone coming down the street, 
became fnghtened, grabbed the bags of K~Jlnedy rings and BeatIe buttons, crawled out 
of the window, and she and the man ran down the alley. She accepts full re~ponsibi1ity 
for the offense, and has shown remorse. She states that she would not have done,Such a 
thing if she hadn't been.drinking. 

Offense: Burglary, 3d degree 
... Subject stated that on the night of the offense, she and her friend were at his 

parents' home with other friends. It was suggested that they go out for a ride, and in the 
course of so doing, stopped the car, and the group decided that a hOUSf:. at the end of the 
road looked deserted, and that they ought to go and look it over. She said that she could 
tell immediately that someone lived th(~re, though she hollered. "anybody home'?" 
Defendant related that she and her friend took a box, which she later found was full of 
jewelry, and because she liked old things she took two. vases and some handkerchiefs out 
of t~e dresser drawer. She claims she left the house, went back to the car, and returned 
to hIS home to show the goods to their friends. Her only reason for taking the things was 
her liking for old things. At the time, she expressed no remorse for the offense, or even 
concern for the loss incurred by victim. 

Offense: Burglary, 3d degree 
... Subject stated that on the night of the offeng~, she and two male friends, Frank 

and Bill, had been drinking in the ... Bar ... She said they had left there at closing time, 
and while walking down the street, the man she CI'JIs "Bill" pointed out a liquor store 
and said he would like to have some more whiskey. She ckilins that when she asked how 
he would get it, he replied, "Here is a brick." The subject and Frank tried to talk her out 
of it, but whet! unable to do so, left her and walked down the street. She then took the 
brick, threw it at the window, crawied into the store, and took two or three bottles of 
whiskey, in addition to some money from an unlocked cash register. She then crawled 
back out of the window and went to the back of the building where Bill was. She gave 
him some whiskey, and while walking c10wnthe street, came upon Frank and gave him a 
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~~~~:~fa;a~;~:~~~~ :~:~ur~a~::ar~d and suggested they go ba~k for more, so the two 
when she crawled out of the ~indoww~~,:w a:~a~~~~;~~a md~re ~qufor. Subf~ect sa~s ~hat 
The driver told he t .. . n mg m ront 0 the buildmg. 
All of . dd ~ °d~et In. She refused, and Instead walked down the street with Bill 

. n ,su en e Isappeared into an empty lot so she ke t 0 Ik' " . 
mmutes after that she was stopped by the police office~s. p n wa mg. Wlthm 

- ........ ' .. 

Offense: Burglary, 2d degree 
The police were notified by a w hi' 

~~::~~~ie~el~t~~i~~~h:~i~~!~~ i:~~!~t~nOa~r;:r~ ~::~:~et~ef~~~ ~I~~~~~e~:%::] ~ 
and returned the $12.72 taken from th ut ~f dhldmg, surrendere? herse~ to the police, 
states she entered the gas station office

e ~~s b r~'Yer of t~edserYlc~ statIo? Defendant 
opened the cash drawer hi h rea mg a wm ow With a stick. She then 
inside the building when ~hec o~~~ unlocked and too~ the money out of it. She was 

;~~r~!~m;i~~e ~;I~~~~c~~a::!~;~~~d ~~~~ft;~~n~:~~~;de~:~e~:r~~;~~~1e~ta~ns:~:e~ 
drinking quite heavily several hours prior to t~goffe~s~. ense, other than she had been 

Offens~: Burglary, 1st degree 

thir~u:~~ct ... had had three acts of sexual intercourse with Mr. X, and that for the 
had give~ ~rtoXh!~\:~~fa~~heck~or is.Ot S~e states th~ check bounced twice after she 
his a artment and . .. r. re use to m.ake It good. She confronted him in 
wind~w 0 ' when he refus~d ... she was qUIte angry and she left the latch of a 
worth] . Sh:~t~~~sl~~~t r:~~~~~~yt~~~et~~-defend~nt [male] to take the articles [$600 
him. IS more Lor revenge as she was so angry with 

These descriptio?s of burglaries are neither atypical in terms of the roles 
women played, nor In the amount or variety of "loot" Sim 1 ·t t d h . 
verK ~ittle fevidence that female burglars qualify as "~aster ~l~~~s ~,tIte:::; 
~e pris~n °sa:~l~e~fth~t t.h~ womet who plan criT?es carefully are no't cil\lght. 
'. . .' . cn~n s-ma e and female-Is by definition more likel 
to ~l~lude the f?olIsh, mept, careless burglar than the careful profes!l;bn~ 
rac e eer, or white-collar criminal. We do not mean to suggest that we i~und 
no reports of systematically planned robberies or burglaries nor do we me 

btou sglugg.est ~~at nhii~ne of the women played aggressive roles i~ the robberies ~~ 
r anes In w ch they we . 1 d b fol " re mvo ve, ut these cases were rare. The 

ou~~~~;' s~%:c~:~Ple, represent the most soph}sticated burglaries involving 

Offense: Burglary, 2d degfee. 

Defendant burglarized two houses gettin am' k 
jewelry in one house and $5 laO worth f·

g 
II I~ coat worth $3,000 and some 

homes would be unoccupied ~hen the bu 0 I J~we y rom the second. She knew both 
of her em I [. rg anes occurred as both victims were friends 
both offen~e~~:~Th~U~t:~~r~~~~~:e~ ~ dom~~tic]. Defendant ~dmits drinking prior to 
did not need the items "0' "n me. .Un~?le to explam her motivation as she 

~~a~o7t~~?c~:'~s alone 'to~ ~~~~~SISjusSth;o~x~~a~~tiedc~;~,~ ~~~je~~~a~ b~~~~~~ ::~~~~ 
Offense: Burglary, 2d degree 

The defendant, her common-law hu b d d . . 
husband were arrested fo . s an ,~n a male fnend ·of her common-law 
burglary tools on the flo~r s~;~~~n~:~~~e mor~l1ng of the burglru:y. The. police observed 
CO-defendants admitted they had broke~ ini~e~~o~;:.~ the oCcupanlts, whereby one of the 
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The two co~efendants had entered the market through the roof by drilling a hole 
and then cutting a larger one with a saw. They then let the defendant enter through a 
side door and all three ransacked the office. They found silver dollars, change and two 
guns. The guns were kept close by while the safe was being cut open and left in the _ 
building when the culprits departed .... Each took turns as lookout. . 

One of the co~efendants stated that the three of them committed numerous [20] 
burglaries throughout California. Also the defendant's common-law husband said she was 
the brains behind the burglaries; often driving the car, acting as lookout and entering the 
buildings .... The police believe the defendant was the brains of the group, adding that 
the present offense was a professional job as evidencerl by the know-how used on 
opening the safes, the professional tools, etc. 

Offense: Burglary, 2d degree 4nd possession of machine gun 

., The co-defendants, one of whom is the defendant's husband, the other a friend, 
burglarized a laundry, at which time they broke open a safe and- removed the money 
chest which was in said safe. The defendant was in the car one block away. The money 
chest Wl!S found in the ocean. There were several mm negatives in it showing the 
co-defendants. The finished photos were shown to police and the co-defendants were 
later identified .... The defendants were also found to be responsible for three other 
burglaries. An automatic machine gun was found and defendant and co-defendants were 
charged with illegal possession. 

Offense: Burglary 
Subject and female partner caught by police. One in car-another approaching 

car-both picked up as result of a call reporting a suspicious person at door. 
In gutter under passenger door, officers found flashlight and pair of black ladies 

gloves. In car, they found black and red journal containing numerous names and 
addresses, including one from which report was made. Defendants [stated that] in July 
1966 they began burglarizing. Picked victims from death and society columns of local 
newspapers. Entered through unlocked windows and sometimes by prying doors open. 
Police went to defendants' home and found [emough] stolen items [to fill four police 
cars] . 

Victim one: not a planned burglary. Defendants intended to burglarize residence next 
door. They had walked to rear of address with intention of going over wall and entering 
residence. They observed car, found revolver, food, tool box, and $60. 

Victim two: had left home on weekend trip. Defendants entered through unlocked 
rear window, removed jewelry, clothing, antiques. 

Victim three: out of state. Through unlock~d rear door [defendants] removed 
jewelry, furs, silver and auto key. 

Victim four: on vacation. [Defendants] pushed open sliding glass window, safe was 
removed [along with] over $130,000 in stocks and securities and jewelry. [Defendants] 
transported safe to home. Took all items home and sold two or three small silver candle 
holders and pawned some jewelry in Las Vegas. 

[Defendants] would check obituary column:, and society pages that listed funerals or 
vacations then record the names in book. TI~lephone book would be checked and 
telephone call made. If there was an answer, residence would not be burglarized. Code 
was used after each name: "V" for vacant, "Dec." for deceased, "No ans." for no 
answer, "A" for answer. If no answer was received location was checked out. Burglar~ 
usually occurred between midnight and 4 a.m. 

[Defendants] admitted committing approximately 30 to 40 burglaries and maybe 
more. Thirty-one victims were able to claim property that was returned, 

Even in several of these cases where some planning and "professional" skill 
was involved and where the proceeds of the burglaries were more substantial, 
the general points about the character of female property crimes-c~relessness 
and participation that was consistent with a "feminine" role~still·apply. In 
the first case, for example, the risk of being identified was high beqlUse the 
defendant was known to the victims and, in addition, she had a prism'! record 
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for burglary. This effort at burglary was hardly better than an earlier venture 
in which she stole a $3,000 ring from her employer and then turned the ring 
over to a "fence" for $150. 

In the second case the woman who was reputed to be the "brains" of the 
burglary ring did not climb up to the roof of the building or help force an 
opening for entry; rather her confederates did the physical labor and then 
opened the door for her to enter. 

In the third case, criminal sophistication was really only demonstrated by 
the male participants. Even then the fact that the trio left the negatives from 
photos of themselves in the abandoned money chest suggests a certain degree 
of carelessness that would not be expected of a truly professional bur~~ary 
troupe. 

Only the last case seems to ,meet minimal standards of care, planning and 
creativity in criminal enterprise. This was the only such case among the 
burglaries we examined. 

Robbery Involving Physical Assaults on Victims 

Fewer than five percent of the cases of robberies we examined involved a 
physical assault upon the victim. One case involved three homosexual women, 
with the leader of the trio a "butch" (a label given to a woman who plays the 
masculine homosexual role). In this case the aggressive behavior of the leader 
may be seen as an effort to emulate the role of a male robber. The other two 
cases of assaultive robberies should be regarded as exceptions to our general 
propositions about the roles played by female robbers. 

Offense: Robbery, 1st degree 

The victim stated the following: the defendant and co-defendant, No. 1 and 
co-defendant No.2 came to the victim's home and requested the use of the telephone 
saying that their vehicle had broken down ... once inside co-defendant No. 1 pulled a 
gun and told one of the victims to sit in a chair ... the victim was told to call her sister 
from the kitchen ... when the latter entered the room, the defendant and co-defendant 
N(). 1 and No.2 threatened to choke both of the victims and kicked one of the sisters on 
the leg and in the stomach ... co-defendant No.1 then ordered the defendant to tie both 
of the victims up and to go through the house to see what she could get. Both victims had 
their wrists bound by a womap's silk hose, arms placed behind their backs ... one of the 
victims stated that she and her sister had been threatened with a knife at their 
throats. . . . The defendant and the co-defendants left after ransacking the house. The 
victims, aged 68 and 65, are sisters. Money and a watch were taken. The defendant and 
her two female co~efendants met in a bar, and knew each other less than a month prior 
to the offense. All three are admitted homosexuals and were living together. 

In addition to the above offense, the defendant and co-defendant No. 2 committed 
two motel robberies and the defendant and co-defendants stole a car on the way to the 
above victims' .house. 

Defendant stated: "I was with the co-defendants on the night preceding the robbery. 
We were mit drinking at a bar and decided to do something exciting ... we decided to 
ride to .... to see if we could pick up some money ... we took a friend's car but it 
wasn't running well so we got off the freeway and stole a car, switched license plates 
with anot.her car and proceeded ... we drove to the home of the victims (the defendant 
stated it was she who pointed out the hOuse as she had noticed whih~ attending school 
that there seemed to be only women around the place)." 

Offense_: Robbery 

; Defendant took wallets from the two men at gunpoint at a laundromat. This action 
was repeated several times to obtain money to buy dru~s. One time defendant hit an 
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older woman over 'the head numerous times with a blackjack in a department store 
restroom in order to get her purse. 

Offense: Kidnaping with intent of committing robbery and bodily harm-2 co!,nts 
Subject, her husband and a friend in a borro~ed car, b?ught ?e~r and h~d gun~ in 

their possession. They picked up a hitchhiker. Subject, the dnver. Ylcttm (A) hit on he~d 
by gun by friend of subject. Victim, at direction of friend. and sU~ject was f~rced t~ stnp 
off his clothes. His money, 15 cents, was taken from him. Subject and fnend wI.elded 
guns, which were both loaded. Vi.ctim was told to make a break for i~ .. A~ he .dld so, 
jumping off a 43 foot cliff, he was shot ill: the b~ck., The bullet lo~~ed m his spme and 
caused permanent paralysis. The three, With subject s husband dnvmg, then drov~ ~ff 
until they met a car wherein a man was sleeping. Friend and subject approached ~ICttI? 
(D)'s car. Subject stuck her gun in his neck and friend hit victim over the head wl~h hiS 
gun. Victim forced to strip, robbed of $41. He was then told to make a break for It and 
started to run for a clump of trees. Husband fired a shot but missed. Subject fire~ a sh~t 
which struck victim ... then she went up to victim and fired three more shots mto hiS 
body. His watch was taken. 

Subject referred to by prosecuting attorney as ".one of th~ ~ost depraved, cruel, 
cold-hearted females that ever existed .. From the eVidence ... It IS very apparent t~at 
[subject] was the instigator and leader of this entire escapade ... It was due to her bemg 
a young woman that she was not actually sentenced to death. {Italic ours] 

Descripti~e Account of Assaults and Homicides by Women 1 2 

Unlike the robberies and burglaries in which women acted in the company 
of others most of the homicides and assaults were the actions of a solitary 
offender. 'Also as indicated earlier, slightly more than half of the homicide 
victims were husbands or lovers (35 percent) and children (19 percent); only 
10 percent did not know the victim prior to the crime. Assaults also involved 
intimates, but to a lesser degree. Strangers accounted for somewhat more 
than one-fourth of 1the assault victims, and women were somewhat more 
likely to have been the victim of an assault than a homic!d~. The similar~t~es, 
as well as the difference:; between groups of women commItted for hOffilcide 
and assault, may be seen in the following cases, but it should be e~phasized 
that the distinction between homicide and assault is often a fine one: whether 
the victim lives or dies. Wolfgang points out in Studies in Criminal Homicides 
that victims of assaults have a greater chance of survival today than they had 
a generation ago due to technological achievements such .as . imp.r?~ed 
communications to report injuries, rapid transportation to medIcal facilitIes, 
and advances in medical science. 

Subcultural Violence 

These cases fall into a category that Wolfga~g and others have called 
"subcultural violence." Wolfgang has noted that studies of homicide and 
assault in this country and abroad consistently report that these offenses are 
committed by persons in the lowest socioeconomic class whose values allow, 
or at least tolerate, interpersonal viole'nce. 

When homicide is COIl1Il1itt~d by members of the middle and upper 
social classes, there appears to be a high likelihood of major 
psychopathology or of planned, more "rational" (or rationalized) 
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behavior. This, the fact that they commit an act of willful murder 
whic? is in di.ametric opposit:~ 1 to the set of values embraced by th~ 
donunant SOCIal class establishment of which they are a part, often 
means t)1at these persons are suffering severely from an emotional crisis 
of profound proportions. Or they have been able ... tOf,nleditate and 
media.te with their own in!~ernalized value system ui~til_they can 
conceIve ,of the murder act without the consequence of an 
over?ur~ening guilt and thereby justify their performing the deed. This 
self-~ustIficatory behavior, undoubtedly requires of the actor 
c~ns~derable time ~nd ~uch introspective wrestling in order to remain 
wIthm, yet contradIct his supportive value system ... 

... our thesis contains principally the notion that the man from a 
culture value system that denounces the use of interpersonal violence 
will be restrained from using violence because of his positive perspective 
that conforms to his value system, not because of a negation of it. 

The absence of that kind of value system is hardly likely to be a 
vacuous neutrality regarding violence. Instead, it is replaced by a value 
system that views violence as tolerable, expected, or required. As we 
approach that part of the cultural continuum where violence is a 
requisite response, we also enter a subculture where physically 
aggressive action quickly and readily can bleed into aggre~sive crime. 
The man from this culture area is more likely to use violence, similarly 
because of a positive perspective that requires conforming to his value 
system. Restraint from using violence may be a frustrating, 
ego-deflating, even guilt-ridden experience. Questions of the risks of being 
apprehended and the distant, abstract notion of the threat of punishment 
are almost irrelevant to he who acts with quick, yet socially ingrained 
aggressivity, neither reasoning nor time for it are at his disposal. 13 

The first account below represents the kind of subcultural violence in 
w~ch assaults are provoked by a barroom or heavy drinking situation. Also in 
t~s group are altercations between prostitutes, between prostitutes and 
~lffiP~, or b~tween prostitutes and customers. Often the precipitating incIdent 
IS a dISparagIng remark or an "offensive" gesture. 

Of particular note in These assaults is the number of cases in which the 
wo~an. ~arried a weapon such as a knife or razor blade for "protection." The 
availabilIty of weapons suggests something about problems the women 
enco~ntered i~ their work as "hustlers," or waitresses, or in their drinking 
expenences wlth men-friends or strangers. 

Offense: Assault With Deadly Weapon With Intent To Commit Mayhem 
Following drinking and a cafe argument with the victim [male], during which he 

alleg~dlY slapped her, defen~ant slashed victim across genitals and thigh. Victim testified 
he did no. know defendant s name, that she slapped him and invited him outside to 
fight. He remained drinking coffee. Defendant went outside, returned and said "I will 
?ut ,v~ur balls off," and then she hit him cutting him with the razor. D~fendant 
ImmedIately left scene and victim was hospitalized for four days. 

Defendant claims victim c~ed her dirty names and atte!Upted to drink her whisky. 
She snatched glass out of his hand; he slapped her and they fought; Shl} claims he 
k~o~ked her down so she ~ut him in self-defense. Subject says she ran after cutting 
VIctim. because she was afraId of him as he was an ex-prize fighter. Subject carried the 
razor 10 her bra. Usually carrj~d (l penknife for her own protection. Frequents bars where 
fights occur regularly. ' ' 
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Subject has many drunk arrests and ADW charges on separate occasions for use of ice 
pick, penknife, broken beer bottle, snap-blade knife, twin-blade-knife, knife, razor, gun, 
knife, butcher knife, knife. [Subject has record of] 48 arrests, including 11 assaults. 

Offense: Afayhen1 
Victim, his wife, subject and her husband and a male friend were all drinking in 

victim's home. All parties knew each other. A fight ensued during which time subject's 
husband took $20 from victim's pocket and defendant [subject] took out a straight-edge 
razor and cut off the tip of victim's nose. Subject says she was drunk, denied carrying 
razor or cutting victim. [Subject had a record of] 61 arrests for drunkenness [and] 
prostitution. 

Offense: Voluntary Afanslaughter 
The defendant and victim were both prostitutes who worked for a time for the same 

pimp .... The two got into an argument in a bar over the victim's superiority ... they 
started at each other and the manager of the hotel bar grabbed the defendant and took 
her to the coffee shop to calm her down ... she started to leave after having some coffee 
and passed by the victim in the bar ... the latter reached towards her with one hand, 
and as she did the defendant struck her with a knife six time .... The victim ran out of 
the back door and met two friends, whom she'd talked to earlier in the bar, and all three 
went to her house ... , She surrendered herself to the police. 

(According to subject): "There was a girl that was aggravating me for a long 
time ... she came at me with something that flashed ... all I could think of was' 
protectin g myself." 

Offense: Afanslaughter 
The female victim was fatally stabbed to death by defendant .... Both the defendant 

and the victim were in a bar where they exchanged some words, apparently about a 
mutual male acquaintance. Defendant then left the bar and shortly thereafter re-entered, 
having changed her clothes. Subsequently the defendant stabbed the victim. At the time 
of her arrest defendant claimed that the victim had struck her [lIst with a beer bottle and 
that after this attack, defendant removed a paring knife from her brassiere and struck the 
victim an unknown number of times. 

Defendant states she went to the bar to avoid a quarrel with her husband. While at 
the bar she had a couple of beers and saw a male friend who in turn told her that his lady 
friend [referring to the victim] was there so he could not talk to her. When she got up to 
leave, the victim met her in the middle of the floor of the place and called her a "bitch." 
Defendant called the victim a smart "bitch" .... Defendant left the bar, changed to her 
working clothing and returned to the bar to get a ride from a friend up to her girl 
friend's house. As defendant walked through the bar, the victim was sitting on a bar 
stool ... as defendant walked by, the victim hit her on the head with a beer bottle. This 
stunned defendant, then she claims the victim continued hitting her and this is when 
defendant tried to defend herself, bringing out the knife an4': stabbing victim. She 
[defendant] went outside to wait for the police. 

Defendant's arrest record shows four previous arrests for violent attacks. Two arrests 
'involved fights with her husband; once she threw an ash tray and cut him; another time 
she chased him with an ice pick. The other arrests involved attacks on bar patrons; one 
time she cut a man with a beer bottle and the second time she stabbed a man with a 
knife. 

Offense: Assault With Deadly Weapon 
Subject and boyfriend ill cafe! subject had one-half quart of beer and one-half pint of 

whiskey in approximately one hour. Alleges boyfriend had a gun, he showed it to subject 
who said, "this is cute," and .stuck gun inside her dress. They went into different cafes. A 
man asked subject to dance and "kept on mess with me." Subject decided to leave to 
find boyfriend and outside cafe, on sidewalk, alleges man grabbed her arm, that she 
pulled the gun out to scare him and it went off. 

When arrested, the defendant had a very strong smell of alcohol about her, her 
clothes were mussed and unbuttoned from the waist up. Investigator in this case 
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. ind~cated. that this shoo~ing occurred as victim came out of the cafe and defendant 
aCCId~n~a11Y step~ed ?n his foot. The victim apparently asked the defendant to apologize 
to WhiCH she rephed, 'apologize, hell, I'll shoot you." 

Offense: Manslaughter 

11 Evid~n~e indicates [defendant], who undoubtedly made her living as a prostitute 
rO
I 

ed victim of $90 and when he sought to reclaim the money she cut him in seve~ 
p aces and as a result of this he died. 

Subject was. observed to take a snap blade knife and stab at victim. He resisted 
~no~ked the kmfe out of.her ha~d and hit her with an empty wine bottle. She went int~ 

er ag and grabbed a palI of s~lssors .which she dropped, went over to another woman 
an: told her she. wanted her kmfe which was given her and she then followed the victim 
w 0 was s.taggenng down the street, apparently drunk. He turned around and tlIIew a 
~mpty whiskey bottle ~t her and it hit her. They &truggled again and victim finally ''wen~ 
sown .on th~ ground With the defe~dant ?n to~ of him stabbing him. She conti~ued to 
tab him. until so~ebo~.y .came up With a flIe eXtingu.isher and put it in her face. 
. [Subject] claims VIctim wanted ~o go to bed with her an ,1 she refused. He hit her 

WIth a bottle. ~he ~tated that the .krufe was ,his-they tusseled for the knife. She didn't 
remem~er cuttIng h~m. Blames paruc and fez.r for what happened. 
Sh WhIle on parole for ~boye offense subject charged with assault with deadly weapon 
. e stabbed a woman WIth wh,om she had a few words. The woman accidentally bum ed 
~nto a ~~n the :ubject was t?Jking to-subject pushed the victim out of store and stabbed 
c~~r~~s. e nec and arms, 42 stitches necessary. Four other assaults with deadly weapon 

Domestic Violence I 

. This .g~oup of violent crimes relate to deteriorated marriages threatened 
~lvorces, .mfi~e1ity, l,?ve triangles, and to assaults upon children. in Part II of 
~omestIc. VIOlence we shall deal with cases involving repeated acts of 

VIOlence dIrected toward child victims. In both groups some v.iolent crimes 
occur~ed on a spur-of-~e-m?ment basis and others were deliberately planned. 
T.he VIOlence we are dlscussmg here is often what Conrad calls "situational" 
vIOlence. 1 4 

Almost always when violence is used to settle a personal problem the 
problem has been large enough to distort the individual's judgment. He 
has been enraged by frustration, hUmiliated by his inability to arrive at 
~ re~sonable understanding with everybody else concerned or his very 
~velihood has been put in jeopardy. Most such situations involve 
mterpersonal relationships of a very clOSe quality in which passions are 
engaged and tlie tolerance of the individual to rejection or humiliation 
has been reduced. 

It is wor~ pointing out again that in some of these cases the difference 
betw~en a ~nson sentence for assault and a prison sentence for murder was a 
fortUI~ous cIrcum.stance .such as the woman's poor aim, the fact that medkal 
;ttenbo~ ~as qUIckly gIven to the victim or that others intervened before 
. urther mJury could be done to the victim. The case below is such an 
mstance. 
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Offense: Assault, 1st degree 
The defendant is charged with assaulting her husband by shooting him seven times 

with a .22 caliber pistol which she had p,urchased that day. aer husband was divorcing 
her, and claiming in the divorce papers that he would get all of the property they owned. 
She was very upset, and went to a hardware store to buy a pistol. After her husband 
came home, she said she wanted to talk to him about the divorce. He said she should talk 
to his attorney about it. She reached for the gun and started shooting. Nine bullets were 
discharged from the gun. He ran to the back steps and yelled for help. They had 
struggled for the gun; he was able to take it away from her. She was not able to get it 
back in order to shoot herself. She said that she wanted to kill him first, and then shoot 
herself, but it just didn't work out that way. 

Offense: Manslaughter 
The police responded to a neighbor's call of a "man on flIe." On arrival the police 

interviewed the victim and when asked, "Who did it?" he replied, "[the defendant] did 
it." Due to extreme shock and injury the victim was taken to the hospital where he died. 

The defendant and victim had been living as man and wife, and on the date of the 
offense they had consumed excessive amounts of a1col~ol, had become involved in.an 
argument, and shortly prior to the time of the offense, the defendant said that the victim 
struck her- and then defendant left the cabin ... the defendant then obtained a· can of 
gas from outside the cabin, and waited for the victim to come out. In a few minutes the 
victim did come out, and at this time she poured the gas over him, struck a match, and 
set him on flIe. The defendant later stated that she did not recall any of the events that 
~dccurred following the time when she was struck by the victim .... 

Offense: Murder, 2d degree 
Police were called to the defendant's residence by the defendant, and they found the 

victim dead and that the defendant had shot herself •... The defendant told police she 
had known the victim for six months and had cohabited with him most of the 
time ... they had been arguing lately because she was several months pregnant by him 
and she wanted marriage .... She had purchased a gun a few days prior to the shooting 
with the thought in mind of shooting herself .... The morning of the offense there was 
an argument ... the defendant and the victim had been separated and the former 
pleaded for reconciliation ... the defendant got the gun from the closet and shot the 
victim once ... she then turned the gun upon herself and flIed .... 

Offense: Murder, 2d degree 
The defendant killed her husband by stabbing him in the heart with a paring 

knife .... After dinner they watched television with the victim saying he wanted to see 
the Kennedy' programs. Defendant objected to political programs and after some 
bickering the victim called his mother and complained that defendant was a Republican 
and that all Republicans should be killed. The mother told him to forget it and leave the 
house. Defendant then unsuccessf1,111y attempted to call the mother, noticed the victim 
sitting on a stool in the kitchen and had words with him, the nature of which she did not 
recall ... her next recollection was the striking of him in the shoulder area, with the 
victim [crying] "You've killed me." She then called her son, and through him police 
were called. The victim was dead on arrival at the hospital. 

The landlady informed the p()2::e that the defendant had repeatedly, at least fifteen 
times, stated that "some day I'm going to kill that son-of-a-bitch," meaning the victim. 
The defendant's mother-in-law reported that the couple argued constantly during their 
six months of marriage. The victim's sister and the victim's friend both stated that they 
heard previous deadly threc:ts by the defendant and against the victim. 

The defendant said the victim would slam her around, and that they argued often, 
esp~cially after they'd been drinking ... she claimed she knew enough not to argue with 
the victim when he was drunk, as he was at that time. She thought he was picking an 
argument with her so she tried to get out of the way~ •.. She denied making threats 
against him as stated by witnesses. 
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Offense: Murder, 1st degree 

Crimes of Violence 

After years of fighting separations and alleged abuse by her husband, the subject 
"had enough" and when h~ returned home after a row, she shot and killed him. 

Statement of son 12 years old: "On this date I got up at about 7 a.m .... and my 
father left for work soon afterwards. [A man] came to the house and he had a. quart of 
whiskey. My mother and he had several drinks together .... In the afternoon two men 
came to the house. I do not know who they were, but one of the men limped, and they 
had a gallon of wine. They came back with some groceries and some mOIf; wine; and 
then my dad came home. I was watching television and the program was "My Friend 
Flicka" and I think that program comes on about 6 p.m. My mother and dad were 
argu~!1g and he slapped her. He told her to get her thing~ together, a~d get the hell out by 
tomorrow morning. Dad then told me that there was plenty to eat m the house and that 
he would come back to get me. I thought he was going to walk to [town]. Mother then 
got very mad, cursing him and kicking the TV set. She. knocke~ bo?ks and things that 
were on top of it on the floor. Dad came around to hit her WIth his fists. I h~d asked 
Mother not to kick the television as I had a program on. Dad then went out the SIde door 
of the front room and mother went to the bedroom and got the rifle. I took all the 
shells away from h~r except the one that she had in the chamber. I asked her to give it to 
me and she told me not to do that. I thought that she would go to sleep and I know 
that she would have to go to sleep sometime and then I would get the rifle. I hid 18 
shells. Mother said that she was going to sit there if she had to wait for a month and that 
when he came in she was going to shoot him-in the guts. About half-an-hour passed and 
Dad came back. Mother was sitting in the dining room off of the kitchen in a chair and 
as he came in the door, she pointed the rifle at him and pulled the trigger. Dad had 
reached for the rifle, and he nearly grabbed ahold of it. The [male visitor] fell down on 
his knees, for he was :lfraid of being hit by a bullet and when Dad fell he fell over the top 
of the man that was kneeling. Mother then laid the gun down and she hl\nted for a shoe 
that was missing off her foot. I went into the bedroom and tried to wake up the man 
that had gone to sleep. I shook him, told him that my father had just been shot and to 
please take me to [town]-as I didn't want to stay there anymore." 

Most homicides and assaults involving women assailants occur suddenly, in 
the context of marital squabbles, street or barroom altercations, or 
interpersonal conflicts associated with the consumption of large amounts of 
alcohol. , 

The woman who kills deliberately, after carefully planning her crime, is 
rare although the newscopy these crimes generate when they do occur may 
contribute to the stereotype of the female murderer as more diabolical than 
her male counterpart. There were only ten cases in our study population of a 
planned and deliberate killing of an adult in which the female offender was 
not described by one or more psychiatrists as insane or suffering from severe, 
psychological disability. The accounts that follow are examples of 
premeditated murder arising out of domestic situations. 

Offense: Murder, 1st degree 
M. worked as a hired man on the P.S. farm about two months during the summer. At 

that time there commenced an illicit love affair between M. and Mr So's wife, the 
defendant continuing until the spring. The two discussed the possibility of marriage, and 
in that c~nnect\on, there evolved a plan for eliminating h61" husband by the use of 
poison. M. purchas~d a vial of strychnine poison at the drugstore. Subject accompanied 
M. for that purpose" She took the strychnine, mixed it in a partially filled bottle of 
whiskey which she k\~pt in the closet in th~ir home. She became angered at her husband 
because of his drinking, and she transferred a portion of the poisoned ~his.key int~ an 
empty whiskey bottle, placirtg the bottle under the front seat of his car, Within easy SIght 
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and reach. By a quirk of fate, he also on that day placed a nearly empty bottle under the 
seat. One morning her husband drank the remaining contents of the bottle he had placed 
there, and later in the day, he took out the other bottle and offered a drink to two 
acquaintances. One drank a portion, and became violently ill, and waS later saved from 
death by his doctor. Unfortunately, the other man consumed the remainder of the 
contents and died within 15 minutes of strychnine convulsions. The defendant admits 
committing the crime but doesn't feel she's.guilty of murder in the lust d(lgree. On the 
Saturday before the commission of the crime, her husband began drinking, and 
continued for several days. He left and said that he would be back, but failed to show 
up. She and the children did the chores, and when he came home he was staggering 
drunk. Her son drove the car into the garage. She poured a small amount of the 
strychnine crystals into the bottle of whiskey and put them on the floor of the car near 
his seat. She says that she put the poison into the whiskey to sicken her husband so that 
he would stop drinking. When questioned about threats she made against her husband's 
life, namely from Mo's testimony, she stated that there had been some joking remarks 
between herself and M. as to putting poisoned wheat in her husband's coffee. They kept 
poisoned wheat in the attic to destroy the mice. M. had cleaned the attic and knew 
where it was. When questioned about M.'s testimony that she had asked him to run over 
her husband with a tractor, she stated some laughirtg remark between her and M. had 
been made when they watche<l her husband in the fields. When questioned about 
shooting her husband, she said that M. had jokingly remarked of "clippirtg her husband 
off the tractor with a rifle, saying he would only get five years for it." 

Offense: Murder, 1st degree 
Subject and victim [husband] met through a lonely hearts club. Subject hid the fact 

that she was an alcoholic from him and they were married. In July the victim got 
violently ill in a restaurant, he was hospitalized in October; in November a doctor went 
to his home and advised hospitalization, victim refused. Next day the subject ~sked a 
neighbor to come over as husband was dying and then called a doctor. The husband was 
taken to hospital where he died. The subject asked the doctor not to have an autopsy 
but one was held and arsenic poisoning was determined. It had been administered orally 
over a period of several months. 

Subject had been married five times and lived with a number of other men. She was 
told by the victim to stop drinking or leave. A week after her husband's death subject 
contacted an old boy friend and arranged to go to Nevada with him. She also applied to 
several lonely hearts clubs, 

After the death of her husband, the subject visited her son and his wife. She disliked 
the latter and gave her a box of arsenic-poisoned chocolates. 

Off.ense: Miii'der, 1st degree 
In 1957 the defendant was hospitalized as a result of takirtg an overdose of sleeping 

pills ... bbcause she was afraid her son would "leave her." While visiting defendant in 
the hospital son met victim who was working there as a nurse. Defendant objected to son 
seeing victim and telephoned her almost daily for 3 months .... She told victim to 
"leave her son alone" and frequently threatened to kill her if she did not stop seeing 
him ... son and victim were secretly married ... in 1958 ... and when defendant 
learned of the marriage she would not allow them tt:> live together. 

Son lived intermittently with wife. In 1958 the subject offered a friend $1500 to 
assist in killing her daughter-in-law, whom, she alleged, had become pregnant by another 
man and was trying to frame her son. Friend told son who moved back to his mother's 
house. 

Subject then tried to carry out a fraudulent plan for annulling marriage in which she 
,and an ex-con posed as the victim and her husband. 

Some months later subject asked a cafe owner if she had any friend who could help 
to get rid of the victim. Two men were contacted by the cafe owner and the subject told 
them that her daughter-in-law was blackmailing her son. 

Subject .agreed to pay $3000 when the job was done and $3000 within three to. six 
months. The subject and the two men considered several pla~s and finally decided to 
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kidnap the daughter-in:··law, take her across the border and kill her in Tijuana. The; two 
men hired a car, borrowed a pistol and bought ammunition, gloves and adhesive tape, 
drove to victim's apartment and lured her to the car by saying her husba.nd was d.runk. 
She '/vas hit with gun until handle broke. The men took turns strangling her and when no 
puls~: was evident they dug a hole and buried her. 

The subject paid $150 to men. Son told police that he was afraid his mother was 
involved in his wife's disappearance. Later the killers confessed and implicated subject. 

Victim's ... body was disinterred and an autopsy surgeon found that victim had been 
pregnant and that her death was caused by head wounds, strangulation or suffocation 
su~h as would be produced by being buried alive. 

Subject denied all, alleged she was convicted because "foreigners" lied about her the 
people in the town were prejudiced, the judge was too old, the whole thing was a plan 
for revenge by a gang who wanted to get back at her son [an attorney] because he failed 
to get the cafe owner's husband freed on a criminal charge. 

Subject was executed for this crime. 

Two additional cases of premeditated murder, each of which involved the 
murder of two children, we have classified as instances of "cold-blooded 
murder." In neither case was the woman reputed to manifest evidence of 
psychosis. 

Offense: Murder, 1st degree (two counts) 

T~e subject was living with [male] co-defendant; she had three children by [prior] 
marnage. At a supermarket, children [males 3 and 5] left in car released brake, car 
rolle~ into two others. Co-defendant hecame enraged, suggested killing the t.wo boys. 
[SubJ~ct suggested accordi..ng to co-defendant.] Co-defendant said subject told of .some 
woman she knew who killed her children and got away with it. The two discussed the 
killing of the boys and mutually decided on the matter. According to co-defendant when 
they reached the scene of the murder, subject said, "Wetl, you might as well get it over 
with." At this the co-defendant took the bllYs from the car and stranglecl' them .... 
According to co-defendant's sister, subject and co-defendant returned to her house for 
dinner and "petted and laughed." 

Police called by co-defendant's sister after subject and co-defendant went back to 
murder scene, picked up bodies and drove back to co-defendant's sister's with them. 

Offense: MUr'<!er lst degree 

. Subject and .common-law husband came home after drin:king with friends. Husband 
pIcked up olde.!: of two children [one his, both sons of subject] "swung him over his 
shoulder by }:he legs and bashed his head on the floor about four times." Subject 
testified the .act enraged her, so she picked up the other infant and hit his head on the 
floor several times. 

Subjects stated they were drunk, didn't intend to hurt children, were "fooling." 

Domestic Violence II: Systematic Abuse of Children 

Some 75 years ago, Lombroso wrote ,about the female violent offender: 
uThe culminating examples of ... barbarity are offered by mothers in whom 
D;taternal affection, the most intense of human sentiments is transformed into 
llatred."16 In this section we focus attention upon the most brutal crimes 
land the most pathetic victims encountered in this study-examples of 
'''maternal hatred." . 

Among female murdert~rs and assaultors confmed in California and 
Minnesota prisons during o'ur study, 34 were convicted of having killed a 
child and 14 for assaulting' a child. The victim, although not always the 
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woman's own child, was nearly always a child (or children) wiJth wftom she 
'lived-stepchild, foster child, or the son or daughter of her :common-law 
hm;band. (In only three cases was the child victim not related in. OJle .bf these 
wa.ys to the assailant.) All but three of the victims were under 8 year:s of age. 

The salient feature of the accounts. that foHow is the fact of repeated 
at~use. Cases that involve the death of minor children thr01.1gh repeated 
physical abuse do not fall into the "premeditated" category because it is not 
clear that the women intended' to kill the child; rather their expressed intent 
Was to in~ict physical harm as "punishment." 

i Offense: Manslaughter 
The victim, defendant's daughter, age 2V2, was being purJished for soiling her pants 

and not eating. Defendant had started punishing the victim, . , had whipped her with a 
hose and electric cord, and then placed her in a tub of cold. water .. , finally, defendant 
again whipped the victim with a hose and electric cord and then threw the victim into 
the tub, which was half-filled with cold water. The. victim hit her head on a 
faucet, . , when the defendant returned 20 minutes later, the victim was lying with her 
face in the water ... when the ambulance arrived the victim was dead. 

Defendant stated she had been drinking more heavily than usual and had had about 
four cans of beer on the day of the offense .... Throughout the day, she had whipped 
the victim and placed her in a tub of cold water .. , she whipped her again and threw her 
in the tub ... she states she saw the child hit her hea(! but did not know the child had 
been injured. 

Says she had been drinking for four days straight, Subject not married, had three 
illegitimate children. 

Offense: Murder, 2d degree 
The victim was a three-year-old who \wis the daughter of defendant's 

boyfriend .. , . Defendant admitted and neighbors verified there had been a long course 
of brutal conduct toward the child. The child was severely beaten on numerous 
occasions .... On day of the offense,. a glass o~' milk was spilled in the kitchen of 
defendant's home. Defendant summoned the chilq, into the bathroom and asked whether 
she had knocked the milk ,over. Defendant picked up a "room handle and struck the 
child several times over the top of the head. A!bout one:half hour after this the child 
collapsed and was taken to the hospital by the d,~fendant. She was subsequently arrested 
and charged. 

Subject stated: "Although the crime I committed waf; not intentional, I am guilty in 
many ways. I did lose my temper which is bad.'" 

Offense: Manslaughter, 2d degree , 
The Police De.partment received a call fn~m physician at a hospital, reporting the 

presence of an infant suffering from severe lnui>:es who was not expected to live. Two 
men from homiGide division went to the hOlipital. After questioning the defendant and 
her husband, they learned the baby had bee·h hurt athome. The baby died at noon that 
day, and had suffered from severe head brui~es and ab:~asions with possible brain damage, 
fracture. 011 thf~ upper left arm, broken wrj1it bones, fractures on both knees. Therewere 
also teeth maries on the right wrist. The.doctor stated that some of the injuries were 
sustained approximately three weeks ago; The defendant was originally charged with 
murder in: the tlli.rd degree but this was re~juced to manslaughter, second degree, and she 
pled guilty. The facts leading up to the offense are vague; the defendant states she does 
not really remember the weeks prior to her offense. Her husband was working long 
hours and when he returned home the baby was usually sleeping, so he did not notice 
,anything unusual about her. He did notice that the defendant was somewhat on edge, 
but it was nothing he could put his finger on. On one occasion just prior to the baby's 
death, the defendant's husband states that th~y had company, and the wife brought the 
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baby down for the company to see. In looking back, he thought it was rather unusual 
that she would not let anyone hold the child. After a minute or two she returned the 
child to the bedroom. In describing the offense, the defendant states. she cannot 
remember the occurrence-orily that she knows she hurt her "child and took her to the 
hospital. She appears not to realize that she had killed her child. She refers to the 
incident as when she hurt her baby. She says she does not remember the actual events 
leading up to the offen!ie, but if what people tell her is true regarding the offense, it must 
have been terrible. 

Offense: Murder, 2d degree 
The victim, a three-year-old, died of a severe cerebral contusion and hemorrhage du~ 

to multiple traumatic blows to the head .... The defendant who was the boy"g foster 
mother was arrested after she had sent the victim to the hospital ... she adp,aHtedly 
whipped the boy five separate times with a washbowl brush handle and an elm 
switch .... Those whippings occurred over a three and one-half hour 
period .... Evidence showed that the beating was not a spur-of-the-moment impulse, as 
the defendant contended, but a continual practice in her treatment of the foster 
children. Victim's four-year-old brother was also beaten. ' 

Subject stated: "I believe that under those same circumstances the same thing could 
have been done by anyone, no matter who they were. I know I did not cause his 
death ... " Convicted by "news propaganda and very prejudiced trial. I know I did not 
cause his death ... [it] could have been caused from ttte surgery." 

Foster father was never implicated in the case. 

Offense: Involuntary Manslaughter 
The victim, the 22-month-old son of the defendant, died from malnutrition. The 

body, which weighed only 11 pounds, was discovered in a lot wrapped in a curtain with 
a sock stuffed in its mouth. A neighbor of the defendant informed the police that the 
body recovered could be the body of the defendant's child ... upon questioning, the 
defendant said the child was in good health and with relatives of hers ... the rel::ttives 
could not be found .... Upon further investigation the defendant admitted the child 
found was hers and that it was dead when she put it there. 

Husband not involved apparently. Another child [of subject] died "under very 
mysterious circumstances." 

Offense: Manslaughter 
The defendant and her husband were found guilty of the death of the former's 

four-year-old daughter. The defendant's husband told his uncle that the child was dead, 
and his uncle notified the police. It was learned the child died of broncho-pneumonia 
brought on by ema,,>jation or starvation; secondary cause, vitamin deficiency with scurvy. 
There were many abrasions and wounds on the body and head. The child weighed about 
40 pounds when she was returned to the home of her mother. At the time of her death 
she was then emaciated and her body showed evidence of extreme physical abuse in that 
she was covered with bruises' and lacerations. At this time she was four years old and 
weighed 18% pounds. Relatives testified that when they made an unexpected visit to .. 
the ... home they found her nude and tied to a chair on the back porch. 

Investigation revealed that it was customarY to keep this child locked in a closet or 
on the back porch. She was not permitted to eat with the other members of the family 
and was not given food sufficient for her ne~ds. 

"I didn't mean to kill my baby. I didn 't w~nt it to turn out that way. I just wanted to 
scare her, but she didn't get scared. She j~lst stayed mad and wouldn't eat or go to the 
bathroom. Sometimes when she got.mad she would fall down and bruise herself." 

Subject and her husband kept the child in the home to get child care payments from 
Welfare Department. 

Offense: Corporal (tra,umatic) injury to G:hild 
Subject admitted slapping, hitting ami!. punching her infant daughter almost since the 

date of her birth. She ,stated she dropped the child at the approximate age of one month, 
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w~ich resulte.d in cranial hemorrhage and hospitalization .... She admitted hitjing the 
child on the Jaw three months later and further stated that two months ,after that when 
the child began crying she picked het up, shook her and hit her because she the 
defen?a~t, was ti~ed ~d nervous. On another occasion she admitted losing her te~lper 
and hlttmg the child Wlth her fist which may have caused the child's broken ribs. 

Child suffered permanent brain damage and win eventually necessarily be committed 
to a state institution .... ' Police were informed of the child's injuries by suspicious 
hospital personnel. " ' 

Offense: Assault, 2d degree 

The defendant admitted that she beat her three-year-old son with one of her shoes to 
the point where he had wounds and bruises all over his body. She insisted that she ~as 
not drunk on that day, nor had she been drinking during the day. However, on a 
previous evening she had been out with the boy's fat"le,!'; and had been drinKing 
excessively. She insists she does not remember anything that occurred on the day of the 
offense, .and claims she does not recall being out o.f tho.house. She did admit that she 
had puni:~hed the child severely on previous occasions by beating him with a belt electric 
extension cord, her shoe, and her fist. On a couple of occasions she stuffed his mouth 
with a washcloth so Ids screams would not be heard when she pu~ished him. She said she 
hated the man who claims to be the boy's father so !Duch that she might possibly have 
transferred some of this hostile feeling to the child without realizing it. ' 

After reviewing these cases one might ask if the women were not "insane." 
About one-third of the women committed to the California Institution for 
Women for homicide and assault were diagnosed as manifesting evidence of 
psychosis (see table 27), but none of them had been legally judged insane at 
the time they committed their crimes. (Such cases would have resulted in 
commitment to a mental hospital rather than to prison.) Adjectives such as 
"cruel," "sadistic," or "brutal," rather' than references to psychological 
disabilities were used to describe the women convicted of assaults upon 
children. There were, however, several cases of child abuse which reported 
much evidence of psychological disability, and these cases belong in our next 
category: "Borderline Psychotic" women. This overlapping of cases into two 
categories should serve as a reminder that our classification system makes 
only gross distinctions between the cases under study. 

Homicides and Assaults by "Borderline Psychotic" Women 

This group of cases includes those violent crimes which seem to be rooted 
in, or related to severely impaired or disabled personalities. Because of the 
severity of the psychological disturbance most of these crimes contain bizarre 
or sadistic elements.1 7 

Offense: Involuntary Manslaughter 

The defendant described the events leading up to the shooting as follows: she had 
come home that afternoon and things were pretty much as usuaL H~!' husband came in, 
kissed her and she poured him a couple of glasses of fortified wine and she had some 
herself, but she believes th'at neither of them became intoxicated .... Later, he tipped 
the kitchen table over, all the food and dishes crashing to the floor. She became alarmed 
and grabbed a .22 pistol ... he lunged for her. She pulled the trigger and as she phoned 
for help he fell to the floor ..• then the police and firemen arrived. 

Subject stated the victim lost his temper easily and beat her severely. She became 
chronically terrified of him ... often the beatings would be ushered in by his tipping over 
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the table ... therefore on the evening of the shooting, she was terrified and her behavior 
was motivated by fear. 

Several informants have discussed their knowledge of the victim and roll wife, the 
defendant and have indicated that the defendant demonstrated unstable and peculiar 
behavior for many years as well as actually threatening to kill the victim. The dueats 
were described as arising out of little or no provocation. 

The court psycroatrist noted, "schizophrenic reaction, paranoid trpe, chroni~. Her 
ment1l1 illness, thus, did have a direct bearing on the offense. Her behavIOr was motivated 
in part by fear of exaggerated degree and stemming out of her paranoid thinking about 
her husband." 

Offense: Murder, 2d degree 

The defendant met her victim, a 76-year-old pensioner, on the street. ... The victim 
resided alone and was known to the police for many drunk arrests .... The defendantwas 
seen coming and going to and from the victim's apartment fairly regularly for several 
days ... the neighbors became suspicious when they didn't see the vicitm ... they found 
his body in a chair in his bedroom, The apartment was ransacked ... the cause of death 
was a heavy blow to the head which shattered the skull. ... 

The injuries sustained by the victim indicated the use of brute force by the defendant, 
who is a large woman ... one of the victim's fingers was nearly severed when he 
apparently raised his hand to protect himself ... the murder weapon was a ~eavy steel 
wood rasp. ' 

Subject stated that the vicitm had employed her to clean his apartment. She stated 
that when she was in the apartment he attempted to "peek under her dress." The gist of 
her story was that she struck the victim "to protect her virtue." 

The psychiatrist who examined the defendant states, "she is a chronically emotion?lly 
disturbed person. , . severly schizoid, chronically alcoholic ... she was not at the time 
of the alleged crime, actually psychotic." 

Offense: Mayhem (and assault with deadly weapon and assault by means of 
force likely to produce great bodily injury) 

Over a nu~ber of years, subject and her husband sadistically beat their nine-year-old 
daughter .... After accusation by daughter, her husband started hating daughter and 
urged subject to "hit her, hit her." He brought a, piece of garden hose into the house for 
me to hit her with. Kept the child home from school to beat her., The daughter's arms 
were broken, her eyes were injured, her skull beaten out of shape, her spine fractured, 
nose fractured, and a large number of teeth knocked out. She is now permanently bHnd 
in one eye •.. [case came to attention of > police via complaint by subject's 
mother-in-law] . 

Beatings became more severe when daughter accused step-father of sexu~ly 
molesting her. ' 

Subject stabbed IlIst hWlband in back, "I got a'thrill from seeing the blood run out." 
Subject tried to commit suicide, asks for psychiatric care since she fears she might do 
injury to other when she is released. Possibility of brain injury and an epileptic 
condition. Symptoms of schizophrenia. 

Offense: Murder, 1st degree 

Two years ago' [subject] became intrigued with the idea of killing someone and with 
planning details of a perfect crime. She IIISt thought of killing her mot:ler, then herself, 
then the family doctor, but she selected for her criteria a victim, male, over 21 years 
and, suigle. She was obsessed with the idea that a person could kill someone and still be 
normal, that is', not "crack up" afterward ... she stole agun from a friend ... [ a month. 
later] she'bought a box of ammunition for the gun ... [a month later] she took a walk, 
carrying the gun in the front edge of her capri pants and the box of shells in her purse. 
She met Mr .... who she knew only casually, and went for a ride with him. They drove 
to an isolated area where they stopped and Mr .... opened a quart of beer. Subject 
drank only a mouthful, opened the car door and got out. Standing on the outside by the 
passenger side she flIed the first shot. She states she didn't remember firing th.e firs~ shot, 
but then she realized what she had done and she then thought of takmg him to 
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emergency, then remembered he knew where she lived and emptied the remaining four 
shells into his body. She recalls that after the first shot lui did say "you stupid ass." She 
then ran to the back of the car and reloa,ded the gun .... She then went to the driver's 
side of the car where Mr .... was in ,a sitting position, and again emptied the gun into his 
body. She returned to the back of the car, reloaded as before and returning to the 
passenger side of the car, fired every shell into the victim's body .... The victim's body 
had 3.5 bullet holes which were ascertained to have come from no more than 18 gunshot 
wounds. 

Subject did not date victim or have other thail a casual relationship with him. He 
made no passes at her; 

Three psychiatrists ,agreed that the subj~Gt was sane at the time of the examination. 
Psychiatrist for the defense diagnosed ner mental illness as schizophrenia, paranoid type 
and psychotic at time of offense. 

Economically Motivated Hornieides by Women 18, 
'/ 

The number of homicides committed by women who/wanted the victim's 
money or personal belongings is very small. There are no cases in our sample 
of women who offered their services as a "gun-for-rure" and few cases ill 
which a woman did the killing in a robbery/murder. The largest category of 
economically motivated homicides involved some half-dozen criminal 
abortions which resulted in the patient's death. The following cases do not 
represent an important category of criminal homicides by women; they have 
been included here only to indicate that participation in this type of criminal 
homicide did occur. 

Offense: Manslaughter, 1st degree 

... Subject beat a 69-year-old deaf-mute with a stick, resulting in his death. The 
offense occurred when the subject and her 15 year old male cousin robbed the victiinof 
$2.32. Also present were two 15 year old girls who were placed under probation 
supervision. According to the male cousin of the subject, he had been over to his cousin's 
home drinking b(!er, and she called two f'lfteen year old girls by phone and they came 
over about 2:00 a.m. They were sitting in a car in front of the subject's home and began 
talking about obtaining money. Subject suggested that they roll somebody and later 
when the victim walked past the house in an intoxicated condition, she suggested they 
get money from him. Subject and her cousin got out of the car, followed the man for a 
short distance. Subject's cousin claiIlJs that he stopped and his cousin continued to 
follow the man and hit him over the head with a board. However, he denies touching the 
old man and felt that his only part in the 'incident was failing to stop his cousin, the 
subject, and receiving one half of the money which she stole. 

Offense: Murder, 2d degree 

, The vi~tim was admitted to the hospital suffering shock, infection of the uterus and 
uterine bleeding ... she admitted that she hlld an abortion but refused to identify the 
defendant .... The victim died, and her sister reported the defendant to the police; 

The victim had two prior abortions performed on her by the defendant ... the 
defendant told the victim that she had inserted a tube into her and that she was to leave 
it inside until she passed the baby ... the same method was used both times. 

Offense: Murder, 1st degree 
Subject and co-defendant were living together as man and wife. Both had spouses. 

They traveled about and during this time the subject became addicted to narcotics as 
co-defendant was a user. They were bigamously married. They decided to get rid of 
subject's husband, subject invited him to her apartment [they were living apart] and 
contacted co~defendant ... telling him that her husband would be there and that they 
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were to get rid of him. They murdered him by beating him unmercifully and stabbing 
him 82 times. 

A Jleighbor heard a man yelling for help and called police. Police found the victim 
and a note written by subject to co-defendant stating: "He won't drink. He won't do 
anything but argue. He is in bed. Kill him one way or the other." Co-defendant admitted 
that he did the stabbing and that subject was present and she participated by striking 
victim with a hammer. Co-defendant had five penitentiary cummitments behind him, 
alleges subject wanted $30,000 insurance on victim [husband]. 

Offense: Murder, 19t degree 

An 80-year-old woman, weighing only 115 pounds, of little means, wanted a 
companion. Son of a neighbor told by subject that she wished to leave her life as a 
prostitute if she could only secure honest employment. Subject went to live with woman 
and after a week left. Neighbors entered the home and found victim" ... lying in a pool 
of blood with about 24 stab wounds upon her person and her jugular vein severed, and 
blood scattered and spattered about the bed and room and walls and so forth." House 
rifled indicating larceny. 

We shall summarize the major findings reported in this section, along with 
those presented in earlier parts of the paper in our general commentary on 
the female offender in section VI. 

IV. VIOLENCE WITHIN THE WOMEN'S PRISON 

During the 1968 data collection phase at the California Institution for 
Women, some staff members expressed the opinion that disciplinary problems 
had become more severe since the first phase of the study was concluded in 
1964. The staff thought, for example, that there was more violence within 
the Institution and that the women who were being sent to CIW for crimes of 
violence had played more aggressive roles in committing those crimes than 
had the women committed in earlier years for these same crimes. These 
contentions were further related to an explanation of increased violence 
within the women's prison as being due to the changed character of the 
violent offender population. Here and in section V we have tried to test the 
accuracy of these assertions. 

Prison Behavior as Measured by Disciplinary Reports 

A comparison of the 1963 CIW study population and the 1968 sample 
indicates that there was a substantial increase in the number of inmates who 
received one or more disciplinary reports during their prison terms: from 32 
percent in 1963 to 65 percent in 1968. It will be pointed out shortly, 
however, that these infractions rarely involved aggressive or violent acts. In 
1963 women serving time for property crimes or homicide were, at least on 
this measure, significantly more rule abiding than other types of offenders; by 
1968~ while still relativeJy more rule abiding, these two offender categories 
were no longer significantly different from the others. 

A review of all diSCiplinary actions taken from January 1965 through July 
1968 indicates that rules relating to disobedience and insubordination were 
broken, most often. The increase in numbers of these infractions, in fact, 

o account for "nearly all of the increase in disciplinary reports over the 3*-year 
period. 
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Table 27,-Extent of prison rule infractions: Violent offenders, 1963 and 1968 groups 

[In percent of offense category] 

Homicide 

Number of rule 
19631 19682 

violations 

None. ' ......•. 70 48 
15 30 lor 2 ....... ~ 
15 22 3 or more ...... 

Total •...... 100 100 

N .••. ····· (107) (27) 

1(i =37.51,df=8,p<0.01) 
2(i =8.14, df=8, not significant) 

Assault 

1963 1968 

54 40 
16 30 
30 30 

100 100 
(30) (23) . 

Property 
Robbery crimes 

1963 1968 1963 1968 

36 48 25 70 
22 67 20 43 

10 21 30 8 

100 100 100 100 

(50) (12) (394) (94) 

-, 

Narcotics 

1963 1968 

51 27 
30 47 
19. 26 

100 100 
(193) (34) 
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Rates per one hundred inmates for rules violations involving 
insubordination were 1 06 in 1965; 115 in 1966; 119 in 1967; and the 
projected figure for 1968 was 159. Rates for all violent acts (attacks upon 
staff members, upon inmates, and prison disturbances) for the same years 
were 29, 28, 26, and 29. When violent assaults did occur, inmates were far 
more likely to be the victims than were staff members. The rate of these 
assaults seems to be returning to the 1965 high of 14 per 100 prisoners. The 
rate of assaults on staff, on the other hand, has remained constant (less than 
one per 100) while the number of disciplinary reports based upon threats 
made against staff had declined. (See table 28.) 

Table 28.-Prison rule violations: 1965-68 

TYEe of violation 1965 1966 1967 1968* 

Insubordination: 
Annual number ........... 878 1,081 1,023 *1,222 
l\1onthlyaverage .......... 73 90.1 85.3 1101.9 
Rate per 100 inmates per year .. 106 115 119 *159 

Prison violence: 
All: 

Annual number of reports .•. 238 266 221 *224 
Monthly average · ....... 19.8 22.1 18.4 118.7 
Rate per 100 inmates per year 28.7 28.2 25.6 *29.2 

Against staff-threats: 
Annual number . . . . . . . . . 18 21 18 *5 
Monthly average · ....... 1.5 1.8 1.5 1.43 
Rate per 100 inmates per year 2.2 2.2 2.1 *.67 

Against staff-actual 
physical attacks: 
Annual number . . . . . . . . . 8 11 10 *7 
Monthly average · ....... 7 .9 .8 1.7 
Rate per 100 inmates per year .97 1.2 1.2 *.89 

Against inmates-actual 
physical attacks: 
Annual number · ....... 116 98 76 :" 99 
Monthly average · ....... 9.7 8.2 6.3 18.3 
Rate per 100 inmates per year 14.0 10,4 8.8 *13.0 

Prison disturbance: ' 
Annual number · .' ... ' ... 96 136 117 *113 
Monthly average · ....... 8.0 11.3 9.8 19.4 
Rate per 100 inmate~, per year 11.6 14.4 13.6 *14.8 

Escape: 
Annual number • • I, ••••• 7 6 7 *10 
Monthly average ..•..... .58 .50 .58 1.86 
Rate per 100 inmates, per year .8 .6 .8 *1.3 

Suicide: 
Annual number ~ . ,: . . . . . 61 42 92 *36 
Monthly average ........ 5.1 3.5 7.7 13.0 
Rate per 100 inmates per year 7.4 4.5 10.7 *4.7 

Homosexuality: 
Annual number · .' ....... 63 58 64 *53 
Monthly average . . . . . . . . 5.3 4.8 5.3 14.4 
Rate per 100 inmates per year 7.6 6.2 7.4 *6.9 

Other problematic behavior: 
Annual number · ....... 24 10 9 *2 
Monthly average ........ 2;0 .83 .75 1.14 
Rate Eer 100;inmates per year 2.89 1.06 1.04 *.22 

*Projection basep on 7-month data . 

--- -- -------------..,.----~ 
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Table 29. - Inmates who were reported to have committed rule infractions 
during Cu"ent confinement; 1968 sample ,,' 

[In percent of offense category] 

Violations of rules Property 
Homicide Assault Robbery crimes Narcotics 

Insubordination 
(staff authority)1 .... 36 48 59 50 56 Governing inmate , . . . . 
interaction-person2 •• 29 35 33 32 35 Governing inmate 
interaction-property3. 21 22 1 42 31 38 Maintaining administrative I 4 economy ....... 21 22 23 21 Involving violence " 
against inmates ..... 18 13 8 13 12 Involving violence 
against staffs . . . . . . 4 4 4 Violated at least one .-

f "I 

type of rule ............ 52 61 75 64 73 N ......... " ........ (28) (23) (12) (94) (34) 

1 Disobeying orders, refusal to work, insolence, disrespect, threatened assault, 
destruction of Stat.e property as protest gesture. 

2 "Horseplay," fighting, disturbing the peace, offensive language not directed at 
stafI, actu~ or alleg.ed homosexuality. 

4 SteaiJng from Inmates, contraband, gambling. 
. Careless·use (or waste) of State property, "poor work," violation of fire, safety, 

san~tary and movement regulations, illegal communications. 
Physical attacks only. 

Summary 

. Our. analysis of prison diSciplinary records does not support the 
ImpreSSIOn held by some of the prison staff members that there has been a 
real increase in the incidence of violent behavior among inmates of the 
California Institution fox Women. Furthermore, it appears that violence 
against inmates or staff members is an infrequent occurrence in the 
Institution and is not th@;exclusive or likely property of the so-called violent 
offender. 

V. TRENDS IN CRIMES OF VIOLENCE BY WOMEN 

. There seems to be little doubt that crimes of violence have been increasing 
ill recent years, but, attempts to determine trends for different classes of 

, offenders (in this case women) are inconclusive due to the lack 'of necessary 
data. The President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration 
of Justice describes th~ problem: 

". 

. Although the Commission concluded that there has been an increase in 
the volume and rate of crime in America, it has been unable to decide 
whether individual Americans today are more criminal than their 
~Qunterparts five,ten, or twenty~five years age. To answer this question 
It would be· necessary to make comparis'ons between persons of the 
same age, sex, race, place of residence, economic status and other 
factors at tpe different times: in other words, to decideowhether the 
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fifteerr-year-old slum dweller or thefifty-year-old businessman is 
inherently more criminal now than the fifteen-year-old slum dweller or 
the fifty-year-old businessman in the past. Because of the many rapid 
and turbulent changes over these years in society as a whole and in the 
myriad conditions of life which affect crime, it was not possible for the 
Commission to make such a comparison. Nor do the data exist to make 
even simple comparisons of the incidence of crime among persons of 
th~ same age, sex, race, and place of residence at these different 
years.19 -\ 

National crime statistics have been collected by the· FBI and reported in 
Uniform Oime Reports since 1930, but it is not possible to draw accurate 
conclusions about crime trends from these data because changes in 
population are not taken into account when increases in crime are cited. The 
fact that more arrests are reported may also reflect an increase in the number 
of police officers available, the increased efficiency of law e~forcement 
efforts, greater uniformity of police record-keeping operations and that more 
law enforcement agencies are contributing to the Uniform Crime Reports. 
These qualifications should be kept in mind as we look at ar!0st and 
commitment' data to try to determine trends in the rates of crimes of violence 
by women. 

Arrest Trends 
, 

, The most reliable data available in the' United States-the Uniform Oime 
.1 Reports and Crime ih California-show that larger numbers of women are 

being arrested e~ch year for all index crimes, including the violent crimes. For 
example; the 1967 Uniform Crime Reports show that arrests of females more 

, 20 than doubled between 1960 and 1967. 

Table 30. - Tot(ll number of femal~ a"ests for Index crimes in the United 
States in .1960 and 1967* , 

1960 1967 

Homicide . . · . 1,011 1,797 
Assault 

;, 
7,993 13,849 . . · ....... 

Rob1:lery · .. . . · . 1,340 3,100 
Burglary . . . ... 3,083 9,70~ 
Larceny over $50 . . -.- 34,967 106,944 
Auto theft . . ... 1,940 5,006 
Forpible rape · . , · . . ...... .... _ .. 

All Index crimes' 5QI~37 140,405 

*Source: Uniform Crilfze Repor(s, 1960, 1967. 

It is not enough, however, to report the gross arrest figures to show that 
there are more women arrested today than in the past,the'next;question 
must be whether the rate of increase is greater than the lilcreas·e. in the U.S. 
population during the same period. Unfortunately,the UCR do not provide 
statistics in terms of rates per so many thousand Americans which would take 
pdpldation increase into account. The best that we can do is to compare the 
increases reporJed by UCR for each offense category with the increase in 
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population covered by their data from 1960 to 1967. Table 30 presents arrest 
data for estimated populations of 106.3 million in 1960 and 145.9 million in 
1967. The change reflects both an increase in the number of people living 
wjthin the jurisdictions of agencies reporting in 1960 and the ,addition of 
population covered by agencies reporting for the first time since 1960. In 
other words, 1967 data cover a' population 37 percent larger than in 1960. 
Female arrests during the 8-year period rose 73 percent for assault, 78 
percent for homicide, and 131 percent for robbery. Property offenses were 
up even more, and the percent increase for all index crime arrests was 179 
percent. 

Table 31 shows these data each year during this period as a percent ofall 
persons arrested and as a percent of all women arrested. At least three 
conclusions can be drawn: 

(1) Arrests of women for all serious crimes ha~e increased faster 'Ulan 
the popUlation; 

(2) The percent that women represent among persons arrested in the 
United States for violent crimes has been declining for homicide a:r.d 
assault-from 16.1 percent in 1960 to 14.8 percent in 1967 and from 
15.3 percent ot 12.9 percent, respectively. The proportion women 
account for among robbery arrestees has increased from 4.6 percent to 
5.2 percent. (Note that in California women are accounting for an 
increasingly larger percentage of arrests for each of the three violent 
offense categories. See table 32.) 
, . (3) The percentage of Women arrested for violent crimes out of the 

total number of women a~rested has remained fairly stable over the last 
8 years. 

Conclusions based upon California arrest data are consistent with those 
based upon national data. We were, however" able to calculate a rate (arrests 
per 100,000 State population) for California because all local jur~sdictions 
send arrest reports to a central clearinghouse, the California Department of 
Justice. As can be seen in table 32, arrest rates for robbery and assault have 
risen conSistently since 1960-ari increase of 32 percent and 25 percent, 
respectively. The arrest rate for homicide also increased 21 percent in the last 
8 years, but the increase has not been a steady progression; rather it has 
fluctuated from a low of 0.88 in 1963 to a high of 1.13 in 1965. 

; Prison Commitme1)ts 

Prison staff members base their impressions of the female violent offender 
not upon information about arrestees, but upon impressions of women they 
have contact with, namely those committed tq prison. Looking at this 
population then it should be noted that while more women are being arrested 
today than. in 1960, this incre~~le is not evident when prison, commitments 
during this,period are considered. In fact, the ab.solute number of women 
sentenced to prison is down fqrboth Federal and State institutions. 

In California the rate of Women sentenced to prison per 100,000 State 
popUlation has declined from 2.1 in 1960 to 1A in 1967.21 Fifty fewer 
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Table 31. ji . 1 t r' t s' United States 1960-67* Arrests or lifO en c me. , 
.. 

1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 -
Estimated popUlation 

covered by these data 
(in millions) ........ '~ .. 106.3 115.4 123.6 125.8 132.4 134.1 

Homicide: 
Total arrests ... " .. " " " ... 6,273 6,243 6,591 8,805 9,097 10,163 

, Number of women 
arrested " ......... " 1,011 994 1,132 1,367 1,411 1,562 

Percent of total arrests 
17.2 15.5, 15.5 15.4 \~who were women " .... 16.1 15.9 

Percent of all women 
arrested that year ' .. " . " .2 '(2 " .2 . 3 .2 .2 

Ass'ault; 
Total arrests ••• ' .... f' ...... 52,277 55,355 58,31'5 68,719 79,895 84,411 
Number of women 

, 

arrested .................... 7,993 8,404 8,592 9,644 10,877 It,434 
Percent of total ar-

rests who were .' 
women ........... " ........ 15.3 15.2 14.7 14.0 13.(i 13.5 

Percent of.all women 
arrested that year .......... 2.0 1.9 1.8 1.9 2.0 1.9 

Robbery: 
Total arrests .................. 29,326 33,175 35,384 37,836 39,134 45,872 
Number of women 

arrested .................... 1,340 1,612 1,821 1,845 2,072 2,400 
Percent of total ar-

rests who were women .. 4.6 4.9 5.1 4.9 5.3 5.2 
Percent of all women 

arrested that year .. ........ .3 .4 .4 .4 .4 .4 
, , 

'*From Uniform Cl'lme Reports. 
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Table 32 F'e11U1le felony a"ests.'n raZ;foriiia· 1960-67*' 7", - , 
,JI .... " 

, . 

~,.:...-","",O - - Homicide Assault 
- ~-

Total Number of Percent who Arrest rate total Number of ~ Percent who Arrest rate Total 
arrests women were per 100,000 arrests women were per 100,000 arrests 

arrested women population arrested women population 
'c J 

1960, .. 1;141 143 12.5 0.90 11,107 1,269 11.4 8.00 9,978 
1961 .. 1,124 16J 14.9 1.01 12,024 i,397 11.6 8.49 10,882 

.l .; 
1962 .. 1,151 175 15.2 .1.03 12,136 1,422 11.7 8.34 10,411 
1963 .. 1,116 156 14.0 .88 12,448 1,624 13.0 9.19 10,026 

I 
'" 

, 
,~ 
i 
1 
~ 

~ 

\ 
~j 

1964· .. 1,158 186 16.1 1.02 12.992 1,810 13.9 9;94 9,934 
1965 .. 1.329 211 15.9. 1.13 13,419 1,818~ 13:5 9.71 10,200 ' 
1966 .. ,,;1,297 213 16.4 1.11 14,686 1,866 12.7 9.75 9,455 
1967 .. 1,327 "c~,1,2 16.0 1.09 16,048 2,062 12.8 10.56 11,561 
Percent ;.;: .' 

change <",!, 

over 
1960 +21 +32 

() 

'. 

~<, *From Crime iii, California (reHtled Crime and Delinquency in California); rates 
,&jI,lcuHi'ted from population ijgures from California Statistical' Abstracts, 196}. 

"GI 

Robbery 

Number of Percent who Ar.test rate 
women were per 100,000 
arrested women population 

517 5.2 3.26 
591 5.4 3.59 
626 6.0 3.67 
601 6.0 3.40 
597 6.0 3.28 

'681 6.7 3.64 
695 7.4 3.63 
796 6.9 4.07 

+25 
". 

Ij 
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~omen went to prison in 1967 than· in 1960, although the State populatibn 
almost doubled. Commitment rates for crimes of violence are so small for 
!NOmen that they barely exceed one in a million. ' 

Table 33. -Female felons newly received from court, 1960-67* 

All institutions State 
: Federal 

1960 . . . . . . . . .. , . 4,311 3,749 "562 
1964 . . . 4,241 3,732 509 
1965 .. 4,264 3,730 534 
1966 . . . ., . . . 3,757 3,305 452 
Percent 

change .. -'·12.8 -11.8 -22.4 

*National Prisoner Statistics: Prisoners in State and Federal Institutions for Adult 
Felony, Bulletin No. 43, U.S. Departmentof Justice, pp. 34-35, Aug. 1968. 

Table 34.-Women committed to prison by offense: California, 1960 and 1967 

Offense 

Homicide' . 
Assault. " 
Robbery. .. 
Burglary. " .. 
Theft2 . . . . . . 
Forgery and checks. 
Sex offenses 
Narcotics ..... 
Other offenses3 

. • 

All ...... 

Number 

1960 

32 
10 
22 
16 
45 

131 

61 
10 

327 

1967 

30 
21 
22 
24 
42 
83 

3' 
37 
10 

272' 

Rate pet 100,OQO 
State population 

1960 1967 

0.2 0.15 

.3 .22 

.8 .43 

.4 .19 

c 2.1 1.4 

1 Includes auto theft. .~ 
2 includes driving undex the influenc~of drugs or alcohol, abortion,deadly weapon, 

escape from jail or county camp, arson, failure to render aid, kidnappmg. 
Source: California Prisoners, 1960.' aod 1967 ,DepartmeIlt of Corrections, 

Sacramento, Calif. Rates computed to 2 decimal places in 1960.,3 in 1967. 

Given these data the question remains: What .is the basis for staff 
contentions that "Women are more violent today than they used to be," if no 
more women are being committed for violent crimes today than in the past? 

There is one other· way to try to test the hypothesis that women are 
incre<l:singly involved in violent crimes-one that consid.e,rs the role played in 
committing these crimes. . . 

Changes in ,the Role of Female Violent Offenders 

Were the women in the 1968 sample more aggressive, or did they' playa 
more active role in tl),e commission of their offense than the women in prison 
at'the time of the 1963 phase of the project? Two measures which we felt 
would shed some light on this questiol1 were the use of weapons:; and the 
extent of participation in the crime. In both cases a comparison of the two 
stUdy groups seems to indicate that the women in the 1968 group played 
mo;re active roles and u,sed guns more often ill committing their crimes. 

I 
/, 
II 
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Guns were used in almost half of the murders and robberies committed by 
the 1968 group, compared to about one-fourth of these crimes committed by 
the 1963 group. There was, however, no increase in the use of guns in the 
commission of assaults; in fact a slight decrease was recorded. The use of 
knives and other household implements in assaults also declined, from 61 
percent to 39 percent. (The number of assault cases is small, however, and 
percentage differences can be misleading.) 

MURDER 

45% 

27% 

..... 

' .. ",' 
..... 

:' 
I.··, ..... ..... 

1963 1968 
31 29 

ASSAULT 

28% 

.... 

., .. , 
... 
,. 

' .. ' ... ,"" 

1963 
10 

30% 

1968 
13 

TOTAL IN EACH OFFENSE CATEGORY 

ROBBERY 

1963 
15 

45% 

1968 
22 

Figure 3.-Use of guns by women in the commission of violent offenses, 

Slightly, more than three-fourths of the women in both study groups who 
were committed for homicide or assault acted alone; thus the degree of 
participation for these offender types does not show change over the past 4 
or 5 years. The proportion of women acting alone in robbery almost doubled 
over this period, as table 35 shows. {Nevertheless, it is still the case that most 
robberies are committed with other persons.) But when other persons were 
involved in each of the three crimes there was a tendency for the women in 
the 1968 group to play more active criminal roles. This tendency was 
particularly apparent in the robbery cases. The proportion of women 
identified as "conspirators" and "accessories" (less active criminal roles) 
declined, :while those who were crime "partners" (a more active criminal role) 
increased: ·2 2- , . ' 

Table 35.-Criminal rol~:A comparison of the. 1963 and 1908 groups 
_ i .{, 

[In percent] 

Homicide Assault. Robbery .-, 
1963 1968 1963 196& .. 1963 1968 

Conspirator . . . . . . . 5 .... 8 :2 5 2 
Accessory ........ 5 1 .... 2 29 16 
Partner •......... 13 21. 14 18 54 63 
Sole perpetrator .. '" . 77 78 75 78 10 19 
Role ndfknown J 1 5 1 2 

. 1 .... 
Total •........ 100 100 '100 100 100 100 
N· ....... .... (114) (65) (36) (44) (56) (49) 
1 Less than 1 percent. 

~. . .\ 
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VI. PROFILES OF VIOLENT FEMALES OFFENDERS 

Homicide 

Women c'!~hmitted to prison for homicide-

were 65 percent white, 25 percent black, .10 p~rcent M.eXican 
tended to be of average to below average mtelhgence. . . 

903 

f il· . Whl'ch there was no reported cnmmahty came from am les m ." 

came frOmtUendbtroOk;anv~::~ ~::~~~~r~~OmiSCUOUS or prostitutes (6 out 
were repor . 

sel~~~O~ad reports of homosexual involvement (lout of 10) 
had serious drinking problems 
had virtually no report.s of narcotics u~e hological disability (over 80 
were diagnosed as havmg some type ,0 psyc ,,' 

percent ofthese women in the 1968 .sample) . - one-third 
had limited criminal careers (one-thrrd no pnor arrests, . 

arrested for the first time after age 28, 8 out of 10 had never been m 

, prison before) 

Compared to other offender categories, homicide offenders had

the least reported family criminality 
the l~west known incidence of illegal sexual conduct 

/) the least extensive prior criminal record 
been arrested later in life 
the largest proportion of alcoholics . 
the smallest proportion of known narcotI~s use 
the highest percentage evidencing pSYChOSIS 

The commission of homicide usually involved: 

the woman as sole perp~trator . f '(over 50 percent); usually 
children and husbands or lovers as VIC lms. . 

occurred at home 
pmoditation in only one of five cases . h 1 I 

prv. '" f h . al strength because victims were eIther e P es~ 
limIted use 0 P YSIC . d (d k le 'P ill) 

( all children) or in some way incapaCItate run, as .J;; , 

the ~~e of a gun (one-third) and knives or other household Implements 

(one-third) 

Extent and trends of homicides committed by women: 

t t of every 1000 women (.2%) arrested in the U.S. ate arrested 
wo ou . d t hI' 

for homicide"':'this percentage has remame s a e. "t d for 
of all homicide arrests(male and female) in 1967 wo~en acc9un e , 

" 1 in 7 (the proportion has been declining slowly: m the eady 1960 s 

it was lin 6). ", h .,' l' 1 in 11 ' . 
of prison commitments for homicide t e ratlOlS ower. f mu~der d 
the increase in; the number of arrests of women o~ an ' 

manslaughter has increased. faster than has the populatIOn. 

I 

I 
I 

I 
I·' 
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Assault 

Women committed to prison for assault-

were most likely to be from minority groups (7 out of 10-52 percent 
black, 17 percen t Mexican) 

generally s~ored below average on intelligence tests (white or black) 
were as hkely as not to come from families Whose members had 

criminal records 
were as likely as not to have come from a broken hOme 
were reported to have been prostitutes in about half the' cases, and 

promiscuous in an additional one-third of the cases 
had serious drinking problems; 1 in 4 had used narcotics 
were dia~nosed as having some type of psychological disability (about 

one-thud ~ere reported to evidence psychotic traits) 
often had pnor penal confinements (mostly jail or juvenile institutions) 
had been arrested before the age of 20 (6 out of 10) 

Compared to other offender categories, assault offenders-

tended to fall between hOmicide and property offenders in terms of 
prior criminality (themselves or their families) . 

were the most likely to be known prostitutes, except for narcotics 
offenders ' 

were often reported to have had homosexual involvements 
had the most serious drinlting problems 
had a large percentage of narcotics use (25 percent) 
had the largest proportion of disturbed but-not~psychotic women 

The commission of an assault usually involved-

the woman as sole perpetrator 
someone known to the assailant-friends (13 percent), intimates (19 

• pe,rcent),children (17 percent) 
the use of some degree of physical strength because knives and other 

~ousehold implements were most often the weapon used 
claIms by the assailant that the victim deserved the attack (31 percent) 

or that it was accidental (17 percent) 

Extent and trends of assaults commit~ed by women: 

approximat~ly 20 out of every 1,000 women (2 percent) arrested in the 
Unite~ States <lre arrested on assault charges. . 

women accou~ted for 13 percent of all assault arrests (male and 
. female). (This percentage has declined steadily since' 1960.) 
11l terms of all prison commitments for assault women constitute about 

8 percent. . 

like homicide arrests, the increase in the n,umber of wom~n arrested for 
assault is greater than the populatfon increase . 
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Robbery 

Women committed to prison for robbery-

were 59 percent white, 29 percent black, 12 pe.rcentof Mexican 
ancestry, Indian, etc. 

tended to be of average or above average intelligence. 
came from families in which the chances were 50/50 that other 

members had felony arrests (or more serious criminal action), and 
50/50 that the home was broken by death, desertion or divorce. 

were reported to have been sexually promiscuous and/or prostitutes (6 
. put of 10). 
were reported to have had homosexual involvements in 4 out of 10 

eases. 
had serious drinking problems in 4 out of 10 cases. 
had virtually no reported use of narcotics. 
had psychological disabilities reported in less than half of the cases. 
had t:llirly extensive criminal careers (one-third had prior prison terms, 

another 30 percent had been committed to jails or to youth 
institutions, three-fourths were arrested for the first tirne at age 20 
or younger). 

Compared to other offenders, women serving time for robbery-

resembled property or narcotic offenders somewhat more closely than 
homicide or assault offenders. 

had the largest piOportion of women in the above average intelligence 
range. 

had more extensive criminal records than other violent offenders. 
had more ~eported family crime than other violent offenders. 
had the largest proportion of offenders arrested before age 21. 
had a larger proportion of women who had been in prison a number of 

times before. 
had the highest prevalence of reported homosexuality. 
were the largest proportion of offenders diagnosed to have evidence of 

psychosis. 

The commission oLa robbery usually involved-

women as ac~essories and partners to males (more often friends or 
acquaintances than intimates). 

some degree of planning. 
a loca}e;away from the\ qffender's neighborhood. . . 
commercial establishments or male strangers as VIctims (8 Qut of 10 

cases). . d' 
no weapons or the use of physical strength (when a weapon was use It 
~a~.. . 

adults, one-half of whom were incapacitated in some way at the. tIme pf 
the crime. 
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claims by the offender that funds were needed or that she was framed 
or that others were to blame. 

Extent and trends of robberies by women-
in 1967, 5 out of every 1,000 women (0.5 percent) arrested in the 

United States was arrested in connection with robbery charges. 
(There has been a steady increase since 1960 when 0.3 percent were 
arre~ted for robbery.) 

robbery is the least "female" violent offense: of the 60,000 persons 
arrested in 1967 for robbery, 5.2 percent were women; while the 
percentage is small, it has been increasing during this decade. 

of prison commitments for robbery the ratio of men to women was 98 
to 2. 

female arrests for robbery have shown the greatest percentage increase 
since 1960 of the three violent crimes. 

SOME GENERAL COMMENTS ON CRIMES OF VIOLENCE BY WOMEN 

One of the interesting aspects of crimes of violence and burglary by 
women is that these actions seem to directly contradict the role women in 

. our society are supposed to play. The notion of the female as an aggressive, 
fist-swinging, gun-carrying criminal ready to take on any potential 
victim-healthy, adult males included-is difficult to reconcile with the 
stereotype of the female as the relatively passive, dependent, physically 
weaker partner to the male. It. was thus our task to examine instances in 
which women violated not only the criminal law, but also the norms that 
define behavior appropriate for "ladies." What we found was that the 
participation of women in robbery and burglary was not consistent with the 
criminal role males play jn these crirl1es but that their behavior was consistent 
with their role as women. Our female offenders robbed few healthy adult 
males by themselves. In burglaries too they acted as supporting players to 
men who played the leading criminal role. In short, we found that very few 
females are arrested for serious crimes, that only a very srnall portion of the 
women who were arrested for felonies were involved in robberies and 
burglaries and th~t the women wt:.) were involved in these crimes did not, in 
most cases, act in a very unladylike manner. 

In the case of homicides and assaults the salience of the sex role was also 
apparent. The objects of violent attacks by women were most often persons 
with whom they had affedional relationships such as husbands, lovers, and 
chil~ren. Unlike male violeiht offenders, the victims of women rarely included 
store keepers, service station attendants, or others slain or assa!,Hted in the 
course 9! committing robberies and burglaries· (some 21 p<&ce(~t of the 
homicidtl&: reported to ,Uniform Crime Reports in 1967 wei~~felony or 
suspected. felony type" murders). When adult males were the victims of 
assaults by women, the usual case was not that they were beaten up by 
women tougher 'Of stronger than they, but that a weapon was .used by the 
wOm,an, that the victim was drunk, asleep, or off-guard, or that the woman 
had help from other persons. 

The most obvious conclusion to be drawn from this study is that female 
criminality is a sepa~at~ and distinct order of criminal behavior in Wh;i~~\ 

" " .. ---,,< 
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cultural factors relating to sex roles in our society are of critical importance. 
Those who study the etiology of criminal behavior should be prepared to find 
that most of the current theories of crime causation are inappropriate when 
applied to female offenders. . ., . . 

Those persons charged with the .respoI1.sIbI~Ity ?f ~o~g something ab~ut 
the problem of violence in our SOCIety wIll fmd It dIffIcult to draw polIcy 
implications from this study. The problem is based in part perhaps upon the 
primitive level of knowledge we can provide about female. violenc~, but such 
data as we have indicate that in order to prevent a major portIon of ~he 
criminal violence in which women engage, one would have to do something 
about unhappy marriages and love affairS, drunken brawls, and in s?me cases, 
stupidity or bad judgment. Intervention might be possible howe~er m the a~ea 
of crimes against children, because the assaults occur over time. A maJ~r 
difficulty here is that our data indicate that in many cases other persons dId 
know or have reason to suspect that children were being brutalized but they 
still did not attempt to intervene or call the situation to the attention of 
medical,welfare or police agencies. Laws pertaining to protection aga~st libel 
charges for physicians, the handling of child abuse cases by agencIes other 
than police departments and more public awareness of the child abuse 
problem may be helpful in encouraging the reporting of these cases.2 ~ One 
other category of violence cases where intervention, that is, prevention of 
further violence, may be feasible are the cases in which the presence of severe 
psychological disabilities gives warning of future trouble. The problem ~ere 
again is in encouraging those most likely to detect the onset of psychologI.cal 
problems, namely family members and frien~s, to b~ing case~ t? .the attentI~n 
of physicians, clergymen, or social agenCIes WhICh can mitIate remed~al 
action. For women overwhelmed by disappointments, crises, and lIfe 
experiences the availability of community mental hea~th cente~s would 
provide valuable orthopsychiatric assistance. Finally we want to reITIlnd th?se 
who point to the small contribution women make to the. overall population 
of violent offenders' that the trend in violence by women IS upward, and that 
the rate may be acc~lerated as women be(Jcme emancipated from traditional 
female role requirements. 
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The UCR provide arrest trend data on p. 119 of the 1967 Report, based up~n 
"comparable reports" from 2400 agencies for 1960 and 1967. They do not spectfy 
the population covered by the 1960 data hence it is not possible for us to ~alculate 
a rate of population increase with which to compare the percent mcreases 
represented. For all females the percent changes from 1967 were as follows; 
Homicide, +22%; Assault, +44%; Robbery, +68%; Burglary, +58%; Larceny, +126%; 
Auto Theft, +77%; All Index Crimes, +101%. Arrests of females under IS are 
included in thestl figures. . 
It should be pointed out that the rate of men committed to prison is declining as 
well: from 35.9 per 100,000 State population to 24.9. However, male 
commitments for assaultive crimes have not declined: 
This also applies to women convicted on burglary charg~s: in 1963, ~3 percent ~f 
the 42 women serving time for burglary were accessones or consprrators; while 
among the 38 ''burglars'' in prison in 1968, 95 percent were either partners (75 
percent) or sole participants (20 percent). . 
The problem of child abuse is discussed at leng~ in apother re~ort t? thtS 
Commission by David G. Gil, Physical Abuse of Children: One Manifestation of 
Violence in American Society. 
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APPENDIX 18 

VIOLENCE. AND ORGANIZED CRIME* 
By Mark H. Furstenberg* 

PREFACE 

In Chicago, between 1919 and 1934, there were 765 "gang murders,'; an 
average of 4~rper year. From 1935 to 1967, a period twice as long, there were 
229' such murders, an average of seven per year. Chicago is not unique. Its 
organized crime is probably somewhat more violent than that of most other 
cities. But everywhere in the nation during the past 30 years, as organized 
crime has broadened its bases and increased its controls, it has become 
steadily less. violent. Today, it is far stronger and far less violent than ev~r 
before. The ways it uses violence to maintain control over a $25-billion-a-year 
empire~one which is prospering and growing-without recourse either to the 
law or to wholesale violence as a substitute for the law are the subjects <?f this 
paper. 

I undertook this project during the waning days of the Commission's 
work. It is anambjtious undertaking, one worthy of a year's research bY.I!
team of sociologists, psycholOgists, economists, and law enforcement experts:;. 
That I was willing to do something so reckless is far more a measure of my 
confidence in my friends than in my own knowledge. Among those who 
helped me were Martin Danziger, Director of Organized Crime Programs, Law 
Enforcement Assistance Administration, who -contributed important 
concepts, valuable in~Qrmation, and support. Charles Rogovin, Director of the 
U.S. Department of Justice Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, was 
my mentor on organized crime, and was, as always, incredibly generous. 
Henry Petersen, Chief of the Justice Department's Organized Crime and 
Racketeering Section" permitted me to bother him repeatedly, and always 
responded kindly. Gerald Shur of the OCRS suggested, critiqued, and made 
very helpful comments. Richard J. Schneiderhan, Special Agent in the 
Organized Crime Section, Department of the Attorney General of 
Massachusetts, contributed invaluable insights from his remarkable 
experience. Henry Ruth, Djrector of the National Institute of Law 
Enforcementan~ Criminal Justice, made enormously creative comments. 

*Director, Informational Servjces Division,· Inte"national Association of Chiefs of 
Police. 
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912 Crimes of Violence 

Ralph Salerno who did for another task force of this Commission a paper 
from which I' stole shamelessly. G. Robert Blakey, Alfred J. Scotti, Nick 
Scoppetta, Frank Rogers!1 Courtney Evans, Willi~m G. Handley, Ala~ Baron; 
nnd John Ingersoll all gemerously an,swered questIons, made observatIOns, ana 
demonstrated once again how dedicated and capable the "good guys" are. 

Finally, lowe special debts to Donald J. Mulvihill and Kenneth E. 
Demario of the Commission staff, and to Ferris Lucas, Executive Director of 
the National Sheriffs Asso(';iation, who permitted me to take time away 
from an important and'urgent project to write this paper. 

Many who read this paper will find it highly speculative, a 19astnumber of 
questions raised, but unanswered. It is a criticism to whic~ I :e~dS~y agr~e: In 
part, this is due to the brief time available; .but, ~ore SIgmfii::antly, It .IS a 
reflection of how little is known about organIZed CrIme. All of the questIOns 
raised, and particularly the fmal section of the paper are a plea for more 
research in this field. Those who labor in these areas know too well that 
everyone loves to hear and talk about the "celebrities" of organized crime; 
but few people seem to' care about what they do. . . 

Perhaps, as a result of this paper, the new Law Enforcement AssIstance 
Administration, on which we shall depend so much, will be persuaded to 
sponsor projects whose objective is solely to gather, organize, an~ ana.lyze the 
information available on organized crime-especially the socIOlogIcal and 
psychological data-and to help design methods for obtaining the intelligence 
we need to test our theories and speculations. 

It is traditional for authors of papers such as this to claim responsibility 
for the information contained. I suppose it is particularly important in this 
paper, since its footnotes are clearly inadequate. The reader. will understand 
that some of the information in the paper has been altered slightly to protect 
sources, and much of it must stand unattributed. I accept responsibility for 
'all of it. 

CONTROLS OVER VIOLENCE 

The common image of organized crime is of a recklessly violent band of 
psychopathic men with bizarre names like '!hree-Fingere~ Brown". and 
"Lucky" Luciano. They hijack, import narcot~cs, run ~~mblmg operatIOns, 
and reach into legitimate business and labor fIelds, dnvmg out the dece.nt 
people by wholesale terror. Constantly a~ war with each other, they kIll, 
most'iy by ambush, strange people with Italian names-people as remot~ fro~ 
real life as the semifictional characters of The Untouchables. They are, In thIS 
myth, ruled by the most violent hoods of all, who, with ~uthless aban~on, 
murder dissenters, police, judges, prosecutors, and anyone else who questIOns 
their authority or threatens their domain.! ' . 

It is true that during its period of rapid change and development, when It 
was consolidating its strength, organized crime was violent~ sometimes ~ildly 
SO.2 But being far more inherently rational than they are mheren~ly VI?I~l!t, 
organized crime's leaders, when they finally realized that of all therr actIVItIes 
only violence exposed them to public criticism and law enforcement pressure, 
began, jO avoid violence, and to win ~ security whi~h ki11in~ threatined. They 
developed and refmed a system of rational alternatIves to VIolence. 
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As in most institutions, organized crime's evolution from 1920 to 1940 
was a mixture of conscious decision and unconscious response to changes 
occurring rapidly in most American institutions. :rhe old Mafia was suited to 
a rural society; but the United States was becoming urban.4 Moreover as 
Prohibition, the main source of syndicated crime's income, came to an e~d 
altemative fields of endeavor had to be found. Many of these required mor~ 
sophisticated organization than that of the purely local gangs.5 Further, new 
generat~ons we~e moving into leadership positions, and they, like all younger 
generatIOns, rejected SOme of the old methods. The gradually emerging 
consensus that violence should be avoided whenever possible was part oithis 
change, and was a decision of strict rationality. 6 

La Cosa No.stra, the dominant force in organized crime doday, is a 
government, WIth all the forms of government, including elaborate sets of 
internal and external controls. Internally, LCN is authoritarian,. offering 
protection and demanding obedience. In a democratic society, the individual 
~ho do~s not. c~nse~t is sU?jected to the force of the state (police 
~terventIOn, adJudicatIOn, and Incarceration). In La Cosa Nostra, the system 
~s very much the same, and is just as essential to its existence as our society's 
~s to ~urs. All must subscribe to the rules; and in return, all get order, 
rrnmuruty from the police, businesses protected against interference from 
fellow criminals, and the loyalty of others. It is not a bad arrangement. 

The paramount rule is the absolute authority of the boss.7 Literally 
everything is under his control, and must be specifically approved by 
him-expanding into new territory, beginning new businesses, hiring 
~mp'loyees, and cO~itting significant acts of violence. As one loanshark put 
It, T~e Cosa Nostra IS the Cosa Nor;ira. You just do what the f--- bosses tell you."/) 

. Under the boss's .authority is a well-organized system for settling 
~sputes-a system which evolved, but which is as effective in controlling 
VIolence as Would be one rationally designed for that purpose. If two soldiers 
in the same family quarrel over a particular area of activity, they are expected 
t~ se~tle their differences without violence which might factionalize the 
orgaruzationand arouse the citizenry. If they cannot come to an agreement, 
one of them asks the caporegime to arbitrate. The accused sometiriles 
presents his defense, depending on the nature and seriousness of the charge; 
.and ~he caporegime's decision has the same force as a judgment of law ~ . 

If the caporegime cannot resolve the issue or if the disputants are 
unsatisfied with his deciSion, they may request that the matter he taken to 
the underboss, the consiglieri, or the boss. Once the boss has made his 
deCision, it is final. There is no' appeal. If one of the parties refuses to abide 
by it, he is punished-not by the man with whom he was quarreling, but by 
the impartial hand of the organization. Punishments range from a slap in the 
face, administered before friends and associates to show the power of the 
organization anothe weakness of the dissenting individual, to a beating, to 
murder. . 

When disputes occur between members of different families, the bosses or 
consig1ieri of those families meet in a "sitdown." If they agree, they issue a 
notice. If they 'cannot, the matter is referred to the COmmission, on ~hich sit 
the bosses of the most powerful families. 9 DeSigned to avoid violence or 
other publice settlements of disputes, this isa well-conceived system of 
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914 Crimes of Violence 

compulsory arbitration for which disputants are sometimes charged fees, but 
which they are always required to use. 

Donald Cressy believes that LeN's authority is divided two ways, by rank 
and expertise. He believes that the organization "is changing to make rank less 
important than skill, alld authority based less on status than on expertise. The 
position of "enfor'cer" and its well-defined authority is cited by Cressy as 
evidem:e} 0' ' 

Little is known about enforcers, but that they exist indicates how 
consciously structured internal controls are, and how carefully limited 
violence is. It also indicates that there is a set of rules generally understood 
and obeyed, and that punishments for deviation are imposed 
disinterestedly.11 It appears that enforcers are technicians, not always 
members, who arrange for the' punishment of other members, and in rare 
instances, non-members. For example, a caporegime who doesn't turn in all 
the money he earns in his numbers operation, an underboss who tries 
unsuccessfully to overthrow his boss, a member who becomes psychotic and a 
threat to the organization, a soldier who ignores the boss's orders to stop 
invading the bookmaking territory of another family, a customer who cannot 
pay, a recalcitrant empl,oyee-each of these problems may be handled by an 
enforcer. 12 _ 

Only the boss can order an execution within his family.13 It is of critical 
importance that the enforcer have no authority to do so. As Cressy puts it, 

... force is not physical control; it is ex post facto infliction of pain 
for deviation. If such intentional infliction of suffering is to be accepted 

, by the recipients and by citizens generally, it must be made "justly," in 
measures suitable to correcting deviation without stimulating rebellion. 
Maintaining "consellt of the governed" then, requires that punishments 
for deviation be accepted as legitimate by those being governed;14 ' 

internally, ,the members of LCN have given the organization a virtual 
monopoly on deadly force. They' have given up their discretionary right to 
use force against each other, and have granted unlimited force to their 
ultimate superior. They accept the right of the organization to torture or kill 

.. dissenters, and order them to kill partners or friends. Because a higher-up 
orders it, it is legitimate and must be done-part of the gtbupprocess. Since 
honor, loyalty, and silence are strongly emphasized, members have no 
recOJlrse whatever from the'boss's decisions. 1 

5 

They may not like that, but they will accept it, knowing well that they too 
may be ordered killed by theh boss. It would be totally unacceptable if 
a.'wone other than the boss used this ultimate power. The enforcer, therefore, 
must be an entirely impersonal technician of the system. If he exercised 
judgment, he would be more powerful than the boss, and would destroy the 
"government of laws" organized crime has constructed. 

EXTERNAL CONTROLS 

Like internal controls, the function of external controls is to minimize 
violence., While internal controls are built into the structure of the 
organiZation and govern its Jhembers" external controls govern the 
relationship between organized crime an~ the rest of society. 
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Corruption is a good example. Ever since Huey Long gave Frank Costello 
an exclusive franchise to Louisiana gambling and Al C&.pone was buying the 
government of Chicago, organized crime has depended on corruption of 
police and politicians. It is, in fact, the core of organized crime's success. With 
its tremendous financial resources and skill at blackmail and extOrtion , , 
organized crime buys an accommodation with governments, immunizing it 
against law enforcement pressures. One underworld figure insists that 50 
percent of a major eastern seaboard city police department receives regular 
payments from the city LCN. He says that each month the "bluebook" of 
raids scheduled for the month is delivered by members of the force' and he is 

, , ~ 

warned about police plans which might interfere with his business. As the 
President's Crime Commission said, "All available data indicate that organized 
crime flourishes only where it has corrupted local officials.,,16 Corruption 
enables organized crime to ,t,,';?erate with relative impunity and little violence. 
, , A second alternative to Violence in external r~lations is mOl1ey. The money 
which corrupts public officials is equally effective with businessmen labor 
leaders, and potential rivals. LCN can offer tremendous opportunity and 
wealth to those who will cooperate. Its economic power can buy people, give 
or withdraw business, grant or withhold areas for operation. The loanshark 
operating outside the control of LCN can be brought under its control by the 
promise of protection from law enforcement (bought with money), 
additional working capital, and an exclusive and secure franchise on his 
territory. 1 7 ' 

La Cos~ Nostra, sophisticated and eager, to reduce violence, understands 
now that most people can be used for something. Few are so valueless that 
they should be wasted by murder. The owner of a prosperous New York 
reo gtarrrant, fmilir15tT le5lTitimate creur1i".~ 'u'nu'''.1f!11ahlJl.o +l1"r.n.o.r1 .fnr h~ln to '3 , __ -.-. ... v, " ..... .L.L.1"' ..... :'V.1. J."'.l¥'" u. 

loanshark, agreed to pay interest of 5 percent a week, and to retain as "labor 
c?nsultants" SGS Associates,lS When he was unable to mee~ his, payments, 
his shark permitted him to default in exchange for certain agreements. First, 
he was required to buy his me<l;tJrom a new distributor, and soon became an 
outlet for stolen, hijacked, and diseased meat. He agreed to buy stolen liquor 
from another distributor. Soon the son of one of his "investors" was put on 
the .payroll as a headwaiter; and the restaurant became a favorite hangout for 
bookmakers who used it for their operations. All the while, the owner was 
attempting to payoff his loan, never able to make a dent in the principal 
because of the high interest rates.19 

Nearly every borrower has some use. Bank officials can' be forced to 
embezzle and manipula\~. Stockbrokers can steal securities, and their firms 
Can be outlets for stolen 'securities., People have been forced to coqunit 
burglary, to. finger robberies-all because they ,have become indebted to a 
loanshark.2o ' [) 

By far, the most effective alternative to violence in the external relations 
of organized crime is fear of violence. As Ralph Salerno, formerly Sergeant of 
Detectives, Central Intelligence Bureau of the New YOrk City Police 
Department, wrote, ''The use of viol~nce by syndicated criminal groups has 
been careful,calculated, and controlled. -.. [it] has been so successful·that 
the fear :instilled by it has actually reduced the need to use force."21, .'" 

To make fear credible the organization must be prepared to beat· or kill 
individuals in debt, regardless of the amount of money they owe. One shark 
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said that he couldn't afford to permit any default. Although $100 meant 
nothing to him, "If you let $100 slip by, soon $200 accounts slip by. You 
can't let anbody slip by. So we kill for $100." This mart became known as the 
toughest loanshark in his city; and people who borrowed from him 
understood that defaulting was out of the question. 

The fear of violence is effective not only with those in debt to organized 
crime. It can be used to force a liquor retailer to buy stock at inflated prices, 
or a small businessman to submit to labor extortion. Organized crime need 
not make good its threats in every case. That it does so in a few is sufficient 
to compel obedience nearly all the time. Henry Ruth wrote, "Selective 
fulfillment of threats gives the appearance of an ability to make any threat an 

. actuality. Thus, only occasional violence is needed by org~nized crime to 
exploit in full the opportunities that the threat of violence affords.,,2 2 

Some organized crime figures manage to create fear by name dropping. 
They have business cards printed with their names or those of better-known 
criminals; and merchants to whom such business cards are presented decide to 
shift their business to companies with criminal connections? 3 Power, as in 
any field, begets power; and the demands of organized crime are met without 
the public outrage and law enforcement activity which would follow 
continuing violence. 

KINDS OF ORGANIZED CRIME VIOLENCE 

Classification by external and intern:!i. violence is useful; but it is not 
sufficiently precise to describe fully the violence of organized crime. A 
number of other categorizations are possible. One is violence used for 
discipline· and violence used for business. That division .. seems artificial since 
all violence, directed inside the organization against a stubborn loanshark, or 
against outsiders like customers is for discipline. Another division might be 
crime-related violence and power-related Violence, the former exemplified by 
a loansllark beating a borrower to compel'payment ofa debt, and the latter 
the murder of a boss or underboss. But there are too many kinds of 
crime-related and power-related violence; and the categories are not 
sufficiently precise to be useful. Ralph Salerno suggests "tactical" and 
"strategi~" violence as a useful division. The beating of a customer by a 
loansha& to induce payment is tactical; the beating of a smallioimshark by a 
larger one who wants to control his business is trategic. This is a useful 
distinction; but is the beating of an informant tactical or strategic. It can be 
both. 

One useful categorization of violence caused by organized crime is: (1) 
business~ (2) security, (3) competitive, and (4) rebellion. Violence caused 
indirectly by organized crime's operations is treated as a separate category. 

BUSINESS VIOLENCE 

It is well known that organized crime exists and thrives because it provides 
services the public demands., In the two clearest areas of "public 
service"-gambling and narcotic;~::-there is little violence because they involve 
money -transactions, rather than credit transactions. A gambler may 
occasionally compel payment bya beating. But whether conductedin cash or 
on credit, theie is little default in the gambling. business since both producer 
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and consumer want the relationship to be a continuing one. When borrowing 
is necessary, the customer generally goes not to his gambler, but to a nearby 
loanshark who may or may not be part of the gambling business. Whatever 
violence may then follow does not involve the gambler. Besides, a ·large 
percentage of organized crime's gambling operations are concentrated in the 
ghetto numbers racket; and the numbers are played nearly always with cash. 

Narcotics too are purchased with cash; credit is extended only very rarely 
by pushers to customers. Drug retailers may obtain credit from wholesalers, 
but they always make good. Addicts may commit violent acts to support 
their habit; but there is little credit and little violence between merchant and 
customer. There are certain kinds of Violence, such as that of a customer 
against a gambler who has cheated him, by the organization against a gambler 
who has held out, against numbers runners and narcotics pushers who are 
consistent prey to holdupmen. 

, In loansharking, on the other hand, credit is the commodity, and the 
threat of violence always exists. George and Jack ClUagouris were owners of a 
thriving construction business in Chicago. They had an opportunity to buy a 
Loop hotel at a bargain price; but because they already had a loan 
outstandirlg, they were unable to get anothe.r from legitimate credit 
institutions. In April 1964, they borrowed $150,000 from a loanshark and 
agreed to pay $50,000 interest over the following year. By April 1965, they 
had repayed $163,000, but the racketeers from whom they borrowed irisisted 
that they still owed $124,000. On May 7, 1965, unable to meet the higher 
payments, the Chiagouris brothers were kidnaped from a restaurant, held for 
15 hours, and severely beaten. They were released only after they agreed to 
sign a new note saying that they still owed $124,000.24 , 

The loanshark's SQle aim is to maximize profits; and he generally does not 
resort to violence except to achieve certain specific criminal objectives.2s 
Certain businesses are particularly valuable to organized crime. Coin 
machines, businesses with a high cash flow lend themselves to the. 
establishment of monopolies, offer pure cash profit through skimming, and 
tax evasion through the hiding of money. Others, like restaurants, are 
valuable as fronts for illegal activities. Still others, like meat packers, food 
processors, arid liquor wholesalers-also high cash flow businesses-are 
valuable as outlets for stolen goods. Certain other kinds of businesses-those 
which require a large stock-the loanshark;' backed by the power of the mob, 
would prefer to take over, sell the stock, and bankrupt it, emerging with pure 
profit, than merely to beat or kill owners.2 6' 

Still, loanshark violence is the most common form of business viQ.1ence 
because it is a credit, rather than a caSh transaction in which payment must 
be compelled ouside the law. Johnny C. was a close friend of loan shark 
Charlie K. Johnny needed $1,000, and borrowed it from Charlie. When he 
was unable to meet his payments, Charlie, his best friend, had him taken into 
an alley, and beaten with a baseball bat. Charles Siragusa, formerly EXeC\l,tive 
Director of the Illinois Crime Commission, says, perhaps too extremely: 

The juice victim is taken for a ride, riddled with: bullets, and 'thrown 
into the trunk of his own cal'. The juice gangsters l,trrange for the car to 
be parked so> that the police find it. Discovery of the murder is a 
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warning to other delinquent juice customers. They get the message with 
starkeinphasis. The news headlines don't cost these gangsters a dime of 
advertising space.2 7 

Another form of business violence is labor racketeering. It is not new. In 
the 1920's, the mob was taking control of union locals to embezzle and 
manipulate welfare and pension funds, to extort payoffs and kickbacks from 
employers through threats of violence or sweetheart contracts, an.d to use 
union power to drive out of business people competing in industries being 
taken over by organized crime. Opportunities in labor racketeering are limited 
only by imagination. Control of a union withjurisdiction over coin machines 
means the ability to parcel out territories and gain a complete monopoly of 
the industry-enforced by union contracts, picket lines, and, if necessary, 
"labor violence." Control over a bartenders' union can mean the ability to 
force taverns to buy food, liquor, and supplies only from certain 
wholesalers.28 

Labor racketeering also is the power base of racket-controlled labor 
consulting firms. Owned by the same men or by associates of those who 
control unions, corrupt consulting firms offer their services to employers who 
are having labor problems. A New York nightclub owner, Benjamin Maksik, 
testified that he was having labor difficulties in 1955-56. Advised to contact 
SGS Associates, he paid a $1,500 fee each month until 1958. During that 
time, he was induced to change meat, liquor, linen, and oil suppliers, and his 
labor difficulties,continued.2 9 

A final form .of business violence is that which occurs when the 
organization decides to invest in a new industry. Generally, it is able to gain 
control of one firm through its loansharking operations or through simple 
extortion; It then uses ·a pp\v.erful 'combination of economic '~veapons, 
extortion, and judiciously applied violence to drive all competitors out of 
business. As one authority said, "When organized crime embarks on a venture 
in legitimate business, it ordinarily brings to that venture all the techniques of 
violence and intimidation which are employed in its illegal enterprises.,,30 
The economic power of La Cosa Nostra insures that a monopoly, once 
sec:ured, can be maintained if no new intervention is forthcoming. 

Internal Security 

The second category ot organized crime violence is related to internal 
security. The New Jersey racketeer, Willie Moretti, apparently was killed 
because his "mental and emotional instability" made him a threat to the 
organization. They were afraid that he could no longer be depended on to 
behave "rationally.,,3 1 A member of the organization who consistently 
disobeys orders is a threat, and must be disciplined. A member who is too 
independent is a threat too. Dutch Schultz, it is believed, was killed because 
he talked, too freely abqut planning to kill Thomas Dewey, a murder which 
would have brought more pressure than relief. 

The beating or murder of 'an informant or potential informant is the most 
common kind of security violence. Stephen T. drove the getaway car in th€" 
,rqurder of 11 ·mob figure in one city. It appeared to the organization that 
"Stephen was preparing to reveal to law enfo.rcement authorities his role in the 
murder;' and fully seven attempts were made to kill him. John Fitzgerald was 
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a lawyer for Joseph Baron, chief witness in the conspiracy trial of New 
England Cosa Nostra boss Raymond Patriarca. Baron, under tight security, 
could not be reached; but Fitzgerald, who had counseled Baron to inform, 
represented a security threat too. And so, one day, Fitzgetaid~s leg was blown 
off by a bomb planted in his car. 

The integrity of the organization depends on its security. If a member 
doesn't meet his obligations, he must be punished as a warning to others, and 
to preserve all agreements. The police cannot investigate organized crime if 
there are no complaints, no witnesses, and no testimony; so violence is used 
to neutralize law enforcement. Potential informants, if they are riot 
discouraged by fear of violence and are sufficiently threatening, must not 
only be killed; they must be killed in the cruelest and most vicious ways. 
Examples must be made of each case; and so violence is frequently planned to 
include some inhuman torture before death. The body of Albert Anueci, an 
organized crime figure who had threatened the organization with exposure, 
was found some years ago outside Rochester. Some 20 pounds of flesh had 
been cut with a knife from his body. He had then been shot, strangled, and 
set afire.32 

In the 1960's, a number of restaurant owners in Chicago who had testified 
before the U.S. Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations became 
the victims of arson and bombings. One was hit twice, once in NOliember 
1963, and again in November 1964. Another who owned three restaurants 
lost all of them to bombings and fires. The State Director of Public Safety 
offered a reward; the Justice Department was asked to investigate; a special 
grand jury was impaneled. But with minor exceptions, none of the crimes was 
solved.33 . 

Rebellion 

Closely related to security violence is violence resulting from rebellion. In 
April 1951, Albert Anastasia succeeded Vincent Mangano as boss of a New 
York Cosa Nostra family. During 1953 and 1954, his underboss, Frank 
Scalise, began to take large numbers of people into their family as soldiers, 
demanding "membership fees" of $40,000 to $50,000 and a cut 9f each 
business. The membership books had been closed for 20 years; and older LeN 
leaders were unhappy about the admission of large numbers of people they 
considered unqualified and dangerous. 

In May 1957, an attempt was made on the life of Frank Costello, 
apparently by order of Vito G~n()vese. Genovese, certain that Costello, 
through Anastasia, would retaliate, called in all his lieutenants to explain why 
he had tried to have Costello killed, and to deploy his forces in case Costello 
fought back. Anastasia surprised Genovese by attempting to intervene 
peacefully on behalf of Costello. 

Shortly thereafter, Anastasia had his underboss, Scalise, murdered, 
apparently for his extracurricular moneymaking activities. In the meantime, 
he began attempting to move into territory controlled by the Florida 
syndicate, seeking rights to a gambling casino in the Havana Hilton. On 
October 25, 1957, Anastasia was murdered.34 New York was seething, and 
open warfare seemed possible. The instability could not be permitted to 
continue. 
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Three weeks after the death of Anastasia, Vito Genovese called together all 
the families in a top-level meeting at Apalachin, N.Y. The meeting probably 
had a number of purposes: to confirm the new leaders, and by giving 
Commission legitimacy to them, to discourage future outbreaks of violence; 
to read out of the organization 200 "button men" who had shown dangerous 
mcompetence, and were therefore a security threat; and to approve ex post 
facto the resolution of the Anastasia threat.3 5 . 

This kind of rebellion appears to occur fairly often.36 It appears that a 
major LCN internal war was recently ended by a realignment of the New 
York rackets. This one began in October 1964, when Joseph Bonanno, who 
had been plotting against two other families, was kidnaped, apparently with 
Commission approval. Bonanno managed to escape death by promising to 
surrender all his New York activities and move away. But on January 28, 
1966, when Gaspare DiGregorio tried to kill Salvatore Bonanno, it was 
apparently a warning to stop trying to rebuild his father's organization. 
Sometime later, the Commission ,decided that DiGregorio was incompetent, 
and appointed Paul Sciacca to succeed him. Then the war with the Bonannos 
began in earnest. 

Law enforcement authorities say that the war is now coming to an end, 
successfully arbitrated by consiglieri and bosses of other families, a 
"subcommittee" appointed by the Commission. Paul Sciacca has won; Joseph 
Bonanno has moved to Arizona, and his son to California. No one knows how 
many victims the war has claimed; but seven Bonanno henchmen and four 
Sciacca loyalists are known to have died.3 

7 

This kind of revolution or civil warfare is the most spectacular kind of 
organized cnme violence; but some authorities believe that there is constant 
warfare below the levels of boss and underboss. The testimony of one 
soldier-informant indicates that his boss constantly had men killed because 
they were getting too powerful, and might have threatened hhll. 1t occurs 
regularly among the leaders, he said. He beCame very valuable to the boss, he 
says, and close to him as well; but after only 18 months, "they" began trjing 
to kill him. Apparently he had become too powerful, and therefore 
dangerous, although he is certain that he never violated rules. Ifhe is cor!ect 
and if tlns is common, there may be internal warfare we know httle 
about-revolutionary and counterrevolutionary thrusts, and a good deal more 
insecurity and instability than we think. 

Competitive Violence 

Related to security violence and even more so to rebellion is the final 
category of violence, competition. Before 1962, the Boston activities of the 
New England CosaNostra branch were.,in.hibited by three strong, independent 
Irish criminal organizations which maintaIned such tight control over 
gambling and loansharking, the LCN could not move in without an 
enormously costly war. So, typically, it waited. 

In 1962 a member of one of the Irish gangs was insulted by a member of a 
rival gang; 'and all prepared for war. A series of ferocious beatings quickly 
escalated to murder; and just like nations which sacrifice their young men to 
war, the Irish gangs were depleted and weakened. Seeing. its chance, LCN 
moved in with its vastly greater force and far more effectIve terror. To the 
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public, Boston's gangland slayings seemed to be continuing. But, in fact, a 
fundamental change had occurred. Whereas the earlier warfare had been 
between Irish gangs, now LCN was doing the murder-to teach lessons, force 
subservience, even to satisfy persona! grudges. Now it was LeN terrorizing to 
eliminate the competition. 

There were more than 50 murders in all, a remarkably large num}aer in this 
age of the subtle use of power. Apparently, the New England Cosa Nostra felt 
secure enough-and had enough confidence in the apathy of the Boston 
population -to believe it could get away with that kind of public violence. 38 

Competitive violence against LCNoccurs only when its position in the 
criminal community is weak enough to be challenged. That this kind of 
violence has diminished during the past three decades is an indication of how 
strong LCN has become. But it is quite possible that during the next ten years 
competitive violence will increase. In nearly every large city of the nation, the 
street level operation of numbers and narcotics has been turned over by LCN 
to Negro gangs which have demanded a share of the business, will not tolerate 
being left out, and can operate more effectively on the streets of urban 
ghettos.39 In some cities, the Italian-dominated syndicates are moving out of 
hard narcotics altogether, except for securing it at the foreign sources. It is 
too risky, business costs (including corruption) are too great, the penalties are 
too high, and racketeers have been heard to say that they "want no part of 
it.,,40 As their organization improves, their skills increase, their business 
grows, and their power increases, will black gangs not demand more? 

It has always been the tough, ambitious first-generation criminals who 
have had the stomach for street-level operations. There are few 
first-generation Italians to populate the lower levels of organized crime. Just 
as the Jews moved out to make room for the tougher and hungrier Italians, 
the Italians may now have to move out to make rOOm for Negroes and Puerto 
Ricans.41 . 

This changing of the guard may increase competitive violence. On April 
24, 1967, Michael Luongo, a New York racketeer, was kidnaped, appa.rently 
by Nc::gto racketeers. The same people had attempted previously to kidnap 
Luongo's boss, Joseph Manfredi, but had been thwarted. The kidriapers 
demanded $45,000 ransom, and referred in their conversations with Luongo's 
nephew, Anthony Luongo, to a narcotics figure who had earlier been found 
with his head ~J.lld· hands cut off. They showed a thorough familiarity with the 
operations of Luongo and his boss,' Manfredi, and mentioned that they were 
settling;'~uld scores" with Manfredi.42 On April 25, Anthony Luongo paid 
the ransom; and after ~yiichael had been released, Manfredi, who had put up 
the money, asked Rocdo Mazzi and John Ardito to obtain permission to kill 
the .. kidnapers. Apparently it was granted because the suspected kidnapers 
have disappeared, and are presumed dead.43 --- \ 

It is possible only to speculate about tlle future of -!t-ali~n,.Ne!}ro 
competitive violence. The enormous power and sophistication o~~CN woiJld 
seem to preclude a real challenge to its supremacy. And yet, (~~ Negf{l~;gangs 
become stronger and larger, they certainly will demand more,)aI1a-rtlay not 
always make the most rational calculations. Certainly LCN"cW'i,Jlnot accept 
many severe indignities like kidnaping. But the Italian gdngs are growing 
smaller, older, and weaker; and they may, sometime in the future, have to 
choose between moving out to make way for Negro syndicates, or fighting 
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back with a ferocity which Jumost certainly would focus public and law 
enforcement pressure to intol~rable levels.44 

Competition is not limited to minority groups. There is a kind born 
naturally of the reb~llion of youth. Young men who work at the lower leveh 
oIbrganized crime are required to take; all the risks, but receive only about 50 
percent of the rewards. The old men who control organized crime need daring 
and aggressive young men; but the young men eventually begin to wonder 
whether they need their bossell. 

In Massachusetts, nonaggr1essive criminals were long ago driven out of 
narcotics because they did rlot want to risk the higher penalties the law 
provid~s. They moved into gambling, for which the penalties were 
substaiHially lower. But thl~ Massachusetts Gaming Act of 1968 made 
gambling operations a felony; and the more cautious racketeers are now 
looking for r.iifer activities, making way for the aggressive ones to take over 
the operation of gambling. As one law 'enforcement official put it, "It used to 
be that the g~tmbler who hunjg around the bar was a nice man, an easy man; 
and the 10am~hark in the ba9k room was the tough. Now they're the same 
guy, and he's the mean one."::There is no question that higher penalties make 
more timid operators withd~aw, leaving the field to the toughs-and the 
dangers of violence increase.4 i ' 

SI~condary Violence 

The violence of organized Grime is not li!!lited to that which crirninals use 
on each other and on vict;lms and informants. There is .an additional 
dimension-violence or suppr~ssion of violence caused directly or indirectly 
by organized crime's activities:, but not committed by organized crime itself. 
This kind is perhaps more. insidious, and reveals the most pernicious 
consequences of organized crime, some of its tragic resuits, and evil deeds. 

I t is not clear how muc~~ crime ordinarily considered unorganized is 
controlled entirely or in part by organized cri..me. LeN is the General Motors 
of illegal operations; its memQlers know the criminal community intimately, 
work with it to generate good will, use it, and, to an undetermined extent, 

C':::ontrol it. The rank and file, of organized crime come from the general 
criminal population; and it h~s a wide variety of working relationships with 
professional criminals.46

. Ferl'ces and loansharks with whom professional 
criminals deal are part of thl~ structure of organized crime. Shoplifting in 
some metropolitan areas is highly organized, with the stolen goods handled 
only by certain fences. Indep~indent operators like fences and loansharks are 
known to La Cosa Nostra, an,~ when their business becomes significant, they 
are absorbed. ;: 

The extent to which stireet crime can be controlled varies. In one 
neighborhood regarded as hi~ily controlled, two professional baseball players 
parked their car on the str~~t one evening. Their car, having out-of-State 
license plates, was immediat~ily noticed and identified as not "belonging to 
us." When t.he men returned, two sets of golf clubs had been stole~. 
Intelligence officers from the city police department spread the word in this 
insular little community that the golf clubs belonged to two sports heroes 
and must b~ returned. Within two days, they were retunied, and, as an 
apology, one set had been treated to new club covers. 

~ .. 
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A student living in the same section, who had been accepted by the 
community, returned to his apartment one evening and found it burgled. He 
owned little of value, and did not bother to report the burglary to the police. 
But two days later, he was having dinner in a restaurant of which he had 
become a regular customer, and happened to mention to the owner that his 
belongings had been stolen. The restaurateur, agitated, said, "Why didn't you 
come here before?" Within a day, m~arly all of the young man's possessions 
were returned. 

Organized crime exerciSes considerable influence on crimes generally 
considered "unorganized" by using fear, and by providing superior services 
which professional criminals need. Occasionally, in Chicago, LeN is asked to 
arbitrate underworld disputes. It often "employs" professional criminals to 
commit large Jewel thefts and hiJackings. And its participation usually 
suppresses violence because it is able to plan and commit crimes with great 
skill.47 . 

Organized crime's influence on street crime is most dramatically .seen in 
some big city neighborhoods where crime is so tightly controlled that rates 
are strikingly low. There may be gaming in such areas, but very little robbery, 
burglary, or violent crime. In one such. area of New York, a law enforcement 
agent dressed himself with elaborate care as a "wino.'~ His hair was long, face 
unshaven, his clothes dirty. Before going on' the street, he drank wine, doused. 
his clothes with it, and carefully dirtied his fingernO'lils .. He had not been out 
more than 10 minutes before a woman walked up to m'lJ.l a~ld growled, "Get 
off the street or you'll be ki.!led." He didn't belong. ' 

In the North End section of Boston, allY strange face on the street brings 
whistles from merchants standing in their stores and people in front of th~~ir 
homes. When Internal Revenue agents went to the North Enq to arreist 
Gefiaro Angiulo on gaming charges, their presence nearly c~~,useda riot. The 
police were sent in to protect them against the crowd whicn shouted, ''Why 
don't you go to South Boston and get the Irish; and stop !picldng on the 
Italians.,,48 . 

ThiS extraordinary community control is not the result of fear, but of 
support, organization, and ethnic cohesion. For a century, the Sicilian Mana 
has tried to establish itself as a kind of o~hlbudsman of the poor, providing 
services people need and protecting them against outsiders.49 Like big city 
bosses of the early 20th century; LeN is regarded in certain areas as the 
benevolent pl'Otector of the people against the police, and against more 
dangerous crime, particularly violent crime. As one law enforcement expert 
said, "You want to talk about safe streets? A woman can walk through that 
neighborhood and not worry about being attacked. They keep the streets a 
lot safer than the cops do.,,5 0 

Organized Crime and the Urban Poor 

But organized crime, although it may suppress some violence, is 
responsible for far more. Nearly all consumers of hard narcotics are the urban 
poor.S 1 Organized crime thrives on the support of the middle class, but it 
preys and depends on the ghetto. An underworld figure said, "You can make 
more money out of a Harlem than a Scarsd~e." It is the urban poor who .... c:. ~ '". 
need the escape heroin provides; it is they whose lives are so desperate that 

" I~ 
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the promise of quick wealth makes the numbers attractive. As Joseph Valachi 
put it, ''The numbers are good only when times are bad. It's poor people that 
play the numbers, and if you want the truth, most of them play because they 
are desperate for money and they don't have no other way to get it."S3 
Martin Luther King, Jr., wrote: 

The most grievous charge against municipal police is not brutality, 
although it exists. Permissive crime in ghettos is the nightmare of the 
slum family. Permissive crime is the name for organized crime that 
flourishes in the ghetto-designed, directed, and cultivated by the white 
national crime syndicates, operating numbers, narcotics, and 
prostitution rackets freely in the protected sanctuaries of the ghettos. 
Because no one, including the police, cares particularly about ghetto 
crime, i~ pervades every area ofHfe. 

Maintaining a heroin habit costs between $20 and $100 a day. The addict, 
who must pay cash, almost certainly does not earn enoug!l to support his 
habit, and must steal most of it. Authorities say that a thief earns only about 
10 percent of the true value of the property he steals; and so, if an addict 
requires the minimum $20 a day for his addiction, he must each day steal 
property \vorth $200. That means he must steal $73,000 a year just to 
maintain his habit, not to mention money he needs to feed, clothe, and 
shelter himself aria his family. S 3· :" 

There is no way to estimate how much street crime-which includes 
violent crime-is committed by addicts desperately needing money. The New 
York City Police Department says 50 percent. Other experts think'this figure 
is too low. They believe that,most apartment and house burglaries and petty 
thefts are committed by addicts. ' 

A social worker told a Senate committee: 

When people talked about "problems, qfHariem" or even "problems in 
my block," the mention of integrated schools, busing, police brutality, 
or some other problem ... just I)on't get much attention or 
mention ... they choose t~ talk about inadequate housing, an~ the 
problems which are offspring of that major problem, such as crime, 
addiction, winos, and inadequate police protection. 

Former Attorney General Nicholas Katzenbach told a Senate 
subcommittee: ' 

It is racketeers' involvement in narcotics which causes, substantial theft . 
and robbery, 'committed by addicts to support their hunger. It is the. 
racketeer's method of dealing with those who stand in his way which 
establishes examples of violence for others.s 4 . ' 

The urban poor can be victim-criminal, but they are, as well, purely 
victims. Five uneducated laborers, employees of a glue factory, got usurious 
loans from a clothing store at' which they shopped. They agreed to pay 20 
percent interest per week, and signed bhmk wage assignments, which were' 
served on their employer. Each week, 15 percent of their salaries was 
withdrawn, and paid t~ the cloLlJ.ing store through whiCh they had taken 'th.e 
loans. One of them had been the subject of wage assignments for 19 years, 
the entire length of his:employment;the others for 10 years.5 

5 
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Authorities agree that organized crime robs poverty areas of far more 
money than the Federal Goverl).ment invests through the Office of Economic 
Opportunity. But just as impQrtant, incalculable damage is done to people in 
the ghetto and to all of us by lfle L'1lplications of its charmed existence' and 
immuned actiV:ity. To ghetto youth, who see rich lords, well dressed and 
driving big cars, succe~s .comes to mean sU~gessful criminal activity, and the 
"smart ones" are those who succeed in the mob. Mr. Katzenbach said: , ". >~'-..;:---...., 

Young people in the slums cannot be expected to obey and respect· 
laws if the guardians of the law are on the "take."s 6 

And William G. Hundley, former Chief of the Justice Department's 
Organized Crime Section, wrote: 

The insulated organized crime lord wa1k~ the streets freely eschewing 
violence tn,Ie enough, but corrupting and plying his illegal trades and as 
such, he is somewhat of a hero and ,his status is the goal for many a 
young would-be hoodlum.5 7 '-\. 

How can we measure organized crime's contribution to the violent 
subculture of the urban ghetto? 

Research Needs 

Organized crime experts often wonder whether Americans really care 
al?out organized crime.s 

S true believers themselves, they seize every occasion 
to proselitize, and welcome .those who share. their crusading sentiments. But 
they know that organized crime exists and thrives because it provides services 
people want. As Walter Lippmann wroteI1early 40 years ago: 

The underworld . .. lives by performing the services which convention 
may condemn and the law prohibit, but which, nevertheless, human 
appetites crave. 5 9 

Organized crime depends not on victims, but ()ncustomers. All its 
activities depend on establishment of a long-term, continuing relationship 
between criminal and customer, who share criminal responsibility, and 
therefore have an equal stake in thwarting the police. Gambling is illegal; yet 
millions of Americans want to gamble regularly. Operation of many popular 
kinds of gambling requires an elaborate, expensive organization, with 
personnel, places of business, wire services, capital, and a national 
organization which can corrupt to keep itself safe. 

Sale of narcotics is illegal, and yetat lea.§l.t 63,500 Americans want heroin 
regularly. The manufacture, importation, and sale of hard narcotics is a huge 
enterprise, requiring overseas .operations, professional smuggling, and a large 
processing and sales organization. Organized crime can provide it. Who else 
could? " '\. 

Usury is a crime, but there are thousands of Americans-businessmen, 
consumers, gamblers-who need short-term credit without references, 
collateral, or questions. Loansharking requires a capital investment, sizable 
personnel, and enforcement powers. Organized crime can provide these 
things. 
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As long as Americans enact their consciences and live their tastes, 
organized crime will be needed. Donald Cresey wrote: 

~f all burglars were miraculously abolished, they would be missed by 
only a few persons to whose income or employment they contribute 
directly-burglary insurance companies, manufacturers of locks and 
security devices, police, prison personnel, and a few others. But if La 
Cosa Nostra were suddenly abolished, it would be sorely missed because 
it performs services for which there is a great public demand.60 

It is not appropriate here to discuss legalization of the activities LCN 
operates illegally. It is clear that as long as we provide no legal means for 
people to satisfy their tastes and needs, they will find illegal means to do so. 

But it would be irresponsible to propose solutiol1s to organized criminal 
activity when we know so little about the phenomenon: Very little research 
has been done on organized crime or, for that matter, on most criminal justice 
problems. So much more must be learned about its structure, operations, and 
public attitudes toward it that efforts such as this paper inevitably end with a 
plea for genuine research. 

The early section of this paper speculates on the ways in which the family 
structure of LCN inhibits and controls violence. We need to know more about 
the family structure. We must try to find out whether a growing need for 
:;ephisticated management skills will force LeN to promote outsiders to 
positions of power and authority, and if so, whether they will make it more 
or less violent. 

If younger generations of LCN hoods are more restrained than the older 
generations were, will diminished violence lead to greater or les~control; and 
what new alternatives to violence wiU enable LCN to maintain control? One 
LCN hood believes that there always will be young men willing to do the 
violent jobs because it is the only way to move up in the system. He made a 
~argain with LCN: In return for a larger share of loanshark p~ofits, he killed 
for his superiors. If this man's experience is typical, the age and sophistication 
of LCN personnel will make no difference; violence is built into the system. 

Very little is known about the culture of organized crime. What makes 
people go into this life') •• lany children of LCN members take the money their 
fathers. have earned, and enter legitimate business. What motivates those who 
go into the rackets? Few family histories of LeN people have been written; 

" We need case studies ofhrge numbers of LCN people. We need to know 
more about their careers in crime, how they got admitted into the 
organization, what being part of it means, why they remain there, and what 
people give to and receive from LCN. The question. will become vitally 
important because if, as many law, enforcement officials believe, the 
membership books have been closed, they will have to open soon. Will those 
admitted to the organization be of Italian origin only? 

The apparent cultural rigidity of organized crime figures is curious, and 
may offer some clues to effective intervention. At the time of the Apalachin 
meeting, Vito Genovese lived in ,a modest home in Atlantic Highlands, N.J., 
drove a 2-year-old Ford, owned about 10 suits, nq~le of wbich Gost more than 
$100 when bought. On the top of his bedroom dresser were cheap plaster 
statues' of saints. His children and grand9hi1dren visited him frequently, ,and 
he personally cooked dinner for them.<::~:' 
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One of the biggest loansharks, a pioneer in the busin.ess, started his career 
as a laborer. Even after he had become exceedingly wealthy, he continued to 
(hive a 6-year-old car, and to work five days a week digging ditches at a salary 
of $85. On weekends, he earned extra money by raising the gate at a local 
racetrack-while earning many thousands of dollars a month in 
loansharking.61 

What makes these men so culturally rigid? Why, simply because Mafia 
leaders in Italy lived modestly as men of the people, do many Cosa Nostra 
members in America value humility? Perhaps they consider austerity a vital 
part of the code, and fear that any breakdown in the discipline and 
self-discipline of the code will threaten the organization. Yet there are ways 
in which this austerity program is violated. Men may live modestly in 
three-bedroom frame houses in New Jersey; but at the same time, they keep 
mistresses in fancy apartments on Park Avenue. Moreover, their 
dissatisfaction with their lives is revealed by their common, though not 
universal, hope that their children will not follow them. We must know far 
more than we do about the racketeer and his environment. 

It is equally important that we 'devise better methods of measuring and 
evaluating organized crime. No one knows how much LCN earns1 net or gross, 
in a year. It is impossible to say now how much money is made in each of its 
activities, and which are growing fastest. This paper has emphasized gambling, 
loansharking, and narcotics-and underemphasized what may be the major 
growth activity in organized crinie-infiltration of legitimate business. This 
subtle us~;:, of power, some eX:E~fts believe, may be the organized crime 
activity of the future. They think that the old and experienced men orLeN 
will say, "Leave the dope and numbers to the Negroes. We've got something 
better." ',.' . 

And perhaps they do. The profits of gambling, loansharking, and other 
rackets are sent by courier to secret Swiss bank accounts, and come back into 
the country "cleansed" and ready for investment. With this money, organized 
criminals can buy into businesses, install their children to operate, and gain 
new power bases. Once inside, they can use terror to eliminate competition, 
arrange advantageous labor contracts through corrupt unions, loot companies, 
pad paY~0ils and expense accounts, and continue to expand. If this is, in fact, 
the org:~nized crime of me future, we· should know it-and know its 
implications for violence.62 . 

We must find ways. of quantifying the violence caused-indir~ctly or 
directly-by organized crime. People do not report beatings, knife wounds 
administered by LCN hoods. They are treated, if at all, by private doctors; 
and the police do not hear about them. It is just as important that we devise 
better methods of measuring and evaluating law enfof(~ement intelligence on 
organized crime. 

Seven years of intelligence were required to make a case against New 
England Cosa Nostra boss Raymond Patriarca; and even then he was really 
convicted by a lucky break. Arrests and convictions may not bea fair way of 
measuring our law enforcement effort against organized crime. But what is? 

It is possible to imagine many new ways of judging law enforcement's 
effectiveness. Martin Danziger, chief of the organized crime progam for the 
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration~ has suggested seven 
measurements of law enforcement's effectiveness against organized crime: 
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(1) Number gambling odds. The statistical likelihood of a given 
number winning remains fairly constant. Therefore, an increase in the 
odds offered to the players on a given bet indicates a decline in the 
effectiveness of law enforcement, because the costs of doirlg 
business-paying sal~';.es, securing attorneys, bail bonds, paying off 
corrupt officials, and-~tipporting farriilies-are diminishing. 

(2) Purity and cost of narcotics. A decrease in the purity of 
narcotics offered for sale at a given price indicates an increase in the 
effectiveness of enforcement, a blocking of the lines of commerce. 
Conversely, increase in purity at a constant price indicates that the 
market is well supplied. ' 

(3) Extent of public corruption. Since r,orruption is 'necessary for 
organized crime to exist, a decrease in the number and status Of public 
officials suspected would inwcate an increase in law enforcement 
effectiveness. , 

(4) Number of gang killings. A rise indicates that a struggle for 
organization or succession has' caused a breakdown in organizational 
stability. When struggle follows imprisonment of a ~leader, kWings 
become a measure of effectiveness. 

(5) Number of informants. A rise in the number of people willing 
to testify and inform, especially those from the middle ranks of 
organ.i2;ed crime, indicates a breakdown of organization disciplintl,> and a 
corresponding gain in law enforcement strengtl;t,\\ 

(6) Large-scale thefts. A decrease, in the dollar value of thefts of 
such goods as securities, bulk commodities, and drugs, which require 
elaborate distribution systems, indicates an increase in law enforcement 
effectiveness. 

(7) Organization meetings. Since organized crime operates through 
a series of agreements regulating geographical areas of activity, an 
increase in the number of meetings, people attending, and regions 
represented indicates disputes or vacancies, _, in turn suggesting 
Uisruptioncaused by law enforcement. 

There are no satisfactory;::, ways to explain variations in the violence of 
organized crime. Why have d}ere been so many gang murders ~p. Chicago, 
compared to other cities where organized crime is strong? W~at makes 
Chicago's syndicate more violemt than others? The regional p(,tterns of 
organized crime have not been s\ltisfactorilyexplored.No one has attempted 
to study organized crime in citiels across the nation. There are, for \\~xample, 
different styles of killing in each city. Chicago is noted for the ~1hotgun; 
Youngstown is the dynamite city; New York perfected the 
"disappearance.,,63 Why are there differences? In N ew York they talk'abou t 
a "hit." But in Boston, a "hit" means an 'assault; and "whack out" means 
murder., Does it make any difference? 
"It is terribly important to learn more about the customers of organized 

crime. "No comprehensive analysis has ever been made of what kinds of 
customers loan sharks have ,or of how much' or how often each kind 
borrows/,6t The same can be said for gamblers and, addicts. We know so 
little about the desperate f~elings which lead an urban slum-dweller to 
begin taking heroin, ~nd S() little about the misery of life which makes the 
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100-to-l numbers racket, which pays only 600 to 1, appeal to him. What 
can be done to reduce organized crime's market? It is very easy to argue that 
the way to rid us of organized crime is to legalize the activities in which it 
engages. And we must consider more seriously legalized gambling, 
maintenance doses of narcotics, and easier credit. But no one seriously 
believes that organized crime would be destroyed by legalization' of all its 
current activities. 

Perhaps law enforcement authorities are correct when they assert that no 
one except a few organized crime zealots really cares about organized crime. 
Bostonians tolerated with remarkably little outcry 50 gang murders. New 
Yorkers seem to live happily in a city which has five organized crime families 
which influence a large part of the city. 

What is it about the legitimate businessman that enables him to seek a 
sweetheart contract through Carlo Gambino? What happens to the conscience 
of the restaurateur who turns his back when illegal liquor is brought into his 
establishment? How can the stockholder agree to sell stolen securities? 

People have a ,strange rationalization about organized crime. "It doesn't 
have anything to do with me," they say. "If it corrupts public officials and 
police, then we'll get rid of those who are corrupted. I don't like to pay a few 
cents more for bread, meat, liquor, garbage disposal; but a few cents is not 
worth making a fuss. If some people get killed, they're the ones who are 
involved in this, and they're just getting what's coming to them." 

Can we really believe these things? Do we really believe that organized 
crime is none of our business? Does anyone deserve murder in a civilized 
soc.iety? Does corruption of public officials mean anything? Can there be 
respect for law if people are permitted to live-and die-outside it? . 

On the other h~d, organized crime does control violence remaik'ably well. 
TheY.,are aware or'this. "If it weren't for us," said one LCN figure, "there 
would have been ten Chicagos (St. Valentine's Day Massacre)."65 

In many ways, organized crime supplies definite advantages. Crime is 
controlled, violence is controlled; it says to the public, "Stick with us and 
we'll give you the kind of crime you like. We'll give you a joy ride through 
drugs, business opportunity'through loan sharking, games, labor peace at little 
cost-and to boot, we give you the extra fund of reading about our exploits in 
the Sunday papers. ,,66 ' 

This paper has tried to show that violence occurs in organized crime only 
when the organization is threatened in some way. WhenLCN is able to 
maintain so much conformity, ,that interna~ dissension is no problem and 
external resistance is weak, fear is a sufficient substitute fo!,viuience. If illegal 

Ij operations can be conducted over a long period in relative safety, violence is 
not needed' and the absence of violence further increa.sessecurity. Bu.t 
whenever there is a challenge. to, or weakening of'the structure, there is a 
commensurate increase in ·violence. If law enforcei;nent ever becomes truly 
effective against organized crime, violence-competition among gangs, 
competition between men for succession, murder& of, witnesses and 
informants-:might increase. Thus violence might be the best barometer of 13.1N 
enforcement effectiveness. 

But is the public willing to tolerate an increase in violent crime? SUPPolie 
law enforcement drove organized crime out of loansharking and gambling, 
and thrust ~t back into robbery, hijacking and street crime. Suppose organized 
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crime were forced by law enforcement to operate in the open. An increase in 
felonies with a gun might be the consequence. Suppose organized crime were 
broken apart altogether. Violence would increase greatly as independent 
entrepreneurs competed for business. All this would be easier to deal with by 
conventional law enforcement techniques. But is the public really so 
concerned about organized crime that it would tolerate more violence as a 
price for successful war on it? 

There re~lly is no end to the violence of organized crime. The;violence 
done to a loanshark debtor who defaults is really no worse than the violence 
done to the law by a polkeman who is corrupted. The violence done to an 
informant is no worse than that done to people who are hooked on narcotics, 
to families whose fathers are destroyed by loansharks, to the union member 
whose dues are stolen, the houseWife who pays inflated prices-laws 
unenforced, respect for law diminished, the public encouraged to disregard 
law, the alienation of people who know that the police who demand their 
respect take payoffs from those who exploit them. 

Organized crime corrupts society in every way that a ~ociety can be 
corrupted. It corrupts officials, the law, our values, and our social fabric. Its 
violence-overt and hidden-is a small part of what it does to the nation. But 
its violence should be sufficient to command determination to end it. 
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cancel the $3,000 gambling debt of Angelo Genna, member of the Chicago syndicate, 
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4. Anderson, Robert T., "From Mafia to Cosa Nostra, American Journal of Sociology, 
71: 3 (1965), 302; Daniel Bell, "Crime as an American Way of Life, Antioch 
Review, 13: 2 (1953), 131; Andrew Sinclair, Eni of Excess (New York: 1962); 
William E. Leuchtenburg, The Perils of Prosperity (Chicago, 1958). 

5. One of these was narcotics. Since oJ?ium is not grown in the United States, 
international connections in the Middle East, Italy, Sicily, and France are required 
to purchase, process and smuggle drugs into the United States. Another activity 
which required more sophisticated organization was sports betting for which there 
must be elaborate wire services and complicated "laying off" of money. Also, both 
narcotics and gambling r~quire huge capital investments. 

6. The rationality of this decision can be appreciated only by realizing how inherently 
violent syndicated criminals are. They come from a background in which violence is 
used naturally and easily to settle disputes. They talk all the time about killing. 
Suppressing their naturally violent natures must requite extraordinary restraint. 

7. The boss presides over a family structure which-based on what we, know-appears to 
parallel that of Mafia groups in Sicily. Beneath the boss is the underboss, who collects 
information for the boss, relays messages to and from him, and is a buffer between 
the 1.Joss and the organization. On the same level as the underboss is the consigliere, 
usually an elder member whose judgment is valued but who possesses no line 
authority. Below the underboss are the caporegima, who serve either as buffers 
between the top men and lower level personnel, or as chiefs of operating units or 
geographic areas. One may be in charge of numbers, another of heroin, another of 
loan .sharking operations. Below them are the soldati who operate illegal enterprises, 
supervising employees on the streets. This structure is diagramed by the Crime 
'Commission in the Organized Crime TaskForce Report, 9. 

8. New York State Joint Legislative Committee on Crime, Its Causes, Control and 
Effect on Society, "The Voices of Organized Crime," p. 10. The boss has 
approximately the same absolute authority over his domain as Joseph Stalin or 
Adolph Hitler held over theirs. He approves business, personnel, all killings, making 
decisions ranging from the most minute to the most important. The extraordinary 
J;"BI "Airtels" or summaries of electronic surveillance on Raymond Patriarca, the 
New England Cosa Nostra boss, revealed that Larry Baione, when he was released 
from prison, asked permission to open a crap game; but Patriarca refused because the 
game would have competed with one ab:eady being run by Bandes, who had been 
paying a percentage to Baione while he was in prison. Hearings of the Senate 
Subcommittee on Criminal Laws and Procedures, op. cit., p. 953. 

They also reported' that Patriarca demanded that the gang wars of Boston stop 
because the police were beginning to round up criminals, and were hurting the 
organjzation's operations. Patriarca agreed to talk to a certain James Flemmi, and 
said, "If the killings don't stop, I'll declare martial law. " Ibid., p. 954. 

9. As of 1963, five from New York and one each from Buffalo, Philadelphia, Detroit, 
arid Chicago. There is some evidence that bosses are being so closely watched by law 
enforcement agencies that they cannot risk Commission meetings. So settlements of 
dispu tes may be delegated to a "committee ""of the Commission. 

10. The enforcer is an expert technician who arranges punishments. This means that his 
position must be integrated with others-those who do the killings, and those who 
order them. Cressy; ''The Functions and Structure of Criminal Syndicates," 52; Theft 
ofaNation, 

11. The set of ' rules is very complex and obscure. No one really learns how well defined 
they actually are. Gus Tyler quotes Ed Reid, author of The Mafia. as listing five basic 
rules: Reciprocal aid in all cases; absolute obedience to the chief; an offense against 
one is an offtmse against all; no appeal to the authority of the state; no revelation of 
the names of any member. But as Tyler points out, these rules might very well have 
been written for the Three Musketeers (one for all. and all for one), for the Industrial 
workers of the world (an injury to one is an injury to all), for the Irish Republican 
Army, the Mau Mau, th~ Hatfields and McCoys, or for any street corner gang engaged 
in warfa,re against another gang or against the "authorities." These are the standard 
rules of the "We's" versus the "they's," of the tribe against the world, of the hostile 
subculture against the reigning civilization. Op. cit., p .. 333. 

. Valachi listed 11 rules: the security of the organization comes first; secrecy on 
penalty of death; death for fooling with another man's wife; prohibition against 
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Valachi listed 11 rules: the security of the organization comes first; secrecy on 
penalty of death; death for fooling with another man's wife; prohibition against 
hitting another member with your hands; prohibition against kidnapping; protection 
against the outside; all orders passed down through the hierarchy obeyed without 
question; lieutenant may be demoted to soldier by the boss; transfer to another area 
cannot be made without a letter of recommendation from the boss; approval for 
murder; and prohibition on partnership with member of other family without 
authorization of both bosses.' . 

Valachi's code is probably more detailed and specific than the code actually is. In 
reality, it may be nothing more than loyalty, honor, respect and absolute obedience. 
But it is very functional. As Valachi pointed out: 

It is a hard rule in this thing of ours from the days of Mr. Maranzano that one 
member cannot use his hands on another member. In New York, the no-hands 
rule is most important. Itain 't peaches and cream like in Buffalo, say, or in them 
other cities where there is only one Family and everybody is together. It is 
different in New York ... we step all over each other. What I mean is there is a 
lot of animosity among the soldiers in these Families, and one guy is always 
trying to take away another guy's numbers runner or move into a bookmaking 
operation or grab a shylocking customer. So you can see why it is that they are 
stri~t about the no-hands rule. Maas, Valachi, 196. 

12. Murder is nearly always rational. But Albert Anastasia once saw a television interview 
with Arnold Schuster who had informed on Willie Sutton, the bank robber. He 
became enraged. "I can't stand squealers. Hit that guy," he said, and Schuster was 
murdered. Milas, Valachi, 202. 

13. Raymond Patriarca was called upon to settle a dispute between two of his soldiers. 
One had called the other a "motherfucker," and the abused one asked for a 
"sit-down." Patriarch a listened to the complaint, and told the offending soldier, 
''That's a terrible thing to say." His resolution of the dispute was to promise that if the 
soldier ever again used that description about his colleague, the latter could kill him. 

14. Cressy, Organized Crime Task Force Report, 45. 
15. All depends on the authority of the boss, and his authority depends on the reality or 

illusion of immunity from police intervention. If the boss is arrested, indicted, or 
convicted, the system is rocked; since everyone understands that if the boss can get 
caught by the criminal process, so can everyone under him. VaIachi described the 
reaction to the Apalachin raid: 

I'll tell you the reaction of all us soldiers when we heard about the raid. If 
soldiers got arrested in a meet like that, you can imagine what the bosses would 
have done. There they are, running through the woods like rabbits, throwing 
away money so they won't be caught with a lot of cash, and some of them 
throwing away guns. So who are they kidding when they say we got to respect 
them. Maas, Valachi, 249. 

16. President's Commission on Law Enforcement and tilt'; Administration of Justice, The 
Challenge of Crime in a Free Society (WaShington, 1967), 191. . 

Whyte, William, Street Corner Society (New York, 1955), 134, Whyte was told 
about an incorruptible police officer by other police officers, and concluded that the 
primary function of policing, in a corrupt environment, is not law enforcement, but 
regulation of illegal activity. 

The cops down here all hate Clancy ... He makes it tough for them. It wouldn't 
look right up at headquan;ers if Clancy was the only sergeant making pinches. 
IJeadquarters is _paid off too, but there are some honest cops there, and you hav.e 
to watch out for them. On account of Clancy, the other sergeants have to make 
some pinches too. 

And a captain, known for incorruptibility, said: 

if a man makes too many arrests, he isn't doing his job right, Of course, if he 
doesn't make any arrests at all, we know something is wrong. We rat~ the 
efficiency of the man as a variable considering the character of his rou te and how 
quiet he keeps it. If a man has a difficult section and he keeps it quiet so that 
there isn't much violence, places aren 'tbeing .robbed, and the women aren't being 
bothered, then we know he is doing a good job. 
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17. Cressy, Organized Crime Task Force Report, p. 52. 
18. Saltenberg, Gambino, and Silver, the "legitimate" business of Carlo Gambino, boss 

of one of New York's five families. 
19. Testimony of Michael H. Metzger, Assisbmt District Attorney, Queens County, New 

York, before Senate Committee on Small Business, 90th Cong., 2d sess., p. 48. 
"High interest rates" does not mean 10 or 20 percent a year. It means 10 or 20 
percen t a week. 

20. An example of the ways in which people can be used is the story of ierry Wolff and 
NathanSackin. Wolff, a Wall Street brokerage house clerk who owed $5,000 to 
Sackin, a loan shark, had been .having difficulty meeting his payments. He had been 
badly beaten, threatened, and forced to supply three other customers to the loan 
shark. Now Sackin was looking for other ways to use Wolff. Their conversation was 
recorded and reproduced by the New York State Joint Legislative Committee on 
Crimy, Its Cau~~s, Control, and Effect on Society, op. cit., p. 61. 

Sackin: "Hey, by the way, a thought occurs to me." 
Wolff' "Huh?" 
Sackin: "If there was such a thing as stocks ... " 
Wolff: "Yeah?" 
Sackin: " ... Say for argument's sake, say this stock is in AI's 

possession ... And Al wanted you to sell the stock ... Can you 
handle that?" 

Wolff: "Sure." 
Sackin: "Without his authority?" 
Wolff: "Without his authority ... No." 
Sackin: "Let's say that Al stole it from him. " 
Wolff: " ... As long as it's signed on Li.e back I don't care." 
Sackin: "What if he, somebody, signed it on the back." 
Wolff: "I don't know who signed it." 
Sackin: "Can you sell the stock?" 
Wolff: "Sure." 
Sackin: "Maybe there's a shot of you getting out of this after all." 

So that dmply, a murder is averted, and the organiza~ion finds another outlet for 
stolen securities. 

21. Salerno. Ralph, "Organized Crime and Violence," unpublished paper prepared for 
President's Commission on Violence. The loanshark, Nathan Sackin told Jerry Wolff, 
"Understand, becawse if you open your yap they'll kill you ... I mean kill you. So 
don't think I'm giving you a way out of the deal. If anything happens they'll leave 
you for dead." New York State, op. cit., p. 67. Charles Stein, one of the biggest 
loansharks in New York City, would say to debtors, "If you can't meet the payment 
this week, Jiggs [Nicholas Forlano J will be around next week." Jiggs seldom had to 
come around. 

22. Ruth, Henry S., F., "Why Organized Crime Thrives;' Annals, op. cit., p. 115. 

Fear has many forms and serves many purposes of organized crime. One can fear 
for one's own physical wellbeing or that of family and other loved ones. One can 
fear that the business to which a lifetime has bee~ devoted will be destroyed. One 
can fear that a past moral -dereliction may rise to the surface and destroy a 
promising career or advanced employment status. . 

23. Petersen, Virgil W., "Organized Crime and Violence," an unp~blished paper prepared 
for the President's Commission on Violence. 

24. Robert J. Walker, testimony before the Senate Committee on Small Business, op. 
cit., p. 114. Charles Siragusa, in the same hearings, p. 107, told of t!1e case of a 
woman whose husband was loaned $300 for medical bills. He frequently haa 

. difficulty meeting th~ 10 percent. weekly interest payments, and one night he was 
d~~pped at their doorstep badly beaten. In May 1964, Joseph Grieco, the shark to 
'whom they were in debt, tried to kidnap their five yeai'old son, and the wife begged 
$ 30 from her grocery store. employer. On another occasion she was told that if they 
continued to have difficulty meeting the payments, enough male customers would 
be found to enable her to earn'$l00 a day and'rheet her husband's payments. 
Finally, the husband, having paid $1,000 in'interest without ever having reduced the 
principal, despaired and commi~ted suicide. 
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25. Loan sh~rking doeS sometimes turn into pure extortion. Larry Balone, Phil 
WaggenheIm, and Leo Santaniello-all of the New England syndicate-lent money to 
an employee of a successful home improvement firm. When he was unable to meet 
his payments, they threatened him and the employee asked his boss for help. The 
boss met with the three, and agreed to pay th~'ldebt. Deciding that the boss was a 
pushover, t~e t.hree then d.emanded that he pay f~lem $5,00Q or get his head broken. 
He refused mdignantly, Gnd one day they trapped him, beat him, and forced hilJl to 
agree to pay them the $5,000. Now believing that they really had a good thing they 
demanded $20,00g .. ;md a piece of the business. But they had gone too far ~o the 

_ .... _ Jl!OJ;S went-tcrtneJ)istrict Attorney for help. ' 
26. This is bankruptcy fraud,' known in the special lingo of this field as "scams" or 

'·'bust-outs. " 
27. Charles Siragusa, testimony before the Small J3usiness Committee, 109. Occasionally 

a customer will borrow frgm loan shark A to pay 10a11 shark B. This is considered bad 
form and if discovered, will certainly result ir,l a beating. A shark never cuts into the 
territory of another. . 

28. Petersen, "Organized Crime and Violence." 
29. Grutzl1fr, Charles, "Ex-Bookie Held Contract Agent of Mafia-Controlled Company," 

New ~Drk Times (Mar. S, 1969). 1. 
30. Cressy, Organized Crime Task Force Report, 26. 
31. According to Valachi, Vito Genovese said, "Willie has got to be hit because he is not 

well. I remember him telling us, 'he has lost his mind,' and that is the way life is. If 
tomorrow I go wrong, I would want to be hit so as not to bring harm to this thing of 
ours." Maas, Valachi, 211. 

32. Maas, Yalachi, 262. This is not to say that all witnesses and informants are killed. 
Law enforcement authorities sometimes seem to want it both ways. On the one 
hand, they do not want LCN murders of witnesses and informants-usually 
unspeakably cruel and vicious....;publicized for fear that people will then fear to come 
fonvard. At the same time, they don't want it . known that LCN often does not 
bother to kill informants, and usually doesn't kill witnesses. People who agree to 
testify probahly know the risks. Informants, particularly, involved in organized 
crime themselves, know better even than law enforcement how vicious the mob can 
be in retaliation, So if they inform, they must know what they are risking and have 
compelling reasons for taking the risk-like the certainty of death without law 
enforcement's protection. 

33.retersen~ Virgil, ~'Organized Crime and Violence," 12. 
34. Maas, Valachi, 238, tells the story in detail. 
35. A score had been kept of allthe.,badly:. done executions and there had been 

twenty-seven incidents of near mfsses, slighJ wounds, and bodies left carelessly in the 
street. ' 

As Valabhi put it, "When a boss gets hit, you got to explain to the others why it 
was dOQe." Maas, Valachi, 118. 

36. C.\nollier war broke out in New York in late 1960. Joseph Pi"ofaci, head of a family 
there, was begipning. to lose his grip. He was giving the most lucrative work to older 
members of tht(family; and the young members-among them Joseph and Lawrence 
Gallo, Joseph Giorelli, and Carmine Persico-felt the they wef(~ being cheated. These 
four had worked for Frank Abbattemarco and when he was killed jn Novemoer 
1959, they expected to be given part of his operations. But Profaci 'vetoed that. 
They prepared their defiance and waited .. Profaci and his, underboss, Joseph 
Magliocco, appeared to be headed for prison as an ou tgroWth of the Apalachin 
conference, and the Gallos intended to take over the Qrganization then. But the 
convictions ~rere set aside by the courts, so the Gallos had to try to fight their way 
in. They kidnapped five Profaci men and held them until ,l!rofaci agreed to their 
demands. But he did not keep his word. In spite of the likelihood of armed conflict, 
the Commission ruled that the matter was intrafamiIy, and should be settlied there. 
In August 1961, Joseph Giorelli disappeared, and an attempt was made on the life of 
Larry Gallo. This was Profaci's attempt to put (jown the rehellion, but it didn't 
work. Between August 196.1 and. August 1963, nine men ~ere killed, three 
disappeared, ai1d fifteen otl1(~rs were wounded or narrowly esbaped. The Gallos 
themselves would have been murdered had it not been for the intervention of the 
New York City Police and the FBI. Eventually, Profaci's u~qerboss, Joseph 
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Magliocco, got the support of Angelo Bruno boss of Philadelphia, and Stefano 
Maggadino of Buffalo, imd was made boss. ' 
This is a kind of rebellion by sufferance of the Commission. The Commission didn't 
feel c~pable of settling t~e war; and so it permitted a dispute to become public until 
one s~de had bee~ su~ficJently weakened for the war to be settled. Another kind of 
sal~ctJoned rebe!hon 'IS described by Frederic Sondern, Jr., in his Brotherhood of 
Evil, e~cerpted In Tyler,op. cit., p. 305. The time had arrived for Giuseppe Masseria 
to retue. Hl} wouldn't ~ake the ~ints-even, the assassination of a personal 
b?dygu~d. So L~ckY LUCiano took him to an excellent Italian restaurant, filled him 
with f~od and Wine, and then discreetly withdrew to the men's room while three 
men ~lked up behind Masseria and killed him. The case is discussed in detail, Maas, 
Valachl, 103; Cressy, Theft of a Nation,4l. 

37. Grutzner, Charles, "Mafia Leaders Settle 'Banana War,'" New York Times, (Nov. 24, 
1.96~),. p. 1, tel~ t!te story superbly. It is especially interesting, and probably 
slgmficant that v.;tthm one month after the "Settlement" of this war, both Joseph 
Bonanno and hiS son, Salvatore, who had been pursued for years by law 
enforcement at every level, were indicted. It appears that when leaders are 
~akened, they.are really weakened. Grutzner, Charles, Bonanno, p. 36, "Indicted 
10 The!t of Credit Card to Finance a Trip," New York Times (Dec. 4, 1968)~ 

38. RogoVln, Charles H., and George V. Higgins, "Organized Crime in Massachusetts" 
TUfts Assembly on Massachusetts Government (Medford, 1968). ' 

39. La Cosa Nostra has always been willing to use other ethnic minorities as street level 
empl~ye~s. In Boston,. Chinese, Syrians and Lebanese all have their own 
organIzations under the bIg umbrella. . 

40. A larg~ sc~le numbers. o~eration will net $50,000 a week. If one is caught fgr 
opera~ng It, ~h~ conviction probably will carry a 30-day penalty, since felony 
gambling conVIctions ~re so difficult to obtain. A conviction for selling heroin, 'on 
the other hand, can bnng a sentence of 5 to 20 years. The risk just isn't worthwhile' 
there are too many other ways to make money illegally. ' 

41. Haller, ~ark H., "Urban Crime and Criminal Justice: The Chicago Case,'; a paper 
read ~pnI18, 1968, to the convention of the Organization of American Hi$torians. 
Haller s study sh~wed, that of the 108. top crime figures in Chicago in 1930, 30 
percent were Italian, 2!) percent were Insh, 20 percent were Jewish, and 12 percent 
we.re ~egro. N?t one w~ of native Anglo stock. We know that 1930 was a turning 
pomt 10 Amencan orgamzed crime. It would be fascina.ting to have similar ethnic 
breakdo~s for 1940, 19~0, 1960, and 1969. What happens to the children of~ang 
leaders IS v~ue. Some reJect all ties with their families. For example, the niece of'a 
mob executIOner teaches school in Harlem; the daughter of a boss is a New York 
depart!"ent store buyer. Others follow a middle road, leading their own lives, but 
acc7ptmg the b~ne~ts of mob power. And a third group slides into family 
busmesses. Afascma!~ng account of the sociali:~ation process b iuNew York Times 
(M~. 9, 1969), 71: Many Mafia Heirs Involved in Mob Penetration of Legitimate 
Busmess.'" c 

42. 'Manfredi is a member of the Carlo Gambino family. 
43. Indic~mentl) ~f the People of the State of New York against Rocco Mazzie, a/k/a 

ROggie MaZZie -and the People of the State oj' New York against Michael Luo1lgo 
Supreme Court of the Stat~ of New York, County of New York. ' 

44. O~e unknown is the ability of Negro gangs to prepare their youth for careers in 
cnme. La C<,>sa Nostra has developed a highly sophisticated training process. A 
yo.ung ~an ~s watched for years to evaluate his development, intelligence, and 
cow:age. He IS tested under a variety of conditions, even set up for arrest. Gradually 
the Importance of the jobs given to him increases, and if, over a period of 6 to"lO 
years, he shows that he has the "character" for the work and has learned V't'Cll he is 
accepted. ' 
: ~her~}s no i,'rbjectiv~ reason why .Negro a,nd Puerto Rican: g~gi: cmlid not develop 

sl(mlar sy~terrls, There IS a hypotheSIS that Italians are just b<=tterat this sort of work 
because of Sicilian traditions and their family structure, But no one is certain about 
this. Narcotics are now being sold in the streets by Negroes .Rnd.Puerto Ricans; 
nUl'!lbers are passed by them. There is no reason wJi;y, eventually, as they increase 
theu power, these new gangs will not; develop their own training system~ and gaM 
structures. Gambling would come fI,rst, numbers and sports betting, followed \;lY 
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loan sharking, and international narcotics business. Just as Italians have controlled' 
the traffic from processing plants in Marseilles, Puerto Ricans could import narcotics 
from Latin America, and Negroes from th(~ Middle East. And why not black 
protection for black business as black capitalism emerges? Negroes, particularly, are 
showing some considerable aptitude for the conspiratorial, secret forms of 
organization required. They also appear more daring and more willing to use force. 
If the Blackstone Rangers and Black Panthers ever turned to crime, these highly 
disciplined organizations might be impressive. 

45. Interestingly, it appears that in Providence, young 'Turks are shaking down loan 
sharks and gamblers. Apparently Raymond Patriarca is allowing it. How long can 
that continue without violence? 

46. Presidelit's Commision on Law Enforcement,!lD4 the Administration of Justice, Task 
Force Report on Crime and Its Impact (Washington, 1967), 100. 

47. An interesting example of the complex relationship is that of a jeweler whose 
business was virtually wiped out by a theft. The o~ganization was afraid that he 
would bring too much police heat; so it pUlcl1ased the jewels through its fence, and 
sold them to another dealer. Then one night it stole them and returned them to the 
original owner. , . 

48. The Boston Globe that day, Nov. 1, 1965 reported '1'wenty-three men arrested, 
including Michele and Donato Angiulo, brothers of Jerry Angiulo, reputed Cosa 
Nostra chieftain in Boston-Gambling cash~eizedlHostile c+,owds insult and harass 
arresting officers-Jeong residents pelt government agents with eggs and tomatoes as 
the suspects and boxes of confiscated gambling slips are hauled away." 

An IRS undercover agent, disguised as a sailor, was stopped in the North End and 
questioned by Gennaro Angiulo, Peter Limone, and William Cresta about his true 
identity, and told to get out of the area. When he did not, they accused him of raping a 
woman and on this pretext of legitimacy, beat him. When indicted, they carefully 
planned their defense on the basis that they did not know his true identity. FBI Airtel, 
hearings of Senate Subcommittee on Criminal Laws and Procedures, op. cit., p. 952. 

49. In Italy, no Mafioso saw himself as criminal, but as an enemy of true petty crime: In' 
1946, one day shortly after the liberation of Sicily, people cheered their Mafia Don, 
who they knew had assisted in the liberation, witl}, "Long Live the Allies. Long live 
the Mafia." Lewis, Norman, The Honored Society (New York, 1964), 16 and 21. 

50. Community support for La Cosa Nostra is not completely iIraoonal. They are, in 
many ways, good to the community. They contribute vast amounts of money to 
build churches, and win the support of the parish priests. It is the classic case of the 
minority community "taking care of our own." Occasionally, however, the 
syndicate cannot control everything. A New York City racketeer complained that 
the Police Department wasn't doing its job. "It's getting so that a man can't walk on 
the street." On the evening of Jan. 13, 1967, Albert Frabotta, alleged syndicate 
terrorist and enforcer, was walking Dis toy poodle, Suzy, in Chicago's Lincoln Park. 
Two young muggers jumped him and stole his poodle. He reported it to the police 
under an assumed name, and admitted to the officers who visited his home that the 
experience was "unnerving." Petersen, Virgil, A R?pprt lJn Chicago Crime for 1967 

, (Chicago, 1968),p. 126. 
51. Ruth,op. cit., 118. 

j 

Why does narcotics addiction flourish in some places and not in others, Nearly all 
heroin addicts live in New York, California, Illinois, Michigan, New Jersy, Maryland, 
Pennsylvania, Texas, and the District of Columbia. Is this because all of these states 
are urban, because all have large populations of poor, because all have organized 
crime? What are the reasons or combinations of reasons? 

McDade, Joseph, et al., "Organized Crime and the Urban Poor," a study of the 
Wednesday Group, a small number of young Republican Congressmen, 
Congressional Record, 90th Cong., 1st sess. (Aug. 29, 1967). 

52. Maas, Valachi, 184. Tydings, op. cit., S. 5438. 
53. Salerno,op. cit.. 
54. Attorney General Nicholas Katzenbach, testimony before the Subcommittee on 

Administrative Practices and Procedures, Senate Judiciary Committee, July 13, 
1965, quoted in Ruth, op. cit., 117. 

55. Siragusa, op. ~it., 108. 
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56. Ruth,op. cit., 118. 

57. latter to Donald J .. Mulvihill of the President's Commission on the Causes and 
Prevention of Violence, dated November 18, 1968. The President's Crime 
Commission in The Challenge o/Crime in a Free Society, 209, put it this way: 

As the leaders of Cosa Nosti~ and their racketeering allies purs~e their 
conspiracy unmolested, in open and continuous defiance of the l.aw, they preach 
a sermon that all too many Americans heed: The Government is for sale; 
lawlessness is the road, to wealth; honesty is a pitfall and morality a trap for 
suckers. . 

The effect of the rackets upon youth is described in Whyte, William F., Street 
Corner Society (New York, 1955),113-15, in his account of how Mario Serrechia 
and 'T.S." got into the rackets. Also Spergel, IrVing, Street Gang Work (Garden 
City, 1967),7, discusses the effects of neighborhood homogeneity on the children 
of racket-controlled neighborhoods. . 

58. 1he "Good Guys" professional investigaton, ph~psophers, prosecutors, and cops 
who specialize iri organized crime investigation, feei vgry lonely most of the time. 
They seek and receive a good deal of reinforcement froIll each other; but because 
their work takes them into the secret corners of people's behavIor, they tend to be 
closed-mouth, and do not, for the most part, seek public contact. Consequently, the 
public and many professionals &Ie not enriched by the insights they share with each 
other. . 

59. Lippmann, Walter,"The Underworld as Sex:vant," in Tyler, op. cit., 60: 

In spite of the magnitude of its operations, the ordinary house-holder has little 
personal contact with the grosser felonies of the underworld. Arnold Rothstein 
was murdered in a hotel which is a ten-minute walk from my home; Jack 
Diamond waS shot in a hotel which is notniuch farther away. But for the fact 
that I am a newspaper man and know reporters who were at the scene shortly 
after the shootings, I should not, I think, have any greater conviction of their 
reality than I have about a murder in a nO\l'el bv Edgar Wallace. 

Hill, Stuart, "Organized Crime and American Society~" Midwesr Quarterly, 9: 2 
(Spring, 1968), 171 .. Mr. Hill cites four reasons fol' the growth of organized crime: It 
is an adjunct of the American economy, providing service,~ which the public 
demands. It has been a route for upwardly mobile groups. It has profited by our 
traditional political values, e.g., distrust of central go'Vernment and of certain law 

.- enforcement techniques. 
~O. Cressy, Organized Crime Task Force Report, 49. 
61. These stories are endless. Tony Higgins was a baker; and even after he was a great 

criminal success, he went to his bakery every morning at 4:00 a.qt. to I,lrepare the 
goods for the day. 

62. For more on infiltration of legitimate business, see Cressy, Th(!/t, 99-108: Maas, 
Valachi, 274, Grutzner, Charles, "Ex-Bootlegger Manages Money in Swiss Banks for 
U.S. Mobs," New York Times (Mar. 2, 1969), 1; Grutzner, "State Hearing Told of 
Mafia Tie to 20th Century Industry, Inc.," New York Times (March 7, 1969),49; 
New York Times, "Many Mafia Heirs Involved in Mob Penetration of Legitimate 
Business" (Mar. 9,1969),71. 

63. Salerno,op; cit. 
64. President's Commission, The Challenge o/Crime, 189. 
65. Salerno,op. cit. 
66. There have been many occasions on which we, who deplore organized crime, have 

been willing to use its incip,ient violence for our own purposes, In 1927, a group of 
Italian fliers visited Chicago, and Al Capone was invited to be a member of the 
official greeting party. Officials said that his presence would discourage anti-fascist 
demonstrations (i.e., he could enforce the law while the police could not). 

During World War II, Charles Luciano, in prison on a thirty-to-fifty year sentence 
for -white slavery, was used by Naval Intelligence to end sabotage and pilferage on the 
port of New York and to make contacts in Sicily for the invasion of Allied. forces. 

In the Summer of 1966, CORE was pir,keting the Mulberry Street Police Station in 
Brooklyn, and was being taunted by neighborhood Italian boys with words and 
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rocks At the request of the New York City Youth Board, a representative of 
Lawr~nce and Albert GaUo went to the area, and told the boys "Go home." John 
Casses, President of New York's Patrolmen's Benevolent Association protested., 

I can just see what will happen. It's this.way. When a police offic~r goes up to 
some juveniles who have been misbehavmg and tells them to qUIet down and 
move along, what will they say to him? "You're not the boss aro?nd her~. Mr. 
Gallo is." When you single out people like that, you make them tm gods ~ the 
neighborhood, people known for their habitual lawlessness. New York TImes, 
Aug. 15, 1966. . 

'The Police themselves have been known to as~ Cosa Nostr~ criminals for assistan:e 
of one kind or another. The FlU Airtels, op. CIt., and the bnef of the government 10 

the U.S. Court of Appeals, Raymond Patriarcha v. U.S. tells the stor~ of one su.ch 
incident. In the Spring of 1965, Captain Jfohn Eddy of the PrOVIdence Pol.lce 
Department visited Raymond Patriarca to ask that he shut dow~ a crap game WhICh 
was causing difficulty for the police. Patriarca apparentl~ tned and c~uld. not 
persuade the operator, William Marfe~, to coopera~e. S? PatrIarca ordered hun killed 
immediately. Is this really what CaptaIn Eddy had 10 mmd? ., 

Yet What Patriarca did is not so unusual. As Gus Tyler wrote 10 'The Roots of 
Organized Crime," Crime and Delinquency, 8 (Oct. 196:), 3.36~ :'Polic.e are glad to 
cooperate (with estab~ished. organizati<?ns) becau~e+ the IndIan IS ~ dlstu!~ance, a 
source of violence, a dIsruption to old tIes, a threal .ot.1te monthly ,stipend. 

Is there any way to measure the damage done to legal auth~nty by the use ~f 
syndicated criminals by society? What do w,e say about ou~ socIety when we adI~l1t 
that the police cannot control anti-fascIst demonstratIOns, close a gambhng 
operation, and that the police and the Army together cannot prevent theft. and 
sabotage in our nation's largest port-but that La Cosa Nost~a can do ~ese thmgs. 
What do we do to legitimize organized crime when we make It, for certam purposes, 
an extension of legitimate authority? Don't we put a stamp of approval on people 
whom we presumably abhor? Can we have it both ways? '. 

Perhaps the most significant statement of our failure to deal WIth organlZ{:d 
crime was Attorney General Robert Kennedy's testimony before the Senate 
Government Operations Committee (88th Cong., 1st sess. (Oct. 11, 1963), 25) 
about witness and informant protection. 

We have taken steps, Senator, to even move people out of the. country. We have. 
provided them positions and work in areas where n~body ~l really ~ave any 
contact with them. We have arranged to move thelI famihe~ and ~ave thelI 
names changed. I think we have procedures now where, If a? Important 
individual comes forward and is willing to testify, that we can gIve hIm that 
kind of protection. 

What the Attorney General was admitting iSJhat our nation cannot protect, with all 
the force at its command, people who testify on its behalf. We ca~ do so onl~ .by 
stripping stICh people of their identities, taking them from thelI commumtl~~, 
changing their names, and sending them to some remote corner of the world to hve 
in~~oo, r .. 

As the President's Commission said, "When the governmen.t of a powerful 
country is unable to protect its friends .fro~ its ~nemies .by means less extre~e than 
obliterating their identities, surely It IS bemg; senously challenged, If not 
threatened." (Organized Crime Task Force Report, 1.) 
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APPENDIX 19 

VIOLENCE AMONG INTIMATES 

By William Gooile* 

In the standardized murder' mystery, the piodding detective stubbornly 
tries to pin the crime on the husband~wife or good friend of the victim, while 
the imaginative super sleuth through a dazzling 'skill in. intuition or reasoning 
proves that a seemingly unrelated individual plotted the dark deed. 
Bureaucratic lack of imagination and the authoritarian forces of the police are 
thus exposed to ridicule; 

Real life does not imitate art that closely. In ordinary life, when the 
homicide squad encounters a crime of violence there is no murder mystery at 
all. Several people already know who was the criminal. If not, some patient 
questioning of close friends, lovers, ot spouses reveals who the culprit was. 
The best guess as to "who did it" is that an intimate of the victim was the 
cUlprit. In one half to three fourths of the h6inicide victims reported on in 
various studies, the murderer and his victim had at least some previous 
association. 1 Why do intimates commit violence against one another? Perhaps 
the most powerful if crude answer is that they are there. Most automobile 
accidents occur whithin '25 ~les of the home because that is where the cars 
are at the' time. Home may not be as dangerous as mines or ski slopes, but 
more injuries occur there because people ate there more of the time. It 
cannot be surprising that more violence is directed against those with whom 
we are in more intimate cQntact. We are all within easy stliking distance of 
our friends and spouses, for a goodly part of the time. . 

Moreover, again crudely but reasonably, we are violent toward our 
intimates-friends, lovers, spouses-because few others can anger us so much. 
As they are a main source of our pleasure, they are equally a main source of 
frustration and hurt . 

What they do affects us more. directly . and painfully than what most 
strangers do: 

At this simple level, then, why most mur4ers and a high but partially 
unreported percentage of violent acts are ainledat intimates appears to 
contain no mystery at all. Nevertheless) from the earliest myths to the latest 
plays and novels, the theme of violence between those who are emotionally 
close has fascinated the human observer. From C~n and Abel to Othello; 

*Professor of Sociology, Columbia Univ~rsity, New York, N.Y. 
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fro.m CI~temnestra to Lolita, our literature (like that of the East) has been 
wntten In blood, because the theme entranced both writer and audience. 
In~eed, ~s a literary theme, violence between strangers is pallid and 
unInterestIng. It must be supposed that all of us respond in darkly atavistic 
wa~s .at the deepest levels of psychological impulse to the idea of killing or 
maimIng those who are emotionally close to us . 
. If the human response is so common, and the primal impulse to do 

vIOlence to our intimates is so ubiquitous and powerful in the human animal 
~ust we ~lso ~ccept the widespread belief that man is by nature a killer, b~ 
his very.bIOlogICal predisposition prone to attack his fellow man? And if he is, 
does this, mean th~t .v-:e must ~espair of ever pressing him gently or firmly 
onto the paths of CIVIlity, restraInt, or at least a lower propensity to violence? 
~f ~he glooI?ier ,interpretation of man's biological nature is correct, then why 
mtImates kill one another is even less of a mystery. If we are natural killers 
Pdi~t together in the same cages and habitations, then surely many of us must 

e. 
Certainly man must plead guilty to part of the accusation. From Homer to 

the present, social philosophies have denounced our'savage deeds, We now 
know that over a million years ago our man-like ancestors in the Olduvai 
~o~ge had already become the scourge of the animal kingdom. Clever at 
killIng both small and large prey, our ancestors included members of their 
own ~pecies ~ong t?eir victims. Doubtless, until man sinks into the abyss of 
eternIty, he will contInUe this ancient practice, 

By contrast, man's anthropoid cousins, the gorilla, chimpanzee, gibbon 
and orangutang, begaIJ, to follow a separate line of evolution 15 or 20 million 
years ago and remained largely herbivorous and pacific while we become 
omniyorent and warlike. . . 

However, we. are n?t o?ly unlike our closest relatives in this respect alone. 
We are .. also unlike all ammals as well. First, because man makes tools he is 
unlike the great. kille~s in this: almost any adult human beIng can kill any 
ot~er human beIng wIth stone or club, knife of split bone or obsidian, gun or 
P?ISOn; The. weak can kill and hurt even the strong, can equalize the 
differenc~s ill stren~th or skill that nature or training has granted to the 
superordInate. The lion or leopard, weasel or shark, that is smaller or less 
competent in attack must learn to accept the, dominance of its superiors, but 
the oppressed, frustrated, or merely angry human being can work out a 
successful plan for eliminating any of his fellows. 

In .the wild state, as ~o many animal ethologists have reported, animals do 
not kill members of theIr own group or species. But the weak ones cannot do 
so, and ~hen ~hipped t?ey submit. A whipped man or woman can'by 
contrast bIde hIS or her time until an opportune moment for redressing the 
balance of power. ' 

.Man's violent urges are less controlled or controllable than those of 
~mI?als not because he has an "instinct to kill" but because he has no 
Instm~ts at a~. Although some adult animals will eat the unprotected young 
of theIr specIes, and un.df;r stressful circumstances (mainly in captivity) some 
mothers have eaten theIr own young, no species has any instinct to kill other 
members of its own species. Inherently self-destructive, such an .instinct 
wou!d have been a~ intolerable burden for any type of animal in its fight for 
survIval. Indeed, If Conrad Lorenz is correct, the killer animal has 
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counter-instincts against any dangerous intraspecies aggression, w~ic~ include 
both limitation of the types of attack and rigid patterns of submIssIon when 
one animal is defeated. 
, By contrast, man has no biologically described "solutions" to stan~ard 
environmental problems: he has to learn all that he knows or doe.s. Thereby 
he is the most flexible of animals in searching for answers t? envIron~ental 
challenges, the most open to new procedures for adaptmg to SOCIal or 
biological pressures. . ' 

But precisely for that reason, ,,:hat. he has le~rn~d IS, not suffiCIently 
compelling to overcome his aggressIve Impulses, I! his f:llO~ men ~:~nnot 
inhibit his violent urges; no built-in biological restr~I~t.~ or msb?cts eXIst that 
would keep his actions within even the bounds of CIVIlIty that lio?s or. wolves 
respect. Untamed by instincts, man is frequently not gentled by his childhood 
or adult learning experiences either. . ' , 

Indeed in this set of learning processes, man achieves at best a precanous; 
paradoxic~l balance. If in fact others succeed in implanting in hi~ a .deep ,and 
passionate concern for others so that he might cherish them, tnen actIOns 
become thereby so important to him that they can arouse a murderous ang~r 
in him. If he cares little or not at all, he may not feel much concern or guilt 
when weighing the advantages of getting rid of others. " , 

The same precarious and paradoxical balance may als~ beob~e~v~d In ~an s 
dealings with outsiders, strangers; or foreigners. In a warlIke, p~ImIbve socIety, 
strangers are not brothers, and the society may exact only a mmor penalty for 
killing someone who hardly belongs to the human ~ace: Western explor~rs and 
settlers' displayed such cool sentiments in South Afnca, In the Sou~h PacIfic a?d 
the New World. Natives were able ,at times, to return the compliment. Agal~, 
however, when groups become more ipportant to one ano~her, and then 
welfare is more dependent on other's actions,~~y also ,begm to be more 
indignant about' what others do and . thus more WIlling to. ~ll or ,hurt. . 

Thus, in its rearing and controlling processes, the CIvIl SOC.ICt~ a~s at a 
balance between caring too much about what others do, and bemg IndIfferent 
to their fate. . 

That few men do kill or maim others seems to refute the notIon of,a 
biological urge or instinct to murder. Whatever man's aggress~ve impulses, / 
obviously most men learn to con~rol them. Much more compelh~g, howe.ver,: 
are the great differences in homicide and assault rates among natIons, ~eglOns 
within nations (e.g., the southern United States or Italy ~s compared With the 
north), classes and ethnic groups, the two sexes. The dlffer~nces a~e so gre~t 
as not to '. be explicable, except by reference to, socUll .faci;ors. T?is 
fundamental conclusion also gives some support to those who 3,lffi a:,t reducmg 
man'~ violence toward. his fellows. If different social patterns create high .or 
low lates tlwn perhaps we can find. out why, and build toward SOCIal 
structures that will generate less violence. . . . 

Since broad social differences affect the relations among mtImates, they 
also lower or raise the frequency of violence between intimates and w~ J1!~st 
examine them in this analysis. However, it seems likely that the pecuh~rltIes 
of intimate emotional links among human. bejngs have their own effec~s 
within the general.and pervasive pressures from great cultural fa~tors. In this 
analysis" those peculiarities, as mediated by the hggersocIal-&tructural 
pressures will be the main object of our attention. 
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Before considering some of the broad regularities that govern the outbreak 
of violence between human beings, we should at least take note of the range 
of variegated forms .that violence may assume among intimates. Clearly no 
theory or interpretation can encompass all of them, and any classification is 
subject to criticism. These overlap here and there, and the motives for them 
vary considerllbly. 

As a major category, we shall place most emphasis on various forms of 
homicide and assault. Within this, of course, we shall have to consider the 
smaller case of murder accompanied by suicide. To include various forms of 
assault with homicide may appear to confuse the issue somewhat, but we 
must keep in mind that many forms of homicide actually appear in court as 
aggravated assault and many whose anger stimulates them to an act of 
homicide claim later, in all sincerity "they did not mean to do it." Many fail, 
in turn, to murder and only maim another when their real intention was to 
kill. In addition, all of us are enough aware of our own emotions under 
periods of great stress to know that though we were inhibited from an actual 
attack, our deepest impulse was to destroy, to eliminate our opponent. All 
who have observed opponents in a furious contest of merely verbal debate 
will recognize the intensity of anger that may well up, and intuitively can 
understand how-given different circumstances-one or another of the 
opponents would cheerfully crush the other. Thus, the overlap within this 
broad category is very great. It is safe to say that many children engaged in an 
ordinary fight have a strong wish to kill at the tuoment, even though they 
would recoil in horror at the reality itself. Thus{th,"!: overlap within this set of 
complex legal categories is extremely great and. they do share a considerable 
common root, and intense murderous emotion. 

Violence among intimates must also include the wide range of behavior 
under the general category of forcible rape. We shall later on present some of 
the data that indicate how frequently this type of case involves people who 
have had prior or even very close contact with one another. More important, 
it is safe to say that rape is like assault in that a very high proportion-even a 
majority of the cases that actually occur-never come to the attention of the 
police. Certainly this would be true for cases of attempted rape, or the use of 
force to achieve asexual end, even when it ends in failure. The steps by which 
men and women move consciously or unconsciously toward this type of 
confrontation will be dealt with later on. 

Of course, any examination of violence among intimates must include 
fights and hQmicide among friends, drinking companions, and adult and 
juvenile gangs. These include both the enmities that eXist between chronic 
opponents as well as the transformation of friendship into momentary hate, 
not to say the simple arguments that result eventually in a fight. We shall also 
have to consider the extent to which such networks of friendship actually 
stimulate one form or another of violence. 

One of the more troubling of the cases we shall have to consider is the case 
of child abuse, a phenomenon that has occupied the attention of welfare 
workers for many decades, but which has received little public recognition. 
Without any question, child abuse is far more common than most believe, and 
those who have published reports on it have had to face the relative disbelief 
of others in their data. In individual cases, welfare workers or phySicians have 
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been reluctant ~)) invoke public authority or legal powers to save the child 
from further hu;!:t.. . 

That type of case overlaps psychologically in turn with cases of matri9ide 
and patricide, as well as the case of parents killing their older children. The 
complex swirl of emotions within the small family is usually dIfficult to 
understand or even to untangle, but we must at least attempt to see what 
light can be thrown upon such cases. . . '. 

It is clear, of course, that many cases of child abu~e and homicide or 
assault within the family between parents and children often grows from 
severely neurotic. or psychotic; personality structures. The extent to 
which families maintain their common residence,even when one or more may 
be dangerous, is a problem we must also examine. Such cases overlap in turn, 
of course, with the more general case of the mentally ill person who murders 
or assaults someone who is close to him. This may include a good fri~i.J-~cr 
helpful neighbor as well as.a member of the family. We cannot, of course, 
unravel here the transformation of psychotic impulses into homicidal 
impulses, though we have progressed enough in the past 50 years to be well 
aware that psychosis does not necessarily lead to homicide. The "mad 
murderer" is a common €:nough newspaper phrase but psychoses themselves 
are not specifically homicidal in character. . 

Finally, of course, we must consider somewhat separately-at least 
analytically separately-the case of the calculated murder or assault again~t an 
jntimate, when' material advantage is the aim. These include the instances of 
homicide for insufCtnce or inheritance, the removal of a spouse or lover who is 
blocking the way toward a satisfactory new life arrangement, the murder of a 
competitor, the attempt to "persuade" a competitor in a business or il~egal 
racket, and so on. It may be somewhat less productive of understanding to 
consider these cases, since they seem to approximate a simpler case of jungle 
warfare. What makes them somewhat more interesting is that often they 
involve two people who have not only intimate relations with one another, 
but sometimes apparently friendly relations with one another. At a minimum, 
some simulated friendship may be utilized as a way of achieving the objective 
of destruction. In addition, we need. to consider why pe()ple are willing, in the 
face of the known risks, to attempt so hazardous a course for the 
achievement of what seem to be quite ordinary goals. 

But though we shall wish to consider some of these types of case~ 
separately, all of them could be crowded under the broad category of 
"homicide and assault" and much of our analysiS will therefore focus on this 
mos.t general category, for whatever the motives or backgrounds of those 
intimates who hurt one another may be, they issue in violent attacks, some of 
which end in homicide. 

As we noted previously, the peculiarities of human relations that grow 
from closeness and intimacy alter and shift the characteristics of violence. in 
many ways, but these in turn form part of a broader category of violence in 
our time. Homicide between strangers is different from violence betw~en 
intimates in some ways, but both are . subject, to the broad social pressures 
that generate or reduce the rate of homicide or assault. In a society with 'a 
gene;ral low rate of homicide, there will, of course, be fewer homicides 
between intimates. We must therefore giv~ at least some passing attention to 
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problems that are analyzed in muqh more detail in other repOlts of this Crime 
Commission. In these other reports, the general distribution and incidence of 
violence are analyzed, but th~l3e data are also relevant here, since they 
constitute the broad framework of forces that generate violence between 
intimates.-

These broad patterns are also of use to the analyst, because they help to 
guide him toward possible causes. Unfortunately, as all researchers in criminal 
behavior have noted, official reports do not help us much in understanding 
the social and psychological causes of crime, because they contain only the 
information that is necessary to the policeman in keeping his own records, 
and to some extent in formulating the case for prosecution. The law is much 
less interested in the forces that created crime, and far more in setting the 
stage for demonstrating what crime actually took place and who was actually 
responsible for it. 

On the other hand, these reports do contain some evidence as to where 
violence is most likely to occur since it will normally follow the patterns of 
the past. The categories that are typically used are not causalcategories. They 
are often what the sopiologists call "status variables" such as age, sex, region, 
class, etc. They are p;ot themselves the causal influences, but they help us 
locate such causes. Thus, for example, the status category "Negro" is not, 
strictly speaking, a racial category, but is a social one. Much more 
fundamentally, however, it ,says nothing about cause per se; it merely directs 
us to look at the social factors within the lives of a disadvantaged group, to 
ascertain why the rate might be high or low within that group. Similarly, we 
know that women are convicted far less than'men of almost any category of 
crime, but we:d.o not suppose that we have located a biological cause. Rather, 
we are directed to look again at the social constraints, the manner of 
socialization, the allocation of energies, the differential opportunities and so 
on that may lead t6 a lower rate of criminal conviction

l 
and possibly a lower 

rate of criminal activity. 
Because other reports in the Crime Commission deal mQre extensively with 

these broad patterns, we shall not even .attempt an adequate summary here, 
,but merely make reference to a few of the findings that by now have been 
validated in many studies. For our purposes they. constitute only the 
background or framework within which violence among intin1ates takes place. 
Perhaps the most gen~ral of these is the finding that among industrial nations) 
the United States is perhaps the most violent. Although of course legal 
definitions vary greatly from one nation to another, to the point that 
category of "assault" is almost useless for comparative purposes, and 
"homicide" c~m be 'compared only very loosely, it is unlikely that any 
standardization would change this general ranYing by much. 

This finding has been widely discussed by commentafors and 
criminologists for many' decades. Americans, it is claimed, be~n with a 

(, frontier tradition and though the frontier itself included only a small 
percentage of the total population after the first settlement, its patterns 
affected~all of the United States. On the frontier, men had to depend upon 
theiro\vIl mastery of Violence in order to survive, whether against lawless 
intruders or Indians. Courage was useful in such a socia.l structure, it is 
asserted. The ideal of a man facing the threat of death unafraid became 
embedded in myth and folklore. Moreover, some would argue that those who 
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settled here were primarily not from the more civil, polite layers of European 
or Anglo-Saxon society, but lower middle class or lower class people, 
accustomed to violence in their own country. 

In addition, there is at least some reason to claim that Americans have 
been more restive under authority than the population of Europe, more' 
prone to local revolts,'riots and feuds. Colonists evaded English law before 
independence, and dissidents of all types refused to bow to the. yoke of 
legality. As a consequence, we must face the fact that from the beginning of 
American settlement, our cultural tradition has leaned toward the solution of 
personal and social problems through the use of force, more than the 
population from which the settlers came. ' 

It is not surprising then that various studies over the past generation have 
disclosed our homicide rate (by various modes of calculation) is typically 
from 3 to 10 times as high as that of other Western nations. For many 
American cities, the present rate would come close to 9 or 10 per 100,000, 
while that of, say, Amsterdam or Berlin would be 1 or less. 

Doubtless, the comparison between the United States and such Western 
nations is the correct one to make, but it should not be forgotten that many 
other nations almost certainly have rates equally high. Certainly many Latin 
American nations have extremely high rates of assault and homicide and 
some Eastern nations also fall into that category.2 

Moreover, as against the frequent gloomy analyses of the present}~e, 
almost certainly this rate has not risen over the past half century. The nsmg 
tide of violence '" is almost certainly a fabrication of newspaper excitement, 
moralistic preaching, and changes in police reporting. In an: earli~r. perio?, 
most assaults never appeared in the police court, and far more kilhngs did 
not, for they were viewed as nilatively private, local affairs. It is true t~~t 
people fear for their safety in American cities ~ow, but this has bee~>true m 
the past-and once was also true in London too.' - . 

The importance of this general set of facts is, however, that all of us hve to 
some extent, in an atmosphere of greater violence than in nations whose 
technological development is close to that of ours. Consequently, the 
propensity to violence among intimates is likely to be higher than in other 
countries. ' 

The same may be said with reference to regional differences within the 
country itself. Here, of course, the most obvious difference is to be found in 
the southern regions, i.e., the South Atlantic, East South Central, and West 
South Ce~ltral States, whose rates of both homicide and aggravated assault 
vary from two to five times as high as those of other parts of the country. 
Here again, assayists and even casual observers have noted the cul!ural 
differences. Southerners are much more likely to carry guns. They have 
maintained, longer than in other parts of the United States, a resistance to 
authority and a cultural emphasis on a man's right to solve some of his 
personal problemshy direct intervention rather than recourse to the law. This 
grew partly out of a rural tradition, but also out of a tradition that gave great 
weight to the ideal of the cavalier who had a right to bear arms and a duty to 
uphold his own honor.' . 
, Apologists for the South have sometimes urged that the extremely ~gh 
rate of homicide and aggravated, assa,ult Was caused only by, the high 
percentage of Negroes in the South. According to this argument, Negroes are 
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an ~specially violent part of the American popUlation; they are not only more 
emotional than whites, but are subjected to fewer restraints. Lacking 
adequate socialization in the home, they are unable to bear frustration and 
vent their rages immediately without thinking of the consequences. Thus, the 
rate of general a"est among Negroes is about three times that of the white 
population. If we confine the cases to criminal homicide, the Negro rate is 
about 4 times that of whites. Cities with a higher percentage of Negroes have 
higher homicide rates. 

Unfortunately for this kind of explanation, Southern whites also have a 
higher rate of homicide than the rest of the nation. One could, then, argue 
that since it was the Negroes who were the immigrants, and who have learned 
their cultural patterns from the whites, in fact they have done no more than 
acquire the propensity to. violence that characterizes the Southern white 
culture. 

Nevertheless, by almost any type of criterion, the rate of homicide and 
aggravated assault is higher among Negroes than among whites, both men and 
women. The Negro~'a.te is lo~er in areas where the white rate is lower, but it 
is nevertheless higher than that of the whites. This general fcictls Important, 
again, as a guide to understanding the dynamics of violence among intimates. 

For many decades it has been known that women commit homicide less 
than men do. Among Negroes, the ratio is somewhat less, perhaps as much as 
4 to 1 and for whites as much as 9 to 1, but the ratio is high in all reported 
studies, in this as in other countries. One study of nearly 20 years ago 
suggests that where the rate of homicide is low, the difference between men 
and women is less.4 Nevertheless, by almost any comparison, women are 
much less likely to commit homicide than are men. We shall examine some of 
the reasons for this difference later on. 

Although official police reports do not include class differences, in 
homicide rates when assault or homicide is distributed on city maps by 
census tracts, it is clear that the higher rates are fOl!nd in the poorer areas, 
and the lower rat~s in the suburbs. This fmding accords, of course, with 
conmlOnsense and with ordinary observation, though again the dynamiqs are 
not equally obvious. In such poorer areas, a higher percentage of Negroes js 
also to befound, but higher rates are also recorded in poorer white areas as 
well. 

It should be kept in mind, however, that poverty per se is not the causal 
variable. It is true that the South is poorer than the rest of the nation, and has 
higher homicide rates, but poorer counties in Idaho or Iowa will not exhibit 
rates as high as those in the somewhat wealthier urban counties in the New 
York City sprawL Poorer areas in the United States are more likely to be 
rural, but rural areas do not have rates a~ high as urban regions do. Thus, we 
must interpret class variables as referring to various kinds of social and 
cultural dynamics, not merely to mechanical, relationship between pOv:erty 
and violence.s 

Such broad differences suggest that people in different social settings 
,~cquire different predispositions to violence, and are restrained more or less 
by the social networks within which they live. Since violence between 
intimates must be shaped or generated by such factors, it is necessary to 
consider first the patterns of socialization, the ways by which the kin and 
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friend networks, and later the school, attempt to mould the child to fit the 
demands of the society. 

In perhaps the simplest of socialization models, the infant is a bundle of 
unformed desires, and the parents from their first interaction with it are 
occupied with trying to inhibit most of those desires, and to implant more 
civilized ones. By punishment and reward, parents (and others, later on) 
"teach" the child that crime does not pay and that virtue does. In the ideal 
case, the child learns "what is right and what is. wrong'," which does not mean 
only that he c~m describe what his parents want, but that he comes to· feel 
deeply the same values they have been urging on him. 

The child, in this ideal version of what happens, becomes an autonomous 
individual, who refrains from violence" reyenge, or crime not because he can 
not get away with it, but because it is wrong in itself, because his conscience 
would bother him, because he is not ev~m tempted to kill or rob. He has 
learned a distaste for crime. From an inarticulate, savage beast-fortunately, 
helpless at birth-he is transformed into a civil adult, pleased to obey the 
laws. 

Of course, it is recognized that some people are not so transformed, and in 
this description the criminal is viewed as one whose impulses were 
not inhibited. He remains at some primitive or childlike level, and at best 
learns that others will punish him, so that he had better be careful when he 
breaks the law. His parents were ineffective, or he associated with evil 
companions who persuaded hinl to flout the civil rules of his society. 

, The dynamics of socialization seem to be mop; complex than the above 
description suggests. Children do come to acq~ire the values of th~ir parents, 
but it is not clear just how or why,6 Often they do so only because both 
parents and children live in the same neighborhood, class, and ethnic group. 

We also see more clearly that most of us can be tempted by cri.'11e at times, 
and indeed a rather high per.centage of people actually do engage in it.' 
Professional criminals are different in some ways from the rest of us, but all 
thnse who commit crimes are probably more like the rest of us than different. 
i"ew of us are so completely soCialized as to feel no impulse to aggression. We 
do feel committed to legal order, civility, nonviolence, and similar virtues, but 
we are also. quick to spin out a chain of moral justification if we are tempted 
to their opposites. 

Moreover, it is clear that some part of the process toward criminal 
behavior is a "labeling process," by which the young p~n:cr., is gradually 
typed by others as a criminal, is treated differently, and responds differently. 
In harmony with our previous comments on cultural. differences, we also note 
that the criminal-and these comments apply, as we shall see, to much of 
assault an~ homicide arnong intimates-has more opportunity to engage in 
crime,and is more likely to associate with others who are part of (or who at 

. best do not object to) a c.riminal subcult\lre. We shall later see at w:hich points 
some of these general processes are relevant for violence among 111Jiinates. 

However, more fundamental for our present inquiry is the extent to which 
weare :all trained to SOllIe extent for violence, including aggression ~gainst 
intimate.s. Let us consider this process briefly. ,I 

In general, social scif~nce has neglected force as. a factor in :social 
interacfion. The economisipostulates a civil society in which people obey the 
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laws, and only now and then recognizes' that force protects the telephone 
company against an intrusive competitor, the heiress against the predatory 
embezzler, the wife against the demands of her husband; Typically, the 
economist does not even touch on the sprawling criminal enterprises of the 
country. Similary, the sociologist or' psychologist analyzes the value 
commitments and motivations of people, but ignores the ways by which force 
or its threat may shape decisions, actions, and even wishes. The pupil may 
'respect the teacher, but is also aware that the teacher is (in the lower grades) 
stronger or can call a policeman to remove the!}bstreperous from the 
classroom. The parent can calIon force to impose his will on the child, and 
either spouse can invoke outside force to protect himself or herself. 

This underlying factor in social relations is usually neglected, because we 
see little force, and because our own impulses to use force are 
concealed-often even from ourselves. Nevertheless, this concealed variable is 
of considerable importance, and not the least in intimate relations. Napoleon 
is said to have remarked that one can do anything with bayonets except sit on 
them: People must be persuaded, not merely forced. Nevertheless, force is at 
least an ultimate deterrent, and its threat colors many aspects of our private 
lives. 

We must view the outbreak of violence among intimates as not merely an 
example of failed socialization, a case that shows the individual received a 
poor or inadequate rearing as a child. Many people are capable of homicide or 
assault whose earlier experiences could not be distinguished from those of the 
law abiding. 

Next, we must not suppose that violence, even among intimates, is a 
simple function of association with others who are criminal or addicted to 
violence (although that experience does have its impact). It is not only 
criminals who support the social patterns of violence. 

We must rather understand that not all of the socialization experiences 
mould the child against violence. Indeed, in many ways what happens in the 
earlier years is a training for violence. It supports violence more in some 
groups than in others, but few groups c~m claim that the entire content of 
their rea.ring and social control techniques press toward peaceful behavior. 

First, of course, the child learns from the earliest years that force is 
effective, and does in fact prevent others from carrying out an act that they 
disapprove. Although observation studies of child rearing are rare, any 
observer can see that American parents characteristically use force on their 
children, from the earliest ages on. Certainly they use far more force than the 
parents in most primitive societies do. The contrast with Japanese parents, is 
especially striking. Although hundreds of articles have, over the past 20 years, 
denounced John Dewey's notions of progressive education, Dr. Spock's 
earlier advice to punish less ana love more, or the various forms of 
"permissive" child rearing, in fact none of these theories was ever put into 
effect. American" parents do whip their children less. Teachers also use less 

", force on their pupils than a generation ago. But love and peacefulness as 
parental or pedagogical techniques have not been tried. Indeed, since the 
,adult generation has had so much childhood experience with the liltimate 
effectiveness of force, it would be surprising if its members could Pllt such a 
philosophy 'into action.; , 

The child learns, then, that when he does something that displease8 othen; 
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who are stronger, they will deter or punish him if they can. This is a simple 
and powerful lesson, and is clearly not limited to strangers, since it is first 
learned within the family. 

He learns from observing his own parents that males are stronger than 
females, and when they lose in a verbal. battle they can have recourse 'to 
violence. Even if his parents do not fight physically, he may observe (even in 
middle class households) that his mother is frighte'rted when his father is 
furious. He learns that even grown men who are neighbors may goad one 
another into fighting. Here again, he will see more violence in a lower class 
than in a middle class street, but he will be conscious of these flares of 
temper. At a minimum, he sees his father threaten violence to another driver 
who has bullied his way through traffic; or see his father avoid a threatened 
battle with another driver. 

Of course, parents do preach nonviolence to their children, and so do 
teachers, but both sets of authorities, like policemen, exhibit their own· belief 
in the efficacy of force when used on intimates, and impose their will through 
the superior deployment of violence. 

The adult learns sevelal things from these experiences, which become part 
of his adult personality, forces in his own psychodynamics. First, of course, 
he learns that violence can be useful, and that many get away with it. Very 
little of the aggression he observes ever comes to the courtroom, and force is 
often successful in protecting one's rights, or in imposing one's will on 
another. 

Second, he learns the various gradations of violence, fitted to different 
types of situations, frustrations, insults, or people. Part of this is, of course, 
simply leaming the costs of different grades of violence. A man learns to 
judge (erroneously or not) how tough other men are, ~o that in various 
encounters he knQWS when to retr(;lat and when to stand his ground. Each 
individual is also taught a complex set of cost contingencies: A boy is 
punished more for using violence on a girl than on a boy, on a younger boy 
than on a boy his own age, on a teacher than on a stranger; more for imposing 
his will by violence than protecting his rights; etc .. 

The adult has also acquired, as part of his l';motional dynamics, a set of 
values and attitudes that rank violence differently according to the action 
that potentially stimulates it. Until recently in Texas, for example, not only 
did courtroom practice support the outraged husband who killed his wife and 
her lover when he caught them in flagrante delicto-this could be a calculated 
cost-but men were socialized to feel that degree of outrage, to feel so 
dishonored that they could not without shame treat the event nonchalantly. 
In an earlier day in the United States and in Western countries generally, 
certain types of confrontations required a duel, and men feft shaiIle if they 
avoided one . 

So extreme a set of cases merely points up the central fact that we come 
to respond with different intensities of emotions to the different actions of 
our friends, spouses, and lovers, and thus we learn gradations of violence with 
which to respond to those actions. Almost no one as parent refuses violence 
as a tool, to put down the violence that a child directs against him, but some 
parents will ultimately refuse to use violence against the verbal attacks from 
their teenager children. At an earlier age, such an attack would have been met 
with violence. Middle class husbands do not often use fists on their wives, but 
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I would venture that most have at least slapped their wives at some point in 
their married lives when the provocation seemed great. 

Of course, no rule in contemporary society approves of homici4e as an 
answer to even adultery, but many informal rules are applied, that show how 
we are trained to respond with different degrees of violence to different types 
of action. These may be observed both in the results of jury . trials, where 
"folk values" often .soften the rule of law, and. in neighborhood-gossip about 
a given act of violence. For example, few men will condemn outright a.man 
who shot his wife's lover when he came to the house to take her away, and 
both men and women ''understand'' a woman who after much physical abuse 
stabs a husband who threatens to kill her. Similarly, people will not approve, 
but they will at least sympathize, when they read of a father who used force 
on his high school daughter who announced her intention of staying out all 
night. " 

We acquire,~3.en, a set of values and attitudes toward others' actions, by' 
which w~ are guided. Simply put, some actions anger us more than others, 
because in our value system they are more important: some cause us material 
losses, but others cause us shame .. In a society in which romantic love is 
central, almost all of us feel violence when our love is threatened. In a 
subculture in which male honor requires courage and competence in 
confronting others, certain types of challenges and insults are dangerous. 
Where the mother is venerated, at least as a theme in the culture, the taunt 
''Your mother!" caUs for violence. 

Parents and the larger society also, and much more publicly, attempt 
to inculcate in everyone a repugnance to the actual use of violence, but by 
their partial approval or lessened disapproval of some violent responses to the 
certain ~ypes of actions, our actual attitude toward violence is nota simple 
rejection. We hide our own impulses not only from others, but also from 
ourselves. We even try to hide the extent to which we do grade the degree of/" 
violence to fit the acts that arouse our anger, for we say publicly that all 
violence is ''wrong.'' N(~vertheless, what the society grades as unimportant 
most of us view as trivial, Iwhile almost everyone comes to r~spond more 
violently and aggressive]y-even. when he controls his 'counteractiQn-to acts 
that are rated as more serious. . 

Finally, of course, as. part of the socialization toward degrees of violence, 
we 'lcquire a range of.rationalizations that justify our own lapses into physical 
aggressiveness. Few people 'are so deprived intellectually as to be unable, to 
create a moral or ethical justification for their assault on another. As we shall 
note later, it is not at all certain that most of these rationalizations are cynical 
Qr morally obtuse. Indeed, in most intimate relations the' balance of the 
ethical books is not at ali clear. But what is significant in thir, context is the 
deeper fact that the gradations of insults or hurts that lead tQ gradations of 
violence are based on a set of values, and these in turn can be used to 
"explain" why we lost our heads in anger, or succumbed to a blind fury. 
According" to our values, which we learned from our parents and our own 
SOciety through our socialization experiences, the other person was in the 
wrong, and we had a right to be angry, or even to use violence. 

We are emphasizing, then, that although the main official thrust of 
soc~alization in modern society opposes the use of violence, and especially 9 

when directed against intimates, many themes, forces, and processes in family, 
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neighborhood, and school convey a somewhat different message in support of 
sonie violence, under some cin,?JrnsJances, against some individuals. 

This range of factors emphaSizes the degree to which individuals have a 
gI:eater or less predisposition to use violenc~ in certain types of situations, and 
to that extent introduces the victim as a causal agent. That is, what he does 
also affects the outcome. We cannot consider only "the" aggressor or 
murderer as an isolated figure. The dynamics that produ~e violence between 
intimates requires special attention to the offendeK-victim relationship. This 
direction of inquiry has been neglecteQ. in the past, because official records 
contain few usable data on the actual processes through which violence was 
geperated; because of our propensity to find a guilty party; and of course 
because the social researcher cannot easily locate a sample of violent acts for 
field observation. 

This neglect will continue in the future because of the research difficulties, 
but by now a goodly number of analysts have at . least brought to our 
attention the importance of these dynamics, especially in cases involving 
intimates. Indeed, some have come to use the term ''victimology'' to 
underscore the contribution of the victim to his own demise. It is not 
necessary here to review the work of Mendelsohn, von Hentig, and others, in 
which they urged this type of focus.s Nor is it useful to debate who first 
suggested the idea. 

In fact, of course, the idea that the victim contributes to his victimization 
is frequently expressed in the socialization experience, since it is part of folk 
wisdom. Every child has been shocked at some time by the refusal of his 
parents to give him sympathy for having been hurt, and by the harsh 
question, "But what were you doing with him, anway?" The terse phrase, 
"served her right" conveys not alone retribution, but is also applied to the 
individual who entered a situation whjch a really innocent person would 
avoid. . 

When applied to the relations aTllong intimates, however, this notion must 
be narrowed somewhat. We cart not avoid all intinlate relatidns,." all 
friendships, all family ties, all interaction except with stnmgers. Perhaps we 
should not have acquired this spouse, this set of in-laws, this set of friends, but 
we do not all have the option of choosing wisely, and violence occurs between 
people who once seemed to be reasonable human beings. The question can 
and must include the problem of entering the relatio.nship when we consjder 
the case of forcible rape with intimates, but even there the dynamic~ of 
generation seem to be more important than the original choice of a 
companio.n. 

In Schafer's recent report on a Florida inmate population, about sixty 
percent had been incarcerated for violence committed against a stranger, but 
this included theft with violence (the largest single category). Most studies, as 
noted before, report that half or more of various acts of violence were 
committed by p~ople who were at least acquaintances. In a ~tudy of 588 
homicides in Philadelphia, Marvin Wolfgang found. that close friends (28 
percent) and fa~ily associations (25 percent) forme (I the two most frequen,t 
types of cases, and "paramours" accounted for another 10 percent. Indeed, 
strangers were }jlled in only 13 percent of his,.sample~) for the other categories 
include .such types as homosexual partners, paramour of the offender's mate, 
sex rival, 'erlemy, acquaintance, and the felon or police officer case. In the 
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Uniform Crime Reports of 1965, 31 percent were killings within the family, 
21 percent were outside the family unit but were lovers' quarrels or involved 
a romantic triangle. In the District of Columbia Crime Commission report, 
onl~ 19 ~ercent of t~e aggravated assault victims were not acquainted with 
then assailants, and mdeed 20 percent had had confrontations with their 
assailants before. In a national survey designed to ascertain the amount of 
unreported crime, as well as attItudes toward the police, respondents were 
also asked why they did not report the crime. Some of these answers ("did 
not want to harm offender," "afraid of reprisal," "was private not criminal 
affair" suggest that the victim had some kind of relationship with the 
offender. In other answers ("police wouldn't want to be bothered" "did not 
want to take time," etc.) there is at least the possibility that the response 
conceals some knowledge of the offender. . 

As noted earlier, a high but unknown percentage of assault, forcible rape, 
and attempted rape cases are not reported to the police, and they are not 
reported because the victim would prefer to avoid being questioned about his 
or her part in the generation of the violence. Especially in incidents of assault 
as in. sc~oolyard fights.' ~t might be difficult ever to disentangle th~ 
contnbutIOn of the conflictmg parties to the outbreak. Certainly a decision as 
to who was hurt the most would not do as evidence, as often it would not in 
homicide. Both von Hentig and Wolfgang have documented in some detail the 
fr.eque~t case of the victim who was originally the offender, the bully who is 
~ed m a fight, the wife beater who is finally knifed. Homicide is fairly 
relIably reporte~~ such cases are known, but it is safe to say that most 
unreported ~ases of assault fa~ into this category of battles between people 
who have at least ,known each other before. Those who are involved YJlOW 
tha,t. the polic~ ,ser~eatl~, like their parents, will begin to ask them how they 
got mto that SItuatIOn m the first place, and a truthful answer will reveal that 
both cqntributed some share to the conflict. 

Both. Negro a:d wpite males are more likely than females to be ldlled by a 
close. fneI?-d, while women are overwhelmingly killed in a family or lover 
relatIOnshIp. Men spend more of their time outside the home, and thus are 
more likely tha~ women ~o .be killed by people outside the fanlily. On the 
other hand, whIte male VIctIms are more likely than Negroes to be killed 
by stra.ngers, because fa~ more are the victims of a robbery. Thi~, of course, is 
mo~e likely because whites are more likely to be proprietors or managers Of a 
busmess place, and more likely in any event to look like a lucrative prospect 
for a robbery even on the street. - f 

Although women exhibit a much lower homicide rate than men when 
they do kill they are .more likely to kill their husbands than an; other 
cate?ory of ~ersons. Smce men have a wider network of acquaintances and 
~e ~volved m ot;her types of emotional ties, their victims are more widely 
distnbuted, and WIves make up 10 to 15 percent of their tota1.9 

Because both homicide and alliiault are highly personal relationships, those 
who hurt one another are likely to be of the same' class, roughly similar ages, 
the same race, and from the same neighborhood. Various studies, a few of 
th~m of doubtful validity, also suggest that in a very high percentage of cases 
one or ~9th parties were drinking. Detailed arrest records and being<=> known to 
the. poliq;e are usually. not included in' analyses of violence, but studies 
confirm what the ordinary respectablecitizeq' darkly assumes'~ that victims 
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and offenders-especially the latter-have some prior history of violence. 
Although those who commit homicide or assault are not comparable to 
professional criminals, and typically are not engaging in violence for profit, 
their offenses are not usually the only one they have committed.' 

Indeed, if we allow for the variegated forms that violence takes, a 
su~stantial percentage of cases will fall into a general category which the 
middle class citizen is concerned about in only an abstract way, as an index of 
how much the social fabric is dissolving. When newspaper editorials comment 
on the "rising tide of violence," and the citizen deplores the state of the 
nation, they are referring to acts and, events that are confined to a relatively 
small part of the population. They are concerned that some part of this 
violence might touch them, but it has little direct bearing on their lives or 
their emotions. They guess what the data roughly show,' that a substantial 
part of the violence which is expressed in deyds is to be observed among the 
brawling, drinking poor; among the lower class Negroes and whites whose 
weekend drinking is climaxed by anger, conflict, and fighting. 

Howeve.r, those who are killed are dead just the Sanle, though poor, or 
Black, or brawling lower class whites. The processes that lead to their violence 
are similar, if somewhat lower in frequency, to those among the more 
respected. Lovers, children, and spouses Plourn for them as well. If this epoch 
is to tackle the problems of poverty, deprivation, race discrimination and 
hatred, and psychological disturbance,because we have decided that we are 
our brothers' ~eeper8 an~ carulOt p~ss them by under the belief that they 
caused all theIr own problems, then we can do no less with violence. For 
some of the factors that produce the former set of problems also generate 
violenc.e. And if a large part of it is directed at each other (as, indeed, is theft: 
the poor stealing from the poor), we cannot eVen then avert our eyes from a 
problem that must concern us as well. 

Let us then probe more fully the processes by which violence is generated 
among intimates, within the broad set of forces we have been analyzing. 

A perceptive Cornell University investigator .of automobile collisions once 
noted that the primary element in any slfch accident is surprise. Had the 
driver predicted accurately what was to happen, no one would have been 
injured. When a conflict between intimates issues in assault or homicide too, 
Qne or both are surprised. Why? 

If we begin with the climax, or the denouement, it is because the 
beginning is like any other interaction. On their way to a killing, people take 
the same .road at first that others travel in an ordinary argument. or 
disagreement. The fights that culminate in serious injury or death are at first 
like the arguments and fights that others have. Although all of us harbor some 
hostility in our hearts and doubtless the world would soon be depopulated if 
all of us could, by pressing a button, eliminate undetected <iny other person, a 
relatively small percentage of offenders fully desired to see their victims dead 
or maimed before them, and certainly few wanted to face all the 
consequences of the act. 

But even more obviously, neither did the victims desire that end. Again, 
why did neither take another way out? In the simplest formulation, why did 
neither break off the interaction before it reached such a crescendo? An 
answer tells us more about man than the hypothesis that we· are inherently 
bloodthirsty. 
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Few of tlVen<ihe predatory animals kill one another in the wild, in part 
because when one begins to lose, he submits or runs away. Caged animals 
sometimes kill, but there the loser cannot easily break off the interaction, 
Man shares vilith a few .of his domestic animal. creations (e.g., pit bulldogs, 
gamecocks) a considerable unwillingness to -submit or escape. It is reported 
that under special circumstances rats (caged, as it were, in the same building) 
will also make war, but if so, they are the only animals that share this 
unlovely trait with man. Again, however, war also exhibits man's 
unwillingness to submit or escape, 

Several factors combine to support this pattern, which, it must be 
emphasized, is not so much a predilection for violence as a willingness to risk 
it rather than back down. We have already alluded to one such source, the 
socialization experience in which values are inculcated in the growing person. 
There we focused on the values that approve various degrees of violence. 
However h we must here take a broader view in order to underscore 
the fact that man's whole existence is guided by values. Men have-in radical 
distinction from other animals-been willing to die for their religious or 
patriotic values, their views of personal honor and their political philosophies, 
far more frequently than for- their narrow self-interest. Indeed, what is so 
striking about man is that through his socialization experiences -he comes to 
believe that his self-interest is identical with such abstract values and to deny 
them is more abhorrent than to risk his life, Far fewer people will endanger 
their lives for money than for honor as defmed by these fundamental values, 
that after all give meaning to human existence. 

But such definitions of what is right, good, honorable, beautiful or decent 
also guide social relations among intinlates, whether friends, spouses or lovers. 
Any'two people who become emotionally close toone another are drawn 
together in part because they share common definitions of what is 
appropriate behavior and because their psychological needs mesh to some 
extent. The wider their shared <;"xperiences, the more they learn about each 
others' values. In an ideal case, they enhance the Significance of each others' 
lives by supporting each others' values, attitudes,and opinions. 

In any continuing intimate relationship, the sharing of values is expressed 
in and buttressed by an unen"ding series of transactions. Some of these may be 
thought of crudely as "exchanges" and a couple,may so describe them. For 
example, when a husband states his right to be given respect and a clean 
household in exchange for his fmancial contribution, he may use such a 
.rhetoric. Most transactions are not described that way, except when one of 
the couple violates their common, unspoken understanding, and then the 
other angrily refers to what he "owes." A wife may prepare a special meal on 
Sunday and her husband expresses his thanks or admiration for her cooking. 
A friend agrees indignantly that his buddy was shabbily treated by his boss, 
and his buddy reiterates their solidarity. Relatives exchange babysitting or 
Christmas presents or appear at each others' solemn occasions, such as 
weddings. or funerals. 

In such transactions, a rough balance is to be observed when both sides are 
content. Although the contributions may not seem to be equal, both sides 
feel they are about eqllal, because they place sinlilar evaluations on what each 
other does. Money may, for example, flow in only one direction, from 
husband to wife, but if he evaluates highly what she does he may consider the 
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bargain "fair." One friend may "pa~ out" fa~ ino~e def~rence than he ~eceiv~s 
from his partner, but if he feels hIS partner s fnendship and comparuo~ship . 
are worth that much, he will not feel he is unfairly treat~d. In the Ideal 
case then, b01h participants in an intimate relationship reinforce one 
another's values affirm the other's significance and worth, and feel that 
continuing the interaction is worth more than possible alternatives. But the 
vicissitudes of life sour many partnerships, and one or both members come t~ 
feel they are being cheated, betrayed, or wronged. The husband who loved !Us 
bride enough to tolerate her nagging, loses his ardor, and !he co~t ,of staymg 
together rises too high. Evaluations change.' becau.se SOCIal p~slhons alt.er. 
Thus the coquettishness that WSlS attractIve dunng courtship looks like 

. pronrlscuous flirtation after marriage. The drinking cOl~panion comes to 
believe that his buddy is too quick to anger when bested m an argument. A 
man is at first pleased that his brother-in-law has. had a. bit Of. success, but 
later feels he takes advantage of it by trying to dOffilnate his relatIves. 

From time to time all have the experience of being put down by others, of 
being pushed about, of feeling dinlinished by those}o whom we an; 
emotionally close. As Norman Mailer has commented, threate~ed b,y the 
extinction of our possibilities, we react with rage." We are confmed m the 
relationship, but cannot redress the balance, or open the door to a m~w set of 
inviting prospects. . 

When both are wise, one discusses his reasons for resentment and 
persuades or is persuaded. But perhaps most of us are not wise, and follo~ 
other roads. One is to nurse the annoyance, and now and then eng~ge In 

sporadic outbursts over an unrelated sligh! .. ~riends may gradually aVOId one 
another while keeping up the pretense of clvIl~ty. . . 

Intimacy survives an argument more easily than the ~orroslve f~ster of 
suffering a continuing imbalance, in reciprocities. Such an Imbalance IS most 
difficult to redress, because the other person will rarely concede, .and 
honestly does not perceive the injustice. Accustomed to. one ~et of 
transactions, or gradually adjusted to his own ~taUern of beh~vlOr '. he IS m~re 
inclined to believe that his own contributions are already suffic_le~t-or, at 
most, the cost of giving more is too great. If each ~alues what he ,gIves morf.V 
than what he receives, then neither can, without losmg face or feelIng an even 
greater loss, concede still more. ro, '. 

It is in such a state that many people fmd themselves. The rules of poht~ 
society are arranged not to solve such problems, but to gloss over them. At a 
cocktail party we engage in chit-chat rather than probe to a level w~ere ,we or 
the other person will be hurt. We learn to break off a conversatIOn m the 
office when we perceive the other individual is becoming .angry or resentful. 
Such rules vary in. form among different circles,~liq~es,cl~sses a~d_ 
pex:somilities, but all serve the functio~ of easing SOCIal ~nteractlOn while 
avoiding a real intimacy that might only mcrease anger and vIOlence. 

In a sense, these modes of behavior become '~masks" which we present to 
one another. They are not our real self, but then we do not wish most others 
to know our real self. Social philosophers of love have often dep~ored such 
barriers to communication, and have urged that eyeryone open ~self and 
bare his heart. This has become an especially pervasive doctnne a~ong 
hippies in our generation, and many applied psychologists have orgaI?zed 
training sessions to encourage a greater openness. Nevertheless, ordmary 
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people in every society have rejected this message, and instead followed the 
intuition that it is dangerous, or at least uncomfortable to drop their 
defenses. Only with intimates is it safe to expose one's true self, and even 
there the intensity and frequency of hurt proves that the pleasures of 
emotional closeness are sometimes dearly bought. 

In an intimate relationship, as noted, one or both persons can come to feel 
(suddenly, in a flaring argument or over time) that the other is unfair or 
wrong but a redress of the imbalance is difficuH to achieve, because both are 
convinced that they have already overextended their resources, and. already 
done enough for the other. There is no more to give out without making the 
exchange even more fair than it is. Being emotionally close, each is 
vulnerable, and knows how to hurt the other, while neither can easily retreat 
to, the comfortable, civil formulas and masks that are permissible and 
common with mere acquaintances or strangers. 

Many people cannnot e&~ily choose the equally obvious solution, breaking 
off or letting go. This fact is often overlooked, because we observe the 
continual formation and dissolution of human ties. However, most of these 
are not intimate, do not carry a high voltage of emotional intensity. More 
important, when we review in our memory the shattering of past love or 
friendship bonds, most of us will recognize the breaking off was hurtful, and it 
was difficult. 

Letting go is painful, because both individuals once fed each other's 
emotiomil needs, and the need remains, while no other person is exactly a 
substitute. Breaking off is hurtful also because orie or both may feel that the 
other is getting away scot free without a just revenge being inflicted, without 
a fair and final balance of the emotional books. One or both may not wish to 
let go without one more :I}.ttempt to wound, to ,pay back, to justify one's 
behavior. . 

One consequence is th~t many people remain in a relationship which they 
have come to detest and which they know may even be physically dangerous. 
In a bitter marital situation, all the above factors may combine with still 
others to prevent one or both from letting go; one or both spouses may still 
need the other emotionally; one or both may feel guilty and also feel the. 
other' has behaved unfairly; one or both may still be trying desperately to pay 
back his old hurts and injustices. In addition, the pressure of friends and the 
sheer practical difficulty of starting and maintaining a new household can 
seem insurmountable. Even now, when divorce is thought to be easy, it is 
taken for granted that spouses do not finish their fighting when they divorce: 
we stiU take note of the unusual cases by commenting, "they are being very 
civilized. " 

Locked in but suffering from it, couples may engage in fighting that is 
savage and even lethal. Many men and a goodly number of women have 
finally come to the conclusion that homicide is' a cleaner, neater solution 
than the dragged out, acerbic destruction of ego and dignity that is inherent 
in breaking off. . 

Another solution is even perhaps more 'difficult than the foregoing: 
accepting one's losses. Having observed over time that in the intimate 
relationship one is constantly losing, the odds are poor, and change is 
unlikely, few people can simply shrug their shoulders and decide that there is 
no point in worrying or brooding over the past. One could either accept the 
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new set of bargaining terms, or leave in the secure knowledge that one should 
not continue to throw good energies and emotions into a bad investment. 
Several factors combine to make this solution difficult for all but the most 
philosophic. One of the most fundamental is an insight. derived from 
Skinner's Theory of Random Reinforcement. When. an ammal has been 
trained to perform a set of acts, a schedule of random rather than regu~ar 
reinforcements will generate a greater propensity to continue that behaVIOr 
pattern. Comparable to some extent is the gambler'S addiction, or perhaps 
that of the sports fisherman. In the face of a low but rando~ payoff, ,t~e 
individual now and then receives some reward, so that he IS never qUIte 
willing to abandon the enterprise entirely. In any intimate relationship, ~ven 
one that has become corrosive and hateful in many respects, the habItual 
patterns of interaction do yield from one day to the next a few rewards-a 
memory of fun shared together once, a quick understanding when some 
outsider makes a foolish statement, a casual pat on the shoulder. These do 
not outweigh the hurt and the sense of injustice, but they continue to giye 
some type of hope-that things might be improved. Fe~ intimates can be. so 
totally bent on constantly hurting the other that th~y WIll not stoP. from tIme 
to time to support the continuance of the relation~hIp for yet. a wh~e. .. _ 

Moreover,though the payoff is low, it is one relatio~ship.m whic~ there IS 
some payoff and alternatives are not obvious. New relatIOnships are nsky, and 
casual ones do not yield the same satisfactions. 

When an intimate is fmally seen as a person who will continue to do 
wrong, to betray, to be overbearing, one might suppo~e t~at ~he oth~r mi~t 
simply cut his losses and leave. If a man learns that his WIfe IS sleepmg WIth 
another man. or a lover learns that he is betrayed, or a mistress learns that ~he 
is betrayed, it might ~eem tobe wise to say, in effect, who ~ants a person like 
that? If the person is really to be labeled unworthy or madeq~ate, .then a 
serene person might be able to accept the fact and~ever a relatIOnship that 
r10p.~ no honor t.o_either nerSQiL " 

-~H~;e;;;~-th~- ~;I~~~ ~ti~~t -give meaning to the relationship also prevent. 
most people from bejng able to accept the losses, as suggested before . . l~ a 
man knows that he has been betrayed, the loss is too great to accept as It IS. 
At least part of the solution must be some hurt, and at the deepest level~ of 
emot~on among peaceful as well as violent people, this hurt n:ust be phYSIC~1 
and destructive. If the roulette wheel is crooked, then we WIsh to smash It, 
not merely walk out. We may not smash it because we fear the consequences, 
but the urge to do so is strong in all of us. Indeed, the greater the sense of 
betrayal, which ought to show that the other per~on should be cast aside 
easily, demands the most vigorous counter-payment m hurt that we can safely 
manage. . . 

An additional factor is sometimes overlooked m the VIOlence among 
intimates Who is the victor in the war of words? The conflicts among friends, 
love:rs, a~d spouses is never action alone or physical battle alone. It is mo~t 
perv~sively a war of words, and this always me~ns arg~m~nts. about who IS 
wrolng and right. Unfortunately for the distributIOn of Just~ce ill the c~smos, 
the person who is least fair may not be the least co~petent ill verbal skill. On 
the average,of course, women are somewhat more sl{lllful t~an ~en, but. each 
person develops )1is own rhetorical abilities in order to justify his behaVIor or 
bis ;Wishes. The "guilty one may win the argument and the other person thus 
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feels doubly wronged. He or she has not even had the satisfaction of 
redressing the balance by stinging words. 

One small factor in the distribution of homicide by sex should be noted 
here. Women are socialized to use far less physical violence than men:, but 
typically do not feel that the words they use justify violence against them. 
Men are trained differently and recognize far more clearly that certain pegrees 
of verbal violence will have .a high probability of elicitii1g a physical 
counterattack, not only a verbal counterattack. With a different perspective, 
women are farlmore freguently surprised by a physical counterattack when 
they use stinging words. 

Another element of importance in the battle of words as it leads to 
physical violence is a peculiarity of all conversations. As ethnomethodologists 
ha.ve documented so fully by now, all societies have a set of implicit rules as to 
how to begin the conversation, whether among intimates or strangers. Those 
who violate the rules will often be rebuffed, or they will merely puzzle the 
other person. Certain settings permit easy initiation of conversation, while in 
other settings we understand the rules do not permit it. 

Similarly, whether in casual telephone conversations or serious discussions 
in a conference, there are implicit rules of order as to when a conversation is 
finished. We give small cues to one another, in tone, gesture, and actual 
words, to indicate that the conversation is completed. However, there are no 
recognized rules that define when a conversation of a violimt character is 
completed, and especially such a conversation between intimates. Clearly it is 
not finished when there has been no resolution and typically there is none. As 
long as the other has something that he desperately wishes to express, he feels 
the conversation should not end and among conflicting intimates there is 
usually no limit as to the emotions yet to be expressed. In addition, violent 
arguments between intimates continue to move toward higher pitches, and in 
all such a progression the .natural ending is attack, not calm and peaceful 
analysis. Thus, to leave the scene immediately is to lose face; to back down 
from a vioient argument with a friend is likely to make one feel cowardly. 
Thus, in the intense verbal conflict among intimates, the very lacJ~ of orderly 
and adequate rules for ending the conversation forces the dispu'te toward a 
more total confrontation. . 

All of thesi~ factors combine to offer only two fundamental reactions: 
crush or run. Both participants feel a deep need for resolution; the 
transaction is not adequately finished, but the various avenues of mind just 
now are awkward, dishonoring, unsatisfactory, or impossible. The animal 
emotions that arise in such fights between intimates-and on a psychophysical 
level, these are the same among the most well-mannered members of the 
middle class and the most violent of the lower class-are fight or flight. But 
flight, as we have just noted can come to seem a less desirable alternative than 
the risk of violence. Since neither knows exactly at what point the other is 
likely; to express his anger in hurt or homicide, both are tempted to continue 
to pr~iss the other to strike. once again verbally, toCt\\unt, and of course, one 
or b~lith may make a substantial and catastrophic error. The anger that boils 
up isimurderous in all of 1),S, and at least generates the desire to crush. As we 
have noted earlier, it is easier to run at .an earlier stage in the battle; to avoid 
the later surprise when actual violence erupts~ but running away is more likely 
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to be a flash of rationality, a recognition of the objective dangers, rather than 
a satisfying solution. 

It will be noticed that in this analysis of the dynamics of conflict between 
intimates, we have referred from time to time to various kinds of precipitants) 
which are sometimes labeled "motives" in discussions of homicide and 
violence. Typically, the category' of motives has included the reasons for a 
final fight as needed in a police investigation. By and large, these do represent 
precipitants, that is, the final triggering events. Sometimes, of course, the 
category of "motives" will include "reasons why." Such lists are varied, and 
usually unproductive. In using such motives as examples in our previous 
discussion, we do not assume that these are the real motives. As recorded, 
such motives include adultery, being cheated by a partner in business, a 
falling out among thieves, a family fight that began in a dispute about who 
contributed the most money to the support of the parents, and the conflict 
about who had the right to a deceased aunt's bracelet, and so on. 

In the strict psychological sense, of course, these are not motives. They are 
not basic psychological needs. They are merely the events that generated 
either a final conflict or a continuing action pattern that contributed to the 
development of anger and hurt. It is not likely that either victim or offender 
could adequately describe his motives in the psychological sense for most 
would not have sufficient clinical insight to know the structure of their own 
personality dynamiCS. Such continuing psychological needs doubtless create a 
major part of the clash between intimates, but the analysis of homicide and 

J;lSSglUlt in a psyc1.lological framework 1!as not yet advanced that far. . 
At a 'simpler level, IDf course, the conflict is the immediate outcome of 

primitive emotions rather than motives: rage and anger and the urge to 
destroy. But, as we have noted, that denouement must be traced back to the 
dynamics that generated it. All of us feel these emotions from time to time 
and are inhibited from expressing them fully. But they are the outgrowth of 
our psychodYnamic heritage. Thus~ the reasons that people give for violence 
against those close to them are to jbe taken seriously, but only as guides for 
fmding where the sense of outraged injustice began to grow~ 

A concrete tabulation of such an.swers is likely to be infinitely broad. The 
reasons for killing are all the reasons for living. Hurting others is, for many 
people in a tragic situation, a life-affirming act, though, of course, only rarely 
as life-affirming as other acts might be. This is especially so for violence 
between intimates. With a stronger ego, one could get out, one could ignore 
the social loss of face and the internal sense of lessened worth; one could start 
a new life. But, like most neurotic solutions to life problems, violence is 
easier, given all the restraints, assumptions, pressures and sense of inju~tice 
each person feels. All of us can envision killing or crushing as simpler than 
solving an apparently impossible problem and, of course, as we have seen in 
the'~ynamics of conflict among intimates, those who are emotionally close 
"heljp." toward this outcome by forcing another individual into that violent 
solution-tempting and taunting, not letting go, exacerbating the conflict, 
winning the verbal debate while committing other hurts, refusing to 
cooperate, etc. . . , 

Hurting aims at redressing an imbalance as the aggressor sees it by a means 
which also seems efficient at the moment. Violence is, as noted before, often 
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sOcially supported although officially deplored. It is at least a deterrent even 
when it is not very effective in engendering positive actions. At the le~st, it 
stops the other individual from what he is doing now. It is satisfying in 
anticipation, and possibly sometimes after, because the aggressor is then also 
the agent of vengeance. Against the impersonal fate that has given another 
person the advantage in action or argument an opportunity to cheat or 
betray, and against the evil that one's friend or spouse has committed, one 
can take part in the cosmic redistribution of goods and pleasures and restitute 
by forcing one's will on another person. To this extent, one must see violence 
as o~e "soluti~n" for an. ideological problem tha.t creates overwhelming 
emotions. Nothing IS as VIolent as passion in the service of ideology and 
values, whether i~ is th~ outraged husband killing his wife for betraying him, 
or a demagogue InflamIng the masses to loot and burn the enemies that are 
expl~iting the~. It seems likely that even the calculating murderer, rationally 
plottIng to kill for material. gain (insurance and inheritance to avoid 
blackmail) manages to convince himself most of the time that he has a 
"right" to the money or advantages he seeks by the homicide. 

Thi~ account of the dynamics of violence among intimates also explains to 
a consIderable extent why so much of assault is not reported and why it is so 
difficult after a serious conflict for the outsider ever to ascertain precisely 
what t~ok ,Place-not merely all the motives, reasons and pressures, but even 
the obJectlve sequence of events. Neither participant can bring to bear an 
undistorted perspective on what took place, or when it all began. 

Illustrative of certain events in the foregOing analysis is Wolfgang's finding 
that women are homicide offenders in the kitchen first and then in the 
bedroo~, in order of frequency. Over one third of females were killed in the 
bedroom.· 0 He links this location with the somewhat lopsided distribution of 
offender and victim, that over four-fifths of all female victims are slain by 
males, ~nd when females slay, four-fifths of them slay males. In a high 
proportIOn of these, of course, arguments are concerned with sex love and 
family matters.lt is especially the bedroom where unresolved co~flicts are 
likely to burst out because when finally both have gone there for the evening: 
neither can have an adequate excuse to leave or break off the conversation. 
To a lesser extent, of course, this is true for the kitchen, which in many lower 
class dwellings is where family members are likely to spend a good bit of 
relaxed time. Not being in contact with one another during the working day, 
they confront the dilemmas and distasteful solutions finally in the rooms . 
where by social defmition this is the only unresolved business. 

The few data on homicide-suicide also support the general perspective we 
have sketched here .. Primarily, it is confined to a relationship between.a man 
and a woman; very few cases exist of male-male or female-female 
relationships. Of course, this means that there are few cross-racial cases. 
Furthenn~re, i~ one tabulates homicides by whether they were accompanied 
by ~xcessive VIOlence-repeated stabbings, shootings, beating-husband-wife 
slaymgs are much more common than any other category of intimate 
relationship. 

Perhaps of deeper significance is the fact that wives rarely commit suicide 
after committing homicide; the combination is most often carried out by 
males. Wolfgang suggests that the husband is likely to feel more guilt and 
remorse than wives do. 1 1 

-,[ 
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There are at least some data that bear partially on this pattern. Perhaps the 
most significant come ft,om studies of husband-wife attitudes, and from 
analyses of the dynamics (if divorce. In all studies, women feel that they do 
most of the adjusting in marriage (and some data suggest that that, indeed, is 
correct) and are more likely to feel somewhat abused in the relationship. 

This does not mean, on the other hand,:tltat women are more likely to 
seek an end to the marriage. Indeed the data suggest the opposite, because 
men are less likely to make their marital relationship the center of their lives, 
because they move about far more and establish other relationships that are 
meaningful, and because they can go much further in new and alternative 
emotional relationships without serious criticism or control, men are more 
likely to try to get out of the marriage first. Indeed, it may be suggested that 
they pursue unconSciously or conSCiously a strategy of making themselves 
sufficiently obnoxious (within the limits of permissible or appr.oved conduct 
in their social circle) to the point where women are really convinced the 
marriage should end. 

Although those factors in interaction may generate some hostility on the 
part of the male, they also leave him with some considerable residue of guilt. 
He may engage in violent behavior as an expression of his wish to end the 
relationship, but also feel guilty that he has, as it were, added insult to injury. 
One must suppose that when women finally ,do commit homicide (as, 
doubtless, when they commit assault) they are much more inclined to feel 
that they have been goaded to it and thus feel relatively innocent. That this 
may represent a partial reality may be seen in the fact that husbands are less 
often acquitted than wives. This fact is only a partial confirmation, because 
we must keep ih mind that our society makes an assumption that women will 
in fact be less violent and that only when they have been driven to it will they 
engage in serious attacks on others. The courts are not inclined to view the 
verbal attacks or the nagging of women as an adequate justification for assault 
Dr homicide, though the injured man may feel differently. 1 2 . 

On.e further qualification ought to be introduced here, which also ,has a 
broader application. As noted earlier, far more men commit homicide than do 
women, and more men kill one another than kill women. We have considered 
at several points the factors involved in this differential but Olle more ought 
to be noted, since it bears especially on the problem of the successful act as 
against the assaultive emotion. Specifically, men are technically better 
equipped to kill each other, or to kill women, than are women. The 
differential may be seen in several areas. Men can strike harder, pound for 
pound, than women can. They are far more skilled in the use of all tools, have 
had far more training in combat and body contact sports from their early 
childhood. More of them can shoot accurately. and even own guns. Any 
attack by a woman is much less likely to issue in a court case, even when her 
emotions are as extreme, her urge to destroy as intense, simply because what 
she ooes is futile or ineffective.! 3 . 

A very small part of all homicide is committed by the psychotic. However, 
we should at least note that although the ultimate, fundamental generation of . 
the psychosis cannot be located in the immediate situation where the 
homicide or assault occurred, when psychotics do kill people who have been 
emotionally close to them, the dynamics of target fIxation, and the 
generation of resentment against particular persons is not greatly different 
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from that of ordinary people. Their reactions are sometimes more extreme, 
and laymen read with avidity. the bizarre details of their behavior, but the 
clinical work of the past half century shows all too clearly how similar are the 
psychodynamic patterns of the normal, the neurotic, and the psychotic. 

There are no "murder psychoses." There is no specific psychosis whose 
resolution is inevitably assault-homicide. Doubtless the classic paranoic and 
the paranoid ,schizophrenic are more likely to commit assaults than other' 
categories. Their delusions of reference by which they suppose all sorts of 
unrelated activities by others do aim at them, their sense of great 
self-importance, their feeling of being beletlguered and thus. 'Dften hostile, 
doubtless generates more aggressive feelings. On the oilier hand, this 
aggression often takes the form of self-aggression, and, in any event, the 
dynamics do not specifically aim at aggression per se. 

In any event, although the psychotic may be in error as to who has harmed 
him (if anyone) and who threatens him, and in a technical, legal sense he is 
often held to be not responsible for his crimes, in fact most psychotics do 
know what they are doing when they commit assault or homicide, and have 
(within their own version of reality) the same kinds of justifications for it 
that ordinary people have, when they succumb to the temptation to attack 
their lovers, friends or spouses. And, of course, all the factors that prevent an 
adequate or wise resolution of their life problems are to be found in these 
cases to an even more extreme degree. Those against whom they aggress, 
whether or not they themselves have contributed greatly to the exacerbation 
of the conflict are, in tum, even less capable of the behavior of the mentally 
disturbed person since they simply do not have any relevant clinical 
techniques. 

In this extended analysis of violence between intimates, we began with 
various differences in behavior, by race, sex, class, region an!i relationship 
between offender and victim. These led to a consideration o.f'differences in 
values and in the socialization process, by which those values are inculcated. 
.All of these can be roug.~lycat3gorized. as ways by which differential 
predispositions to violence get generated, a differential willing.ness to use 
violence in a dispute. These different propensities to use violence do increase 
or lower the chances that someone will resort to homicide or a~sault. 

In examining the dynamics through which violence is generated,we were 
turning to various alternatives among which people can choose when they 
engage in disagreements with friends, lovers, and spouses. Those who can 
choose or are helped to choose some of these alternatives are less likely to 
resort to violence. Since assaults of all kinds are more common among the 
young than among older people, we can suppose that experience does teach 
some to opt for other roads than attack. 

At all points in the decision to act, of course, people do .calculate the 
costs, as we have noted gefore. Doubtless few would ever kill if all were 
certain to face a public execution as a result. But that outcome is rare; and 
the press of immediate anger or long-suffering resentment is great. ¥oreover, 
the "costs" of nonviolence include, we saw, many undesirable sequels other. 
than official punishment-degradation, loss of face and honor, continued 
maltreatment and so on. 

In addition it is clear that if one's predisposition to violence is high and if 
one's evaluation of various courses of action different from that of other 
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people, one may therefore be more inclined to rank a violent confrontation 
above most peaceable alternatives. We have continued to explore these 
various differences in evaluation, precisely because they figure as elements in 
the calculus of cost, whether that computation is carried out in the heat of 
rage or alone and slowly in the quiet of the night. 

No kind of analysis can explain adequately why one man kills another, 
while a different person kills no one even under great provocation, but we can 
lay bare some of the factors that create higher or lower chances of violence 
among people of different characteristics as we have been doing. 

To continue our analysis, we must consider at least briefly some of the 
social pressures toward violence, We introduced some of these at an earlier 
stage when we considered the "subcultural" differences among regions or 
even districts of a city, in which a greater or lesser approval of violence could 
be found, and also when we discussed the socialization patterns by which 
people learn the appropriate degree of force to use when answering different 
intensities of -provocation. Implicitly, then, we were pointing to just such 
social pressures, but let us take note of them when they appear in a more 
direct form. 

Everyone as a child has observed the common practice of boys Who egg on 
two of their playmates who are engaged in a hitter quarrel. Often, neither 
would have struck the other had there been first of all no audience and 
secondly if the audience had not attempted to cut out all avenues of retreat. 
Youngsters do this physically by surrounding the two potential combatants; 
they do it socially by taking sides and by articulating clearly the possible loss 
of face or the charge of cowardice if either backs down. If one does back 
down, the group wm taunt him so that everyone learns the costs of retreat. If 
one person strikes the other, the other cannot easily decide to run, in the face 
of so much pressure to do battle. 

In the above paragraph we have deliberately tlsed an innoc~nt vocabulary, 
appropriate to a playground situation in which young children are pushing 
one anotheJ; tlQ.Qut. At a later age, 3JlIil in tougher sections of the city, the 
encounter cM~be lethal. Weapons can be and ·~Ire used from broken bottles to 
zip guns. The two sides can move toward battle that parallels the one between 
the two combatants. These battles take place, as so much research has already 
documented, between gangs in different turfs, or subgroups within the same 
neighborhood. Sometimes they are friends, but of course more often they are 
simply well known to one another but enemies just the same. 

A similar type of social support to assault, even an attack that may lead to 
death occurs when two drinking buddies engage in an antagonistic altercation. 
They ·are not likely to be pressed hard toward violence if they are strangers to 
one another among strangers. On the other hand, when they are close friends 
and other companions are around, the support for violence may become 
relatively strong. To some degree, of course, this is no more than a thirst for 
drama, for excitement. At a deeper psychological level, of course, it is also an 
expression of each person's reservoir of hostility, his de~ire to participate 
vicariously in the striking of blows. To a smaller extent, one or more of the 
group egging the combatants may simply want one or the other to be hurt. 
Whatever their motives, the two antagonists feel the pressure, and see fewer 
alternatives to an attack. . 

Such pressures are, of course, greater in an urban district of high violence. 
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T~estandard~ of 'physical reaction to provocation vary greatly. Two 
middle-cl~ss fnends In a vio~ent alter.cation in a fashionable bar might simply 
walk out In a huff. If they dId not, but seemed to be edging toward-a physical 
~ttack, th~ management would intervene. It is considered unseemly to engage 
In battle In a respectable bar. In a lower class bar the bartender would not 
want the. b~ttle to o~cur within. the bar itself, because his license might be 
threatened, out he lTughtbe qUIte tolerant if the couple moved out to the 
s~reet to "settle" their argument. Similarly, violence in most middle class 
?lfcles, whether between men and women or between friends of the same sex 
IS so frowne? upon that those who commonly express their anger in physicai 
att~ck .are likely to be ostracized. The social pressures are very strong in 
s~bJe~tIng other:> to this kind of violence. Proper people restrict it to 
sItuatIOns when they are alone. 

.We ought also,. however, to keep in. mind that within a given 
neIghborhood, and wIthin a group of friends, one may observe different fields 
of "violence potentiation," i.e., aside from the immediate differential 
?res~ures in different neighborhoods and districts. There are different "fields" 
In dIfferent ar~as and. social circles, which may be expressed by saying that 
even when no Immediate pressures are evident, everyone knows that one or 
more has engaged in some physical battle recently. Much of the gossip is 
about the thre~ts and dangers that are encountered daily. Each person 
observes some vlOlence each day, though often nothing with which the police 
have been concerned. Friends disappear for a few hours or a few days to be 
sewn up ~t the eme:gency clinic or to recover at home from a fight. The 
reverbe:atIOns of !~IS atmosphere of violence may be as pervasive and as 
generatIn? of addItIonal violence, as the immediate social pressures in a 
c,ombat sItu.ation. ~.ving in a ~nd of jungle, men become alert, hypersensitive 
~e provocatIOn,. qUIcK on the tngger? ~wift to retaliate. This affects greatly not 
only the relatIOns between strangers, but the intimate relations 'between 
friends or between men and women who care for one another. 1 4 

... , Again, s~ch a field of potentiation does not mean that everyone engages in 
. battle, b~t It does mean that those who live in it are more likely than others 

- to be aLected by it and a major consequence is the lowering of the 
thresho~d of violence. Each person is less likely to be inhibited in the 
expreSSIOn of his own hostility, to be less restrained in using physical attack 
or counterattack. as ~ way of settling differences. In such an atmosphere, a 
sma~er provocatIOn IS necessary than in others to stimulate individuals to a 
phY~Ical att~ck and, as .aIr.eady noted, this powerful effect may be observed in 
the InteractIOn among IntImates. The same dynamisms operate that have been 
~nalyz~d earlj~r, but wh~n the field of potentiationis especially intense, those 
Gynamlsms will more qUIckly express thel11selves in physical assault. 
, Although we had earlier noted that assault and homicide are more 
common among the lower classes than among middle or upper social strata, 
w,e focused there far more upon the differences in the subculture the 
d~fferences ~n t~e socialization experience. Most treatises that focus on 'class 
?if~er:ences,In vI?lence take note of the fact that the lower class person is less 
InhibIted In his expression of violence (thp,ugh not less constricted 
esycho!(?wcally~, and -is more willing to infer gratification now in exchange 
for a l",)rnewhat surer payoff later. Thus, the middle class person is more 
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likely to calculate correctly the costs of engaging in violence and to avoid it. 
He is taught as a child to disapprove of violence .. 

However, we just took note of a very different type of factor that 
separates the'lower class experience from the middle~ or upper-class pattern, 
which may be characterized as a difference in structural position. We noted, 
for example, that there is much less likely to be a highly. intense field 'of 
potentiation of violence in middle class social strata, and that the social' 
pressures against it are strong, to the point of ostracism against those who 
give vent to their hostilities by physical attack. 

But let us consider a few additional differences in structural position. A 
fundamental difference in the class position of the lower social strata is that 
they have far fewer alternative sources of pleasures or contentment. Essayists 
have long attempted to praise the virtues oflower class and rural life, pointing 
to harmony, quiet, lower aspirations, the serenity of limited horizons and so 
on. It is notable that few such essayists join the lower strata or their rural 
cousins and Benjamin Franklin long ago expressed his skepticism about that 
argument, by wondering why so many writers spent energy on proving the, 
virtues of poverty: surely if the advantages were so obvi~us, one w:oul~ need 
no additional argument. 
, However, we .need not argue the relative contentment of people in 

different classes, though the empirical data do support the common sense 
suspicion that to be rich is better than to be poor. All that ,we are 
emphasizing is that when the relations between intimates become somewhat 
painful or a festering sore, usually both participants do have a wider range of 
alternative sources of pleasure from the theater to being warm in their 
apartments; from the sensuous delight in a well-cut coat to the fascination of 
travel. Granted, these do not give happiness, but they do drain away some 
part of the anger and hurt in the intimate relationship. 

Similarly, the lower class person has far fewer resources 'with which to 
achieve his aims, whether in an intimate relationship or ip jnteraction with 
outsiders. He has less prestige, money, and power so that his sense of 
frustration and bitterness are greater than a member of the middle classes. 
One consequence is, of course, that when an additional frustration oc(\prs in 
his intimate relations, he may.feel tempted to displace them onto even a 
person he cares about. The lower class father brings home far more hurt than 
does the middle class father and sometimes those about him suffer from it. 

These resources also permit greater independence within the middle and 
upper social, strata. Individuals can move about more freely, make far more 
decisions that do not depend so intimateJy upan their friends or spouses. 
Although it is a common observation that everyone feels poor in all social 
stratu, the objective differences remain, and are not erased by the higher 
standards of consumption towards the high~r social strata. Spouses can 'take 
vacations separately from one another, whother these ar,e only a few hours of 
shopping in pleasant stores or some days ~.t a resort. 

Another important d~fference to be included here, although it derives 
ultimately from the different socializ?tion experience in different classes: the 
development of a wider range of peaceful techniques for dealing with 
disputes. The middle and upper strata lire far more articulate, and indeed, 
much of their school training is a;irned.in that direction r The differences inIQ 
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between lower social strata and middle strata are not great, but the 
differences in verbal skills are substantial. The middle-class child is taught far 
more intensively to mediate, to talk out difficulties, to suggest or initiate 
alternative arrangements for alternative role relationships. Where the lower 
class husband and wife ar~ typically relatively inarticulate in their sexual 
relationship, so that neither may know the other is dissatisfied,:except in a 
vague way, middle-class couples are much more likely to discuss their sexual 
problems openly and to utilize both counseling advice and sexual manuals for 
achieving a better adjustment. Middle class households are much more likely 
to read about, to discuss and use the latest psychological advice ori how to get 
along with one another. 

Thus, even aside from· a greater inhibition in matters of violence and a 
higher evaluation of nonviolence in intimate relations, the middle and upper 
social strata have far more rules of manners, civility, avoidance, escape and ,-. 
discussion available to them in their habit structure that will mitigate 
somewhat the normal hostilities that grow out of their intimate disputes. 

A final structural difference overlaps with a§omewhat peripheral topic 
that should be discussed at this point: The role of police in disputes between 
intimates. Although this topic will reappear briefly in the later section on 
policy recommendations, it is relevant at this point too. The effect of the 
police is multiplex, but in at least two ways it increases the frequency of 
violence between intimates. 

The most obvious effect has been noted for well over a generation. 
Although middle and upper class people are much less likely to be arrested, 
and will be treated more gently if they are arrested, this large generalization 
must be qualified in several ways. In a street dispute between an obviously 
lower class man, especially a Negro and a white man in a middle class 
neighborhood, the~ chances are high that if anyone is alrrested, it will be the 
Negro. The police are much firmer in protecting the lives and homes of 
middle class people than lower class people. 

On the other hand, in part because in lower class districts there is so much 
violence, and so much near-violence the police take a somewhat lenient 
attitude toward anything short of real injuty. Moreover, serious assaults and 
even homicides are not likely to be punished as severely, in part because such 
events are usually shown in court to be the outcome of an altercation in 
which both sides contributed considerably. The pOlice feel surrounded by a 
considerable amount of potential violence, and feel that they cannot stem the 
tide fully. All that they can do is to control the most obvious manifestations. 
To that extent, then the police exhibit a somewhat more permissive attitude 
toward violence in lower class areas, so that the inhabitants are less likely to 
take as seriously the legal consequences of physical aggression. This 
permissiveness extends, of course, to violence between husband and wife, 
lovers, and close friends. 

In addition, in lower class areas, a high percentage of the population feels 
angry toward the police as representatives of exploitation, as people who are 
physically ~hreatening, as sources of further degradation and insult. Both 
Negroes and whites, but' especially Negroes, feel the insults of the social 
system as frequently coming through the harsh voice, strong arm, and blazing 
revolver or the policeman. One consequence is that the relations between men 
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and women and between close friends of the same sex (but especially men) 
carry a heavier emotional burden. They must console mor~, ~e more ~ffect~ve 
in redressing the emotional imbalances of the day, than snnilar relatIons~ps 
among the middle or upper social strata. It is not necessary to over-emphaSIZe 
the role of the policeman in engendering hostility that is carried to intimate 
relations, but far too many personal accounts of life in lower class districts 
have expressed this theme, to ignore it here.~ . ~ . . 
. It should also be added, that one further ~onsequence of thIS complex 
linkage is the high chance that policemen tremselves may at t~es bear .the 
brunt of this greater hostility, when they are. called upon to m!ervene m a 
dispute between husband and wife, lover and mistress or close fnends: When 
the outbreak becomes violent because the sense of wrong has nsen to 

. intolerable levels, and a policeman is called, the overflowing anger may be 
displaced onto the policeman. Indeed in one re~ent report, it is asserted that 
"one of every five policemen killed in the line of duty dies trying to break up 
a family fight.,,15 . . 

Commonly in a family dispute, one or both of the antagonIsts WIll turn on 
the policeman, eager to show that at least in that encounter he can c?~e out 
honorably, though he has failed in doing so within the m~re mt~ate. 
relationship. The policeman is an especially fine target, bec~u~e ~n Amenca~ 
society, he is likely to be cast in the role of a local, unoffIctaljudge. He IS 
called upon to settle minor disputes, calm .down combatants" to stop 
bloodshed, and to the extent that he prefers (as the society wants him to 
prefer) to soothe and mollify rather than lo~k up people, he may well 
antagonize one or both disputants. In endeavormg to calm d~wn an angered 
husband, the policeman may attempt to overpower or dorrun~te ~hen t.he 
husband has reached the end of his ability to bear any more dorrunatIon, WIth 
the result that. the policeman's life may be in danger-and, of course, a greater 
chance that one of the combatants will be killed. 

A complete analysis of violence between intimates should includ~ th~ case 
of forcible rape, but we shall deal with it only briefly here, and ~nmarily to 
clarify a few elements in its dynamics. Most people can em~athIze to $o~e 
degree with ordinary assault, because they can remember then o_wn angers m 
the past, though perhaps most would deny that their rage w.as m~rderously 
intense. Almost all men have participated in assault at some tIme, If only as a 
child. Few men would admit, at least ill ordinary conversation with friends, 
that they had attempted rape at some time in the past. Indeed, understanding 
of the case is hampered somewhat by the usual stereotype of the rapist, who 
is pictured as a sex-crazed pervert who waylays a lone and innocent woman 
on a deserted street, and then drags her into a dark alley. The term "s~x 
offender" covers a wide variety of extremely different cases, from chIld 
molesters and fetishists to relatively ordinary heterosexual males. 

~ Inihe United. States, forcible rape is an urban phenomenon, with an 
overrepresentation of Negroes, lower class whites, the young, a~d those who 
live in districts characterized by a high frequency of vIOlence. The 
overwhelming percentage of rapes are intraracial. Contrary to most white 
peers, the victims of rape are mostly Negro girls. Althou~ s~udies report 
somewhat different 'percentages, something like half of the VIctIms had some 
prior association with the offenders.16 As Amir has shown, in approximate~y 
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half of the cases, actual force was not used to subdue the victim, though of 
course, a mixture of seductive words and threats make that category 
somewhat empty} 7 

If we confine ourselves to the cases of rape between intimates, we 
confront first of all great gaps in information, for obvious reasons. Violence 
itself is a continu~m, ranging from a mere push through serious verbal threats, 
to the use of kmves, clubs, and guns. And though rape is by definition a 
completed act, various degrees of approach to it do occur, from being forced 
by superior strength to submit to mere petting, to being subjected to various' 
kinds of sexual humiliation. A substantial but unknown percentage of women 
have at least experienced a forceful attempt by some male to press her toward 
sexual intimacy. In two studies done on the college campus in the 1950s, for 
example, about one-fifth reported some forceful attempt at intercourse and 6 
to 9 percent reported that someone they had dated had used· "violence or 
menacing threats or coercive infliction of physical pain" in order to achieve 
sexual intercourse. ls 

Various studies have asked men whether they have committed various 
delinquencies in the past, and a substantial minority admit an attempt to use 
some force in an erotic situation. . 

It should be remembered that these college girls form a sample of women 
who are least likely to be aggressed against, so that their report is a minimum 
percentage. We would suppose that a random sample of lower class girls 
would report a much higher percentage of such experience. 

In. Amir's study, apprOximately one-third of the forcible rapes that were 
actually reported were committed by close neighbors, close friends, or 
boyfriends, family friends or family relatives. Whether one should, within the 
context of the present analysis r,::onsider all of these "intimates" is not clear 
but the. figur~s do suggest a substantial minority of cases in this category.19' 

A substantiaipercentage of actual rape remains unreported, and especially 
that between intimates, sin.ce in the majority of instances, the rape was 
preceded. by at least some stages of erotic intimacy. And, of course, as young 
men have complained in court, at least some charges of rape are false, since 
there was consent first, and then a later denial of consent. 

Because a real sample is difficult to obtain, and because most analyses are 
confined to police and court records, it is difficult to probe deeply into the 
motivational patterns of rape between intimates. However, a few points seem 
clear enough. beyond those noted above. One is that the cases seem to fall 
primarily into two large cases, those of multiple rape (pair rape or group rape) 
~rtd rape by a single person. IIi the former instance, intimacy is less likely but 
m more than half of these cases, the victim had at least some prior contact 
with the offenders and in a small number of cases had actually been intimate. 
Very common is the factor of trying to persuade the girl, with the support of 
some intimidation or threat,_ to have relations with a friend as well, or a 
"bargain~' is made by which the girl is told that if she SUblF~its to one boy, the 
others will not rape her-a bargain which is typically violated. 

These cases are in.teresting in their own right, but primarily as part of the 
general ~yndrome of multiple rape, which has been relatively little analyzed., 
though It may well represent, as Amir argues, over two-fifths of all cases of 
rape. More relevant .to our -explorations are the instances of rape between 
people who are steady dates, close friends, or at least persons with whom the 
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victim could suppose herself reasonably safe. Unlike the m~1tiple rape 
situations which are overwhelmingly planned, these are most lIkely to be 
rapes by ~ single person, and the victim is typically not transporte~ fro,? oI.le 
place to another. Instead the rapist simply takes. a~vantage of a s~tuatlOn m 
his own or the victim's residence, or while on a date m an automobile. . 

Most of these cases occur in a social structure in which there is ~o shorta~e 
of females, so that sex ratio is not a serious factor in the generatIon of . this 
offense. Moreover, there is no reason to suppose that such men are espeCIally 
perverted in their psychodynamics, or are unable to obtain sexual favors by 
ordinary seduction.. _ . ., 

They do, however ,enter the situation with a set o~ underst~n~mgs :whIch ~s 
at least widespread in lower class areas. One of thlese IS the prmciple IS that If 
anyone has a duty to control the situation, it is the female's alone. The m~le 
is permitted to go as far as she will permit. If her permission extends very far, 
then it is her responsibility. . 

There is the further principle, widely shared by most males, that women 
are to be exploited if possible. Part of the code of Machismo, t~e intense 
glorification of specifically male characteristics, such as courage m battle, 
recklessness, independence of family ties, ,etc., is a co?tempt for female 
characteristics and a philosophy that urge!> the use of women as a mere 
instrument of' pleasure. To be dependent on a. woma.n, a~d especially to sh?w 
her tenderness and consideration because she deselves It as a human bemg 
rather than because it is a useful device for overcoming her resistance, is 
thought to be foolish. It is taken for granted among such men that women are: 
trying to tame their men, trying to catch them in the toils of matrimony, and 
indeed they have good reason to believe that. 

It is also a principle of lower class male society (~nd increasinlPy at .all 
levels of American society) that sexual intercourse IS expected. If datm& 
continues. With each successive date, the male will try to go as far as he can, 
and will judge the dating series to be a failure if ther~ i.s ~o progression 
toward full sexual intercourse. Any previous stage of erotIc mtImacy mllst h.e 
followed by a forward step. The male is likely to feel cheated and betnt,yed If 
there is a backward step and ind~ed is not likely to continue dating, unless he 
actually falls in love seriously, or persuades the girl to engage in. sexu~l 
relations with him. Needless to say, the establishment of a s~xual relatIOnship 
mayor may not mean real intimacy. Hi~ aim was to exploit, not t~ becom.(~ 
involved. Within his group of male friends, he would assert, WIth. therr 
approval, that he owes her nothing, and feeis no need to continue the sexual 
relationship if l?e has better alternatives. . . 

This set of values and treatise positions is supported by male fnends; m 
their gossip and philosophic exchanges about girls and it also occurs in a 
milieu in which-as we have analyzed at some length-violence is .common. 
Men should not be as violent toward women as toward men but mainly 
because it is not necessary: they are much weaker. - , 

It is meaningless for th\~ stem moralist t~ a~gue that the yo~n? ~oman 
should not get herself into that situation to begin with, beca.use It IS m such 
situations that most raped girls live. Moreover, we are talking only of ~he 
situations in which a previously intimaterel(!tionship existed, so that the 
young woman had at least some reason to suppose that the dan~er was lo~. 

Here, however, we enter a most murlcy set of patterns .. Most ll1J.portant IS 
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the problem of communication If . 
even visit a close. friend at her h~useYou.~~ ~e~ enter a datIng situation, or 
likely that he will interpret aIm t ,WI su.c a set of understandings, it is 
Moreover, he is also likely to be~~ any a~qU1ehscence .as a signal to proceed. 
"cheated." me angIy w en he IS blocked: he is being 

Still more important, in his ex erien f . . 
technique for getting his way and nP t I ~e,. ~rce IS an almpst legitimate 
admit that they could obtai~ sex 01 e:s Wit women. Few would wish to 
levels, from fraternity hoys and' ~n Y ;rough force, but men at all class 
can brag from time to time that ~~e eg~1: ootb~ll player~ to ghetto dwellers, 
date, especially when they could d y uuet t bit of f?rclblf;l persuasion on a 
violence was more commonly used 

0 ~ sa e~. ~n Amu's cases, it is clear that 
with whom he had a fairly close re~ /n ~mg ~ person raped some woman 
This is partly an artifact f a IO~S p, t an one who was a stranger. 
otherwise permitted an 'o~erco.urse, ~~ce the very. intimacy would have 
frustrated. WIse or mary seductIOn had it not been 

However, common in such situation' " . 
communicate Be <". • S IS a recIprocal failure to 
friendship or' affe:~:,gth:I~a::efe~f:~ar: hPleasantries and exchanges of 
hopes that her apparent unwillin e aL e ~an go fu~ther, and at least 
an effort toward appearing "res::c::b~~ ~n!~~ I~hsexual mtercourse is only 

::i~:~at thei~ previous relationship established ean :g:e~~n~p~~~~~t i~o t~~~ 
male, i~ ~~~~:t~~~;~s, h:~e:s ~::ui~ 1:at her rejectio~ will be accepted. The 
ultimately successful the mutu l' uses a modIcum of force, and is 
to forget thi t' a enjoyment will persuade her to relent and 

s emporary unpleasantness I ddi' , 
struggle itself is likely t~ be not 1 . 1J

h 
a bon, of cou. rse, the very 

AI on y somew at e T t h 
very excitement persuades him that the . 1 f 1 ~CI. mg 0 t . e male, but its 
may be said that the sex al " gIr ee s SImIlar emotIOns. Indeed, it 
difficult for someone w~o f:~~e:tsee~~!f~ most projec~ive of all drives: it is 
does not reCiprocate at all. unger to belIeve that that person 

Consequently the patt f ' .. , erns 0 commumcatIOn cou led 'th th adequate techniques for defle f th ..' P. WL-_-.e.1ack of 
violence and even brutality ca:

ng e.:;g~SSIOn, m~y well lead to still more 
episodes is a strongly aggressive ~~~ WI . e ~ape Itself. Pervasive in' such 
class sexuality, but possibly to ent, which .IS freq.uently a factor in lower 
seduction. We need not pursue th~on:e extent III .a high ~ercentage of male 
except to note the extent to w~chchodrna~cs of this aggressiveness far 
frustration as well as leas '. , rna es VIew females as sources of 
!rive who balk the p t ure, as persons who refuse to give what is so easy to 
0"' , spon aneousexpress' f . 
pattern has its own roots' th IOn 0 ap?etI~e-andj of course, this 
experiences with the mother

m 
h e mufch earlIer mfant and childhood 

" 1" . " w 0 so requently appears in h' t . ana yses as a Source of emotional fulfilll t th . psyc Ia nc . men at was demed. 

NEED FOR DATA 

Throughout the foregOing a l' h' ., 
p~ucity of data. Most stUdies ~lsl.s ~e . ave made many references to the 
confined lar el t.. ffi . .VIO ence ~~ .hampered because they are 
to the otfe;de~ a~ .~ pl~:~ r.ec~~ds, anld the crnrun010gist has had little access 
" .... " mIme c ose to the offense itself. For obvious 

I 
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reasons, most offenders do not care to expose the details of their crimes to 
outsiders:. especially prior to th,e trial. Interviewing prisoners fills only part of 
this gap, because the events occurred so far back in time that the individual 
has lost many details and in any event has managed to fabricate a consistent 
story from what may have been a set of confused events. The sample of 
prisoners~ in any event, omits a high but unknown percentage of violent 
confront~ltions between intimates, especially when they were assaults that 
were not reported to police. Thus the sample itself is likely to be biased. 

Most jimportant, of course~ is the lack of systematic interviewing of both 
offender and victim. In homicide'this is a natural gap, but considerable light 
would be th,rown on the cases of assault if both could be systematically 
interview~d. 

Such data would be especially useful in obtaining a better understanding 
Qfprocess: the dynamics by which such aggressive acts are generated, whether 
they end as .homicide, assault, or rape. Process must include not only a 
specific act of violence, but also a longitudinal collection of data on 
successiv() confrontations, many of which were not violent in themselves, in 
that they did not include physical assault, but many of which threatened 
violence and did over time contribute to its generation. We do know that a 
high percentage of offenders have previously been guilty of some assaultive 
acts against either their fast victim or other people. It would be useful to' 
know the pattern of generation in those successive acts, as well as the gradual 
process by which violence became an accepted mode of procedur~for dealing 
with others. 

Most .important, we need wider samples of people who live within the 
same millleu, but whQ h~~ii-enot participated in such acts of violence either as 
victims or as offenders. OU!! present sociological and psychological tools do 
lead us to the areas and situations in which violence among intimates is more 
likely, hut these are crude devices, that permit only the most general 
statememts. We cannot chart either the psychodynamic characteristics or the 
social patterns that lead to violence, other than the most general of factors. 
Thus we need larger, more .!epresentative samples so that we can examine 
more pre:cisely the differences between those who engage in violence and 
those who manage to avoid it within similar social structures. 

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS 

It seems worthwhile, after this small scale exploration of violence among 
intimates, to comment briefly on policy recommendations. Much violence 
occurs between intimates, but it is hardly sensible to recommend that people 
not enter intimate relations. Many men and women are killed in bedrooms, 
just as most people eventt~any die in bedrooms, but it seems this statistical 
fact· cannot be the basis bf a policy recommendation that we all avoid 
bedrooms. 

We can, however, make a few suggestions. Not all of them can be easily 
implemented, and some can be implemented only by changing the society 
radically, but all of them deserve some attention. " 

P~rhaps, since our earlier comments suggested that the total effect of the 
poljc:e is likely to' exacerbate the amount of violence between intimates, we 

. might begin with this important subgroup of our society. Here, on~ importa.nt 
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policy recommendation can be made briefly, since it has been put into effect 
in one city, New York. 

Here the Police Department has set up, under the training supervision of a 
psychological center, a police unit whose specific task is to intervene in 
dangerous family quarrels in upper west Harlem. As against the gloomy 
comment from the Federal Bureau of Investigation that one of every five 
policemen killed in the line of duty was attempting to stop a family fight, the 
Family Crisis Intervention Unit in the 30th Precinct has not sustained any 
injuries at all in its first 15 months of operation, during which it has 
intervened in more than 1,000 individual crises.2 0 

Since policemen are in fact called to intervene in the entire range of 
domestic quarrels, and indeed in most quarrels among intimates that end in 
violence, it would seem the part of wisdom to train policemen to handle such 
problems more effectively. 

Our earlier analysis of the dynamics of violence between intimates 
suggested the kind of emphasis necessary in police intervention: showing 
respect for the combatants; avoiding any show of force; de escalating the 
anger by informality, listening to both sides and discussing with sympathy the 
arguments on both sides; conceding explicitly the man's masculinity; 
permitting both antagonists to talk out their problem at length, suggesting 
alternative solutions; etc. 

A more obvious policy recommendation that has been so widely discussed 
within the past year, that little addition seems necessary: strong gun controls. 
By now the data are relatively obvious, although those who wish to continue 
present American practice have hardly budged in their intransigence. Here the 
cultural complexities are great and the difficulty of persuading people, to give 
up their guns is great, but eVery serious analysis shows that a reduction of gun 
ownership would substantially reduce the rate of homicide. 21 

It is difficult to make precise estimates, because it is not known how many 
homicides were committed out of previously worked out and steady intent. It 
seems unlikely that more than a very small percentage of homicides between 
intimates would fall into that ca~~gory; so that one would expect gun control 
to have more effect upon thi~'\ category than of ti1.e ,~ider category of 
homicide. These, after all, include 'gang killings, insurance IJ;Jurders, etc. 

'However, the substantial elimination of especially hand guns would have a ( 
further effect that is rigorously predictable from sociological theory, although! 
a numerical estimate cannot be made. Without question, the reduction ot 
hand guns in the nation would deescalate the atmosphere of violence, just o,s 
the gradual ~limination of guns from the hands of police would do so. Her,e, 
w.e return to the comments made earlier about the social potentiation)of 
VIOlence-the creation of an atmosphere in which each person is subject;; to 
some threat and thus prepares himself for that threat. The existence of an 
intense field of violence in Southern cities creates a lower threshold to 
violence and a greater desire to carry or own hand guns, but since everyone 
knows that a. high percentage of others do carry such guns, they have a 
reciprocal effect upon that field. The simple,¥nowledge that other p~opleare 
ar~ed persuades some that they should be equally forearmed, and equally 
qUIck to protec~ themselves. The obVious so~ial consequence, which is only 
common sense, lsthat the tools of violence increase the potential for violence 
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not oniy directly (since more people can kill) but also by generating a higher 
tension and anxiety, and a greater readiness for violence. 

Much more utopian would be the recommendation that a concerted 
attempt be made to introduce in American child-rearing practices a, greater 
concern with peaceful modes of solving disputes and confrontations. Tho}lgh 
somewhat utopian, it should be kept in mind that American parents have over 
the years actually changed their (.,;hild rearing practices in part, to conform 
with expert opinion, and over the last decade this pattern has extended 
increasingly beyond the middle classes to the lower social strata. At the 
present time, insufficient attention is paid to the problem, and parents merely 
yell at their children harshly to "stop fighting!" It seems especially 
worthwhile at this point in our history to urge the inclusion of peaceable 
techniques of social interaction, ,since so many confrontations are occurring 
in which a large number of issues are labeled as "nonnegotiable"; force is 
viewed as a legitimate tool for blocking others; many groups deny the right of 
others to be respected; and so on. It seems very likely that we are entering 
upon an era in which there will be more violent confrontations than in the 
past. Consequently, though our primary concern here is with the reduction of 
violence belween intimates,and we have suggested some of the patterns 
which ought explicitly to be made part of the socialization experience of a 
c:hild for dealing with such battles: in fact, such a childhood training would 
be salutary for issues and problems outside those arising in intimate 
relationships. 

Far more fundamental, however, and of course far more difficult, is the 
suggestion that if we really wish to reduce violence between intimates or 
violence generally, we must reduce the frequency and intensity of insults that 
the social system pays to the members of the lower classes, both white and 
Negro and especially Negro. We have taken note of the structural differences 
by class, the different childhood experiences, the dissimilarities in value 
pattern, and the great likelihood that some disadvantages, the degradation 
and humiliation suffered especially by Negroes in our society will be 
displaced onto intimate relations. Far too great a burden is placed on such 
relations in the lower class. They cannot discharge all the hostility that is 
generated by the daily experiences; they cannot generate enough consolation 
to redress the emotional im~~alance created by the hurts that come from the 
society. The much higher divorce rate among the lower classes is in part a 
function of the intolerable 'burden that such marriages are forced to carry. 
The Negro male cannot act as an ad,equate role model for his S0115, because 
they see all too clearly that it is not re.spected. 

Space does not permit us here to present an organized plan for 
restructuring our society toward the e'nd of paying more respect to the lower 
classes, toward incorporating Negroes, into full membership in the society, 
though. in other works I am indeed,pursuing that problem. However, from our 
earlier analysis of the dynamic8 of violence among intimates, and of the 
structural position of those who occupy the lower social strata, it seems likely 
that the frequency of viol~l1ce between intimates would be reduced if this 
policy recommendation were to be put into effect. 
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APPENDIX 20 

BIOLOGICAL BASES OF SOCIAL 
BEHAVIOR WITH SPECIFIC REFERENCE 

TO VIOLENT BEHA VIOR 
.By Gerald E. McClearn * 

A FRAME OF REFERENCE 

Introd.uction 

The purpose of this report is to provide an integrated frame of reference in 
terms of which information concerning the biological bases and consequences 
of aggressive and violent behavior can be assessed. ' 

The causes of aggression are currently being examined with an 
unprecedented vigor, impelled by the urgency of many of our contempory 
social problems. The social, behavioral, and biological sciences are all 
concerned with this evaluation, and the data and concepts from their domains 
are being invoked in the attempt to understand the causes of violence. 
Unfortunately, a residual from the old nature-nurture controversy impedes 
the exchange of ideas an<:l concepts among these various disciplines. There 
often appears to be among social scientists an implicit (and sometimes 
explicit) feeling that any point conceded to biological factors is one point less 
for social and environmental factors. This attitude reflects a dichotomous 
Y!~~,_o~~eh~viora1»> determination that is as unwarranted as it is widespread. 
There is no merit in the old proposition that pits "n2Jure" against "nurture" 
as logically'incompatible forces. The factors and processes that constitute the 
domain of the biological scientist interact continuously with those of the 
social scientist, and the first part of this report will be concerned with 
outlining a generalized conceptual model that integrates these diverse casual 
factors. This model is relevant to all behavioral characteristics, not just to 
those with violent or aggressive aspects, and in elucidating the model it may 
be necessary from time to time to cite examples of non-aggressive behavior or 
even of physical traits in order to make a point. 

For our present purposes we may regard the classical gene as the basic 
biological unit, and thus our starting point. 

*Institute for Behavioral Genetics, University of Colorado, Boulder, Colo. 
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Genotype and Phenotype 

At the simplest analytical level one may study the relationship between 
the genetic makeup (genotype) of the individual and a given trait of the 
individual (phenotype). Differences in the genotype are related to differences 
in the phenotype, but the relationship is not always a straightforward one. In 
the simplest case the relevant genetic basis of the particular phenotype will 
consist of a single pair of genes. It is important to note that reference is to 
paired genes. In organisms that reproduce sexually, an individual receives a 
gene from one parent and a partner of that gene from the other parent. These 
partner genes are basically alike but they may differ somewhat in detailed 
function. These different possible forms or states of the same genes are 
described as alleles. For some genes there are many different allelic states. For 
our immediate purposes, we may confine our attention to the simpler 
situation in which there are only two allelic forms. Let us represent one allele 
by {j}, another by O. Then, since each individual has two, we can have three 
different genotypes: {j}{i},{i}0, and 00. As a matter of terminology note that the 
first and third genotype shown contain identical alleles. This condition is 
referred to as homozygosis. When the genotype consists of two different 
alleles, the condition is referred to as heterozygosis. 

A number of types of relationships between genotype and phenotype can 
exist. Perhaps the classical form is illustrated in Fig. 1. The phenomenon of 
dominance is displayed in this situation, in that the heterozygote {j}0 is just 
like the homozygote {i}{j}, and both of these are different from the 
homozygous 00. This type of outcome was the one that Mendel investigated, 
and it waS the starting point for all of the subsequent developments in the 
field of genetics. 

This particular type of gene action is not the only possible one, however. 
In some cases the heterozygote is located exactly intermediate to the two 
homozygotes, and one speaks of additive gene action. In other cases, the 
heterozygote is between the homozygotes in phenotypic value but not 
exactly halfway between. In this circumstance, one refers to partial 
dominance. . A requirement for investigating this type of situation is that the 
phenotype must be capable of subdivision into clearly definable groups, and 
unambiguou~ assignment of all the individuals under study to one of these 
groups must be possible. 

There are several examples of behavioral characteristics that are influenced 
in this classical Mendelian way. Perhaps the best known example is that of 
phenylketonuria, in which homozygotes for the recessive allele of the gene 
are mentally retarded, unless dietary therapy is undertaken soon after birth. 
Another behavioral trait under single gene control is the ability to taste 
phenylthiocarbamide (PTC). For approximately 30 percent of the population, 
PTC isa tasteless compound. People who find it so are homozygous for a 
recessive allele of the gene. Heterozygotes and homo zygotes for the 
alternative allele of the gene find PTC to be a bitter substance. 

Quantitative Inheritance 

For most behavioral traits of interest, the genetic determinants are more 
complex than in the situation just described. For traits which are not capable 
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of dichotomous or trichotomous classification, but which are continuously 
distributed, many genes may cooperate in influencing the trait. These 
relationships are illustrated in a very simplified manner in Fig. 2. This diagram 
shows six gene pairs on the left exerting influence in various combinations on 
three behavioral traits, BI, B'2, and B3, on the right. The interconnecting lines 
trace the paths of influence from gene.to phenotype. There are two aspects of 
this diagram that require particular emphasis. In the first place it should be 
noted' that each of the separate behavior patterns are shown as being 
influenced by ~evera1 genes. This situation is sometimes described as multiple 
factor or polygenic inheritance. A complementary feature of this model is 
that many gene pairs have influence on more than one behavioral trait. This is 
called pleiotropy. One consequence of these two characteristics of 
quantitative inheritance is that some traits will bec.orrelated. by virtue' of 
having 'subsets of determinant genes in common. In the partIcular example 
shown, 6 genes of a single individual are displayed. The ~opmost set are 
shown as homozygous, 00, the second pair as ,heterozygous, 80, and so on. 
Other individuals could possess quite different combinations of alle~es of 
these genes. Any difference in the allelic composition of any gene paIr can 
potentially give rise to changes in several phenotypes. Considering only these 
six gene pairs, it is easy to see the potential for individuality which is resident 
in. such a system. In view of estimates that the number of genes in man is on 
the order of 10 to 100,000, the scope for genetic individuality is seen to be 
truly staggering. ' 

One of the most important points to be made concerning quantitative 
genetics is the necessity for such individuality. The term :'necessity" in this 
context has two meanings. The first is that the evolutIOnary process has 
depended and continues to depend absolutely. upon t~~ existe~ce .. of 
genetically controlled variability within the populatIOn. Hereditary vanabili~y 
has thus been the basis and the sine qua non of the development of the whole 
phylogenetic scale. This point will be explored in some more detail later. The 
second meaning is that our reproductive process inevitably generates 
variability and uniqueness. This can be illustrated, again in another simplified, 
way, by Fig. 3. This diagram shows the genotypes, with respect to three gene 
pairs of a male and of a female. The sex cells or gametes that they are capable 
of generating are shown on the top and side margin, and t~e genotypes of the 
offspring that this couple would be able to generate are III the body of the 
diagram. The process of gamete formation operates in such a fashion as to 
draw one allele of each pair randomly, and independently of the selection of 
any other gene pair. (There are some restrictions on this independence, which 
needn't concern us for present purposes.) Of the 16 cells in the table, each of 
which describes the genotype of the offspring that would result from fusion 
of the indicated gametes, 12 are unique combinations. Thus the two 
combinations represented by the genotypes of the parents are capable of 
generating many different combinations. Again, the scope for generation of 
variability can be easily imagined by considering the situation that would 
pertain to hundreds or thousands of genes. Indeed, this mechanism for 
creating individuality is so effective that every human being (excepting those 
who have identical twins) is a unique and non-repeatable event, genetically 
speaking. . 

These points have basic and fundamental implications for some 
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assumptions of contemporary social and behavioral sciences. In one form or 
another, the tabula rasa doctrine has profoundly influenced the approach of 
social-behavioral sciences to their subject matters. If it is assumed that 
environment is all important as a determinant, it is necessary that the 
organism be born as 3. "blank slate," and. one blank slate is pretty much like 
any other blank slate. Therefore, the application of any particular 
environmental variable should have the same consequence for all individuals. 
When this ideal result is not obtained, the differences are often regarded to be 
a type of «error." The foregoing material should make it clear that, far from 
being error, variability is a basic and-fundrunental biological fact o(life, and' 
the inevitable consequence of sexual reproduction. Far from being born alike, 
each individual is different from each other, and some of the most exquisite 
biological processes occur during gamete formation to guarantee that this is 
so. 

The Mechanisms of Gene Action 

The picture that has been presented of quantitative inheritance must now 
be further amplified. The straight lines of influence corlnecting genotype and 
phenotype must be replaced by an interacting network such as that shown in 
Fig. 4. This diagram attempts to represent the fact that the genes exert their 
influence through pathwa).rs that consist of the organ systems of the body and 
the functioning of these organ systems. The initial pathway from each gene 
pair is shown to be a short one giving rise to what mig..1.t be called the primary 
gene product. These short arrows therefore can be regarded as representing 
the' process of transcribing the genetic information carried in the DNA 
molecule of which the gene is composed onto RNA molecules which 
subsequently are involved in the determination of the specificity of an 
enzyme. The enzymes· are the organic catalysts without which the 
physiological functioning of the body would immediately halt. The processes 
of digestion, of nervom:system conduction, of dark adaption of the retina, of 
muscular contraction, of urine foona.tion-all of these and all the rest of the 
functions that comprise the living organism are dependent, at some stage, 
upon the functioning of enzymes. Different genotypes result in different 
enzymes, and thus influence the efflciency of these biochemical processes. As 
the figure illustrates, these processes, interact with each other. The end 
product of one reaction may be utilized in another reaction, accumulation of 
some products can exert an inhibitory influence on the process that produced 
them, and so on. In such .a network, a deficiency at one point can have 
widespread ramifications. A case in point is the condition of phenylketonuria 
mentioned .earlier. Homozygous recessives produce a deficient form of the 
ehzyme phenylalanine hydroxylase which is involved in the metabolism of 
phenylalanine, an amino acid found in most of the food we.eat, to tyrosine. 
In .the normal individual this metabolism is accomplished at an appropriate 
rate and tyrosine is then utilized in subsequent reactions. Lacking an active 
'(:lllzyme, individuals with phenylketonuria accumulate vast quantities of 
phenylalanine and a variety of metabolic· products which result from the' 
"overflow" of this excess into -alternative biochemical pathways. Some of 
these metabolic products are seriously detrimental to the developing nervous 
system, and result ultimately in mental retan;lation, if untreated. This is, 
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incidentally, no isolated case. A number of other aminoacidurias are now 
known which have similar features. ' 

The key point to be emphasiZed from this discussion is that anatomical 
structure and physiological and biochemical processes constitute the routes 
through which genes influence behavior. This fact has sometimes been 
misunderstood, and the effects of genes are sometimes discussed as though 
they were mystical and non corporeal. ' 

The Interaction of Genes and Environment 

At this point it is necessary to incorporate environment into our model. 
Fig. 5 is an elaboration of Fig. 4, with the addition of numerous arrows in the 
system at various points in the sequence from genes to behavior. It is in 
this regard that the modern perspective on genetic and environmental 
determinants differs from that which was often encountered in the heyday of 
the nature-nurture controversy. Nature and nurture are now seen as 
cooperating sets of forces that interact continuously. In this context it is also 
important to understand the breadth of the definition of environment. 
Genetic influence is definable as resulting from the information that is coded 
in the DNA molecules. All else is environmental. Thus, the nature of the 
cytoplasm of the cell is an environmental influence just as surely as are extra 
organismic factors such as the physical stimuli impinging upon the sense 
organs,of the peer group, or the social. milieu. 
. One of the best illustrations of the fact that questions. concerning the 
nnportance of genetics cannot be answered without ',~nvifonmental 
specifications, and vice versa, is provided by the now c1assicalwork of Krafka 
as described by Hogben (1933). The phenotype under discussion was·the 
number of eye facets in the eye of Drosophila (the fruit fly that has been 
such a useful research tool for genetics). Two different genetic differences 

_ w~re investig~ted, one called "low bar" and the other called "ultra bar." Two 
different environmental circumstances were provided by controlling the 
temperature at which the larva were reared at 16° centigrade or at 25° C. Let 
us first inquire concerning the effectiveness of the difference between the two 
?en~tic condition~. Inspection of Fig. 6 shows that the answer to the question 
IS very much aependent upon environment. The difference between 
low har and ultra bar flies is very much greater at 16° than at 25° . 

. Simi1~rly, if one inquires about the efficacy of environment in affecting 
this ~artIcula_r p~enotype it will be seen that the answer depends upon the 
genet~c .constItutIOn of the organism in question. Rearing at 16° rather than 
at 25 mduces only a moderate increment in eye facets in ultra bar animals 
but a mu~h greater increment in eye facets in low bar animals. Although thi~ 
example IS. non~be~avioral, t~e clarity of the outcome makes it particularly 
usefu! for illustratmg the pomt. Behavioral examples can be cited, however. 
DeFn~s (l964)~ in a study of the effects oLprenatal maternal stress upon 
offspnng behaVIOr, found that various types of moderate stress"administered 
to feI?ale ~ce during pregnancy were effective in influencing th~ activity and 
emotIOnalIty of the young when they attained adulthood. The direction of 
the effect was exactly opposite in the two genetic groups under investigation 
~o,,:e~er.In one strain of mouse, the effect was to enhance activit; 
sIgmfIcantly, whereas in the other strain the result was a detriment. A Similar 
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example can be taken from research on the effect of inhalation of alcohol 
vapor upon activity in mice (McClearn, 1962). Of the six mouse strains 
investigated, two showed decreased activity following the treatment, one 
showed increased activity and three were unaffected. 

Armed with the understanding that genetic and environmental factors 
interact continuously we may return to a consideration of quantitative 
inheritance. It is easy to see that we cannot now be concerned with the issue 
of whether a trait is attributable to heredity or to environment. Both 
environmental agencies and genetic factors must be present for the organism 
and therefore for the trait to exist. The question that is meaningful and in 
principle answerable is: what proportion of the variability that is exhibited 
\vith respect to this trait in the population is due to diffgrenc:es in the 
genotype of the individuals, and what proportion is due to differences in the 
environmental circumstances to which they have been exposed? In a 
somewhat simplified form, we may represent the total variability of the 
phenotype as V p which can be regarded as composed of both a genetic 
component, V G, and an environmental one, V E: 

An index of the importance of genetics will be provided by the ratio VG/Vp. 
For technical reasons this index, which is generally called the "degree of 
genetic determination," is less useful for prediction pruposes than an index 
called "heritability." The genetic source of variance, V G, can be regarded as 
composed of an .additive portion V A and a nonadditive portion V NA· 
Heritability is defined as VA/VP. For detailed discussion of these concepts, 
the interested reader is referred to Roberts (1967) and to Falconer.(1960). 
The index of heritability is a relative one. The heritability of a particular trait 

" could be enhanced by reducing the amount of environmental variability in 
the population. For a given array of environmental factors, heritability will be 
larger in a genetically heterogeneous P9pulation and smaller for a genetically 
more homogeneous one. 

The study of quarltitative inheritance clearly requires techniques different 
from those of classical Mendelian genetics. Instead of traci.'lg the progeny 
from specific crosses, it is necessary to employ statistical techniques 
describing means, variances and covariances among relatives of different 
degrees of genetic relaJedness. Prominent among the techniques that are 
available to the researcher in human behavioral genetics are the twin studies 
techniques and the techniques of regression analysis in.which resemblanc~ of 
offspring to parents or. the resemblance of siblings to each other is examined. 
Deliberate breeding is possible in experimental animals, of course, and 
techniques that are pertinent to selective breeding, inbreeding and cross 
breeding are available for analysis of the quantitative systems. 

Utilizing these various techniques" the degree of genetic determination or 
heritability has been estimated for a large number of intellectual and 
personality characteristics of maQ. and for a wide variety of behavioral 
characteristics ranging from. phototaxis and geotaxis in fruit flies through 
alcohol preference, activity, learning and memory, sexual behavior, hoarding, 
and a variety of other traits in experimental mammals such as the mouse. 

~~ .. -.----~~--.....-----~-- --------------------~------~------------------~-----~~-
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Genetics and Development 

Two further perspectives, both dealing with temporal considerations, must 
be added to the model described in Figure 6. One of these is the ontogenetic 
perspective. A common former misconception was that in order to be genetic, 
a trait had to be congenitally evident. Perhaps one reason for this 
misconception was the failure to distinguish between genotype and 
phenotype. It is true that all of the genetic material is present at birth, but the 
phenotypic expression of the genotype can unfold over the entire lifetime of 
the individual. Recent remarkable discoveries in the field of developmental 
genetics have shown how it is possible for genes to be turned on or turned off 
at different stages in the life of the individual, and in different developing 
tissue systems. Thus, while eaoh oell of the developing embryo contains 
equivalent genetic information, only certain genes are called upon in given 
cell lines and at given times. This selective functioning of the genes is not 
restricted to the prenatal period. A good example is provided by the disease 
Huntington's chorea in man. This disease is caused by a dominant allele which 
has no obvious effect until about the age of 35 years on the average, at 
which time progressive degenerative changes in the central nervous system 
begin, resulting in progressive mental deterioration. 

Another example may be taken from a developmental anomaly in mice, 
which illustrates not only a developmental process but also provides an 
illustration of the anatomical and physiological pathways through which gene 
effects are made manifest. The condition in question is known as Kreisler. It 
is due to homozygosis for a recessive allele, and affected animals begin at 
about two weeks of age to crawl in circles, to become rigid when placed on 
their backs and to exhibit head shaking. Examination of the nervous system 
of an affected animal reveals liquid-filled cysts in the vicinity of the pons 
which compress and deform the telencephalon. By examining successively 
younger affected individuals it has been possible to identify the Kreisler 
condition in embryos nine days post-conception. The anomalous 
development apparently is a consequence of the fact that the developing otic 
pit, which ordinarily would develop into the auditory and vestibular systems, 
does not make physical contact with the neural fold. Evidently in the normal 
developmental process som~ chemical substance is diffused between these 
tissues which initiates or permits further development. The lack of physical 
contact prevents the development of the normal ductus endolymphaticus, 
with a consequent increase in pressure of the endolymphatic fluid and the 
resulting distortion of the nervous system structures. 

One additional example that will illustrate developmental processes also 
attests to the fact that questions of the influence of envirOIlment must 
specify genotype. Cortisone injected during development of mice has been 
shown to have occasional teratogenic effects. When the identical dosage was 
adrillnistered to pregnant mice of one strain, cleft palates were observec;l in 
100 percent of the offspring. The identical treatment given to mice of 
another strain resulted in the abnormality in only 17 percent of the offspring 
(Fraser et al., 1954). . 

Among the most remarkable pieces of evidence concerning the timing of 
gene action has been the observation of puffs on chromosomes of certairi 
insect larvae. In some' tissues, a particular pattern of enlargement of the 
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chromosome has been observed with puffs forming on different parts of the 
chromosome at different times in a fixed and highly reliable sequence. In 
other tissues different parts of the chromosomes puffed. It has been possible 
to show that puffs are the sites of heavy RNA concentrations, which is taken 
to indicate that the genes located at those sites are active. Interaction of gene 
and intra organismic environment is illustrated by the fact that administration 
of a hormone can initiate chromo~ome puffing sequences. 

Genetics and Evolution 

The other time perspective, which must be considered is on a vaster scale: 
evolutionary time. To give some notion of the relative durations involved 
requires an analogy. A most apt one is provided by WashbUT.rt (1968) who· 
may be paraphrased somewhat as follows. Life is now thought to have begun 
some three billion years ago. If we represent this time span by a line as long as 
six football fields placed end to end, the history of the vertebrates will only 
occupy the last one of these fields. Mammals have only been in existence for 
the last fifteen yards, and man's span on earth has been so brief that it 

, wouldn't even show as a mark on the goal line. Evolution has had a lot of 
time in which to work. 

The basic process of evolution is changing of gene frequencies. Let us 
consider a particular gene which has two allelic forms, A and a. Let us further 
assume that a is very much less frequent than A. That is to say, of all of the 
sex cells in a particular breeding population, the overwhelming majority are 
A. There will therefore be very few occasions on which an a bearing ,sperm 
will meet an a bearing egg to give rise to a homozygous aa individuaL Let us 
suppose, however, that these rare aa individuals have a somewhat higher 
fitness than the average AA or Aa individual. By fitness in this context is 
meant that such an individual has' a better chance of surviving and producing 
offspring. The mechanism of this advantage can be any of a diverse variety: a 
retina with more densely packed retinal cells which permits more accurate 
aiming of a spear, more active sperm producing cells in the testes, a 
heightened adrenal response in intraspecific confrontations over mates, a 
reduced likelihood of appendicitis, a greater than average inclination to 
protect the young, a capacity to digest and utilize a larger than average array 
of foods, imd so on and on. The effect, whatever the mechanism, is that aa 
individuals will, on the ~verage, leave somewhat more surviving offspring than 
will Aa or AA individu.als. There will therefore be a small increI11ent in the 
number of a alleles in the neX'l', generation, and if the advantage persists, the 
increment will grow in each succeeding generation until the a allele becomes 
more 'frequent than the A allele, and might replace the latter completely. It 
must be emphasized that the reproductive advantage need not be large to be 
effective. If the increased likelihood of having offspring is only a small 
fraction of 1 percent, it will suffice over the entire popUlation to bring about 
a change in gene frequendes. It will be a slower change, of course, when the 
advantage is small. But evolution, as we have seen, has lots of time. 

The present construction of the members of any living species is 
attributable to such effects-the changing of the frequencies of thousands of 
genes-over their evolutionary past. This is true of man no less than of mice 
or com plants Or fruit flies. 

I 
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Why then does genetic diversity exist within a species? Why have not the 
reproductive advantages of the various alleles resulted in elimination of all of 
the less advantageous ones? There are several answers to this question. In the 
f~st place,. there undoubtedly are many "fixed" or nearly fixed genes in any 
gIven speCIes. These may be regarded as the sine qua non genes for the 
species. If all individuals share a number of genes in homozygous conditions, 
they cannot be studied, since our techn~ques require that at least two alleles 
be present in the population. 

Many genes are not fIxed, and these are the ones that interact with 
environment to produce variability within the species. The reasons why more 
~han one allelic form persists are various. In the fIrst place, mutation-an 
mfrequently occurring alteration in a gene which is essentially a change from 
one allele to another-can keep a small number of the mutant allele in the 
popUlation even if it is highly deleterious. Furthermore, selection does not 
always work in the same direction long enough for fixation to occur. There is 
s~me evid~nce that different genetic. constitutions are advantageous at 
differ~nt tlffies of t?e year in Drosophila, for example. Such a change in 
selection pressure, WIth now one allele and then the other being favored will 
keep both in the gene pool. Another force that will keep different allel~s in 
the population is selection for intermediates. It is frequently the case that 
,individual~ with intermediate values of a given trait are most fit (in the 
r~productlve sense). This category will include many heterozygotes, and 
het~rozygotes, by definition, possess two alleles which they can transmit to 
theH progeny. A particularly illUminating illustration of heterozygote 
advantage is provided by the gene for sickle cell anemia. Homozygotes for 
one allele have abnormal hemoglobin and usually die of anemia before 
attaining adulthood. It would appear that an allele with such a deleterious 
effect would soon be eliminated from the population. In some areas of 
Africa, however, the frequency of this allele has been found to be substantial 
The reason apparently is that heterozygotes have greater resistance to malari~ 
than either homozygote. In malaria-ridden areas, therefore, heterozygotes are 
at an advantage and survive to pass the allele for abnormal hemoglobin on to ' 
their offspring. Occasionally, :J. gamete containing this allele will be joined by 
another and the offspring will be fatally affected. The frequency with which 
these affected homozygotes will be produced can be specified with 
l:onsiderable precision. Let the frequency of the normal allele be;;:ymbolized 
by p, and that of the abnormal allele by q, and assume that p+q= 1 (Le., these 
two are the only alleles for this gene). It can then be shown that, given certain 
conditions pertaining to the stability of the popUlation, the frequencies of the 
genotypes in the popUlation will be: 

Homozygous normal ........ p2 
Heterozygous . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2p~ 
Homozygous abnormal ....... q 

It is important to appreciate how many heterozygotes may be in the 
popUlation in the case of a rare recessive gene. Consider that the condition of 
ppenylketonuria occurs with a frequency of the order of magnitude of one in 
ten thousand ,births. These are homozygous individuals, and their frequency 
provides a direct estimate of q2 = 0.0001. Then q = O.OI,p = 0.99, and 2pg-:t 
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0.02. That is to say, although the condition occurs only once in 1. 0,000 
births, one out of every 50 individuals is a heterozygote, and thus capable of 
transmitting the gene. 

Genetic diversity is essential for the survival and continued evolution of a 
species. As the environmental circumstances in which a popUlation finds itself 
change, either gradually or cataclysmically, there will be changes in selection 
pressure. Traits forinerly of high positive adaptive value may become less 
usefu! or even of negative value, and vice versa. The popUlation must have 
reserves of genetic variability in order to meet this challenge, or it will not 
survive. This is not the teleological reasoning it might appear to be at first 
glance. It can be explained in the mechanistic terms of evolutionary process 
without recourse to concepts of purpose or goal. Very simply put, those 
species in which there were mechanisms for mairltaining genetic variability 
were the ones that survived. Those which had not developed these 
mechanisms became extinct. It is instructive to remember that there are more 
extinct species than there are living ones. 

BIOLOGY AL~D AGGRESSION 

Generalizability of Animal Research Results 

With this basic frame of reference, we may now approach the information 
that exists concerning the biological basis of aggression and violence. Much of 
the available data is derived from research on infra-human animals, and it is 
appropriate, at this point, to consider the relevance of these studies to man. 
This is, of. course, onlY'a particular case of the general problem of the 
compara.tive method. It is not necessary that research on animals be 
motivated by anthropocentric concern. The phyletic array of diverse species 
c~n be studied in its own right. However, it is often the case that research is 
conducted on animals because the procedures cannot be applied to man for 
one reason or another. The utility of such research then depends upon the 
extent to which the results can be generalized to ~an. 

In general terms., evolutionary theory provides the logical basis for 
expecting some degree of generalizability. If species were not related, but 
were each the result of sp~cial creation, then there would be no reason to 
expect any coII1mon principles. But, in terms of evolutionary theory we 
understand that different species are variations on themes within themes. 
Animals are one b~sic theme; plants another. Within animals, invertebrates are 
one basic theme and vertebrates another; within vertebrates there are the 
themes of the fish, amphibians, reptiles, b]fds, and mammals (arid several less 
well known); within mammals are (among others) the themes of the 
insectivores, carnivores, rodents, ungulates and primates. Among the primates 
will be found New World monkeys, Old World monkeys, gorillas, chimpanzees, 
orangutans, gibbons, and man. . 

Now, some features have been so successful so early in the evolution of life 
that they are shared by many or most living things. The basic building block 
of ' the cell was so advantageous a development that it is nearly ubiquitous; 
hemoglobin as a means of transporting oxygen is a device that has been 
utilized by most organisms with circulatbry systems; most species have found 
it useful to have genes arr~nged on chromosomes, and so on . 
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Yet each species must be a variation on the theq'ie, otherwise it would not 
have come into being. New species form only wh'en some difference makes 
one group more capable of "earning a living" in a particular environment. We 
must expect that some solutions to the problems, of living are very general, 
but some are relatively restricted. i . 

The development of modern medicine has depended to a very great extent 
on animal research, and its present status is tes~imony to the fact that many 
anatomical, physiological, biochemical, llnd pharmacological processes are 
indeed generalizable, at least to. a useful degree,; 

I t would appear possible to. make two mistakes in respect to t~e 
comparative method. One is to accept uncritically evidence from. one speCIes 
as descriptive of some process or function in another species. T~e oth~r is to 
deny that any generalizable result might reasonably be sought. Both mIstakes 
have been made and continue to be made in the realm of behavioral research. 
Both are attributable to biological naivete. The first arises from a failure to 
appreciate the variation, the second from a failure to appreciate the the~e. 
Critics of the comparative approach have often proposed that once man nad 
developed culture, he set himself apart from the rest of the -cmnmunity of 
life, and from the rules of biology. It is easy to maintain this postme if the 
conceptual alternatives are limited to nature or nurture. The impact of 
culture is so obvious that it cannot be denied. In a dichotomous and mutually 
exclusive perspective, then, nature would have to be impotent. .But we have 
seen that this perspective is not appropriate. Genotype and enVIronment are 
mutually supportive and interacting, in terms of the functioning of the 
organism at a particular moment in time, in the devel~pmental.hi~t~ry of.the 
individual and in the evolution of the species of which the mdivIdual IS a 
member. 

Certain minimum requirements had to be met before the first steps to 
culture were taken. These fust steps provided a new environmental milieu 
which exerted selection pressure on the population. Some were more fit 
under the modified circumstances than were others; they survived better and 
reproduced more. The next generation was capable of further innovations, 
and so on, to this day. There has been a mutual boot strapping of cultural 
development and biological capacity for culture. There is no reason to believe 
that the process has ended-that having reached this cultural .le.vel, 
evolutionary pressures have been eliminated. We do not have Suf~lclent 
perspective even to judge whether the evolutionary rate of our speCIes has 
slowed or accelerated. ' 

In any case, the position taken in this report is that ma~ is not uniquely 
apart from the rest of the phyletic series. The pr~per a!tItude to be t~en 
toward data obtained from some nonhuman anImal IS to regard It as 
suggestive. One should be neither too eager to apply the data unaltered to 
man nor to deny the relevance of the data to human processes. In many cases 
the accumulation of data from a variety of sources will provide a general 
scheme in which human processes become understandable. In other cases, 
after research efforts have clarified processes at one phyletic level, hypotheses 
will appear that can be tested directly on maIf. 
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Heredity and Aggression ill the Mouse 

We .may now turn to evidence concerning the genetic mechanism in 
aggres~Iveness and dominance behavior in experimental animals. The most 
exte~sIve r~se.arch has been conducted with the laboratory mouse, and in 
partIcular It mvolves comparison of highly inbred strains. It is therefore 
~ecessary t.o make a brief statement concerning the methodology. Highly 
mbred ~traI~s are, as the name implies, a pr.oduct of intensive inbreeding. 
Inbreedmg IS defined as the mating of reiatives more closely related than 
would be .expected . by . chance in a popUlation. The degree of inbreeding 
~mployed m generatmg mbred strains in research animals is "very much more 
mtense then the minimal requirement of this defmition. In fact inbred strains 
are mainta~e~ by sib mating, and each generation is the prog~ny of a single 
male and his. sIster. ~ft.er a suf~icient number of generations (usually regarded 
to be 20) ammals WIthin such mbred strains will have approached a condition 
of genetic homogeneity in that each mouse will be like each other mouse 
(except for the sex chromosomes, of course) and they will all be homozygous 
for .all genes. Inbred strains thus represent a sort of crystallization of a 
~ar~I~ular homozygous genotype, and it is possible to obtain replicate 
mdIv~duals upo~ demand. Thus a researcher can employ a number of variables 
on dIfferent .naIve s~ples from a particular strain, content in the knowledge 
that .the baSIC matenal of the research, the experimental animal itself, has 
remamed unchanged from one experiment to the next. 

The pr~b~bility that su.ch separate breeding groups would achieve 
homozygOSIS ~n the same allelIc state for all of the different genes is negligibly 
s~all. ~hus, If two or more such inbred strains, which have no breeding 
hIstory m common, are reared under the sa,me environmental circumstances 
and tested UIider constant environmental circumstances, then any differences 
that appear between these strains must be attributable to differences in their 
?en.o~ypes. Such .a .demonstration of strain differences serves only as an 
mdIcator of genetIc mfluence, and more detailed examination of the mode of 
here~itary transmission requires the study of gen~rations derived from 
cro~smg of the inbred strains. Inbred strains are also useful, however, in 
tcstmg ~ypothes.es a~out correlated char~cteristics. For example, hypotheses 
concernmg phYSIOlogICal mechanisms involved in the determination of a trait 
or pr~cess can be. t~sted by selecting strains that differ on the process in 
questIOn, and exarmnmg: the level of the hypothesized related trait. 

Sev~ral situations have been employed in the assessment of mouse 
aggreSSIOn. We ~ay be~in by considering spontaneous fighting in "matches" 
arra~ged by taking ammals from their home cages and placing them in a 
?ghtmg chamber. The type of behavior that can occur in such a contest is 
illu~trated by the follOWing seven-point scale, one or another variation of 
which has been used in numerous investigations. 

o. No interest in each other except occasional slight nosing. 
1. Freque~t vigorous nosing. No blocking, shoving or crowding or any 

other dIsplay of hostility. 
2. Occasional blocking, shoving, or crowdin~. 
3. Frequent blocking, shoving, or crowding of opponent. The aggressor 

keeps after the other animal throughout the period. 

1 
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4. Slight wrestling and/or assuming a dancing position in which the 
animals clasp each other while standing nose to nose. 

5. Fierce wrestling. They jump, roll, and turn all over the cage very 
rapidly. 

6. Fierce wrestling. An animal bites the other hard enough to draw blood. 
(As modified from Lagerspetz, 1964,J~p. 40-41). 

It must be emphasized that the fighting behavior involved in the scale is 
almost completely restricted to males. Females almost never show aggression 
in this type of situation. 

This description points up one of the basic difficuWes in research on social 
processes in experimental animals. Unlike the circumstances in which one 
assesses an animal's activity or learning performance or some similar trait by 
placing the animal in an objective, standard, constant situation, in studies of 
social interactions such as aggression it is necessary to pit one animal against 
another. Since both are -capable of change over time, one is faced with a 
shifting standard. The aggressive behavior of a particular mouse is likely to be 
rather different when he confronts another aggressive mouse than when he 
confronts a submissive one. A solution to this problem is usually attempted 
by pairing each animal with a number of opponents in "round robin" fashion. 
Ginsburg and Allee (1942) and Scott (1942) employed this basic technique in 
the first observations of strain differences and aggression. Animals of a strain 
called C57BL were found to be superior to a strain called C3H, whic;h in turn 
were found to be superior to a strain called BALB in ability to win fights. 
This order of superiority is not immediately obvious when the bouts are first 
begun, but develops only after a series of encounters. In order to test the 
possibility that t.~e C57 mice were more (!.ggressively successful than the 
others because they were reared by C57 mothers rather than because they 
were themselves C57, cross-fostering experiments were performed in which 
C57 and BALB litters were split, with half of each being foster . .r.eared. Such 
change in maternal environment produced no effect on aggression. However, 
the importance of environment is indicated in three other observations .. In the 
first instance, a number of fights were staged between mice within the same 
strain. In these intrastrain bouts hierarchies· develop with one dominant 
mouse, some very submissive animals, and some. intermediate ones who may 
shift about in aggressiveness from time to time. This pattern.was produced in 
all three strains studied, but it was noted that the most stable hierarchy was 
established in the C57BL strain. Because each of these animals" t.:m be 
regarded as being genetically like every other animal of the str.ain, it is clear 
that the individual differences in hierarchy position cannot be attributed to 
genetic differences". Presumably a small environmental difference, such as 
might exist with respect to the point of uterine implantation, subsequent 
nutritional status differences, and so on-things either unrecognized or 
beyond the power of the experimenter to regulate or control-must account 
for these individual differences. 

Experience with aggression was shown in this same series of experiments 
to be an important environmental determinant. In an attempt to modify the 
behavior. of aggressive animals, they were repeatedly exposed to defeats by 
even more aggressive animals. When returned to their regular group of 
contenders, these formerly aggressive and dominant animals were seen to be 
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very much reduced in aggressiveness. Similarly it proved possible, although 
rather more difficult, to increase aggressiveness of subritissive animals by 
exposing them to a series of victory experiences in confrontations with even 
more submissive animals. 

Bauer (1956) used a different technique in an attempt to provide a more 
constant stimulus object. C57BL and BALB/c animals were tested for their 
response to animals made helpless by being dangled by the tail. The C57BL 
animals were found to make more strong attacks than the BALB/c animals, 
confirming the previous outcome. This "dangler" technique has been 
successfully employed in subsequent experiments as well. 

Fredericson and Birnbaum (1954) performed an experiment which 
required that C57BL and BALB males be housed together. Rather 
surprisingly, in view of the previous observations that C57BL animals 
appeared to be more aggressive in short bouts, it was found that under these 
conditions, 8 of the 10 BALB animals had killed their C57BL partners. This 
strongly suggests that different types of aggression are being assessed in short 
bouts and more prolonged social interactions. 

In ~ attempt to explore the relationship between sexuality and aggression 
in these mouse strains, Fredericson et al. (1955) introduced females into 
fighting chambers of highly trained fighters. This procedure greatly reduced 
the aggression of the C57BL mice, who left off the combat to investigate the 
female. In BALB animals, the introduction of the female produced no effects, 
and vigorous combat continued. No clear-cut relationship between sexuality 
and aggressiveness was therefore demonstrable: but the results do once again 
demonstrate a genetic difference in social behavior. 

-,-

Another approach to the measurement of dominance, in this case not 
involving actual fighting, has been used by Lindsey et al. (1961). In this 
experiment, animals were trained to run from one end of a tube to the other 
in order to r.eceive a food reward. After this response had been thoroughly 
learned, mice of different strains were placed in opposite'ends and started 
simultaneously. Dominance was assessed by determining which animal would 
literally "back down" in the confrontation. The animals were of course tested 
in pairs, and three strains were involved. When four mice competed with 
C3H's, the former were dominant; C3H animals were dominant over DBA and 
A mice were dominant over DBA. 

Other strains were employed by Levine and his colleagues (1965) who 
were able to demonstrate that males of the CBA strain were superior to males 
of the ST strain under a variety of testing conditions. Mating success a.nd 
fighting success were measured simultaneously when males of the two 
different strains were placed in a fighting chamber with a female for a one 
hour period. Not all such situations actually elicited aggression, although 
rather more than 50 percent did. Of the instances in which fighting did occur, 
the CBA male was victor in 86 percent of the cases, the ST male was victor in 
6 percent of the cases, and the remaining 8 percent of these confrontations 
were draws. Similarly, mating occurred only in approximately half of the 
contests. TheCBA male was successful in mating more than five times as 
often as the ST males. These data would lend some weight to the .proposition 
that aggressiveness in this type of situation would be related to reproductive 
fitness. 

;An even more "natural" situation was employed by Calhoun (1956) who 
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placed samples of DBA and of C57BL mice in large enclosures where they 
were allowed to reproduce without outside interference. Bountiful supplies of 
food, water and bedding were made available. In each case only a small 
founding colony was provided and the populations were observed periodically 
for several months. In these semi-:-natural settings, the DBA colony exhibited 
reproductive and maternal behavior malfunctions, and were character.ized J:>y 
highly intense social interaction which even involved attacks by DBA males 
upon pregnant or lactating females. The DBA: strajn was not capable of 
maintaining itself, whereas the C57BL mice were much more successful, due 
at least in part to the fact that stable social hierarchies were established. 
Aggressive behavior in the C57BL was less intense and of shorter duration 
than in the case of the DBA animals. Furthermore, submissive behavior of the 
subordinate mouse was responded to by cessation of attack on the part of the 
dominant animal in the C57BL strain. In the case of the DBA strain . , 
submissive behavior by subordinate animals was frequently ineffective in 
terminating attack by the dominant animal. 

The rp.ost comprehensive approach to the study of the genetics of mouse 
aggression has been provided by the work of Lagerspetz (1964). This research 
utilized the technique of selective breeding rather than strain comparisons. In 
selective breeding, one begins with a genetically heterogeneous group of 
animals, and mates together animals who display extreme levels of the trait 
under investigation. Depending upon the extent to which the phenotype of 
an animal selected to reproduce has a genetic basis (that is to say, depending 
upon the heritability of the trait), offspring of mated aniinals with high 
manifestation of the trait should have higher average values than the average 
i;f the generation from which their parents were selected. Similarly the 
·offspring of animals selected to have low manifestation of the trait should 
have lower mean values than the mean of the population from which their 
parents were selected. The rate at which the selected lines diverge in fact 
constitutes a direct measure of the heritability (VA/VP) of the trait in .that 
population. Thus a successful selective breeding program demonstrates 
conclusively that the trait under investigation has a heritable basis. Such a 
demonstration has been provided for a variety of behavioral traits including 
maze brightness and maze dullness in rats, high and low activity ill rats, 
alcohol preference in mice, positive anti negative geotaxis in fruit flies; and a 

. . variety of other behavioral characteristics .. In addition to providing a 
demonstration of the importance of genotype, a successful selective breeding 
program culminates in strains of animals from the same basic gene pool (the 
same foundation popUlation) with highly different levels of the particular 
behavioral traits under investigation. These selected strains are therefore very 
useful for testing hypotheses about determinant systems and correlated 
characters. This general approach hasbeert utilized by Lagerspetz in an 
experiment involving seven generations of mice selectively bred for high and 
low aggressiveness. Figure 7 show8 the mean aggrl,'lssiveness score utilizing the 
scale described above for all successive generations of the aggressive and 
nonaggressive selected lines. The increasing divergence of the two lines. is 
quite apparent. The somewhat emltic progress of the selection, particularly in 
the aggressive line, is a common feature of selection experiments, and 
presumably represents environmental changes that occur from generation to 
generation. Another way of examining the data and one 'yhich typically gives 
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rise to smoother results is shown in Fig. 8, in which the difference betwee~ 
the upward and downward selected lines is plotted as a function of 
generation. In combination with the differences among inbred strains in 
aggressiveness, this success in selective breeding for aggressive behavior 
constitutes unassailable evidence of the importance of hereditary factors in 
determining individual differences hl mouse aggressiveness. 

Having generated these two lines, Lagerspetz was able to investigate a 
variety of hypotheses concerning interaction of genotype and environment 
and the correlation of other behavioral characters with the selected one. First, 
Lagerspetz investigated the effects of victories and cif:feats on the level of 
aggressiveness of mice. It was found that defeats reduced aggressiveness of 
animals of both aggressive and non-aggressive strains. The initial aggressiveness 
of animals from the aggressive strai.n could be enhanced by repeated 
victories, but 'Victories did not have this effect on animals from the 
non-aggressive strain. Because they had frequently been used as indices of 
emotionality in mice, scores of ambulation and defecation in an open field 
were obtained from animals of the aggressive and the nonaggressive strains. 
Aggressive animals defecated significantly less often and were more active in 
the open field situation than were animals from the nonaggressive strain. In 
another measure of activity, a revolving wheel, animals from the aggressive 
strain were also more active. A somewhat superior maze learning ability was 
demonstrated for the aggressive animals. 

One of the more interesting experiments performed by Lagerspetz was 
directed to the question of the incentive value of aggressive behavior. Animals 
Were tested in a two~ompartment test chamber. A swinging door permitted .. 
movement from one chamber to the other, but not in the reverse direction. 
After two animals were placed in the same compartment for a standard 
period of time, they. were then separated. The animal in one of the 
compartments was then in a position to enter the other compartment 
containing his erstwhile opponent. Briefly. stated, the results indicated that 
when the first mouse had been victorious the latency to open the door into 
the opponent's chamber was very much lower than when the opponent had 
been victorious. An extension of this general approach was provided by 
investigating a willingness of animals to cross a grid floor with punishing 
electrical shocks administered to their feet in order to make contact with a 
previous opponent. In general, animals from the aggressive, strain were more 
willing to undergo this punishment than were animals from the non-aggressive 
strain. Furthermore, animals from the aggressive strain who had been exposed 
to a fight just prior to the experimental situation were very much quicker to 
cross the grid in order to reach their erstwhile opponent. The data from these 
two experiments strongly suggest that once aggressive behavior has been 
initiated, the opportunity to continue or resume fighting has rewarding 
properties. 

Although this review has emphasized research on the genetics of aggression 
of the mouse, which has been most intensively studied in this regard, 
supportive evidence from other species can be cited. For example, breed 
differences nl aggressiveness in dogs have been intensively studied by Scott 
(1958). As another example, selective breeding produced white leghorns with 
high and low levels of aggressiveness (GuhJ.et al., 1960). 

In sum, these observations provide conclusive evidence that individual 
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differences in aggressiveness within a number of species are influenced by 
genetic factors. 

Mechanisms of Aggression 

Inquiry into the mechanisms of aggression, in terms of the frame of 
reference presented above, is concerned with the network of structures and 
processes between gene and behavior. This network has been the province of 
the physiological psychologist, and the behavioral physiologist. Detailed 
reports on the neural and endocrine systems in relation to violence are being 
made independently. This report will provide only a very brief resume of 
some salient features. 

Nervous System 

Early research into brain function revealed that ablation of certain areas 
influenced ragelike behavior and that stimulation of certain areas could elicit 
attack behavior. The involved structures have been fairly widespread, but 
parts of the paleocephalon appear to be particularly involved. The 
paleocephalon, as the name implies, is old in the evolutionary sense, present 
in recognizable form in all vertebrates. Of the paleocephalic structures, the 
hypothalamus and various parts of the limbic system, especially the 
amygdala, are involved in emotional, rage or attack behavior. 

The hypothalamus appears to be important for a variety of motivational 
processes. In it have been found thirst, hunger, and satiety centers. 
Destruction of certain parts of the hypothalamus of cats produces very tame, 
unemotional animals, and destruction of other parts can produce viciousness. 
Furthermore, stimulation by electrical current of different hypothalamic 
areas can produce either attack or flight reactions. 

Similarly, removal and stimulation studies have demonstrated amygdaloid 
involvement in rage behavior, although the nature of the effects reported 
varies from study to study. To a certain extent these inconsistencies may be 
due to sHghtly different areas of damage in a highly complex neural area of 
which different subparts may serve different functions. Complicated 
interactions between different brain areas have also been described, with the 
effects of damage in one area beillg modified by damage in another area. 

These observations have been made in a number of mammals with an 
emphasis on cats, and reviews of the extensive literature are available in 
Grossman (1967) and Thompson (1967). 

. Some recent observations of particular interest were made by Adams 
(1968) who found some cells in the midbrain of a cat that provided action 
potentials only when the cat was fighting another cat, 

Delgado (1967) has stimulated various parts o~ the cerebrum of monkeys 
by radio broadcast to implanted electrodes. Stiml,Jlation of many areas 
evoked motor responses, some of which are involved in threat responses. 
Stimulation in the thalamus and central gray areas could elicit fully organized 
attacks against other monkeys. These responses were not undirected, but 
were well coordinated, adapted to the social situation. and directed against 
specific individuals. 
~ Several parts of the nervous system have. been impiicated in aggression of 

man in clinical disorders .. Serafetinides (1965) described pronounced 
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aggressive tendencies in 36 percent of epileptic patients with temporal lobe 
epileptogenic focus. Sano et aI. (1966) treated 22 cases of epileptic patients 
with intractable violent behavior by surgical removal of part of the 
hypothalamus. "Satisfactory calming effects" were reported, without 
impairment of measured intelligence. Heimburger et aI. (1966) have reported 
on surgical destruction of the amygdala in successful treatment of epilepsy 
accompanied by aggressive behavior. 

Endocrine System 

The endocrine glands that appear to be principally involved in aggressive 
behavior are the adrenals and the gonads. There are many feedback systems 
involved in endocrine function, particularly. with respect to the 
"master-gland," the pituitary, and through the pituitary's functional 
relationship with the hypothalamus, to the ner{ous system: There will, 
therefore, be many complex interactions. 

Generally, it appears that hormones from both the adrenal medulla and 
adrenal cortex may be related to aggression and fighting. It is often regarded 
to be the case that medullary hormones are more important in short-term 
stressful situations, and the cortical ones ill longer term stress. Bronson and 
Eleftheriou (1964, 1965a, 1965b) have shown an increase in adrenal weight 
and in adrenal corticosterone levels of the plasma of C57BL mice exposed to 
trained fighter mice for a period of time. Adrenalcorticotrophic hormone 
from the pituitary was also found to be increased. 

In addition to observations on changes in endocrine levels with experience, 
manipulation of the endocrine status can be accomplished experimentally by 
surgical rt)moval and replacement therapy. Edwards (1968), for example, 
caused the neonatal masculinization of female mice by injecting testosterone 
on their first day of life. Later, as adults, when tendency to fight was 
investigated as a function of dose of exogenous testosterone, it was found 
that these females behaved just like normal males. The'author suggests that 
the ,early treatment by male hormone organized the nervous structures 
involved in aggression along male lines. The reasonableness of this 
interpretation is indicated by the fact that similarpr,ocesses have been 
described with respect to sexual behavior. These results are complementary to 
the results desoribed in detail by Levine in a separate report. 

Psychopharmacology of Aggression ' 

Demonstrations of the effect') of drugs on aggressive behavior certainly 
implicate biological processes, and when more becomes known about the sites 
imd modes of action of the drugs, will provide further insights into, the 
mechanisms of aggression. Some exaI]1ples of recent research will serve to 
illustrate the type of fmding that has been obtained. It should first be noted 
that, for purposes of screening drugs for effects, the spontaneous aggression 
procedure has often,been regarded as too .. inefficient, and aggression has been 
induced by isolation or shock. The first technique requires single caging of a 
male mouse (for exampl~) for a period of time prior to the encounter with 
another mouse. This procedure generally results in higher inciderlce of 
fighting during the confrontation period., The shock induced aggression 
situation involves placing two. animals on a shockable grid floor. 
Administration of el~ctric shock tends to elicit fighting behavior. 
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In one early study, Yen et aI. (1959), several drugs were assessed for their 
effects on isolation induced aggression in mice. Many were found to reduce 
the aggression, with reserpine and chlorpromazine being particularly effective. 

Tedeschi et aI. (1959) tested some of the same drugs on shock induced 
aggression, also in mice. Of those drugs that suppressed fighting (induding 
reserpine), most appeared to require doses that were large. enough to produce 
motor inactivation. One exception was meprobamate, which provided 
pronounced suppression of fighting with only moderate reduction of motor 
activity. Chen et a1. (1963) also found that doses of various drugs effective in 
reducing shock-induced aggression in mice were approximately those required 
to produce sedation. In isolation induced aggression, Cole and Wolf (1966) 
have found differential effects, however, with chlorpromazine and 
chlordiazepoxide (but not meprobamate) selectively reducing aggression. 
Similarly, Santos etal. (19(6) found that an extract of marihuana was 
capable of abolishing iSOlation induced aggression without reducing motor 
activity. It is not clear to what extent the results of these studies are 
dependent upon the mode of elicitation of the aggression. 

Uyeno and colleagues (l966a, b; 1967a, b) has performed a series of 
experiments testing the effects of LSD and other substances on aggression 
and dominange. LSD was found to inhibit dominance behavior of rats in food 
competition situations, of isolation induced aggression of mice and of 
submissiveness in a water tank (where the dominant animal submerged the 
'submissive to keep above water) by squirrel monkeys. An excellent review of 
the literature on drugs and aggressiveness is provided by Valzelli (1967). 

Chromosomal Abnormalities in Man 

A subject of considerable recent interest is the possibility that certain 
kinds of chromosomal abnormalities may be associated with aggressive and 
antisocial behavior in man. In order to place this topic in its proper context, 
it will be necessary to provide some general background information on the 
whole topic of human .chromosome anomalies. 

The physical vehicles of the genes are the chromosomes, small bodies 
located within the nucleus of the cell. Genes are arranged in serial order along 
the chromosomes, and this order is (with some exceptionsth~t are 
unimportant for present purposes) constant from one individual to another 
within the species. The number of chromosomes within each cell is also 
characteristic of the species. In man, there are 23 chromosome pairs with oJtle 
of each pair having been provided by, the father, and the other having belen 
provided by the mother. Twenty-two of these pairs are called autosom~s,a:nd 
the 23d pair are called sex chromosomes. The chromosome pairs vary in siize 
"and in certain morphological features which permit investigators to as~ugn 
identifying numbers to particular chromosomes. In the case of the autosomes, 
the paternal and maternal contributions are identical. In the case of the sex 
chromosomes, those of females are of equal and intermediate size, and: are 
called X chromosomes. In males the- sex chromo,somes ,are grossly,;~w~qual in 
siZe. One is an X chromosome, provided by the mother, alld the other is a 
small Y chromosome from the father. Normal females are thus describf:d as 
having an XX sex chromosomal complement, and males. are described a~i XY. 

Ordinarily, iIi the process of sex cell (gamete) formation, the chromol;omal 
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complement of the individual is reduced by half. A given cell divides into 
two, with each of the "daughter" cells receiving one member of each, 
chromosomal pair. The result is that the egg and sperm each have one half of 
the chromosome complement or a haploid set. When the sperm and the egg 
combine in fertilization, the net result is a restoration of the normal diploid 
number characteristic of the body cells of all normal members of the species. 
Occasionally, however, an accident occurs that gives rise to a gamete with 
something other than a haploid set. Of the various errors that can occur, the 
most relevant to the current discussion is probably nondisjunction which 
gives rise to a sperm or egg with either one chromosome lacking or one 
chromosome -present in duplicate rather than singly. Then when such an 
abnormal sperm or egg is joined by another egg or sperm in fertilization, the 
resulting individual (zygote) will be in possession of the diploid set plus one 
chromosome, which condition is called trisomy, or will be in possession of 
the diploid set minus one chromosome, which condition is called monosomy. 
The first human autosomal trisomy to be identified involved a rather small 
chromosome which had been given the designation No. 21. It was discovered 
that trisomy 21 was a characteristic of individuals with the condition of 
mental retardation known as mongolism or Down's syndrome. This is an 
extremely well known syndrome that, because of its unique constellation of 
symptoms, had been the object of study for many years. A relatively frequent 
condition, occurring about once in each 800 births, Down's syndrome 
accounts for approximately 10 percent of the hospitalized cases of mental 
retardation. ' 

Two other chromosomal trisomies, each less frequent than trisomy 21, 
have been described. These involve slightly larger chromosomes than No. 21, 
and the degree of malformation is considerably more severe. The average 
survival of infants born with this kind of abnormality ranges from a few 
weeks to a few months. Other trisomies for larger chromosomes have not 
been reported in live births, but have been found in spontaneous abortions. 
Evidently, the organism can accommoda~e an excess of genetic material only 
within certain ranges. The amount of material represented by an extra 
chromosome No. 21 is compatible with life, but results in quite severe mental 
retardation and associated physical abnormalities. The excess genetic material 
in the other two identified trisomies is rather more, and is compatible with 
prenatal development, but not with extended postnatal life. Larger excess 
quant:ltites of genetic material are evidently incompatible even with prenatal 
development. 

Iri addition to extra chromo~t)fnes, nondisjunction should give rise to 
monosomics. No autosomal monosomics have been described in live births. It 
would seem that insufficient genetic material is even more deleterious than 
ex(;ess. There are cases, however, in which part of a chromosome is missing. 
Such a partial loss is described as a deletion. Deletion of part of a rather large 
chromosome, No.5, has been found to be associated with a particular 
constellation of symptoms called the cri du chat or -cat cry syndrome. 
Individuals thus afflicted are severely mentally retarded, are microcephalic, 
possess a number of other physical abnonnalites and, as the name implies, 
have a cry very reminiscent of that of a cat. This latter symptom, which is so 
clear and uniform as to be diagnostic, is eVidently the consequence of 
abnormal development of the larynx. 

- ~. ~,----...... --.--------
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Of considerable interest are individuals who are composed of two different 
kinds of cells. These mosaics, for example, may have a part of their body 
composed of cells with normal chromosome comple.ments~ and a part 
composed of cells that are trisomic. In general, the seventy of the symptoms 
of the mosaic individuals is less than that of a complete trisomic. 

In the case of sex chromosomes, where we are dealing only with a single 
pair, we can make predictions in advance as to the consequences of 
non-disjunction at various time~ in .both the egg and ~perm ~evelopment. 
These consequences are shown m FIgS. 9 and 10. In fIgure 9 IS shown the 
effects of non-disjunction in egg formation. The topmost circle represents ~e 
oogonium which divides normally to give two daughter cells, each of whi~h 

, contains a duplicated X chromosome. The normal sequence of events would 
then be for each member of this duplicated X to be distributed to each of the 
daughter cell,S at the next cell division. However, nondisjunction is .shown to 
have occurred at this time, so that one of the daughter cells receIVes no X 
chromosome and the other receives two. The various possible combinations 
that can aris; when fertilization by normal X bearing or Y bearing sperm of 
these two kinds of egg occurs are shown at the bottom of the figure. The 
resulting individuals can be: X only (usually described as XO), Y only 
(designated YO), XXX (Triplo-X) and XXY. . 

The first of these conditions, XO, has been found to be accompamed by a 
syndrome of sexual infantilism called Turner's syndro~e. Patients with 
Turner's syndrome are phenotypic women. They are short ill stature, possess 
a webbed neck and suffer from a generally defective development of the 
reproductive sy;tem. From the psychological point of view, the~e individuals 
are particularly interesting. Early results suggeste~ t~at Turner s ca~es were 
moderately retarded, but subsequent analysis has mdicated that theIr verbal 
IQ scores are rather elevated, with performance sc?res depress~~ .on the 
Wechsler intelligence test. Further examination has raIsed the pOSSIbIlIty that 
Turner's patients suffer from a particular kind of cognitive deficiency, in that 
their perception of spatial relationships is grossly defecti~~.. . 

The other possible monosomy arising from nOn-dISjunctIon dunng egg 
development is YO. This condition is evidently lethal, and has never been 
described. 

The trisomy, XXX, was first described in 1959. These women are not very 
remarkable, although there is some suggestion that they may suffer, on the 
average, from a moderately depressed IQ.. .. 

The trisomy, XXV, is also assocated WIth the conditIon of sexual 
hypodevelopment. These individuals are phenotypic male~,. but. suffer ~i'bm 
lack of Qevelopment of the testes. In addition, the condItIon IS assocIated 
with a degree of mental retardation and that can range from profound to 
mild. Other reports have suggested that XXV cases were unusually prone t? 
delinquency and aggressive behavior. It was in an attempt. to assess this 
apparent association that the YY syndrome, to be descnbed next, was 
identified. 

Figure 10 displays potential results of nondisjunction during sperm 
fonnation. Examination of the possible zygotes displayed at the bottom 
reveals that two of the syndromes already described, Triplo-X and Turner's 
syndrome, can arise from nondisjunction in formation of the m?l~ ~am~tes as 
well as in formation of the female gametes. Another pOSSIbIlity IS also 
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encountered in this case, however. If a sperm bearing YY fertilizes a normal 
egg, a chromosomal constitution of XYY will result. 

For various technical reasons, the XYY condition cannot be screened for 
in large populations as easily as can X. It happens that, if more than one X is 
present, a small body of darkly staining chromatin material, which is easily 
recognizable and· requires minimal procedures, can be identified. This is true 
of normal females, and of XXV's. Triplo-X's have two such Chromatin bodies. 
Individuals possesSing only one X chromosome such as normal males, XO 
.females, and XYY males have no such convenient indicator, and a full scale 
chromosomal analysis is required for identification. 

The XYY Male and Aggression 

The first described case of an XYY male revealed a quite unremarkable 
person. This man was investigated only because of other chromosomal 
anomalies, including trisomy 21, in his progeny. The father was also shown to 
be trisomic, but that, rather than being trisomic for No. 21; possessed an 
extra Y chromosome. He was a large man who was described as being 
essentially asymptomatic with respect to physiologic~J, anatomical and 
mental characteristics. 

The next relevant observation was provided by the work of Casey et al. 
(1966a), who were interested in determining whether an excessive number of 
XXY patients might be', found in an institution that specialized in patients 
requiring special security because of violent and aggressive behavior. Of 922 
male patients, 21 were found to be sex chromatin positive. That is to say, 
they gave evidence of haVing more than one X chromosome. This incidence of 
2.2 percent is substantially in excess of the incidence of sex chromatin 
positive'males in the normal population (0.2 percent). Of these 21, 
subsequent detailed chromosomal examination revealed that 12 had 47 
chromosomes, and were XXY. Two were mosaics, containing some cells that 
were XXV and some that were normal. XY cells. The remaining seven were 
found to possess 48 chromosomes; and to be XXY¥ with respect to the sex 
chromosomes. This is an extraordinary excess of XXYY individuals. 
Ordinarily, samples ofclmmlatin positive males will contain less than 10 
percent of these XXY¥ "double males." These subjects were very tall, and 
otherwise possessed the symptoms of Klinefelter's syndrome. 

Jacobs et al. (1965) reported' on mentauy retarded male patients 
institutionalized because of "dangerous, violent or criminal propensities." In 
this study, instead of preliminary screening by using the sex chromatin test, 
all 197 inmates who were willing to cooperate (out of the total of 203 
inmates) were given the complete chromosomal examination. Twelve of these 
197 had a chromosome anomaly of some kind. One was XY /XXY mosaic, 
one had, 48 chromoson:tes and was XXYY, and seven were found to possess 
sev~n chromosomes with an XY¥ constitution. Three more cases involved I 
minor autosomal defects. Thus 3* percent of this popUlation were XYY 
individuals. It might be noted that,. in the study previously described by 
Casey et al. (1966a) XYY individuals could not have been detected since all 
individuals were first screened for two X's. Of this institutionalized 
population, the average height of males with only one Y chromosome was 67 
inches.. The average height of those with two Y chromosomes was slightly 
Q10re than 73 inches. This is in accord with the previous descriptions. Shortly 
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after the Jacobs report, Price et al. (1966) found two more ~ patient.s ~ 
the same institution, but in a different wing. In a detail~d. physI.ca 
examination of all riine cases there were no physical c~aractenstIcs which 
distinguished the XYY from the XY individuals except heIght. 

Casey et al. (1966b) examtned several populations including those already 
described arid published the following summary table: 

Population 

Detained: 
Mentally retarded . . . . 
.Mentally ill ...... . 

Criminal .......... . 
Mentally ill ........ . 
Normals .......... . 

Number of males 
exceeding 6' 

50 
50 
24 
30 
30 

Number of 
Xyy 

12 
4 
2 
o 
o 

. ere inter reted as suggesting that there is some de~ee .of Thes~ t~ata tWleacot betw~~en an XY¥ chromosome constitution and antI-socH:~J aSSOCIa IOn a " 

beh;~~or.o ulations just described were all British. An A~erican 'po~ula~ion 
t ~ ~ by Telfer et al (1968) who examined inmates m four mstIt4~lOns 

was s u ef . . al males i~ Pennsylvania. The four institutions included one 
for care 0 cnmm . d l' t d ltn one for 
£ r 'uvenile delinquents, one for mentally defec~1Ve e mquen a u~, . 
u~s~lected adults and one for the criminally msane. Of ~hese P?pUlatlOns, 
sub'ects were seJected for chromosomal analysis on the baSIS of heIght. Those 

e~ 71 inches' tall were selected. The following table gives the results. A 
~;n:arkablY uniform ratio of XYY individuals was found. 

Summary of institutional surveys pertaining to the XYY karyotype 

Height 
Approxi-

Reference mate 
selec- percent Investi- group 

Classification tion XYY Xyy gator size 

Violent propensities None 7 3.5 Jacobs 197 
>71" 1 7.0 Telfer 14 Juvenile delinquent 
>71" 0 .0 Mentally defective adult delinquents Telfer 30 

Unselected delinquent adults >71" 2 6.0 Telfer 35 
>71" 2 4.0 Telfer 50 Criminally insane 
>74" 1 5.0 Welch 22 Defective delinquent 

1 3.0 Welch 35 Various criteria (see text) 
>'73" 2 4.0 Goodman 52 caucasian inmates 
>13" 2 2.0 Goodman 100 Caucasian and Negro inmates 
:>69" 4 12.0 Weiner 34 Prisoners 

Hunter 29 Approved schoolboys "tall" 3 10.0 

Another American study (Welch et al., 1967) conceme~ 464 
institutionalized inmates classified as defective delin~uents. 0allf thIS.;O~al 

b· an initial screening of all who were at least 72 mches t prOVI e a 
~:/~f 97. This group in turn was scmened for IQ. and 11 were selecte~ 

·th IQ's less than 75. All of these cases were found to h~ve a norma 
~omosome complement. These investigators then as~e<l the reSident staff t~ 
name the 12 most aggressive patients in, the l1lstItutlOn. Upon exammatI~ 
of these were found also to be normal, with 46 chromos.omes.and an ___ _ 
chromosome complement. F;.nally a more vigorous screerung WIth respect to 
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~eight (regardless of IQ) was instituted. All those with height in excess of 74 
Inches were examined. Of the 22 in this category, one was an XYY. This 
latte.r group, consisting of individuals screened for height without regard to 
IQ, IS probably the most comparable to the previously described studies. The 
incidence of one in 22 is rather lower than the other studies reported, 
however. The authors suggest one possible explanation in that of all of the 35 
individuals whose chromosomes were studied, 21 were Negroes. Prior to this 
study, no Negro case of XYY had ever been reported. 

In another American investigation, Goodman et al. (1967) obtained 100 
volunteers who were 73 inches and taller from a penitentiary in Ohio which 
had 3,000 male inmates. Of the 100, there were 52 Caucasians and 48 
Negroes. Four of these individuals had chromosomal anomalies. Two, one 
Negro and one Caucasian, were Klinefelter's, with an XXY constitution. Two 
others, both Caucasians, werei XYY. The IQ's of the XYY individuals were 
normal. 

In Austra~~~, ~iener et al. (1968) found 34 prisoners between the heights 
of 69 and 82~ Inches. Four of these 34 had chromosome anomalies. Three 
were XYY, one was a mosaic with some cells being XYY and XYYY. Of 
the XYY's, one had committed murdetand another had been declared unfit 
to plead on the same charge. 

One further re.port, Hunter (1968), pertains to a study of 29 tall boys 
from an approved school in England .. Three of the 29 were XYY. TheirIQ's 
were 77, 78 and 91. The antisocial actions of these boys began at the ages of 
6, 7, and 9, respectively. 

In addition to these survey studies there have appeared ,several individual 
c~se histories of XYY individuals, some of which report dramatic evidence of 
aggressive behavior and some of which do not. It is interesting to note that of 
the three reports prior to 19?6, none made mention of aggressive behavior, 
but were concerned mostly wIth sexual development. Three papers appeared 
~n 1966, after the report by Jacobs et al., but perhaps too soon to have been 
~nflue~~ed by it. Of these three, two cases were characterized by sexual 
I~fanbhsm, and one was described as an aggressive psychopath. Since that 
time, ~ne case h?s been described as "extremely aggressive,". one as having 
ag~ressIye fantas.Ies but not being overtly aggressive, one as a juvenile 
delInquent (the fIrst reported Negro XYY case) and one, a9-year-old boy, as 
unmanagea~le, destructive, mischievous, defiant and dangerous. A mosaic has 
also been reported witl\ some XY and some XYY cells. A point was made of 
the fact that this y?ung b~y ha~ not shown any: unusual antisocial behavior. 

These reports Illustrate the problem of selective publication in case 
histories. It may be that some of the earlier described patients were indeed 
aggr~ssive but, since the focus of attention was on sexual development, no 
specIal comment was made on this "personaiity" trait. It is also possible that 
the more recent tendency has been to report those cases that are in accord 
with the expectation of aggressiveness. ' 

The survey studies, although not as subject to this difficulty, have their 
own problems of interpretation,arising largely from the nature of the 
populations surveyed. To state the problem briefly, and in a somewhat 
simplified manner: if you screen a population of tall aggressive criminals, and 
find that there are some' XYY individuals among them, it is no surprise to 
find that these XYY individuals are tall aggressive criminals. This fact in , 
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order to be interpretable, must be placed in a context of other facts, some of 
which we do not have. Fig. 11 illustrates the situation. Xvy indi~id~als 
constitute a subset of those institutionalized for aggreSSIve, cnnunal 
tendencies. To know the significance of this requires that we know how many 
XYY individuals are not institutionalized for this reason. The implications are 
quite different if the situation is as depicted in a than if it is as in b. If any 
appreciable number of XYY males are in the population "at large," t~en 
another question arises: of those at large, what percentage are also aggreSSIve 
and criminally inclined, but have not yet been caught in transgressions and 

convicted? . 
The information we now possess on these matters can be reviewed as 

follows. Sex chromosome anomalies other than XO in general app~ar to o!:cur 
in live births with a frequency not exceeding 0.16 percent, or 16 in 10,000 
(Polani, 1967). Many of these will be XXX and XXV and higher polysd.nies, 
and so on. One-fourth of this value, or 4 in 10,000, would probably represent 
a generous upper limit to the freque~cy of xYY. In a sur:vey of newborn 
males Court Brown (1967) found bne XYY in 2,000 cases, which would 
sugge~t the same order of magnitude. (This single case might not remain "at 
large" of course when grown up.) We may conclude that XYY's are 
infrequent in the general population. How frequent are they in tall, normal 
men? The only evidence on this point to date is that of Goodman et al. 
(1968) who studied the cluomosomes of 36 college basketball rlayers with.an 
average height of 76 inches. No XYY cases were found (although a high 
incidence of another Ghromosomal peculiarity, large satellites on group D 
chromosomes, was observed). , 

Together, these observations appear to implicate the XYY condition as 
being associated with a heightened tendency to aggressive, antiso,cial behavior .. 
The mechanism is obscure. Some studies have reported heightened 
testosterone levels; but others have not. A soCial mechanism is entirely 
possible. Large, possibly slightly retarded, males may-be ,ridiculed for their 
height and may respond aggressively. In any case, it would app~ar that .of the 
total amount of violence in our society only a very small part IS contrIbuted 
by XYY individuals. Society's attitude tewafd ~e XYY . ~ttdi~idual, 
parifcularly in terms of special legal status, must aWait the cIanhcatlOn of 
further research. 

AGGRESSION, EVOLUTION, AND MAN 

In recent years there has been a striking increase in efforts to unde~stand 
the behavioral evolution of man. Field studies of baboons and other prImates 
have been undertaken on an unprecedented scale (for examples, see DeVore, 
1965), and the fields of comparative psychology and ethology have been 
scrutinized for insights into man's behavioral origins. It is likely tha:1 much of 
the apparent urgency with which the problem is being considered arises from 
the realization that man's evolutionary future is now in doubt. The 
overwhelming problems brought about by population pressures,. imminent 
mass starvation nuclear and biological weapons and envIronmental 
contamination h~ve burst upon the scene, largely in the last decade. We are, 
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bluntly, in a mess, and some suggestions as to hu,¥ to get out of the mess 
might arise from a consideration of how we got hell!. 

In addition to the large professional literature that has increased so 
strikingly, a number of publications dealing with the topic have become 
bestsellers (Ardrey, 1966; Lorenz, 1966; Morris, 1967). To become popular 
on the general market, a book cannot maintain the scholarly standards that 
would be expected of professional literature. Thus, while these publications 
have served the useful purpose of informing the public on urgent matters, 
they have in some instances been easy targets for critics who prefer to believe 
that man's evolutionary past and biological condition are irrelevant to the 
human c,ondition. 

To be sure, there can be found non sequiturs, generalizations based upon 
slender evidence and propositions that are untestable. But ,the basic point, 
that man is a product of evolution and that his current behavior has origins in 
his evolutionary past, is undoubtedly correct. Assuming that the doctrine of 
special creation is no longer seriously regarded, one could only argue man's 
exemption from evolutionary biology on the basis of the uniqueness of 
culture. This point has already been discussed, and the argument made that 
culture provides a new set of environmental factors to interact with the 
genetic ones, but does not constitute any new principle. One cannot even 
argue'that, since man has become self-domesticated, the genes for behaviors 
relevant and appropriate for his early, and very animal, history have been 
elimina ted. It is unquestionably true that the emergence of highly articulated 
societies has imposed new selection pressures, and has altered gene 
frequencies appreciably. But social change has been too rapid for genetic 
changes to keep pace. There has not been sufficient time to alter the basiC 
wiring diagram of the species. 

So we're here today armed with the adaptations, propensities, inclinations 
and aptitudes that enabled our ancestors to deal successfully with some 
formidabl~ problems. Among the propensities are affIliative ones, cooperative 
ones, altruistic ones, and, to the point of this report, aggressive ones. 

Theprovoc~.tjons that arise from dense popUlations are probably among 
th€) major soui:ces of man's current problems. We probably evolved from 
grQllp territoriiH species. Space is important to us, and violations of the 
requirements of members of territorial species can cause enormous changes in 
1f11docrine status and these influence physiology and behavior very generally. 
. What can the biological perspective offer for the violence of today? 

Probably not much that will be of use in the next long, hot summer. Not 
enough is y6t known about specific mechanisms. We know that individual 
differences in aggressiveness in our species are in part genetically determined. 
We have seen that it is not "aggressiveness" that is inherited, but a s~ries of 
processes that interact with the environment to determine predilections to 
respond with aggressive behavior in certain situations. We have seen that it is 
not useful to inquire if aggressive men are born or made; they are born and 
made. The most important implication is for a longer term perspective. The 
problems are probably not next year's alone, nor even the next decade's 
alone. Solutions will only be gradual, and they will likely come from research 
yet to be conducted. It is essential that this research not be handicapped by 
the dangerous vestiges of the nature-nurture controversy. Tv ,concede a 
biological contribution is not to dtmy the importance of environment 
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factors-either as determinants or as sources of ame1ioratio~. Research 
conducted with the old dichotomous perspective is grossly hand~capped-the 
back is turned on a whole domain of potential explana.t~ry pnncIples. The 
problems are too urgent to permit this intellectural chauvilllsm. 
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THE BIOLOGY OF 
INDIVIDUAL VIOLENCE: AN OVERVIEW 

," By Frank Ervin * 

The biology of individual violence must focus on brain function and 
dysfunction. The brain is the organ of behavior. Personal violence, like other 
behavioral phenomena, is the reflection of a particular pattern of cerebral 
organization. Th\s patterIl is a resultantp{ the current environmen tal (sensory) , , 
stimuli, the. stored experience of the. mdividual (both th~ personally unique /;f' 
and the socw-culturally shared expenence), and the functIonal and struct¥!WC9

' 

organization of tl;1e brain tissue. This structural organization, in" turn,-is a 
product of the evolutionary development, the 'genetic (familial) heritage, and 
the individually uniqu'e exigencies of birth, maturation, accidents anddisease~ 
as well as the immediate physical arHt chemical environment (the "milieu 

, ' ''-";J' 
interieur"). = ' 

The role of current environmental stimuli and of learned responses in 
d(f\Iminlng behavior is traditionally the concern of sociology and psychology 
(including psychodynamic psychiatry) and is not to be covered in the present 
survey. It should be emphasized, however, that' this is an artificial 
dichotomization of the continuous brain-envirtmment interaction. On the one 
hand the availability of environmental stimu(i is essential for the normal 

, anatomic maturation of the brain. On the other :\both the genetic endowment 
and any deviations of brain structure set\ the liroits within wrJch 
environmental CUes are perceived, interpreted, and\acited upon." 

Wi!h this caveat against simplistic redu9tionisln clearly stated, we shall 
consi~er in turn each of the factors outlined in the first paragraph. 

" 

I. PHytOGENESIS 

The phylogenetic (evolutionary) determinants of human behavior areo 

poorly understood. It is clear that the neural il1echanisms of the simplest 
machinery for insuring the individual and species survival is predetermined. 
Chewing, sucking, swallowing, breathing, temperature regulation, etc. are 
complex neural mechanisms subject to little modification, although the 
behavior which leads' to these final acts maybe ever so complexly 
determined. The 'suggestion that the final behavioral expression of personal 

*Director, Stanley Cobb Laboratories for Psychiatric Research, Massachusetts 
General Hospital. Associate Clinical Professor of Psychiatry, Harvard Medical School. 
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violence (e.g. physical attack on another individual) may share this quality of 
being "preprogramed" rests heavily on laboratory studies of experimental 
animals. These may conveniently be divided into the following: 

(A) Observation in Nature 

During the past several years there has been an increasing attention to the 
patterns of behavior of animals living in natural environments. The ethologists 
in particular, under the leadership of Lorenz and of Tinbergen, have focused 
on "innate" mechanisms which are built into the brain of the species and are 
relatively independent of postnatal experience. Other workers, particularly 
De Yore and other observers of primate groups, have emphasized observations 
of the social structure of the group, patterns of individual interaction, and 
"acculturation" of the individual into the group without the theoretical 
concern about the sources of the behavioral phenomena observed. Because of 
the articulate, popular presentations of the ethological position recently, 
much of the pop'!llar philosophizing about aggression in man has reflected 
their position without adequate regard for the serious criticisms raised by 
other animal behaviorists both about the primary observations and the 
interpretation of the data. The essence of this position as presented either by 
nonscientific writers such as Ardrey, or by scientists such as Lorenz, or 
Morris, for example, is that the animai, including man, is innately aggressive. 
In dangerous predatory animals this aggressivity is balanced by other evolved 
instinctual patterns which prevent irltraspecies Idlling under normal 
circumstances. In nonpredatory animals there is no need in the wild for these 
control mechanisms to have evolved, so that rabbits and doves, for example, 
when confined are likely to kill during .conflicts over territory or sexual 
partner. By this logic, man is assumed to have a nonpredatory inheritance (or 
one of too.short duration for evolution of controls), and the necessary 
instinctual control mechanisms are absent. These are r.eplaced in this schema 
by weak,learned social controls \vhich break down readily under 
provocation. The weaknesses of this hypothesis and its variants (cf. for 
example the combination of this \ogic with historically related psychoanalytic 
theory as presented by Storr) are twofold. The primary data are in question 
and have been sharply criticized, for example, by Scott. The extrapolation of 
these {t.ata to man, with his uniquely protracted childhood for social and 
cultural,;, learning and hls USe of symbols, is entirely without experimental 
justification, as pointed outbyC. R. Carpenter. In view of the considerable 
experimental a;\d logical weakness of this position, it is import.ant to note 
how influential it has become in recent years. It is perhaps because of the 
scientifi~' g16ss added to an ancient philosophical position that man is 
inherently evil. The debate as, to man's inherent goodness Qr evil has occupied 
philosophy, religion, and political theory for some millennia and in the 
absence of convincing data will probably continue to outlast contemporary 
theories. 

(B) Brain Stimulation in Animals 

The vertebrate brain has evolved by' elaboration of and additions to the 
basic neural machinery necessary for individual and species survival. In the 
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course of this elaboration, basic mechanisms have been retained and some 
functions automated. This process is clear in relationship to such processes as 
swallowing, breathing, etc., as mentioned above. In a similar way learned 
skills are automated so that if it is necessary, for example, to catch a ball one 
need not "think about" each separate motor act, but to call into operation of 
a preprogrammed sequence of neural events. 

One method for investigating these preprogrammed patterns is to use tiny 
wites which permit one to apply brief electrical currents to parts of the brain. 
These currents crudely imitate the normal electrical signals used by the brain 
and evoke responses from the animal which can be observed and studied. A 
similar procedure can be carried out by applying small amounts of chemicals 
which are also involved in normal brain signal transmission. 

Among other observations made by this method, directed attack behavior 
can be evoked by proper stimulation of sites in the so-called limbic brain. 
Within the limbic brain mechanisms can be defined which underlie sexual 
behaVior, eating and drinking, flight and fight behavior, and other aspects of 
"emotional" behavior. Particularly the work of Flynn, Delgado, Kaada, and. 
Hunsperger has defined a region of the amygdala and its projections to trw 
hypothalamus and midbrain whiqh is critical for this behavior in a variGd 
group of animal species. In the most dramatic instanqe, stimulation in tl~~se 
regions will change a placid animal promptly into a ferocious adversary ~ Who 
will attack in effective and purposeful manner either animate or in.anlmate, 
neighbors. It is important to note however that this behavior is dependent to 
some extent on immediate circumstances, and can be modified by drugs oroy 
stimuiation of still other parts of the limbic system. It as also of importance 
that it is possible to utilize the state produced by stimulation for training. 
That is, an animal stimulated in an empty environment will not attack the 
cage walls, but can be trained to "work," i.e., to open doors, explore mazes, 
etc. in order to gain access to an appropriate object for aggression. Thus in 
normal circumstances, these neural mechanisms for attack behavior are in 
constant interaction with the rest of the brain and are influenced through it 
by the impinging environmental stimuli. ~ 

~ Finally, it should be noted that these limbic system structures, precisely 
d.elimited in the experimental animal work, are those implicated in the more 
limited studies of human behavior discussed below. 

(C) Brain Ablations 

In contrast to studies by stimulation of brain regions, ablation or removal 
of brain tissue in small areas can reveal deficits in behavior. Such studies have 
been carried' out in regard- to attack behavior and although there were some 

, confusing and contradictory reports in the early literature, a consistent 
picture has" emerged in the past few years. The attack behavior eJ.~cited by 
limbic system stimulation can be prevented by lesions made "downstream." 
That is, stimulation in the amygdala can be rendered ineffectural if a lesion is 
made in the hypothalamus. Second, careful work of Schreiner and Kling, and 
of Green et al., has demonstrated that removal of the amygdala in feral 
animals, such as the bobcat and the lynx, will produce marked taming and the 
loss of aggressivity. This is also true in the rh~sus monkey, and in primate 
colonies animals' with such lesions show loss of aggressivity in those 
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dominance relationships not normally accompanied by actual fighting but 
only by ritualized displays of threat and appeasement. Such changes in 
behavior may not be permanent if lesions are limited to the anlygdala. It is 
also apparently the case that amygdalar lesions made in infant monkeys show 
little effect on adult behavior. It may be that these phenomena reflect the 
enormous plasticity of the central nervous system", or that suitably extensive 
experiments have not yet been completed. It is important that these studies 
be extended because the application of focal ablation to treatment in man is 
increasingly important. 

In summary, there exists a neural machinery for directed attack which can 
be called into action by environmental demands for self protection, can be 
artificially activated to produce effective behavior, and can be removed by 
appropriate brain lesic>ns. This machinery is in constantinteraction with and 
under the control of the rest of the brain under normal circumstances and it3 
effects on behavior are modulated by past exp~ri1iice and the current 
environment, both sensory and metabolic. . 

II. GENETICS 

Under this heading we shall refer both to inheritance from the parents in 
the common usage ~f the term and to post-conception changes in gene or 
chromosome function. The entire field of the genetics .of behavior is young 
and knowledge is fragmentary. Early, simplistic notions about the inheritance 
of complex traits such as "criminality" or "intelligence" did much to 
discredit the usefulness of genetic concepts. That b~havioral attributes have 
genetic determinants is probably roost manifest in the practical areas of 
anim~ breeding. Breeding for behavioral traits of aggressivity or of 
tractability is cOplmon in both dog and horse raising. Even in these cases, of 
course, the results are statistical rather than individual. That is to say a given 
individual's life experience may modify the gen~:fic inheritance which simply 
weights the outcome-it is easier t9 produce a lqller from a German Shepherd 
than from a French poodle. So few human comfnunitie,~ approach the genetic 
homogeneity of a selected animal species that these 'considerations are of 
limited practical application to man except to emphasize the potential 
impQrtance of genetic influences. 

More germane to the real problems of man are the studies of the 
"interaction of genetic factors and early life experience. F!Jr example, the .' 
work of Ginsberg at the University of Chicago has demenstrated.Jhe_ . _ ~.,: 
~mportance of genetically petermined patterns of enzyme development in the . 
brain in setting the threshold for changes: in function due to early trauma or 
learning experience. We have_no direct-evidence in man about these processes 
nor. is there any major research in this area. It would be of particular 
importance to pursue the study of the interaction of early hormonal exposure 
and/or of social inputs such as handling, crowding, and maternal deprivation, 
whigh have been shown to hCllve profound influence on adult behavior of 
v<,trious animals. The work of J..rvine and of'Harlow is especially suggestive in 
this area, ~9r they have shown t!tat temporary changes in the internal or 
external el!Vironment at a critiq~Lstage ip development may lead to 
permanent changes, in later behavior (ana: by . implication, in brain 
organization). - ~", 
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It is the understanding of these complex interactions in early de~elopment 
which in the long run will be most critical for our understandmg of the 
genesis and prevention of viol~nt behavior ~ b~ological terms. Unfortunat~ly, 
at the present little work is bemg supported m these areas and almost noth~g 
useful is known in regard to man. More attention has been drawn recently to 
another critical area, that of chromosomal abnormality, or ~'aneuploidy." The 
development in recent years of the techniques of cytogenetIcs has allowed ~he 
direct observation of chIOmosomes, those large intracellualar structures which 
contain the genes which deter1Jljnp~e:p~etic traits. In normal man there are 46 
such chromosomes, half ftOl:L1.-il::Jh parent. Two of these are sex 
chromosomes' femaleness being determined by two X chromosomes, and 
maleness by ~rte X and one Y. The others, or aut?somes, exist ~ormally as 22 
matched""oairs. It is possible, either at conception or some tune l~ter, for 
errors in division to occur so that individual chromosomes are lost, dIstorted, 
or more frequently, increased in number. For example, thre~ rather th~n two 
chromosomes of a particular type may appear. When ~s occu~s m ~he 
autosomes widespread disorders may appear,. frequently mcompatIble WIth 
prolonged' life. One such abnormality well known is. that w~c~ produces 
rnongolism._a type of mental deficiency. Many of these abnormalities produce 
disorders ~f the central nervous system. Similar abnorma~tiesin. the s~x 
'chiomosomes are less devastating, although also often assocIated WIth bram 
dysfunction and particularly with mental retardation. The presence of an 
extra X in either the male or the female is especially co~on in ret~rdate 
popUlations, amounting to 3 to 4 percent of such populatIOns. In part~c~lar, 
males with XXV chromosome configurations tended also to have cnrrunal 
records and to be assaultive in the original study by Zublin.. . 

Although the relation<sbipb~!Vle.e~ chromosomal abnormality. and br~m 
dysfunction seems apparent from tne work alr~ady noted, th~ mterverung 
mechanism is not clear; therefore· it was WIth some surpn~e tJ13t the 
description of XYY aneuploidy was received. Both Court-B:own s group and 
Telfer, among others, have4escrib.ed .the. X~ abno~~ht!' to ~e twe,~ty 
times as common among iIlmates of mstItutIOns tor the cnmmally 1I1sane as 
in the general population. Such abnormaHties occur among only 3 to 4 
percent of the total offender population, but the increas~d frequ~ncy among 
such population suggests an important shaping. role for thi~ anomaly. 
Unfortunately there is no evidence for the recIprocal question of the 
incidence of 'criminal offenses among the population~roup with ~ 
chromosomes. If it were to be unusually high, this would be. on~ populat~on 
of . easily identifia,bie potential offenders in w~om preventI~e ~terventIon 
would .. be useful. Unfortunately, epidemiolOgIC cytogenetIcs IS ~ badly 
unde;&~veloped field, primarily because of the tedium ot: developmg and 
counting\)chromosomal preparations. Th~ ~p?licat~on/of new co~puter 
technology to this probleI11 should have slgmflcant unpact on a vanety of 
probl~ms in social medicine. . . . . 

A major.p.roblem remains in understanding the r?le of the observable xv: 
or other. abnormality in contributing to the behaVIOral anomaly. Whet~er Jt 
modifies gross brain> stn.lcture, sensitivity to end?crine ~evels, hlgher 
endocrine l~vels, etc., is unknown.· Obviously, such ~tervenmg processess 
must be defmed if adequate preventixe ~ or therapeutIc measures are to be 
developed.", 
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III. BRAIN DISEASE IN MAN 

We have implied earlier that the neural mechanisms for organizing attack 
behavior in vertebrates are shared by man, and that they can be activated by 
disease. Two mechanisms are possible, and both seem to occur upon 
occasion: 

(1) The more recently evolved control mechanisms may be impaired 
leaving 'the primitive emotional brain vulnerable to inappropriately 
strong response to minimal stimuli. 

(2) The limbic brain may itself be involved in disease which 
produces irritation not unlike that of the exploring experimental 
electrode described in animal experiments. This too may leave a 
hyperresponsivity to ordinary stimuli or, on occasion, outbursts of 
aggressivity minimally related to any stim1Jlus. 

The first category of cases probably is represented by patients with diffuse 
brain disease. In particular, the syndrome of hyperkinetic destructive 
behavior seen in some brain damaged children is pertinent. Such cases are 
often so severe as to require continued restraint, and any object in the 
environment is destroyed. Many such children are controlled by drug therapy 
or by specific brain surgery (see below) aimed at interruption of the amygdala 
hypothalamic circuit described earlier. Patients, whether children or adults, 
with such widespread brain disease are too impaired to pose much of asocial 
threat or to indulge in crime and are of interest here only in that they 
indicate one extremum of a problem. The same is true of many other 
-common diseases which directly involve the limbic system structures. 
Infection, trauma, and neoplasm, when involving the limbic system, may be 
accompanied by directed assaultive behavior and, on occasion, sexual 
assaultiveness or major deviance as well. Rabies is the classic instance, as its 
very name implies. Less dramatic infections may also produce these results. 
Head injuries frequently involve the medial temporal lobe, and its limbic 
system structures because of their anatomic position and unique 
vulnerability. A recent study by McLaurin h~s emphasized this point and 
pointed out the number of accident victims emerging from!lunconsciousness 
with assaultive behaviC' ill the eady period. In all these cases other neurologic 
symptoms both make it clear that the patients have a medical problem, and 
interfere with performance in ways that preclude any major socia:! 
significance of their acts. More significant perhaps are the patients with 
undetected tumors of the limbic system, a number of whom, as recently 
reported by Malamud, show periodic dyscontrol of their emotions, including 
rage. These are, ,happ'ily, few in number and they may also have other 
symptoms which call them to medical attention. 

Of more importance in the second category of limbic system dyscontrol 
are those patients with epilepsy, particularly so-called temporal lobe or 
psychomotor epilepsy. A number of these patients have episodicdyscontrol 

-of their emotional impulses prob':::~~v..,related to limbic system disease. It is 
unusual for this behavior to be of so'C'i~hor legal significancd: during a seizure 
because of the accompanying impairment of perception ,and of awareness, 
although such cases' 'do occur and have been recently reported in detail by 
Sweet et aL More frequently episodeLf?f attack behavior, or impulsive 
aggressive driving occur without other "seizure" symptoms. The importance 
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of these. episodes has recently been emphasized by Monroe and by Jonas. The 
me~hamsm has long been .obscure, but it has recently been demonstrated by 
Ervm et a1. that recordmgs made from the depths of the brain show 
seizurelike discharges in the key limbic structures of these patients preceding 
an attack. Further, these authors demonstrated that directed attack behavior 
could be initiated by electrical stimulatIon in these areas just as has been 
described in the experimental animal. 

Such behavior can be aborted by' electrical stimulation in other brain 
re~ions, so~etimes prev~nted by proper pharmacotherapy, or permanently 
relIeved WIth neurosurgIcal ablation of the proper limbic structures. The 
frequency of such cases involved in criminal violence is unknown. It is 
apparently not high, but no adequate .epidemiologic surveys have ever been 
carried out. Of more importance may be individuals with covert brain disease 
described in the next section who share the problem of episodic dyscontrol 
with the known epileptic. 

IV.THE ROLE OF BRAIN DISEASE IN INDIVIDUAL VIOLENCE 

Since there are patients with known brain disease who show impaired 
control of aggressive impulses and frequently commit acts of violence in 
response to minimal provocation, it is logical to ask if the recurrent violent 
offender is likely to have focal brain disease. The answer to this question is 
~ot ~on~lusive but there a~e suggestive leads which call for vigorous 
mveSjIgatIon. They are partIcularly provocative because they suggest- the 
presence of at least a subset of offenders who can be diagnosed, definitively 
treated, and perhaps even detected prior to major crime and offered 
preventive treatment. 

The evidence is of three kinds. Most impressive are those individuals who 
as adults have a centralnervous system injury (trauma, hemorrhage, or tumor, 
most. c0Il!monly) and ~ho undergo ~ "personality change." The appearance 
of epIsodIC rage attacks, often manifest by wife beating, impulsive automobile 
driving, and fighting after ingesting small amounts of alcohol may be the only 
symptoms noticed or detectable. Careful examination of such individuals may 
rey'll" suggestive signs of limbic system damage without major neurological 
SYIrptom~. Management of such individuals by anticollvulsant or 
neurosurgIcal therapy lends support to the hypothesis that the structural 
impairment of the limbic system was the etiologiC process in the personality 
change. 

Second, a' recent study by Lion et al. of self-referred violent patients 
indicates that there area large number of indiViduals who seek medical help 
with complaints of episodic dyscontrol felt by the patient to be alien to him. 
These patients present a common historical pattern of multiple assaults, 
multiple automobile accidents) poor sexual integration, and frequent minor 
"neurologic" symptQIDs. On examination, the frequent occurrence of minor 
signs of brain dysfunction was noted, although the lack of definitive tests for 
limbic system' disease made it impossible to test clearly the hypothesis 
presented above. Again, many of these patients were improved by approprlat~ 
pharmacologic therapy, particulary in combination with psychological and'" 
social intervention.:. ' . '->.-. 

The third line of suggestive evidence comes from the study of convicted 
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criminals. A number of such .studies are noted in the bibliography, but most 
are inconclusive either because of faulty examination procedure (generally 
limited to electroencephalographic examination) or poor delimitation of 
diagnostic categories. Common to most studies however is the finding of a 
high incidence of abnormality of the EEG in criminals guilty of physical 
assault, with the highest incidynce in individuals guilty of "motiveless" 
murder and the lowest in highly motivated single offenses (crimes of passion 
or revenge). These studies are far from definitive, and again are particularly 
handicapped by the lack of criteria for testing specifically the limbic system; 
but no really thorough studies have ever been made of a criminal population 
in respect to neurobiological function. 

A serious handicap in all studies of the kinds outlined above is the 
practical logistic one of combining adequate medical facilities with penal 
setting. There are no laws· .requiring or providing facilities for competent 
examination of the criminal offender. The noncriminal violent patient can 
not be tolerated in the usual medical setting and even those few physicians 
willing to be involved in his diagnosis and treatment are frustrated in their 
attempts by social structures. 

. V. THE ROLE OF D~UGS AND ENDOCRINES 

Much emphasis is placed in lay discussion of the problems of individual 
violence on the role of drugs. The most commonly abused drugs in our 
culture are alcohol, the opioid derivatives or hard narcotics, the barbiturates, 
the amphetamines, the major and minor "psychedelic" agents (LSD and 
marihuana, for example) and the psychoactive agents given therapeutically-the 
tranquilizers and mood elevators. There is no convincing evidence linking the 
narcotics to crimes of personal violence. There is a marked increase in cr.ime rate 
among narcotics users, but usually crimes against property or for monetary gain. 
The psychedelic agents, if anything, seem to mitigate against violence and at the 
extreme may actually decrease "normal" aggressivity. (They might, in fact, be 
worth investigating as therapeutic agents in individuals with recurrent 
violence crimes.) Evidence concerning the amphetamin'es is less clear, but 
they are known to be effective therape·u'tic agents in the hyperkinetic 
destructive syndromes of childhood mentioned above and are effective in 
behavior disorders of adoiescence. These data would suggest they are not 
provpcative unless producing an oVert paranoid psychosis (which may occur 
upon chronic administration). 

While the major 'tranquilizers are of value in the tre~tment of certain 
individuals with episodic dyscontrol either with or without epilepsy, others 
may, like the mood elevators, increase aggressivity. T.l~e reports of these 
changes to date are based on subtle measures of effect and JIlay not reflect a 
social hazard; however the widespread use of these drugs may have social 
implications. Further observation here is necessary. 

The major important pharmacologic agent of note isa1cohoL It is perhaps 
of significance that alcohol ingestion is associated with more than half of 
all crimes and automobile accidents. The significant evidence comes from 
that small group' of individuals who manifest "pathological intoxication." 
These indiViduals, after.a small amountof alcohol by usual social standards, 
become wildly assaultive and often uncontrollable. T4ey are more likely to 
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commit assault than homicide, but the latter may accidentally occur. There is 
s~me evide?-ce that a number of these individuals may have temporal lobe 
disea~e actIvated by ,alcohol, so that they are analogous to the epileptics 
c~escn~ed above. Many also show episodic dyscontrol in. nondrinking 
SItuatIOns. It may be then that alcohol is a specific activating agent for the 
~en~i~i~e limbi~ sys~em in addition to being a more general releasing agent of 
inhIbItIons. ThIS pomt too has never been definitively clarified. , 

Although they are "drugs,'; for the sake of completeness the influence of 
hormones should be included at this point, though they may have little 
social-legal significance. The most important hormone probably is 
testosterone, which can be demonstrated to increase aggressive behavior in 
experimental animals, and in the absence of which, aggression is diminished. 
The importance in man is unknown, although it may contribute to the 4: 1 
ratio of males to females as perpetrators of violent crimes. It may also be an 
important intermediary in explaining the role of sex chromosome 
abnormality in violent acts. Other steroids may also be important, but most 
visibly in those indiyiduals who have significant endocrinologic disease for 
which there are other indications for medical care. 

A final endocrinologic abnprmality is. hypoglycemia, usually induced by 
e]{,cess insulin, either from the body or administered therapeutically to treat 
diabetes. A few cases of violent behavior induced by hypoglycemia have been 
described. Hypoglycemia is a well-known provocation for epileptic foci, and 
the limbic system is uniquely sensitive to it. It is likely that any such cases 
have either undetected temporal lobe epilepsy or the episodic dyscontrol 
syndrome described above with minimal limbic system pathology and 
hypersensitivity. • 

In summary, chemical agents, whether endogenous hormones or 
exogenous chemicals, affect behavior by altering brain organization or 
sensitivity. The major offending agent of social-legal significance is alcohol 
and its mode of action is insufficiently investigated to draw firm conclusions. 

VI. RELATIVE SIGNIFICANCE OF BIOLOGICAL FACTORS IN 
INDIVIDUAL VIOLENCE 

I t has been demonstrated that there are some individuals in whom brain 
dysfunction is the primary factor in their violent behavior. There are others in 
whom episodic, recurrent violent behavior coexists with similar brain 
dysfunction and in whom therapy directed at the brain modifies the behavior. 
The question then arises as to how many such individuals there may be or to 
what extent such biologically detectable and modifiable abnormalities may 
account for personal violence in the United States. There is in fact no way of 
knowing at the present time, for no systematic studies of offender 
populations have been adequately carried out. This is partly because of lack 
of interest and the lack of strong hypotheses to test. It is also because of 
serious limitations on our present techniques for examining brain function in 
sophisticated ways, and because of crippling limitations On available facilities 
for carrying out multidisciplinary examinations of violent individuals. 

In spite of this lack of hard knowledge, a strong case for further 
investigation of this issue could be made solely on the grounds of feasibility 
of detection and treatment of even a few case~. 'That the problem may be 
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greater than just a few cases is suggested by the incidence of known 
abnormality of the kinds described. Known temporal lobe epilepsy afflicts at 
least one-quarter of a million Americans. Clinical experience would suggest an 
equal number who are undiagnosed and untreated. Brain disease of one kind 
or another, including mental deficiency, afflicts ten million: individuals at 
least. It is not implied that all of these individual~ are·~t risk ;of committing 
violent acts, but they do represent the grossest possible dysfunction of the 
nervous system so that they are most easily diagnosed: More subtle 
impairments are unknown as to frequency. We do know that the brain is 
particularly sensitive to insult during the birth process and the immediate 
postnatal period when anoxia, infection, mechanical trauma and 
malnutrition (particularly protein lack) may produce permanent dam~ge. It 
may be important that the popUlation at greatest risk from these factors of 
neglect is just that population from the slums, ethnic ghettos, and rural, 
"backwoods" in which the personal violence rate is highest. There are many 
other social, cultural, and psychological factors in such areas which 
contribute to use of violence as a personalproblem-solving technique, but the 
existence of impaired neural mechanisms for impulse control would amplify 
these other factors dramatically. The processes of social reconstruction 
necessary to remove any of these factors are the same-whatever their relative 
significance is in the personal violence problem. The problem is raised sharply 
only to emphasize how little attention has been paid to issues of brain 
function in social thinking in general. 

VIT. DIAGNOSIS, TREATMENT, AND PREVENTION 

If . adequate facilities existed for the examination of either criminal 
offenders or noncriminal violent individuals, our ,present techniques of 
psychiatric, neurologic, psychologic, and laboratory examination would 

, de~~ct many of those with brain disease. New and more sensitive techniqu~s 
need to be developed, but the direction in which such studies should evolve is 
clear from present animal studies and clinical experience. 

Treatment of even those individuals with demonstrable biologic 
abn~r~ality is still entirely empirical. Anticonvulsant drugs, tranquilizers, 
modifIed. psychotherapy i) and soci<il rehabilitation all seem to be important. 

Existing pharmacologic agents are .not in general designed for specific 
neurophysiologic or neurohumoral purpo~es and are effective in only a 
fraction of cases. The application of neurosurgical ablative techniques has 
been limited to patients with. gross neurological disorder, and whether it has 
any role in the alleviation of recurrent '~lllcontrollable violence without gross 
brain disease is not known. 

Powerful techniques of conditioning and behavior therapy have not been 
applied in the field, of violence enough'to know their potential therapeutic 
value. 

Prevention requires fIrst an accurate prediction method. At the present, 
the most powerful prediptor of personal violence is a past history of the same 
behavior. This is not a trivial matter since in more than half of all serious 
crimes of violence the offender has a previous history of less serious violent 
offenses .. An early diagnostic workup woulq at le~st,Iemove those individuals 
who could be treated by knowr~' methods. Further, this population of 
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recurrent, though minor, violent offenders is the ideal one on which to test 
the efficacy of preventive intervention, of whatever kind. 

While there are many lacunae in our knowledge, we already know enough 
to begin work in an effective way. The I~ritical necessity is to recognize that 
individual violence is not just a legal 01' moral offense to be penalized, but 
that it is a problem in behavior whicli is to be prevented if possible-certainly 
dia.gnosed and treated against possible recurrence, if not. For any given 
individual, this will require the insight and resources 'qf all the sciences of 
human behavior. The biologicalscience8 cannot be excluqed from this task'. 

VIII. SUMMARY: WHAT WE K1\fOW ABOUT THE BIOLOGY 
OF INDIVIDUAL VIOLENCE-AND WHAT WE DON'T KNOW 

\ 

lea). Violent behavior is a reflectioJ1l.' of brain organization. The present 
summary ignores the vitally important !/role of experience-individual and 
social-in determining brain organization. These topics are covered in other 
sections. 

l(b). We do not know clearly what lasting effects early experience may 
have on brain organization; i.e., whether .changes occur which are not 
reversible by later experience and require biological intervention for 
modification. Much evidence suggests that this may be true. 

2(a). Many individuals with abnormality of a specific brain region (the 
limbic system) show loss of control of angry feelings and dangerous recurrent 
physical assault on other individuals. This is true whether the abnormality is 
caused by birth injury, impaired development, trauma, tumor, or infection. 
There exist in this country at least half a million individuals known to have 
such brain abnormality. The probable incidence is several times this figure. 

2(b) We do not know-
(1) The actual in'cidence of covert abnormality of this kind, although it 

clearly exists. 
(2) The actual social risk presented by this population (e.g., how many 

of them actually commit dangerous assault). 
(3) How many persons guilty of assaultive behavior (crimes of violence 

or violence by automobile, etc.) have such abnormality. 
3(a). In addition to primary brain disease as a detectable (treatable, and 

preventable) factor in violent behavior, chromosomal abnormalities are. of 
particular importance. It is clear that populations of (institutionalized) 
violent offenders have an incidence of chromosomal abnormality 20 to 50 
times as great as the general population. '. 

3(b). We do not know-
. (1) Whether the individual with chromosomal abnormality (about 

0.2 percent of the population, or 4 million people) is more likely to 
commit violent acts than is the chromosomally normal. 

(2) By what mechariism the chromosomal abnormality modifies 
..' brain function. (Whether directly or via endocrine mechanisms.) 
. (3) What therapeutic or preventive measures could be most effective 

in modifying the behavior of these individuals. 
4(a). Many observations agree ,that endocrine mechanisms-particularly the 

sex hormones~are important in' determining the threshold Jor, and 
occurrence of; aggressive behavior. 

--- - ----- -- --.~~~-~------ --;-~ ~ 
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4(b). We do not know how important the~e mechanisms are in man nor 
how besUo modify them for therapeutic effectiveness. 

Sea). There are some empirically developed treatment modes which are 
effective in certain individuals. Pharmacologic agents, neuro~urgical 
procedures, and reeducative methods alone or in combination may 
dramatically improve a majority of individuals who seek help voluntarily or 
are referred at an early age. 

S(b). We do not know-
(1) Which pharmacologic agent or which procedure is most likely to 

be effective in a given instance (i.e., by what criteria to predict 
therapeutic efficacy). 

(2) How effective such procedures might be in an adult, 
nonvoluntary population (e.g., prisoners). 

(3) How rationally to design more effective therapeutic agents than 
we now have. . 

6(a). We know that there are a large number of individual~ with recurrent 
violent behavior, many of whom are aware of and concerned about their lack 
of ~mpulse .cont~ol.. There is at present no systematic social or professional 
polIcy. for IdentIfymg and helping these individuals. Their problem is not 
recog~l1~ed as a medic~ one; they are ignored by most professional groups 
(physIcIans, psychologists, sociologists) and even when in legal custody are 
not systematically examined and diagnosed. No legal standards or gUidelines 
for adequate medical examination exist, even for murderers. Most court 
?rd.ered "psychiatric examination" is, at the best, incomplete, and usually 
Incompetent. 

There . are no adequate facilities for the diagnostic evaluation or 
therapeutIc study of such individuals whether self referred or in legal custody. 

IX. RECOMMENDATIONS 

~any rec~mmendations for research are implicit in the summary. Much of 
~e InfOrmatIOn noted as unknown is readily available by the investment of 
t~e and money. With that information, effective strategies of immediate 
actIOn and further research could be specified. Concretely, as first steps in 
such a program, we propose the followiQg: 

(1) That medical biologica:~;-:'~amination of the violent individual be 
co~sidered. an important aspe~~ t~f his evaluation. That such guidelines 
or InstructIOns for the court aiid penal institutions as are necessary be 
evolved and disseminated. 

(2) That medical and medical auxiliary groups (such as the Mental 
Health Ass~ciation) be widely informed and enlisted in concern for the 
~roblem of individual violence. 

(3}, T~at pilot model ~;nters be established promptly (perhaps under 
~he. ~are Streets Act of 1968) to bring together community 
mstitutIOns . and. aca~e~c resources to implement our present 
knowledge m bIOmedicme, psychology, sociology, and law for the 
treatment of the violent offender. In the COUf$e of active diagnosis and 
therapy further research could evolve, and interdisciplinary education 
both of young professionals and of establjshed community leaders 
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could be developed. 
(4) That the planning for the newly authorized National Institute for 

Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice consider the development of 
several regional centers of excellence, each utilizing existing strength in" 
a particular pertinent area of research (sociology, ,;medicine, 
criminology, etc.) while developing interdisciplinary collaborlation. The 
development of such centers could be considered as an alt~\rnative to 
the NIH model of concentrating the full spectrum of special talents in a 
single national center. Such a phln would recognize the limited number 
of competent, interested professionals in this field, would enhance 
recruitment of interested young professionals from the academic and 
practicing community, and would promote the prompt application; of 
usefui methods to real community problems as well as involving the 
community directly in awareness of the problem and support for the 
program. 

(5) That dire(.;[ea research be contracted to answer the epidemiologic 
problems enumerated in the Summary and to implement the 
necessary tedWl0logical procedures for such research. Such contracting 
should be d~ile with the advice of existing scientific advisory ,groups 
even if funded~from the Department of Justice (Le., Psychopharmacology 
Branch, NIMH~.\ fqr th~r~peutic. drug studies; Division of Biological 
Standards for chromosome surveys, etc.). 

(6) That, as a corollary of focused epidemiologic surveys, adequate 
crime and automobile. accident statistics be .compiled. This clearly 
must be done by a competent body independent of the FBI or other 
politically motivated institution. 

(7) That the public be fully and accurately informed about the 
true incidence and nature of individual violence. This is necessary to 
prevent widespread apprehension, and,to gajp. support for a rational 
program. In addition, it should serve to encourage families, or violence 
prone individuals themselves, to seek help before tragic crimes occur. 

(8) That in our social preoccupation with the problem of violence 
we not lose sight of the fact that it is one facet of a complex behavioral 
repertoire-to deal with this issue we must have as broad and basic an 
understanding of the behavioral sciences as possible, and research and 
application of knowledge must go on in all areas of knowledge. The 
understanding of behavior is, for the remainder of the century, both as 
intellectually exciting and as socially significant as nuclear energy was 
to\\the beginning. . 

In particular, we must avoid simplistic solutions which promise revelation 
through application of a single scientific discipline. Ways must be found to 
unite" social and biological sCientists, commnnity t~~chers, ethical thinkers, 
and others, for sharing of infofIllation and for formulation of ideas and 
action. The entire structur~ of American science ;flOW militates against this, as 
dramatically symbolized by the categorical disease structure of NIH. The 
social visibility of violence, and the sense of urgency about its management 
should not overshadow the critical basic research which needs to be carried 
'out in all areas of the behavioral and .social sciences. 
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THE PSYCHOLOGICAL STUDY OF HUMAN VIOLENCE 

This paper is one of five major critical reviews of theories of violence that 
are being prepared for the Presid-ent's Commission. Therefore,. before dealing 
with violence itself, it is appropriate to discuss how a psychologist',fJ 
perspective on violence compares with that of his colleagues in the ,discipline!~ 
of psychiatry, anthropology, physiology, and sociology. 

Psychology defines itself as the "science of behavior. "Thus the 
psychologist commits himself to the prOl)osition that the scientific method, 
which looks to empirical data for answers to questions, is the one most likely 
to produce accurate results. In this regard he is no different fro.m the 
anthropologist, the psychiatrist, the physiologist, or the sociologist. 
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Moreover, insofar as scientists in these related disciplines also study behavior, 
the subject matters are similar. 
. What, then, is the special contribution of the psychologist?·It is probably 

his dedication to understanding the full breadth of behavior. To this end, 
psychologists study not only human behavior, but also the behavior of 
animals ranging from primates and mammals to fruit flies and unicellular 
organisms. They do so by a variety of methods, both experimental and 
observational. In seeking the causes of human behavior, psychology docs not 
restrict itself to "psychological" factors, such as the influence of the mother 
or early childhood experiences, but also investigates the physiological bases of 
behavior and the influence of socia]. and cultural forces on behavior. 
Therefore this report on the psychology of violence will seek to integrate and 
evaluate theories and data contributed not only by psychologists, but, where 
appropriate, by others whose disciplinary allegiance is in allied fields. 

Violence and Aggression 

No definition of violence has ever proved completely successful. Although 
everyone "knows What violence is" no one has ever been able to define it 
adequately so that every possible instance of violent behavior is included 
within the definition while all the excluded behavior is clearly nonviolent. 
The working definition that has been adopted for the purposes of this Task 
Force is that acts of violence mean the "overtly threatened or overtly 
accomplished application of force which results in the jnjury or destruction 
of persons or property or reputation, or the illegal appropriation of 
property." This definition would therefore include as violence such crimes as 

. homicide, forcible rape, aggravated assault, robbery, arson, suicide, gang 
violence, mob violence, and lynchings. Thus far, there is probably no quarrel 
with the definition. The definition also includes, however, other acts that 
some might not regard as violence. For example, by including as violent 
behavior any acts that result in injury or destruction of persons, property, or 
reputation, we includeas violence a number of legal acts such as executions, 
homicide in self-defense, justified homicide, and accidental homicide, as well 
as any force which results in injury on the baseball diamond, the football . 
field, or the basketball court. It even includes in its purview the parent who 
physically punishes his cl)ild, or the newspaper reporter who exposes graft at 
the expense of someone's reputation. One could even classify as violent the 
pehavior of the janitor who empties waste baskets and burns the contents in 
an incinerator. On the other hand, the man who plots a murder but who is 
prevente~i from carrying it out by forces beyond his control would not be 
considered a violent person. Nor would milder aggressive acts such as scolding 
or the administration of mild shock, as in a laboratory setting, be considered 
violent. The definition also excludes behavior by subhuman species, so that 
the lioness pulling down her prey would not be considered as falling within 
this definition. 

Readers who have felt uncomfortable with some of the examples in the 
foregoing paragraph have had to confront two of the major problems in 
formulating a definition of violent behavior. The first of these is the issue of 
legality. The Task Force's definition, which is better than most definitions of 
violence, has chosen to dgnore the issue of legality and focus on the act. This 
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has the drawback of categorizing as violent various legal injuries i.o people, 
such as those administered by the police or by parents to their children. The 
alternative, however, is to classify as nonvio~ent the behavior 9f the Nazi 
genocidists or Roman gladiator~, to name but two examples. 

The second issue confronting those who would define violet:J.ce is the 
question of intentionality. Intentionality by its very nature is something that 
cannot be observed. Our insights into human behavior have shown that there 
is no hard and fast line between what is intended and what is not ~ntended. 
Since Freud's pioneering studies of the unconscious, it has become qu~te 
obvious that people can act on the basis of motives of which they ate qUIte 
unaware. The man whose wife electrocutes herself plugging in an iron which 
he "accidentally" forgot to repair may never have consciously intended that 
any injury should befall her . Yet unconscious hostility may have caused this 
omission just as surely as repression might lead another person to forget a 
dental appointment. The present definition ipcludes unintentional 
destruction of property or injury to people. The inclusion of "accidental" 
violence will no doubt make some uncomfortable as will the, exclusion of 
consciously intended violence that is not carried out. 

Many expert man-hours went into the formulation of the definition of 
violence to be used by this commission. It is certainly no worse than many 
that have been proposed and, indeed, is far better than most. The reason for 
pointing out the difficulties with the definition has not been to quibble with 
it but instead to illustrate some of the basic problems confronting the person 
who would do research on violence. If we cannot agree what acts are violent 
and what acts are not, then it is unlikely that we will be able to agree on the 
causes of violence. Differences in semantic definitions will make for 
differences in operational definitions 'so th'l-t different investigators, aU of 
whom are studying "violent individuals" or "violent behavior," may well find 
themselves studying different populations of people or behavior. Jf observers 
focus on different phenomena, it is natural that their reports of the nature of 
these phenomena, as well as the theories based upon these reports, will differ. 
When we add to this the variability that inevitably results from the fact that 
different disciplines focus on different aspects of behavior and that individu~l 
investigators within a discipline prefer different approaches to the problem, It 
becomes obvious why we should expect divergent explanations for violent~~ 
behavior. \( 

However, we should not despair because of this heterogeneity. Systematic 
scientific approaches . to the study of huma!1 behavior are very recent 
phenomena. Whereas physics and astronomy have had approximately 25 
centuries ·in which to come to some agreement on methodology and 
definitions, the scientific study of behavior is less than a century old. At this 
stage, our scientific knowledge of human behavior is analogous to the early 
Greeks' understanding of the physical wqrld. A wide variety of methods and 
approaches .at this stage of our development offers the best hope for finding 
valid answers to the problems that confront us. Emphasis on orthodoxy and 
agreement would be premature and likely result in a great setback to 
accumulation of knowledge in the, behavioral sciences, just as. the agreement 
upon an earth..;centered universe produced a setback for astronomical 
research. 
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Difficulties in J;'erforming Empirical Research on Violence 

Behavioral scientists rely on two major methods of collecting the data with 
which they test their theories. The first is the method of naturalistic 
observation in which the scientist records and observes an ongoing behavioral 
sequence without interfering in its development. Suppose that a social 
psychologist were interested in investigating whether a violent film increased 
the potential for violence among high school students. If he used the method 
of naturalistic observation, he would wait until a suitably violent film 
happened to be playing at the local theater and would then observe whether 
there was a tendency for students who had just seen it to be involved in 
fights. 

The second is the experimental method by which two groups (matched in 
all respects except for the effect of some independent variable) are compared 
on some dependent variable. Using the experimental method to investigate 
the effects of filmed violence, our social psychologist would obtain a sample 
of students and randomly assign them to two groups, one of which would be 
shown a violent film and the other a nonviolent film. Then each student 
would be placed in a situation where he had to choose between a violent 
response and a nonviolent one So that the incidence of violence in the two 
groups could be compared. If all factors except the violence of the film were 
controlled, it would then be possible to make definite statements as to 
whether or not the film contributed significantly to violent behavior. 

It is not possible to make such causal st~t~n~ents on the basis of 
naturalistic observations, however, for even if it c-qcild be established that 
there was a greater incidence of violence· among the boys who had seen the 
film as c,ompared with others who had not, the possibility might remain that 
the violent behavior was the result of some factor other than the film itself. 
Perhaps there were more fights among the group who saw the film simply 
because the film kept them out late at night so that they were more likely to 
get into trouble. Or it could be that this particular film appealed to boys who 
were already potentially'vioient while the more peaceabie ones selected other 
films or chose to stay at home. Perhaps the theater was in a tough section of 
town where fights were commonplace. Alternative explanations such as these 
always make causal inferences from observational or correlational studies 
speCUlative. Hence, the experimental method is usually preferable. 

Violence, however, cannot be studied directly by using the experimental 
method. It is manifestly unethical to conduct a laboratory experiment that 
might result in the injury or destruction of people or their property. 
Laboratory studies necessarily confine themselves to the investigation of 
milder forms of ,aggression, such as the administration of an uncomfortable 
electric shock, or willingness to express anger verbally, Some have even relied 
ort symbolic forms of aggression and violence, such as telling stories with 
violent themes. Such studies are quite useful, but it is obvious that the 
dynamics involVed in these laboratory analogs could be substantially different 
froin thOSe involved in actual violence. It is one thing to deliver a mild electric 
shock to an unseen victim when told to by an experimenter who is 
committed to safeguarding his subjects from injury; itis another thing to pull: 
the switch that will .send a lethal dose of high voltage electricity to a 
condemned man in an electric c~air. 

l 
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Because the direct experimental method has been inappropriate for the 
investigation of human violence, scientists have had to resort to different 
strategies. One, as noted, has been to apply the experimental method to 
milder forms of aggressive behavior in the hope that the derived principles can 
be extrapolated to violence without too much distortion or error. Another 
approach has been to fall back on the method of naturalistic observation. 
However. there are also ethical problems in studying violence in this fashion. 
A psych~logist who is making behavior ratings while .observing i~cidents of 
aggressive behavior in a school playground should remam unobtruSIve and not 
int.erfere with the ongoing behavior. However, if a squabble escalates to the 
point of violence so that serious injuries are possible, it is incumbent upon the 
observer and other adults in the vicinity to intervene. Once this occurs" the 
observations are no longer naturalistic. 

Another tactic has been to attempt to reconstruct incidents in which 
violence actually erupted. This is generally done by interviewing people who, 
were there or who took part in the, events. This procedure unfortunately has 
the drawback of relying on observers who are not only untrained, but who 
may have reasons to distort events in order to justify their own be.havior.. The 
disturbances in Chicago at the time of the 1968 Democratic NatIonal 
Convention were probably observed by more people, including members of 
the press, who are trained to, observe and report the fads, than any similar 
confrontation in our history. The plethora of differing accounts of the events 
that took place, not to mention the differing opinions of their cau~es, ~~e 
good examples of the unreliability of this form of evidence for sClentIfic 
purposes. ',' , . . 

Despite these drawbacks, the method of naturalistIc observatIon remams 
one of the primary sources of data regarding violence, particularly group 
violence. When carefully conducted, such investigations can provide valuable 
insights into the factors associated with violence, although ~aution m~st be 
taken in making causal inferences from the results of observatIOnal studIes. 

Although naturalistic observation with the use of informants has been one 
of the principal techniques used by social psychologists, sociologists, a~d 
anthropologists, psychologists and psychiatrists inter.ested in personalIty 
research have taken a somewhat different course, In many studies, they have 
relied on people who . "have participated in violence, not so much for 
information about events that caused or led up to violent confrontations, but 
to obtain data about the personality structure of violent individuals. Of 
COllrse, the subjects might be uncooperative; moreover, the judicial an~ 
correctional experiences they have experienced may have altered then 
personality structure. . , 

Another research strategy that avoids some of the ethical.ddemmas 
inherent in the investigation of human violence is the study of (';}{tremely 
aggressive behavior among infrahuman species. This a~proach is, particula:ly 
favored by those who seek innate causes of aggreSSIve behavIOr. As WIth 
humans, ethical considerations prohibit procedures that might inflict severe 
pain or injury on an animal. Therefore, animal research has relied, Jor the 
most part, on naturalistic observation in the field with some laborat?ry 
investigations of mild or ,?1od~rately agg~es~ive be~~:~or. Such e~~~lo~I~al 
studies have the v(lJuable tunctIOn of rermnq~ng us Ol'··lmportant slmllanhes 
and continuities between the behavior 6{'liomo sapiens and the other 
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primates and members, of the animal kingdom. At the same time" there is a 
tendency for some ethologists to underemphasize the differences between 
man, the only truly verbal animal, and other fauna. 

Because of these methodological problems, there is a dearth of data on 
human violence. If we compared the number of scientific articles that have 
been published on human violence w~th those that ~ave been issued .on the 
more easily investigated, but no more Important, tOPIC of human learmng, we 
would undoubtedly find less than one empirical study of violence for every 
100 such papers on "learning. 

In the absence of adequate data, theories of violence have taken t~o 
forms. One is "armchair" or "philosophical" theorizing: i.e., the formulatIOn 
of hypotheses on non-empirical bases. The other is the formulation of 
theories of aggression rather than theories of violence. Because there are 
much more sound data on the broader and more easily studied topic of 
aggression, such theories often do have a,isound empirica~ base. ~ether or 
not these theories can be extrapolated to account for VIOlence IS another 
question. 

In this review the writer plans to confme himself to theories that have at 
least some empi;ical basis. Anyone who has read the writing of the major 
theologians and philosophers is no doubt aware that. this excludes a l~rge 
body of literature which seeks to account for human VIOlence on the baSIS of 
a priori assumptions' about human nature. However, as noted ab~ve, 
psychology is the science of human behavior and as a science, psychol~gICal 
theory must· perforce be empirically based. The restriction of the scope of the 
paper to empirical theorieameans that the bulk of the report will have to deal 
with general theories of aggression that treat violence v as a special case. 

TYPOLOGIES OF VIOLENCE 

The: :usual first step in the scientific investigation of phenomena' is an 
attempt to classify them into self-contained groups or categories that can 
then be studied more intensively.. A number of different schemes have been 
propo~ed for the classification of violence. Their diversity demons~rates some 
of the problems involved in constructing an adequate theory of vIOlence, f9r 
if different experts cannot agree on a taxonomy, it is unlikely that they wIll 
agree on causes. 

The most widely used typology is that offered by the penal codes of the 
various States and nations. Typically, ,Jhe law looks at several factors in 
categorizing a given act of violence~'" The first basic distinction made is 
whether the act is legal or illegal. A homicide may be judged a "murder," 
whi'ch isa crime; it can also be ruled "justifiable" if it is felt that the 
perpetrator had a good reason for slaying the victim, or,"accidental" homicide 
if it is felt thaf the perpetrator did not intend to kill the victim. Given that an 
act is illegal" th~ next maJor considerations are the degree of violence and the 
object of the attack. Homicide, aggravated assault, and assault and battery 
represent differences in the injury or potential injury: to the victim; simila~ly. 
the various laws against vandalism, malicious mischief, arson, and the lIke 
take into account varying degrees of destructiveness leveled against property. 
The final consideration is the degree of malice aforethought, which 
distinguishes first from second degree murder aIJ,p manslaughter. 
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Typologies of violence offered by behavioral scientists nave focused 
more on the motivation of the violent person than on the actual act. This 
focus recognizes the fact that -the difference between murder and aggravated 
assault often dep?nds on whether a bullet chances to hit a muscle or an artery 
or on whether a physician is nearby to treat the. victim. Because murder is the 
most dramatic of the violent crimes, the majority of typologists hav~ focused 
on constructing classification of murderers, although most would agree that 
these typologies could. be used equally well for people who have committed 
lesser assaultive acts .. While there is some overlap among the theories offered, 
the diversity is surprising wheri one reflects upon the fact that all seek to 
describe essentially the same behavior. In presenting our overview of 
theoretical schemes, we shall start with those that are broadest in their scope 
and then proceed to those concerning narrower categories. 

Arnold Buss (1961) has proposed that aggressive acts, including violent 
acts, can be divided into two broad classes: those in which the basic goal is to 
injure someone else, which he calls '~angry aggression," and those for which 
aggression is the means to some other end, which he calls "instrumental 
aggression." The latter category would include such diverse acts as the parent 
who spanks the child for hi~ own good and the felon who shoots a bank guard 
in order to escape. Another broad typology has been proposed by the present 
writer, who has suggested and gathered evidence to demonstrate that within 
Buss's angry aggression category it is possible to differentiate between those 
whose violent acts stem from inadequate control over aggressive drives and 
those whose violence paradoxically stems from excessive controls (Megargee, 
1964, 1965, 1966) over aggression. Within the first category would be 
habitually aggressive people who have not learned the inhibitions and taboos 
against violent behavior that are common in our society; within the second 
category are to be found those who are rarely aggressive and whose hostility 
builds up to the point where it overwhelms even their massive defenses, with 
the result that an extremely violent act occurs. 

F. Tennyson Jesse (1952) has grouped murderers into six types on the 
basis of whether they killed for (a) gain, (b) revenge, (c) elimination, (d) 
jealousy, (e) the lust of killing, or if) conviction. According to Spencer 
(1966), Jolin Conrad has also proposed that violent offenders can be divided 
into six groups: (a) the "culturally violent," who grew up in a subculture 
where violence was an accepted way of life; (b) the "criminally violent," who 
would commit violence to achieve some end, as in a robbery; (c) the 
"pathologically violent," who were mentally ill or had suffered brain damage; 
(d) the "situation ally violent," who would commit a rare act of violence 
under extreme provocation; (e) the "accidentally violent," who might injure 
others by accident; and if) the "institutionally violent," who might COIn:.'Ilit 
violence while incarcerated. It can be seen that Conrad's "criminally violent" 
category is esseintially the same as Buss.'s "instrumentally aggressive" group 
and Jesse's category of those who would murder for gain. The "culturally 
violent" distinction is similar to Megargee's notion of the "undercontrolled 
as.sauItive" type. 

'Banay (1952) has distinguished three broad classes of murderers: the 
"subcultural," the "cultural," and the "supercultural." The "subcultural" 
murderer, according to Banay, is someone who is unable to adjust to society's 
rules, perhaps because of some innate deficiency in con~rols. The "cultural" 
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group are people who are from good homes, are fairly normal, and who 
commit murder in the course of a robbery to prevent themselves from being 
apprehended for an offense or as part of gangl~mdactivity. (These murders' 
would fall into Buss's general classification of instrumental aggression.) The 
"supercultural" group consists of people who, according to Banay, are so 
inhibited that they do not have adequate outlets for their natural aggressive 
impulses. On some occasions, they may be placed under such stress that they 
behave in an aggressive fashion and when they do so they release all their 
pent-up hostility in a violent act that is out of character. This category is 
similar to Megargee's "chronically overcontrolled assaultive" type. 

Abrahamsen (1960) has distinguished between symptomatic murderers, 
whose violence is the result of some hiner con,flict, and manifest, or essential, 
murderers who commit acts 'of violence either for profit or for some 
unrecognized motive. 

Glaser, l,(enefick, and O'Leary (1968) distinguished two broad categories 
of murder(Jrs, each of which had several subcategories. In the first broad 
category Were those murderers whom they deemed "appropriate." Included 
within the "appropriate" category were: (a) the .ordinary murderer, who is a 
product of an environment in which violence is expected (a distinction similar 
to the "culturally violent" group described by Conrad); (b) the cultural 
murderer, who is compelled by social pressures to commit a murder in order 
to destroy or assassinate someone who is perceived as being an enemy of 
society.; and (c) the professional murderer, such as the Mafia "soldier." 
Among the "inappropriate" murderers, Glaser et al.listed: (a) the inadequate 
murderer, the unstable fringe member of a group whQ seeks to bolster his 
status or self-esteem by undertaking to avenge some social wrong; (b) the 
brain-damaged murderer, whose inability to contain his impulses stems from 
central nervous system pathology; (c) the psychopathic murderer, who lacks 
controls over his aggressive impulses to a pathological degree; and (d) the 
psychotic murderer. These last three categories would probably all fit into 
Conrad's concept of the "pathologically violent" person. 

Probably the most extensive typology in terms of the number of groups 
proposed is that of Mannfred. Guttmacher (1960). His categories, which have 
considerable overlap, include: (a) the nonnal murderer who, although not 
psychotic, has little regard for human life; (b) the sociopathic murderer; (c) 

. the alcoholic murderer; (d) the avenging murderer; (e) the schizophrenic 
murderer; if) the temporarily psychotic murderer; (g) the symbolic suicide 
who kills someone else in order to kill a part of himself which he ha~ 
proje.cte.d into the victim; (h) the gynocidal murderer, who kills women as a 
defe~se against fears of castration; (i) the homosexual murderer, who kills his. 
partner; (j) the passive aggressive murderer, who is similar to Megargee's 
"overcontrolled assaultive" type; and (k) the sadistic murderer. 

This overview of the numerous categories that have been proposed for the 
classification of violent offenders demonstrates how little agreement there is 
in the field, not only on the basic types of violent offenders, but even on 
what their most important attributes are. Some theorists have focused on 
m?tivation, others on psychodynamic factors leading up to the offense, while 
stIll others have looked at the characteristics of the victim or the 
victiIll:-offender relationship. There are few common t1:>.reads. Most of the 
typologists agree that within the. ranks of the violent we wi1lfind some people 
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who appear psychiatrically normal in that they seem to be free of the anxiety 
and conflicts usually found among neuropsychiatric patients. They also agree 
that some violent acts are means to ends other than the injury to the victim. 
That is, some people kill or assault others for profit, sexual gratification, or to 
effect political or social changes. For other offenders, however, the injuries 
inflicted on the victim are the primary goal in and of themselves, 

Given this heterogeneity of opinion regarding the types of people who 
perpetrate violent acts, what general principles about the causes of violence 
can be drawn? To answer this question, it is necessary '1:~u:~treat from the 
immediate problem of violence and the personality of tht violent offender 
and ask ourselves what are the basic personality factors that determine 
whether or not an aggressive flct takes place. When we do so, we will find that 
the various typologies that have been offered simply represent different 
combinations of the same basic variables. In the next section, we shall discuss 
these basic factors in rather abstract terms, and we shall then go on to 
examine the theories that have been offered to account for the origin and 
interaction of these fundamental processes. . 

THE DYNAMICS OF AGGRESSION AND VIOLENCE 

Most human tJehavior, including ",aggressive behavior, is performed on a 
fairly routine basis. As response fo1l6W& response in a smooth-flowing, often 
automa tic sequence, it is easy to lose sight of the complex determinants of 
human behavior. However, when we analyze a single response we become 
aware that each act is the result of the interaction of many factors and of 
dozens of choices, of which the individual is usually unaware. 

In most situations, the individual can make anyone of a number of 
different responses. A person who is threatened can fight, run away, or 
attempt to make some conciliatory ge&ture. If he chooses to attack he can do 
so verbally or physically, with vigor or With restraint within certain limits or .' . , 
with, no holds barred. How is the choice of response made? Typically, the 
individual selects the response that appears to offer the maximum 
satisfactions a!1d the minimum dissatisfactions in that particular situation. 
This statement conceals a'rapid but extremely complex internal bargaining 
process in which the capacity of a given response to fulfill many different 
drives and motives is weighed, often unconsciously, against the pain that 
might result from that response as well as from the postponement of the 
satisfaction of other competing drives. In some situations, flight might best 
satisfy the individual's need for safety, but only at the expense of humiliation 
from what might be regarded as cowardly behavior. Att>ack might satisfy the 
individua.l's aggressive needs, but at the expense of possible injury. By means 
of this internal algebra, which Qccurs so rapidly the individual is usually 
unaware of .it, the net strength of each possible response is calculated and 
compared with all other responses and the strongest one selected: 

What determines the net strength of a response? In the case of an 
aggressive or violent response, we can isolate three broad classes of factors 
that interact to determine response strength. The first of these is instigation 
toaggression. By instigation to aggression, we mean the sum of all the factors 
which motivaty an individual to corumit a violent or aggressive act. This 
includes not only any desire to injure or kill the victim but also any desire for 
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other outcomes which the violent act might effect, such as economic gain as 
in the case of a strongarm robbery, or sexual gratification as in the case of a 
forcible rape. 

We shall designate instigation to aggression by the symbol "A" and use 
subscripts to differentiate the strength of motivation for different aggressive 
acts directed at various targets. Thus AJ:T-l will denote the instigation for an 
aggressive act J directed at Target 1. This might be the motivation for 
stabbing (J) a particular individual (T-.l). AK~T-l would indicate the 
motivation for some other aggressive act, K, directed at the same target T-l, 
such as striking him instead of stabbing hiin. Similarly, AJ:T-2 would denote 
the amount of instigation for stabbing some other person" T~2, while A K- T~2 
would mean the motivation for hitting some other victim.' , 

The second major set of variables influencing the strength of a given 
aggressive act is inhibition against aggression. This includes the sum of all the 
internal factors acting against a particular aggressive act directed at a 
particular target. Included within this would be moral prohibitions, such as 
conscience or "superego," and learned taboos, as well as any internal 
inhibitions which might stem from the fact that the individual may regard the 
act as unwise. Thus, inhibitions against punching a woman in the jaw could 
stem from the feeling that any violence is wrong, or the feeling that although 
punching a man is all right, punching a woman is taboo, or the judgment that 
while it is all right to punch a woman in this particular case, it would be 
unwise since the lady has a black belt in judo. We shall denote the strength of 
inhibitions against aggression by the letter "I." As with instigation to 
aggression, the subscripts J,' K, ... N will be used to denote inhibitions 
against particular aggressive acts, and the subscripts T-1, 2, ... N will 
designate the different targets of the various possible aggressive acts. 

Instigation and inhibition are both characteristics of the individual. 1 

Behavior, however. results from an individual interacting with his milieu. The 
final class of vari~bles, stimulus factors, wi11 encompass those immediate 
environmental factors that may facilitate or impede aggressive behavior. 
Among the external stimulus factors that might facilitate aggressive behavior 
are the availability of a weapon, the p:resence of other people urging violence, 
and ~ggressive gestures or behavior on the part of an antagonist. Such 
facilitating stimuli will be designated "Sa. " Stimuli that inhibit violence might 
include people \\:,ho will, stimulate guilt over aggression, such as parents or 
clergy, or people who promise swift retribution for violent behavior, such as 
police, as well as those who may decrease aggressive instigation by pacifying 
an opponent or by relieving tension through humor. Stimuli which thus 
impede aggressive behavior will be designated Si. 

Let us analyze in a molar fashion some of the dynamics involved in the 
expression of a particular aggressive act J directed at a certain target T-l. 
First, the strength of the instigation for this behavior (AJ:T-l) plus any 
facilitating stimuli in the environment (Sa) must exceed the total strength of 
internal inhibitions against the commission of this act against this target 
(IJ:T-l)' as well as any~nYironmental stimuli which may impede the 
expression of this behavior (Si). Symbolically: 
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Given th!s state p~ affairs, it ~s possible for the individual in question to 
perfor?1 this. aggre~slve act. Ho'Wever, before the possibility becomes an 
actualIty, this partJcular response must compete with all other possible 
responses. 

~et u~ sUPP?cs~ t~at a police officer is severely provoked by a demonstrator 
calh~g ~I? a pIg. There are many responses that he CQuid ma,ke toward 
that.md!V1d~al. Some will be rejected because the inhibitory factors outweig..1I 
the mstJgatlOn. For example, even though he is angry he will not shoot the 
de~onstr.ator because ho k!10':"s. ~e must not kill people who are simply 
callIng h1m names. Here, mhib1tlOns outweigh instigation and block the 
response. 

However there are other possible responses from which the officer may 
choose that are ~ot prevented by internal inhibitiom. If he arrests the activist, 
he coul.d do so m a number of ways involving various degrees of force: (a) he 
could slmply tell the man he is under arrest; (b) he could arrest the man and 
a~ the. sailll~ time grasp him by the arm; (c) he could arrest him and handcuff 
him w1th his .arms in back with the cuffs closed as tightly as possible; or (e) he 
could even hit the man or "Mace" him. " 

Just .as the range of possi?le aggressive acts2 can vary, so too can the range 
of possIble t.ar?ets. ?ur pohceman could direct his response to the specific 
person who 1~ m~u!tmg him or he might direct it toward the ringleader of the 
g~oup. If he ml11b1ts . any aggressive response in the situation he might later 
dlsplac? some of hIS anger to other individuals, perhaps by behaving 
aggress1vely toward his wife or toward an overly inquisitive .newspaper 
reporter. 

,For. each possible ~arge~ of aggression, there is a range of possible 
aggress1ve acts, each havmg ,different amounts of inhibition attached. The fact 
that some acts of aggression or violence are more acceptable when directed at 
some. targets rather than others is easily illustrated. Let us take two acts 
slappmg the face and hitting over the head with a bottle, directed by an adult 
man at .tw,o targets, his own young child and an adult male peer. In our 
cultu:e, It IS more acceptable for a man to slap his own child's face than it is 
for, him. to slap ,~he .face of an adult peer. This is because such behavior can be 
:atI.o~~hzed as. bemg for the child's own good," but the point is that the 
mhibltJons agamst the aggressive act of face slapping are lower when the 
target is one's child. 

On the othe.r hand, it is more acceptable (or less reprehensible) for an 
adult man to hit another man over the head with a bottle than for him to 
tr~at his chi.ld in this. f~sh~on. While .there may be fewer inhibitions against 
rrul?agg:essIOn when 1t 1S d1rected agamst children, there are more inhibitions 
agamst VIolence when a child is the target. Public dismay at the revelation of 
t~e extent. of the so-called "battered child" syndrome is clear evidence that 
v~olence dIrected at children is more disturbing than that directed to other 
targets. (See Fo?tana (1968) f~r a revie~ of the "battered child" literature.) 

Th~s the chOl~e of response IS a functIOn of the relative strength of various 
acts directed at dIfferent targets. In symbolic terms, if we letPJ'T_J represent 
the net strength of aggressive response J directed at a given individual T-J, 
then PJ.'T-l=( AJ~T-J+Sa)-( [J'T-l+Si}' 

If PJ,!T-l>O, then there is a possibility that the act can occur. However it 
must first compete with other alternative responses, both aggressive and 
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110naggressive. Unless it is stronger than other responses in this situation, the 
aggressive act J:T-l will not occur. Symbolically: 

,PJ:T~2,3 . . ;N 
or 

PK,L, .. . N· T-l 
or 

PK,L, . . . N:T-2,3 ... N 

Where PJ:T-2,3 ... N represents the same aggressive response directed at 
an.o~her target and PK,L . . . N:T-l represents alternative responses at the 
ongmal target and PK L .. . N:T-2,3 ... N respresents all other possible 
responses directed at all other targets. In each case, the strength of thes~ 
alternate responses is a function' of instigation, inhibition, and stimulus 
factors. 

Thus far, we have discussed the dynamics o,f an aggressive response as if 
aggressive instigati('j~3. were the only ne~d or drive to.be satisfied. This is 
obviously an oversimplification. At an)\ given tint\:); there are dozens 'of needs 
and drives operating and an important consideration is the capacity of a given 
act to satisfy, simultaneously, as many as possible. Sometimes these needs are 
directly incompatible so that no adequate compromise can be made. Our 
p~liceman, for example, may know that if he arrests the insulting activist he 
wI.ll have to appear at the arraignment on the follpwing day to present his 

; eVIdence. However, the next day may be his day off and he may have 
, promised his wife to take the family to the beach. To arrest the belligerenf 

demonstrat<;,r would mean satisfying his aggressive needs, as well as his need 
to maintain his dignity and self-respect and perform his duty, but it woulg be 
at the expense of frustr~ting his needs for relaxation and marital harmony. 
,The competition of th~se needs may 'lead him to make a compromise 
response such as merely threatening to arrest the demonstrator or taking him 
to the patrol car for a lectur~ and then releasing him. (Such a temporizing 
response may not satisfy his anger, and his wife may later suffet'some 
displaced verbal abuse if the policeman's hostility is redirected against her for 
the indignity she unwittingly made him suffer by her insistence that he 
devote his day off to his family.) 

To avoid oVersimplification, therefore, we should expand our equation to 
include terms which would reflect how the satisfaction of oth.er drives might 
contribut~ to aggressive instigation while the potential frustration of other 
needs might contribute to internal inhibitions. However, to do so would make 
the situation even more confusing than it already is. For the present, it.is 
enough for the reader to keep in mind the fact that thr,· dynamics of 

'. aggression have been oversimplified and that, while we may tr';~at an attacking 
soldier as if his only motive were hostility toward the enemy, we remain 
aware of the fact (~hat he may also be satisfying other needs for prestige, 
respech or even, paradoxically, counterphobic denial of fear. 

THEORIES OF VIOLENCE AND AGGRESSION: AN OVERVIEW 

In the previous section, we identified three' basic \;'ariables that interact to 
determine the strength, or response potential of any given act of violence or 

. aggression:' instigation to aggression, internal inhibitions against aggres,sion? 
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and stimulus factors that either facilitate or impede aggressive acting out. 
Different theorists have chosen to emphasize different factors. Some have 

stressed instigation, others have focused on inhibitions, while still others have 
dealt primarily with stimulus factors. 3 Underlying these differences. in 
emphasis, the/re is at least some common ground of agreement. A subst~ntial 
proportion Of the hypotheses offered by the members of one school is 
acceptable to those of other theoretical frames of reference, particularly if 
some terms are translated or recast in slightly different language. While 
theorists may disagree about the relative importance or emphasis which 
should be placed on instigation, inhibition, and stimuli, they agree that all 
three of these factors are important in the dynamics of violence. 

The fundamental disagreemen~s are found when we push the analysis one 
step further and ask where instigation or inhibition come from and what 
factors add to and detract from them. Does physical punishment increase 
inhibitions by causing a child to suppress his aggressive tendencies? Or does 
such punishment decrease inhibitions by providing the child with an 
aggressive model to imitate? Does watching a violent movie or television show 
impede the expression of aggression by' allowing the viewer to drain off his 
aggressive instigation vicariously, or does it instead e~cite him so as to 
facilitate violent behavior? Are violent instincts innate within the human 
species or is violence a habit learned in childhood? 

On issues such as these, one can rely on the fact that for every theorist 
who upholds one side of the issue another can be fo,!!nd who will just as 
vigorously defend the opposite point of view. Such 'disagreement is not 
uncommon in science, and, typically, scientists turn to empirical research to 
determine the answers to such controversial issues. Unfortunately, as we have 
seen, it is difficult if not impossible to do adequate experimental research on 
violence. Consequently, there are strong differences of opinion as to what 
constitutes appropriate research methodology. Those who do clinical research 
on the personality struct¥re of murderers are likely to regard the laboratory 
studies of social psychologists as bei~g' irrelevant to the study of violenc~, 
while social psychologists are likely 'to,y'eject clinical findings as too lacking in 
tigor or experimental cOllJrols to be worthy of consideration. The only thing 
the two groups an~ likely to agree on is that research on subhuman species is 
meaningless; however, ethologists will reject any studies limited to man as 
beiI}g unlikely to shed any light on the phylogenetic origins of violence. 

Because of these differences in val4,es, researchers in one group may 
automa tically reject theories emanating ftom a different camp and their 
criticism of rival theories often consists of a priori attacks on the source of 
the data or the research methodology. It is rare for such critiques to be based 
on further research, using minor variations of the same basic methods, which 
is customary in less controversial research areas. In short, the complaint is not 
that experimenters in a given area are not performing their studies well, but 
that they are doing such studies at all. 

Because of these differences in outlook and methods, there is little basis 
for a meaningful dialogue between investigators with markedly different 
orientations, and no basis for a reS,olution of their differences. Indeed, while 
different researchers, may use the same words, such as "aggression," 
"controlled research/';l'signif.!cant differences," an<f the like, the operational 
definitions they gi:ve ;&:hese. words are often so qifferent that they are using 
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different languages. This is one reason the literature is so confusing to the 
layman who may not realize that the same sentence can mean quite different 
things when written by representatives of different viewpoints. 

Thus, while theorists agree on the importance ,of instigation, inhibition, 
and stimulus factors, there is considerable disagreement as to the variables 
that influence these three factors and little likelihood that, in its present 
state, the empirical literature can provide data that will permit us to decide 
who is right and who is wrong. Therefore, in the following discussion, we 
shall simply examine in turn the many different hypotheses that have been, 
offered about each of these factors. Although a complete review of the 
literature summarizing all of the studies conducted to test these theories is 
beyond the scope of the present paper, some of the typical experimental 
operations will be critically described. 

INSTIGATION TO AGGRESSION (A) 

"Instigation to aggression," it will be recalled, referred to "aggressive 
motivation," "drive," "need for aggression," or "predisposition to respond 
aggressively." (There are some subtle theoretical differences between these 
various terms which we shall ignor~Ajj, this treatment. Suffice to say that 
instigation to aggression refers to "fhose internal factors that motivate the 
individual to respond aggressively to a given stimulus or in a particular 

situation.4 ) , 
We shall first examine various notions as to the origin of instigation to 

aggression and then turn our attention to factors that might decrease 
aggressive instigation. 

The Causes of Instigation to Aggression 

Different theorists have postulated a-immoer of possible sources of 
aggressive instigation.' One group of theories hypothesizes that instigation is 
an innate characteristic of the human organism. Another seeks the cause of 
aggressive instigation in the various environmental variables that influence the 
organism during its lifetime. In addition to these twei possible ~ources, at any 
given time additional aggressive instigation may result from the fact that tlie 
individJ,lal perceives aggressive or violent behavior as a means for satisfying 
other needs such as dominance~ space, sex, and so forth. We shall examine 
each of these possible sources of aggressive instigation in turn. 

,~~~<' The Phylogenetic or Ethological Approach 

Before discussing ethological theories of aggression, we should first 
establish what "ethology" is. The defmitions o( the term vary. A popular 
dictionary of scientific terms defmes ethology as the ".' .. study habit in 
relation to habitat; study of behayior" (Henderson and Henderson, 1960). 
Ardrey (1966},describes ethology as " ... the precise study of innate behavior 
patterns in animals." The noted etholOgist Niko Tinbergen characterizes, 
himself as "a zoologist studying animal bel).avior" (Tinbergen, 1968). 

'. Ethological research thus falls within the area generally encompassed by 
comparative psychology and behavior genetics. The m~jor difference between 
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stude?ts or animal behavior who identify themselves as ethologists and those 
who IdentIfy themselves as comparative psychologists lies in their academic 
training. Ethologists, for the most part, are tmined in medicine, physiology, 
or z~~logy. ra.ther tha~ psychology. While t~ey do not, despite Ardrey's 
defimtIOn, l11ID t ~hernselves to the study of innate behavior, they do approach 
the proble~ of VIOlence as a biologist WOUld, seeking answers to the following, 
four questIons: (1) How does violence or aggression influence the survival of 
the animal? (2) What t~iggers agg~essive behavior at any given moment? (3) 
How does the aggressIve behaVIOr machinery develop as the organism 
matures? (4) How have the aggressive behavior systems of different species 
ev.olve.d to reach their present condition? (See Tinbergen, 1968.) Social 
sCIent~sts .teIl:d to focus on ~uestions (2) and (3) without considering the 
adaptIv: sIgmficance or evolutIOn of behavior patterns, an approach that the 
ethologIsts. feel is shor~sighted and unlikely to permit an adequ~te 
understandmg of the functIOn of behavior. 

. Thus, ethologists in their research typically look at the similarities. and 
dIfferences between species, using both the methods of naturalistic 
observation and experimentation. They do so feeling that hyp~theses derived 
from .the study of lower organisms will provide valuable insights .into :the 
behaVIOr of man as well. Unfortunately, many of the more Widely circulated 
and popularized e.thological reports, such as those by Ardrey .(1966), Lorenz 
(1966), and Morns (1967), have emphasized the similarities and continuities 
between man an~ .other anima.ls withouts1.,!fficiently. warning against the 
da?gers of uncntIcally applymg ethological data to human problems 
(TI?bergen, 196~). The overly ?ssertive and rather polemical style of writing 
which charac~enzes so~~ of this work has tended to polarize reader opinion 
all:d le.ad to eIther uncntlCal acceptance or premature. rejection by both social 
SCIentIsts and the lay public (see Montagu, 1968c). Closer scrutiny of these 
works, as well as of the more cautious statements of Tinbergen, does yield 
somle ht~potheses about the causes of human violence that are\yorthy of 
expOf!UQn. ' .-
. In discus~ing human violence, the question most ethologists seek to answer 
IS why man is so homicidal. According to the ethologists, no other animal 
approaches man in his propensity for killing other members of the. same 
species. s. History shows that this was true even before weapons of mass 
destructIOn were developed; indeed, according to Ardrey (1966), the skull 
remnants of the earliest humanoid indicate that he was murdered. 

Surveying the animal kingdom, ethologists differentiate between 
interspecies and intraspecies aggression. While the survival value of violence 
between species-a lioness pulling down a zebra or a mother bear attacking 
~en who venture too near her cubs-is easy to understand, this is not true of 
VIolence between two members of the same species. Assuming that behav.ior 
evolves because of its survival value for the species, it is a.tJirst glance difficult 
to un~erstand the adaptiveness of intraspecific aggression. However, 
ethologIsts have argued that intraspecies aggression does have survival value 
for the organism "Unless the special interests of a social organization demand 
~lo~e. aggrega tion of i~s melTI.~~rf; it is obviously most expedient to spread the 
mdI~Id~,als of an ammal speCIes as evenly as >possihle over the available 
habIt~t (~crenz, 1966? p. 27): Intraspecies aggression accomplishes this goal. 
Darwm pomted out how fightmg for desirable mates ensured that it was the o 
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stronger, and presumably more fit, male who would spawn the most progeny. 
Among social animals, intra species aggression also provides a pattern of 
dominance known as the "peck order" that provides a stable hierarchy of 
leadership and discipline in times of stress. Implicit in this latter notion is the 
rather Germanic assumption that such authoritarian discipline is naturally 
desirable and that it increases the group's ability to survive. 

Lorenz (1966) has even suggested that intraspecies aggression is the 
foundation of love. In order to defend a territory and raise young under the 
pressure of aggressive intrusions by other members of the same species, a male 
and female will ally with one another to share the tasks of defense and rearing 
offspring. "Thus intraspecific aggression can certainly exist without its 
counterpart, love, but conversely there is no love without aggression" 
(Lorenz, 1966, p. 209). Such anthropomorphic attribution of human 
emotions to other species is repugnant to most behavioral scientists; if Lorenz 
had stated instead that "pairwise mating patterns," an observable 
phenomenon, rather than "love," which is unobservable, are more common 
among certain species, he would be on somewhat sounder ground. In any 
case, it is not sou'nd scientific logic to infer causation from correlations. 

Assuming that intraspecific' aggression does have adaptive significance, 
Lorenz, a naturalist who has studied a wide varie'ty of fish, bird, and mammal 
species, has gone on to suggest that man and i~ther animals are born with 
innate aggressive instigation. Fighting apparentlyl reduces this instigation, but 
if fighting does not occur, instigation accumulates to such an extent thatthe 
individual actually seeks out opportunities to engage in aggressive behavior. 

Many comparative psychologists and ethologists feel, on the basis of their 
ob~ervations, that most animal aggression is instrumental in nature. Animals 
aggress against other members of the same species not for the sake of injuring 
them, but instead to. accomplish some other aim such as to def~nd their 
territory, increase their status in the hierarchy, or even to obtain food as in 
cannibalism (Davis, 1962). Some have inferred from this that human 
instigation to aggression eXists to serve the same ends. Ardrey (1966), for 
example, extrapolated from observations of the territoriality of mafty species 
in an attempt to account for violence between men and nations. According to 
his ahalysis, the urge to territorial defense is an innate human characteristic. 
Unfortunately,' in his phylogenetic history man has also acquired a 
predilection for making territorial intrusions; the result is human conflict. 

Ardrey went even further and postulated' that aggression is the natural 
response of one human to another: 

Enmity is the biological condition of cross-purposes. It is the innate 
response of an organism to any and all members of its own species, and 
enmi ty w!ll be suspended, totally or partially, only for such periods of 
time as two or more individuals are embraced by a single, more 
powerful 'purpose which inhibits all or part of their mutual animosities 
and channels the inhibited energy into a Joint drive to achieve the joint 
purpos~. Since amity persists no longer than mutual purpose, then 
when the purpose is either achieved or permanently frustrated, amity 
will end. Unless a new joint purpose arises to channel joint energies, 
individuals will return to a normal condition of lTIutualanimQsity 
(Ardrey, 1966, p. 272). 
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Ardrey hypothesized that friendship or amity between members of a 
species is equal to the sum of the enmity and hazards arrayed against them. 
He supported his contention that adversity from without yield~ amity with 
anecdotal observations of prairie dogs, howling monkeys, lemurs, blue geese, 
and smooth-billed ani. Among humans, Ardrey pointed to the unifying effect 
Arab hostility has had on the Israeli nation, neglecting the divisive effect 
World War I had on the Russian people or the deep divisions in the United' 
States stemming from reverses in Vietnam. Those who accept the notion that 
cooperation and brotherly love are the inevitable result of external aggression 
and misfortune would do well to study the accounts of Andersonville in 
addition to those of the Battle of Britain. 

Ardrey specifically rejected the theory that aggression is a learned habit or 
that instigation to aggression is environmentally caused. Indeed, he implied 
that the Yale theorists who popularized the hypothesis that frustration is the 
prime determinant of aggressive instigation were responsible for most of what 
Ardrey sees as the major ills of our society. "No citizen," he wrote, 
"bewildered by mass violence, by government by demonstration, by soaring 
rates of crime and delinquency in a time of affluence, by evidences of social 
irresponsibility on the part of groups both old and young, even by certain 
trends in the arts, should in his inquiry into first and collateral causes fail to 
read Frustration and Aggression, by JO.hn Dollard, Neal E. Miller .. "Leonard W. 
Doob, D.H. Mowrer, and Robert R. Sears" (Ardrey, 1966, p. 290 f.). 

Tinbergen (1968) has taken a more reasoned and balanced approach than 
either Lorenz or Ardrey tQward the question of human violence. While he 
agreed that much aggressive instigation must be inborn, he also described the 
complex ways in which heredity and environment interact to produce overt 
behavior. He pointed out that, even in apparently innate responses, the 
behavior mechanisms that are operating might well have been influenced by 
prior learning. Moreover, he described how the aggressive behavior of his 
favorite species, the three-spined stickleback, varies as a. function of different 
!_.L.e-_1 __ -' __ ... ____ 1 .(.",..",,4- __ ,.. T_ t...!.,.. ... n.ronn,..""h An QnnrOI:.'C'1nn TinhArOAn .h!l~ ~lS0 
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used the experimental approach to a greater extent than many other 
ethologists. For example, he has introduced model fishes ,of different colors 
and shapes into the tanks of male sticklebacks in order to determine the 
stimuli that elicit attacks. He and other investigators have also investigated 
the stickleback's propensity to attal:k as a function of other internal and 
external conditions, such as the level of male sex hormone, water conditions, 
and the like. Experiments such as these have demonstrated the complex 
interrelations of the determinants of aggressive behavior and the danger of 
attributing everything toa single factor. 

Tinbergen has faulted those who would uncritically use the patterns of 
lower species to explain the problems of homo sapiens. He correctly points 
out that ethology is concerned with the differences between species, and the 
fact that -man i;-adistinct species means that his behavior patterns will differ 
in many respects from those of other animals. 

The point that "man is different" is, of course, one of the major criticisms 
typically leveled against ethologists who attempt to increase our 
understanding of humans through studies of lower animals. There is no 
denying that man is indeed. different; however, the fact that he is not an exact 
replica of the other apes does not mean that he has nothing in common with 
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them. The fact that territorial intrusions or extreme population density have 
been found to be closely associated with aggressive behavior in other species 
does not prove that these factors are the causes of human aggression' 
however, the fact that these data may not prove the case does not mean that 
they do not suggest important hypotheses that need to be tested. 

Critics. of the ethological approach have.also pointed out that treating man 
as a specIes may neglect the important individual and cultural differences in 
aggressive behavior within the human species. The anthropological and 
ethnol~gical literature are full of accounts that demonstrate the variety of 
a~gress1Ve p~tterns found in men and women from different cultures.· 
D!fferent tnbes of American Indians, for example, have developed quite 
dIfferent patterns of aggressive behavior, ranging from an extreme warlike 
st~~c~ to quiet acquiescent 'passivity. Montagu (1968a), for example, has 
cntI~IZe<1 the notion of innate instigation to aggression by inquiring, "How 
has It come about, then, that the Pueblo Indians, the Eskimo, the Bushman, 
the Ifaluk, the Australian aborigines, the Pygmies, and many other peoples 
have managed to avoid this alleged internal urge to fight?" 

Another criticism leveled at Lorenz and Ardrey is that they have not only 
overlooked much psychological and anthropological literature but also 
relevant ethological studies that fail to support their hypothe~es. Crook 
(1968), for example, emphasized that the primates nearest to man in the 
evolutionary sequence lack territoriality. Although Ardrey speculated on how 
such an odd evolutionary pattern may have come about, there are no 
adequ.ate data to s~p~ort his hypothetical reconstruction of early man's 
behaVIOr patterns. SImIlarly, Scott (1958, 1962) has reviewed studies of the 
aggre~sive behavior of a variety of mammalian species and conducted 
expen~ental re~ear~h showing the importance of training in conditioning 
~gg~essive behaVIOr m the mouse. He concluded, "All of our present data 
m~I~ate th~t fighting behavior among the higher mammals, including man, 
ongmates 111 external stimulation and that there is no evidence of 
sPQntan.eQus internal stimulation" {~I'.()tt .1 Qh'J n 1 7':n Whl'l~ h~ ,-----, ~-~-, J;" ~ '~.r .... ~.o;; •• 0;; 

~ckn~wledges that aggressive or vh:lh6nt behavior could be influenced by 
mhented temperamental differences, he went on to state that the most fruitful 
area to search for the causes of an individual violence was in the immediate 
social environment.6 

If the notion that aggressive instigation is innate and that it must be 
e::cpressed periodically is correct, a number of implications for the control of 
vIOI~nce result. It would follow that it is fruitless to seek to remove 
envlfonmental conditions ~hat seem to cause aggressive instigation, such as 
poverty, slums, and the lIke, for man will have aggressive instigation no 
matter. what environmental manipulations are performed. Instead, the 
eth?logists rec~mmend various ways that aggressive instigation can be 
redIrected, sublImated, or channeled into constructive or harmless activities. 
As we shall s:e, ~om~ s~ch suggestions are bitterly opposed by those who 
regard aggressIve mstigatIOn as being environmentally elicited and who feel 
that mild aggressive activity actually creates aggressive habits that can later 
resu.lt in violence. 

::~~~ addition to these substantive criticisms, many also have adverse 
~motIOnal reactions .to the idea that man has an innate aggressive instinct, or 
mdeed to the notIOn of any hereditary behavior patterns. While early 
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behavioral science has a strong hereditary bias, as exemplified by the studies 
of the oft-maligned Jukes and Kallikaks, in recent years the pendulum has 
swung in the opposite direction with a strong emphasis on environmentalism. 
It is, perhaps, to counter the extreme environmentalism now current that 
some ethologists feel compelled to adopt such a polemical tone, marshaling 
anecdotes as if they were preparing a legal brief rather than conducting a 
dispassionate scientific inquiry. As Kenneth Boulding (1968, p. 86) pointed 
out in his aptly titled article, Am I a man or a mouse-or both? "The crux of 
the matter, of course, is the old argument about nature and nurture, heredity 
and environment, instinct and learning." Fortunately the horse that Ard,rey, 
and, to a somewhat lesser extent, Lorenz, are flogging has long since died of 
old age. The question of whether behavior is influenced by environment or by 
heredity has been answered "Both," and the burgeoning science of behavior 
genetics is busy charting out how genetic and environmental factors interact 
and exercise their respective influence (Anastasi, 1958). The main 
contribution of the ethplogists, particularly Tinbergen, has been to 
demonstrate the importance of inquiring into the physiological substratum 
and adaptive significance of aggressive behavior and to remind behavioral 
scientists that they should take account of comparative data in formulating 
and testing their theories. 

Psychoanalytic Theories of Violence 

Sigmund Freud was trained as a physician and did phYSiological research 
long before he turned his attention to the psychologfcal complexities of 
human behavior. Given this background as well as the Darwinian spirit of his , 
times, it is not surprising that he should have arrived at a theory of hum~n 
behavior that was firmly rooted in man's animal nature. While the ethologists, 
as we have seen, depend on observations of lower animals, Freud focused on 
humans, obtaining most of his insights through an analysis of his oWn inner 
dynamics, through the psychoanaiytic tn~atn1ertt of disturbedpatierlts, and, 
to a somewhat lesser extent, through study of man's literary and artistic 
products. 

A summary of psychoanalytic theory is far beyond the scope of this paper. 
However, a survey of psychological theories of aggression and violence would 
not be complete without at least a passing reference to that portion of 
Freud's work most directly related to violence and aggression. 

Freud -postulated that man is motivated by two groups of biologically 
based instinctual drives which he labeled the life instincts (Eros) and the 
death instincts (referred to by other analytic theorists as Thanatos). The 
energy of the life instincts was termed "libido," and the aim of these instincts 
was directed toward the preservati()n of the individual and the race. Freud 
never gave a name to the energy of the death instincts, but the aim of these 
instincts was the destruction of the individual. When redirected outwards, the 
energy of the death instinct motivated aggressive drives directed at others. 

While the existence of life instincts was fairly obvious, partly because they 
'~made sense" and partly because the behavior which satisfied the life 
instincts was easily observable, this was not true of the "death instincts." The 
idea that there existed within man forces seeking his ultimate destruction and 
return to· nothingness seemed contrary to common sense, although it 
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followed logically from his view that the aim of instincts is t~ re~urn the 
individual to a previous quiescent state. Freud noted that early m lus care~r 
even he had had difficulty accepting this radical idea, as had hIS 
psychoanalytic followers. He stated: 

It was not easy, however, to demonstrate the activities ~f this 
supposed death instinct. The manifestations of Eros ~ere. conspICUOUS 
and noisy enough. It might be assumed that the death mstmct operated 
silently within the organism toward its dissolution, that, of c~urs.e, w~s 
no proof. A more fruitful idea was that a portion of the mstmct IS 
diverted towards the external world and comes to.1ight as an instinct of 
aggressiveness and destructiveness. In this way th~ instinct could .be 
pressed into the service of Eros, in that the orgamsm was destroy~ng 
some other thing, whether animate or inanimate, instead of destroymg 
its own self (Freud, 1929, p. 119). 

Thus Freud concluded that, while the basic aim of the death instinct is to 
return the individual to his original state of inanimate matter, it often 
interacts with the life instinct; as a result, the object or target of the death 
instinct is changed so that, instead of being directed exclusively in~ar~ at the 
self, it is redirected outward against others. It is thus manifested m VIOlence 

-I· 

and aggression directed toward other people. . 
Psychoanalysts like to describe drive.s or instincts .in terms of four basIc 

attributes: the impetus, the source, the aIm, and the object. Freud, as we have 
seen, postulated that the source of the death instinct i~ innate. It is one ?f the 
two basic instinctual drives with which the human mfant comes eqUlpped. 
Many people, includmg some nonorthodox psychoanalytic. theorists, ~re 
uncomfortable with and reject the idea of innate destructIve tendenCIes 
(Rank, 1949). This retlects a longstanding philos~phical dispute in Western 
culture. For centuries, philosophers and theolOgIans have argu~d over the 
issue of whether man is basically good or evil.. Even pnor to _ t~e 
Hobbes-Locke-Rousseau disagreements, the doctrine of Original Sin and the 
account of Adam's Fal1provoked similar theological discussions. The theory 
of innate destructive drives is squarely in the tradition of those who argue 
that man is born with evil tendencies that must be curbed, while, as we shall 
see, the environmental learning theory approach is simply the most recent 
reappearance of the tabula rasa doctrine. Acceptance of on~ or the other of 
these positions has waxed and waned ?ver the c~ntunes. In term.s of 
scientifically respectable data, from whIch one mIght make a ratI?nal 
decision, our position has not improved significantly since St .. Augustme's 
day. 

Within the ranks of psychoanalysts, there is no real disagreement that a 
... destructive drive, or instigation to aggression to use our terminology, is a 
major factor motivating human beh~~ior. T~ere is dis~gree.me~t as to the 
source however. As we have seen, tJus has Important ImplIcatIOns for the 
preven'tion of violence, for if the destructive iI~sti?c.t~ are}ndee~ inn.ate, then 
efforts to prevent violence should focus on mhibItIng c:rredIrectmg these 
urges. On the other hand, if they are learned, then resean!t;;\~hould fo~us on 
how they are acquired in childhood with the hope of somekow lessemng or 
possibly even preventing the development of death instincts. 

-----~ 
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Turning to the aDject 'of the death instincts, we have seen that Freud 
postulated that the original and ultimate object of the death wish is the self, 
and it is only through interaction with the life forces that this destructive 
energy is redirected . outward in part toward others. This does not have any 
major implications for social control of violence as long as both suicide and 
hoinicide, both sadism and masochism, are seen as equally undesirable. 

The aim of the destructive urges is another matter. In Freud's original 
conception, the aim was the complete annihilation of the iI).dividual. "If we 
are to take it as a truth that knows no exception that everything living dies 
for internal reasons-becomes inorganiC once again-then we shall be 
compelled to say that 'the aim of all "Iife is death' ... "(Freud, 1920, p. 38). 

Many analysts would hold that the aim of the redirected aggressive urge 
would also be " ... total destruction of objects, animate or inanimate, and 
that all attempts to be 'satisfied with less,' with battle with or domination of 
the object, or with its disappearance imply restrictions of the original aims" 
(Hartmann, Kris, and Loewenstein, 1949, p. 18). The importance of this 
theory is that the psychoanalytic theory of aggression is basically a theory of 
violence. Violence is the original aim of the destructive instinct; lesser 
aggression comes about only as a result of intrapsychic conflict between this 
violent urge and other facets of the personality, such as the ego or- superego, 
which seek to moderate these tendencies and bring the behavior into 
conformity with the requirements of living in a civilized society. Violence is 
thus seen as the "normal" or "natural" form of aggressive behavior and, 
because its source is innate, the implication of this theoretical viewpoint is 
that the way to prevent overt violence is to concentrate on increasing 
inhibitions. 

If this psychoa.nalytic viewpoint about the origin of violence is correct, 
then, if we are to explain violence, we should not focus on instigation to 
aggression or waste time inquiring what made the instigation so strong, but 
instead turn to the inhibitory mechal1isms and inquire as to why they broke 
down and failed to prevent ormoderale the eXpression of the violent impuise. 
As we sha11 see, some theorists (the present writer included) disagree with the 
notion that high inhibitions are a universal panacea for the prevention of 
violence. 

As is often the case with psychoanalytic hypotheses, the suggestion that 
violence is the aim of aggressive impulses cannot be adequately tested 
empirically. Certainly all human aggression is not designed to destroy the 
victim, but there is no way of determining if this is because the original 
aggressive instinct had a lesser aim or if a homicidal impulse was curbed. 
Ethological reports indicate that animal aggression is generally instrumental 
and that, once the goal has been accomplished-the intruder repulsed from 
the territory or dominance established-most animals will break off an attack 
instead of continuing to the death. However, such data are hardly adequate to 
disprove such a complex hypothesis, although they might cause us to be 
somewhat skeptical. 

What of the broader question of the adequacy of the general 
psychoanalytic theory of innate aggressive instigation? As with the 
ethological theories, there are no firm ,data on which to make a judgment. 
The psychoanalytic case is supported primarily by philosophical reaso~ing 
and anecdotal illustration. Because Freud does not pretend to offer definitive 
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d'Jta "provi~g" his ~on~entions, his style of exposition is less objectionable to 
many behavIOral sCIentIsts than that of those ethological writers who make 
excessive claims for the empirical basis of their speCUlation. 

As we have noted, many scholars (including psychoanalysts) balk at 
Freud's notion of a death instinct, particularly when they attempt to work 
out ~he biol~gical implications. While the notion of "life instincts" appears 
conSIstent WIth the observation that most organisms behave so as to 
~erpetuate themselves and their species, the concept of "death instincts," 
mnate ones at that, seem, to many, to violate all the canons of biology, 
zoology, and common sense. 

Even Lorenz, who accepted innate instigation, rejected the death instinct: 

,It is more, than probable that the evil effects of the human aggressive 
d~Ives, . explame~ by Sigmund Freud as -the results of a special death 
WIsh, ,SImply d~nve from the fact that in prehistoric times intra-specific 
sele,ctIOn bred mto man a measure of aggressive drive for which in the 
SOCIal order of today he finds no adequate outlet (1966, p. 234), 

rr:he present writer must co?fes,s that he s~ares some of these misgivings, 
partIcularl~ when the death mstmcts are dIscussed in teleological terms, 
Howe~er, If~e retreat ,from the aura of mysticism which so often pervades 
s~ch dISCUSSIons, the,re IS no denying that selective breeding of fighting cocks, 
PIt do?s, and fight,mg bulls has been quite successful. Tigers are more 
aggreSSIve than tapIrs, We may prefer to substitute a more respectable 
pseudonym, such as "aggressive drive" or "arousal threshold" for the term 
"deat~ instinct:" However, there is little doubt that so~e species are 
genetIcally p~edIsposed to be more aggressive than others. It does not appear 
~o be stretching reason too far to assume that, if there can be differences in 
I~~ate aggressive potential across species, then ,there may also be such 
dItferences within species. Indeed testing calves for individual differences in 
aggre~~ivgness is an i..TH!ispensablen~rt{"\f<1plpf't;nn ~n!lni"h finhtinn h .. lI" • ... r-""y --... ...-... --- ........ ·0 """y"".&.&.&CII .... .&.ltb.& .. " ....... .lB v ........... o 

(Hermngway, 1932). If there can be such individual differences in lower 
v~rtebrates, ,it ,does not seem beyond the realm of possibility that individual 
dIfferences In Innate aggressive instigation may exist in human infants as well, 

Theories of Environmentally Induced Instigation to Aggression 

In c<;mtrast to the hereditary approach taken by the ethologists and 
psychoanalysts i.s the position t~a~ instigation to" aggression is an acquired 
rather than ~n Innate characterIstIc of the huma~ organism. As we have 
noted, AmerIcan psychology has assumed a strong environmentalist bias in 
rece~t d~cades, ~nd, ~ust as Freu? was in the spirit'of his times in proposing 
an 1I1naLe phYSIOlogIcal aggresslVe drive, So too modern theorists who 
propose environmental causes of violence reflect the traditions and biases of 
the present. 

One of the major characteristics of American psychology in the last half 
century h~s been a strong behavioristic tradition.. American psychologists 
pre~er ~o, tIe thei~ theoretical notions directly to overtly observable events, 
While It IS sometImes necessary to postUlate the existence of hypothetical 
constructs, such as instigation to aggression, they attempt to minimize the 
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number of hypothetical or unobservable variables in their theories, ~nd to 
seek rigorous empirical verification of their theories through expenments 
designed to test the inferences which can be logically deduced from th,em, F~r 
this reason the theories of environmental causation that we shall reVIew WIll 
appear considerably less speculative and more empirical tha,n the genetic 
theories discussed above. By the same token they may appear more dry and 
mechanistic, Frequently, man seems to be regarded as an empty robot making 
automatic responses to the various stimuli that impinge on him, and the 
richness and complexity of the personality dynamics emphasized by the 
psychoanalytic theorists'is lacking, , ' 

Behaviorists generally rely on ngorous expenmental procedures. As we 
have noted it is difficult to apply these methods to the study of human 
violence. C~nsequent1y, they have b~en forced ~o study mild~r ,aggre,ssion in 
humans and laboratory animals. In human subjects the admlIustrahon of a 
mild electric shock or verbal criticism of an experimenter are typical types of 
aggression th~t are studied. Among children, a favorite technique has been to 
study doll play and record the number of instances when, for example, the 
child depicts a "father" doll hitting a "child" doll. While some research has 
focused on the personality of the murderers or the social structure of the 
violent gang, most of the data that have been collected ,to test t~e 
implications of environmental theories have been co~cerned wlth the mIld 
forms of aggression described above. Although theonsts have attempted to 
extend the principles derived from the study of aggression in the laborato~y 
to the problem of violence in the streets, extreme caution should be taken ill 
making such generalizations. 

Frustration-Aggression Theory 

The best known and most thoroughly explored theory of environmental 
causation was originally proposed by a group of psychologists at the In.sti~u~e 
of Human Relations at Yale University in 1939, In the true behavlOflStIc 
tradition, the Yaie group' stated their hypotheses in olear· and u~ambiguous 
prose. While this may have oversimplified the problems inherent,I~ the s:udy 
of aggression, particularly because aggression was treated as a umdIme~slOnal 
construct, it did have the-advantage of permitting the various for.mulatlOns to 
be tested empirically. 

The first basic assumption of the Yale group was as follows: 

This study takes as its point of departure the assumption that 
aggression is always a consequence of frustration, More specifically the 
proposition .. is ~h~t the occurrence of aggressive b~h~vior always 
presupposes the exist~nce\lp'f frustration and, contranwIse, tlIat !he 
existence of frustratlOn always leads to some form of aggresslOn 
(Dollard, Doob, Miller, Mowrer, and Sears, 1939, p.l). 

The Yale group did not offer an opinion as to whet~er t~is in,evitable 
relationship was innate or learned; they simply hypotheSIzed that It was a 
'1.ecessary relationship no matter what its origin. 

What did they mean by frustration? In the 'initial formulation of the 
theory, a frustration was defined as something that interferes with an ongoing, .. 
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goal response. If a child is found by his mother on a chair with his hand in the 
cookie jar and she orders him to close the jar and to get down without having 
a cookie, then his sequence of cookie-securing behavior ha&been interrupted 
prior to completion and the child is said to have been frustrated. As we shall 
see, other theorists have attempted to extend the definition of frustration to 
include other behavior such as being injured, being criticized, or being 
physically attacked. Berkowitz (1962, p. 30), for example, suggested that 
one becomes angry after having one's toes stepped on because stepping on the 
toes frustrates one's internall responses directed at maintaining security and 
comfort. The present writer feels that, given such extension, the term 
"frustration" loses its explanatory power, so for the present we shall simply 
treat frustration as it was Originally defined. 

It was, of course, obvious that every frustration does not culminate in 
overt aggressive behavior (aggressive behavior being defined as responses that 
are directed towards the injury of people). They therefore clarified the 
Original postulate by saying that instigation to aggression is the response to 
frustration. Whether m.' not this instigation results in overt aggressive behavior 
depends on other factors such as internal inhibitions and external stimulus 
events. 

The Yale theorists then went on to hypothesize that the strength of 
instigation to aggression varies directly with the amount of frustration. They 
postUlated that the amount of frustration, and hence the strength of 
instigation to aggression, was a function of three factors: (a) The drive 
strength of the frustrated goal response. If, for example, a man goes into a bar 
and orders a beer only to be told that they do not have any more, his 
frustration, and consequently his instigation to aggression, will be greater if it 
is a hot day, he is very thirsty, and has been looking forward to a beer for 
some time. (b) The degree of interference with the frustrated response. 
According to this postulate, our hypothetical beer drinker's frustration will 
be greater if there is no other place he can get a beer. (c) The number of 
fru~tJ<lted reSPQnse sequences. A.ccord.ing to this prinQipl~7 

... the amount of strength of aggressive response will depend in part 
on the amount of residual instigation from previous or simultaneous 
frustrations, which instigation summates to activate the. response under 
observation. Minor frustrations add together to produce an aggressive 
response 'of greater strength than would normally be expected from the 
frustrating situation that appears to be the immediate antecedent of the 
aggression (Dollard et aI., 1939, p. 31). 

This important principle states essentially two things: first, that the aspects of 
frustration can remain active over a period of time, and second, that the 
frustration from different events can summate. Returning to our example, if 
our would-be beer drinker who has been told that he cannot have a beer has 
also been refused service in three or four other bars prior to entering this one, 
he will be angrier than if this had been the first refusal. 

The postulate also states that different kinds of frustrations can add 
together to yield greater instigation to aggression. Suppose our would-be beer 
drinker is not only thirsty but also tired and hungry, and, in addition to not 
being served a beer, he is told that he cannot sit down or get anything to eat. 
In this situation, the frustration resulting from failure to satisfy his needs for 
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rest and hunger could combine with that from failure to satisfy his thirst and 
result in an even higher level of instigation. 

Subsequent research on the frustration-aggression theory, has sugge~ted 
that there are other factors that may influence the ~mount of perceIved 
frustration and the subsequent instigation to aggressIOn. Pastore (1 9~2) 
suggested that the more arbitrary the frustration, the greater the res~ltmg 
instigation to aggression. According to this formulation, if a. man went Into a 
bar and asked, "May I have a beer?" and the bartender sImply respo.nded 
"No," the would-be patron would feel more frustrate~ and an~~y than If the 
bartender said, "No, because we can't sell beer on Elechon ?ay. . 

While research has indicated less overt aggression fol1o~Ing nonarbItr?ry as 
compared to arbitrary frustration, it is difficult ~o e~ta~hsh whether t~s was 
because the arbitrary frustration elicited more InStIg~tIO~ .t? aggres~IOn, or 
because the nonarbitrary condition aroused gre.a~e: InhibItIo~s agaInst the 
overt expression of aggression. The latter pOSSIbIlIty was pOInted out by 
Rothaus and Worchel in 1960 and subsequently Kregarman and ~orchel 
(1961) obtained data which they felt su?p~rte~ the hypotheSIS that 
arbitrariness influences inhibitions rather than InstIgatIon. . . .. 

This ambiguity of interpretation illustrates one of. the m~Jor difficultIes In 
doing research on the frustration-aggression hypotheSIS. TypIcally, all one ~can 
measure is the overt behavior that results from a given situa~ion, ~nd otten 
there is no way of determining whether the experiI?ental malllpulatIOns have 
int1uenced the instigation, the inhibition, or the stImulus factor~. ~s we sha~l 
see, one promising technique which may break thro~gh. thi~ Impasse IS 
research using the internal physiological correlates of InstIgatIOn, such as 
blood pressure. . 

Experimental research has also indicated that another facto! ~hich may 
influence iri:.dgation to aggression is whether o~ not the VIctIm. of t~e 
frustration believes that he will have an opportumty to aggress agaInst his 
frustrator. Studies by Thibaut and Coules'(1952) and Worchel (1957) ~uggest 
that subjects who beiieve that they will have an oppor~umty .to 
counteraggress suffer less frustration. Once again, t~e ~roblem WIth StU~I~~' 
such as these is that only the resulting overt· aggressIOn IS meas~red and 1~ IS 
impossible to determine the internal dynamics from which this aggressIOn 

resulted. h' h . ht' fl e 
Berkowitz (1960) has suggested that another factor w. IC mIg I? . uenc 

instigation to aggression is whether or not the frustration was. antICIpat~d. 
According to this analysis, if a football team s~ffers a defeat theIr frus~ratIOn 
will be less if they had anticipated that they mIght lose the game than If they 
had been quite confident of the victory. . .' 

Turning now from the factors that have been. sugge~ted as I~fluencmg the 
amount of instigation to aggression, let us eX~mIne. ~r~efly the status of the 
theory itself. There have been two maIn cntIcisms leveled. at the 
frustration-aggression hypothesis. The first concerns the notI?n that 
frustration always leads to aggression. While a number of studIes ha.ve 
indicated that frustration may follow aggression, a variety of other stu~Ies 
have suggested that aggresssion is not the inevitable consequence 0r.frustratl?n. 
Consequently this formulation has been changed to read: Frustr~tlo~ 
produces instiga Hon to a number of different types of responses, one of which IS 
an instigation to some form of aggression" (Miller, 1941,p. 338). 
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Th~ ~ext majo: concern-has been with the hypothesis that only frustration 
~an. eh~It aggressIOn. Buss (1961) has suggested that attack can also elicit 
In.stIga~IOn to .a~gres~ion. A number of studies on animals have shown that 
st~mu!I that elIcIt paIn,. such as electrical shock, intense heat, physical blows, 
~aIl. pInches,. an~ even, In One study of killer whales, depth charges, can result 
In I~traspecIes, .mterspecies, or displaced aggression in a variety of creatures 
(Ulnch, Hutchinson, and AZrin, 1965). Research on humans has been 
hampered by the ethical prohibitions again~t inflictin~ injury on subjects as 
well as by the fact that the research designs used In many studies often 
confound frustration with attack. However, laboratory and field dataindicate 
~ha~ a~ong humans,. attacks also elicit aggressive behavior and, by inference, 
InstigatIOn to aggressIOn.'-

By and l~rge,. it thus seems safe to conclude from the available evidence 
t~at frust~atIOn. IS not the only antecedent of aggression. Those who would 
dlspu~e thiS n.otIO~ usual~y do so by redefining frustration to include the type 
of paInful stImulI descrIbed above. According to this argument, if a man 
becomes angry because he has been punched in the nose it is not because 
such acts elicit instigation to aggression, but instead becaus~ the punch in the 
~ose frustrate~ his need for self-respect. If we stretch the term "frustration" 
In such a fashion to. encompass any antecedent event that elicits aggression 
then the term lose~ ItS ~eani~g and its explanatory value. In the long run, it 
ap~ears more ?afSlmOnlOUs sImply to include attack as OIle of the variables 
whIch, alo~g wIth f~u:;tration, can elicit aggressive instigation. 

~here IS consIderable research support for the proposition that 
envuonme~tal factors su~h as frustration or attack can elicit aggression (Buss, 
1969. While ,:e have Illustrated this contention with examples of very 
specIfic fl'~,1stratIOns Or attacks, the reader must not be misled into thinking 
that. c~ly such immediate stimuli can produce instigation to aggression. 
Instlga~IOn to agg.ression can also stem from chronically recurring or 
gen~rahzed fl:ustr~tIOns. Be~ng ·trapped in a second-rate job because of the 
coll:Jr:"~of one s skm,. chroIlIe hunger, or substandard living conditions are 
among" the fr~~tratIng conditions that can yield chronic instigation to 
aggre~~ion. LJ 

As' we have noted, instigation to aggression from different sources can 
summate. Thus it ~ght be. expected that someone who is chronically 
frustr~ted would r~qu!re ~ess .Immediate provocation to elicit overt aggressive 
b~havlO.r b.ecause tIle InstIgatIOn to. aggression stemming from some relatively 
mmor .IncIdent could summate WIth the chronic instigation to aggression 
st~mmIng fr~m the general frustrations of everyday life. Indirect support of 

this formulatIOn can be found in the work of Hovland and Sears (1940) and 
Henry a.nd Sho~t.(1954) who demonstrated significant correlations between 
econOIl11C ~ondltIOns and violence. Such summation can also be observed in 
everyday lIfe. ~arents have leCl.rnp,d that quarrels with children tend to be 
:nore frequent Just before mealtimes because of the instigation to aggression 
~n~uced by hunger (Goodenough~ 1931). Similarly, invalids' tend to be 
untable C' because of the many frUstrations their illnesses entail. It therefore 
w?u!d J ollow that the more arbitrary generalized frustrations can be 
~11I1~na~ed fro I11 __ an ina}vidual's environment and life, the more his chronic 
I~stI?atlOn~o ~ggre~sion will be decrrflsed. Tr~is in turn should decrease the 
hkelIh9Qd that he 'will engage in overt'aggression and violence. 7 
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If we accept the evidence indicating that frustration, attack, and similar 
environmental factors can result in overt aggre~3ive behavior, does this 
discredit the theoriles of innate instigation to aggression summarized earlier? 
The answer is no. Lorenz, Tinbergen, and other ethologists do not deny that 
environmental events can trigger aggressive behavior. Indeed, as we have seen, 
Ardrey has emphasized at great lengths how territorial intrusions elicit 
aggressive counterresponses in a variety of species. However, instead of 
interpreting such observations as indicating that the territorial intrusion 
frustrated the home animal's need for lebensraum and this in turn yielded 
instigation to aggression, genetic theorists would be more inclined to argue 
that the aggressive drive is innate and the intrusion or frustration simply 
served as a trigger or a sign which released the aggressive behavior. The 
difficulties associated with such research, which we have described a numb(~r 
of times, make it impossible to determine whether the apparently frustrating 
event causes the instigation to aggression directly or if it simply activates 
innate instigation. Even the autonomic nervous system studies that regularly 
report increases in arousal level following a frustration or an attack cannot 
really resolve this issue. 

Even if it could be established that frustrations or attacks caused 
instigation to aggression in and of themselves, this could not be taken as 
proof of the invalidity of the ethological or psychoanalytic contention that 
instigation to aggression is innate. It would merely demonstrate that not all 
instigation to aggression is genetically determined. It would not rule out the 
possibility that some instigation to aggression is inherited and that other 
instigation to aggression is acquired. Since we know that infants differ in a 
number of temperamental characteristics, including arousal thresholds, 
irritability, and the like, it would not be too farfetched to suppose that there 
are innate differences in the propensity for aggressiveness as well. The 
individual's overt aggressive patterns would then stem from a combination of 
experiential and genetic factors. 

If one wished to avoid the notion of innate aggressive instigation but still 
retain the concept of individual temperamental differences, one could simply 
restate this position as hypothesizing that there may be innate differences ',. 
between individuals in the degree to which different events arouse frustration 
and instigation to aggression, possibly mediated by congenital differences in 
autonomic nervous system arousability, for a number of studies have 
demonstrated a link between hormonal levels and aggressiveness in man and 
other animals (Moyer, 1967). 

Social Learning Theory Approach 'j 

Social learning theorists who have studied aggression have generally 
focused on the factors that facilitate or impede the learning of aggressive f) 

habits. Most of the data they h<\ye collected, therefore, concerns inhibitions 
and stimulus factors that ha1fl direct instigation into aggressive or 
non aggressive channels. Favorite 'topics include child-rearing practices .and the 
investigation of how various reward and punishment contingencies influence 
the formation of aggresive or nonaggressive habits. However, social learning 
theory is also relevant to our immediate topic of the development of 
instigation to aggression. 
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One of the major criticisms of frustration-aggression theory is that while 
interference with an ongoing sequence of behavior will elicit aggression in our 
culture, this does not always appear to be the case in other cultures (Bateson, 
1941). It may be that in these cultures inhibitions are so great that the 
instigation is never expressed overtly; on the other hand, it is also possible 
that the interference is less frustrating or that it does not elicit instigation to 
aggression. . 

If the latter possibility reflects the true state of affairs, as appears likely, it 
is probable that the diffferences are the result of social learning. We have 
already noted that some theorists have suggested that expectancy is a major 
factor influencing the frustration which ensues from interference with a given 
goal response. Social learning is probably the major factor that determines the 
expectancies an individual develops (Rotter, 1954). In the United States, for 
example, businessmen are trained to be prompt and waste no time "getting to 
the point." In a country in which lateness i~ common and in which much 
time is spent in ceremonial circumlocutions, both an American and a native 
businessman will experience equal interference in the goal response of 
reaching a definite agreement. However, because of the differences in socially 
learned expectancies, this frustration is likely to arouse much more 
instigation to aggression in the American. 8 

A particular type of social learning is the training by which the military 
attempts to transform a random selection of young men into disciplined 
killers. For the most part, this training is focused on lowering inhibition 
levels. However, attempts are also made to raise instigations. This is done 
through films and lectures designed to make the men aware of the threatening 
aspect of the enemy and to make them angry and indignant over what the 
enemy has done. Research on prejudice has shown that instigation to 
aggression toward other groups is similarly the result. of social learning, 
although the indoctrination is typical1y less deliberate than in the military 
(Buss, 1961). 

The influence of social learning can also be seen in the ritualized aggression 
found in many cultures. The dueling code is an example of how, through 
social learning, individuals have learned to perceive certain signs, statements, 
or- gestures, such as throwing down a glove, as symbolic attacks that can 
arouse instigation to violence. In such situations it is, of course, frequently 
true that the resulting instigation is primarily instrumental with the 
challenged party more interested in protecting his reput\:ition and "honor" 
than in injuring his opponent. (Social learning is also responsible for the 
individual valuing honor more than personal safety.) While formal duels are 
now rare in upper class Western culture, ritual aggression can still be observed 
in the rumbles of "bopping gangs" (Yablonsky, 1966; Thrasher, 1927). 

Social learning has its greatest effect .in teaching the child that aggression 
can satisfy a number of needs. As McNeil has pointed put: 

Since a child will learn whatever responses are rewarded by others or 
bring gratification of his needs, it is easy to see how he can grow in 
sophistication in the use of aggressive devices. When other individuals 
are blocking the child's way and frustrating him, he can, by accident, 
learn that an aggressive' attack will remove them and free the path to 
gratification .... When the child discovers the benefit of hurting others 
and he gains experience and learns more about the motivation of 
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others he'll become more and more skilled in using this knowledge of 
motiv~tion as a means of controlling them and getting what he wants 
(1959, p. 227). 

This is particularly true in the culture of poverty. McCandles~ has 
described rewards for. aggressiveness in the world of a lower class chIld as 
follows: 

He has learned that he had better grab wp.ile the grabbing is good, 
because if he doesn't, one of his brothers and sisters, or his pqrents, or 
his peers, will grab instead. Reason has n,ever won a street fight nor 
enabled him to get the biggest share of the can of beans, nor ser:ed to 
keep his father from beating his mother when he got drunk ... ~lthout 
immediate action and intense drive, the. child may not surVIve t~e 
tooth-and-claw existence that for him is almost routine ... When one IS 
battling for survival-for his fair share of t}1e limited suppl~ of food ~n 
the window cooler or ice box, for his turn with the local gul who wIll 
let the boys go as far as they want-intense emotion facilitates and 
spurs action. Standing back, thinking, and suppressing result in failure 
to reach the goal. Striking out, yellirig, and pushing cause others to 
stand back so that you can go ahead (l ~67, p. 587). 

Given a milieu such as this, it is easy to see how the child can learn that 
aggression can satisfy a variety of needs in addition to whatever sat~s~actions 
are to be gained through violence itself. It is, therefore, not surpnsmg that 
investigators such as McKee and Leader (1955) have observed more 
aggressiveness on the part of lower class children. Goldf~rb'~ (1?43.a, 194~b, 
1944, 1945) studies of the development of children In InshtutI<;)flS WIth 
inadequate adult attention have shown that they'!oo de~elop more 
aggressiveness as manifested by temper tantr~ms, destru~tIveness, .lm~udenc~, 
and antagonism to others as a result of bemg reared m an enVlfonment In 
which they had to learn aggressive habits to compete success~ull~ fo~ adult 
attention. Thus environmental deprivation. can produce mstIgatIOn to 
aggression not only through frustration, but also by te~ching the child that 
aggression is the best way to satisfy his needs for attentIOn, food, safety, and 
the.1ike. 

Before proceeding, it might be worthwhile to speculate briefly on the 
implications of this. If we analyze the various ways in which violence can be 
averted, we find that they reduce to the following: (a) reducinginst~gation. to 
aggresslonand the stimuli that facilitate its expres~ion,. (b) ~ncreasl~g 
inhibitions against the expression of aggression and the sbmul~,Jhat Impede It, 
and (c) strengthening competing resp9nses. H!storicall~, the. sec~nd. course 
has been fllvored most. Judicial procedures and correctIOnal mstItutIons are 
designed to increase inhibitions by punishing misbe~avior. If, h~wever, 
complete reliance is placed on repressive measures, W.It~OUt .rem?vmg the 
environmental causes of instigation to aggression, then It IS qUIte lIkely that 
instigation will continue to accumulate until inhibitions are overco~e and 
violence results. If} instead, punitive sanctions are used to forestall vIOlen~e, 
while the sources of instigation of aggression are eliminated and competmg 
responses are taught, then His more likely that violence can.be avoided 
instead of simply being postponed. 
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. Fru~tr~~i?n-agg~ession theory suggests that one way of reducing instigation 
IS to ~nlIruze arbItrary frustrations. The social learning theories that we have 
exan:nned .further suggest that instigatibn can be reduced if response 
contmgencles are established which will allow for the satisfaction of such 
basic needs as hunger, territory, self-respect, and independence by means 
other than violence or aggression. Programs such as those proposed by Ulrich 
(1968) an.d those already in effect in New York City (pileggi, 1968) that seek 
to avert vIOlence by allowing immediate consideration and redress of citizen 
grievan~es thus seem to be founded on sound principles. Not only is 
frustr~~IOn, .and hence instigation to aggression, reduced but, more important, 
t~e cItIzen I~ r~warded for nonviolent, democratic action rather than having 
his needs satIsfIed only after violence has claimed public attention. 

Residual Aggressive Instigation 

. In our discussion of the dynamics of aggression we have pointed out that 
~n ~om~ cases inhibitions outweigh instigation so that although aggressive 
mstIgatIOn has been aroused it is not expressed. The fate of this unexpressed 
aggressive instigation is a controversial theoretical issue. Many theorists view 
the human personality as if it were a closed hydraulic system. In this 
viewpoint the aggressive energy, although dammed by inhibitions, remains 
potent and can be expressed at some later time. Others such as Berkowitz 
take stron? ~xception to the view that man might carry with him aggressive 
ener.gy waItmg .f~r. a chance to be expressed. Berkowitz (1964, 1968) in 
partIcular has cntIcIzed the notion of chronic instigation to aggression. 

The present writer does not subscribe to a closed hydraulic model of 
personality. He agrees with Berkowitz that aggressive instigation once aroused 
may dissipate in time unless later rearoused. By the same token however the 
present w~iter al.so contends that in some individuals, instigatio~ to 'aggre;sion 
can ren:am actIve for ~ long period of time if no instigation-dissipating 
mechamsms such as dIsplacement, humor, or catharsis function in the 
interim. If we deny the possibility that instigation can gradually accumulate 
over a long period of time, it is impossible to explain adequately the 
paradoxical violence of, for example, the "model student" who suddenly 
slays his family. 

Berkowitz has stated: 

The habitually hostile individual does 110t have a reservoir of aggressive 
energy . pr~ssing for discharge. Nor, I believe, does he have year-long 
accumulatIOn of anger. pent up ~ithin hJm. His frequent aggressive 
outbursts are not emotIOnal explosions from a storehouse of repressed 
energy or anger but, rather, are reactions evoked by appropriate cues 
(1964, p. 105-106). " 
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This ~y be correct for the habitually hostile person, althouih by means 
of such mternal Cue~ as fantasy, brooding over mistreatment and the like a 
chronic state of ang.er might be maintained that would be ~imilar in ma~y 
respe~ts to ~Jeservolf of aggressiv~energy. But even if this is the case for the 
habitually hostile person, the present writer's research has demonstrated that 
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in addition to this type there is another type that he has labeled the 
"chronically overcontrolled assaultive type." 

His inhibitions against the expression of aggression are extremely rigid 
so he rarely, if ever, responds with aggression, no matter how great the 
provocation. These inhibitions are not focused on a few specific targets, 
as was the case \vith the Undercontrolled Aggressive type, but instead 
are quite general. He is, therefore, unable to make use, of the 
mechanisms of displacement or response generalization. The result is 
that through some form of temporal summation such as that described 
by Dollard, Doob, Miller, Mowrer, and Sears (1939, p. 31), his 
instigation to aggression builds up over time. In some cases, the 
instigation to aggression summates and exceeds even his excessive 
defenses. If this occurs when there are sufficient cues to aggression in 
the environment, an aggressive act should result (Megargee, 1966, p. 3). 

Many highly controlled people go through life withollt ever engaging in 
aggressive behavior, particularly if their circumstat;lces are such that they are 
lexposed to a minimum of frustration and attack. Others j however, are not so 
fortunate, and if they do reach the point where their instigation exceeds their 
inhibitions, then an act of extreme violence can .result. Empirical research by 
the present writer and his associates (Megargee, 1964, 1965, 1966, 1967; 
Megargee, Cook, and Mendelsohn, 1967; Megargee and Mendelsohn, 1962) as 
well a,S by independent investigators (Blackburn, 1968a, 1968b; Molof, 1967) 
has supported this typology and, indeed, any reader of the daily press is 
familiar with instances of extreme violence in apparently mild-mannered and 
well-controlled individuals. Laboratory studies have also illustrated tb~ 
phenomena of temporal summation of aggression (Be~kowitz, 1960a;. Otis 
and McCandless, 1955). While such studies ~re less relevant to the issue of 
violence, they do support the notion that residual instigation to aggression 
can add to the overall instigation level at a given point in time.9 In 
connection with violence, however, it is interesting that Palmer (1960) and 
Duncan et al. (1958) in their studies of murderers found· a high incidence of 
frustration and trauma in their early childhoods. Palmer's study was 
especially noteworthy because he compared murderers with their own 
brothers, thus roughly controlling family environment. 

Before leaving the topic of residual instigation to aggression, we should 
note one additional factor that has complicated a number of research designs. 
When instigation to aggression has been. aroused bu~ its expression has been 
blocked by internal inhtbitions or external sanctions, the individual suffers 
additional frustration. The gentleman who is refused service in a bar suffers a 
frustration that) according to the frustration-aggression hypothesis, should 
produce instigation to aggressjon~This instigation may motivate him to make 
some physical or verbal attack on the bartender. However, his own inhibitions 
(or the fact that the bartender is an extremely large person) may prevent him 
from making this attack. This frustrates him even further and adds even more 
to his aggressive instigation. According to this conception then, the 
frustration-aggression hypothesis iniplies that when the performance of an 
aggressive act is inhibited, we not only have residual aggressive instigation to 
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cope with but ,also additional instigation resulting from the frustration of the 
aggressive response sequence. 

Factors That Decrease or Diminish Instigation to Aggression 

Having surveyed the theories as to the origin of instigation to aggression, 
we shall now examine various hypotheses that have been offered to explain 
how instigation is dissipated. In this treatment we must distinguish between 
(a) behavior or factors that diminish instigation and (b) behavior or factors 
that simply block or prevent an overt expression of aggressive instigation .. If a 
man threatens violence and is thrown into jail before he can carry out his 
plans, violence has been averted, but his instigation to aggression has not been 
lowered. A variable that decreases instigation would reduce the desire to 
commi t the aggressive act instead of merely suppressing its performance. 
While this distinction between aggression-blocking and instigation-reducing is 
easy to write about, it is more difficult to operationalize these factors 
successfully so that they may be studied separately. 

The question of the factors reducing instigation to aggression lends itself 
to ex;perimental study, and social psychologists have performed a number of 
laboratory studies on this problem. The typical procedure is to anger two 
groups equally and, after subjecting one to some treatment to reduce 
instigation, determine if there has been a significantly greater decrease in 
aggressive instigation in the t~eated group than in the untreated group. As we 
shall see, the outcomes of these studies depend on a variety of subtle factors, 
so that slight differences in experimental techniques may produce quite 
different outcomes. Consequently, the effectiveness of some of the factors we 
shall review can be considered rather controverSial. Moreover, the vast 
majority of these studies deal with relatively mild levels of instigation; 
whether these techniques can reduce the high levels of instigation found in 
violence remains to be seen. 

Innate Reduction of instigation to Aggression 

We have already noted that there are several theories that· attribute 
instigation to aggression to genetic factors and, as we shall see, some,iheorists 
have also maintained that inhibitions to aggression can also be traced to 
heredity .. ~t present, there is no viable theory of genetically based reductions 
in instigation to aggression. However, if we accept the notion that there is an 
innate aggressive drive, which as we have seen is a controversial position, then 
it would follow that this drive could be reduced through selective breeding. 
Indeed, this may have taken place in the breeding of certain breeds of dogs. 
While such breeds as the bulldog and the .bull terrier have been selected for 
their aggressive characteristics, other breeds such as the St. Bernard have been 
selected for their docility and gentleness,. Similar selective breedfhg has been 
carded out in mice and rats (Moyer, 1967). There is of course no way of 
determining whether the success of such .efforts stems from reduction in some 
sort of innate aggressive <lrive or if inste~d it comes about through an increase 
in innate inhibitory characteristics. . 

Putting aside selective breeding, many theofists agree that in~tigation to 
aggression will diminish or decay over time in the absence of additional 
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frustrations or arousals. Certainly, there appears to be little doubt that people 
"cool off' following an insult or an injury so that the likelihood of their 
making an aggressive response diminishes. as a function of time .. It may be that 
during the interim the individual engages in activities such as displacement or 
sublimation that reduce the instigation level. It may be that as time passes 
other needs become prepotent, so that the aggressive response is less favored 
in the response competition. However, it may also be that there is a basic 
mechanism whereby instigation simply decreases as a function of time and 
that this reduction mechanism is inborn. According to Berkowitz, "Unless the 
thwarted person is kept aroused or is re-aroused by being reminded of his 
frustrations, his anger probably'will dissipate with time, and the probability 
of aggressive behavior will decline" (I964, p. 106). If this is the case, and 
there is an aggressive drive that can diminish with time, then aggression would 
be similar to other drives that do not serve essential tissue needs and diminish 
without rearousal, in contrast to drives such as thirst, hunger, or the need for 
oxygen, that increase sharply over time if not satisfied. 

Environmental Factors and Behavior That Reduce Instigation to Aggression 

As might be expected, behavioral scientists have spent much more thought 
and energy studying environmental factors that may dissipate :~ggressive 
instigation than they have investigating the possibility of innate 
aggression-reducing mechanisms. A variety of instigation b~haviors or factors 
that have been proposed can be divided into three broad catagories: (a) 
reduction of instigation to aggression by satisfying the f':llstrated need; 
(b) reduction of instigation through expression of behav,ior; and (c) reduction 
of instigation through cognitive redefinition of the situation~We shall deal 
with each of these in turn. 

Reduction of instigation to aggression through need satisfaction. -By far 
the simplest and most effective 'way of reducing environmentally caused 
instigation to aggression is to remove those environmental conditiol1~ that 
elicit the instigoition. To return to our man in search of a beer, the best way 
to reduce his anger would be to give him a beer. If frustration of a 
goal-oriented response results in instigation to aggression, then allowing the 
individual to achieve his goal should reduce the instigation. 

While few would argue that this is not an effective technique for reducing 
aggressive instigation, it cannot be regarded as a panacea. Man has an 
extraordinary capacity for reminiscing about unpleasant ev~nts. Even as he 
drinks his beer, our indignant barfly might think back to the initial refusal 
and find himself angered once again at the thought of it. (In 
frustration-aggression theory, this would be explained as being because the 
initial refusal frustrated not only his thirst, but also his status ne.eds while 
providing the beer satisfied only the former.) 

Another somewhat related problem is thf.!t man also has an extraordinary 
ability to disguise his motives, even from himsi~lf. He may say that he wants 
one thing, when in fact he is ambivalent or wants something else. Satisfaction 
of his consciously expressed need may leave hi~ unconscious or une~pressed 
need unsatisfied; becal,lse of the resulting frustration there is no reduction in i 
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instigation. Children and teenagers, for example, sometimes test their parents 
by making inappropriate requests. While they may become somewhat angered 
when the re.quest is refused, they may be even angrier if the request is granted 
because the parent has not behaved as the child covertly hoped he would. 

We must not make the mistake, however, of overgeneralizing from these 
exceptions and ruling out satisfaction of frustrations as an 
instigation-reducing mechanism. This is clearly not the case. The ethological 
evidence shows that, particularly in the case of instrumental aggression, 
accomplishment of the desired ends typically results in a cessation of 
aggressive activity. The dog that chases an intruder from his front yard 
usually does not continue in hot pursuit and press the attack to the death. 
Instead, once his territory is secure, he typically halts. Many species of 
animals have behavioral cues that signify surrender and, upon seeing these 
cues during a fight, other members of the species usually discontinue their 
aggressive activities. At the human level, labor unions typically stop striking 
once their demands for higher wages or better working conditions have been 
met. Thus removal of the env.ironmental antecedents of aggressive instigation 
frequently, although not inevitably, reduces instigation to aggression. 

Reduction of instigation through overt aggression and catharsis. -Most 
theorists agree that the overt expression of aggression is one way of reducing 
instigation. If a man for some reason wants to hit someone in the nose, then 
hitting someone in the nose should satisfy this desire. Such overt expression 
of aggressive instigation is often referred to as "catharsis,:' a term applied by 
psychoanalysts, who in turn derived it from the Grceks. 

While H-tis seems to be a simple, straightforward notion with which. 
everyone would agree, closer examination reveals a number 'of complexities 
.and controversies. The first problem is that there is a lot of excess theoretical 
baggage attached to the catharsis concept. Because of its psychoanalytic 
origins, use of the term "catharsis" often implies to psychologists an 
acceptance of the psychoanalytic theory in which the catharsis concept was 
originally embedded'. This is described well by Buss: 

The concept of catharsis is part of the "hydraulic" model of personality 
Which,. is based on the analogy to ct, liquid held under pressure in a 
container or reservoir. Additions to nib liquid increase pressure on the 
walls. There are regular channels for drainage which operate when the 
liquid places sufficient pressures on the container. In the .absence of 
adequate drainage, the pressure builds up until there is a leak in the 
walls of the reservoir. Each increase in the liquid adds pressure for 
release of the liquid; each time there is drainage, there is at least a 
temporary decrement in pressure for release. The pressure is analogous 
to impulses, in the present context-aggressive impulses. The reservoir is 
fed by ihcitements to aggression, and the walls of the reservoir 
represent inhibitions against expressing aggressive impulses ... The 
expression of aggression represents the draining of the reservoir; the 
more drained, the less that remains in the reservoir. The less that 
remains in the reservoir, the less pressure is exerted by impulses seeking 
release. Th~ expression of aggression is called catharsis, and the 
diminution in the teri'dency to aggress as a consequence of such 
expression of aggression i~' called the catHartic effect (1961, p. 75). 
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The Yale group adopted this model specifically when ,they stated, 
" ... the occurrence of any act of aggression is assumed to reduce the 
instigation to aggression ... when 'any response of aggression is expressed, its 
cathartic effect should lessen the instigation to the oth(~r aggressive 
responses" (Dollard et aI., 1939, p. 50 f.). 

One of the problems with a hydraulic model of personality is, that it takes 
as a basic assumption the physical principle of the conservation of energy. 
Energy such as aggressive instigation cannot be destroyed. According to the 
most popular version of catharsis theory, if instigation is not expressed in 
direct aggressive activity, the individual will remain in a state of tension unless 
it can be expressed through some substitute activity. This form of catharsis 
theory is widely held. As we have seen, Lorenz (1966) upheld this viewpoint 
when he wrote that man must have periodic outlets for his aggressive 
instigation. Even earlier, William James indicated that the society must plan 
for appropriate release of aggressive instigation. 

There appears to be some measure of truth in this formulation. Any 
student of abnormal psychology can cite numerous cases where unexpressed 
feelings of hostility have resulted in a variety of psychological and psychiatric 
disturbances. Among the more common pernici011s results are such disorders 
as essential hypertension and ulcers, and unexpressed hostility can often be 
found as an etiological factor in the psychoneuroses and some of the 
functional psychoses as well. 

However, a number of psychologists have become' increasingly 
uncomfortable with catharsis theory andwith the hydraulic model it implies. 
Some psychologists feel that those who uphold this position have adopted the 
model too literally. Physicists frequently use models, but they do not confuse 
models with natural laws. They realize the model is simply an analogy that 
helps one to conceptualize a problem but-that it should not be confused with 
reality. The hydraulic model is useful for some purposes and, indeed, the 
present writer likes to use it to help illustrate how instigation can summate to 
the point where it overwhelms the defenses of the "chronically 
overcontrolled assaultive" type. However if we slavishly attempt to make the 
structure and dynamics of human personality functioning conform with that 
of the behavior of fluids in every respect, we end up with more conceptual 
difficulties than the effmt is worth. For example, if we want to uphold the 
position that aggressive instigation can decay with time, we would then have 
to postulate some sort of a psychological process akin to evaporation in the 
lake behind our inhibitory dam. This may resolve the problem for the 
moment but, if we get obsessed with our hydraulic model, we would soon 
realize that the vaporized aggressive instigation rains down on the plains of 
the ego at some point, and we would need to specify what happens at this 
juncture. At this point, the model is no longer working for the theorist; the· 
theorist is working for the model. 

McNeil has objected to the hydraulic inodel as follows: 

The' principal objection to the catharsis hypothesis is that it suggests 
that each of us has a: reservoir of aggression which must be allowed to 
spill over at regular intervals if we are to avoid having the dam burst. 
This analogy is a sloppy approximation of the facts of human hostility. 
If a hostile way of life is learned in .early childhood in response to bitter 
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expe!ie~ce, it can be based on such deeply ingrained resentment and 
depnvatIon that no attempt to drain it off could cope with the rate 
with which it is replenished within (1959, p. 209). 

It is to avoid such convolutions and distortion~ that some psychologists 
would prefer to drop the catharsis notion entirely. However, if we may be 
per~tted a few more liquid puns and metaphors, damning catharsis in this 
fashion appears to the present writer to be throwing out the baby with the 
(bath~ w~ter. It seems possible to postulate merely that overt aggressive 
behavIOr IS one, although not the only, way of reducing instigation to 
aggression without bemg compelled to adopt a full-fledged hydraulic model. 
~any studies have attempted to test catharsis theory over the years. The 

tYPIcal. pr~cedure has been to take two groups and arouse instigation to 
aggres~!?n m bath .. The~ the experimenter allows one group to express the 
a~ressIOnorcath~rsIsbutdoesnotallowsuch an opportunity to the other group. 
Fmally, the expenmenter measures the residual instigation to aggression in both 
groups to determine if the catharsis group is significantly lower. 

Unfortunately, .such studies are much more complex than they appear at 
~rs~ gl~nce. A major problem is how one goes about measuring the residual 
mstIgatIon to aggression. Many investigators have done so by giving both 
groups a .chan~e t~ e~press.aggression on the assumption that the group with 
~re resIdual mstI~atIOn wIll behave more aggressively. A favorite technique 
IS to ask ~ll the subjects to fill out a bogus questionnaire ostensibly evaluating 
the expenmentand the experimenter. If a subject indicates that he did not 
~nj?y ~he experiment, this is regarded as an aggressive response and as an 
mdicatIon of greater instigation. Another strategy has been to measure 
residual instigation to aggression by allowing the subjects to pull a plunger or 
pres.s a lever as part of some other task. Here, the assumption is that vigorous 
pullIng of the plunger indicates more instigation to aggression. 

There are two drawbacks to this sort of approach. The first is that such 
~~havior as pressing a lever or writing a negative evaluation does not directly 
mJu~e anyone and therefore may not have anything to do with aggression 
(?entry, 1967). In any case, such responses are certainly far removed from 
vIOlet;lce. 

The second is that, even if the depend~nt variables do constitute·· 
overa~ressive responses, such behavior is a function not only of instigation to 
aggressIOn, but also of inhibitions and stimulus factors. Following the 
experimental "catharsis," overt aggression may decrease not because 
instigation has decreased, but because inhibitions have increa~ed. For 
exampl.e. some ~heorists have suggested that a group that has engaged in 
aggres~Ive behaVIOr may be less aggressive subsequently simply because tlus 
behaVIOr has aroused their guilt feelings (Berkowitz, 1958). 

Another variable that complicates the experimental literature is the nature 
of t~e i~terpolated "cathartic" behavior. As noted above, the typical 
paradIgm IS for students to be angered, following which some have a chance 
to engage in aggressive behavior while others do not. The nature. of this 
i~tervening .aggressiva behavior varies widely from study to study. One 
dIfference IS the target of the aggressive behavior. Another is whether the 
~ggression is verbal, phYSical, or symbolic. Thus, in some experiments a child 
IS allowed to break balloons or strike a :aobo doll. In others, a person has a 
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chance to complain about the e1perimenter who originally angered him. In 
still others, the subject may ~leliver a painful electric shock to some 
unfortunate fellow subject. In sh'ort, a variety of operational definitions of 
catharsis have been used, and it I~would be surprising if this did not make a 
difference in the results. The dat,a show also that such factors as the relative 
status of the victim and the subject, whether there is any manifestation of 
pain by the victim, and the physical remo teness of the two can influence 
what happens. 

What else might influence the results of such studies? Another variable is 
the original instigation. If after all these experimental procedures-arousal, 
interpolated aggressive activity, and subsequent test for instigation to 
aggression-the groups do not differ on the dependent variable, it will usually 
be taken as evidence that catharsis was ineffective in reducing instigation. 
However. it could also mean that the initial manipulations designed to anger 
and arouse the subjects at the beginning of the experiments were ineffective. 
If neither group was effectively angered in the beginning, there is absolutely 
no reason why they should differ on instigation to aggression at the end of 
the experiment. 

In an effort to demonstrate that the anger-inducing conditions were indeed 
effective, some investigators have inserted a test of aggression immediately 
after the initial arousal procedures. Unfortunately, such a test in itself may be 
cathartic; if so~ the two groups would then go into the experimental 
conditions in a nonaroused state. 

The complexities of doing catharsis research are thus quite obvious. In an 
effort to eliminate these various sources of possible confounding, 
experimenters have increased the complexity of their designs and the number 
of experimental and control groups which are used. However,' as the 
complexity of the research designs increases, the interpretability of the results 
often decreases. Moreover, as more artificial manipulations are inserted, the 
possibility of the subjects seeing through the experiment and tailoring their 
behavior accordingly increases. Most central to our present concern, increased 
complexity also means decreased generality, so that the more artificial the 
laboratory design, the less relevant it becomes for the problem of violence. 

One body of research that has avoided some of the problems found in 
much catharsis research is the series of studies coming from the laboratory of 
J. E. Hokanson (Hokanson, 1961a, 1961b; Hokanson and Burgess, 1962a, 
1962b; Hokanson$ Burgess, and Cohen, 1963; Hokanson and Gordon, 1958; 
Hokanson and Shetler, 1961; Hokanson, Willers and Koropsak, in press; 
Willers and Hokanson, in press). Hokanson's work does have the drawback of 
using an artificial laboratory-based task so it is not .directly relevant to 
violence. However, Hokanson has managed to cut through some of the 
problems inherent in measuring the effects of catharsis by using as his 
dependent variable the individual's second-by-second variations in autonomic 
signs of arousal, such as metabolic blood pressure, as he engages in varicus 
aggressive and nonaggressive acts. While it would be grossly overstating 
rna tters to assert that autonomic activity is a direct measure of instigation to 
aggression, there is considerable evidence suggesting that it does vary as a 
function of aggressive instigation. In interpreting his data, therefore, 
Hokanson does not have to worry about whether they reflect changes in 
instigation or changes in inhibition. 
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The data collected in Hokanson's laboratory strongly suggest that the 
expression of aggres!ljon against a frustrator or attacker can reduce instigation 
to aggression, but that this is not a necessary, inevitable, or innate 
characteristic of the organism. In Hokanson's typical experimental setup, the 
subject is administered a painful electric shock that raises his blood pressure. 
It is assumed this blood pressure rise reflects an increase in instigation to 
aggression. The subjects are then offered an opportunity to administer a 
shock in return to the person who shocked them; on the other hand, they 
may, if they choose, make a friendly response. It would be expected on the 
basis of catharsis theory that when the subject counteraggresses, his 
instigation to aggression would decrease, and this would be reflected by an 
abrupt decrease in blood pressure. Among men, this is exactly what happens, 
but this is not the case among women. Hokanson has theorized that this sex 
difference comes about because men in our culture have learned that 
counteraggression is the most effective way of reducing threats, so 
counteraggression reduces their tension level. Women, on the other hand, 
have learned the opposite pattern, so they attempt to disarm an antagonist 
through friendliness. If threat reduction is indeed the primary factor 
influencing tension level, Hokanson reasoned, then by changing the reward 
contingencies it should be possible to change the autonomic responses. By 
rewarding a friendly response and punishing aggressive responses, Hokanson 
has found that man can learn not only to administer friendly responses when 
attacked, but also experience the same tension reduction they formerly 
experienced when they counteraggressed. The reverse pattern has been found 
for women. If we accept the premise that systolic blood-pressure changes 
reflect changes in instigation to aggression, Hokanson's data suggest that 
"catharsis" can reduce instigation to aggression, but that this is a learned 
response which depends on the reinforcement contingencies in the person's 
cultural environment. This stance is in sharp contrast to the pOSition of 
theorists who state that only counteraggression can reduce instigatic::1. 

Summarizing this rather lengthy discussion of cartharsis, we have seen that 
there is considerable controversy over the effectiveness of counteraggression 
in lowering instigation to aggression. The issue has been clouded in part by 
the association of the catharsis hypothesis with a rather unwieldy hydraulic 
model. Moreover, experimental research on the hypothesis has been hindered 
by problems of operationally defining the independent and dependent 
variables as well as the interpolated aggressive tasks. 

It is the present writer's conclusion that counteraggression undoubtedly 
can reduce instigation to aggression. However this is not inevitable, nor is 

. counteraggression necessarily the most ,effective way of reducing instigation. 
Over a long period of time, the problem.is complicated by the fact that: (a) 
subsequent stimuli, or the individual's own reminiscences, can rearouse the 
instigation despite catharsis; and (b) while the catharsis may lower instigation, 
it may also lower inhibitions even more, so that the individual will have an 
even greater propensity for aggressive behavior after the catharsis than he did 
prior to it. 

Displaced aggression. -In the preceding section, we explored the 
hypothesis that instigation to aggression can be reduced through direct overt 
aggression leveled at the original instigator or frustrator. In the present 
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section, we shall deal with the notion that aggressive behavior directed toward 
other targets (T' 2,3 ... N) may also reduce aggressive instigation. 

In a given situation, the inhibitions attached to,a particular act of violence 
or aggression will vary as a function of a target toward whom ~at act is 
addressed. For example, a military officer might have relatIvely few 
inhibitions against spanking a disobedient child. It is likely, however, he 
would have more inhitions against spanking a disobedient wife and 
considerably more against spanking a diobedient enlisted man. Instigation 
also may vary as a function of the target. Instigation provoked by one target 
may generalize to other targets through response generalization mediated by 
psychological similarity (Miller, 1948). We (llluded to this earlier when w~ 
noted that a policeman angered by a demonstrator might tak~ out some of his 
resentment on his wife. 

If inhibitions exceed instigation so that it is not possible to make a 
particular aggressive response toward the original target, it may therefore be 
possible to make that aggressive response toward some othe~ targ~t for ~hom 
fewer inhibitions are felt. This phenomenon of expressing aggreSSIOn agamst a 
substitute target is called "displacement." . ' 

A particular type of displacement is taking out one's resentments on the 
member of some minority group, or "scapegoating." The attraction of 
scapegoating is not only the fact that the minority group member may lack 
adequate means of retaliation so that he is a "safe" ~arget, but also the fact 
that, within ~ome subcultures, the aggressor will be awarded prestige and 
status by his peers in addition to whatever intrinsic satisfactions he derives 
from the aggression. Scapegoating was originally used by some to account for 
all racial prejudice but more recent thlnldng has changed this formulation. 
Although it may account for some racial prejudice, and for some acts of 
violence between the races, most such behavior represents learned attitudes 
that are not dependent on displaced aggression (Buss, 1961). McNeil has 
stated: 

A quite commonplace method of dealing with hostile feelings which 
cannot be ~xpressed toward the source of the frustration is through t~e 
mechanism of displacement. Since a child is forbidden to express his 
anger toward his mother, he can easily learn to release his feelings by 
changing the object toward w~ich they are directed. If the prohibition 
against the expression of aggression is a stringent one, then h~ ~ust find 
a substitute object that is only remotely related to the ongInal one. 
Perhaps his rage can fmd an outlet only through kicking an inanimate 
object or tearing the arms off a favorite doll. If all aggressive actions are 
forbidden, the child may be limited to a blood curdling fantasy life in 
which the phantasms (which may resemble the.mnilier in certain ways) 
meet a .series of imaginative, but horrible fates. T;he most satisfying 
form of expression would be overt aggressiondfrected immediately 
toward the mother; as substitute objects become less and less similar, 
psychologically, to the original object, the amount of gratification 
decreases accordingly (1959, p. 212). 

According to McNeil, the object of displacement is chosen so tha~ it 
resembles the original target as closely as possible. This may be a phYSICal 
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resemblance but it is more likely to be symbolic. Thus, resentment toward 
the mother would be more likely to be displaced onto another female 
authority figure such as a teacher, rather than onto a sibling. In scapegoating, 
the target chosen is typically a member of some group which the individual 
has already learned to dislike (Buss, 1961). 

Pure displacement is probably rela.tively rare. Pure displacement is an 
aggressive act motivated solely by instigation induced by someone other than 
the eventual victim One such case the writer examined involved a white boy 
who had been beaten up by several Negro boys one evening. He returned 
home, secured a rifle, and with his friends drove through the local Negro 
ghetto searching for his attackers. Unable to find them, he shot instead the 
first Negro he saw, a young woman who did not resemble his assailants in any 
respect ~1ave for her skin color. 

This is relatively unusual, however. Given an inhibited aggressive response, 
it is more common for the instigation to aggression to combine with 
additional instigation induced by the new target before it is expressed. 
Typically, the victim of the displaced aggression has done something in his 
own. right to provoke aggression, but the violence of the aggressor's response 
is disproportionate to that provocation because of the residual instigation 
resulting from the earlier inhibited aggressive response (Berkowitz, 1962; 
Buss, 1961). 

Thus far, displacement has been discussed as a negative response that can 
lead to violence., However, some regard it more positively as a way in which 
instigation to aggression can be redirected or channeled into relatively 
harmless patterns. In a nursery school, an angered child may be encouraged to 
"take it out" on a Bobo doll, just as his high-school-age sibling might be 
encouraged to channel his aggressive drives into contact sports. On the 
international scene, displacement is commonplace. Hitler, for example, 
attempted to displace aggression induced by domestic economic deprivation 
away from the government and toward the Jews. In World War II, many of 
the British people displaced the aggression induced by German bombs onto 
their own government, which was a more accessible target than the Germans, 
a response not too dissimilar to the reaction of many Americans to the North 
Vietnamese Tet offensive. 

While we have treated displacement as if it were directed only against 
others, suicide also can be viewed as displacement according to some 
theorists. (The psychoanalytic school which holds that the self is the original 
object of the~eath instincts would be of the opinion that aggression toward 
others represel1ts displacement outward. In either case, the same basic 
mechanism of a redirection of target is operating.) 

Respon~e substitution.-Another way to cope with the situation of having 
an aggressIve response toward, a particular target blocked by inhibition is to 
change the response rather than the target. Returning to our example of the 
military officer confronted with the disobedient soldier, it is quite likely, as 
we~ave noted, that his inhibitio.qs would prevent him from spanking the 
soldIer as he would an unruly child. However, his inhibitions would nbt 
prevent him from making some other aggressive response; such as having the 
soldier confined to the guardhouse or instituting a court martial. Sometimes 
verbal aggression can be used in place of physical' aggression, or a hostile letter 
in place of direct verbal aggression. A particular type of response substitution 
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in which aggressive instigation is redirected into very constructive paths is 
called "sublimation." If Jack the Ripper had sublimated his homicidal 
tendencies, he might have become a gifted surgeon specializing in 
tracheotomies. Some theorists, such as Tinbergen (1968), veiw sublimation as 
the only possible ultimate solution of human violence. 

In some situations, the algebra of aggression may be such that both 
response substitution and displacement work together, so that a different 
aggressive response is directed at some other target. The classic (lnd often 
repeated example of this would be the man who wants to punch his boss in 
the nose but who instead contents himself with scolding his wife. 

By definition, response substitution and displacement take place only 
when inhibitions have blocked the expression of some aggressive response, As 
such, some additional instigation is likely to have resulted from the frustration 
induced by the origmal blockIng. Moreover, by implication the substitute 
responses or targets are less satisfactory than the original. Therefore, we can 
infer that these mechanisms are generally less effective in reducing instig~tion 
to aggression, and that the individual who resorts to them probably has some 
residual instigation. If it does not decay with time or get reduced by some 
other means, this residual instigation might summate with other instigation to 
make the individual somewhat readier to respond aggressively than he would
have been otherwise. This is a difficult notion to test, however, because it is 
based on sequences. of events taking place over time, most of which relate to 
unobservable hypothetical constructs. 

Vicarious Expression of Aggressive Instigation 

In addition to reducing instigation to aggression through a direct attack on 
the original target, by an attack on a substitute target, or by a substitute 
response toward the original or other targets, it has been suggested that, 
aggressive instigation can also be reduced by watching someone else perform 
an aggressive act. The small boy beaten up by the neighborhood bully would, 
according to this analysis, have his anger reduced by watching his big brother 
thrash the bully. 

Generally speaking, two types of vicarious aggression have been described. 
The first is the type noted above in which the. angered person watches 
someone else attack his tormentor. The second type is watching aggressive 
behavior tI:ta.t is not specifically directed against the frustrating agent. 
According to this analysis, the boy who was beaten up by the neighborhood 
bully might have at least some of his instigation reduced if he went to the 
movies and watched cowboys and Indians shoot each other. It is on the basis 
of this latter theory that media representatives have often justified violence in 
films, television, and the press. According to Berkowitz: 

-.--'''-'-~''"- - .. ----.~ .. 
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Representations of violence are often defended, by people in the 
industry that sell them and also by many consumers, on the grounds 
that they serve a cathartic purpose. The theory, loosely derived from 
Aristotle's view of t4e function of tragedy, contends that violence 
which is indulged in vicariously drains a reservoir of accumulated 
hostility C\nd releases tensions that might otherwise explode into actual 
violent behavior (1968, p. 20). ' 
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As might be expected from Berkowitz's comments, those who object to 
the hydraulic model of personality are also skeptical about vicarious 
reduction of instigation to aggression. Even those who do not object to a 
hydraulic model still question whether or not vicarious participa Lion in 
aggressive behavior is effective in draining instigation to aggression. 

A number of experiments have been performerl in an effort to shed light 
on these issues. The results are equivocal. Relatively few studies have 
investigated the first type of vicarious catharsis in which the aroused subject 
observes direct attacks against the person who angered him. In two such 
studies, the angered person was permitted to listen to a fellow subject 
verbally abuse the frustrator (deCharms and Wilkins, 1963; Wheeler and 
Caggiula, 1966). The effect of this was to increase the frustrated subjects' 
aggressiveness rather than to decrease it. Wheeler and Caggiula (1966) 
attributed this increase to "contagion," suggesting that observation of the 
confederate's aggression released the subject from any inhibitions against the 
expression of aggression he might have had. On the other hand, Rosenbaum 
and deCharms (1960) found both direct and vicarious expression of 
aggression significantly reduced subsequent aggression for subjects low in 
self-esteem as would be expected from the catharsis hypothesis. A study by 
Willers and Hokanson (in press) investigated changes in blood pressure 
readings following direct and vicarious aggression. In this study, it was found 
that the vicarious aggression reduced blood pressure, which may be related to 
instigation to aggression, as effectively as did direct aggression. Thus, the 
evidence on the effects of vicarious aggression against the instigator is mixed. 
It may "drain off' instigation but it may lower inhibitions as well. 

Another technique has been to arouse subjects and allow one group to 
observe aggressive behavior or watch a violent film while the other group 
observes nonaggressive films or behavior. In this situation, the observed 
aggression is not directed at the original frustrator. A variety of results has 
been reported. Most investigators report that viewing the filmed aggression 
decreases subsequent aggression, but others have reported significant 
increases. A number of subtle differences in experimental techniques have 
been found to influence the results. Among them are the way in which 
instigation to aggression is measured in the particular experiment, the age of 
the subjects, the resemblance of the victim of the vicarious aggression to the 
frustrater or to the potential victim of the subject's aggression, whether the 
filmed aggressor is punished for his act, whethet the filmed aggression is 
viewed before or after the subject has been angered, ',vhether the subject 
identifies with the aggressor or the victim, the realism of the film, whether or 
not the nonaggressive film is as exciting as the violent one, and the amount of 
justification that is presented for the filmed violence (Albert, 1957; Bandura, 
Ross, and Ross, 1963; Berkowitz, 1964, Berkowitz and Geen, 1966; 
Berkowitz and Rawlings, 1963; Eron, 1963; Feshbach, 1961; Maccoby and 
Wilson, 1957; Walters and Thomas, 1963). 

-In attempting to apply these results to tlie problem of the effects of mass 
media on violence, it must be remembered not only that the evidence is 
contradictory and that it shows that many subtle factors can influence the 
findings; but also that all the experiments to date have investigated some mild 
form of aggression condoned by the experimenter. In no case has the 
experimenter actually allowed his subjects to engage in violence. Therefore, 
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when some psychologists conclude from the results of these studies that 
" ... wi~nessed violence can stimulate actual violence ... " they alce 
overstatmg the case. It may be that wit})J~ss~d violence can stimulate actu.al 
Violence, but the data only show that in some studies witnessed violence: is 
associated with mild aggression. 

Thus the effects of vicarious participation in aggressi~n are uncertain: as 
are the effects of the other forms of aggressive expression we have surveyed. 
Kaufmann (1965, p. 359) has summarized the contradictory nature of the 
literature and also the variety of interpretations of any given finding regardino 
instigation reduction as follows: I:> 

! 
I 

/ 
The evidence is truly conflicting. Aggression enhances or reduce/ 
subsequent aggression; a vicar's aggression may serve either as./;' 
substitu.te .(Rosenbaum and deCharms, 1960), or as a model (deCqims 
and WIlkms, 1963) for the subsequent aggression. Howewlr the 
difficulties inherent in the interpretation of catharsis phen~rrfena do 
not e~d here. After all the cathartic effect may be due t~1"4ny of the 
followmg reasons: (a) the subject has "let off 'steam" (an 
undifferentiated autonomic arousal model), (b) t9£ sub.fect has 
a~gress~d a~ainst someone or other (a hydraulic agg~~ision model), (c) 
the subject has successfully aggressed against an indw:erminant target (an 
~xp:essive model), (d) the subject has successfuU;/ aggressed against the 
mst!gator (a self-esteem restoration or threa!A'emoval modell), (e) the 
subJ~c~ has seen the frustrator punished, .~.r{en by someone. else, and 
~?gmt1Ve expect~tions regarding justi5f! have been confirmed (a 
QIssonance reductIOn model), (j) the sl.-(oject has accumulated reactive 
inhibition or fatigue (a behavioral os~~lfation model), (g) the subject has 
develo~ed gui~t or aggression an?Y.ifties subsequent to aggression (an 
aggressIOn-anxIety-with-delay I1J0"deI), (h) the subject perceives that a 
giv~n amo.unt of aggression)£)' appropriate under the circumstances (a 
socIal realIty model). Where a cathartic effect is ostensibly absent, it 
may ?e the case that his aggressive habits have become stronger, that he 
perceIves. greater social desirability or tolerance for aggression, or that 
he perceIves aggression to be the most effective way to deal with the 
situation, etc. (1965, p. 359). 

. ~um~ng. up the evidence regarding vicarious release of aggressive 
mstIgatIon, It must be concluded that those who would advocate vicarious 
participation in violence and aggression as an antidote for aggressive behavior 
have .a w(~ak case o~ which to base their argument. Although some 
experIments have obtamed data consistent with the hypothesis that vicarious 
aggression reduces instigation to aggression, it appears that many subtle 
factors operate to determine whether or not this takes place. There is also a 
~on~ide:able body of evidence, as we shall see, that suggests that although 
mstIgatIOn may be lowered, inhibitions may also be lowered so that the net 
effect might b~ an increased tendency toward aggressive behavior. It is more 
than likely that individual differences playa major role and that the vicarious 
stimulus which "turns on" one person may "turn off' another; 

The same sorts of comments can be applied to the other forms of 
aggression expression that we have reviewed. Direct or displaced aggressive 
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behavior probably lowers instigation to aggression. Howeve.r, i~sti~ati?n can 
be readily rearoused. Moreover, the satisfact~on of a~gressive mstIgahon .by 
expression of aggression would reinforce this behavIor, thus strengthenmg 
aggressive habits and lowering inpibitions. . . . 

This discussion of the reduction of instigation to aggressIon highh~t.s the 
importance of' ',t~e rather abstract t~eo~eti~al ~rguments abo~t ~he ongm of 
instigation. If Lorenz is correct that mstIgatiOn IS generated.wIthm t~e person 
and that it must be released through some sort of aggressIve behaviOr, the~ 
obviously some mechanisms must be built into society whereby t~s 
instigation can be released with a minimum of damage. On t~e other hand, If 
instigation is wholly or primarily induced by the envI~o~ment, such 
instigation-reducing socia! mechanisms are not as ~ec~ssa~y I! ways can be 
found to minimize or eliminate the causes of aggressIve mstIgat.JOn~ 

Cognitive Redefinition of the Situation 

In addition to reducing aggressive instigation through some form . of 
expression or through satisfaction of whatever need is frustrated, aggressIve 
instigation may also be reduced through ~ ~ognitive redefiniti?n of. ~he 
original situation. For example, a man who IS Jostled roughly while .waitIng 
for a bus may be aroused and turn around angrily o~ly to .ha~e hI~ anger 
disappear when he notices that the man who bumped mto him IS bhn.d. He 
has cognitively redefined the situation from a rude attack to an unaVOIdable 
accident. Similarily, an apology, a "soft word," or a joke can dissipate 
aggressive tension. Singer (1968) for example has found that hu.mor helps t? 
relieve instigation to' aggression. As might .be expecte~, hostIle humor IS 
particularly effective since it is an e~presslve. n:echalllsm. H,?wever, e~en 
nonhostile humor where a person reahzes the ndiculous~ess. of ~ frustrat~ng 
situation and is able to laugh about it can serve as an mshgatiOn-reducmg 
device. Similarily it is possible for instigation to be red~ced. through 
persuasion. Explanations for the original frustr~tion ~ay help m this regar~, 
as might appeals for charity and forbearance m which the angered party IS 
asked to put himself in the other person's role. 

Reduction of Instigation by Physiological Means 

On quite a different level, it should be noted that it has bee.n prop?sed 
that physiological procedures can also lower instigation to aggreSSI?n. Alllmal 
husbandrymen have long known that reducing androgen levels I~ the. bull 
through castration produces a much more manageable and dOCIle alllmal. 
Research on the brain has identified certain "rage" centers that can be 
influenced. According to Moyer: 

The many details of the neuro-endocrine interactions in the various 
kinds of aggression need to be worked ou~, but ~~e ge.ner~l pattern 
appears to be emerging rather clearly. Certam hostIlIty cncUlts ~ppe.ar 
to be sensitized by particular hormone balances and when these cIrcu~ts 
are sensitized a variety of environmental conditions will evoke hostile 
feelings and' hostile behavior. These environmen~al situat!on~ may 
involve frustration, stress in many forms, pain, or If these cncUlts are 
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highly sensitized, simply the presence of an attackable entity. What 
types of entity will be attacked will depend in part on the 
reinforcement history of the organism and in part in the particular 
aggressiv,e circuit which is sensitized. 

Brain surgery on animals and man aimed at interrupting "aggressive 
circuits" has led to increased docility; however while men become less 
violent they also become less able to lead useful lives as a consequence. 
Electrical stimulation of suppression areas and chemotherapy are other 
physiological techniques of influencing aggressive behavior which are 
now being explored (1968, p. 6). 

INHIBITION OF AGGRESSION (I) 

The major factor determining whether aggressive instigation is acted upon 
is the strength of internal inhibitions against overt aggression. Such 
inhibitions are separate and distinct from the factors that diminish aggressive 
instigation. Internal inhibitions biock the aggressive goal response without 
reducing the level of instigation. Indeed, the frustration induced by this 
blocking may actually increase aggressive drive strength. 

In our discussion of aggressive instigation, we noted that some aggressive 
instigation is general in the sense that it can be directed toward a wide 
number of potential targets, while some is quite specific to a given target. 
This is also true of inhibitions. Violence is generally taboo in our society and 
most individuals have some general inhibitions against any form of violence 
against any target. Among those who have extraordinarily high general 
inhibitions against any form of aggressive behavior are pacifists and the 
"chronically overcontrolled" (Megargee, 1966). 

In addition to such generalized inhibitions, most people also have some 
focal inhibitions against certain particular forms of aggression, such as 
hOmicide, no matter who the target is, as well as some inhibitions against any 
form of aggression towa~d certain targets, Finally there are inhibitions 
regarding certain particular acts directed at certain targets. These inhibitions 
naturally vary in intensity, and the total strength of inhibition for any given 
aggreSsive act toward a particular target is the sum of all these forms of 
inhibition. 

A major factor influencing the arousal of inhibitions against a given act is 
the cognitive definition of the situation. Before inhibitions against aggressive 
behavior can be aroused, the individual has to perceive at some level that the 
behavior in question is aggressive. A person who would never endure verbal 
aggression might readily engage in very extreme forms of "constructive 
criticism. " 

Even when behavior is clearly an act of angry aggression, there are often 
ground rules as to the form the aggressive response may take and the 
circumstances under \vhich it may b~. expressed. In the classic Western 
melodrama, it is perm!ssible to shoot ahated enemy, provided that it is done 
from the front and that he is given a chance to defend himself and make one 
final statement before the commerc,ial. In Mexican-American male peer 
groups, men can make disparaging remarks about each other's wisdom, 
potency, and prowess that woul.d be mortal insults if uttered in the presence 
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of one of the victim's relatives (Rosenquist and Megargee, 1969). 
Instru~ental aggres~i~n is generally considered less odious than angry 
~g~ressI~n,. so t~at kIlhng someone in defense of home or country or because 
It IS one s Job, IS more acceptable than killing someone because one wants to 
kill him It is permissible to fire someone for the "good' of the company" but 
not ~ecause ~e don't l~ke him. The same sorts of distinctions apply to 
spankmg a child or, to brmg the example closer to home administering shock 
to a subject in the laboratory. ' 
. Thus inhibitions ~gainst th: ?vert expression of aggression are extremely 
Important, not only m detenrunmg whether or not an aggressive act can take 
place, but also in shaping the nature and direction of those aggressive acts 
that do take place. In the present section, we shall examine the factors that 
have b~en suggested as contributing to and detracting from inhibitions against 
aggreSSIOn. 

Theories of the Callses of Inhibitions of Aggression 

Theories of Innate Inhibitions 

. I~ t.he previous s.ection, we saw that some theorists proposed th,at 
mstigatIOn to aggreSSIOn may be an innate human characteristic. In the 
present section, we will explore the notion that differences in inhibitions may 
also have a genetic basis. As niight be expected, this position is advocated 
primarily by ethologists. However, we shall also evaluate the notion held by 
some laymen that there may be innate racial differences in aggressive impulse 
control, as well as Eysenck's (1960) theory that hereditary differences inthe 
ability to profit from experience might account for antisocial behavior. 

Etho!ogical contentions.-As was the case with instigation to aggression, 
ethologIsts have made observations orr apparently.inhibitory behavior in a 
number of species. On the basis of,these observations, they formulated 
theories as to how man's inhibitory mechanisms might have evolved: 

In the preceding section, we noted that observations of lower species have 
shown that animals engage in intraspecific aggression primarily to establish 
d~minan~e, defend their territories against intrusions or overcrowding, or to 
wm a deSlfable sexual partner. Morris (1967) has pointed out some interesting 
aspects of the form which these aggressive responses take: 

Typically the animal that is aroused to fight does not go straight into an 
all-out attack. It begins by threatening to attack. Its inner conflict 
suspends it, tensed for combat, but cnbt ready to begin it. If, in this 
state, it presents a sufficiently intimidating spectacle for its oppon.ent, 
and the latter slinks away, then obviously this is preferable. The victory 
can be won without the shedding of blood. The species is able to settle 
its disputes without undue damage to its members and obviously 
benefits tremendously in the process. ' 

Throughout the higher forms of-animal life there has been a strong 
trend in this direction-the direction of ritualized combat. Threat and 
counter-threat has largely rep~aced \~ctual physical combat. 
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I Full-blooded fighting does, of course, still take place from time to time, 
but only as a last resort, when aggressive signaling and counter-signaling 
have failed to settle a dispute (Morris, 1967,p. 150). 

Sometimes threat its ineffective and actual combat ensues. "Even so," 
writes Morris, ~'it is (~xtremely rare for one contestant to kill the other. 
,Species that have evolved special killing techniques for dealing with their prey 
seldom employ these when fighting their own kind" (Morris, 1966, p. 156). 
When one animal is vanquished it typically leaves the field of combat. If 
escape is impossible it will engage in behavior which, according to Morris, 
stimulates nonaggressive responses in its opponent. Typical signals include 
adopting a juvenile food-begging posture, adopting the female sexual posture, 
or starting to groom the other animal. When the vanquished animal engages in 
these acts, the victor typically breaks off the attack rather than pressing on to 
the death. Ethologists have interpreted these observations as indicating that 
most creatures have innt:lte inhibitory mechanisms. 

What then of man? Why is it that among humans violence tothe point of 
death appears so much more fre'quently? According to Lorenz (1966), man's 
homicidal proclivities are a result of the fact that his genetic evolution has not 
yet caught up with his tec~ological evolution. He argues that animals that 
have the physical capability of easily killing other members of their own 
species have inhibitions against such intraspecies aggression bred into them: 

... I have spoken of the inhibitions controlling aggression in various 
social animals, preventing it from injuring or killing fellow members of 
the species. As I explained, these inhibitions are most important ,and· 
consequently most highly differentiated in those animals which are 
capable of killing living creatures of about their own size. A raven can 
pick out the eye of another with one thrust of its beak, a wolf can rip 
the jugular vein of another with a single bite. There would be no more 
ravens and no more wolves if reliable inhibitions did not prevent such 
actions. Neither a dove nor hare or even h: chinipanzee is able to kill its 
own kind with a single peck or bite ... Since there rarely is, in nature, 
the possibility oisuch an animal seriously injuring one of its own kind, 
there is no selection pressure at work here to breed in killing inhibitions 
(Lorenz, 1966, p. 232). 

Lorenz points out that man began as a relatively harmless creature like the 
dove and the chimpanzee~Because he was unable to kill other animals his 
own "size easily, he did not evolve the same sorts of inhibitions against 
intraspecies violence that such animals as tigers or wolves developed. 
However, with the discovery of weapons and with the verbal ability that 
enabled man to pass this lethal knowledge' on from one generation to the 
other, homo sapiens rapidly became the most deadly of all creatures. The 
rapidity of this technological development, according to Lorenz; 01ltstripped 
the much slower process of genetic evolution so that man's.,inhibitions against 
intraspecific aggression have not as yet caught up with his ability to kill. 

Lorenz (1966), as well an Tinbergen (1968), have also pointed out that, as 
human weaponry has. improved, the distance between the aggressor and his 
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victim has been steadily increasing. The spear allowed one to kIll from a 
distance of several feet, the bow from a distance of several dozen yards, the 
gun from a range of hundreds, and later thousands, of yards, while the 
airplane and guided missile have increas€ld the distance between the aggressor 
and his victim to leagues. While man might well respond to gestures of 
conciliation as the lower animals do, this increase in the distance from which 
he can kill has reduced the amount of communication possible between the 
aggressor and his victim. Acco,rding to Tinbergen: 

Another cultural excess i~ our ability to make and Use killing tools, 
especially long-range weapons. These make killing easy, not only 
because a spear or a club inflicts, with the same effort, so much more 
damage than a fist, but also, and mainly, because the use oflong-range 
weapons prevents the victim from reaching his attacker with his 
appeasement, reassurance, and distress signals. Very few aircrews who 
are willing, indeed eager, to drop their bombs "on target" would be 
willing to strangle, stal?, or burn children (or for that matter, adults) 
with their own hands; they would stop short of killing, in response to 
the appeasement and distress signals of their opponents (1968, p. 
1415). 

Thus, according to these ethological theorists, inhibition~ against violence 
are geneticaily based and, like all genetic characteristics, subject to the laws of 
evolution. Because man in the distant past had no particular need for 
irihibitions against homicidal behavior, there was no selective pressure for 
these inhibitions to evolve. Man's present level of violence can be attributed 
in large :measure to the fact that evolution has not yet caught up with 
technology; hence man's innate inhibitions are inadequate to prevent wars 
and other violence. 

Wh~tare the s,ocial implications of this point of view? Lorenz has 
concluded, and Tinbergen agree~" that it is unlikely that education can 
eliminate the internal urge to fight. Given biologically based instigation to 
aggression and innat.ely inadequate inhibitions, we are left with man as an 
aggressive animal. The major hope for the species held out by Lorenz and 
Tinbergen is that th.e aggressive behavior can somehow be channeled into 
acceptable outlets. According to Lorenz (1966, p. 244), " ... there is, in the 
modern community, no legitimate outlet for aggressive behavior." One 
possible outlet that Lorenz endors~s is ritualized combat in the form of 
sports. In addition to improving physical fitness, " ... the main function of 
sport today lies in the cathartic discharge of aggressive urge ... " (Lorenz, 
1966, p. 271). Tinbetgen demurs somewhat: 

I would nQt like to claim, as Lorenz does, that redirected attack 
exhausts the aggressive urge. We know from soccer matches and from 
animal work how aggressive behavior has two simultaneous, but 
opposite, effects: a waning effect, and one of self-inflammation, of 
ma~s hysteria, such as recently seen in Cairo (Tinbergen, 1968, p. 
1418). 

While Tinbergen agrees with Lorenz that the aggressive urges must be 
redirected, he suggests sublimation, pointing to how the Dutch have 
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successfully directed their aggressive energies agaioiir the sea. Tjnbergen feels 
that the best long- and short-range solution is Jor man to ,sublimate his 
aggressive energies into scientific research. Not only may such research solve 
the problems of population density and human behavior, but also the energy 
invested may drain off the instigation to aggression. Although he realizes that 
not everyone can do research, he suggests that increased communication 
between scientists and the public can make everyone feel that they have a 
share in this effort. 

As we have seen, the whole catharsis notion, as well as an emphasis on 
innate mechanisms, is repugnant to many behavioral scientists. Not only do 
they disagree with the position that education or environmental changes are 
ineffective in inducing inhibitions against aggression, but they take particular 
umbrage at the suggestion that mild or ritualized aggression might alleviate 
violence. On the contrary they tend to feel that such behavior lowers 
inhibitions and thereby fosters violence. (See Berkowitz, 1967.) 

In the section on instigation to aggression, we discussed some of the 
drawbacks of the ethological approach. They included the problems of 
generalizing from subhuman to human behavior patterns; the fact that 
anthropological and ethnological literature is often overlooked; the frequent 
failure to discuss comparative animal behavior which might not support the 
central thesis; and finally, the unavoidable problems of demonstrating that 
behavior patterns have a genetic as opposed to an environmental base. These 
same difficulties and criticisms also apply to the ethological work on 
inhibition. 

Racial differences.-Studies of the incidence of violence in the United 
States have consistently shown higher rates of aggravated assault, homicide, 
and similar offenses among Negroes (Lalli and Turner, 1968; Pokorny, 1965; 
Wolfgang, 1958). While no serious scholar of human behavior, and 
particularly of human genetics, has advanced such a suggestion, laymen who 
become acquainted with these data sometimes wonder whether this might not· 
indicate that there is some genetically b~sed deficiency in inhibitions among 
members of the so-called Negro race. There is absolutely no evidence for this 
notion. In the first place the "American Negro" or "Afro-American" is hardly 
a pure genetic type. Many individuals identified as Negroes in the United 
States have more European than African ancestors. By the same token, many 
"white" Americans, particularly those whose families came to the United 
States over a century ago, have some African ancestors. Consequently, no 
respectable geneticist would feel comfortable inferring hereditary causation 
of racial differences in aggressive behavior given the mixture of the U.S. gene 
pool. 

Another confounding variable that scarcely needs to be pointed out is the 
fact that the' American Negro is disproportionately represented in the lower 
class and has suffered frustrating privations in education, housing, and equal 
OppOl ~unities for employment. Such environmental variables would, in and of 
themsClves, suggest thata higher rate of violence might be expected. 

The inost significant evidence, however, comes from a crosscultural study 
by Bohannon (1960). Bohannon and his associates conducted a far-reaching 
study of homicide and suicide in a number of African tribes. If the 
disproportionate rate of violence among American Negroes was the result of 
"black" genotypes, then it would be expected that even more violence would 
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be found among the black tribes of central Africa. This does not prove to be 
the case. The homicide rates found in African tribes were only a small 
fraction of those reported by Wolfgang (1958) for American Negroes in 
Philadelphia. Indeed, the African homicide rates were not only lower than 
those for American Negroes, but also lower than those for the general 
American population. Bohannon concluded: 

If it needed stressing, here is overwhelming evidence that it is cultural 
and not biological factors which make for a high homicide rate among 
American Negroes (1960, p. 237). 

Differences in conditionability as a cause of antisocial behavior.-Since the 
origins of criminology, many theories of hereditary criminal types have been 
advanced (Rosenquist and Megargee, 1969; Void, 1958). Most of these, such 
as the Lombrosian hypothesis that the criminal is an atavistic throwback to a 
more primitive physiological type, have been thoroughly discredited on the 
basis of many empirical studies over the years. 

Eysenck (1960) recently proposed a genetically based theory of 
psychopathy that appealS somewhat more plausible than its predecessors. 
Because the psychopath is a person whose inadequate inhibitions make him 
particularly prone to violence, we shall examine Eysenck's hypothesis. 
Eysenck suggested that it is not violent or nonviolent behavior patterns that 
are genetically transmitted from generation to generation, but instead one's 
capacity to learn from aversive stimulation. If we assume that inhibitions are 
learned through punishments, as many theorists suggest, then innate 
individual differences in the capacity to learn from such experiences would 
result in individual differences in inhibitions. According to Eysenck (1960, p. 
6), "People and animals differ in the speed and firmness with which 
conditioned responses are built up." Individuals who are born with a high level 
of autonomic nervous system reactivity will quicl}ly learn anxieties and fear 
reactions that will inhibit them from engaging it! forbidden or antisocial 
behavior. In extreme cases, this can result in neuroses. By the same token, 
individuals who are below average in their response to aversive stimulation 
will be slow to build up conditioned avoidance responses and, consequently, 
they will be deficient in the speed with which they learn to conform to social 
controls. At the extreme low end of the scale, we would find those who 
appear unable to profit from punishment and who are consequently regarded 
as psychopaths. 

Eysenck takes great pains to point out that he is not suggesting that the 
behavior is inherited directly, but only that differences in individual reactivity 
to various sorts of rewards and punishments are inherited. The final behavior 
sequences are the .result not only of the innate predispositions, but also of the 
environmental experiences that the. child undergoes. 

Eysenck has tested his theory in the laboratory by comparing psychopaths 
and nonpsychopaths in their ability to acquire habits through Pavlovian 
conditoning. He concluded: 

I have shown how psychopathic reactions originate because of the 
inability of the psychopath, due to his low level ~r conditionability, to 
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acquire the proper socialized responses. But this failure is not absolute; 
he conditions much less quickly and strongly than others, but he does 
condition (1960, p. 8). 

According to this viewpoint, the prognosis for the psychopath is good. While 
it may take him much longer than most to acquire liormal socialization, he is 
still able fo learn to conform his behavior to the dictates of society. 

As yet, relatively little research has been done to test this hypothesis. Such 
research would be difficult to do. One approach would be to test the 
condition ability of a large sample of infants and then follow their 
longitudinal development to determine if those whose rate of conditionability 
was low indeed developed a highet amount of antisocial behavior. However, it 
would be necessary to somehow insure that the reinforcement schedules 
imposed on the high and low conditionability children were equivalent. 

Even if future research should establish that Eysenck's suggestion is 
correct and that innate differences in the capacity to develop inhibitions are a 
factor 'in psychopathy, this would not of course explain the entire problem of 
violence. As we saw under "Typologies of Violence," the so-called 
psychopathic or undercontrolled violent person is but one type found among 
the ranks of assaultive criminals. Not only do we have to reckon with 
"normal" and "subcultural" assaultive types, but we also have to consider the 
Overcontrolled Assaultive type (Megargee, 1966) whose problem, we might 
infer from Eysenck's theory, is excessive, rather than inadequate 
conditionability. 

Environmental Theories of the Development of Inhibitions 

The primary goal of most parents is to socialize their children ... to teach 
them to do the things that the parents approve of and to refrain from doing 
those of which they disapprove. Because the parents' values are generally in 
harmony with those of society as a whole, this has the effect of transmitting 
the cultural values to the child. During infancy, the immediate family 
constitutes the child's entire world, so at this stage the familial patterns, 
interacting with the child's innate abilities is the primary determinant of 
behavior. Later, as the child ventures forth into the neighborhood, the school, 
and the larger society, he is influenced by a wider variety of people: 
playmates"schoolmates, teachers, coaches, clergymen, professors, employers, 
Scout leaders-even people whom he encounters only through books or 
television. Through the processes of learning and identification, the child 
often incorporates the values of some of these individuals into his own value 
system while he rejects the values of others. These incorporated values, 
consisting of "thou shalt's," guiding what he should do, and "thou shalt 
not's," telling him what he must r,pt do, are some of the primary factors that 
regulate behavior. . ..... 

The value system acts in such a way as to reward "good" behavior and to 
punish or induce guilt over "bad" behllyior. If violence is regarded as "bad," 
then both aspects of the value system com,e into play in attempting to inhibit 
violence. Not only will the individual feeI~uilty, depressed, or anxious if he 
engages in violence, but he will also feel PJoud. if he refrains from it. This 
pride in remaining nonviolent was often stre~,sed by the followers of the late 
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Martin Luther King, Jr., in training civil rights workers. Some regard these 
internal injunctions as a loose system of specific habits that have been 
conditioned over the years; others refer to them as the individual's 
conscience, while psychoanalysts prefer to label them the "superego." 

As we have seen, however, instigation to aggression is a powerful drive. 
Th~ inhibition of this drive can come about only after an internal conflict 
that is often quite stressful; if the inhibitory mechanisms succeed in 
preventing the overt expression of the violent impulse, the individual is likely 
to pay a price in increased tension and frustration. If there is satisfaction to 
be derived from the expression of aggressive impulses and stress associated 
with their inhibitions, how does the child come to learn such inhibitions? It is 
not enough to po~nt out that most of the forces in society-family, school, 
.church, and the like-are allied in their stand that violence should be 
suppressed. Even for those chlJdren for whom this is the case (and there are 
cultures and subcultures where violence is not condemned), simply stating 
that society disapproves of violence does not explain why the child should 
shape his behavior to conform to these externally imposed dictates or why he 
should come to internalize them and adopt them for his own. 

To explain this phenomenon, a numb~r of theories and hypotheses have 
been offered. Many of them have generated considerable empirical evidence. 
Thus far, the data which have accumulated do not permit us to make a 
definite choice and label one position as "truth" and the others as 
"falsehood. " 

Most theories of ~nvironmentally acquired inhibitions against the 
expression of aggressive behavior rely on the principles of learning theory, 
either implicitly or explicitly. This is true even of the psychoanalytic 
approach. Although a review of the major theories of learning is far beyond 
the scope of the present paper, most learning theorists agree that behavior that 
successfully meets an individual's needs will be repeated and become habitual; 
unsuccessful behavior will tend to drop out of the individual's response 
repertoire through a process known as "extinction." Other factors being 
equal, behavior sequences that lead to undesirable consequences or 
"punishment" will also be repeated less often than sequences that are 
rewarded. 
. A very important finding of learning theorists has to do with what occurs 
when an act is rewarded only occasionally and is not rewarded or punished 
the rest of the time. It has been found that habits developed from such a 
schedule of reinforcement are extremely difficult to eliminate. This is the 
type of schedule of reinforcement usually found in child rearing, because 
parents are not able to detect every instance in which a given act is pedorined 
Sf) that they can administer the appropriate reward or punishment. It is 
because of this that childhood habits are so persistent. 

Extinction 

Extinction of aggressive habits through nonreward has never been 
advocated as a useful method of fostering inhibitions against the expression 
of aggressive behavior despite the fact that extinction h&s been found to be 
one of the most effective methods of eliminating other undesirable habits. 
Certainly, it would :rppear plausible that if aggressive behavior were never 
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rewarded, then "reactive inhibition" would. accumulate to such an extent that 
aggressive responses would eventually be eliminated from the individual's 
response repertoire. 

The reason extinction has never been seriously advocated is entirely 
pragma tic. It is virtually impossible to find a life style such that aggression 
will never be rewarded. Earlier, McNeil (1959) pointed out how the child will 
learn almost inevitably that aggressive behavior is effective in shaping his 
parents' behavior. At the very least, it will secure additional parental 
attention and this is generally rewarding for the child. In his interactions with 
his peers, the child growing up in our culture will inevitably find that 
aggressive behavior has its uses on the playground and the athletic field. In 
addition to these instrumental rewards, many feel that the very expression of 
aggression when instigation has been aroused is rewarding in and of itself 
(Hartmann, Kris, and Loewenstein, 1949). Indeed, the concept of an 
aggressive drive implies that satisfaction of the goal responses induced by that 
drive is rewarding, and animal data support this view (Azrin, Hutchinson, and 
McLaughlin, 1965; Ulrich and Favell, in press). Because it is, therefore, 
impossible to have a complete absence of reward for aggressive behavior, the 
idea of using extinction schedules to eliminate or to prevent the development 
of aggressive habits is sound theoretically but worthless practically. For this 
reason, extinction has not been proposed as a remedy for violence. 

Punishment and the Anticipation of Pain 

A much more frequent suggestion has been that punishment is the optimal 
way to foster inhibitions against the expression of aggression. Indeed 
according to the Yale group: 

The basic variable that determines the degree to which any speeific act 
of aggression will be inhibited appears to be anticipation of 
punishment. Provisionally it may be stated that "the strength of 
inhibition of any act of aggression varies positively with the amount of 
punishment antiCipated to be a consequence of that act .... " 

In essence this principle derive~ from the law of effect; those actions 
cease to occur which, in the past, have been followed by punishment. It 
may be supposed that each frustration acts as an instigator to a great 
variety of aggressive responses. Some of these are overt in the sense that 
other persons can perceive them and some are so minimal (nonovert) 
that only the subject himself is aware of them. If past experience has 
taught him that certain of these aggressions are followed by 
punishment, those forms will tend to be' eliminated and 'there will 
remain a residue of the forms that have not been punished (1939, p. 
33). 

By punishment, the Yale group meant not only physical injury, insults, 
ostracism, and deprivation of goods or freedom, but also injury to a loved one 
or anticipatioQ' of failure. Thus, according to their formulatjon, once an 
individual learns that a given aggressive act is likely to be followed by or lead 
to such noxious occurrences, then inhibitions against that act will develop . 
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.' Of course tlie notion that punishment inhibits behavior did not originate 
with the Yale theorists. Leaving aside the theological efforts over the 
centuries to shape positive behavior by threatening eternal punishment for 
sin, Beccaria suggested in the 18th century that violence and other crimes 
could he deterred by determining the satisfactions inherent in any given crime 
and imposing penalties, the pain of which would exceed the satisfactions'to 
be gained from the crime. Our modern code of laws with its varying degrees 
of punishment for various acts is, of course, a reflection of the principle that 
punishment should inhibit or eliminate undesirable behavior. Similarly, calls 
for "tougher' penalties" for various acts reflect such thinking. The basic 
premise is that man is rational and will not engage in maladaptive behavior 
(VoId, 1958). Unfortunately, the framers of the penal codes did not reckon 
with the fact that an immediate although small reward will often be chosen, 
despite the fact that it may result in a much larger punishment at some later 

date. 
There is a considerable body of evidence that supports the contention that 

anticipation of punishment does have an inhibitory effect on aggressive 
behavior. Studies by Scott (1962) and Seward (1945) have shown that 
animals that are unsuccessful in fighting become less aggressive, while an 
investigation by Chasdi and Lawrence (1955) demonstrated that children who 
were punished for engaging in aggressive doll play quickly learned to inhibit 
such behavior. Bandura, Ross, and Ross (1963) also obtained data that 
indicated that observing someone else get punished for an aggressive act leads 
to inhibition of aggression on the part of the observer. 

Does this mean that punishment, particularly physical punishment, of 
aggressive behavior is the best way to eliminate such responses from a child's. 
repertoire of behavior? The evidence on this question is much less Clear cut, 
but by and large it does not appear to be the case. As strange as it may seem, 
punishment of specific aggressive acts does not inevitably lead to anticipation 
of punishment . for all aggressive acts. In the first place, the. effects of 
punishment for all aggressive acts can "wear off." According to Berkowitz; 

Punishment seems to have an inhibitory effect primarily because of the 
emotion it arouses. Once this emotional state (probably largely fear or 
anxiety) wears off, the previously punished response tendency is as 
strong as ever (1962, p. 73). 

It also appears that the effects of punishment can be quite specific, inhibiting 
performance of the particular act that was punished in similar circumstances, 
but not necessar:ily other ~cts which would ,appear similar nor the same act in 
other circumstallces (Kohlberg, 1963). For .example, punishing a boy for 
hitting his little sister in the presence of his mother may inhibit future 
occurrences of this act, but the inhibition may not generalize to hitting other 
little girls or to hitting his sister when mother is not looking;. Because of this, 
Berkowitz has concluded: 

Pun,ishment, and especially physical punishment, is relatively ineffective 
as a Idisciplinary technique. The parent who relies primarily on his 
child's fear of punishment must be constantJy on guard for violations of 
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his rules. If his child sees that the parent is not present and believes he 
can get away with some transgression he is all too likely to take the 
chance (1962, p. 73). 

. It w?ul~ ap~e~r f~om this analysis that punishment alone is relatively 
meffectIve m elurunatmg aggressive habits. Indeed, there is evidence in the 
child-development literature that punishment may even be conducive to the' 
development o~ aggr~ssive behavior. Sears, Whiting, Nowlis, and Sears (1953, 
p. 21.5) found m theIr study of the relationship between certain child-rearing 
practIce~ a~d aggressive behavi~r, that " ... there is a clear, positive 
correlatIOn m boys between seventy of maternal punitiveness for aggression 
and .amount of overt aggression displayed by the boy in preschool ... " Severe 
pUnIshment often .. has an effect similar, to that of rejection, and studies such 
as thos~ of McCord and McCord (1958) have demonstrated that rejection is 
condUCIve to. !he ~evelopment of hostile and delinquent behavior. Similarly, 
Ba~dura and Walters (1959) reported that the fathers of aggressive 
delmquents were more aggressively punitive than the fathers of nonaggressive 
adolescents. In a subsequent publication, they concluded: 

\ " 

Thus, while impersonally administered punishment for aggression may 
reduc~, at lea~t temporari~y,. the incidence or amplitude of aggressive 
behaVIOr, pUnIs~ent ad~nIstered by a punitive-aggressive model may, 
unless the pUnIshment IS very severe, increase' the incidence or 
amplitude of aggressive responses (Bandura and Walters, 1963a, p. 371). 

~he reason for this is that children learn behavior patterns not only on the 
baSIS of the rewards and punishments that are administered but also on the 
basi~ of imi:ation and. identification. Punishment, particularly physical 
pUnIshment, IS an aggreSSIve response because it delivers a noxious stimulus to 
the recipient. Therefore, the child who is being punished is being exposed to 
an example of aggressive behavior that he may later emulate. The fact that 
p~n~s~nt constitutes both a frustration and an attack on the child also 
dinlIfllshes. its ef~ectiveness because it increases instigation to aggression. 
!hu.s, ~hIle pU?Ishment may increase inhibitions, it may also augment 
mst~gatIOn, makmg the child more aggressive overall than he was prior to the 
~mfllshment. Such a pattern can be observed in some prison inmates who, 
mstead of becoming increasingly docile and socialized in the course of their 
sentences,instead become increasingly embittered and hostile. 

Thus it seems that no matter how much punishment is administered for 
the performance. of aggressive or violent acts, punishment alone will probably 
not be sufficient to inhibit such behavior. In situations in which the 
individual.can anticipate that punishment will follow from the completion of 
an aggreSSIve response, then aggressive behavior will be inhibited' however 
when s~ch punis~e?t. ~annot be rea~onably anticipated, it is uniikely that 
ther~ wIll be any mhibitIOn of aggreSSIon stemming from externally imposed 
pUnIshment. Why is it then that individuals generally abid~ by social rules 
and, for the most part, refrain from violence, even in situations where it is 
extremely unl~kel~ t~at their misbehavior could be detected or punished? The 
answer to this lIes m the fact that in a normal course of development, 
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individuals develop systems of internal values by means of which they will 
puhish themselves for such deviant acts. It is to the development of .such 
internal value systems that we shall now turn. 

Inhibitions Stemming from Guilt, Identification, or £perego 

Personality theorists differ considerably on the issue of how value systems 
are developed. Those who take a learning theory approach treat values and 
inhibitions as being the genci.'~lized results of punishment. According to 
Kohlberg: 

The ~asic assumption used in applying Hullian-Pavlovian theory to 
morahty research has been the assumption of habit generalization. This 
~ss~~~tion leads !o' the expectation that avoidance, anxiety, or 
mhibitIon learned m the home should generalize to an unsupervised 
situation outside the home (1963, p. 280). 

This position takes a somewhat broader view of the effects of punishment 
tha~ was taken in the preceding discussion. According to this analysis, the 
pUlllshment of an aggressive act induces anxiety or fear in the child. Just as 
Pavlov's dog learned to salivate at the sound of the bell, so too with time the 
child will automatically feel anxious and frightened if he' performs the 
forbidden aggressive act. lO,deed, through such conditioning he may even 
become anxious at the mere thought of performing an aggressive act and will 
consequently refrain from it. In this way, inhibitions are learned which will 
b,e effective even if there is no parent or authority around to administer 
punishment. The conditioned anxiety and fear aroused by the act will 
constitute punishment and will lead the child to inhibit it. The maintenance 
of such conditioned responses, however, is dependent upon the occasional 
occurrence of overt punishment .. If the child performs the aggressive act 
enough times without being actually punished, then the conditioned anxiety 
and fear should extinguish. What is more Jikely to happen is that the child 
will learn a discriInination, so that he will feel anxious about performing the 
aggre.ssive act in those situations where it is likely he might be punished but 
not m those situations where it is unlikely he will be punished. Thus 
conditioning theory brings us back to our original analysis of the effectiveness 
of punishment. It is likely to lead to an inhibition of the act when 
punishment can be anticipated but not in other situations. If this is an 
accura~e analysis, then it would be unlikely that through punishment alone 
the child could develop the kinds of internalized value systems that are the 
present topic of discussion. 

This analysis appears to be consistent with the data that have been 
collected. In rev~ewing a number of studies of the relationship between 
learning theory and 'conscience,i::::development, Kohlberg concluded, "The 
results do not indicate any general simple relationship between learning 
conditions and indices of conscience" (1963, p. 281). Although Kohlberg 
pOinted out the problems involved in obtaining adequate data on' the 
relationship between. child-rearing practices .and overt behavior, he reportell 
that the data had been obtained thus far, " ... do not support the notion 
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that internalized moral conformity or conscience consist of 'conditioned 
anxiety responses' or general avoidance-habits produced by parental 
d~scipline" (Kohlberg, 1963,p. 285). 

. Those who would account for the development of conscience have 
generally had to postulate a process of "identification" in which the child 
imitates and seeks the approval of his parents and those whom he admires 
and, in so dOing, adopts their value system in whole or in part. 

Theorists such as Mowrer (1950) and Sears, Maccoby, and Levin (1957) 
have suggested that a child's identification with his parents comes about as a 
result of his initial dependency upon them for food and comfort. Given warm 
and nurturant parents, the child develops a strong positive relationship with 
them In learning theory terms, the parents assume the status of powerful 
secondary reinforcers; in other words, the child enjoys their presence and 
company for their own sake. He learns to value their approval and tries to act 
as they want him to. Given this state of affairs, the parents can then use this 
love relationship to help shape the child's behavior. Because the child values 
their love, the parents can make demonstrations of their love and approval 
conditional on his behavior, withholding demonstrative love or affection 
when he is naughty, and bestowing it when he is good. The more consistently 
they do this, the more readily the child learns to discriminate between 
appropriate and inappropriate behavior. In part, then, the child behaves in 
accordanqe with the parents' values because he fears the loss of love which 
might result from failure to do so and· values the affection that comes from 
conforrni ty. This aspect is enhanced by the fact that the young child often 
conceives of his parents as being omnipotent-as knowing what he is thinking 
and doing even though they may not be present. 

However, the process of identification goes beyond this simple tailoring of 
behavior so as to maximize rewards and minimize punishments. The child 
soon wants to behave:in the approved manner because it is pleasing to the 
parent, rather than simply because he will be rewarded by doing so. This is a 
subtle point, but essentially what comes to pass is that the child evaluates his 
own behavior and rewards himself through feelings of pride .and achievement 
when he does things the parents would approve of, and punjshes himself 
through feelings of guilt when he engages in behavior of which the parents 
would disapprove. At this point, then, the child is conforming because' he 
wants to conform. This process generalizes to some extent to the other 
significant people in the child's environment whose good opinion he values. 
Wpile the pare'nts are the primary source of values for the young child, 
teachers, clergymen, coaches, and friends also inf1uence .valuedevelopment, 
although generally to a lesser extent. 

This formulation is reasonably consistent with the research literature. 
Although the process that has been postulated is a hypothetical one that is 
not open to direct observation, nonetheless, predictions can be made on the 
basis of it. By and large, these predictions have been confirmed by the 
empirical data. Studies reviewed by Kohlberg (1963) have found positive 
associations between the warmth and nurturance of the mother and father 
and such characteristics of the child as identification, resistance to 
temptation, and guilt. The dependency of the child and the presence of the 
mother or father living in the home have SImilarly been associated with 
conforming behavior. Other studies have shown th~t the child-rearing 
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t.echnique of love withdrawal as opposed to direct punishment is much more 
lIkely to induce guilt. Similarly, studies have found positive correlations 
?etw~e.n ~easures of conscience development and degree of parental 
IdentIfICatIOn. The research data are by no means unanimous; many studies 
have found an absence of such relationships and some have even found the 
relationships to be the opposite of those that would be expected. However, 
the general trend of the data appears to be in accord with what would be 
expected on the basis of these formulations. 

Throu.ghout our disc~ssion of the development of individual conceptions 
of moralIty, the emphaSIS has been on how the child introjects the parents' 
values. By and large, violence is taboo in our society so, along with other 
values, we. would expect the child to develop inhibitions against violent and, 
to a somewhat lesser extent, aggressive behavior. However, if the family or 
the culture do not condemn violence, then there is no reason why the child 
should develop .s~ch inhibitio~s. Among the Kwoma, adult men are expected 
to express hostIlIty ~nd to fIght, and boys are trained in such a way as to 
prepare them for this role (Whiting, 1941). Similarly, the Mexican male is 
expected to eng~ge in violent behavior if necessary to defend his family's 
honor (RosenqUIst and Megargee, 1969). Even within a broad culture 
particularly, one as heterogeneous as the United States there will b~ 
variations in the patte~ns of values. Sociologists have often sdggested that the 
reason for exceSSIve cnme rates among certain segments of society is because 
of subcultural differences in approved behavior patterns (Cloward and Ohlin 
1960; Cohen, 1955). More recently, drawing upon this s~ciological tradition' 
t~e area ~tudies of Shaw and McKay (1942), and the data that sho~ 
dIsprop?rtIo.nate rates of violence amongst certain racial, ethnic, and age 
groups m dIfferent areas, Wolfgang and Ferracuti (1967) have hypothesized 
the exis.tence of a "subculture of violence" in which the attitudes toward the 
expressIOn o~ overt ag~ressive behavior and violence are more permissive than 
those found ~n the SOCIety at large. If a child's parents are members of such a 
subc~ltu~e, a?d if they view aggression or violence as being permissible in 
ce~tam sItu~tIOn~ ?r ag~inst certain targets, then it is entirely likely that the 
child who IdentIfIes WIth them will introject the same values and will also 
learn that violence in these contexts is permissible. To be sure, some conflici 
may take place when the child is exposed to the wider society in school or 
through exp~sure to mass media, but in such cases it is typically the parental 
values that Will out. Of course there will be individual differences within such 
a subculture based on the differences in degree of identification which takes 
place. No culture, nor even any subculture, is completely homogeneous in its 
effects. 

The orthodox psychoanalytic theory of the formation of values differs 
somewhat from the developmental-learning theory approach outlined abo~e. 
According to the Freudian position, the child does develop a strong 
~ttac~en.t or "object cathexis" for the parents early in life. This early 
IdentIfICatIOn becomes stronger over the years until the Oedipus complex 
forms.1o In the Oedipus complex, the young boy's attachment to his mother 
becomes .so stron~ that he wishes to obtain exclusive possession of her and 
replace hIS f~th~r III ~er affections. This hypothesis, and particularly Freud's 
theory that It IS ge~Ital sexual possession that the child desires, is probably 
the most controv~rslal part of psychoanalytic theory. Inevitably, the boy is 
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frustrated in this desire because the mother prefers the father and because the 
father is not willing to relinquish his possession of the mother. Moreover, the 
boy fears that the father will seek retribution against him by cutting off his 
genitals. This period of turmoil is resolved when the child represses or gives 
up his desire for the mother and identifies with the father. 

At this point, the mechanisms of identification introjection ... come 
into full action. If the little boy identifies himself with the father in a 
rather literal sense and unconsciously becomes the father, then he can 
both enjoy the mother and can himself inhibit his own dangerous 
proclivities (Munroe, 1955, p. 207). 

Thus, if he can control his own behavior, he no longer needs to fear his 
father; moreover, by being like the father the son can vicariously enjoy the 
mother. It is these introjected parental values-or, more properly, perceived 
parental values-that make up the superego which, according to 
psychoanalytic t.heory, is the part of the personality that acts to block the 
expression of id impulses. Because it is not the parents' actual value system 
but instead the immature child's cqnception of the parents' value system that 
is introjected, the child's superego wiIi not be a carbon copy of the parents'. 
If the parent verbalizes certain attitudes but acts in a contrary fashion, the 
child may introject the covert values rather than the overt values. For 
example, the parent who preaches the value of honesty and forthrightness but 
who cheats on his income tax return may find that the child has introjected 
the parent's actual behavior patterns rather than his overt moral code 
(Johnson, 1949). Thus, the parents are crucial in the development of 
inhibitions, according to orthodox analytic theory. 

In the absence of adequate parental figures, the superego often fails to 
develop properly, and object relations tend to remain at the narcissistic 
level. Here the difficulties ()f children brought up in institutions maybe 
mentioned again. Too often, the lack of a person to identify with 
results in a conscienceless individual-in the kirid of personality 
development known as psychopathy. The child, and later the adult, can 
love only himself. Unusually harsh or anxious handling by the parent 
also predisposes the child to later difficulties ... (Munroe, 1955, p. 
210). 

As noted above, many aspects of psychoanalytic theory in general, and the 
Oedipus complex in particular, are quite controversial. Because the Oedipal 
conflict is repressed, most people have no memory of this struggle, if, indeed, 
it did take place. But whether or not one accepts the orthodox 
psychoam~lytic account of the dynamics involved in the origin of a value 
system, it is noteworthy that the analytic position emphasizes the same basic 
variables as did the developmental learning theory approach. Like the social 
learning theorists, psychoanalysts stress the importance of the affectional 
relationships within the nuclear family and the identification of the child 
with his parents' value syst~m. Most of the predictions one would make about 
observable behavior patterns on the basis of analytic theory are similar to 
those one would make on the basis of developmental-learning theory . 
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lhe.r~fore, the studies cited above regarding the relation between early 
arrulial. factors and guilt can be used to support the psychoanal' tic 
c~nten~IO~s as well as the developmental approach. One possible differ!nce 
Inlght he m t~e fact that there is a greater, threat of potential violence in the 
psycho.analyhc formulatio~. We have already noted that analysts re ard 
aggreSSIOn as outward ~nIfestation of the death instincts. If the Freu~ian 
~c:.unt of the for~ahon of the superego through the resolution of the 
. e IP~S c0Il!plex IS correct, then the child perceives the father as a 
~otentlally vIO~ent person who might mutilate him unless he abandons his 
~ce~tuous desue ~or the mother. It would appear that this formulation 
I~phes that the ~hild th~refore ?er~eives the father's superego as one that 
rrught condone VIOlence m certam SItuations. If it is this perceived parental 
value system that the child introjects amd makes his own then this Id 
s~ggest that the .mal~ child emerges from the Oedipal crisi~ with a su;'e~~gO 
t. alt under c~rtam cucumstances would also condone violence-particularly 
VIO ence agamst the. self when transgressions take place-. Psychoanalytic 
~heory does hypotheSIze that the superego is quite unrealistic and irrational in 
ItS structures a~d that i~ is up to the ego to moderate the demands of the 
superego and bnng them mto harmony with social realities. 

Positive Rewards for Nonagl:,'Tession 

Bec~use . t~s section deals with inhibitions against the expression of 
aggr~ssIOn, It IS natural that the emphasis should have been on such facto 
pUnIshment, guilt, and anxiety, all of which contribute to the pain that ~s ~: 
~:sUlttfrom the performance of an aggressive ,or violent act and thus decre~~e 
I s ne response strength. .. 

Performance of an aggr . . h indi'd I esslve re~ponse, owever, also means that the 
VI ua cannot perform a competmg nonaggressive response. This means 

t~\ to exp!ess ~he aggressive instigation, the individual must relinquish 
w . a ever satIsfactIOns come ~bout through the performance of nona ressive 
acts. The fac~ that an aggressIve act can result in the loss of such rewa~~s adds 
~o hit:'e. negahv~ result and, hence, the inhibitions attached to it. In short 
m h thons agamst aggressive behavior can result from being rewarded fo; 

W
ot ler response~ that are incompatible with, aggression. As Bandura and 

a ters have pomted out: 

iheorizing an~ experimentation on the inhibition of aggression have 
ocused exc~uslvely on the inhibitory influence of anxiety or guilt o~ 
th~ ~ssumptIon that r~sponse inhibition is necessarily a consequence of 
pamng respon~eswlth ~ome form of aversive stimulation. - The 
~evelop~nt of aggreSSIve inhibition for the strengthening of 
~compahble ~ositive responses, on the other hand, has been entirely 
Ignored, des~lte the fact that the social control of aggression is 
prob~bly ~chiev~d to a greater extent on this basis t!Ian by means of 
aversIve stImulatIOn (1 963a, p. 389). 

This was demonstrated. in ~ study by Brown and Elliot who instructed 
nursery school teachers to Ignore aggression and reinforce cooperation as . 
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much as possible. There was significantly less physical aggression when this 
procedure was in. effect compared with periods when the teachers were free 
to use their usual techniques. The reader will also recall our discussion of 
Hokanson's research indicating that when nonaggressive responses are 
rewarded in a two-person game situation, not only will the frequency of such 
responses increase but also the subject will come to experience the same 
amount of "catharsis" or autonomic tension release as he would ordinarily be 
expected to experienc~ through aggression. 

Because learning theory in general has demonstrated the greater potency 
of rewards as opposed to punishments, the elimination or reduction of 
aggressive behavior by means of rewarding responses but compatible with 
aggression deserves greater research in both the laboratory and the field. 
Those who subscribe. to a hydraulic model that implies that aggressive 
instigation must be expressed through some form of aggressive behavior 
would not be optimistic about the results of such programs. However, the 
preliminary data we have reviewed indicate that rewarding nonaggression may 
well be more effective than catharsis theorists would suppose. 

Inhibitions Stemming From Love or Libidinal Object Cathexes 

Psychoanalytic theory, as well as everyday observations, indicate that 
man's feelings toward his fellow man are rarely, if ever, pure or unmixed. The 
situation in which man feels love or friendship to the exclusion of any 
animosity, or, by the same token, hate, to the exclusion of any positive 
regard, is so rare as to be virtually impossible. This means that our aggressive 
urges are usually directed at targets toward whom we are ambivalent. In such 
a situation, the positive affectionate components will tend to. inhibit the 
aggressive components somewhat. According to the Yale group, injury to a 
loved one, for example, constitutes a punishment. Therefore if our aggressive 
instigation has been aroused by a loved one, ~:Cting upon it directly 
automatically results in punishment. The stronger the love relationship, the 
greater the inhibitions. Provocation, aggressive instigation, and the like being 
equal, one is less likely to express violence toward a loved one than toward a 
stranger. 

This fusion of the life and death instincts,or libido and aggression, 
occupies a central role in psychoanalytic theory. According to Hartmann, 
Kris, and Lowenstein: 

As far as ego and superego imposed modifications on both instinctual 
drives, conditions with libido and aggression tend to be similar. In the 
case of aggression, however, modification of aims is imposed by an 
additional reason of particular and paramount importa~ce: The 
unmodified aggressive impulse threatens the existence of the object and 
the investment of the object with libido acts as its protection. Through 
a simultaneous cathexis with libido the aims of aggression are modified. 
This modification may be brought about in two different ways: By the 
mere coexistence of two investments, leading to the prevalence of 
libido over aggression; and the fusion of both instinctual drives. In 
discussing types of ambivalence we will later refer to this difference. 
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The fact, however, that the ultima te aims of aggression are more 
frequently modified by libido and those of libido by aggression may 
well be thought to be connected with the genetic importance of the 
love object for the survival of the individual (1949, p. 19). 

This formulation of the conflict between love and aggression may appear 
at .first glance to be inconsistent with the observation that most murders are 
committed by relatives or friends of the victim (Hoover, 1967). However, 
when we reflect upon the fact that intimates are most likely to induce the 
severest frustrations, this begins to make more sense. Given the instigations to 
aggression that almost inevitably result in any close relationship, if 
love-induced inhibitions block the expression of aggression toward that 
target, we might expect the, instigation to summate over time (Megargee, 
1967). This is particularly true wh~m the frustrations are reexperienced day 
after day so that aggression is continually rearoused and has little opportunity 
to tJecay with tinle. In the present writer's formulation of the Overcontrolled 
As:iaultive type, it was noted how in some cases in which high inhibitions 
blo'c,k aggressive acting behavior, instigation may gradually accumulate until it 
oyerwli6;Jrns even these strong defenses. If this occurs, the instigation level has 
.often re~ched such a point that it will lead to an ektremely violent act. Thus, 
the affection3t~ love relationships within the home block the expression of 
moderate aggression to some extent, but they may also increase the violence 
of those aggressive interactions that do take place. 

Factors That Decrease or Retard the Formation of Inhibitions Against 
Violence and Aggression 

Innate Factors 

The question of innate ~.ictors that might hinder the development of 
inhibitions was indirectly (tealt with above when we discussed theories of 
innate inhibitions. It will b~'r£called that Lorenz (1966), along with other 
ethologists, suggested that man shares with other animals hereditary 
inhibitions against intraspecies violence. However, man's unique technological 
evolution into a lethal animal outstripped the development of genetic 
inhibitions. We also examined Eysenck's theory that psychop~ths, who are 
particularly prone to violence, may be innately deficient in their ability to 
learn from 'punishment. 

In addition to these factors, certain individuals may be born without the 
capacity to control their behavior adequately because of congenital damage 
to the centrat nervQUS system. Brain damage, which can result from birth 
injury as well as from hereditary defects~ can lead to poor impulse control, 
restlessness, and irritability. Not only do brain-damaged children tend to be 
less inhibited than children without such disorders, but they also tend to be' 
subjected to more frustrations. School can be particularly frllstrating because 
they are often slow to learn and may have difficulty regulating their behavior 
to conform to school rules. The resulting instigation to aggression combined 
with low frustration thresholds can lead to acting out behavior, 

In the section on instigation, it was noted that certain areas of the brain 
have been identified as "rage centers" that apparently mediate aggressive 
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behavior. Delgado (1963) has identified other areas that apparently mediate 
inhibitions. He found that electrical stimulation of the caudate nucleus 
produced inhibition of aggression in a normally asser~ive monkey. O~ the 
basis of tIils, one might infer that a c(;>ngenital ~ef~r~t~ .or abnormalIty of 
this area might lead to a deficiency In aggreSSIve InhibItIons .. It should be 
pointed out, however, that this speculation by the present wnter goes w..ell 
beyond the available data. ..'.. 

A congenital abnormality that has receIved consIderable attentIon of late IS 
the so-called XYY chromosome type. This research was stimulated by the 
report in 1965 that an excessive propor~i~m of the i~mates or a prison 
hospital had this chromosomal type. ~dditIonal emphaSIS for this. re~earch 
came about when chromosomal studies of two notorious murderers IndIcated 
that they, too, were of the XYY ch;omosome type. Mont~gu (~968b, p. 48), 
while pointing out that " ... it would be. an error .to I4en,~Ify the ~ 
constitution as predisposed to aggressIve behavIOr... ... nevertheless 
concluded, HHowever, the high frequency with which individua.ls with XYY 
chromosomes commit crimes of violence leaves little doubt that In some cases 
the additional Y chromo sonie asserts a preponderantly powerful influence in 
the genesis of aggressive behavior." While many more data m~st be collected, 
and while the manner in which the extra Y chromosome wIll be expressed 
undoubtedly varies as a function of the individual's environme~tl it d?es 
appear that this particular chromosomal ~berratio~ may be assOCIated WIth 
inadequate inhibitions against overt aggressIve behavIOr.. 

Environmental Factors Decreasing Inhibitions 

In our discussions a number of environmental factors that might decrease 
inhibitions have been mentioned in passing. For example, in our account of 
the effects of vicarious aggression, we noted that, in addi.tion to decreasing 
instigation, vicarious, aggression might also decrease inhibitions. In such 
-instances the literature will not be reviewed again in detail. 

Inhibitions stemming !romf!nvironmentally induced changes in the central 
nervous system.-In addition i:o the innate central nervous system pathology 
discussed abOVe, the environmei.lt can also exert a disinhibitory effect on the 
nervous. system through the influences of drugs and diseases. 

Many ~rugs and toxic agents can lower inhibitions. The effect~ of al~t)hol, 
for e;xample, are well known. The behavior that results from mgestIon of 
alcohol depends on the individual personality structure. Some people become 
more aggressive and belligerent, others become more amorous, and o1th~rs 
becQme talkative. Many other substances also have the eff~ct of low"enll:g 
inhibition levels and thereby making possible overt aggreSSIve behavl.Or If 
instigation to aggression is present. . . 

Impulse control can also be lessened by a number of orgamc diseas:es of 
the nervous system Included within this c1assi~cation would b.e such 
disorders as senile psychosis, presenile pSYChOSIS, general pareSIS, and 
postencephalitic disorders, as well as brain damage that may. result from a 
cerebral accident, brain tumors, wounds, or a trauma to the bra~n. 

Before turning to the effects of learning, it should be pOInted out that 
some functional-Le., nonorganic-emotional disturbances can also l?wer 
inhibitions against aggression. For example, deficient ego and superego 
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c?ntrols ar.e found in some of the functional psychoses. The possibility of 
vIO~ence dIrected ~t others. is particularly high in paranoid schizophrenia, 
whIle a danger of vIOlence dIrected at the self or at minor children is found in 
many of the affective disorders such as psychotic depressions. The 
psyc~oneuro.ses, .in which the superego is intact, are less likely to be 
assocIated ~Ith. vIOle~ce, .wi~h. t~e exception of those cases described by the 
present wnter m whI~h InhibItIons against aggression are so great that they 
can lead to accumulatIOn of so much instigation that violence may result. In 
the so~called charac~er d!sorders, we enter an area marked by semantic 
confusIOn. Included In this broad category are people with problems in ego 
control and with deficient inhibitions or superego controls. If we are not 
can~f~l? we could classify every violent person within this category by 
deflnItIO?. If we did, h?wever, then the concept would lose any explanatory 
value: GI~Ing. the term ItS proper psychiatric meaning, violence is found to be 
aSsoclat~u Wlt~ many of the so-called character disorders, particularly with 
the socIopathic reactions. However, it should be noted here that the 
psy~hody?amics ~nd the personality structure are the defining symptoms of 
socIopathic reactIons an~ that the violence and aggression are only accessory 
symptoms. Not every VIolent person suffers from a character disorder or 
indee.d, from. any emotional disturbance; by the same token, not ever~ 
emotIOnally dIsturbed or character disordered patient is inclined to violence. 

The effects of learning: role models, rewarded aggression, and cultural 
sanc~ons.-:The major influence of the environment is felt through learning. 
In dISCUSSIng how learning may lower inhibitions we shall examine three 
interrelated topics: the effect of aggressive model;, the effect of rewarded 
aggressive behavior, and the effect of cultural approval for aggression that 
may provide both models and rewards. 

1. The effects of aggressive models: Bandura and his associates at Stanford 
have conducted a number of studies ort the effects of observing a model 
en?age in ag?ressive .behavior. In most of his studies, Bandura exposed 
chtldren to eIther a lIve or a fIlmed model who engaged in various highly 
distinct~ve aggressive .acts. The model seen by the control groups did not 
engage In such behav~or. Subse~uently the children were observed in play, 
and the number of Instances In which they performed the same sorts of 
distinctive aggressive responses that had been made by the models were 
recorded. Although Bandura and his associates have varied the conditions of 
their ~xperime?ts in order to d~termine the effects of friendly and unfriendly 
models o~ pUnIshed and unpunIshed models, the typical finding has been that 
those chtldren who observed the models engage in aggressive behavior 
subsequently engaged in more aggressive behavior themselves. Since we can 
~ss~rr~=. that ID;0st of these children arrived at the laboratory with learned 
mhibhlons agamst aggression, it would therefore seem that the effect of 
watching the aggressive models was to reduc~ these inhibitions (Bandura and 
Walters, 1963a). .. 

Although the studies of modeling and imitation have la.ken place under 
~0~1tr~lled laboratory conditions, it wo~ld appear plauSible that similar 
lIllltabon and modeling can take place on the street. Violent and aggressive 
models abound in what Wolfgang has termed the "subculture of violence" 
and it appears likely that the observation of such real life models couid 
si~larly have a disinhibitory effect on the child. Sutherland's "differential 
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association." theory, which was originally postulated to account for how 
criminal values can be transmitted within a high delinquency ~rea, describes 
in essence the social learning of deviate vfllues (Sutherland and Cressey, 1966)', 
and the same sort of process could easily take place with respect to attitudes 
toward violence. 

Within the broader culture, other examples of violent behavior could also 
have an influence. Among the cultural models that have been suggested as 
possibly having a disinhibitory effect are TV and news reports of active 
violence, such as the Texas sniper, fIlms, and.. mass media, as well as culturally 
sanctioned violence such as war and capital punishment. (See Larsen, 1968.) 
Frederic Wertham (1966, 1968a, 1968b) has been one of the most outspoken 
critics of the mass media, arguing that televised violence on entertainment 
and news shows has transformed television into a "school for violence." 
Wertham's argument is that repeated exposure to violence in the media, as 
well as aggressive toys and games, has had the effect of lowering inhibitions 
against violent behavior by blunting the normal emotional responses of horror 
and compassion. As might be expected, Wertham takes a very dim view of the 
notion of vicarious catharsis: . 

If I were asked to give an example of brai:};washing successfully carried 
out on a great number of educated people, I would cite the prevalence 
of this theory ... This outlet theory is not only overdone; it is false. It 
is pseudoscientific dogma, There is no shred of clinical evidence for it. 
In reality the programs do not provide a catharsis for children's feelings. 
On the contrary the children are overexcited without being given 
adequate release. Delinquent behavior is not prevented but promoted. 
Far from providing an innocuous outlet, the brutal and"sadistic stories 
of the mass media stimulate, overstimulate, and lead natural drives into 
unhealthy channels. For example, the brutal mishandling of girls leads 
to sadistic masturbatory daydreams (Wertham, 1966, p. 220 f.). 

As we. noted earlier, the bulk of the data· that have been collected in 
laboratory investigations indicates that exposure to aggressive t'fiodels does 
increase the prevalence of mild aggressjye behaviQr. However, this has not 
been a universal finding, nor has the relation of films or media to overt 
violence ever been given an adequate empirical test. While it could be that the 
televised coverage of the Vietnam war has had a 'brutalizing effect on the 
American public, as Wertham believes (1968a), it could also be argued that 
this unique exposure to the effects of violence played .a major role in arousing 
popular objections, or in our parlance, inhibitions, against the war. Studies of 
returning Vietnam war verterans who were exposed to and participated in 
violence certainly indicate that the re,action varied from individual to 
individual, with some haVing their inhibitiQns lowered and others having them 
increased (Polner. 1968). It is likely th,at the effects of media similarly vary 
from individual to individual. Until better data are collected, Wertham's 
statements about the effects of media on actual violence must be regarded as 
plausible hypotheses that have not yet been empirically verified. 

A topic of particular concern to sociologists has been the influence of 
"anomie" or value confusion on deviant behavior such as violence. Role . . 'I 

models can influence the development of such a stl'ite of normlessness. This is 
\ 
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particularly true in disorganized neighborhoods in which the child may be 
exposed to and i~entify with a variety of conflicting role models (Sellin, 
1938). Moreover, m such areas the neighbors often do not help the parents in 
their efforts to establish consistent patterns ofrf;lwards and punishments; the 
nei~hbor who se~s ~ child engaging in illicit or aggressive behavior is less likely 
to mform the child s parents or take it upon himself to correct the child than 
are neighbors in more stable areas. Therefore, misbehavior that is not 
observed by such parents is more likely to go unpunished; as we have seen, 
such a partial reward schedule can lead to the development of very persistent 
habits. 

2. The effect of rewarded aggressive behavior: In an earlier section we 
explored how taking part in rewarded aggressive activity can lead to'the 
forma tion of aggressive habits. In particular, we discussed how aggression 
might be necessary in order to secure a modicum of food in a poverty culture 
and how animals that have been rewarded for aggression become increasingl; 
aggressive. Such rewarded aggressivf;l experience can have the effect of 
lessening inhibitions against aggression. 

A taboo or an inhibition against the performance of a certain act can be 
conceptualized as conditioned anxiety. Research on psychotherapy by Wolpe 
(1958) has shown that successful performance of an act similar to the 
~ab?~e~ act wi~l lessen anxiety about the tabooed act. If a man has strong 
mhlbltIOns agamst murder, then, according to this analysis, if he can 
overcome his inhibitions to the point where he, can commit justifiable 
homicide in war, then it will not only be easier for him to kill again in combat 
but it also might be expected that this would generalize so that his anxieties 
and inhibitions about committing murder would decrease. Similarly. one 
",:o~ld expect. that an. indi~idual who has overcome his inhibitions against 
~lmg deer rm~h~ find It eaSIer to overcome his inhibitions against killing men 
~n combat. This IS, of course, assuming that the performance of the response 
IS foU0'Yed by ~ reward. If tnere was an adverse reaction to killing the deer, 

. then thIS negatIve reaction should generalize and make it more difficult to 
engage in other aggressive behavior. . .. 

Bloch and Geis (1962) indicate that the data do not support the notion 
that military training leads to an increase in aggressive crimes. They state: 

It ,h~s always been one of the more attractive theses in popular 
cnmInology that war service would inevitably become a crime incitant 
because of its role as a training school in death-dealing ... Post-war 
statistics, however, belie the validity of the hypotheses ... both in 
regard to crime in general and homicide in particular 1 (Bloch and Geis, 
1962, p. 277). . 

the evidence they cite in this connection is a study by the Director of the 
U.S. Bureau of Prisons which showed that World War II veterans were less 
likely to be a,~rested and sent to prison for Federal crimes than men who did 
not s~rve in World W~~ II. There are a number of drawbacks to this study. In 
the fust place, the rmlItary prefers not to acct:pt men into the Armed Forces 
who have previous juvenile or criminal records. This would mean that the 
veteran population has already had the most ser~ously antisocial people 
screened out. Second, most crimes of violence are State rather than Federal 
offenses, so the study was not directly relevant to crimes of violence. Finally, 
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judges may take military service into consideration when passing sentence; 
other things being equal, one might expect Federal judges to be some~hat 
more lenient toward veterans than toward men who had not served their 
country. 

These criticisms may cast some doubt on the data that suggest rewarded 
aggressive practice such as military training does not lessen inhibitions against 
aggression. However they cannot be used to support this hypothesis; in the 
absence of adequate data this notion must be :regarded as no more than a 
plausible conjecture. However, it should be 'noted that the learning-theory 
principle on which it is based, namely respoI1.se generalization, has been 
demonstrated many times in laboratory experiments. I I 

Culturally sanctioned disinhibition.-Internal inhibitions can also be 
lowered by leaders or other agents of society who condone or encourage 
violence in certain situations. Such persuasion is a major factor in military 
training. Similarly, in times .of international or intergroup conflict, leaders 
may try to persuade their followers that violence toward the enemy is not 
only permissible but patriotic. The more prestige and authority the 
communicator has, the more likely it is that his arguments will be accepted. 

In previous sections it was noted that inhibitions can ghape the form of the 
expression of overt aggression. In essence, this involves establishing a set of 
discriminations with regard to both the form that violence takes and the 
permissible targets of violence. In Nazi Germany, the generalized taboo 
against taking human life was suspended in the case of Jews, just as in the 
American West in the 19th century only dead Indians were regarded as good 
Indians. Sometimes cultural sanctions are lifted against people who behave in 
certain ways. The penal codes make explicit allowance for this when they 
permit any citizen to kill in defense of his life and, in some jurisdictions, even 
in defense of his property. Similarly, culturally established inhibitions govern 
the form of violence that is permitted. In warfare, the Geneva Convention 
permi ts shooting the enemy with full-jacketed bullets but not with 
soft-pointed bullets. Smothering the enemy is allowed if napalm is used but 
not if chlorine gas is employed. 

Little research has been done on how cultur~l approval may lower 
inhihitwns - against violence or on the individual personality factors that 
determine Whether such' manipulations will be effective. Some research has 
investigated the effect on milder forms of aggression. The fact that social 
psychologists who require their subjects to inflict electric shocks or other 
painful stimull on victims never report substantial numbers of subjects 
refusing to do so is in itself evidence that the authority of the investigator is 
enough to reduce inhibitions against aggressive behavior. Investigators who 
have attempted to study the effects of providing justifications or excuses for 
aggressive behavior have found that these manipulations generally have a 
disinhibitory effect (cf., Berkowitz, 1965). 

THE ROLE OF EXTERNAL STIMULI (Sa and Si) 

It is a fundamental principle m psychology that behavior results from the 
interaction of the organism with its milieu. It requires no great insight to be 
aware that. people often may act one way . in one situation but q~ite 
differently in another. However, psychologists have generally investigated the 
personality factors involved in aggression and neglected the external stimulus 
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factors that might facilitate or impede the expression of aggression once 
instigation has been aroused. There are notable exceptions to this. Toch 
(1967) has investigated the interactions between police and offenders in an 
attempt to determine the stimulus factors that iead to violence. Research on 
the scapegoat hypothesis has investigated whether the fact that the target of 
aggression belongs to a minority group or has a Jewish name influences the 
expression of aggression (Berkowitz, 1962,. ch. 6). On the animal level, 
Tinbergen (1953) has studied the stimuli that trigger an attack by. the 
three-spined stickleback. However, by and large, behavioral scientists have 
been relatively uninterested in exploring these stimulus parameters. 

Stimulus factors are particularly important in acts of violence. It has 
already been noted how the stimulus situation Cem influence the initial level 
of instigation or inhibition by providing cues for the definition of the 
situation. The tone of voice or the facial expression with which a remark is 
delivered can determine whether it is perceived as a compliment or an insult. 
The work in Hokanson's laboratory discussed above has shown that shock 
delivered in an arbitrary fashion elicits much greater autonomic arousal than a 
shock which the subject has been told in advance is an unfortunate but 
essential part of the experiment. 

External stimulus factors can also facilitate or impede the expression of 
aggressive instigation. The range of stimuli that can influence the translation 
of aggressive instigation into overt aggressive behavior are extremely wide and 
only a few illustrative examples will be mentioned here. Because of the 
relative poverty of quantitative data, it will be necessary to rely on anecdotal 
evidence with the realization that the hypotheses these anecdotes suggest 
must be rigorously studied in empirical research. 

One of the most important stimulus factors is the behavior of other 
people. The victim through his behavior can facilitate or may even directly 
precipitate the aggression. In his study of 588 homicides in Philadelphia, 
Wolfgang (1957) identified 150 as being victim precipitated. MacDonald 
(1967) has also discussed such cases, including one wife who, when her 
husband threatened her with a gun, taunted him, "What are you going to do, 
big man, kill me? You haven't got the guts to kill me." At other times, the 
provocative aspects of the victim's behavior may' not be obvious, as in 
situations in which the victim inadvertently behaves like the original 
frustrating agent so that displacement of aggression is facilitated. 

However, the behavior of the other member of the aggressive dyad is only 
part of the story. The actions of onlookers are also important. Aggressive 
behavior on the part of others seems to lower the individual's inhibitions 
against acting in an aggressive fashion himself (B an dura , Ross, and Ross, 
1963; Redl and Wineman, 1957; Wheeler and Caggiula, 1966). Redl and 
Wineman (1957) called this "contagion" and described its action in a group 
of impulsive aggressive boys in a residential treatment center ~s follows: 

The mere fact that a youngster sees one of his less relaxed 
contemporaries throwing things around, banging his fork against the 
plate ferociously, jumping up and crawling under the bed and table, 
ma y in itself suddenly set loose behavior in him of which he really 
hadn't thought until that very minute. In short, it seems as though 
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sometimes behavior will "spread" and become infectious by the very 
lure its visualization implies (Redl and Wineman, 1957, p. 87). 

The joint action of a number of stimulus factors, including an atmosphere 
of ongoing violence, the presence of weaponS, and the acquiescence of a 
sibling can he seen in 'this verbatim account by a 12-year-old boy of how his 
brother killed their father: 

Yesterday, July 5, 1966, Father, Mother, my brother Bobby Joe, and 
Billy Carter were sitting in a circle in the front yard of my house. They 
were all drinking wine except Bobby Joe. My father, William Jedsoe,12 
had knocked all the windows out of my mother's car and then had tried 
to set fire to the car. I then ran into the house and layed down on the 
bed and started to cry. Then my brother Benjamin then walked into the 
bedroom where I was and asked me ifl wanted him to kill my father. I 
told Benjamin yes. Benjamin then walked out on the porch with a shot 
gun. I did not see him shoot my father. I heard what I thought to be a 
firecracker go off and then I saw my daddy fall to the ground. 

The presence of a potentially approving audience can also have a 
facilitating effect. This helps escalate crowd violence, because some 
individuals will behave more aggressively than they would otherwise in order 
to gain approval of a crowd. An individual who would never think of walking 
up to a police officer on a quiet street and calling him "a pig" might chant 
"pig" repeatedly when he is with a crowd of sympathizers. 

The presence of· others can also have an inhibiting effect on aggression. 
Levin and Turgeon (1957) found that the presence of a strange adult 
inhibited aggressive doll play in children. Wright (l943) studied the effects of 
frustration on children who had either a "strong friend" or a "weak friend" 
present. Pairing a child with a strong friend decreased the amount of conflict 
within the pairs but increased the amount of aggression toward the adult 
experimenter. Thus, inhibitions against aggressioIi toward peers were 
apparently stronger in the presence of a close' friend, while inhibitions against 
aggression toward adults were weaker. . 

We have already noted how dependent behavior or supplication on the 
part of the victim can inhibit the aggressor. Morris (1967) noted such 
behavior in apes while Buss (1966), in a laboratory study using human 
subjects, found that when a shocked victim responded with moans and groans 
it decreased the subsequent aggression by the attacker. 

The presence of others can influence the expression of aggression in yet 
another fashion. As we have noted., sometimes the aggressive instigation 
toward a target T-l is outweighed by inhibitions. In such a situation, the 
overt aggression may be displaced toward others (T2, 3 ... N). Such 
displacement iS I of course, facilitated by the presence of others who may 
serve as substitute targets. Some alternate targets are always available. Some 
people vent their spleen against "the administration" or write letters to the 
paper complaining about the "Commies" or the ~'Birchers." The self is 
another such ever-present target, and instigation to aggression is sometimes 
turned inward upon the self. This is most likely to occur when aggression is 
blocked by internal inhibitions rather than by external constraints, and when 
the individual feels guilty for having the aggressive feelings. 
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Anothe~ important stimulus factor is the availability of weapons. 
Berkowitz has suggested that weapons in and of themselves may increase 
aggressive. instigation (Berkowitz~ 1968; Berkowitz and LePage, 1967). 
B~rk?witz has sought to demonstrate this in a complex series of studies in 
which aroused subjects are required to deliver shock to another person in the 
presence of either a gun or a badminton racket. Although the data are 
generally consistent with Berkowitz's hypotheses showing more aggressiveness 
in the presence of the gun, the situation is artificial and the results should be 
generalized to behavior outside the laboratory only with the greatest caution. 

Whether or not weapons in and of themselves elicit aggression, there can 
be little doubt that their presence or absence can play an important role. 
Weapons make aggression easier and safer, especially against a physically 
superior ~ntagonist. That is why guns are sometimes referred to as 
"equalizers." If a weapon is readily available, an aggressive impulse can be 
acted upon immediately, giving the ego little opportunity to neutralize, 
displace, or sublimate the instigation. In the case described above of the boy 
who impulsively killed his father, it is unlikely that the murder would have 
taken place if a gun had not been readily available. MacDonald (1967, p. 
480), describing .. ' try.e treatment of individuals who have made homicidal 
threats, stressed: 

Patients should be requested to arrange for sale of their 
firearms ... Although it is easy to purchase another pistol, the fact that 
one is not immediately available in the moment of rage may be 
life-saving. Shakespeare's comment in King John is pertinent: "How oft 
the sight of means to do ill deeds, makes ill deeds done" (1967, p. 480). 

Of course, weapons do not always operate to facilitate violence; they can 
also impede aggression. A person who has strong instigation to aggress against 
someone may be deterred if his intended victim is armed. It was this aspect of 
weapons that led Samuel Colt to name one of his revolvers the "Peacemaker." 
Similarly, the motto of the Strategic Air Command, ''Peace is our 
pro.fession," is a reflection of the fact that the recent defense poljcy of the 
Umted. Sta~es, along wit~ other major nations, has been to attempt,to prevent 
aggreSSIOn bY',accumulatmg weapons. 

The behavior of others and the presence of weapons are but two of the 
many stimulus factors that can facilitate or impede aggressive behavior. There 
is no need to discuss all the many ways in which such factors can influence 
aggression. The main point is that the occurrence of violence cannot be fully 

understood if we restrict our study to the aggressor's internal instigation and 
:linHibitions without considering the external stimulus situation. 

EPILOGUE 

In the previous pages, we have examined in detail the three major factors 
that interact to determine the streIigthof a violent or aggressive response: 
instigation to' aggression, inhibitions against aggression, and stimulus factors. 
We have discussed various theories that have been offered to account for the 
origins of each factor. We discussed theories that proposed that instigation 
and inhibition to aggression are innate, and others that proposed that they 
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arise from environmental factors. We also examined those factors that 
theorists have suggested decrease instigation and inhibition. In our discussion 
of stimulus factors, we noted that some classes of stimuli can facilitate the 
expression of aggression while others impede .its expression. It became clear 
from this discussion that the dynarhics of overt aggressive behavior are quite 
complex and that the empirical data collected thus far are not adequate. to 
allow us to come to any final conclusion as to what theoretical position is 
closest to the truth. 

Few of the studies we examined attempted to test theories of human 
violence. Those empirical studies that did focus on violence were generally 
not designed to test theories. Investigations that did focus on important 
theoretical issues generally investigated milder aggressive behavior or used 
irifrahuman subjects. A paramount need is for research attempting to 
determine whether the hypotheses derived from such studies apply to human 
violence. Although no single investigation can provide a definitive answer 
about the dynamics of violence, a series of smaller studies could do much to 
advance our knowledge in tJ;lls area. If theories of aggression' were examined 
and deductions made from them about certain aspects of violent behavior, 
then the accuracy of these predictions might be empirically determined. 
Gradually a pattern of results could be accumulated that might well be 
me aningful. 

A good example of this is Palmer's (1960) study in, which he interviewed 
the mothers of convicted murderers to determine if there was a higher 
incidence of frustration in the early childhood of the murderer as compared 
with his next eldest brother. Palmer himself was well aware of the limitations 
of this study and of the fact that mothers' reports are likely to be 
inaccurate. Despite these drawbacks, if Palmer had found no differences in 
early childhood trauma and frustration, it would have cast doubt on whether 
frustration-aggression theory could be generalized to the problem of violence. 
The fact that he did find significantly more frustrating events in the 1!ves of 
the murderers when they were children does not prove that childhood 
frustration results in violence, but it does provide some ~ncouragement for 
those who would attempt to apply frustration-aggression theory to the 
problem of violence. If many more such studies testing predictfons pas~d on 
different theories of aggression were carried out, confirmation of a nUij1ber of 
predictions would add to our confidence in a theory, while disconfirmations 
would increase our skepticism regarding a given theoretical principle.- ' 

Investigators who wish to study the dynamics of violence will thus have to 
be patient and tolerant. The problems of such research are similar to those 
involved in smelting low grade ore; a great deal of time, effort, and energy 
must be expended in return for a relatively low yield. However, for those 
willing to make the effort, the goal can be obtained. 

Given the great heterogeneity in the field, researchers on violence would 
do well .'. to remain as open and receptive to new ideas as possible. 
Psychologists should attempt to test their laboratory-derived ideas on 
ethological and ethnological reports. Laboratory studies of such phenomena 
as vicarious catharsis sh·;mld be supplemented by field investigations of 
sporting events, while hypoth~~ses derived in the field or the .clinic should be 
tested rigorously in the laboratory whenever possible. 
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Given the variety of theories and approaches, no generally agreed on 
prescription for the elimination of undesirable violence can be written; 
unfortunately, the urgency of the problem will not permit us to wait until a 
sure remedy is found. This means that a variety of programs will have to be 
tried. However, such pilot programs should be designed so as to maximize 
their contribution to research. If they are firmly rooted in well-articulated 
theoretical principles, then data regarding their effec.tiveness will constitute a 
partial test of these principles. . 

In the present writer's opinion, one reason there is such a variety of 
theoretical positions and such diverse data is that aggression is not a 
unidimensional phenomenon. The variety of typologies examined in 
"Typologies of Violence" is evidence for diversity in people who are violent; 
indeed, it appears that the concept "violent person" is about as homogeneous 
as the terms "nonviolent" or "normal" person. One person may become 
violent because of inadequate inhibitions. The sight of a policeman may 
stimulate violence in. one person and suppress any aggressive tendencies in 
another. If a variety of action programs based on different theoretical 
principles should be established, attention should be paid not only to their 
gross overall effectiveness, but also to the characteristics of those individuals, 
who benefit from a given program and those for whom it is ineffective. Only 
by keeping careful records of tbis type will differential diagnosis of 
individuals or groups who will profit from different remedial or preventive 
programs become possible. In some circumstances, incarceration or 
suppression may be the best policy, in others, removal of economic obstacles 
by providing training or jobs, and in still others, psychotherapy or training in 
human relations. If action programs can thus be designed with research as a 
paramount goal, it will be a major help in building the necessary bridges from 
theories of aggression to theories of violence, and from theories of violence to 
programs of violence prevention. 
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FOOTNOTES 

1 This singfing?).lt of instigation and inhibition as important factors not only "makes 
sense" but also appears consistent with re~~ent pnysiological research which suggests 
that there are brain circuits mediating excitation of aggr~ssion while other circuits are 
antagQnistic to these aggresgive circuits (Moye~1:', 1968). . 

2 Arrest is considered an aggressive response insofar as it delivers a noxious stimulus to 
the recipient. 

3 One probable reason for these differences in emphasis is the fact that different 
investigators have worked with different patient ("r subject populations. The neurotic 
patients usually seen by psychoanalysts differ mote in respect to their instigat:on to 
aggression than they do in their inhibitions or ~n the stimuli to which they are 
exposed. Therefore, it is not surprising that psychoanalysts should study instigation. 
The present writer has focused on inhibitions partly because the criminal. samples 
with which' he has worked have typically had uniformly high instigation so that 
differences in inhibitions appeared to be a major factor differentiating one from 
another. Berkowitz has studied normal college students who probably differed 
relatively little in instigation or in inhlbitions; in his research, stimulus factors have 
emerged as a primary determinant. 

4 Some authors use "anger" as a term synonymous with instigation to aggression; 
however, anger generally denotes a consciously felt emotion and not all aggressive 
instigation is of this nature. 

S While no ethologist; the writer would question whether man is unique among all 
fauna. Although he appears to be more violent toward his own kind than other 
mammalian species are, he would appear to rank as an amateur compared to certain 
tropical fishes whose cannibalistic tendencies are the despair of hobbyists. 

6 As might be expected, Ardrey (1966, p. 298 f.) did fibt agree with Scott's 
. conclusions, accusing him of repeating "party line" falsehoods. 

7 The notion that reducing environmental frustrations should reduce instigation to 
aggression and; thereby, violence, may be interpreted by some as an implicit call by 
the writer for social programs which, in essence, attempt to "buy off" potentially 
violent people by doing thing! 'for them. Such an interpretation is based on an overly 
shallow interpretation of what the writer means by frustration in this broader 
context. Hungry people are frustrated, but not all frustrated people are hungry. Man 
is mad(l up of many drives and these include not only basic tissue needs but also 
needs for self-respect, dignity, autonomy, and some measure of self-determination. 
Social programs that simply satisfy tissue needs and maintain life while keeping the 
individual in a dependent and essentially helpless condition are not likely to reduce 
frustrations or alleviate violence, in the writer's opinion. 

The essence of the original definition of frustration was an interference in a goal 
response-that is, in something which the individual himself was trying to accomplish; 
programs which do everything for the individual instead of providing him with 
opportunities to do things for himself can also be a major source of frustration. The 
writer conclUdes frorn this that if a social program aimed at the alleviation of chronic 
frustrations is to be effective, the frustrated individuals themselves will have to playa 
major role in planning it. If programs are designed to alleviate what planners think are 
the major frustrations without consulting the people at whom the programs are 
aimed, then they may well contribute to the problems. 

8 SochA! learning probably plays an even greater role in influencing inhibitions against 
the expression of aggression. Even if both businessmen were equally aroused by the 
delays in. the above example" the businessman reared in a culture in which a great 
emphasis is placed on maintaining composure and calm equanimity would be less 
likely to manifest his irritation than would a businessman from a society that 
encourages frank expression of feelings. 

9 It will be recalled that, in the earler discussion of the strength of instigation to 
I aggression, we referred to the hypothesis that the greater the number of interrupted 

response sequences, the greater the amount of frustration and consequently the 
greater the amount of instigation. The person who has been refused service in four 
bars in a row will be more upset than the person who is refused service in only one. 
In the present context, however, it is not presupposed that the residual instigation to 
aggression necessarily stems from frustration. It could stem from other environmental 
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causes or from genetic causes as in I:;orenz~s hypothesis that unexpressed aggression 
will accumulate in the absence of discharge. 

10 In psychoanalytic theory, the nature of the Oedipus conflict and. hence t~e 
development of the superego differs in boys and girls. The present account applies 
only to boys. . 

11 The crucial factor would be whether the aggressive experience is followed by reward 
- - ~; punishment; satisfaction or guilt Rewards should generalize to lessen inhibitions, 

while punishment should incr6ase inhibitions. Polner's (1968) anecdotal a~cou~ts ~f 
the reactions of Vietnam combat veterans indicate that some learned to flOd JOY 10 
combat while others were so disgustlild they returned home to devote themselves to 
antiwar activities or social service. 

12 All names are fictitious. 
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APPENDIX 23 

PSYCHIATRIC AND PSYCHOANALYTIC 
THEORIES, OF VIOLENCE 

By 

Bernard Chodorkoff~ M.D.* 
and 

Seymour Baxter, M.D. ** 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Psychiatry developed as a medical specialty in close association with the 
rest of rn,~dicine, and understandably has been primarily "disease" oriented" 
We find, as we well might expect, the psychiatric view of violence primarily 
interwoven in the subject matter of diagnosis, treatment, and prevention of 
disorders of the human mind and behavior. For all of us, psychiatrist or 
layman, an individual act of violence implies that "something is wrong" with 
the person so engaged; for the psychiatrist as a medical specialist, he sees the 
individual as acting under the '. influence of di~ease, pisycho16gical 
malfunctioning,~or developmental defect, or as an expression of a disorder of 
adaptation, or more recently, as a cons'equence of distu~bed metabolism or 
genetics. -"-, 

Psychiatry, for the most part, is "ecl¢ctic" and draws its explanation and 
understanding of human behaviorfroIrl many sources. It has no general 
theory of human behavior and is dependent on knowledge obtained not only 
from its own clinical involvement (diagnostic and therapeutic) with patients, 
but alSlt, , from other medical, biological, psychological,sociological, or 
.~ 'havioral sCiences. Psychoanalysis, on the other hand, has always been 

*Director of Resear~h and R~search Training, Detroit Psychiatric Institute, W~yne 
State University. Faculty, Department of Psychiatry, ~ School of Medicine, and 
Department of Psychology, Liberal Arts and Sciences, WaYfle State University. Practicing 
psychiatrist and psychoanalyst. 

,~*Research Staff, Detroit Psychiatric Institute, Wayne State University. Faculty, 
Department of Psychiatry, School of Medicine, Wayne State University. Practicing 
psychiatrist and psychoan;llyst. ' , 

NOTE.-Fig.iresin parentheses indicate references at end of appendix. Superscript 
figures indicate ,footnotes at end of appendix. 
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concerned with a general theory of human psychology and has contributed 
~uch to psychiatric understanding. It has been one of the important 
mfluences on American psychiatric thinking. 

I~ its d~velopme~t. in t~e 19~ century, psychiatry was primarily 
con\,;erned wIth descnptIon 01 behavIOrs that were considered abnormal.! 
Althou~. little knowled~e. of causation was available, the predominantly 
naturalistIc trend ?f medlCme expected that a physical cause acting on the 
ana~omy and phySIOlogy of body and brain would ultimately be discovered.2 

While psychological stress had not been entirely neglected as a cause of 
emotion~l illnesses, ~t remained for the development of th~ psychoanalytic 
perspectives to bnng psychological conflict and stressful emotional 
development into focus as major contributors to the psychiatric disorders. 
From psychoanalysis and from the social sciences has come the broader view 
of emotional illness as an adaptation to life's stresses. 

Although violence as a concept and subject for study has not attracted 
much ~ttention ~rom psychiatry and psychoanalysis, our point of view 
emphasIzes the llTIportance of these specialties contributing to (1) the 
underst~nding of its manifestations, and (2) the means by which its 
devastatmg effects may be controlled. The role which psychiatry and 
psyc~lOana~ysis should play may present the same controversy as does the 
conSIderatIOn of the role psychiatry can take in the field of clime. Halleck (l) 
writes that "psychiatry holds an instable position in the field of criminology. 
For every zealot ~ho heralds psychiatric concepts and treatment as the only 

'a1'lsw,~I' t~ the crllTI~ p.roblem, there is a critic who believes that psychiatric 
contnbutIOns to cnnunology are unscientific and misleading. A realistic 
assessment of the value of-psychiatric criminology must lie somewhere 
between .... " 

~areful review of psychiatric literature (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7), especially that 
~hich would be used in teaching and training settings, makes it apparent that 
VIolence as a co~ce~t .and subject for study has hardly achieved a recognizable 
status~ Yet, t~e IndIVIdual who beh.aves Violently, ~eatens or inflicts injury 
and destructIOn has been descnbed and claSSIfIed in every recorded 
psychiatric nosology.3 

Since violence rarely has a ch·' .. ter of its own in psychiatric literature, it 
must . be sough~ elsewhere. Descriptions' of criminal behavior, psychotic 
?ehaVlOr, neurotIc and characterolOgical behaVior, the results of organic brain 
illnesses, and. ot~er areas o.f ps~chiatric concern contain what is generally 
k~own about VIOlence. This dIfficulty IS compounded by the fact that 
VIOlence. rarely ,goes by its ~wn name. Its many possible synonyms-murder, 
des~ructIon, crIme, aggreSSIOn;. hostility, rage, assault, hate, etc.-are not 
eqUIvalent. They suggest not only overt behavior but subjective feeling states 
~s ~ell. We find violence included as a byproduct of man's postulated 

",' ;" mstmctual aggressive nature or inborn propensities (8, 9, 10), or we see it as a 
"', 'jl result of frustration (11) or learning (l2, 13). Violence's most common 

. nom de plume seems to be aggression, both in general psychiatric and 
"''''->,., ','j psychoanalytic writing. , 

'~""'" :'l~;~ ',,',', "" ,."."",~_", .. _'"""'",,,The relative absence of discussions about violence in psychiatric literature , . , ~', IS compound~d by the la~k o~ adequate attention to it in psychiatric training 
programs. VIOlent behaVIOr IS not a major subject in the education of 
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psychiatrists, yet the control and management of ~iolent ~ehavior in hosp~tal 
wards or other closed s.ettings such as state hOSPItalS, pnsons, and the like, 
require special skills. If these skills ~re not devised an~. taught, the 
psychiatrist's function loses some of ItS value. The tradItIOnal use of 
restraints, either physical or chemical, has often been the only role a 
physician could take when violent behavior would erupt.. . '" 

The diversity of violent behavior leads us, to doubt the pOSSIbilIty of 
arriving at a single cause theory of its origin. We are aware that hard. facts 
about violent behavior are difficult to come by; they must be welco~ed from 
whatever direction they flow. We are concerned with what psychiatry can 
contribute to an understanding of individual violence. 

The question frequently arises about the usefulness ,and applicability of 
clinical techniques as a method of testing hypotheses about th~ pe.rsonal 
functioning of people. Much less is understood about such apphcatIOn of 
psychoanalytic techniques, and it is this that we sh~~l for the most part 
discuss. Our presentation is primarily based on the wntmgs of Brenner (14) 
and Waelder (IS). , . " ' 

In applying the psychoanalytic method to the study o~ an mdIV1dual, the 
analyst has an opportunity to learn facts which are not av~ilable to everybody 
about this individual. He learns: 

(1) Facts of conscious life which the individual is not eager to relate to 

others. , il "'h t 11 th 
(2) Facts about which the individual does not ordmar y WIS to e e 

truth. . ii hal' 
(3) Facts which are primarily relat~d .w~t1~n, the ps~c ,oan ytlc 

situation because of its climate of relaxatIon, dISCIplIne, and mtlII~ac~: 
' (4) Facts which are not conscious or preco.n~cious, but have denvat1V~s 

which can become conscious under the condItIons of the psychoanalytIc 
situation. 

The analyst not only learns all these, which are not available to others, but 
also sees repeatedly the configuration in Which they are ~ssemb.led, and the 
context (social, emotional, etc.) in which they appear. ThIS may be called, as 
does Waelder, t1"!-e. Level of Observation. . , . 

This is follpwed by clinical interpretation: observatlOn~ dat~ IS lll~erpreted 
with regards '\p their inter-connections, and inter-relatIonships WIth ?t~er 
behavior, or conscious content. This represents the Level of Oznlcal 
Interpretation. , , 

Observational data and their interpretatlons denved from· numerous 
individuals enable us to make statements about a particular type of pe.rs~n, 
condition, experience, or symptom. This is called the Level of Olnlcal 
Generalization.. , 

Our clinical interpretations allow us to formulate theoretIcal ~oncepts 
which are either implicit in the interpretations, or to which the 
interpretations may lead. Examples of these conce~t~ so derived would be: 
repression,defense, regression. This is t,he ~evel of Olnlcal Theory~ 
, We need not stop at the level of clinical concep~s, and may go ev~n ~urther 

and develop more abstract concepts such as: psychic energy, catheXiS, lIfe and 
deathinstincts. Here we have the Level of Meta Psychology, 

il 
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I t is possible to define an even more abstract level of hypothesis 
evolvement, and that is the Level of Philosophy. 

this would be a way of looking at the world and is at times more a matter 
of faith. An example of this in psychoanalysis was Freud's early philosophy 
of positivism, and faith in the possibility of human improvement through 
reason. 

The levels described above are not of equal importance. The levels of 
observation, and clinical interpretation are indispensable for individual 
understanding and clinical practice. The other levels follow closely in 
importance, but to lesser degrees. Metapsychological formulations are much 
less important to the clinician for his practice. They represent formulations 
which can be replaced and discarded without doing damage to the rest. One's 
philosophy would be even further removed and independent of clinical 
functions and conceptualizations. 

Waelder stressed the point that any appraisal of psychoanalysis must come 
from consideration of the data of observation" the clinical generalizations 
which they generate, and the consequence of the analyst interpreting these to 
Jris patient. 

Brenner (14) has also discussed those issues related to the problem of 
determining the accuracy or validity of the work of the psychoanalyst. He 
pointed out that the analyst forms a conjecture about the patient in an 
intuitive way, but with steps that are retraceable in his awareness. At an 
appropriate time, he presents this as an interpretation to the patient. Ifhe is 
correct, in his interpretation, then he may expect observable consequences. 

Specific confirmatory responses may appear immediately or after a time 
delay. They are recognized from what the patient reports and what the 
psychoanalyst observes. Some typical confirmatory responses are: 

(1) ,Decreased anJ,dety. '<, 

(2) Symptom improvement or its opposite should the patient,have a 
need to suffer. 

(3) Confirmatory memories, fantasies, dreams, gestqres, verbal 
associations with or without an appropriate emotional experience. 

(4) Feelings of surprise, recognition, or the thought "that clicks" on 
part of patient. 

(S) Sudden laughter reflecting affect or tension discharge. 
(6) 'Patient's repetition of what was interpreted. 
(7) Confirmation of a reconstruction from an external source. 
(8) Ability of a reconstruction to enable the analyst to fit together all 

the facts of the patient's life, and neurosis which otherwise remains 
jumbled. 

Before embarking upon an attempt to validate the psychoanalytic 
interpretation, we must accept certain hypotheses as valid and adequately 
established by observations. These are: Psychic Determinism,and Unconscious 
Mental Functioning. 

, The dynamic psychiatrist and the psychoanalyst deal with subject matter 
that lies mostly in the past. Even contemporary events which the patient 
reports happen before the therapy hour and are, therefore, "past" events. All 
variables under study are related; each affect the others so that it is not; 
possible to observe a change in one without the pres~nce of simultaneOlls 

-,,-
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change in the others. The patient himself changes during treaL'11ent; ~e 
matures or declines, but is always assimilating experiences encountered in the 
course of living. We see, therefore, that the likelihood of establishing the 
power of prediction can only be expected under very limited conditio~s. The 
advantage, however, which the psychoanalyst and dynamic psychi~trist has 
lies in his use of introspection arid empathy. The interpretations off~red to a 
patient show the patient inner connections which he can experience. He 
gradually achieves an awareness of what was previously unconscious. He feels 
these, he experiences them. He communicates an inner experience which he 
can also defme for himself, and confirm on other ?ccasion~. . \\ ;, 
; The work of the psychoanalyst aI!d the dynarruc psychiatnst does not knd 
itself toward exact proofs. Their object of study li~s in the past, very much 
like those of archeological studies, history, and evolutionary theory. Direct 
evidence is not available in any of these. We, therefore, take as evidence the 
fact that a reconstruction or major interpretation offered to a patient fits an 
enormous mass of data from many sources. The probability of this being a 
matter of coincidence is almost negligible. Biological sciences, and social 
sciences often find themselves functioning in a similar manner. 

II. ENCOUNTER WITH VIOLENCE 

Let us consider the circumstances in which the psychiatrist encounters 
violence in his varied practice settings. We have already;men!ioned the 
obvious attention to violence in closed settings such as hospitals and ptisons.

4 

In the open settings, clinics, or private practices of psychiatry wh~re 
individual evaluation and treat.ment is the model (rather than where there IS a 
community or sociological model of practice), there are limited conditions 
where the violent person is seen-and then generally after th~ vio~e~t event. 
Where the violent event has already taken place and when an unwedlate need 
for hospitalization is no longer present, psychiatrists may be referred patients 
from courts or social agencies to determine whether treatment would help. In 
the case of minor sexual offenses, the provision that the offender get 
psychiatric treatment may be stipulated. Other offenses, such as assaultive 
behavior due to alcoholism or drugs, may appear to officials to be the result 
of emotional disturbance; then, psychiatric referral ratheJ than prosecution 
becomes a way of handling the offense.' Families may seek out psychiatrists 
because of strange, assaultive behavior, or more likely, threatening behavior 
on the part of a member of the family. Here paranoid and depressive 
conditions are most common and the problem is to evalua~e the potential for 
actual violence (murder, suicide, assault, etc.)., . 

The practitioner treating a patient and not aware of the fact that there IS 

an underlying psychosis, may discover that the patient develops psychotic 
symptoms, including some act of violence. Hospitalization of the patient 
certainly would be indicated and sought prior to, the event of such a violent 
act, but the practitioner may not always be able to predict the occurrence of 
such an event. An .act of violence in the psychotic patient may occur without 
the patien.t givinghis therapist clues that this will take place. The patient 
manages to keep from revealing certain fantasies, certain plans or facts, that 
might signal the possibility of violence. Even though the potential for 
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destructive acting-out is present, the psychiatrist might not feel it advisable to 
hospi~a~ze. suc~ a. patient. A similar situation occurs in a patient thought to 
be SUICIdal. It IS unpossible to hospitalize a patient indefinitely because he 
may be suicidal or homicidal, unless the physician can be absolutely sure that 
suc~ an outcome is imminent. The psychiatrist who works with alcoholic 
patIents may see a number of patients who have been involved in destructive 
acts accomplished during alcohol intoxication. 

Juv~~iles whose be~avior is known to the family but not yet to the 
authontIes often have vIolent histories and are referred. Any bizarre, sudden 
outbreak of actua) or threatened violence may be fIrst referred to a 
p.sychiatris~. The r~sponsibility for determining whether actual or further 
vIOle?ce .w~ recur IS often placed on the psychiatrist-as is the responsibility 
for mstItutmg a treatment program, either of out-patient therapy or 
hospitalization. , . , 

. In many o~ these cases, the patient is placed on probation by the courts, 
WIth the requIrement that he accept psychiatric treatment. Patients who have 
to c.ome . for psychiatric help .in order to avoid being sentenced usually 
contmue m treatment only until the danger of being sent to jail is OVer. In 
so~e cases, as for example with the alcoholic referred by the courts, the 
patIent may eventually become motivated to continue treatment on his own 
(16). 

An important determinant of whether such a referral will work out to be a 
therapeutic success is whether the patient's destructive behavior was 
sym~tomatic .. That. is, was it essentially an aspect of a neurotic pattern, or 
,,:as It a mamfestatIon of what we would consider to be a character pattern 
dlsturb¢nce? In the latter case, we might expect the destructive behavior to 
present less of a problem for the patient. It is acceptable to him and it is what 
we would call "ego-syntonic." His behavior becomes a problem for other 
people and for those attempting to maintain law and order but does not 
present a ~roblem. to the i?dividual himself. Where the action is an expression 
?f ~ c~nflict or. IS assocIated with anxiety and guilt, we have a basis of 
mS~Itutmg certain therapeutic measures which potentially can help the 
patIent 

In t~e case. of the psychotic'p~tient, usually the treatment is the treatment 
of th~ illness Itself and the violence is a byproduct of the psychoses. When a 
p~ychiatr~st operates within the setting of a penal institution, then the 
VIolence IS. much more a part of the individual's very personality structure. 
Here treatmg the act of violence re,ally implies a rehabilitation of the entire 
personality and in a prison setting, for example, the acts of violence run the 
gamut ~f arson, rape, assault, property damage, murder, and the like. It is in 
the settmg of some kind of penal instit~tion, that most occasions of violent 
acts~o~ld. be seen o~ treated by a. psychiatrist. Unfortunately, the 
psych!atnst IS least effectIve with his armamentarium of therapeutics in such 
a s~ttmg. The vast array of tranquilizing drugs, antidepressive drugs, and the 
vanety of ps?,~hotherapy.approaches in effect, have very little influence upon 
the personalItIes of these kinds of patients. The need for rehabilitation is 
c~rta~y recognized, but the means by which rehabilitation is accomplished is 
still m. an e~t~em~ly crude state. Patients usually suffer such severe 
p~rsonahty defICIencIes asto make it difficult to do psychotherapeutic work 
WIth them. The rehabilitative effort should serve as a kind of replacement, 
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therapy providing them what their original development did not ~cc~~p1ish; 
The. problem here is that in some cases it is too late! In these md1VIduals 
growth and development, certain experiences could have been h~lpful to 
them had they occurred at a stated time in their development; comm~ now, 
they are much less effective. In many cases, th.e' best we .could.hope for IS.th~t 
institutional control will help them maintain an effectIve adjustment wlt.hin 
that setting. There is a real problem in many of the~e cases that one sees ~ a 
prison; they make excellent adjustments to !he .pnso? ?ecau~e the settmg 
provides and makes up for certain basic defiCienCies WIthin then: growth and 
development. Their good behavior in the prison becomes a .b~~ls f~r parole 
without recognizing that when such individuals return to CivilIan lif~, they 
again become persons with deficiencies, ~ut ~o~ wi~ou~ the opportumty for 
replacement therapy as that pr~vided by mstItutIonallZ~tIOn. '. . 

It is an interesting contradiction that the sentence for vanetIes of degrees 
of murder or homicide generally are much longer than other sente~ces for 
various assaultive behaviors; yet, the individual committing murder IS m~ch 
less likely to repeat this act than the individual involyed in assau1t~ve 
behavior. Records of a prisoner sentenced for some kind ~f assaul~lve 
behavior usually include a long list of arrests for previous assaultIve behavIOr. 
A most interesting problem is that of the large num~~r of p~op!e :who 
become involved in an extreme act of violence because theIr very life IS made 
up of contact with an environment where violence is practi~ed (17). T~ey are 
unable to free themselves from an environment ,which may mclude 
alcoholism, drug addiction, frequent fights, fre~uent u~e of weapons, 
frequent encounters with the law and sexually abusI~e behaVl~r. Such people 
daily live in the presence of violence and destr~ctI~e behavl~r. They only 
come to the attention of the law or to a psychiatnst who Inlght be called 
upon on a consulting baSis, when they beco~e i?~olved in a m~ch more 
serious destructive act such as homicide. These mdlVlduals are not Just tou.gh 
and brutal but also are found to be helpless, naive, dependent, paSSIve 
people, wh~ seem ready to accept as natural the kind of existenc~ they l~ad. 
. Persons who have made suicidal gestures are frequently seen m practIce. 
The problem is usually depression, but may also be immaturity or att~n~i.on 
seeking. Here the task is to evaluate and predict recurrence art~ th~ pOSSIbilIty 
of a successful attempt and to institute measures of forestallIng It by out- or 
in-patient treatment. . .. 

In the course of psychotherapy every patIent who has cons~1ted .a 
psychiatrist for whatever reason will report fantasi9s of'violent ~ehavlOr. I~ IS 
a rare human being in therapy who has not been aware of hos~ile ,destructIve 
fantasies. The fact, though, is that most persons do not commIt VIOlence and 
most do not continually tlxperience violent destructive urges. 

The relationship between mental illness and vio!e?ce is as conf~sing as that 
between mental illness and crime. Charactenzmg. mental I~lnes~. as a 
communication of personal suffering or communicatI~n of an mabillty to 
control personal behavior and by a judgment by SOCIety of unreasonab~e 
behavior, Halleck noted that these same factors are. const~ntly present m 
many of the behaviors we call crime (1). Halleck lmks cnme and mental 
illness by seeing them both as adaptations to stress. "The stresses ~hat !~ad to 
mental illness are often the same stresses that lead to crune. The 
e~planatio!ls for mental illness, then, could be modified to explain crime. But 
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can these explanations be modified for violence? Violence seems to go 
beyond legally defined criminal behavior and still is not altogether capable of 
being treated as mental illness. The evidences of emotional pain or distress are 
usually seldom seen 'in criminal behavior. The diagnostic category;. of 
antisocial personality is included as a mental disorder but is defined in terms 
of behaVior patterns that are in conflict with society and where there is a lack 
of ,guilty affect.s Whatever communications these individuals give of a,n 
aWareness of painful affect is often suspect. 
. To predict that an individual (wh~ther patient or prisoner) will commit a 
violent act and to specify the nature of the violent act is an extremely 
difficult problem. The psychiatrist functions without standards and other 
criteria that can be regularly verified or justified. "Clinical judgment" 
becomes intuitive criterion to determine the direction of the prediction. Yet, 
in some cases, the individual who has been sentenced for repeated aggressive 
and destructive criminal acts shows patterns that can become predictive of 
future behavior. Very often these patterns are overlooked and repeatedly 
such people arc returned to civilian life only again to become involved in a 
cycle of aggressive, destructive behaVior, 'imprisonment, and release. In most 
cases the occurrence of a violent act is extremely difficult to predict; to 
predict the nature of it becomes even more difficult. Over and above this 
difficulty, we re~y overlook what is predictable on the basis of the 
individual's repeated behavior. We overlook patterns that have become 
stabilized and reflect the only way that such an individual fmds it possible to 
behave. 

III. THEORIES OF THE ORIGINS OF VIOLENCE 

An attempt to classify the various theories of the origins of violence 
directs our attention to some observations already noted, namely, (1) the 
absence of an organized body of data and theory about violence in Psychiatry 
and Psychoanalysis and (2) the customary treatment of violence as an 
extreme form of aggression. Because of this state of affairs, theories of 
aggression will first be discussed. If there is any point in differentiating 
aggression from violence, and we feel there is, then we will require this 
information to serve as a frame of reference for such a differentiation. 

I. Origins of Aggression 

A. Aggression as Primary Motivation 

Within this major group are found those theories of a.ggression which 
consider aggressive or destructive behavior the direct and primary product of 
internal determinants characteristically present in all people; the vicissitudes 
of such determinants, however, vary from individual to individual. 

1. Aggression as an Instinct 

a. Death instinct. -The concept of Death Instinct was introduced by 
Freud (18) in order to explain masochism, suicide, and the compUlsion to 
repeat past emotional experiences. He saw man possessing an urge inherent in 
all organic life which sought to restore an earlier state of being; that is, 
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through death, the organism reverted its~lf to an.. i~organic st~te .. All 
destructive forms of behavior were derivatlves of this inherent bIOlogICal 
impetus toward death. Destructive urges might correspond to the ~r~cesses of 
catabolism in body physiology. They are instinctual charactenstIcs of all 

living matter. 'c! th I'fi 
Freud saw that in spite of this biological impetus toward ,ea ,Ie 

continues on because the Death Instinct may be redirected tow~rd ext~rn~ 
objects, and because it can be opposed by the forces of the LIff) Instmct. 
Love tames hate! . . d f 

Although Freud's ideas about sexuality and aggreSSIOn denve. ro~ 
clinical observations, he took the liberty to go beyond such obse~abons m 
formulating the Death Instinct. In the framework of Psych?analybc Theory, 
Death Instinct represents a second-order or metapsych.ol.ogICal const~ct, by 
the ~ery fact that it does extend beyond the level of clmical ?bse~atl~n (15, 
20) For the most pa.rt, Death Instinct remains a matter ofhistQncal I?terest 
rather than a predominant conceptual theme. Some a~alysts su~h a~ Klem ~2.l) 
and Menninger (22) hold to the idea of Death Instinct but VIew It mor~ ~n a 
clinical than biological light. Many fmd it unnecessary beca~~e c1mI~al 
observations can be adequately dealt with by a co~cept of an. aggreSSIve 
drive." Such a concept does not suggest seIf,-destructIveness, and IS not based 
on the biological characteristics of living cells. 

b. Aggressive instinct.-This is discussed below in section D, "Ethology." 

2. Aggression as a Drive 

The definition of aggression, its ultimate origins and nature, are not 
universally agreed upon. But for the most part, just as psychoanalysts take a 
stand supporting libido theory, so they support the idea of. the presence of .an 
, . d . WI·thin the framework of psychoanalytIc theory, a dnve aggresslve nve: . . . ..' .. I d 
refers to a state of central eXCltatIOn (23) 111 response to sbmulatlOn. toes 
not include the motor response. Motor activity, however, d~es follow su~h a 
state of excitation and is mediated by a structure. of the mmd, t~e Ego, m a 
manner that allows for t~~,~modificatiQn by e,,;penence,. by re~ecbon, and by 
the nature and quality of thesituGl,tion ~roducI?g the stlmulatlO~. In contrast 
to "instincts" as found in animals, WIth which the concept IS frequently 
confused, drives are not predetermined. . . '! 

It could be said that aggression as a dnve IS already at ~orkI? the Infant 
and influences his behavior and seeks gratification. Marufestatlon~ of the 
aggressive drive follow the same transition from oral to anal to phallIC phases 
of development as does the sexual drive. Similarly, ~hey show the. same 
likelihood of becoming involved in the processes of flXation and regre.sslOn. 

During the oral phase of devel.opment, aggressiv~ ~pulses are. dIscharged 
by oral activity such as biting. In the anal phase, soilmg or rete~tlon of fec~s 
serve this purpose. ,For the older child, fantasies about the ~erus .and how It 
can be used contain destructive elements. Whether gratlfi~atlOn of t~e 
aggressive drive provides the itndividu~l with ~leasure remams uncertam. 
Freud thought not, but others (24) conSIder that It does. . . 

. As employed then within~ a psychoanalytic framework, ~ggresslOn,. IS 
innate, genetically determi~M,:~nd ,supported by underlymg somatlc, 

, physiological, biological, and devel.P9mentai processes. 
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B. Aggression as Secondary Motivation or Derived Behavior 

Central to this group of theories is the idea that aggression, or the need to 
express aggression, is not innate but is acquired. Some authors consider 
aggression primarily and merely a response to certain eliciting conditions' 
others consider aggression as a learned drive. When the latter is the case the~ 
an internal in~tigating source evolves from past experiences. This insti~ating 
source then dIrects the expression of aggressive behavior in a manner which 
follows a model based upon the individual's learning experiences. 

1. Stimulus-Response Theories 

The most popular and well-known of these types of theories has been the 
Frustration-Aggression Hypothesis. It is much less well known that Freud in 
1915 (25) was the first to suggest this thesis. He observed that the frustration 
of behavior aimed at gaining pleasure or avoiding pain led to aggression in the 
frustrated individual. Almost 25 years later, Dollard, Doob, Miller, Mowrer, 
and ~ears (2~) proposed t~eir ~rustration-aggression hypothesis. As learning 
theonsts, theIr focus was pnmanly on events that provoked aggression. It was 
soon recognized that not all frustration (27) leads to aggression so that the 
hypothesis was changed to state that frustration produces instigations to a 
number of different types of responses, one of which may be an instigation to 
some form of aggression. In such a theOlY, variables intervening between the 
frustrating stimulus and thJ aggressive response, such as subjective experience 
of the person, his affective and ideational reactions are virtuaUy omitted (28). 
These are by contrast the very core of the material dealt with by the 
psychoanalyst. ' 

The theory is a stimulus'-response one, which places emphasis on the fact 
that learning takes plac~, i.e., repeated frustrations make the learned 
aggress~ve response more likely after each occurrence. Events that provoke 
aggressIOn have been of particular interest to those supporting this view. Such 
knowledge may represent an important source of information for us. This has 
been demonstrated already in the development of crisis theory and of 
techniques of crisis intervention (29). Crisis intervention succeeds (in part at 
least) because of the attempts made to u\nderstand the nature and structure of 
situations which can become "frustrations" to the patient and which can 
~ffect these individuals who already have major conflicts over and difficulty 
ill the control of aggression. The interesfihat learning theorists have shown in 
the types of aggressive responses that are possible have also been of value. 
The.y may help clarify ideas about the influence of culture, society, or 
enVIronment on ways of expressirig aggression. " 

What .is. implied but not directly stated in the frustration-aggression 
hypothesls l~ the sequence between frustration and the ensuing aggressions. . 
We c~n readily see that the frustration could lead to the affect of rage, and 
rage, ill turn, would lead to aggression (30,4). Pain, attack and confinement 
in a limit~d space are e~amples of heightened stimulation. ieading eventually 
to a reactIon of <J.ggressIOn (2, p. 174; 3, p. 570). In these instances too we 
assume that rage is present. In effect, then, aggression is th~ m~tor 
count~rpart of rage. H.ow. one manages rage will determine whether aggressive 
behaVIOr results. This lssue,for the most part, is overlooked in the 
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stimulus-response type of theories of aggression such as the 
frustration-aggression hypothesis. 

2. Aggression as Learned Behavior 

Many forms of this idea appear in the literature. Most recently, for 
example, Ashley Montagu in an edited book (13), states his view that b,y 
nature man is not aggressive. Aggressive and violent behavior is learned. 
Descriptions of cultures where aggression is absent have been cited as 
evidence for this view. Many years ago, Margaret Me.ad made a similar point 
(31). 

Montagu's arguments against an aggressive instinct are that ethological 
evidence for such an instinct is unreliable. Lorenz (8) is especially attacked on 
the grounds that his theory of aggression as innate is not supported even for 
lower animals. Montagu also argues that even if lower animals did have an 
aggressive instinct, Lorenz's procedure of applying this idea to man is naive. 

Scott claims there is no evidence that spontaneous stimulation of 
aggressive (fighting) behavior may arise from within the body (32). There is, 
however, an internal physiological mechanism which has only to be 
stimulated to produce fighting. This internal mechanism can be kept under 
control, according to Scott, by external me~ns. 

Feshbach (33) assumes that hostile aggression is a learned drive; its 
antecedents are past exposure to punishment, and present threats to 
self-esteem. Other theorists such as Scott ( cited above) view the noxious 
consequences of an aggressive act which has some purpose other than injury 
as one of a large number' of possible reinforcers. They concern themselves 
only with the reinforcing stimulus conditions and the discriminative stimuli 
eliciting the response; Feshbach, on the other hand, contends that injurious 
outcomes resulting from aggression must be taken into account ·asan 
influence upon the aggressor's behavior. Any response which produces the 
cue, "it hurts," in others will lead to some form of reward, or non-reward, or 
will proquce punishment or even some combination of these possibilities. 
These cues then serve to mediate the different sorts of aggressive responses 
and set the ~tage for reinforcement of the aggressive behavior! The cues of 
pain (34) may become secondary reinforcers and serve to maintain aggressive 
responses in the absence of other rewards. This takes place if the aggressive 
act succeeds in eliminating the source of frustration and evokes pain in the 
frustrator. The association of perception of pain in others with the removal of 
frustratiqn leads the former to acquire secondary reward value. 

A similar explanation is more difficult to offer in those cases where the 
individual experiences an impulse to do injury to someone else. The 
motivation to injure others may become an acquired motivation based upon 
the internalization of a standard which the child acquires from exposures to 
cultural values and from specific experiences. When considered from this 
point of view, the wish' to injure is directly linked to the degree of 
punishment which the child has received, e~pecially for being aggressive. 
Studies can be cited to support this (35,36). 

An important contribution that such a theoretical point of view makes is 
found in the derived expectation that individuals who have had a history of 
exposure to retaliation and counteraggression will have their aggressive 
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behavior r:inforced by the perception of the suffering of the provoca'teur, 
and more likely will continue the behavior which injures the provocateur! 

The satisfaction derived from the perception of pain can best be 
understood if we also take into account the observation that the aggressive 
act has served to compensate for a threat to the aggressor's self-esteem. 
Feshbach and Worchel (37) see self.·esteem threat as a major source of 
aggression. To see someone hurt demonstrates to the aggressor that he is net 
helpless and does not feel worthless; this serve~ to increase the reinforcing 
quality of the perception of pain in the victim. 

In summary, Feshbach emphasizes that aggression is learned and that its 
primary antecedents are past exposure to punishment and present threats to 
self-esteem. 

Maslow (38) took the point of view that aggressiveness or destructiveness 
is, an end product rather than an original source of 'behavior. He felt that 
destructive behavior derives from so many different sources that it becomes 
ridiculous to speak of any single urge toward destructiveness. For example, 
d~structiveness may occur (1) incidentally, as one sweeps something out of 
hlS path to a goal, (2) as one of the concomitant reactions to basic threat, (3) 
where any damage to the individual or any perception of organic 
deterioration arouses in the insecure person feelings of threat, (4) in the 
insecure, authoritarian person who sees the world about him as a jungle and 
considers, therefore, that his best defense is "to attack." Because of these 
considerations, the author suggested thatdestructlveness be viewed as a 
symptom, a surface indicator of underlying trouble. The discovery of the 
source of the disturbance producing such a symptom is a separate task in and 
of itself! 

3. Aggressiveness and Destructiveness Subordinate to the Struggle for Survival 
and the Pursuit of Happiness (19, p. 139) 

It !llay c?~e as a surprise to the reader that a well-known psychoanalyst 
a~d theoretICIan, Robert Waelder, should be representative of this point of 
VIew. He reasoned that it is worthwhile to recognize that there are 
manifestations of destructiveness which are byproducts of ego-activities or of 
libidinal drives, or are r0actions' to. provocation; in such cases it is not 
necessary to invoke the concept of an aggressive or destructiv'e drive or 
instinct. 

For example, aggression or destructiveness may appear when our lives are 
threatened, or our ambitions thwarted. Those who compete with us for the 
same love obje~t may become victims of our aggression. In the normal 
attempt of the developing individual to achieve mastery of the outside world, 
a measure of destructiveness toward inanimate objeCts," or man or animal, 
may appear. Destructiveness may manifest itself as a byproduct of the control 
required of one's body, or as a byproduct of our struggle to acquire control 
?ver our ~nd. Also,. when it is a part and parcel of oral biting, oral 
mcorporatIon, anal sadism, phallic penetration or vaginal retentiveness, each a 
type of libidinal urge, it is not necessary to postulate its basis in an inborn 
drive to destroy. 
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C. Neurophysiological and Neuroanatomical Basis for Aggression 
r 

"Sham rage" was first observed by ,Goltz (39) in dogs in 1892. This was 
later studied by Cannon (40) in decorticated cats. These studies and work 
later done by Bard and Rioch (41) supported the idea that the hypothalamus 
was' the center for expression of emotions. It was thought that the neocortex 
inhibits or facilitates aggressive behavior by lts act~on on the hypothalamus. 
Later work by Bard (42) failed to support the finding that the hypothalamus 
was. the "emotion center." "Sham rage" could be evoked even with complete 
transection of the brain stem just caudal to the hypothalamus. Rioch (43), in 
reviewing these studies, points out that "sham rage" is not a unique pattern 
of behavior. Three patterns of behavior appear in the decorticate animals: (1) 
attack behavior, which is evoked by nocioceptive stimuli; (2) struggle-esc~pe 
behavior, which is evoked 1?y partial restraint; (3) threat-escape behavIOr, 
which is evoked by a loud high-pitched sound. Each of these are but 
caricatures of patterns to be found in the intact animal. The intact animal 
makes many moves, and responds to many different stimuli. 

Some studies (44, 45, 46) demonstrated that stimulation or ablation of 
areas of the brain reduced thresholds for aggressive behavior, and thereby 
effectively changed the character of the situation which released aggression; 
certain aspects of the aggressive behavior were also changed from its normal 
appearance. 

The conclusion we are led to (43) from the results of ablation and 
stimulation studies is that the brain does not possess centers for the 
production of certain patterns of behavior. Rather,what we find are 
mechanisms which direct the interaction of the organism with his 
environment toward patte,rns of behavior :which are related to. anatomically 
determined capabilities of the organism. The adequacy and complexity of 
such patterns are .related to the capacity of the brain to perceive and process 
environmental data and make use Df experience for building more complex 
patterns of behavior. Under circumstances of brain damage, or functional 
disturbances, patterns become simpler, stereotyped, and are controlled by a 
limited number of stimuli from the environment. 

We may cOl'lc1ude from this that it is not yet possible to say which parts of 
the central nerVDUS system are necessary for mediating patterns of aggressive 
behavior. Nor is it possible to say that any part of the brain is uninvolved in 
the repertoire of aggressive manifestations in an intact animal. 

D. Ethology 

The ethological theories of the Drigin of human aggression are based on 
animal behavior studies which are then applied to man. For the most part, 
etholDgists have applied their findings with great care not to make sweeping 
generalizations about human behavior. Earlier studies of animal behavior (47) 
stressed species-specific characteristics. Charles Darwin (48) gave strength to 
the cDncept of innate or unlearned behavior and believed that behavioral 
patterns emerged through evolution. Lorenz (8) contrib~ted the ideathat an 
action-specific energy was available for each instinctive response. His most 
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recent and controversial book on human aggression states his case for 
instinctive fighting behavior. For him aggression is "the fighting instinct in 
beast and man dir~cted, against members of the same species." Inhibiting 
mechanisms developed in those animals that could easily kill .off one another 
.of the same species; because man could not, there was no survival benefit in 
inbreeding these inhibitions against violent destruction. On the other hand, 
man did develop, along with oth~r animals that exhibit intraspecific 
aggression, a personal bond which tends to modify the more underlying and 
older intraspecific aggression. 

Recently, Tinbergen (49) pointed .out that the popularization of Lorenz 
has left t.oO many readers either uncritically accepting or rejecting him 
without being fully ,aware of the present incomplete state of ethological 
knowledge. He argues that if Lorenz postulates an internal urge to attack and 

, the possibility that such an attack can be spontaneous and internally induced, 
then what makes men attack each other? Tinbergen, in turn, hypothesizes 
that man still carries within him the animal heritage of territoriality. 
Tinbergen has not given up innateness, but he expands it to include the role 
played by increasing population or density. This leads to more intergroup 
contacts and continuous external provocation of aggression. He agrees with 
Lorenz that man's long distance weapons prevent the victim from reaching his 
attacker with signaled distress, appeasement, or reassurance. Tinbergen 
accept~ the idea of innate patterns of behavior that interact with the 
environment at early stages in development. Learning takes place' which is 
limited by internally imposed restrictions. This view is very much like the 
psychoanalytic point of view in its emphasis on both inherited potential and 
early developmental influences. 

The critics of Lorenz and his important popularizer Robert Ardrey (50) . 
argue strongly against what they consider to be Lorenz's essentially unsound 
thesis. Ashley Montagu's recently edited book, Man and Aggression (13), 
presents a number of essays by anthropologists and other social' scientists 
critiCizing the position of Lorenz as being no more than a hypothesis. 
Montagu rejects the idea of instinct as being without supporting data and 
feels that even if there c.ould be a case for it in animals, it would not 
necessarily apply to man. 

As ethological research continues, the findings seem to lead in the 
direction of lending support for psychiatric and psychoanalytic hypotheses: 
Hess (47) writes that ethology has contributed to the psychiatric study of 
behavior by providing a large body of experimental data on the effects of 
early experience and its interaction with the biological nature of man. 

II. Origins of V~olence 

Ea,ch of the theories described above deal primarily with aggressi.on, but 
are presented .in such a way as to exte.nd and apply to destructive or violent 
behavior. This extension frequently is implicit rather than explicitly defined 
and stated. The types of theories which follow have been presented by their 
advocates to account specifically for destructive or violent behavior. In all of 
these theOries, aggression is understood to be <I, human characteristic which 
some think of as drive determined; others see aggression as learned via 
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experience. Stlll others do not deal with the origins of aggression. In each of 
the theories that follow the origin of aggression is not vital to the theory. 
Each tries primarily to explain violence in contradistinction to aggression. ' 

A. Human Development and 'Violence 

During the first year of life, the infant engages in repetitive activities which 
are pleasurable to him but which also may become aggressive or e~en 
destructive. Head-knocking or hair-pulling, for example, are destructive 
activities while thumbsucking would not be, although indirectly it may 
become harmful to the infant (51, 52). While thumbsucking would be 
considered normal at this stage of development, biting, hairpulling, or 
head-knocking would not ge. All of these activities have been observed many 
times over by students ()f development ~nd by parents. What they .s~e 
supports the notion of the presence m the ~nf~t of a, destructIye
behavior-potential manifest from ~e very begmnmgs of extrautenne 
life. In the normal child, aggressive and destructive urges expres~. 
themselves in behavior directed away from himself and his own body and 
directed toward animate or inanimate objects in his environment. Only much 
later during childhood or following adolescence will self-destruction again 
become part of the normal individual's potential and ~en in. the fo~ of a 
functioning superego or conscience. Here the aggreSSIOn will be directed 
toward the psychic portion "Of tho individual-Le., his ego or his "self' and 
not against the body. Pathological forms do occur when the superego or 
conscience of the individual produces rather over-severe reactions of guilt and 
mental anguish. . 

Destructive behavior in children, .states Ann Freud (52), is not to be found 
in the aggressive tendencies thems.e~ve~. It..resJlltsJr9mJh~.ract that aggression 
is not fused with-libidinal urges or we might say "love." References to a 
similar point of view by Hartmann, Kris, and Lowenstein, Selma Fraiberg, 
Mitscherlich, etc., are stated, elsewhere in this paper. A defect in the 
emotional development of the child produces such an a1:Jsence of fusion. The 
child whose parents are absent~ who does not experienc~ emo~iona1 
responsiveness from adults, and who is punished by adults to the exclusIOn of 
love will be unable to give and receive love. Experiences such as these 
enc~urage the infant and child in the frei')' expression of destructive behavior. 
Destructive urges never become, or are .insufficient~y fu~ed with .loving ur~~s. 
The infant is given no rea~on to modulate or ~odify his behavI?r; be~or 
which expresses love or restraint over aggreS8.lOn and destructIon rt':!nams 
unrewarded, and therefore, excluded from his choice of resp~mses. 

A cogent point made by Anna Freud is that the destructive b~ha~or .of 
children cannot be controlled by force. Menninger (53) supports this VIew, as 
does Feshbach (33) whose point .of view and area of professional interest is 
quite different from those of Menninger and Freud. These people support the 
notion that in childhood the approach most likely to be effective would be 
one directed toward changing the quality .of the emotional and libidinal 
development of the child. Menninger points out the need to educat~ th.e child 
from the very beginning about his destructive capacities. He sees childhood as 
a time for children to be bad, and parents and teachers to be good. Not vice 
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versa! Otherwise, children cannot discover their inner controls and 
constructive outlets for their cruel and destructive, actual and potential . 
behavior. 

. Feshbach agrees with this. He notes that the child comprehends and 
will also label events in his environment contingent to any. of his behavior 
which produces pain in others. If the child is punished for his behavior he 
learns _ to associate the infliction and perception of pain in others with' the 
ex~eri~nce .of pain in himself (resulting from his punishment). In effect, ·the 
child IS beI!1g . taught the principle of retaliation, and he acquires more than 
fear from. hIS punislunent. He observes and will imitate whoever punishes him. 
St;ted" diffeI:ently, . the child w~l learn that the infliction of pain is the 
re .... pon"e h~ IS to _ glV~ when he IS made to suffer pain. Later, when in pain, 
whether this be phYSICal or psychological, his most probable response is the 
one repeatedly demonstrated to him, and that is the expression of destructive 
behavior. 

Viole~ce has been a mode of behavior (54) usually neglected when it 
appears m the course of human development. Bettelheim observed that 
ch~dren .are not ,apt to receive help from our schools (and from most 
child-rearmg practIces!) in recognizing their tendencies to act with violence 
nor have they received help to develop techhiques to deal with such behavio; 
ma~festat.ions ~ constructive ways. He explored a classroom technique for 
making t~IS pOSSIble and within the framework of a learning experience. 

McNeIl (55) places emphasis upon violence resulting from experiences that 
are part?f huma~ development. He believes violent people are the products 
~f expenenc.es .d~rectly affecting their development. Violence appears in the 
hfe of the. mdlVldual whose parents showed him no love, whose parents 
portrayed life and the world as violent, and whose parents reinforced viulence 
as preferred behavior, rationalizing it as reasonable, and natural rath~~'than 
m~nstrous in quality. Life experiences reinforce those from infancy and 
c~ildhood, and increase the likelihood that intense anger will become coupled 
~Ith poor control and result in violence. McNeil insists that to understand 
VIolence o~e must turn to the study of human development where it arises. 
Only then IS there hope that violence will be controlled. 

An area which is of special importance to all workers interested in child 
deve~opm~nt, and to those inter~sted in child development and its 
relationshIp to violence, is that of child abuse. Systematic study of this area 
has only ~ecently begun. We may define child abuse as the non accidental 
p~ysical ~ttack int1ict~d upon children by those taking care of them (56). 
VIolence IS expressed.ill the form of attack .on children, and the seeds are 
sown for future violence to grow with the development of the abused child. 

Pol~nsky and Polansky (57) distinguish between child abuse and child 
ne~lect. !h~y describe. the abusive parent as someone who has a drive or 
dnve-d~nvatI~e that seeks discharge in the direction of destroying his child. 
T~e dnye or Impulse may derive from resentment of the child, symbolically 
nuspl~ced aggression, or may represent a defense of some sort. The 
effectI~eness and nature Of inner controls, and the quality and effectiveness 
o~ envIronmental support for such controls, determines whether the impulse 
will be. acted upo~ and with what strength and determiJ;lation. From the 
~tandpomt of the. Issues alr~ady discussed in this paper, it is of, especial 

. mterest to recogmze that WItnesses to the abuse of children are frequently 
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unwilling to report the event to proper authorities. They fear retaliation by 
the guilty parent who may be their marital partner. An unconscious or 

- conscious collusion with the abusive parent may be present. In effect, the 
witness who is unwilling to report child abuse is like the supporting audience 
or second-phase participant (see sec. B below) in a situation of group enacted 
violence. The child becomes a scapegoat. We would assume from our findings 
and considerations in other areas that without the behavior of child abuse, 
the parent inflicting the abuse, and the witness supporting the action, face 
threat to the integrity of their psychological functioning. Perhaps as 
Menninger (58) has pointed out, the action of abuse wards off greater disaster 
from the point of view of the abusing parent at;J,~~~itness! The fact that there 
are forms and degrees of socially permitted punisliment of children facilitates 
the occurrence of child abuse in such parents or caretakers of children. 

Child abuse can best be viewed as a syndrome (57) and the opinion of 
workers in this area is that ?eople wh? abuse children are IlJ~!1tall~ ~l and in 
need of help. Child abuse IS not an Isolated act, but part of the pIcture of 
general psychological disturbances. This ~oi~t. of view is in g~neraYtAgree~e.nt 
wi~h the emphasis presented here about mdivIdual acts of vIOlence. Fanuhar 
to us,and lendmg support to our presentation, is the observation that school 
or hospital staff need to repress their own unacceptable and threatening 
sadistic impulses, and in doing so must find it difficult to identify the 
battered child, especially of white middle-class families. The parents engaging 
in child abuse tend to be immature, deficient in level of ego functioning, 
show patterns of behavior like those of an oral-aggressive personalltytype. 
They show no guilt or remorse about the child and tend to repeat the same 
abusive acts. They seem unable to help in caring for the injured child and do 
not give evidence of understanding the pain experienced by the child (59,60, 
61). They often report having suffered abuse and neglect in their own 
childhood.. . .. .., 

... The problem of child abuse highlights the fact than an mdividual s 
character problem, his tendency to act out unresolved tensions, and 
deprivations from his own childhood, become the sources for aggressive and 
violent behavior, directed particularly toward those who cann-ot defend 
themselves. The condition of parental proneness to engage in child abuse 
must be recognized; identifying this is a difficult matter but worthy of 
research. We would expect that parental proneness to child abuse will 
correlate with parental lack of defense in handling the stresses arising from 
specific, age-adequate demands of children.' 

B. Violence and the Collective Experience 

1. Collective Support for Violence Behavior 

In a recent paper, Spiegel (62) discusses the origins of contemporary 
collective violence in the United States. He identifies the chief social strain 
invblved as the incompatibility between democratic ideals and authoritarian 
practices. This is manifest by the exclusion of certain groups from the 
mainstream of privilege or function (as, for example, women or the black 
person) and by the functioning of bureaucracy in government. Most of the 
population is ready and willing to settle for violence rather than attend to the 
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underlying social conflicts which produce it. In this way collective support is, 
in effect, being given to violent reactions that take-place. 

Under the supporting banner of "law and order," police violence is also 
supported by most people. If we made it apparent th(!.t "demonstrators" are 
to be seen as outsiders, or "nonpersons" then we also condone the attitude 
that they, therefore, deserve attack. 

Eissler (63) was impressed with the iritegrating social function of groups 
involved in violence. Each individual in any group finds himself bound 
together to the others by several forces (64): projection of the ego-ideal on to 
the leader, identification with this ego-ideal, and identification with all the 
other members of the group on the basis of sublimated homosexual impulses. 
The organization of a group remains intact as long asc each individual feels 
accepted and loved by the leader. Should this relationship be disrupted, then 
a breakdO\\Tn in the identification with the leader and in the sublimation of 
homosexual iInpulses results. The individual may then be overwhelmed by 
homosexual impulses and anxiety that is produced. Partic is a possible 
outcome of such a group disintegration. Violent action carried out by th~ 
group at such a time serves as an emergency defense against the acute danger 
of panic. This begins when the group members find a scapegoat on whom 
they. may project tins rejected homosexual impulse. The scapegoat is, in 
effet,~, sacrificed in order to keep the love for the leader alive. Attacking the 
scapegoat preserves the coherence of the group. Without attack, each 
individual would have to face extreme anxiety, would lose object ties, and be 
thrown into isolation. The dynamics of a group are such that violence serves 
as ,a defense against breakdown of the group and the individual. '" 

IWertham (65) does not consider violence as an expression of an inborn 
instinct of aggression and destruction. He [.!ccounts for violence by pointing 
to those negative factors of personality development which contribute to it 
and to the characteristics :of the social surroundings supporting it! From his 
study of murderers, he concluded that no one can kill without experiencing a 
transformation of values derived from social prejudgments and prejudice. For 
ex~mpl~, s~aring ~ vi~w of people as not being "human," and sharing 
rationalIzatIOns which, m effect, excuse violence. Every murder then becomes 
an act oqgurring in the context of history. Like Spiegel, Wertham also noted 
that society remains content with formal denouncements of violence while 
repressit"1g its own lapses of social responsibility. Society doesn't .abolish 
violence but merely adjourns it. 

Although McNeil (66, 55) sees violence stemming from factors in human 
development, he nevertheless considers the importance of societal support for 
violent actions. Excuses for viQlence, he points out, have always been present 
and are taught by society, making violence acceptable. 

Riots take place in stages of involvement. The first to become violent are 
the young who anticipate "that's where the action will be." Alcohol, or other 
factors, may further reduce control in these individuals, who are ready to 
"act out" their problems in a childish, aggressive way. The second wave of 
participants in violence includes those people in whom a responsive chord 
resounds and who see in the action the inclinations, urges, and impulses they; 
themselves have barely been able to contain. They quickly join the action and 
are, not aware that ,they look for the excuse "someone else started it!" The 
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riot then reaches the young people who, on occasion, slip out of character 
when they are swept by the tide of excitement. 

The escalation of violence through legitimation has been further described 
by Westley (67). In group violence, the young unattached male, usually with 
a criminal recont, who enjoys vi"lence makes up the active nucleus of the 
violent action. For the violence to move onward, a supporting audience is 
necessary; without it, the viol~nce dissipates rather than escalates. The 
supporting crowd consists of older people, usually white and blue collar 
workers, who are attached to their communities and families. The "curious 
crowd" provides the background to the earlier groups. As Westley sees it, 
violence requires a group willing to use violence and a supporting, 
encouraging audience! 

The idea that violence erupts following prerequisite stages when the 
individual acts within a group and that the sequential stages provide collective 
support for the violence is highly elaborated by Smelser (68). Deterrnin~nts 
of a social nature, but which produce an effect in each individual are 
described .. Together, these determinants constitute a sufficient condition for 
the emption of violence, as in a riot. Smelser comes close to invoking some 
concepts which describe the Lfldiyjdual psychologic disruptions that must take 
place under the influence of such detetminants, but stops short of 
acknowledging this. 

Studies by Henry and Short (69) have described the findings that in an 
economic depression the incidence of homicide and aggravated assaults 
decrease; with prosperity the incidence rises. They explain this as due to an 
alteration of one's social status which produces changes in self-esteem and 
feelings of worthwhileness. These authors viewed homicide and suicide as 
responses to frustration and see the choice of action as determined by social 
status. People of low social status express aggression toward others; those of 
higher social status direct aggression toward themselves and, therefore, show 
higher suicide rates. 

The view that socially disruptive and violent behavior is an expression of 
the maladaptive effort of maladjusted individuals is clearly presented by 
Goldin (70). He points out that the disturbance in internal psychological 
operations remains the fmal common pathway mediating the effects of social 
factors on personality disorders. The key to the link between the social and 
psychic systems is the "superego." The superego serves to regulate the 
individmil by its capacity to distribute rewards and punishments on a 
psychotogical level. The'superego, therefore, makes it possible to transmit 
normative order from generation to generation. The identification of the 
individual with ,satisfactory authority figures helps the development of the 
superego wInch guides behavior according to social standards. 

Social conditions, at the present time, might best be described as 
malevolent (71). Social distress, and dysfunction are symptomatic of tItis. 
Each individ~al no longer can fmd fixed reference points within which to 
locate himself. Life loses meaning and value; the result is "anomic" 
self-destruction. If society must provide a normative structure which creates a 
moral authority to which members can subordinate their behavior, then in an 
anomic society, the hold .over norms of .individual conduct break down. 
Symptoms of impaired psychological fll;nctioning then appear. Each 
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individual, now lacking standards for right and wrong, suffers a weakening of 
the effectiveness of his superego. One result of this is the disruption in the 
individual's ability to resolve conflicts and maintain control over drives. 
Aggression, violence, and other behavior resulting from uncontrolled impulses 
will appear. Features which made our society "anomic" include 
industrialization, automation, and urbanization, each of which contribute to 
a sense of individual helplessness, incompetence to control and direct one's 
own affairs, and feeUngs of dehumanization and. alienation in mass society. 
Apathy and despair appear amidst national affluence. The individual is 
further handicapped by not having adequate channels for discharging his drive 
energies. Work does not sufficiently serve as sublimatory activities. 
Increasingly, the individual faces impersonal sets of corporate social 
arrangements, as for example, universities. Violence erupts because the 
individual has now little choice than to ,"act out" his hostilities and 
frustrations. Violence helps the individual mitigate feeling helpless and 
alienated! 

A statement by Leo Alexander in a book by Mitscherlich and Mielke (72) 
describing Nazi medical crimes describes fear and cowardice, especially fear of 
punishment or ostracism by the group as more important motives for violence 
than simple ferocity or aggression. The technique to produce this in the 
doctors involved was developed by Nazi SS forces. The doctors were suspect 
of disloyalty to the government and then, in order to clear themselves, they 
had to participate in crimes which served to tie them to the organization and 
to further medical crimes. The German medical sc!c;!nce of Killing, 
"Ktenology ," evolved from this. What made it possjJjle'for the German 
doctors to practice Ktenology was their reasoning -that it was their 
government which determined the importance of the experiments. This 
relieved each of them of responsibility for fatal outcomes. The authoritarian 
state provided them with immunity for their crimes of violence. . 

2. Violence and the Absence of Human Bonds 

Explanations of violence falling in this category essentially elaborate the 
idea that violence does hot erupt where destructive urges are balanced, fused, 
or opposed by feelings of love. 

Mitscherlich and Mielke (73) describe what they see as the basis for the 
horribl~ Nazi medical crimes. Their observations suggest that in a society 
producmg an atmosphere of contempt for the dignity of man violence can 
easily erupt in anyone. The doctors involved in these crimes' first came to 
look upon their patient-subjects as a "case" or a number. Then followed the 
transmogrification of subject into object, man into thing, and against these, 
destructive urges could wreak its fury without restraint. 

Fraiberg(74) following Lorenz (8) describes the view that where there are 
no human bonds there is Cna motive for the regulation and control of 
a~ressiv.~ urges. We may, therefore, assume that where therejs an eruption of 
VIOlence; human bonds or ties are either &bsent or suspended. We now 
encounter with increasing infrequency the "hollow man" whose deadness 
within requires powerful psychic jolts to affirm his exi~tence either from 
drugs (75) or from brutal acts. Jean Genet has described the exalted 
existential awareness ,that climaxes such acts, acts in which 'flctims are choseit 
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indiscriminately, with no motive, because there are no human ties between 
the actor and his victim or anyone else for that matter. 

C. Biological Theories 

The biological theories of the origin of violent behavior center about the 
issues of bodily mechanisms and structures producing the urges toward 
destruction or releasing inhibiting controls. Historically, the theory of 
crirTililal constitutionality arose ill the 18th and 19th 'century with Gall's 
concepts of phrenology. Topical structures of the brain were considered to 
correspond to particular cranial protuberances which, in' turn, corresponded 
to certain faculties, including criminal behavior. These faculties, being fixed 
from birth, could not be modified by learning. The concept of the born 
criminal was enhanced by Darwinian ideas of evolutionary throwbacks or 
fixations and hence "criminal atavism" became an explanation (76). 
Lombroso, by examining'skulls and brains of criminals, felt they were similar 
to prehistoric skulls and made the conclusion that criminal behavior was 
based on the possession of primitive instincts. The criminal had no choice to 
be anything else because of the postulated inherent defect. 

The contemporary biological version of criminal atavism or inborn violent 
predisposition is the chromosomal imbalance theory or the XYY syndrome. 
In 1967 Jacobs (77) studied 197 violent inmates of a Scottish prison and 
found 7 of these, all males, to have an XYY chromosomal pattern. The 
frequency of occurrence of this pattern was statistically significant. Since 
then, a number of studies have appeared. Montagu (78) in a recent review of 
the syndrome, pohlts out that most violent crimes are committed by 
chromosomally normal individuals and that the XYY constitution does allow 
for a wide spectrum of behavioral possibilities, from the totally normal to 
persistently antisocial. The origin of the defect can apparently originate in the 
failure of proper chromosomal separation at conception and need not be 
hereditary. Nor is it apparently genetically transmitted. An XXY 
configuration has also been identified as being significantly frequent among 
criminal male populations (79). 

The implications for psychiatry of this finding of the relationship between 
chromosomal abnormalities and violent behavior bear closely on the question 
of whether criminals are born (inherited traits or specific chromosomal 
defects at the time of conception) or made (with environmental influences 
predominating). The evidence that there are non-violent, non-criminal persons 
with these deficiencies and that most criminals are not carriers of the 
chromosome points to the need of a theory to explain both the genetic and 
environmental influences on behavior. 7 

ConstitUtionality has also been studied in connection with bodily types 
and their relationship to behavior patterns. 'the well-known studies of 
Kretschmer (80), Sheldon (81), Hooton (82), and Glueck (83) provide 
models for this kind of theory . They have been criticized priIriarily for 
methodological deficiencies (1). 

Brain research has brought forth evidence for a model of agg,~essive 
behavior based on a multifaceted view of aggressive behavior. Moyer (84) has 
summarized the work of a number of researchers to demonstrate that certain 
brain areas' when stimulated will initiate and others will inhibit aggressive 
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vehavior. Brain pathways make up both "aggressive circuits and suppressor 
circuits 'Yhich can be electrically activated. In addition, endocrine 
sensitization of the "hostility circuits" may increase violent behavior; these 
hormonal imbalances can result from external environmental stimuli. Moyer 
refers to surgical lowering of aggression in animals by castration as a model of 
neuroendocrine interaction where the lowering of androgen levels converts a 
"raging bull into a gentle steer." 

Electro-encephalographic abnormality has been studied in behavioral 
disorders. Hill and Pond's study of murderers showed 70 percent of them to 
have abnotmal brain wave traeings (85). Aggressive psychopaths were also 
shown to have a high incidence of abnormal BEG's (86). What the meaning of 
abnormal EEG's is for violent behavior is uncertain except to suggest lower 
threshold of dyscontrol phenomena and a greater inability to pursue 
conventional behavior among some of those possessing the abnormal finding. 

D. Violence as a Quasi-Need 

The biologist Ludwig von Bertalaffny (87) sees destructive behavior (such 
as crimes of violence, the destructive mob, maniacal self-mutilation) derived 
from secondary or symbolic rather than primarily biological or instinctual 
sources. Most violent behavior, the most pernicious manifestations of 
aggression, are usually committed in the service of symbols and ideas. He 
speaks of symbols not in a psychoanalytic sense but as a manifestation of a 
distinct character of man, who lives in "symbolic worlds of social 
conventions, morals, religions, art, science" all of which transcend the 
psychology of the individuals who created them. These symbolic worlds have 
an autonomous life of their own. 

While biological needs act to gratify hunger or the sexual drive, most 
human needs extend from a symbolic and cultural framework. "Quasi-needs" 
rather than basic biological needs then detqrmine human behavior. 

Violence on a grand scale such as Hitler's or Stalin's cannot be explained 
adequately, according to von Bertalaffny, by a study of the psychoanalytic 
factors in their lives. In the framework of symbolic ideology, a dictator may 
succeed in killing millions, while. if he had been a murderer, only a few people 
might have been killed before he would have bee.n apprehendeCl. It -is ~he 
symbolic component that makes the primitive biological human aggressive 
drives infinitely more dangerous and cruel. . ~ 

Suicide, an exclusively human phenomenon, is coIl1111itted when the 
individual's symbolic world requires it or breaks down (compare thi,s view 
with Durkheim). Suicide does not occllr, according' to von Bertal~ffny 
because his biological existence or survival is threatened but becaus~., llis 
symbolic quasi-needs are threatened. 

Another way of looking at quasi-n(!eds ",QuId be as a group reinforcement 
or condonement of more primary drives. Astrow (88) suspects that 
quasi-needs referto sublimated derivatives of more basic individual needs. 

E. The Defensive Function of Viole~ce 

The most comprehensive example of. this point of view is that presented 
by Menninger (53, 58). Menninger sees violence as a part of human nature; he 
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accepts the presence 9f an aggressive-destructive instinct. When the 
eqUilibrium of adjustment is seriously disrupted, frustrations increase, 
satisfactions decrease, personal alarm soars, and aggressive impulses push 
forth toward their goal of destruction. 

Freud (89) in his book Civilization and its Discontent; pointed· out that 
civilization eliminated. the individual's need to settle matters of dispute by 
direct aggression. Violence which used to be an intimate part of life now has 
become institutionalized. Menninger reiterates this position and describes the 
routine of life as it exists today without requirements that the individual 
fight, kill, risk his life, or give vent to violence in any form. If violence is part 
of being human, it must be tightly controlled in ways involving symbolic or 
vicarious expressions of our violence, or must be sublimated or neutralized., 

What are the events that would produce heightened psychic conflict and 
aggression arousal? They would inqlude direct or threatened attacks, losses 
feared or sustained, injuries (psychological and physical) and pain, 
frustration, and disappointment. Such factors disturbing the eqUilibrium of 
adjustment cOI11e from without; but internal instability obviously can 
produce similar'Hfects. Here we have in mind occurrences of a psychological 
nature :-such as,l) unbearable psychic conflicts, weakened resistances or 
repressions. Th.~/ tension and the equilibrium imbalance produced can be 
represented by five levels of dysfunction. Menninger lists these as: (1) 
nervousness, a slight impairment; (2) neurosis; (3) naked aggression; (4) 
psychosis; and (5) abandonment of the will to live. Our interest is. in 
Menninger's third orde~ of dysfun~.tion, "naked aggression." In this !here IS a 
loss of ego control over dangerous destructive impulses so that behavior 
becomes assaultive and destructive. In the levels of dyscontrol less serious 
than naked aggression, it would still be possible for the individual to provide 
himself with some discharge of unacceptable impulses in a controlled but 
disguised way. Aggression would most likely be expressed by being turned 
back on the individual himself. Naked aggression is always found with other 
evidences of internal disorganization. There are a few occasions that permit 
the acting out of aggression, as in hunting, and prizefighting, and aggression 
may be the preferred behavio~ chosen by sound ego. For the most part, 
however acts of violence reflect personal disorganization, ego failure, and the 
disintegr~tion of social conformity. Violence represents'a line of defense t~at 
forestalls further disintegration. As such it is an emergency control devJ,ce. 
Violence is never completely out .of control and never as d~va:stating as it 
could be! The energy discharge and, therefore, dissipation accompanying the 
show of violence, always reduces the previously mounting tension level. The 
individual may "feel better" afterwards. The psychic balances have changed 
and it may then be possible for the individual to function at an acceptable 
performance level. Like the characteristics of all symptoms of psychological 
illness, naked aggression represents to the individual a choice of a lesser evil to 
avert a greater disaster. 

Naked aggression, or violence, is characterized by behavior which: (1) 
doesn't disguise its purpose; (2) disregards customs and reality without any 
reaction from conscience; and (3) is based on impaired judgment, perception, 
and consciousness. 

Eissler (63) whose point of View about violence was discussed above, also 
takes a stand in favor of considering violence as a defensive reaction, t~at is, 
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one which wards off what phenomenologically would be greater personal 
disintegration than that encompassed by the violent act. The reader is 
referred to the section on "Violence and Collective Experience" for this , 
review. .. 

McNeil (55), also discussed above, makes the point that violence represents 
the anguished outcry of hopeless, frightened, and insecure people, who feel 
alien to the society they live in and the people they live with. Violence 
provides these people with a way to feel better about themselves. 

Others support this point of view. For example, Zilborg (90) states that 
the criminal acts consciously or unconsciously because he feels a desire to do 
injury or to enhance his own sense of power. Feshbach (33) discusses the 
importance of,threat to self-esteem"as a primary source of aggression. With 
successful retaliation, the individual's status relation vis-a-vis the perceived 
source of devaluation is changed. He demonstrates to himself that he is rIot 
helpless and impotent. 

F. Tension Discharge and Violence 

Menninger, Freud, and Goldin include in their ideas about violence the 
issue of availability of means by which energy-tension discharge of 
aggressive-destructive urges may be accomplished. Civilization, alienation, 
anomie, each in its own way end up limiting the outlets for 
aggressive-destructive behavior. These authors consider this a factor affecting 
the probability of eruption of violence. 

G. Psychopathology and Violence 

Aggressive, destructive, or violent b,ehavior may be part of a clinical 
picture which is predominantly that of a neurotic or psychotic illness, or an 
expression of a serious disturbance in character development. Some examples 
follow. 

Infrequently, a patient experiencing a dissociative reaction may fall prey 
to frenzied or violent states of dissociated behavior. This usually has a sudden 
onset and an abrupt end; the patient generally reta.ins no memory of his 
actions (3, p. 897). 

The patient suffering from a neurotic depression may demonstrate a 
discharge of aggression in several ways (2, p. 432). The self-depreciation of 
the neurotically depressed person serves to discharge guilt feelings and the 
pressures built up around them; the patient need not feel guilty now that he, 
in effect, has punished himself. When such a depressed person is frustrated, 
archaic hostility and violence may be generated. Such behavior mobilizes 
superego action against it. But the patient may discover that if the hostility is 
directly expressed there will be a corresponding decrease in guilt and superego 
actions. Regression ~ into a sadistic, psychotic depression may appear, with 
violence characterizing the patient's behavior. -

Suicides occur predominantly in the depressed patient, but are not 
confmed to this clinical group. They also occur in patients who are psychotic, 
or suffer character disturbances, or do not demonstrate any diagnosed 
psychopathology (4, p. 90). 

Durkheim (3, p. 1170) considered that suicide stems from three major 
categories of social' relationships. Psychiatric attention to suicide followed' 
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in the form of a restraint. The patient takes this to be evidence in support of 
his delusions and this accentuates the possiblity of violence. 

Violence may appear in manic-depressive psychoses (4), and usually during 
depressed states because depression itself may be the result of a weakening of 
the repression of hate and aggressive strivings. Homicide may result; the 
victim is generally a loved one. The homicide is regarded as an extension of a 
suicidal impulse, that is, an extension of aggression to include those nearest to 
the self. This type of patient may kill others to spare them disgrace or .agony. 
A patient in a state of manic excitement may become irritable, combative, 
and violent. 

A wide spectrum of disorders of personality or character describe those 
individuals most frequently seen by legal or law enforcement agencies, and 
consulting psychiatrists because of their destructive or violent behavior. Some 
of the prominent types are not presented. 

Those individuals who may best be described as antisocial personalities 
demonstrate a lack of the capacity to form significant attachments to other 
people. They tend to be callous and irresponsible and seek immediate 
pleasure without having effective capacity to delay gratification of ,their 
momentary needs. They do not readily learn to modify their behavior, and 
show poor social judgment. These are individuals who have failed to develop 
superego and ego ideals. When we study their background, we learn that they 
have had little opportunity to. establish healthy identifications with those 
accepting social values of the community. Their parents may have directly 
taught them to resent authority. In no way have they had the opportunity to 
experience authority being established on a foundation of mutual affection, 
tenderness, and trust. 

We would further consider such people as emotionally immature. They are 
impulsive, and may have temper outbursts or explosions of rage which could 
lead to defiant, quarrelsome, and destructive behavior. These early 
manifestations developed during their childhood become exaggerated as they 
leave the controls of home and school and have to meet increasing 
responsibility and external demands. 

Johnson and Szurek (92) have described the etiology of antisocial behavior 
in delinquents and psychopaths. They found thCjt the mothers of these 
individuals were inclined to encourage the child toward such behavior, 
although verbally protesting it. Mother's permissiveness served to gratify her 
own neurotic neeckd~rived from her lack of current satisfactions or from her 
unmet childhood needs. In spite of mother's objections to antisocial behavior, 
the child knew that mother condoned it. 

In the sociopath, we fmd the individual with deficient moral and ethical 
development. Such a person is cold, unsympathetic, has poor established 
emotional relationships and acts with. behavior that is destructive to the 
welfare of social order. He·.cannot organize acceptable, constructive 
expressions of aggression; he can't tolerate frustration. He experiences mood 
shifts, rebelliousness, and readily reacts with acts of violence. The drive 
behind such acts appear intense and compelling. 

There are thQse individuals who may act in a destructive or violent way 
out of a need to resolve a neurotic conflict. Such an individual is much 
different from the antisocial character, or sociopath, we" have described 
above. The latter acts out of "deficiency" in character; the former, or 
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neurotic character" acts out of need for .punishment, and as a means of 
allaying intense anxiety. 

Finally, we briefly mention those individuals who may be described as 
passive-aggressive personalities. They, too, readily react to frustration with 
tantrum behavior. Their omnipotence and dependency may lead to antisocial, 
destructive behavior. 

For the most part, the violent behavior associated with individual 
psychopathology is considered the result of the same anger or aggressive drive 
common to all mankind. The illness is but another .factor which prepares the 
way for, or enhances the likelihood of, the eruption of violence. The 
psychopathology of these people contain features which either intensify 
aggressive drives, or prevent their control, or provide a stimulating situation 
encouraging such behavior. 

IV. PSYCHOANALYTIC CONTRIBUTIONS TO 
THE STUDY OF VIOLENCE 

Any discussion of the psychoanalytic contributions to the study of 
individual violence first requires the consideration of the role of drives in 
general, and the concept of the aggressive drive in particular. A recent and 
timely article by Beres (93) emphasizes a fact which is often ignored by 
critics of drive theory. That is, that the psychoanalytic conception of men tal 
functioning includes more than drive theory per se: man is distinguished not 
by the nature of his drives, but by how he deals with them. His capacities 
include the psychologic functions (or "ego functions") of delay, 
modification, and renunciation of the drives' demands. If drives are dismissed 
from the arena of human mental functioning, then the dynamic nature of 
human mental activity is, in effect, denied! 

Drives, together with the psychic energy which is assumed to be part of 
them, provide the motive force capable of setting our mental or psychic 
apparatus into action. Sexual and aggressive drives are basic in the current 
dual-drive theory of psychoanalysis. 

In Freud's early papers, little attention was given to aggression as 
compared to sexuality. Much of his earlier work was devoted to advancing his 
ideas of infantile sexuality. The repression of sexuality was seen as the force 
inducing neurotic symptomatology (94). The opposition to his views that 
Freud encountered may have strongly influenced him to attribute neurotic 
disturbances exclusively to disorders of sexual development and to put 
sexuality as the prime motive of human behavior (9). In the "Interpretation 
of Dreams" (95), Freud started to deal with hostile forces in dreams and 
described the implication of that portion of the Oedipus complex having to 
do with the little boy;s manifest aggressive jealousy toward his father. 
Although sadism was conceived of primarily as a component of the sexual 
drive, its aggressive implications were nevertheless evident (96). The case of 
Little Hans (97) described in his "Analysis of a Phobia in a Five-Ye'ar-Old 
Boy," highlighted the role of aggression in conflict. In his first published case 
of obsessional neurosis, the ambivalent conflict between love and hate was 
seen to provide the basis for obsessional symptomatology (98). 

Nemiah (30) points out that in spite of Freud's observations of his patients' 
aggressive feelings and behavior in his eady clinical work, aggression had no 
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place in the early topographical the.o11' of the . mental a~paratu.s .. In this 
theory, the fundamental drives were the sexual dnve (~exuahty or hbI.do) and 
the ego drive for self-preservation. Where sexual feelmg~ and fanta~Ies were 
unacceptable to the ego, repression occurred, forcmg these. mt? the 
unconscious. Where repression failed, they were allowed expressIOn m the 
form of derivative neurotic symptomatology; dreams, or sl~blimations. N

o 

theory of aggression was explicit. Although Adler (99) pro~os~d the. idea that 
aggression was a primary aggressive drive in 1908, !"reud dIsmIssed It because 
it seemed to dilute his need to emphasize sexuality. 

In papers written in 1914 (25), 1915 (100), and 1917 (101), Freud 
considered the problem of hate turned on the self, and ~e role th~t 
aggressiveness could play ,in symptomatology. But aggressIO~ was shll 
relegated a role as a component of ego instincts and not a drive wIth the same 

primal:y statu~ accorded to sexuality. ." ' . 
In 1920 in "Beyond the Pleasure PrincIple (10), Freud Introduced the 

current du~-drive theory of sexuality and aggression. Aggression was seen as 
an external mamiestation of the broader biological death-instinct, which 
sought to restore an earlier state of inorganicity to living things. The drive of 
aggression for Freud was considered a ,construct secondary t~ the death 
instinct. It is important, also, to recogmze that although Freud s theory. of 
aggression came from the interaction of clinical da~a a~~ the~rehcal 
assumptions, the death-instinct theory was less grounded m clImcal e~l1dence. 

Hartmann Kris and Lowenstein (24) in their discussion of aggreSSIOn have 
written that' alth;ugh sexual, impulses have a variety of aims, the aims of 
aggression are less diversified. That is, there is a plasticity to libido. but a 
rigidity to the aggressive drive in its destructive aspects. ~he a~s of 
aggression are to totally destroy objects, to fight with or to dommate objects, 

or to cause their disappearance. 
Aggression, according to these authors, may be modified by di.spla:ement, 

by restricting the aims of the aggressive impulses, by, sublImatIng the 
aggressive energy Qr by fusing th~ aggres~ive drive ;'ith libid? (Note ~ly:. 
similarity between these modifications and Lorenz s suggestIOn of usmg 
displacements such as international sport and scientific com~etition-! . 

The importance of the psychoanalytic theory of aggreSSIOn .to vIOI~nce IS 
apparent when the safety of objects upon wh~m men ~ep:n~ IS considered: 
pure . discharge of aggression threatens the object, whil~ l~bldo can be .fully 
discharged and can link the individual more closely to .hls Impo:-tant obJ~cts. 
In ortler to maintain any permanence of safe and meamngful object relatIOns, 
aggressive energy must be sublimated or neutralized. - I 

~In an article entitled "The Origins of Human Bonds" (74), Selma Fraiberg 
has presented a current psychoanalytic view of the force~ which lead to the 
potential for violence and destructive activity, She amplifi'es Lorenz's concept 
of the human bond to describe how in human development "diseases of 
non-attachment" are produced during the formative period of e~o 
growth-and how the aggressive drive remains or becomes free to act In 
destructive ways in those individuals so afflicted. She takes for granted the 
importance of sexuality and aggression as basic drives rooted in biological 

processes. . ' . 
The ego regulates the drives through its functIOns ~f medIa~mg. and 

adapting to the demands of conscience, reality, and the dnves. Motivational 
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f~rce is given to. aggression as a drive that can be independent of external 
~lfc.u~stances. SInce the drive is "given," it cannot be abolished but can be 
inhIbIted or re-directed. • 
_ In no:mal development the motive for redirection of hostHe impulses is 

10~e. It IS because the loved person is valued above all other things th t th 
child g~adually modifies his aggressive impulses and finds alternative mo~es o~ 
expres~mg then:. Structural weaknesses or malfunctions may occur during the 
for~atlVe . peno.d of ego development when love is absent. These 
marufesta~IOns . dIffer from neurosis: In a neurosis there may be difficulties in 
love relationships, but there is no primary incapacity for human attachments 
In. ps~choses ,there may be a breakdown of human bonds in those disorders of 
thinkmg relate~ to loss of bo~ndaries between what is perceived as self and 
not self, b~t ~~ also does 110t Imply an incapacity for human bonds. 

Those mdlVldu~s unf?rtun~te .in their primury incapacity for human 
attachments f~el lIttle pam, gnef, JOY, guilt, or remorse and have no clearly 
formed conscIen~e. Be.cause of their emotional poverty, an appetite for 
powerful. sensatIOns. IS created with demands for equally powerful 
psych~logICa! sensatIOns. Hence, the resort to drugs, or brutal activity 
expenenced m Cl, dehumanized dimension. ' 

Fraiberg describes the clinical history of such individuals. They suffered 
lost and broken human connections in early childhood' they had be 
unw~nted, brutalized, and neglected. She refers to the wo;ks of Freud a~~ 
Burlmgame (102), Spit~ (103), Bowlby (104), and Provence and Lipton 
(lOS), .who have studIed the effect on children of the deprivation of 
mothenng. Such deprivation led to the lack of early formation of human 
bonds and the permanent impairment of the ability to make such 
attachments later in life. 

The p~:.iod of greatest vulnerability during development is in the first 2 
years of hre. T.he lo~e b~nd forms during human infancy and the regulation 
of the aggreSSIVe dnve IS d~penQent Qn the quality of, thegebonds The 
absence or rupt~re of hu~an bo~~s has a permanent effect on the capacity to' 
regulate aggr~ssive beh~vIOr. This. mplies that the eradication of the source of 
la!er. destr.uctlve behaVIOr could be made possible by providing stable human 
relatIOnshIps for each child in his development. 

A1t~ough the ~evelopment and experiences of the child are important 
det~rrruna~ts of hIS ~uture behavior, which may include crime and violence, 
du~mg childhood. ?Iso:derly and disruptive behavior need not reflect 
delInquency or cnmmallty. Anna Freud (l06) points out that the child does 
not. ?emonstrate criminal i~tent in .a le~al sense~ From a psychoanalytic 
po~~tIOn, he ca~not be conSIdered diSSOCIal or delinquent until he has the 
abilI~y to 'perc~IVe and understand the social setting to which he belongs and 
can Ide~tlfy WIth the rules that govern it. When we try to assess the social 
adaptatIOn. of the chi~d, we must allow him the benefit of his age; we should 
regard SOCIal adaptatIO~ as a gradually evolving state, bound up with the 
dev~lopment of ~e dnves, ego, and the superego. Social adaptation is an 
achiev~ment gro~Ing out of the child's developmental advances. The absence 
of SOCIal adaptation or the appearance of dissocial or delinquent behavior 
shoul.d not be vi:wed. as the results of specific causes such as mental 
deficI~n~y, __ ll1o~at', 'Insamty, br~ken homes! or parental neglect. Instead, such 
behaVIOI should be rt;:.;ogmzed as stemming from the -unsuccessful 
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transformations of the self-indulgent and asocial trends and attitudes which 
are part o~ the child's original nature. The advantage to this point of view lies 
in the possibility of identifying the developmental lines wlu1ch lead ,to 
pathological results. If we are ready to accept this approach, then we may go 
further and trace first normal development, and then those deflections which 
deviate from a normative pattern and produce pathological results. 

The reactions of the newborn are governed by the "pleasure principle." By 
this we refer to the observation that the infant welcomes any pleasurable 
experience, but rejects unpleasurable ones and tries to reduce tension when it 
arises. He can manage to achieve these conditions as long as gratification of 
needs can be provided by his own body, as for, example in rocking, 
thumbsucking, and various forms of masturbation. Obviously, his own body 
provides for limited needs, so that his mother must serve as an outside 
supplement to his efforts. She provides or withholds satisfactions from her 
infant and decides their timing and rationing. In doing so, she becomes the 
infant's first "object" and "legislator." 

The first skirmishes between infant and mother are fought out on the 
battlefield of bodily care. The infant can sense mother's hostility or affection, 
and the mother can experience her baby as an "easy" or "difficult" child. 

As infancy is outgrown, drives extend beyond the basic body needs to the 
main drive derivatives such as the early sexual, aggressive-destructive, and 
egoistic-possessive ones. The normal child seeks to gratify these drives and is 
inevitably restricted by the adult environment. The results are numerous 
acts of disobedience, naughtiness, and tantrums of the normal young child. 
To have the gratification of one's drives and wishes dependent upon external 
authority represents a moral dependence that is the hallmark of the 
immature. To grow to more independency and to acquire the right to judge 
one's own actions is the outcome of a dynamic struggle. 

The earlier mentioned pleasure principle governs infancy-and while it 
continues to influence our unconscious functioning, our fanta.,.~YC!Jl<l dl"eam 
lire, as well as our neurotic symptoms, the reality principle must govern our 
ego pursuits during later childhood and adulthood. These principles imply 
different modes of mental functioning. 

To behave or function according to the pleasure principle means accepting 
immediate and indiscriminate need satisfaction regardless of external 
conditions-and is e,blivious to environmental norms. Reality principle 
functioning restricts, modifies, and postpones gratification. However, the 
advance ,to reality principle functioning does not guarantee socialization. 
Aichhorn (107) is cited as pointing out that delinquents and criminals may 
reach a high degree of adaptation to reality but are unwilling or unable to 
place this capacity in the service of social adaptation. For example, 
psychopaths often have an exquisite seIl~e of reality. The growing tolerance 
of frustration implied by the acceptance of the reality principle is often 
regarded as a decisive factor in socialization. Its absence or deficit serves as a 
basis for antisocial behavior. 

The ego functions of memory, reality testing, speech, reason, logic, control 
over motor functions, as they develop, are advances going beyond the chaotic 
states of infantile life. They are integrated into a structuralized unit with 
character and personality. We do not expect social. attitudes where ego 
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functioning was not yet developed in the very,Young or individuals damaged 
by severe ego repressions or mental retardation. 

By imitating the parents, the infant succeeds in trying on the role of these 
powerful figures who control his need and drive satisfaction. Identification 
follows from such limitations and is based o~ the wish to appropriate the 
desired characteristics of parents. The parents' social ideals are carriedfrom 
the external into the internal world of the child where th0Y take root as a 
child's ideal self and become a forerunner of the superego~ Introjection of 
parental authority is added during the Oedipal period to become an effective 
internal legislator, the superego, which then manages to regulate drive 
control. It does this by rewarding a compliant ego with feelings of well-being 
and self-esteem and by punishing a rebellious one with pangs of conscience 
and guilt. 

It remains a hardship for the child that his sexual and aggressive trends do 
m)f fit into adult cultural norms and that they have to be modified before 
doing so. Socialization, therefore, demands from the child a certain amount 
of alienation from and turning against what he feels legitimately to be his 
innermost self. The biggest obstacle in the path of successful. socialization is 
the difficulty of combining ·the aims of full individual freedom (free drive 
activity) with compliance with social norms (drive restraint). 

The multiplicity of factors involved in the socializing process is matched 
by the number of disorders which affect it. The failures of socialization might 
be more usefully thought in terms of variations of normal development rather 
than deviations from a hypothetical norm. External environmental demands 
as well as the internal influences from the side of drive, ego, and superego 
contribute to the final outcome. . 

Factors leading to later dissociality are: failure in ego development (as for 
example, deficits from the point of view of retarded mentality-a frequently 
given cause of criminality); the incorporation of parental ;dissocial values by 
normal identification; disruption of identification through separation, 
rejectionsl or otherinterferences with e..motional ties (107 , 108). 

Although the qualitative factors in socialization receive more attention 
than the quantitative ones, the latter are no less responsible for social 
breakdowns. Drives may increase or wane in strength, depending upon 
constitutional endowments or early environmental influences (e.g., illness, 
anxiety, seduction, over-indulgence, or frustration). 

Early childhood aggression is most frequently cited in the literature as a 
threat to socialization; although superficially convincing, it does not stand up. 
Anna Freud believes the' ~ggressive strivings, if fused in the normal way with 
libidinal ones, are socializing influences that provide the initial strength and 
tenacity with which the infant reaches out for the object world. The 
aggressive strivings also underlie the ambit~on to appropriate parental qualities 
and to be independent. Aggression also lends moral strength and, severity to 
the superego in its dealings with the'· ego when the aggressive strivings are 
deflected from objects and placed at the superego's disposal. 

Aggression becomes a menace to socialization when it appears in pure 
culture, either unfused with libido or defused from it. The causes lie not in 
the aggressive drive itself, but in the libidinal processes which may not have 
become sufficiently developed to bind and tone down aggression or which 
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h~ve ~ost the capacity at some time in childhood because of disappointments, 
reJectIO~s, or loss of love. A special danger point for defusion is the 
anal-sadIstiC stage of libidinal development where aggression reaches its 
norm~ p~~ .. Any .emotional upset at this time frees the child's normal sadism 
fr~m Its hbld~al t~es so tha! it becomes pure destructiveness and turns against 
arurnat~ and mammate objects as well as against the self. Character change 
occurs m the young child and what was half playful provocativeness becomes 
quarrel~ome, ruthless and acquisitiveness, and a preference for hostile rather 
than fnengly relations with fellow beings. 

Aggressi~?- in this" defused form is not controllable, either externally by 
parents or. mtern~l~ ?y eg? and superego .. If fusion does not recur through 
strengthe~mg of hbI~mal tIe~ and new object relations, the destructiveness 
expresses Itself as delmquency, criminality, and violence. 

Apart, "from . v~ry basic moral rules which are incorporated into the 
s~perego, what IS mcorporated and what is expected is not an identification 
WIth each ann every specific law, but an acceptance of and internalization of 
a ?overning norm in general. TJIe criminal perpetuates the attitude of the 
chil,d who ~gnores, belittles, or disregards parental authority and acts in 
defIance of It. ' 

V. FACTORS LEADING TO VIOLENCE: THE PSYCHIATRIC FOCUS 

. Events Of. the day, such as riots in our cities and universities, criminal acts 
?lrected. agamst. property or person, child abuse, and the assassinations of 
~nternatIO.nally. Important and prominent persons compel the psychiatrist's 
~ter~st m. VIOlence. Cer!ain, characteristics of such events have 'been 
hI~~gh~ed m our presentation thus far. These will be elaborated in this 
sectIon b~cause they help clarify the role which the individual's personal or 
p~ychploglCal m~~eupplays iq. tll~ coniigl,ln!tlQU of the violent .act and the 
CIrcumstances surrounding it. ' ' . .. . --

T~e ?sy~hi~trist's interest and focus of attention falls upon a search for 
~he dIstIngUIshing features of the personal functioning of the persons engaged 
m ~e ~bove ;.cts of violence. It is the personal functioning of the individual 
~hICh IS theim~l common pathway for all experiences, all events to which,he 
IS ex~osed .. ThIS we hold to be true irrespective of whether the event or 
expene~ce IS custo~arily viewed as the province for study by sociologists, 
~conorrust.s, penologIsts, or political "scientists. The admission histories of 
mmates m correctional institutipns so frequently describe conditions 
(poverty, slum environm~nt, b~oken homes) which produce certain types of 
!people who .a~e prone to m~olv~me~t in criminal activities. In o,~r emphasis of 
.,these condItIons, ~e ,~rdinarily neglect the importance of the personal 
ma~~u.p of these mdlVlduals; we ordinarily neglect to see that criminal 
a.ctlVltIes do not become part of an individual's behavior unless he has 
devel~ped that ty~~ of pers~nality structure allowing for criminality. We may 
try to define condItIons or CIrcumstances that precipitate violence, but should 
not ?v~rlook the rol~ .that~e psychological state of the individual plays in 
medlatmg these condItIons and the act of violence . 
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A. Violence Proneness 

No matter what position is taken with regards to the origins of 
destructiveness, by the time any individual has developed tO,the point where 
major aspects of his personality have achieved so~e stability and defirt!tion 
characteristic for him, he possesses the psychologIc structure to expenence 
anger, hostility, and rage in varying degre:cs, and the motivational struct',lres 
to react with behavior stemming from these aspects; e.g., aggreSSIOn, 
destructiveness, and even violence. The range of such behavior varies from 
individual to individual. Some readily show destructive and violent behavior. 
Others usually do not behave destructively; but under some circumstances 
become destructive and violent. We feel that the work of Berkowitz (12), the 
report of the Nazi medical crimes (73), the formulation of Smelser (68), 
McNeil (66), and Westley (67) would support such a view. 

The training and later clinical experiences of every psychiatrist provide 
him with some opportunity to examine persons who without a doubt 
demonstrate their unusually high propensity for destructive and violent 
behavior. In this respect, they appear to be highlY consistent and predictable. 
The idea of the "violence-prone" individual tends to be supported by clinical 
observations. What is remarkable is the frequency with which this is 
overlooked by many authorities assuming responsibility for these people, 
when they become patients, inmates of a penal or correctional institution, or 
clients of a social or community agency. This group of violence-prone people 
would, fall into the psychiatric diagnostic categories that reflect character, 
personality pattern or trait disturbances, or ~'ego-pathology." Within recent 
years, the National Council on .Crime and Delinquency (109) has suggested a 
Model Sentencing Act which would take into account such psychopathology. 
If the violence-prone individual werediagi10sed When first appearing for 
sentencing, his term of sentence would differ in suzh a way as to allow for 
specific rehabilitative efforts where possibl~, or longe~ c~s~odial. care if ~his 
seems the primary source of control appropnate to the mdividual m questIOn. 

B . . Preparatory Basis for Violence 

Before violence erupts there must be a preparatory basis for. it; this may 
come from within the individual, from external sources, or both. The concept 
of violence proneness which we yiew as determined ultimately by 
intraindividual personal features, may also be considered as the internal 
aspect of the preparatory basis for violence. There are a vareity of conditions 
that provide the external sources of the preparatory ~asis for v~ole~ce .. 

Usually the individual or individuals-in-a-group fmd some JustIficatIon for 
their acts of violence (66, 67, 68, 73; 22, 58,62). This may be condoned by 
the group or society-at-Iarge. Mass media should be suspect of contributing 
such support although this is not its purpose or aim. We would li~e to 
introduce the idea of an "implied gro~p" which provides support for VIolent 
behavior. By this we mean that the fact that violent actions have ~ready 
taken place provides certain people with the idea that there is a group of 
other people who condone, support, and participate in the same violent 
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behavior as that .ror which the present actor prepares himself. We suggest, for 
examp!,e,. that Suhan. B. Sirhan had in his mind a supporting, but "inlplied 
group, III the assassms of John F. Kennedy and Martin Luther King. The 
stu~ents at Columbia University could look to the students at Berkeley as 
theIr predecessors and supporters. Rioters of Detroit could look to the rioters 
of ~atts .and Newark as co-members of a group seeking to express their 
reactions III violence. 

Mitscherlich and Mielke (73) have demonstrated that for acts of utter 
horror to prevail, ~isaster must have first embarked on its course from many 
source~. The NaZI doctors became murderers at the point where their 
aggressIve quest for truth ,coincided with the ideology of dictatorship. 

C" Group Rationalization of the Effects of Violence 
\ 
11 

Each .individual who gdcomes involved in some act of violence has been 
exposed to some form of rationalization or denial of the effects or seriousness 
of violence. Menninger (110) points out that the public behaves like a sick 
patient being offered a dreaded treatment for his ailment, when it comes to 

, instituting necessary measures to control crime. This is because society 
~ecret1y w~nts and needs crime and gains satisfaction from the mishandling of 
~ts ~eg~latton. We m~y abhor violence, but we find it exciting, dramatic, and 
Illtngumg. The suffenng due to violence is usually overlooked. Mass media are 
particularly guilty of such omissions and instead tend to exploit the dramatic 
essence of violence. 

When police are the ones to perpetrate the violence, the explanation is 
usually given that they are trying to uphold the "order." The community 
supports the police in their view that demonstrators are "outsiders" or 
"nonpersons," and, therefore, deserving of attack (62). 

The fact that punishment fm violent behavior is the model of the usual 
means resorted to control violence reflects the lack of understanding of the 
factors contributing to violence. Wertham (65), Zilborg (90), and Menninger 
(l10) each.have tried to .demQ!1strate that counteraggression do~s ,11ot stamp 
out aggreSSIOn and counter-violence does not eliminate violence: If anything 
such an approach, in effect, says "let's have more!" We must emphasize that 
when we speak of large scale denial or rationalization of the effects of 
violence, we refer not only to denial or rationalization of intrapsychic factors 
but also of social, environmental, and political factors. We must also honestl~ 
acknowledge that psychiatry participates in such denial and rationaliZation of 
the importance or consequences of violence. In his discussion of Murder 
Psychiatry, and the Law, Tanay (111) speaks of the avoidance by psychiatry of 
the study of homici~e. Studies of.h?micide are relatively few in number (112, 
113). Death, aggreSSIOn, and horrucide are taboo topics. Criminal law and trial 
procedures are designed to achieve denial of those features that characterize 
the murderer. The popuJar conception is that murder is a crime usually 
com~tted by hardened criminals and that they can be kept in check by stiff 
penaltIes, death sentences, or life imprisonment. Rarely is this the case. We 
maintain this conception only because the act of murder seems more 
acceptable and helps to, deny killing as a need in itself. It further helps to 
prevent the recognition of murder as a form of everyday aggression. 
Murdere~~~eneral1y are law-abiding citizens, who usually kill the one they 
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love. They remain the same after their act of violence and rarely repeat such 
an act. Their insight into the "why" of their action is limited. Tanay feels 
that those guilty of homicide pretend to avoid punishment but unconsciously 
pursue it. Many of these people require a treatment approach that will soften 
the severity of their conscience. 

D. Esc;aiation of Violence; Adaptation to Violence 

There is ample evidence in the history of mankind that adaptation to 
violence occurs. With each occasion of behaving ina violent manner, man is 
more apt and more ready to do so on another occasions.9 Recent evidence, 
for tt-is can be found (73, 114). We do not understand the mechanisms of this 
process as it occurs in the individual. A description of it is possible if we 
speak of "lower thresholds" for violence in the individual, m lack of 
inhibitions over its expression. We should suggest, however, changes within 
the functioning structures of the personality which may be measurable by 
clinical, psychological testing, or by meaI1S of comprehensive interviews. Rage 
prior to the expression of violence and\~~)ilt after its appearance probably 
become considerably attenuated. The balance between ego, superego, and the 
impetus toward violence probably changes. 

An article describing the habituation to the stepwise escalation of war 
efforts (lIS) presents a model of what we believe takes place within each 
individual exposed to repeated violence. With each step of increasing 
involvement in the war, the next one becomes more acceptable. The total 
escalation is overlooked because of the "end-anchoring" effect of a shifting 
and increasing baseline which is used to compare the most recent escalation 
move. In the case of violence, the individual becomes increasingly involved in 
expressions of violence and on each new occasion becomes less aware of the 
overall increment in his involvement in violence. 

E. Dehumanization and the Anomie Society 

The individual acting violently usually sees his victim in a dehumanized· 
way and perhaps feels that way himself. This has previously been discussed 
and need not be repeated here, except to point out that this plays a rqle in 
the current events we con~ern ourselves with here. 

The effects of the "anomic society" on increasing the likelihood of 
violence in any individual has also been covered in section III. 

F. Individual Characteristics Before and After the Event of Violence 

Individual features differ when comparison is made of the pre- and 
post-violent events. Furthermore, we expect 'differences to appear in the 
individual depending on whether he acts alone or within a group. 

Prior to the eruption of violence: 

1. The individual acting alone is undergoing a psychologic breakdown or 
disruption of various psychologic functions. Violence stems from such 
disruption. 

2. The individual acting in a group has the group ~}lpport for a move, 
which in this case would be the expression of violence, resorted to as a 
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defensive maneuver. Breakdown or disruption is averted by this group action. 

Following the eruption a/violence: 

1. The individual, acting alone, reestablishes his stability; he experiences a 
feeling of gratification and an effect state of excitement or perhaps 
exhilaration. 

2. The individual acting in a group may have similar experiences. In 
addition, he feels an increased sense of belonging to and cohesiveness of the 
group. 

VI. VIOLENCE: DERIVED HYPOTHESES 

Aggression and concepts about its origins, manifestations, and conditions 
of arousal and control cannot satisfactorily be transferred to e{C.plain the 
phenomena of violence. Violence should be considered the 'behavioral 
manifestation of a distinct, unique psychological state or "ego-state." The 
balance ,and relationship between impulses, controls, external pressures, and 
affects undergo an alteration from their representative forms, When violence 
appears in an individual acting alone, the affect supporting his behavior must 
be something more than anger. We think of it as rage. The regulation and 
controls provided by ego and superego functions are disrupted, overwhelmed, 
or in some way incapacitated and made ineffective. 

When violence erupts in the individual who acts as part of a group, ego and 
superego functions are suspended, and the group or group leader then 
provides these. The "cause" or purpose of the group serves to justify the 
transfer of such functions. Because the leader directs the actions of the group, 
it becomes unnecessary for the individual to impose self-restraint against the 
eruption of violence. Morality, judgment, and empathy are suspended and 
violence is justified by the very existence of the group. 

Violence in the individual acting alone, therefore, is a product of a 
breakdown in successful adaptation. Some stabilization occurs following 
violent actions by an indiVidual, but we should not confuse this state with 
"normal" psychological functioning. The contrast we are making is between 

c4he two psychic stateS'l(Jepedenced by anindividuai surferingJr6m'sonfe form 
of psychopathology. U 

In a group, the individual may be spared suffering from a near breakdown 
of hIs psychological functioning, although a group formed for the purpose of 

.acting violently will attract people who are disturbed in the sense that they 
are "violence prone." 

For the individual acting alone, or in a group, conditions supporting 
violence are usually necessary before violence will take place. The victim or 
victims may provide such support, there may be an audience in favor of .such 
actions, or the jndividual or group may find support ill an "implied group." 
The support for violence may come from the very fact that violence similar to 
that being engaged in has previously, but recently occurred. The individual 
himself may have engaged in such violence, or he may know of previous 
episodes. In any (;I.tse, there appears to be both facilitation and escalation 
effects. 

An important fe~ture of Violence, distinguishing it from aggression, is its 
explosiveness. ThereUcqurs a release or outburst which is sudden and comes 
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very close to the limit of intensity of which the individual or group is capable: 
Organized aggressive plans may be closely related to violence but differs from 
it in that it is more rational than violence, and is deliberately directed toward 
the attainment of particular goals-. , 

Following the act of violence, the individual experiences feelings which 
may be described as exuberance or fulfillment. This is not simply due to the 
discharge effects produced with the violent act; it is also related' to the fact 
that the primary influences on the individual come from impulses and effects 
without the modulation that would be achieved when ego and superego 
functions are operative. 

-The "ego-state" associated with. violence has some characteristics similar to 
those appearing with traumatic experiences. In the first place, when the 
individual suffers a traumatic experience, he suffers also a breakdown and 
disruption of his adaptation techniques so that a return to the" previously 
established psychological balance' may not be possible. A situation similar to 
thi5 results with the eruption of violence. Damage and scars of varying degrees 
to the psychological system operative in each individual may be relatively 
perm(lI1ent. Second, rage as an effect may be of such proportions as to 
overwhelm the individual. The individual's reaction is just the opposite to 
that occurring when a traumatic experience has taken place. A traumatic 
experience is passively endured. Violence, by way of contrast, is actively 
expressed in behavior. 

It is not clear whether this takes place as described, should the individual 
be part of a group. He is not the sole agent of the violence in this case. The 
degree of commitment to the group and the availability of intellectual 
defenses will be factors related to whether or,}1pt the violence will produce' 
lasting effects on the individual. The greater Hp./commitment and the greater 
~he. ~tellectual ~volvem~nt, the ~reater the PITY5~010gical recovery of the 
mdividual followmg an epIsode ofvlOlence. ~\.1(/ . 

Once violence has been acted out,' a series of~vents takes place not unlike 
that occurring wh~n the Ju,dividual has been,_Jra,umClti?:~d.Eutur~" 
opportunities to express violence are sought in order to achieve a feeling of 
mastery or resolution. 

In all cases of violence, we may assume that human bonds or ties are 
suspended, absent, or released; .that is, the person inflicting violence feels 
himself released from ties to his viqtim. 

The victim of violence is less likely to be specifically chosen as would be 
the case where an individual behaves in an 'aggressive manner. We see a 
situation where indiscriminate object choice occurs; proximity more than 
'''cathexis'' determines the selection of object or objects of violence. Motives 
are blurred because human ties are relatively absent. In some cases, the 
murderous potential may be activated by the victim in a very unspecific 
fashion. The victim may make a contribution to his own demise. 

When group violence takes place and is supported by an underlying cause, 
there is also indiscriminate selection of viGtims. In Nazi Germany, all Jews 
were victims; today in the United States'ihere are some who consider any 
person over 30 years of age as part of the establishment. To some blacks all 
white people are enemies. . 

There is an interesting parallel here in that an indiscriminate basis for 
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... group' unity is also present. For example; everyone under 30 is acceptable 
to the an~iestablishment groups. Everyone who is black is more likely to be 
acceptable by another black. 

Could it be, we might ask, that in most cases of individual or group 
violence a revenge-seeking fantasy is operative in the individual or that the 
individual plays out actively what he has believed to have happened to 
himself or to a group of which he is a member? As examples of this, take the 
case of Sirhan Sirhan. There has been some indication that his murder of 
Robert Kennedy was in retaliation for violence he felt was inflicted upon his 
people. It may also be that the individual harbors a fantasy of defending 
against some violent attack. For example, could expectation of H-bomb 
world destruction or dying in Vietnam pr.esent such a possibility? Does the 
individual perhaps believe that violence is a necessary action he must take 
against a rival? 

Certain psychologic states of the individual recorded on the basis of 
clinical experience, social observations, and motivational research play vital 
roles in facilitating the transition to that "ego-state," which makes violence 
possible: the sense of helplessness, hopelessness, and frustration; the need to 
escape from madness; threatened self-esteem; psychological "anomie'" 
feelings of dehumanization or alienation; an intense fear and desire to hurt: 
both unmodulated by feelings of trust and love. The point is that these are 
important primarily as "facilitators" in the sense that they carry the 
individual over into a "frame of mind" which supports the expression of 
violence. Whether violence will erupt is yet another rna tter and depends upon 
the various other conditions which have already been discussed. We can be 
certain that violence will neither be understood, nor regulated without 
recognizing it as determined by many features of internal and external 
sources. We speak of the unique "ego-state" which we hypothesize 
characterizes the individual giving vent to violence; yet we know that people 
and their "ego-states" do not exisf in a vacuum. Everyone has a personal 
history. In each individual these sources of influence play some role, but 
probablY to differing degrees. 
- In the various types -of theories discussed above (sec. III) little attention 
was paid to the role of affects in the eruption of violence. We feel that this is 
an oversight that leads us to an incomplete understanding of -violence. 

In our use of affects, we distinguish between feelings and affects in the 
following way: Affects correspond to a process of discharge manifest in (1) 
motor changes in the person's body such as those involving the secretory and 
circulatory systems and (2) motility in ~ctions and behavior designed to 
effect changes in the outer world. Both (I) and (2) effect tension reduction 
related to the impulse, urge, or drive which is responsible for the affect 
arousal. The final expression of affect is perceived by the individual as a 
characteristic "feeling." 

The sequence of events.1eading to the eruption of violence may take place 
~fu~M: . 

Internal Psychic State or States 
Phase I + 

External Conditions 

Jl ___ .~~_. ___ 0 _______________ • ---------_._ .. _-,. 
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Phase II 
a. Frustration or helplessness or threat of ego disintegration, etc. 

b. which has an associated affect, which is probably "rage" 

c. inasmuch as the discharge qualities of this affect, under these circumstances is 
insufficient, then 

1 
Phase III 

Discharge is sought in motility, action and behavior of a violent nature. 

In this sequence, should the affect that is aroused be anger, then aggressive 
behavior will appear in Phase III instead of violence! 

Affects are assigned a special tole in the sequence leading to violent 
behavior. Affects may alter perceptual thresholds, facilitate or interfere with 
intellectual functioning, and alter thresholds for the appearance of certain 
behavior. Rage, we believe, increases the probability of th~ appearance of 
destructive behavior by reducing controls and inhibitions, and altering 
rationality. We are well aware from our clinical experience that affects such as 
rage may not be apparent in clinical observations. A variety of defensive 
means are available to accomplish this. The case as reported by Zilborg (90) 
of Albert Fish illustrates this. Flattened affect was characteristic of this man 
who was able to carry out murder which expressed cannibalistic fantasies. 
Zilborg recognized this as a virulent phenomenon leading to the paralysis of 
moral judgment and will. Aibert Fish not only didn't demonstrate rage or 
anger, but also showed no signs of feelings that might have served to prohibit 
his actions of murder. From our point of view, then, the absence of 
observable affect does not mean that its affect is not present. Furthermore, 
the absence of observable affect usually includes absence of feelings for 
others, effective guilt, and anxiety. Each of these is important in making it 
possible to cOIitrol the behaVIor of vlo1efii;e .. 

VII. PROBLEMS, SUGGESTIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS 

Most individual acts of violence have some legal designation reflecting that 
a law has been broken. Personnel 'Yith varied functions (law enforcement, 
court trial, prison and/or rehabilitation) immediately become' involved, and 
we all take their involvement for granted. On the other hand., the involvement 
of the psychiatrist or psychoanalyst (and for that matter, psychologist and 
social worker) is usually by invitation only. We grant that under most 
circumstances inviting the psychiatrist to become involved does not simplify 
issues and decisions; they become more complex, but at least closer to the 
truth. 

We should not be satisfied with a designation for violence such as "assault 
and battery" or "assault with intent to kill," for example, without knowing 
the individual who has comrni tted such an act. This l?oint has already been 
stated many times (ZHborg, Wertham, Menninger) with regard to various 
crimes and is worthy of re-emphasis. Assault with intent to kill is not the 
same act in a psychotic individual as it is in someone suffering from a 
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personality pattern or trait disturbance. Both would be much different from 
an act of violence of an individual acting in a group. How society must 
respond to an individual committing an act of assault with intent to kill 
should depend upon the individual, not on the act alone. 

Up . to this point, we have not mentioned workers in other disciplines, 
sociologists, for example, who justifiably may take a similar stand as we do in 
support of involvement for their disc~pline. This is not because we do not see 
their approach and findings as important. On the contrary, we wish to go on 
record as supporting multi-discipline approaches to the study of violence. The 
challenge is to effectively apply findings and implement suggestions for action 
derived from each discipline that has become involved. In representing 
psychiatry and psychoanalysis, we naturally place emphasis upon our 
approach and viewpoints. It would be naive to assume that psychiatric or 
psychoanalytic approaches alone will take care of things. For violence to fall 
under the rein of reasonable control, social, political, economic, and 
psychological influences will have to be developed and asserted. 

II we can accept the idea that any act of violence is an action defining for' 
us further characteristics of the individual, then we must accept a conclusion 
that whether we accept imprisonment or psychotherapy, or rehabilitation and 
reeducation as the way to respondl i:o the individual, will depend not on our 
view of his action alone, but on recognition of what he is like so that his 
behavior did erupt into violence. Furthermore, if we can accept the idea that 
the personality and its functioning characteristics is the final common 
pathway for all experiences, influences, etc., then every act of violence should 
be seen against the backdrop of an individual with describable personality 
features. For the most part, when an individual act of violence has erupted, 
we expect to find psychopathology of some sort. This may not be so in the 
case of an individual who acts within a group; the collective experiences of 
psychiatrists seeing such people have been insuffici~nt to either verify or 
reject this point of view. If we fall back on our limited and subjective clinical 
experience, we would have to take a stand in favor of the view than an 
individual whose behavior erupts in violence, whether he acts alone or in a 
Or(\11n ~r1npc cn !lC! !In ~vn",o"";l"'\.n "f" ~o""l.'u .... "nt rl:"+''I ... l ... ~_",",_ ..... ,that could b
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identified if the individual were satisfactorily examined. 
We see violence as behavior that will erupt in the context of a unique 

psychologic state of the individual. Violence is different from aggression, but 
for all practical purposes, aggression represents drive-related behavior. We 
accept destructiveness as a potential of varying strength in all individuals. To 
argue that this is not the case in some societies is indisputably of academic 
value, but serves to stalemate advances that may be possible from the 
recognttion of its, universal presence. But the individual does not live by drive 
potential alone; he learns, he experiences, he is gratified, he is deprived, he 
matures and develops, he is rewarded or punished, all which modify the 
potential toward destructive behavior in its goals, directions, strength, and 
gratifications. 

While it is unrealistic to plan to eliminate all forms of violent behavior it is 
certainly prudent, if not absolutely essential to utilize all our knowled~e of 
human behavior to minimize its occurrence. We are impressed with the 
following conditions that minimize the lil~elihood of violence: 
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(1) Strong ties to other people; bonds of love to others help avert 
violence toward them. 

(2) Childhood experiences relatively free of punitive (especially 
physical) discipline measures or abuse. Schooling in behavIor which can 
become violence takes place if these do appear. 

(3) Developmental and educational experiences which reinforce the 
child's attachments, minimize frustrations, and encourage lenient, flexible 
inner controls and regulatory mechanisms insure that the child will 
develop without the need for violence. 

(4) Social activism (such as Peace Corps, civil rights activity, perhaps 
even movements emphasizing militant nonViolence) which enhance the 
individual's self-esteem, restores his sense of competence, and discharges 
tension energies and decreases potentially dangerous frustrations. 

(5) "Participatory democracy." This serves to' avert alienation and 
dehumanization and increases self-esteem and identification with units of 
government or agency or institution. Highly abstract, centralized units of 
government or institutions are so far separated from the individual that 
bonds of attachment to the institution or other individuals are attenuated. 

(6) Decreased exposure to violence arousal stimuli. Individuals 
repeatedly exposed to violence arousal are more likely to react 
destructively than those spared such exposure under certain conditions. 

(7) Increased acknowledgment and awareness of the devastating 
effects of violence. This requires a lifting of the suppression and removing 
of the denial of the presence of destructive tendencies with which 
everyone must cope. 

(8) Removal of political, social, and economic conditions which serve 
to produce what we have earlier called "facilitators" of the expression of 
violence. Racial inequalities, poverty, repressive goverrunental actions are 
representative of such conditions. 

(9) Redirect aggressive impulses away from violent forms of expression 
and toward the assertive and adaptive or verbal forms of behavioral 
,.,~ __ ""ft,..:__ A 4-hl~ ... .:,.. ,,_+: .... :+.:n~ C''t''\nrtc! O'tlllontc! anA h"mnr '1/nnlr1 hp... r;;.A.prc;)-j)"I,.UII.. .l"1t.~ll\JLIU a\"lLIY lL.l\;;~" ",t'V.l "D V TV .... U.O, u. ...... -. ... -..a ... _a. TT __ .a._ __ 

examples. 
(10) Provide education, rehabilitation, or psychotherapy designed to 

ensure the maximal development of adaptational controls in individuals in 
whom biological or organic conditions exist which cannot be directly 
changed and which correlate with violence proneness, such as mental 
retardation, convulsive states, or the XYY syndrome. 

(11) Recognize the extreme danger in the belief "fight violence with 
violence." This ignores the evidence that violence begets violence. In 
effect the use of violent methods to control destructive behavior in others , 
is in itself the expression of destructive urges in transparent disguise. 

We con.clude with an observation worth restating: Man is capable of both 
love and hate. On the one hand, he seeks to preserve and unite his fellow man 
and. himself; on the other hand, he kills and destroys others or himself. "We 
cannot wait for biological evolution to change the nature of man's drives, his 
'ego, and superego functions. We can only try to enhance his capacity to 
channel his drives with the capacities he now has in the direction of a better 
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social system .•. man has, even now, the capacity to govern himself, to 
integrate his drives, his ego functions, and his superego ideals and 
prohibitions ... ; that he will accomplish this before he destroys 
himself ... [we] cannot say. In this choice lies the humanness of human 
beings ,? (93, p. 520). 

FOOTNOTES 

lWe are awar~ that societal standards determine what is to be considered emotional 
and even physical illness, The value judgments of psychiatry are included as 
determinants. It is beyond the scope of this presentation to discuss the role of society in 
determining norms of behavior. 

2This trend has, of course, c)ntinued and much progress has been made in the area of 
neurobiological, biochemical, and genetic understanding of psychiatric disorder!s. 

3 The classification of mental illness going back to earliest recorded time (2600 B.C.) 
and extending to the present demonstrates the changing view of the violent person; it 
ranges from seeing him as a victim of demonic possession to the current diagnostic 
categorization of sociopathy (58, appendix). 

4The actual incidence of violence is not easy to determine. Kinzel writes that the 
ratio of violent offenses to all offenses reported was about 16% in three widely different 
penitelltiaries. The data suggested a constant proportion of inmates predisposed to 
violence (18). 

sThis category used to include psychopathic personality and sociopathic personality 
disturbance: "They are incapable 01 significant loyalty to individuals, groups, or social 
values. They are grossly selfish, callous, irresponsible, impulsive, and are unable to feel 
guilt or learn through experience an<i punishment .... " (116< p. 11). 

6 In psychoanalytic theory Illf.l[iipsychology is distinguishable from clinical theory or 
clinical explanation of observable phenomena. It represents an attempt to create a 
personality model reflecting all features of the theory using constructs which are, by 
themselves, not observable. 

7The questibn of moral and legal responsibility or accountability fot criminal acts has 
been raisedht a recent trial in France where the chromosomal aberration and 
accompanying physical and mental characteristics of an XYY individual were present in 
the accused murderer. The jury rejected the plea that Daniel Hugon should not be held 
responsible for l1is acts. A defense witness, Professor Jerome Lejeune, an authority on 
chrome~9plal disorders, contended that "the born criminal does not exist, but those born 
with chro.~~osomal abnormalities have a 30% greater chance of becoming criminals than 
oth~rs." (New Yorfrim~s, Oc~. 15,1968,. sec. C, p. 5) . 

Oth~!. psychoanalytIc WrIters, especIally Melame Klem and Karl Menninger have 
accepted the concept of a death-instinct but other psychoanalytic theorists have strongly 
disagreed with the need for seeing aggressive drive as a secondary phenomenon of a death 
instinct (20, 11 7, 118). 

9The exception to this ruie will be found in certain people committing homicide. 
Experience has shown they rarely repeat their act ofvklence. 
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APPENDIX 24 

CLINICAL EV At,UATION OF T-HE 
VIOLENT· PATIENT 

By Prank R. Ervin, M. D .. * 
·and 

John R. Lion, M. D.** 

STATE OF THE ART 

Evaluation of the violent patient is in an elementary state of art. Large 
numbers of violent people appear to exist within prisons and outside, yet 
there is little knowledge of their incidence, save for statistics representing 
''violent crimes"-murder, rape, ass~u1t, robbery. Nor are there clear criteria 
for the identification of potentially violent patients. The field of psychiatry 
has generally shunned the subject of violence, particularly as it applies to 
crime and the vast reservoirs. of violent-prone patients who exist within 
prisons. It is estimated that there are at present less than 100 psychiatrists 
spending any substantial time in the treatment of the prisoners housed within 
the correctional institutes of this country (10). 

Even when a physician must. evaluate a violent patient, there are no 
uniformly recognized psychiatric diagnostic procedures' to help him. Explicit 
procedures such as those which are used to evaluate a diabetic or a person 
with pneumonia do not exist. Methodologies are widely variable, depending 
upon the psychiatrist's orientation and background. One psychiatrist may 
look upon the violent act in dynamic terms and formulate treatment in those 
terms. Another may regard only the organic aspect of the case with minimal 
emphasis on psychological factors. 

It is the purpose of this paper to comment on tJ:te identification of violent 
and violence-prone patients, to discuss what is known and unknown about 
their diagnosis and treatment, and to make suggestions for future work in the 
area of violence. 

I. Defmition 

A. What is Meant by Violence? 

The term ''violence i
' is not relegated to the field of crime alone, but refers 

to assaultive or destructive acts or ideation. The term "ideation" is included 
'because patients with fears or fanfasIes of violence sometimes 'act these Qut. 
Also, concerns about their potential for harm often bring them to a 
psychiatrist in the first place. 'Psychiatric intervention in these cases plays an 
important preventive role. 

*Director, Stanley Cobb Laboratories for Psychiatric Research, ~assachuse~ts 
General Hospital. Associate Clinical Professor £>f Psyc,hiatry. ~arvard Medical School. I 

**Researph Fellow in Psychiatry, Massachusetts General Hospital and Harvard 
Medical School. 
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II. Identification 

A. Violent Patients Seen by the Psychiatrist 

1. Referred by others. - Unlike physical illnesses where the patient 
complains of his symptoms, the detection of mental illness depends in large 
degree upon the astuteness of the sensitivities of those people who see the 
patient or offender long before the psychiatrist does. Such people include 
police officers, lawyers or judges. Those most likely to be referred to a 
psychiatrist are offenders who demonstrate obvious clinical illness such as 
blatant psychosis or marked mental retardation. Also, offenders whose 
violent act or crime appears to be excessively brutal, sadistic or senseless in its 
quality are often referred to psychiatrists. Certain crimes are traditionally 
thought of as "psychiatric"; these include certain sexual crimes or repeated 
arson. 

In certain rarer situations, a group of criminals is routinely referred for 
psychiatric evaluation as part of a program or research interest. Such a 
program was carried out in a Psychiatric Clinic of the New York Court of 

"General Sessions during the years 1932-65 (9). Another interesting group of 
individuals studied are those who have threatened assassination of the 
President of the United States (34). 

2. Selfreferred. -Referrals from outside agencies and individuals are not 
the only sources of violent individuals. With the increasing awareness of 
mental illness, emergency room psychiatric centers have witnessed the influx 
of large numbers of patients with a variety of psychological disorders. Among 
the patients using such psychiatric facilities are certain classes of people who 
en~er with chief complaints of impulsivity, destructive ideation, or violent 
behavior. These have recently been termed "self-referred violent patients" 
(21). Such patients enter emergency room facilities with such statements as 
"I'm afraid I'm going to hurt someone," "'I have rage attacks for TIO reason," 
or "I get violent when drunk" and so forth. A current study (22) has revealed 
the fact that a significant portion of such patients has extensive histories of 
violence. Some have often clashed with the law, been arrested, served prison 
sentences, owned or used weapons, or engaged in reckless driving. That such 
patients enter on a voluntary basis in the first place attests to the fact that 
they appear to view their dangerous behavior as alien and that they want 
help. 

B. Violent Patients Not Seen by the Psychiatrist 

1. Most offenders. ~Most people who commit violent crimes are never seen 
by a psychiatrist. Evidence suggests that many such offenders would be found 
to have either psychoneurotic or personality disorders at the least. 
Unfortunately, these illnesses are not necessarily overt, so that few of these 
sick people are referred to psychiatrists. Only a small percentage of all major 
crime-less than 5 percent of selected' surveys-is carried out by people with 
either psychosis or mental retardation(26). . 

Those participating in underworld crime, which often involvesJhe most 
brutal forms of violence, do not appear to have flagrant mental disorders. 
yI}.4er~0r1d yiolence is an adaptjve mode of living for those who partake of 
it. Relatively few gangsters come to psychiatric attention; in those who d'o 
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there is a lack of distinguishing characteristics that can be called neurotic or 
otherwise indicative of internal conflict (2). Better and more rigorous 
behavioral assessment appears to be necessary for the identification, 
evaluation and treatment of such people. 

2. Criminals.-Both underworld'crime and crimes in gen!:}ral tend not to be 
thought of as "psychiatric." Nevertheless, it is all too apparent that any 
criminal, particularly the juvenile offender, can be identified as a potentially 
violent person. Seventy-five percent of persons convicted for "violent" crimes 
have had a previous conviction for some other charge. This fact, plus the 
current rates of recidivism of most crimes-well over 50 percent (43), make it 
evident that the first offense is the time when identification should be made. 
This principle of early identification of potentially violent patients has been 
overlooked. Instead, there are popular cries for the detection of "madmen" 
within society. Far more violent acts have been and will be committed by 
those already incarcerated than by the Specks, Rubys, or Rays who come to 
dramatic public attention. Indeed, all three men cited above had had contacts 
with the law long before their final spectacular acts of violence catapulted 
them into notoriety (1, 2, 20). 

Even in prisons, there are readily identifiable groups of persons who 
repeatedly'demonstrate their potential for violence. They are involved in 
fights or assaults on other inmates; they tend to have rage outbursts or 
temper tantrums. These groups are usually well known both to guards and 

,mental health personnel. More attention needs to be turned to the 
psychological education of guards and other prison officials, so that these 
men can screen and bring to medical attention those offenders who would 
benefit from therapeutic intelrvention. Pblice officials, criminal lawyers, and 
judges could also benefit from still further education about behavior. These 
men constantly see violent people and are therefore in a far better position to 
make psychiatric referrals than the usual physician who enters the prison on 
his own and without guidance. 

3. Dangerolls drivers.-Another area of violent activity which rarely comes 
to psychiatric attention is misuse of the automobile. In one study (37) of 96 
fatal auto accidents~ over 40 percent of drivers surviving showed signs of 
paranoid thinking, depression, violence, Qr suicidal tendencies. More than half 
the drivers were disturbed about a chronic conflict with another pei'son. Ten 
percent had had violent quarrels or fights within 6 hours of the accident. 
When matched with control drivers, the drivers involved in fatal accidents had 
a 50 percent higher incidence of previous accidents. 

Unfortunately, there are no figures available to indicate how many of the 
drivers involved in the more than 50,000 annual traffic deaths in this country 
have come to psychiatric attention as a result of multiple accidents. A driver 
who is repeatedly convicted of dangerous driving practices appears to be in 
the same category as the average criminal: his offenses are not viewed as 
"psychiatric." It is evident that this problem warrants far more attention than 
it has received to date. 

4. Drillers who drink. -Thirty to 50 percent of all motorcar fatalities, 
involve drinking (40). And yet, there are no statistics available to indicate 
what proportions of drivers arrested for drunken driving are referred to 
psychiatrists. Programs aimed at mandatory medical intervention for such 

. drivers could constitute a simple means of identifying violent patients. 
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5. Patients with chromosornal)rregularities.-Recent studies (41) have 
demonstrated that a markedly higher rate of chromosomal abnormalities such 
as XYY exists among prisoners (up to 1 in 12) than among the general 
population (I in 2,000). However, all such identification which has been done 
to date is retrospective. There are still no studies indicating which persons 
among the general population found to have chromosomal irregularities later 
become violent or violate the law. Predictive studies of people with 
chromosomal irregu!arities might serve as a new 'means of identifying violent 
or violence-prone individuals. 

III. Psychiatric Diagnosis 

A. What is Kno'wn Psychiatrically About the Violent Patient 

A large literature exists on the dynamic aspects of the violent patient. The 
psychiatric understanding of this patient is usually accomplished through 
interviews which enable the physician to learn of the patient's childhood, 
early growth and development, and present level of func;tioning. This 
interview is referred to as the anamnesis. It includes, in addition to a history, 
a description of the patient's present mental status, prominent symptoms and 
defenses which help to formulate a diagnosis. 

Traditkmally, certain types of difficulties in early growth and development 
have been associated with potential adult psychopathology that can manifest 
itself in violence. Temper tantrums and hyperactiVity indicate a low level of 
frustration that can contribute 'to impulsive behavior in later life. Stuttering 
or breath holding is considered indicative of anger that can not be otherwise 
expressed. Pyromania, enuresis, and cruelty to animals are also associated 
with underlying aggression and have recently been shown to be predictive of 
adult crime (II).. 

Adequacy of parental figures plays a role, not only in sexual development 
and identity, but also in development of conscience and attitudes toward 
authority. Parental brutality and seductiveness have been shown to be 
associated with both general forms of violence and child battering (38); 
parents who harm their children often have come from families where they, 
in turn, were beaten. This pattern can persist for several generations. 

Sexual adjustment provides the psychiatrist with some guidelines for the 
diagnosis of Violent-prone patients. Homosexuality, either in overt or latent 
forms, and associated paranoid states often res],llt in assaultive behavior when 
sexuality is threatened or frustrated. Impotency or sterility (including surgical 
sterilization in males) alerts the psychiatrist to und~rlyingcdncerns about 
masculinity and aggression. Such suppressed feelings, under appropriate 
circumstances, can erupt quite violently (15). 

B. What Should Be Found out About the Violent Patient 

The/psychiatrist evaluating a viqlent patient needs more and different 
kind~ of information than that listed ~bove. He needs answers to the 
following queries about the patient's behavior. 

1. Use of alcohol. -Inquiry into the use of alcohol is an important 
diagnostic finding. Over 50 percent of crimes involve alcohol (40); alcohol 
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may trigger violent behavior in a patient already p{one to such forms of 
action. If the violent patient becomes increasingly irritable when intoxicated, 
he may well act dangerously when driving a car. 

2. Drug use.-The use of drugs such as narcotics or amphetamines makes 
the violent-prone patient an even greater risk in society. There is evidence 
showing that prolonged use of amphetamines is associated with temporal 
lobelike psychosis (4). Such psychoses can manifest themselves in impulsivity 
and violence. Brain damage has also been reported in persons with proionged 
addiction to amphetamines. 

3. Access to weapons.-Whether or not a violent patient owns or has 
access to a weapon is also very important. Easy availability of guns may 
enable the violent-prone patient to become dangerous. Similarly, the 
violent-prone patient's occupation may entail risk for others. If the patient 
operates a bus or plane, he could potentially endanger the lives of his 
passengers. Thus, the patient's job may fortuitously provide him access to a 
weapon, whether this be a gun, vehicle or whatever. 

4. Previous history.-A past history of impulsivity or violence is an 
important indicator of potential for further violent behavior. Questions 
should be asked about how the patient reacts to stress, has quarrels with 
employers, or handles altercations with his wife and children. If the patient 
has actually done bodily harm, used a knife or gun, destroyed furniture or 
become involved in car accidents under stress, he can be viewed as potentially 
violent. 

Impulsive suicide attempts o(.self-destructive gestures, particularly when 
unaccompanied by depression,' offen indicate a potential for violence. 
Patients with such histories appear to be ablo to shift their aggression 
inwardly or outwardly. 

5. Previous treatment.-An important diagnostiC finding is a history of 
previous psychiatric contact or hospitalization for problem~ lelated to 
violence or impulsivity. Experience with violent patients has shown that such 
persons have asked for aid long before the final act of violence which brings 
them to the attention of the law. In addition, there appears to be some 
evidence for the view that the violent patient "cries for help" in the same 
manner as the suicidal patient. Often, a violent patient has already had a 
chain of past psychiatric contac'ts, clinic visits, or hospitalizations. Although 
these may have had little permanent effect on the patient's personality, they 
may Have been quite effective in controlling momentary stresses. 

6. Special aspects of the mental status. -The present appearance of the 
patient is of crucial importance in assessing his potential for harm. Acute 
anxiety, fears of "loss of control" or other variants on this theme are 
ominous and indicate danger. Incipient psychotic or flagrantly psychotic 
patients require hospitalization. SC? do patients who utter homicidal threats 
calmly and without anxiety; suth patients are also asking for help and 
controls .. If the patient expresses vaguer fears of doing harm, yet maintains 
some degree of self control and a willingness to discuss the issues involved, he. 
may be responsiV.:~ to outpatient care, provided definitive care is arranged. 

7. Common psychological conflicts. -A core problem can often be found 
in the violent patient's person~lity. Homosexuality has already been 
mentioned. Intense unresolved ambivalent feelings about important figures 
such as parents in the patient's life often lead to an expression of hatred 
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which can take homicidal proportions. Such patients are unable to see both 
good and bad qualities simultaneously in one individual. They either love. or 
hate the person with vigor. In other cases, patients may have strong reactI~n 
formations against dependency on other individuals such as a spouse, WhIle 
seemingly independent, they have ntany deepl~ rooted needs to ~e take~ care 
of. Abandonment of a spouse may thus cause intense rage whIch mamfests 
itself in violent behavior. Certain other patients with paranoid features are 
exquisitely sensitive to any imagined slur on the!r character. An intolerable 
inner sense of low self esteem is projected outward. This defense protects 
them from the constant realization of their own inadequacies, and makes 
"others" responsible for their misfortunes. ., .. 

8 .. Psychological tests. -Psychological tests may provIde addItional 
information. Projective tests such as the TAT or Rorsch~~h may be help.ful 
regarding the patient's potential for violence or capabiht~ for tole~atmg 
anxiety. Such tests may also give indications of underlymg fantasIes of 
aggression and help formulate a dynamic picture of the patient. 

C. Critique 

A low level of awareness exists among physicians regarding the 
identification of the violent patient. Within hospitals and clinics, violence 
itself is not identified by word but is usually cloaked within other diagnostic; 
categories, such as paranoid personality, impulse character disor~er, s?!~izoid 
personality, or psychopath. Violent patients are less apt to be Ide.~tIlled as 
candidates for treatment because they are frightening, unsavory, dnficult to 
maintain in therapy, and co!1sidered incapable of insight. In this regard, they 
resemble alcoholics and are shunted to hospitals or state facilities whenever 
they become a menace. Unfortunately, the end stations to which dangerously 
viole:nt patients are sent are usually those hospitals with the lowest doctor to 
patient ratios; treatment in such state hospitals is custodial, and patients are 
released early and without satisfactory followup. 

Clear histories of violence are not routinely obtained by psychiatrists. Nor 
do most psychiatrists inquire about arrests, conviction~, ~rison records, ?~e ~f 
weapons child or wife. beatings, or dangerous dnvmg. The physIcIan s 
apparent reluctanc~ to identify the violent patient outside a priSO? may .relate 
to the former's own anxieties about uncovering dangerous behaVIOr whIch he 
\viIi then have to treat. More education is required to modify the widely held 
notion that violent patients are untreatable" 

IV. Psychological Treatment 

A. What is Known 

1. Individual psychotherapy. -The literature indicates that dynamically 
oriented treatment of the vioient patient is time consuming, arduous, and 
often ineffective. By virtue of his personality, such a patient is apt to miss 
appointments or otherwise avoid anxiety-laden materiaL On the basis of his 
. background he may not understand what is to be gained by merely "talking." 
He is also incapable of tolerating a close relationship with another person, 
such as a therapist. 

=="~ 
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2. Modified forms of psychotherapy.-Recognizing the above difficulties, 
physicians must come to view treatment of the violent patient according to 
different conceptual models. Self-referred violent patients who use clinics or 
emergency room facilities can be encouraged, through either individual or 
group therapy, to use the emergency room during moments of stress. This 
form of conditioning procedure teaches patients that violence, as a mode of 
action, is inappropriate. At the same time, the existence of emergency 
psychiatric facilities gives these patients a place to come for help before they 
become assaultive or destructive. Another helpful tactic is to introduce 
violent patients to several psychiatrists who work in the emergency room, one 
of whom is likely to be available to the patient. Finally, the physician's 
telephone numbers can be made available to the patient so that he knows 
where to turn when urgent help is needed. 

3. Treatment of the possible "victim. "-Treatment of the violent patient 
should also take into account some form of help for the possible or potential 
victim. The personality factors of victims play an important role in many 
forms of violence, i'1cluding murder. Such personality factors include self 
destructive urges or masochistic trends. In addition, victims usually" play an 
intimate role in the lives of violent patients. In one study of SOD murder 
victims, 65 percent were found to be paramours, friends, relatives, or 
homosexual partners of the murderers (23). When a patient's violence 
involves a peJ;son with· whom he is in frequent contact such as a wife, and 
when certain characteristics of a "victim" can be established, intervention 
may be an important means of preventing further violence. The victim can be 
made to realize the dangerous nature of his behavior. 

4. Drug treatment. -Pharmacologic agents are important adjuncts to 
treatmer)';t. Tranquilizers have been shown to reduce markedly tension and 
anxiety, paranoid ideation, or impulsivity. Response to certain medications 
such as the phenothiazines (ThoraZine, Stelazine, Mellaril), diazepam 
(Valium), or chlordiazepoxide (Librium) is often apt to be idiosyncratic. 
Effective forms of treatment with medication depend not only upon flexible, 
empirical trials with a variety of agents, but also upon titration of dose until 
optimal (~ffect is obtained. Newer, long acting depot preparation tranquilizers 
such as fluphenazine (prolixin) which can be injected every 2 weeks show 
some promise of helping the violent- or impulse-ridden person who is prone 
not to take his medication. ' 

5 . Hospitalization, incarceration, and release. -Criteria for hospitalization, 
already described under the diagnostic section, are relatively objective. Far 
less objective are criteria for the release of dangerous patients (8). Several 
items can be helpful. Given a patient who is no longer overtly homicidal, 
assaultive, or psychotic, thorough psychiatric assessment can be made of his 
capacity to tolerate depression. Many violent and violent-prone patients react 
to stress, frustration and ensuing depression by drinking excessively, driving 
fast or becoming outwardly assaultive. The patient's reactions to depressing 
day-by-day situations within the hospital or prison can give some index of his 
tolerance of frustration:In the case of sexual offenders, fantasies, if available, 
give a clue to their potential for violence. Yet all too often, t.hos: who 
determine the Dossible release of the patient have only the patIent s past 
behavior in th; prison and certain subjective impressions of him to guide 
them (l9). Opinions of various staff personnel, guards, parole and probation 
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officers can contribute to what is known about the patient. Still, such 
information may be far from conclusive. For example, a patient may have 
been a "model" 'prisoner and may be released early, despite the fact that no 
modification of underlying'pathology has occurred. . 

6. Followup.-As ill any medical illness, success of treatment IS 
determined by the adequacy of fo116wup. Court clinics already exist in so~e 
places to help those who have come into conflict with the. law. ProbatIOn 
officials and parole officers are likewise of some help to the vIO~ent o~fende~. 
Yet, this type of patient requires immediate help when co~fhct anses? his 
personality type is precisely that which cannot tolerate tensIOn and anxIety. 
The violent patient must know that he has a place t~ turn to when pro?lems 
arise An emergency psychiatric facility can meet this need. Also, the VIOlent 
patie'nt must be made confi~ent that someone ~ot conn.ected with the "law" 
is on his side, cares about him, and can control hIS behavIOr. 

B. What Is Not Known: Critique 

At the present time, it is not known which form of psychiatric treatment 
for the violent patient is the best. Within institutions such as prisons, the very 
concept of treatment is in direct contradistinction to punis~ent that the 
prisoner experiences by his confinement. Even though the public appe~rs t.o 
be recognizing the. need for changes in the penal system, psychiatnc 
treatment for every' ;prisoner is impossible with current mental health 
manpower. Ancillary personnel need to be trained to deal with the vio~ent 
offender and offer him treatment, irrespective of the particular type-I.e., 
dynamic, behavioral, group. . . 

Outside prisons, it is not known what means eXlst to encourage VIOlent 
prone individuals to come to a psychiatriC facility for help. It may be 
possible, through advertising (see appendix) via public media,. to increase the 
number of "self-referred" violent patients who seek profeSSIOnal help. But 
such a move necessitates that physicians and facilities be available and 
equipped to handle such an influx. 

-V" Ne~rological Diagnosis 

A. What Is Known 

1. Neuroanatomical areas implicated in violence. -There are a num~er of 
structural abnormalities of the brain which can account for violent behavior. 
Limbic system dysfunction such as a temporal lobe neoplasm or ~pilepsy has 
been associated with violent outbursts in men (5, 42). Such VIOlence can 
manifest itself in -temper outbursts, increased irritability, and assaultive or 
destructive behavior resembling a seizure. For. example, the recent "Texas 
Tower" murderer Charles Whitman was shown, at autopsy to have had a 
tumor infIltrating into the temporal lobe (39). Other workers in the' field have 
demonstrated amygdala dysfunction as a contributing cause of hyperactive 
and destructive behavior among mentally retarded children or certain 
epileptics (30). 

2. Tests for strur:tural disease. -~everal different tools are used to help the 
physician determine if a violent patient has a brain irregularity which might 
cause his deviant beh~lvior. 

---------,.------ --- -- -
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a. EEG: The diagnosis of temporal lobe disturhance has long been 
approaph_ed through electroencephalographic techniques. Not only are sleep 

EEG studies required to elicit spike activity from temporal lobe regions, but 
also repeated studies are often necessary to detect interictal abnormalities. 
Aids to the EEG's are electrical leads placed within the nose in the area of the 
sphenoid bone or inserted through the musculature covering the sphenoid 
bone. These nasopharyngeal or sphenoid leads, by virtue of their proximity to 
the temporal lobe, are helpful in increasing the yield of abnormal findings. 
Pharmacologic activation with such substances as scopolamine has been 
shown also to increase the yield of spiking (27). 

It has become increasingly evident to workers in this field that the surface 
electroencephalogram is inadequatl",for diagnosing electrical dysrl}ythmias. 
While repeated sleep surface tracings can eventually yield positive findings, 
abnormalities do not necessarily correlate with behavioral manifestations. 
Indwelling depth ~lectrodes have been used by several workers to d~termine 
abnormalities from deeper limbic system structures in the brain (35). Such 
electrodes are stereotaxically inserted via skull burr holes into the substance 
of the brain. They come to lie in the limbic system areas suoh as the 
hippocampus and amygdala. Recordings 'can then be made while the patient is 
awake and capable ot relating his subjective feelings. With newer telemetry 
techniques, the patient can be mobile, and objective behavioral changes can 
be correlated with electrical activity within the brain (3). 

An extensive literature already exists on the correlations between 
electroencephalographs and behavior of all types. Certain studies have found 
up to 50 percent of criminal populations to have EEG irregularities (17). 
Unfortunately, the EEG gives no etiological clarification regarding the 
reported abnormality; e.g., whether or not a tumor is present cannot be 
determined. Obviously, EEG studies of this type depend heavily on the 
population studied as well as the criteria for EEG "abnormality." An example 
of a controversial abnormality is fourteen and six per second spiking which 
has been shown to be correlated with violent forms of behavior. However, 14-
and 6-second spiking is also present in a high population of normal young 
people. Yet despite these limitations, the EEG can serve as a useful diagnostic 
tool for HIe study of potentially violent people. An abnormal finding, for 
example, can alert the physician to further organic aspects of behavior such as 
seizure, brain damage, or structural changes. 

b. Other laboratory tests: Neurologic evaluation of the violent patient 
proceeds along the same lines as those for any other patient suspected of 
central nervous system disease. In addition to routine hospital laboratory 
tests such as fasting blood sugar and serology, skull X-rays, lumbar puncture 
and (where indicated) contrast studies are adjuncts to the clinical diagnosis. 
Pneumoencephalography can be useful as a diagnostic tool for behavior 
disorders; in limbic system disease, it alone can often give valuable clues 
relating to ventricular asymmetry and temporal horn dilatation or cortical 
atrophy. Psychological tests such as the Bender-Gestault or other tests of 
perceptual motor function enable the physician to check for signs of organic 
impairment. 

3. Key to possible diagnosis. -A thorough and proper neurological history 
should be obtained before any of the above tests are considered, for test 
results are not meaningful when taken out of the context of each patient's 
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individual history. Before temporal lobe disorder can be confirmed, the 
physician must try to obtain the following information. 

B. Proper Neurologic Diagnosis 

1. Brain injury or dal7uzge.-The physician must try to ascertain if the 
patient has sustained brain injury or damage which has not been appreciated 
to date .(32). The hippocampal portion of the temporal lobe is among 
portions c,f the brain most sensitive to anoxia. Hence, inquiry is made into 
birth injury" illnesses such as meningitis which lead to coma, and febrile 
convulsions in childhood. In addition, the physician will want to learn if there 
~is~-~IlY-ias!...histo!Y of, convulsions "in later life, syncope, head trauma, or 
episodes of unconsciousness. Many patients do not recall these events; some 
persistence is required on the part of the examiner to elicit past experiences. 

All such occurrences can predispose to temporal lobe pathology, as can 
direct head i~jury resulting from childhood or automobile accidents. Ear 
infections can also lead to temporal lobe damage by virtue of proximity. 
Hearing losses or other complaints referable to the ear may alert the physician 
to signs of temporal lobe disease. Visual field changes due to involvement of 
the optic tracts which, qourse through the hippocampus may also suggest 
temporal lobe damage. Memory changes may result from damage to the 
mammillary bodies and hippocampus. Sexual function may be affected by 
temporal lobe disease; alterations in libido and bizarre behavioral changes are 
possible. 

,2. Modified seizurelike behavior.-The classical signs of temporal lobe 
epilepsy may enable the physician to diagnose this disorder. Such signs 
include an aura of taste or smell, an ictal period of widely varying nature in 
which the patient detects alterations in psychological state-including deja vu, 
feelings of depersonalization, dreamlike conditions, and a post-ictal state of 
drowsiness. 

However, these classical signs of temporal lobe epilepsy may be entirely 
absent. Instead, the physician may be alerted to the diagnosis on the basis of 
many different subtle, complex and vague complaints. Such changes may be 
reported or verbalized in terms of alterations of feelings or consciousness. 
Relatives of the patient may claim that his personality has changed markedly. 
In other cases, the patient has a premonition that he will have a "spell" 
during which he will lose control, become assaultive or violent. 

One clinical phenomenon often encountered is that of pathological 
intoxication. Alcoholic patients claim that they have "blackouts" during 
which they become violent. Amnesia often follows. The similarity between 
this' 'state and that of psychomotor epilepsy has been described by several 
w.orkers (31). It should alert the physician to an underlying seizure state. 

In recent years, the concept of "subictal" or "ictal" forms of behavior has 
~~~~_c-2gn_~~~ (147 12):TJ:.!ese labels refer ~_<? psychological events which 
resemble seizure states but lack clear-cut definite organic signs and symptoms. 
Subictal or ictal states resemble seizure states particularly because of abrupt 
onset and disappearance. They are accompanied by vague and "soft": 
neurological symptoms such as dizziness and headache. Both these types of 
behavior may be responsive to treatment with anticonvulsants. Hundreds of 
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such patients have been studied intensively by one worker (29) who reported 
that many patients had EEG evidence of limbic system dysrhythmias. 

In many cases, neurological and psychological tests designed to detect 
organic impairment reveal equivocal or borderline abnormalities without 
localizing features. In such cases, given a history indicative of organic damage, 
the term "minimal brain dysfunction" (.13) is often used to denote the fact 
that there appears to be an organic component to the patient's behavior 
problem, despite the fact that the component is not clearly or grossly 
demonstrable. 

3. Genetic clues. - ,The organic workup should also include consideration 
of the genetic background of the violent patient. Finger and footprints for 
ridge count buccal smear and blood leucocyte incubation for chromosomal 
study, and somatotyping and genital examination all can give useful 
information on the genotypic and phenotypic aspects of the indivdual 
involved in violence (41). 

c. The Interface of Psychiatry and Neurology 

No consideration of the organic aspects of violence can be made without 
consideration of the psychological state. Even in clear-cut cases of grand mal 
epilepsy where seizure states are predominantly motor in nature, there still 
exist psychological precipitants. It is well known that mood influences 
seizures and that seizures of all kinds can be triggered off by psychological 
conflict and stress. 

Similarly, a psychologic diagnosis does not exclude neurological 
concomitants, nor does a condition such as temporal lobe epilepsy exclude 
paranoia, depression, elation, anxiety, or any other behavioral' state. Even 
when investigated along usual psychiatric lines of inquiry, a patient can be 
found to have a circumscribed psychological problem with the addt;)d 
component of a dysfunction of the brain. 

The term "episodic" has been used by several authors to denote abrupt 
and often solitary outbursts of violence which may have psychodynamic 
significance (25) and which may also have EEG correlates (29). 

D. Critique: What Is Not Known 

Much remains to be learned about the organic bases for violent behavior. 
Also, the tools for such inquiry are still in the beginning stages. The practice 
of electrode implantation to diagnose temporal lobe epilepsy appears to be 
safe, but raises a host of unresolved moral and ethical questions. 

Elementary information is lacking with regard to the organic components 
of violent behavior. Besides the EEG, it is not known which questions or 
procedures might help screen patients most effectively for the detection of 
brain disease. 

There is no knowledge as to the incidence or frequency of temporal lobe 
dysfunction as a cause of violence or violent crimes. Temporal lobe epilepsy 
has also been linked to sexual deviation (18), but there are no data on the 
incidence of temporal lobe dysfunction among a group of se~uafoffenders. 

During the year 1966, there were an estimated 1,800,000 epileptics in the 
United States (7). Among epileptics, conservative estimates of the incidenc~ 
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of pure psychomotor seizures are about 5 percent (6). It is i~vident, therefore, 
that large numbers of temporal lobe epileptics exist, yet the behavioral 
manifestations of their disease continue to be unknown. 

Personnel of hospitals and prisons have little awareness of the need for 
. detection of organic components of behavior. In one study of certain patients 
who died in a mental hospital, autopsies revealed that 31 had limbic system 
tumors (24). There had been inadequate organic evaluation of the patients, 
even though they demonstrated a wiae ;variety of both neurofogic and 
psychiatric complaints. Prisoners also get inadequate organic evaluation. 
Another study (36) has shown that among a group of 100 criminals, 33 
percent have abnormal EEG's and 67 percent have indications of organic 
dysfunction (seizure history, head injury, neurological i~igns, and "organicity" 
in psychological exanllnation). 

Physiciaris need to learn what questions to ask in order to uncover organic 
factors contributing to impulsivity, irritability, alterations in consciousness, 
temper outbursts, or frank seizure states. Physicians also must be made aware 
of the coexistence of psychological factors 'and organic conditions that can 
lead to violence. 

VI. Organic Treatment 

A. Drug Treatment 

A wide variety of medications have been used in patients with seizurelike 
or frank epileptic conditions. Temporal .lobe epilepsy has traditionally been 
treated with anticonvulsants such as: diphenylhyd,lntoin (Dilantin) or 
barbiturates. More recent evidence suggests that tranquilizers such as 
chlordiazepoxide (Librium) r raise the seizure threshold within the' limbic 
system, particularly the hippocampus apd amygdala (28). The phenothiaziiws 
are considered to act as epileptogenic agents. However, experience with some 
temporal lobe epilepsy indicates that this Gisease, or at least certain forms of 
it, do not obey the same laws as other convulsive disorders. Temporall()be 
epilepsy can be ameliorated by the administration of such drugs as the 
phenothiazines in conjunction with other anticonvu.lsants. As in the case of 
psychiatric disorders, seizurelike conditions may not be controlled until the 
physician has tried a variety of medications and fmally discover~ that agent or 
combination of agents which helps each patient. Finally, drug treatment of 
even a documented seizure disorder must relat~ to both the convulsive state 
and the underlying psychological symptomatology. 

B. Surgical Treatment 

For individuals whose violent behavior is caused by something like a 
tumor, surgery is the preferred method of treatment. In some cases of 
idiopathic epilepsy, several workers have reported results following focal 
lesions in the amygdala region of the huma~: brain produced by radi~.) 
frequency via depth electrodes (35). This procedure of amygdaloton:fy 
appear~ to have few technical hazards. The operation shows promise /in 
replacing the classical temporal lobectomy operation. In this older procedllHe, 
several cm. of temporal lobe material are re~oved while the brain itself is 
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surgically exposed. Significant residual damage after lobectomy has been 
I .' -

reported., including ,.~hanges in sexual behavior, memory loss, blunting of 
affect (16). In geni,~ral surgical procedures should be reserved, for those 
patients tried without success on medications a~.d therapy . 

VII. Conclusions 
, . 

The violent patient can be identified in/prisons, hospitals and within 
society 'at large. He has a history of violent lo\ehavior or he verbalizes fears of 
becoiuing violent. Irrespective of where seen,,:the violent patient needs early 
intervention. Violence as a form of human behavior tends to be repetitive. 

Psychiatric 'evaluation takes into account the salient features of 'the 
pati'ent's past life and his present mental G()ndition ,in assessing his risk to 
socie.ty. Many factors influence this risle.. Alcohol, driving habits, and 
ownership of weap~ms are important. Evidence of past violence, including 
chiMhood acts, should cause the physician concern. It is imperative tha;t 
inquiry be made into these areas. .' 

iEqually important is the evaluation of nlburological factors contributing. to 
tflr~ patient's violence. Impulsivity is often'more than juist a mode of life/, It 
niay, under close scrutiny, reveal a seizutelike disorder or a weakening of 
normal cerebral controls on emotional:behavior. Organic workup should 
"lways be considered when a positive h.i;i;tory of such items as head injury, 
90nvulsions, syncope anmesic states, or r;athological intoxication is obtciined. 

Psychological treatment is incompl~:te without some form of adequate 
Jollowup. This gives the violent patient the opportunity to obtain help in 
controlling impulsivity. Medication is )mportant for psychiatric and organic 
conditions. Definitive surgical or abla;iive techniques should be rese.rvedfor 
patients with documented organic conditions which do not respond to 
conventional therapy. 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
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Throughou t the preceding text, many suggestions have been made regarding specific 
.areas which could benefit from additional investigation. The following is a recapitulation 
of certain of these items: 

(1) Establishment of uniform psychiatric diagnostic procedures for violent 
patients-psychological and neurological. 

(2) Incentive programs aimed at encouraging psychiatrists to work with prison 
populations. 

(3) Education of paramedical, legal and penal personnel in psychological and 
neurologic:.al basis of behavior. 

- .-

(4) Mandatory psychiatric investigat~on of drivers convicted of multiple. 
traffic violations, accidents and drunken driving. 

(5) Chromosomal studies of general populations with predictive' estimates of 
those who may become involved in violent crimes. 

(6) Research into more valid criteria for release of dangerous patients. 
(7) Education of psychiatrists in neurological aspects of violent behavior. 
(8) Research into more sensitive techniques for assessing brain limbic system 

dysfunction. 
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APPENDIXC 

The following photographs are experimental posters designed in. the manner of 
"advertisements" to encourage violent-prone patients to enter psychiatric facilities for 
evaluation (!nd treatment. Their possible use is now under study. 

''' __ '~_'_~~ ___ ~~ __ '~.'''''''~'_"_'''''' __ . ____ '_'_'-:- __ ~"_.~ _________ ,~ .. " ",.. ...... _._. __ K~_----..,_"- _____ _ 
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1nHIS 5 
AN ARGUMENT 

HE'S AFRAID HE MAY 
HARM SOMEONE 

HIS IMPULSES 
FRIGHTEN ~~, M 

DOES THIS HAPPEN TO 
YOU? 

CAll YOUR LOCAL 
MENTAL HE.l\lTH CENTER 
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HE HAS RAGE ATTACKS 

HEBECOMfS VIOLENT 
WHEN ANGRY 

DO YOU HAVE THIS 
. PROBLEM? 

YOUR LOCAL MENTAL 
HEALTH CENTER CAN HELP 
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APPENDIXD 

THE SELF-REFERRED VIOLENT PATIENT 

John R. Lion, M.D., George Bach-y:Rita, M.D., and Frank R. Ervin. M.D.'" 

[Reprinted from the Journal of The American Medical Association 
August 12, 1968, Vol. 205, pp. 503-505.J 

An increasing number of patients now enter hospitals voluntarily with chief 
complaints of episodic violence, impulsiveness, and destructive urges. Proper 
evaluation of these patients is often difficult, particularly when the patient is 
extremely agitated. This communication furnishes guidelines for handling violent 
patients when they enter a hospital facility. The physician's job has not ended 
when the o3tip.nt's acute anxiety has been abated and/or hospitalization has been 
arranged. If possible, the etiology of the patient's violence should also be 
established. Are the patient's problems caused by neurological difficulties, 
psychiatric difficulties, or both? This communication shows how a careful.history 
can help the physician determine whether neurological and/or psychiatric 
consultations are advisable. 

Because the stigma attached to mental health problems is waning, an increasing 
number of patients now enter the hospitals voluntarily with chief complaints of episodic 
violence, impulsiveness, and destructi.ve urges. To the physician in hospital or 
emergency-room practice, these patient;; may express such complaints as vague fears of 
aggression ("I'm afraid I'm going to break something"), more specific homicidal ideation 
("I want to kill my wife"), or descriptions of past acts of violence ("I hurt people for no 
reason"). Proper evaluation of potentially violent patients is often difficult. The 
physician is hampered by the urgency of the patient's problems and the potential danger 
that the patient poses for the community. If the physician makes a hasty disposition, he 
may never determine the actual etiology of the violent patient's behavior. And yet, there 
are certain diagnostic techniques which the physician can use when evaluating such a 
patient. It is the purpose of this communication to furnish guidelines for handling the 
viulent patient and evaluating tho etiology of his violence. 

Controls 

Patients entering a medical facility with complaints of violent acts or impulsiveness 
differ widely in accompanying anxiety. Some patients are lucid and rational; others are 
greatly agitated. The acutely disturbed patient requires severe anxiety as an outer 
manifestation of an inner fear that he will act on his impulses. The physician should 
assure the patient that his violent impuises will be checked and that he will be prevented 
from realizing these fears. 

*From Harvard Medical School and Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston. Drs. 
Lion and Bach-y-Rita are research fellows in Psychiatry at Harvard Medical School and 
Massachusetts General Hospital. 
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Medication 

Often, the acutely disturbed patient benefits from medication which diminishes his 
anxiety and reduces the strength of his fantasies. The phenothiazines remain th.e dr!lgs of 
choice in these instances. The patient can be helped more effectively when medication 
has calmed him and he is again in control of his impulses. 

Security 

When dealing with the acutely disturbed patient,. the physician should feel free to 
summon the aid of security personnel. He need not be afraid that this moy~ will frighten 
the patient. The presence of such men helps convince the patient that his impulses will 
be checked and that external controls are being furnished. hi addition, the presence of 
security personnel allays the doctor's fears. His own tensions are reduced-not 
transmitted to the patient-and the stresses between the doctor and patient are 
significantly eased. 

Hospitalization 

Just as the degree of agitation among patients differs, so the indications for 
hospitalization of violent patients vary with their acute states. The more violent the 
patient and the less he is in control of his impulses, the greater the indication for 
hospitalization. However, the patient's threats are just as iIl1Portant as his behavior, and 
the physician should take seriously threats of any kind, no matter how calmly uttered. If 
the patient allegest.lul,t he will harm someone, (or is afraid of harming someone) and 
does not elaborate on thenatllre or object of this potential act, he should still be taken 
seriously. Diffuseness of intent m:w mask a deep underlying conflict. 

Many physicians harbor fantasies of retaliation when they hospitalize violent patients 
who oppose this confinement, However, our experience suggests that no such ill effects 
result from enforced hospitalization. Although the patient may express strong objections 
to enforced confinement, he usually feels genuine relief and a lessening of anxiety and 
impulsive thinking when told Iumly that he .will be placed in the hospital. The concept 
of hospitalization should be presented to the' patient in a humane way, i.e., that the 
physician is very much concerned about the patient's potential danger to himself and 
society and that confinement will last no longer than it is necessary. Hospitalization does 
not mean commitment. Rather, it means limited confinement for, purposes of 
observation. The patient should be encouraged to return to the referring facility when 
his difficulty is over and he has been released from the hospital. This assurance conveys 
to the patient the idea that the doctor is interested in him and is willing to see him again. 
'Hence, the patient does not view ho~pitalization as the physid.an's rejection. Genuine 
concern on the part of the physician can ma.ke a lasting impression on the patient; it may 
even convert hostile and paranoid individuals into cooperative patients. Even a letter sent 
to the patient at the hospital reinforces the concern of the physician who initiated 
confmement. Enforced hospitalization when accomplished in a sympathetic way conveys 
to the patient the fact that someone cares enough abC/ut him to protect him from harm. 

Patients who enter emergency-room facilities with a specific request for 
hospitalization should be taken seriously and confmed according to their wishes. Often, 
such patients re21ize that dangerous impulses are breaking through and they seek some 
form of control. 

Some patients who have agreed to necessary hospitalization change their minds while 
awaiting confumation and completion of the necessary arrangements. With this feversal, 
the patient's acute anxiety and impulsiveness may suddenly reappear, The physician 
should anticipate this possibility. He can reduce these difficulties by having security 
personnel attend the patient during the stressful period between leaving the hospital and 
arriving at another facility. Finally, transportation to another hospital should always be 
by ambulance. 

Careful History 

Whether or not the violent patient requires hospitalization, it is the physician's 
responsibility to obtain a carefuihistory from him. The physician must not assume that 

-J 
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the patient has been cured once his anxiety has abated and/or hospitalization has been 
arranged. On the contrary, the physician has done nothing thus far to ascertain 'the 
etiology of the patient's violence. This diagnosis is just as important as calming the 
patient when he is in an acute state. Several diagnostic techniques can help in the 
determination of the probable causes of the patient's violence. 

Diagnois 

In trying to diagnose the causes of the violent patient's behavior, the physician must 
try to determine whether the patient's difficulties result from neurological problems, 
psychiatric problems, or both. For too long, phy.sicians have treated violent patients only 
within the discipline of psychiatry. Malamud, l for example; has recently shown that 
patients with psychiatric complaints, includin~ violence, are given inadequate orga,nic 
evaluation. 

Clues to Neurological Difficulties 

The violent patient's behavior may be caused by a neurological disorder such as a 
brain tumor or temporal lobe epilepsy. The physician should inquire into such symptoms 
as headache or altered states of consciousness which accompany the violent act or 
impulsiveness. Are there subtle personality changes which have occurred over time and 
which may represent a slow-growing neoplasm in the frontal lobe?2 Relatives may 
provide more information about such changes. Is there a marked alteration in sexual 
function or memory which suggest~ a temporal lobe process?3 Is there a past history of 
infection such as meningitis or head trauma which may have led -to brain injury? Is there 
an impairment of intelligence or a history of learning difficulty? Is there a family history 
of epilepsy or a histOrY of convulsions in childhood? Do aura or seizure-like states exist? 
Is-tJtere a history of repetitive rage reactions or periodically reoccurring temper tantrums 
which suggest temporal lobe epilepsy?4 

If there are positive answers to any of the above questions, a neurological 
consultation is -indicated. The neurologist may wish to perform a variety of tests 
including a lumbar puncture, sedliI. x-ray fIlins of the skull brain scan or contrast 
studies. Multiple electroencephalograms made while the /;tient is asl~ep may be 
necessary to confum the diagnosis of temporal lobe epilepsy. . 

Clues to Psychiatric Difficulties 

Once neurological factors have been ruled out, the physician can attempt to assess 
the patient's psychological difficulties. A past history of parental brutality or sexual 
assault, enuresis, pyromaniil ... or cruelty to animals is particularly ominous with regard to 
the potential for violence.6 ,7 Is the patient's job a potential hazard to himself or others? 
Does he, for exa~ple, drive a truck or bus or operate machinery? Has he been involved 
in serious automobile accidents or used a car as a means of dealing with stress? Do toxic 
factors such as alcohol or chronic drug use release his impulsiveness? Does he own 
weapons that make it easier for him to act upon his impulses? Is there a past history of 
seri~>us im~ulsiveness? Suicide attempts may be an example of impulsive action. Is the 
patIent serIously depressed, psychotic, or on the verge of psychosis? PQsitive answers to 
any of the above conditions indicate the need for psychiatric conSUltation. 

Psychiatric Treatment 

Our impression has been that the largest group of patients complaining of violence 
fall into the classification of "borderline" or "schizoid" personality types.8 Such 
patients are characterized by a history of much emotional deprivation unstable 
relationships with people, and a need for immediate gratification. It is e;ident that 
patients such as these cannot tolerate insight-oriented and anxiety-producing 
p.sychotqer.apy. Therapy must be modified tq that of a more supportive nature. A 
VIolent patient may not agree to see a physician at a regull,lf time or for as long as an 
hour. But such a patient can still be helped, if the physicia);l is flexible. He can see the 
patient irregularly and even for brief periods of time. All oc~asiona1 interchange of 10 or 
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1.5 minutes may be enough to ~eet the violent patient's needs for support. We routinely 
~v~ our telephone .. num~er to vIOlent patients and encourage them to call us if they feel 
~he1! ~'pu~ses ~e getting out of hand. Drugs are a helpful adjunct of treatment 
. enol.' Iazmes ave been, helpful in patient who are argumentative paranoid or' 
Impu SIve. ' , 

Goal of Treatment 

~espite bes,t efforts, i~ !Day b~ d~f~cult to eradicate the problems 'of the violent 
patIent by me~s of tradItIonal dIsCIpline of psychiatry. Still, the physician. can try 
through S~pportIve tt:e~tment to eas.e such patient's conflicts with society. The physician 
can also ~Im .to Co~dItIon these patients to contact him promptly when they feel acute 
states begutnmg or Impulses getting out of hand. 
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APPENDIX 25 

CROSS-CULTURAL COMP ARISONOF 
AGGRESSION AND VIOLENCE 
By Paul Bohannan (*with the Assistance of Lawrence A. Miller) 

It is as necessary for society to regulate the aggressive acts of human beings 
as for it to regulate the sexual acts of human beings (Scott, 1958: 25). In the 
processes of historical growth and cultural change, ·each set of social controls 
must be reformulated from time to time. Because we are now living at it time 
when the cultural reformulation of who fights whom-and who cares-is at 
the center of public attention and private introspection, the problem of 
aggression and violence has become (for the moment) central both in political 
life and in scientific urgency. 

This paper undertakes to examine three pertinent areas: (1) the 
distinctions that must be made among the drives of aggression, the emotions 
of rage, the behavior of hostility, social relationships of violence and cultural 
values of bellicosity; (2) the occurrence of violent social relationships in 
differently structured social groups, with a more general regard for the 
relationship of violence to social structure and social forms; (3) violence as a 
learned cognitive category in different cultures, and bellicosity as a cultural 
value. 

As Derek Freeman has ,pointed out (1964) man's ways of mistreating man 
are so various and so little studied at the present time (there is no extensive 
history or, broadly based comparative ethnography of violent behavior,. or. even 
ofe'cruelty," although there is a large literature 011 warfare· and crime), that 
we can have only hypotheses about the subjects of violenceanf,l bellicosity 
rather than axioms and reasoned inferences and deductions. Here' are some of 
our present hypotheses: 

(1) We must distinguish among drives, protoemotions, emotions, 
behavior, social relationships, and cultural traditions. Most of the 
literature on the subject uses words such as "aggression" or "violence" 
to cover all these categories-indeed, to pole vault from one to the 
other. This matter calls for some preliminary definition: (a) "Drives" 
are universal in animals. However, the human aggressive drive in animals 
is non-orgastic (that is, the hydrauiicor "flush-toilet" model (Klopfer 
and Hailman 1967: 42~3) is an incorrect way of viewing the matter). 

*Professor of Antluopology, Northwestern University,. Evanston, Illinois. 
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Therefore axiomatically to associate aggression with "destructiveness" 
is incorrect. The aggressive drive' needs a "triggering mechanism" (or 
:'frustration" ~s Dollard and his associates (1939) would have it) before 
1t leads to action. (b) Emotions must be divided into two levels-those 
~at are direct perceptions. of and motoric reactions to stimuli, which 
(m ~e. ~rea on which we are focused)we shall call "rage" and which is 
a pnrrutIv~ response ~o p~,ne!ration of the "self" (see below); these we 
s~all Call. protoemotIOns . (following Arieti 1967, but not following all 
hIS d~finItions and certamly not all of his conclusions); the second 
level IS a mme subtle e~otion in which there is a recognized object for 
the rage-and the emotIOn becomes much more refmed because of 
ambivalent attitudes toward all objects, and may be sublimated, but 
may also turn to anger or hate. 

(2) "Hostility" is a word which we apply only to acts. Behavior 
made up of hostile acts presumably "results from" the emotions based 
'?n the protoemotion of .rage, but can be (and often must be) studi~d 
mdependently of emotIOn or drive. "AgOnistic behavior" is the 
ethological term which is commonly used to express this idea but we 
prefer ~'hostility:'. because agonism implies not merely action,' but 
mterac~IOn .. HostilIty need~.a target, but it does not need a responding 
target; I.e., It does not need feed-back. 
. ~3! Violence itself is a mode of social interaction, either between 
mdIvId~~s ~r between social groups. The term has, for purposes of the 
CommIssIOn s study) been applied to destruction of property as well, 
but we would go back to Rohfeld's insights about property law 
(Hoh~eld, 1923; Hoebel, 1954) and claim that ownership of property 
(and IpSO facto damage to property) is' a form of social intenlction 
among people who "value" the property one way or another and for 
whom it may have significant symbolic meaning. ,. 

Interactions of violence between people or between groups of people 
are culturally among the very simplest of all acts-the "rules" are 
unequivocal. The goals are no more complex. Violence occurs when the 
cultural expectatIons in a relationshIp are at an absolute minimum: 
t~ere need be no cultural common understandings about the primitive 
~mdeed~ prehuI?an) ones of destroy and be destroyed. Violent 
mteractIOn, ObVIOusly, occurs in two situations of culture: when the 
cultural expecta~ions to the relationship have never grown complex 
enough ~o ~ontam values, ideas and things beyond the will to destroy 
th~ foreIgn mtruder, and as a kind of structural regression (which only 
epIphenomenally takes place in time) from more complex to more 
sImple cultural forms. 

~4) Cultural traditions all have cognitive perceptions and affective 
. attItude~ .about vio~enc:.We can hypothesize (without fear of 
c?n~rad:ctIon) that m all cultural traditions we will find a simple 
dlstmctIOn between what violence is "good" and what is "bad." We can 
also be assured that there will be a '~gray area" between the good and 
the. bad~ Moreover, we can also hypothesize (again without fear of 
senous contradiction) that all people adjudge violence as either sensible 
or "senseless," depending on whether or not they can empathize with 
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the aggressor or only with the victim. These two sets of criteria lead to 
a compound classification: 

SENSIBLE SENSELESS 

"GOOD" a. APPROVED POLICE ACTION d. "POLICE BRUTALITY" 

b. SELF·PROTECTION; "HONOR" ---- ----e ____ ----"GRAY AREA" 

c. REVOLUTION f. 
MASS MURDER; 
RAPING GRANDMOTHER 

"BAD" 

It seems to us that present-day public concern with "violence" is to be 
found within three areas of the chart: first· of all; in cell b, there is a vast 
change in. the United States of who is aware of what violence in the "gray 
areas" and there is considerable change in the needs of different ethnic or 
geographical populations for self-protection and self-help as against assistance 
from the state. Second, there is a "revolution" (cell c) of "bad" but perfectly 
sensible violence going on today, because groups that have formerly not been 
part of what they call the "Establishment" are making their way into it or 
seeking to change it. The Establishment understands this only too well-they 
may reject the understanding or the aims of those who are in revolution, but 
they do understand it. Finally, we are concerned. in this country today about 
the excesses of "legitimate" violence (cell d) and do not know just where to 
draw the line between sensible and senseless violence on the part of the 
political power. 

.This essay is first concerned with the problem of aggressive drives, rage 
reaction~ and the difficulties of cross-species comparison in studying such 
phenom.ena. It proceeds, then, to a study of human hostile behavior and 
violent social relationships, with some points about the kind of violence that 
occurs in different kinds of social structures. It concludes with a discussion of 
cultural evaluations of violence and of bellicosity and associates these values, 
as cultural artifacts, with some others. 

PROBLEMS OF CROSS-SPECIES COMPARISON 

A theory of aggression has been .'growing for some decades now in 
ethology, psychoanalysis, comparative psychology on the one hand;' and in 
political' science and international relations on the other. Because of 
misunderstanding of what ethologists and psychoanalysts are saying (in our 
view,at least), there has been popularized in America in the last few years the 
doctrine that mankind is "instinctively" destructive (note the change of 
wording-from aggression to destruction; this "great leap" is universal in the 
popular literature and cannot be left unchallenged); the idea ends that. there is 
no "hope" for man's fundamental decency. Merely to espouse the opposite 
point, as Ashley Montagu-to name only. one-has done (1968), is to 
underscore rather than question the validity of the idea. It is not the answer 
that is right or wrong-it is the question. Thus, we question the validity of the 
idea in either form. Moral psychologists since at least William James (and 
moralists for centuries before) have castigated man either with the. doctrine of 
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innate depravity or original sin or something of the sort; they have talked 
about "man's inhumanity to man." We want. to suggest only that the 
association between "aggression" and "destruction" should be 
operationalized and investigated rather than merely assumed. 

A false dichotomy has also grown up in the last few decades about the 
nature of the aggressive drive. A number of noted scientists have found it 
necessary, for reasons not entirely clear, to "choose" between a theory of 
"instinctive aggression" (and have, almost without exception, misattributed 
that position to straw men whom they have labeled Lorenz, Freud, 
MacDougall or some other worthy) or "aggression as a result of frustration" 
(which they universally, and correctly, attribute to Dollard and his coworkers 
who themselves nevertheless document forerunners for their ideas). A careful 
reading of Dollard et al. (1939) will show that they did not have such a 
dichotomy in mind. Their book sets out to examine whether or not the 
"drive" of aggression as it was set forth by Freud, was "orgastic," and they 
found that it was not-that it demanded a frustrating stimulus: Such a finding 
was not "opposed" to any drive hypothesis by them, at that time. That 
hostile behavior is a result of frustration does not mean that aggression is not 
a drive-it only means that it is a drive to rid one's self of the frustration of 
unwanted intrusion, when frustration is present. Here, once this idea has been 
sllPplemented by the concept of displacement, lies the key to understanding 
Lorenz. 

We think that Lorenz can be read (unembroidered by his followers or by 
his own later moral admonitions and anthropomorphizations) to say: the 
concept of aggression is a hypothesis that there is a drive wi thin an animal 
organism that accoup.ts for its behavior in locating itself in geographical, 
ecological, and social space. This drive is exhibited in some animals in what 
appears to human observers to be an innate response (in the sense that the 
behavior is chemically coded in the genetic plasm of the creature) and in 
some other animals as a result of learning, the genetic plasm being programed 
as a learning apparatus. 

Aggression is, in this view, an internal drive response to a stimulus which 
can be experienced as . external if we know enough about the causal 
chain-and in human beings this causal chain may become extraordinarily 
complex. 

In order to explain our ideas of aggression and our warnings about 
cross-species comparison, we will start with the human animal (unlike 
ethologists), and will "peel away" the distinctively human characteristics. The 
human being is made up of a skin-cased motor apparatus. It is also a sensory 
apparatus, but the sensory apparatus is not skin-bounded as is the motor 
apparatus (short, of course, of cultural extensions like tools and weapons). 
We are going to call the skin-bound, acting animal the "biopsychic unit." We 
are going to call the sensing animal, which is not skin bound, the "self." And 
we are immediately going to divide the self into the "sensing self' and the 
"cultural self." The difference is -that the sensing self has a quality of 
awareness; this quality is, presumably, shared among all animals, human and 
non-human (although, as Schnierla and many others have always insisted, 
each species must be understood in its ownllJode). The cultural self has an 
additional quality: awareness of aW2!reness. W~ do not know whether this 
quality is shared with animals or not, because we cannot really be said ever to 
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have "broken" the "code" of a non-human animal sufficiently to answer this 
question. Human beings, however, are aware that they are aware. They are 
also, of course, merely aware-at an unconscious or preconscious level. Now 
we can go back to Lorenz and to the drive of aggression. 

Aggression 

Lorenz's basic message is (if the moraliZing and the anecdotes be omitted) 
very clear:-aggression'-is the animal drive that is exhibited when animals 
position themselves in space, vis-a-vis one another, and which presumably 
spaces them ecologically and socially in both a species-advantageous and 
individual-advantageous way. After all, animals are material creatures' who 
need subsistence and who must breed and (to whatever degree it is species 
specific) prepare for and care for the young. They must always adjust 
themselves in some sort of spatial juxtaposition to one another. 

The space that we are talking about should not be translated merely into 
presently stylish terms of "territoriality." There is much more to it than that 
when awareness-of-awareness and cultural factors are added. It much more 
nearly resembles Kurt Lewin's (1951) concept of "life-space," for it contains 
both the physical spacing on the one hand and the psycho-cultural 
perceptions of it on the other. 

Human beings perform this operation of "spacing" by means of their 
senses and, further, their evaluatIon and considerations of sensed "data." It is 
easiest to understand this point if we make an analogy and say that every 
human animal is a biopsychic unit encased in a skin, but he is also surrounded 
by a number of other "envelopes" or integuments (Hall, 1966). The skin 
itself serves not merely as a case for a biopsychic unit, but is also a sensory 
envelope. The skin, in fact, is used in two ways: it is the tactile envelope and 
is also a part of the kinesthetic envelope. The latter is more inclusive because 
it also includes the muscles and skeleton in relation to outside material 
objects: that is, weight, distance, and density are experiences with the 
muscles as well as with the skin (and are here called Kinesthetic), whereas 
temperature and shape are experienced with the skin {and are here called 
tactile).'.. 

At a further distance from our bodies there is a "heat envelope" and we 
can feel, again with our skins, but in the absence of touching, somet~ng 
about the changes of temperature in our surroundings. When another arumal 
that gives off heat enters our heat envelope., we are aware of it. If we have not 
invited the other into our envelope, we may experience this as an intrusion or 
invasion. There are certain activities-from sexual intercourse to riding on 
buses-in which we allow our heat envelope to be invaded by other persons. 
In situations in which we do not specifically "allown this invasion, we may be 
aroused to great anxiety. 

The next larger envelope is the "olfactory envelope" (again, the term is 
Hall's). The chemical sense of olfaction works to detect certain kinds of 
chemical changes in the environment. It is our contention that the "sensing 
self" as a unit includes that part of the environment which is so 
sensed-therefore, when foreign and especially unpleasant odors invade ~s 
environment, they are experie,nced as invasions of the self. Different cultural 
traditions display vast differences in the way in which they define, treat, and 
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value the olfactory enve~ope. Certainly all of these different treatments are 
learned by the mass practitioners of those cultural traditions-learned in the 
sense .of socially habituated rather than educationally instructed. Middle-class 
Am~nca~ cul~ure says that except for certain specific other people in certain 
specIfic sItuatIOns, you should not get close enough to other people t~) smell 
!hem or to be smelled by them. Because 'the olfactory envelope is so 
~p?rtant to us (for all that it is not usually discussed) we have developed a 
~hon-dollar deodorant industry and a multi-million dollar perfume 
md~stry. The first is designed to cut out or reduce odor in those situations in 
w~c~ our ~resent social and architectural structures demand- that we get 
WIthin smellmg range. The second is designed to please other people when 
th~y purpos~ly or inadv~rtently enter our olfactory envelope. Hall has 
pomted out m some detail the various ways that such other people as the 
~abs, the Ja~a~ese, ~he Fr~nch,. use and control the olfactory sensual 
e?velo~~. And If:, m SOCIal r~latIOnships, the olfactory (or sonie other) sense is 
elther m~ruded upon or IS left unused, the individual feels uncomfortable. 

There. IS, furt~er, a~ aural envelope: a self sensing the surrounding of 
sound. SI~ce the mventIOn o~ machinery, and then the discovery of the ways 
to transmIt sound by electncal waves over a distance the content of the 
sound ~nvelope of individuals has changed vastly-and with it, of course, their 
evaluatI?~ of themselves. We live in the noisiest era of history: we must adjust 
to t~levisIOn commerCials, sonic booms, and church bells, as well as to the 
barking of dogs and the quarreling of our neighbors. 

Finally, there is the most extensive of the sensual fields-the visual, which 
has recently bee~ e~pan~~d by television as the aural envelope has been 
~xpa?ded by radIo. felevision can be, in some situations, experienced as an 
mvaSlOn of the self. So are many other "sights" that come "too close." 

On~ learns to use his visual field in exactly the same way that he learns to 
. _~hi.!,o~factory field. A ~iddle-cla~s.~~ric~n W~~ha~_only to go to 

France ~o know that ~eople m France stand too close to him. The reason he 
feels thIS has to do wIth foveal and peripheral vision. In France, one stands 
cl?se enough t¥t he. can lo~k in, with his foveal vision, the eye of the person 
wIth whom he IS havmg.a faIrly ~lose but not quite intimate relatiotlship. The 
Ara~s get even closer-vIsually tney are locked in on the pupillary reflex. The 
pupil_ expands and contracts with the emotional state, and Arabs use that 
~action-~ot overtly or knowingly, but nevertheless they use it as a source of 
lllform~tio~, at a subliminal or parataxic level (Hall: personal 
commumcatIOn). The American white middle-class get far enough back that 
they can s~ft their glance from one eye to the other of their "partner." This 
means a distance of perhaps two and a half feet. They do not focus on one 
~ye as d~ the French, but switch back and forth, in order, to "check out" the 
mformatlOn that they receive from one eye with that they get from the other. 
To the French, that makes Americans shifty-eyed. ' 

At eve~y level, from the visual to the aural, to the olfactory and the heat, 
to the skin and the muscles, we have reactions-emotional chemical and 
pe~haps social-to anything that penetrates the envelopes: We, as ~ware 
ammals, \Vant to be able to control or else to repulse what comes within any 
of these boundaries. -

.All evaluations by Our senses of these phen~mena are learned. In human 
bemgs, they are learned by cultural means, and we react to them by culturally 
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conditioned reflexes. No matter how "biological" a reflex in a human being, 
it is also culturally conditioned. And a culturally conditioned reaction can be 
just as "natural" and just a~ strong as one conditioned in any other way. 

Just as the self is delimited by a series of sensory envelopes-and the 
perception of one's self, or identity, is closely associated with modes of 
sensing what is, from the standpoint of the biopsychic apparatus 
"outside"-there is another kind of envelope, which can be called the "social 
envelope." The word "envelope" may not be quite as serviceable here as in 
the explanation of the sensory self, but we continue to use it "metaphorically 
in order to show the similarities. 

Every human being, in the course of his maturation, learns a cultural 
tradition-it is what makes the human animal a human being. He may, in fact, 
learn several (although that is a different problem). A cultural tradition, as we 
use the term, is a set of repeated and learned common understandings that 
are, in the words of Robert Redfield (1941), "manifest in act and artifact." 
When a person learns one cultural 'tradition, he ipso facto and obviously does 
not learn another (and this applies to his "second culture" just as much as to 
his first). Cultural traditions contain ways of evaluating activities and things. 
The "cultural self' is that part of the culture which has been interiorized by 
the individual animal in the course of living-learning, maturing, experiencing. 
Any social envelope contains, necessarily, many cultural things and many 
judgments that are different from those within other social envelopes. 

When one's social envelope-or "cultural field"-is entered by "foreign" 
behavior or things, the same kind of anxiety reaction may be aroused as when 
the sensual envelopes are pierced by things or beings that are unwelcome. It is 
as "natural" to reject unknown (and hence discomfort-producing) cultural 
behavior or things as it is to reject odors or sounds that penetrate 
unwelcomely into the self. Culture has, for over a decade now, been defined 
by most- forward-looking anthropologists as manufactured extensipns of the 
human creature. Culture expands our senses, gives us greater precision, greater 
distance, and greater "knowledge." Culture is, as pari of our senses, subject to 
the same kind of trauma-producing invasion as is our visual field or our 
olfactory field. We resent things that come in, uninvited, to. our cultural field. 

Thus, all our senses and our chemistr.y' and our culture, trained or 
inherited, demands a placement in space and\Sspecially the space in which we 
can get a living, in which we can behave as more or less moral creatures, and 
in which we can be both social on the one hand, and private and whole on the 
other. We need exploitable, personal and cultural space. 

Aggression is, then, from our point of view, a chemically triggered physical 
response whenever anything unwelcome or uncontrolled and unpredictable 
penetrates any of these "envelopes." One of the responses, when something 
penetrates that "we are unable to control or reject, is the protoemotion of 
rage. You are being impinged upon-penetrated-raped. Your integrity is 
challenged, and the animal reacts with an aggressive push '(which may 
be-and, of course, may not be) experienced as rage. 

Rage 

When one of the many "envelopes" is ravished, there is a chemical change 
in the body-in the biopsychic mechanism. It is an involved set of chemical 
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and hormonal reactions, the study of which was first brought into some kind 
of order by Walter B. Cannon (1922) and since carried far beyond his 
pioneering efforts. 

We know a gre~t deal about rage reactions in cats and in mice but 
comparatively little about them jn human beings, both because we d~ not 
perform the same sort of experiments on human beings, and because of the 
fact that scientists have never got "rid" of the counter-observation of the 
human patient (neither have they really gotxid of the counter-observation of 
the cat, but that is presumably a much less scientifically crippling difficulty). 
Human beings not merely experienc~ rage-they may know that they are 
enraged. ' 
. Our use of the ~ord "rage" is, obviously, a .highly specific one. In our 

VIew, ~here are two Important elements necessary to bring about "rage" as we 
are usmg the word: (1) a cond"tioned set of chemical capacities and "habits" 
~nd (2) a~, -exter?al situation" that is perceived as something that is comi~g 

too close and IS therefore dangerous. We have, in fact a combination of a 
drive and a "frustrating'" stimulus. ' , 

Rage is an infra-cultural signal from the perceiving s\?lf to the biopsychic 
mechanism that it should prepare to do something. Wher.eas the sensory and 

,',' the cultural self perceives, the biopsychic mechanism acts. Adrenalin is set 
, flowing, and after a few minutes the cortisone joins in. (We know this is a vast 

oversimplification, but it makes our imme<liate point.) AWareness leads to 
action. / 

But awareness-of-awareness can inhibit /;iction: it can vastly affect the kind 
of action ~nd can lead to inaction. A num~oer of ethologists hav'~ claimed that 
human bemgs do not have an "inhibiting mechanism" so that even when a 
victim makes a sign of surrender, the aggressor pays no attention or is not 
moved to spare the victim; others have claimed that it was th,~ increased 
distance between aggressor and victim made possible by modern tt.~chnology 
~hat h~s allowed such signs to go unnoticed, or has at least cha~ged the 
ImmedIacy of our reactions to them. It is our argument that the" human 
inhibiting mechanism is to be found in cultural values' if there, is no 
inhibition, it may well be for want of adequate cultural valu:s. " 

Therefore, rage does not, in human beings, lead to "automatic" discharge, 
but must "go through" another step-the evaluative step in which it c~n be 
sublimated or displaced., The sublimation and displacement are, of coUrse, 
modes of behavior in accordance with learned values of the cultural traditit1n. 

Anger and Hatred 

. If rage has a specific target (whether it be the intruding object or a 
dIsplacement), t~en we think we can justifiably call it "anger." Rage may be 
suppressed and It may come out as some other emotions, or it may be 
co~trolled or it may be neurotically somatized or something of the sort. The 
object may, of course, also be suppressed, leading to anger as a neurotic 
symptom. If there is what psychoanalysts call object constancy in the object 
of anger, then hate may develop. Hate may, of course, be denied by the 
'person who feels it. Hatred is iin extremely complex emotion. 

The biopsych~c organis?I may react to rage at what Sullivan (1953: 28-29) 
called a parataxlC level, m order to get what is threatening it out of the 
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integuments of the self. We can either drive it away, accommodate, or remove 
ourselves. As a species, and as individuals, we would perish if we could not do 
this. Rage, set off by a trigger from the "outside" of any of the various 
integuments, can have a spiraling effect on the inside, leading to action by the 
biopsychic animal. However, once one is aware of the awareness that is rage, 
then culture (of something analogous) intervenes. When something intervenes 
with discharge of rage, then the stage is set for the more complex emotions. 
Greater and greater emotional control over the acts of the biopsychic 
mechanism can result. Yet, even here, something will eventually happen in 
the biopsychic apparatus that leads to some kind of action: it may be action 
against the self rather than against the intruding object; it may be action, by 
transference or displacement, against some other' object than the original 
intruding object. 

It is surely obvious from what V{e have said that it seems not only 
unnecessary but downright wrong-headed to opt either for an "instinctual" 
theory of aggression or the frustration-aggression hypothesis. Of course 
aggression is a reaction to frustration. The fact that it is an "educated" drive 
does not mean tp,at it is any the less a biochemical drive. But we have 
transferred the' problem to something else: the human characteristic of 
imposing a cultural evaluation within the social envelope to form a link-and 
perhaps a block-between the perceptions of the self and the action of the 
biopsy chic mechanism. 

Hostility and Violence 

It has often been said-and we think, with too vast an 
oversimplification-that violence is a concatenation of hostile acts. That is, 
behavior is made the basis-indeed, almost the cause-of sociality. The 
difference between hostile acts and violent interaction is in the unit which the 
scientist chooses to discuss. 

"Hostile" is, in our opinion, an adjective that is best used to describe 
behavior. We can infer from hostile behavior (and from stateiilents made 
about or by the person so behaving, from empathy and introspection) 
something of the emotions of anger, the protoemotions of rage, and the 
drives of aggression. But we must also see that these are all theoretical 
constructs to explain behavior all,d physiology. 

However, there is another dimension. Behavior, in order to be judged 
"hostile," has to occur in a milieu of cultural criteria for evaluating hostility. 

Hostile behavior is always such within an emotional setting (for some 
behavior that may be hostile in one setting may not be so in another) and 
within a social setting (in which suitability or appropriateness is always the 
gauge, and of course changes with cultures and situations). 

Thus, hostility is about not merely an awareness-of-awareness, but a value 
judgment of the social suitability of the acts. And value judgments are 
undeniably part of the larger tradition-the larger tradition that both 
supersedes the selves and, indeed, all of the selves that share in the tradition. 
As Kroeber (1917) put it many years ago, culture is "superorganic." 

When hostility is met with counter-hostility, then the stage is set for 
violent interaction . 
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Violence 

. :'iolence, to repeat, is a social relationship. It demands an aggressor and a 
vIctim (and, of course, both parties to the violent interaction may play both 
roles in many amalgams). Victim and aggressor are the social roles in the 
social dyad of violence. Obviously, either or both roles can be played by 
either individuals or by groups. ' 

Like eyery other human rel~tionship, the relationship of violence is subject 
to ~o~al Judgment. Human beIngs do not "just act." Their acts are good, bad, 
or IndIfferent. Thus, the norms and values for judging violence are part of a 
larger code of values for evaluating action, and they change from one social 
group to another. All normal human beings, as they mature, learn to evaluate 
a.nd to judge the actions of others and of themselves. The evaluation is, in its 
sImplest terms: a set or more or less overt principles of good and bad-and if 
they can be learned by the members of the society, they can be learned by an 
ethnographer. 

As. we se.e the problems, the sensing self may perceive as dangerous 
anything which endangers one of our envelopes or integuments-and it is 
probably adjudged a morally bad thing. Then, the cultural self (or the cultural 
aspect of the self) "holds the book" on the emotional reaction and on the act 
which the biopsychic creature performs (or, to put it another way, is allowed 
by the self at either a conscious or unconscious level to perform). 

To repeat: human beings and human societies necessarily evaluate all acts 
by themselves and by their members. We are taught to do so-it is a part of 
"1 . "" It "0 f h _ earmng . cu ure. ut 0 t e vast range of culture that is possible, it is 

, necessary (if you are to learn your own tradition) to learn what behavior is 
good and what is bad; what is rewarded and what is punished. These matters 
are subject to great variation, not just among societies, but among larger or 
smaller social groups within any greater :-<?ciety. Every enduring social 
gr~up-from the two-group to the United Nations-has its own culture (the 
traIts or elements of which may be widely shared in a cultural tradition but 
may not be-an empirical matter than can, with sufficient definitio~ be 
handled statistically). The result is . that human beings are, willy-nilly 
evaluators of all social acts, and as a re~U:l.t, even of their behavior in which 
th~re is no immediate social partner or e,~t~irnal evaluator. All normal human 
beIngs become capable of guilt to one degree or another-but what (among 
other things) "causes" guilt is an internalized set of cultural evaluations of 
social acts. 
. :rh~s, violence is a form of social interaction in which some sort of damage 
~s mflIcted by one party to the action on the other (and, of course, this 
mcludes damage to somebody's property insofar as it is an extension of 
somebody's integument). Violence is necessarily accompanied bi":; an 
evaluation of the acts of violence. 

We hav.e, obviously, brought the idea of violence to the point that it is not 
only a SOCIal phenomenon, but it is also a "cognitive category." 
. Moreover, as Berkowitz (1962) has pointeq~ out, there are two types of 

VIOlence-that based on direct reaction to immediate frustration and that 
~hich .is "instrumentaP' to another end, and presumably not' based on 
~mmed~ate frustration to which the violence itself will bring about the 
ImmedIately desired object. That is to' say, violent acts m'ay be used culturally 
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as a means to an end as well as be reactions of the biopsychic animal to 
frustration of the ~'self." However, at a thoroughly social level, given a 
sufficiently long chain of causation, we are not sure that this distinction does 
not break down. 

Cross·Species Comparison 

We are now in a position to make some remarks about the difficulties of 
cross-species comparison which have most often been summed up merely as 
problems of anthropomorphization of non-human animals or the 
zoomorphization (a less happy word choice because human animals are 
zoomorphs-perhaps ornithomorphization would be more apt) of the human 
animal. 

George Devereux has said well (l967: 23) what others have said less 
well-that the difference between animal life and other forms of life is the 
threshold of awareness, whereas the difference between cultural life and other 
forms of aniimal life is the threshold of awareness-of-awareness. The problem, 
therefore, in cross-species comparison is one of empathy. Empathy is a 
perfectly sound mechanism for use in behavioral sciences dealing with the 
behavior of human beings-providiQg:,_ of course, it is checked out in a 
systematic manner. It is a far worselfuln useless part of the methodological 
tool-kit in studying non-human animal life. The problem of comparison 
among species is difficult enough without including human beings-one has to 
know the bases for categorization of the comparata, and that is not as easy as 
it sounds. When human beings are included, 
awareness-of-awareness must be so fully analyzed that human mere-awareness 
can be compared with mere-awareness of other animals. Behaviorism has tried 
this approach, but not, in the opinion of most, been successful as a solution. 
And, were you successful in getting rid of awareness of awareness, you would 
be getting rid of the most significant thing about human being&. .: 

Therefore, although it is sensible for some scientists to "begin with the 
animal," we must also realize, obviously, that awareness-of-awareness 
influences the human animal profoundly and that assignment of crude 
categories of awareness to the more complex awareness-of-awareness leaves 
out the most significant thing about human beings. Species can be compared 
anatomically quite simply; they can be compared biotically, buUess simply; 
they can be compared behaviorally with very great difficulty indeed; and 
until we actually crack an animal code, they cannot be compared cognitively 
at all. Chomsky (l968) and his followers have been quite specific in their 
statements that what we have called awareness-of-awareness is a matter of 
language, and most ethologists agree (thOUgh some linguists do not) that 
language is not merely the complexification of a pre-linguistic An.iage in the 
sounds made by animals, but rather that man has never lost the pre-linguistic 
types of communication and sounds (Scott, 1958, PQints out that all 
primates, including man, make the ~ame kind of pre-liIlglkistic sO,unds when 
something unpleasant enters their olfactory envelope), but has added to it a 
new form, which is the basis for the awareness-of-awareness. 

, The point here is this: man, as an animal, has aggressive drives; he also has , 
emotions; he also behaves agonistically. But when, he becomes aware of 
agonismas a category of behavior, then he is aware'-of-awarenessand takes a 
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judgmental position. That is cultural. Human violence (or any other cognitive 
~ategory) must be studied by two methods: (1) those elements which are 
mdeed shared must be explained in terms of scientific reduction-but that 
reduction ca~not be complete (if it claims to be, the new "something" either 
does not ~XISt phenomenally or else it has been explained away by a 
self-d~stroymg theory); (2) we must understand everything that cannot be 
explam.ed ?y reduction in terms of itself. So far, culture and cognitive 
evaluatIOn m terms of culture have not been explained by reduction-for all 
that studies in biochemistry and genetics have given us much about the 
underpinning of what must be caiied "judgment." . 

THE INSTITUTIONALIZATION OF VIOLENCE IN HUMAN GROUPS 

. T? exa~ne hostile behavior and violent social relationships, as they occur 
wIthin a SOCIal context, we propose to classify groups by two principles which 
we s~all. call unicentric and bicentric. These are principles of social 
orgamzatIon; both are to be found in most human societies-indeed stable 
so~ie~ies can be seen as a complex network of many examples using th;se two 
£n~cIpl~s." I~ other, ~onte~ts, we would subdivide the present category 
blce~tnc mto multicentnc and true bicentric; however, this distinction is 

no! VItal ~ the present context, so we have used the grosser category. The 
pomt here IS that they are principles of organization, not pigeonholes. 

A group i~ unice~~ric insofar as it .has a single cultural tradition and a single 
power structur~, ,,:uh p~r~aps a smgle head (thOUgh such groups may be 
acephalous). It IS bIcentnc msofar as it has two (or more) heads each with its 
own cultural tradition, and the power structure depends on c~mmunication 
and accommodation between the two heads. < 

Th~ unicentric group, with its single head, is easiest to envision as a 
py'ra~dal st:uctu~e, although there are other types. The analogy of the 
pnmanly UnIcentnc group is to the individual who may suffer internal 
~on.t~adiction or conflict, but who nevertheless is (if he is "whole") a single 
mdivIdual, who acts many roles; a unicentric group may be united in a single, 
well defined purpose, such as a lobby or" a reform organization, or as a 
succe~sfu~ly operating nation-state. We do not suggest that unicentric 
orgaruzations cannot be made up of bicentric structures and sometimes utilize 
!hem, for ?bviously they can. That is not our immediate point-we, are here 
mterested m the fact of the "single center," and the kind of violent conflict 
that may occur in a structure dominated by this principle. 

A bicentric group has two or more r,(heads'~' in which cultural values and 
modes of action must be kept; there must be communication between these 
two "heads" (rather than merely communication up and down as well as 
laterally in a single. power structure), and there must be acco~modation 
between the centers of decision and power. The analogy is to the married 
couple or to treating states in international relations. 

V:i~le~c~ differs profoundly in groups that are primarily unicentric from 
~hat It IS I~ groups that are dominantly bicentric. Although this difference 
mcludes a dIchotomy between the in-group and the out-group, it is somewhat 
more than that and cuts the pie in a different dimension. From the 
standpoint of any individual, the bicentric group includes the in-group and 
the out-group; his .own group (which mayor may not be unicentric) within 
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the bicentric group is the "in-group;" "they," of course, are the out-group. In, 
the unicentric situation itself, there is no "out-group"; therefore, if an 
outgroup appears, there is by definition an in-group, and hence a bicentric 
system in addition to the unicentric system of the original in-group. 

In a unicentric system, conflict must be resolved, but "a,ccOInmodation" 
to an external object is not essential for there is no "other," but only the 
conflicted "self." Obviously, one of the ways in which conflict in the 
unicentric group can be resolved is to reduce it to a bicentric group. This is 
usually seen as "revolution" or "divorce" or some other form of regression to 
a simpler level of organization. ' 

Violence in the Unicentric System 

Violence in the group with a unicentric power system is always used 
(perhaps alone and perhaps among other things) as a basis for creating 
dominance hierarchies. The violence may occur directly in the relationships 
among the members of the group (intra-group dominance struggles) but the 
violence may also be perpetrated against outsiders, and the "coup" that it 
makes brought into the group as a dominance "tally," as it were (this kind of 
intra-group dominance is based only on violent activity of the members 
toward outsiders and is hence, at another level, part of a bicentric system). 

Intragroup violence as a marker in the dominance hierarcllJl. - Violence as 
a measure of dominance in the unicentric group depends 011 one very 
important factor: that the members either cannot get out of the group, or 
that they choose to stay in because the alternative is worse (from their point 
of view) than the violent struggle for dominance within the group. Although 
this type of dominance hierarchy resembles, superficially at least, the 
"peck.arder" of birds, it is n9t common a..mong human beings in a stat~ of 
culture. Human beings tend to rebel against this kind of dominance', given any 
opportunity at all. It seems to us that this is the kind of dominance structure 
that Hobbes saw as a "war of all against all," and that he was right in thinking 
that human society is organized in order to avoid it. Put into other terms, the 
dominance hierarchy within human groups is seldom based purely on strength 
and the willingness to use it in violent intra-group conflict. When it is, all 
societies brand it as some sort of '~tyranny ," for all that there are situations in 
which tyranny cannot be foiled. 

Some groups may depend on this form of dominance structure through 
violence for short periods of time, but we cannot (in the time allotted to us) 
find one that is stable. (It has been suggested to us that the Mafia might 
represent such a group, but we are not confident that such a statement is true 
or that it can be documented.) 

Violence against outsiders as markers or tallies in. a domInance hierarchy is, 
on the other hand, common in human societies. The Plains Indians of North 
America took this form of dominance to a highly involved and developed 
structure, as reference to the Blackfoot raids below makes amply clear. 

Violence as a dominance factor in the "sub-culture" of delinquent 
gangs.-A problem area of immedi",te relevance to Americans-and also one of 
consuming interest to .theoreticians of social action-is the juvenile gang as it 
exists today in American cities. It is of particular interest here because it 
shows some mixture of:c.-.-tite uses of intra-group violence in a dominance 
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hierarchy (especially in its formation, and only much less so in its 
maintenance) and the way in which violence against outsiders can be used as 
tallies within the group. 

There are of course two forms of juvenile gang: following the literature, 
" . • T J.,. one has been called L'1e conflict gang and the other the SOCIal gang.l.n the 

present context, we discuss the conflict gang; the social ~ang, is 
organizationally very different and will be discussed under a later headm.g. . 

The juvenile gang (like any social group).must ~ave som~ cultur~ cntena, 
more or less peculiar to itself, by which a status hierarchy Is.establIsh~d and 
maintained among its membership. These criteria, although bemg functIOIally 
and logically related to the subculture of the gang as a whole, need not 
thereby be either legitimate or "rational" from the point of view of the 
members of the larger or "respectable" society. Indeed, violent behavior, 
nominally condemned by the latter as an asocial and unsatisfactory manner 
of settling disputes (Cohen, 1955: 101) may form the principal basis.f~r the 
status position assigned to the gang member. There are two cha~actenstIcs of 
the gang member's sociocultural position which must be taken mto account: 
his adolescence and his generally disorganized urban environment. Both of 
'these factod~end to ascribe to the individual a lower status in the adult 
community than he both aspires to and is prepared to accept in his own eyes. 
Of course, the goals he aspires to need not be tho.se held by the midd.l~ ~lass, 
Cohen's well-known assertion to the contrary having been much cntIclzed. 
Cloward and Ohlin have noted: 

Many discontented lower-class youths do not wish to adopt a 
middle-class way of life or to disrupt their present associations, and 
negotiate passage into middle-class groups. The solution they seek 
entails the acquisition of higher position in terms of lower-class rather 
than middle-class criteria .... The criteria people use to rank one 
another vary depending upon social-class positions. (1960: 92-93) 

Irrespective of the cultural referent by which the juvenile's aspirations are 
measured, however, the frustration of those aspirations ultimately leads to 
the adoption of an alternative complex of crit~ria by which status within ~e 
subculture of the adole~cent is measured. It should be noted that this 
complex need not be based on violence-Cloward and Ohlin have noted the 
so-called "retreatistsubculture" (1960: 20). The fact that the status system 
within the "conflict" (Cloward and Ohlin, 1966: 20) or "violent" 
(Yablonsky, 1966: 143) gang may result from the frustration .~f aspirations 
to positions of status held within the lower-class cultural mIlIeu does not 
mean that the latter is uninfluential in determining the form the former takes. 
First of all as Cohen .has pointed out, the working class child is made to by 
more dep~ndent upon his peers for the satisfaction of many "practical 
needs."Furthermore: 

satisfactory emotional relationships with his peers are likely to be more 
important, their claim to be more imperious, and the rewards they offer 
to compete more effectively with parental expectations~ (1955:101) 

I 
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In addition to determining the social form in which the perpetration of 
violence in the lower-class conflict gang is manifest, class affiliations also serve 
to shape the nature of the criteria for status (i.e., violent behaVior) which are 
adopted. Miller and his colleagues have noted that-

the lower class cultural milieu itself generates and transmits emphasis 
on strength, fighting prowess, toughness, and the quest of risk, all of 
which may achieve fulfillment in certain forms of crime, and that the 
cultivation of competence in individual and collective action is a highly 
functional component of the role of the lower class male. (1961: 
296-297) 

We may regard, then, the violent behavior of the conflict gang as an 
attempt on the part of lower-class adolescents to deal with status frustrations 
experienced in terms of their cultural milieu. Cohen notes (although we must 
read out his reference to "respectable society" unless we are willing to 
interpret this in relative terms) that-

The delinquent subculture ... is a way of dealing with ... status 
problems: certain children are denied status in the respectable society 
because they cannot meet the criteria of the respectable status system. 
The delinquent subculture deals with those problems by providing 
criteria of status which these children can meet. (1955: 121) 

When all channels to the attainment of social status as this is defined by one's 
'culture are perceived as being barred, when the status ascribed to one by age 
or background falls considerably short of the status one aspires to, "recourse 
to aggression and violent behavior may be perceived as a significant area of 
'achievement.''' (Coser, 1967: 78) As Cloward and Ohlin have argued at 
length: 

These adolescents seize upon the manipulation of violence as a route to 
status not only because it provides a way of expressing pent-up angers 
and frustrations but also because they are not cut off from access to 
violent means by vicissitudes of birth. In the world of violence, such 
attributes as race, socioeconomic position, age and the like are 
irrelevant; personal worth is judged on the basis of qualities that are 
available to all who would cultivate them ... One doesn't need 
"connections," "pull," or elaborate technical skills in order to achieve 
"rep." (1960: 175) 

Kobrin and his colleagues found that among stteet groups in a mixed ethnic 
neighborhood, a hierarchy of ascribed status (based on characteristics such as 
ethnic identity and family's residential location) existed simultaneously with 
a hierarch)lof achieved status based essentially on violent behavior and 
notoriety. It isinterestlng to observe with regard to the achievement 
hypothesis presented above, that the group enjoying the lowest position in 
the hierarchy of ascribed status at the same time "ranked highest in fighting 
ability and notoriety" (Short and Strodtbeck', 1965: 2,3). It has been widely 
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observed that the most recklessly violent members of a gang are those pe:rsons 
whose position is most marginal. 

Logically, there are two types of violence distinguished by their respective 
targets, which might be used to establish a status hierarchy within the gang: 
intra- ~nd extra-gang violence. Empirically, both forms are operative in the 
conflict gang, though extra-gang violence seems to be of considerably greater 
significance. To begin, however, with the former, Yablonsky maintains that: 

A considerable amount of the gang boys' time is spent sounding, a 
pattern of needling, ridiculing, or fighting with other members .... The 
underlying theme of these street-corner sounding sessions is an attempt 
to prove one's self. and to disprove and disparage others. There is a 
continual verbal and sometimes physical attack and defense going on, 
regardless of the subject. In most discussions the underlying theme is 
one of hostility and aggression. (1966: 147) 

This would seem to validate the findings of Miller et al., which show that 
quantitatively the vast majority of aggressive responses, and all physical 
aggressive responses, are directed at members of thegrQup rather than at 
dli[~iders (Miller, Geertz, and Cutter, 1961: 286). The.latter study, however, 
is concerned, as the authors point out, with a juvenile group which is not 
essentially oriented to violent conflict. While, as they maintain, the 
nonviolent group studied may in fact be more representative of the juvenile 
gang per se, its patterns of aggressive behavior are not really comparable with 
the more delinquent group. A failure to recognize this difference in type has 
led to a good deal of unnecessary controversy in the literature because 
aggre~sive behavior in the former kind of gang appears to serve as a means of 
social control which would not be tolerated in the violent gang, which has (as 
is shown clearly by Yablonsky himself) a tendency toward shifting 
organization and a membership that is responsive to the immediate -emotional 
needs of its members. Short and Strodtbeck have considered this problem in 
some detail and have noted that although-

the level of intragroup aggression in such forms as "body punching" 
and "signifying" is high ... intragroup dominance-s~eking· aggressive 
behavior by gang members, including acknowledged;) leaders, is not 
supported by group norms and is rarely resorted to by gang leaders. 
(1965: 195) 

Similarly, Korbin states that at the age of 14.-15, the leadership of an entire 
street group is captured by the head of the most aggressive faction who 
succeeds in establishing dom.inance-

by dint of a complete fe\lrlessness in challenging his competitors, by 
literally pus1:ting them arbund, by perceiving and mercilessly exposing 
the weaknesses and inadequacies of fellow Eagles, but, above all, by a 
spirited display of initiative in furnishing leadership in group 
-~expressions ofits hostility and incoriigihility. (1961: 693) 
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It is noteworthy that intragroup violence comes into play when the structural 
form of the group itself is undergoing transformation, when factions are being 
absorbed into a single group of greater or lesser coherence. It may be argued 
that under these circumstances it is inaccurate to speak of intragroup 
aggression at all for it would seem that the boys competing for dominance are 
doing so not as members of the larger group (which, after all does not come 
into being until such dominance is established) but as leaders of their 
respectiv~ factions. 

Why intra-group aggression is unsuitable for the maintenance of the 
internal organization of the violent gang is explained by Short and 
Strodtbeck. Gang membership, they maintain, is highly fluid and leaders have 
not the access to the means of privileges and immunities which might serve a.~ 
an incentive to maintain the coherence of the group under their domination. 
Furthermore, there are no external institutional pressures that. might 
constrain members to accept group discipline. Lacking then the l:?asis for an 
efficient reward or punishment system in the nature of group mernbership per 
se: 

The leader cannot crassly dominate a person who is dissatisfied with the 
allocation of rewards within the group because of the effectiveness of 
the threat of splintering away .... The recourse to aggressive behavior 
toward an out-group object is viewed as being a part of the sensitivity 
of role requirements. Out-group aggression does not undercut the 
gratification that membership confers and does not expose the 
relationship to the threat of splintering. The foray provides excitement, 
a heightened need fOf le~defship1 and a nQn-di~mptive way for the 
leader to exer,cise his aggressive skills. (1965: 196) 

We may conclude, therefore, that the status hierarchy of the conflict gang is 
maintained-and presumably established-not by intragroup,aggressive 
dominance but rather by the display of aggressive skill directed at persons 
outside the gang itself. The position of the leader should not be thought of in 
analogy to the top chicke.n in the pecking order, for there is nothing binding 
the members of the group ti~~tly enough to make them tolerate agg~essive 
dominance on the part of their leader, and 

except when other boys in the gang directly challenge th~ir status, leaders 
-of even the toughest fighting gangs do not engage in dominating, aggressive 
interpersonal relationships within the gang. Among conflict gangs the 
leaders are known to have the capacity to function aggressively against the 
other members when necessary to maintain their dominance, but the 
overwhelming preponderance of their action -is co-ordinatingand 
nurturant. (Short and Strodtbeck, 1965: 195) 

In the development of the conflict~garlg there emergesaUlie age of9 to 10 
years a core membership consisting qr those children having a reputation for 
disrupting orga11ized activity carried out in institutional contexts, for 
Violating rules, etc. Korbin concludes that~ 
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On the basis of what was learned concerning the criteria for reputability 
in the juvenile street world of the neighborhood, it may reasonably be 
assumed that these boys were in t~s manner attempting to bring 
them.selves to the attention of their peers as possessing the requisite 
qualifications for leadership (1961: 691). 

Hence from the very beginIung, status in the eyes of one~s peers in the 
context of the juvenile gang is based on one's belligerent behavior toward the 
outside (and particularly adult) world. As the juvenile's relationship with that 
wotld becomes more severely attenuated, and as in consequence role models 
which might lead to success in terms of that world become more and more 
remote, the juvenile seeks prestige both among his peers and ultimately from 
the adult world which he feels to be indifferent to him by establishing a 
reput~tion ("rep") for both himself and his group through violence. 
Yablonsky says that-

violence ranks extremely high in the loose scheme of values on which 
such gangs are based. To some boys it acts as a kind of existential 
validation, proving (since they are not sure) that they are alive. Boys 
clinging to membership in this amorphous organization also employ 
violence to demonstrate that they are "somebody." Gang members use 
violence for upward mobility to acquire prestige or raise their "rep." 
(1966: 6) 

This is even better said by an informant, an "Egyptian King" who is quoted 
as saying: 

If I would of got the knife, I would have stabbed him. That would have 
gave me more of a build-up. People would have respected me for what 
I've done and things like that. They would say, "There goes a cold 
killer." (Yablonsky, 1966: 6) 

Just as "in the delinquent subculture, habitual delinquent behavior is 
defined as a prerequisite for acceptance in the group," however, gang violence 
also brings status to the juvenile from the community at large, the adult 
world whose values he has repudiated by default. The .source of this would 
seem to lie not so much in the violent action of the individual per se as in the 
reputation for violence enjoyed by the group as a whole. The gang's purpose, 
qua gang, in seeking to accquire a "rep" is the same as that of the individual 
but is concerned with a broader social referent. A gang with a well established 
reputation is assured 110t only of "respectful behavior from peers and 
threatened ad1:l!ts,;c b,~r also admiration for the physical strength and 
masculinity which it SYmbolizes." (Cloward and Ohlin, 1960: 24) The latter 
qualities, it should be noted, are not peculiar to the subculture of the 
delinqu.ent, but are shared by members of the parent lower class tnilieu as 
well. In this way the gang worker provided by the community for its own 
protec!ion lends status in the eyes of the delinquent in his own way: 

Confronted by the apparent insincerity of the adult world, the ideal 
bopper seeks to win by coercion the attention and opportunities he 
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lacks and cannot otherwise attract. ... Through the alchemy of 
competition between gangs, this gesture of attention by the adult world 
to the "worst" gangs is transformed into a mark of prestige. Thus does 
the manipulation of violence conver.t indifference into accommodation 
and attention into status. (Cloward and Ohlin, 1960: 25) 

We have established that the violent behavior exhibited by the member of 
the conflict gang is intimately related to status frustration in terms of the 
values of the larger community and serves as a basis for a system of status 
ranking which is oriented to achievement rather than ascription. Through 
violent behavior the individual may gain esteem in the eyes of his peers and 
through the medium of the gang itself, in the eyes of the community at large. 
Support for this notion is provided in detail by Short and Strodtbeck who, 
adopting a process rather than a genetic approach, show that high status gang 
members tend to initiate violent actions when they perceive their status to be 
threatened or uncertain. The classic instance is that in which the gang leader 
is for some reason removed from circulation for a period of time (e.g., a brief 
term of imprisonment) and upon returning to the gang environrr:~!lt faces the 
ambiguous status situation which has evolved ad hoc in his absence. His 
immediate concern is therefore to reestablish his "rep" through:the initiation 
of violent activities. (Short and Strodtbeck, 1965: 189) 

Similarly, if the status of a nominally high ranking member is 'threatened 
in some manner, his immediate reaction is to assert himself in an aggressive 
way in an attempt to reaffirm his status in the eyes of his peers-and his own 
as well. Two examples will suffice, the latter illustrating an instance of what 
might well be considered "senseless violence" by both the victim and the 
nondelinquent cultural milieu: 

(1) Commando is described by Short and Strodtbeck as an unusually 
daring gang youth ,who "instigated trouble in a way that captured 
attention ." 

The worker decided to "put down" Commando in front of the rest 
of the group by telling him that he was really not tough or brave ... 
Commando reacted by being even more reckless in his actions, 
particularly when members of the rival gang were on the scene. He 
continued to demonstrate to the group that he was not chicken and 
that he was somebody until the worker ceased his public ridicule. 

, (1965: 191) c" 

(2) The leader ora gang faction serving as captain of a low scoring pool 
team responded to his relative lack of success9.y strong-arming and 
assaulting a man on the street in spite of the fact that he had been paid 
that day and had over fifty dollars in his pocket. The youth's explanation 
was that he "saw him coming down the street and just got him-for no 
reason, just got him." This is an instance of senseless violence par 
excellence and remains so until it is realized that the leader's status had 
been threatened by his team's low placement in the tournament and that 
strong-arming was status-conferring ip. the subculture of the group (Short 
and Strodtbeck, 1965: 193) . 
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Legal Systems and Violence 

There is, in addition to a hierarchy of power within a unicentric system, 
usually also a hierarchy of legitimacy. The bases of legitimacy vary widely 
from one culture to another, and it is not our purpose here to discuss the 
problem of legitimacy, which is a thorny and ancient one in political and 
moral philosophy. Rather, it is our intention to note some of the ways in 
which the "legitimate authorities," however they may be selected and 
maintained, use violence and threat of violence in the maintenance of the 
status quo. We are, for lack of a better term, going to talk about them as 
"legal authorities." 

It would seem that there are at least four things that legal authorities can 
do about violence. (l) They can use violence; (2) they can encourage or allow 
violence; (3) they can declare certain acts of violence to be criminal, can 
detect such acts and punish their perpetrators; and (4) they can ignore 
violence. Our purpose here is to give examples from different cultures of 
each. In the last major section of this essay we will try to suggest some ways 
in which, in our own society, the arrangements for the handling of violence 
by the legal authorities is changing. 

The use of violence by legal authorities: Judicial violence.-We put this 
item first because it is an integral part of the history of the Western world, 
but it is a kind of l€?gal viC?len~e which is today not institutionalized. The best 
examples of judicial violence come from the history of Medieval Europe. We 
are not here discussing the institution of the duel, which, even when it is not 
"against the law," is not really a use of force by the judicial authorities-it is, 
rather, a declaration that the judicial authorities will accept the solution of 
self-help by violence between disputants. Rather we are discussing the wager 
of battle, in which violent interaction is the legal judicial form of settlement 
of disputes in which there is no clear evidence, or in which the LUles of 
evidence make the wager of battle overrida other torms of evidence. The 
wager of battle is something like an oracle-it gives decisions in situations in 
which there is no empirical evidence and hence no "rational" way to arrive at 
decisions.· . 

The wager of battle was a part of the institutions of all the peoples of 
Europe (Lea, 1892: 117). It covered the cOlltinent and was introduced into 
English jurisprudence as a part of the legacy of William the Conqueror. In the 
wager of battle, the legal decision to a dispute is settled in tenns of a fight, 
either between the principals themselves, between principals and witnesses, 
between witnesses of the two principals, or between "champions" who could 
legally be hired by the principals. It became a sort of combination of the 
gladiatorial contest and the trial, which decided the issue at trial. 

The authority on this institution is the great nineteenth century historian, 
Henry Charles Lea, who has brought together with what seems to these 
non-specialists as a superb piece of scholarship, the various usages and their 
history. He points out that although the institution of the wager of battle is 
pre-Christian in origin, in all cases the conversion to Christianity meant that 
instead of the heathen gods, the Christian God now became the divine power 
who would provide sufficient might to that party who, by justice, had the 
"right." Charlemagne himself claimed that the wager of battle was vastly to 
be preferred to oaths as a form of dispute settlement; many other medieval 
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monarchs were of the same opinion, and from the. ninth to the thirteenth 
centuries, the institution was widespread indeed. And in some legal codes (the 
Bavarian and the Burgundian, to name two examples) it came to supersede all 
other forms of evidence, although there were undoubtedly non-legitimate 
modes of making decisions while still avoiding the wager of battle. 

A case is given by Lea in which the. witnesses of an adversary were 
challenged in a dispute in Lessington in A.D. 888, concerning the patronage 
ofa church: 

After the testimony of one side had been given, the opposite pa.rty 
commenced in reply, when the leaders of the assembly} seizing their 
swords, vowed that they would affirm the truth of the first pleader's 
evidence with their blood before King Arnoul and his court-and the 
case was decided without more ado. (Lea, 1892: 119) 

Lea continues, editorially: 

The strong and the bold are apt to be the ruling spirits in all ages, and 
were emphatically so in those periods of scarcely curbed violence when 
the jurisprudence of the European commonwealths was slowly 
developing itself. 

The matter of challenging witnesses came to that point that, in the English 
law of the thirteenth century, a principal could challenge even his own 
witness if that witness said something that might make the case go against 
him. The French law of the same period provided some amelioration: no 
witness could be forced to testify unless his prmcipal posted a bond to see 
that he has not harmed or out-of-pocket-that is, the principal proVided a 
champion for the witness and paid the champion (an honorable profession in 
some Mediterranean cultures, but an outcaste profession in Northern 
Europe). 

When Charlemagne divided his empire, he specifically forbade the wager of 
battle in settling any territorial disputes that might arise among his heirs. 

Still another example is drawn, from the year 930 in Italy: 

About the year 930, Hugh, King of Provence and Italy, becoming 
jealous of his uterine brother, Lambert, Duke of Tuscany, asserted him 
to be a supposititious child and ordered him in future to claim no 
relationship between them. Lambert contemptuously defined the 
aspersion on his birth, ~nd offered to clear all doubts on the subject by 
the wager of battle. Hugh accordingly selected a warrior named 
Teudinus as his champion; Lambert was victor in the ensuing combat, 
and was universally received as the undoubted son of his mother. His 
triumph, however, was illegally brought to a sudden close, for Hugh 
soon after succeeded jn making him prisoner and deprived him of 
eyesight. (Lea, 1892: 128) 

. In fact, a champion was a necessary part of a diplomat's entourage in those 
days (and hence also used in the bicentric system). In the year 968: 
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Liutprand was dispatched by Otho to Constantinople on a matrimonial 
mission, and during the negotiations for the hand of Theophania a 
discussion arose as to the circumstances which led to Otho's conquest 
of Italy, the warlike prelate offered to prove his veracity by the sword 
of one of his attendants; a proposition which put a triumphant end to 
the argument. (Lea, 1892: 129) 

-, 

According to Lea, the wager of battle was an ."integral part of the ordinary 
law, both civil and criminal, employed habitually for the decision of the most 
everyday affairs." However, three classes of people were usually excused from 
combat: women, clerics and the physically handicapped. All could substitute 
a champion, with a few exceptions in the case of women. There are several 
cases which Lea discovered in which women could forgo the champion, and 
tIght for their own honor. Lea found a case in an illuminated manuscript, 
which he dates at 1228 in Berne in which a woman was the victor. His 
exposition cannot be shortened without damaging it: 

The chances between such unequal adversaries [as a man and a woman] 
were adjusted by plac,ing the man up to the navel in a pit three feet 
wide, tying his left hand behind his back, and arming him only with a 
club, while his fair opponent had the free use of her limbs and was 
furnished with a stone as large as the fist, or weighing from one to five 
pounds, fastened in a piece of stuff. A curious regulation provided the 
man with three clubs. If in delivering a blow he touched the earth with 
hand or arm he' forfeited one of the clubs; if this happened thrice his 
last weapon was gone, he was adjudged defeated, and the woman could 
order his execution. On the other hand, the woman was similarly 
furnished with three weapons. If she struck the man while he was 
disarmed, she forfeited one, and with the loss of the third she was at his 
mercy, and was liable tobe buried alive. (153) 

In conclusion, we might note that Western legal and judicial systems have 
come a long way since the Middle Ages. 

The Use of Violence by Legal Authorities: 
Executive Violence 

In the present state of cultural development, .it is apparent that the only 
means of controlling a threat of violence to the community is through threat 
of counterviolence. The prerogative of counterv.iolence is, in any state 
society, held by the "legitimate" authorities. In a complex state society, it 
must be delegated to some form of police. The police are, however, also a 
formally structured occupational group, possessing a monopoly (qua group) 
on the legitimate use of violence. The problem is to create a situation in 
which the use of violence by the police authorities is consonant with the ideas 
of justice in the culture: in other words, to discover the threshold of tyranny. 

We do not intend to cover this subject in any detail because it is to be 
de~lt with extensively in the other papers in this report. However, it is 
notable that we have not found any studies (but our searches have not y~t 
been exhau~tive) directly dealing in any detail with police activities in 
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chiefd?ms, or "primitive:', :;tate~. There are many minor references and 
analogtes to our own "P?Jice'.' in bocik~ about African states, for example, but 
none that supply suf~cleIlt mformatiop, for comparative purposes here. Our 
statem~nt, therefore, IS based o~ less cOl~paI'ative material than we would likfi 
(but. gIven the state of the hterature~d the time deadline no more'li'; 
possIble). ,.. ' 

In l~oking at polic7 violence, a distint'tion must be drawn between the 
no~mative and. occupatIOnal ends of the police. Normative ends are those with 
which .the police are empowered as an institution of the state to provide for 
executm~ the law ~d protecting the welfare of the community. Occupational 
ends are m t~e serVIce not of "the people" (nor the law nor the state) but of 
the occupational group per se, and the members of that group. Westley 
(1953, 1966) shows that the police "accept and morally justify their illegal 
use of. violence.". "Their acceptance arises from the nature of their 
occup~tIOnal exp~nence; the use of violence is functionally related to the 
collectIve occupatIOnal, as well as to the legal, ends of the police." (1953: 34) 

Whe:eas the pu?lic "gives," in the abstract, a mandate to the institution of 
the polIce to ~se VIOlence for normative and legitimate ends, the occu ational' 
~on.text sometImes leads the police to "justify" it in the pursuit of t~e more 
limI!ed ~oals of ~eir occupational group. They become a "su ortive 
audlence for th~ VI~lent acts of ~embers of their ow~ group, providfn

P 
what 

Westley has c~led a ~ore of VIolence" within the system {1966: 2~). He . 
notes that VIOlence IS committed by only a few men bu't b 
" f d" b' h . ' may e sanc ~one y t e en~lfe force, regardless of official disapproval or even 
penaltIes. Thus, the police may harbor individuals "who are clearly sadists 
who frequently commit brutalities repugnant to the rest of the police" an d 
arouse the latter to "revulsion and fear." (1966: 121) 1 

~Ho~~ver, thes~ repugnances by non-violent members of the poliCe (that is, 
~eup~c who use It as the mandate provides) are not translated .in.to negative 
~anc~IOns because of the acceptance of violence on another level, and more 
partIcularly. because of the rewards system within the occupational 
su~c~ltu:e; In so~e situatio~s th~re may even be what Westley calls a "moral 
leg~:~~a~on o~ v~ole~c~, which IS equal to or superior to the legitit-nation 
~euvcd r~?m ~e law (l~53: 39). In short, the sadistic policeman cannot be 
stopped WIthout callIng into question the functionally necessary 

enforcement of law an~ the maintenance of the occupational group values 
and rewards. The pu?lic cannot also but realize that, at one level, violence 
must ~e "d.one fo~ vlOlence to be countered-and we can see that "police 
br~tahty IS b.red,~n the crannies of what the public feels as threats to itself 
whi~h .the ~ohce should" "counteract." This is one of the major moral and 
admInIstrative responsibilities of our time. 

The Use of Violence by the Authorities-a 
Transitional Instance from New Guinea 

This secti~n presents an instance of legitimate violence as a sanctioned 
me~ns of SOCI~ ~o~trol transitional between the principle of self-help and a 
rudI~entary JUdICIal and executive process. The examples concern the 
pUnIshment of women by means of plural copUlation-the term used by 
Berndt (1962) and a more satisfactory one than "mass rape" which this New 
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Guinea practice has sometimes .been called. 'Plural copUlation as a means of 
punishnlent . must be understood in cultural context. First of all, there is a 
large component of oyert sexuality in the lives of these people. The sexual 
urge is to be satis~ed without more ado than the urge of hunger or thirst. 
Sec~nd, however, the ideal perso,nality is described as being one of "aggressive" 
self-mterest" (Berndt, 1963: 155) which militates against seeing one's fellows 
as much more than means to one's own .ends (Berndt, 1962: 147). Finally, 
there is a. high degree of !ension, often manifest Hl violent acts, h~twe~'1 
sexes. 

In this New Guinea society; erotic adventure is ciassed with physical 
combat as the pdmary means for maintaining the strength of the male-a 
matter of considerable importance in the male scheme of values. Berndt 
maintains that while' adultery is a common means of "relaxation or diversion" 
it is also one of the principal causes of intra-district dissension (1962: 147 
159).' , 

, .Th~ lascivious woman is the structural complement of the dominant male, 
enJoymg sexual satisfactiofi while taking the initiative and "forcing the man 
as he forces her," and thus being "strong." However, having achieved that 
the promiscuous woman is held by males to be deserving of punishment 
(Berndt, 1962: 155). . 

Here is a typ~cal case: a woman escapes from her husband's home in search 
of sexual adventure With other males of the district. She is pursued and 
finally caught by her husband who publicly exposes and assaults her sexually, 
perhaps with the help of friends, in pupjshment for the offenses of adultery, 
elopement, and abduction. Berndt maintains that-

He was endeavoriIlg to shame her, to hurt her because rus pride was 
shaken; his masculinity had been called in question by her preferring 
someone else to him. He was reasserting himself aggressively. (1962: 
163) , 

Just so is the structural tension between the sexes played out. The woman 
seeks. strength and sexual satisfaction simultaneously, as her culture 
prescnbes. ~n s? doing, however, the masculinity of her husband is threatened 
and he resp~nd~ by a show of aggressive sexuality against the erran.t wife. 

In evaluating the legitimacy of this act, we must remember that 
punishment is administered with the approval of public opinion, that it 
follows the commission of an offense only if the offended party pursues and 
recaptures the guilty woman, and that there is no distinction between the fict 
of judgment and that of pUl1ishment. 

With British administration, however, what Berndt calls an "embryonic 
court" has developed from this cunorphou~ body of public opinion. When a 
m~n feels that he has been offended he may call together a group of men who 
listen in an informal manner to the details of the case as it is presented by the 
aggrieved person lending their approval to proceed in a rna nne I' determined 
~ither by him or them. 

e A typical example will be sufficient to illustrate the manner in which the 
embryonic court proceeds. A man wishes to proceed against his wife for 
desertion; a court is convened by him at which the details of his wife's 
indiscretions are discussed. Discussion is terminated in the punishment of the 
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woman by plural copulation and gel'Jtal injury; the punishment being in the 
hands of the "court." Berndt notes that-

This, on the whole, is a traditional way of exacting punishment. But the 
case demonstrates the main point: a' body of men,. comprising 
representatives from at least three districts, have been summoned 
together, have questioned the offended party, determined her guilt, 
passed opinion as to punishment, and administered it. (1962: 318) 

Allowing or Encouraging Violence in Legal Systems 

It is an American tradition of long standing-much less widespread today 
than it was three-quarters of a century ago, but nevertheless still to be found 
in many communities in many part~ of the country-to keep an "unruly 
element" which the leaders of the community can unleash from time to .time 
in order to short-cut the rather clumsy legal procedures that justice 
sometimes demands. 

When the ,senior author of this paper was a youth of ~4'in a Western 
community of about 2,500 people, an act of this sort occurred. The local 
superintendent of schools was ridden out of town on a rail-literally, and 
before the eyes of most of the men and boys and some of the women of the 
community. He had been accused of making homosexual advances to the 
seven-year-old son of a prominent attorney. When the boy returned home and 
told his mother what had happened, the boy's father' was infuriated and 
called his friends on the telephone. Within a very short time, the 
superintendent had been apprehended by the "unruly element" -th~s,e were 
men and boys of the lower echelons of the community, led by the lessor of 
one of the local fIlling stations. Most of the boys in high school at that time 
knew of the proclivities of the superintendent -(though few, it would seem, 
had discussed them wi th adults); they knew who his partners were (or at 
least, those of his partners who were their own age), and how often he took 
trips accompanied by these boys and young men. It seems likely that a good 
many adult members of the community also knew the situation. 

In this particular case, the man was severely beaten by the men of the 
"unruly element," set onto a long pole and carried to the edge of town, the 
beating continuing in the process. His car had been taken there ahead of him, 
and he was shoved into it, with none. of his belongings save the clothes he 
wor~i! and fold to leave and never come back. During this time, the father of 
the lUoy who had reported the incident, the other attorneys of the town, the 
two newspaper proprietors and those who ran the real estate and abstract 
offices and the local hardware and grocery stores-who were, indeed, the 
"leaders" of the community-stood back and did nothing. They did not 
participate in the proceedings, but they made no attempt to stop them. 

It seems to us that there are many instances hi which the· American small 
community behaves-or, at least, did so in recent history-in this way. Dealing' 
with a case of this sort through legal and nonviolent channels would have 
been costly and time-consuming. We beHeve that when the small community 
feels that its morality, its economics or its value system are threatened, its 
members react in this way-by the encouragement, on the part of the 
authorities, for the "unruly element" of the town to do the task quickly and 
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"cleanly" so that the spirit and morality of the community are reinforced 
and it can feel that it is strong and safe against the forces of evil. ' 

In this as in other instances in which "popular justice" is exercised there is 
a breakdown in the delegation of the means of violence on behalf of the 
community's well-bein~ to the executive authority of that community. This 
breakdown may occur m response to the perceived in~:.tequacy of the law the 
pe~ceived inadeq~acy of ~e .enforcement of that law, or the inadequac~ of 
?e.~gat~d au~onty. Begmrung with the first, the law is a normative 
mstl~utlO~ which need not express the values of the community in which it 
a~plies: e,Ither beca~.se it was legislated at a different level (in effect, in a 
dlf~erent c~1tural ~heu) ?r because it has failed to keep pace with a changing 
socIal and Ideological uruverse. When such values are flouted, however the 
threat to the comrimnity which this engenders is just as real:....and oftentimes 
more real-than if a "law" had been broken. Because the agents of law 
enforce~ent are not legally empowered to act under such circumstances the 
com~unit.Y must in effect take the law (their law) into their own hands.'The 
relatIo~shI~ of lynch-law practices to the inadequacies of the executive 
auth?nty. IS pe.r~aps more obvious. Where law enforcement agencies have 
~rovlded m~uffIcient protection of the community for an extended period of 
time, there IS a natur~ tendency for the community to "organize" (how they 
do so we shall examme shortly) for its own protection. A community once 
made de?endent. on. a "man-hunt" tradition (Raper, 1933: 29) for the 
preservatIOn of Its mterests will r~linquish that tradition only with the 
greatest relUctance (not to say violence). 

Furth~rmore, if the community . .is threatened (or frustrated) by some 
extraordmary o.ffense .against its mores, the. judicial process with its 
matter-~f-fact, Imper~onal, and self-corrective attitude will scarcely be 
appropnate to deal WIth the collective rage and hatred that such a threat has 
engendere~. Direct action is demanded. The degree to which such action is 
frust~ated IS the degree to which the emotional basis of the demand will be 
amplified. The gr~ater the delay demanded by a cautious judicial system, the 
l~ss such d~lay wIll be tolerated by the.community. In commenting on the 
hve ~remation of a Negro accused of brutally murdering two small children a 
Mobile newspaper in justification of the lynch mob's actions' maintain~d 
that: 

The laws of the country had never conceived that crimes [Le., crimes 
such as the. one allegedly committed by the Negro 1 could be 
perpetrated wIth ~uch peculiar circnmstances of barbarity, and had 
t~erefore x>rovlded no adequate punishment ... the peculiar 
CIrcumstances demanded that the ordinary punishment should be 
departed from. (Cutler, 1905: 108) 

Whe.n sl;lnsibilities are so profoundly offended, the humanity of the 
¥urushm~nt prescribe? .by law seems singularly inappropriate for the 
mhu~aruty of the cnmmal. Analyticany, it is inadequate to provide the 
emotIOn~ release demanded by a community awaiting vengeance, literally 
steeped m. hatred. T~at the violence .done to aiynch-mob's victim transcends 
mere pumshmen~, m the service of the law, is suggested by the brutal 
treatment often given to the <;orpse of the victim even after death. 

I. 
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Lynching is done by organized, structured gro~ps-even i~ the structure is 
not recognized by the participants. To deal wIth the SOCIal structure of 
lynching or "popular justice," we propose a tripartite ~vision, based on two 
criteria-the organization status and the Jegal status. m~olved. ~ecause ~ 
social action necessarily involves some degree of orgaruzatIOn that IS stable m 
time and because the organization mayor may not be recognized, some of 
thes~ organizations can be called "manifest," while others. are "la~ent." 

Moreover, some popular justice is clearly extra-legal m that It appeals to 
violence when the legal machinery is deemed inadequate; other popular 
justice can best be called quasi-legal be.cause it ~rovides not so much a means 
of circumventing the law as an effective substitute for legal process. These 
distinctions can be represented in a four-square diagram: 

LEGALITY 

QUASI-LEGAL 

MANIFEST "COMM ITTEE" 

EXTRA-LEGAL 

SECRET 
SOCIETY 

ORGANIZATION------k-------:::~--------J 
MOB 

LATENT I 

The structure of the lynch mob seems to be universal, although its size and 
ferocity vary cross-culturally. First, it is widely noted that the ~ctual violent 
acts are never committed by any but a very small portion, of those 
assembled-let alone the community. Nevertheless, the community is always 
significantly involved in a supportive way. As the re~or! of ~e Chicago 
Commission on Race Relations pointed out, the mob III ItS entuety never 
actively participates, but is rather a mob in spirit, "divided in performance 
into a small active nucleus and a large proportion of spectators." (1922: 22) 
The maximum size for the "active nucleus" in the Chicago race riots of the 
twenties was observed to be no more than about fifty persons with three or 
four hundred other persons "aiding and a,betting" them, these in turn bei.ng 
surrounded by a curious crowd of about 2,000 persons (1922: 22). The active 
nucleus seems universally to be composed of the "unruly eleme~t" of the 
population referred to previously in the account of the lynclung of the 
homosexua,l superintendent Qfschools. Raper notes that: 

The majority of persons known to have taken an<active part in the 
lynchings were unattached and irresponsible youths of tw~nty-five. or 
less, many of them not out of their teens ... the known active lynchers 
were generally propertyless. In the majority of cases t~ey were 
unemployed, rambling, irresponsible people, many of them wIth court 
records. (1933: 11) , 

Similarly, the Chicago rioters are described as young, unattached and often 

criminally disposed. - . ' 
This "core of violence" by itself is not, hpwever, suffiCIent for VIolence to 

erupt, as the following incident reported by the Chicago Commission on Race 
Relations dramatically illustrates: . 
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Without the spectators, mob violence would probably have stopped 
short of murder in many ca.ses. An example of the behavior of the 
active nucleus, when out of sight of the spectators bears this out. 
George Carr, a Negro, was chased from a street car. He outstripped all 
but the vanguard of the mob by climbing fences and hiding in a 
b.ackyard. This concealed him from the rest of the crowd, who, by ~his 
time; were chasing other Negroes. The young men who had followed 
Carr left him without striking a blow, upon his mere request for 
clemency. (l922: 23) 

Thes~ spectators~ it is observed, were older' than the actual participants, and 
had ill general more firm ties with thecomrilUnity. They were in short 
respectaple Citizens who would not participate in violent actio~ but wh~ 
would be perfectly willing to support it. Furthermore, as the anecdote of the 
homosexual superintendent makes clear, it often takes the respectable 
element to init~ate the lynchm?b's action in the first place, just as it requires 
that the leaders"of the community.allow a. tacit mandate to the violence once 
in process. To quote once more from Raper: 

It would be erroneous ... to leave the impression that &11 the lynchers 
were of the shiftless, irresponsible, propertyless type. At Scooba 
Mississippi, where a double lynching occurred, the two men reported t~ 
have orgilhized and engineered the mob from start to finish were 
leading people in the community and prominently identified with the 
local church, school, and other community activities. (1933: 11) 

Ap9ther aspect of the mandate (active or passive) of the lynch mob is that 
the lafterjs.,~ccorded virtual immunity for its actions. As Raper observes, the 
lynch mob ot"mal!~hunt is very much '~a product of community standards" 
and ~s such can scafcely be pUnished by that community (l933: 46). When 
the VIOlence has been done grand juries can seldom if ever obtain sufficient 
evidence to prosecute the guilty parties, since citizens and lawmen alike deny 
kn~wledge of the identity of the participants. Denouncement of lynch mob 
actIOn . fro~ the pulpit and editorial column is the exclusive prerogative of 
~ose illStItl" .ons sufficiently removed from the community in which the 
VIOlence occurred not to be affected by adverse popular opinion-or worse. 
Moreover, the mob in action possesses the means to assure consensus on the 
part of both participants and onlookers-this means, of course, being .,the 
threat of violence. . . . 

Ha~ing ~onsidered some of the universal structural features of the lynch 
~ob (Ig?Onng the problem of mob psychology which is a problem in itself), 
It remams to see whether each community has its own lynch tradition 
peculiar . in ce~ta~n res~ects. Obviously, this tradition is not formal1~ 
e~p.ress~d,. nor IS It maru~e~t unless it is called into play by a community 
CfISIS; It IS rather a tradItIonal, way of responding to a recurring set of 
Clfcumstances. 

While' the ,usual immediate occasion of mob violence against the 
prop~rty and persons of Negroes is the report of some specific crime, 
the SIze, of the mob, alo~lt~ith the ty'pe and extent ·of its lawlessness, 
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will depend more upon the community situation than upon the type of 
crime reported. For example, the lynchings in nort)ieast Texas were 
characterized by tremendous mobs which dragged and burned their 
victims, while to a lesser degree, the same type of mob prevailed in 
southeast Georgia. Over against the large and desperate mobs in these 
relatively new and frontier-like areas, th~ lynchings in the old 
plantation counties of the various states were carried out by small and 
relatively well-organized mobs which did their victims to death with 
dispatch, without torture before death or burning afterward. (Raper, 
1933: 44) 

The secret society, like the lynch mob, is essentially an extra-legal 
institution; it is called into play when the community is threatened in such a 
way that the civil authorities cannot see that justice is done, however justice 
is popularly defined. It differs from the mob in ,that its organization is 
manifest, formal, and persistent over time. In its local context it is basic~ly a 
special purpose group existing, like the mob, not to govern the ,community 
b11t rather to enforce conformity with its values. Indeed~ its salient 
characteristics-:-secrecy, fraternity aild the lack of a formalized and publicly 
accessible standard by which it presumes to judge deviations-make it all but 
incapable of fulfilling eVflfl a quasi-legal function. It is not a civil government 
in embryo but is rather more akin to a primitive palace guard. Furthermore, 
by virtue of their secrecy and less than discriminating standards of 
recruitment: 

The proceedings of such societies necessarily awaken mistrust and fear 
among the more quiet in the community, while the rogues, whose 
characters are not yet known, hasten to obtain admittance, both as a 
shield against enemies and as a cloak to cover their own misdeeds. Soon 
their vindictive actions and their rascalities excite the indignation of the 
community; a counterparty of "moderators" must be formed to check 
the "regulators," thus beginning a deadly struggle for supremacy. 
(Cutler, 1905: 6) ,. 

Such a feud, as we shall have QQQ;;lsim1 to note shortly~ is!' structured on a 
bicentric principle and is a function of the absence of any overarching 
political authority within the community. The Ku Klux IQan was in part 
expanded in reaction to the Union League of the carpetbag South (Darner, 
1912: 47) and similar examples maybe found in the provincial histories of 
the mid-nineteenth century from the Ozarks (Morris, 1939: 67) to the Texas 
plains (Sonnichsen, 1957: 11-57). ' . '" 

The Ku Klux Klan, in spite of its pretensions to organization on the grand 
scale of an -"Invisible Empire,"is throughout most of its history, an 
agglomeration of provincial bodies acting in a common idiom., It came into 
being, interestingly enough, not as a regulative body~ but as a social clJJ.b 
founded in a Tennessee town with the improbable name of Pulaski. The 
mystery which surrounded its essentially harmless activities, however, seemed 
to the community'to make it a vehicle' admirably suited for dealing with the 
crisis which the defeat of the Confederacy had brought in its wake, a crisis,pf 
misrule in which "the most cherished institutions were debased" to the 
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purposes of'the corrupt and inefficient carpetbag government (Darner, 1912: 
74). The recently freed Negro, spurred on by the activities of L'1e Union 
League, was, of course, seen as the primary source of threat to the 
community .hav,ing not only been responsible for the election of the present 
government but also having aspirations which seriously questioned the 
premise of the Southern social order. Hence the effect that Klan activities had 
on the superstitious black did not go unnoticed but were seized. upon by the 
community as a means of restraint in dealing with the problems "of growing 
irresponsibility and disorder of the recently freed negroes" (Horn, 1939: 69). 

It was noticed t~at prowling freedmen who encountered the ghastly 
horsemen at night were afterwards more inclined to stay at home after 
dark; and this gave birth to the idea that perhaps the clan might be used 

"as a means of subduing the undue bumptiousness and the nocturnal 
prowlings of some of those who seemed to be incapable of using their 
new-found freedom discreetly. (Horn, 1939: 18) 

Hence the Klan sought and was given abundant publicity "in order to inspire 
respect for its powers .... Their appearance in public was sudden and 

,unheralded; and they disappeared as silently and mysteriously." (Darner, 
11912: 94) These dramatic appearances, however, designed to frighten some 
elements of the populace, gradually were supplemented by the systeJ11atic 
threatening of all Negroes and their white protectors and, when threats failed, 
by systematic violence. 

The Klan did not, however, at all times and in all places function simply as 
an agent of ethnic terrorism, for it was somewhat adaptable to local problems 
and hence served in the Southwest as a r~pository of moral authoritarianism, 
exerting extra~legal force, often violent fOrce, in order to maintain the moral 
status quo "which found expression in a quest for 'law and order' and a drive 
to maintain crumbling standards of personal conduct" (Alexander, 1965: 19). 
Appealing as Mecklin puts it, to the "petty impotence of the small town 
mind" (1963: 107) the Klan in the Southwest dedicated itself to the 
assistance of the- authorities in the enforcement of law, using when necessary 
the prerogative of these authorities-violence. Assisting law enforcement, 
then. 

meant going outside the law doing things the duly constituted 
authorities could not legally do. (Alexander, 1965: 57) 

In Oregon, for example, where there could hardly have been said to be 
anything of an "ethnic problem" at the founding of the Klan in 1921, the 
secret brotherhood took as its purpose. the assistance of the authorities in 
enforcing prohibition laws against bootleggers. The extra-legal uses ofsuch"an 
institution as the KKK at the provincial level are endless and the Cloak of 
secrecy which it provides offers to the criminally inclined as well as to the 
morally indignant a means to satisfy their emotional needs under the;;guise of 
service to the community. 

It remains to consider briefly the nature of the "committee of vigilance" 
. which is a,(ormally organized quasi-legal institution which functiqps with the 
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active support (not merely the passive mandate) of th~ cO~llnity in ~e 
effective absence of legitimate civil authority. The comffilttee IS tl:le goverrung 
body par excellence of the established frontier commu~~y; th~i~?,ample we 
have :chosen to cite is the San Francis~o Committee of VIgIlance of 1851. San 
Francisco was ihcorporated by the new s~ate legislature in 1850 but from the 
start was ill-equipped to deal with its rapidly expanding criminal element .. Its 
police force consisted of only about 75 members, some ~mong thembemg 
confederates of thieves, and its facilities were generally madequate to deal 
with the magnitude of the problem which presen!ed itself. The inefficiency of 
the prescribed legal process, as established in California statutes, for~e~ 
mining communities to act in defiance of the la~ and ~~eturn to the pra~tIce 
of lynching (only in a more summary and bellIcose rorm than had eXIsted 
prior to the establishment of civil authority). The immediate consequence of 
this was that-

The rogues who were driven out of the mining camps by the ~ear of 
lynch law showed an increasing tendency to concentrate m San 
Francisco. (Williams, 1921: 170) 

The community itself relied increasingly on the activitlh of the lynch mob to 
inspire some degree of fear in the criminal element; a good deal. of popular 
sentiment, as expressed in editorials of the time, urged the f?rmation ~f.some 
committee of public safety. As Williams notes, the CommIttee of VIgIlance 
which was shortly to emerge-

did not originate, as is sometimes presumed, in the imagina~ion~ of 
hot~headed extremists who cowed the law-abiding commumty mto 
temporary subjection. (1921: 186-187) 

The committee itself was composed of a small number of prominent 
citizens and a majority of clerks and small tradesmen. At its formal incepti~n, 
its plans were taken directly to the. public to ascertain whether ~ommuruty 
support would be forthcoming for the activities of this self-aP?01nted group 
which grew rapidly in numbers though was not· so . subjected to the 
degeneration of its personnel ?~ . accou~t. ~f. its general l~ck of se~recy. 
Furthermore there was some dIvlslOn of JudIclaJ:··and executIve labor m the 
structure of the group and meticulous reco~ds were kept. Commenting on the 

-latter, Williams observes that-

No one can even glance through these unique docu.ments without 
receiving a profound impression of the orde~ and. system preva~iling in 
the work of the committee. They have an all of mtense smcenty; the 
very haste and roughnes~ o(composition precludes the idea of evidence 
deliberately fabricated to conceal brutality or injustice. (1921: 221) 

We may conclude that such a body performed on behalf ~f the com~unity 
those functions which would ordinarily be undertaken by the constituted 
civil authority. At least in this instance we have a committee full~ conscious 
of its responsibility to both justice and the welfare of the commumty . 
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Crimes of Violence 

The Detection and Punishment of (Criminal) 
Violence in Legal Systems 

This topic is being~overed in extenso by other reports in this Task Force. 
However, ~ few remarks must be m~de about the cross-cultural aspects of the 
matter. All societies label some acts as wrong (not to say "criminal") and 
deserving pf punishment. However, the context of these acts is also always 
taken into consideration. "Murder/' of course, is universally condemned-but 
the criteria for distinguishing murder from other types of homicide vary 
considerably from one society to the next, even in the "civilized" world, and 
no society condemns all homicide out of hand-every society recognizes 
"extenuating circumstances." 

Therefore, those violent acts that are subject to punishment have been 
declared so by a code of customary or written law. The criminality of the acts 
consists not in the acts themselves, but in the evaluation of the act, in its total 
context within the particular cultural tradition of the society involved. To 
write a comparative study of this matter would be a.worihy undertaking, but 
not one we can tackle within the time and space limits at our disposal. 

Ignoring Violence in the Legal System 

Many legal systems draw boundaries around certain segments of society 
and do not concern themselves with wha,t goes on within those boundaries. 
The boundary is guarded, and becomes a sort of cordon sanitaire .around a 
geographical or social group. But the violence within that group is not either 
used or controlled or encouraged by {he authorities-it is merely ignored. In 
this situation, the people within th~ cordon sanitaire must provide their own 
systems of self-help or other regulation of the problem of violence. The 
phenomenon of the cordon sanitaire means, from the other side, that the 
popu,lation in general does not know about the violence that goes on inside 
the cordon. The "dominant" groups of society do not know about it-the 
police or other mechanism, by walling it off, keep it out of sight, and hence 
out of mind. 

We shall mention three such situations in our own society, e~~h 
surrounded by its own kind of cordon sanitaire: the ghetto, the university, 
and the non-delinquent boys' gang. All have the responsibility of creating 
systems for controlling their own violence-either by their own insistence and 
a sort of treaty with the rest of the community (the university, after all, has 
in times past been almost a separate entity from the community-a s~pctuary 
for its own members that resembles a bicentric system in some regards}:pr 
else because the authorities of the dominant societ¥ are unable or unwilling 

';, ,to provide the same services within the cordon sanitaire that they p(ovide 
"crutside it. . '. . ... 

There are mountains of literature about the violence within the ghetto, 
where hustlers prey on each other and the populace must; to a large degree, 
liNe in fear and take care of itself. Henry Williamson (1965) has told of his 
own exploits as a thief within "the Chicago ghetto which makes the case 
vividly that, although police were present, they did not do in ghetto areas the 

. kind of job they do in middle class areas. Dollard, 30 years ago, noted in 
speaking of .the Southern caste structure that the violent patterns of Negro 
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b~havior in the south cannot be understood without realizing that very 
dIfferent standards of justice apply to the white and black groups. When the 
Negro's criminal action is not directed against the white citizen (in which case 
the law is strictly-indeed, severely-enforced) the Negro is dealt with by the 
law in a much more indulgent manner. 

The .result is that the individual Negro is, to a considerable degree, 
outside the protection of white law, and must shift for himself (1937: 
279). 

The Negro woman, fo~ example, according to Dollard's informants, quite 
frequently armed herself with an ice pick or razor blade for her own 
protection (1937: 271) and as Raper observes-

Not infrequently Negroes reported that they, feeling that the 
authorities would not protect them, had provided for their own 
protection, sometimes resulting in a ready use of firearms in trivial 
matters (1933: 35). 

Dollard's analogy is particularly apt: 

Apparently we have here a kind of frontier where the law is weak and 
each person is expected to attend to his own interests by means of 
direct personal aggression and defense. (1937: 271) 

This selective non-enforcement of the law on the basis of race (alld the 
criteria may be income or liRe as well, as we shall point out) coupled with the 
generally inadequate institutional provisions made for mental defectives and 
juvenile delinquents for this segment of the popUlation (Raper, 1933: 34) is 
bound to result in a continuous escalation of the crime rate this in turn 
reinforcing the prejudice which brought about cthe selectivity' of la~ 
enforcement in the first place. A society as obsessed as ours with the politics 
of gun control must realize that the only adequate substitute for self defense 
is adequate defense under law. 

The same situation .exists in the sub-society of the non-Violent or 
non-conflict juvenile gang. The gang studied by Miller, Geertz, and Cutter 
(1961), the Junior Outlaws, is taken by them tO,be more representative of the 
juvenile gang at large than the extreme delinquent groups that we mentioned 
above, and that have indeed received the most attention. The major part of 
the aggressivity of the "social gang" .is toward the other members of their 
own group (1961: 286). But they were themselves ignored. by the authorities. 
This point was also made very explicit by Harrison Salisbury: 

The police are incapable of, or not interested in, protecting one 
adolescent from the violence of another unless property is endangered 
or adult lives are affected~ The youngsters take the law into their own 
hands just as they did in the West. Often, they are encouraged by their 
parents. They may be coached never to give the other fellow ,an even 
break. As the father of an active gang member said: "The Youth Board 
is crazy. What are.:Jhey trying to do? Kids always fight on the streets . 
You'll never change that." (1958: 124) 
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'What results from the effective isdlation of a small group from the norms of 
the larger society, at least as these are embodied in civil law and its 
enforcement, is a kind of structural regression to an essentially primitive form 
of social control in which group norms and standards ~1re enforced by the 
anonymous authority of public opinion. 

. The un~versity is, structurally, in an almost precisely similar position, the 
prImary dIfference, perhaps, being that it is de jure a quasi-independent body 
who "looks after its own" rather than a merely de facto group that is ignored 
or cordoned off. The cordon sanitaire around the universities was drawn in 
histOric~ times-at the insistence of the universities; in response to their being 
sanctuarIes, they were also capable in most cases of taking care of the 
violence that occurred within them. Students and even faculty were in the 
past; not subjected to the judicial and police authorities of the outside 'system 
except in particularly heinous crimes. The university, within its boundaries, 
"took care of its own," including punishing its own. This boundary has also 
broken down. Students, in the process of gaining status in the community, 
have lost-.:or are losing-their rights to special treatment or exemption from 
certain community responsibilities. The redrawing of the lines of authority 
between the university and the community, and the new position of the 
students, is a part of the larger picture within which the Columbia and 
Berkeley "troubles" are to be viewed (Mead, 1968). 

Today, in America.I! lif~, the cordon sanitaire around the ghettos, ~he gang, 
and even the universities, is becoming a more permeable boundary. Ever 
larger proportions of the "outside population" are unable to ignore them. It 
is a combination of the awareness by the general populace of the violence 
within them, and a greater or lesser increase in the amount of violence within 
each, that has 'led to ,much of the present concern of Americans with the 
topi~s ~f aggression and violence. The "openness" of our society isbelrig 
appbed m new areas. We think that it was to this feature of American life that 
Ka~l Menninger r~ferred when he was quoted, in early October, 1968~ by the 
Chicago newspapers as saying that not only was it not now safe to walk down 
the streets-it had never been safe to walk down the streets. 

ViQlence in the Bicen tric System 

~~9U~ Americans are not as sure of it in 1968 as we were in 1962, say, 
the ,.llOoermzed, developed world has learned to handle (with some lacunae) 
the unicentric. pow~~ system, in the form of the state, and so to bring into 
ordered predIctability both the succession to power and also the 
maintenance, within -bearable limits, of delinquence and other deviations 
from the standards of .the culture. There are also social units such as industrial 
firms and universities contained within the society (but not in themselves 
components of the state) which, as unicentric systems set within the 
unicent~~c system of the state, have'learned to deal with their own problems, 

~ often WIthout resort to violence or~ in many cases, even the threat of it. 
Indeed, their right to call in the "authorities" is always present, but seldom 
do they have to do so. 

The bicentric system is more difficult than the unicentric system. Whereas 
the great dangers of the unicentric system are tyranny and neglect, two grave 
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sources of danger to 'the bicentric system are garbled communic~ti.ons on the 
one hand, .and on the other, uncompromisable differences of oplmon or goal 
on the part of the two heads. 

When communication between the two heads becomes ~uff~ciently garble~ 
that purposeful interaction within the multicentric orgamzatIon (~h~ther It 
be a marriage or NATO) becomes impossible, the culture WIthin that 
bicentric instit~tion is likely to be reduced and simplified and, in its.simplest 
form, to become violent. This process resembles a structural reg~e~s~on from 
more complex cultural modes of expressing structure to more prImItIve ones. 
On the other hand the most complex methods may never have been built, so 
that violent intera~tion can become the norm within a bicentric system. To 
illustrate this point we shall examine feuds and raiding. 

Feuds 

Feuds may occur between two centers in a bicentric system when no 
unicentric system has ever been created that could settle them? when the 
unicentric system breaks down, leading to a structural regreSSIOn .to~ard 
cultural simplicity of interaction, or when the feud becomes an end m Itself 
as a status or prestige acquiring device. . 

Feuding is a form of violent interaction which seeks balance of power m 
the absence of a superordinate system or any other means, accepted by b?th 
parties of achieving the balance. Feuding has been called a legal mecharusm 
(Evans:Pritchard, 1949) but we prefer to think of it as a substitute for a legal 
mechanism. . . 

The legal mechanism for settling disputes, in either a urucentnc or a 
bicentric system, is that when a punishable breach of norm o.ccurs, so~e so~t 
of counteraction on the part of the single center of power (m the umce~tnc 
system) or of one or both centers of power (in the bicentric syst~m) .swmgs 
into action to counteract the ,breach and return the ~ow of sOClal ~fe and 
culture to "correct" channels (however the "correct be de!ined .m that 
culture, Which varies, is subject to comparative study, and IS b~sIde our 
immediate point). An "event sequence" can be charted on these three gross 
events: 

BREACH OF NORM I 0 COUNTERACTION 0\ L.. __ CO_R_R_E_C_T_IO_N __ 

Thus, to take an oversimple but adequate example, whe~ a ~rim~ is 
committed in a city, in a certain proportion of cas~s th~ polIce swmg ~nto 
action and bring the criminal before a court, who gives him a sentence m a 
house of "correction.'" . . 

In the feud there is no counteraction which leads to correctIon. Smce no 
counteraction 'is sben to be such by both parties to the feud, one sees .the 
violent act of retribution following on the breach of norm as a counter~ctio~; 
the other side sees that counteraction as a renewed breach of norm. WIth this 
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difference in evaluation of specific social acts, no "correction" can be arrived 
at, and the feud proceeds "forever": 

BREACH OF NORM COUNTERACTION ... ........-. 
/' 

// 

..... ....-....- BREACH 
COUNTERACTION ...... ....

...... / 
/ ...... 

.................. BREACH [)n 

Obviously, feuding is a stable relationship between two groups in a single 
system-a bicentric system-and it is usually acted out in terms that consist in 
interch!lJlges of violent behaVior (Bohannan, 1963). 

Feuding occurs in many parts of the world and has occurred in the past in 
most others. The Hatfields and the McCoys are part of American folk 
tradition (and also, of course, of American history). Feuding is reported by 
the "old-timers" hi the American southwest to have been going on as late as 
1920 (and remember that the last Apache raid was in 1912). The feud has 
been studied among the Bedouin Arabs and among the Polynesians, to name 
only two well known examples far removed geographically from one another. 
Here we shall concentrate on the feud in the Albanian hill tribes in the 
late-19th and early-20th centuries. Like most other institutions' of the feud, 
this one has a large set of common understandings beyond the mere 
simplicity of violent interactions. However, it is structurally simple (and 
culturally inefficient because it does 110t lead to the desired end-unless, of 
course, it can itself be said to be the desired end). The Albanian blood feud 
took place in terms of a culture in which violence itself is highly prized. 

Until World War I, the northern Albanians in the mountains were organized 
into local groups that have often been called "tribes." These groups were, at
that time, out of reach of the unicentric state, with its capital in Tirane. Their 
"justice" was local justice~ and it was based on "the law of one for one" 
(Wolfgang and Ferracuti, 1967: 289-281 cite the Italian literature briefly; the 
information here is taken only from English sources, primarily Hasluck, 
1954: 216-260). The Albanian word for the blood feud was besa, which 
Wolfgang and Ferracuti translate as "pacification of blood," and describe as 
follows: 

The besa was a cultural tradition of the vendetta which was transmitted 
from generation to generation and constituted a moral code from which 
most Albanians from the mountain regions could not readily escape. It 
is a rule ofHfe and a code ofhonor.,~ .. (p. 281) 

The cultural tradition of the besa was set forth largely in terms of blood 
imagery. The, act of vengeance was "to take the blood [of the. original 
Victim] "; the killer was "the blood-stained" and the avenger was the "master 
Of the blood [of the victirp] ." As in many other feuding communities, there 
was a period of 24 hours in which there were no rules about the conduct of 
the counter-killing. After that, rules applied-rules that were concurred in on 
both, sides. Both the time rules and the extension of the family or 
neighborhood concerned on each side of the feud were referred to by "the 
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rule of boiling blg;J~." And, in some instances, blood was actually drawn 
from the corpse of,f a murdered man and put into a bottle; in the process of 
decomposition, ttl'e blood formed bubbles and it was said that the blood 
"boiled." In sonie areas, the time that it took the blood to "boil" was 
associated with ~the circumstances under which vengeance could be taken. 
Here is a case)1istory that was collected by Margaret Hasluck early in the 
20th ceJltury~ ,,' 

About 1890 a man who lost a lamb promised;' to give a cartridge to a 
shepherd if he found it. When the shepherd succeeded, the man went 
back on his promise saying'that he would 'give him five' (fingers on the 
trigger) instead. For the moment, the shepherd let the matter drop, 
but later met the man and asked once more for his promised reward. 
Again the man refused it, not too courteously, and was immediately 
killed by the incensed shepherd. Unfortunately, it was Easter Sunday 
and the murder took place in a meadow where all the men of Theth 
were gathered for the festival. Immediately the dead man's vllazni 
(brotherhood) comprising all the males descended from the same 
ancestor, sought vengeance on the murderer's brotherhood. These were 
not backward in replying, and within an hour fourteen men lay dead. 

In most of the tribal areas of Albania, the rule was "one for one" ~a life 
for a life, but in others (Hasluck refers to "Lume, a district which prided 
itself on its 'spirit"') the rule was two fo~ one, therefore insuring that parity 
was never reached. This is not the place to go into the details of the culture of 
pride or might that lay behind; this, as many another Medi~~rra~eancu1ture. 
The point will be important, however, in the third section of this ;~ssay. 

Peace in the Albanian feud was, if it was achieved at all, achieved through 
the services of an intermediary. Such intermediaries are common in the 
absence of a unicentric system, and their task is to act as a means of 
communication between the embattled parties in t4e bicentric syste,pt, and to 
allow each one to have a face-saving device when the two do arrive at an 
agreement not to continue the feud. This characteristic,' is universal for 
settling feuds in the absence of a superordinate unicentric system. In Albania, 
the process was also ceremonialized and the "peace" publicly proclaimed. 

Raidings 

Another permanent relationship of violence that can occur in a bicentric 
system is a perpetual relationship of raiding. One side may raid the other, or 
the two may raid each other. The "booty" in a raiding situation varies vastly, 
but the structure of the groups within which it occurs is strikingly uniform, 

-:..' and their culture always includes an important cult or legend of the 
hero-raider. The Jibaro Indian tribes of Ecuador raided one another as well as 
neighboring peoples for heads to be made into trophies for heroes (Karsten, 
1923). The so-called Nilo-Harnites of East Africa raided for livestock, 
particularly cattle and goats; although this includes "rustlmg," rustling is a 
more straight-forward kind of theft and is not a permanent and structural 
relationship between two social groups as raiding is. The examples we shall 
look into here are those of raidi~g for horses as practiced by the Blackfoot 
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Indians in the late-18th century, rising to its highest development in the 
middle-19.th century,. raiding fC?r heads in southern New GUinea, and raiding 
for slaves m 18th- and 19th-century Nigeria. 

The Blackfoot had traditional rehitionships of enmity with almost all of 
the tribes that surrounded them: they fought the Shoshone for at least 125 
years and were in a permanent state of fighting with the Flathead the 
Assiniboin and the Crow, all of whom were more or less decimated, by 
Blackfoot raids and warfare. 

The Blackfoot had a system of counting trophies or honors so that they, 
within their own unicentric society, established a hierarchy of wealth and 
prestige based primarily on raiding and warfare. Ewers (1958) tells us that the 
word for "war honor» meant a captured gun, and that to take an enemy's gun 
was the most prestigious of the honors. 

The capture of a bow, shield, war bonnet, war shirt, or ceremonial pipe 
was also a coup of high rank. The taking of a scalp ranked below these 
deeds, but ahead of the capture of a horse from the enemy. The capture 
of a horse was toq common an accomplishment to receive a higher 
rating. (1958: 139)' 

However, the most common of the violent activities of the Blackfoot against 
their enemies was raiding for horses. The raids were carried out by parties of 
w~rriors that seldom exceeded a dozen men-the horses were used to pay 
bndewealth as well as a means of storing wealth. The leader of such a party 
was a man of proven ability and judgment; all participants were volunteers, 
whom the leader could refuse. Large raiding parties are more easily detected 
by the enemy, and also require a greater degree of organization, than the 
Blackfoot chose to give them. 

As the raiders approached the camp of the enemy, they bUilt a camp of 
their own and laid in supplies; scouts were sent ahead to locate the enemy 
camp and ascertain the number of people and horses. The scouts then 
returned and were joined by the entire group of warriors, who moved forward 
during the night. The attack almost always took place just before dawn-the 
warriors slipped into the enemy camp, untied the best horses and l110ved off 
with theI?-a quick escape was necessary, and usually they rode, changing 
horses, for-at least two full days' and a night before making camp to rest. 

When Blackfoot parties were detected, they were usually massacred-here 
is an example that Ewers quotes from a nineteenth century account by Paul 
Kane: ~, 

This small band [of Blackfoot] seeing their inferiority to their enemies, 
. attempted !light; but finding escape impossible, they instantly dug 
holes suffiCIently deep to ~ntrench themselves from which they kept up 
a constant fire with guns and arrows, and for nearly twelve hours held 
at bay thisJarge war party, bringing down every man who ventured 
within shot, until their ,ammunition and arrows were entir~ly 
exhausted, when of course they fell an easy prey to their enemies 
thirty of whom had fallen before their fire. This so enraged the Cree~ 

/Jthat they cut them in pieces, and mangled the dead bodies in a most 

j, 
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brutal manner, and carried their scalps back as trophies. (Ewers, 1958: 
135) 

After such an occurrence, the Blackfoot retaliated not with raiding, but with 
wars aimed at collecting scalps and guns from the enemy. However, large 
battles were rare, and Blackfoot tried to avoid them becau~e. ~he 
independence of individual warriors and their lack of large-scale orgaruzafIon 
put large-scale battles beyond their competence. 

The relationship between the Blackfoot and their enemies was 
reciprocal-they lost almost as many horses as they stole. !hus,. rai~ing for 
horses and the wars to which it led was a stable type of relatIonshIp-It lasted 
for more than a century. Importantly for us here, Blackfoot culture was al~o 
one in which the cult of the individual hero was highly developed, and 10 

which the ideals of masculinity were expressed in terms of what we would 
call hostility cruelty and atrocity. Like some of the gangs, the dominance 
hierarchy within the culture was based on acts of aggression carried out 
against external enemies. .. ., 

The social organization of New Guinea head hunting tnbes IS of a sundar 
nature: they are 'small, and in a constant state of preying on one anoth~r. 
More important, the cultural values of heroic daring an~ aggress~ve 
masculinity are to be found here even more exaggerated than I~ the Plams 
Indians. Personal names are of great importance to the headhuntmg peoples 
of southern New Guinea. A single individual may have multiple names: T~e 
most prized name of all is the "head-name" which is the name of the VIctIm ,tfJ 
whose head has been acquired on one's behalf. Van der Kroefnotes that-

every head name given to a child means that its father, uncle, or other 
immediate relative has traveled into the interior, and has undergone the 
dangers that accompany slaying the victim .W~'lOse. head~n.a~e is 
bestowed on the child. The social pressure behind the acqulSltlOn of 
such a nat;ne is so great that a child is derided and, indeed, feels inferior 
unless he possesses his own head name. (1952: 222) 

Indeed, it is to the considerable enhancement of one's prestige in the 
community if he is able, by virtue of his skill and fortitude, to bestow 
head-names on those children whose fathers have no names left for them. As 
might he expected, the hero-raider fulfills just such a role: U 

many legends deal primarily with those heroe.s who, in add~tion to 
bringing beautiful delicacies to the commuruty, also proVIded all 
children with extra head-names. (van der Kroef, 1952: 223) 

The peoples among whom heads may be taken by the ~aiding par!-y are 
carefully defined and failure to observe the proper. boundanes results III the 
imposition, of negative sanctions on the group as. a whole. 

In some instances ... names of woods, creeks, marshes are added to the 
head-name of the child, to indicate where the victim was caught. It is 
very important that these names be kept fixed in. the me~ory ~f t~e 
people, for every head-hunting village has a defimte area In which It 
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may operate; i~o go beyond, the limits and hurt a friendly community is 
doer, a, moral wrong for which the community as a whole must 
frequently atone. (1952: 223) 

The pattern of raiding which exis~s in this social universe is reciprocal, that is, 
the victims of a raid will often be the raiders in their turn. Vengeance, it is 
suggested, is often an added incentive to initiate a campaign against a hostile 
community but it is never the sole or even primary motivation, this beirg in 
every case, the quest for names. (1952: 225) 

Slave raiding is more likely to be found in primitive states than it is in 
acephalous tribal communities like the Blackfoot or those Ne,/'Guinea groups 
that we have cited. The best information is from Sub-Saharan West Africa, 
where, in historical time!), the slaves that were brought to the New World 
were. captured by the slaving raids of West African kingdoms. The nature of 
the booty exerts some structural constraints on the relationship between the 
relevant groups. First of all, it seems clear that slave raiding-to be 
distinguished from the capture of prisoners in war and the occasional 

.kidnapping of a child (Uchendu in Cohen, 1966: 52)-is structured on a 
reciprocal basis only in the most dire and extraordinary of circumstances if at 
all. Were the raiding group not of conSiderably superior strength and/or 
organization than the group to be exploited, the losses which would probably 
be incurred on the part of the former could hardly be compensated for in 
slaves. Hence, among the Kanuri 

The method par excellence for supplying slaves, especially for the slave 
trade, was through raids on weak neighbors. (Cohen, 1966: 48) 

.similarly, Nadel maintains that one of the principal motives behind the Nupe 
conquest of the prirnltive peoples to the north in the era of the pre-Fulani 
kingdom was to tap the "easilY accessible'; reserv9ir of slaves. (Nadel, 1942: 
85) and that only after "half a century of wars and raids had denuded the 
country of peoples who could with no great difficulty be made slaves," did 
the raiding kingdoms willingly resort to more "seriousH warfare to this end 
(Nadel, 1942: 104). 

Furthermore, and for the very reason that slave raiding is not reeiprocal, 
therelatjQnship between the groups involved cannot really be expected to be 
stable over time as the raiding grpup often comes close to wiping out a 
particular victim entirely as in the case citedby Nadel. 

Warfare 

Organized warfare between states is not the subject of this essay, but it can 
be seen that (for all its complicatedness and the diffIculties involved in either 
controlling or waging war) war is simple. Indeed, its very Simplicity is what 
makes it difficult to deal with or control on a practical level of action. The 
two centers of power have opposed goals, and perhaps they misunderstand 
one another as well (although, of\,:ourse,they may understand one another 
only too well). The relationship "r~gresses" structurally to the simplest form 
of culture-use of force: with minimal expectations and minimal 
communication. 
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Bicentric 'Systems and Unicentric Systems 

A brief summary is in order about the kind of classification we have made 
of violence in society. A unicentric system is subject to violence as part of its 
mechanism for establishing and maintaining order within a dominance 
hierarchy, and that violence may be legal, illegal, alegal, or quasi-legal. A 
bicentric system is subject to violence as part of jts mechanism of dispute and 
persuasion between two centers of power. We recognize, of course, and wish 
·again to insist that no single "culture" exhibits only one or the other of these 
two structural principles. 

Not only do all well balanced social systems contain aspects of both these 
principles, but each is the "corrective" of the other. When violence gets out 
of hand in the unicentric system, then a bicentric system is called into 
being-either by revolution, by vigilante committee, by formation of groups 
of self-help that can either ignore (and be ignored by) or resist (and be 
resisted by) the dominant group in the unicentric system. The bicentric 
solution to violence and conflict in the unicentric system is constantly at 
work.~ 

In the same way, the unicentric system is the most common response to 
difficulties within the bicentric system, but it is not the only one. Difficulties 
in bicentric systems can be, at least in the short run, "solved" by the 
mechanism of the balance of power-whether that be the "peace in the feud" 
as Gluckman has called it, or whether it be the Cold War. However, the 
unicentric system is a more adequate solution (so far) to the difficulties in the 
bicentric system. The central police and administrative authority from the 
capital were extended to the feuding tribes of Albania in the early twentieth 
century; new degrees of police protection are being afforded to the ghettos 
and tlle universities in our owp country; the formation and ma,intenance of 
the United Nations as a force for law and anti-violence in the world order is 
the arch example .. The two principles form a corrective to one another. 

The distinction has also allowed us to say something about the manner in 
which different types of societies structure their use of violence: the 
regulation, in short, of who may fight whom,. under what conditions. 

Violence as a Cultural and Cognitive Category: 

\ 
We are not prepared to say that violence is a species-specific c;l11aracteristic, 

as Lorenz and some of his followers (and exaggerators) have madtained, or as 
Ashley Montagu has as vigorously denied. However, we.are sti't~ tba.t viplence 
cannot be carried out, in any form, without some sort of ethic!ll and· moral 
evaluation. It is in . the nature of being a human being that all acts are 
submitted to perception and evaluation, whether the acts are species specific 
(and "natural" in that sense) or whether they are specific only to limited 
cultural traditions (and "learned" in that sense). The moral evaluation of 
species-specific action varies vastly from one cultural tradition to ·another-we 
have only to look at the various moralities surrolJ.nding human sexuality to 
know that. 

Out of the foregoing discussion and examples, we want to examine human 
aggress~on and violence as it is morally evaluated. The ideas and values that 
surround bellicosity and hostile behavior have been implicit in many of t4e 

-,. 
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examples we have given; here we want to make them the focal point. 
Bellicosity is as charged with the morality by which it is evaluated as is 
sexuality or economy-but it is not nearly as well studied; anthropologists 
and historians, like other scholars, have been much less open to or interested 
in dealing with it. The morality of sexuality has been overt for centuries (even 
when it was not "talked about" in "polite" circles, for after all, ~ven 
wholesale denial of sexuality or of approved methods for beating the system 
was an overt morality of sex). The morality of economic man has not been so 
popularly perceived, but it has been the subject of scholars from Aristotle to 
Robert Owen and Karl Marx, and it has been mathematized in our own day. 

However, the morality of bellicosity or pugnacity has never, as a subject, 
broken loose from the more general topics of moral philosophy as has 
economics. Philosophers still discuss it in term~ of ethics, and behavioral 
scientists in terms only of drives. There is an extensive history of "war" and it 
is even true that the largest. set of \pbservations ~bout bellicosity made by 
anthropologists is ,,in terms of "prirriitive war"-and it is an undeniable fact 
that primitive war is anthrop'ologically one of the least satisfactorily 
documented and analyzed of all human activities. . 

The fact that our discussion of bellicosity and of the moral evaluation of 
violence. in different cultures must necessarily be superficial is not entirely 
our fault. We have not had time to chase down adequate examples, let alone 
samples, because the ethnographic data and the theoretical formulations are 
not organized for it. It is a fact of no little significance that suph words as 
"violence" do not appearin the indices of most ethnographies, evbn when the 
reports contain extended descriptions of it. "Aggression" is better"::':but by no 
means adequate to cover even the examples that are in fact given. In short, in 
anthropological culture, violence has not only been avoided as a problem, it 
h~s even been avoided as an indexing category. We estimate that, in order to 
pIck out adequate examples of violent behavior in the Human Relations Area 
Files, we would have to search under at least fifteen categories~from 
"aggression" to "law"· and everything in between-even to collect our 
materials; the word "violence" does not appear in the index of the Outline of 
Cultural Materials (Murdock, et al., 1967). This statement is not meant as a 
castigation of the indexers of the Human Relations Area Files, but rather as a 
comment on the state. ·of the art. 

Because of this siitation, however, our discussion of the evaluation of 
violence must foc~s upon two or several nuclei that are not well coordinated. 
We have chosen to discuss the anatomy of the violent act,and the degree to 
which ideas about it are shared (which must obviously include the problem of 
ethnocentrism), and the cult of the hero, as a violent, aggressive male. 

r. 

The Anatomy of the Violent Act 

Action and the cultural evaluation of action cannot be kept separate in the 
"real world." But fbr purposes of .analysis, they must be.;,separated. We are 
going to .examine th(~ anatomy of the violent act under three headings: (l) the 
relationship between the victim and the aggressor, (2) the means of violence, 
and (3) the social milieu in which the violent acts are considered appropriate 
or inappropriate. 
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The Social Relationship Between Victim and Aggressor 

What is needed, and what we (or anybody else) cannot at the moment 
supply, is a large-scale cross-cultural study, of the relationship. between the 
victim and the aggressor in large numbers of societies, together with those 
societies' definitions and evaluations of violence and their stated or implied 
values for jvdging the violent acts. We can point to a few studies in which 
some information is available-Wolfgang's study of homicide in Philadelphia 
(l958), Bohannail'sAfrican Homicide and Suicide (1960)-but always a more 
specialized treatment than would be desired. 

There are, in every society, typical victims or "targets" of violence. They 
may include the stranger, as a figure for displacement of rage, as in our own 
society. But more often the target is culturally defined, and the "worst" form 
of violence is that in which the wrong target is selected. The selection of a 
target is related to the categories of ethnocentrism within that tradition. For 
example, if the. folk definition of human does not extend ~~yond the "white 
race" or the "Bongo-bongo" tribe, then violence against other forms of 
("non-human" humanity may lead to violence as the most approved method. 
or even the only acceptable method of interrelationship. An in-group member 
may completely lose status by a crime within the group. The same act (now, 
by definition, not a "crime") against an outsider may be laudatory ~r status 
conferring. Scores of examples of this point could be culled from the 
ethnographic literature. Here are two examples from Oceania: (1) From the 
Tanga Island group of the Bismarck Archipelago: 

Of course, a state of hostility always existed between two clans; .. and 
if an individual of one clan strayed into the territory of the other he 
went in forfeit of his life, despite the fact that his clan subsection had 
no particular quarrel with the members of that subs~ction on whose 
land he was trespassing. (Bell, 1935: 259) 

(2) The Marindese and Boetinese of southern Mew Guinea 

divide mankind into three, or sometimes four categories: the anim-ha, 
I.e., ,the "real humans themselves; the ikom, other inhabitants of New 
Guinea, their enemies;.the poe-ikom, neighboring friendly communities; 
and, where there has been contact, the poe-anim, or "foreigners," those 
of non-indigenous origin, such as Europeans and Chinese. The ikom are 
regarded as inferior in every respect, and exist only as objects of the 
head hunt (anim-bake). (van der Kroef, 1952: 223) 

\!J 
The mOf(} general topic of ethnocentrism should be discussed briefly here~ 

because it is an essential part of most human relations, not just those of 
violence. Ethnocentrism occurs in a psychic sense when the "cultural self' 
perceives a situation with which it cannot empathize directly. That situation 
is "strange" or "bad" because one cannot feel one's self in it-certainly, in the 
violent situation, not as the perpetrator of the "outrage"-or else because one 
suppresses these feelings and is afraid of what is inside one. Th.er~fore, in 
order to empathize cross-culturally, it is necessary to do so in, terms of grosser 
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categories of perception than is the case when we empathizeiwith acts and 
feelings of those who are -most like us. Thus, we need to have-but usually do 
not have-a second set of categories prepared in which to Ulnderstand the 
people who are most different from us. This lack of psychic preparation is, in 
our opinion, the major difficulty in cross-cultural understanding. 

Of even greater moment, however, are the cultural aspects of the problem, 
for each culture provides a kind Of overt and approved defense mechanism for 
its members in dealing with their problems of "self" and "others." These 
defense mechanisms are likely to turn up on the one hand as stereotypes of 
those people who are different from one's self in significant ways-and 
stereotypes are perhaps the rnOl~t effective" mode of blocking cross-cultural 
empathy and understanding, because they do not allow any information 
about the real situation to come through. On the other hand, most cultural 
traditions contain prescriptions about how to treat people from other 
cultures. 

Within American society, we have a number of subcultural traditions in 
which stereofypes of others are systematically blocking observation of others. 
There are a good many American organizations established to maintain the 
stereotypes,and some others dedicated to breaking them down. 

Ethnocentrism, thus, can be seen as a culturally fostered defense 
mechanism for preventing the intrusion of others into the cultural self and 
the perceiving self. These "others" are rejected as invaders. So much is 
"natural." But in a complex and heterogeneous society, it is also 
destructive-and the fact that it is "natural" does not mean that it is 
inevitable. Culture can, by its nature, extend the "natural" beyond its 
apparent limits. 

We might note in this context a popular tendency in our own culture to 
refer to wartime enemies by terms which reduce the degree of their 
humanity-make them inhuman or a base variety of human-barbarians, 
Huns, mad-dog Japs, etc. This practice makes it easier to rationalize our 
actions against them, simply by placing them beyond the pale of 
humanity-we can inflict damage on those unlike ourselves that is much more 
sadistic and . degrading than we can on those who are like ourselves. 
Reiteratively calling the North Vietnamese "the enemy" is another example. 

Besides the ethnocentric aspect, there is also a role aspect to the selection 
of targets for ". violence. In most societies, there are some categories of 
persons-speciflc:r()les-that are considered to be immune to violence. We 
saw, earlier, that in'~he medieval wager of battle, the priests, the cripples,and 
the women (on most occasions) were excepted. It is oftentimes noted also 
that medical men, chieft; or prostitutes are also immune to violence (although 
the latter two, at least, may on other occasions be its special targets). Here is 
an example from the Marquesas, where 

the women enjoyed freedom from danger in war; and they, especially 
the chiefs' women, were regarded as flags of truce, and could pass from 
side to side at pleasure. (Williamson, 1939: 11) 

The Method of Violence 

It seems likely, also, that every society limits the method of violence that 
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can be used in any context: we referred above to the medieval Spani~ cases 
in which men were executed for taking personal vengeance by castratmg the 
lovers of their wives or their sisters, whereas they should have killed them, 
thereby working the vengeance of society. '. 

The Arapesh (cited as a peaceful people, but who nevertheless e?gage m 
warfare) provide an enlightening situation. Death to a member of the m-gr~up 
must be sought by dealing with ,a sorcerer from an out-group. PhysI~al 
violence must not beo used in the in-group, but only sorcery. In dealmg 
violently with the out-group, either sorcery or physical violence is approved~~ 
(Fortune, 1939: 27-34) .. "~" 

In Mediterranean lands in the days of the InqUISItIon, torture was h,eld '(~-::::;::-
appropriate for "crimes" of a 'certain sort-especially witchcraft and dealing 
with the devil-but not for others. The definition of which crimes are 
appropriate for torture would certainly vary cross-culturally. We have not 
been able to find a cross-cultural study of torture. 

The Context of Violence 
i\ 

There are everywhere only certain situations or places in which violent 
action is allowable, according to the mores of specific cultures. This may well 
run all the way from our oWp tri-partite division of homicide into cul~~ble, 
justifiable and official to formulations in p~imitive warfar~ about ~ondItlO~s 
under which certain types of act can be carned out. Thus, m ,San C~lStOVal (~Il 
Melanesia) people who are climbing trees or fishing on the sea ~re not 
attacked, even in the heaviest ba!tles which, for thes~,people .. may mvolve 
wholesale slaughter without notice of the inhabitants of a given village: 

the reason being that such fighting ... was considered to be too cruel, 
and therefore it was held that fighting should be restricted to ~'people 
on the ground." There was also a rule that fighting at night was not 

, allowed. (Wedgewood, 1930: 14) 

Further restrictions exercised by these people was that the person of the chief 
of the opposing party was sacrosanct, and he must not be killed. . 

Moral judgments about violence always seem to involve the nexus <~f"two 
or more of the categories we have mentioned as a part of the anatomy of 
violence-victim method and context. Where victims or aggressors and means 
of carrying out' the act are considered to be "unreasonably" conjoined, or 
where the context and the relationship of victim to aggressor are out of 
phase, then almost without exception, negative moral judgments are 
made':"'sometimes very loudly. 

The "Hero Cult" of the Violent, Aggressive Male 

Recently, in a lowermid~le class white neighborhood in Chicago, a'public 
school teacher made a telephone call to the parents of an l1-year-old boy 
whose fighting in class made the work of teaching and learning impossible. 
His constant hostility demanded almost constant attention from the teacher, 
who felt that he was giving too i'much time to this one .child and his one 
problem. The boy's mother, angry at being disturbed, did nevertheless come 
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in at the teacher's request. She listened to the teacher's story. When he asked 
her to help in calming and disciplining her son, the mother's question was 
"Does he win?" The teacher said that he thougl1.t nobody won, and that such 
was the wrong way to look at the matter. The'mother disagreed-"Any time 
he don't win, you call me up and I'll co~e hold his glasses." Two moral 
positions for evaluating this child's behavior were face to face: and the 
teacher because of the culture of the school and of his own suburban 
middle-class background, did not know what to do. 

-, 

We have seen, in most of the examples given in this essay, that acts of 
violence are often associated with the defInition of masculine personality and 
high status. In the juvenile ,gangst "rep" is built on violent acts (either within 
the group of the "social gang" or outside it for the "delinquent gang"). The 
feuding Albanians have widely apcepted criteria of violence for defming a 
"real mari." The Blackfoot warrior who was daring to the point of absurd 
foolishness, who could capture a gun or a horse under dangerous conditions 
and who was willing to risk his life but forfeit it dearly, was the most admired 
of all the community. Machismo and its equivalent in the other La tin cultures 
has been extensively documented. ,./ 

It is our overwhelming impression that there would be a high statistical 
correlation between acts of violence (however they may be defmed), an 
exaggerated division of labor and of character between males and females, 
with male status depending on exaggeratedly "masculine" behavior, usually 
measured in violence and applied over a very wide (perhaps even total) range 
of social behavior, and then a conferring of high status on the basis of this 
masculinity. The latter can be called a "hero'c:"<lt." 

With careful defInition and extensi~e", reference to the ethnographic 
literature it would be feasible to check our impression about the relationship 
among violent acts, hero cults, and the wide range in which cultural tradition 
rewards exaggeratedly "masculine" behavior. This proposition needs 
extensive testing, because at a superfIcial level, at least, it is possible to pick 
out exceptions to it: Southeast Asia would seem to be full of cultural 
traditions in which there is a lot of what we would call violence but little 
masculinity dilve or hero cult. The matter must be examined in detail and 
statistically-but the overwhelming suggestion is .that violent behavior is not 
only learned, but is admired and even demanded in those societies that show 
a 'great deal of it. , ' : 

bur impression got a boost from an observation by Gorer that deserves 
extended examination: he has brought. together a few of the most obvious 
examples of "non-violent" societies from the ethnographic literature: the 
Arapesh of New Guinea, the Lepchas of Sikkim, the pygmies of the Congo. 
He says that all either are, or were until recently, hunting peoples and that 
they have some other important traits in common [~ots within square 
brackets indicate omissions; those without are in the text] : 

They all manifest enormous gusto f~rthe,concrete physical 
pleasures-eating, drinking, sex, laugllter~and they all make very little 
distinction between the ideal -"''Characters of men and wom~n, 
particularly that they have no idea of brave, aggressive masculinity 
[ .... ] No child [ ... ] grows up with the injunction, "All real men 
do'~ .. " or "No proper woman does ... " so that there is no confusion 
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of sexual identity [ ... ] The model for the growing child is of concrete 
performance and frank enjoyment, not of metaphysical symbolic 
achievements or of ordeals to be surmounted. They do not have heroes 
or martyrs to efhulate or cowards or traitors to despise [ ... ] By 
contrast the cannibals of the New Guinea Highlands have a highly 
aggressive ideal of masculinity; and so, in general, do' all the .peoples 
who prize the martial virtues and self-righteously kill their enemies as 
their "inferiors." (Gorer in Montagu, 1968: 34-35) 

It seems clear, however, that the "hero cult complex" if we may call it so 
is to be found in many reaches of our own society. How to deal with it is 
equally clear, but very much more diffIcult: we ~ust build in s~Il!e sor! of 
protections which keep it from destroying ~e entue cultural traditIo? Smce 
aggressivity is not an orgastic drive, but a dnv~ that responds to c~rtam types 
of frustration or "invasion" of the sensing and cultural self, and smce cultJlre 
is the basis for inhibiting rage reactions to such invasion, then the need for a 
cultural antidote is clear. That statement is easy to make-but just what such 
culture may entail is a very diffIcult question in need of exhaustive 
investigation and great social creativity. Athletics are no more a substitute for 
aggression than they are for sex. The point at issue is how to control the 
situation so that non-heroes will not try to behave as if they were heroes to 
prove to themselves that they are not worthless. It is not the real heroes of a 
society that provide the diffIculty-it is the inept strivings of the non-heroes 
in a hero society that must be controlled. 

.-'"\ 

SUMMARY 

The points that we have made in this paper can be summed up briefly: 

(1) Violent social interaction is to be differentiated from the 
biopsychic facts of "aggression" and emotion. This differentiation must be 
done overtly and on the basis of scientifIc exaiillnation, not by assumption 
and value-laden axioms. 

(2) The set of violent interactions is always found in a social 
context-we have made an ad hoc division of the organizi.'1g principles of 
social structures into unicentric and bicentric in order to isolate several 
uses for violence: as the maintenance of dominance hierarchies and law 
and/or justice within a unicentric system; as the balance and culturally 
simplistic means of settling disputes in a biceritric system. However, both, 
principles are usually present in a group at anyone time, and one may 
provide the basis for the solution to diffic'!.~lties tha t a~ise in. the. ot~er. 
Whenever there is a shift in the balance between the urucentnc prmclple 
and the bicentric principle, the amount of viol~t)ce in a community or 
state appears to participants and members of the society to be on the 
increase. New areas of violence are perceived by people who did not 
previously know about them or were able to ignore them~ Mo!eover, 
violence based on one principle may be overtly used to put down vlOlence 
in organizations based on the other, so that not only is violence brought to 
broader attention, but its gross quantity may indeed actually increase. 

Another way of saying this is that wh@n unaccustomed, and hence 
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unpredictable, forms of violence~nter our perceptual and cultural 
envelopes, we do not know for sure what is happening, and therefore 
anxiety and perhaps fear are aroused. If either "counteraction" goes too 
far, we have cause, to worry: that is, if the bicentric force of revolution 
becomes too destructive, or if. the unicentric force of authoritarianism 
becomes too tyrannous, then our cultural and psychic modes for dealing 
with the problem may be insufficient. A spiral of violent interaction can 
result-in the name of maintaining order on the one hand, ideals on the 
other. 

-F 

(3) Violent action in a bicentric sy~tem is a form of cultural 
simplification. There is some doubt in diu minds about whether the 
culture of war is simpler and grosser than that of diplomacy or whether 
there is merely a high degree of agreement'between the two parties to the 
conflict once they have made up their minds to fight. Whichever is in fa.ct 
the case, the expectations, each of the other, are known, and 
straightforward and shared. For all the technical skills that modern warfare. 
requires, its armamentarium of social skills is negligible. 

What canng!" be denied, however, is that not only do tile acts of the 
"enemy" carry an evaluation, but the acts of one's self or one's own 
spciety are also evaluated. Both the victim and the aggressor (no matter 
whether the two agree about which is which 9r how fast the "alternating 
current" ,of violence turns) take their vall;les and ideas back into the 
unicentric system-and there it is not so simple. Violence may be used as a 
mark of prestige, as among delinquent gangs or the Plains Indians 
coup-counters that have been noted above. It may, of course, also be used 
as a sign that one 'group within the system has to "tighten its grip" on the 
justice.iliat the community thinks it desires-which may lead to lynch law 
or to police suppression of the other group. 

(4) It is unfortunate, but nevertheless true, that most social theorists 
who have dealt with cultural variability fu the forms and incidence of 
violence have adopted an implicitly psychological approach, assuming that 
different social experiences generate differential predispositions toward 
violent forms of e~pression through anxiety, frustration, compulsl:ve 
masculinity and the likr. There is absolutely nothing the matter .with these 
ideas"dnJact, we have' endorsed some of them above-but they are not 
adequate to do the job, because to .flo that and only that is to beg a very 
important complex of questions: the .... \questions of cultural tradition. 

Cultural criteria. must be brought in because attitudes toward violence, 
like attitudes toward anything else, are learned. For that reason, culture 
provides the triggering mechanism in human aggressive response to 
frustration at the same time that it provides the inhibiting mechanism 
which allows displacement or SUblimation' of that re~ponse. Cultural life is 
based neither on drives nor nefui:>chernicaI" responses, but rather on the 
manner in which the drives are placed in the non-random service of social 
structures. The quality of non-randomness is of great importance, because 
it defines the boundary between what is explicable in psychological terms 
and what must be explained in cultural terms: between pathology and 
cultural difference. Human society demands that the drives and emotions 
of aggression and anger be translated into specific patterns-some of which 
are violent. ' ~~' 

.'': 
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(5) In every society there is a time, a target ami a context which is 
customarily (even if not morally) appropriate for hostile behavior and 
violent futeraction. These are cognitive categories, shared to a greater or 
lesser degree by members of a common cultural tradition. It is in terms of 
these values th'at the individual's action is evaluated, both by himself and 
by his fellows. 

Violent behavior is, among other things, a learned means to certain ends 
defmed by one's cultural tradition (instrumental violence, in Berkowitz's 
term). As such it may have a greater or lesser currency cross-culturally. 
When means and ends get out of phase-when target, method and context 
are socially disapproved-then violence becomes "senseless violence," and 
our security is threatened. 

It is our opinion that the most important single point that we have 
made in this paper is that the values .of a cultural tradition provide both 
the triggering mechanisms which turns aggressive rage into violent action 
and the inhibiting mechanism which turns it to sublimation and 
displacement. The human condition, in ethological terms, is one in which 
the releasor and inhibitor have become conjoined. But it is also one in 
which we naturally turn to moral systems as the means for arbitrating the 
two. 
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APPENDIX 26 

CRITICAL ANAL YSISoOF 
SOCIOLOGIC~~L THEORIES 

By Clarence C. Schrag* 

I. INTRODUCTION: THE CHANGING FACES OF VIOLENCE 

GeneraL .Persp{~ctives 
Public concern over violence is nothing new in the United States. In almost 

every decade of our history the mass media have advocated more stringent 
measures to curb an alleged increase in crime and. violence, and in nearly 
every generation a wave of riot and rebellion has swept over the country. 

Less than a generation after the American Revolution, troops were 
employed to subdue rioting farmers and tax protesters. Numerous deaths 
occurred in slave uprisings prior to the Civil War, and during the war several 
thousands of persons were killed in demonstrations against 1;Jte military draft. 
In the 1870's artd 1880's troops were again employed to quell the revolt of 
railroad workers and other laborers who sought higher wages and better living 
conditions. Race riots erupted in St. Louis during World War I, killing fifty 
people there and spreading rapidly to 26 other cities. Racial conflicts flared 
up again in the 1930's and 1940's, especially in Harlem and Detroit, which 
were forerunners of Watts and other recent disturbances. Rioting prisoners 
were the focus of attention in the 1950's when several lives were lost and 
millions of dollars worth of public property was destroyed. In addition to 
these internal disorders, the country has frequently been engaged in 
international conflicts, especially during the Jast fifty years. 

Disturbances such as those mentioned are occasionally followed by 
organized attempts to alleviate the conditions believed to be causally 
involved. Although the success of these attempts may be denied by ensuing 
events, it is nevertheless clear that many persons see force and violence as 
necessary ingredients of social reform. When other alternatives seem 
inconsequential, violence maybe deliberately aimed at creating a situation in 
which remedial measures can no 10nger:cQe avoided. Thus, the exercise of 
violence may often be regarded as a just and worthy enterprise, a price to be 
paid for the attainment of higher objectives. 

In movements directed at social reform, the mere threat of violence, of 
course, may be preferred over its overt expression. But threat tends to evoke 

*Professor of Sociology, University of Washington, Seattle, Wash. " 
Note. Superscript figures indicate references at end of appendix. 
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counter-thi'eat, thereby establishing a mutual and cumulative feedbaok which 
escalates people's animosities until an uncontrolled explosion, often feared 
but rarely anticipated with any clarity, may be nearly inevitable. While the 
employment of violence as a strategy of social control is not often 
acknowledged, the capacity for coping with illegal violence by the use of legal 
force is almost universally viewed as essential to human survival. 

Despite the prominence of force and violence in the chronicles of human 
society, however, we know very little about conflict as a social process, its 
frequency and distribution, or its causes and consequences.! Perhaps even 
more striking is the lack of generally accepted criteria for differentiating 
between legitimate and nonlegitimate conflict. The law, of course, is 
supposed to provide a basis for making such distinctions. But the law is often 
unclear or ,inconsistent, and there are even greater problems in the way the 
law is enforced by the police, the courts, and various other agencies of social 
control. 

In ad'1i~tion, history has a way of justifying the use of force and violence 
when two parties are engaged in conflict. It makes an after-the-fact 
identification of the winner, accredits success to superior moral force as well 
as physical advantage, and in this way tends to legitimate the efforts of the 
victor. This is evidenced, for example, by the innumerable instances in which 
sacred traditions and legends describe in heroic terms the violent behavior of 
indiViduals,. organizations, and nations. Accordingly, it is defeat in conflict, 
not the use of violence, that often determines the assignment of moral 
culpability. 

It is therefore not surprising_~?at divergent views are expressed on topics 
sllch as rac~ riot~, heart. transplants, mercY killings, capital punishment, the 
Nation's military involvements, and "A~d~' versus "soft" lines on crime in the 
streets. Such divergence reflects both a lack of consensus on the meaning of 
concepts and a lack of reliable information concerning the probable costs and 
consequences of alternative methods for dealing with commor> social 
p1'Oblems. And these a!~ preCisely- ~the deficiencies that impede"p/ rQ$7r.ess 

"'f~'" 

toward the controtofviolence in general. - '- . 

Violence and Criminality 

How to produce the needed consensus and_ information is one of our major 
social problems. Some people advocate stricter law enforcement and stronger 

, penalties for law violators. They see the'violent criminal as the main threat to· 
life and security. Moreover, they view the murderer as the archetype of the 
violent offender, a deliberate aggressor whose beh~vior reflects a pervasive 
and usually permanent defect of character, a hfghly recidivistic criminal 
whose depradations call for severe punishment and lon.g-term incarceration in 
prison. In this view, yiolep.ce and crimi{lality are treated as interchangeable 
concepts~ 

The facts, however, are that most crimes are nonviolent and most violence 
is noncriminal. Consider the estimated frequencies of criminal offenses in 
1967, for example.2 There were approximately 490,000 crimes of 
violence: 12,000 cases of murder and non-negligent homicide, 27,000 rapes, 
200,000 robberies and more than 250,000 aggravated assaults. Yet these 
comprise only 13 percent of the 3.8 million serious crimes reported during 
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the' year, or perhaps less than 5 percent if misdemeanors are included. 
Homicide, exclusive of cases involving negligeiice~ makes up less- than 3 
percent of the crimes of violence~ and less than one-half of 1 percent of the 
serious offenses. It is apparenftliat the prevention of murder, if that' were 
possible, would not greatly diminish the crime problem. 

It is also clear that the elimination of murder would have relatively little 
effect on the number of deaths by violence. To i1l~strate, table 1 presents the 
comparable probabilities of victimization by hOnllcide and by several of the 
more common kinds of accidents. The data indicate that about one person in 
every ,20,000 was a homicide victim in 1965. However, the probability of 
suicide was 2% times as great,. and deaths resulting from automobile 
accidents were five times as frequent. 

, 
Table 1. -Deaths from nonnatural causes, United States, 1965 

CAUSE OF DEATH ESTIMATED RATE PER 100,000 POPULATION 

MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENTS 25 

OTHER ACCIDENTS 

SUICIDE 

FALLS 

WILLFUL HOMICIDE 

DROWNING 

FIRES 

.source: "Accident Facts," National Safety Council, Olicago, 1966. Cited in Crime 
!Lilli- oolts-",-Lmp!l(dt ":""::'All .. A-s8e~s!'nent, -- -Task .. :-F oree, The·:.. ~PresidcntJ-s"· Comn-als5iufi' Gn Law 
Enforcement' and Administration of justice, U.S. Government Printing Office, 1967, p. 16. 

J -, 

The accidental deaths; combined, were 13 times as freque~t as murder. 
Many accidents, of course, involve negligence and are perhaps more easily 
prevented than murder. For example, the National Safety Council estimated 
that more than half of the 49,000 deaths resulting from automobile accidents 
in 1965 involved either negligent manslaughter or driving while under the 
!rtfluence of alcohol. Negligent manslaughter, largely a traffic offense, 
outnumbers murde-i in most 'rural areas; in the enHre country its frequency is 
about three-fourths that of murder, and it is increasing with greater rapidity. 
Yet the stigma and other penalties attached to manslaughter only rarely 
approach the severity of the treatment ordinarily accorded the convicted 
murderer. 

Alcohol j' 

Things are ngt always what they apP\~ar to be in the field of criminal 
"'._ '- !i .~~---..::;:."-

behavior. Thus,d1'Unkenne~s. is uSW~)'~JF~~~I~!d?s-'~~t\~lnCe" offen~e. In 
1965 there were abou.t. 2 nulIlOn alrestS for drunken*~~~""e.}i)haps one-third of 

, " II IIi -Yllii7r f 
the total number Jor all offens~s. Trea~,lnent of alC(J~JY£s, aptly labeled the 
"revolving-door" policy, ~@s for maximum jaill;sentences ranging from 5 days 
to 6 montlls in most states. Recordg~sliow that some offenders' are arrested as 
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many as 18 times in a single year, and in one city six chronic offenders were 
arrested for drunkenness more than 1,400 times with an aggregate of 125 
years served in correctional institutions. 

Because of the obvious ineffectiveness of current methods of control, 
many' authorities are urging that alcoholics should be handled under civil 
rather than criminal procedures. Instead of being kept in jail for brief periods, 
they would be treated in detoxification centers operated by health officials. 
The centers would be staffed to provide medical examinations, emergency 
care for the acutely intoxicated, and a variety of social services. The patients 
would be encouraged to obtain further treatment elsewhere after the period 
of "sobering up." Centers of this kind have already been established in several 
cities, but their experience is insufficient for a reliable ev&luation. 

While the above program may afford better control over the "nuisance" 
offender, it is not likely to have any immediate effect in the treatment of 
alcoholic criminals. Persons accused of serious offenses will be handled in the 
usual manner, even though intoxication may be a factor in their offenses. Of 
course, we are not certain that drinking is a causal factor in criminality, but 
varying degree~ of intoxication are commonly observed among persons 
involved in serious traffic accidents. as already noted, and alcohol also seems 
to be an element in many other offenses, especially in crimes of violence. 
Numerous studies support this conclusion. For 'example, a study of 882 
persons who were examined immediately after they had committed felonies 
shows that a large majority of the assault offenders were under the influence 
of alcoho1.3 The·ratio of intoxicated to nonintoxicated aggressors was 11 to 1 
for cuttings or stabbings, 8 to 1 for carrying a concealed weapon, 10 to 1 for 
other assaults, 4 to 1 for shootings, and 2 to 1 for murder. Similarly, an 
investigation of homicide in Philadelphia, involving 588 victims and 621 
offenders, found that either the victim or the offender, or both, had been 
drinking immediately prior to the slaying in nearly two-thirds of the cases.4 

Ina mOie~ie~entstudyiIi Chieago, polieeiTIvestigating llOrnicides noted that 
the offender or victim had been drinking in 54 percent, of the cases.5 Such 
findings are subject to various interpretations, and they fail to prove that the 
offens~s would have been avoided if alcohol were not present. But they do 
suggest that the regulation of liquor consumption may be as important to the 
control of violence as it is to the reduction of public nuisances. 

-[ 

Control oyer the use of alcohol may be difflcult to achieve, however. The 
production and distribution of alcohol is big business, a major source of 
employment in many communities, a profitable auxiliary ser·:.ice for many 
restaurants and recreational organizations; and a discreet btlt important 
consumer of ~dvertising space in the media -of mass communication. 
Accordingly, there is widespread acceptance of alcohol as a significant part of 
our culture. While abstinence is generally prescribed for young people, 
drinking may be highly valued by adults as a stimulus for congeniality, a 
symbol of informality at social gatherings and on festive occasions. 
Moderation in the use of alcohol, not abstinence, is the norm for most adults, 
and' its primary requirement is that a person's drinki~g should not interfere 
with his performance on the job or at home. However, the restraints of 
moderation may be abandoned by members of all social classes on ceremonial 
Qccasions. In addition, excessive drinking may receive persistent support in 
some I.1eighborh'oods, especially in deteriorated areas, where the tavern is 
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sometimes the dominant social institution, and where criminal violence 
usually has its highest incidence. All of this indicates how the confusion of 
precepts and practices, and of personal and social responsibilities, makes the 
u~e of alcohol a complex variable in our efforts toward the control of 
VIOlence. 

Wet;lpons 

An?t~~I matter of significance in criminal violence is the ready 
ac~essibility o~ dangerous ~eapons, including guns, knives, blunt objects, 
pOlson, explpsives, and the like. Among these weapons, firearms are the most 
lethal and the most frequently employed, particularly in homicide cases. In 
1967), fOlr example, nearly two-thirds of the reported murders were 
comffiltted by the use of firea.rms, 48 percent by pistol or revolver and 15 
percent by shotgun or rifle. Guns also were employed in 125;000 r~bberies 
and aggravated as.s~ults, and many nonviolent crimes are committed by armed 
offenders. In addition, ne~rly all of the fatal attacks against police officers are 
by firearms. Between 1960 and 1967, for instance, 411 officers were killed 
by felons:1 96 percent of them the victims of shootings. 

Ass~ult wit~ a gun or a knife is Often accepted.as evidence of intent to kill. 
Intent. IS ~ometIme.s difficult to substantiate because we may have to depend 
upon illdirect and mferential information, such as the number and location of 
the wounds inflicted upon the victim. According to these criteria however 
there are indications that many shootings and stabbings may occu~ in whic1~ 
the death of the victim is not a clearly intended objective. 

To illu~trate,. consider a recent study of assaults and homicides that 
occur~ed m Chica~o from 1965 through 1967.7 In nearly half of the 
shootmgs 'l !h~ ~ssaIlan~ either missed the intended victim or inflicted qnly 
arm or leg illJunes. Kmfe wounds were more often located in vital areas. yet 
n.ea~ly a third were restricted to arms or legs. ,AJso, only ~O p.~rcent oithe 
V1CtliTiS.6f fatal gunshot attacks received more than one wound~ It see~~" th~t 
an assaIl~nt who is fully intent upon murder would be more·likely to exploit 
~e .multiple-shot capacity of his firearm or to strike a more vital part of the 
VIctIm's body. 

.The stu.dy al~o demonstrated the superior .killing-power of guns over 
kmves. ~.1le kmfe attacks outnumbered shootings by nearly 3 to 1, they 
res~1ted ill on~y half as. many fatalities. Although a greater proportion of 
kmfe. wounds mvolved VItal organs, the ratio of deaths per 100 attacks was 
five tImes as great for guns as for knives. It is clear that the kind of weapon 
employed has a great influence on the likelihood of death.. 

Such firydings lend some credence to the idea that legislation pn gun 
controls ffilght tend to reduce the number of homicides, even if it fails to 
lessen the frequency of assault. Moreover, opinion polls suggest that for 
nearly three decades the public has favored the imposition of governmental 
controls on the sale and POSsession of firearms. In 1966, according to a 
Gallup poll, ~early 7 out of 10 persons favored the registration of guns, and 8 
out of 10 saId they wo~ld rorbid or restrict the use of guns by persons under 
1.8 years ofa.ge. Yet legIslatIOn V!~~ successfully resisted by an organization of 
nfl~men ~~tIl 1968, when Congress, following the assassination of several 
effilnent CItIzens, took some preliminary steps toward the control of firearms. 
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Noncriminal Violence 

Among the various kinds ,of violence, mass murder probably receives the 
greate~;t pUblicity. Recent examples are the Texas tower incident, which 
result~)d in 15 deaths, and the Chicago slaying of 8 student nurses. Such 
displays of hostility get top billing in the mass media; both the events and the 
careers of their perpetrators are recited in detail. But these are rare 
?ccurrences by comparison with the multiple deaths that may result from 
Ignorance and carelessness, or from the unbridled desire for economic gain. 

When a bridge or a building collapses because of faulty construction or 
improper maintenance, dozens of persons may be killed. Scores of lives are 
lost by fires and explosions in mines thait are operated .ll.nder unsafe 
conditions. Other targets ,of public concern an) poorly engineered streets and 
highways, air and water pollution, overcrowded airways, inadequate building 
codes, insanitary food processing, and resistance against safety devices on 
automobiles. While it is difficult to make accurate estimates, such conditions 
no doubt afford a greater threat to life and security than do all the murderers 
and psychopaths who are free on the streets. -

Some of the main sources of danger are found among health products. We 
manufacture 25 tons of aspirin each day. Careless storage often makes the 
product accessible to children under 5 years of age, resulting in thousands of 
poisonings and more than a 100 deaths each year in this age category. And a 
surprising number of the children involved in accidental poisonings are 
repeaters, as many as 28 percent in some studies. Diet pills are a greater threat 
to adults, with 60 deaths attributed to overdoses, according to testimony 
before a Senate subcommittee. In some cases, the greatest harm resulting 
from misuse of drugs is found in the next generation. Thalidomide, for 
example, is held responsible for numerous deformities observed in children 
born to women who were not aware of its destructive potentialities. 

Governmental action seems nece~siIJY to inform the consumer rel!ardinl! 
the advantages and disadvantages of many health product;-~dp~~~tic~~~ 
Most legislation in this field has followed an expose of harmful conditions. 
The original food and drug act was passed in 1906 after Upton Sinclair's 
portrayal of conditions in the meat packing industry. In 1938, following 5 
years ?fcongressional inquiry, the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act was passed, 
when It was reported that more than 100 persons died from the toxic effects 
of a wonder drug ingredient. This law was strengthened in 1962, following 
the thalidomide episode. 

Despite the Federal efforts, however, the field of public health still has its 
shortcomings. For example, the American College of Surgeons, reporting in 
1966 on emergency medical services, estimated that 20,000 people die each 
year in this country as a result of inadequate or improper emergency care.8 

Malpractice is an even more serious problem. Thus, a prosecuting attorney of 
oIie of our largest counties ass~rted in 1966 that medical quackery kills more 
people than do all crimes of violence combined.9 Such quacl<:ery is especially 
h~rd !o control,. since it ca? often be concealed, and it exploits the public's 
faIth ill the medIcal profeSSIOn, a faith based on the demonstrated conpetence 
of most medical practitioners. 

Nor is faith in the police and in other agents of authority al~ays 
warranted. It cannot be denied that acts of violence occur in law enforcement 
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or that the courts and other agencies of justice are sometimes corrupted by 
power and influence. The isolated instances of brutality are magnified by 
evidence of official discrimination against the poor, the oppressed, and 
members of racial and other minorities. For generations following the Civil 
War, thousands of lynchings were condoned, if not encouraged, by the 
authorities. M~re recently, evidence ort the use of capital punishment reveals 
a similar pattern of discrimination, and this may be one of the reasons why 
public opinion, according to the polls, has shifted against the execution of 
criminals. Actually, the elimination of the death penalty would have little 
effect on current practice, since the number of executions has decreased 
consistently from around 170 per year between 1930 and 1939, to 56 in 
1960, 21 in 1963, 7 in 1965, and only a few cases since then. This 
discrepancy between the law and the practice may reflect more fundamental 
problems in the administration of justice. 

One problem is that the conversion from the gun law of the frontier era to 
a system of justice based on reason and equality is so slow and difficult that 
many people are apparently losing faith in the machinery of government. This 
change in attitude is suggested by a' recent Gallup survey which found 46 
percent of the respondents holding to the view that "big government" is a 
greater threat to the country's future than either "big labor" or "big 
business," whereas a similar poll in 1959 showed that both labor and business 
were seen as greater threats than government. Such changes in attitude may 
have considerable influence on the role that governmtmt cim play with respect 
to the alleviation of social problems. In democratic societies, at least, social 
programs call for the government and the people to engage in collaborative 
efforts. However, if the people are sufficiently alienated from their 
government, it is not likely that voluntary collaboration will occur, or that 
viable alternatives to violence will be developed. 

It may seem to the casual observer that the concept of violence needs no 
clarification, and that murder, assault, or the threat of physical aggression are 
its distinguishing featur~s. Yet history teaches us that conceptions of violence 
are always changing; new categories come under the rubric and old .ones are 
discarded in response to changes in values and knowledge. .-

For example, abortion was once considered a violent crime that called for 
severe penalties. Until recently, the law in most states permitted abortion 
only if a pregnancy endangered the life of an expectant mother. The result 
was an abortion racket in which clandestine operators performed. perhaps a 
million illegal abortions annually, many of them leading to serious injury or 
death. Safe treatment was available only to people who could afford a private 
doctor's fee or a trip to such abortion meccas as Mexico, Puerto Rico, or 
Japan, while the less affluent were treated by back.alley operators who rarely 
had access to the sterile conditions of a hospital. 

Accordingly, States like California are revising their laws to permit 
abortions when the mental, not only the physical, health of the mother is in 
jeopardy and in cases of rape or incest involving girls under 15 years of age: 
California's experience during the first year under the new law indicates that 
the qumber of legal or therapeutic abortions may have increased by a 6-to-l 
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ratio over the former 600 cases, but that around 10,000 illegal abortions may 
still occur annually. 

Thus, further statutory changes seem likely to be made in an eff0rt to 
reduce the number of illegal abortions. These may be patterned after changes 
noted in several other countries. The British Abortion Act of 1967, for 
instance, takes into account the social and economic resources of the family 

, and permits abortion in the interest of family welfare. In addition, safe and 
inexpensive abortion is encouraged in some societies as a means of population 
control. However, some medical authorities are advocating the elimination of 
legal restrictions against abortion on the grounds that this should be a private 
matter between doctor and patient, and that any legal restrictions are likely 
to discriminate against the economically deprived, who tend to have high 
birtli rates anyway. Clearly, basic changes in social values are reflected by 
these trends in abortion practices, and they also underscore the need for 
research and information in the solution of social problems. 

Attempted suicide affords another example. Its redefinition, from criminal. 
to noncriminal status, is indicated by the recent establislL'llent of more than 
50 suicide prevention centers in 17 States and the District of Columbia. Ten 
years ago there were 4 centers in 2 states, and suicide was treated primarily as 
a moral problem calling for the expression of vengeance .against the offender, 
rather than a social problem to be handled by rational and pragmatic means. 

The prevention centers provide 24-hour telephone answering and referral 
services to people who call for help. Much of their staffing is on a volunteer 
basis, and some centers operate for less than $1,000 per year, with very few 
spending as much as $50,000 annually. It is difficult at this time to estimate 
their effectiveness; their origin is too recent, their programsprohably are too 
elementary, and their records are too incomplete. However, they have a 
significant potential, in view of the basic facts: 25,000 suicides and more th~m 
200,000 attempts per year with the average suicide an educated, 
family-supporting, tax-paying male in his mid-40's, whose death depriv~s the 
fa..mily and "the community of· a quarter century of social and ecotJomic 
support. 

in several States suicide is the 6th leading cause of death, and it is the third 
leading cause in the peacetime armed forces and on college campus~s. There 
can be no doubt that the economic cost of suicide is greater .than that 
chargeable to murder. These may be some ()J the reasons ~ why the 
imprisonment of persons who attempt suicide is no longer generaUy regarded 
as a feasible policy. 1 0 .~ 

However, the redefinition of behavior does not always result in its transfer 
from a criminal to a noncriminal category. Sometimes new information 
creates new categories of crime. Thus, it seems probabl.e that offenses such as 
child beating are far more visible today than they were a few generations ago. 
It was not until the mid-1940's that medical practitioners noted how 
freq1)ently infants with arm and leg injuries also suffered from hemorrhaging 
within the skull. Later it was observed that multiple bone injuries were the 
most common form of bone "disease" in infancy. Some 15 years ago it was 
learned that X-rays could assist in identifying injuries resulting from the 
deliberate twisting and pulling of children's arms· or legs, injuries that had 
often been attributed to falls. There followed some evidence that children 
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whose chronic injuries had been blamed on accidents ·and clumsiness did not 
develop new symptoms during hospitalization. .... . 

Soon health officers were cooperating with the polIce m Iden!,Ifymg w~at 
has come te>o be known as the "batte~ed child syndrome, refiectmg 
mistreatment by parents or others. Today hearly 5 percent of all murders 
involve cases of child-beating by parents. 

This illustrates how the results of research can make their way into law 
enforcement and public knowledge, thereby greatly increasing the visibility of 
certain criminal offenses. Other areas in which visibility appears to be 
increasing are white-collar, professional, and organized cri~e. If such off~nse~ 
were reliably reported, the crime problem would be magmfied several tImes, 
and many of our theories, which portray criminality as primarily a lower class 
phenomenon, would have to be drastically revised. 

The Murderer 

The visibility of violence varies greatly from one type of offense to 
another. Among the various forms of violence, murder seems to. ha~e the 
highest visibility, perhaps because the act ~equires no complex orgamzatIon or 
special skill and the victim cannot easily be concealed. Contrary to popular 
impression,' however, the murderer cannot accurate1y be described as a 
depraved, deliberate, and recidivistic criminal who threatens the safety of all 
persons with whom he comes in contact. . . 

Murder as we have seen, is not distinguished by the number of lIves It 
takes sinc~ suicide and several forms of negligence are far more significant in 
this :egard. What does distinguish murder is the frequency ~th whic.h it 
involves members of primary groups, including the famIly, relatIve,s, 
neighbors, and social partners. In nearly one-third of the murders rep,orted m 
1967, for example, the offender and the victim were members of the same 
family. Romantic triangleK .and lovers' qllarrels a~~ol1TltedJQI anoth.er.9 
percent, and other arguments presumably involving persons who were at .least 
casually acquainted, 42 percent. Several ~tudielsl report an even higher 
proportion of family members and close. associates.. ' 

Murder then often involves people who, accordmg to conventIOnal 
expectatio~s, ar~ supposed to be united by bonds o! love, fait.h, loyalty, 
cooperation and, in general> the intimate relationships ?p.. which human 
society is founded. Murder symbolizes the complete renunCiatIon of the m~st 
fundamental of all codes of conduct, and this may account for the SOCIal 
stigma and the severe punishment almost universally accorded the murderer. 
. In most other respects, however, the. mur,derer seems to be the least 
criminally inclined among all of the law violators. He usually has no record ~f 
prior offenses or juvenile delinquency. His social and personal backgro~nd IS 
similar to that found in the noncriminal population. Attempts to fmd a 
distinctive trait of character or personality have generany resulted in faiIu,re. 
The murderer's subsequent career, after his release from imprisonment, tends 
to be free of further law violations. Indeed, he ordinarily has a very low rate 
of parole violation, often less than I 0 percent~ By comparison, violation rates 
for robbers, larcenists, auto thieves, check forgers, and most other 
nonviolent offenders are usually from three to six times as high. In sum, the 
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prospects for the rehabilitation of "situational" murderer, described above, 
are very favorable. 12 

The picture, however, is clouded by evidence that an increasing proportion 
of our murders are occurring during the enactment of other criminal offenses, 
and that the offenders involved in these cases may be much poorer prospects 
for rehabilitation. Deaths connected with other criminal· offenses may 
comprise around 15 or 20 percent of the total number of murders. Robbery 
and rape are the most likely to result in murder, although property offenses, 
such as burglary, may also end in assault or murder if the offender is 
interrupted while engaged in a criminal act, especially if he is armed when the 
confrontation occurs. It has been estimated that such confrontations may 
happen in only about lout of every 40 burglaries. Because of the large 
number of such supposedly nonviolent offenses, however, they may 
contribute·significantly to the incidence of assault and murder. 

This means that the threat of violence, including murder, is likely to 
increase as the number of other offenses increases, and that the risk of injury 
to an innocent person varies according to the kinds of weapons, if any, 
carried by the offenders. While the "situational" murderer is. a threat 
primarily to his intended victim, many other criminals who are not intent 
upon murder may bea threat to anyone who discovers their illegal activities. 
The awareness of such dangers may discourage many people from reporting 
an offense or from assisting the police in the apprehension of an offender. As 
a result the whole matter of law enforcement tends to be left increasingly in , 
the hands of the police. 

The police, of course, are better prepared than most people to deal with 
the usual offender. They can better protect against personal injury in most 
criminal cases. But there seems to be Httle the police can do to prevent 
homicide within the family or among people who have close personal 
relationships. The risk of murder among intimate acquaintances, like the 
threat of suicide and several other forms of deviant behavior, may be more 
responsive to the counsel orfriends and professional tlierapists than to· the 
deterrent force of the law. Some homicides, therefore, are a social problem 
that may fall largely outside the scope of police intervention, while other kinds 
of homicide are, potentially at least, more amenable to control by effective law 
enforcement. In the development of programs for the prevention of violence, it 
is important for the community to learn what can aI).d what cannot reasonably 
be expected of the police and of other social con trol agencies. 

-II. SOME DIMENSIONS OF THE PROBLEM OF VIOLENCE 

The hick of comprehensive information is the most striking fact about 
violence. If information is inadequate for rational planning, tllere is really no 
alternative to the perpetuation of our traditional and often ineffective 
methods of control. Present controls are largely crisis oriented. They do little 
about violence until after it occurs; and even then, the prescribed punitive 
response, while frequently verbalized as a threat, is infrequently carried out in 
practice. This failure of implementation may reflect a general lack of 
confidence in the prescribed policies and in the evidence on which they are 
founded. Accordingly, a brief review of the main evidence on violence is 
presented below.· 
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Needed: A National Information System 

The major source of information on nationwide crime trends is U.nif~rm 
Crime Reports, published annually _~y the Federal .Bureau of InvestIgatIon. 
UCR are compiled from data. contnhl-!te_4 volunt~~tly. ~y)aw enforcement 
agencies. They provide detailed statistics for regions, Sta~es, and loc:u .areas 
on offenses reported to the police, arrests made, and ce~tam cha~actenstIcs.of 
the alleged offenders. Some court data and selected mformatlOIl on polIce 
personnel are also included. . . . 

The reliability and comparability of these data ~~e some~hat lffipalf~d, 
however, by local and regional variations in the defirutIon of cnme categ~nes, 
differences in enforcement and reporting policies, and the lack of adequate 
record systems in many police agencies. Among the many categories of ·c~ime, 
only seven are repoded with sufficient reliability to be included in a national 
index that estimates the amount of serious crime around the country. 
Included in the index are murder and non-negligent homicide, forcible rape, 
robbery, aggravated assault, burglary, larceny (minimum value of $50), and 
auto theft. The first four offenses mentioned are generally regarded as the 
indicators of violent crime. 

Because of the variations in statutory definitions, UCR finds it necessary 
to formulate its own definitions in order to collate the data from different 
reporting agencies. The definitions of crimes are as follows: 

Murder and nonnegligent homicide. -Taking a human life without 
due process of law. Deaths caused by negligence, e.g., ~ri~n? an 
automobile while intoxicatf"i'\, are not inclUded. Attempt to kill IS lIsted 
as aggravate~ assault. \ . 

Forcible rape. -Carnal knowledge of a female by force and agamst 
her will. Assault with intent to rape is included, but statutory rape 
without force is not. 

l}nhho .. " _ T"v'na. "n"thina n.f VlIlllA. frn.m ~ nersonbv forQ{l or by .... ,V""c.;rv,'.!"·~.&.' .... ~,a,ab -"AJ .............. 0· _ ...... ----- - ... ---- - r or 

the threat of force. Attempts are included, even if nothing of VahJleJ is 
obtained. The two -main categories are armed robbery, involving a gun, 
knife, or other weapon, and strongarm robbery, in which hands, arms, 
feet, etc., are employed as weapons. 

Aggravated assault.-Unlawful attack by one person against another 
for the purpose of inflicting severe bodily in~ury, and u~~ally 
accompanied by the use of a weapon. Attempts are mcluded; an Injury 
need not occur if a weapon is involved. 

It is doubtfui that such definitions can be employed with any great 
reliability. One problem is the necessity of assessing the off~nder's intent in 
order to determine the seriousness of the offense, as judged by legal 
standards. For example, simple assault, a lesser offense, is distingu~s~ed from 
aggravated assault p'i'imarily by the lack of evidence t~at severe mjury was 
intended. In actual practice, however, the degree of mtent, and thu~ ~he 
seriousness of the offense, is frequently decided in the process ofbarg~~mg 
that occurs between the prosecution and the defense. Most cnrrunal 
convictions are obtained by pleas of guilty, and a plea of guilty to a lesser 
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charge is often preferred over a costly court trial in which evidence of intent 
needs to be presented. Accordingly, the specific charges made against an 
offender, and those agreed upon by the contending parties, are more 
influenced by the negotiations than by the facts of the offense. itself. 
Furthermore, many acts of violence occur without any elaborate and 
delib'erate preparation on the part of the offender, as already noted. 

Another problem, perhaps more serious, is that the definitions of index 
offenses tend to underestimate the amount of violence by failing to take into 
account cases of simple assault, fighting, carrying a concealed weapon, and 
the like. According to a recent Philadelphia study, for example, simple assault 
results in injury to about three-fourths of its victims, while some injury 
occurs in around 20 percent of all the delinquencies reported. The same study 
reveals that nearly two-thirds of the injuries sustained by the victims of 
criminal activities occur in connection with offenses classified by UCR as 
minor and therefore omitted from the national index.! 3 Yet there is little 
that can be done about these omissions so long as the offenses are not 
reliably reported to the FBI by police agencies., . 

In some cases the reports of law enfordrrient agencies are grossly 
misleading. Changes in the number of offenses reported are sometimes due 
primarily to alterations in reporting practices. One agency failed to report 
more than 5,000 criminal complaints in an apparent attempt to protect the 
community's reputation. Another noted more than a lO-to-l increase in 
robberies and burglaries when reporting procedures were improved following 
a crime commission investigation, Increases of the same magnitude were 
found in still another agency when data processing, which had been handled 
by precincts, was centralized. The cities involved in these reporting 
deficiencies were Philadelphia, Chicago, and New York. Smaller communities 
might have even greater difficulty in .obtaining the trained personnel and 
other resources required for a reliable and. comprehensive reporting system.! 4 

Despite the reporting problems mentioned, numerous improvements have 
been m~cle i~J!9~~!ry.~ tJ:leirill9.e-rtiQIl ill L93Q, The number Df.contributing 
agencies has increased consistently from 400 in 1930 to 8,500 today. Because 
of the paucity of reports in some areas, no estimates could be made of 
nationwide crime trends until 1949. Until 1958, crime rates, usually 
presented as the number of offenses per 100,000 popUlation, were computed 
by using the decennial census figures as a base, rather than the annual population 
estimates of the Census Bureau. This means that for 9 years after a national 
census was taken, the .. crime rates could be expected to increase annually, 
then to drop sharply in the 10th year, only to be followed by another series 
of increases for the next 9 years. Again in 1958 changes were made in the 
definition of rape, assault, larceny, and certain other offenses in order to 
increase the uniformity and comparability of the data. It is only in the past 
decade, however, that definitions and reporting procedures have been stable 
enough. to warrant even the crudest comparisons of crime rates, trends, or 
frequen~ie~. 

Many further improvements are needed. We can here mention only th~ 
most obvious ones that call for the adoption of scientific standards in the 
'preparation of the reports: 

,. 
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Better coverage. -Although 8500 agencies report so~: data, it 
a ears that only a minority give information on charac~enst~c~ such as 
t~~ age, sex, or race of the offender, or on cou.rt dlS~oSltIOnS, for 
example. Reports are of little value in constructmg cnme rates for 
specific population sectors, or for tracing criminal careers thro~gh the 
judicial process. Information on other variables, such as mcome, 
education, class, residence, previous criminal recor~, would be of ~eat 
value. Als0

3 
the entire field of white-collar, profeSSIOnal, and orgamzed 

crime is neglected. . d 
Index of offenders. -Only the number of offenses IS reporte ,?ot 

the number of individuals involved. And if multiple offense~ occur 111 a 
single incident, only the one judged most serious apparently l~ re'p~rted. 
We need to include all offenses and allocate them to . the 111.divlduals 

·ble if the criminal population is to be 111del).tlfied for 
~~~~~~lsod with the noncriminal element. Variations in ~he .numb:r ~f 
offenders who are repeaters may bias the present descnptIons 0 t e 

offender population. . T 
Methodology. -The reports fail in many respects. to I?eet preval mg 

research standards. Problems of sampling and est~matI.on apparently 
receive little attention. Tables and data present~tIOn,.m ge~eral, are 
cumbersome and unclear. Methods of analysis are m~onslstent, robbery, 
for example, is sometimes treated as an offense agamst the person and 
sometimes as a property crime. 

Stiil the most glaring deficiency is the tendency to mix. st~tistics wi~h 
value j~dgments in a manner that obscures many important f~n.dmgs. ~arvm 
Wolfgang stated the problem clearly several years ago in a cntIcal reVIeW of 

UCR: 

[In the reports] we are told,. for e~ample,. t~at.seri~'us _~rim.e~ 
"substantially" increased by 7 percent; pocket-pICking decr~~sed b~ l~ 
percent, but with no adjective; while forci~le rape,~ad an alar~ng 
rise of 8 percent. "Murder" in rural countIes wa~, sharRI~ down by 
16 percent, but offenses against the per~on had a ,;harp . mcr~,ase of 6 

percent. At one time, index offenses mcreased alarmmgly by 12 
percent, and aggravated assault had a "sharp" increase of 7 perce~t, ~ut 
at another time when "serious crime" went up 11 percent,no adjectIve 

was used.ls 

Statistics, of course, are often employed both to inform people .and to 
propagate certain points of view. But the confusion of these. functions.' as 
.illustrated above, violates one of the tenets of research and raIses questIons 
about the substantive adequacy of the reports. . .. 

Another example of propagandism is found in the ~ur:ent edit~on of UCR~ 
which describes a study initiated in f:,963 to obtam mfQrm.atIon on the 
criminal careers of federal offenders. Although the samplmg and data 
collection procedures are not clearly specified, it appears that near~y 195,?00 
criminal histories have been prepared through the use of fmgerprmts 
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submitted at the time of arrest. Once an offender is identified, additional 
information is accumulated, providing a chronological account of his arrests, 
convictions, and the like. 

These data can be analyzed in two ways. First,· the persons released from 
custody in a given year can be followed over a period of time to see how 
many are rearrested. Of about 18,000 persons released from custody in 1963, 
for example, 60 percent were rearrested by the end of 1967. Second, the 
persons rearrested in a certain year can be traced back to 1963 to see how 
many had previously been arrested for the same offense. Thus, 80 percent of 
the 87,600 offenders rearrested in 1966 and 1967 were previously charged 
with the same offense. 

It appears that 55 percent of the persons rearrested in 1966 and 1967 had 
at one time or another received "leniency," which is defltled in the report as 
including probation, suspended sentence, parole, and conditional release. This 
fmding has been used by the FBI's director to substantiate· his criticism of 
"leniency," especially of probation and parole. Yet the finding actually tells 
us nothing about the relative merits of different treatments, since the cases in 
which rearrest failed to QGcur are exc;luded from the data. 

More relevant to thetlirector's position are the; subsequent careers of the 
persons released from custody in 1963. As already mentioned, about 40 
percent were free of evidence of any subsequent arrest. But there is 
considerable variation in the "success" rate if the method of release is 
examined: 1 6 

TYPE OF RELEASE PERCENT NOT REARRESTED 

FINE AND PROBATION 67 

SUSPENDEDSENTENC~ 
~~~~~~~ -

AND/OR PROBATION 
t:==:::::::::;:;::::::::::::;::;:::::::;;;:::::;-"~ 

PAROLE 
t:::=:~~~~ 

FINE 

MANDATORY RELEASE 
t:::::;;~~ ... ----.I 

ACQUIJTED OR DISMISSED 
F=~ 

Even these data afford no sound basis for evaluating the various types of 
treatment. The differences in success may be primarily due to methods of 
case selection. For example, if the best risks are granted probation, then their 
better performance cannot be accredited to this type of treatment. Still, there 
obviously is no evidence against probation or parole in these data. People who 

. serve their entire sentences have. a much higher rate of rearrest. Moreover, 
these findings are consistent with the results rep<?rted in numerous other 

.. studies. The only surprise is that among the cases dismissed or 
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acquitted, presymably the innocent ones, 91 percent were arrested again, by 
far the highest rate of failure in the entire study. 

To explain these findings or to assist in evaluating correctional decisions 
and policies, a national information system is essentiC!L Information is need~d 
on the main points of' decision, including offenses reported, cases 
investigated, persons charged, trials held, convictions obtained, and sentences, 
methods of treatment, and discharges, as well as indicators of post-discharge 
behavior. High standards must be maintained in data collection and analysis if 
the system is to facilitate needed research. Conformity to the model of 
science should be expected, and conclusions that are not in accord with the 
evidence should be discouraged. Freedom from political interference, within 
the system and from outside, is equally important. Only by these devices can 
we begin to accumulate the knowledge necessary for the control and 
prevention of violence. 1 7 

Self-Reports and Hidden Offenses 

More reliable information would no doubt force a' reVlSlon of many 
cuft.ent beliefs and opinions concerning criminality. For example, a popular 
co/ltention is that the population can be divided into two distinct and 
mlitually exclusive categories: A large .majority of law-abiding citizens and a 
small minority of recidivistic criminals. However, there is growing evidence 
that this distinction is more fiction than fact. Much of the evidence comes 
from self-report studies, in which people who have never beel} arrested admit 
numerous violations of the law that could have led to criminal convictions. It 
consequently is clear that a person's noncriminal status does not mean he has 
never violated the law. 

One of the earliest self-l'eport studies presented a list of 49 felonies and 
misdemeanors to nearly 1,700 adults, asking them which of these offenses, if 
any, they had ever committed. The proportion of respondents who admitted 
to one or more offenses for which they could have received jail or prison 
sentences was99pereent. Of the males, 26 pefcentadmittGd auto" theftH-7-
percent, burglary; and 13 percent, grand larceny. One or more felonies were 
admitted by 29 percent of the females. While some of these offenses may 
have been reported to the police, apparently none of them resulted in 
arrest. 1 8 

The finding that people are willing to report their offenses in .response to 
research inquiries has been corroborated by numerous studies, mostly of 
studtmts and young people. These studies, in addition, indicate that law 
violations are admitted by members of all groups and social classes, even 
though official reactions are largely concentrated among the lower classes and 
the ethnic minorities. What accounts for this discrepancy between personal 
admissions and official reactions is not clear. Perhaps our law enforcement 
efforts are concentrated in lower class areas; or, it may be that although many 
people violate the law on some occasion, the residents of these areas may 
violate them more often. Better studies are needed to answer such issues. 

Several recent studies have estimated the number of hidden offenses by 
asking people if they or other members of their families had been victimized 
by crime during the previous year, When victimization was claimed, the 
resPQndents were also asked if they had reported the offense to the police;-. 
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and they were encouraged to explain their inaction if failure to report was 
admitted: One of the studies surveyed a national sample of 10,000 
householdif in this manner.2 

0 In table 2 the offenses claimed by the survey 
respondents are compared with thoseJist~d by UCR in 1965. 

Table 2. - Violent crimes: Comparison of national survey ana UCR data 

OFFENSE CRIME RATE PER 100,000 POPULATION 

IM&Ni1jl NATIONAl. SURVEY [ll]]]]]I UCR 

HOMICIDE 

FORCIBLE RAPE 1I~~~tI~~ 

AGGRAVATED ASSAULT 

BURGLARY, LARCENY 
AND AUTO THEFT 

Sources: Philip H. Ennis, Criminal Victimization in the United States p. 8 and 
Uniform Crime Reports, 1965, p. 51. /,,' , 

\ ;1 

Two facts stand out in the compa!ison. First, the relative simil,arity"to those 
reported by UCR, and the order of their rankings is identical. Second, the 
survey found a significantly higher rate of violent crimes than was reported 
by UCR. The single exception is murder, for which the frequency (about 1 
cas~ per 20,000 residents) is so low that a rate based on 10,000 households is 

, uni~liable. 
The frequency of fQrcible rape was more than 3~ times as great in .the 

survey· as in"UCR: assault, more than two 'times as great; and robbery, about 
1 * times a~/'great. The differences for property offenses were just as apparent. 
An imporfant conclusion is that most offenses, including crimes of violence, 
are never reported to the police. Although methods of criminal investigation 
may have shown much improvement in:rccent years, the agencies of law 
enforcement often fail to have the public cooperation that is necessary for 
effective operation of the judicial system. Moreover, the official crime rate 
could easily be doubled or tripled if people changed their attitude toward 
reporting to the police,; even though the actual amount of crime remained 
constant. 

,.There are many pososi~le, f,l)asons why people fail to report cases of criminal 
victimization. A personh1ay! feel that crime is none of his business so long as 
someone else is the victiriii. He may not/want to get involved in police 
invesJjgation~'; or court trials. He rnay fearfetaHation by the offender. Even 
the (Yictim may refrain f,rom reporting if his reputation is likely to be 
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endangewd, as in certain ,sex offenses. Or he mJi), conceal the offense because 
he, too, is involved in law violations, as is often the case in confidence games, 
protection rackets, and shady business deals. Again, he may decline to report 
if the offender is willing to make restitution for damages. Likewise, many 
businessmen are reluctant to report shoplifting or,burglary if they believe it is 
less expensive to absorb such losses than to pay a higher insurance premium. 

However, the main reason for not reporting, according to the studies cited, 
is . the lack of confidence in law enforcement. More than half of the victims 
who fail to report justify their inaction by asserting that the police would be 
unable to help, would prefer not to be bothered, or would be uncertain of 
catching the actual offender. 21 Accordingly, much of our hidden crime is 
likely to remain hidden so long as this negative attitude prevails, whether the 
attitude is justified or not. 

The lack of confidence in law enforcement may have even more .serious 
consequences. If it discourages cooperation with the police, it may make 
efficient police action increasingly difficult; ahd if efficiency suffers, this may 
result in a progressive reduction of confidence, a continued decrease in 
cooperation, and still less effiCiency, in an endless cycle. ntis kind of 
feedback relationship occurred during the depression, for example, when 
unemployment reduced savings, which lessened the demand for goods and 
services, which lowered wages and prices, which increased unemployment still 
further, until drastic steps had to be taken to restore people's faith in the 
economy. Such a spiraling of reciprocal influences is fairly common in 
complex societies, and it may be a major factor in the esc~1;don of wars, 
rebellions, riots and other forms of social upheaval. 

Of course, we are not -certain about the level of public confidence in law 
enforcement. Perhaps the best evidence' comes from a recent national survey 
which shows around 70 percent of the respondents expressing favorable 
opinions about the job law enforcement officials are doing.22 Yet these 
respondents have a very different attitude regarding the system of law 
enforcement. When asked if the system really discourages _people from 
committing crimes, 56 percent said it does not, and an additional 6 percent' 
held that the system actually encourages crime. Apparently it is the system of 
law enforcement, not the officials within the system, that is .. tl1e target of 
public demands for reform. 

Trends and Variations 

It is fashionable to argue that crime and violence have rea~li~d unparalleled 
proportions in contemporary society. In recent political campaigns, nearly all 
of the participants have expressed concern about the alleged breakdown in 
law and order and the apparent increase in lawlessness. But the eVidence on 
crime and violence, despite the limitatipris already mentioned, tends to 
discredit the "crime wave" hypothesis; 'It suggests, instead of a continuous 
increase, an alternation of growth and decline in patterns of such complexity 
that judgments about long-term trends need to b~·made with some caution. 

For I~xample, Memphis in 1916 reported a homicide rate of 90 per 
100,000 population, nearly 15 times as high as the national rate today. Other 
studies, especially in Buffalo, N.Y., and Chicago, indicate a gradual increase in 
crimes of violence froni 1830 to 1860, followed by a distinct upsurge after 
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the Civil War. Fro~ ab?ut 1880 u?til the second decade ot the 20th centurY, 
a grad~al decrease m cnmes of viOlence was noted, but the years immediately 
p,receding and following W~r1d War II were marked by high rates in Memphis 
and elsewh~re. Several studies reveal a consistent downward trend in violence 
from the lIlld-1920's until the depression.23 

Since ~930, national statistics on crime and violence have been maintained 
?y UCR, the Office of Vit~l Statistics, and several other agencies. These data, 
mgen~ral, ~h~w a. consIstent decrease in homicide until about 1960, 
unce:t.am Vana!IOns m rape, and marI<;::~,::~ncr~ases in robbery and assault. The 
h~ffilcide ,rate m 1933~ for ~xample, was 9])~'ltiore than twice as high as the 
ffild:1950. s, and severa!pomts above the current 6.1. Table 3 presents the 
findmgs smce 1948. .' 

, Du~ing .. the !en years from 1948 through 1957, the combined fates of 
vlOlem cnmes mcreased 4 ~ercent, less than the rate of population growth. 
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Table 3. -Estimated trends in violent crime, United States, 1948-67 
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~ources: Uniform Crime Repor~s;Federal Bureau of Investigation, and Population 
Estlmat~s. B~reau of the Census .. Note changes in deimition of rape and assault in 1958 
as descnbedm text." . . 
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Property offenses increased 46 percent in the same period. In these- years, 
then, the increase in crime was due entirely to the growth in nonviolent 
offenses. However, the differential between violent and nonviolent offenses 
has been getting smaller. Between 1958 and 1964, for example, the growth 
rate was 46p-ercent for violent crimes and 66 percent for property offenses. 
From 1964 through 1967, violent crimes' increased by 37 percent and 
property crimes by 43 percent, and in the latter year violent criP1es comprised 
about 13 percent of the index total. All of these increases are considerably: 
greater than the rate of growth in the national population, especially since 
1960. The population has grown about to per.gent since 1960, whereas the 
reported number of violent crimes has increased by 73 percent and property 
crimes by 91 percent. 

. National trends, however, tend to conceal some important regional and 
local variations. Homicide rates, for example, are more than twice as high in 
the Southern states as in other regions. In 1967 the highest rates were in 
Alabama (11.7), South Carolina (11.2), Georgia (11.1), Florida (10.5), Texas 
'(9.8), Louisiana (9.3), Tennessee (8.9), Arkansas (8.8), and Mississippi (8.7). 
The only states outside the South with such high rates were Nevada (10.8) 
and Alaska (9.6). By contrast, the New Englaild area had a homicide rate of 
2.4. . 

Even more striking variations a.re found in metropolitan areas, which 
include a central city and it~ densely populated surrounding territory. Thus, 
Texarkana, in 1967, had a homicide rate of 34.8, more than 100 times::that of 
Binghamton, N. Y. (0.3). Buffalo, Milwaukee, .. and Denver had rates of 4.0 or 
less, whereas the rates for Houston, New Orleans, and Fort Worth were above. 
14.0. The rates in some of our largest cities were: New York, 7.0; Chicago, 
9.5; Los Angeles, 7.0; Philadelphia, 6.3; and Boston, 3.2. . 

Generally, the rates for aggravated assault follow fairly closely the patt~\rn 
for homicide. Robberies are most heavily concentrated in the states:of 
Maryland, New York, Illinois, Michigan, California, Nevada, Missouri~ and 
Florida, and they tend to be relatively low in most. rural are;lS. Rapes are 
reported least frequently in Hawaii and in the New England States, while 
their greatest. frequencies are in New York,' Michigan, lllinois, Missouri J 
Delaware, Florida, Arkansas, Louisiana, Colorado, Nevada, Arizona, New' 
Mexico, California, and Alaska. 

.j .. '. Violence is primarily an urban phenomenon. The highest rates, with few 
(.'·ex~eptions, are in the largest corru;nunities. Thus, communities with more 

than a million inhabitants, had the following rates in 1967: murder, 12.0; 
forcible rape, 31.6; robbery, 424.5; aggravated assault, 304.5 . These are from 
2 to 4 times the' national average. Table 4 clearly shows the inverse 
correlation between the amount of violence and th~ size of communities.. This 
correlation suggests that as the population becom;S increasingly urbanized we 
may expect further increases in violence, especially in assault and robbery. Of 
course, the relationship holds for nonviolent Clime as well, and by far the 
greatest increases have been in the nonviolent categories. . 

Ui;banization is associated with population overcrowding, neighborhood 
deterioration, cultural heterogeneity, mobility, anonymity and many other 
criminogenic characteristics.;·Populati,on change~. are signifiqimt? sin~eth~ 
greatest relative increases are in younger age categories that have the highe~t 
crime rates.' Another factor is. the growing affluence of American society, 
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SIZE OF I COMMUNITY CRIME RATE PER 100,000 POPULATION 

OVER 250,000 11~~JJ.U.lJ.W.LU.I.I.~JJ.U.lu.w.LU.l.l.lJ.W.LWJ.IJ.I{~~.JJ.J.J,;LW.LWlll.WJ.llll.w.w 330.2 

100,000 TO 250,000 ~i:\:II!L~I.I.W.u.wJJ.U.lw.u.LU.l.l.J.WJJ 

...... 101.4 

50,000 TO 1 00,000 1W:~~.u.wJJ.U.lw.w 

25,000 TO 50,000 ~/oI.I.IoI..w.u..u.I.I.I 

10,000 TO 25,000 1!rD~1.Ld 

UNDER 10,000 

RURALAREAS 

SUBURBAN ~f!EAS 1II:!f1:Jl.l.l,1.I.I.I.I.1.IoI 

AGG~~~~~~~ I) 
ROBBERy/rn 

FORCIBLE RAPE I 
MURDERD 

where. the production of'goods' and services has grown far more rapidly than 
the cnme rate. Such productivity no doubt create~ greater opportunities for 
crimin~l ~eha~ior, and it perhaBs enhances people's sensitivity to inequities in 
the dlstnbutlOn of the goods and services. Still another factor is the 
mechanizat~on of c!ime, which, mul~iplies its <~oci~l impflCt, and the 
consequentIal expanSIOn of personnel .and tecl;1nologym the field of social 
co~trol, which magnifies crime's visibility. Powerful forces support all of 
these changes; and unless we learn new and more effective methods of social 
control, it seems likely that crime and violence will increase more rapidly in 
the immediate future than in the past. 

, < ~ 
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Some Costs and Consequences 

Several attempts have been made recently to estimate the social and 
economic costs of Criminality . Economic costs are the easiest to figure. 
Considering the loss of earnings, the cost of hospitalization, and the like, it is 
estimated that 10,000 murders may cost $75'U million per year, and robbery 
about $49:miJlion. Estimates for rape and assault were not attempted, because 
of the lack of information, but it is clear that offenses against the' person entail 
financial losses to the community approaching a billion dollars per year. Yet 
crimes against property probably cost four times as much, and gambling, 
prostitution, and other forms of organized crime may cost 10 times as 
much? 4 

Also to be considered are the financial expenditures involved in operating 
the system of crime .control. In 1965 there were more than 40,000 separate 
police agencies employing more than 420,000 workers and operating on a 
budget of about $2.8 billion. Courts and a:ttorneys expended another $390 
million. In addition, there were about 420,000 offenders confined in 
correctional institutions: 220,000 felons, 140,000 misdemeanants, and more 
than 60,000 juveniles. The cost of operating these institutions was over $800 
million: $2,000 for each felon, $1,000 for each misdemeanant, and $3,600 
for' each juvenile offender. Another 850,000 offenders were on probation or 
parole at a cost of $196 million. These data, incidentally, show that 
probation and parole cost about one-tenth as much as institutional 
confinement, and if carefully administered they do not appear to invQlve any 
increased risk fQX the community.2 5 

Another study attempted to project the career costs of different types of 
offel!ders estimating the expenditures of police, courts and correctional 
institutions required to process an average offender over his entire lifetime. 
Thus, the homicidal offender spends a longer time in prison than others, but 
he ordinarily is committed at a relatively older age, and he has a very low rate 
of recidivism. By contrast, the robber tends to enter prison at .an earlier age, 
and to serve a shorter sentence, but he has a higher rate of parole violation. 
Using such bases for estimation, the study concluded that th~ career coste of 
the average murderer, counting only the expenditures of the system of justice, 
was $5,800. Robbers cost $3,700, and assaultists $2,700, while narcotics 
offe'nders cost $10,900 per career, and forgers $16,900.26 ,It seems possible 
that with better,records and some experience in making such estimates, the 
concept of career c;osts may be very useful in evaluating correctional 
programs. 

However, the most significant consequences of crime and violence are the 
social and psychological ones. Fear, anxiety, and the distrust of strangers 
tlv;eaten to disrupt the entire social system. The distrust of strangers is 
especially prominent in the deteriorated areas of large cities where crime rates 
ordinarily are the high,est. Here many people remain in their homes behind 
locked doors at night. ifhey are afraid to use the streets and public means of 
transportation or even to t .. lk with people they don't know. Some businesses, 
libraries, and recreational centers report that more people are staying away 
from the city center; many schools and parks are noting a decrease in the use 
of theii' facilities. Hence; the fear of violence may bea major factpr in the 
decay of the urban neighborhood. 
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Distrust breeds ~ore .dist~u$~. This may explain the numerous reports 
about peop'le reactmg wIth mdifference to situations in which others are 
being victimized by Grime. Such refusal to help or to seek the assistance of 
o~hers is a symptom of the distrust and insecurity that breed on general social 
dlsorqer. .. " ... 

While they may avoid involvements with others, many people take special 
me~sures to protect themselves from the danger of crime. For example, a 
n~tIOnal ~urvey fo~nd 82· percent of the respondents locking their doors at 
mght, 25 percent m. the da~time also; and 37 percent admitted to keeping 
fir.ear~ for protectIOn, .whIle. 28 percent maintained watchdogs. Nearly a 
third ~f the people questIOned m Boston and Chicago had installed new locks 
on theIr doors becaus~ of .the fear of crime, and another 10 percent had put 
locks ~r bars pn. the~wmdows. 1'!early 20 percent of the respondents in 
Boston s most cnme-ndden area saId they carried weapons, usually knives, 
when away from home.2 7 

Crime, then, is one of our major domestic problems. Only race relations is 
n~ed more frequently when people are asked to identify the main problefn 
facmg the countr~. More females than males are concerned about crime, more 
Negroes than whItes, :nore people with low incomes than with high incomes, 
and a greater proportIOn of those who ,have been victimized by crime than of 
the nonvictims. 

Still, about 60 percent of the respondents felt they lived in neighborhoods 
that compare favorably with others in regard to the hazards of crime and 
on~y 14 percent said theirs was an especially hazardous area. This favo~able 

, attItude held up even in neighborhoods with medium or high crime rates. 
Nearl?, three-fourths of the residents of such areas in Boston, Chicago, and 
Waslungton . reported their ,neighborhoods were "average" or "safe" as 
compared WIth others. Around 20 to 30 percent said they would like to move 
to. another area, however. 2 8 

Thus, the public's conception of crime and violence is full of un~ertainties 
an~ inc~nsistencies. One problem is the lack of information. For example, a 
CalIf~r:t11a survey S?OWs that t~e general public is poorly informed about legal 
defi~ItIons, prescnbed penaltIes, and the like, and that the 'Offenders are 
re~at~vely better informed on these matters. An incidental finding is that the 
cnrrunals, although better informed, did not seem to be deterred by their 
knowledge of penal sanctions.29 

. Similar inconsistencies. are reported in a survey of people's attitudes 
toward the ~~eatment Negroes are getting. Police officers, teachers, social 
workers, polItIcal workers, merchants, and employers were interviewed in 15 
Amer~can cities regarding the role of Negroes as clients, customers, students 
and potential employe~s. The. findings show that although the respondents 
are aware of problems H1 th~ fIelds of housing, poverty, crime, and the like, 
most of them. ~eel. that Negroes are treated on a par with whites. They 
concede that clVlI dIsorders may have their foundations in the conditions of 
slum life, but they attach greater significance to the efforts of militants and 
to social agitation in generaL 

As expected, differences were found in the attitudes of the six 
occupational groups. Police, merchants, and employers were more inclined to 
de?y racial discrimination, and they blamed the riots on the efforts of 
agItators. In contrast, the educators, social wor~ers, and political workers 
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were more likely to admit that Negroes receive unequal treatment, and they 
accepted environmental rather than instigational theories of riot causation. 
Differences between cities were not nearly so great as the differences between 
occupational groups. To illustrate, 71 percent of the educators maintained 
that Negroes are' treated unfairly, but only 21 .percent of the police officers 
held this position.3 0 . 

The above findings tend to corroborate previous evidence of considerable 
public support for more repressive measures against criminals. In 1965, 
according to a Gallup survey, a majority of the respondents indicated that the 
courts are not strict enough in dealing with offenders. Only 2 percent felt the 
courts are too strict. In 1967, a similar Harris survey found 49 percent 
holding the view. that the courts are too lenient, with only one percent 
contending they are too severe. There is also suppert for stronger police 
measures. Three-fourths of the respop..dents in a Washington survey agreed 
that the police should have authority to get tough if necessary, and a majority 
favored the use of canine corps or similar practices. Numerous other studies 
report variations on the same general theme. 

At the same time, more than two-thirds of the respondents in two Gallup' 
and Harris surveys endorsed crffiie prevention over qatching criminals as the 
main police objective. About the ~ame proportion supported the legal 
requirement that police may not question a suspect in the absence of counsel. 
In a 1967 Harris survey, 72 percent of a national sample maintained that 
rehabilitation should be the main emphasis of correctional programs, while 
only 48 percent felt that this emphasis is characteristic. of current practices. 

Obviously, a more consistent community policy on crime control is not 
likely to occur until there is more consistency in public opinion and 
information. Much of the difficulty, of course, grows out of vague-and 
contradictory notions about the criminal and about the factors that cause his 
lawlessness. Many studies have therefore inquired into people's conceptions 
of the causes of crime .. The most recent, perhaps, is a 1967 Harris su'rvey. By 
far the majority of the respondents held ~oral issues and too little exercise of 
authority responsible for cr~me; parents too lax, young people have no 
morals, lack of religion, broken homes, people too spoiled, too much welfare, 
courts too lenient, and police. too much restricted, were some of the crime 
causes most frequently mentioned. Yet relatively few people have any clear 
notion about practical steps that can be taken to alleviate the problem. Nor 
have many done anything specifically in 'the interest of crime control. For 
example, only 12 percent of the res'pondents 'in the previously mentioned 
Washington survey said they had aGtually talked with others about things 
they could do', and only 17 percent felt they .could do anything abQ'\).t crhlle 
even if they tried. i; 

1;>ublic attitudes toward crinle and violence reflect, more than anything 
else, a sense of powerlessness, a fear of the recalcitrant stranger,and a 
tendency to consider others responsible for creating the problem and for 
strengthening the system of control. In addition, crime is often equated with. 
instances of violence, and violence is equated wiitl a few terrifying~v~?ts. 
This situation lends itself to exploitation by opportunistic crime fighters~to 
sensational news media, and other individuals or organizations with vested 
interests in maintaining the distorted views that make effective social aption 
all the more difficult. 
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III. THE CONTEXT OF VIOLENCE: SETTINGS AND ACTORS 

What we know about crimes of violence comes largely from observations 
of people who have been arrested or convicted or committed to correctional 
institutions. Moreover, the traits that are observed may vary somewhat, 
depending upon the stage in the system of justice at which the data are 
collected. This system-police, courts, and correctional facilities-engulfs large 
masses of offenders at the point of arrest, and by a process of successive 
eliminations, reduces the number to a few who are eventually confined in 
correctional institutions. The further along this process a sample of offenders 
is selected, the more likely is the sample to differ significantly from the 
original population arrested. 

From arrest records, court files, and institutional case histories, a portrait 
of the offender emerges which progressively highlights the effects of social 
deterioration in a complex, highly urbanized society. The offender who is 
discharged from prison, as compared with all thm;e arrested, is more likely to 
he a member of the lower social classes, poorly educated, chronically 
unemployed, divorced or separated, from inadequate homes in 
underprivileged neighborhoods, and possessing a record of previous 
criminality. Somehow the more privileged and better qualified tend to be 
eliminated from the correctional cycle before they reach the prison. Thus, if 
we wish to identify the factors that are associated with criminality, instead of 
those primarily connected with reactions of the judicial system, we are better 
off to consider the data obtained at the time of arrest. 

The Violent Offender 

,Considering ali persons arrested, it is clear that the majority of offenders are 
white, male, and over 24 years of age. Adults make up the highest proportion 
of those arrested for fraud, embezzlement, gambling, drunkenness, and 
vagrancy. But for several other offenses, especially those involving aggression 
and violence, the peak age of criminality is under 24. Juveniles most 
frequently are arrested for burglary, larceny, and auto theft. For these 
offenses, the maximum incidence of arrest occurs in the IS-year age groups 
and the arrests for youngsters 15-17 years old are increasing faster than in any 
other age category. 

In 1965, the" arr~st rate for persons 15 to 17 years of age was 2,46'1 per 
100,000, while the rate for people 50 years old or over was 55. Among the 
violent offenders, those arrested for murder, rape, robbery or assault, the 
highest number of arrests oc.curred in the 18-to-20-year-old group, followed 
closely by those in the 21-to~24-year age bracket. These young adults had a 
rate of arrests for violence of nearly 300, compared with a rate of 24 for 
those 50 years old or over. 

Data for 1967, fromUCR, give a more up-to-date and detailed picture of 
the violent offender. Consider murder first. About 9 percent of the persons 
arrested for this offense were under 18 years of age, and 37 percent under 25. 
The maximum concentration of arrests was in the 20-to-24-year categories, 
which included about 20 percent orall arrests. Males comprised 84 percent of 
those arrested. Race, as in previous years, was a significant factor, with 
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Negroes accounting for 59, percent of the arrests, around 5. t~mes. the 
proportion of Negroes in the total population. Negroes also were VIctims III 54 
percent of the cases. 

Aggravated assault shows fairly similar findings. Persons under 21 years of 
age were involved in 30 percent of the arrests. Males outnumbered females 
about 7 to 1, and almost half of the individuals arrested were Negroes. Arrests 
for forcible rape were much more concentrated among the young people; 
nearly two-thirds were under 25, and the greatest number were 17 to 19 years 
old. Negroes comprised 47 percent of the total. Robbery, even m?re than 
rape, was concentrated among the young offenders; almost one-thud were 
under 18, more than half under 21, and nearly three-fourths under 25 years 
of age. More than 60 percent were Negroes. Only 5 percent were females, but 
this is a considerable increase over their rate in previous years. 

The above findings on age, sex, and race underscore the results of many 
earlier studies, both in the United States and elsewhere.~l High rates of 
violence, especially rape and robbery offenses, are almost umversally rep~rted 
for youthful offenders. Similarly, male offenders outnumber females III all 
studies, although some important variations in the ratio of male and female 
offenders are noted. In general, the proportion of female offenders tends to 
be relatively higher in societies that have lesser amounts of violence, and 
lower in societies having greater frequencies of violent crimes. This suggests 
that the rate of female crimes is more stable from one society to another than 
is the rate oLmale offenses. However, the most recent data for the United 
States indicate~-;ome increase in the proportion cf female.3 engaged in 
offenses against the person, and the rate of increase among property offenses 
is considerably greater .for females than for males_. 

Racial dIfferences in violent crime are even more pronounced. Among 
Philadelphia ,!;:iurderers, for example, the rate for Negro ~ales was 41.7 per 
100,000 popUlation, more than 10 times the rate for whIte males (3.4). The 
rate for Negro females was 9.3.32 Similarly, in Cleveland, 76 percent of the 
homicidal offenders were Negro, although only 11 percent of the population 
was comprised of Negroes.3 3 Again, in Houston, where Negroes accounted 
for less than a quarter of the population, 63 percent of the murders were 
committed by Negroes.34 

These findings, of course, do not provide evidence of any. b~olo~cal 
propensity toward violence among Negroes. In fact, the discrepanCIes In. c:lme 
rates are about what one expects in view of the black man's cultural hentage 
and his disadvantages in most social, economic, and political endeavors. In 
other settings, his involvement in violence is remarkably low. Thus, a recent 
study of homicide among African natives shows an estimated rate of 1,.2, 
among the lowest reported anywhere. 35 

While the rates for Negroes are uniformly high in the United States, it 
should be noted that the rates among whites vary considerably. Homicide 
rates for whites in the South are 3 or 4 times as high as for whites in other 
parts of the country. Accordingly, the high rates for Negroes who migrate to 
Northern states may be largely a result of the survival of attitudes and 
practices transphtnted from the dominant white cu1tur~ of t~e South. Indeed, 
there is evidence that the homicide rates for Negroes III vanous parts of the 
country can be predicted with impressive accuracy by simply projecting the 
homicide rates of whites in the states where the Negroes were born.36 
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It is a social class, not race, that explains the variations in violence within 
and between many American communities. And the process of urbanization 
plays a crucial role in the development of subcultures orie~te~ ~ow~rd 
violence. Urbanization often segregates people who share certam dIstmctIve 
traits and centralizes them in ,ghettos where they develop a style of life tha~ is 
conducive to violence. Poverty, family instability, "and commumty 
disorganization are almost inevitable where disadvantaged and alienafed 
people are congregated. Violence in word and deed becomes commonplace; 
weapons and other tools of violence become defme-d as symbols of status and 
instruments of self-preservation. One bit of evidence concerning such a 
subculture comes from a study of 50 Negro offenders who were convicted of 
weapons offenses in St. Louis. These violators explained why they carried 
guns; some admitted criminal intentions, but nearly three-fourths of them 
argued that guns were necessary for self-defense since almost everyone else 
was armed.37 

Numerous other studies show that the overwhelming majority of assaultive 
offenses are committed, by persons from the lower social strata. Of course, 
most crimes, excepting the professional and white-collar varieties, may be 
attributed to the same classes. Still, the differences in. rates between classes is 
much greater for aggressive offenses than for most property crimes. 

Furthermore, the concentration of violence in the lower classes is observed 
in many societies other than the United States. Homicides in Ceylon, for 
example, are concentrated among the lowest ranks of achieved status, 
particularly among groups that see themselves as being unjustly restrained 
from achieving their goals, and among individuals who are hostile, alienated, 
and demoralized.38 Comparative studies also suggest that class differences are 
least prominent in societies, like England, that have small amounts of 
homicide, while these differences are more prominent in societies that have 
moderate amounts of homicides, such as the United State~~lor great amounts, 

" such as Mexico and Columbia. 
In general, crime and violence' seem to be increasing with som~ rapidit~ in 

the developing countries of Asia, Africa, the Middle East, and Latm Amenca. 
The highest rates of homicide are reported for Colombia (36.5), Mexico 
(31.9), and South Africa (21.8), while the lowest are found in Ireland (0.4), 
England (0.7), Western Germany (1.2), and Canada (1.4). Developing 
societies show the greatest increases in juvenile delinquency and in property 
offenses but some increase also is iloted in violent offenses. The processes of , . 
social and economic development tend to promote cultural heterogeneIty, 
value conflicts, and the alienation of certain minority groups. Rapid 
expansion of the popUlation places a severe strain on the economy. 
Industrialization tends to make a virtue of aggressive behavior. Economi9 
and political control tend to be concentrated in small groups that have 
foreign interests and support. As a result, the economically advantaged and 
the political elite, often Western in their orientation, are frequently attacked 
by the lower classes, and in many places the display of violence has a distinct 
political connotation. 

The Risk of Victimization 

The main targets of criminal behavior are males, adults from 20 to 40 
years of age, Negroes, and people whose earned income is less than $3,000 
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per year. In general, crimes of violence have the same targets, but th,e,re are 
some important exceptions. 

According to UCR, murder victims in 1967 were males 3 times as often as 
females, 20 to 45 years old in two-thirds of the cases, and 54 perce~t Negr?, 
45 percent white, and only 1 percent Indian or Oriental. In the Philadelphia 
study mentioned previously, 75 percent of the offenders and 73 percent of 
the murder victims were Negroes, although Negroes made up only 18 percent 
of the city's population. Women were offenders in 18 percent of the 
homicides, and victims in 24 percent. Killers are generally somewhat younger 
than their victims. Most ;murders are concentrated in the deteriorated areas, 
according to studies of urban crime, and both offender and victim are mo~t 
likely to be members of the lower social classes. .." 

Rape victims tend to be concentrated among females. under 30 years of 
age. Negroes are about four times as likely to be victimi~ed as whites, and half 
of the victims are from families with less than a $3,000 mcome. 

Robbery victims are males in about two-thirds of the cases, with the 
highest victimization among young adults, with Negroes involved as victims 
four times as frequently as whites. The highest incidence again is among 
members of the low-income group, and the hIgher the income the lower the 
probability of victimization by robbery. 

Victimization by aggravated assault is twice as great for males as for 
females, is twice as great for Negroes as for whites. The victims are distributed 
fairly evenly by income categories and by social class. 

I.~ sum, the general findings show that the danger of victimization is 
greatest in the lower income groul's for all index offenses except larc~ny, 
auto theft, and aggravated assau1t1 )It is greater for Negroes than for whItes, 
except for larceny. It is greater for males than for fema~es, excep!, of course, 
for rape. And it is greater in the young a~u1t populatIOn than In older age 
categories, except for larceny against women, and larceny, burglary, an~ a~to 
theft against men. The pattern clearly shows a heavy concentration of VICtUns 
in the lower social classes and in the disadvantaged urban areas.39 

The Setting 

Violence is not randomly distributed in different social settings. Murder, 
for example, tends to occur most frequently on weekends, in December, an~ 
in the summer. The time of day is most often between 8 p.m. and 2 a.m. This 
pattern suggests that violence is related to the cycles of weekday labor and of 
weekend leisure activities, the proxilnity of people, drinking after work, and 
so on. 

Even more important is the frequency with which violence occurs among 
relatives and close acquaintances, in the home, and on streets near taverns and 
restaurants. These data deny the common notion that it is the maraudin~ 
stranger who poses the greatest threat to a person's life. For example, the 
homicides investigated in Philadelphia were committed by strangers in only 
12 percent of the cases. In one-fourth of these offenses, th@ murderer w~s l'! 
member of the victim's family, and in another third of the cases the off~nder 
W2S a relative or close friend of the victim. 

A study of victimization in Washington, D.C., shows the same close 
association between victim and offender in cases of assault. Eleven percent of 
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the victims were attacked by their spouse, 10 percent by other relatives, and 
60 percent by acquaintances. Again, nearly two-thirds of the rape victims 
were attacked by persons with whom they were at least casually acquainted, 
including 39 percent who were victimized by residents of the neighborhood, 
and 14 percent by relatives or friends. 

Nor do the data support the view that violence is an interracial 
phenomenon. Thus, a study of assault in Chicago indicates that Negroes 
victimize other Negroes 20 times as frequently as they victimize whites, while 
whites attack whites 6 times as frequently as they attack Negroes. In all, the 
probability of being assaulted was 8 times as great for Negro males as for 
white males, and 6 times as great for Negro females as for white females. In 
the Washington survey, only 7 percent of the homicides were interracial, 
while the percentages were 9 for aggravated assault and 12 for cases of rape. 
Robbery, in the latter study, is the only violent crime for which whites were 
victimized more often than Negroes, and it is likewise the only one of an 
interracial nature. Robberies committed by Negroes were against white 
victims in 56 percent of the cases. _ _ . 

There is also some evidence that violence is sometimes precipitated by 
actions of the victim. For example, the man who provokes another by 
threatening and cursing him may subsequently be murdered by the recipient 
of the provocation. In another instance a man threw a can of kerosene at his 
mistress during a quarrel, and died when she threw the liquid back at him, 
along with a lighted match. The Philadelphia homidde study estimated that 
26 percent of the killings were precipitated by such kinds of actions on the 
part of the victim. Thus, the conclusion is inesl:;apable that conventional 
perce.ptions of violence are often distorted, that we have mucll'to learn about 
its setting and the involvement of its participants before an effective program 
of prevention and control can be established. 

IV. TOWARD A THEORETICAL UNDERSTANDING OF VIOLENCE 

The purpose of theories is to explain the facts of observation and 
experience, to help us understand why violence has such a high incidence 
among the poor, the young, the disadvanta[ed, the members of certain ethnic 
minorities, and the residents·of.metropolitan centers. But there is no 
comprehensive theory of violence today. Instead, there are n umerotis 

. segmented theories ranging over a wide variety of concepts and varying 
greatly in their coherence and utility. We can here only briefly describe the 
main types of theories, which are the biogenic, the psychogenic, and the 
sociogenic. 

Biogenic theories attempt to locate the causes of violence in the biological 
organism and in its behavioral propensities. Psychogenic theories, by contrast, 
focus on the cognitive and affective processes that are involved, in the 
-development of a social individual, and they usually describe these processes 
in terms oHearning, reinforcement, modeling, interpersonal relationship3,and 
the like. SQ<;Jogenic theories, again, stress primarily the structural features of 
the groups ,and organizations to which a person belongs, including their 
population, characteristics, their division of labor, their legal and normative 
foundations, their distribution of rewards and penalties, their opportunity 
systems, and so on. 
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Much of the research on violence has had a narrow theoretical orientation. 
However, the inability of conventional social control methods to deal 
effectively with crime and deviance has enc6uraged many collaborative 
research efforts in recent years. As a consequence, many of the earlier 
theories are being revised, and the most promising revisions are those based 
on interdisciplinary efforts to integrate the three types of theories. Thus, the 
prospects for more comprehensive theories are surely improving. 

Biogenic Theories 

The idea that violence results from biological inferiority has widespread 
appeal. Certain ethnic and national groups are commonly portrayed by 
folklore and tradition as having strong predispositions toward violence. 
Accordingly, the attempt to identify anthropometric traits that are unique to 
violent offenders has been a major research objective for many generations. 

The effort to date has not been very rewarding. Although some 
physiological differences between groups of criminal and noncriminal subjects 
have been reported by Lombroso, Eyrich, Hooton, Sheldon, and othe.~s, the 
differences were not consistently maintained from one group to another, and 
the most careful investigations, such as those of the Gluecks, revealed no 
significant differences between aggressive and nonaggressive individuals. 
Today the theory of inherited aggression is tJlerefore supported largely on 
philosophical grounds, the argument being that aggression and hostility serve 
essential functions, such as the proper spacing of individuals over the available 
territory, the selection of those best fitted to survive, the establishment of a 
social hierarchy which maintains orderly relations among individuals and 
permits the younger generation to profit from the experience of the older, 
etc.40 It is doubtful if theories of such generality and permissiveness can be 
tested by any conceivable research procedure. 

This of course, does not mean that all biogenic theories should be rejected. 
There is little doubt that aggression, like other forms of social behavior, is 
influenced by experience and learning, or that the rate .and efficiency of 
learning can be affected by physiological factors. The influence of diet, 
fatigue, hunger, pain, sex drive, and many similar factors has been 
documented in numerous studies, and there is no good reason for assuming 
that their impact is restricted to situations that elicit nonaggressive responses. 
The mechanisms of learning and adaptation are probably much the same for 
aggression and for ~ther kinds of acquired behavior. 

Moreover, aggression and other behaviors are certainly "connected with the 
functioning of the brain and the nervous system. There is evidence that many 
behaviors, including aggression, can be either elicited or inhibited by the 
electrical stimulation of the appropriate brain areas. And the same effects 
may sometimes be produced by brain damage or lesions and by certain 
changes in blood chemistry. 41 It therefore seems probable that some kinds of 
violent behavior may be capable of control by brain stimulation or by the 
administration of drugs and hormones. Already some degree of control seems 
often to be attained by chemotherapy in hospitals, correctional institutions, 
and psychiatriC clinics; and further contributions to .our knowledge of the 
underlying mechanisms will no doubt result from research in progress. 

Other contributions to our control capabilities come from research on the 
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genetic processes. Some babies, perhaps 1 in 50', are born with defective gene 
structures whi~h greatly increase the probability of certain diseases, such as 
diabetes or Mongolism. )The genes, of course, are invisible, but they are 
clustered on chromosomes that can be observed under a microscope. 

Chromosomes are transmitted from parents to offspring by a process that 
can best be described in statistical 'terms. The normal individual has 23 pairs 
of chromosomes, 46 in all. One chromosome of every pair is ordinarily 
derived from the father and the other from the mother. This means that half 
of the chromosomes in the father's sperm and half of those in the mother's 
egg cell are usually discarded in the process of reproduction. Which ones are 
discarded is apparently determined by chance. 

Except on rare occasions the reproductive process works with sufficient 
efficiency to produce a n,ormal offspring. But accidents sometimes happen 
which give an individual the wrong number of chromosomes, or the 
chromosomes may be dislocated and the usual pairings may be disrupted. One. 
kind of dislocation has been found in Mongoloid children, who are 
characterized by distinctive physiological traits, a greatly retarded 
intellectual development, and a life expectancy of about ten years. 

It is possible to identify this kind of aberration before a child is born. 
During its growth in the mother's womb, the human fetus sheds some of the 
cells of its skin, and other cells are dis·charged' from its mouth and bladder. 
These cells can be extracted from the fluid in which the fetus is floating and 
their chromosomes can be analyzed for abnormalities that are predictive of 
Mongolism or other gross deformities. If ~evere malformation is discovered, 
the pregnancy may be terminated by abortion under the statutes of some 
societies. Denmark is one example. ' 

Recently, a distinctive irregularity has been noted in the chromosome 
structures of several highly aggressive individuals. The number of such cases is 
small, and the evidence concerning a possible connection between violent 
behavior and genetic development is far from conclusive. Our criminal courts 
are nevertheless beginning to take note of an offender's biological heritage in 
deciding if he should be held responsible for crimes of violence. Whatever the 
merits of this legal procedure, it seems unlikely that gene:tic factors can 
account for much violence, since the vast majority of our offenders appear to 
be biologically indistinguishable' from the rest of the population. 
Furthermore, acts of criminal violence are the exception, not the rule, among 
the individuals identified as h.aving abnormal genetic structures, and their 
behavioral variations cannot be explained in terms of a constant factor such 
as heredity. Thus, we need to examine the variables in a person's background 
and experience in order to understand his violent episodes. 

Psychogenic Theories 

Distinctions between biogenic and psychogenic theories are rather 
arbitrary and often difficult to make. As an illustration, consider the theory 
that aggression is a consequence of frustration. The theory assumes that 
frustration and aggression are empirically connected because of the physical 
and the mental makeup of man. In this respect it is similar to the notion that 
violence is a consequence of defective heredity. But the source of frustration, 
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according to the theory, is in the organism's environment, and in this respect 
the theory differs significantly from the concept of hereditary aggression. 

Most psychogenic theories try to identify the kinds of environmental 
situations that elicit violent responses. Early theories of behaviorism, for 
example, postulate a relationship between stimulu~ and response (S+R)) that 
is based on their contiguity in time and place. If a certain response, such as 
violence, occurs when a given stimulus situation is present, that stimulus 
situation tends in the. future to elicit the same response. There need be no 
rational or otherwise obvious connection between the stimulus and the 
response; the only requirement is their contiguity in time and place. 

Even such an elementary theory is often useful in explaining violent 
behavior, especially if we recognize that verbal behavioJ on the part of an 
actor may be a si?)1ificant aspect of thf: stimulus situation to which he 
responds. Consider, for example, the case of an offender who was imprisoned 
after he hired young children to mutilate,his sex organ with knives, fingernail 
files, and similar objects. This offender was classifed by the correctional 
authorities as a sex pervert with a pathological personality. 

Such an official classification is not very informative, however. It does not 
tell us how the offender acquired his masochistic habits. The S+R theory of 
learning, by contrast, enables us to reconstruct the offender's career in some 
detail. 

A young man in his early 20's, the offender had worked as a farmhand and 
rodeo performer. While riding a bucking horse, he experienced an orgasm. 
This worried him, aroused strong feelings of guilt, and led to self-doubts 
about his normality. The next time he prepared to ride a bucking horse, he 
reproduced the verbal accusations as he mounted the animal. The animal, of 
course, reproduced the physical stimuli, and another orgasm occurred. In a 
short time, apparently, the accusations, anticipations, and orgasms were 
established as a habit. Later the offender employed prostitutes to reproduce 
many of the physical stimuli, and still later he employed children because, as 
he said, they were less expensive and more understanding. 

In recent years the S+R theory of learning has been elaborated by the 
concept of reinforcement. Reinforcement means that the connection between 
a stimulus and a response is strengthened if the response results in a more 
desirable state of affairs. Reinforcement theory distinguishes between two 
major categories of behavior, namely, respondent behavior and operant 
behavior. Respondent behavior is primarily reflexive in character and is 
mediated by the autonomic nervous system, while operant behavior is more 
deliberative or voluntary and is mediated by the central nervous system. Most 
efforts at social control are concerned with operant behavior. 

Reinforcement is defined as an event that increases the p!:pbability of a 
given response. There are two types of reinforcing events. On]e is positive 
reinforcement, which occurs when a pleasant or desired e'vcnt is made 
contingent upon the performance of a certain response. A child, for example, 
may learn that if he behaves properly he will be rewarded with money or 
something else that J!;~ ;values. The other type is negative reinforcement, 
which increases the probability of a response when it is removed from the 
stimulus situation. Thus, a sick person may learn to accept his doctor's advice 
in order to minimize pain, a negative reinforcer: 42 ' 
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Evidence on the relative merits of reward and punishment is unclear. 
Reward appears to have an advantage in that conformin~ 'behav~or lead£ to 
immediate gratification. A child does what is expecte;d of hIm and IS theref~re 
rewarded. Punishment, howeNer, is usually represl;;nted as a threat of dIre 
consequences in the event that nonconformity, occur~~. Such threats, no 
doubt, are often accepted on faith. To test tile valIdity of the threat, 
however, the actor must v;,oiate the rule;, so long as he conforms, he can get 
no direct evidence on the integrity of the threat. . 

For these reasons, it appears that the deterrent effect of the law applIes 
primarily to people who have faith in ?ur system of jus!i~e. Such faith is ~ot 
often exhibited by our law violators. G{wernmental offIcials, app~rent1y,. a~e 
also beginning to have doubts about the efficacy Clf s~vere 'penaltIes. T~s IS 
reflf~cted, for example, in a recent study of the relatIonshIp between cnme 
rat~!s and the length of time served in the prisons of our 50 states .. The 
conclusion of this study is that criminal penalties a.re not closely associated 
with the incidence of crime, and that other factors no doubt ,have a more 
important bearing on the crime problem.4.3 .. . • 

A better understanding of the factors mvolved m shapl~g human beh~vIOr 
may come from recent theories that p~ace more e.m~h~sIs on the rat~onal 
a!lpects of learning. These theories pIc~ure th~ .I~~IVI?Ual ~s a :atIo~al 
decisionmaker who considers the alternatIve pOSSIbIlIties m a gIven SItuatIOn 
and makes a choice on the basis of the. anticipated consequences of the 
various alternatives in his repertoire of responses. The main idea can be 
€Ixpressed as follows: 

(RI-~ C1) 

S -+ (R2 -+ C2 ) -+ SR 

(Rn-+Ck) 

Here S refers to the situation confronting an actor; R" R 2 , and Rp refer to 
response alternatives as the actor perceives them; C;, C2 , and Ck reJ.er to the 

. antiCipated consequences of the alternative responses; and SR refers to the 
response finally selected by the acto~.,. '. 

These theories attempt to conSIder the SOCIal context of behavIOr, the 
actor's goals and objectives, the feasibility and the potency of the. respo~se 
alternatives, the anticipated reactions of individuals and groups WIth whI~h 
the actor is involved, and so 'On.44 Among the major concepts employed J,n 
these theories are modeling and social or observational learning. Thus,an 
actor can learn fairly complex responses by simply observing the b~havior of 
another person, that is, a model. Research shows that models, whecher they 
are parents, other adults, peers, or actors observe~ on. film, . can exert a 
powerful influence in the acquisition of diverse beh~vlo~s, mcludmg sex roles, 
occupational aspirations, and mechanical or symbohc SkIlls.45 .. 

This suggests that deviant models may be one ~ft~e sources of motivatIOn 
for crime and violence. The evidence, of course, IS stIll too sketchy for us to 
be certain. But in one study, for example, children were exposed to a.n adu~t 
model who behaved in an aggressive manner toward a large plastic doL, , 
striking it' with a clenched fist, kick~g it, and hi~ting.it with a club. Later 
these children exhibited almo~t identical acts of VIOlence when they had an 
opportunity to play with the doll. Other children, who observed a model 
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behave in a nonaggressive manner, rarely displayed any violence in playing 
with the doll. 

Furthermore, the children who observed a violent model being 
reprimanded for her aggressiveness were less likely to engage in 40stile actions 
than were the members of groups in which the model received no corrective 
reaction. It appears that the child's observation of other persons being 
corrected has some effect, even if the correction is restricted to the 
expression of self .. recriminations by the model. That is, the models who 
reward or punish themselves seem to induce similar self-rewarding or 
self-punishing responses among children who engage in the same kinds of 
activities.46 It follows. that a child's judgment of himself and of others may 
be greatly influenced by his association with social models who serve as the 
carriers of certain judgmental standards. 

The police and other ,agents of authority may serve as moral entrepreneurs 
who p'rovide the officiall standards that people employ in evaluating conduct. 
Since nearly everyone mlllY violate a norm on occasion, the official reaction to 
such infractions may be important in determining an individual's 
self-evaluation. If the violation is regarded by the officials as alien to the true 
character of the offen d:e r , he is not stigmatized very severely an~ is likely to 
avoid further transgre::ssions. But if the' transgressor is officially labeled a 
delinquent or a criminal, this label may become a significant stimulus to 
further offenses. The individual may come to accept society's assessment of 
him, as a valid description. Once he adopts such an assessment as part of his 
self~concept, a career IDf nonconformity is almost a certainty. 47 

The feedback rel~Ltionship between crime and society's reaction is the 
central theme of the: theory of differential association, one of the earliest and 
best documented in the annals of criminology. According to the theory, 
people learn the skHls and attitudes that are c0nducive to crime as result of 
their contacts with patterns of criminal behavior. More specifically, the 
theory asserts that. the probability of criminal behavior varies directly with 
the frequency, pr.i'ority, duration, and intensity of a person's contacts with 
patterns of crime, and inversely with his noncriminal contacts. Contacts with 
crime are most likely to occur where people's perceptions of their situation 
are supportive of norm violations. Accordingly, many kinds of 
nonconformity, including crime, suicide, alcoholism, divorce, and mental 
illness, for example, are likely to be concentrated in certain urban areas, 
namely, those .characterized by cultural heterogeneity, residential mobility, 
industrialization, overcrowding, unemployment, ethnic minorities and similar 
traits that tend to alienate the residents from the ~uccess-oriented norms of 
middle' class society. Numerous studies based on both official records and 
self-reported offenses tend to corroborate the main claims of the theory( 48 

Sociogenic Theories 

We test the above theories by making observations of individuals and their 
relationships with one another, especially their learning experiences and their 
contacts with various kinds of models: Sociogenic theories, by contrast, deal 
with social systems, not individuals; Yet such theories may be pertinent to 
the study of crime and violencet<since these modes of behavior may often 
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result from conflicts and inconsistencies in the social systems to which 
individuals belong. 

Before examining the major theories, we need to consider the concept of 
system and some of the ways in which systems can be disrupted. In its 
broadest sense, the term "system" refers to any set of interrelated elements. 
The heart, for example, is a system of living cells. Each cell is a system of 
molecules, and each molecule a system of atoms. The heart, in turn, is a 
s~bsys~em wit~n the .cir~ulatory system, which is a subsystem within a 
bIOlogICal or~amsm, whIch IS a subsystem within the ecological system, and so 
on. ,Accordingly, the only requirement in defming a system is the 
specification of relationships among the elements. 

A. syst:m's . elemen~s may have complex relationships. Knowledge of the 
relatIOns~lps .IS crucial, however, in identifying the strengths and the 
weaknesses ot the system, or in predicting its future development. Consider 
the feedback relationships that connect price with demand and with supply in 
a free ,~conomy ~ for example. In this case, price varies inversely with supply 
and dIrectly wIth demand. Thus, the influences counteract one another 
resulting in a tendency toward equilibrium in the system. But if price were t~ 
vary directly with supply as well as demand" the influences would be 
cumulative, and the system would tend to expand without limit and perhaps 
to explode or to disintegrate. 

S~s~ems are sometimes deliberately designed to avoid an explosion by 
prov!dIng for the contro! of some of their ele~,cnts. An example is the 
heatIng system found In many households. A thermostat senses the 
ten:perature of a room, selects the on or off pc'sition of a switch, and 
a~hv~tes or shuts off the furnace, in this way maintaining the temperature 
WithIn a fixed range of variation. Somewhat similar controls were built into 
the federal constitution, where the "checks and balances" and the 
"separ:tion of powers" were intended to regulate the exercise of authority. 

SocIal systems may be generally described in terms of their elements and 
their main SUbsystems. The basic elements are: ' 

Goa~s and functions that specify the system's objectives or purposes. 
Achlevement strategies that spell out the methods by which the 

objectives are to be attained and state the assumptions made in 
selecting these methods. 
. ~~sition networks that indicate the division of labor among 
mdivIduals who belQng to thl; system, the channels of communication 
and authority~ the pattern of access to information and other resources, 
and the like. 

Roles that detaii the behavioral requirements of the members 
assigned to any given position, including duties and responsibilities as 
well as rights and privileges. 

Sanctions that encourage the memQent' conformity to their role 
reqUirements by the appropriate allocation of rewards and penalties. 

These elements, in turn, compdse three distinct but interconnected 
subsystems. Thus, the normative subsystem includes the system's plan~:,ap.d 
prescriptions, the specification of how people ought to conduct themselves. 
Essentially, it is a formula, or a blueprint, for attaining a desired state of 
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Paradigm of Social System 

PARADIGM OF SOCIAL SYSTEM. 
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'0 
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REACTION SUBSYSTEM: 

00 00 
00 00 o 0 

00 ACTION SUBSYSTEM: 

PRACTICED GOALS, STRATEGIES, 
SANCTIONS, POSITIONS, AND ROLES. 

affairs. Again, the action subsystem refers to the actual behavior of the 
members, the way the system's plans and prescriptions are carried out in 
practice. Finally, the reaction subsystem consists of the mechanisms by which 
the system profits from its experience and makes corrections or adaptations 
in its plans and its practices. Ideally, these subsystems are integrated in a 
coherent and rational manner. 

Of course, no system is completely rational in its operation, smce 
traditional influences and personal considerations always affect the members' 
activities. Yet the concept of rationality prescribes an ideal to which a society 
or a community may aspire and by which it may evaluate .its operations at 
any given time. Rationality implies that !l system's elements are interrelated 
in a logically consistent manner; that the assumptions involved in the system's 
plans are founded upon reiiable information and knowledge; that the 
members' assignments are feasible and mutually compatible; and that the 
members' actions are coordinated in a way that produces a cumulative 
movement toward their chosen objectives. 

Obviously, many things can go wrong with a social system. It may splinter 
into several warring camps, for example. Or the distribution of power and 
privilege may be such that many people are refused access to the resources 
needed to achieve their objectives. Again, the various positions or statuses 
assigned to certain members may call for skills and attitudes of such diversity 
that strain, anxiety, or rebellion may be almost inevitable consequences. Still 
another possibility is that the system may lack any viable processes for 
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sol~ing .its. int~rnal problems; the members may be related in such a way that 
then dIffIcultIes accumulate until the only practical alternatives are the 
complete overhaul of the system or the exclusion of the dissentient members. 
In any of these cases, crime and violence, among other forms of dissent are 
the probable result. ' 

Di!ferent theories of crime a~d vi<?lence focus on the various problems 
ment~oned. The theory of criminal subcultures, for example, deals with 
~onflI.c~s a?Iong g~als. an~ values. Opportunity theory stresses various 
IneqUItIes In the dIstnbutIOn of goods and services. Theories of status 
c,ongruence examine ~he ef~ects of role strain, the contradictory expectations 
~nat apply to certaIn SOCIal group's and classes. Social process theories 
Interpret crime. a~d violence as a conse'quence of the immediate, dynamic, 
and often conflIctIng norms that arise in times of crisis. 

Theories of DeFnquent Subcultures 

. Theories ~f ~elinquent ~nd c~iminal subcultures were developed primarily 
In the 19?0 s In connectIon wIth the study of juvenile gangs. The main 
argument IS that the goals and strategies of the lower classes or of certain 
su.bcultures within these classes, are importantly different frodt those of the 
mIddle class; .t?at the lower classes have their own style of life, their own 
c~lt~~al traditIOns, and th..eir own focal concerns, which attach great 
sIgmfIcance to "toughness," "living by one's wits" and "hustle" 
~inv~lveme~t . in organiz.ed crime); and that conformity'to this life style 
ImplIes deVIatIOn from mIddle class standards.49 

The tenability of this theory is open to question on the grounds that much 
evidence indicates support in the lower classes for the middle class norms of 
material success, occupa~i?13al ~nd educational achievement, and opposition 
to manual labor. In addItIon, It seems clear that many, if not most, of the 
lower class gang me~bers eventually abandon their delinquent activities to 
adopt more, ~0!iVentI6nal a<;lult roles in marriage and occup·ational labor. 
Thus, the dlfference between the classes is not so much in the normative 
subsystem as in the action subsystem; and even in this respect, members of 
the lower classes seem to pref~r middle-class activities if given the 
opportunity to participate. 

A~other version of the subculture theory explains gang delinquency as a 
solutIOn t~ problems of adjustment that are shared by lower class youth 
wh~never they are evalu~ted· in terms of the mid~e class measuring rod in 
then homes, at school, or at work. These youths often live in families 
dominate:d by working mothers; yet their interests are oriented toward a 
world of ma~culine protest characterized by conflict and violence,qrug use, 
a~d conventIOnal cnme. The working class male, rejected by the dominant 
mIddle class, turns the middle class values upside down, and constructs a 
subculture that stresses short-run hedonism and nonutilitarian malicious and 
negativ~stic ~ehavior. In this kind of setting, the main source 'of strength and 
p~otectI?n. IS the autonomy the gang can provide by virtue of its 
disassocIatIOn from middle class standards.s 0 
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Opportunity Theory 

The focus of opportunity theory is a little different. Instead of 
differentiating among social classes on the basis of norms and values, it 
examines the distributive system by which a society allocates its 
opportunities and restraints, its rewards and penalties. In agrarian societies, 
where much of man's energies are devoted to maintaining a subsistence level 
of living, the distributive system may be fairly simple and subject to little 
controversy. Survival has such high priority over most either values that gocds 
and services may be distributed primarily on the basis of need. 

However, the industrial technology of modern societies makes goods and 
services available in greater supply than is necessary for survival. Much of 
man's energy can be diverted to the production of various kinds of surpluses, 
and these are distributed according to criteria other than need. A concept 
that covers many of these criteria is power, which may be defmed as the 
probability that the occupants of certain positions will carry. Power, of 
course, has many sources and many forms of expression, especially in 
pluralistic and technologically advanced societies. 

No doubt the equitable distribution of power will be more difficult in the 
future than it is today, even in modern societies like the United States. One 
reason is the rapid growth in the size of the population. If the current rate of 
growth were to continue for another 2,500 years, the popUlation of the 
United States would outweigh the earth. In addition, the relatively 
disadvantaged nonwhite population is increasing at a rate more than 50 
percent greater than the rate of growth of the white population, and the 
American Indian has a fertility rate nearly twice that of the white population. 

Similar problems are found in the distribution of wealth, education, and 
employment. In 1964 the median income of U:S. families was $6,600. But it 
was $4,000 more than th.at for college graduates. It was $3,100 IQwer, on the 
average, for nonwhite than for white families, and it was estimated that one 
out of every seven white Americans and one out of every two nonwhite 
Americans had a "poverty level" of income, 34.6 million residents in all. One 
out of five families had an income under $3,000. 

Data on education and employment revealed the same kinds of disparities. 
For example, among persons 25 to 34 years of age, 70 percent of the whites 
were high school graduates, but only 42 percent of the Negroes. Yet the 
greatest increases in employment are among professional and technical 
workers, managers, and public officials, all occupations that .are nearly 
inaccessible to untrained workers. Unskilled labor, by contrast, shows a 
declining rate of employment. Furthermore, the employment problems of 
poorly educated and unskilled persons are likely to be complicated further by 
trends which make college training. something of a necessity for increasing 
numbers of jobseekers. Accordingly, there is a question whether pockets of 
poverty and deprivation can continue to exist in an affluent society without 
dire consequences for all. 

One of the consequences is an inordinately high crime rate among 
disadvantaged groups and classes. In some of our deteriorated neighborhoods, 
the chances for success seem greater for illegitimate than for legitimate 
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methods. Opportunity ~heory deals with these problems by postulating the 
foHowing relationships: 51 

The endorsemeht of middle class goals is nearly universal. Even 
though some lower class representatives may show littie interest in 
improving their social and economic position, they endorse the middle 
class goals and values as normative prescriptions, while denying any 
anticipation of success in achieving them. 

In nearly every community there exists a system of legitimate means 
for achieving middle class goals. However, access to these means of 
achievement varies from one class to another, with the lower classes 
being consistently disadvantaged in this respect. Moreover, perceived 
disadvantage, whether the perception is accurate or not, has the same 
functional consequences as actual disadvantage. 

Within a community, there mayor may not be a system of 
illegitimate means for achieving success. These involve crime, graft, 
sharp business practices, and other illicit activities. Where an illegitimate 
system occurs~ it mayor may not be integrated with the legitimate 
system. Integration implies that both systems can lead to success, giving 
the individual a realistic choice between the two strategies. However, if 
crime fails to produce success and achievement, the two systems are not 
integrated, and in this case crime serves primarily as an act of reb,ellion 
rtlther than a means to success. 

If the legitimate and illegitimate systems are integrated, delinquent 
gangs provide a training ground for those youths who will eventually 
assume occupational roles in the field of crime. In this case we have 
criminal gangs. If the systems are not integrated, however, the gang 
members will engage in undisciplined violence, "bopping," "gang wars," 
and other forms of rebellious expression. In this instance we. have 
conflict gangs. 

These postulates enable us to identify three basic types of communities: 
Those that have only 11 legitimate system should be free of organized gangs, 
those that have integrated legitimate and illegitimate systems should be 
characterized by criminal gangs that socialize their members into the criminal 
subculture; while those that have unintegrated systems should have conflict 
gangs that engage in affective behavior of a violent and rebellious sort. 

Another portion of the theory tries to identify the kinds of youths who 
are most likely to join in gang activities, whatever the type of gang. It holds 
that the most susceptible youths are those who feel alienated from the 
legitimate normative system, who blame society rather than themselves for 
their problems, and who deny that conforming with the legitimate norms is 
likely to bring them success. 

Such alienation from conventional norms has two main sources, according 
to the theory. First, people who see discrepancies between the normative 
requirements for success (ability, hard work, initiative) and the practical 
requirements (luck, right contacts, cleverness) are likely to be alienated, 
especially if they feel that the practical requirements are far more important 
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than the normative ones. Second, people'who have visible traits that are likely 
to arouse discriminatory reactions on the part of others are likely to be 
alienated. Hence, traits like race, ethnic affiliation, language difficulties, etc., 
may be sources of alienation which encourage involvement in gang affairs. 

Opportunity theory may tend to underestimate the versatility of gangs 
that often incorporate some features of the crinrlnal, conflict, and drug-use 
subcultures. But it provides numerous hypotheses regarding the criminogenic 
influences of illegitimate norms and their connection with racial, religious, 
residential, educational, occupational, and other variables. It makes society a 
partner in the causation of deviance and encourages prevention programs 
aimed at the revision of norms dealing with the treatment accorded minority 
groups and other disadvantaged sectors of the popUlation. Several programs 
of this kind have recently been instituted in American cities, but studies of 
their effectiveness have not yet produced conclusive findings. 

Opportunity and subculture theories concern themselves primarily with 
crime and violence. Other theories may have a far wider perspective. Most of 
the work on status congruence, for example, deals with noncriminal forms of 
deviance: political radicalism, involvement in social movements such as KKK, 
psychosomatic complaints, mental disorders, and suicide, among others. 
However, the theory's ability to predict suicide rates in various societies 
suggests that it may have more general applicability to crime and violence. 

Theories of Status Congruence 

Central to the theories of status congruence are certain assumptions 
concerning connections between social positions and roles. Any given 
individual is viewed as occupying one or more positions in each of the 
systems of which he is a member, that is, the family, the church, the school, 
the factory, the club, and so on. Each position carries with it a set of 
normative prescriptions, or a role, regarding the behavior of both the 
occupants of that position and the occupants of other positions with whom 
they maintain relationships. These different sets of prescriptions, or roles, 
may be connected with each other in various ways: they may be in complete 
harmony, or generally complementary, or occasionaUy inconsistent, or in 
conflict that cannot be resolved. 

Status congruence implies harmony or consistency among the sets of 
prescriptions that are attached to the different positions a given person 
occupies. Discord and conflict, the lack of congruence, presumably produces 
discomfort, strain, or anxiety, which makes rational decisions difficult, 
encourages various kinds of deviant behavior, and sometimes results in mental 
illness, crime or suicide. 

The theory also notes the importance of changes in social position, and the 
special problems that arise when such changes are frequent andunanticipated. 
In general, an increase in deviance maybe expected whenever events disrupt 
the close articulation of positions and roles within a social system. To 
minimize deviance, then, a system must make provisions for orderly changes 
in the assignment of positions and for other modifications that seem 
warranted on the basis of experience. 52 . 
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Social Process Theories 

So~e of the most recent investigations of crime and violence focus greater 
attention on the dynamics of the interactional processes by which people 
move toward and beyond the brink of deviant behavior. Detailed inquiry 
suggests th~t a deliberate d,ecision to commit an act of violence, followed by 
an appropnat~ sequence of responses leading to the act, is a rare occurrence. 
The path to vIolence does not often have clear markers· it is circuitous and 
filled with options and alternates; and its contingenci~s are such that the 
traveler, when he reaches the violent terminus, frequently cannot understand 
how he got there. 

~rime an~ ~iolence, then.' may sometimes be the illogical consequence of a 
senes of declSlons, each logIcally made. Wars, riots, and rebellions seem often 
to evolve. in a similar manner. One party responds to a threat by raising the 
ante, as In a game of poker; the other responds in kind; and a feedback 
relationship is established which escalates the threats, or costs, and restricts 
the remaining options until nothing is left except the precise outcome that 
the whole sequence was designed to avoid. Thus, in a gang "rumble," one of 
the .comba~a~ts di~plays a weap~n, to which the other side responds by 
making a sunIiar dIsplay along WIth a threatening gesture. If the first actor 
retreats, he loses face among his supporters. If he moves forward with 
gestures of his own, someone gets hurt.53 
. ~e need to learn more about the games people play in times of crisis. But 
It IS clear that normative support for deviance can often be found in 
middle-class society. Here, as in the lower classes, there are numerous 
examples of legitimate excuses or rationalizations for illegitimate conduct. 
Such "techniques of neutralization" include the denial of responsibility for 
on~'s behavior, the. denial of injury to another, and the condemnation of 
one's condemners.54 . 

To illustrate, the denial of injury to another is one of the pillars of middle 
class efforts at crime . contr?l. Insurance against theft losses, for example, 
s?r~ad the cost of devl~nce In such a way that neither the offender nor the 
Vlcti.m regards it as ?f any c~nsequence. Auto theft is a case in point. It is 
on~ of our most rapIdly growmg offenses, and it is often the first offense for 
WhICh career criminals are arrested. Yet half of these thefts involve autos that 
were left u~locked or with the ~eys inside. In addition, the pilfering of goods 
or ac~essones from cars accounts for nearly 40 percent of all reported 
larcemes, and the theft of bicycles, also left unprotected in most C;Ises, 
accoun.ts for another 15 percent. Similarly, much of the increase in bank 
robbenes, house burglaries, and several other criminal offenSes seems clearly 
related to the abundance of opportunities and the lack of protective practices 
or other control devices. 

~~ reimbursing t~e vict!ms of crimi?al offenses, our insurance poliCies may 
greal::Y reduce the ~ncentIve for. cautIOn, and in some cases they rna>' even 
pr?VI~e co!?pensatIOn for neglIgence. Thus, the misuse of an important 
prmciple 0). ~e~ense, .namely, spreading the risks and costs, may' actually 
encourage certa.m deViant act~. Violence could no doubt be discouraged if 
people were tramed to recognIze the early stages of dangerous games, such as 
the. employment of armed threats during family quarrels, and to anticipate 
then unplanned but nevertheless probable consequences. Such training, al~ng 
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with the clinics and other information systems needed to implement it, might 
do more to control violence than any practicable increase in penal 
sanctions. 

V. SYSTEM IMPAIRMENT AND THE CONCEPT OF JUSTICE 

Social systems may suffer from impaired functioning for various reasons. 
Disruptions may result from changes in the environment, such as epidemics, 
mass migrations, wars, depressions and the like. Impairment may also occur 
because the strategies for achieving the system's objectives may be based on 
erroneous assumptions; knowledge may be insufficient for a viable blueprint 
to be formulated. Or the system may be hampered by deviant behavior 
among its members. Deviance means that the members may have inaccurate 
perceptions of their position assignments or their role requirements, or, again, 
they may engage in deliberate norm violations. Finally, the system may be 
disorganized. That is, the norms maybe in conflict with one another, or there 
may be discrepancies between the normative and the action subsystems. 

Deviance and Disorganization 

Disorganiz&tion appears in many varieties. One variety is conflict between 
prescriptions and practices. Such conflict is evidenced by a system which is 
designed for a given purpose but which operates primarily to perpetuate 
itself. For example, our courts and other control agencies may sometimes be 
more interested in preserving their authority than in curbing the amount of 
deviant behavior. Again, our police and courts may sometimes operate under 
a policy of negotiated justice which makes the penalties prescribed by law a 
rarity in practice. 

But disorganization may also occur among the normative prescriptions 
themselves. Goals may be inadequately defined, contradictory, or without 
tangible criteria for measuring the degree of their attainment. Strategies may 
be inconsistent, infeasible, or founded on false information. Roles may be 
incompatible or mutually exclusive, and so on. Such disorganization is often 
found in our correctional institutions, where the goals of therapy, 
punishment, deterrence, and social protection may be mutually exclusive; or 
where the norms of the offenders are in conflict with official rules and 
regulations. 

Whenever disorganization occurs, deviant behavior, of course, is inevitable. 
Unless the various prescriptions are qompatible, behavior that conforms to 
one norm must be in violation of another. It follows that the failure of an 
individuai to conform to his role requirements may sometime~ be due to 
defects in the social system, even though we are ordinarily inclined to blame 
the individual actor. 

Research on deviance has been model~d largely after the germ theory of 
disease and its assumptions concerning single causes and specific treatments. 
The model is inappropriate to the study of deviance, however; the causes of 
deviance are mostly social, not physical, and they involve complex feedback 
relationships betw~en personal and social systems. Deviance, as we have seen, 
has its highest incidence among people who are confronted by di~crepant 
norms, who occupy inconsistent positions in a variety of loosely connected 
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groups, and who are lacking the usual social affiliations and socializing 
experiences. . .... " 

Treatment aimed only at reforming the deviant mdividual IS therefore 
likely to be ineffective. This is shown by our experience in. the re~abilitati~n 
of retarded persons who may acquire considerable p~oficiency m a :ertam 
occupation, but who may nevertheless fail to gam acceptance m the 
community because they have trouble in working with othe~ peopl:, 
communicating across the counter with customers, or playmg theu 
nonoccupational roles in the broader society. Their inadequate performance, 
in these respects, may be partly due to the attitudes of the community's 
members who may ostracize the disadvantaged workers and exclude them 
from essential socializing activities. It is clear that treatment will have to be 
applied to the people who do the excluding as well as to those who are 
excluded. . 

Deviance, then, should not be defined as a property of any given person. 
The definition must also taken into account society's reaction to its members, 
especially to those who exhibit certain a~normal character~sti~s.. Th!s 
reaction, instead of being determined duectly by the mdividual s 
characteristics, depend in part upon society's norms, its conception of what is 
desirable and. undesirable, and its facilities for identifying behavior problems 
and dealing with them. Thus, the norms of the social system are always 'a 
factor in the definition, identification, and treatment of deviance. 

In a complex, pluralistic society there are norms of sufficient diversity to 
satisfy people of heterogeneous backgrounds. There may be many 
conceptions of what is right and wrong, and even the official version of 
propriety may be unclear or inconsistent. Definitions of what is right or 
proper are changed whenever people, can find an acceptable rational~z~t~ol1 
for new or formerly deviant ways of doing things. Hence, the prohibitton 
against liquor was abolished on the grounds that "people who want to drink 
will do i( anyway," and the same argument is used today with respect to the 
legalization of gambling, the registration of firearms, the intervention of our 
society into foreign affairs, and many other kinds Qf social control. 

Rationalizations are sometimes accepted by the entire community, but in 
other cases they maybe restricted to certain groups or individuals. During 
World War II some members of the business community violated Office of 
Price Administration regulations because these were regarded as 
"unconstitutional restrictions" and "invasions of free enterprise." Likewise, 
many criminal offenders are sustained in their illegal activities by the 
assumption that "everybody has a racket/~ "only suckers vvO-!k," or "the real 
criminals never get sent to prison." Rebellion against society may often be 
justified on the grounds that the "establishment" is "corrupt" or '~preju~ice~," 
\lnd the greater the resistance the rebel encounters, the greater hIS motIvatIOn 
-lo continue his efforts in a "just" cause. In this way the official status of 
deviant individuals may be legitimated for themselves and their associates. 

However, rationalizations are also employed by the authorities who deal 
with criminals and 'other deviant persons. For example, crime is commonly 
regarded as a deliberate act for which the offender alone is responsible. It 
reflects a pervasive defect of character in the offender, as sugge~ted in the 
motto: "Once a criminal always a criminal." Punishment and stigma. are 
believed to benefit the offender and to serve deterrent purposes. Officials are 
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therefore expected to display their repugnance against the deviant act and the 
deviant actor. 

The offender is accordingly assigned an official position characterized by 
the imputations mentioned. This pOSition may restrict his activities and limit 
his access to legitimate opportunities for achievement. For example, there is 
no word in everyday language which refers to a legitimate position for 
ex-convicts. Offenders, of course, do achieve legitimate positions in many 
occupations, including law enforcement and correctional administration, but 
the maintenance of these positions usually reqUires the concealment of their 
ex-offender status. 

Obviously, the rationalizations of criminals are not often the properties of 
individuals, but of groups and subcultures that endorse and reward deviance 
among their members. They are symptoms of social disorganization, not of 
personal deficiences, and their influence is not likely to be eradicated by 
rehabilitative efforts directed at ·the deviant individual alone. Yet the 
rationalizations of the conformists and of the authorities are also group 
products, and if these rationalizations are in some ways defective, they too 
might encourage deviant behavior. There is evidence, for example, that both 
offenders and officials tend to overestimate the antisocial characteristics of 
the offenders, and that both groups view the officials as being more 
authoritarian and dogmatic than they are in fact. The spiraling of such mutual 
misperceptions, if unchecked, may lead nearly inevitably to conflicts that 
could be avoided if the factual information were more readily available. 

Societal Reaction to Deviance 

Sodety's reaction to system impairment varies greatly in time and place. 
But many of these reactions can be described under a few general headings. 
Those that seem historically to be the most important are listed below: 

Toleration refers to the failure of a society to detect its members' 
offenses, or to die nonrecognition of the offenses detected. All forms of 
unofficial action may be generally included in this category. 

Exclusion involves capital punishment, banishment, imprisonment, 
social ostracism and other methods by which a society prevents its 
deviant members from participating in certain activities. 

Rehabilitation includes the use of therapy, training, or other reform 
measures in an attempt to change the deviant person while maintaining 
his partiCipation in the affairs of the community. 

Reconstruction implies the revision of a society's normative or 
action subsystems, resulting in the redefinition of deviance or the 
rearrangement of social positions and roles. 

Toleration and exclusion are low feedback options which try to solve the 
problem of deviance by denying its existence or by eliminating the offender. 
Neither method calls for any important changes in the social system. These 
options tend to prevail in simple, stable, isolated societies where people are 
self-sufficient and independent. By contrast, rehabilitation and reconstruction 
are relatively high feedback options, usually calling for rather extensi:ve 
revisions of the system. High feedback options are more common in time of 
social upheaval and in societies characterized by rapid change, an intricate 
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division of labor, mutual interdependence among the members, and a 
pluralistic culture. 

Ordinarily, the low feedback methods are least disruptive of the social 
order. Toleration seems almost universally preferred, especially if the offenses 
are minor and the victims do not insist upon more strenuous measures. Even 
in urban societies, most crimes escape official attention or are handled in a 
manner that avoids the prescribed penalties. Thus, UCR reports that in 1967 
the proportions of the offenses' known to the. police and cleared by arrest 
were: 88 percent for murder, 61 percent for rape, and 30 percent for 
robb~r~. Of those cases cleared by arrest, the proportions resl.;',ltingi in 
convICtion of the offenses charged were: 43 percent for murde~:; and \28 
perc~nt for rape and robbery. The remainder were acquitted, dismis~~d, 
convICted of lesser offenses, or remanded to the juvenile court. It is apparent 
that less than a third ~1f the murders reported result in convictions for that 
offense, and that less than 1 in 10 reported robberies are so convicted. 

Toleration is also espoused by some people who feel that more formal 
action, by labeling and otherwise stigmatizing the offender, tends to 
encourage nonconformity. It is most frequently employed for offenses of 
large organizations or of professional and white-collar workers. However, even 
for conventional crimes, it seems to be more often employed in the middle 
classes than in. the lower classes. This is suggested by the comparison of 
self-reported offenses and official actions. The self-reports indicate relatively 
little variation by social class, while official actions are far more frequenf in 
the disadvantaged group. 

Toleration and exclusion ar~ close partners in the conventional methods of 
social control. When official action is demanded, the most common reaction 
is some exclusionary method, even in modern societies. This is especially true 
of occupations and institutions that can regulate the entrance and exit of 
their members. Thus, the lawyer, doctor, teacher, or mjnister who violates the 
norms of his profession is often disbarred from further membership. 
Although he may remain in the community, his exclusion from the profession 
is o.f~en complete and final. Moreover, the professions and other preferred 
positIOns are often connected by unspoken rules of reciprocity so that 
exclusion from one of the positions means, in practical terms, exclusion from 
a~l. The disbarred lawyer is not likely to be accepted by a medical school for 
training as a doctor, and even the youth who is expelled from grammar school 
might find his relations with religious and other institutions similarly 
affected. 

What we have, then, is apolic;y of multiple exclusions which, in effect, 
places a ceil~ng upon the social positions that are accessible to people who 
have been rejected from preferred positions because of norm violations. There 
is n~t much evidence on the strength of these barriers against social mobility, 
but It seems clear that the management of the deviant's status has priority 
over any rehabilitative efforts, and that neither the goals. nor fhe methods of 
rehabilitation are employed to any great extent in the management of our 
middle class institutions. . 

The result is ~]1ilt rehabilitative efforts are re$erved largely for individuals 
whose dis~d~antages, apart from their deviance, are such as to prevent th~m 
from attammg even. the less valueci social positions. Despite the lofty 
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objectives they claim, rehabiHtiative efforts of p~bHc age.n~ies are desig~.ed 
primarily to help the deviant individuals to achIeve pOSItions of margmal 
acceptibility, not the most preferred ones. There are exceptio~s t~ this !~le, 
of course, but they are more conspicuous than frequent. SOCIety.s poslt.IOn 
seems to be that people who need rehabilitation' and other publIc se.rYlces 
should not ordinarily attain a higher station in life than those who receIve no 
special help. Rehabilitation, as a consequence, may ~on~titute somethi~g of a 
barrier against outstanding achievement and self-realIzation. By companson, a 
person who is excluded from the professions may face an obstacle of lesser 
magnitude. '.. . 

However, the pursuit of rehabilitative measures leads almost mevltabl~ to 
efforts at social reconstruction. The focus is not only on the deVIant 
individual, but also on his family, his friends and associates, and ult~mately 
the community. Social reconstruction involves proposals for changmg the 
system by eliminating some of the main sources of strain and disorga~zation. 
Yet such proposals are often strongly resisted becaus~ .t~ey are hke~y :0 
disrupt the established decisionmaking procedures .. In additI~n, fe~ SOCIetIes 
have any real experience in the rational reconstructIon of then s.ocI.al systems 
on any large scale, and efforts along these lines are only begmmng. Mu~h 
research and experimentation will be necessary before we can engage m 
reconstructive efforts with any great prospects for success. 

The.Concept of Justice 

Essentially, the control of violence involves the development of n?nviole~t 
alternatives whose effectiveness can be demonstrated. Most of our VIOlence IS 
concentrated in a small segment of the population that has little faith in the 
nonviolent alternatives that are currently available. The theories we exami\;led 
describe this sector in some detail and probably with considerable·accurac~, 
and they sugg,~st that, for the most part, a solution t? the pro~lem ~Ill 
require some efforts at reconstructing the commumty and ItS major 
institutions. This is a large order. 

However, there are other possible implications of the theories that may 
have even greater significance. This is the suggest!on that the c~ncepts of 
crime and violence may soon be invested WIth new and Important 
international connotations. Contacts among people around the world are 
increasing and the content of these contacts is often instantaneously 
communi~ated. In addition, the gap between "have" and "have-not" nations 
is greater than the gap between advantaged and disadva?taged. groups in our 
society. And the gap between nations is apparently mcreasmg . .!hus, the 
problems cO!1nected with violence locally may soon be more pressing on the 
world scene. 

One reason for the growing inequities on the world scene is t~e 
concentration of resources, including fiscal capabilities and ,managenal 
know-how, in a few nations. If present trends continue for an~ther dec?<de or 
two, the world's third greatest industrial power, after the Umted States and 
Russia, may be the u.S.-managed industrial empire abroad. In ~erms of g~oss 
national product, General Motors alone ranks ahead of nat~ons lIke Arg~?~I~a, 
Belgium, and Czechoslovakia. It therefore must be conSIdered a pOSSIbIlIty 
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that such c,oncentration of the world's resources might become the target of 
demands for reform on an international level that could at least equal the 
demands for reform at home. 

The .distr~bution of 'Yea1t~, power, prestige and other values, of course, is 
made ~n. dIfferent .. ways m different places. But the procedures for 
deterrrunmg the legI~Imacy of the distribution is fairly uniforrn. This is by the 
end?rsement of offIcial authorities of government, with courts of law often 
servmg as fin~l ar~ite~s, at least in modern societies. It is generally the law, 
then~ t~at defmes J~stice. But justice is not a response to a particular event, 
nor IS I~ a rule statmg what that response should be. Rather, justice concerns 
the entue ap~a!atus by which social values are distributed, including the 
~orms prescnbmg the distribution process, the way these norms are 
Implemer:ted in practice, and the degree of correspondence between norms 
and practIces. 

Our traditional sys~em .of justice operates under great handicaps. Its 
procedure~ ~re not ra~IOnahzed by their consequences, but by appeal to a 
s~pra-em~~lc~l authonty, usually political or religious. Furthermore, only its 
fmal de~lsIOns are ordinaril~ available for public scrutiny, while the aims, 
assumptIons, and general ratIOna.le of these decisions have minimal visibility. 
Even the language of the law and of the courts is sometimes'unintelligible, 
except perhaps to members of the legal profession. 

Lacking. pu?lic. understanding and endorsement of its legal principles, the 
systeI? of JustIce IS vulnerable to charges of favoritism or discrimination. And 
the dIsproof of these charges .w?uld ordinarily entail empirical investigations 
that are regarded as antag011lstic to the traditional conceptions of ultimate 
p.ower an~ au~hority. As a co~s~quence, the administration of justice is often 
viewed ~lth distrust and SuspIcIOn, especially by our alienated minorities and 
other dlsadvant~ged groups. If the norms of the system are in conflict with 
one ano~her, or If they are applied in an inconsistent manner to the detriment 
?f ~ertam groups and classes, there can be no convincing demonstration of 
JustIce. There can only be the frustration and animosity which in the long 
run, lea:ds to rebellion against the norm-makers and the norm-enf~rcers. 
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APPENDIX 27 

INVOCATION AND CONSTRAINT 
OF RELIGIOUS ZEALOTRY 

By Samuel z. Klausnert 

"To everything there is a season, and a time to every matter under the heaven: 
A ti!ne to be born, and a time to die; 
A time to plant and a time to pluck up that which is planted; 
A time to kill, and a time to heal; 
A time to break down,and a time to build up; 

* * * * * 
A time to love, and a time to hate; 
A time for war, and a time for peace." 

* * * * * 

(Ecclesiastes 3: 1-8) 

"The white man hates to go to war, but. .. we are not afraid to fight. Where you 
imd a scared Muslim, he's not a real Muslim. A· real Muslim has no fear at all. 
There's no force on earth that can destroy the Black people. The world 
belongs to us."-Elijah Muhammad, quoted in the New York Times, Feb. 28, 
1966, p. 24, co1. 3. 

VIOLENCE, RELIGION, AND ZEALOTRY 

The Plan of This Paper 

Violent acts can be religious acts. They can be religious in form, ends in 
themselves. Like the nineteenth century anarchist, "propaganda of the deed," 

-.This paper could not have been written in the short span or'time available for the 
work of the National Commission without the'dedicated research assistance of Michael 
Bassis and Judith Thomas and the willing night and weekend secretarial assistance of 
Madeleine S. Klausneund Joyce A. Rothman. 

The theoretical undexpinning for the analysis is to be found in the author's ''The 
Social Psychology of Courage," . Review of Religious Research, 3: 2, Fall, 1961, pp. 
63-71, and the .author's "The Intermingling of Pain and Pleasure: the Stress Se~king 

. personality in its Social Context," in Klausner, Samuel Z. (ed.), Why Man Takes 
'e Chances, New York: Doubleday~Anchor, 1968, pp.137-168. 

t Professor of Sociology, University of P~npsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa. 
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they may be dramatic symbols. They can serve religious values. Violence is 
enacted with aw.e, as if the perpetrator encountered the "mysterium 
tremendum." When mundane issues are imbued with religious ultimacy, 
limited conflict call escalate into violence. The victim of the violent act is 
seen <l:s a radically evil devil, or an unthinking tool of that evil who threatens 
harm here and now ot obstructs the road to Utopia, to paradise. 

Throughout much of the history of Western religions, peace has been an 
eschatological hope. Earthly peace has been a respite from battle, a 
monastic-like "retreat.~' Religion, in its natural state, engenders energy, 
enthusiasm, is associated with the "hot spot" in the brain, to use William 
James' felicitous phrase. This verve can shape our physical environment, 
develop a competitive capitalism or, in its classical form, infuse the religious 
with zealotry. Buddhism would ul1uercut this tendency by struggling to sever 
the ties bi'nding the individual to the material, struggling to eliminate desire. 
Western man has refused the disengagement, the apathy toward the social and 
physical milieu entailed by Buddhist philosophy. The golden mean of classical 
ConfUcianism is also inimical to zealotry. Western man, ,and indeed, the 
Chinese as well, refuse this harnessing of energy. 

The extent to which a religious tradition emphasizes violent zealotry varies 
according to the secular character of the elite of that society. Where society, 
including religious society, is dominated by rational bureaucrats, religion 
assumes a ritualistic character. Violence waits in the wings until summoned as 
an organizational force. Where intellectuals are influential, religion tends to 
be contemplative. The intellect chains violence and subjects it to the aegis of 
calculated legal process. Its perpetration is delegated. Where society is 
dominated by a stratum of chivalrous warriors, fate, destiny, passion and 
stro!1g heroes are important. Violence is on the tip of the tongue. The religion 
of the peasants inclines toward magic, that embryo of engineering, applied to 
control the violence of wild nature (Weber, 1958). 

This paper begins with the observation that Western religion has been 
implicated in zealous violence for all its known history. Two theoretical 
models arid some illustrations of the way religion may invoke and constrain 
violent behavior will be offered in explanation of that observation. After brief 
working definitions of violence and of religion1 it will be argued that the 
violent act is an extension of the socially achieving act, the productive act; 
that to understand that act it is necessary to grasp its meaning to the 
perpetrator who executes it and to the group that delegates him; that the 
individual perpetrator enters upon the act with anxiety; that religious 
institutions assist him in achieving the courage to act violently despite his 
anxiety; and that the social organization that delegates him develops cultural 
norms which legitimate the act, and organizes solidary social support for the 
act. 

The first model of the invocation and constraint of violence identifies 
types of religious support for zealotry: defining issues in terms of ultimate 
values; specifying the location of the evil which impedes achievement of those 
values; providing an arsenal of principles to rationalize violent acts; and, 
through ritual and worship, reaffirming the social solidarity of the group 
behind the actor. Illustrations will be drawn from the fields of interreligious 
conflict, conflict between religion and the state, and participation of religion 
in general social conflict. The second model of the invocation of zealotry 
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conceptualizes the function of religious worship in reaffitming the social 
legitimacy of violence and in assisting the individual to mobilize his courage 
to face the fact of his participation in violence. The paper will conclude with 
a discussion of religious constraint of zealotry by control of the legitimating 
processes and by opposing indiVidual or "random" violence. 

Circumscribing the Topic of Violence 

Working definitions of violence and of religion and of their joint offspring, 
zealotry, will help delimit this inquiry. Sidney Hook in his article entitled 
Violence, in the Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences, states "in the social 
context, violence may be defined roughly as the illegal employment of 
methods of coercion for personal or group ends" (Hook, 1963, p. 264). Hook 
reserves the term "might" for physical coercion supported by legal sanctions. 
Hook's definition of violence is parochial. We do not face two sets of 
acts-illegal violent acts on one side and legal acts of might on the other. The 
same act defmed as illegal violence by the victim may be considered 
legitimate by the perpetrator. An initial comprehension of the act is relational 
and should initially be grasped from the perspective of the perpetrator as well 
as from the perspective of the victim. Therefore, a single generic term will be 
retained. Violence will be this generic term. Legitimate and non-legitimate 
violence will be the species. Some common-sense, victim-defmed species are: 
riot, assassination, massacre, terrorism, torture and assault. The perpetrator 
might add: military defense, crusade, "just" war, act of purification, act of 
faith, and heroic exploits. The student of the subject should not be deflected 
in his analysis by his identification with one or the other party. 

The notion of violence, in this paper, will be restricted to acts involving 
coercion rather than persuasion and consensus. The term will further be 
restricted to acts intended to cause bodily harm to the victim or victims, or to 
threaten such harm if the demands of the perpetrator are not met. 
Psychological blows, though they wound self-esteem and may precipitate the 
victim into psychiatric care, will not be included. Economic blows, though 
they deprive a victim of his property or drive him to suicide, the control of 
the behavior of another through shaming; through inducing a feeling of guilt; 
or by reasoning; even when that reasoning involves a tacit threat other than of 
bodily harm, will not be defined as violence. 

Violence may be part of an effort to influence a group, with the victim 
selected to represent that group. The violent act may, but need not, involve 
impulse and passion on the part of the perpetrator. A bombing raid and an 
artillery barrage illustrate coolly calculated acts of violence. The perpetrator 
may be brutally excessive as part of his dramatic demonstration. He may also 
have sympathy for his victim" agreeing that both he and his victim are actors 
in a difficult and tragic play. The perpetrator and the victim, like boxers in 
the ring, may even agree about the legitimacy of the violence. Victims of a 
terrorist bomb might not share the conviction of their attackers. 

The social and individual impetuses to violence need not combine in the 
perpetrator. Wertham (1966), a psychiatrist, argues that violent acts cannot 
be attributed to human nature alone. Violence is not understandable simply 
by reference to individual personality. It is always part of a social pro<;:ess. 
Before anybQdy starts violence, others have prepared the ground. Wertham 
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distinguishes violence accompanied by emotion, feelings of hate, sadism, sex 
and other passions from a second variety' which is political and bureaucratic. 
In the latter type of violence those who order, commission and organize, as 
well as those who execute the acts, have extremely little feeling for the 
victims, be it sympathy or hate. They are executioners. 

The meaning of violence to the indIvidual perpetrator may differ from the 
meaning it has for the group supporting him. The act may be an end in itself, 
expressive for the perpetrator. For the group, it may serve a transcendent 
purpose. The notion that violence has a purpose beyond itself presents a 
problem in the ethics of violence. The ethical question may be divided into 
two parts: one, whether violent means may ever be justifi,ed, and then, if 
justifiable violence is admitted, what are the right times aild occasions and 
who may determine them. Violence may be absolutely rejected for social 
philosophical reasons, as it was by Gandhi. It may be rejected for 
psycho-philosophical reasons. Leon Saul (1965) associates hostility and 
brutality, covert and subtle, or open and direct, with the true devil, a sure 
sign that something has gone awry in the process of maturing. 
Psychopathologically motivated violence will be excluded from the present 
discussion. 

The ethical attitudes of individuals toward violence varies with their 
position in the social system. Wolfgang and Ferracuti (1967) identified a 
subculture of violence characterized by a Willingness to resort to violence in a 
variety, though not in all, situations. This ethos of violence, though shared by 
all ages in that subculture, is most common among the young. Violence is not 
viewed as illicit, and therefore not associated with feelings of guilt. Sorel 
(1906), writing in support of the syndicalist movement in France, attempted 
to strip away the ethical discussion. He maintained that proletarian violence is 
necessary for the separation of the classes. Violent acts have the value of 
military demonstrations. Everything is carried on without hatred and without 
the spirit of revenge. Syndicalists do not pro,pose to reform the state. They 
simply want to destroy it. 

A Working Definition of Religion 

Definitions of religion are as numerOllsas students of the subject. 
Durkheirn's (1954) is a good working definition. He writes that "a religinn is 
a unified system of beliefs and practices, relative to sacred things, that is to 
say, things set apart and forbidden-beliefs and practices which unite into one 
~ingle moral community called the Church, all those who adhere to them." 
"Church," in Durkheim's usage, refers to the community. Sacred things are 
distinguished from profane according to a pragmatic test-the behavior of 
individuals in setting them apart and considering them forbidden, as if 
improper touch released their ambivalent power to heal or to harm. Ideology 
and rituals may be institutionalized in an organization. The beliefs, practices 
and sacred things pervade social action beyond the sphere of any particular 
organizati on. 

This paper will, by and large, restrict itself to the narrower definition of 
religion as manifested through religious organizations. N o social organization 
could be purely religious. By virtue of bringing together the activities of a 
number of men, political and economic realities emerge. Religious 
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organizations not only harbor a polity, but they ma!~tain. re~ations of varying 
intensity with environing organizations. Zealous relIgIOUS dnve permeates the 
broader social world over these boundaries connecting religious and secular 
organizations. 

This paper will focus on the relatlpn between. religious organizations. and 
violence in the United States. For hi.~torical depth and cultural companson, 
some material will be drawn from Western and, at times, from non-Western 
religious life. 

Religious Zealotry 

The Oxford Universal Dictionary defines "zeal". as an "ardent feeling 
(taking the form of love, wrath, 'jealousy,' or righteous indignation)." 
Zealotry as a religious act, is exemplified by Phineas, grandson of Aaron, 
who after spearing a man of Israel and his Midianitish woman, was called by 

, . b 25 8) "J I " d" I " the Lord "jealous for My sake" (Num ers : . ea ous an zea ous 
are alternative translations of the same Biblical Hebrew term and enter 
English from the same Greek root. A sect of Jewish guerilla warriors against 
the Romans assumed the name of Zealots. The term was similarly applied to 
the apostle Simon the Zealot (Luke 6:15). The zealot acts violently in the 
name of God. 

Both the a&sumption of the righteousness of the zealot and the a priori 
definitions of violence as evil reflect ideological biases. The zealot's service of 
God is his victim's affliction by the devil, A negative judgment on violence, 
following the ethical argument above, arises either frOm the perspective of 
non-violent or pacifist groups, for whom all violence is ab~orrent, .from t~e 
perspective of an established elite, against whom revolU~IOnary VIO~e?Ce IS 
being directed, or from the perspective of anyone who rejects the legItImacy 
of a specific act of violence. These perspectives r~strict und~rstandi?g of the 
phenomenon: pacifists espouse the counter-Ideology, and elItes and 
perpetrators change. . . 

None of the large religious groups in the United States has been paCIfistIc. 
The non-violent position has been espoused, for example, by the QMkers, the 
Oxford Group Movement of Moral Rearmament, the Mennonites, an,d .by 
certain subgroups within larger denominations such as the Southern Chnstian 
Leadership Conference of Martin Luther King. Nonpacifist religious groups 
are concerned with the legitimacy of violence, of deciding which personnel 
may be authorized to execute violent acts, and on which occasions and f~r 
which goals. Religion in the United States has, by and large, supported pu~hc 
order, thus opposing such manifestations as riot and massacre, bu.t supp~r~mg 
such manifestations as capital punishment and war. While rehgIOus 
organizations support the government as the legitimate. agent of ~iolenc:, 
some individuals within major religious groups protest VIOlently agamst this 
authority. Some small religiOUS groups, such as Jehovah's Witnesses, 
incorporate protest against governmental authority in their ideolo~y. 

Popular and scholarly writings on religion over the past few, ~ecades have 
emphasized the violence-reductive, or peaceful character of relIgIOQ~,In part, 
this is in accord with Marx's judgment th~t religion is the "opiate of ~he 
people" and with Freud's (1957) theory that religion s~blimates .the ma~or 
motives of man, Scholars, such as Parsons (1951), describe the rntegratIve 
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function which religion performs in moving the social system toward a 
common value consensus. The peaceful character of religion is also stressed 
by sincere partisans o( religion to protect religious institutions in a situation 
where the principal potential for violence is pluralistically controlled and 
where the public ethic requires peaceful behavior on the part of subordinate 
institutions. Tension-reductive religious activities, as socially significant as 
they are, are not the focus of this paper. 

The pages of history provide data on religion and violence. Billington's The 
Protestant Crusade (1938) details the .. slaughter of Catholics, and plots and 
arson directed against them in the United States in the mid-nineteenth 
century. White theorists have generalized about the tension-reductive 
function of religion, but little effort has been made to derive general 
propositions from the historical material on religion and violence. 

WilHam James w~s one theoretician of stature who evolved general 
concepts of conflictual, energetic or change-generating aspects of religion. In 
his Varieties of Religious Experience, James distinguishes religion from 
philosophy in terms of the enthusiastic drive associated with the former. Max 
Weber (1958) applies the concept of charisma., usually associated with 
religious leadership, as a theoretical lever to account for social change. 
Rudolf Otto (1958) described t.he awe of facing the mysterium tremendum. 
Recently, Margaretta Bowers (1964), reporting on her long experience as a 
therapist of clergymen, described some intrapsychics Conflicts of the Clergy. 

Religious institutions, religious ritual and religious beliefs, have both 
equilibrating and conflictogenic aspects. In the tension-reductive tradition, 
Freud explained the relation between religion and personality, and Marx 
analyzed the relation between religion and society . Marx and Freud were 
little concerned with the internal structure of religion. Conflict theory seems 
to appear among analysts of the internal structures of religious organizations 
and religious experience. Weber analyzed the routinization of charisma which 
OCCUi;S iii religious organizations 'when the founder passes his mantle to his 
successor. James and Otto employed concepts of conflict in explicating the 
inner experience of the religiously musical personality. Bowers is concerned 
with the religious torment of people whose lives are committed to the church. 

Religious violence draws upon some general predispositions of personality. 
A large number of human acts seem intended not to reduce but to increase 
tensions. Individuals characterized by such acts may be called stress seekers. 
Stress seekers affirm life by precipitating themselves into successive situations 
of conflict. The conflictual.engagement generates within them the elan of life. 
Religious ideas, practices, and institutions serve the stress seeker as an arsenal, 
a source of weapons to carryon their battles or as an arena of conflict, a 
locale for these battles. From the perspective of the institution; the stress 

\ seeker is an available "champion" to be seilt forth to '1ust" battles. He is the 
zealot. 

An interplay between individual and social vitality seems to have gone on 
historically. The routinization of charisma after the passing of the leader has 
"been taken as a sign of declining vitality in a religious :?Iganization. O'Dea 
(1961) lists the routinization of charisma as one of the so~~rces of dilemmas 
of institutionalization. Routiniza.tion isrtecessary foi~'-' organizational 
continuity, but with it vitalistic religious sects evolve into denominations in 
which order seems to displace spontaneity. The settling of religious vitality 
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into mundane routine action is an incomplete characterization of 
denominational organizations. There is no overall loss of power or vitality. 
Power shifts from the individual to the social group. The resulting group 
power is greater than the aggregate power of its individuals. In the charismatic 
or in the s'ectarian stage, the vitality, including the conflictogenic vitality, is in 
the individuul and may form a basis for heroic action. In the organizational or 
in the denominational stage, it is in the social system. That system can lead 
individuals into broader sGfl-le social action or, more specifically, to broader 
scale social con11ict; and, as a result, into what Wertham, above termed 
bureaucratic violence. . , 

A sect does not automatically 'become a denomination (Wilson, 1959). 
Sectarian groups, .such as the Evangelical commlulions which enter into social 
interaction, seek people and bring them in, are more apt to become 
denominational than Adventist sects which may isolate themselves from 
social interaction. The history of religious violence attests to the fact that 
while the Adventists may have an apocalyptic, violent theology, it is through 
evangeli~m that some of the most ferocious interreligious violence has 
erupted. This will be documented in a later section. 

While social, scientists and religious leaders have been' touting the 
stabilizing and integrative aspects of religion, the popular mind has continued 
conscious of conflictual aspects. Zahn (1957) analyzed 188 unsolicited letters 
directed to the author of a book "exposing" the role of Roman Catholics.in 
America. The Protestant writers of these letters feared Catholic power and 
warned that traditional democratic institutions would be destroyed when 
Catholics gained domination O.ver this country and the world. CQrrespondents 
warned that Catholics would view any means as legitimate in the 
accomplishment of this end and would take reprisals against those whQ would 
criticize them. Though the individual Catholic layman may be unaware of the 
true nature of his church, these writers contended, his absolute helple~sn~ss . 
before ecclesiastical authority makes him a potential traitor. . 

The Journal of Social Issues (1956) devoted a whole journal number to the 
problem of religious conflict. In his editorial introduction, Don Hager 
clescribed a marked increase in the public expression of interreIigi6lJS tension 
and conflict, saying that community relations practitioners have. come to view 
religious controversy as their most pressing community relations problem. 
Writing before the recent extension of racial violence in America, he was 
prescient with regard to the leadership role of certain religious groups in this 
struggle. '. I 

A feelmg has been growmg among some church leaders that failure tq' join 
in current social prote,st is tantamount to forfeiting the right of thechurl.::h to' 
continue a.s a salient social instit.utio? Some scientifiC analysts agree. q~lock 
(1960) wntes that religious institutions, iIi our society, lose their status if 
the~ d? not p~rticipate in conflict. Discussing the cQntribution of religion to 
SOCIal mtegratIOn, Glock says that the capacity of re,ligion to inform the 
secular normative structures is largely a thing of the past. One reason for this 
has been the churches' avoidance of conflict. Wherever choices between 

(ipaintaining harmony and taking a stand on an issue which would produce 
\conflict appears, the church most often chooses harmony. Campbell and 
Pettigrew's (1959) study of Little Rock nuilisters provides a specific 
~lustration of ministers who did not always follow their convictions. The'Iole 
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of the minister as community reformer is not institutionalized, and local 
leaders had told younger ministers to go slow so as not to do permanent 
damage to the church. These ministers were caught in a dilemma between 
protecting their local leadership an.d protecting the leadership of t.he church 
in the wider community. . 

THE SUPPORT OF ZEALOTRY 

Religious groups are more suited than most groups ii1 the society for 
providing support for violent acts, even when the acts are designed to resolve 
relations among other social institutions. Religious groups support violence in 
fo~r ways: (1) they help convert mundane issues into matters of life and 
death; (2) they help designate .the evil to be attacked; (3) they help provide 
the appointed "champion" of violence with rationales for his act; and (4) 
they help provide the appointed "champion" with L1.e ability to act violently 
de$pite his fear of doom, so-by offering social support and ritual means for 
mobilizing c;ourage. This section will describe the first two of the above 
religious supports: the ways a mundane conflict ~scalated to the level of 
violence and the norms which legitimate acts of violence by finding a devil. 
Later a process model of the internal activity of religious groups in generating 
such norms and helping mobilize energy to implement violence will be 
described. 

The Legitimation of Violence 

Matters of Life and Death 

The. very beliefs and rituals which integrate religious groups can be 
weapons against outsiders. Williams (1956) indicates that sometimes what 
may appear to the observer asa minor doctrinal or ritual difference between 
people may be· iristigations to total conflict. Religious schisms may center 
around. "minor" differences. Sociologists and psychologists have argued that 
some religious conflicts mask more basic economic, social class or ethnic 
conflicts. This is no. doubt the case. However, religion is no passiV'e cover. It 
~ffers an al'S0nru of ideational and ritual symbols which can adhere to and 
inflate economic and social differences into life and death crises. In part, this 
follows from a mutual reinforcement of tensions making for, in Parsons' 
(1944) words, "a vicious circle of intensification." Because religion is, to use 
Tillich's words, a matter of "ultimate concern," it can absolutize a mundane 
issue. Violence is a legitimate means for resolving a matter of life and death. 

. Tiryakian (1957) documents, step by step, the way the Dutch Reformed 
Church of South Africa legitimated the conflict between Boers and Bantus; 
more precisely, legitimated for the violent suppression of Bantus by Boers. 
FollOWing the emancipation of slaves in the British Empire in the 1830's. the 
Boers, who had become dependent on slaves, moved northward toward the 
Transvaal. They encountered and conquered the southward moving Bantu 
tribes. S~cialt:ontact with a subordinated people became objectionable to the 
white settlers. A basically political and economic conflict focused around the 
issue of common religious worship. The Cape Synod in 1857 passed a 
resolution segregating white and nonwhite congregations. The Calvinist 
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doctrines of predestin<ltion and the community of the elect was drawn upon 
to assert that Christianizing the Bantus was contrary to the Bible. The Negro 
was excl~ded by God. He was not among the elect. The Boers identified 
themselves with the Biblical Israelites, a chosen people who had to push into 
a wilderness. They associated Negroes with the s~ns ~f Ham wh.o carried t~e 
curse of Cain (sic., the mark of Cain was a protectIve SIgn not a SIgn of curse./" 
After the defeat of the Boers by the British, the church became the 
bastion of Boer culture. At its 22nd annual meeting, the Federal Council of 
the Nederduits Gereformeerde Kerk stated that Calvinism conceived of the 
state as the divine creation of God, and of the. authority of the state over the 
individual as absoI'ute. In a later article, Tiryakian (1961), after examining the 
relation of religion and theology to the racial situation in the United States, 
says that theological principles have been equally use~ a~d, as ~e s~ys, equ~lly 
improperly used, to justify racial segregation or to JustIfy raCIal mtegrlltl?n. 
Theological priJ?ciples seem to offer afle,?ble arsenal of. weapons ~~r conflIct. 

Pfeffer (1956) and Billin~ton (1938) document .thi~ absolut~mg of the 
mundane in the history of Catholic-Protestant conflIct III the Umte~.States. 
The competition of immigrant with "native" labor and competI~Ion for 
political office were the basic mundane issues. In the Amer~can system, ~uch 
issues are generally resolved within the market and the pollmg boot~. WIth a 
religiOUS issue attached, the competition escalates into conflIct and 
bloodletting.' . 

In the United States, the groups as well as the issues of religious conflict 
have shifted over time. In the colonial era, established Protestant churches 
clashed with dissenting sects. In the nineteenth century! communally 
accepted faiths condemned those oonsi~er~d .soc~all~ .extreme, ~uc~ as 
Mormonism. Today the underlying motIf m mteJTebglOus conflict IS a 
difference on public issues. Religious motifs are availa~le to express, develop 
and legitimate a wide range of social conflicts. 

Identifying the Devil 

The second religious assist to 'violence occurs within the frame~ork oq~e 
absolutized issues. A conflict situation demands an ant~gon~st f()r Its 
protagonist. Religious groups are experienced in specify~ng t~!7 e~emy. 
Individuals or groups may be charged as consorts of the devil, antI-Chnsts or 
heretics. One need not resort to the Middle Ages for examples. Barn~tt 
(1959) records the case of Methodist and Episcopa~ laymen in T:xas .",:ho 
have declared a holy war against the National CouncIl of Churches pOSItion 
on integration, who speak of "the nine traitors of the Supreme Cour(',~,!~ 
attack seminary professors· and clergymen known to b.e.to the left of ~orman 
Vimient Peale. Barnett characterizes these laymen m terms. o~ a go for 
broke?;> dedication, use of the Bible to just,ify their action, and mtimate g~oup 
meetings for ·mutual encouragement. This sectarian Protestant revolt IS as 
indigenous to American Protestantism as the revival meeting. M.oveme~t.s of 
this type have revitalized Protestantir.m'in this country fro.m time to time .. 
Such "violence'~ is verbal level. It is incipient violence m terms of the 
definitions in this paper. .. . 

Guthrie and Marshall (1966), using cognitive dissonance theory" essentIa~ly 
an equilibrium theory, describe Pennsylvania fundamentalists whose belIef. 
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system about the world contradicts that of science. They use the terms 
"brother" and "sister" in a brotherhood which is tenuous and filled with 
jealousies difficult to control. Compromise becomes difficult and new 
churches rather than modified doctrines emerge. Each faction feels Satan has 
misled the other. The enemy is in the backyard. Again, this is incipient 
violence. 

Yinger (1963) describes the Cargo cults of Melanesia and the ghost dances 
of some American Indians as religious attacks on the dominant societies. The 
dominant societies are economic and political enemies. Religion infuses them 
with a devilish character. Abrecht (1961), a director of a study of the Wofld 
Council of Churches, writing on Christian responsibility toward areas of rapid 
social change, states, "From the very beginning of the modern mission 
enterprise, Christians were deeply involved in social change, and it's hard to 
find instances in modern mission history where the coming of the Christian 
evangelists and missionaries did not produce social change, often at a very 
rapid pace" (p. 22). The very idea of a mission defines an opponent: the 
indigenous faith "enslaving" a populace to idols. 

Religious groups not only define an enemy; they may generate an enemy. 
Willems (1955) illustrates this process in his report on evangelization in 
Brazil. Villagers see conversion to Protestantism (often from Catholicism) asa 
move from superstition to truth. They lose the universe of Saints and learn 
that their former beliefs are superstitions. Sometimes, during the period of 
proselytism, Catholic priests were said to instigate the people against the 
Crentes and even thre-aten mob action. 

The role of religious culture and religious organizations in legitimating 
these proto-violent ~ attitudes is understood by some church leaders; for 
example, Bennett (1965, p. 51), in discussing the role of the church with 
regard to the neglected and oppressed in our nation and the world, says that, 
"The churches have the responsibility to help develop forms of power among 
the powerless in Qrder to counteract the pervasive power of the strong." 
Coleman (1956, p. 52) comments on another aspect of the same issue. When 
religion tells the oppressed that they are the chosen people and thereby gives 
them release from the values of a society which locates them so low in the 
eyes of themselves and others, it provides the potentialities for rebellion 
siIhplyi1by itelling each religious group it is superior. 

,The next section collects a few illustrations from history of religious 
support for violent action: instances of interreligious conflict, conflict 
between religion and the state and the contribution of religious leadership to 
extra-religious conflict. 

iii iI 
Illustrative Examples 

,:; Religion and State Violence 

Typically, the state, the political arm of society, strives to monopolize the 
u~~ of violence, exercising it through its army to control external enemies and 
through its constabulary, to control internal enemies. The attitude of 
religious groups towards state violence depends on the relationship between 
the religiousandpolitica~ elites. Where they are drawn from the same class or 
where they see an identltyof interests, as did the Russian Orthodox Josephite 
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monks and the Tsars following Vasili the Third (1479-1533), religious 
institutions support state violence, defining it as-legitimate. The state, for its 
part, may implement violence for the· sake of the religious group, as did 
Isabella of Castille for the Inquisition in Spain. 

The attitude of a religious group to state power may change over time par-i 
passu with the changing relation of its adherents to the ruling power. During 
the first century, few, if any, Christians ~ould enter the Roman army. They 
repudiated the violwt acts of soldiers. As late as A.D. 295, Maxirnilianus 
underwent martyrdom, primarily because as.a Christian, he said he could not 
be a soldier. The pacifist strain in Christian thought began to die out early in 
the fourth century. The Council of Arles in A.D. 314 decreed that Christians 
who gave up their arms in time of peace should be excommunicated. In the 
Middle Ages laymen, but not the regular and secular clergy, could participate 
in "just" wars (Sibley, 1968). 

Where' state' and religious values or interests contrast, the state may use 
violence to suppress a religious group. A state dominated by one religion may 
thus suppress a minority religious group. In this way, European states 
suppressed the partially religiously motivated peasants' uprisings. Luther, 
alieady aligned with certain German princes, declaimed against the murdering 
hordes of peasants. 

Some minority religious groups in the United States have refused to 
legitimate the state. The government used armed force against the Mormons 
in Utah during the early days of their settlement. The Mormons, for their 
part, having had their fIll of nonbelievers in Missouri and Illinois, treated 
Gentiles in their midst with severity, and were reluctant to obey officials and 
laws they deemed ll'lequitable. In 1857 President James Buchanan thought 
only a display of force could bring order in Utah. The Mornion war resulted 
(Furniss, 1960). 

Jehovah's Witnesses, an Adventist group, refuse to support the gove~nment 
and opposed state violence while antipipating a cataclysmically violent end 
for all but the "elect." The Mennonites, a purist sect, not only question the 
legitimacy of state vioience, but resist' educationai and patriotiC intrusions 
into their culture as well. 

While the German Protestant Church was no major obstacle to the advance 
of National Socialism, it did, along with the Catholic Church, maintain a 
modicum of institutional autonomy. Chllfchmen drew a line of demarcation 
between the ideology of the church and the violence oIthe National Socialist 
state in spite of the high degree of correlation between the attitudes of the 
two institutions (Hunt, 1949). Bilt, these cases of opposition or non-support 
of state violence are exceptional. By and large) American churches have 
supported state violence as long as it was implemented procedurally. 

, Current discussion about religious support of state violence centers on the 
issue of military participation. The church and the military have been 
intertwined immemorially. Religious groups have maintained their own 
military detachment such as the Swiss guards at the Vatican. When religion 
and state were inseparable, as in ancient Egypt, there religious and m,ilitary 
concerns mingled naturally. In America among the Pueblos, the war cult 
involved a war priest who seems to have been expected t?}ead in the field or 
at least to contribute magic: Two war captains representeClthe twinwar gods. 
Even the police force was semireligious (Ellis, 1951). 
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Conscientious objection, the case of a non-supportive relationship, has 
usually been treated by the larger churches as an issue of individual 
conscience, irrespective of the content of that conscience, rather than as an 
issue of the church's position on violence. Conscientious objectors in the 
United States have been largely Protestants. Few Jews and Roman Catholics 
have taken a pacifist position (Olmstead, 1960). The current issue is not 
pacifism but "special" objection to "this" war. Again, violence as such is not 
the issue but rather the legitimacy of a particular ipstance of state violence. 

The role of the military chaplain bridges these two institutions. In a sense, 
he represents the church in the armed forces. Students of the subject have 
asked how the chaplain 'resolves his role conflict (Burchard, 1954). He is 
expected to refrain from ldlling as a representative of the church committed 
to the sanctity of life. Yet, he is part of an organization in which killing is an 
accepted means to its goal. This conflict may be more a product of the 
researcher's logic about the incompatibility of the two ideologies than a real 
experience of the chaplains. At some stages in his military socialization, the 
chaplain may be confused as to whether he is a representative of the church 
to the military or of the military to the church. Probably, with longer 
military experience he tends toward the latter function. Indeed, Swomley 
(1964), Ch. 14) maintains that the function of the chaplain is to spread the 
military version of religion in civilian churches. 

When political factions within a state clash, both may claim the fealty of 
the same religious. group (Lipset, 1964). A single religious group may fulfill its 
integrative function for one .. political faction, generating common loyalties 
and purposes, while contributing to divisiveness and segregation of that 
faction from other groups (Desai, 1963). Lines of cleavage on political issues 
with religious groups need not follow the common denominational 
alignments. Southern Baptists are closer to Missouri Synod Lutherans than 
they are to Northern Baptists in some social attitudes (Glock and Stark, 
1965). A number of attitudinal subgroups coexist in each denomination. 
Churchmen may agree on doctrinal tenets and basic affirmations about man 
and society and even on the official pronouncements on, say, (ace relations, 
while taking different positions on specific; situations of social conflict. This 
was the case with the Montgomery Bus Boycott of 1955-56, the student 
sit-ins of 1960, the freedom rides of 1961, and the Black Musli.'TIS (McCoy, 
19'64). Denominational churchmen were found on both sides of the conflict. 
The small sect is less subject to this ambiguity. 

An example of leaders within a single church supporting opposing sides is 
illustrated by the participation of Catholic priests in racial conflicts. The New 
York Times of February 12, 1966 (p. 30, col. 3), reported that leaflets were 
distributed near more than a hundred Roman Catholic churches on behalf of 
a priest who SOUgllt to discourage the racial integration of a large area of 
Chicago's Southwest side. On March 7, 1968 (p. 29, col. 3), the New York 
Times reported that the Mayor of Omaha named two "very militant Catholic 
priests" as having led a group of fifteen Negro youths who tried to disrupt a 
Wallace rally. Omaha was beset by two nights of civil disorders, following the 
c1ashbetween policemen and Negro youths at the rally. The Mayor claimed 
that a group of priests and nuns were responsible for having organized the 
demonstration. . 

Despite the ambiguity, the issues are absolutized and the enemy specified 
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for both parties to the conflict. The parts of sacred things, no matter how 
many times divided, still retain the qualities of the whole. Each church 
~acti?n .can experience its position in ultimate terms despite the illogical 
lTIlplIcatIOn of competing ultimates. 

Examples have been presented of intergroup violence. Caphal punishment 
exemplified official state violence perpetrated, usually, on an individual. 
Proeedures for arriving at the occasion are set forth and the character of the 
occasion and its immediate consequence are predictable. Much of the ritual 
charac~er. of the occasion, the low status of the executioner and myth about 
the cnmmal cor~s~, are more magical-superstitious than religious (Strom, 
1942~. The, ~verndmg mood and its legitimation have tended to be religious. 
Certam relIgIOUS leaders have raised objections to the practice. Since 1957 
twelve O! the maj?r Protestant denominations have officially urged abolitio~ 
of capItal pumshment. These include the Methodists Lutherans 
Presbyterians, Episcopalians, Baptists and the United :~~hurch of Christ, At th~ 
moment these are official pronouncements not backed up by any large scale 
movement to abolish capital punishment. The modal position among pastors 
~nd laymen ~oda~ may n~t ?e far removed from that stated by Colton (1842) 
!? a sermon m Philadelphia ill 1842. Basing himself on the text of Genesis 9:6 

whoso shedde.th blood, by man shall his blood be shed," the Reverend 
d~clared that WIllful murder ought invariably in all circumstances be punished 
WIth death. No penalty lower than capital bears any real proportion to the 
offense of shedding blood. This is implied in a fundamental doctrine of 
Christianity, "without th~ shedding of blood, there is no remission of sins." 

Ethical aspects of religious organizational support of state violence are 
explic~t1y debated. Opinions on the "ougHt" vary as greatly as the actual 
behaVIOrs. On the one hand, the values of the separation of church and state 
are t?ut~d as a major contribution of the liberal democratic as opposed to the 
to~ali~anan sta~e, Separation is interpreted in many ways. The Soviet 
pn~~I~;e of separatiOl~ l~aves th,e state in. control of strategic 'religious 
~acIh~l ... S s~chas the pnntmg of Blbles. Amencan separation does not extend 
111tothe fIber of the culture. Beth (1955), writing on this matter, says that 
even the most uncompromising advocates of separation of church and state 
such as Roger Williams, John Locke, and Jefferson have realized that a total 
~ep.aratio~, in the sense ~.r ~b~ol~te elimination of the possibilities of conflict, 
IS ImpOSSIble because ChnstIamty as well as the state claims the right to 
control th~ acts of man, Separation is an important principle not because it 
ends conflIct bl.l~ ~eca~se it minimizes it. The very notion of separation 
eng~nde~s OPP?SlhOn 111 ~ome quarters. Reist (1964), examining the 
SOCIOlogICal baSIS for separatIOn, argues that only by direct involvement in the 
politicalHfe of the nation can the church succeed 'In working its way towards 
~he fulfillment of the task which its faith generates, What in fact must occur 
IS the development of a healthy tension between the church and the nation at 
large. This is in fact what does occur. . 

Zealotry for the Social Weal 

The support of religious groups is also available for extreme action in 
connection with nonreligious social issues. Factionalism within the church or 
changes in attitude over time may imply differing conceptions of the 
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legitimate occasions for violence. Religious action on the racial question, as 
noted above, illustrates opposing zealotries in the same church. 

Gunnar Mytdal (1944), in his epic study of Negroes in America, found the 
church an expression of the community. Few Christian churches, he said, 
have ever been, whether in America or elsewhere, spearheads of reform. 
Another writer (Nelson, 1944), of. the same period, concurs that except for 
the impetus which religion gave to the antislavery movement and its 
continuing philanthropy, the period since the Civil War has proved almost 
completely barren of any determined effort initiated and sustained by the 
religious community to solve the problem of Negro-white relations in 
America. 

By the 1960's,. the situation had changed. Movements within the 
Protestant and Catholic churches were aiming for integration. The Roman 
Catholic church took the lead in moving toward local parish integration, and 
has made significant strides in parochial school integration as well (Roy, 
1964). 

The lines between social-economic attitude and denominational 
memb ership have also changed. During the first half of the twentieth century, 
Catholics tended to side with economic conservati~JTI in the United States. 
Partly under the influence of the social encYclicals, liberal Catholics today 
have become critical of the competitive system (Wilson, 1962). 

Protestant positions have also shifted. Formerly conservatism and 
orthodox theology went together. Today the neo-orthodox movement in 
Protestantism is conservative theologically but liberal politically (Williamson, 
1962). 

Over the years, most American religious groups have been, in varying 
degrees, conservative with respect to the labor-management issue. A 
well-known study by Liston Pope (1942) shows how such an issue can 
escalate into violence. The religious institutions in the community played 
their part in the escalation. The church in the milltown of Gastonia 
emphasized personal virtues, producing efficient workers, but not managers. 
Few ministers demonstrated' interest in social amelioration. No sta.tements 
were issued about child labor, the mill village system or wages and hours. The 
sects proposed withdrawing from the world, discouraging social activity. In 
sermons, individual conversion and private virtue were demanded as 
fundamental requirements for the growth of the church and the correlative 
correction of social institutions. When, in 1929, the millworkers struck, a low 
proportion of church members were found among the strikers, Yet the 
strikers who were sometimes led by outside people were apt to become 
alienated from the strike because of their organizers' indifference to religion. 
The strikers held their own religious services; led by a lay preacher who had 
joined them, and sang spirituals and hymns at-strike meetings. Ministers of the 
regular churches held the mills to be a blessing to the community. They 
abjured workers to look to the employers with gratitude and patit;mce, and to 
seek redress through individual and not through collective action. The 
established churches and the lay preachers legitimized opposing positions 
through .sermons and prayer meetings. Before the strike was over, violence 
had claimed several lives. 

. As the church has begun to draw leadership from among the 
disadvantaged, class ·conflict has been introduced into its own raI}ks. Among 
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Unitarian-Universalists, for example, a Black Caucus confronted, white 
members of the church with Black Power demands to call an emergency 
conference on rioting in Negro ghettos, to establish an affiliate Black affairs 
council. This council would have a "clear majority of Blacks" and provide for 
self-determination for Negro Unitarians. The Chprch's Board of Trustees 
squelched the Caucus, and appointed, instead, a Commission on Religion and 
Race (New York Times, Jan. 5,1966, p. 32, col. 3). 

More extreme positions may be assumed by factions within a church 
having access to their own religious facilities. Black militants in Detroit were 
able to meet 'at the Shrine of the Black Madonna of the Central United 
ChurcKof Christ to develop a plan for an independent Black government in 
five southern stCj.tes and for demanding "reparation" of several billion dollars 
for injury due to slayery and subsequent discrimination (New York Times, 
Mar. 28,1968, p. 50, col. 4). 

Sometimes the parish clergyman is the activist facing resistance of the 
higher leadership on the one side and of the parishioners on the other side. In 
a study of clergy involvement in Civil Rights, Jeffrey K. Hadden found that in 
six major Protestant denominations, the clergymen were overwhelmingly 
sympathetic to the general principle of social justice for Negroes in America. 
Yet, three out of four laymen in these denomin~tions said that they would be 
upset if their minister were to participate in a ,picket line or demonstration. 
Half agreed that "the clergy should stick to religion and not concern 
themselves with social, economic and political questions" (New York Times, 
IV, 7: 1). Staff members of the Episcopal Diocese ,of Pennsylvania 
experienced pressure from above and they were warned by their Bishop to 
stop advocating civil disobedience or face possible dismissal. This statement 
was prompted by the call of one priest to young men to burn their draft 
card~: The Bishop said, "It is one thing to minister to those whose concern 
leads them to challenge a law or its administration as unjust. It is anoth~r 
thing to encourage them to break the law. Such encouragement is prohibite4" 
(II.T",W VO~7, 'rz'"""nn r\c4- 27 1 O~'7 '7 1 1) P . hi ".. V.t> .I I In, ~ '''''''0>, ~ L. ,~7U', p. " co . ~. ansI 'oner pressure agau"1st 
liberal parish clergy is further illustrated by the dismissal by the Board' of 
Deacons of the minister and two assistants from the Tatnall Square Baptist 
Church in Macon, Georgia, after the. three had advocated an "open-door" 
policy and tried to seat an exchange student from Ghana. When. after the 
dismissal, the student from Ghana made his second attempt to attend 
serVices, the church received a bomb threat. 

Cleavage between religious leadership and the parishioners, while 
occurring, as illustrated above, is not typical. More typically, they agree about 
the definition of the issue and the enemy and about the legitimacy of the use 
o.f force. Religious leaders may partic~pate' in preparation for the use of 
VIOlent lTIeans. A Harlem clergyman organized an armed militia, and advised 
local residents to buy guns to protect themselves against "criminalizaiion." 
The pastor has a pistol pernlit, and says he always carries a .32-caliber pistol 
with him, even in church. In a similar situation Harlem residents have rallied 
in the St. Charles Roman Catholic Church to demand police protection. One 
o.f .the . leaders proposed forming an auxiliary civilian police with civilians 
ndmg m prowl cars and freeing uniformed police to patrol on foot (New 
York Times, Oct. 21, 1967, p. 3, col. 1); The civilian anti-crime patrol, called 
the Maccabees, organized by Rabbi S~uel Schroge in the Crown Heights 
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section of Brooklyn, is another illustration. Negro leaders have called this a 
vigilante group directed against Negroes. The Maccabees' civilian car patrol 
was not welcomed by the Police Department but was accepted by the 
Minister's Movement of Brooklyn and Long Island, a Negro c1ergymans' 
group (New York Times, June 26, 1966, Sec. 1, p. 75, col: 1)·, " 

These illustrations suggest, but do not prove, all mcreasmglyactlvlst 
position by some religious leaders with respect to certain issues of social 
conflict. The word "assassin" appeared in this very context. In eleventh 
century Persia, a s~cret society of the Ismaelite, sect of Islam tried to exert 
social cdntrol through assassination. They would feed "hashish" to a select 
band of young men, and the Grand Master would give them a glimpse of the 
sensual joys awaiting them in heaven ... until they were ready, even at the 
cost of their lives to do his bidding. The Crusaders, another group of religious 
zealots, modified the term "hashishin" into the European term "assassin" 
(Lerner, 1935). 

Zealotry in Pursuit of Infidels 

Wars among the gods and their respective clients are recounted in the 
mythic past. Violent church leadership attacking other religious groups is a 
recurrent event in European history, Pope Innocent Ill's 12th century 
"crusad~" against the Albigenses is one historical example. When General of 
the Church Simon De Montfort won a rich province and his soldiery 
plundered the city, the issues were described in ultimate terms. The enemy 
was characterized in extremes; charged with being enemies of God addicted 
to incest and sodomy. Massacre ~eemed only proportionate to the crime. 
When the soldiers wIshed to stop the slaughter because some good Catholics 
might perish, the papal legate answered them, "Kill! God will know his own." 

The King gave tb;e first signal for the St. B,artholomew's Massacre in 1572, 
which accounted for 50,000 lives, ~nd earned the congratulations of other 
Catholic powers. The Sorbonne defended the ~chievenient, and Pope Gregory 
XIII celebrated it by striking a medal. 
. In all of these acts, religious motivation is mixed with the economic or 
political. The massacre of Catholics by Cromwell in Ireland was seemingly 
economically motivated, but religious rationales removed the victims from 
the range Df scruple and symp~thy.They were God's enemies, despisers of the 
holy' sacraments or idolators. Russian Orthodox Church leadership was 
implicated in anti·Jewish pogroms. Religious elements, such as the "Blood 
libel," r~ised the oonflict to its ultimate frenzy (B~ailford, 1935). More 
rece~"tly, in Belfast, the Reverend Ia'n Paisley, moderator of the- Free 
Presbyterian Church and also a leader of Northern Ireland extremists, 
conducted a virulent campaign against the country's Catholic minority, 
involving, among other things, a procession beginning at the church, carrying 
anti-Catholic placards. The,' marchers were pelted with rocks by Catholics 
(New York Times, July 7,1966, p. 11, col. 3). 

America has known violent persecution of Catholics, Mormons, and 
Hutterites among others .. Glock and Stark (1966) found that certain types of 
orthodox Christi'anify foster anti-semitic attitudes. American anti-semitism 
had the leadership of such preachers as Gerald Winrod and Gerald L. K. 
Smith, at the same time that liberal Protestants, evolving a philo-semitic 
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stance, supported moves for the admission of Jewish refugees and expressed 
sympathy for Jewish national aspirations in Palestine. 

A great deal has been written about the relationship between religion and 
prejudice (e.g., Vanecko, 1966; Cody, 1960). The relationsh.ip may be either 
positive or negative depending upon the meaning to the person of his religious 
involvement. If individuals are deeply involved in their religions for 
"intrinsically" religious reasons, then religiousness and prejudice tend to be 
negatively correlated. However, rf their involvement is intense, but it is for 
"extrinsic" reasons-such. as conformity to a general norm or practiced for an 
ulterior aim-then involvement is. positively corr~lated with prejudice. Feagin 
(1964)~ for instance, using this distinction, originally suggested by Gordon 
Allport, found that extrinsic religion is related to prejudice while intrinsic is 
not. Behavioral science expositors of Allport sometimes assume a value stance 
regarding intrinsic religion as a "truer" faith~ However, both are practiced 
faiths and both equally "true." Intrinsic religion seems more relevant for 
managing individual inner turmoil. Extrinsic religion is more socially oriented. 
The attitude of prejudice is one instance of a social attitude, specifically a 
conflictual social attitude, and so becomes associated with extrinsic religion. 

Protestant Fundamentalists in the United States have, at times, harbored 
severe prejudice against other religious groups. The derisive term "fighting 
Fundamentalists" has been applied by their opponents. Fundamentalism 
tends to be apocalyptic, prophetic, critical of modern life, and apprehensive 
of the future. Fundamentalists have fought such issues as the teaching of 
evolution a.:i.g-.sinfulness in the mass communications media. They respond' to 
critics of their activist position by noting that the Bible exhorts Christians to 
fight a good fight and to war against "spiritual wickedness in higll places" 
(EpheSians 6: 12) (Moberg, 1962, p. 283). 

Interreligious clashes may contribute to the development of the 
contending groups. A student of the Black Muslims argues that their Black 
Supremacy ideology may' help purge the lower-class Negwes of their 
inferiority complex (Essien-Udom, 1962). Pressure upon the American 
Catholic minority during the 19th century has been said to have furnished the 
hammer and the anvil by which a distinctive American Catholic cultural unity 
was created and could absorb later immigrants (McAvoy, 1948). While some 
conflict, and perhaps some violence, may have positive functions for the 
contending groups, a high degree of conflict must be destructive, As Toynbee 
(1947) notes in his Study of History, challenge and response can be the 
historical dynamic, but a society can wither from an excess of challenge. 

Perhaps .the most famous .~ase of interreligious conflict illustrates this. 
point. Runciman, a recent historian of the Crusades, concludes that it was 
only in some aspects of the political development of Western Europe that the 
Crusades left a mark. Apart from the widening of the spiritual domain' of 
Rome, the chief results of the Crusades for Western Christendom were 
negative. The Crusades were the principal cause for the decline of the Moslem 
world. High ideals were besmirched by cruelty and greed, enterprise and 
endurance by blind and narrow self-righteousness, and the Holy War itselfwas 
nothing more than a long act of intQt&a~:\e in the name of God (~unciman, 
1954). .~ 
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Zealotry Among the Dispossessed 

The state is the main guardian of violence. Religious groups either 
legitimate its power, compete with it for the contml, of violence, or ,vithdraw. 
The contemporary state implements violence through specialists-ttlrough its 
police and military. Historically, religion and state were no\t always 
differentiated. The Idng was priest, as in ancient Egypt, or the ldng'.acted in 
the name of religion, as in ancient Israel (Weber, 1952). Warridrs were 
religious warriors, or in Weber's terIns, charismatic war heroes."Weber 
<;haracterizes Nazirites as ecstatic warriors and the Nabiim as magical ec~tatics 
stanafng on the periphery of the battle. In pre-prophetic times, the spirit of 
Yahwe was not an ethical power nor a habitual religious state but w~s an 
acute demonic super-human power of varying, most frequently frightful, 
character. The savage charism~.tic warrior heroes of the Israelite tribes knew 
themselves to be seized by this force. The warrior knew, for example, that the 
god he implored and the enemies' god were different. ' 

Nowadays, this description seems to fit some religious cults pr more 
extreme sects. Wah the differentiation of state and religion, and with 
increased rationaliz((tjon anc~ bureaucratization, the religious warrior image is 
strongest in the religions of the dispossessed. Cult and sect members tend to 
be economically disadvantaged, socially estranged from the broader 
community 0'[ culturally different from the milieu in which they 
reside-sometimes th~y are the dispossessed in all three of these senses. (Some 
arc "dispossessed" psychologically, but in view of the decision not to deal 
with the psychopathology of violence, they will not be treated here.) The 
National Council of Churches estimates that some 6 to 7 million Americans 
belong to cults and sects, 'which, although they include a wide variety of 
beliefs, have in common a r~cognizable deviation from the common forms of 
Protestantism and Catholicism. 'Some of the more exotic ones, such as those 
that find their mecca in southern California, attract people cut off from their 
own communities, and drawn to'the th!rills of a new chance (Mathison, 1960). 
Through these cults the socially dispossessed become spiritually possessed. 

Cults have prolifenited among American Negroes, but still they include but 
~ small proportion of the Negro population. Among the larger, less esoteric 
and secretive cults are the United House of Prayer for All People, the Church 
of God:, the Black Jews, the Moorish Science Temple of America and the 
Father Divine Peace Mission Movement. A student of the problem suggests 
that the Negro community today is, with respect to religion, splitting in two 
directions. Increasingly, Negroes are becoming cultists, but also, increasingly, 
tI.ley are becoming Catholics {Johnston, 1956). ¥r0st cults are neither more 
vlolent nor violence prone than the religions of the' majority. 

At times, though, a cult breaks into the news with some violent act. A 
Haitian was accused of killing a woman, also from Haiti, who, he believed, 
had placed a voodoo curse on him. He had asked her to cure him. She said 
that she could not, ahd :he retorted that he was not going to die alone (New 
York Times, Jan. 17,1966, p. 18, col. 3), 

',Much discussion of the role of cults and sects of the dispossessed in social 
actipn has rested on a model of psychological compensation and 
sublimation-as, indeed, has much of the discussion of the social relevance of 
religiorfin general.' The ..... Jghly-charged atmosphere of cultic ritual is said to 
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drain off energies or turn them inward. In this. respect cults are inimical to 
relevant social action, especially violent action. Tltis orientation informs some 
classic studies of the sociology of religion. Gilbert Murray (1925) writes of 
the failure of nerve in ancient Greece. When one turns, he says, from the great 
writers of classical Athens-Sophocles or Aristotle-to those of the Christian 
era, there is a difference in tone; there is a rise of asceticism, of mysticism and 
in a sense, a pessimism, a loss of self-confidence, of hope in this life, and of 
faith in normal human effort, a despair of patient inquiry, a cry for infallible 
revelation, and indifference to the welfare of the state. It is an atmosphere in 
which the aim of the good man is not so much to live justly, to help the 

'society to which he belongs and to enjoy the esteem of his fellow creatures; 
but rather, by means of a burning faith and a contempt for the world and "its 
standards, by ecstasy of suffering and martyrdom, to be granted pardon for 
his unspeakable unworthiness, his immeasurable sins. The best feed-ground 
for su persti.tion, says Murray, is a society in which the fortunes of men seem· 
to bear practi.cally no relation to their merits and efforts. 

Under stress the cult may move in either an activist or a passive 
contemplative direction. In bro~d historical perspective, Toynbee (1956) has 
noted that the founders of the higher religions have arisen chiefly from the 
members of the disintegrating society, whose normal human sufferings have 
bee~ intensified to an abnormal degree at the social breakdown and 
disintegration resulting from the failure of parochial community worship. By 
parochial community, Toynbee means the deification of the nation. Founders 
of the higher religions can emerge from a group submerged in a parochial 
community, that is, from being uprooted from one's home, and becoming a 
refugee, exile or deportee who has been wrenched out of his ancestral 
framework. The infliction of such extreme suffering on a grand scale is a 
self·indictment of the society in which these atrocities are committed. Both 
Buddhism and Christianity, says Toynbee, accept suffering as an opportunity 
for. acting on the prompting oflove and pity. 

Some but not all cults of the dispossessed are prompted by love and pity. 
In studies of American Indians, messianic movements, the Ghost Dance and 
the Peyote cult are linked to hard times, times of deprivation. Scholars 
consider these phenomena among the deprived as alternatives to 
environmentally oriented action (Barber, 1941). Another sociological study 
notes that Indians developed Peyotism, Shakerism and The Great Message as a 
strivmg for personal reformation and reorganization of the social system 
when they realized that physical resistance no longer could be reali~t.i0ally 
hoped for (Voget, 1957). . 

In a study of a tnh~culous healing movement in PU(lrto Rico, Tumin and 
Feldman (1955) rely on a similar model. They describe predisposing elements 
for believing in the appearance of'the Virgin on this occasion. The believers 

. ' 
who had aspirations for improvement through both natural and magical 
means, were rural dwellers who worked hard with little recreation, had low 
education and were subject to widespread, enduring illnesses. This movement 
arose against the background of a religious ideology which is a relatively 
·inactive and devitalized feature of the culture. 

Glock (1964) associates the formation of most religious groups. with some 
perceived deprivation. Of course, all acts are motivated by some sense of lack. 
Glock argues more specifically that religious resolutions rather than other 
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institutional resolutions of a problem posed by a deprivation are likely to 
occur when the nature of the deprivation is inaccurately perceived, and where 
those experiencing the deprivation are not in the position to work directly at 
eliminating the causes. Religious resolutions, he continues, are likely to 
compensate for feelings of deprivation rather than to eliminate its causes. 
Sects are responses to economic deprivation, churches to social deprivation, 
and cults to psychic deprivation. 

'The mechanism of projection may -, be resorted to as an alternative to 
sublimation. What cannot be hoped for in the present is projected into an 
eschatological future, thus diverting 'concern away from action in the present. 
Jehovah's Witnesses, for example, emphasize eschatology, in their case a 
cataclysmic end of the world succeeded by the millennium. Cohn (1955), a 
prominent student of this group, categorizes them as a typical proletarian 
movement with a syst·em of esoteric knowledge, ?i'doctrine of rejection of the 
world, and a description of a millennium as ,its responses to a feeling that 
social disputes can no longer be arbitrated through a common governmental 
institution. Sublimation, compensation or projection are but a few of the 
possible responses to a frustrating situation. These particular responses are 
conceived in the image of coping. In such a frame of reference, human acts 
are simply responses to environmental events. 

Alternatively, man may initiate action on the environment. His behavior is 
then' a way of shaping events about him. Experimental evidence raises doubts 
about such a theory o( compensation. The hypothesis that extensive religious 
training would lead one to express less anger toward his environment and 
more likely turn it in upon himself was tested. experimentally and not 
substantiated (Bateman and Jenson, 1958). The observation that cultic 
activities emerge under perceiveq deprivation is, no doubt, correct. The 
inference that they are compensatory, in the sense that compensation 
truncates rational 'action to erase the deprivation, is probably too limited an 
explanation. 

Cults might better be viewed as incubators of future action, a rear staging 
area from which later challenges to the system may be launched. William 
James (1902) speaks of a religious enthusjasinproducing con tempt of danger. 
The annals of martyrdom relate the triurriph of religious imperturbability. 

A: study of the Negro church ofll,dm€two decades ago suggests this training 
function. Fauset (1944) ~aysthat the Negro church represents the one 
institution amon~ Ne~J"0efnn the United States where we are privileged to 
observe the ~e.ds'"o{ reYblt, so inherent in the institution of slavery, taking 
rooLandc'spfouting. In(~,eed, the American Negro church viewed historically 

"""'pi'ovides numerous vivid'rexamples of the Negroes' capacity to revolt. The cult 
is a graduate church. It1,'heightens the sense of the esoteric within the group. 
Uttle more than a decade later the Negro revolt spilled into the public arena, 
its leadership drawn from the established as well as the protest churches and 
its political forms resembling some cultic precursors. 

The cult generates the energy and. the know-how to act though the 
opportunity for action may be delayed. It also serves to locate the evil. The 
cult develops spiritual rapport among its devotees. And, sometimes, hostility 
toward nonmembers, particularly unsympathetic or critical observers. 

The intense atmosphere of the cult is like the religious atmosphere of the 
most primitive people (Jones, 1939). A report of a meeting of the Mighty I 
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Am cult in Chicago is illustrative. The ~l.lthorities gave the leader some 
difficulties and, as a response, he shouted to his flock that he was calling 
down a curse on all Chicagoans. And he did. He sent down the "cows and pigs 
and lambs you have deprived of life in your stockyards to haunt you." As he 
yelled each new threat, his followers would cry in unison: "Annihilate! 
Annihilate! Annihilate!" (Mathison, 1960). 

If a cult is thought of as a training ground for later action, it does not 
always follow that those involved in these preparatory activities will be the 
same individuals who later implement the violence. It is not only' the 
preparation of individuals which is taking place. It is the preparation of a 
social structure, of a social system. In the particular case cited above, 
seven-eighths of the "annihilators" were elderly women, hardly soldiers of 
vengeance. Sometimes the small social structure of the cult may be a device 
for energizing a much larger system. In this sense the Black Muslim movement 
among American Negroes may be viewed as a general Negro revitalization 
movement (Laue, 1964). 

The previous sections dealt with religious legitimations of violence. It was 
argued that religious groups justify violence by escalating issues to life and 
death matters and by specifying the locus of evil. Individuals experience 
anxiety when called upon to execute violence. The following sections show 
how religious groups enable individuals to act violently despite their fears. 

-Specifically, it wiIi be argued that participation in' religious ritual helps 
engender individual courage to commit a violent act. The ability of ritual to 
do this is an extension of a general function of ritual in. providing courage to 
act. For that act to become violent it must usually be accompanied by the 
legitimating process described above. 

The generic question is, how does an occurrence in a social group influence 
a personality event? The answer will be that it does so, essentially, in two 
ways. First, through religious ritual, norms legitimating violent acts are 
reaffirmed. The individual's behavior is supported with reference to these 
norms. The previous pages illustrated the character of this support in turning 
matters into ultimates and incarnating an opponent as the devil's disciple. 
Second, religious ritual assists the individual in converting his fear of the 
potential conflict into an enthusiastic thrust toward the act. This happens, in 
part, through the reaffirmation of norms. From the actor's point of view,this 
implies strengthened commitment to the group and its norms. The group, in 
turn,affirms its solidarity behind the actor. On. the motivational level a 
transformation of energy occurs. The energy which has been bound up in fear 
is transformed to an enthusiasm. The individual is symbolically carried 
through a series of experiences similar in form, but in reverse order, to those 
through which his personality was evolved. 

A Background Note From Personality Theory 

This articulation between personality and SOciety will be explicated in 
terms of Talcott Parsons' (1955) model of personality development. This 
model conceives of personality as evolving through successive differentiations 
in the structure of motivation occasioned by successive encounters of the 
individual with role partners. The reverse process is one of dedifferentiation 
of the structure of motivation again through an encounter with role partners. 

" .~ 
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To set the hage for this theoreti~al model, a few words are in order regarding 
Parsons' theory of personality development. " 

Parsons oegins with an image of the neonate's undifferentiated 
motivational ,flow. As; the neonate invests objects in the situation with 
motivational significance, part of his formerly undifferentiated personality is 
structured or differentiated relative to this external object. The unit of 
structured personality is referred to as an internalized' object. Each 
internalized object is the role complement of the situational object. The child 
experiences the external object as an element of behavior "expected" of him. 
The complementary internalized object is a "disposition" to behave in terms 
oqhese expectations. In stable social relationships, there is a balance between 
the expectations and the dispositions" 

The neonate, original~y physiological organism, does not discriminate in 
any' symbolic sense between' itself aIld others. Strictly speaking, without 
apprehended "others" there is still no '''self.'' The, distinction between needs 
which are immediately satisfied and those that suffer delay in their 
satisfaction provides the first hint of otherness. A first differentiation takes 
place with this "realization" of otherness. "Other" is associated with the 
satisfactions upon which he is dependent, and "self' is organized about those 
he can meet autonomously. A segment of the personality has been organized 
in terms of the self-other relationship, around the "dispositions" of the s'elf 
and the "expectations" of the other. This first differentiation takes place 
along the dimension termed by Parssms "specificity/diffuseness." The 
introduction of "specificity," in place of prior "diffuseness," implies that the 
'Yorld can .now be related to in sepamte "specific" segments. Previously, the 
relation between neonate and world had been global. In Freudian terms, this 
parallels the oral stage of development. ' 

From the diffuse "ground" of mother-child identity, the relatively 
segmented !'figure"" of a self-parent role emerges. The role is segmented in 
two senses. First, the self-parent relation is separated from the remaining 
relations; and, second, the behavioral dispositions of self become distinct 
from the behavioral expectations of parent. Social interaction is now possible. 

The primary ,ability to organize situational objects, to cathect specific 
aspects of the situation, has been established. However, the child can organize 
only according to the law of feeling. Situational objects are discriminated as 
the liked and disliked, the needed and the annoying. The child's emotional 
expression, originally unfettered, is confronted with expectations of control. 
New demands are made and disciplines imposed. The child encounters 
situations, where affect is to be inhibited, and he ,becomes aware of a new 
distinction jn his object environment. 

Under the impact of this demand, the parental situational object is now seen 
as fulfilling two functions, in effect being two objects: a sanctioning agent 
demanding "conformity" is\differentiated and stands alongside the "nurturing" 
agent. Simultaneously, one part of the self is cathected in a complementary way 
as being disciplined and another part as being nurtured. The sanctioning agent 
expects and rewards disciplined or controlled performance. Correspondingly, a 
n~wdisc~plined self, characterized by dispositions to respond "adequately," is 
dIfferentiated from a former autonomous self. In most cultures, expectations of 
instrumental conformity tend to be associated with the father and the rturturant 
expectations with the mother. 

, , I 
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These new distinctions tend to focus around the sex Iole. The mother and 
father emerge as two distinct roles from the former parental figure, while in a 
complementary fashion, the child discriminates between behaviors of male 
and female children with reference to his own identity. Both child sex models 
are internalized by all children, but there is a stro~g cultural pressure to grant 
primacy to one over the other in accord with the child's gender. 

The former two-role system has now differentiated into a four-role system. 
These are the four basic roles of the nuclear fClmily. This differentiation takes 
place along what Parsons terms the affectivity/affective neutrality dimension. 
New affectively neutral, emotionally restrained relationships are 
distinguished, and the affective, emotional roles are segregated in specific 
contexts. In Freudian terms, this process begins in the anal and concludes in 
the Oedipal phase. " 

With perception no longer so completely under emotional control, the way 
is prepared for logical or theoretical thinking. At this stage, th{i child still 
categorizes objects in terms of their relations to the child. Through 
participation in the wider subsystems of peer and school groupings,9fe learns 
ways of categorizing according to more general rules. Father is no longer 
simply hisparen.t but is also classed as an instance of the general category 
"man." The cbild learns to differentiate between the f,unily members who are 
grouped with him by "blood ties" and other children who belong with him 
according to general age and sex criteria. The child .now can cathect according 
to general principles, by universalistic standards. This new differentiation of 
categories 'of objects, of role partners, takes place along what Parsons terms 
the universalism/particularism axis. New rehitions based on universalistic 
standards emerge from the previous particularistic ground. 

Yet, true theoretical thought requires still another step. Though objects 
may be classed objectively by universalistic rules, they are still seen only 
according to their illherent charactyIistics, theii qualities, charact.eristics 
which they sustain through aU situations. With exposure to scho'ol, later to 
the occupational structure, the child learns that new classifications maybe 
based on the performances of objects. Pupils may be grouped in school on the 
basis of their scholastic achievements. One may enter a professional category 
through training. Role partners need no longer be grouped simply by given 
attributes ·but may also be groupe(\ according to their functions. 'This 
differentiation is along what Parsons terms the performance/quality 
dimension. New r~lations based on performances become possible. Ii 

Each step in the differentiation of personality depends on the prio~ step. 
The performance/quality distinction would not be possible unless the child 
had universalistic' , standards by which to judge performance. The 
universalism/particularism differentiations depend on the ability to inhibit 
affective expre~sion in the relations universalistically defined. Affective 
neutrality could be distinguished from affectivity because a prior ability t6 
relate specifically-'or segmentally, rather. than diffusely, had already defined 
sectors of emotionaL restraint. ". 

, As each branching occurs, the ,prior steps do not disappear but remain as 
"ground" or context. for the new c:liffe.tentiation. The discriminated mothe\' and 
father figures are still joined to the,f;ommon parental figure f(om which they 
derived. The common source relates them as .a collectivity or ,a "we" with 
respect to the'child. He has gained mother and father but not lost his parents. ' 
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"d" C h . groun o~ context lor t e new.> dIfferentiation. The discriminated mother 
and fath~r figures are still joined to the common parental figure from which 
~ey denved. The common source relates them as a collectivity or; a "we" 
WIth respect to the child. He has gained mother and father but not lost his 
parents. 

The Achievement of the Courage To Be Zealous 

General Principles " 

Parsons' model of personality development rev~als how conflicts among 
social Uexpectations" may be, reflected in conflicts among the internalized 
"dispositions" which complement them. An external value conflict is 
experienced as an internal need conflict. When the >realization of one value 
implies > the frustration of another value, the problem of the 
app!oa.ch/avoidance conflict, the individual requires some special 
mobvatlOnalencouragement to act despite the frustration. The individual 
faced with executing a violent act is faced with overcoming some rather deep 
needs. He may not only fear retribution but, more importantly, may fear the 
~nfliction of harm on another. S. L: A. Marshall found that only 25 percent of 
mfantiyinen in battle fire their weapons. Some do not fire evep when being 
overrun. The fear of killing, rather than the fear of, being killed; is the 
common cause of battle failure (Marshall, 1947). Further, courage is also 
needed ~hen some role or v:alue i~ s?highly differentiated, especially along 
the affecbvely neutral and UnIversalisbc axes that the self is radically removed 
from its situation. This is the problem of apathy. Motivational commitment 
to the role, enthusiasm. for its realization, is limited. 

C~urage to quas~ <either anxiety or' ae~~hy is achieved by symbolically 
carrymg the personalIty back to less differentiated levels to prepare it to enact 
some value or role on a more differentiated leveL The conflicts between need 
dispositions may be undercut by returning to the source of both of the 
diff~ren~iated dispositions iIi a prior less differentiated need disposition. Broad 
D;lobvatlOnal energy underlying both of the conflicting values is then mobilized 
and focused on that role or value to be enacted. This seems to be the 
psycholo.gica~ correlat~ to TilliCh's (1952) ontological faith absorbingdoubt. 
The notIOn IS not neW to social science. It is implied in the. concept of 
ambivalence.' ",'. 

"G.oi?~~ack" along the genealogical tree of personality is not a process of 
?e~ocIahzabon. On~e a dif~~~entiation takes place in the socialization process, it 
IS rrrevocable. The return IS not a matter of destroying differentiations but of; 
1J.91ding certain differentiations in abeyance. That differentiation which 
determines the role or value tobe realized remains a constant context. Were this 
not the case, religion woul4 be, as Freud saw it, a regressive phenomenom. It 
would be simply a going back to childhood patterns of behavior. The individual 
w?uld. return to primary narcissism with its: oceanic feeling. The thesis of this 
paper ~s that t~e energy of prior levels i~ tappes and made available for enacting 
later dlfferenbateq roles or values. The regression is but a means to the ultimate 
progression. In the language of ego psychology, it is a regression in the service of 
the ego. Since pathologically motivated violence is excluded from consideration 
here, the violent ~ct with which we al"e concerned is an ego-controlled act. ' 
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According to the model, personality differentiation occurs through the 
individual's participation in a series of differentiating social systems. The 
achievement of courage, the invocation of zealotry, is accompanied by a 
process of social dedifferentiation. Dedifferentiation of the personality 
structure comes about through participation in a series of dedifferentiated 
social structures. Religious worship, ceremonies, prayers are such 
dedifferentiating activities. 

The rituals, rites and ceremonies function to carry the worshippers back 
along the path' of social dedifferentiation. As the structure recedes, 
motivational energy is released and becomes available for the realization of 
the feared act of violence. At the same time, the group is reaffirming the 
nor-ms which support that violence. The order in the dedifferentiating ritual 
must exactly reverse that of differentiation. First, the quality/performance 
distinction is placed in abeyance. Then, order, the universalism/particularism, 
affectivity /neutrality, and, possibly, specificity /dif(u'seness distinctions slip 
. away. Each new dedifferentiation requires that the preceding ones have taken 
place. This is not unlike the "value added'! concept in economics wh1ch"has 
been applied so skillfully to social and psychological analyses (Smelser, 
1963). The degree of courage, zealotry or the intensity 'of motivationai 
energy which becomes available depends upon three factors: how far back the 
dedifferentiation goes, the number of times the worshipper goes through the 
series of stages, ~ and the number 13r scope or depth of the values/needs 
touched by the intended act. 

Four Steps :Toward ~ocio-Religious Dedifferentiation 

Various forms of worship function to' promote dediff~rentiationalong 
each of the four dimensions. Each religion may have diffe,rent acts of worship 
to realize dedifferentiation, or some particular stage of dedifferentiation. On 
the other hand, a given act may function at seyeral stages of dedifferentiation. 

The focus· of this discussion has been on the mobilization of energy in the 
individual. From the perspective of the social community in whose context 
this is realized, the outcome is crystallized in a norm legitimating the violent 
act. The community affirms its consensus - around this individual. Thus, 
through religious ritual, support for violence is attained on three levels: tg.e 
psychological level in which the energy of courag~r is mobilized; the.social, in 
whic}1 the solidary supportive group is manifest; and the cultural, in which 
the legitimating norm is manifested. Earlier, this pape~5iill,ustrated the use. of 
jegitimating norms. Here, we are concerned with:, formaI aspects of their 
evolution. . . .' . .,' 

'Who may worship and who may not. - The first '~tep is to set aside the 
quality/performance distinction, the last, most matur~\ differentiation of the 
personality. This is accomplished in the decision made on eligibility for 
membership in tile Worshipp!ng group. Performance becomes irrelevant to the 
acceptability of a member. The criteria for belongirlg refer to inherent 

Aualities of the individual-his beIng of the "elect" or of~ particular lineage. 
-this is not so much the beginning of the ritual to promote religious zealotry 

, . l 

as a precondition for it. .~'. 
Dedication to the belief system has a function here. A bblief is considered 
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an ascriptive and inherent criterion. People do not bring themselves to 
believe. They either do or do not b'elieve. The world is divided between 
believers and nonbelievers. By assent to a common set of beliefs, individuals 
declare that th~y possess the signs of eligibility for membership in a common 
group. 

Initiatory rites belong here. Initiation does not principally depend on a 
performance on the part of the initiate. It depends on a judgment by other 
merpbers of the group that he possesses the id(mtifying quality. The initiating 
acts in themselves do not make an individual a member. In the case of the 
Indian lad who must spend 3 days in the desert, it is not the performance 
which counts. It is the fact of submitting and allowing something to happen 
to him, of laying himself open to an experience. The appea·:jce in a dream 
confirms his adulthood. Similarly, the initiate who walks or{ hot coals, and 
the Bar Mitzvah who demonstrates his ability to read scripture do not gain 
membership by virtue of their performances. These. performances are signs by 
which the group may judge whether or not the initiate possesses the necessary 
qualities for membership. . 

The quality based acceptance of the individual is paralleled by the 
separation of the object of the incipient violence. The first preparation for 
the impending act of violence is the separation of the victim from the 
community. That takes place at this stage. 

AchievinK,\brotherhood and antagonism. - T.he next dedifferentiation IS 
along the ur{iversalism/particularism dimension. The ascriptive basis of 
membership in the' worshipping community has been established. Ritual acts 
now demonstrate solidarity among the members. With the credentials of 
those present established, emphasis shifts to their relations to one another. 
Classification according to universalistic standards recedes. The .brotherhood 
of all believers becomes primary. 

Physicalconvergerice of members of the tribe or the assembling of the 
congregation demonstrates their dedifferentiated character, their 
particularistic unity. Pilgrimages to Lourdes, Mecca or Jerusalem have this as 
one function. The congregants become as one in the sight of God. 

Ethical behavior based on brotherly love contributes to this 
dedifferentiated solidarity. Differences in ethical obligations to a brother and 
toa foreigner point .up the particularistic aspect of the ethical decision. Acts 
of charity contribute to this particularistic integration. And charity is defin~~ 
in this context by its departure from universalistic standards. Even obligatory 
alms establish a particularistic relationship between the giver and the receiver. 
Subjected to universalistic standards, they become taxes. 

'Declarations of dedication to the belief system also contribute to 
integration here. On the previous level they were signs of membership. Here 
they assert that those. who believe in the same things are bound together in 
these beliefs. " " , 

Rhythms of rdigious ritual ~re al~o dedifferentiating. Moving in rhythm, 
fIlembets of a group pattern their relc,ttionship in time and space. The larger 
rhythms of the yearly religious calendar guide the people converging upon 
and diverging. from the place of' worship. Rhythmic worship is orderly 
worship which enables people to move in harmoriy. The rhythm of prayer 
joins the voices of the worshippers into one voice. The poetic structure of 
many prayers encourages this harmony. Group chanting and singing, 

---"".--- --~------------.---~--
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worshipers rising and bowing at the same time, transforms congregants into a 
congregation. 

The group being dedifferentiated is not limited to the physically present 
one. Ceremonies link -in space and time fuose physicallydisfant from one 
another. The larger rhythms of religious life assur~ the worshipers in one 
community that those in another Wnd are participating, if not 
simultaneously, at least at a corresponding time. Moslems bow low in prayer 
at the same appointed times each day, and assemble at the mosque when it is 
for them Friday noon. Common text and commo!'! language of prayer are 
other ways of uniting adherents in.removed communities. All Moslems open 
their morning devotion with the same words, "Allah is great" and "Allah is 
merciful." The Arabic language, whether understood or not, is ubiquitously 
the language of prayer. An Urdu-speaking Moslem can pray alongside'a Turk. 

Social dedifferentiation in historical time takes place. Tradrtion preserves 
forms of devotion through time. Present, past and future w.orshippers join in 
contemporaneity without simultaneity. Revelation occurring in previous time 
is relevant to the present. Hallowing common ancestors greates togetherness 
in time. Myths of origin show worshippers that they are brothers grown from 
the same roots. 

Suffering is an important social integrator. A person suffering for the sake 
of another giv~s up a part of his self to that other and merges with him. When 
several suffer '~o realize the. same values, .each devotes a part of himself to the 
collective. In this mutual suffering, each is giving his self for the other. 
Realization of the value is a joint realization of that devoted part of each 
person. . 

Sacrifice is the religious model for suffering. In sacrifice, a possession, a 
part of the self, is laid upon the altar. It is been either entirely destroyed, that 
is, consJlmed by the deity, or partially burned and the remainder shared by 
some or all the worshippers. The model is that of communion (Smith, ·1956) 
whereby God and man become one through God eating man. The social 
group absorbs the individual. Rituals of confession and commitment fulfill 
this function in a contemporary Protestant' sefting. The feast presents the 
reverse image. In the feast the totem animal is consumed. Man and God 
become one as man absorbs the manna of the deity. Man eats God. In many 
rituals these two forms alternate. First there is sacrifice; then feast. First God 
eat~ man; then man eats God. <" 

This order of sacrifice before feast, atonement before rejoicing, is found in 
most cases. Why cannot the order be reversed with rejoicing preceding 
sacrifice? The answer seems to stem from the requirement that 
dedifferentiation proceed in given steps. While rejOicing together promotes 
particularistic relations, its primary function is emotional release on the next 
level. Until the worshippers have gone through the particularistic step and 
become brothers, it is difficult for them to drop emotional inhibitions. When 
the order is reversed and affective release precedes solidarity, tliisacrifi~e has 
less. the character of communion than of guilt offering. , 

Ascetic rites and taboos also dedifferentiate. They too are sacrifices 
requiring denial of part of the self. Asceticism and. taboo also discipline the 
emotions until solidarity is achieved. They prevent 'premature movement to 
the next level. They also have a function at the prior level, at which 
~bstinenge from atype of food may signify membership. 
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Prayers of thanksgiving, thank-offerings, and grace said when food is 
already on the table seem to create a problem from our point of view. They 
do, not precede an act for which courage is needed, hut follow a succestful 
action. Thanksgiving and, adoration may be thought of in two ways. On the 
one hand, they have a "'pattern maintenaqce" function, preserving already 
achieved courage. In this sense, they fit the model of feast following sacrifice. 

'The American Thanksgiving may be thought of in this light as providing 
strength to face the winter. On the other hand, thanksgivings and adorations 
may be considered celebrations which are primarily tension-reductive rather 
than tension-productive. Then they become not true religious rites but rather 
expressive ceremonies, as recreational activities. Thanksgivings and 
celebrations come in so many different garbs that they deserve a special 
analysis. 

Piacular rites also contribute to social dedifferentiation but in a more 
roundabout way. Death is the supreme differentiator. Malinowski (1955) and 
Warner (1937) argue that death excises a role occupant leaVing a gap in the 
social structure. Consequently, the group 'l-~sembles to reassert its solidarity. 
The problem seems more severe. Warner notes that it is not the removal of 
just one role occupant. The immediate reaction to death is the social 
withdrawal of the bereaved as well. The dedifferentiating motif of burial and 
mourning ceremonies is a response to a whole set of unfulfilled roles. Death, 
as a differentiating force, is courage preventive. The spirit of the deceased is 

.,' often intuited as evil or devilish. The sadness associated with piacular or 
mourning rites seems related, in part, to this confrontation with courage .. 
prevention, with the devil,Warner, in his study of Murngin society, notes that 
when a victim is judged to be dying because of magic, the community 
withdraws from him. Isolation hastens his death. This gives further insight 
into the piacular. Mourning is not intended to retrieve the victim but to make 
sure that he is, completely removed. Having turned into an evil spirit, he is a 
courage preventor who must be separated so as not to endanger the courage 
of the survivors. Another w~y of handling this is to define the deceased as a 
martyr-a positive image around which the group can rally. This is especially 
important in an atmosphere of violence where death is common. 

. - At this stage, the already segregated intended victim is defined as evil and 
his obliteration not only justified but needed. The universalistic standards are 
set aside and the particularistic relation of hate put in their place~ 

Releasing affect, the precipitant of violence.~With the establishment of 
group solidarity and particularistic loyalty, the breakdown of emotional 
restraints becomes less dangerous. Dedifferentiation may now take place on 
the affectivity/affective neutrality dimension. An inhibition may be thought 
of as an emotional secret. In a system of univer~alistic relationships,these 
restraints are functional. They protect the status occupant agai1}st conflicting 
demands of his various role partners. They also contain impulsive release, ,a 
necessity for the accomplishment of instrumental .action. In a society of 
brothers, secrets and . inhibitions are disturbing. They are a barrier to 
dedifferentiation. A series of rites functions to place affective neutrality in 

~ .. abeyance and encourage affective expression. Ordinarily, this does not lead to 
complete' unreserve or orgiastic expression. Were emotion to dissipate wildly, 
it would not be available for the realization of the act. Emotion is released 
under controlled conditions. It is released and simultaneously gathered up 

1 , 
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and channeled. This is possible because the diffuse/specific discrimination has 
not yet been placed in abeyance. Emotion is released toward segmentally 
defined aspects of the structure, released and channeled toward the specific 
.role or value to be realized. . 

The lack of humor in worship is striking. Courage achieving is everywhere 
a serious business. Durkheim notes this as "respect." James (1929) calls it 
"solemn," and Otto (1958) writes of the "mysterium tremendum." The 
reason may be that humor is tension releasing. To laugh during a religious 
service would inappropriately release the tension and prevent its being 
channeled into the desired act. Where humor appears, it is associated with 
laughing away evil spirits or other disturbing elements. It is a way of 
frustrating the courage preventing forces. 

Confession is another way of breaking down emc)tional barriers. Public 
confession in the early. Christian Church. is more broadly socially 
dedifferentiating than Confession before a single confessor or·in privacy to 
God. Confession, of course, functions at the previous level to achieve 
particulari~tic relations. Its relevance here depends upon brotherhood already 
having been achieved. 

Incense plays on the gentler emotions. Light, .color, fire, and stained glass 
excite. Dimness casts visual environmental constraints into vagueness. 

The rhythmic and musical aspects of ritual, uniting people 
particularistically at the above level, here function to encourage affectivity. 
Dancing appears in many religious rites. Previously, movement together led, to 
solidarity. Now movement together evokes emotion.)lliythmic rites approach 
ilr climax with a quickening beat and less distinct risings and fallings. 
Pulsations become indistinguishable. "Rhythmic structure recedes. Rhythm is 
then less able to bind and channel emotion and the worshipper is brought to 
the edge of the next phase. This is the optimum point for the act ()f violence. 

Most religious invocation of zealotry stops at this point.. To place 
specificity in abeyance would mean that the' emotion,released could no longer 
be channeled into thtl new act. The characteristic of the mystic is that he does 
continue the dedifferentiation along the specificity/diffuseness dimension. 
Commitment is complete. God and man become one.!, 

Ecstasy and pitfalls in the invocation of zealo/fy.-There are two polar 
dangers in courage achieving. If it goes to the mystic extreme, to the point 
where no differentiations are recognized any longer, then motivation will be 
dissipated through an ecstatic experience. There is high courage but no act. 
No realization of the role or value is possible. In some ecstatic cultic 
experience this occurs, and, as mentioned above, the function may be 
preparatory. It is not necessary that the violent act eventuate immedi.ately 
from the ritual. The ritual may be·a training ground. O~ the other hand, If the 
differentiated structure becomes overly rigid or the so~ial distance between 
the differentiated social ~tatuses very great, then the attempt to achieve 
courage in this way will fail at the universalism/particularism stage. It 
becomes impossible to realize the brotherhood. There is neither courage nor 
an act. 

To avoid this latter pitfall~ ~hurches in highly differentiated societies tend 
to attract members from a restricted range of social status~s. The extremely 
wealthy and the extremely poor do not attend the same church. Thi~ religious 
stratification is reinforced by cultural factors. There is a need for consistency 
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between the culture of the religiqus institution and that of the various social 
classes. In the upper classes, the universalism/performance motif is more 
strongly institutionalized than in the lower classes. The "hallelujahs" of the 
Pentecostal sects are to'o culturally inconsistent with the life of the upper 
classes. The dedifferentiating rite must be more restrained. As a consequence, 
the upper classes are less volatile in their violence than are the lower classes. 

Contradictory requirements of differentiation and dedifferentiation may 
produce a problem for religio'us organizations~ As' the religious institution 
expands, the exigencies of organization encourage the growth of 
bureaucratization. The church becomes a highly differentiated group with a 
series of hierarchically ordered statuses of itn own. It becomes more and more 
difficult for the church to fulfill its courage achieving function. At some 
point a group of members no longer able to achieve courage in this institution 
break off from the church and form a s~ct. They may also break away and 
form a political cell with a quasi-religious form. If, however, by this time, the 
norms legitimating violence and the social solidarity supporting it h,ave been 
firmly established in tradition, then a cold, methodical:, instflJmentally 
controlled violence-so familiar in modern technological society-may be 
supported with even more terrible consequences. 

THE CONSTRAINT OF ZEALOTRY 

Religion enables the violent act by assisting the individual to develop the 
courage to face the anxiety involved in such an act. This is achieved by 
providing solidary social support and legitimating norms. The effective 
exercise of violence requires that it be subject to certain constraints. In fact, 
effective functioning of the social order requires constraint of violence. As 
Hobbes (1928) said, a war of all against all would make life "solitary, poor, 
nasty, brutish and short." How do religious institutions constrain zealotry? 

The very same factors which invoke the violent act are also associated with 
less intensive events. Herein lies the church's dilemma in constraining 
zealotry. The conception of radical evil in Western religion, used in locating a 
victim for violence, has i!1so been linked to Western man's achievement of 
environmental control. Religion does not create violence any more than guns 
kill. A gun makes the hand more potent. Religion enters as a social 
magnifying glass. It enlarges social conflict into a life and death issue. 

rhe:real question in the control of violence is that of dealing with the 
baSIC sources of social conflict-the differences of interests, the inequities in 
the distriQutions of social benefits and the character of social justice. It is not 
violence as such on which interest should focus. The legitimation of violence 
is the issue. In a society in which the governing polity is accepted as 
legitimate by all sub-groups, the very need' Jor violence is vitiated. In this 
sense, relIgious deterrence to violence emerges out of the prophetic ideal of 
social justice. 

Religion' invokes violence and it also demands peace. Violence and peace 
are two sides of life-"there is a time for peace and a time for war." This 
pap~r has analyzed one side-the support and invocation of violence. Another 
paper could be written on the role of religion in the maintenance of peace. 
The relative extent to which religion, or a given religion, invokes violence or 
peace is a topic worthy of research. The data are not in . 
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Certain religions prevent conflicts from escalating ~to viole~ce by 
disengaging from the world. The Buddhist conquest of deSIre takes this pa!h. 
A consequence of this disengagement is t~at the w?rk o~ t~e w?rld re~ams 
undone. Religion can also escalate an mteres! m build.mg mto. vlbr,ant 
entrepreneurial activity. Another way to t~ncate ~iolence, IS, to cont~nue the 
steps toward the achievement of courage. With dedlrfer~n~Iabon.cuttmg ba~k 
a.s far as the specific/diffuse distinction, the energy IS dlss~pated man ?ceamc 
mysticism. Here again no violent act can emerge-but agam, the world s work 
is not done. 

The violence abetted by religion is social violence. Religious institutions 
tend to be intolerant of idiosyncratic acts of violence such as those occllrring 
as part of crime for individual profit. Religion's principal mechanism for 
sapping the roots of such idiosyncratic violence is found in the tradition of 
the cure of souls, of spiritual healing. ;Like its progeny., modern 
psychotherapy, the spiritual director bids the individual return to the fold 
and to adjust to social norms, The traditional religious rpeans fo~ th: cure of 
souls involves an examination of conscience. In thi~ exa~abon, the 
individual is enabled to measure his own position against that.of, thlt broader 
norm. Confession opens the problem to public view aiding both the 
"penitent" and the spiritual director to have a dearer image of t~e ~eviance. 
Through such a process, the idiosyncratic activist p,o~ition ~an Shlf~ mto one 
of dependency. _ Through this dependency,. the spmtual dlIec~or IS able to 
work toward a more adjusted or pacific attltude. In a sens,e, t~~ re~erses the 
procedure which enables the violent act. It points toward resoclalizabon. 

A second mechanism in the constraint of violence operates on the cultural 
level. In the process of enabling violence, religious culture associ~tes the 
conflict issue with its own ultimates. Rather than making the Issue an 
absolute, it may juxtapose, but not associate, the issue wi~ ,the ultimate and 
so relatively reduce the power of the issue. It may relabvlze the mundane 
conflict by placing it in a larger context of meaning. Her~, such terms as 
patience, balance and seeing thir;gs in proportion are appropnate.. • 

Perhaps the significant movement of religion toward the contamment of 
violence has been the displacement of the ecstatic in religion, by formal 
rational law. Talmudic law did not elimina.t~,,> the pr~nciple of capital 
punishment but set such conditions for its enactment that it becam~ an 
unlikely occurrence. The development of re1i~io~~ law does ?~t remove 
violence from soci~ty, but provides procedures hmltmg the conditlon~ ~nder 
which it may legitimately take place. Within the rule of law, personal VIgilante 
action is displaced by effective legal action to redress grievances. . . 

On the social level, religion may deter violence by stressmg umversal 
values. Rituals and beliefs' may lead to an ever-widening area of peaceful 
relations-to the ideal of brotherhood. The ideal of brotherhood cannot erase 
conflict any more than pleasure can erase pain. It ca~, ~O\~e~er, f~rrp an 
overriding consensus which serves to retain differences WIthin limIt. This Ideal 
can rarely be realized purely within the reli~ious syste~. Bro,therhood ~u~t 
involve an actual identity of interests or complementapty of mterests WIthin 
the broader society. . . , 

This paper has intende~, neither to condepm nor. to ,approve religlO~s 
institutions because of their implication in conflict and m VIOlence. The SOQlal 
impact of religion is not neqessarily negative because of its implication in 
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conflict. Sirnmel (1955) and his later expositor Coser (1956) have 
documented the eufunctions of social conflict. It is through a process of 
competition or of conflict that social change comes about, that the individual 
personality develops to a new level, and that th~ ~ocial and personality syste~ 
move toward internal integration. A Darwlrust would not be alone ill 

maintaining that conflict is part of the soci~l and psycholo.~cal growing 
process. Perhaps one of the factors in the staymg power of religt~n has been 
its ability to serve as an endless resource of 'materi~ for ~on~lct ~nd for 
violence. Ideational material, ritual material, the matenal of JustIficaho~ and 
rationalization, the material of internal group integration, the materIal of 
enemy specification and of motivational mobi1i~ation-all of these resources 
are couched in that imperativeness that can denve only from a sense of the 
ultimate. 
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APPENDIX 28 

THEORIES OF CRIMINAL VIOLENCE l.J . -. . •. .-

AND THEIR IMPACT ON THE 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM 

.1,1 By Mark H. Halle~t 
Ii,.!.! 

PREFACE 

The chief focus of the paper is two-fold: to describe changing American 
attitudes toward crimes of violence and crimes against property in the Cities 
during the 20th century; and to indicate some of the e(fect,~ of those 
attitudes upon law enforcement institutions. 

There are, however, several factors that should be noted about, the 
emphasis of the paper. To begin with, it has obviously been impossible to 
chronicle the history of law enforcement institutions in some fifty states and 
hundreds of cities and counties. Henc~ the chief focus of the paper is up(;m 
changing American attitudes toward criminal Violence, while changes in--law' ' 
enforcement ins*ution~ arediscu~~ed as examples of the sorts' of reforms' 
that persons with particular attitudes wished to bring about. The paper 
presents a history of attitudes and their implications,\poJ a history of the 
police, .courts, prosecutors, prisons, and parole boards." . ' 

In addition, the paper dtrals primarily with crimes against. persons and 
property' that involve elements' of violence. It has been impossible, however, 
to deal solely with such crimes. Many theories about 1~venile delinquency 
pretend to explain many sorts of1delinquency, not just delinquency linked t9 
violence. Many criminal justice reforms were intended to deter or rehabilitate 
all sorts of criminals, not just those criminals inclined to violence. ' 

Furthermore, because other consultants have reported on current theories 
of violent behavior, I have placed my chief emphasis on the period before 

, 1940. . 
finally, given the limited time available to prepare the report, the report 

makes no pretense to completeness. There was no opportunity to consult 
even a substantial!! part of the literature that is imrnediatelyavailable 
concerning American attitudes toward'urban crime. The footnotes are 
suggestive rather than exhaustive, and the paper does little mot6than suggest 
the major. trends and major changes in American attitudes toward criminal 
violence in the 20th century . 

*Professor of Hi~tory, Temple University. 
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THEOR,JES OF CRIMINAL VIOLENCE AND THEIR IMPACT 
ON THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM 

American attitudes toward criminal violence during the 20th century 
generally fall into three iflteifectual traditions. The first is the legal deterrence 
tradition. According to tills tradition, criminal activity results from a 
breakdown in Jaw enforcement and can be prevented by catching criminals 
and making their punistL'1lent swift, certain, and severe. A second tradition is 
psychological. According to this tradition, criminal behavior and criminal 
violence stem from psychological aberration; hence prevention or 
rehabilitation can be brought about most effectively by providing facilities 
for psychological diagnosis and for treatment of those psychological ills for 
which treatment is possible. The final tradition is sociological. This tradition 
holds that illegal behavior is rooted in the social relationships, social structure 
and value system of gang, neighborhood, or other groups to which the 
criminal belongs. Prevention ,of criminal behavior, then, involves changes in 
values, expectations, and social relations of the criminal individual or criminal 
groups. 

The three traditions are not necessarily incompatible. Yet each tradition, 
during certain periods or to certain persons, has advanced beliefs that iilade it 
incompatible with the other traditions. 

Throughout the 20th century-particularly since the early 1920's-the 
deterrent tradit~on has had highly vocal adherents who were' critical of the 
psYchological and sociological traditions. They have viewed many of the 
programs for rehabilitation to constitute the "coddling,i.1 of delinquents and 
criminals and thus to be a blunting of the punitive and, deterrent aspects of 
law enforcement. At various times and in' various places, adherents of the 
deterrent tradition have criticized the juvenile courts for their leniency, have 
felt that parole and probation programs allow criminals to escape their proper 
punishment, and have feared that rehabilitation in prisons or reformatories 
might turn those formidable institutions into country clubs. 

The pSychological and sociological traditions have usually emphasized 
prevention and rehabilitation and have had only limited sympathy with a 
punitive emphasis in law enforcement. Often campaigns to institute 
rehal>ilitation programs have been opposed by those committed to deterrence 
and have therefore involved direct confrontations between advocates of 
punishrril~nt':~d advocates of rehabilitation.' 

Yet the psychological and sociological traditions, while both usually 
stressing rehabilitation, have occasionally taken forms that wereintellectuaUy 
incompatible' with each other. In general, psychological explanations of, 
criminal behavior trace the criminal behavior to aberrant emotional 
development. On the other hand, some sociological theories have traced 
criminal behavior to the social relations and value systems-the deviant 
subculture-of criminal individuals and ,have argued, as a result, that the 
criminals' social relations rather than their psychological make-up led to 
illegal behavior. Thul), it might be as psychologically normal for an adolescent 
in one neighborhood"to be captain ~of the football team as for an adolescent 
in anoth~r neighborhood' to be a leader of a delinquent gang. Because such a 
delinquent was npt motivated by psychological problems, he would not need 
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psychological counseling but rather some alterations in the social structure 
underlying his criminal. behavior. , 

. The three traditions have not only been rooted in differing and often 
incompatible intellectual beliefs but have often been supported by differing 
groups with an interest in crime prevention and law enforcement. 

The deterrent tradition has generally had far wider support than the other 
traditions. In a way, it represents the formal legal theory underlying Hl.\'v 
enforcement and has appealed to the common sense notion that inc1i.vid'G:~ls 
will shun crime in order to avoid the penalties of committing critnlttil flqt!;., 
Penalties have been attached to crimes by the legislature in order tol deter the 
forbidden behavior. The more s,erious the behavior is seen to be, the more 
severe the penalty attached to the behavior. The death penalty,.the most 
feared of punishments, ,has been reserved for those crimes that the legislature 
most wished to deter.' Hence, in times of public alarm over crime; many 
groups in the society become concerned that the law enforcement system is 
not performing its deterrent functions. During such perioqs, th,.e police will be 
under increased pressure to make arrests; the courts will be under pressure to 
fmd defendants guilty and to give them severe sentences; and the legislature 
will often 'be under pressure to pass laws increasing penalties and making it 
easier for the police and courts to function vigorously. 

Thus, the deterrent tradition enjoys a wide spectrum of public support. 
The tradition has enjoyed strong and continued support from police officials 
at the local and Jlational levels. Indeed, J. Edgar Hoover, Director of the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation, has long been a highly publicized, t:lationally 
famous spokesman for the police viewpoint. Similarly, Harry J. Anslinger, 
who served as Commissioner of the U.S. Bureau of Narcotics from its 
founding in 1930 until his retirement in 1962, spoke nationally for a 
generally punitive approach to problems of narcotics addiction and 
distribution.1 The deferrent view has also had strong support among 
prosecutors, some judges, and some correctional officials. Local bar 
associations, particularly through the 1930's, viewed with distaste the 

'apparent inefficiency and corruption of urban criminal court systems and 
generally worked for reforms that would make justice more certain and 
severe. Business leaders, frequently faced with problems of crime ranging 
from shoplifting and embezzlement to hijacking and bank robbery, have had 
a continued concern with the quality of local law enforcement. Over the 
'years, local leaders have often provided some of the strongest support for 
vigorous and effective law enforcement. 

The psychological and sQciological traditions, while lacking the broad 
public support of the deterrent tradition, have nevertheless drawn strength 
from their wide support among the "experts." The psychologicai and 
sociological traditions have dominated the academic and rese'arch professions 
interested in crime.-inc1uding p~ychologists, psychiatrists, sociologists, and 
professors of social work. Th{~se traditions have generally had wide 
acceptance among those who staffed the rehabilit~tion services, such as 
psychologists, psychiatrists, social workers, and probation officers attached to 
the courts, as well as psychiaWsts; SOciologists, and social workers within the 
correctional institutions. The John Howard Associations-and other 
organizations working directly with prisoners-have also stressed 
rehabilitation. Because children have often been 'perceived to be more 
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malleable than adults, a variety of 'groups have undertaken preventive work 
among youths· and have supported programs for rehabilitation. Such 
organizations have included, social settlements, YMCA's, church groups, and 
so forth. The result has been that the criminal justice system for youths has, 
in its formal organization,' been much more oriented toward social and 
psychological rehabilitation than the adult system. Indeed, in its formal 
organization, the law enforcement system for young delinquents' has 
followed a .predominantly rehabilitative model, while the adult law 
enforcement system has remained, in its formal organization, 
predominantly deterrent. 

Because those committed to the psychological and sociological traditions 
have included almost all scholars actually engaged in research into the causes 
and prevention of crime, there have, historically, been some interesting 
effects. For instance, because almost all of those engaged in research have 
been outside the deterrent tradition, there has until quite recently been 
virtually no research in to the degree to which law enforcement can reduce 
crime by deterrence? (The sole exception to the lack of research has been 
the long controversy over the effectiveness of the death penalty as a 
deterrent.) In addition, textbooks and courses in criminology have usually 
been much concerned with social and psychological roots of criminal 
behavior and with programs for rehabilitation. Finally, the experts, because 
of their recognized position as experts, have generally played an important 
part in surveys and investigations of crime conditions and criminal justice 
institutions. Hence,. studies that began under . demands to make: law 
enforcement more deterrent have often resulte(Vin ·f:ecommendations aimed 
toward rehabilitation. 

The report thus far has stressed the existence of relatively separate 
traditions. The purpose of the report will be to examine some ... of the 
important historical developments of each tradition. Before beginning, 
however, it is important to make clear that the traditions have often been 
mixed and have seldom appeared in pure form. Most individuals involved in 
reform of the crimin,a.1 justice system have accepted elements from each of 
the traditions. ' .: , 

Furthermore, there."have been psychological and biological theories of 
criminal behavior that held the criminal to be incurable. Such. theories have 
ruled out the possibility of rehabilitation and, as a result, have often called for 
lifelong institutionalization for'.such persons in order to protect society. Such 
measures were not advocated ,to deter criminal behavior (since incurable 
criminals could no more be 4eterred than they could be rehabilitated); 
nevertheless, such programs coul:~ often gain support from those interested in 
a punitive and deterrent systeih of crimin~l justice. Reformers from all 
traditions could often unite on cel;tain programs .. This was particularly true of 
campaigns to increase the "efficiency" of law enforcement by eliminating 

\ 

corruption, insulating criminal justice officials from political influences, and 
raising the standards of training artd competence of officials (often through 
civil 'service procedures). Such goalsiwere equally sought by those for whom 
"efficiency" meant swifter and more certain punishment and by those who 
wished to' raise the training of court and correctional personnel so that 
rehabilitation would be more likely to result. In short, the recurring 
campaigns for efficiency in the crimihal justice system have been joined by 
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many persons who did not examine too carefully what the ends of efficiency 
should be. 

THE DETERRENT TRADITION TO 1940 

The first systematic and nationwide development of the deterrent tradition 
in the 20th-century United States occu,red in the period from 1905 to 1915 
during a series of concerted campaignJ\ \, eliminate vice and the white slave 
trade from American cities. The campaii \ against the redlight districts of the 
cities would appear, on the surface, f: I.b,e little concerned with criminal 
violence. Nevertheless, a major factor tha) ,~ve impetus to the movement was a 
widespread belief, based on considerc;~/Ie~.:vidence, that many prostitutes had 
not willingly entered the profession but had been victims of white slavers. The 
vision animating the reformers was that innocent country girls and unprotected 
immigrant girls were introduced into brothels through the wiles of white slavers 
who might drug them, rape them, or deceive them into adopting a life of sin. 
Hence, the city was seen to be a dangerous place for young girls; and the 
campaigns against white slavers .. ,and the redlight districts were designed.to 
destroy the evil businesses that trafficked' in young girls.3 

In later" years, the police would be the allies and leaders of the deterrent 
tradition. But during the campaigns against vice the police were cast as the 
primary officials whose dereliction of duty allowed the redlight districts to 
exist and prosper. The clash ofi~formers and the police wasJooted in both a 
differing ideology and the reformers' opposition to police corruption. 

Many police officials believed that segregated vice districts were easier to 
control and supervise and that efforts to eliminate prostitution would cause a 
scattering of vice throughout the city .. Police officials, in short, disagreed with 
reformers concerning the uses to which law should be put. As the antivice 
crusade mounted in Chicago, for instance, the police in 1910 issued a series of 
regulations in the hope of heading off the campaign. Although operating or 
frequenting a house of prostitution was illegal, Chicago police regulations 
prescribed that "no house of ill-fame shall be permitted outside of certain 
restricted districts, or to be ~stablished within two blocks of any school, 
church, hospital, or public institution, or upon any street car line." Children 
between the ages 9( 3 and 18 were not allowed in the districts; no persons 
w'~r.e to be held in a house by force; and open soliciting was forbidden. 
Furthermore, "short skirts, transparent gowns or other improper attire shall 
not be permitted in the parlors, or public rooms," and "obscene exhibitions 
or pictures shall not be permitted." In 1912, when the Chicago city council 
held hearings to decide whether to eliminate the segregated districts were 
preferable to the scattered and underground prostitut~OIi" that would ?ccur 
under a policy of enforcement.4 . " 

More important than the ideological differences between reformers. and 
police were the investigations which, in city after city; uncovered 'the 
widespread corrupt relations between police and vice. rhe invest~gations 
revealed systematic and organiZ~d payoffs both to the policeman on the beat 
and to the captains and police chiefs. (The investigations also' showed the 
close relationship of vice and politics that led politicians to use th~ir ~nfluence 
with the police in the interests of favored houses.) Hence, the campaigns 
against the redlight districts became, in effect, campaigns to divorce the' 
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police from 'corrupt politics and to eliminate corruption from the police 
departments. In city after city, church groups, social settlement workers, and 
civic-minded business leaders conducted campaigns to eliminate police 
corruption and to secure enforcement of the laws against prostitution. In 
many cities the reformers were successful in their efforts to eliminate the 
open vice districts that had long existed.s 

The anti-vi~e crusade also produced some general efforts to analyze the 
police functions and to reorganize the urban police departments along lines 
that gave police better training, greater civil service protection, and improved 
transportation and communication facilities. A crucial figure in this 
development was Raymond B .. Fosdick, a New York la.\yyer and ciVic 
reformer. John D. Rockefeller, Jr., who had help~d to leaL1 the anti-vice 
crusade in New York City and had founded the Bureau of SodlalHygiene to 
institutionalize the campaign, asked Fosdick in 1912 to study the police 
systems of Europe in order to obtain some guidance for the reform of 
American police systeihs. When Fosdick completed that study in 1914, 
Rockefeller asked him to survey the American police systems. Fosdick's two 
books became Classics in an ongoing movement-continuing to the present 
day-to "pro~~ssi.ona1ize" American police departments.6 .Such men as Bruce 
Smith or the National Institute of Public Administration in New York, and 
August Vollmer, the reform police'cfifer in Berkeley, Calif., achieved 
considerable fame ih the 1920;s a:nd 1 ~30's by their activities in studying 
various American police departments and recommending specific reform 
programs.' 

Thus, perhaps the most 'important impact of the campaign against vice was 
the impetus it gave to the gradual professionalization of American l!rban 
police. T~e period before World War I was probably the low point in public 
respect for the police. Thereafter, while scandals would periodically be 
uncovered, the police would seldom be the main object of the reform by 
those within the deterrent tradition. Instead, the police joined in the 
tradition, and helped to divert attention upon the courts and parole boards as 
the primary factors chiefly responsible for undermining effective law 
enforcement. 

In the 1920's, the deterrent tradition reached maturity both as all 
articulate philosophy concerning law enforcement and as an organized 
movement to reform the criminal justice system. The obvious cause for this 
develop'ment was the breakdown of urban law enforcement that accompanied 
prohibition. Not only was there the widespread flaunting of law-by 
bootleggers and customers-in the distribution and sale of alcoholic beverages, 
but the prohibition era, with the accompanying publicity for organized 
criminal gangs and with the open wars between the gangs, showed the 
inability of law enforcement to control criminal organizations. Prohibition, 
however, was nbt all that brought on the apparent crisis in law enforcement. 
Statistics during the period immediately after World War I indicated a rise in 
crime. During the 1920's, business leader~ believed that crimes against 
property,. from bank robbery to shoplifting, were increasing. Hence, 
businessmen and other civic leaders launched concerted drives in many cities 
and towns across the nation to increase the severity of law enforcement. In 
short, while the failure to enforce prohibition laws was the major problem for 
those who regarded prohibition to bea noble experiment, for other 
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Americans the failure of prohibition was merely symbolic of a larger crime 
crisis that threatened life and property in American cities.s 

The 1920's, like the 1960's, were a period when public alarm over crime 
and law violation made enforcement, an issue upon which both local and 
national politicians had to take a stand. The 1920's, too, were a period when 
newspapers, through their handling of news and through editorials, kept 
crime at the. forefront of public attention. The deterrent tradition, then, 
reached maturity in the 1920's in response to a general feeling that cities were 
a dangerous place in which to live.9 

. 

The central tenet of the deterrent tradition was that "today the greatest 
outstanding menace in America is crime" and that the chief reason for the 
crime menace was simply' explained: "Because in this country crime, to a 
great extent, goes unpunished.,,1 0 As the Chicago Tribune declared in 1925,. 
"Inevitability of punishment is the greatest deterrent to the commission of 
sin. So the criminologists long have expounded."ll In stressing that crime 
arose because criminals no longer feared punishment, the ideology usually 
rejected more general social explanations for crime. As Raymond Moley, a 
leading academic expert on American criminal justice, declared: 

The startling crime rate in the United States is probably due to defects 
in the administration of justice. Certainly it seems unlikely that any of 
the current guesses as to the causes ... , such as "the aftermath of 
war," the high tide of immigration, or the effects of the Volstead Act, 
are to be seriously credited.1 

2 

In rejecting other causes for the cnme crises, the deterrent ideology rejected 
much of the ideology of rehabilitation. A Chicago paper stated, in a fairly 
typical outburst, ''The main cause of crime is not poverty or distress," and 
concluded: "There is too much mawkish sympathy for the criminal." 1 3 And 
a business leader stated: "So much soft-hearted sympathy has been mixed 
wjth the application of the lawful force in this community that it has become 
so feeble as to practically lose its effect.,,1 4 • 

Yet in stressing the importance oflaw enforcement as a deterrent of crime, 
many advocates of the deterrent tradition were reflecting more general fe(!,rs 
that the disciplines and controls of society were loosening. Family discipline, 
they repeatedly declared, had broken down. ("It is the degeneracy of 
American home life generally, which is now bringing forth a great number of 
offenders against the laws of society.,,1 5) The traditional role of the chu.rches 
in inculcating moral principl!es was vanishing. In general, then, the social 
bonds that provided discipline and guidelines to control behavior were 
slackening. 

The evidence for a loosening of social bonds seemed all too apparent in the 
1920's. The '1azz age" and the bewildering behavior of youth that 
accompanied the age were symptoms of the loosening of social bonds. (''The 
jazz age is what is leading many adolescents to commit ... murders ... pas
sionsare ungoverned.") For others, the threat lay in the strange ways and 
"un-American" values of the immigrant groups which dominated the ethnic 
political machines of the cities and seemed to reject !raditional ~American 
moral values. The most virulent form of this feeling was the Ku Klux Klan of 
the 1920's, which adopted a slogan of "Law and Order," castigated Catholics 
and immigrants, used force an'd threats to reestablish traditional American. 
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virtues, and had wide influence throughout the United Sitates in the early 
1920's. Yet this was also the period when a broad spectrum" of public opinion 
supported the immigration restriction and the end of America~s role as a 
home for oppressed from other nations. The Operating Director of the 
Chicago Crime Commission explained in 1929 that crimes in Chicago were 
the result "of the great experiment of the melting pot." The crimes would 
cease when immigrants adopted American values, for "Americans under~tand 
each other and talk a common language of ideals." 16 

The, campaigns for law and order in the 1920's, then, represented the 
reality of the dangers of urban living. But the campaigns can also be seen to 
have had symbolic importance. For some Americans, society was seen to be 
held together, by the discipline of family, church, and law which upheld the 
traditional American virtues. Those virtues seemed threatened in the 1920's. 
And thus the demands for law enforcement represented a desire to reestablish 
the traditional discipline6 in an age when youth and immigrants appeared not 
to respect those traditional virtues. 

(It was, of course, the representatives of urban immigrants and rebellious 
youths of the 1920's who took least seriously the campaign for law and 
order. To some extent, they appear to have recognized the symbolism of the 
movement and to have discounted the genuine dangers of urban life. This was 
analogous to the way that representatives of rebellious youth and urban 
blacks today reject the campaign for law and order and thereby show their 
recognition of some of the symbolic functions of the campaign.) ,",~. 

'So far as specific programS we're concerned, the major focus of the 
deterrent tradition in the 1920's was the criminal courts.17 Yet during the 
1920's the demand for law and order faced a growing dichotomy between the 
programs that were adyocated and the information th~t becai'ne available 
about the criminal c6urts. The highly publicized demands for severity 
focused upon features of trial procedure and appeals-upon easy bail, the plea 
of insanity, unwillingness of juries to convict, reversals of convictions by 
higher courts because of "technicalities," and support of the death penalty. 
During the same period, however, numerous studies of criminal procedure 
revealed that trials played a minor role in the disposition of criminal cases. 
Instead, most cases were either dismissed before trial or else disposed of by a 
plea of guilty after bargaining between the defendant and prosecutor. In the 
1920's, reformers discovered the mass production and bargaining nature of 
urban criminal justice but, on the whole, did not know what to make of what 
they discovered. 

The widespread public alarm over crime did lead in 1925 to a National 
Crime Commission in order to stim\llate and channel the public concern. Its 
formative meeting took place in the offices of the United States Steel 
Corporation in New York city and was characterized by one participant as 
"the crusade of organized business against organized crime." The National 
Crime Commission worked for gun control, tried to encourage formation of 
state crime commissions throughout the country, and undertook a number of 
studies of specific problems in the area of law enforcement. The National 
Crime Commission had, little influence and was soon overshadowed by the 
Wickersham Commission, established by Herbert Hoover in 1929 as an 
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official government body to survey crime and law enforcement in the United 
States.18 

, 

Probably the leading organization committed 't" and imp,ortant ip 
developing the deterrent tradition of the 1920's was the Chicago Crime 
Commission. The Ch~.tgb:::~~ime Commission was ,rounded in 1919 b~ the, 
Chicago Associatiot( of Cof~merce after a partlcularly flagrant payroll 
robbery. Under the dynami6\ leadership of Henry B. 'Chamberlin, the 
Operating Director, the Crime ~ommission became an important influence in 
shaping law enforcement in Chi\lago and in propagandizing for an efficient 
and punitive system of criminal justice. 1 

9 , 

Chamberlin placed observers in all of the felony courts of Cook County to 
report on the day-to-day activities of judges and prosecutors. He also 
established contacts with various officials, including judges, the State's 
Attorney, parole officials, and t~e po~ice chief. The Crime Commission Was 
appalled to learn the criminals would sometimes receive as many as seventy 
continuances and, in effect, never be brought to trial. The Commission was 
also disturbed to learn that bond was often not forfeited when a defendant 
failed to appear for trial. By publicizing the scandalous conditions, the Crime 
Commission exerted pressures for reform. The Crime Commission also 
became concerned that parole was being granted too easily. Again, the 
Commission publicized cases that appeared to represent undue leniency and 
exerted continuing pressure on the parole board. In addition, the Crime 
Commission maintained generally warm relations with the Chicago police 
chiefs and, during the period from 1919 to 1935, worked with thep?lice 
department to bring about reforms. The Crime Commission was instrumental 
in securing appropriations to increase the number of police, worked to 
improve police communications and transportation, and advised the 
departmen t on efficient' administration. 20 

The early 19201s was a period of intense debate concerning the death 
penalty. The deterrent tradition in general, and the Chicago Crime 
Commission in particular, vigorously supported the death penalty. Soon after 
the Crime Commission began operations, the Commission d~scovered that 
there was ~,,:backlog in the trial of homicide cases. As a result of Crime 
Commission pressure, a special murder court was established in Cook County 
to process the cases. The result was a record number of convictions and a 
record number of death penalties. The next year (1920), according to Crime 
Commission statistics, the murder rate in Cook County dropped by 136. To 
advocates of a, deterrent system of criminal justice, the lesson was clear. And 
the lesson was that severity, not sentimentality, would protect the 
community from violence? 1 When Jane Addams and other social reformers 
attempted in 1920 to win a commutation to life imprisonment for a 
seventeen-vear-old condemned murderer, the Crime Commission and the 
Chicago -Tribune were bitterly opposed. (Said the Tribune on December 4, 
1920: "No appeals were made ... except sentimental appeals ... If she had 
succeeded she would have saved one life, probably at the cost of two or 
three.") When Clarence Darrow, by stressing the psychological and 
sociological roots that led Leopold and Loeb to murder Bobby Franks and 
the~ebypersuaded the judge not to impose the death penalty, t~s case 
.Bec6e a symbol of all that was wrong with the sent,imental the~:mes that 
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ex.cused the criminal from responsibility for his crime. Chamberlin warned: 
"When Nathan Leopold and Richard Loeb, youthful millionaire murderers, 
were,let off with life terms in jail! other 'youthfnl morons' took cou.rage.,,22 

Another response to d~p1ands for vigorous law enforcement was the 
establishment in 1926 of the New York State Crime Commission by the 
legislature, after a request by Governor Alfred Smith. The State Commission, 
which was chaired by legislator Caleb H. Ba~rnes, had a membership drawn 
from the state Senate, from the state Assembly, and from private citizens 
appOinted by the Governor. That same ye~r, the legislature passed the 
so-called Baumes Laws. These laws provided i!that a person convicted of a 
felony for the fourth time would receive a mandatory life sentence, that there 
would be greatly increa,sed penalty for a second felony conviction, and that 
conviction for ~ felony while armed would lead to an increase of the sentence 
by five to ten years fo~: the first offense, 10 to 15 years for a second offense, 
and 15 to 25 years for a third offense. The state Crime Commission reported 
a marked decrease in crirne as a direct result of the new laws. 

Thus not only 'was demonstrated the effectiveness of the Baumes Laws, 
but at the same time that foolish bubble-that punishment is. not a 

. ' deterrent to crime-was pricked for all time; for, no clearer demonstration 
could have been had of the extent to which the criminal world keeps itself 
in touch with changes in the penal laws and gives them a willing ear when 
such laws are of sufficient moment to have any consequences for them.2 

3 

Other States during the period made sentences for crimes more severe and 
more inflexible as a major step to control violent criminal behavior. In New 
Jersey in 1926, for instance, the legislature passed a law prescribing flat 
prison sentences rather than the maximum and minimum sentences that 
judges had previously imposed. The intention was to remove discretion for 
granting parole from prison authorities and thus to increase the severity of 
sentences.24 In other States, too, this was a period when sentences were 
lengthened, when judicial discretion was limited, and when stiff extra 
sentences were added when a def~:ndant committed a crime while armed or 
was convicted for a second felony. 

During the 1920's, the desire to strengthen law enforcement resulted in a 
. number of state. and local studies of the criminal justice institutions. The goal 
,was to learn how the system might be strengthened so that the criminal 
would be more' likely to be caught and to receive punishment. The first 
important study was The Cleveland Crime Survey (1922), directed by Roscoe 
Pound and Felix Frankfurter (with guidance from Raymond Moley)? 5 The 
survey. staff undertook a detailed statistical study of the disposition of 
criminal cases to determine at what stage, from preliminary hearing through 
to trial, the cases were disposed of. Similar statistical studies of court 
dispositions became a standard procedure for many subsequent studies of 
criminal justice in other cities and states. The statistical studies cast 
considerable doubt on the relevance of many of the programs advocated by 
those who adhered to the deterrent tradition and had sponsored the 
studies.26 

As the chart for felony cases in Cook County in 1926 clearly shows, 
criminal trials represented a very small portion of dispositions in serious 
criminal cases.2 7 . 
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Chart J-The disposition of 13,117f~lony cases in Cook County in 1926 ..... 
Figures are percentages of total felony cases. 

Complaints (Nequals 13,117) ........................ 100.00 

Preliminary Hearing 

Eliminated at preliminary hearing ... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56.5 
Bound over to grand jury .......................... , 43.50 

Grand Jury 

No indictments ................................ 13.4 
True bills and held for trial . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30.10 

Trial Court 

Nolle prosequi, dismissed for want of prosecution, and discharged ...... 5.16 
Stricken on account of other indictment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.22 
Miscellaneous eliminations. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.61 

Total not tried .........•..................... 
Tried by court and acquitted . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 
Tried by jury and acquitted ..... ................... . 
Found insane ................................. . 

Total tried but not convicted ...................... . 
Felony waived and plea of guilty to misdemeanor . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Felony waived and convicted by court of misdemeanor ........ . 
Plea of guilty to lesser offense ....................... . 

Total convicted of lesser offense . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Plea of guilty as charged .......................... . 
Tried by jury and convicted as charged . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ." 

Total convicted as charged ....................... . 

11.99 
-1.71 

1.63 
;03 

3.37 
5.06 
1.88 
4.31 

11.20 
2.60 

.94, 
3.54 

Most cases were eliminated during preliminary hearing or grand jury 
hearing. Even among those cases bound over for trial, most were disposed of 
without trial. Among those defendants found guilty, most pleaded guilty, 
often to a charge less serious than the original charge. Most convictions were 
not the result of trial but the result of plea bargaining. The defendant (or his 
lawyer) bargained with the prosecutor. The goal of the prosecutor was to 
secure a gUIlty plea, and the goal of the defendant was to obtain a reduction 
in the charge or, at least, a promise of a relatively light sentence. Thus, the 
studies of the 1920's revealed that the urban criminal justice systems 
operated by wholesale elimination of cases before trial and by plea bargaining 
rather than trial to secure convictions. In large part, such procedure resulted 
from impossible load that faced the court system of American cities. Neither 
the courts nor the prosecutors had sufficient personnel to try more than a 
small proportion of the persons charged with crimes; hence there were 
instituti()nal pressures to dispose of cases in ways other than trial.2 8 

The studies, sponsored by persons hoping to -find ways to make criminal 
justice more certain and severe, often undermined some of the cherished 
beliefs of those adhering to the .deterrent tradition. The deterrent tradition 
stressed that criminals were escaping just punislmlent by pleading insanity; 
the statistics showed that almost no criminals pleaded insanity. The deterrent 
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tradition regretted that criminals escaped conviction through the ignorance 
and gullibility bf juries; the studies showed that there were few jury 
trials-indeed, few trials at all. The deterrent tradition declared that criminals 
escaped punishment by.being released on "technicalities" through appeal; the 
studies showed that virtually no criminals appealed and that, among those 
who did, relatively few won reversal on technicalities. 

Nevertheless, if the studies generally did not support the program 
advocated by the deterrent tradition, the studies were by no means reassuring 
to persons desiring a crirninaljustice system that deterred crime. After all, the 
studies showed that most persons charged by the police with serious crimes 
were not even indicted, while those held for trial frequently bargained their 
way into reduced charges and reduced sentences. The legislative intentions 
with regard to conviction and senteneing were regularly and routinely 
disregarded in the criminal justice systems of urban America. Urban criminal 
justice, as a system for punishing and deterring crime, appeared to be a 
shambles. 

Those committed to the deterrent tradition reacted in two divergent ways 
to the discovery of the mass production, plea bargaining characteristics of 
urban criminal justice. One reaction was to ignore the studies and to continue 
the attacks on easy bail, insanity pleas, ignorant juries, and legal 
technicalities. At least in the newspapers, political speeches, and popular 
articles, this was doubtless the dominant reaction. 

The other reaction was an attempt, on the part Qf local bar associations 
and other knowledgeable .groups, to change the nature of urban criminal 
justice. DUring the 1920's and into the 1930's, ina number of states, there 
were efforts to simplify indictments and to elimiI1ate the grand jury in those 
states that required grand jury indictments. In general, the belief behind such 
campaigns was that the needless complexity of indi9tmenJ procedures and the 
unnecessary delays involved in grand jury hearings, worked to the advantage 
of the defense and brought the elimination of case~ that should in fact have 
gone to frial.29 . ~ .. ~ .~ 

There were also efforts to requcethe plea bargaining system of criminal 
justice. Yet these efforts were doomed to failure. The:y were based on the 
assumption that incompetent men rather than institutional necessities 
underlay plea bargaining. Plea bargaining was believed to result from partisan 
influence, corruption, and incompetence' of the judicial and prosecuting 
personn~I(.Hence, the campaigns a~sumed that improvement of personnel~ 
without providing greatly increaseq.resources, could alter criminal procedures. 
Perhaps the best example of this was the determined campaign of the Chicago 
Crime Commission, beginning in 1928, to reduce plea bargaining in the felony 
courts of Cook County. The Crime Commission demanded the removal of the 
three judges' Of the criminal courts who granted the most felony waivers. The 
campaign, which extended over several years, not only failed. to secure the 
removal of the three judges but, given the large numbeLof felony cases each 
year and the designation of but seven j\ldges to dispose of them,could not 
have altered the system of disposition in any significant respect.30 

By the end of the 1920's, the deterrent tradition, then, had become a 
fairly consistent set of interrelated assumptions and ,programs. It would be 
well to summarize that ideology. Of central importance was the notion that 
vigorous and severe law enforcement could prevent crime and that the high 
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rate. of theft and violence in the cities stemmed from a breakdown in law 
enforcement. Generally the fault was believed not to lie with the police; 
instead,police officials were often allies anq leaders in the demands for 
greater severity for criminals. The focus of conc~rn, then, was upon the 

. courts and parole boards, which were seen to release or coddle the criminals 
captured by the police, and thus to make fruitless the hard work of police 
officers. Furthermore, bla..me for failure was generally upon the formill and 
public aspects of criminal procedure: easy bail,Jgnorant juries, sentimental 
psychi~trists and social workers who asked for easy sentences Or helped a 

_ defendant plead insanity, appeals courts that released guilty men on <,' 

technicalities, and unrealistic parole board8:The informal and largely invisible 
mechanisms by which most criminal cases were disposed received scant 
attention. Finally, the language 'of many advocates of sterner law 
enforcement often suggested that they were concerned not simply with crime 
and violence but with a range of behavior that departed from the traditional 
American virtues. The demand (or law and order symbolized a hope for a 
restoration of the old virtues. . . 

During the 1920's,like the 1960's, law and order had been a salient issue 
upon which politicians necessarily took stands and which dominated much of 
the domestic news coverage. In the 1930's, with the coming of the depression 
and the repeal of prohibition, the issue of crime became less important Yet 
the deterrent tradition remained an important influence shaping programs for 
criminal justice reform and always ready to re-emerge whenever the issue of 
crime became a crucial p1.Jblic issue. 

REHABILITATION TO 1940 
',' f 

The psychological and 1;ociological traditions, with their general emphasis 
upon prevention or rehabilitation, have often worked in conjunction with 
each other. Hence, the best way to handle the two traditions is to examine a 
history Or the efforts to understand the' social and pSyenoiogica!wols" of 
crime and violence and to describe some of the major efforts to introduce 
rehabilitation into law enforcement institutions. There are essentially four 
points during the defendant's interaction with law enforcement at which 
programs for prevention and rehabilitation may be introduced: (1) a 
preventive program before the individual. engages in crime or before his 
behavior has come to the official attention of law enforcement officials; (2) 
within the court system to advise the judge concerning disposition and to 
oversee court supervised probation; (3) within the prison and parole system 
so that the criminal may be rehabilitated for his return to society; and (4) 
after the defendant's release .in order to prevent recidivism. The major focus 
of the curret;1t paper will be upon law enforcement institutions: the courts, 
the prisons, ~and parole. To attempt any sort of history of preventive activities 
before a youth becomes delinquent would involve a history of all the 
institutions that service youth: the family, the schools, churches, a 
neighborhood organization, and so forth. Such a history is clearly beyond the 

. scope of the present paper. 
As the 20th century opened, one of the most important movements to 

introduce rehabilitation into the formal structure of the court system got its 
start and soon spread rapidly. This was the movement to establish 'juvenile 
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cou~is. Leg~slation authorizing the first juvenile court passed the Illinois 
LegISlature m 1899; on july 1, the first juvenile court in the United States 
~as ~stablis~ed in Cook County. In a relatively short period of time, the 
Juvemle court system was adopted in the urban areas of the North and West' 
only more slowly did such institutions spread into rural areas and th~ 
Southern States. 
. The form~ pur~ose of the juvenile court procedures was to allow the 
Judge to act m th~. mt~rests of .the d~linquent child, in order to bring about 
reform and rehabilitatlOn. The Juvemle court was not a criminal court but a 
c~vil court; and there were no prosecutors or defendants. Instead, a boy or a 
gIrl ~ould by brought into court if believed to be dependent or delinquent. If 
the,Judge agreed, he could make the youth a ward in chancery and then had 
availab!e a ~airly. wide variety of dispositions: he might put the child on 
probatIOn wIth hIS parents, place him with a guardian, or assign him to an 
appropriate. public or private institution, including a reformatory.31 . 

The SOCIal settlement workers and elite members of Chicago's women's 
c~ubs, who were instrumental in securing passage of the juvenile court law, 
?Id ~ot act. on the basis of sophisticated academic theories concerning 
~~vemle delm~~ency. Instead, the need for a juvenile court was a 

commonsense response to the facts of delinquency as reformers saw the 
~acts. Very often, in their experience, delinquency was a product of 
mtolerable home conditions-an alcoholic father, a mother ill or absent from 
the ~ome ?ecause of work, a broken family. Sometimes a youth, arrested for 
a mmor cnme, would be fined and then would be jailed because he could not 
pay the fine. In jail he would learn the ways of crime from older inmates. 
There developed a belief on the reformers' part both that America's cities 
were a mora~y dang~rous a~mosphere in which to raise young people and that 
the young, If prOVIded WIth the proper. guidance and discipline, could be 
ch~nge~ and reformed. Hence they favor.ed'a court which, once it found that 
~. ~uv~nile needed help,_ could then lu!V~ flexibility in decidinl! what s:ort of 
hiHp shouid-be imposed."3'2 .. . . ~-- --~-.~, .---.- -~-- ~-

Beca~se of a belief that young persons should be saved from the perils of 
~rban hfe and because of a faith that a juvenile court could act in the 
~ter~sts of the ch~d, the juvenile court was authorized to take jurisdiction 
not SImply over chIldren who had committed illegal acts but also children 
whose ~ehavior. su~es.ted t~lat they were falling prey to the temptations of 
.urban hfe. In IllinOIS a Juvemle could be declared delinquent if he 

~s growing up in idleness 'or crime; or knowingly frequents a house of 
I~l repute; ... or frequents any saloon or dram shop where intoxicating 
lIquors are sold; or patronizes or visits any public pool room or bucket 
shop; or wander~ about the street in the night time without being on 
~ny lawful busmess ... ; or uses· vile, obscene, vulgar, profane, or 
m,decent language in any public place or about any schoolhouse. 

C 
Th~ language of the law, quaint though it may sound today, suggests the sorts 
of ~nflueI~ces that reformers believed would lead a youth from innocence into 
senous cnmes and violence.3 3 

. N~vertheless, although the beliefs that led to the establishment of the 
Juvenile courts in American cities were based upon the generous impulses of 

--- ~.-~--
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those who worked with urban youth, the reformers shared a conviction that 
there was expert knowledge that could be used to understand and treat 
delinquent youths. After the establishment of the juvenile cou~t in Chicago, 
for instance, the settlement house workers who had been instrumental in its 
establishment, took part in the choice of the judge to preside over the court 
and in the hiring of probation officers to investigate the backgrounds of the 
delinquents and to oversee/their rehabilitation. Then in 1909, at the urging of 
Julia Lathrop and her associates, the reformers brought about the creation of 
a Juvenile Psychopathic Institute attached to the court. The Institute was 
under the direction of Dr. William Healy and represented a conviction that 
medical and psychiatric knowledge could be brought to bear upon the 
problems of delinquency. The Institute had the dual purpose of providing 
advice with regard to individual delinquents referred by the court and also to 
study the causes of delinquent behavior. Because of the able directorship of 
Dr. Healy, the Institute more than lived up to the expectations of the 
reformers. And William Healy became the most infiuentiai expert on juvenile 
delinquency during the first third of the 20th century?4 . 

Furthermore, the establishment of clinics attached to the juvenile courts 
spread to other major cities. Thus the judges of the juvenile courts could 
often rely upon the advice of persons with claims to expert knowledge in 
understanding and treating juvenile delinquency. In their formal organization, 
then, the juvenile courts were molded to the rehabilitative ideal: the 
procedure was designed to operate in the best interests of the child, and 
expert advice was available to make this possible. 

What were some of the implications of the establishment of juvenile 
courts? By now, it has become a truism that the eady proponents of the 
court, convinced that the court could act in the best interests of the youthful 
offender, abandoned the normal protections that, in a criminal COl,lft, would 
be available to a defendant. After all, since the juvenile court acted in order 
to rehabilitate the delinq~ent and not to punish him (or, if it did act to 
punish him, did so for his ()wn good), there was nothing to protect the 
offender from. AmI the complex adversary procedures of the criminal court, 
it was feared, might interfere with rehabilitation. Nevertheless, while a court 
might find a· youth deli!lquent and send him to a reformatory for 
rehabilitation, to the youth it might well appear that he was being found 
guilty of a crime and was being punished. It is clearer now that the coercive 
aspects of trial and imprisonment in a reformatory do require greater 
procedural protections; and the U. S. Supreme Court has recognized this in its 
1967 decision In re Gault. 3 5 

Another implication that followed from having special institutions to 
handle delinquent youths and from the relatively vague definition of what 
constituted delinquency was that, as the resources available to jl,lVenile courts 
increased, the number of juvenil~s who would beco~e enmeshed in the 
formal law enforcement mechanisms also increased. In Cook County between 
1913 and 1914, for instance, the number of delinquents referred to the cQurt 
rose from 1,956 to 2,916-an increase .of nearly 50 percent in the juvenile 
delinquency' ra te for the county. This did not repre,sent a startling increase in 
youthful crime; it represented, instead, an increase by twenty-three in the 
number of' probation officers. With more probation officers, the law 
enforcement machinery could handle more juveniles.3 

6 And therefore many 
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; y~uths found themselves being taken to police stations and being held for -. 
tnal, when formerly they would not have become enmeshed in the formal 
enforcement machinery. 

A final implication of the founding of the juvenile court system was what 
it indicated concerning American attitudes at that time toward childhood as 
well as what it indicated concerning the complex relationship between the 
deterrent and rehabilitative traditions. The interesting fact is that the early 
establ~s~ment of juvenile courts aroused virtually no articulate or organized 
oppOSItIon. By 1900 a broad spectrum of American opinion apparently 
accepted the general belief that the young were often not responsible for 
delinquent behavior but were victims of circumstances; furthermore, that the 
young might be reformed. Indeed, the juvenile court system was not the first 
recognition that youths should receive special a,nd separate treatment when 
they violated the law. Many of the states in the North and West had 
established reformatories for youths and young adults; many of the city and 
county jails had special schools and facilities for the young. Thus the juvenile 
courts were only ani ~~tension of a trend to pr~vide, at least on paper, a law 
enforcement system -that relaxed the punitive features and looked toward the 
rehabilitation of the young} 7 

The lack of opposition to the juvenile court system however also 
indicates the absence of an organized and articulate punitive tradition in 
1900. By the 1929's a number of groups and individuals served a~ watchdogs 
of the criminal justice system to make certain that its deterrent effect was not 
undermined by sentimentalists intent upon coddling hoodlums. The lack of 
~on~ert~d opposit~on suggests the importance of the 1920's in creating the 
~nstItutIOns and Ideology that gave the deterrent tradition an ongoing 
mfluence in the reform of criminal justice. 

It is one of the ironies of history that, at the time when law enforcement 
for juveniles was being modeled on a rehabilitation ideal, there developed an 
essentially biological theory of delinquency which held delinquency to be 
here~itary and incurable. Between 1905 and 1920 an important, perhaps 
dommant, theory of delinquency among American psychologists, medical 
men, and other experts was that most delinquency stemmed from hereditary 
feeblemindedness. Since delinquency was conceived to' result from the 
~eebleI?inded ~outh's inability to handle his emotions or the complex world 
m wInch he lIved, the delinquent could not be rehabilitated. Instead, he 
should be kept in a custodial institution for life. And prevention lay in 
forbidding the feebleminded from having children, thereby preventing them 
from passing on their h~reditary defect to succeeding generations. 

The most important single factor leading to the pessimistic interpretation 
of delinqut:mcy was the introduction of the Binet intelligence tests in the 
~nite.d ~tatesin 1908. When large samples of delinquents were test,~d for 
mtellIge~ce, anywhere from forty to ninety per -cent appeared to test at a 
feeblemmded level. American criminologists were willing to accept these 
fmdings as conclusive, however, because the findings came at a time when 
many American scientists already accepted biological and hereditarian 
explanations of criminal behavior. 
~ d()mina~t medical view during the late Nineteenth Century was that 

varIOUS behaVIOral aberrations-from feeblemindedness and insanity to crime 
alcoholism and eccentricity-were the result of phys~ological, especiall~ 
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neurological, defects. Because behavioral aberrations were rooted in 
physiological aberrations, they could be passed frqm parents to children like 
any other physical characteristics. And the beha~f:bral aberration might take 
on a different characteristic in each generatiqh, so that insanity in one 
generation might appear as criminality or eccent:ticity in another. Since many 
forms of crime were seen to be hereditary arid psysiological, many medical 
men held out little hope for reform and rehabilitation.3 8 

A generally hereditarian and biological interpretation of criminal behavior 
was strengthened in the 1890's by the impact of the Italian or positivistic 
school of criminal anthropology. The leading criminal anthropologist was the 
Italian criminologist, Cesare Lombroso. As a result of studying the physical 
characteristics of criminals, Lombroso and his school concluded that 
criminals differed from normal individuals. They tended h> have a primitive 
brain, an unusual skull shape, long arms, prehensile feet, hairy blody, flattened 
nose, and furtive eyes. Indeed, different types of criminals had different types 
of physical characteristics. (Murderers, for instance, had glassy eyes, a hooked 
nose, large cheeks and jaws, long ears, dark hair, and canine teeth.) Criminals, 
Lombroso believed, had inherited the physical and behavioral characteristics 
of the savage stage of human evolution. Criminal anthropology so fit the 
biological theory of crime advocated by American physicians that it was 
widely accepted and had quite a vogue among American criminologists and 
physicians. Many studies appeared to show that American criminals, too, 
exhibited the characteristic "stigmata of degeneration" and were the hopeless 
victims of their defective heredity. 39 

During the same period, superintendents of asylums for the feebleminded 
had become convinced that virtually all feeblemindedness was hereditary and 
that those who were feebleminded, if allowed to remain in the larger society, 
would almost ineVitably enter upon a life of criIlleand constitute a danger to 
the community. Walter E. Fernald of Massachusetts, the most respected 
asylum superintendent of the period, stated in 1904 a view that would have 
had unanimous endorsement of all experts:40 

. The adult males become the town loafers and incapables, the 
irresponsible pests of the neighborhood, petty thieves, purposeless 
destroyers of property, incendiaries, and very frequently violators of 
women and little girls. It is well known that feeble-minded women 
and girls are very liable to become sources of unspeakable 
debauchery and licentiousness which pollutes the whole life of the 
young boys and youth of the community. They frequently 
disserpjnate in a wholesale way the most loathsome and deadly 
diseases, permanently poisoning the minds and bodies of thoughtless 
youth ",t the very threshold of manhood. Almost every country 
town has one or more of these defective women, each having from 
one to four or more illegitimate children, everyone of whom is 
predestined to be defective mentally, criminal, or an outcast of some 
sprt. 

Asylumsupenntendents suspected that a large proportion of the incorrigible 
criminals in the nation's jails and:~prisons were, infact,feebleminded persons 
who should, instead, re~eive life-long custodial care in an institution for the 
feebleminded.4 1 
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The biological and hereditarian explanations of feeblemindedness, 
insanity, crime, and other behavioral traits led to a movement in the late 
Nineteenth. Century to prevent such persons from contaminating future 
generations by having children. The vogue of criminal anthropology led to 
demands that diagnostic centers be e'stablished in prisons so that the 
hereditary criminal types might be recognized and segregated. Experts in the 
field of feeblemindedness urged that there b~ greatly expanded facilities for 
the care of the mentally retarded so that the feebleminded could be given 
life-long custodial care and thus not have the opportunity to bring children 
into the world. And, fmally, there developed in the 1890's a concerted 
campaign for the asexualization of the criminals and feebleminded in order to 
prevent procreation. 

Until the late 1890's the only method of asexualization was the removal of 
the testes or ovaries. Hence asexualization was often advocated during the 
1890's not only for its effect in preventing procreation but also as a deterrent 
and as a therapy. Many physicians and criminologists became convht'lced that 
crime was a medical problem and that asexualization constituted a method of 
preventive medicine. They generally took a pessimistic attitude toward 
rehabilitation of criminals. "In the consideration of such a vital question as the 
management of the criminal class," one physician warned, "the sentimentalist 
and his natural ally, the preacher, have joined hands on the question, and to 
them the world has looked for reformation for which it has waited in vain.,,42 

Advocacy soon led to action. In both Michigan and Pennsylvania there 
were efforts to pass laws providing for the asexualization of the feebleminded 
and criminals. In several institutions for the feebleminded, superintendents 
experimented with the castration of some of the youths in their care.43 By 
1900, however~ there were operations available that would render the 
individual sexually sterile but would not affect the internal hormones and 
thus would not have the physical effects that resulted from removal of the 
testes or oVaries. The. operations were salpingectomy for women and 
vasectomy for men. Apparently the new operation was first used in the 
United States for eugenic reasons by Dr. Harry Sharp, physician at the 
Indiana Reformatory at Jeffersonville. There in 1899 a 19-year-old inmate 
came to Dr. Sharp and requested to be castrated in order to break himself of 
the habit of Masturbation.) (All sorts of 'evils were then believed to follow 
from masturbation.) Dr. Sharp, instead, performed vasectomy. When the 
operation proved successful, he performed the operation on 76 more youths 
during 'the course of the year and also became an advocate of laws requiring 
the steIilization of criminals and other defectives. In 1907, at Dr. Sharp's 
urging, Indiana became the first state to pass a sterilization law. 44 

At the time that the Binet IQ tests were introduced into the United States 
in 1908, then, there was a solid tradition that held crime to be hereditary and 
to be linked to feeblemindedness. Alfred Binet developed his IQ tests in Paris 
in 1905 in order to distinguish mentally retarded children in school classes, so 
that such children could be placed in special classes. Henry H. Goddard, a 
psychologist at the Training School for the feebleminded at Vineland, N.J., 
made. an English translation in 1908 and began using the tests in the Training 
School jn order to classify the youths according to their trainability. Goddard 
soon became a convert to the new tests and was convinced that the tests 
measured innate intellectual ability, independent of learning and 
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envi~onmen~. Within a fe~ .years, many psychologists Were using'the tests for 
studIes of mtellectual abIhty. By the time of World War i the vogue of 
~ent~l tes!ing was sufficiently strong so that nearly all arm~ recruits Were 
gIVen mtelligence tests, and army assignments were often made on the basis of 
the test results.45 

In 1911 Goddard tested 56 wayward girls between the ages of 14 and 20 
fo~nd that 52 were feebl~ininded. Later that year, he studied 100 
delmq~e~t~ chosen at ran.dom j~ the detention home in Newark; 66 percent 
were dIstmctly feeblerrunded. Other psychologists in other parts of the 
count~y tested groups of del~nquents. Some found that more than 90 percent 
of delmquents wer~ ~eeblemmded; few reported results as low as 25 percent. 
Tests of adult cnmmals and prostitutes also appeared to uncover large 
proportions of feebleminded persons.4 6 

In o~her ways, Goddard contributed to a belief in the menace of 
feeblemmdedness. In 1912, he published The Kallikak Family. The book 
reported on a. ~tudy of :wo families in New Jersey, both bearing the same 
name. One famtly had, ~mce the Revolutionary War, produced educated and 
va!uable mem~ers of socIety; .the, other, during the same period, had produced 
cnme, paupensm, and prostItutIOn. Goddard maintained that both families 
were descended from. the same common ancestor, a Revolutionary soldier 
who had fathere1 an Illegitimate child by a feebleminded girl and later had 
fathere~ other ~hildren after marrying a Quaker girl of good family. From the 
feeblemlllded gul h~d come the degenerate Kallikaks; from the Quaker girl 
had come. the long hne of ups!anding citizens. This, Goddard maintained, was 
further eVIdence that feeblemmdedness was hereditary and underlay criminal 
and de~iant behavior. In 1914 Goddard published another book, 
Feeblemznde.dnes~, Its Causes and Consequences, in which he supplied 
hundreds of famIly pedigrees in an effort to demonstrate that .nearly eighty 
p~r cent of feeblemindedness stemmed from hereditary causes. The concern 
~Ith the menace of the feebleminded led, in the decade after 1910, to 
mnumerable state surveys to determine the extent of the menace. Each 
survey came to the same conclusion: that the feebleminded constituted an 
unexpectedly larg: Proportio~ of the population, that they underlay much of 
the problem of c~Ime and delinquency, and that ways needed to be found so 
that the feeblemmded could be kept in custodial institutions and prevented 
from having children.4 7 

From these studies cam.e t~e labeli?g o~ a specific criminal type, variously 
cal~ed a psychopath, constItutIOnally mfenor, or (most commonly) defective 
~elmq~~nt. Such persons were both dangerous to the community· and 
mc?rngible. Because refor!TI and rehabilitation would not work for such 
delmquents? the only so.lutIon was their diagnosis and life-ICIng custodial care. 
Not onl~ dtd psychologIsts and other criminologists stress the incurability of 
such delmque~cy but some, at least, used the defective delinquent to explain 
the. emb~rrassmg fact th~t ref~rmatories often did not turn delinquents from 
!~elI ev~l ways. That Juvenile offenders often re':turned to crime was 
. resp?nsible for a,~large part of the adverse criticism of our institutions for 
~uven~e off:nde!~, . one reformatory superintendent declared. "The only way 
m which ~IS. cntICIsm can ?e met properly is l:!y producing data shOWing that 
~ large maJonty of these failures were due to mental defect on the part of the 
mmates and not to faults in the system of trauling."48 
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As a result of the widespread oelief among experts that delinquency oft~n 
reflected feeblemindedness, the clinics attached to the juvenile courts often 
conceived it to be theft main function to administer IQ tests in order to 
diagnose feebleminde~ness. Indeed, the clinics and juvenile diagnostic centers 
were often established not so muc~ to provide advice on rehabilitation as to 
uncover defective delinquents. Thus, alth.ough the juvenile courts had been 
established in a faith that youth might be rehabi1itate~7~ the clinics and 
diagnostic centers frequently became a source of propaganda for the 
proposition that most delinquents were incurable. Even Dr. William Healy, 
director of the Juvenile Psychopathic Institute of the Cook County Juvenile 
Court, believed in his early years that mental retardation was the major factor 
explaining delinquency. 

In Ohio in 1912, a study 'appeared to show that over 50 percent of t~e 
delinquents in reformatories were feebleminded. As a result, the state 
established a Bureau of Juvenile Research with Dr. Thomas H. Haines as 
Clinical Director. The purpose of the Bureau was to diagnose delinquents 
committed to State institutions by the courts. Of the fIrst 1,000 delinquents 
referred to the Bureau, Dr. Haines found 570 to be feebleminded. Df. Haines 
worked in his own and adjoining states to secure lifelong custodial care for 
the multitude of defective delinquents who appeared to constitute the bulk 
of the juvenile delinquency problem.49 

. ' 

Similarly in California, a psychologist undertook to study the delinquents 
in the Whittier State School. He found that 53 percent were feebleminded or 
borderline. Shortly afterward the Whittier State School established a 
Department of Research under the direction of the psychologist who had 
undertaken the original study. The Department of Research became a center 
for propaganda about the menace of the feebleminded; in 1920 it became the 
California Bureau of Juvenile Research.5o 

The myth of the menace of the feebleminded led not only to increased 
diagnostic facilities in the courts and reformatories but also to other programs 
of prevention and control. There was, for instance, a concerted, nationwide 
campaign to increase institutional facilities available to care for the 
feeoleminded. The purpose was to remove the mentally retarded from the 
community and also to prevent .them from bearing children.51 A second 
campaign was to secure' state laws permitting or requiring the sexual 
sterilization of 'persons with hereditary beh~ri0ral aberrations~ including 
criminals, the mentally ill, and the feeblemindea. After the first such law in 
Indiana, 15 other States passed sterilization laws prior to American entrance 
into World War I. Most of these States were in the North and West-states 
that had juvenile courts, reformatories, and institutions for the care of the 
im:ane and feebleminded, These states, of. course, had the psychologists, 
psychiatrists, and other experts to lobby for' such laws, and these were als.o 
the " states that prided them~elves on their progressive welfare measures. By 
1931, some 30 States had passed sexual sterilization laws. In most States, 
however, the laws were hardly enforced at all.5 2 

The myth of the menace of the feebleminded was relatively short lived as a 
dominant explanation for delinquent behavior. For a: variety of reasons, the 
myth declined rapidly in the period immediately following World War LOne 
factor w~s the fmdings from the mental testing of recruits during the war. By 
the ~tandards then used for ~eciding that a person's IQ score placed him in 
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the feebleminded range, approximately 50 percent of the American recruits 
were found feebleminded. This clearly suggested a need for different 
standards and made the earlier finding of large proportions of feebleminded 
among delinquents a good deal less impressive. During the 1920's, 
psychologists increasingly recognized the environmental factors that 
influenced test results and became a good deal more tentative in their 
interpretation of the tests. During the period after the war, offIcials in 
institutions for the feebleminded, by experimenting with programs of 
supervised release from institutions, found that feebleminded persons were by 
no means doomed to a life of crime. Although many persons continued to 
think of feeblemindedness as a major factor in crime, by the early 1920's 
such an explanation was no longer a dOminating and pervasive one.5 3 

Out of the extension of psychiatric and psychological sevices in the courts 
and out of the decline of the myth about feeblemindedness, there developed 
a more eclectic view of the roots of delinquency. A crucial fIgure in this 
development was Dr. William Healy, whose 1915 book on the Individual 
Delinquent became the standard source. The eclectic approach drew upon 
developments in many fIelds of study. Medical advances provided the 
Wassermann test for syphilis, and expanding knowledge of endocrine 
disorders, and new discoveries in the field of nutrition. Psychology not only 
developed a more critical use of intelligence tests but rapidly developed tests 
for personality trait~ and for vocational aptitudes. Professional social wor~' 
contributed the casework method of assembling information on the home 
life, school success and other factors in a delinquent's background. Psychiatry 
pioneered in therapeutic methods that drew upon Freudian theory and also 
developed techniques of community mental health. In the many clinics 
attached. ,to the courts and in the many child guidance clinics established in 
the larg~r cities for preventive work, a multidimensional approach during ~he 
i920's replaced the earlier and pessimistic approach.54 

, 

At the time that the myth of the menace of the feebleminded dec1in~d, 
there arose in the United States a theory of urban delinquency that was ',I 

heavily sociological and that iargely ignored psychological factors in the 
explanation of. delinquency, crime, and other behavioral aberrations. The 
theory grew out of the studies of urban life influenced by the schbol of 
sociology centered at the University of Chicago. At Chicago, Profs. Robert 
Park and Ernest W. Burgess put many students to work exploring the varied 
aspects of the city's life. The result was a new understanding of the social \' 
structure and social relations of urban life; out of this came a new 
understanding of urban delinquency and crime. 55 

Chicago urban sociologists followed an ecological approach to urban social 
structure. In the city of Chicago, for instance, a number of factors, especially 
economic factors determined the patterns of land use, and these in turn 
underlay the soci~l structure of the diverse areas of the city. The central city 
was devoted to important business anq commercial uses. Surrounding the 
expanding central city were areas characterized by urban decay. In such areas 
were rooming houses, skid row, and other marginal activities. There also were 
the least desirable residential neighborhoods,. often the point of entry to the 
city for European immigrants and other new arrivals. Progressively farther 
from the central .city, the residential areas grew progressively better. These 
patterns were broken by waterways and railroad lines, along which were 
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"factories and warehouses and around which clustered §ome of the poorer 
residential areas. The city consisted, then, of a series of concentric rings and 
was divided into numerous "natural areas" -meaning that they were not 
planned. These areas varied widely in th6 physical characteristics, social 
characteristics, and culture. Persons livi1Jg in different natural areas of the 
city-even though they lived in the same city-could be widely separated from 
each other in life style and in values. Persons living relatively near to each 
other might have little contact with or understanding of each other. 

The scholars most important in developing a theory of delinquency based 
upon an ecological approach to the city were Frederic Thrasher and Clifford 
R. Shaw. Thrasher, in a study of 1,313 boys' gangs in Chicago, found that the 
gangs clustered in the poorer residential neighborhoods that surrounded the 
center of the city and surrounded the factories along the waterways and 
railroad tracks. Shaw, in plotting the residences of the city's juvenile 
delinquents, found a similar pattern. They argued, therefore, that juvenile 
gangs and delinquency were characteristic of the social structure and values of 
certain types of neighborhoods.s 6 

Delinquency stemmed from two divergent characteristics of urban slum 
neighborhoods: social disorganization and social organization. Delinquency 
areas, ,according to Shaw, were "characterized by marked physical 
deterioration, poverty, social disorganization." They were populated chiefly 
by newly arrived immigrant groups, with "confused cultural standards, where 
traditions and customs of the immigrant group are undergoing radical change 
under the pressure of a rapidly growing city and the fusion of divergent 
cultures." As a re~ult of such social disorganization, the institutions that 
normally provided socialization and social control-the family, church, and 
school-were unable to operate effectively. 57 

While stressing social disorganization, scholars like Thrasher and Shaw have 
nevertheless been crucial in defming delinqUency as a group phenomenon 
l~ked to the social structure and values that did exist within the marginal 
residential neighborhoods. Thrasher, of course, described the important 
functions of the gang in providing the boys of the slums with values and 
social activities. He also showed how the gang could socialize the Mum youth 
in the ways of crime. Shaw, similarly, pointed o,llt)hat in Cook County more 
than 90 percent of youthful crime involved more than one youth. 
Delinquency was group behavior. Criminal careers often started at a very 
young age and, as a boy grew older, he would become involved in criminal 
behavior that was increasingly serious and skilled. The younger 'boys took 
older criminals as their models for behavior. 

Shaw stressed that delinquency was rooted in the social organization and 
disorganization of the city and not in ethnic traits brought frQm the old 
country. Although immigrants and Negroes predominated in. delinquency 
areas, within the same immigrant group there was a high delinquency rate 
among those living in deteriorated neighborhoods and a low rate among those 
,in more stable neighborhoods and a low rate among those in more stable 
neighborhoods. As an immigrant group improved its standing and moved to 
better sections of the city, the delinquency rate dropped markedly. Thus, the 
Gen.nans and Irish, who moved out of the poor neighborhoods from 1900 to 
1925, showed a decline in delinquency, while the Poles and Italians, who 
replaced them, showed a notable increase.5 8 

---...----- --------
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John Landesco, also a student of the Chicago school of sociology in the 
1920's, studied the gambling, bootlegging, pro stitution ,\ and racketeering in 
Chicago during the period. He found that the gangster often grew up in the 
same neighborhoods that produced juvenile gangs and that the gangster 
maintained his roots in the community. The gangsters played an important 
part in the etllnic social Hfe, had wide contacts among politicians, police, and 
other segments of legitimate society, and were, often admired figures within 
their neighborhoods. In publishing Organized Crime in Chicago in 1929, 
Landesco stressed that the gangster was "a product of his surroundings in the 
same way in which the good citizen. is a product of his environment ... That 
is the reason why the good citizen and the gangster have never been able to 
understand each other. They have been reared in two different worlds."s9 

The theory of delinquency and crime that arose from the studies of the 
Chicago SOciologists stressed the social relations of the deviant, not his 
psychology, in explaining the illegal behavior. As Landesco expressed it . 
(paraphrasing Gabriel Tarde), "certain individuals become criminals in much 
the same way that other persons become policemen.,,6 0 

Criminal behavior was not basically a reflection of psychological problems 
or aberrations. Hence there was little that could be expected from 
psychological counseling in the reformatories and prisons. Since criminal 
behavior reflected the social relations and values of the criminal's social 
world, the criminal was likely to continue his behavior ifhe returned to that 
social world. The problem of crime in urban America could be met chiefly by 
changing social relations and values of those neighborhoods that were 
characterized by a high rate of delinquency and crime. 
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The new sociological theory had implications chiefly for preventive work 
within urban neighborhoods, in order to reduce the tendency of youths to 
adopt criminal ways or in order to assist convicted delinq;);lents and criminals 
to return to society without returning to a life of crime. In fact, under 
Clifford R. Shaw, a number of sociolOgists became involved in the early 
1930's in an experimental delinquency prevention program known as the 
Chicago Area Project. The Project,. established in three Chicago 
neighborhoods, was designed, as Shaw expressed it, to achieve "the 
organization of the local neighborhood to deal effectively with its own 
problems." The Project theory was that social workers ami other persons 
from outside a community, because they were not part of the community 
and often had, quite different values, could not work effectively for 
delinquency prevention. But they might help groups within the neighborhood 
to organize in order to work with youths in the neighborhood, provide 
models of behavior for neighborhood youths, and establish neighborhood 
activities and services for youthS.61 Out of the Chicago Area P,,-oject there 
arose the theories and techniques that Saul Alinsky and others have since 
applied in order to organize neighborhoods for the solution of a broad range 
of urban problems., 

In addition to programs for preventive work, the sociological theory also 
led to a specific proposal for the reform of the way in which parole decisions 
were made. The proposal arose out of apparent scandals in the granting of 
Pll,roles and pardons in 11linois in the early 1920's. After several years of 
intense criticism of the alleged corruption and len.iency that characterized the 
handling of parole and pardon in his administration, Governor Len Small in 
1926 appointed Hinton C. Clabaugh to be superintendent' of the Division of 
Pardons and Paroles in Illinois. Clabaugh, who had been a businessman and an 
active member of the Chicago Crime Commission, immediately announced a 
policy of greater strictness in the granting of parole. He also appointed an 
expert committee to investigate the system and to make recommendations 
for reform. Among those appointed to the committee was Ernest W. Burgess 
of the Chicago Department of Sociology. As so often happened, the 
appointment of a committee of academic experts meant that the 
recommendations differed from the punitive goals that brought the 
committee into being.6 2 

The lengthy committee report that resulted was an important document in 
the history of parole. In the historical section of the report, some of the 
assumptions that had led to the appointment of the committee were 
exploded. For instance, the parole system, far from reducing the time that 
criminals spent behind bars, had in fact resulted in an increase in the length of 
time actually served. "The actual tim.e served by the criminal in penitentiaries 
and reformatories is longer under sentences fixed by the Parole Board than 
when flat sentences were fixed by the courts." (Furthermore, the period of 
Governor Len Small's incumbency-the period when the parole system had 
come under the most intensive and vitriolic criticism for leniency-was the 
period when the proportion of paroles granted per total prison population 
"was lowest for any period since parole'had first been established in Illinois in 
1897.) Hence a system of parole that had been intended to introduce 
flexibility into sentencing for purposes of rehabilitation had had the 
,Unintended effect of making sentencing, on the whole, more punitive.6 3 

---,--- -- -- --
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The most significant recominendation of the Committee 'report was that 
parole decisions be based upon scientific prediction. As a.result of research 
undertaken for the report, the committee concluded that a number of 
background factors concerning the defendant were si-':1j~tically correlated 

. with success and failure on parole. A prisoner was mord~elY to succeed on 
parole, for instance, if he was married rather than single, if he;h~d cOnIrlliHed 
his crime alone rather than in a group, if he had held a steady job rather than 
having been only occasionally ~mployed, and if he was a first offender rather 
than a repeater. Indeed the committee isolated some 21 such factors and 
found that, if a prisoner had a positive score on 16 to 21 of the factors, there 
was a 98.5 percent chance that he would succeed on parole. If, on the 
contrary, he had score of four or less, then he stood a 76 percent cha~c~ of 
violating parole. The committee recommended, therefore, that a predlctIOn 
table be prepared for each prisoner whose case came before a parole board, so 
that the board might make an informed and "scientific" decision. Under such 
a policy, a parole board could provide parole for those who had a good,. 
chance of rehabilitation, while keeping incarcerated those for whom the 
outcome on parole was doubtfu1.64 

. . 
Parole prediction was a proposal that arose directly from a socIOloglCal 

rather than psychological view of criminal behavior. It assumed that the most 
important factors governing success or failure 0t:t parole were !he prisoner's 
social relations outside the prison. Thus the best prediction could be made 
not on the basis of a psychiatrist's evaluation of the prisoner's psychological 
state on the time of parole decision but upon a broad range of factors of 
which the psychiatrist's recomm~~da~on would be just one. 

The theories' o(delinquent behavior that developed out of the research of 
Thrasher. and Shaw in the 1920's have continued until the present to have 
wide influence upon scholarly efforts to understand delinquent behaviot.6 

S 

The theories have also. influenced action programs. These programs have 
included community organization for delinquency prevention, parole 
prediction, and a variety of community programs for parole supervision. The 
programs have had in common the goal of prevention or rehabilitation with 
only minimal emphasiS upon problems of psychological disturbance. 

CONCLUSION 

.. ~""~' By the mid-1920's, then, the three traditio~s for explaining cr~inal 
violence had reached a relatively mature and endunng form that has perSIsted 
with relatively little change to the present. The deterrent tradition, during the, 
1920's, developed· an ideology, a program, and an organizational basis. While 
there have been some changes in emphasis in the 1960's, as welJ as some 
changes in the supporting public, the tradition retains much. the same form as 
it had 40 years ago. The psychological tradition took on an eclecticism in the 
1920's which has continued to influence the practitioners of diagnosis and 
therapy within the law enforcement institutions. Finally, the sociological 
theories that emerged in the 1920's have been criticized and modified during 
the last forty years but remain nevertheless a central explanation around 
which much of current research revolves. 

When viewed historically, the programs advocated during the current 
century on the basis of various theories of crimimil violence have often been 
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unrealistic. The programs have frequently stemmed from an unrealistic 
understanding of criminal justice institutions, from an unrealistic view of 
what could be achieved through crimin~l law enforcement, or from an 
unrealistic assessment of the actual impact of a given program upon the 
juvenile and adult defendgrtts brought into the criminal justice system. 

Since the 1920's, ~.dvocates olf the deterrent tradition have focused their 
attention almost entirely upon aspects of the criminal justice syst~m which, if 
changed, would not make law enforcement significantly more deteircilt:;P,:ven 
if one were to grant that the courts should convict a larger proportiort> of 
defendants and impose stricter sentences, the causes for the failure to convict 
and for the lenient sentences in the cities do not lie primarily in soft-hearted 
judges or legal technicalities that favor defendants. The causes lie in the large 
number of defendants relative to the resources for trying and incarcerating 
them. Hence, many cases must be dismissed at preliminary hearings and 
others settled by plea bargaining. To· avoid such informal dispositions, it 
would be necessary to increase substantially the resources for the urban 
criminal courts, prosecutors, public defenders, and correctional facilities. Yet 
few adv<?cates. of the deterrent tradition have worked for such goals. They· 
have preferred to criticize soft-hearted judges and legal technicalities rather 
than commit the resources (meaning tax funds) necessary to operate a more 
deterrent court and correctional system. 

Furthermore, the logic of deterrence would suggest that, if a person who 
commits a crime is seldom caught, there will be only limited deterrent effect 
in punishing those few who are caught. It has long been known that a large 
proportion of crimes are not reported to the police and that the police clear 
by arrest a relatively small proportion of reported crimes. The logic of the 
deterrent ideology, therefore, should have brought a strong movement critical 
of the police and demanding better performance by the police. (And, of 
course~Jin the 1960's there have developed demands for more vigorous use of 
police in riot situations.) In general, however, the police have managed since 
the 1920's to shift the responsibility for lack of deterrence from themselves 
to the courts, parole boards, and the rehabilitation facilities. Thus, the failure 
of the police has been perceived to lie not in the· police but in the "legal 
technicalities" that interfere with good police work. And there has been little 
public or political movement for a sec;trching examination of the adequacy of 
.police training, competence, and techniques. 

Finally, given the importance of deterrence as a goal' to be achieved by 
criminal justice, relatively little research has been done to test the deterrent 
effect of criminal sanctions.6. 6 Advocates of the deterrent tradition have 
shown little interest in such crucial questions as: whether deterrence could be 
more effective against some sorts of crimes rather than others; whether 
deterrence might be more effective against some sorts of criminals rather than 
others; whether some types of behavior now regulated through criminal 
sanctions might be better regulated in other ways so that law enforcement 
sources might be committed to those sorts of behavior that are most likely to 
be controlled by deterrence. As a result of the historical split between 
advocates of deterrence and the scholarly community, relatively few studies 
have been undertaken to explore, in a useful way, the best uses to which the 
punitive features of criminal justice might be put in order to reduce crimes of 
violence in the cities. & 
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In short advocates of the deterrent tradition during the 1920's became 
locked int~ a set of assumptions that have made their criticisms and 
programs, in crucial respects, irrelevant to the criminal justice system as it 
actually operates. 

There have aho been ways that, during the Twentieth Century, the 
rehabilitation traditions have misperceived the impact of their programs upon 
criminal justice institutions. The rehabilitation traditions have been based 
upon two assumptions that, at least in the early part of the cen~tI~y, we.re ~ot 
adequately examined. One assumptiop was that the cnnunal JustIce 
framework could be used for rehabilitation. The other assumption was that 
there existed expert knowledge and techniques so that delinquents and 
criminals could be adequately diagnosed and an adequate rehabilitation 
program provided. Only recently have there been fairly searching criticisms of 
both of these assumptions by scholars within the rehabilitation traditions. 

During the first third of the current centuiy, advocates of rehabilitation 
were successful in securing programs that introduced rehabilitation experts at 
certain points within the criminal justice system. The facilities have been 
provided chiefly at those points in the system where a decision concerning 
the defendant would be made: advice for the judge in determining sentence; 
diagnosis of those sentenced to correctional institutions in order to determine 
what institution or program would be most suitable; and advice to parole 
boards when the offender criminal was a candidate for release. 

Yet, although decisions were made as though criminal justice institutions 
might act to rehabilitate the individual, the actual rehabilitation services have 
been relatively few and far between. While many persons after conviction 
were placed under the gUidance of a probation officer or, after serving a 
portion of their sentence, were placed under the guidance of a parole officer, 
in fact the guidance was at best minimal. Most parole and probation officers 
were responsible for so many persons that they could only go through the 
motions. At the same time, the correctional institutions in the United States 
have not had sufficient staff to carryon useful rehabilitation prbgrams. In 
1934, only 13.4 percent of the correctional institutions in the country even 
had a full-time psychiatrist, and Michigan did not hire its first full-time 
psychiatrist for its correctional institutions until 1936.67 It is not unfair, 
therefore, to suggest that the criminal justice institutions took on a facade of 
rehabilitation with, in fact, little in the way of rehabilitation programs 
actually in operation. The various diagnostic facilities often decided what 
would be the best rehabilitation program for a particular defendant, but the 
program did not actually exist. Hence, even if there were programs that might 
aid in rehabilitation-a question which is still open -such programs were not . 
really in effect. 

The advocates of rehabilitation, however} haw often assumed that the 
criminal justice institutions could or ~id providerel~abilitation and thus have 
not critically examined the actual impact of their reforms upon the 
defendants. The juvenile courts had the effect of increasing the number of 
juveniles who were brought within the law enforcement system and, at the 
same time, deprived juveniles of certain procedural protections-on the 
assumption that the courts could act in the interest of youthful delinquents. 
The parole system may have actually increased the length of sentences and 
thus made lawenf)}t'cement more punitive-on the assumption that parole 
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, coul~ .~rovide r.ehabilitation. The sexual psychopath laws have created the 
p~s~lbihty that some pers,~:ms, guilty of a crime that would have brought a 
~lmmal sentence or even probation, might be placed in an institution for 
lIfe-on the assumption that psychiatrists could adequately determine who 
needed institutionalization and when an institutionalized person was ready 
for return to society. 

While, in recent years, many scholars have come to question some of the 
assm~ptions upon which the rehabilitation ideal has been grafted upon the 
coerCIve system of criminal justice, historically the advocates of rehabilitation 
hav~ . often exhibited ~ faith in rehabilitation that greatly 'exceeded the 
realItIes of the Amencan system of criminal justice and the state of 
knowledge concerning the roots of criminal behavior. 
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BEHA VIOR CONTROL· 

By Perry Londont 

1. THE ADVENT OF BEHAVIOR CONTROL 

Behavior control is the abiiiiy to get someone to do what one wants. From 
antiquity till almost now, the only means for doing this have been powers to 
coerce and to persuade, and these have always been gross in their application 
or unsure in their effects. This is changing now; means are developing in 
psychology, surgery, biochemistry, and electronics that will soon make 
possible very precise control over people's' individual actions, thoughts, 
emotions, and wills. Most of the scientists and other specialists responsible for 
this still do not see their tools as parts of a general technology for controlling 
behavior and certainly have not designed any grand strategies for "taking 
over" the lives of individuals or society. Even so, when the facts of today's 
embryonic technology of behavior control are assembled, it is clear that the 
ability exists already to manipulate human beings systematically. And it is 
petty compared to the precision that will be possible only a few years from 
now. ,', 

Traditional psychotherapies, for example, are also methods of manip
ulating values and attitudes towards conventional norms of conduct, and of 
releasing feelings of great intensity, whose expression can change the course 
of people's lives. Behavior psychotherapists are learning to attack specifics of 
individual behavior with ever increasing precision, "burning out" traumatic 
fears by creating internal explosions of anxiety, and retraining chronic lusts~ 
from homosexuality to enuresis, to respond faithfully to the manipulation of 
critical signals by a behavior control expert. These are the weakest of the 
individual ,control techniques that are developing. The biochemical and 
neurophysiological substrata of behavior are being discovered at even greater 
speedS, and the technology that results from these discoveries is developing 

* Copyright 1969 by Perry London. The material of this investigation was gath~~ed 
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Israel. ' 
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faster and more powerfully even than are psychological methods. The 
profusion of "tranquilizing" drugs already on the market represents the bare 
beginnings of an industry which will soon produce drugs capable of much 
more precise control over moods and emotions and, soon thereafter, over 
important parts of intellect such as memory. Electronic miniaturization and 
skillful brain surgery increasingly exploit modern discoveries of the exact 
locations in the brain where various behavioral functions are managed; 
already radio controls over epileptic seizures, sexual desire, speech patterns, 
and mood are operational. The long range possibilities of this technology are 
enormous. 

The advent of behavior technology in our society will not come from some 
Orwellian tyranny like 1984, but from the natural efforts of existing agencies 
of social ,control to improve their work by using it. The new technology will 
operate through old, familiar institutions like schools, prisons, residential 
treatment centers, hospitals, and courts, all ancient honored regulatory 
devices men have created to control people's behavior. These conventional 
institutions of social control have never made much use of technology 
because they have not had much technology around to use. Now that it is 
developing at an ever expanding rate, it is Virtually certain that they will take 
advantage of it in order to function more efficiently. What ends will be served 
by doing so depends on the uses to which society puts its control agencies; it 
does not depend at all 011 the technology. . 

In some ways, these developments certainly promise good things, like the 
elimination of mental illness, crime, and even war; the prospect of achieving 
these goals by scientifically controlling behavior is an appealing one. But the 
same arts which can be used to restrict such evils might stifle freedom too, 
and if the refmed management of individual behavior does that, then the cost 
of having it may exceed the profit to be gained. The enormous risks involved 
make it very important for intelligent people of good will to plan, carefully 
and considerately, how to use these tools with the least threat to human 
freedom and the most promise of promoting the general welfare. That they 
will be created and used, one way or the other, for one purpose or another, is 
a certainty. 

There is probably little point today, if there ever was one, in debating 
whether or not behavior control technology is feasible or desirable. No such 
choice is any longer possible. This technology, at this point in history, is 
scientifically inevitable, socially necessary, and psychologically prepared for. 
What remains is to determine the characteristics of this technology, the rules 
of implementing control, and the purposes which it should serve. 

2. THE EMERGENCE OF BEHAVIOR TECHNOLOGY 

Any true technology is both deliberate and precise, involving the capacity 
to control the variety, intensity, domain, and duration of effects. Such a 
technology for controlling behavior originates in medicine, not politics, and 
its originators are more interested in its curative than in its creative 
applications. They want to attack disease, not society. 

They have found two main ways of doing this: (1) by controlling the 
information processed by the senses, and (2) by controlling the physical 
mechanisms which underlie the senses. Control by information is familiar to 
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everybody because it includes most of the communication and persuasion 
methods common to our Civilization, ranging from propaganda to education. 
It also includes such methods, however, as psychotherapy, hypnosis, and 
conditioning. Control of physical mechanisms is done mainly by drugs and by 
surgery. Because they work directly on bodily processes, I have called drug 
and surgical controls "coercive," .meaning that their physiCal effects are fairly 
certain. Since educational and persuasive methods do not impose so directly 
on body processes, but rather on communication to the senses, I have named 
them "information" controls. 

3. CONTROL BY INFORMATION: PSYCHOTHERAPY 

Information control technology begins with ",~rbal information, as applied 
in Insight psychotherapy and its corollaries. Psychotherapy is a 
technologically primitive means of behavior control compared to what comes 
after it, but it is Significant because it works under conditions of maximum 
disadvantage to any controlling agency. Neither coercion by police power nor 
continuous charge over rewards and punishments, such as parents have, are 
ordinarily available to a psychotherapist. His operations are relatively pure 
attempts to influence with limited resources, chiefly with language. 

Psychotherapy is an extension of equcation as well as of persu\lsion which, 
in the ethical perspective of our age, is regarded as the antithesis of control 
through coercion. It may be the closest thing extant to an agency for 
individual control that satisfies the modern morality of freedom and 
individual choice. 

Most psychotherapeutic problems involve some aspect of the victim's 
behavior which seems to be "out of control," either from his own point of 
view or that of some other presumably responsible people, like the inability 
to refrain from drinking too much, or from taking drugs, or to restrain sexual 
impulses, or violent ones, or the urge to steal, and so forth. This gives 
psychotherapy obvious relevance to problems of criminal justice. 

The profusion of "schools" and "systems" of psychotherapy reduces, for 
most purposes, to two types: Insight therapies and Action therapies. 
Psychoanalysis is the prototype of Insight therapy. Action therapy derives 
from the work of Pavlov in Russia and of E. L. Thorndike in the United 
States, both working at the same time that Freud was formulating 
psychoanalytic theory in Vienna. 

The chief differences between the therapies are found primarily in their 
respective technical activities and secondarily in their somewhat different 
objectives and effects. Insight methods aim to foster understanding into the 
"problem-relevant" aspect of a person's life: Action tries to produce specific 
changes in his behavior. 

Insight therapies argue that disordered behavior is the result of 
peculiilrities inside the individual. To treat them, the therapist explores the 
inner 'states that underlie the surface difficulties, especially the relationship 
between motivations and behavior, on the assumption that understanding 
them will give the patient greater control over his behavior. The therapy aims 
particularly at those aspects of behavior which have not been fully conscious. 

The influence of the Insight therapist operates through the subtle methods 
he uses to guide the patient through therapy. Subtlety.is at once the greatest 
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asset arid liability of Insight therapy. When it works, its methods may 
produ~e profound and lasting changes in the patient, of feelings, attitudes, 
values, and activity, for which he feels solely responsible. When it fails, he 
may have 'wasted his time, energy, and money -and it often fails because its 
very gentleness makes no impression or makes wrong impressions on the 
'patien t's life. 

Insight therapy is a weak form of behavior control technology. It is clearly 
a p~or means of nymptonl control. Studies. of its effectiveness have proved 
equIvocal, by and large; a few report fair results; others show little evidence 
that therapy "works" in the sense of removing symptoms. It does function, 
on the other hand, as a very general, nonspecific method of behavior control 
which tends ei~her to radically alter people's life styles or to leave them quit~ 
unaffected. It IS much more likely that a person will give up his career as a 
result of Insight therapy than that he will lose a nervous tic, more reasonable 
to expect he will move away from home, shift his political position or alter 
his suicidal intentions, as a result of psychoanalysis, than that he wili give up 
drugs, alcohol, homosexuality, or kleptomania. 

Action therapies do not concern themselves much with motivational 
states, but tend to focus on the treatment of the symptoms themselves. They 
place t~e re.sponsibility for treatment entirely in the hands of the therapist 
whose Job IS to make a planful attack on symptoms of disorder without 
regard to whether any self-understanding comes about. Most symptoms, they 
believe, are learned or "conditioned" habit patterns, to be treated by special 
forms of training or conditioning. 

!he .main ~ifferen~es between the systems, in terms of contro.l technology, 
reSIde In theIr relative efforts to exert specific controls over individual 
behavior. !he kind of ~reatme~t attempted by Action therapists is usually 
more speCIfic to a particular kind of problem than is the case with Insight 
~herapies. On~ method of Action Therapy, for example, Counterconditioning, 
IS ~S7d to rehe~e se~ual problems, such as homosexual arousal, essentially by 
traInIng the patIent In antagonistic feelings. 

Behavior Shaping is used for chronic conditions which require broad 
chang~s in' activity, including some symptoms of neuroses and psychoses and 
behaVIOr problems like stuttering, juvenile delinquency, school failure, and 
social maladjustment. It works essentially by manipulating rewards, increasing 
them when the incidence of desired behavior increases and withholding them 
to decrease the occurrence of undesirable behavior. 

The technique requires more ingenuity and inventiveness than do most 
therap~es, an~ usually takes longer to work than do other Acii~rt therapies. 
Some ImpressIve results have neverthless been achieved with behavior shaping 
methods. 

4. SECOND GENERATION INFORMATION CONTROLS: CONDITIONING 

~ction Therapy techniques are extensions of "conditioning methods," 
which offer many more possibilities for behavior control than have been 
indicated above. Operant conditioning (Behavior shaping) is used for the 
systematic manipulation of voluntary behavior. It is presently being used to 
shape complicated behavior in training programs for the mentally retarded 
and. in. hospital wards for chronic psychotics. Sophisticated electronic 
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equipment helps provide complete control of the institutional environment. 
Television cameras, for example, enable teachers and/or nurses to observe a 
patient's every act (or potentially, a prisoner's). Electronic consoles' allow 
detailed information about the behavior to be fed into computers which 
translate it according to preprogrammed schedules and instantaneously 
activate machinery which signals the patient. and distributes rewards into slots 
and troughs positioned near him on the wall. In hospital wards, systems of 
this type are called "token economies" because the reward used is poker 
chips which function like money. 

It is possible also to substitute telemetric for television observations, and 
to use punishment as well as reward in such training programs. Telemetric 
equipment permits physiological measures to be transmitted by radio signals; 
computers can receive the information by various means and act on it just as 
they would respond to buttons pushed by hand. Changes in blood pressure or 
heart rate resulting from emotional arousal, for example, could electrically 
signal a computer· which would activate fa.cilities that reward or punish the 
person according to his internal state. This is essentially the same principle on 
which brain stimulation control devices work, but it operates at a different 
physiological level and without irreversible invasion of the physical organism. 
It is also less precise and dependable. As electronic communication and 
programming systems become more sophisticated, however, the possibilities 
for operant conditioning through environmental control will become 
increasingly elaborate, especially when combined with drugs. 

"Classical" conditioning makes possible the control of involuntary 
behavior, including control of emotion, mood, smooth muscle functioning, 
and some cognitive and sensory processes. Immediately relevant to practical 
applications is the fact the classical conditioning can be used to induce 
embarrassment, revulsion, pleasure, anger, and so forth. Counterconditioning, 
mentioned above, is an instance of classical conditioning used to reduce 
sexual impulses. Similar techniques have been used to treat alcoholism, and 
are being experimented with to break habits like smoking, drug use, and 
over-eating. It is entirely possible that classical conditioning can eventually be 
used to inhibit aggressive or other antisocial impulses even in individuals with 
lifelong habits of social deJ-'iance. Behavior control by classicial conditioning 
is not as well developed as operant techniques at the present time, but future 
developments in drugs and psychosurgery will certainly enhance its potential. 

5. CONTROL BY COERCION: DRUGS AND SURGERY 

People have been forcing their wills on each other since time immemorial, 
but all the methods devised for this purpose can be grouped into a few 
classes. Historically, coercion has depended chiefly upon the fear of 
punishment, which is administered essentially in only two ways: by 
frustration or by pain. It is these Which give punishment meaning. 

Punishment is a primitive and inefficient means of behavior control, 
chiefly because you cannot punish somebody till after he has erred or 
transgressed. Ideally, control should operate to prevent transgressions in the 
first place. Thus, frustration punishments, such as jail or bondage, can do 
little more than prevent the repetition of misdeeds by the same person, and 
that urueliably. Pain can be used to elicit information or confessions from 
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people, but for little else. The utility of both kinds of punishment as control 
methods has been largely indirect, limited to their ability to frighten people 
who have not yet done anything wrong; it is the fear of punishment, that is, 
the fear of being deprived or hurt, which has classically been used to coerce 
people. 

There are fewer obvious practi~al or moral restrictions on the extreme use 
of fear than of pain, so it can function as a more durable, agonizing, and 
compelling means of control. Even so, the potency of fear ultimately depends 
on people's experience and sensibility of pain, and the biology of pain is 
sufficiently peculiar, full of seeming irregularities, and little understood, to 
make control through the agencies of pain undependable. 

Fear is aroused by threat. The potency of physical threats probably comes 
mainly from the sense of their permanence or irreversibility. Most people 
have only experienced physical 'pain as a very transitory condition and would 
probably have difficulty even imagining what continuous pain for a long time 
might be like. Most likely, the fear of pain becomes most extreme when it is 
trarlslated in people's minds as the threat of death, which is more frightening 
because it is permanent and irreversible than because it is physically painful. 

The contemplation of death is fearful to many people because it promises 
to do away with their essential selves, that is, to end their existence. In the 
same way, the more any threat anticipates the permanent alteration of our 
selves, the more fearful is our experience of it. For this reason, structural 
changes in our bodies are more frightening to contemplate than many other 
far more painful things. It is said, for example, that criminals convicted of 
sexual offenses, when given the choice of penalties, will invariably prefer long 
imprisonment to sterilization, even though the latter is painless and has no 
noticeable effect on behavior. For most of us, the selves we know are safest 
and most cherished, with all their faults, and are deeply entrenched in the 
environment we all know best, our own bodies. 

The use of pain and threat as SOCially acceptable means of coercion has 
been given much of its ethical rationale, practically till today, by the 
widespread, maybe even universal belief in the efficacy of pain as an agent of 
education and healing as well as punishment. The instructive character of pain 
is used to rationalize punitive social controls as instruments of training and 
~eform. It is only a small step in logic from the punitive to the instructive 
view of pain, and both perspectives are neatly maintained by the belief that· 
pain has a shriving function, that is, that painful scourging and suffering 
cleanse the individual of sin and leave him innocent again. This belief has 
been prevalent enough till now to maintain punitive methods of dealing with 
criminals and social deviants despite their inefficiency for controlling most 
behavior. 

Coercive behavior controls of the future will not depend upon the 
manipulation of pain or of threat, but on manipulation of the physiological 
processes underlying the behavior to be controlled. The two most important 
methods for this purpose are drugs and brain surgery. 

The advent of behavior controlling drugs can probably be dated from the 
introduction of tranquilizers into widespread psychiatric use in the early 
1950's, though tranquilizing, energizing, and narcotic drugs of many kinds 
have existed for a much longer time. All such drugs, of course, are behavior 
control deVices. 
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Less is known about current drugs than would seem to be the case either 
from the ease with which doctors sometimes prescribe them or the exorbitant 
prices which the pub,1ic is made to pay for them. In some cases, they have no 
demonstrable effects at all; in still others, the effects are just the opposite of 
those usually expected. A hyperactive child, for . example , who is absolutely 
uncontrollable by means of tranquilizers or sedatives, may be considerably 
calmed by benzedrine, one of the most powerful energizers. No good reason 
for this phenomenon is known, and the selection of particular drugs for 
particular conditions is often done on a rudely empirical basis. 

The evidence for the utility of strong tranquilizers is better than that for 
the weaker ones, but it is still quite mixed. Since tranquilizers have been used, 
the rate of discharge from psychiatric hospitals has risen, the resident patient 
population has declined, and patients are more manageable while in the 
hospital. Despite their limitations, therefore, drugs have provided a major 
service in psychiatric care. 

Judging from their effects alone, current drugs do not suggest a 
particularly effective, let alone obnoxious kind of behavior control. Some 
tranquilizers have little more power than aspirin, and both tranquilizers and 
energizers which are clearly powerful are also limited in their capacities. The 
potential of drugs as behavior control deVices, however, is enormous. In the 
near future, drugs will be available for the manipulation of emotion and 
mood and of some aspects of memory and intelligence. 

Tranquilizers have laid the groundwork of popular acceptance for future 
drugs by their continued acceptance among both laymen and medical people, 
which is far more significant than their initial popularity. In addition to being 
cheap and powerful, drugs have the unexcelled virtue of being administered 
orally, generally as pills. Pills are obviously less frightening and painful than 
either shocks or shots, they appear not to insult the body, and nothing could 
be easier to administer. The most important characteristic of tranquilizing 
drugs for behavior control, however, is that they are generally synthetic, 
which means in turn, that they have some promise for being specifics. 

A Synthetic is simply a drug invented in the laboratory rather than 
obtained from natural sources. A specific is a medicine which, to quote 
Dubos " ... acts almost uniquely against a structure or an activity peculiar to 
the organism or function to be affected." Specifics tend to meet the criteria 
of technology proposed earlier. The ability to synthesize specifics confers 
tremendous power to interfere with metabolic processes, once these are 
understood and the manufacturing capabilities for the drug are at hand. The 
latter is no small problem but is diminishing all the time. 

The specific effectiveness of a drug does not necessarily depend on its 
being produced synthetically, of course, but its widespread use probably does 
depend on somebody's being able to produce it in large quantities at 
reasonably low cost. For the time being, skills at synthesizing drugs still 
exceed the ability to specify their action. The invention of new drugs will 
propel the discovery of new possibilities for their use, including possibilities 
for increased control over behavior. 

The practical virtues of drugs rests in their transitory effects and ease of 
self administration. These tend to make drug usage more rather than less 
voluntary. It is no easier to force somebody to swallow a pill than it is to 
make him submit to electric shock. The coercive power of drugs only begins 
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after they are taken, and whether they are taken or not has nothing to do 
with their ehemical properties. By the same token, even powerful excitatory 
drugs like epinephrine (adrenalin) do not dictate just what beha~ior will result 
from their arousal of the autonomic nervous system or even what feelings 
other than sheer exciteme:nt or irritability will pervade consciousness from 
merely taking the drug. A8 Schachter and Singer have demonstrated, the drug 
only arouses the body, but the cognitions that accompany that arousal 
determine whether the person will experience anger, fear, tenderness or 
something else. Even should a careful controller manipulate the situation so 
that the victim is first emotionally aroused by the drug, and then given ideas 
which convert that arousal to anger, direct the anger at somebody, and 
provide the motive, opportunity, and equipment to kill him, there is no sure 
telling what will happen. The act of aggression is not the same as the impulse 
to aggress; it depends on ordinarily complicated individual histories of 
aggression as much as on motive and opportunity-ansi there is no such thing 
as a take-gun-and-shoot-loe-in-the-heart center in the human nervous system, 
though there is an aggression center in the brain. Pill,S for inhibiting certain 
kinds of behavior, like aggression, by acting on appropriat~ brain centers, 
have much more prospects for success than do pills for eliciting specific 
behavior, because' there are usually many ways to do some things but only 
one way not to; 

What finally limits most of the coercive control of drugs over behavior is 
the same thing that ultimately limits the coercive utility of pain-it must be 
processed through the central nervous 'system, including the brain, and its 
effects may be vitiated or nullified by the cerebral cortex, the 
phylogenetically most advanced part of the brain that controls critical human 
faculties like language. Whatever their potency, drugs cannot, in any absolute 
fashion, exercise precise control over the parts of the brain which steer the 
very motives of blehavior. Such absolute controls require direct intervention 
in the structures of the brain. This is now possible by a combination of 
surgery and electronics which makes it possible to control the behavior 
control mechanisms of the brain. 

"Brain implantation," the placing of electrical or chemical stimulating 
devices in strategic brain tissues, has been used in individual cases to relieve 
several human miseries and to experiment on the survival and social 
motivations of lower animals. Radio brain controls have already been used 
successfully on people for changing speech patterns, controlling seizures, and 
inducing i various thought patterns, hallucinations, and pleasant shifts of 
'mood. More elaborate controls of complex social behavior have been exerted 
on monkeys. On still lower mammals, like bulls, cats, and rats, aggression, 
hunger, thirst, and pleasure have been manipulated so dependably that the 
very lives of the animals could be expended at the whim of the'experimenter 
by maintaining the stimulation to the point of collapse. These methods seem 
to work with something like total reliability, and are sufficiently 
straightforward in theory and in practice so that their future development 
and sophistication are virtually guaranteed. Developments in mapping the 
brain, in modern surgery, and in the miniaturization of electronic equipment 
now make it possible to plant small radio transceivers in some brain centers 
and then to control the activity of these centers by radio signals to them. 
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(Experiments with chemical stimulation are also underwaY,but are not yet 
practically applicable.) 

The limits of surgical control are unclear, but there is no doubt that it will 
eventually be possible to control very refine4 human behavior by ~eans of it. 
Delgado foresees the likelihood of soon implanting a small computer in the 
brain which can be used effectively to raise intelligence. There is no doubt 
that further refinements hold out great hope for helping people with mental 
retardation, organic brain conditions, and perhaps psychoses as well. They 
hold out other possibilities, too, which are helpful only to the people doing 
the controlling, not to those controlled. 

6. THE MEANING OF BEHAVIOR CONTROL 

The medical origins of coercive controls make if -easy to' overlook their 
nonmedical implications: their use is not limited to curing medical disorders. 
Once the metabolic basis of any behavior is known, for example, and the 
engineering skills are at hand, drugs theoretically can be proquced for 
interfering with it, whether it involves physiological impairment, social 
deviance, or anything else. The, groundwork for such interference is already 
laid by the use of tranquilizing drugs for psycholo!p'-cal disorders, a use w~ch, 
however justified, is notably different from the use of drugs like antibiotics. 
Penicillin, for example, tends to be sufficiently specific so that it will attack 
any of several organisms without disturbing most metabolic processes. This 
means that a patient who has pneumonia is likely to be helped by it and one 
who does not is likely to be unaffected. The drug may help, but probably 
won't harm. A strong tranquilizer, on the other hand, calms people down, 
and is equally prone to do so whether they are mentally disturbed or not. The 
domain of its action is clear enough, but the definition of the disorder which 
requires any action may not be. , -

The move from what are clearly physiological impairments to what are 
clearly not is a subtle one only because we are accustomed to the idea that 
what doctors treat, including head doctors, is illness, and illness implies, for 
most of us, physiological malfunction rather than social malfeasance. The 
more the definition of disorder rests with people who are not the immediate 
victims of it, however, and on behavior rather than anatomy or physiology, 
the more tenuous it becomes, especially if they are the same people who 
select and administer the cure. As' the 'synthesis of specific drugs yields pills 
which pacify aggressive impulses, expand or erase memory, and otherwise 
manipulate a variety of intellectual and emotional functions which are now, 
for the most part, outside the direct control of anybody but the one in whom 
they occur, the ethical problem of who shall administer them to whom, and 
when, becomes more complicated. The problem arises particularly in 
connection with social deviance. 

In the past, legal systems could do very little about social deviance other 
than punish it. Imprisonment and mutilation were the only certain preventive 
methods, so all that legislators and courts had to decide WaS whether to use 
them, and how much. Broadening the spectrum of dependable control devices 
broadens the problems of decision which society's agents must face. 
Totalitarian states are likely to use coercive behavior controls as prophylactics 
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or preventives as well as for "treatment" of any kind of political or social 
deviance the government fears to risk. In democratic countri,es, these controls 
are unlikely to be used prior to the commission of first offenses or to "cure" 
political deviance, both of which infringe on civil liberties. They are likely to 
be used on criminals and on the-mentally ill, however, as preventives against 
recidivism. In both kinds of society, the same kind of question arises: Would 
not political deviants be better off docile than dead? Is not ~ssassination a less 
humane method of control than implantation or; for that matter, 
imprisonment? But by the same token, why should social deviants be 
incarcerated in prisons or mental hospitals if, by safe and certain means, they 
can be provided with treatments which will make any kind of external 
restraint unnecessary? One can retort that they would really only be 
substituting one restraint for another, replacing the jail around their bodies 
with one inside their head. But for some people at least, this can be dismissed 
as academic sophistry-everybody carriE:s some jails inside their heads if they 
live in a modicum of harmony with other people, and the restraints that are 
provided by drugs or brain implants operate at the very level of motivation, 
so their "victim" does not want to do what is forbidden, rather than feel 
unable to do it. PJlY corrective system, any mandatory treatment, any ex 
post facto measure one takes to prevent recurrence of unacceptable behavior, 
is a form of control. Once 'restraint has been elected as the means of control 
by society, perhaps it is better, after all, to restrain motivation than 
movement. 

Most people do not even realize, at the present time, the extent to which 
coercive behavior controls have already advanced. The 1967 Task Force 
Report: Science and Technology to the President's Commission on Law 
Enforcement and Administration of Justice does not even mention specific 
coercive controls in its discussion of crime corrections and preventions (ch. 4) 
though the report's authors are obviously sensitive to the existence of such 
devices and concerned about them: 

... their availability raises grave questions about their social value, and 
there is doubt whether any of them would be acceptable in a free 
society. As with many technological devices that raise such value 
questions, decisions whether or not to use them, even experimentally, 
must be carefully weighed. (p. 45) 

The fact of the matter is that such devices are already being used in clinical 
medicine, and are experimental only in the sense that they are not yet used 
by very many people on very tpany things. If decisions about their use in 
medicine have been "carefully weighed," then the balance has swung in their 
favor, and will continue to do so even more as it becomes apparent that they 
provide a tremendous boon to sufferers from many clearly medical maladies. 

The problem which must now be faced is that the uses of the future will 
come, at first, from the uses of the past, which will have been entirely and 
justifiably medical. Applying brain implantations to uncontrollable seizures 
or uncontrollablese~ impulses, for that matter, may be unexceptionable as 
long as the desires of the patient r.:nd the doctor coincide. But when the 
condition which is subject to correction is a form of behavior rather than the 
action of a microbe or a wild gene or even the squiggle on an 
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electroencephalogram reflecting some damage to the brain, then the line 
between the social deviation which is illness and that called crime, is a very 
narrow one. And the distinction between correction and punishment may be 
just as difficult. Nothing better illustrates the failure of our sO,ciety to cope 
with this problem so far than the ambivalence of legislators and psychiatrists 
alike about the entire category of crimes without (external) victims, like 
prostitution, sexual deviation between consenting adults, or the use of 
narcotics. , 

In most respects, the problems posed by the availability of coercive; 
controls in the future differ from those of the past chiefly by being more 
sharply put. It is no mere academic exercise to offer therapy or jail as the 
alternatives available to a homosexual when it is absolutely certain that the" 
"therapy" will rid him entireiy of his sexual proclivity. A legal precedent 
already exists in a case where a woman who produced too many ~hildren out 
of wedlock was given the alternatives of sterilization or jail. However 
repugnant such a situation may sound to Americans at this time, it can easily 
be softened by experience as custom soothes conscience' to sleep and 
increasing numbers of ex-deviants report on their satisfaction with their nev! 
status. When sufficient such reports have accumulated, moreover; so that 
almost nobody chooses jail as the alternative, a confluence of economic 
pressures can then do away with jails which, however great the benefits from 
that, also does away with the choice, and leaves the cure as society's only 
response to the crime. 

As a practical matter, it seems most likely that the authorization of 
behavior controls by courts and legislatures will be rationally related to the 
criteria that have long been used to determine the severity of punishments 
and the extent of restraints applied to criminals. For the most part, these 
have been (1) the severity of the act, (2) the extent of its reversibility, once it 
has occurred, and (3) the predictability of its recurrence. The i~teraction of 
these factors determines the extent to which society demands control over 
the future of a criminal, even if it has no wish to punish hlm. The use of 
behavior control techniques can be scheduled according to that demand, 
because they can be classified parallel to crimes, by and large, in terms of 
their dependability (predictability), potency (severity), and permanence 
(reversibility). Psychotherapy is the mildest method of behavior control, in 
these terms, and surgery the most powerful, with drugs and conditioning 
methods occupying intermediate positions. Since the voluntary use of 
psychotherapy and mood changing drugs is already widespread, their 
mandatory use as corrective devices will probably be easily accepted by the 
public. This may lay the groundwork for social acceptance of more 
permanent methods like brain implantation. 

The new technology of coercion may be most startling or threatening 
because of its preeision, but the most important problem it presents may 
finally concern the nature of its assault 'On behavior rather than its potency. 
Both drugs and surgical controls are effective primarily, not in the 
manipulation of overt behaVior, but of the underlying meods and motivations 
which produce it. In changing those, they have effectively changed the 
meaning of coercion from its historical conn.otation as a psychological 
concept to a new idea, which is physiological. The traditional implication of 
coercion is the violation of Will in compelling some behavior; in the new 
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technology, coercion is the subversion of Will in compelling some body 
process. But virtually all of our concepts of individual liberty and social 
responsibility, its antagonist and counterweight, have been based on the 
assumption that human beings retain inviolate some faculty which ultimately 
enables them to judge their intercourse with Qthers and, in judging, ultimately 
to oppose the rest. In view of this idea, the main subjective means of 
measuring just how coercive something is con.cerns the source of motivation. 
and its strength. If I think the motive for doing something comes from within 
me, I cons1der it voluntary; if the motive comes from someone else, then I 
feel it is forrced upon me, especially if it involves something I do not want to 
do. If the motive is weak, then source alone goes into the definition. If the 
motive is ~ltrong enough, it makes no difference where it comes from-most 
people wiH see themselves as victims, whether of external coercion or internal 
compulsion. The latter is translated by lawyers as "irresistible impulse." 

The paradoxical thing about chemical and surgical coercions, from this 
definition, is that their main function can be said to be that of internaliZing 
motivations so that people will themselves desire what we want them to. The 
practical issue of coercion has to be resolved before the pill is swallowed, 
because afterwards, the corpus delil~tj, will testify only for the d'efense. 

The great conundrum created by the new technology is that it makes 
possible the nullification of all those human rights which are predicated on 
individual consent. Once consent can be flawlessly engineered, then doctrines 
like the Nuremberg code, which begin by saying "The voluntary consent of 
the human subject is absolutely essential" to do medical research on him, 
become meaningless. And ~f the treatment of an individual's body is not 
subject to his own jurisdicHon in any meaningful way, thert nothing else can 
very well be-for nothing elr;e is so surely or inviolably himself and his rightful 
possession, if anything is, than his own body. 

Even here, government and the common welfare have already made serious 
inroads and established precedents and prerogatives which make the 
individual's body processes subjects of social scrutiny and control. 

Relatively few people see the intrusions of government into personal 
biology of the kind involved in blood tests and vaccinations as objectionable, 
specially since they do not sacrifice any individual's bodJ.ly health to any 
alleged common good. Some coercive behavior controls such as drugs may 
have sinrilar positive intrusive characteristics, permitting concepts like 
"irresistible impulse" to take on new meaning and to be subject to voluntary 
control instead of jail. Even with such benevolent potentials, however, 
coercive controls represent a new degree of intrusion, which also potentially 
undermines the very basis for disputing what is proper and what is not. 

The fundamental moral ig~mes in using arty kind of behavior controls do 
not change, of course, no 'matter what technology develops around them. 
They are now, as ever: By what right may one man curtail another? And 
within what limits? And who is to decide? Who executes the judgment? And 
who takes the mantle, or fasces, or scepter, or holy oil or oath, and from 
whose hand, to transmit or change the massed experience of endless human 
struggle with these same imponderables? The new technology helps to 
sharpen the question, and perhaps to lend it urgency by making it more 
answerable in fact with each new radio device or chemical. But de facto 
answers to questions of power are not enough for decent men-so we must 
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study how to force these powers into decent harmony with our individual 
and common lives. 

7. THE ETHICS OF BEHAVIOR CONTROL 

Any practical ethics of behavior control, to be just, cannot be absolute. 
Even wr m the uses of power were few and gross, one could not easily say 
which exercise of power over behavior was immoral. Now, when the tools of 
power are becoming so many and so delicate that ordinary instruments of 
social control like law are insufficient to administer them, it js still harder to 
know how they can be wisely managed, and by whom. An absolute ethic is 
bound to be disastrous, in any case, because it must anticipate either too 
much or too little evil from a technology whose details cannot yet be forecast 
or its impact known. 

The trouble with 'absolute ethics is not only that they will be unjust, but 
that they are impossible to mount in a technological society by any means 
short of tyranny. The march of technology is a function of concrete physical 
and psychological needs, not moral ones. The ethical issues of technology 
come after the machinery. Often enough, new situations need new ethics, as 
old rules become patently dysfunctional as practical guides to conduct. Ethics 
are expediencies for defining good and bad behavior ~ conveniences which 
serve limited purposes for limited periods. They evolve in practice, and the 
pace of their development is set more by changing circumstances than by 
reflection or decree. 

All the ethical problems of behavior control finally revolve around the 
concept of freedom, political freedom in particular, that is, the freedom of 
individuals to engage other people cooperatively ~ antagonistically, or not at 
all. Tills problem becomes increasingly difficult as society ,becomes 
increasingly technological and complicated, making people more 
interdependent, so that anybody's exercise of an individual option to remove 
himself from society threatens to compromise the welfare of everybody else. 
When that happens, the utility of concepts such as freedom becomes 
doubtful, and even their meanings can become vague and attenuated. 
Freedom, for example, means being able to do what you want. Since freedom 
in all things is not allowable, it gets coupled with terms like "responsibility," 
which means doing what you must instead of what you want. Obviously, 
most people believe that individuals should be free in some respects but not 
in others. The problem is, which are which? 

For most of history, the struggle for freedom has been concerned with 
restricting the power of rulers over the actions of their subjects. This was 
achieved, almost always, by force, and maintained by some machinery of 
government . 

The problem of freedom has shifted ground in modern times. Where it was 
once the problem of compelling action or overt behavior of one or another 
kind, the Nuremberg code changes it to one of compelling consent; it forbids 
people to coerce the consent of others as an improper restriction of freedom. 
The development of behavior control technOlogy shifts the problem one step 
further because it concerns the engineering of consent, not its coercion. There 
is relatively little in the ethical tradition of the West to adequately prepare us 
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for handling this problem because~ till now, it has always been very hard to 
o engineer consept. 0 

''Political man," the h,ypothe1;jc~locreature on whom Western democracy is 
based, is individually responsible for his behaVior, i.e., is able to decide how 
tp act by means of ohis individual consciousness, which is under his own 
control and no other. The nature of consciousness, however, its control, and 
their relationship to responsibility is not always obvious. Just what "having 
control" means is also subject to great problems of interpretation. Criteria of 
criminal insanity like knowing right from wrong, for example, or 
distinguishing them at the time of a crime, have never worked very well to 
define responsibility to the hypothetical body of individuals who, considered 
together, make "society." 

There has always been a dynamic tension between the notions of freedom 
and responsibility; each implies a mode of conduct which contradicts the 
other. The blending of the two in some permanent harmony has always been 
the subject of utopias, societies which do not exist. But we have always 
assumed that social deviance and social responsibility were the chosen 
behavior styles of individuals in control of themselves, and in control at the 
deepest level of awareness, that of their own desires. It is at that level that 
behavior technology challenges the utility of these concepts by making it 
possible to populate utopia with automata who are free at every level of 
behavior except that of desire. 

For the "statistical moralist," who places the general welfare ahead of 
indi.vidual desires, the problem of freedom versus responsibility has aiways 
and only been one of social deviance, and how it should be treated. But he 
too believes, no less than does the individual moralist, that people's happiness 
depends upon their sense of haVing their desires fulfIlled. It probably does, 
and just this enables control technology to unhinge the utility of individual 
!llorality-for it enables people to be thoroughly socially responsible and 
happy about it at the SaL,ile time. 

But the extreme of social responsibility is ultimately statism, and its 
promotion is finally identical with tyranny. If any single idea distinguishes 
democratic and totalitarian societies in this age, it is probably the concept of 
the state; to tyrapts, it is an entity around which men's lives should be 
devoted. To free men, it is a fiction, both convenient an~ dangerous, for 
discussing the regulation of the multiple and cross purposes of people. 

Liberty, in the age of technology, must have an ethic to defend it, and not 
deiJehd on the" illusion that any "natural" benefits of technology will work in 
its behalf. 

The Ethics of AW<l:reness 

Behavior control technology represents refinements of power which have 
never h:"en" ,50mmon before. Not only will it be possible to restrict or enslave 
someo~'ei:nore thoroughly than the most ruthless tyrants ever have, but it 
may °be possible to get him to like it. From some points of view, such use of 
power might be justified, even compassionate, because it protects people 
against the pain which they would have if they felt suppressed and their Will 
defied. An ethic of individual1iberty find~ such exorbitant control generally 
unacceptable. Even if people choose their slavery, nobody has the right tOo i 
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enslave them, any more than I am entitled to murder somebody on the mere 
grounds that he asked me to. 

The meaning of behavior control is that some people have power over 
others. The meaning of freedom is that people do not have power over each 
other. The ethical problems of behavior control revolve around these simple 
meanings, regardless of how elegant the technical apparatils of power 
becomes. So perhaps do the solutions. If technology endangers freedom by 
giving people refined power over others, then the antidote which safeguards 
freedom is to seat more refined power within the endangered self, that is to 
facilitate individual self-control, not only in its conventional meaning of 
irLhibiting impulses, but in its broader connotation of guiding one's own 
b~havior from within. Such individual control must be guided not only by 
Will, which finally reduces to desire, impulse, or emotion, but by 
"awareness," a concept which involve~ more and higher procl;:sses in the 
brain. 

The only ethic of freedom which is ultimately defensible in modern 
society is one which limits freedom as well as advocating it, and the only 
jdeology which will permit sucl~ a doctrine is the ideology. of '~aw:.<!reness." 
The apotheosis of awareness is the absolute exercise of control, i.e. of 
freedom only within channels of restraint, ideally channels selected and 
dominated by the individual himself. Ideal control is self control. 

This modern ethic of individual liberty has often been stated simply in two 
principles, a positive one of action and a negative one of restraint: (1) People 
are entitled to do what they want up to the limit that (2) they may not hurt 
others. What hurting others means is not always clear-but the same 
fundamental assumption always operates in this ideology: it is that life is 
precious, that it is only evident once for each individual, and that there is no. 
such thing as a group life. The ideology of awareness promotes the life of the 
Willful actor, and protects the lives of the individuals around him as well. 

Awareness is the main instrument evolved for the control of life , replacing, 
in the advanced state it has achieved in human evolution, much of the 
biological armor which lower organisms require in their battle for survival. 
The armamentarium of human invention is an expression of the power placed 
in man's hands as a result of his great capacity for awareness. Till now, the 
direction of his awareness has been upon the things around him. Behavior 
control technology has itself arisen from men's awareness of the relationship 
between his surroundings, his own body parts, and his subjective experiences 
of mood and thought, which he has called mind. The solution to the 
problems of behavior control requires further focusing of human awareness 
on the subjective self, not to the exclusion of its surroundings" but for the 
expansion of its own contents. Awareness refers to the frontal processes in 
the cerebral cortex by which man plans and controls his behaVior, including 
his plans for controlling behavior. There is no solution to general awareness 
but that of increasing personal awareness, no answer. to behavior control 
technology but increasing the technical ability to control one's own behavior. 

Knowledge has always been one of the best guardians against explOitation 
by others, just as it has always been one of the best tools for mani.pulating 
others. People who know their rights are not easily deprived of them, just as 
people who study the weakness of others are not easily preventl}q from using 
them. The technology of behavior control holds as mllch promise for servi~g 
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the ethics -of freedom by enhancing awareness as it threatens them by 
compromising will. Just as the need for social limitations in some things is 
clear in a modern society which values individual freedom, the nature of some 
social instructions will probably have to change as new machinery makes old 
mores obsolete. The ethics of awareness argue that social limitations should 
be vested within the individual rather than in external controlling forces. 

If awareness is to be the chief instrument of social control, society must 
operate through the medium of education rather than coercion, of persuasion 
rather th.an law. The chief burden of social conformity falls upon the 
individual rather than upon enforcement agencies. And insofar as the latter 
retain responsibility for the control and rehabilitation of individuals, their 
work would be directed increasingly at seating the means of control within 
the individual himself rather than on making him a ward of society. 

Self control means choice, not iphibition. A social system predicated on 
individual awareness and control must ultimately be reconciled therefore, to 
the right of the self-controlled self to act in ways which depart from current 
conventions and which are presently forbidden only. because tliey offend the 
tastes of others, without damaging them more palpably. So too do pairs of 
individuals have rights to make contracts repugnant to others, provided they 
do not infringe on them. Infringement is difficult to define and has long been 
a practical issue at law, but the principle involved is clear nevertheless: There 
are no such things as "crimes without victims" in this ideology, for it is only 
the existence of victims which makes possible the definition of qimes. 

In a society which forgoes coercion, some individual expressions are 
clearly worse than others, that is, clearly infringe more upon other people. A 
practical ethic therefore emerges. It argues, for example, that if aggression 
cannot be controlled, murder should still be avoided. It permits a hierarchy of 
undesirable conditions, in which suicide is preferable to homicide, and verbal 
aggression better than battery. If society is intolerable, it argues, withdrawal 
is better than wanton destruction, and temporary means .like alcohol are 
better than enduring on~:s hke psychosis. The guiding principle, at all events, 
is clear: Individual awareness is the main instrument for control of behavior, 
which should be vested internally and not in the hands of other people. Thus 
the ethic of awareness, the ideological instrument of liberty in a scientific 
world. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Some aspects ofbehilVior control technology are sufficiently established to 
be usefully incorporated by existing criminal justice and correction systems. 
Psychotherapy, mood-changing drugs, and some conditioning methods are 
suitable alternative or adjunctive rehabilitation procedures for a variety of 
offenses. They are appropriate alternative penalties for offenses where 
imprisonment is not necessary for the protection of society, so that 
probationary, voluntary couectives are in order. Precedents exist in the' 
mandatory counseling or treatment required by some domestic and juvenile 
courts and the "safety classes" reqUired of some traffic offenders. For 
offenses requiring mandatory restraints, these methods are useful adjuncts 
which may reduce length of incarceration and/or recidivism. 

Since more advanced control methods are proliferating, research facilities 
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should be established now to study the potential uses of these methods and 
the legal, ethical, and practical problems which will arise in connection with 
their use. 
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APPENDIX 30 

CON~rEMPORARY PROGRAMS FOR 
CONVICTED JUVENILE OFFENDERS: 

PROBLEMS OF THEORY, 
PRACTICE AND RESEARCH 

By LaMar T. Empey* 

INTRODUCTION 

The Framework for Analysis 

----"""'" 

There are two striking and highly contradictory things about the 
phenomenon called juvenile delinquency. On one hand, there are repeated 
allusions to the seriousness of the problem and demands from the public thai 
"something be done." On the other hand, it is a fact that, despite all its 
wealth and resources, the United States has devoted very little attention to a 
disciplined assessment of juvenile crime and ways to go about correcting it. 
"More than 200,000 scientists and engineers," said the President's 
Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice (1967a: 1), 
"have applied themselves to solving military problems and hundreds of 
thousands more to innovation in other areas of modern life, but only a 
handful are working to control the crimes that injure or frighten millions of 
Americans each year ." 

There is nothing new about this state of affairs. It has been cited 
" repeatedly, not only by the recent Crime Commission, but by many other 

observers as well (Wheeler ancl Cottrell, 1966; Gibbons, 1965; Empey, 
1967a). But unless it can be changed, the problems may simply grow worse, 
not better. The lack of investment in scientific research and correctional 
experimentation probably results from a general t~ndency to view research on 
correctional problems through a different prism from t.~at through which 
research in the physical and natural sciences is viewed. While most people 
would never be 'so presumptuous as to suggest that they know the solution 
for cancer, they would not hesitate to suggest answers for delinquency. Thus, 
they are disinclined to support the use of funds for research or even to 
consider it as a useful tool in the quest for solutions. They fail to recognize 
that answers, if there are any, may only come like answers in the biological or 

*Professor of Sociology, University of Southern California . 
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physical realm through a heavy investment in the painstaking and deliberate 
methods of science, that the only way to interrupt the wandering and 
bewildering evolution of corrections may be to adopt a more systematic and 
careful approach. 

This particular state of affairs poses a number of problems for any analysis 
such as this which is concerned with a review of contemporary efforts to deal 
with the convicted juvenile offender. Because of the pressing need for 
solutions, there is always a tendency for those who need solutions to believe 
that answers may already exist and only need to be disseminated. Having 
adopted this stance, they are anxious for descriptive analyses which spell out 
action implications without any attention to the complex theoretical and 
scientific issues involved. This paper, however, will resist the temptation to 
respond to that point of view and will be concerned as well with the complex 
issue:; that make any panaceas seem highly unlikely. 

The analysis will be divided into three parts. The first part will be 
concerned with delinquency in general and will address four major questions: 

1. Who is the delinquent? What is delinquency? 
2. What should be the basic goals of juvenile corrections? 
3. How relevant to basic problems and correctional goals are the 

theories which underlie contemporary programs? 
4. What evidence is there relative to the success of existing 

correctional programs? 

The second part will be devoted to an examination of contemporary 
correctional programs but, rather than simply providing an inventory of those 
programs, it will be concerned instead with the theoretical bases, operational 
characteristics and research evidence that relate to the general programmatic 
approaches that have been applied to juveniles. The analysis will be analytic 
rather than descriptive. 

Finally, the twrd section Will be a summary and conclusion section 
designed to indicate wherein there seems to be major discrepancies (1) 
between that which is known and that which is unknown, and (2) between 
that which is now being accomplished in correctional programs and that 
which seems to be necessary if rehabilitation and control are to be effective. 
Hopefully, the analysis might indicate major gaps in existing knowledge and 
suggest directions for the future. 

PART I: GENERAL CORRECTlONAL PROBLEMS 

Question 1: Who Is the Delinquent? 

(The evidence is clear that the convicted delinquent with whom 
correctional programs have traditionally been concerned is most likely a 
member of the lower-class. Arrest records, probation reports, reformatory 
data, and demographic studies, over the years, all seem to confirm this 
conclusion (Shaw and McKay, 1942; Dirksen, 1948; Wattenberg and 
Balistrieri, 1950; Burgess, 1952; Cohen, 1955; Eaton and Polk, 1961). The 
major report of the President's Crime Commission (1967b: 56-57) 

, 
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concluded that, "delinquents tend to come from backgrounds of social and 
economic deprivation. Their families tend to have lower than average incomes 
and social status ... It is inescapable that juvenile delinquency is directly 
related to conditions bred by poverty." 

Does this mean then that if correctional efforts are successful in changing , , . 

the lower-class offender that delirlquency will be controlled? As a matter of 
fact, the evidence does not support this conclusion. There is considerable 
room for disquietude. . 

Analyses pf undetected lawbreaking and of court statutes and practices, as 
well as official records, suggest that there is a vast difference (1) between the 
body of offenders who are officially defined as delinquent and the larger 
number of juveniles who actually.break the law, and (2) between the number 
of delinquent acts that are officially listed and the number that are actually 
committed. Such analyses suggest that, even if our legal and correctional 
agencies were totally successful in rehabilitating all juveniles whom they 
process, delinquency would~ by no means, be controlled. By way of 
illustrating this conclusion, consider the factors that distort the a~curacy' of 
official records. Some are well knOWIl; others are more subtle and difficult to 
deal with. 

The Questionable Accuracy of Official Records 

The questionable accuracy of official records is a well-known fact (cf. 
Sellin and Wolfgang, 1964). As the Children's Bureau (1965: 1) puts it: 

[Delinquency] statistics are' affected by sev~ral factors. For 
example, the ages of children and the types of cases over which courts 
have jurisdiction are established by state law and often vary in different 
states and sometimes vary within the same state. This discrepancy 
affects the number of cases reported and, consequently, the 
comparability of the reports from various courts. Also, the number of 
children's cases reported by these different courts is influenced by the 
organization and scope of other agencies. For exarnple, many 
community agencies suggest cases and refer them to other agencies 
rather than to juvenile courts; in other communities the juvenile court 
is one of the few agencies providing social services to children; and in 
places where social services for children are well established, the 
juvenile court is sometimes only one of many agencies dealing with 
children and is used only when its judicial authority is need.ed. 
Furthermore, whether or not a child ever comes to the attention of the 
court is often decided by varying community and parental attitudes 
toward the child's behavior. 

Because of these and other limitations (many of which are not 
statistically assessable), juvenile courts statistics, when taken by 
themselves cannot measure the full extent of delinquency, 
dependenc~, or neglect; and they can be particularly misleading when 
used to compaI'e one community and another. They do, however, 
indicate how frequently the juvenile court is utilized in dealing with 
such cases. 
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Am~iguity of Court Statutes, Policies and Cues 

off!~~ beyon: t~e mere mechanics of official record keeping, the accuracy of 
'di 1 rec?r.s IS affected by other factors as well, factors that are highly 

:~:r.n~~~~~o~e:::~~~o~:IIl~~~:tf a~~!~~~~e J~~tir~:;~:~e::'.;J:!t, 
SUgg:pa~~~IY to all Juveniles, as the ideals of a rational legal system woul~ 
affect. their ad:infs~~i;i~nW~~j~~~~:n~~~ e~:pi~S ~f ~rivate p~losophi.es 
209-210) note that exce t for t' . e, llavm and Bnar (1964: 
grand theft t th Pl' he .most senous offenses-robbery, assault 

" ' e C.- e actua vIOlatIOn committed by a'u"l ' 

~~:~l~ ~e:~;;fihl;';!:~le t: ~:~spo~ti~') of it by the ~:~~;.\f:n;::. 
between the officer and the s w c emer~ed from the interaction 
youth's character.'~ youth, cues from which the officer inferred the 

Similar observations have been made about the d " ki judO . d h . eClSlon-ma ng of the 
C ICI~y '. an t e ambIguous statutes under which they work (President's 

OmmISSIOn on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice, 1967c: 25). 

dTh~1 provisions ?n which i~tervention ... is based are typically vague 
~n a -encompassmg: growmg up in idleness and crime en a in in 
Imm.o~al condu~t, in danger of leading an immoral life. Es~eci:rl; wten 
adffilfl1stered WIth the formality characteristic of the [juvenile] court's 
~rocedures, they establish the judge as arbiter not only of the beh . 

ut also of the m~rals, of every child (and to a certain exten:v;~~ 
parents o~ every c~d) a~~earing before him. The situation is ri e for 
ove~reaching, for unposItIon of the judge's own code of yO~thful 
con uc~. One frequent consequence has been the use of ene al 
protectIve statutes about leading an immoral life d g.. !. 
endange . d an engagmg ill 
I ,.rmg ~on uct as a means of enforcing conformity-eliminatin 
a~n1t haI6 leVIS, and other transitory adolescent foibles so unsettling t~ 
. :. ~d aline need not expound the traditional American virtues of 
111 IVI. u , ty ~nd f:ee expres~ion to point out the wrong-headedness of 
~hi~~111g t~e )udvenile court; It ~s enough" to reflect that the speed with 

suc la s come and go IS equa]r-d'on1y b th t h . 
resistance to outside attack. ' -~ Ii yes rengt of theIr 

19~e)cent Sup~emehCourt decisions, such' as the Gault decision (George 
may, 111 t e long run eliminat f h ' 

decisionmaking about which the Crime C e. s?me R o. t e idiosyncratic 
institutional chan e of th " OmmIssl(:~n eport complained, but 
slow in cOming fhe defi e .!~pe 7PlhIed .by t~at. kind of decision is relatively 
al . .' 1111 Ion 0 w 0 IS delinquent, therefore is and rna 
th::YS :~ma~, obscu~ed by idiosyncratic decisionmaking. But~v~n beyon~ 
reco~d~. e~o:S~~~~s :!;:ro ~p~rate :0 q~estion the ~ccuracy of official 
delinquency. 0 y 0 eVIdence relatIve to undetected 

Undetected Lawbreaking 

Delinquent behavior, in offidal terms, l'S defined by two essential 
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elements: (1) it is behavior that violates the legal norms of society; but (2) in 
order for it to become official, it must also evoke official responses from one 
or more of the various elements of the juvenile justice system (Cloward and 
Ohlin, 1963: 3). Delinquency, then, in official terms, does not occur until 
officials respond. This actually means that official delinquency and actual 
lawbreaking are two vastly different things. A recent summary of the 
literature (Empey, 1967b: 27-32) indicates the following: 

(1) The amount of undetected delinquency is great and the degree 
of apprehension is low, likely less than 10 per cent. 

(2) When self-reported information on illegal acts is obtained from 
middle- as well as lower-class juveniles, the relatio'nship between 
lower-class membership and delinquency is reduced considerably, 
especially in smaller cities and towns. Middle- as well as lower-class 
adolescents are involved in a considerable amount of illegal behavior. 
Even if lower-class delinquency were controlled, adolescent lawbreaking 
would still be widespread. 

(3) The fact that officials are charged by juvenile court law to 
respond to poor home and family conditions, neglect and truancy, as. 
well as criminal behavior, may distort the epidemiological character of 
delinquency and overstress the relationship of lower-class membership 
to delinquency. 

(4) Lower-and middle-class juveniles may tend to commit different 
kinds of delinquent acts and many of those committed by the 
middle-class are serious. 

Implications for Corrections 

There are two majt)r implications that emerge from,thisqu~stion as to" 
''who is the delinquent?" The first has to do with the obvious ambiguity of 
the phenomenon we call "delinquency." Short (1960: 366-367) has pointed 
out that delinquent behavior is not an attribute-Le., "something which one 
either is or is not, such as male or female, Qr something which one has or has 
not, such as measles or mumps." This is an obvious, but often ignored fact. 
Given the catchall character of the legal statutes which define delinquency, 
there are virtually no nondelinquents. The ambiguity of these statutes, plus 
the evidence regarding undetected delinquency, indicates that almost every 
adolescent has committed acts which, if detected, could have resulted in 
official arrest and adjudication as delinqueIft. 

Furthermore, the notion that the most delinquent boys spend all of their 
time in deviant activities is erroneous. Only the smallest of time ,segments is 
spent by them in such activities, with the remainder involved in c<;mformist 
behavior. For example, in observing "typical," "tough" city gangs over a 
2-yearperiod, Miller (1965: 109, 111) found that assault-the kind oU 
activity about which communities are most concerned-was extremely 
uncommon. In fact, two-thirds of the male gang members who were observed 
were not known to have engaged in any assaultive crimes over the two-year 
period and 88 per cent were never charged with such activity. Even among 
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the. most violent of gangs; then, violence is not a common activity. Instead, 
verbal aggression seems to be the much more common mode of behavior , 
accompanied by the distinct tendency on the parts of gang boys to avoid 
actual violence if they can do so without a loss of status and "honor." 

The implications of these fmdings, both for the control of lawbreaking and 
for the rehabilitation of offenders, are profound. On one hand, the fact that 
law violations among adolescents are widespread means that even if all 
correctional programs were entirely successful, all lawbreaking would not be 
controlled. On the other, even if all adolescent lawbreaking could be 
detected, there is reason to doubt the wisdom of responding to all of it 
through legal means. Tannenbaum (1938: 12-21), many years ago, expressed 
concern over what he called the "dramatization of evil." It was his opinion 
that many boys who engage initially in mischievous and annoying behavior do 
not see themselves and that behavior as especially bad, certainly not 
delinquent. They are made worse, howe~er, by any community which, in 
hurrying to bring sanctions ag"jnst them, fIrst defInes them as "delinquent" 
and then causes them to turn to delinquent group associations as a last refuge. 
Under such circumstances, they find themselves increasingly cut off from 
associatjo~ in,,~,onvention<\.l settL'1gs. As Murphy, Shirley and Witmer (1946) 
once put It: ··twen a moderate increase in the amount of attention paid to 
[all undetected lawbreaking] by law enforcement authorities could create a 
semblance of a 'delinquency wave' without there being the slightest change in 
adolescent behavior." 
. One m~st always wonder to what extent the current "delinquency wave" 
IS a functIOn of this very phenomenon and, whether, if attention was focused 
upon it by other than legal agencies, such attention might be a more 
important means of control. This is not to suggest that harmful, certainly not 
criminal, activity should be ignored but it does raise the question as to 

. whether other than legal means might not be a. more effective device for the 
reduction and, control of illegal activities, means directed to causes rather 
than to symptoms. 

In support of this conclusion, a brief review of the international scene 
reveals that an increase in delinquency is not confined merely to the United 
States, but is an international problem which other countries have been 
unable to prevent or control. A recent U.N. report (Kvaraceus, .1964: 6) 
concluded that- . 

Even when statistics o.n delinquency are judged with the greatest 
reserve-for no neat rows of figures can fully express the extent of the. 
problem-their meaning is clear: delinquency is in<;reasing everywhere. 
The offenses range from stealing, vandalism and property offenses, 
petty extortion and gambling to viole,nt behavior, rowdiness, truancy, 
immoral or indecent conduct, drinking and drug addiction. 

The implication is clear: If delinquency is to be controlled, it will probably 
have to involve communities and agencies other than those who were 
formerly charged with correcting the adjudicated offender. 

In addition, the fact that delinquency is not an attribute, an all-or-none 
phenomenon, means that some of our traditional ways of viewing the 
delinquent will have to be changed. That is, the traditional tendency to locate 
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the sole source of difficulty within the offender, to see him as either wicked 
:or emotionally disturbed, tends to locate' the source of difficulty too much 
within the individual and to ignore the societal contexts from which 
delinquency springs. It seems likely, instead, that many lawbreakers, even if 
not officially defmed, tend to be more "normal" than "abnormal" when 
measured in terms of mental pathology. It is somewhat meaningless, 
therefore, to say that "delinquents" are like this, while "non delinquents" .are 
like that. Instead, actual law-violating behavior is a more or less thing. 
Juveniles are not either delinquent or nondelinquent; they are more or less 
delinquent. 

All of this muddies up the traditional, punitive and treatment approaches 
which have been used in corrections. It suggests the need to pay attention to 
a wide variety of social as well as personal phenomena: 

(1) Delinquency may not just be a lower-class phenomenon. It may 
be widespread among all adolescents, or at le1ast is beginning to spread 
to all segments of the adolescen~ population. . 

(2) The seeming universality of delinquency. suggest~ t~at it may not 
be a highly personalized and ,perhaps pathologIc~ de~IatIo~. It ma~ be 
indicative instead of a group kind of behaVIOr m which deVIant 
traditions' develop' among large segments of the youth population in 
response to prevailing and ill-defmed problems within socie~y i~sel~. ~ 

(3) The widespread character of delinquency m,ay be m~catIve ot 
increasing youthful rebellion throughout the world. It seems, m fact, to 
be taking on political meaning. "Young people," as Polk (1968: 2) 
suggests, "are not only talking revolution, they are beginning to.act.'~ If 
this is the case, and if more and more young people are drawn mto the 
legal net, the impact on corrections will undoubtedly be prof?und. In 
fact, it seems clear that it is impossible for one, narrowly defmed and 
highly formalized legal agency in society to deal with all of ~ese 
problems, to attempt to control a societal-wide phenomenon, .especlally 
if they are expected to act only after illegal acts are comffiltted. The 
whole fIeld of prevention would be ignored. 

These three conclusions, relative to who is the delinquent, have important 
relevance for the defmition of correctional goals. Whose responsibility is it to 
deal with juvenile lawbreaking as a whole? What does it mean to try to 
"correct" and to "control" delinquency if indeed it is as widespread as 
indicated here? Even further, what kinds of systematic knowledge do we 
have? How adequate is the theoretical base upon which effective correctional 
programs might be built? First, consider cqrrectional goals as they have been 
traditionally defined. 

Question 2: VVhat Are the Goals of Juvenile Corrections? 

Ex~ting correctional practices are like a stalagmite on th~ flo~r of a ca~e. 
Despite the fact that new layers have been added to the ~asIc pillar, despIte 
the fact that they add new dimensions to it, they are not mdependent of tl!-e 
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stru~ture. .The old and the new are congealed into a solid, often 
undlffe!enttated whole. Thus, if one seeks to discover clear and unambiguous 
correctIonal goals, one will be disappointed. 

The historic~l and undifferentiated layers of the correctional stalagmite 
can _ be convemently summarized as a succession of three R's: revenge, 
restraint, an~ .refo!mation (G1~ser, 1964a). Revenge was the primary response 
to ,~awbreaking pnor to the eIghteenth century but was gradually replaced 
dunng .th~t, a~d the following century, by an emphasis upon restraint, by the 
use of nnpnsonment as the major method for correcting offenders. 

When it becam.e apparent that imprisonment would neither ~ork 
~ucce~sfully n?r would be appropriate for many offenders, adult as well as 
Juvemle, a thIrd major change occurred in correctional philosophy. In the 
lat~-I~th and ~arly-20th centuries, reformation became an important 
obJectIve. AttentIOn was focused upon the mental and emotional makeup of 
~e . offende~ and efforts were made to alter these as the primary sources of 
dIffIculty. Fmally, we may be on the verge of yet another revolution in which 
a fou~h concept will be added to the list of R's: reintegration. But more will 
be saId. on the reintegration issue later. First, let us consider the traditional 
stalagnut~in terms of its triple emphases upon revenge, restraint and 
reformatIOn. 

The ref~rm revolution, of which the juvenile court and the concept of 
parens patriae was a consequence, emphasized the idea that greater justice 
coul~ be done if both the entire character of the offender and the larger set 
of crrcumstances that led to his act could be taken into account when 
dec~ding his fate. It suggested that crime is not always a deliberate defiance of 
SOCIal norms, but ~ay be an unconscious response to personal problems; the 
off~nder may be SIck rather than wicked, His violation of rules may be more 
an Illness than a conscious choice to do wrong. In practical terms however 
the reform revolution placed correctional workers on the horns of ~ dilemma: 
I t produced a deep-seated and pervasive conflict; namely, the conflict 
between the older and punitive tradition of revenge and the newer tradition 
?f reform through individualized treatment. These two traditions are 
mherently contradictory and reflect the conflicting images of man which are 
fou~d embedded in the correctional stalagmite, indeed in society as a whole. 

Smce.we a~e concerned primarily in this analysis with juveniles, the history 
of t~e Juvenile courts since their begL'1ning at the turn of this century 
proVldes an excellent case study in the con.flict that was generated. On one 
hand, the reform ideology suggested that the purposes of the juvenile court 
were. ~'to understand the child, to diagnose his difficulty, to treat his 
condItIon, and to fit him back into the community" (Dunham, 1964: 
338-339). The child should recognize that he is not being tried for a crime 
?ut ~a~he~ that the court is acting in lieu of his parents, that it is interested i~ 
mqu~nng mto the circumstances which led to his difficulties and insuring his 
contmued welf~re. Above all, the child should be treated for his problem 
rather than pumshed for his crime. 

P!es~~abl~,~is point of view opened the door f~r "scientific justice" and 
the mdlVlduahzab?n of treatment. Furthermore, be.cause the mf!dical analogy 
s~emed so well SUIted to the problem, it was quick to appear inihe literature, 
?lded and abetted, as punh~ (19.64: 344) suggests, by the' growing 
nnportance of the FreudIan pomt of VIew. "From the study of neuroses and 
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their emotional manifestations, it was, then, but a short jump to the viewing 
of delinquent behavior as a symptom of some underlying emotional conflict." 
The delinquent act was symptomatic of so~e conflict within the child's 
personality. Consequently, just as the dqctor seeks to restore. the physically 
sick child to health, so the refOlID ideology urged that a clinical team be 
utilized to restore the delinquent child to behavioral health, to reduce the 
delinquent symptoms which have produced his difficulties. 

The sharp contrast of this philosophy to that of the revenge and constraint 
philosophies of earlier periods is obvious. The classical, legal perspective 
suggests that the legal order is fundamentally an authoritative order deriving 
its meaning from traditional moral code of society. As Even (1965: 285-286) 
puts it, 

An implicit assumption of this view is that the exclusive function of law 
is to reinforce the mores and to provide a uniform and predictable 
procedure for the evaluation and punishment of deviance. That is to 
say, the function of law is social control and the major problem is one 
of designing legal sanctions to minimize deviance and maintain social 
stability. 

Thus, one can well appreciate the furious character of the conflict that has 
been occasioned by efforts to convert. the juvenile court into a type of social 
agency, with traditional, legal procedureg deemphasized or eliminated and 
various treatments introduced in order to "cure" the child. Even if 
"treatment" were the most likely inethod of correcting the offender, it is 
unlikely that the broad-based desire to punish him would be satisfied. The 
basic philospJ:>Jcal conflict between punishment and reform ideologies remains 
unresolved and is even heightened under present conditions of youth and 

racial unrest. 
In recent years, the problem has been dramatized by several Supreme 

Court decisions which substantiate the pervasive conflict between treatment 
and punishment goals. The court suggests that the juvenile may have gotten 
the worst of two possible worlds: he has been provided neither with the 
constitutional protections of the adult, nor has he received the tender, loving 
care supposedly inherent in the special provisions of the juvenile court 
(George, 1968). It is a matter of fact tha~ it is much easier to convict a 
juvenile than an adult and once he is convicted, he is not likely to receive 
much better care. 

Court decisions imply that legal procedures should be increased in the 
juvenile court in order to protect the rights of the juvenile, but how this will 
ultimately be reconciled with the agency functions of the court is difficult to 
say. How steps can be taken to insure constitutional procedures and yet 
retain an informal, clinical aura, even if desirable, have not been determined. 

Public reactions to this conflict i.ll. general, and not just to .the juvenile 
court, reflect ambivalence and bewilderment. In a recent national survey of 
public opinion, the Joint Commission on Correctional Manpower and 
Training (1968: 1) discovered that people were highly conflicted regarding 
the administration of justice and unable to recognize the contradictions 
inherent in their own opinions. "One must condud(~," says the report, 
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" ... that the public feels that the corrections system is currently inadequate. 
At the same time, the public is not eager to bring about change ... " 

This public reaction clearly reveals the horns of the dilemma upon which 
corrections is pinioned. So long as the stalagmite upon which corrections is 
based has contradictory branches emphasizing both punishment and 
correction, we cannot logically expect correctional workers to be consistent 
in their methods of dealing with lawbreakers. As Cressey (1968: 31-34) puts 
it, "Correctional workers are called upon to play a game that they cannot 
win." Their dilemma probably illustrates one of the major reasons that the 
reform philosophy has not produced a notable improvement in the 
effectiveness of correctional organizations. Since societal norms are 
disorganized, correctional goals and practices reflect this disorganization. 

As if these problems were not enough, as if correctional goals were not 
already terribly confused and contradictory, our analysis of "Who is the 
delinquent?" suggests that, even if correctional goals could be clarified and 
explicitly pursued, many problems in effectively controlling delinquency 
would still remain. So long as correctional efforts are directed primarily to 
dealing with the convicted offender, the widespread problems of undetected 
delinquency will remain. Major correctional efforts will not even be devoted 
to dealing with them. What, then, are the implications inherent, not only in 
tl1is conclusion, but in the whole anlysis of the goals of juvenile corrections? 

Implications of Goals Analysis 

There are three major implications inherent in the foregoing analysis: 

(1) Correctional goals are badly in need of clarification. An 
indispensable element in implementing any successful correctional 
program would be a clear specification of objectives. The process' for 
determining the relevance of any means for addressing correctional 
problems can be deterniined only after a set of objectives have been 
defined and a choice of priorities made among them. One of the major 
reaSOl"lS for the failure of many correctional endeavors in the past has 
been the lack of such a statement and a ratification of it by key 
persons, the public and its representatives as weB as members of the 
juvehile justice system" 

Wnen opjectives are not made explicit, there is rio logical means for 
choosing one approach over another, one kind of staff over another, 
one program component over another. It would not make much sense, 
for example~ to initiate innovative, correctional programs unless basic 
and conflicting objectives can be reconciled. Such programs, by 
themselves, have little meaning unless they are placed in a conceptual 
framework and are explained by some system of logic. 

(2) If efforts at controlling delinquency are to be successful, and 
this means a heavy emphasis upon preventative as well as rehabilitative 
efforts, efforts must be made, as Wheeler and Cottrell (1966: 50) 
~uggest, to provide coordination of services between all the possible 
agencies and especially that there be some unit where firm direction 
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and leadership can be lodged. This is necessary if we are to arrive at 
rational program priorities. Delinquency is too serious a problem to 
be lodged in a labyrinth of separate burea~cr~tic settings .with litt~e 
in the name of logic, program, or coordm.atmg mecharu.s~. to tIe 
them all together. This does not mean that anew divlSlon. or 
department is necessarily essential. It does mean that a mechaI?sm 
must be found for guiding the development of the field m a 
responsible and orderly way. Only then can we anticipate that the 
federal leadership needed in" so many areas of concern for 
delinquency can really emerge. 

(3) The community and its basic institutions should themselves' 
be made the target of change. Much of out' discussion to this point 
has implied that all correctional problems are not inherent in the 
character of the offender, but in the character of legal and 
correctional agencies as well. The labeling and stigmatizing processes 
of society which are derived from an historical emphasis upon 
punishment and revenge must somehow be addressed and perhaps 
revised. A growing chorus of writers have been concerned not only 
with traditional emphases upon revenge, but upon the stigmatizing 
effects even of current treatment practices. They have been 
concerned because of the failure of these approaches to address the 
problem of redefining the delinquent's social position and with it his 
own conception of himself. 

Tannenbaum (1938: 31) suggested that "the process of making 
the criminal is a process of tagging, describing, emphasizing, making 
conscious and self-conscious; it becomes a way of stimulating, 
suggesting, emphasizing, and evoking the very traits that are 
complained of." Merton (1957: 421436) described the process ,as a 
"self-fulfilling prophecy." Lemert (1951: 75-76) coined the term 
"secondary deviation" to describe the outcome of the process-that 
is to note that it may add to whatever delinquent tendencies the 
offender may have brought with him to the correctional scene. Thus, 
even though we might define the offender as "sick," rather than 
"wicked," we may do little to discourage the notion that he is 
permanently disabled, either in his mind, in the minds of correc
tional personnel,or in the minds of society. Although t~e 
community investment in keeping him in a deviant status IS 

sustained the problem of affecting a rite-of-passage back into a 
nondelin~uent status may be seriously ha.mpered. Thus, it is not 
escape from, but better integration within the community that the 
offender needs. One major problem for any correctional program, 
therefore, is in finding ways by which to integra~e the offender into 
ongoing; community life. 

It seems without question that more attention will have to be 
devoted tb the devising of strategies by which community involve
ment and change might be accomplished. At the very least, more 
effective means must be devised for linking correctional programs 
and their people, staff and offenders, with external systems
families, schools, employers, and recreational resources. 
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Question 3: How Relevant Are Contemporary Theories to 
EXisting Correctional Problems and Goals? 

. "One rather common view regarding the treatment of offenders" says 
GIbbons (1965: 15) , 

is that once an appropriate structure is provided for rehabilitative 
efforts~ including larger budgets, sma1!er caseloads, wider use of 
probatI.on, bet.ter classification programs, more trained workers in 
cor!e.c~lOns, . hi~er salaries, and the like, dramatic reductions in 
recI.dI~Ism wIll qUlckly follow.,This is a position of unbridled and undue 
opttmlsm, for. there is little empirical basis for such a faith. 
Im~r?~ements.~ correctional structure could have little effect upon 
recIdIVIsm untIl unprovements are also made in the practice theory of 
tr~at?Ie~t, and even then, dramatic reductions in delinquency and 
crtmlnalIty may be unlikely. 

The co~plex problems which have already been cited in this analYSis 
some of which have scarcely been identified let alone addressed attest to th~ 

~ acc~lfacy of Gibbons' observations. If the list of alternatives for ;esponding to 
delmquency were ~arrow, well defmed and supported by empirical eVidence, 
t~e task of sele~tm~ among them for program innovation would not be 
~Iffic~1t. But this IS not the case. The choice of alternatives is broad 
Ill-def~n~d,. and lack~ adequate supporting evidence. There is an obvious need 
for dIscIplmed, lOgIcally valid and testable theories upon which to' build 
broa~er and more . comprehensive. programs which seem to have greater 
proffilS~ for addressmg the problems of delinquency. How well, then, does 
correctIonal theory measure up to this need? How adequate is it for the 
complex tasks that must be addressed? 

"The main task of any theory," suggests Schrag (1967: 229) "is to 
co~struct a calculus of relationships among classes of events such iliat the 
denve~ statements are (1) logically valid, (2) accurate in their claims 
regardm~ observable data, and (3) useful in deSCribing, explaining, and 
contr?llmg th~ course ofth~ events with which they are concerned." Existing 
theo~Ies of delmquency, as Judged by these criteria, are weak, especially when 
bne IS c?nfronted, as we are here, with the problems of control as well as 
ex~lanahon. ~here are two reasons for this state of affairs: first, theories of 
delmquency, lIke those in social science in general, 

" . lack the abstract and powerful vocabularies, the precise rules of 
gramm~r, and the. technical dictionaries that are necessary for 
transl~tmg t~e phfIos?phy of science into viable procedures for 
handhn? theu dIstmctIve problems. This means that there are no 
authentIcated met~9ds for resolving controversies over the definitions 
?f c0!lcep~s, the alJceptability of assumptions and theories, or even the 
Iden~I~CatIon of ~roblems that are unique to [delinquency] as a 
specIallZed field ofmquiry (Schrag, 1967: 244). 

The result is that few, if any, delinquency control theories meet the criteria 
suggested by Schrag. 
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Second most existing theories of delinquency are employed largely for 
heuristic ~r descriptive purposes, not for the purposes of explanation and 
control. They have been of greater interest to scientists as a stimulus to the 
investigation of the causes for delinquency than to practitioners as the basis 
for constructing correctional models. Thus, despite a number of critics who 
lament what seems to them to be an excessive emphasis upon the use of 
theory in corrections, the facts are that correctional theory does. not even 
meet minimal scientific standards. There are several reasons for this state of 
affairs. 

Attempts to construct and use correctional theory, in any formal sense, 
have been negligible because of a general distrust of theory. Theory is 
generally seen by most people, including those responsible for running 
correctional programs, as being totally abstract and divorced from reality; it 
does not seem to be applicable to everyday problems. As a matter of fact, 
they are partially correct in their assessment of the issue. 

They are correct in the sense that most existing delinquency theory ~oes 
not seem to have immediate relevance for them. The reason, as explamed 
above is that most theorists are concerned more with the logical functions of 
theory, on an abstract level, than with developing lower-level formu~ations for 
guidance in some action or research process. The problem that IS created, 
thereby, is especially acute for the practitioner (cf. ~mpey~ 1964). 
Theoretically derived strategies which he could use for attacking delInquency 
problems would require not only a careful specification of th? factors with 
which he should be concerned, but with a further speCification as to how 
those factors might be manipulated in order to achieve his stated objectives. 
Since it is often difficult for even the scientist to translate the symbolic 
representations ' utilized by theory-concepts, terms, proJ?ositions~into 
phenomena that are readily observable in the everyday operatIon of SOCIety, 
it is even more difficult for the action person to conceive how th~y could be 
used in any correctional program. 

Yet it is a mistake to assume that practitioners do not use theory. 
Althou'gh they do not do their theorizing in a very sophisticated manner, 
most of them have explanations for delinquency-explanations which are not 
only theoretical, in the sense that they have not been verified, but which tend 
to become highly rationalized belief systems. These belief systems are 
intellectual prisms which dictate perception and determine what those who 
use them will see and on what they will concentrate their efforts. Perhaps 
even more important, these prisms not only determine what they look for, 
but what they overlook (Glaser, 1956: 433). I~ ~ther words, m?~t 
practitioner explanatiol1s do precisely what a formally ~enved theory does. It 
defines certain factors as important, focuses attentIon upon them, and 
explains what the product of intetactions among these factors will be. What, 
then do correctional people focus upon? 

There is no single answer. It all depends upon the general prevailing ethos 
that tends to characterize any particular correctional organization. In their 
correctional study, for example, Street, Vinter, and Perrow (19.66) fou~d a 
wide variation of correctional practices and interpreted these vaned practIces 
to be a function of differences in the general character of the organizations 
studied. Furthermore, in any particular organization, the way in which a 
particular ' person views the delinquent will depend heavily upon the ! 
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correctional role he plays. If he is a custodial officer, he will be inclined to see 
the offender as. devious and in need of control. If he is a teacher, he will see 
the of~ender as: ed~cationally deficient and in need of training. And if he is a 
therapIst, he w:Lll VIew the offender as emotionally maladjusted and in need of 
therap~. The po~t is that correctional organizations, themselves, often have 
confusmg and dIsparate goals, confusing and contradictory emphases which 
ofte.n.make the p:oblem worse, riot better. The result, too often, is increased 
?ymcism and deViance on the part of the inmate who must somehow survive 
m an amazingly difficult organization. 

Bef~re lea,?ng the s~bject, a word should be said about the training which 
pr~fessIOnals 111 corr~chons have received. If there is anyone practice theory 
which has charactenzed the training received by clinical personnel in their 
professional training, it has been based upon crudely articulated behavioral 
proposit~on~ ~hich suggest that offenders are emotionally maladjusted and in 
need of mdividual therapy (cf. Gibbons, 1965: 7). These propositions imply 
that lawbreakers are "acting out" their emotional problems. The difficulty is, 
however, that as our knowledge has expanded, it has become obvious that 
such propositions are inadequate as a total explanation and that if they are to 
be u~ed, t~ey must be a~ticulated more effectively with a broader body of 
t~eory ~esigned to explam the many social and cultural factors associated 
WIth delmquency which were mentioned above. Although social factors and 
~J'!e probl~ms of r~integrati?g the offender in~o the community, have b~gun 
to ,pr~ep mto the mterventIOn strategies of some correctional programs this 
ma:cenal has not been prominent in comparison to the mass of traditi~nal 
psychogenic "theory." ' 

Many other problems of a complex nature could be cited relevant to 
existi~g correct~onal theory. Enough has been said, however, to indicate that 
the:e IS a vast dIfference between the traditional and often vague explanations 
wI.Uch. .have been used to guide correctional practices in the past and 
SCIentIfIcally adequate theories. By way of summary then let us consider 
what the implications are that emerge from thir:; analysi~. ' 

Implications a/Theory Discussion 

The~e are three major implications which emerge from the discussion of 
correctIOnal theory: 

(1) There are vast differen~es between the ill-defined and conflicting 
conc~ptual fra~e~~rks WhiCh are presently guiding correctional 
practICes and SCIentIfIcally adequate theories. 

(2) An examinatio~ of ~orrectional pr.actices throughout history 
reveals our preoccupatIOn WIth understandmg why a particular person 
?ecomes delinquent and. V/hat must be done to change him. This is an 
lillportant perspective, but it is one-sided. Official statistics which reveal 
that member~ o! ethn~c minoritie.s, the working classes, and the poorly 
educated statIstIcs whIch reveal WIdespread delinquency throughout the 
w~ole adolescent population, in'l.plies that delinquency is a two-sided 
com. It represents not only some form of psychological alienation on 
~he . pa~t of the offender, but inadequacies in fundamental, societal 
mstItutIOns as well. If ,correctional programs are to become more 
relevant therefore, we must develop theories which fit all the parts of 
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the delinquency picture and not just one facet of it. Indeed, if our 
theories fail to keep in mind the whole, we are not likely to find a 
satisfactory- explanation of the part. 

(3) The need for comprehensive theory extends to legal. and 
correctional organizations themselves. Police, court and correctIOnal 
agencies are all parts of a single, complex system of justice. Yet, we do 
not have single explanatory themes by which to understand this total 
system or the parts of which it is comprised. Quite aside from the 
personal characteristics of the offender, a knowledge of the way these 
interrelated parts function is imperative if efforts at the control and 
rehabilitation of delinquents is to become a more systematic and 
rational process. 

Question 4: What Evidence Is There Relative to the Success of 
Existing Correctional Programs? 

It was pointed out earlier that correctional efforts in this country have 
been characterized by a wandering kind of evolution. Most of our reforms 
have been the .result of an uneasy series of compromises between punitive 
aggression and rehabilitative empathy (Morri~, 1966: 628-630). Correctional 
units such as probation, training schools and parole have not been considered 
on any comprehensive basis as constituting a single system. Instead, new 
practices such as casework, psychotherapy, remedial education, or group 
counseling have all been added piecemeal to existing operations and, rather 
than replacing older philosophies and techniques, have slmply supplemented 
them. Corrections has grown like Topsy. As a result, it is difficult to tell 
whether new practices contribute to, or only confuse, older objectives and 

practices. 
Consider again the programmatiC layers-punishment, reform, and now 

reintegration-which have accumulated upon the contemporary correctional 
stalagmite. Begin with punishment. We are ignorant of the extent to which 
punishment actually deters. In gross terms, the persistence of delinquency 
seems to belie punishment's effectiveness. Yet, to be quite accurate, we do 
not know just what its effects are. It seems likely that punishment does 
sometimes deter, that it does sometimes educate, but when and how? Pern,flPs 
the problem is not one of determining whether punishment deters, but of 
determining the conditions and degree to which its benefits either exceed or 
are less than its liabilities. 

Similarly, we lack precise information regarding the effects of the reform 
revolution. "The Viability of the reform idea," asLemert (1967: 31) suggests, 
"can be traced to a ~fepressive, puritan psychology reinforced by the 
propaganda of the mental hygiene movement of the early twentieth century, 
which helped to produce child guidance clinics, school social work, and 
juvenile courts." But, conclude$ Eysenck (1966: 29): 

[W] ith the single exception of the psychotherapeutic.~ethods ba~e~ .on 
learning theory, results of published research with mIlItary and c1VllI~n 
neurotics, and with both adults and children, suggests that the therapeutic 
efforts of psychotherapy are small arnon-existent, and do not in any 
demonstrable way add to the non-specific effects of routine medical 
treatment, or to such events as occur in the patients' everyday experience. 
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While such a comment is made about a large and somewhat different 
population than delinquents, it has extreme relevance for the latter because it 
reflects the serious gaps in knowledge which confront us. 

Our problems stem from the fact that we have failed to approach 
correctional problems in any way resembling a scientific approach. We have 
failed to provide means either for avoiding repetitive errors or for pinpointing 
reasons for successes where successes have occurred. 

Yet, as Wheeler and Cottrell (1966:44) point out: 

No responsible business concern would operate with as little 
information regarding its success or. failure as do nearly all of our 
delinquency prevention and control programs. It is almost possible to 
count on one hand the number of true experiments in which alternative 
techniques are compared; the number of systematic, though 
non-experimental, evaluations is not a great deal larger. We spend 
millions of dollars a year in preventiv(f and corrective efforts, with little 
other than guesswork to tell us whether we are getting the desired 
effects. 

It would certainly be hoped, therefore, that a greater use of funds for 
scientific investigation would provide some more conclusive answers. 

Implications for Corrections 

In terms of its implications for corrections, the lack of scientific 
investigation suggests the need for three kinds of research (Wheeler and 
Cottrell, 1966: 4345). 

(1) The first would be the establishment of information systems by 
which statistical data, both national and local, could be gathered and 
used to implement long-term planning and to keep the public informed. 
Rational and comprehensive planning depends upon adequate, 
statistical information regarding trends in the amount and types of 
delinquency and, since it does not now exist, planning must ope;ate in 
a vacuum. For example, the work of such commissions as the one on 
the causes and prevention of violence cannot even begin to establish the 
parameters of the problem accurately because sound data are not 
available. 

(2) Research on the nature and operation of legal and correctional 
systems, themselves, is badly needed. "For years," says Cicourel (1968: 
331), "sociologists have complained about ~bad' statistics and distorted 
bureaucratic record-keeping, but have not made the procedures 
producing the 'bad' materials we label 'delta' an object of study." Even 
though recent advances have suggested that the responses of society to 
juvenile delinquency may be themselves problematic, little has been 
done to make those responses the object of study. It seems likely that 
many problems are created by those responses as well as solutions. The 
process by which this occurs should be examined. Research of this type 
~ould itself require attention to two matters~ .... 

There is a need for detailed information on tl':.i:e reasons for referral 
to juvenile courts, on the length of tim~ spent in d~e!1Jion facilities, on 
the reasons for the dispositions made by the court, on the personnel 
who work with juvenile delinquents, and on the character of the 
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training schools and other facilities. All these things call for a collection 
of local, state, and regional data in a national center which can provide 
statistical analysis and report the results (Wheeler and Cottrell, 1966: 
43). 

Such research might be labeled outcome research and would be of 
inestimable value in assessing the effects of existing programs on 
delinquency rates, on cost per inmate, on recidivism and on other 
outcome crit~ria, 

The second subtype of system research that is needed might be 
labeled process research. It would be concerned with the study of the 
process by which outcomes were achieved. That is, with the way in 
which legal and correctional systems operate, in addition to what 
juveniles do, to produce the success or failures of existing programs. 
Almost nothing is known about the way in which the policy decisions 
of authorities, their staffing patterns and beliefs, and their interactions, 
with offenders result in the outcomes that are observed. 

(3) Finany, much more basic and experimental research is needed, 
both on the factors with produce delinquency and on the kinds of 
theoretically based and innovative programs that might be developed to 
deal with it. Modern society is in a rapid state of change and if it is to 
adapt to that change, a continuing flow of information is needed, not 
only on the nature of the delinquency problem itself, but on the kinds 
of institutional modifications that will be required to keep pace with it. 
Such research cannot always occur within the strictures of existing legal 
and correctional arrangements, but will require new kinds of financial 
and other supports by which it can be carried out. Hopefully, it might 
contribute to policy decisions designed to relate changes in the rates 
and kinds of delinquency to a more flexible societal response. 

PART II: MAJOR APPROACHES TO CORRECTIONS 

This section of the paper is not devoted to an inventory of existing, 
correctional programs. Instead, it is concerned with an analysi~ of the 
different frames of reference that have been applied to juvenile corrections 
and to the programs in which they have resulted. Although there may be 
many variations on the major themes that are presented~ the major themes 
will be adequate to pinpoint key issues, especially in light of the problems 
that were raised above. By submitting majo~ themes to this kind of an 
analysis, problems left unaddressed, as well as addressed, will be highlighted. 

Probation and the CaSl!work-Approach 
/' I, 

The historical trend since the mid-19th century has been away from 
imprisonment and toward the use of comrnl!nity alternatives for offenders. 
Pr()batioD_~);:speciany for juveniles, has been the most common alternative. It 
is a disppsition which is available to courts in virtually every jurisdiction. 

Prob~tion was introduced initially as a humanitarian measure, not as a 
~cientific endeavor to discover more effective rehabilitative techniques. Early 
proponents wished simply to keep first offenders and minor recidivists from 
undergoing the corrupting effects of jail (cf. Glueck, 1933: 228). They were 
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volunteers-ministers and others-whose untrained efforts to help guide and 
moralize with their probationers were considered adequate. Their philosophy 
was that the offender was a deprived, perhaps uneducated youngster, who 
needed help in adjusting to his environment. Their orientation was social in 
nature. 

During and after World War I, as Empey (1967a: 31-31) points out, a 
marked change occurred in this orientation. 

As probation work continued to expand, there was an 
ever-increasing demand for professionally educated people, especially 
trained social workers, to serve as probation officers. And the training 
of social wdrkers, in turn, was profoundly influenced by the 
introduction of psychiatric and especially psychoanalytic theory. This 
theory was preoccupied with the individual and his emotional makeup, 
and the training of the professional caseworker reflected this concern. 

More and more the offender was seen as a disturbed person in whom 
emotional healing was necessary, and the ability of the probation 
w~rk~r was judged in terms of his capacity to offer psychiatrically 
onented therapy. Thus, both the philosophy and administration of 
probation became a highly complex admixture of psychotherapeutic 
theory and the older concern with helping the offender to adjust 
economically and socially to his environment. It remains that way 
today .. The ideology of probation is broad and amorphous, one of 
generalIzed beneficence. Ideally, it is supposed to help the offender 
~t~ ~ll pha~cs Qf his life, as well as mOnitoring his capacity for 
dlsclplme and self-control. Yet, in practice, the individual officer may 
be expected to maintain a caseload of from 75 to 200 probationers, to 
conduct pre-sentence investigations, to maintain extensive paper work, 
~nd perhaps to carry out other functions as well. It is obvious that the 
Jdeology of beneficenc~ has not been reconciled with probation in 
practice. 

I t would be fair to say in summary that probation as a correctional device for 
helping and supervising the individual exists more in form than in substance. 
Evidence indicates that as a rule very little actual time can be-sp~"Ilt by '~ 
probation officer with any single offender. 
. Despite these limitations, prob~tion is widely used. It is used for the 
preponderant majority of all juvenile~ and not insignificantly for young adults 
who are first-time felons. Betw~enone-third and two-thirds of the latter 
r~ceived probation. In many jUrisdictions, probation is a county function, in 
others a city or particular court function, and in others a state function. At 
the same time, however, there are few central record repositories by which to 
follow up court dispositions for evaluating probation effectiveness. . 
. Given this brief outline, how might probation be evaluated in terms of the 
four major questions that were raised earlier: how relevant is probation as a 
device for controlling the ambiguous phenomenon we call delinquency? How 
relevant are the correctional goals of probation? What is the nature of the 
theory upon which· probationary practices. are based? What is the evidence as 
to the success of probation? 

Contemporary Programs for Convicted Juvenile Offenders: 1395 

Probation and Delinquency Control 

By definition, probation is concerned with rehabilitation, not prevention. 
I ts main function is to deal with offenders who have been officially defined as 
delinquent, not potential lawbreakers. To be sure, it is useful asa preventive 
device insofar as ft prevents recidivism. But any controls it may be able to 
exert will result more from its work with convicted than with undetected 
lawbreakers. This means, therefore, that if society wishes to control 
delinquency, probation as it is now organized cannot be expected to exercise 
that function. 

The Nature of Probation Goals 

Although the ostensible goal of probation, since its very inception, has 
been with helping rather than punishing the juvenile, his responses and those 
of his parents to court action reveal a marked ambivalence. Most offenders do 
not see the court and its probation agencies as sources of help, but as 
administrators of punishment (cf. Baum and Wheeler, 1968: 166; O'Keefe, 
1948: 31-35). They do not perceive probation and other clinical services as 
something designed to help; but to punish them. Thus, the conflict alluded to 
earlier between the traditional concept of punitive versus treatment justice.is 
remarkably well-documented, not just among correctional people and the 
public in general, hut among juvenile offenders themselves. 

The fact that this perception exists speaks to the yvell-known complaint of 
treatment people that offenders are "unmotivated" to want to change. It 
indicates why, unless such perceptions by society as well as the offe~der can 
be changed, efforts to correct the offender will be difficult. Traditional and 
simultaneous values favoring both punishment and rehabilitation are in such 
marked contrast to each other that even the offender is affected by them. 
The situation is not conducive to much optimism. 
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work functions of the probation officer (cf. Diana, 1960). His common 
complaint is that he has to spend so ni.uch time preparing court petitions, 
conducting investigations, writing personal histories of dubious value, and 
p:resenting cases in court, that he has no time left to~upervise. or assist the 
offender. To make matters worse, the physical location of probation offices is 
often so far removed from the probationer that actual distance makes 
supervision difficult, if not impossible (president's CoinIrtisslon on L~w 
Enforcement and Administration of Justice, 1967d: 30). This situation 
prevails not only in the large city but in rural areas as well. One officer may 
be responsible for offenders spread over large geographical areas, sometimes 
over several different counties. Clearly, the juvenile court, as indicated by its 
administration of probation services, falls far short of its own ideals. ' 

Adequacy of Probation Theory 

There are two problems associated with the generic casework theory upon 
which probation is based. The first has to .do with the proble~ noted earlier 
in which the administration of probatIon becomes a highly complex 
admixture of psychotherapeutic . theory and concern with helping the 
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offender to adjust economically and socially to his environment. Historically, 
the emphasis upon individual treatment, and the correction of emotional 
maladjustment,. has tended to ignore the compelling pressures that are exerted 
upon the offender by persons living in his community, by the social groups to 
which he belon8'~, by the overall culture and, within it, a host of dissonant 
subcultures. It is this subcultural and cultural' matrix from which the offender 
comes that prescribes his goals and his standards of conduct. And it is this 
matrix which heavily influences whether he will become a success or a failure, 
a criminal or a law-abiding citizen (cf. Empey, 1967a: 4). 

Consequently, because casework theory has not been concerned 
historically with institutional and subcultural, as well as individual and 
familial, change, the probation officer does not have an adequate theoretical 
base upon which to organize new attempts at intervention. 

A second major theoretical problem with which probation must contend is 
the somewhat incompatible functions which it is expected to perform. 
Traditional casework theory does not prepare the probation officer both to 
assist and treat the offender and at the same time to act as an authority 
figure. Such a stance is difficult to maintain and traditional theory has not 
provided adequate guidelines by which the officer can be assisted in dealing 
with hostile persons who are involuntarily assigned to him. The professionally 
trained probation officer "is not prepared to function within the special 
structure of corrections in which he is both a representative of the punitive 
social control system as well as a helper" (Gibbons, 1965: 224-225). This 
problem extends not only to the possibility that the probation officer might 
not only have to re-arrest the offender for some new offense, but to censor 
him for the use of alcohol, staying out late, or being insubordinate in some 
way to parents or school officials. Not only does the offender have trouble 
with this situation, but the probation officer himself experiences considerable 
identity conflict. It seems obvious that new theoretical formulations are 
needed by which to define the role of a probation officer in somewhat 
different terms than the traditional casework definition. . '. 

Research Evidence on Probation 

The research evidence relative to probation effectiveness is both surprising 
and revealing. On one hand, a number of studies have indicated that despite 
all the foregoing probiems, probation seems to be effective. In a summary 
analysis of 15 proP<l,tion studies conducted in a variety of jurisdictions, 
England (1957: 667-677) reported success rates which varied between 60 and 
90 percent. A survey of probation effectiveness in such states as 
Massachus~tts, California, New York, and a variety of foreign countries 
provides similar reported results with the modal success rated about 75 
percent (cf. Grunhut, 1948: 60-82). 

"These findings," says Emper (1967a: 32): 

are not totally valid because they were not obtained under controlled 
conditions nor were they supported by data which distinguished among 
the types of offenders who succeeded or t4e types of services that were 
rendered. Nevertheless, the success rates were rather uniform and 
relatively high and cannot, therefore, be discounted totally. They are 
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the product of a variety of kinds of probation administered in ditJerent 
times and places. Even when interpreted skeptically, therefore, they 
raise some real. issues relative to current policy and practice which can 
only be answered through extensive use of research. 

The issues that are raised are these (Empey, 1967a: 32): 

1: What proportion 01 those now being placed on probation could 
d~ Just as well on a suspended sentence without any supervision?- _ 
GIVen the fact that probation is able to supply minimal service, if any, 
suggests that many offenders may be "self-correcting." Once having 
been detected and adjudicated guilty, they may not be likely to get in 
trouble again. Still others might be dissuaded from further delinquency 
merely through exposure to the limited surveillance which probation 
supplies. 

There is some provocative evidence in support of this conclusion. In 
their study of over 2,200 delinquents assigned by several juvenile courts 
to probation, McEachern and Taylor (I967) noted that dispositions of 
cases fell into four general categories: (a) apprehended offenders who 
were dismissed by probation departments at intake and received no 
treatment, (b) offenders who were placed on informal probation 
without hearing, but who received some treatment, (c) offenders who 
were made wards of the court but received no treatment, and (d) those 
who were made wards of the court and received treatment. In following 
up the recidivism rates of those assigned to these different dispositions, 
they discovered two significant things. First, they found that those 
delinquents who were made formal wards of the court (categories (c) 
and (d) ) improved Significantly more than those who were not 
(categories (a) and (b) ). But, second, and more important, they found 
that those delinquents who were not given treatment, that is, were 
never contacted by a probation officer, improved more than those who 
were. The group who committed the fewest offenses during the period 
of followup were those who were made wards of the court, but given 
no treatment. The authors did not present further data or conjecture to 
explain these findings but the possibility cannot be ignored that many 
offenders, after being sanctioned by the court, may be best able to 
improve without intense supervision. 

As Wheeler and Cottrel1(1966: 37-38) suggest: 

The court procedures, may be enough to deter the offender from 
further unlawful activity. He may be less likely to repeat an offense if 
there is no correctional program put into effect in his behalf. It is 
precisely this possibility that led the framers of the New York Family 
Court Act to allow for, "no disposition," following the determination of 
fact. Relatively little use has been made of this alternative so far but . . .. , 
there is feeling that its use could be systematically increased. This, one 
very real and possibly very meaningful alternative is simply to invoke 
no disposition whatsoever. ' 
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Ce~tainly . such findings shoul~ be provocative of further study. 
EVIdence IS badly needed as to whether or not arrest, court adjudication 
and supervision contribute to the development of a delinquent career or 
whether only parts of this process may be helpful. The important thing 
would be to determine some balance between the danger of excessive 
legal and supervisory control versus the dangers of no contro] 
whatsoever. 

!he need for investigation is further reinforced by the conclusion 
which. Berelman and Steinburn (1968) reached regarding the 
effectIveness of several casework-oriented delinquency prevention 
ex?eriments which have been tried. Even though these projects were 
one~t.ed to preven.ting delinquency, their results, based largely on 
tradl.tIOnal casework practices, merit attention. They concluded that-

for approximately the past thirty years, delinquency prevention 
experiments, broadly defined, have yielded but one dismal result: it is 
yet to be demonstrated that the proviSion of a preventative service is 
any more effective in reducing delinquent behavior than rio service at 
all is. This conclusion appears inescapable in light of the control 
procedures which have distinguished these experiments. But, before 
pessimism is accepted as the only possible response to these findings, 
both .research procedures and the services rendered subjects in these 
expenments should be examined with considerable care. 

This co?clusion, as the authors suggest, does not merit acceptance of 
the notIOn that all efforts at community intervention should cease. It 
suggests, instead, that outcome research is not the only kind of research 
that is needed. Much more information is needed about types of 
offenders and the kinds of processual happenings that occur within 
delinquency programs. This need is illustrated by two additional 
questions which follow. 

2. How can one identify those who do not require intensive 
supervision in order to prevent their future violation of the law and 
more important, how can one identify those who do require int~nsiv~ 
supervision?-Obviously, current correctional systems cannot provide 
the answer. Knowledge-building resources are lacking. Yet, if probation 
and othe: casework services are to be improved, some kind of quality 
control IS needed. Hopefully, through research, it might become 
possible to identify those offenders who are most likely to fail and 
conversely, those who do not require extended surveillance. Probatio~ 
departments could then concentrate upon that segment of the 
popUlation for whom probation is most appropriate (cf. Empey, 
1967a:33). 

'3. Is it not possible, given the disarray of existing research evidence, 
that many offenders who are now commonly committed to institutions 
rather than receiving probation might be dealt with safely and 
effectively in the community?-If the majority of probationers can 
succeed without much intensive supervision, then perhaps many of 
those who are incarcerated could do well in the community if 
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supervision were intensified. As Kinch (1962) has suggested, it would 
be safe to assume that different delinquent types do exist and that, 
furthermore, these types will vary in their responses to different kinds 
of treatments, some successfully responding to one kind of treatment, 
some responding successfully to other assignments. The problem is that 
typological research is primitive. Very little theory and investigation has 
been conducted. 

In summary, this review of probation reveals a host of startling and 
contradictory issues which can be answered only by systematic investigation. 
On one hand, the evidence indicates that probation, as a helping and 
supervisory device, is highly limited. Its main function, instead, has been that 
of carrying out the formal rituals of legal and professional processing. On the 
other hand, the majority of offenders assigned to probation are successful. 
They do not recidivate. Why? In what way- and for whom should probation 
operate? 

Incarceration and Its Impact 

The second major approach to juvenile corrections has been incarceration. 
In commenting upon the use of incarceration as a correctional device, 
Wheeler and Cottrell (1966: 37) express a common opinion. "The first 
principle," they say, 

is that traditional forms of incarceration in correctional institutions 
shou1d be avoided insofar as possible. Such institutions, it is believed, 
are of dubious value as reha1;>ilitative mechanisms, especially with the. 
inadequate staffing and facilities found in most of them. Extended 
periods of incarceration in such institutions may prove to be positively 
damaging to a youth and may reduce the likelihood that he can be 
rehabilitated. In -addition to the stigma attached to assignment to a 
correctional institution, which may become a serious barrier to the 
offender's return to a normal social Hfe, there are such added hazards as 
the loss of contact with conventional society and intensified contact 
with other offenders. Not only is this form of treatment potentially 
damaging to the subjects, but the cost of such standard correctionaI 
programs is much greater than that associated with most of the 
alternatives to incarceration. From these considerations, it is clear that 
tlus alternative should be used only as a last resort. 

That this opinion carries considerable weight and is widely shared is 
supported by recent figures which reveal that the majority of offenders are 
not confined, but are in the community either on p"robation or parole after 
incarceration (cf. President's Commission on Law Enforcement and 
Administration of Justice, 1967d: 1-2). Among adults, the ratio is 2 to 
1--857,000 are under supervision in the community, While only 426,000 are 
co:nfined-whlle among juveniles, the difference is even greater, a ratio of 4 to 
1-'-285,000 in the community, with 63,000 confined. Yet, given the 
prevailing climate of public ambivalence regarding violence and juvenile 
crime, and given the public's residual faith in punishment and confinement as 
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control and rehabilitative devices, the above conclusions and statistics merit 
careful consideration. Why should eminent authorities on one hand decry 
incarceration as an effective device, while the public is inclined to be 
somewhat supportive of it? A review of our four major questions will help to 
answer some of these questions but will also highlight the need for more 
comprehensive theory and research investigation. 

Relevance of Incarceration for Comprehensive Delinquency Control 

On one hand, it is obvious that incarceration as a device by which to 
control widespread juvenile delinquency is no more, and is perhaps less, 
effective than probation. The reason is that incarceration is concerned only 
with adjudicated offenders, not with potential or undetected lawbreakers. As 
a consequence, its utility as a direct control device can be measured only in 
terms of its ability to prevent recidivism. Nevertheless, there is a strong and 
prevailing belief that incarceration is an effective albeit indirect control device 
because it acts as a deterrent to would-be violators ecf. Emp~y, 1967a: 1-2). 

The rationalist philosophers of the late-18th and early-19th centuries 
provided the intellectual foundation for our modern reliance upon a theory 
of social control through punishment. In rejecting the supernaturalism of 
prior history, they based their corrective policies on the belief that men are 
rational beings who operate on a pleasure-pain principle, doing that which 
gives the greatest pleasure and avoiding that which gives them pain. They 
suggested, therefore, that the purpose of punishment is not revenge; its 
purpose is deterrence. As a consequence, the classical school of criminology, 
indeed many of our contemporary laws and sentencing procedures are based 
upon the following set of beliefs: (1) that reactions to crime should be based 
on a rational, pleasure-pain principle: light punishment for light crimes, heavy 
punishment for serious crimes, making sure in each case that the pain of 
punishment slightly exceeds the pleasure of crime; (2) that it is the certainty 
and the swiftness of punishment, not its severity, which will determine the 
success or failure of any effort to control crime; and (3) that by utilizing 
imprisonment and establishing, by statute, a prescribed punishment for each 
kind of offense, lawbreaking can be controlled most effectively. 

The wide acceptance of this theory of social control is easy to detect in 
modern society. The classical theory of deterrence, with its rationalistic 
underpinnings became one of the most important bases upon which legal and 
correctional practices were based. In fact, the writing of many theorists 
reflected the belief that punishment provides a deterrent effect which serves 
to maintain social solidarity. Thus, it is not easy to discn.rd the notion that 
punishment and incarceration are effective control devices. 

Whether or not this theory is correct, especially the belief that punishment 
actually deters potential lawbreakers, is still a matter of continuing debate 
that remains to be resolved. But whatever may be discovered, there is no 
denying the popularity of the social control theory of deterrence and the 
relative simplicity of the objectives that it imppses upon correctional 
organizations. These objectives are widely accepted and are relatively clear 
and straightforward: the offender is to be punished and society is to be 
protected. Imprisonment will not only be humane, but will also deter other 
rational people from crime. It will be a lesson that crime does not pay. 

1 
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Yet, the theoretical and ideological bases which gave rise initially to the 
use of imprisonment as a control device included numerous weaknesses which 
began, almost from the beginning, to question the theoretical adequacy of the 
classical school. Bot.l]. the punitive theory of deterrence and imprisonment 
have been the subject of attack by correctional and legal scholars almost since 
their inception. A review of our remaining questions helps to indicate some of 
the problems that have been noted. 

Relevance of the Goals of Incarceration to Delinquency Control 

There are inherent difficulties in using places of incarceration as a 
corrective device. They are what Goffman (1961) calls "total institutions." 
The total institution, he says, "is a social hybrid, part residential community, 
part formal organization ... " which attempts both to punish and, at the same 
time, to reform the offender. It is a striking example of the problems posed 
by conflicting punitive and reform ideologies. It is so full of logical 
contradictions that, while it effectively suppresses the offender, it does little 
to change him. Why? 

The reasons are not difficult to discover (cf. Cloward et aI., 1960; Cressey, 
1961). Conditions of imprisonment, even among such non delinquents as 
prisoners-of-war or mental patients, almost inevitably seem to produce group 
responses similar to those of delinquents. Captivity, quite aside 'from one's 
delinquent or nondelinquent history, quickly precipitates a kind of group. 
climate in which resistance to change by inmates is heightened. The 
deprivation of liberty, especially for delinquents, only seems to confirm prior, 
negative perceptions of authority and to heighten resistances to change. 

The reason is that places of confinement are typically caste systems 
(Empey, 1968: 5-6). Inmates ~nd authorities are divided into discrete groups, 
and even though the ostensible role of corrections is to have offenders adopt 
the same values, expectations, and patterns of behavior as staff members, 
structural conditions in a caste system make it difficult, if not hnpossib1e for 
them to do so. . . . - _. 

The reform revolution in corrections, with its emphasis upon 
individualized treatment, has generally been considered to be an antidote to 
the caste-like character of correctional organizations and the punishment 
philosophy out of which they grew. But, paradoxically, there are many who 
feel that the reform ideology may only have reinforced, not weakened 
traditional philosophies and practices. A careful review of the organizational 
character of "treatment-oriented" correctional programs reveals that tliey are 
often castelike in nature. Even though their announced objectives and some 
of their practices are different from traditional, custodial institutions, many 
of the same problems remain. On the other hand, there are theoretical 
arguments in favor of places of incarceration. In order to examine these 
conflicting, theoretical positions, let us move to the next section which is 
devoted to that issue. 

Theoretical Adequacy of Theories of Incarceration 

There are two general theories favoring the efficacy of incarceration. The 
first has already been mentioned; namely the belief that punishment is an 
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effective device for changing people and at the same time of utility in 
deterring others. 

The second theory favoring incarceration, or at least removal from the 
community, is based upon more complex, theoretical foundations. In general, 
this theory suggests that the offender can benefit from a moratorium, from 
separation from the complex forces which have led to his delinquency in the 
first place. By providing in a single setting for all of his needs, he can be 
helped to change, emotionally, educationally, and otherwise, in a protected 
and safe environment. His problems are of such a nature that correctional 
organizations must provide substitute resources for training and help in lieu 
of those which exist already in the community. More will be said upon this 
later. 

The theoretical point of view which opposes incarceration generally 
emphasizes three major problems: problems arising from the caste-like 
character of places of incarceration; problems arising from the nature of role 
relationships, even in treatment-oriented centers; and, finally, the separation 
of the 'offender from t.1-te community. Consider these problems one at a time. 

Contemporary, social-psychological theory emphasizes the idea that an 
individual's self-concept and behavior are not separable from the social 
relationships in which he lives. Consequently, the caste-like character of 
places of incarceration may only reinforce a negative self-image for the 
offender. The reason is that the most notable consequence of a caste system 
is to keep the two castes separate (Empey, 1968: 5). While both castes may 
have complementary relationships of some kind; there is no expectation that 
membership between the two will be common. "Once an inmate, always an 
inmate"; "once an authority, always an authority." Membership in a place of 
incarceration places the offender in a kind of no-man's land where he is 
accepted neither by staff members as one of them, nor by the public as one 
of them. Consequently, the only place he has to turn for a sense of identity 
and a definition of purpose is to his fellow inmates. Theoretically, at least, 
this is precisely what we do 'not want to happen. We want the reverse to 
happen; we would like the offender to identify with prosoda1 points of view 
and take on the conformist characteristics of the nondelinquent, authority 
caste. 

The difficulties for the inmate in doing this illustrate the inherent 
contradictions of punishment versus reform goals .. So long as the primary goal 
of any system is to punish the offender by maintaining exclusive, 
superordinate-subordinate relationships between authority and inmate castes, 
a caste arrangement makes sense. But if the goal of that system is to reduce 
social distance between the two groups so that),They might ultimately share 
the same goals, aspirations .and means, then a caste system does not make 
sense. Applied to corrections,' this means that' successful change among 
inmates will require organizational arrangements by which members of the 
inmate group can adqpt new roles and take on the perspectives of a 
nondelinquent, noninmate person. Only in this way could it be expected that 
the offender could stop conceiving of himself as delinquent and be 
stimulated, instead, to conceive of himself as nondelinquent. 

In commenting upon places of incarceration, many observers have been 
peSSimistic regarding the' effectiveness of such places unless radical changes 
occur (cf. Schrag, 1961: 329 ; Polsky, 1962). Conditions have been such as to 
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make it a matter of honor among prisoners not to collaborate with their 
captors in the interest of change, just as society, in general, considered it a 
matter of honor for prisoners-of-war not to collaborate with their captors 
during the Korean conflict. Organizational traditions have made collaboration 
between staff and inmates, in the interest of reform, difficult. 

Some of the same problems are inherent in treatment-oriented places of 
incarceration. The reason lies in the tendency for the treatment, like the 
punishment, philosophy to locate the primary source of difficulty within the 
offender. The problems of change have not really been considered in 
social-psychological and organizational terms. As a consequence, the 
treatment philosophy has never seriously challenged the social functions of 
punishment and indicated the extent to wl}ich caste-like, correctional 
organizations may seriously hamper efforts at rehabilitation. 

The tendency for offenders to view whatever is done to them as 
punishment rather than treatment was alluded to earlier. Part of the reason 
for this perception lies in the fact that treatment personnel, even if highly 
trained (and they are in short supply in most juvenile training schools), have a 
symbiotic relationship with clients which is subtle and paradoxical (cf. 
Empey, 1967c: 237-328). The status of the professionai, his "helping" role, 
his very place in the whole scheme of things depends heavily upon the client 
remaining in a subordinate relationship to him. The paradox is, therefore, 
that although the professional role ostensibly exists to help the client, it is in 
fact, one which relies upon a superordinate-subordinate relationship, As a 
result, it is difficult for the client to change unless his relationship to those 
above him change also. Organizational arrangements are not available by 
which to encourage him to stop conceiving of himself as "delinquent," 
"inmate," or "patient," and to conceive of himself, instead, as 
"non-delinquent," "employee," or "student." 

Efforts are beginning in some correctional institutions to move inmates 
step-by-step into new roles-rol.es which connote change in some desired 
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decrease the stigma associated with an offender or inmate status-but these 
efforts have been limited. There are few correctional organizations which 
provide means by which the offender can be anything other than inmate pr 
patient. It is difficult, therefore, for him to conceive of himself in any other 
terms. 

In commenting upon the responses of adults to these conditions, Irwin and 
Cressey (1964: 225·245) have noted three kinds of group adjustments. 
The first group they label as "thieves." These are career or sophisticated 
offenders whose commitme.nt is to criminal subcultures outside of the prison 
and for whom the prison experience is simply an occupational hazard. They 
attempt to do their time in the most comfortable way possible. Incarceration 
for this group may be the most feasible method of protecting society. 

The second group they label "convicts." Convicts are offenders who have 
long records of confinement in institutions which are likely to have begun at 
an early age. They have become so conditioned to institutions that it has 
become a way of life for them. They are uncomfortable in a free world. 
Paradoxically, therefore, the only way this group may be rehabilitated is to 
place th.em ina correctional program in which they have to struggle with the 
problems of freedom. 
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Finally, the third group is designated as "legitimate." This group is made 
up of offenders who identify with legitimate points of view both outside and 
inside the prison. Consequently, they are isolated both from "convicts" and 
"thieves." The major implication for this group is that they may not have 
needed prison in the first place. Oth~r alternatives involving a minimum of 
surveillance, but also maximizing help with occupational, educational or 
personal problems, may have been far more Gonstmctive. One obvious point, 
therefor~, is that research is badly needed by which to .identify these three 
groups and to do a more effective job of providing meaningful alternatives for 
them. 

Finally, perhaps the most devastating criticism of imprisonment in a 
theoretical and 1l'ractical sense hos to do with the removal of the offender 
from the community. The crux of any treatment program has ultimately to 
do with its ability to help the offender adjust to the community, not to a 
reformatory. Yet, the decisions which lead to success in "doing time" are not 
of the same type needed for successful community adjustment. Existing 
conditions of the kind. just described may actually be more effective in 
cementing the offender"s ties to a delinquent system than in destroying them. 
One cannot really talk about increasing an offender's community adjustment 
unless actual opportunities are made available for him, not just in an isolated 
correctional setting, but in the community at large. The problem of 
rehabilitation is a tWo-sided coin. On one hand, it is obvious that the 
delinquent, himself, must be motivated to change. He must discard 
delinquent beliefs and rationalizations and replace them with new beliefs and 
rationalizations. He must make the kinds of personal changes that will make a 
conventional cOITh'11unity adjustment possible. On the other hand, he cannot 
accomplish the job by himself, nor can an isolated correctional unit 
accomplish it either. Not only must any program provide ways by which to 
motivate ·offenders to want to achieve in a conventional sense, but do a better 
job of providing legitimate alternatives as well. A major problem for any 
program, therefore, is in transferring the changes which might occur within 
that program to the other major areas of a delinquent's life. It seems unlikely 
that the isolated, correctional institution can accomplish this by itself. 

Evidence Regarding Effects of Incarceration 

Despite all of the criticisms which have been levied against incarceration 
there is little hard evidence to support the view that the sheer avoidance of 
institutionalization will result in more successful adjustment. It is a 
lamentable fact that national statistics on recidivism after incarceration are 
not available. Instead, Costner's review (1968: 14-15) of the subject reveals 
the following kinds of evidence. ~ 

A review of recidivism among juveniles in Federal institutions revealed that 
s1i.ghtl~ over 40 percent were reimprisoned. This was the highest rate of 
re1!~:pnsonment among federal institutions. The rate of reimprisonment for 
j~ven~l~s in nine institutions of the California Youth Authority ranged from 
31 to '6~percent. However, as Costner (1968: 15) pointed out, "these 
violatjori .:iates were also found to be closely correlated (r=0.87) with 
vfolatio,nrat~s expected ,on the basis of the 'base expectancy' scores of 

.. inmate:D ~ssigned there, i.e., expectations for, ,parole success based on the 
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background factors at the time of commitment (cf. Beverly, 1965). This 
suggests that if the various lIlstitutional programs had any effect at all on 
parole violation rates, all the varied programs had essentially the same effect. 

Glaser (1964b: chap. II) is sharply critical of this kind of information. 
First of all, he pOints out that the only conclusive way to find out how many 
offenders eventually return to incarceration is to follow, for a number of 
years, all those released in a given period. Too much information is lost 
simply by observing parole revocation rates or counting the number of 
offenders who have been incarcerated at some prior time. What happens in 
the latter case· is that two- and three-time losers tend to accumulate in a 
reformatory or prison because they get longer sentences and are much less 
readily paroled than first-timers. Consequently, when the focus is only upon 
those who are incarcerated, we get a biased sample, one which overestimates 
failures and underestimates successes . 

. A second way which has long been used in science would be to make a 
direct test of the effects of incarceration by using a random assignment of 
comparable cases to institutional and noninstitutional programs. We might 
then be able to judge the effects of incarceration much more systematicaily. 
As will be seen later, some new programs are doing this. 

In addition, Street (1965) has cautioned against overgeneralizing about the. 
negative effects of incarceration. He found, for example, that while inmates 
in juvenile institutions which have the traditional punitive orientation do 
exhibit the classic problems that were mentioned above. He also found that 
institutions that were characterized by a minimum of social distance between 
inmates and staff members exhibited no such patterns. One might infer, 
therefore. that the outcome rates of these various institutions might vary 
considerably. If staff and inmates are close and working together, it might be 
expected that they would do better upon release than those in which both 
groups were sharply divided by inmate and official castes. As a matter of fact, 
the evidence is not yet available to support such an inference. 

As Costner (1968: 17) points out, several juvenile institutions in California 
have attempted to reduce social distance and increase rehabiiitation rates by 
utilizing various forms of group discussion, group therapy and "therapeutic 
community" concepts. Yet, he says, 

. of the three California studies evaluating this general type of program 
that have been undertaken, none has demonstrated more favorable 
parole outcomes for boys in these special programs than for boys in the 
conventional institutional programs .... No significant differences were 
found in parole performance between controls and those in the 
experimentally varied counseling programs. Thirty months after release, 
the proportion returned to custody, the proportiqn removed from 
parole by revocation or bad discharge, and the per cent of totaipossible 
months spent out of custody were very similar for the control and 
treatment groups at each institution (cf. Seckel, 1965). . 

In yet another California youth institution, one group of offenders were 
assigned randomly to a special program emphasizing group therapy, individual 
therapy ,living-unitineetings and special academic and supervi$ed work 
programs while ar.other group was assigned to regular institutional prQgrams. 
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Yet, twelve months after release, the recidivism rates for these two groups 
were almost identical (cf. Costner, 1968; Fremont Project, 1965). 

Such findings as these. are as perplexing as they are distressing. They are 
analogous to other kinds of research in the behavioral sciences which indicate 
that under some circumstances, experimental groups may evidence a change 
in basic attitudes and satisfactions in their relatior1.ships with others, yet in 
terms of some hard criterion variables, they do not differ from control 
groups. Besides outcome measures of the type just discussed, therefore, we 
also need much more research on the processual and organizational character 
of correctional organizations themselves. We need ito discover what goes on 
within programs as well as reviewing their ultimate effects. In the past, 
process research has been almost totally non-existent, even thoug.h its purpose 
would be that of examining the program stimuli that are supposed to produce 
whatever changes occur. Because of its absence, program operation has been 
like a mysterious black box, a black box whose internal machinery remains 
eternally a mystery. Rather than relating the black box to outcome, we have 
devoted most of our attention to explaining success or failure in terms of age, 
social class, personality or ethnic status of the offenders involved. This is 
ani;'tzing. It is analogous to trying to understand how steel is produced from 
several raw materials without knowing what goes into the manufacturing 
process. We simply do not know in any systematic way whether programs are 
operating consistent with theoretical design or not and consequently, we do 
not know where to turn to correct basic problems. If steel companies 
operated this way, they would still be producing the kinds of lead that 
corrections is producing. 

It must be admitted, however, that when one observes inconclusive 
findings like those just described, he is inclined to harbor the suspicion that 
no matter whatgoes on in total institutions, similar lamentable results may be 
observed. Even so, the inclination to suspicion must be resisted. A better 
alternative would be to turn to a policy which emphasizes comprehensive 
planning accompanied by systematic research and evaluation. The goal would 
be to develop a correctional system in which types of offenders were matched 
successfully with types of programs. 

On one hand, society must be protected against the incorrigible offender. 
But, on the other, it should not make the problem worse by locking up those 
who would do better in the community. The need to isolate types of 
offenders works both ways. As well as identifying those who must be kept 
out of community prograrns, it is equally important to identify those who 
should be kept in them. 

A coherent system of alternatives would range from nonsupervisory 
measures such as fines and the suspended sentence, through increasingly 
structured community programs, to total incarceration. Hopefully, such a 
system would result in a more effective and economically efficient allocation 
of correctional resources. It is possible that a heavier concentration of 
community alternatives might be run at no extra cost simply by reducing the 
number of people who are incarcerated. 

Efforts to·apply new techniques and to increase the number of community 
alternatives ,are now taking place. Let us move in our analysis, therefore, to 
the consideration of some of the innovations that are occurring, both in and 
out of institutions. They will help further to elicit what must be done if a 
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coherent system of correctional alternatives is to be related to different types 
of offenders. 

Differential Treatment 

The suggestion is not new that efforts should be made to match types of 
offenders to types of programs. It expresses an ideal long-since derived from 
clinical rnedicine.,As Warren (1967: 1) expresses it: 

One of the few agreed-upon "facts" in the field of corrections is that 
offenders are not all alike. That is, they differ from each other, not 
only in the form of their offense, but also in the reasons for and the 
meaning of their crime .... 

If one accepts the notion that offenders are different from each 
other in their reasons for their law violations, the implication follows 
that attempts to change the offender into a nonoffender will vary in 
ways which are relevant to tIre cause. Ideally, the goals of treatment 
will relate in $ome direct manner to the causes of delinquency, and the 
treatment meth~ds will relate specifically to the goals for the various 
offender subgroups. 

Before proceeding to an analysis of recent developments in differential 
treatment, a moment should be taken to consider the attention that has been 
paid to the relationship between personality and criminality in correctional 
theory. As was mentioned earlier, the reform revolution in corrections relied 
heavily upon the notion that delinquency is a psychological problem, largely 
independent of any given culture and in need of treatment directed primarily 
on an individual level (cf. Alt and Grossboard, 1949). The language of 
medicine crept into the lexicon of words used in thinking about correctional 
methods. Such terms as "diagnosis," "pathology," "symptom," "prognosis;" 
Utreatment," and "cure" occurred in abundance in the literature having to do 
with delinquents (cf, Hakeem, 1958). 

As was mentioned earlier, a number of criticisms have been made of this 
point of view because ofits failure to account for the widespread character of 
delinquency, the influence of social and cultural factors on delinquency, the 
likelihood that it is not an attribute which one either has or does not have. 
But, in .addition, an increasing body of evidence has documented the 
limitations of a strict personality frame of reference. After examining 113 
different research endeavors which attempted to differentiate offenders from 
non-offenders on the basis of personality traits, Schuessler and Cressey 
(1950) came to the conclusion that such differentiation could not be 
documented. Similarly, Hathaway, Monachesiand Young (1960), after many 
years of endeavoring to relate personality and criminality in some direct way, 
concluded that personality factors by themselves are relatively weak 
predictors of lawbreaking behavior. These factors, they said, " ... are much 
less powerful and apply to fewer cases among the total samples than would be 
expected if one reads the literature on the subject." 

In their study of the relationship of personality factors to runaway 
behavior from juvenile institutions, Lubeck and Empey (1968) concluded 
that the problem may lie, not so much in the total lack of utility of 
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personality measures, but in the static classifications which personality 
measure~ have supplied; that is, they have failed to account for the impact on 
~er~onahty of experience in different situational contexts. Their study 
mdlc~ted. that personal response will not be unidimensional, but will vary as 
orgaruzatlOnal structure varies. When dramatic shifts occur in the social 
situation in which individuals find themselves, the various measures of 
personality . charac~eristics assume lesser or greater predictive power. They 
reflect the mterachon between personal and social systems. It is an awareness 
?f this fact ~at is represented in emerging correctional programs, especially 
m efforts to lIDplement differential treatment. ' ' 

Current Differential Treatment* 

The ,correctional approach based upon differential treatment which has 
probably drawn more attention in recent years than any other is the 
Community Treatment Progra~ sponsored by the California Youth 
Authorit~ and directed by Marguerite Q. Warren (cf. Warren, 1964; 
Cornmuruty Treatment Project; Warren, 1968). This program began initially 
as an. alternat~ve. to. in~ar~eration and has been followed since by several 
expenments WIthin mshtutlOns as well. This approach is founded ona classic 
clinical design p.rescribing specific types of treatment for specific types of 
offenders, but It departs from traditional personality classifications and 
defmes offenders according to personal maturity levels. 

The. maturity typology includes nine subtypes of delinquents classified 
a,ccordmg to the modes of behavior which typify their interactions with the 
world. The nine de~inquent subtypesfall into three larger groupings, including 
low, IJuddle, and high maturity delinquents. Each of the larger groupings, and 
to some extent the subtypes within it, calls for distinctly different approaches 
to treatment and control. Goals for treatment are individualized in teims of 
the ,~atu~ity levels ~f the delinquent subjects. For example, the maturity 
claSSIficatIOn system focuses upon the ways in which the individual is able to 
see himself and the world, especially in terms of emotions' and' motivations' 
i.e., his ability to understand what is happening between himself and others a~ 
well as. among others" (Warren; \~ 968). Presumably, therefore, if a delinquent 
were fIXed at some low level 02 ~'naturity, efforts· would be made to increase 
his capacity to. relate to' others in an effective rather than a delinquent way. 

~ach experlIDental delinquent is diagnosed prior to admission to the 
project and, on ~e basis of the diagnosis, is assigned to a parole agent who is 
th~ught to be skilled in wo.rking with that type of delinquent. Thus, types of 
delmquents ~re matched WIth types of agents. Each agent carries an average 
caseload ~f eI~t to 10 wards. His cont,!cts with those wards may 'vary from 
two to .fIVe hmes weekl~ and may involve full-day as well as part-time 
prQgr~nu~g for the~. A gIven case, for example, may require-singly or in 
combmatlOn-surve~lance and firm discipline, individual counseling, 
psychotherapy, fanuly group therapy, guided group interaction, occasional 
confinement,or foster home placement. "'="'" 
. . The effort to make. treatment consistent with design has extended to the 

*The analysis in this section as well as in the following section!on "Group-Oriented 
Programs". draws he.avily on the following source: LaMar T. Empey, Alterndtives to 
IncarceratIOn. Washmgton, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1967, pp. 40-43. 
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development of specially designed group homes for particular subtypes who 
need them. For the type of client who makes his way by manipulating others, 
a specific home has been set up and is run by a married couple who are 
trained to frustrate such behavior by exerting firm controls. For the 
delinquent who needs a considerable amount of assurance and freedom, 
placement would be in another home designed to operate warmly and 
permissively. Such homes will operate only for special cases, since most wards 
will probably continue to live at home. 

The community differential treatment project has the advantage of 
working in the., community rather than in an institution. The problems with 
which it works are those which any young person faces in his daily life rather 
than the more artificial ones of a total institution. IIi this way, therefore, this 
particular program must struggle with community as well as offender 
resistances to change. Its goals cannot be realized without interaction with 
the community. 

In summary, the classifiG~t!0n design of this program is extremely 
complex. It calls for the differGrttial diagnosis of offenders into subtypes, the 
selection and training of agents to work with these subtypes, the definition of 
a treatment plan for each of the subtypes, the development of a host of 
program resources to be used singly or in combination for the different 
~ubtypes, and perhaps even the development of specialized homes in which 
certain wards would be housed. 

The Community Treatment Project js utilizing experimental and control 
groups by which to compare outcome rates. All subjects come from a 
common pool of eligibles who have been assigned by the courts to the Youth 
Authority for what tradithmally has been an institutional experience. 
However, the design permits the random assignment of experimental subjects 
directly back to the community, while only control subjects are assigned to 
an institution. Comparative effectiveness of the two programs is being 
assessed both by parole performance and by attitudinal and behavioral 
changes. 

Differentia! Treatment Theory 

Before proceeding to a review' of research findings, a word should be said 
abo~~t the theory;underlying the maturity level classification. According to 
Warren's (1968: 10-11) description: .' . 

Seven successive stages of interpersonal maturity characterize 
psychological development. They range from the least mature, which 
resemble the interpersonal reactions of a new born infant, to an ideal of 
social maturity which is seldom or never reached in our present culture. 
Each of the seven stages, or levels, is defined by a crucial interpersonal 
problem which must berc§plved,. before further progress toward maturity 
can occur. All person$. d6'not,necessarily work their way through each 
stage, but may become fixed~~t a particular level. The range of maturity 
levels found in a delinquent population IS from maturity level 2 ... to 
maturity levelS. It should be stressed that interpersonal development is 
viewed as a continuum. The successive steps, or levels, which are 
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described in the theory are seen as definable points along the 
continuum. 

Of the many issues which can and will be discussed about this provocative 
and complex theory, two may be mentioned briefly here. The first has to do 
with the fact that '~maturity" is often a difficult phenomenon to define. It is 
relative to time, place and culture. What may represent "maturity" to some 
may not represent "maturity" to others. The problem becomes even mor~ 
complex when one attempts to ope rationalize it for treatment or research 
purposes. The maturity classifications which are used in the differential 
treatment project are extremely complex and will have to be made the 
subject of considerable research and refmement before complete conf:idence 
can be placed in their capacity to distinguish among juveniles in terms of 
concrete and objective criteria. 

Second, even though the maturity concept emphasizes the individual's 
in.terper~onal relations with others, it can sJ,lffer, if care is not taken, like the 
persorality concept from too. singular an emphasis upon the individual. The 
w~ole field of mental health, as well as corrections, has been confronted with 
tlus problem. Szasz {19S6: 279), for example"has·been sharply critical about 
the confusion of social, ethical, medical and legal concepts. He has accused 
the h:lping professions of adopting too narrow a view of reality and of 
assummg that some departure from that view by an offender constitutes a 
distortio.n of reality (or perhaps in this case, maturity). The offender's 
perspectIve, ~he l:ns through which he perceives the world, may be the 
product of his SOCIal and cultural position within that world. His tendency to 
order the same set of facts into different logical categories may be the 
product of his socialization in a particular environment rather than 
immaturity, a.s measured by some universal scale. The pra~titioner must 
guard, therefore, against interpretations which fail to account for frames of 
reference which are different from his own. To be sure successful 
readju~tment on tJ:e part of' the offender may require som~ change in 
matunt~ level,~ut It ma~ also require a better awareness both of the uriique 
perspectI~es ~hi~h ~e bnngs to the correctional scene and of the ways that 
comn~~mt~ InstItutIOns, themselves, require change if preventative or 
rehabilItatIve efforts are to succeed with him. 

Reckless (1955) has also called attention to the fact that the race and 
s~c~al class memQ.ership of offenders are by their very nature, categories to 
which people belong quite apart from whatever their maturity or personality 
levels may be. He calls these "categoric risks" because they reflect differential .' 
crime rates among different segments of the popUlation and reveal to some 
degr.ee the differential responses of officials to different classes of offenders. 
These categoric risks, by themselves, are predictive of success or failure, quite 
apart ~rom the personal makeup of the individual, because they also 
determme how successful he will be in his relationships with others in a 
competitive achievemeht-oriented society. How all of these factors relate 
then, to personal maturity levels requires further, theoretical eXplication. ' 

Research Evidence Regarding Differential Treatment 

Efforts to evaluate the effectiveness of the differential treatment program 
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reveal many of the complex problems which are encountered in any. 
correctional research. The latest reported figures show that only 28 percent 
of the experimentals as contrasted to 52 percent of the controls hav.e been 
parole failures within 15 months on parole (failures include al~ revoca.tIons of 
parole, recommitments from the courts and unfavorable dIs~h~rges). The 
figures Jor 24 months of community exposure time ~n parole. s1ffi!larly fav~r 
the experimental group, 38 percent vs. 61 percent faIlure. ThIS difference m 
favor of the community program is highly significant in statistical terms. 

A basic problem with placing complete confidence in recidivism figures of 
this type lies in a comp.1ex number of subtle issues to which atte~tio~ ~ust be 
paid. First, these measurements of failure rates occurred while sIgmfi~~nt 
numbers of the experimentals and controls were still on parole. Defin~h~e 
figures cannot be determined until parole has .been completed .. !his IS 
especially important for the experimental groups smce parole super~1S10n has 
been extended to cover a period of years in many cases and results m efforts 
at control which themselves strongly deterinine success ~nd failure rates. 

As progress reports have noted (Community Treatment Project A~ter Five 
Years: 6), "part of the differences irl failure rate~ can be explam~d by 
differences in decisionmaking with regard . to parole restoral followmg an 
offense." Se~eral factors have entered into these differences (palmer and 
Warren, 1967:' Part 1,11-12): 

· .. experimentals have their parole suspended more frequently than 
do controls. Suspensions refer to temporary, rather than permanent, 
revocations of parole and usually result in a short period of detention. 

· .. Parole for experimental cases is rarely revoked on a permanent 
basis for minor offenses while the. same is not true for control cases. 
Controls are revoked fairly often for such minor offenses as phlCement 
failure poor home or school adjustment, truancy or runaway. An 
exami~ation of the severity of offenses revealed further that "the 
controls had been revoked or unfavorably discharged in connection 
with offenses which had been of significantly less serious nature when 
compared with experimental offenses." 

· .. The followup also indicates that the average number of offenses 
which had taken place during parole was significantly greater for the 
experimental than for the control group. 

The fact that control subjects have been revoked for lesser reasons than 
experimentals, and yet that the average number of listed offenses ~as grea~er 
for experimentals, while on parole$ probably says more about the dlfferentlal 
response of treatment personnel. to ar;HIiquent behavior than about the 
behavior itself. For example, even though experimentals may have been more ,. 
delinquent on occasion than controls, their lower revocati?n rate may be a 
function of the experimental program, itself. The caseload SIze and treatment 
planning is considerably different from regular parole. Experimental agents 
are able to increase contact and surveillance or to develop new treatment 
plans for the offender as the need arises, while the same ma,y be less true for 
regular parole. Furthermor~.>(lthe decision to suspend rather than r.evo~e 
parole obviously seems to involve subjectivity on someone's part, andsmce It 
seems almost-J certain that intensive community programs will be used 
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increasingly in the f~ture, more attention will have to be paid both to the 
treatment and legal Issues that are involved. It is not clear in this case for 
example, ~hether experimentals were really any less delinquent than co~trol 
~oups whil~ on parol~. The difference in revocation rates may simply reveal 
dIfferences In correctIOnal approache~ by experimental and control staff 
members. W~ether or not one or the other approach is most effective will 
h~ve to awaIt further data which provide information on all subjects after 
tliey have been released from parole. 

~oI?e of the p~oblems just mentioned might be clarified if complete arrest 
stahStIC~ were available. It seems likely that the failure rates mentioned above 
are possIbly clouded too much by parole agent decisionmaking. Information 
o~ the frequency of arrests, and their severity, from all agencies of control 
mIght help to clarify the picture. Arrest data are closer to the point of offens~ 
and the frequ~ncy and severity of offenses which lead to those arrests are 
often cloaked In data on court hearings and revocation. 

The~e problems also speak .t? the exhausting complexities of program 
evaluatIon under .present condItIons. In most cases, adequate funding and 
staffing re~ources are not g~eat eno~gh to make the necessary followups. 
Much of this could be solved If sound mformation systems were available 

. On. the .. ot~er hand, what may tum out to be the most significant aspe~t of 
t~s dIfferen~IaI treatment approach is some indication that the most dramatic 
dIffe!ences m effect appear when the various delinquent subtypes are 
co~sIdered separately. Some subtypes seem to do better in an institution 
whil~ o!hers do better in the community (cf. Warren, 1968). The furthe; 
explicatIOn of t~ese differences and what led to them could be of inestimable 
value to correctIOns. 

The differ:ntial tre.atment concept, based upon maturity levels, has had 
tre~e~~ous Impa~t In California. and elsewhere. It has suggested the 
possIbilIt~ o~ tre~tIng a large proportion of the delinquent popUlation in the 
com~umt~ In l!eu of incarceration. It has led to an experiment in San 
FranCISC? In which the differential treatment model is being compared to a 
grou'p:onen~ed !TIo?el (of the type which will be mentioned below) and to 
tra?ItIonal InStItutIOns. It has stimulated two projects within institutions 
whi~h have been concerned with developing differential treatment 
en~Ironments more. conduciV€fto the needs of specific subgroups within the 
delInquent ~opulatI?n. It has stimulated efforts to more effectively match 
types. of. clIents WIth types of workers. Finally, it has made a valuable 
contnbutIOn to.the em:rging emphasis upon community experimentation and 
the need for reIntegratIng the offender more effectively into the community. 

Group-Oriented Programs 

Based. upon a much different set of causation and correctional premises, 
group-onented programs have become very common in corrections. The 
prototype f~r group-oriented, ,l?ut small residential cent~rs, is the Highfields 
Program which ~as begu~ i~l 1?50 (cf. McCorkle, Elias and Bixby, 1958; 
Weeks, 1958). Highfields lImIts Its popUlation to 20 boys, ages 16 and 17, 
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who are assigned directly from the juvenile cOUrt. Boys live informally in an 
old home without the usual institutional guards and detailed routine. 

Highfields was established on the premise that with intensive group 
methods, known as "guided group interaction," rehabilitation could be 
accomplished in three or four months. Programming is simple and designed to 
emphasize the problem solving, the decir.;ion-making, and the control effects 
of the group. 

During the day, the boys work at a nearby mental hospital. In the evening, 
the total population is broken into two groups of 10, each of which then 
meets for a daily group meeting. Formal rules are few. Control, instead, is 
exercised informally through the development of a group culture which 
,presumably decreases distance between staff and offenders and sponsors the 
offender in a more active, reformation role. Rather than just receiving 
treatment, he is expected to administer it, along with others, as well. The idea 
is that individuals are best helped who themselves become capable of helping. 
others. These are the principles which underlie Alcoholics Anonymous and 
Synan on , the private center for drug addicts run by drug addicts (cf. 
Yablonsky, 1965) . 

The general Highfields model has been widely adopted by public 
correctional agencies in other places, in New Jersey, New York, and 
Kentucky. Per-haps the moat significant variation on the basic theme has been 
its application in the community where boys who would otherwise be 
incarcerated continue to live at home rather than in an institution. Two of 
the earliest of such programs were the Provo Experiment (Empey and Rabow, 
1961)i'and Essexfieids (Elias and Pilnick, 1964). A third, The Silverlake 
Experiment (Empey, Lubeck and Newland, 1966), although residential in 
nature, kept boys in the community where they attended school, w~nt home 
on weekends, and so on. All three programs were similar in the sense that 
they were built around group techniques, were used for older. offenders, ages. 
15 to 18 years, and were used as community alternatives to incarceration. 

Although there is some danger in treating the conceptual and 
organizational characteristics of these group programs as one, that will be 
done in the interest of time and space. Four general assumptions, as stated for 
the Provo and Silverlake Experiments, have tended to underly these group 
programs: (1) that most older delinquents who are eventually processed 
through the courts are from lower income homes; (2) that the lives of these 
offenders have been characterized by failure in such conventi()~al institutions 
as the school or world of work; (3) that this failure is prodl.tctive of a high 
degree of strain for them; and (4) that membership in a delinquent group 
develops as an alternative means for acquiring many of the social, err.lotional 
and economic goals which are acquired by other young people through 
conventional means. The beliefs, rationalizations and points of view of the 
delinquent groups, it is hypothesized, become important determinants of 
juvenile, deviant behavior. Delinquency is best understood as a group 
phenomenon which is collective rather than private, peer supported rather 
than lonely. 

In responding to these theoretical assumptions regarding causation, the 
following assumptions for intervention were adopted. A program should try: 
(1) to make the delinquent grollp the target of change-that is,. attempt to 
change shared standards, pOints of view, r.ewards and punishments; (2) to give 
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the delinquent group a stake in what happens to its members by permitting 
participation with staff in solving problems, exerting controls, and makjng 
basic decisions, and (3) to open up conventional opportunities to delinquents 
in the sch9ol, the world of work and other conventional institutions. 
Reforrnatiml on the' part of offenders is seen as only one side of the 
reh~hilitative coin. Certain aspects,of the community will have to be changed 
if offenders are to be successfully reintegrated. 

In implementing these assumptions, the Provo, Essexfields, and Silverlake 
Programs were generally the same. Program activities included gainful 
employment in the community, school, and daily group meetings built 
around the technique of guided group interaction. This technique as 
mentioned above varies considerably from traditional group psychotherapy "in 
the sense that all group members, not just staff,are responsible for defining 
problems, dealing with difficult questions, and finding solutions. Considerable 
power is shared with offenders. An effort is made to provide means by which 
offenders can assume more responsibility for their lives and to reward them 
for help that they are able to give others. The offender is sponsored in an 
active, reformation role rather than in a passive one 1n which he is acted upon 
by others. 

The fact that these programs were located in the community meant that 
the problems with which the groups were struggling were those that confront 
them in their daily lives: families, friends, school, work, leisure time. It was 
reasoned that this is one very important strength of a community over an 
institutional program. The artificiality of institutional life is avoided and 
concentration' c(!n be placed upon the problems of successful community 
reintegration rather than upon adjustment to institutional norms. 

In terms of theoretical adequacy, this approach has not as yet atJempted 
to define" types of offenders and to differentiate treatment based 'upon 
SUbtypes. 'instead, the daily group discussion is used as a diagnostic device by 
which to identify the behavioral problems of offenders and to define new 
ways of behaving for them which will be less problematiC. The main emphasis 
is upon the need for dynamic analysis based upon the assumption that 
individual characteristics will change from time to time, altering the kinds of 
behavioral responses that are needed. Furthermore, it is assumed that the 
problems to be addressed are less characteristic of personality than of the 
peer relationships, the attitudes and rationalizations which support a 
delinquent rather than a nondelinquent adjustment. 

Even so, it remains a matter of evidence rather than theory as to whether 
these assumptions are valid. It seems highly possible that the group approach 
is inappropriate for some offenders. Therefore, until efforts are made first, to 
identify and differentiate delinquent types, and, second, to determine 
whether program impact varies according to type, it will be difficult to assess 
the precise effectiveness of the group approach. 

Research Evidence Regarding Group Programs 

The outcome research on these group programs has been inconclusive. In 
order to test the effectiveness of the Highfields Program, its graduates were 
compared to a group of boys who had been committed to the New Jersey 
State Reformatory for males at Annandale. A lower percentage of Highfields 
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than of Arinandale boys recidivated (37 vs. 53 percent). However, the results 
of the comparison have been debated because both groups were not randomly 
selected under experimental conditions such as they were in the Community 
Treatment Pl'Ogram, the Provo and Silverlake Experiments (cf. Tappan, 1960: 
502-505). Without such selection; there is some doubt as to whether the 
groups are comparable. For example, the Annandale boys tended to be a lit~le 
older, perhaps more experienced in delinquency, and" from poorer SOCIal " 
backgrounds than the Highfields boys. As a consequence, the most 
appropriate conclusion is that Highfields has been proven neither less nor 
more successful than regular incarceration. What is significant, however, is 
that at least similar results were achieved at much less expense both in 
monetary terms as well as time saved in the lives of the delinquents. The stay 
at Highfields was only 3 or 4 months and many of the negative aspects of 
institutionalization were avoided. 

An experimental design was used in the Provo Experiment. Boys who were 
assigned to the experimental program were compared to two control groups, 
one of which was left in the community on probation, and a second which 
was incarcerated in a training scQ.ooi. The initial design was such that all three 
groups could be drawn randomly from a common population of persistent 
offenders residing in the same county. 

As a background for comparing the three groups, a study of court records 
was made prior to the introduction of the experiment. This study revealed 
that only about 50 percent of the kinds of persistent offenders who, were 
assigned to the program were succeeding on probation. It will be rec~lled 
from the success and failure rates presented earlier for probation that this was 
a lower success rate than the case for probation in general. It explains why the 
more intensive eXp'~riment was started. ' 

The experiment improved the success rate. Six months after release, only 
37 percent of those who were initially assigned to the Provo Experiment, 16 
percent of those who eventually completed the program had. a record of 
arrest. Of those who had been arrested, none had been incarcerated. But these 
were probably not the most interesting findings. 

During the same period, the failure rate for the control group under 
regular probation had gone down almost as precipitously. From its original 
failure rate of around 50 to 55 percent, the probation department had 
lowered this rate to almost the same figures as those for the experimental 
group: 27 percent for all those who were initially assigned to probation, and 
23 percent for those who completed it.. . 

Apparently the introduction of the experimen~, and the research wh~ch 
accompanied it, had some influence on the operatIon of court and probatIon 
personnel. This reduction in the overall failure rate from 45 to 27 per~ent w.as 
significant. Apparently there was a halo effect, not uncommon m SOCIal 
experiments, which affected everyone concerned and not just the offenders 
who were subjected to the experimental stimulus. Such findings, of course," 
indicate the importance of conducting process research by which to identify 
the factors at work in such circumstances. 

In striking contrast to the success for the community groups, the failur.e 
rate for those boys who were incarcerated was much higher. Fifty-elgJlt 
percent had been arrested after 6 months, as contrasted to 27 percent for the 
boys in the community. This finding, however, is subject to the same kinds of 
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criticism as the Highfields and An d . 
experiment was never able to fill t~'ln ale findings. The reason is that the 
randomly selected and assigned to th: ~O?t~Ol gr~up that was to have been 
judge of the j~venile court was d' .ra~mg sc 001. The reason is that the 
offenders to the reformatolt s I~mclined to. c?m~t even persistent 
by the presence of the ry. . eems likely that thIS mclInation Was affected 
alternatives in lieu of incaer~~:~:~n'~ and resulted in rus use of community 
the training school, who were simlla/ ~;02~eience, a. s~mple of ~~y~ from 
community, were selected as the t " ~ aractenstIcs to those in {fie 
when compared on these 20 charac~aI?I~g sc 001 control group. Although 
conSiderably, it is stilI difficult to' sa enst~csh the three groups did not differ 
comparable. The vast differences in f;'l w et ter the two groups were totally 
they been more comparable. ,I ure ra e may have been decreased had 

Other things about this experiment are"fi . 
on all experimental and control grou <: tlgm Icant. Fust, a 4-year followup 
made available. Second' the. co t ~s 1S a most c.ompleted and results will be 
lower than the costs of'l'nc s tS' or commumty treatment are strikingly 

. , arcera IOn At the f f th . 
annual cost at the training school' .' lme 0 e expenment, the 
boy. The corresponding cost for th:~x a~~roxim~tely $2,595 per year per 
the average length of stay at the trainin p 'hIm~ntal group was $1,108. Since 
to only 7 months for the ex er' g sc 00 was 9* months, CIS compared 
compared to $609. The estir:at;~~~~t ~~~ actual,c.ost per .boy was $2,015 as 
probation was somewhere around supervlsmg per~Istent offenders on 
one real possibility cor fI'na . ~200 per boy. These dlffetencefl highlight 
Co • . 11 ncmg mnovation B . 
lrom mcarceration, and the ex . - '. y removmg more' offenders 
possible to shff and finan ceSSlve costs mcurred thereb. y, it might be 

, . ce more community. . 
The objectiv~ would be to devel ~xpenments at no added cost. 
(Empey, 1966). op commumty vs. institutional controls 

The Essexfields Experiment d'd t b 
experimental and control rou s I no ~nefit from randomly selected 
youths who were assignedgb rh~ ~stead, It made a comparison of 1,210 
another of four different treat~ent ssex C~unty J~venile Court to one or 
reSidential, short term grou :::~grams .. pr~ba~IOn, group centers (three 
Annandale, the State Reformat~r Sel:P~ mstltutIOns).' Essexfields, and 
the fol!owing subject criteria: mare', 16_gIO~:~r companson was ba~ed upon 
neuroSIs, or serious mental ret d f Y s of ag~, no pSYChOSIS, severe 
correctional.tnstitution. Overall :Ci~iI~n, and no pnor commitment to a 
for probation, 45 percent for rou ~sm rates were as follows: 32 percent 
S5 percent for Annandale the gSt t ~ ~ters, 48 percent for Essexfields, and 
1967: 94-95). Since assi~nment ~~ t: ormatory (Stephenson and Scarpitti, 
possible only to conjecture abou ese progr~ms was not random, it is 
su~ested: (1) they may reflect th; f~~~s~ fmdmgs. T~o possibilities are 
assIgned to Annandale Esse f ld d .hat more senous offenders were 
or (2) they may r~fle t Ie s a~ I the ~roup centers than to probation; 
supervision, even if in the cCommsom~t e etenous effects from instlJutional 

Th E umy. '\ 
" e ssexfields research made lb'" ' 

number of offenders who failed' a;a ua Ie contnbutIOn by noting the 
to court: probation, 28 percent~nE~:C l~~gram and who were referred back 
percent; Annandale 2 e ' eXle s, 23 percent; group centers, 27 
In-program failures r~fer t~ ~~~et o}~ete~hensohn and Scatpitti, 1967: 48). 

n ers w 0 return to court as unsuitable 
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for their various placements, or b~cause they have gotten into additional 
trouble. \ Obviously, Annandale, the Reformatory, unlike community 
programs, did not have the option so common to community programs, of 
removing those who are not succeeding. Interestingly enough, ·the eventual 
recidivism rates for those who did not complete probation (76 percent) were 
the highest for the three community programs. The next highest was for the 
group centers (55 percent) and lowest for Essexfields (48 percent). These 
figures suggest, of course, that probation was successful in ridding itself of 
high recidivism risks by returning high risk boys to the court for further 
disposition. The group centers and Essexfields seemed somewhat less inclined 
to do this (Stephenson and Scarpitti, 1967: 94-95). 

Finally, the findings for the Silverlake Experiment are· somewhat 
inconclusive leaving as many unanswered questions as answered ones. In this 
case, however, experimental and control groups were randomly selected. The 
experimental group, it will be recalled, was assigned to live-in residence in Los 
Angeles, while the control group was assigned to a private, open, but total 
institution in the country. In terms of overall success and failure rates, boys 
who completed both programs did relatively well. After a IS-month 
fbllowup, approximately three-fourths of both groups are succeeding. The 
pitoblem is, however, that only about one-half of each group completed their 
re'spective programs. The remainder were either defined as in-:program failures 
or ran away. This means, therefore, that both programs could be said to be 
dis,carding their most difficult cases, or that the most delinquent boys were 
running away of their own accord. Actually, process research indicates that 
this may not be the case. In a study of critical incidents in the experimental 
reSidence, Empey and Newland (1968) found that there was a considerable 
sharing of information regarding sensitive and difficult critical incidents, that 
the rllajority of these critical incidents were precipitated by a minority of the 
population, and that their number had declined over time. A program culture 
seemed to develop which was increasingly efficient as a mechanism for social 
control. Yet, there was some indication that, because of complex pressures, 
the approach to critical incidents both by staff and delinquents may have 
been overly formal, overly punitive. The data suggested that some boys may 
have been defined as failures by staff and peers or were driven out of the 
program for reasons other than serious delinquency. 

Similarly, a study of runaways by Lubeck and Empey (1968) revealed that 
structural changes within both experimental and control settings often 
produced personal strain among offenders. In the experirqental residence, 
personal strain seemed to be the product of an increasingly ~'Cohesive system 
which may have been overly rejecting of the marginal de1inq~lbnt, while in the 
total institution, it was disorganization due, to a cnar,:ge in treatment 
philosophy. They concluded, therefore, that the basic issue "may not be that 
of change vs. no change, or strain vs. no strain, but that of dev((loping a better 
fund of knowledge by which to construct correctional strategies w4ich can 
better anticipate and deal with strain." , 

Finally, although a complete analysis of recidivism data has npt been 
completed at Silverlake, some striking findings have been discovered r~garding 
the ability of experimental and control programs to reduce delinqu(~ncy. In 

II 
their preoccupation with whether or not individuals recidivate, corri~ctional 
and re!)earch people have often overlooked the possibility that, evenhhough 
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significant pr.oportions of the offender population may once again get into 
t.ro~ble, theIr ov~rall 1Ovolvement in delinquency may have reduced 
~Ig~ficantly. That IS exactly what unpublished data from the Silverlake study 
1Odlc~te. After comparing the total number of offenses committed both by 
e~penmental and control groups 15 months prior to their assignment to 
eIther program, with the total volume of offenses they committed in the 15 
mont~s after release, the follOWing reduction in offenses was found: for 
expenmen.tal.s, a r~duction of 76 percent; for controls, a reduction of 72 
percen.t.. Similarly, 10 the 15 months prior to commitment, the mean number 
of offICIal offenses per boy for the experimentals was 2.89 and fo th 
controls, 2.83. Yet, in the 15 months following release these fi~ures deC~ine~ 
to 0.70 for experimental~, and 0.79 for controls. In other words, there was a 
net change of -2.19 ofrenses per boy in the experimental group, and -2.0 
offenses for controls. These are striking findings, indicating that these two 
programs may ha:'~had highly sign~ficant results in reducing delinqueJ)Cy, 
even tho~gh tradItIonal measures dId not indicate this. Such i:nJormation 
sug.gests that we may only ~e beginning the task of finding sound measures by 
which to assess ~he effectNeness of correctional programs. Such figures as 
the~e ~ould proVIde grounds for optimism rather than pessimism. They seem 
to mdI~ate ~e need to avoid treating recidivism as an either-or thing and to 
det~rmme, 1Ostead, the degree of progress offenders make away from 
dehnquency and toward conformity. 

Learning Theory and Education Therapy 

A ~ecent development has emphaSized the idea of administering 
corre~tIOnal programs based upon educational, rather than medical models. 
Learnmg ~heory and the application of recent innovations in education have 
been apphed to work with juveniles in two recent pilot programs (Cohen 
1968). ", 

T~e educational model provides an interesting contrast to the older 
medIcal model. Whereas the medical model emphasized pathology and the 
need to help ~e offend~r return to a previous state of health, the educational 
mo~el empha~Izes learmng defiCiencies, both intellectual and interpersonal. 
~hile the ~edICal model was concerned with treating the patient as if he were 
SIck . or . dIsabled, the educational model attempts to remedy learning 
defiCIencIes. 

According to ~ohe? )et ~l. (l~68), delinqueIlts have two basic problems: 
(1) the~ are defiCIent ~l baSIC skills and behaviors necessary to be successful 
ac~de~lcally and vocatIonally and (2) they lack the kinds of acquisitional and 
attltud.mal patterns by which the needed skills can be acquired. Traditional, 
~du~atl?nal procedures, both in the community and in correctional 
1OstitutIOns have no~ b~en adequate as a means of helping offend(lrs to 
r:medy these deficIencI~s. Yearly promotions, classroom grading, and 
dIplomas are not. appropnate goals for learning problems of this type., What 
~ust ~e done, 1Ost~ad, is to "reinforce" . the desired behavior by more 
rrnmedlate and meanmgf~l rewards: social recognition, peer approval, money, 
and creature c.omforts which mq?ey v.:il1 buy, and which all people seek. 
S ~n translatmg these assumptIOns mto practice at the National Training 
cool for Boys in Washington, several steps were involved. First, each 
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offender's program was based upon the results of a large series of tests given 
not only upon his arrival, but throughout his .stay. in. the program. It was 
his major performance" orally and academically, which determined the 
program .he would receive. Second, he was giv~n, a se.t of pr?gr~mmed 
instructional material based on his present repertOIre and Its defiCIenCIes. He 
worked on his own level and progressed at his own speed. Third, learning was 
elaborately reinforced. One method was a system of points-each point. being 
worth 1 cent-by which the individual was rewarded for the completIon of 
academic subjects and the passing of examinations. These points could be 
translated into money by which students could gain itrunediate gratifications, 
cokes, snacks, or cigarettes, intermediate goals such as buying their own meals 
rather than institutional fare and recreational privileges, or long-range 
objecti-v"es in which they could buy such things as their own clothing. By 
working hard in the program, a student proceeding at ~~ ?wn pac~, could 
greatly enhance his standard of living. He could wear CIvilIan clothing, eat 
non-institutional fare, enjoy the privacy of his own room, and do other things 
of this type. If he did not wish to work he was put on "dole." He ~ad. to.l~ve 
on institutional fare wear institutional clothing, suffer the other mdlgmbes 
and deprivations of 1institutionallife. The student was paid off no~ only in 
material things, but with recognition as well. Staff and others worked hard to 
bring any accomplishment t.o the attention of everyone. ' , 

It is' quite apparent that this approach is ideologically polar to punislunent. 
While punishment stresses the administration of discomfort for those who do 
wrong, learning theory emphasizes the importance of reward for those who 
do right. By reinforcing acceptable behavior, this approach hopes·· to 
demonstrate to the offender that a strong investment of effort on his part can 
be immediately and directly rewarded. New skills and more successful 
relationships with people will ensue. . 

In evaluating any program of this type, three 'questions must be asked: 
How workable is it by others? Did it achieve its primary goals of increasing 
educational and social skills? Was it successful in preventing recidivism after 
release? According to Cohen (1968: 38-41), the answer to the first two 
questions is affinnative. The technology that was use.d in the. Natio~al 
Training School could be learned and used by others. It IS s~m~thing whic~ 
other correctional organizations could use. Whether or not this IS true, and IS 
monetarily feasible remains to be seen. Second, academic, social, and 
attitudinal behaviors among the youths in the study were markedly improved. 
Those who had been past failures, who had been difficult or impossible to 
teach had in fact learned a great deal. Third, no post-release data were 
provided. The' eventual impact of the program upon recidivism was not 
assessed. 

Despite the demonstrated achievement of subjects in learning and social 
skills the real test of any program such as this must inevitably occur in the 
com~unity. It!i/';~~\\ectiveness will be determined by. the de?ree to. which it 
prepares the subjects to function outside of a speCIal learn10g ~pvlf~n~e~t 
and in a competitive setting where rewards are less apparent and in which It IS 
necessary to defer gratifications, often for a considerable period o~ tW"te. 
What is needed therefore, is not only a followup study concerned WIth the 
recidivism rates' of subjects in stch an experiment, J~>Ut t~epossibi.1ity of 
introducing such techniques for offenders into the commumty. The Idea of 
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redesigning teaching techniques' and reward 
acceptable behavior should not be Ii 't d t syste~s so as to encourage 
it be limjted solely to academic pu ~t e. 0 :orrect~onal schools, nor should 
be joined in some way More ' , frsul s.m t e publIc schools. The two must 
learning, especially for stu~:~etsul d~sIgnS for reinforcing achievement and 
conditions, should become a w 0 perform poorly under present 
could then be used not 0~1 fo~art of publIt school strategies. Such efforts 
but of helping those who ar~ a1re:~; k~~~~~~e~f preventing juvenile deviance, 

PART III: SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS 
In the general review of j '1 . . 

examined: uvem e correctIOns, four basic questions were 

1. Who Is the Juvenile Delinquent? 

Defmitive answers cannot be given to h' . 
nat,ional information system on d l' t IS questIOn. There is nQ precise 

. e mquency' th . 1 ' , 
eVldenc~ on the actual 0 eration , . .'. er~ IS a ack of research 
which define delinquent .hehavior of the J~venile JustI~e system; the statutes 
lawbreald,ng, itself, is widespread ~;e a~?IgU~US and Imprecise; and juvenile 

Such findings seriously uestion t~:a IOna y as well as nationally. 
been used traditionally to ;ontrol d r adequacy .of the approaches that have 
Widespread

j 
. this' means that deli e mquen~y. Smce lawbreaking behavior is 

~ttribute which juveniles either hav~q~:~; IS not a~ .all-or-none thing, an 
m which most adolescents participate Th n?t ~~ve'.It IS a more-or-less thing 
efforts which are now directed to rehab .e. nn? Ic~tIOn~ are that, even if all 
successful, adolescent lawbreak' . Idilitatmg ~onv!cted offenders were 
indicates the limitations of tak:~: :lOt tlno: be controlled .. This fact clearly 
to ~e c?ntrolled, significant change: r~uy h egal approach. If. delinquency is 
SocIetal mstitutions as well ave to be made m many other 

, . . 

2. What Are the Goals of Juvenile Corrections? 

Correctional workers are asked t 1 ' 
~orrectiona1 goals are so dis or . 0 pay. a ga~e they cannot win. 
oQt11 with revenge and refor;a~~z~d, ;;,flectmg SocIety's vestigial concern 
hampered. Coupled with the likelihoo~ tC;::: ~ol be su~ces~fu1 are seriously 
lawbreakers even enter the legal net, t1 . n y a ffiInonty of adolescent 
probably be done. Greater attentio' us means t~at tw~ things should 
rehabilitative efforts by' communit ~ sh.oul? be paId to preventative and 
more comprehensive and rational aY mstItutIOns and to meanspy which a 
Wheeler and Cottrell (1966) ind' tP~?ach can ~e made. "Delinquency," as 
in a labyrinth of bureaucrati/c:e:tin~: ~~;e[:~¥: ~ problem to be lodged 
pro:ram, or coordinating mechanism to tie them all tOg~t~~~"name of logic, 

3. How Relev,ant AreContemporaIY" Correctional Theories? 

. . C?~temporary theories designed to' . . 
prnnltIve by any standard of scientific atl:Ulde ef~orts at mtervention are 
of grammar, the abstract and OWe quacy. !ney lack the precise rules 
sound theory. They have been ~ ect r~ul ~oca~ulanes, the systematic logic of 

. r e pnmarily to the understanding of why 
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a particular individual becomes delinquent, tending to ignore the widespread 
character of delinquency or the societal and cultural matrices out of which 
they grow. They do not even take into account the role of the official 
agencies=the police, courts, and correctional organizations-which J;espond to 
delinquency, thus failing to explain the total system of which delinquent 
behavior, per se, is only a part. 

4. What Is the Evidence Relative to the Success of Existing 
Correctional Programs? 

We have failed to approach correctional problems in any way resembling a 
scientific, approach. The lack of investment in correctional research and 
experimentation, indeed reseaich on social problems in general, probably 
stems from a value' stance which views such research from a different 
perspective than that from which research in the biological and technological 
realms is viewed. While society has been willing to expend untold sums on the 
study of military problems, . space exploration, physical disease and 
automobile design, it has expended only a pittance on cOI:r.ectional problems. 

Part II of the analysis was concerned with major appni~'.Ihes, old imd new, 
which have been used in corrections. 

The historical trend has been away from imprisonment to community 
alternatives. Probation has been the most common community alternative. 
Despite undeniable evidence that the supervisory and helpful services 
provided by probation are severely limited, because of excessive caseloads and 
bureaucratic responsibilities, it seems to work for the majority of offenders. 
This finding raises important research questions: (1) What proportion of the 
offender population need no supervision? (2) How can those offenders who 
do need supervision be distinguished from those who do not so that services 
can be made more efficient? (3) How many offenders now c()mmitted to 
institutions might be safely and effectively dealt with in the community? 

Incarceration as, a correctional device was evaluated next. Despite the 
protection which incarceration seems to provide for society, it was pointed 
out that because of the liabilities imposed by caste-like places of 
incarceration, because of the conflicting objectives they are expected to 
realize, and, because of their isolati()n from the free community, serious 
questions can be raised about their long-range utility either as protective or 
correctional, devices. Many argue that attempts to rehabilitate in a total 
institution are futile. Yet, despite these criticisms, the kinds of precise 
information needed to pinpoint institutional deficiencies,orto indicate when 
and for whom incarceration may be desirable, are lacking~ . 

Several recent experimental ,alternatives to incarceration were considered 
next: differential treatment, group oriented programs, or learning theQry 
approaches. ,These latter experiments provide the major share of empirical 
data available on correctional effectiveness. A ~onservative estimate would be 
that these studies show that community alternatives are no better nor no 
worse than incarceration. However, their results are probably achieved at 
much less expense to society and at far l~ss pain to the offender than 
incarceration: On the other hand, a liberal interpretation would be that not 
only are community alternatives less expensive, they are more effective. " , 
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It is obvious that before this distressing and perplexing set of findings can 
be replaced with some kind of order, three things will have to be done: 

First, society will have to commit the necessary resources to build an 
adequate knowledge base by which more effective soluti~ms can be suggested. 
A search, possibly no less expensive and no less time-consuming than that 
involved in current space exploration or the search for solutions to cancer, 
will be required. An adequate ~ffort would involve the acquisition of the 
following kinds of knowledge: 

(1) Statistical knowledge on delinquency trends and the 
effectiveness of overall correctional efforts-an adequate information 
system is needed; 

(2) Knowledge about the nature and operation of legal and 
correctional systems themselves, on their structures, policy a~d 
decisionmaking procedures, their impact on offenders and public alike; 

(3) Knowledge derived from basic research concerned with 
delinquency causation and youth behavior in general; and 

(4) Knowledge derived from experimental research devoted to 
trying new techniques and assessing their impact. 

Second, some effort must be made to lodge Federal responsibility for 
leadership in this knowledge-building ta.sk in a single unit. A mechanism must 
be found for guiding research and program development in an orderly and 
rational way. 

"- Finally, the social-engineering task of implementing new approaches to 
youth deviance can pwceed simultaneously with, and in fact be a part of, the 
knowledge-building task. JUst as there is a reciprocal benefit gained from the 
interdependence ot theorists, scientists and engineers In space exploration so 
there can be reciprocal benefit gained from a similar arrangement in this area. 
Youth deviance and rebellion is not simply a problem of social control to be 
solved by police or court action, but must involve a wide range of social 
scientists and practitioners from a variety of fields. 
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APPENDIX 31 

VIOLENCE IN AMERICAN 
JUVENILE 9ANGS 

.:' 

By Malcolm W. Klein * 

INTRODUCTION 

This report attempts to summarize what has been learned about juvenile 
gang violence in America durill~ the past four decades. We shall take violence 
to mean all unlawful acts which involve damage to persons or property. 
Included are the use of the threat of damage and/or the display of dangerous 
weapons as such a threat. Excluded are offenses damaging only to the 
offender (drug use, alcohol use, etc.) or involving "willing victims" 
(homoseXUality, pushing of drugs, etc.). By violence, then, we mean to 
include principally homicide, manslaughter, assaults, gang fighting, robbery, 
rape, arson, and vandalism. Further, we are concerned only with such 
offenses committed by or against members of juvenile gangs. 

Because the nature and level of gang violence is in part a function of the 
nature of gangs, this report will first undertake a brief descriptive summary' of 
the gang phenomenon. This will be followed by a review of major att~!!llpts to 
explain the existence of gangs and the violent behavior oftheii memb~rs. This 
will be followed by an analysis of empirical data currently available on gang 
violence. Finally, we shall look at the few intervention progr.ams which (a) 
have been aimed specifically at ameliorating the gang problem and (b) ha.ve 
been empirically evaluated by competent research teams. . 
. Before proceeding to these tasks, several precautionary notes are in order. 

First, the word "gang" has not been a precisely defined term. Thrasher (73) 
has applied the term -to pre-adolescent play groups and college fraternities, to 
groups ranging in size from three to two thousand members. DeFleur (I4) has 
generalized fipdings from incarcerated members of neighborhood cliques to 
delinquent gangs. Rafferty and Bercher (56) have described as a "gang" a 
sm.all clique in a boys' institution which formed around a particular 
therapeutic program. Part of the problem is of course semantic and arbitrary. 
For the purposes of this report, we shall use the term "gang" to refer to any 
denotable adolescent group of youngsters who (a) are generally' perceived as a 
distinct aggregation by others in their neighborhood, (b) recognize themselves 
as a denotable group (almost invariably with a group name), ~nd (c)have been 
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involved in a sufficient number of delinquent incidents to call forth a 
consistent negative response from neighborhood residents and/or 
enforcement agencies. This is not meant as a definitive denotation of the 
label, gang. It is merely designed to say that a group is a gang when it is 
~eacted to as a distinctly antisocial group of genuine concern and accepts 
Itself as a group apart. This is nothing more than a confirmation of 
contemporary lay usage of the term. 

A seco~d caution has been aptly stated ~y Short: "the universe of gang 
~embers IS one of largely unknown dimensions, and no census of gangs is 
lIkely to be complete for any length of time, so variable are the definitions 
and so shifting in character are these phenomena" (61, p. 10). To judge from 
the available literature, the gang varies widely on a broad range of dimensions, 
the importance of which is not subject to much consensus. Thus we are 
dealing with a somewhat inconsistent phenomenon and must necessarily draw 
conclusions with considerable hesitancy. 

Third, the gang literature is featured by far more speculation than 
confirmed fact. Mythology ~bounds not only among gang members but also 
among those who work with gangs. This report will concentrate on those 
specuhttions which are striving for theoretical rather than intuitive 
explanations, and those facts which have been derived from controlled 
obser~~tion ~ather than from personal experiences of· the many worthy 
practltIOners In the gang arena. This still leaves us with more speculation than 
fact, but at least the speculations will be focused on knowledge building and 
the facts will be subject to empirical validation (36). 

Finally, the reader is warned of a potentiat' so~rce of bias in this report. 
T~e author .and his colleagues have been engaged in action-research programs 
wIth gangs In Los Angeles for the past 6 years. The impressions and data 
gathered in the Los Angeles projects, although they confirm data from 
several other major gang projects, are given some prominence in this report 
even where they are not specifically cited. This simply cannot be avoided. In 
fact, the similarity of the Los Angeles findings to those in such settings as 
New York, Chicago, Boston, and Philadelphia bodes well for any conclusions 
drawn. Nevertheless, the reader is reminded that this report is the product of 
a particular interpreter whose views have been molded by a very specific set 
of investigative' circumstances. 

I: THE NATURE OF JUVENILE GANGS IN AMERICA 

A. Location 

Although there are a few descriptions of juvenile gangs in middle class 
settings (24, 31, 54), it is clear that the gang problem is primarily an urban, 
lower class phenomenon. The middle class groups described to date are 
generally short-lived aggregations with. a minimal orientation to delinquent 
values. 

Two types of urban areas have emerged as the primary spawning grounds 
of gangs. The first was described forty years ago by Thrasher but the 
deSCription is still appropriate in the 1960's: ' 

In nature foreign matter tends to collect and cake in every crack, 
crevice, and cranny-interstices. There are also fissures and breaks in the 
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structure of social organizations. The gang may be regarded as an 
ifth7rstitial region in the layout of the city (73, p. 20). 

The'::.< /~nd gang area is the "stable slum" in which population shifts of the 
past have slowed, permitting the development of neighborhood patterns and 
traditions over a span of years. Most typical of these areas are the Negro and 
Puerto Rican slums of the East and the Mexican-American "barrios" of the 
Southwest and California cities. As Bernstein (1) and other~ have suggested, 
the shifting, interstitial or transitional areas spawn the more spontaneous gang 
structures, often pitting groups of different ethnic backgrounds against each 
other. The stable slum, on the other hand, more often produces the large, 
vertically structured gang cluster which has proven most resistant to 
intervention attempts. These two types, of urban, lower class 
areas-transitional and stable slum-do not accQunt for all gangs in the city, 
but the evidence to date strongly suggests that they do contain the majority 
of them. 

B. Race 

Mirroring the urban distribution of gangs is the racial and ethnic 
composition of most gangs. The gang is primarily a minority group 
phenomenon which reflects the population of the ghetto. While Yablonsky 
(81) reported his "violent gangs" to .be racially mixed, the majority of 
writers (13, 34,49, 65, 69, 73) have described relatively "pure" groups--'all
Negro, all-Mexican, or all-white along1ines of national, racial, or religious origin. 
By the same token, most but by no means all intergang fights are between groups 
of the same type. Gang conflict is typically among groups of like background. 

C.Age 

Thrasher included in his descriptions groups of prepubertal boys as well as 
adult criminals. Whyte (76) and Kobrin (41) have reported on young adult 
gangs. However, most gangs under study have consisted primarily. of 
teenagers. Some of the age nmges reported have been 10 to 25 (30), 12 to 22 
(57), 11 to 25 (11), and 12 to the early 20's (34, 37). The age structure has 
b~en described as shaped like a turnip (34); very few boys at the upper and 
lower age ranges, the majority being in the 16- to 18-year-old bracket. 
However, this range within one gang structure is only applicable to the 
age-graded vertical gang; smaller gangs typically encompass only a 2- or 3-year 
age span. It seems fair to say, overall, that entry into gang life is a 
post-pubertal act while withdrawal occurs as the member approaches the age 
of majority. 

D. Sex 

Of over 1,000 groups included in Thrasher's monumental survey, only half 
~" dozen were female groups. If this was a valid estimate for the 1920's, then a 
dramatic change has taken place. While it is still true that female gangs as 
independent, self-originating, and self-perpetuating units are highly unusual, 
ferffiie "auxiliaries" to boys' groups seem quite commo,n in all major cities. 
Klein (34" 37) reports one or two such groups associated with each male' gang 
cluster in Los Angeles. Miller (49) cited two of seven groups in B()ston as 
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female. Geis (21) cites a New Y<?rk Youth Board estimate. of three female for 
every eight male gang members, an increase over the period of the Youth 
Board's exist'ence. , 

Evidence from an independent study itl Los Angeles suggests that these 
girls' groups usually: consist at first of the sisters and girlfriends of male gang 
members, but soon take on a rqore diverse. membership as the girls recruit 
new members among their own friends. The female gang is smaller (from 5 to 
25 members), less seriously delinquent, and less stable than its male 
counterpart. It forms in response to the male structure and dissolves as the 
boys' group loses cohesion. While it is a common myth that girls are at the 
root of much (some say most) male gang fighting and delinquency, 
preliminary analyses of the Los Angeles data suggest that this is not indeed 
the case. In fact, in many ways girls are the most effective instruments of 
positive intervention currently available. 

E. Structure 

The structure of the juvenile gang, due to its variability and the several 
dimensions which comprise it, is perhaps the most difficult aspect to describe. 
Among researchers, there is less than unanimity on the typical gang 
structure. 1 

The major dimensions along which gang structure has been described are 
age, size, subgrouping, level of involvement, leadership and role 
differentiation, and sex. Restricting ourselves to the first four of these 
dimensions, we can discern two modal patterns of structure, and several 
variations deriving from these. 

The first structural pattern is that of the "spontaneous" (1) or 
"self-contained" (57) gang. It may include from 10 to 30 members within a 
2- or 3-year age range and is more likely to appear in areas of transition. It is 
not a permanent grouping, seldom lasting more than a year or two. 
Sometimes it is a splinter group, having broken off from a larger gang cluster 
to pursue a particular interest pattern (social or criminal). Members know 
each other on a personal basis, although core and fringe levels of inyolvement 
can be distinguished. Bernstein's nine-city survey (1) suggests that these gangs 
are predominant, and perhaps increasingly so. 

The second pattern, variously termed vertical, area, traditional, or cluster" 
is far more complex. Examples have been cited by Klein (34, 37), Hardman 
(26), Miller (49), Thrasher (73), Kantor and Bennett (30), MacIver (13), 
Bernstein (1), the New York City Youth Board (59), Spergel(70), Cohen and 
Short (10), and Short and Strodtbeck (p6). The essential feature of this 
pattern is the inclusion of from two to- five subgroups within an overall 
cluster. Thus there may be a small group of 12- and- 13- year-oIds, a larger 
group of 14~ and 15-year-olds, a still larger group in the 16- to-18-year-old 
bracket, and a smaller disintegrating group of older boys. Each subgroup has a 
sense of self identitiy and a specific name as well as a strong identification 

. with the overall cluster as a superordinate structure. 

. lWhen the author presented a diagram of the structure of traditional Los Angeles 
juvenile gangs to one colleague in C~licago,he was told that"this structure was either a 
wild distortion or a Los Angeles peculiarity. When he then presented the same diagram 
to a second colleague doing gang research less than a mile away from the location of the 
first, he~as told that it represented Chicago gang structures quite perfectly. 
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Such a structure may include as many as 100 or 200 boys over a period of 
only 2 years. Cliques f9rm within the larger subgroups, and the observer can 
differentiate between these cliques, a more inclusive "core" membership and 
an even larger fringe membership. Nor does this three or four "generation" 
description conclude the picture, for the gang cluster often has a 
neighborhood tradition that goes back from 10 to 40 or even 50 years (34, 
37,49, 73)! 0 

The Youth Board (57) has suggested that this age-graded cluster p~ttern 
was the predominant one in the 1950's. All five gangs studied in Los Angeles 
were of this type, although several "spontaneous" groups also appeared and 
disintegrated during the study period. Whether or not this larger pattern 
predominates is probably less important than the fact that it exists in almost 
all citiess and, because of its potential for disruption, has been the target of 
most intervention programs. 

Three other structures deserve mention here. The first is the small clique 
of from three to a dozen or so boys, sometimes part of a larger structure and 
sometimes an independent unit, which evolves into a patterned delinquen~ 
group around criminal or retreatist (drug use) interests. These boys have 
abandoned the adolescent pattern in favor of a concentrated involvement in 
adult crime patterns. Such groups, fortunately, are relatively uncommon. (65) 

In contrast, many writers have noted a "horizontal" pattern consisting of 
temporary al1iance~ across neighborhoods between normally independent 
gangs (44, 57,"'66,' 70, 81). A good description of this pattern has been 
provided by Mattick and Caplan: ¥'---

For the most part, however, the youngsters of the area, aside from a 
few isolates, are aggregated into cliques or loose local groups having 
tenuous and transitory relations with one another. On occasion several 
of these local groups combine in temporary and informal federations 
for purposes of socialization or athletics, or for purposes of defense or 
attack, and then dissolve again into their original local groupings (44, 
pp.26-28). 

Mattick and Caplan provide examples of a core group' of 15 to 20 boys 
which might, in the above pattern, expand to 150 to 200 boys at particularly 
critical times. Often, however, such federations exist more in fantasy than in 
fact (81). 

The final pattern-from its name one might judge it to be the clitical one 
in this report-is the "violent gang" described by Yablonsky (80, 81). 
Although Yablonsky does not report any of ,his data, he distinguishes the 
violent gang from other forms (social and delinquent) on the basis of size, 
cohesiveness, normative structur~ and leadership. The violent gang, he says, is 
. a ~'near~group" characterized by diffuse role differentiation, limited cohesion, 
impermanence, minimal consensus on norms, shifting membership, 
emotionally disturbed leadership, 'and limit.ed definition of membership 
expectations. Tbis account is in many" ways a caricature of the descriptions of 
other investigatdrs (C. F. Miller, Kleiri\ Short, and Strodtbeck) with a strong 
additional emphasis on psychopathic behavior, especially among gang leaders 
whoITI he describes as megalomaniac,dehlsional, and self-appointed. 

Yablonsky claims that his analysis is ba1l~d upon "direct appraisal of ov:er 
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one hundred gangs" (81, p. 147). Aside from the disbelief which this claim 
has engendered among other researchers, there is the additional problem that ' 1:' 
n~ one else has observed the violent gang as described by Yablonsky. Rather 
than describing a typical pattern as he suggests, it seems that Yablonsky may 
have generalized far too much from two groups he studied in depth, the 
Egyptian Kings and Balkans. The former had a "brief but intense life history 
of a few weeks," although their roots went back 2 years. The latter were 
studied "over the eight month period of their existence." Yablonsky notes 
further that one major gang fight seems enough to break up these groups. 
Jansyn (28), Klein and Crawford (38), Short and Strodtbeck (66), Thrasher 
(73), and Gordon (23) among many others have noted the contrary tendency 
for intergang conflict to solidify the gang. Additionally, most practitioners 
and researchers alike have found that the gang psychopath seldom exerts 
genuine leadership, that gang leaders are far more often relatively stable 
youngsters known for "holding their cool." 

In summary, then, the "violent gang" is seldom seen and is in any case of 
short duration. It contributes little to the overall level of gang violence and its 
description therefore contributes minimally to a reasoned analysis of violence 
in gangs. 

F. Size 

As isc1ear from the foregoing, gang size is highly variable, both within and 
between gangs. Spontaneous gangs have been cited with memberships of 35 
(19), 30 (49),6 to 15 (70), and 25 (81), as averages. Vertical gang clusters a,te 
generally larger when the subgroups are taken together, with maximums 
variously set at 92 (11), 100 (53), and 118 (37). Over a period of 2 or 3 
years, as many as 200 boys and 50 ,girls may reasonably be said to have 
affiliated with such a group. 

On the relatively rare occasions when several groups coalesce across 
neighborhoods, it 'may be fair to suggest a total membership of several 
hundred active members. Thrasher's figures of 2,000 members, or the figure 
in the thousands currently projected for the Blackstone Rangers in Chicago, 
suggest that the interest in large numbers has been acquired at a sacrifice to 
"any meaningful definition of the term, "gang." 

G. Leadership 

. With the major exception of Yablonsky, most researchers have described 
gang leaders as relatively stable, "cool" youngste~s who have earned their 
group status through a variety of abilities-fighting prowess, coolheadedness, 
verbal facility, athletic abilities, or inheritance from older brothers (13, 34, 
57, 65, 73). Additionally, some (34, 57) have emphasized that gang 
leadership does not reside wholly within one or two individuals but is in fact 
shared by many depending upon the group's activities an~ the context of the 
moment. Leadership, in this View, is a group function: the arrest and 
incarceration of known gang leaders does not often lead to gang 
disintegration because the lea.dership functions are then assumed by other 
members. Leadership is not the primary clue either to gang organization or to 
gang dissolution. . 
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H. Cohesiveness 

. cerns with respect to cohesiveness: (a) how 
There have been two maJo~ co~ ohesiveness related to delinquency. With 

cqhesive is the ~a~g and (~) .ow.~s ~ (73 76) stressed the esprit de corps, 
respect to the ~lfSt, earher wr~ ~~maraderie to be found in juvenile gangs. 
face-to-face relations, and genera f d to be rather loosely structured with 
More recently, however, gangs a.re oun(34 37 54 70 81}. A recent analysis 

. varying but generally low coheslve~~~esive~ess' is' not only a function of 
by Gordon (23) suggests that r of and limited by, the very set of 
neighbo~ho~~ ,factors but also a fU~~r~~tio~ in the first place. In any case, it 
social dlsabIhtles t~at lead tO

b 
gang 'n of the vertical gang cluster militates 

is clear that the sl,ze and su grour t~ members know each other only by 
against high coheslVeness-~a~y 0 • e 

sight, and sometime:
l 
even th~ ~~~t~~;~siveness and delinquency go himd in 

It is also genera Y agree , nshi is in some doubt. While Klein and 
hand, but the, natu~e of th~ ~~~!~~on l~ading to i~creased delinquency, the 
Crawford (38,/ see mcrease db Jans n (28) and by Gordon (23). 
opposite relationship h~~ ~eenls?~g;:::cti:e th/ predominant direction may 
While the effects are 0 VIOUS Y 10, . (37)' shall we 
decide the most fruitful direcdt~on ti~r r~~~~gnt~~~!~~:~::s or o~ directly 
concentrate our efforts on uec. . 
reducing delinquency? 

1. Types of Gangs 

. . . h'ghly relevant to the question oLgang 
The final descn~tlve catef.0~y ISU ~ been the understandable practice of 

violence, but also hIghly con U
d
S1O,g. e~~ngful typologies of gangs, Among 

writers in the gang arena to enve m, 
these have been the following: 

(a) Social, delinquent and violent ~81);, d criminal, and "secret 
(b) Diffuse, solidified, conventlOnahze, 

society" (73); . (8)' 
. (c) Criminal, conflict, and r~treat1s~ , 
(d) Theft conflict and addict (10), 
(e) Non-~roblem, ~roblem, and conflict (13); 
(f) Area and spontaneous (1); . , '(57) 
(g) Vertical, horizontal, self-contained, and dlsmtegratlVe . 

" ong these typologies, but also 
As can be seen, ,there 1S much ~ co~~~; :~ters have employed different 

there are many dl~fere~~es a,s ~ evan rou structure (j) and (g), type of . 
dimensi.ons in thelf typologIes, e.g. g ~ 't' (b) Numerous empirical 

, () () (d) and (e) or a comma 1011 • . . , t 
behavlOr\a, c', 't ce of gangs with separate dehnquen 
attemp~s to venfy the e~ls en art (32 65), revealing that 
orientations have pro~en fr~~t1ess ,f~~ t~eo~~~!e; in cafeteria style (36). 
gang members engage m a WI e vane h' been the usual targets of 

Because the so-called conflict gangs ee~Y~issected into different types. 
intervention programs, even thes~,h:ve b s to manifest the structural 
Spergel (70) has found con lC gang. , de endent forms. 
differentiation between vertical, horizontal, and small, m . p 

\\ 
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The New Y ork Youth Board (58) has described conflict gangs as active 
aggressive, passive aggressive, and defensive gangs. Gannon (20), describing 
these same New York groups, has divided them simply into fighting and 
defensive gangs. What is not clear is whether these typological differences 
actually mirror qualitative differences between the gangs themselves or 
merely nominal distinctions for the convenience of the typologists. The 
paucity .of data available on gang structure and behavior makes such 
clarification difficult, but the best guess would be that structural differences 
~etween gangs may be greater than differences in delinquency patterns. 

Summary 

The fOt:egoing materials make it abundantly clear that the gang does not 
exist; rather, gangs come in a wide variety of forms. While there is said to be a 
rel.ations~p be.tw~en gang form and the level and type of gang delinquency, 
thIS relatIOnship IS somewhat ephemeral. Violence, in one form or another 
can be 'expec~ed fro~ ,any g~ng, but since some gangs are more permanent 
th~Il.o.th_ers,_E_ m~y be CruCIal to concentrate efforts in those gangs with 
established traditions in which violence is a matter not of weeks or months 
but. of dec~des. The vertical gang, being a cluster of subgroups whicl~ 
perp~tuates l!self for many yea~s, presents itself as the most important target 
for l~terventIo~. Fortu~ately, ItS general structure is now sufficiently well 
descnbed that mterventIOn efforts can perhaps be more rationally designed 
than has previously been the case (37). 

II: THE CAUSES OF GANG VIOLENCE i:f 

~ 

If the description of juvenile gangs leaves one with a mild sense of 
confusion, an analysis of the reasons for gang existence and gang behavior 
certainly provides no relief. Gangs, as is true of so many other social 
phenomena, are. the product of a complex society and are ascolhplex in 
causation as the society itself. We have long ago passed that point in our 
understanding ",hen one could say gangs come from poverty, or the basic 
problem is in the family, or "if only there were more respect for authority," 
and so on. . 

As difficult as the task is made by etiological complexity, it is further 
complicated by both definitional and conceptual problems of which one is of' 
particular importance to this report: are the causes of violence in ga!lgs 
synonY?Ious with, overlapping, or independent of the causes of gang 
formatIOn and perpetuation? Similarly can acts of violence (or acts so labeled 
by the official agents of society) be explained by the same "causes" as those 
attached to the concept of aggressiveness? 1.1 . 

The ~istinction betweenaggress!venessand violent acts has been made by 
some WrIters, but often the two notions are insufficiently distinct. Of more 
concern is the failure in many instances to distinguish between the causes of 
?ang~ormations and the causes of particular forms of gang behavior, 
mcludmg those we have subsumed under the heading of violence. Some 
writers simply haven't cQnc;erned themselves much with the distinction. 
Others, such as Thrasher and Yablonsky, have suggested that conflict and 
gang formation are almost necessary to each· other (Thrasher-the group 
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becomes a gang through conflict; Yablonsky-the gang is the best medium for 
the expression of the members' aggressive impulses). Still others like Cohen 
and Short, Spergel, and Cloward and Ohlin, have tried to handle the problem 
by suggesting the existence of conflict subcultures or conflict gangs, thus 
separating these out from other combinations of gangs and forms of 
delinquency. Nevertheless, one clear finding in the present report is that the 
necessary connections between gang formation and violent behavior remain 
unclear, especially with re~pect to the question of a common etiol~gy.2 

It is not the intent in this report to attempt a new or integrated theory or 
the etiology of gang violence. A recent review of criminological theories (32) 
suggests that currently available approaches fall far short ~f acceptable 
criteria and the author is not so foolhardy as to believe he can 
single-handedly alter the situation. What will be attempt~ here. is an 
organization of apj:iroaches into a simple paradigm which may facilitate the 
understanding of gang violence as a complex social phenomenon. 

It is suggested, on the basis of a review of relevant literature, that there are 
four major categories of factors which, in combination, predict to the 
emergence and prevalence of gang violence. No single writer's work falls 
neatly into just one of these four categories-no writer has been that 
parochial. Nor are the four categories mutually exclusive by any means. 
Rather, we are suggesting four somewhat discriminable emphases with one of 
these being commonly cast as a medium through which the factors in the 
other three become translated into the behavior referred to as violence. 
Figure 1 presents this causal paradigm. 

The four categories of factors generally thought to produce gangs and gang 
delinquency are labeled Individual Needs, Opportunity Systems, Cultural 
Norms and combination of mediating variables dealing with Group Process, , . 
Cognition, and the Action Context. This latter category emphasizes ~ matnx 
of traditional social-psychological variables. Because it is the medium through 
which the factors in the other three categories are translated into gang 
behavior ,!'1rve shall refer to it henceforth as the Social-Psychological Medium. 

Before proceeding to a coverage of each category, the reader is reminded 
of the interactive relationships between them. As indicated by the arrows in 
figure 1, these four sets of factors influence each other and act in 
combination. through a conunon medium. Additionally, the product of these 
interactions-gang violence::-also "re~urns the favor" to some. degree (broken 
arrows in fig. 1) as the existence and level of gang violence itself affects the 
factors bringing it about, especially group processes. What we are describing 
then, even in this very simple d\~gram is a totally complex, interdependent 
etiological system in which gang violence is shown as the end point only 
because it is the obJect ·ofouilnq:uiiy. .". 

A. Individual Needs 

The interest in individual dynamics as determinants of gang bel~avior' has 
taken two broad forms, one stressing psychodynamic factors and the other 
stressing the normal "Sturm und Drang" of adolescence. Although these two 

2This point has been stated quite nicely by Miller et al. (53), who were specifically 
concerned with aggressiveness within the gang. 
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contributions, are theoreticaily in some conflict, a commo~ denominator is to 
be found in their view of gang behavior as expressive of basic individual 
needs. "~';-'-

The psychoanalytic literature, while voluminous with respect to individual 
delinquency patterils, is strangely silent in the area of gang delinquency. 
J6hnsoI). (29),for e~'{ample, has suggested that group delinquency belongs 
more to the sociologist than to theanalyst1. Presumably, however, the basic 
rnpdel would still apply of, an instinctll~ll aggressive drive occasionally 
overpowering learned constraints' as a reslllt of inadequate interpersonal 
developments within the early family structure., 

In this general tradition, Gerrard (22) has suggested that the core member 
of the gang exhibits two concurrent etiological patterns. 

First, says Gerrard, the core member grows up in an unresponsive family 
which leads to a generalized feeling of hostility or indifference on the part of 
others ("respon&e insecurity"). This in turn leads to a significant lack of 
restraints on behavior which normally would be based on anxiety, sympathy, 
or the desire for the good will of others. 

Second, the core member develops inferiority feelings about his own 
conventional skillsHesulting from inadequate family guidance and rewards. In 
combination with "response insecurity," this leads to " ... the resultant 
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feeling that interests and self-esteem can be .realized only through acts of 
a~ression." 

The final step in Gerrard's reasoning is to posit that these traits and causative 
agents are located more prominently in slum areas. This results in a cohesive, 
aggressive, acting-out "contraculture" as exemplified i!I the juvenile gang. ' 

How appropriate such notions may h:~ is touched upon by a recent review 
of psychometric studies attempting to reJate individual needs and traits to 
violent behavior: 

Often, these studies have beeI{ poorly planned and poorly executed, 
with fundamental faults in design, sampling, and administratipn. 
However, from an analysis of their results, we obtain the general picture 
of a personality characterized by egocentrism and lack of emotional 
control. The murderer can be described as an explosive, immature, 
hyperthymic person who is unable to establish social contact. He 
displays a deficit of conscious control and a strong need for the 

, immediate gratification of impulses (79, p. 143). 
I; c',' 

Similar impressionistic statements can be found, in the gang literature (8, 
27, 33, 35, 73, ,81), all suggesting that the committed gang member has 
brought the seeds of aggressive behavior with him to the gang setting (68) . 
Gordon (23) has prqvidedthe best analysis to date of the processes by which 
these psychogenetic variables interact with the social-psychological medium 
of the gang around conflict behavior., 

Gordon provides support for Thrasher's original conception of conflict as a 
prime cohesion builder for the gang. He ihdicat~~ that the gang member is 
charatterized by serious social disabilities stemming from individual 
deficiencies. These social dis,abilities hamper, the establishment of good 
interpersonal bonds between gang members, and intergang conflict functions 
asa substitute source of cohesiveness for the members. 
, Working in the ,same context as Gordon, Leon Jansyn (28) has gone even 
~ijJther to suggest that when group so1idar~ty is at a low point! members of 
the group deliberately engage in delinquent activities designed to pull the 
group back together again. Although Jansyn's data are subject to alternative 
expla,nations .or mllY refer to specific Ja~her\:than common situations, this 
general progression of explanation from Thrasher to Gordon to J ansyn makes 
Vaplonsky's description ofthe special "violent gang" look good. 

Yablon.~ky, (80, 81) refers to violent gang members-especially the 
leaders-as being "sociopathic,'! meaning by the term a severe impairment of 
the ability to establish mature interpersonal relationships. The gang, 
Yablonsky feels, is "all-inviting" to the social misfits and defective 
personalities who can only llchieve status through the use of vioience. The 
gang provides a "channel to act out hostility and aggression to satisfy the 
continuing and momentary emotional needs of its members.'!'l'he gang 
member '~looks for an easy, quick! almost magical way of achieving power 
and prestige" and the gang "is an ideal vehicle for acting out the desire for 
status" (81, p. 4), , , 

It seems clear that Yablonsky has drawn in caricature.~picture of the gang 
.as a collection of disturbed youngsters which, may beimplidt jn the extremes 
°of the psychogenetic approach; We might contrast this \~,ow with another 
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approach also based on individual needs but contrasting as to the derivation 
of these needs. The transition is neatly provided by Pfautz (55) in an article 
attacking Yablonsky's basic conception of the gang. 

Pfautz emphasizes the fact that the gang is an adolescent phenomenon. 
Adolescents are in a so~ial limbo and "seek collectively by violence to define 
a place in physical space, the last refuge of society and of self." This view fits 
well with those of Erik Erikson (15, 16) from a psychoanalyst's viewpoint 
and of Bloch and Niederhoffer (3), who take a cross-cultural perspective. 
Elsewhere, this approach has been labeled "adolescent striving" theory (32). 
Some of Thrasher's explication of the gang as an outgrowth of spontaneous 
play groups in the search for adventure and excitement also fits within this 
approach, but his view is far less "naturalistic" than those' of Erikson and of 
Bloch and Niederhoffer. ' , 

Since Bloch and Niederhoffer were concerned explicitly with gan:g 
behavior, we take our text from them, remembering that they 
exemplify a popular approach. The first postulate of this approach might be 
characterized as "adolescence is adolescence." This amounts to a denial of 
large differences in adolescent phenomena according to class or society. 
" ... adolescence produces certain remarkable similarities in the group 
behavior of the young person striving for manhood (3, p. 10)." This postulate 
is then supported by the citation of ten different practices of adolescents in 
other cultures which have their equivalents among gangs in America, with the 
additional suggestion that the group processes within the gang crystallize 
these practices into more dramatic form. 

rhe base cause, however, the primary concern of the adolescent period, is 
the striving for manhood. "When a society does not make adequate 
perparation, formal or otherwise, for the induction of its adolescents to the 
adult status, equivalent forms of behavior arise spontaneously among 
adolescents themselves ... " (3, p. 17). In other words, Bloch and 
Niederhoffer hypothesize a substitution of form for substance. The symbols 
of manhood are adopted to compensate for or to symbolize to one's self and 
peers the longed for status of manhood; " ... when adolescent youths, as in 
our own society, find it difficult to enter the adult status, for reasons of 
delay, social or technical obstacles, or beCause of the lack of an orderly, 
facilitating process, they will attempt to embrace the symbolic equivalents 
of the adult behavior denied them" (3, p. 29). 

These '''symbolic equivah~nts," say Bloch and Niederhoffer, inClude an 
wide range of delinquent behaviors which, to the boys themselves, seem 

.expressive of adult status and autonomy. Erikson reaches a similar end point 
by stressing adolescence as a "psycho-social moratorium" during which the 
youngster must test himself as a man-indeed, in encouraged to do so by 
adult SOCiety-often using tests which, when detected, may resuH in being 
labeled delinquent. In either case, the expression of essentially individual 
needs is the basic thrust of the argument. 

In sum, then, both the psychogenetic theorists and the adolescent striving 
theorists place the boy in the gang because of strong individual needs which 
can be satisfied through gang participation. These needs involve principally 
self-esteem,self-expression, and status. We shall see them referred to time and 
again as this report progresses. 
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B. Opportunity Systems 

The second Gategory of causative factors lies in the structure of society, 
and as with the first category, are often translated in terms of status 
deprivation. The earliest statement of the problem, is Thrasher's: "The gang 
develops as a response to society." Since society has not provided adequately 
for the slum dweller's needs, "the gang solves his problem, offering him what 
society has failed to provide" (73, p. 177). . . 

Cohen (9) has suggested that the disadvantaged position of th~ lower class 
boy leads to a "reaction formation" (note the borrowmg of the 
psychoanalyst's phrase) which " ... should take the. fo~m of an,'irrational,' 
'malicious' 'unaccountable' hostility to the enemy Within the gates as well as 
without: ;he norms of the repsectable middle class society" (9, p. 133). This 
in turn leads to a collective solution called the delinquent subculture which-

... is a way' of dealing with the problems of adjustment w~ hav~ just 
described. These problems are chiefly status problems: certm,n children 
are denied status in the respectable society because they cannot meet 
the criteria of the respectable status system. The delinquent subculture 
deals with these problems by providing criteria of status which these 
children can meet (9, p. 121). 

In the same tradition, Short (63) has stated: 

Peer groups in the lower class often come to serve important status 
functions for youngsters who are disadvantaged according to the 
success criteria of the larger society's institutions (schools, churches, 
places of business, etc.). Peer groups become the most salient status 
universe of such youngsters (63, p. 161). 

We note .in this approach a rather severe departure from those in our first 
category. The emphasisjs upon class differentials and the depriva~ions of the 
lower class in which most gangs are to be found. However, there IS not much 
here to differentiate between reasons for gang formation and gang viol.ence. 
For this we must turn to the rather elaborate theory of Cloward and Ohlin. 

Cloward ,and Ohlin (8) have combined sever~ critical notions ~nto a 
comprehemtive sociological theory of gangs. Ba~lc to the theory IS the 
assertion lthat opportunities for youngsters-lllegal as well as legal 
opportunitie~i-are differentially distributed in the social ~l~ss structure. If,. as 
is the case for many lower class residenJs, access to the legltm~ate O?po~t~ruty 
system is blocked, then in neighborh?o~s with ac~esslble Illegitimate 
opportunities a criminal subculture (and cnmmal gangs) Will develop. . 

Where. such illegitimate opportunities do not exist or are not accesslb~e, 
the disadvantaged youngsters will resort to a conflict subcul~ure and conflICt 
gangs. A third type of gang, a retreatist (drug use) group, Will develop when 
neighborhood and personal factors prevent. the first two. The Cloward and 
Ohlin thesis is of course far more intricate than this brief statement suggests, 
but for our purposes this will suffice. . 

_<oj 
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Cloward and Ohlin developed their seheme without reference to firsthand 
data. Other researchers have since confirmed several aspects regarding the 
opportunity systems but have failed to confirm the existence of separate 
criminal, conflict, and retreatist groups (32). Thus the general structure of the 
theory has been supported, but not the final predictions for which it was 
designed. . : 

One partial exception to this latter statement has, been provid~d by Spergel 
(69) whose findings and general approach represent the essence of the 
opportunity system approach. Although he described areas encompassing 
racket, theft, and conflict subcultures (retreatistactivities were found in all 
three), it is the conflict area Spergel called "Slumtown," which concerns us 
here. 

Slumtown, as compared with other lower class sections of the city, was the 
most disadvantaged. "It was," notes Spergel, "without doubt, one of the 
most congested and phYSically deteriorated sections of the city" (69, p. 13). 
It was: 

Lowest in occupational status of male bread-winners, with ten per 
cent unemployment; 

Lowest in median family income; Highest on indices of social 
breakdown (public aSSistance, home relief, ADC, infant mortality, 
delinquency, venereal disease, etc.); 

Highest in popUlation density. 

~his characterization of the area is reflected among the area's delinquents. 
Agam as compared with those in other high delinquency areas Slumtown 
youngsters in trouble were youngt)r, newer residents, were less ed~cated, were 
less often employed and when employed, at lower wages. 

Nor were their objective disad;fantages the whole story. Spergel notes that 
the slumtown delinquents had the lowest income aspirations, the lowest 
occupational aspirations, and: the lowest income and occupational 
expectations. Even so, the gap between their expectations and aspirations was 
still large. Theiror~~ntation to adults was lowest as were 'their adult 
contacts, While their p't;!,~rorientations were highest. In line with the thinking 
of Cloward and Ohlin'; Spergel notes finally that these youngsters were 
'J ••• as much estranged from the adult criminal system as from the adult 
conventional system" (69, p. 20). 

, "!he.se characteristics of the conflict-oriented delinquents, especially the 
aspnatIon and expectation levels and the adult contact data have received 
indepe~dent validation from the work of Short and his collea~ues (65). The 
con~lusIOns from the two separate investigations are strikingly similar. The 
earher quote from Short is mirrored by Spergel: " 

. ,In such an area many gang youths with high aspirations create for 
themselves as special kind of opportunity-gang fighting (69, p. XVI). 

A ~attern .. : develops w4ich makes the reputation, or "rep," as a 
gang fIghter eqUIvalent to the attainment of a success-goal (69, p. XVI). 

The gang or peer group provides the means ... by which some kind 
of success status may be obtained (69, p. 29). 
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The gang or peer group provides the means. .. by which some l?nd 
of success statu5 may be obtained (69, p. 29). 

If these blockages to the opportunity system ~re re~ated to .the 
development of conflict orientations in the gang, does .then ,removal re.late ~o ,a 
reduction in conflict and thus confirm a causal relatIonship? The ev~dence IS 

nty but a few writers have claimed thi,s to be the case. For mstanc,e) very sca , ' ' . 'N fight' gs to 
Geis (21) cites Marshall's attribution o~ a declin~ m,;,egro. I mg ga.n. ' 
both civil rights activism and increase m retreahsm. lhat IS, both le~hmate 
and illegitimate opportunities have increased and led to a dec~ease m gang 
fighting. Gannon (19, 20), as a result of a ~outh workersurvey' m ~ew York 
City, has noted a considerable decrease ill the number of fl~htmg gangs, 
attributing the decline to increased ,sources, ~f stat~s proVlde~ by the 
proVision of new job and educational opport,nmtles ~unng the penod of the 
"war on poverty." Finally, Klein and his associates (37) found that 
comparing working and nonworking periods for the same, gang memb~rs 
yielded delinquency rates that were only half as high dunng the working 
period. 

C. Cultural Norms 
If we define the phrase "cultural norms" quite broadly ~o symo?1ize 

general belief systems, tolerances, and control levels on behaVIOr ass~cIated 
with large societal groups, then another approach to gang and vIOI~nce 
causation can be discerned. Although less distinct than the two prevIOUS 
categories, this third direction nevertheless has a <l!~tin~ti~e ~avor, namely the 
characterization of gang behavior as "normal wlthm ItS own cultural 
context. , I r f 

For instance, Bordua (4) has summarized Thrashe~ ~ ex~ ana Ion 0 ~ang 
emergence as being primarily a function of the partIcipatIOn of ess~ntIally 
normal boys in a "seductive" environment permeat~d by ,conflict ~nd 
struggle. Hayes and Hogrefe (27) see the le~el of ga~g VIOlence as a functIOn 
of the violence level of the local commumty. It mmors arno.ng y~uth the 
behavior norms of the adult community. E~en Albert C~hen, m a vIew, th~t 
seemingly conflicts with his reaction formatIon hypothe~)ls,. states that WIthin 
the lower class, " ... fighting is more likely to be recogmzed as a normal, 
natural, and legitimate" response (9, p. 101). ., . , 

But several other writers have stressed that it is not sufficIen~ that VIOlence 
levels merely promote gang behavior. ~n addition, there,m,nst eXist a tolera?~e 
level or, more specifically, a breakdown or lack of eXlstmg norms., Kobnns 
analysis (40) indicates that in transition~. urban~reas, conve~tlOnal and 
criminal value systems exist in open oppOSItIon, leadmg t~ a relatIv~ abse?ce 
of controls, on aggressive behavior. Although from a very d~fferent vlewpomt, 
Yablonsky (81) lays some stress on the same explanatIon, th~t areas of 
transition (e.g. rural to urban) do not develop strong cOUW1umty control 
systems. He adds the additional comment that in suc~. ~reas an adult-youth 
schism develops and further operates against ~e ablhtI~s of adult control 
mechanisms to affect youth behavior sufficlen~ly. Fmall~, Ma~a (45) 
indicates that what he t~rms the "draft" of urban adolescents mto dehnq~ent 
episodes is directly related to the rem~val ?r tempo~~ry abs~~ce of restramt.s. 

If it is true that. aggressive behaVIor IS more normal or accepted m 
gang-producing areas, and if it is also true that such areas are featured by 
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inslifficient controls upon behavioral "excesses," there may well be an 
underlying support system that tends to perpetuate this situation. Several 
influential writers have described such support systems in cultural or value 
terms. For instance, Matza and Sykes have suggested that within the lower 
class such values as "the search for kicks, the disdain of work and a desire for 
the big score, and the acceptance of aggressive toughness as proof of 
masculinity" may be nothing more than the elevation of secondary middle 
class values to a more primary status (46, p. 715). 

In a similar vein, Wolfgang and Ferracuti (79) posit a general subculture of 
violence which, by their description, is an infracultural complex, a normative 
system which not only fosters and legitimates violent actions, but contains 
norms, both prescriptive and proscriptive, helping to govern the use of 
violence~ Seven corollary propositions are offered in support of this thesis 
which, in its simplest form, approaches the "sick society" hypothesis of many 
citizens and political figures. 

Another cultural system has been suggested by Karacki and Toby (31) in 
their' analysis of a middle class gang, but it seems equally applicable to the 
lower class situation. This system is a pervasive youth culture with its 
emphasis on (a) immediate gratification, (b) loyalty to peers, and (c) assertion 
of masculinity. In the absence of strong commitment to adult goals and 
values, youngsters "tie in" to a youth culture which, if correctly 
characterized by the three values stated above, certainly carries the seeds of 
group 'delinquency. 

The most influential cultural approach to gang delinquency has been put 
forth by the anthropologist, Walter Miller (48, 53). Miller describes a lower 
class culture determined by its socio-economic setting and the predominance 
of female-based households. Central to the lower class culture are "focal 
concerns" of trouble, toughness, "smartness," excitement, fate, and 
autonomy. Boys raised in this setting, lacking strong father figures in the 
home yet bombarded with exposures to these focal concerns, seek to practice 
the male role and assert masculinity outside the home. 

Miller stresses that the aggressive behaviors exhibited under these 
circumstances are not deviant, but perfectly normal expressions of basic 
cultural content. Further, they are very functional in preparing the youngster 
for adulthood within the working class setting. The gang provides an ideal 
setting for this behavior. . 

If gang behavior is "normal," then how is it that it also results in high 
delinquency rates? The answer, Miller suggests, is that normal behavior in the 
ghetto is defined as deviant by the agents of middle class society. Thus, in 
some ways lower class delinquency and especially gang delinquency is the 
result of conflicting interclass conceptions of what is appropriate or tolerable 
behavior. The essence of this argument is in the divergent views of police 
behavior in the ghetto as harassment or vigilance. ' 

D. The Social-Psychological Medium 

It is clear that many of the variables subsumed under the first three 
categories of Individual Needs, Opportunity Systems, and Cultural Norms can 
have a rather direct effect on levels of delinquency and sometimes on 
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particu~ar forms of delinquency. However, we are concerned more specifically 
here WIth those offenses committed by members of juvenile gangs. As the 
gang is a fo~ of group (however loosely structured it may be) and groups 
have propertIes and processes above and beyond those of its members taken 
separately, group process variables have been receiving increasing attention in 
investigations of ~a~g delinquency. It becomes increasingly clear that the gang 
acts as a transnuttmg and transmuting medium for individual social and 
cultural factors in delinquency causation. ' , 

How closely gang violence and group process are related and in what 
fashion, has been discussed by many. At one extreme is Yablonsky who sees 
the two as almost synonymous-violence was th~ essence and the very 
purpose of the gangs he observed. Moving somewhat away from this extreme 
one finds Thrasher's conceptions that a boys' group cannot become a gang in 
the a?sence of conflict either with other groups or with societal agents. Thus 
conflIct helps to create the gang, but beyond this intergang conflict then 
serves to maintain cohesiveness within the gang. 

It .is this latter conception, violence or conflict as a reinforcer of gang 
coheSIveness, that was mentioned earlier as receiving the attention of Gordon 
and of Jansyn. In a sense, then, the gang may require aggressiveness from its 
members. Cloward and Ohlin have maintained that a boy cannot maintain his 
m~mbers~p in ~ delinquent gang without the commission of delinquent acts. 
VIOlence IS reqUIred of conflict gang members. 

While this view seems to represent an overstatement of observed fact 
others have observed the gains to the member of engagement in assaultiv~ 
b~h~Vi?r. Sperg~l (69) reports that if things ,have been "quiet for too long," a 
cnsls IS ~ften mvoked which calls for fighting and, through this, status 
confirmatIon (cf. Jansyn; supra). Most writers are agreed that fighting is a 
status-conferring behavior in the gang for, as Cohen and Short have written 
ab.outc~nflict groups, " ... 'heart' or courage in fighting is the most highly 
pnzed vutue and the most important determinant of the position of gang 
members within the gang as well as that of the gang among other groups" 
(10)." Whe? a gang leader's s~atus within the group is threatened; he may 
rever. to eIther verbal or behaVIOral violence to reassert it (65, 81). 

~he variety o.f connections between group process and gang 
delmquency-especmlly of the violent type as defined earlier-can be 
suggested by the additional items in the'following list: 

(1) Gang process crystallizes factors leading to violent behavior. 
(2) The gang legitimates the expression of aggression (8,9, 57). 
(3) The gang inadvertently'leads to violence becl;iuse of a "shared 

misunderstanding" that leads each member to assume-that peer norms 
call for greater involvement than he himself would undertake (57). 
Combined with status anxiety that prevents members from testing the 
limits of the presumed group norms for fear of seeming "chicken" this 
may result in commitment to mutually undesired activities (10, 57, 66, 
81). As Spergel has described it, "a dozen youngsters sudde,nly fmd 
themselves walking down the street to a fight, and eight or ten or even 
all of them, individually, may be wondering why he is there" (70 p. 
115). ' 
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(4) The gang pennits or, through '-:ihutual reinforcement and 
acceptance, reinforces the commission of delinquent (especially violent) 
acts (12, 17,53, 71, 73, 74). 

(5) The gang is a medium for the status-deprived boy to seek peer 
group status. Tough, aggressive, fighting postures provide such status 
(almost all writers have stressed this c'ritical point). 

(6) The gang helps to bring about attention to immediate as 
opposed to long-range consequences of. activity. Thus it increases risk 
taking and exposure to violence-producing situations (64, 71, 75). 

All this is not to say that the gang merely hangs around the corner 
encouraging its members to "get out and be violent." On the contrary, the 
gang more commonly does nothing so much as wonder what to do. 
Sometimes, in fact, it acts as a constraining force on its members, prohibiting 
or discouraging behavior which would result in discomfort for the group as a 
whole (27). But the milling-around character of gang activity, the restrictt'")ns 
on "acceptable" activities, the search for status, the sense of injustice teIt by 
many, and the dependence on each other for companionShip and social 
structure all combine to set off processes which, often inadvertently, 
transmute delinquency potential into delinquent action, violence potential 
into violent action. 

Summary-The Place of Status 

In reviewing the literature relevant to' the sources of gang existence and 
gang violence, we have suggested that no single source can be judged 
paramount. Rather, gangs and gang violence are a part of a complex system of 
individual, social, cultural, and group process varia~les. The gang is not so 
much the result of these variables as'-it is a selected aspect of them. Gang 
violence is seen as a particularly disturbing mai'}ifestation of this complex 
system.... " 

Yet, Western modes of thinking insist that for each effect there must be a 
cause; there must be some one factor above all which, if changed or 
manipulated, would reduce the problem of gang violence. For those so 
inclined, the literature does indeed reveal one common thread which is 
presumably causally related. to gang violence. This thread is the concept of 
status. 

It may already have occurred to the reader that many of those quoted 
throughout this report have referred to status in one form or another as a 
highly salient variable in explanations of gang fonnation and behavior. The 
major contributors to the literature on gangs-Thrasher, Cohen, Short, 
Cloward and Ohlin, Bloch and Niederhoffer, Miller, Yablonsky, Spergel, The 
New York City Youth Board-have made status a central concept in their 
fonnulatipns. The Youth Board, for instance, lists twenty-five separate kinds 
of provocation leading to gang fights. Of these, a minimulTI of fifteen seem 
directly related to status achievement. 

But what does status mean? An analysis of the essence of status to 
different writers hardly leads to clear understanding. Self-esteem, manliness 
("machismo"), reputation as a fighter, acceptance as an adult, leadership, 
acceptable social skills, social advantages, .class position, prestige-all these 
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and more appear to be included in the concept of status. The ?nly agreeme?t, 
in fact seems to be that gang members are status deprived and denve 
substit~te status either through gang membership or through the violent or 
aggressive activities that are associated with such member~hip. ., ? 

Will attempts to provide status outside the gang YIeld p.oSltIVe results. 
There are at present insufficient data to answer the questIOn. Further, a 
preliminary question must be answered; What kind of status. should be 
provided-jobs, self-esteem, educational achievement? or w.hat? 'Ylt~OUt some 
answers to this q:uestion, we cannot approach the ratIOnal mvestIgatIon of t?e 
effectiveness of providing status. for the gang member or the potent?al 
member. Meanwhile, it seems a bit naive to turn the common concern w~th 
status into a presumption that status deprivation comprises a prime causatIve 
agent of gang delinquency. 

III: THE PREVALENCE OF GANG VIOLENCE 

:.Prior to looking at the data available on gang violence, it would be we~l to 
remember what is meant by the phrase. Violence, as a word, has connotatIOns 
of viciousness which do not necessarily accompany the acts which are covered 
in this report. Assaults are more often minor than major; gang fighting seldom 
involves massive confrontations between warring hordes; robbery often means 
purse snatching or veiled threats accompanying theft; ra~e. is often an invited 
act, subtly or otherwise; gang vandalism often mean~ wntmg gang names on 
playground walls or throwing stones at the wmdows of condemned 
tenements. . 
. We must also note that the difficulties nonnally associated with crimmal 

statistics (42 78) apply equally well to those on gang offenses. Gang statistics 
are usually taken from 9!le of two sources, the police or the. !eports of 
"detached workers" aSSIgned by social agencies to work WIth gangs. 
Occasionally, court or probation data are also employed: . . 

In Los Angeles, analysiS of worker reports proved highly unrelIable, v.:~Ile 
!.:'.:comparisons of police and probation data.,revealed considerable comparabIlIty 

despite only an approximate 60 percent overlap between .the two .sources 
(34), In Chicago, a study of police and worker report~ by Wise (77) dlsclos~p 
serious differences, with the workers being far more aware of gang offenses 
than the police. Thus' the data to be reported below must be taken as 
suggestive rather than conclusive. 

A. Size of the Problem 

It is virtually impossible to know how many gangs are active at any point 
in time nationally. The larger cities consistently yield reports in th~ hundreds, 
with total membership amounting to several thousand per Glty. In Los 
Angeles, the census tract in the Group Guidan~e Project with the highest 
number of gang member addresses yielded an estImate that only 6 perce~t ~f 
the 10- to 17-year-old age bracket were gang affiliated,: Clow~rd and.ohh\1' m 
one of their very infrequent data statements, report, there IS no eVldence·~to 
suggest that the conflict subculture is more widespread than the other 
subcultures .. ." (32, p. 171), 
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Thus, without meaning to belittle a vexing problem, one is led to conclude 
that gang delinquency constitutes a minor portion even of big city 
delinquency which in turn is only one of many serious problems'of urban 
America. The place of the gang in the professionalliten~ture and in the mass 
media is way out of proportion to its contribution to our 'social ills. 

B. Gang Violence and Other Offenses 

f,erhaps the most impressive fact about gang members' delinquency 
imiidlvement is the "cafeteria style" which it exhibits. Rather than speci~Jizing' 
in specific kinds or even broad categories of offenses, gang members tend to 
involve themselves in a wide variety of difficf~1ties. This finding holds for 
studies in New York (57), Boston (51), Philadelphia (58), Cpjcago (65, 77), 
and Los Angeles (34). 

How common are the various kinds of offenses? Thrasher (73) found theft 
to be· most common, followed by burglary and robbery. Vandalism was 
merely a secondary companion to these offenses, while personal violence is 
hardly mentioned. Robin (58), while noting that 67 percent of the gang 
members known to the Phlladelphia police had at least one assaultive charge 
against them, found only 23 percent of all the charges to be against persons 
(Le., assaultive or violent in some way). 

In Boston, Miller's data (SO, 51) revealed assaultive behaviors to be 
one-half to one-third as common as theft, and only 14 percent of the theft~; 
were directly from persons. Property damage was one-quarter as common. If 
court charges were used, these proportions were even lower. Similarly in Los 
Angeles (34, 37), the offenses we have included under the term violence 
accounted for 10 tp 13 percent of the total. Gangs are not primarily 
assaultive or violent in their delinquent behavior and, what is more, the 
greatest part of their time is spent in nondelinquent activity. 

C. Seriousness 

How qualitatively serious are the offenses of gang members? The 
Myerhoffs' middle-.c1ass groups (54) were found to be very low in violence 
and destruction. Short (64) reports for Chicago gangs, " ... malicious and 
negativistic behavior [is] relatively rare among our groups" (p. 27). Spergel . 
(69) reports: as a further example, that armed robbery was very uncommon 
in all three areas in his study. 

Miller's analysis of the Boston data are the most complete yet undertaken 
and seem to typify the observations of other observers. In an intensely 
studied gang called the Junior Outlaws, Miller and his associates (53) report 
that most aggressive acts were verbal~physical attacks on persons and property 
constituted only 7 percent of these. Miller concludes thg,t gangs" ... provide 
an arena in which aggression is played out, its force dissipated in a continuing, 
persistent, low-level flow, directed at members of the group itself' (60, p. 
75). 
Wit~ all of the gangs under study by Miller, there were no murder or 

mansll[ugh~er charges. Weapo~. use was u~usua!; ~ gun was never used (thi~ 
statement IS unusual-other CItIes report higher mCldence of weapon us~. In 2' 
years $<e Ladino Hills Project in Los Angeles saw three deaths by gunfire). , . 
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There were very few instances of property damage, and in each case only 
minor damage resulted. "The average weekend of highway driving in and! 
around Port City produces more serious bodily injuries than two years of 
violent crimes by Midcity'gangs" (51). -

In 2 years, Miller's project witnessed only one full-scale gang fight while in 
14 other instances the gangs found a way out (in Los Angeles, a 4-year 
project with fOl~r large gang clusters also witnessed only one la.rge' gro~p 
conflict). As Miller noted, "the fact is that genUine gang ~ghts, col~ectl~e 
assaults on adults, and similar types of gang crime are relatIvely rare In any 
given city in any given year" (50, p. 29). . . 

Noting that most aggression is verbal rather than rjhysical, that there IS far 
more smoke than fire, Miller concludes: 

While members of slum street gangs engaged in violent crime to a 
greater degree than middle-class adolescents, violence wa.s not a central 
preoccupation of the gangs, and most '~violent" crimes were of the less 
serious variety. Cruel or sadistic violence was rare; violence was seldom 
"senseless" or irrational. Property damage was relatively uncommon 
(51). 

Miller's findings and conclusions generally fit with the impressions of other 
careful observers although usually one does witness more ,weapons 
involvement. The' author has had three gang members killed during his 
studies. One of his associates had to "hit the deck" whe~ a group she was 
with was fired upon b¥ a rival gang. The author himself Wf;l.~ twice threatene~ 
with physical attack, and onJ of his workers had a gu~ p01l1~ed between his 
eyes. Miller may have .. been:"fl bit lucky,. but ~he relau~e ranty of the truly 
violent act can easily account\Jfor these mmor dlsCrepar((aes. . 

One other significant finding with respect to offense seriousness sho~ld. be 
reported. In Los Angeles, Klein and Martin (34) und.e~took :2.. stattstIcal 
analysis of offense seriousness over time. Somewhat surpnsmg\y, It was found 
that the average seriousness of offenses did not increase with subsequent 
offenses or increased age (at least up to the age of 18). That is, a boy's tenth 
offense was, on the average, rio more nor less serious than his first. Since. first 
offenses are committed at lower age levels, it also follows that of~7nse 
seriousness was not related to age. On the other hand, the time Beliod 
betwe~n ~ubsequent offenses declines steadily, as confirmed by Robin with 
PhiladelplUlFpolice data (58), and we can conclude that&ang me~bers get 
into trouble more rapidly, but not into more serious trouble, as l1,.ell; 5),~fense 
career develops. 

E. Victims 

Although newspaper reports suggest that gangs prey on innocent victims, 
those who have observed gangs at firsthand find this largely a myth. 
Bernstein (1) cites a report by the Group Guidance agency in Los,Al1g~les 
which indicates that 88 percent of assaults by gang members were agamst 
other juveniles, 80 percent against gang members. Fo~ Ch.ic~~o gangs, Short 
reports, "it is probably true that most aggressive behavlOr o,p::!..ne part of even 
the' most conflict-oriented gangs takes place within the gang rather than 
between gangs" (62, p. 19). 
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Miller's Junior Outlaw:; co 'tt d 70 
within the gang with very f~:lI ~ t d p~rce(nt of their aggressive acts 
gangs, 73 perce~t of all assault ag~~~s a u ts 53). Among all of Miller's 
and 71 par lClpants were age peers of the same sex 
grant Vi~~r~~;tn:e:: o~:~e same rac~. "These data," concludes Mill~r, "thus 
are the weak the sofl.Ptary tth° ethde ~oholni,that favored targets of gang attacks 

, .. , e.lense ess and the . t" (51) 
experience, the author has learned"that wh' h ~nocen . Through 
by a ga.ng member under stud " . e~ ,: ~ecelves a report of an assault 
precipitating the event. y, the VIctIm IS usually equally at fault in 

F. Variations by Gang Characteristics 

ga~ustvi~le~~~g st~~ture(7~ere found to be quite variable, so is th~ level of 
involvement ~on lS~4 .. reports large differences in delinquency 

conflict behavior tog be m~~~:~~br:~f~n Short t:
d bS::o~tbeck (65) found 

i:q~:~si:S:~~oS!~d~a~p;~~~ (69) redPhio~~h~d 
0 

ga~; f~~~l~~ ~:t;~~~~=~~~ 
I Lo An' secon g est area m his study 

clus~ers :en;~ ~~~;dd~~e~~~~t~:~~~l:ive offenses b~tween four' Negro gang 
violence was much higher amo M . almAost ~onexlstent, but the resort to 
Chi d 

ng eXlcan- mencan gang membe Whil th 
cago ata reveal more assaultive of~ rs. e e 

groups, MWer found just the 0 oSitee~ses among Negro than among white 
more assaultive acts at lower clas~1evels ~~~sghto~h B~th sets of data reveal 
provide confIrmation All ,u . e os Angles data do not 

::,~~;r~~~f.::;~e~:;~~~~~e~~~:;~e~a! ~~~~~~:\:h~:J:rP;;':;;:;;: 
accordin~ to member characteristics b~t~:n:a~':t,~t~ ~V::~ll ~:n~~~sistency 

G. Progression to Adulthood 

Although the need is great th h 'b 
members as they move on int~ a~~~t s~s t ee~ no truly careful study of gang 
many continue into "careers" of crim a .us., ow many se~t1e down and how 
his work that" tllese' d' 'd ale IS uhknown. Robm concludes from - . . . m lVI u s we . 
offenders, ... a large pro ortion of re perSIstent and dangerous 
offenders" (58- p 24) MPill h d" them became even more serious adult 

'" . er as Isputed this fmd'n (50) l' h d g~nerally fIt with the fact that d Ii • 1 g W lIC oes not 
adulthood. Elsewhere Miller re e n:~n~y ra~es peak several years prior to 
was a relatively transi;nt pheno~~o e 'f 'ci 'lmvolvement i~ violent crimes 
continuing pattern of similar involvem~n~ i~ a~~:~nce~, and dId not presage a 

The fact that Robin's data we t ood (51). 
therefore reflect the attern f re taken from police files and would 
numbers in the gang r:ay eXPI~in ~~:~ ~~~bers ~~t of proportion. to their 
followup study is undertaken th f s con

f 
lCt. However, untIl a good 

conventionaJ career pattern ~f :n ques 10bn 0 t?e future criminal and 
speculation. g g mem ers WIll remain a matter of 

H. The Decline of Gang Fighting 

More and more these days h h The author hj's\ heard nu ,one ears t at gang fighting is on the decline. 
, . merous reports to this effect pertaining to Los 
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Angeles, especially in Negro areas. Mexican-American gangs, always in the 
majority, seem to be contimiing their traditional pattern. 

Bernstein (1), in a survey of offIcials across the nation, concludes that the 
level of gang conflict has indeed declined, with large-scale "rumbles" being 
replaced by "japping" or planned attacks on a rival member by a small 
number of boys. Bernstein notes, however, that "peace has not broken out in 
our slums" (p. 43). Conversations this author has had with other researchers 
suggests that any current decline in gang fIghting may be more cyclical than 
permanent, and more a function of the reports from New York City which 
have been disseminated widely and rapidly. Samuels (59), Gannon (l9) 20), 
and Grosser (25), have all commented on the New York trend, 

Gannon's analysis yields a 40-percent reduction in conflict incidents in the 
early 60's, with the traditional fIghting gang adopting a more defensive 
posture. Geis (21) quotes Kenneth Marshall's observation that conflict is 
giving way in Harlem to civil rights activism and drug use. In a statement 
which claims the impossible, and must be taken principally as a public 
relations pronouncement, Grosser indicates that a decline in ;gang fighting 
may not be an unmixed blessing: 

By the early sixties, the combined efforts of the New York City 
Youth Board and Police Department succeeded in eliminating the 
fIghting street gang. The conditions which produced the deviance 
remained untouched: the youth were involved at best (and rarely) as 
clients, and at worst (and frequently) as criminals; the neighborhood 
community, not at all. As a result, new, but less visible forms of 
deviance developed largely around the use of narcotics (Le., Ohlin and 
Cloward's retreatist model). This new deviance, by any measure, has 
proven infinitely more costly than th~f old. It was to avoid pitfalls such 
as these that innovative compre,hensive programs with strong 
community bases were evolved (25, p'. 70). 

Recently released data from Philad0lphia present an even more 
discouraging picture. From 1962 to 1968, that city has manifested a 
significant decrease in gang fights and. rumbles. But during the same period 
there has been a drastic increas~, in gang-related stabbings, shootings, and 
killings (43). It is quite conceivable that the "japping" pattern of deliberate, 
planned small scale assaults, if it is indeed becoming a new norm, is far more 
serious in consequences than the old style of gang fIght. Perhaps, as Hayes 
and Hogrefe (27) have suggested, the gang contains its own proscriptive 
norms which serve to mitigate serious violence which might jeopardize its 
autonomy. Such norms might lose their effectiveness in the "japping" 
pattern. 

Summary 

. Gang 'Violence exists; it exists in almost every large urban area; it represents 
a continuing social problem and is curiously resistant to change efforts. 
However, it seems clear that the public view of gang violence as an 
ever present, wid~ly threatening phenomenon simply does not fit the facts. 
The likeliest victim of gang violence is the gang member himself. The general 
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p~b1ic is bothe.red by the myth more than by the realities of gang behavior. 
VI~lence co~st~tutes a.small portion of gang activity and is commonly oflow 
senousness In Its phySICal consequences. If the truth be known, the greatest 
damage cau~ed by gang members is to their own futures as husbands, fathers, 
and breadWInners. Although we must legitimately be concerned with the 
gang's th;eat to. its own nei~hbor~ood and with the societal costs of gang 
control, It remaIns true that Juvemle gangs constitute a greater problem and 
challenge for the social welfare agency than for the enforcement agency. The 
gang member is the victim of his own gang membership. 

" 

IV: PREVENTION PROGRAMS 

Approaches to gang intervention have taken many forms, althou&-n only 
one of these has been identified as a "pure" gang approach and as such has 
led to careful empirical evaluation. Before turning to this primary apprdach 
gene~all~ known as a "detached ",:"orker program," the context can be set b~ 
conSIderIng a few others, which range from the most specific to the most 
general. 

For instance, the well-known Mobilization for Youth. Program (MFY) in 
New -v: ork has attempted to restructure the social organization of the Lower 
Ea~t SIde. through community participation and special programs to involve 
res~d~~ts In expanded opportunities. Within the comprehensive and diffuse 
~c:I~ItIes ~f MF.Y, gang members are the recipients of all the programs 
InltIat~d, .IncludIng contracted detached work service, but little special 
attentIOn IS devoted to them specifically because of their gang membership 
~2). They are expe~t~d to benefit in a manner similar to that of other youths 
In the area. No speCIfIC evaluation has been reported. 

The Los Angeles Youth Project, similar to others in the nation was an 
attempt to bring about agency coordination in the delinquency are~. It was 
hoped that strengthening exist~g welfare agency programs and coordinating 
them would lead to more effectIve control procedures, including those aimed 
at gang behavior. No specific evaluation has been reported. 

Th~ Chicago Area Projects, developed on the basis of the pioneering work 
of Chff~rd. Sha~ a~d Henry McKay, were aimed at developing local 
commumty org~m?!atlOns to fi~l in the lacunae of social control in inner city 
areas. I~qluded In the Area Projects were the first detached work services, but 
the ~aJo: thrust was. i~ developing indigenous leadership and neighborhood 
orgallIzatlOn. No speCIfIC evaluation has been reported (39). 

Yo~th for Sen:'ice in .San Francisco is basically a detached work program, 
?ut WIth a speCIal tWISt. The distinctive feature of ~his program is the 
Involve~ent of gang youth in service projects throughout the 
commumty-cleanups, repairs, and so on-which provide status a sense of 
cOI?munity identifica~ion, self-fJsteem, and a good image in fue eyes of 
reSIdents. An unpubhshed review of the program by researchers at the 
Uerkeleycampus of the University of California questioned the effectiveness 
of the program, but otherwi$0no specific evaluation, has been reported. The 
same holds true for a recent leadership training program carried out by Youth 

.- for Service. 
More or less standard detached work programs have been "employed 

throughout the nation in such cities as Philadelphia. 'Ei Paso San Antonio 
. t., ~ 
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New York, Boston, Chicago, and Los Angeles. Gandy's report on the Hyde 
Park Project in Chicago (18) suggested a certain level of success with less 
delinquent youngsters, but the evaluation was not methodologically sound. 
Evaluations of the enormous program of the New York City Youth Board 
have been limited to impressionistic accounts (13, 57) and to surveys of the 
opiniogsof the workers (19, 20). This has represented an inexcusable waste 
of an opportunity to deyelop rationally designed prevention strategies. Ifhe 
detached work program of Chicago's Metropolitan YMCA was the source of 
the very important research carried on by Short and his colleagues referred to 
throughout this report. However, the research program was concerned with 
"basic" research and made no attempt at evaluating the effectiveness of the 
program as a whole or any of its component parts (11). 

Although varying in form, detached work programs are grounded in one 
basic proposition: since gang members do not ordinarily respond well to 
standard agency programs inside the agency walls, it is necessary to take the 
programs to the gangs. A detached workel· spends his time with the gang 
members in their own setting-the street corner, alley, taco stand or 
playground where the boys hang out. Around this simple base of a worker 
reaching out to his client, other programmatic thrusts then take form-club 
meetings, sports activities, tutoring and remediai reading projects, leadership 
training, family counseling, casework, employment training and job-finding, 
and so on (1, 2, 7,11,13,17,34,37,44,49,52,57,70,72). In addition, 
there is often a community organization component built into the program in 
recognition of the fact that gangs do not exist in a vacuum, but in a context 
permeated by adults and adult organizanohs (2,34,44,47,52, 70). 

Nevertheless, the common denominator is the detached worker. The 
primary agent of change is supposed to be the detached worker. The primary 
change mechanism is the rapport established between worker and gang 
member. The primary goaJ.~s to bring gang and society back together into a 
workable style of life, for there is an obvious isolation between the gang and 
conventionalized society due, as Thrasher has noted, to " ... this barrier of 
unsympathetic social blindness, this inability of either to enter 
understandingly into the life of the other" (73, p. 180) . 

Both Spergel (70) and Bernstein (l)'have provided useful discussions of 
the basic goals and formats of detached work programs. For our purposes, 
however, a brief description of the elements of a few of these programs will 
suffice to define their nature and assess their impact. As noted earlier, these 
projects are chosen because (a) they concentrated specifically on the gan.g 
problem, and (b) they were subjected to careful empirical evaluation. Most 
other gang projects have assumed their own success in the absence of public 
documentation. 

A. The Roxbury Project 

This program, evaluated by Walter B. Miller (47,49), took place in Boston 
between 1954 and 1957. It involved a staff of seven workers assigned 
principally to seven gangs, Negro and white, male and female. There were 
four major components: work with local citizens' groups, interagency 
relations, family casework, and detached w~)rk with the gangs. Detached work 
was the major thrust, involving intensive relations between the workers and 
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205 .gang D;1embers. A strong component of the detached workers' activities 
was In the employment and educational arenas. 

Miller describes the project's excellent accomplishments in implementing 
the detached wo~ker operations as judged by the heavy participation of the 
gang ~~~bers WI~ the workers. Using deFnquency data from the workers 
and o~tlclal age~cles, however, he notes that the overall impact on delinquent 
b~~avIOr was ml. There was no significant reduction in the number of 
dIsapproved acts, in legal violations, or in court appearances anlOng the gang 
members as compared with "control" gangs not receiving intensified service. 
In fact, there were a number of increases in delinquency among (a) males as 

, op~osed to females, (b) younger boys as opposed to older boys, and (c) more 
~enous as o~posed to less serious offenses. Miller concludes not only that the 
illegal behavIOrs o~ th~ g~ng members were resistant to change attempts, but 
~hat the adult InstItutions and agencies in the area acted as major 
lIDpediments to change. 

B. The Chicago Youth DeveloprnentProject 

T~s w~s a .five ye~r 'program (1960-1965) carried out by the Chicago 
Boys Cluns. WIth prehmInary evaluation by Hans Mattick and Nathan S. 
Caplan. I~ dIffered from the Roxbury project in several respects: (a)ithad a 
far heavIer. com.munity organization component; (b) it involved more 
youngsters IncludIng non-gang members; (c) it made greater use of feedback 
proc~d~res~ employing research data about the program in developing and 
modlfymg Its approach. ,. 

Final evaluative statements on the CYDP have not been published but 
both ~1attick ~~d Caplan. have reported to professional audiences: for 
~uotatIOn, .theIr. cO~CIUSI?nS that while the project succeeded in 
lIDpleme~t~tIOn, It failed In delinquency reduction. Many employment 
opp~rtum~Ies were developed, new techniqJles devised, worker-youth 
relatIOnshlp8 established (7), and so on, but' delinquency rates were not 
redu.ced. In f~ct, it is .believed. that those boys most intenSively served 
mamfestedth~ great:s~ Increase In delinquency. A dramatic illustration of 
processes leadIng to tnIs ultimate failure has been provided by Caplan (5,6). 

C. The Group Guidance Project 

. This was a four year program carried out under the auspices of the Los 
Angeles County Probation Department between 1961 and 1965. Similar in 
form to the ~ox~ury Project, it involved four Negro gang clusters (sixteen 
sqbgroups) WIth total male and female membership of approximately SOO 
youngsters. Evalua.tion was undertaken by the author and his colleagues. 

" , 

The Group GUIdance Project laid heavy stress dn group programming via 
wee~ly "club" m~etings,. outings, sports and other special activities, remedial" 
readmg and tutonng projects, and parents' Clubs. Implementation in terms of 
grouP. programming was quite successful, but efforts in employment 
educa~IOn~ and community organization were minimal. The program was als~ 
complIcated by a bitter dispute between the action agency and local 
enforcement agencies. 

. T.he eval~~tion (~4) revealed that the project was clearly associated with a 
slgmficant Increase In delinquency among the gang members: This was found 
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to be most true in the gangs most iIltensively served and, mirroring Miller's 
findings, among members at the lower age levels. The increase was primarily 
in those offenses which are ordinarily committed with companions but not 
with offenses more often committed by oneself. The evaluation suggested 
that the increase in offenses was at least in part attributable to the high level 
of group programming and the gang recruitment to which this led. 

D.· The Ladino Hills Project3 

Noting that in previous projects intensity of service seemed related to 
delinquency increases and that group programing seemed to work against 
program goals, the author and his colleagues mounted an IS-month program 
(with a six-month followup) with a Mexican-American gang cluster having 
approximately 140 members. The project was designed to reduce gang 
cohesiveness through the cessation of group programming and the provision 
of alternative activities. It was hypothesized that cohesiveness reduction 
would in turn lead to delinquency reduction (37). 

Overall, project implementation was judged to be reasonably successful,' 
and a reduction in cohesiveness of eleven to forty percent was achieved, 
depending upon the index employed. The entry of new members into the 
gang (male, but not female), was completely stopped. Delinquency rates 
(number of offenses per member) did not change during the project period, 
but the steady reduction in the size of the gang led to an overall reduction in 
the number of offenses of 35 per cent. These trends continued through the 
followup period despite the withdrawal of project staff. 

It may seem remarkable to some that the only four projects 'With careful 
evaluations yield such equivocal or even negative findings. This brief review, 
of course, does not do justice to the intricacies of the action and research 
methods employed-we have summarized 14 years of work in just a few pages. 
But let the reader be assured that in each of the four cases a determined 
effort was mounted and sustained by the project staffs. Failure. to reduce 
gang delinquency cannot be explained by lack of program implementation. In 
fact, the very existence of research evaluations, putting the action staffs 
"u.nder the gun," probably led to more persistent action efforts than is 
ordinarily the case. There can be no escaping the conclusion that detached 
work programs, as constituted in the recent past, do not represent an 
effective approach to the reduc'tion of gangs, or the "violent" activities 
associated with gangs. They may inadvertently contribute to gang violence. 

\./ ' 

Where do we turn now? If programs designed specifically to reduce gang 
delinquency and concentrated directly upon gang members do not succeed, 
what can? Certain hints can be gleaned from these and other programs. Some 
alternative suggestions have been offered. Some· others may be in order .. 

Perhaps we can summarize the present difficulties as falling into five 
general areas. . 

A. Theoretical Underpinnings 

Most gang prevention programs have been either totally atheoretical or 
blandly electic, This results in a good deal of inconsistency, random or 

3 This is a pseudonym . 
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uncoordinated programing, and .uncertain,ty as to the meaning of seeming 
successes or failures of program components. Frequently, it also means the 
launchihg of a program without a clear understanding of its goals and how to 
measure their attainment. For instance, the use of delinquency reduction as 
the ultimate criterion of success in the four projects reviewed above was 
highly acceptable to the researchers, but not to the workers whose concerns 
are more with welfare matters and attitude change. Until social practice 
programs are guided by a consistent intervention model with reasonable 
theoretical bases, they will continue either to flounder or to add little to our 
ability to undertake social change. 

B. Enormity of the Problem 

By the time a hundred boys and girls become affiliated with a juvenile 
gang, they have been subjected to from 12 to 18 years of formative processes 
from the family, the neighborhood, and the society. They continue to be 
bombarded by the contemporary factors of group and social processes even as 
we work with them. All the factors discussed in section II of this report and 
others as well are acting on the gang member to produce the affiliations and 
behaviors society decries. 

Arrayed against this' veritable army of psychological, social, and cultural 
forces is the detached worker and the few resources at his disposal. David 
beat Goliath, but at least he had a slingshot. How would he have fared against 
a hundred Goliaths? How conceited we are to expect one worker, however 
r.einforced, to overcome substantially the combined forces of family, 
neighborhood, and society. In a gang of one hundred boys, the detached 
worker can reasonably expect to devote ten to fifteen minutes per week per 
boy on the average, yet from this we expect the twin miracles of fundamental 
attitudinal and behavioral change. In light of the other problems to be 
enumerated here, this appears to be an unfair challenge. 

C. Absence .of Specific Techniques 

Miller reported that of fourteen threatened gang fights in the Roxbury 
Project, only one took place. The experience in Los Angeles was similar, as 
research observers personally witnessed a number of threatened 
confrontations that failed to materialize. In the area of intergang conflict, the 
workers do have specific techniques designed to avoid the fight. One of these 
is his mere physical presence as a witness. Another is his availability as a 
messenger to enforcement agencies, forewarning them of a fight about which 
the boys ha.ve told him in the hope that he would prevent it (52). Another 
technique (of questionable value) is the "truce meeting" between 
representatives of the warring factions. 

But how many other, analogous techniques are in the workers' repertoire? 
There really are none specifically pertinent to burglary, vandalism, statutory 
rape, curfew violation, drug use, and so on. On a more general level, the 
aforemention~d Youth for Service program and the Chicago YMCA have 
mounted carefully designed leadership programs (11); the YMCA and Gro\lp 
Guidance programs developed extensive tutoring and remedial reading 
programs (34); others have attempted civil rights involvement, youth coffee 

-I 
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houses and a host of other standard and innovative approaches designed to 
reform, teach, occupy, involve, or train gang members with respect to 
non-gang behaviors. . 

Unfortunately, these "techniques" are very general, of unknown 
pertinence to delinquency prevention, and almost invariably undertaken 
without evaluation of their impact. In the absence of techniques specifically 
related in a known fashion to delinquency reduction, programs have evolved 
more and more activities of a less specific nature. If they don't necessarily 
reduce delinquency, at least it is felt these projects are "morally" good, sound 
in welfare philosophy, and give the workers a sense of accomplishment and 
their administrators further justification for agency continuation and 
expansion. But this is not delinquency prevention. 

D. Inappropriat,e Techniques 
;, 

How would a rational worker go about meeting and maintaining rapport 
with as many as a hundred youngsters much of whose lives is stre~t-oriented? 
Being on the street himself is not sufficient; too many boys ate missed that 
way. The worker has little choice but to encourage group gathering--,.club 
meetings, outings, and so on. In this way he can get to know most of the 
boys, maintain contact with them, and use existing group processes to his 
own advantage. But the gathering of the group, the reinforcement of gang qua 
gang identification, and the solidification of gang structure which may result 
from this process inadvertently works against the goal of delinquency 
reduction. 

As Spergel has noted, " ... the presence or absence of the worker on the 
corner is a powerful stimulus in creating, maintaining, or dissolving the group 
structure. The worker tends to attract young people and to become an 
essential person in the organization of the group" (70, p. 33). Cloward and 
Ohlin, Miller, Yablonsky, and Klein have all commented on the worker as a 
source of status for the gang. The Klein analysis (34) has gone beyond this to 
demonstrate the likelihood' that removal of a worker eliminates a major 
source of gang cohesiveness and may precipitate a partial dissolution of the 
gang.' 

Another tendency revealed by the Los Angeles data is for the worker to 
turn his attention from older boys leaving the gang to younger groups which 
are seen as the "natural inheritors" of Jhe gang traditions. In working with 
these younger subgroups, the workers!' inadvertently create a self-fulfilling 
prophecy and perpetuate the traditiorial gang c111!)terstructure.4 That this 
process can be interrupted has been denilOnstrated (37), butit goes against the 
normal grain of the worker. ' 

A third inappropriate technique ~,as been revealed by Caplan (5, 6). He 
refers to "backsliding" as a serial pJ.'ocess in which a given level of worker 
output brings youngsters up to the bJink of important behavioral change, but 
then is follow\~d by a backing away or reversion to an earlier status. Faced 
with this setback, the worker redoubles his effort only to have the youngster 

4It may be worth noting, in this regard) that the average age of ga~g'i-itembers served 
by the New York City Youth Board decreased by lYz. years after Youth Board Service 
was initi,ated (57, p. 29). The Youth Board workers may inadvertently have been 
providii}g a funnel into the gang for younger boys in the neighborhood . 
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revert even further. The process has eve b 
three such cycles. The data indicate n een observed by Caplan through 
manifested initial desirable chan e ! that whereas 80 percent of the boys 
changes that were characterized ;y 'p~ t 4 ?ercent "terminated in successful 

Other less dramatic and less de s -pr?Ject aut~nomy" (5, p. 231). 
elsewhere (34); The fauJt f struct~ve practIces have been described 

, ' 0 course, lIes not in the k' 
programs lack of concern or dedicat· Th •. wor ers or their 
fault lies, as indicated earlier in Ion .. b ese are umformly laudable. The 
implement workable, theoreti~al i~~::eo~ ined failure to devise, .test, and 
between helpful and harmful "tact" ,,~tIc;:; models that could dIstinguish 
spin wheels and yet feel the sense of

ICS
. ac ng such models, we continue to 

progress. 

E. Lack of 'Leverage 

It was mentioned earlier that the enor . . 
problems represents an overwhelmi I nuty of the delmquency and gang 
Looking at the other si(le of the .ng ,If Versary to detached work programs. 
is a function also of the com re~eals that the leverage on the problem 

. bl resources available to thes 
v~na es covered in section II of this re e pr~grams. The many 
dIrect change by the activities of det h d portkare not unIformly subject to 

The h I ac e Wor ers 
psyc 0 ogical propensities of an m b . 

the adolescent period the t ~ g em ers, the stresses and strains of 
community, and the r:ormat~~r~:r~~tltystructure of the neighborhood and 
most part, beyond the reach of th t ur: of ~ass and subculture are, for the 
resources or in many cases an u:: re: ~?r er. He ~as few of the necessary 
most useful. ers an mg of which reSOurces would be 

Further, the worker works in a . 
agency but from others with a' vacu~~, detached not only from his own 
from enforcement officials becauprev~n Ion .m~nd~te. He is often alienated 
Thus Miller (47)'" was able t se 0 I confllctmg mtervention philosophies 
dr' . 0 conc ude that the t . . e mquency reduction lay n t·· tl grea est resIstance to 
the adults in the community'~ m ~e youngsters but in the recalicitrance of 
able to suggest that "pub!," adgenl.cles an~ institUtions. Thus Berstein (1) was 

b IC . e mquencles (fights Iii Ii ) 
amena Ie to change than "private" deli . ' val1.ua sm prove more 
could report about spontaneous a nquencles (sex, drug use); and Cooper 
detached worker's control ove ~tack~ by smal1 groups of boys that "the 
~heq treis ,present, or when one

r 
of t~: ~ pretty ~uc~ ~imited to the times. 

his representative" (11 p 188) ~ Y uths ... IS wIllmg and able to act as 
the point of gang mem'be~shi ~n~~ m~~y of the fact?rs. which bring boys to 
detached Worker program to ~aniPu~~~. let .are not WIthin the capability of 3. 

Sununary 

~hile most gang prevention programs .~ . 
f~shlOn, it is highly significant that the ev rema~ unevaluated in a proper 
slIghtly successful, ineffective alua~ed. programs have proven only 
They have been shown to e~ ~~ e~en contnbutory to gang delinquency. 
entrenched foe SI)me of th . p. y m

l 
adequate resources in combating an 

t d '"'. elI norma and almost . 
ac e as boomerangs effi t" l' . necessary practIces have 
delinquency. , ., ec Ive y mcreasmg gang cohesiveness and 

-~ ..... ----~------.,r----~--
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Although new, modified approaches to detached work could now be 
mounted on the basis of the lessons learned from the past, one is inclined to 
predict that, at best, new programs of this sort could only represent "holding 
actions." If the data from Philadelphia are .at all valid, even the .reduction of 
large scale intergang conflict may have the inadvertent effect of increasing 
more individually determined violence of a most serious kind (43). 

At this point, perhaps, it is anyone's guess as to where we should turn. The 
accumulated data on levels of gang violence suggest strongly that any new 
effort will in any case be directed. at a relatively minor facet of the urban ills 
of our nation. Gang Violence, it must be admitted, is not now a major social 
problem. In determining future directions we must, as Yablonsky has pointed 
out, distinguish between "the necessary strategy for broad social change and 
the practical tactics oflocal control" (81, p. 237). 

Irving Spergel, who has most;successfully bridged the gap between research 
and action involvements with Juvenile gangs, has probably best summarized 
the present situation. We close this report with his conclusions: 

It is, perhaps, unlikely that social work, through either casework or 
group work (or street-club work), or combinations of these methods, even 
on a large scale, will effect substantially the character or reduce the 
incidence of gang fighting in the neighborhood containin.g the conflict 
subculture. At best, the social worker's efforts are supplementary ... 
social work cannot offer a significant program of intervention. 

... only as the larger conventional society opens the floodgates of 
opportunity and provides a massive program whereby adequate 
schooling, good jobs, better housing, and health and social services of a 
broad range and high quality are more fully available to low-status 
groups will delinquency of the conflict variety drastically be eliminated 
or transformed (67, p. 45). 
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APPENDIX 32 

DRUGS AND VIOLENCE 

By Richard Blum* 

INTRODUCTION 

This report focuses on the relationship between the use of drugs and the 
occurrence or nonoccurrence of violent behavior in human beings. The drugs 
of primary concern here are psychoactive ones employed socially or illicitly, 
for example alcohol, heroin, cannabis (marihuana, hashish), stimulants and 
hallucinogens, and those employed under medical supervision, for example 
sedatives, tranquilizers, morphine, and the like. Mention will also be made of 
chemicals which are not generally considered psychoactive but which do 
affect behavior· by virtue of how humans react to their effects, tear gas as an 
example. In this report animal research will occasionally be mentioned in 
order to call attention to possible but as yet unelucidated factors influen~ing 
drug effects in humans, nevertheless the thrust of the report bears on the role 
psychoactive drugs playas a component in exacerbating, altering, or 
inhibiting violent acts by individual human beings. 

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS: 
'FACTORS LIMITING PRESENT KNOWLEDGE 

It is well to realize that, as one asks what scientific research has to tell us 
about the relationship between violence and drugs, the concern about 
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violence per se has been generated earlier and more intensely in the public 
among political leaders than among the social and biological scientists. What 
this means is that public and political concern over violence has for the most 
part preceded information-seeking about it so that, at the moment, worry 
outweighs facts, and beliefs which may prove to be erroneous are more likely 
to be widespread than are reliably est<!.blished conclusions. This is not to say 
~ha~ .individ,ual investiga~ors or social philosophers have not been studying 
mdlVldual VIOlence; one IS grateful, for example, for the fine work of Von 
Hentig (1948) or Wolfgang (1958) on homicide, Durkheim (1897) on suicide, 
or ?~ Von Wissman, Wolf, Francois and Von Mueller (1891) on cannabis, 
polItICS and warfare among the Baluba, yet large-scale endeavors focusing on 
violence are just now emerging. Consequently the violent offender, while well 
known to victims, the police, the prison guard and, indirectly the taxpayer, is 
comparatively unknown to biological and social scientists. That this will 
change, given the social demand and the subsequent provision of more trained 
personnel and of research funds, is clear. In the meantime we must all make 
do with limited data. 

Another problem in factfinding about violence or about drugs linked to 
violence is that as times change so do the characteristics of persons using 
drugs or engaging in violence. At the same time as expanding number of new 
drugs appear so that investigators must always be attending to a dynamic 
rather than static scene. Consequently what was found to be true yesterday 
may no longer be the case today, a point nicely documented by O'Donnell 
(1966) in his study of the shift in the frequency of criminal records prior to 
narcotics arrests as a function of the recency of the year of addiction. 
Furthermore with regard to the phenomena constituting violence there is 
uncertainty as to the trends themselves; in 1966 Glaser, Kenefick and 
O'Leary, drawing on statistics for preceding years, argued for a decline in 
homicide and other violent crimes in the United States (excepting rape which 
they link theoretically with property crimes as the "theft of sex"). They 
contend that violence disappears with increases in education and urban 
sophistication and when it does occur, occurs primarily as a socio-cultural 
way of life associated with the protection of reputation (see also Esselstyn, 
1967). A "subculture" view of violence is elaborated in a more recent work 
by Wolfgang and Ferracuti (1967), one which incorporates individual as well 
as socioeconomic and cultural factors. Their argument takes note of :the 
possibly increasing accuracy of police records and especially metropolitan 
police records so that as population migration to the cities continues there 
will be a differential increase in crime reporting of violent crimes in the urban 
sector. Beattie and Kenney in Wolfgang (1966) discuss the general problems 
of crime reporting which fails to identify the s~riousness of offenses within 
categories (a methodologically impressive ~~(ution for which has been 
proposed by Sellin and Wolfgang [1964]) ari.4'\ the disproportionate rise in 
reporting of serious crimes as compared leo less serious one~. Until 
improvements in classification and reporting are made, Beattie and Kenney 
argue that one cannot rely on any trend data. (For a review of general 
repor~ing problems and suggestions for a Federal role in their improvement, 
see Blum, 1968a.) 

On the other hand, the available statistics, especially the Uniform Crime 
Reports published by the FBI, continue to show an increase in crime, 
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including violent crime. In 1967, a 16-percent increase in violent crime over 
1966 had been reported; in 1968 a 19-pecent over the previous year was 
reported (report by J. Edgar Hoover, March 1968). Both of these increases 
exceed the rate of population growth per se and one questions whether such 
dramatic increases can reflect just urban migration and police records and 
reporting changes. When one does look at smaller populations over time in 
order to control for reporting bias, it does appear that the rising trend of 
violence, or at least of that violence among strangers which is not handled 
informally, is increasing. Little (1965) in an important work in England 
examined rates among adolescent offenders and found that about one quarter 
of the increase in offenses there was attributable to rising recidivism. Another 
portion of the rise was attributable to demographic changes, in this instance 
in a growth in the absolute number of youths in those age groups at highest 
risk of committing offenses, and finally, 50 percent was attributable to a 
greater number (rate) of first offenders. Little's presumption was that more 
first offenses were being committed, not that simply more were being 
identified and/or made a matter of public record. 

In general, one must be cautious about relying on incidence statistics-the 
typical police reporting device-if these are not expressed as rates. To learn 
that there has been an increase in absolute numbers of, say, 50 percent in 
homicides using poisons in one city is insufficient. One also needs to know if 
the rate of homicide has changed, if the proportion of homicides using 
poisons has changed, and if either the city characteristics or police methods 
and records have changed. Another caution pertains to the reli.flnce upon case 
history reporting of the sort ordinarily done by practitioners who deal with 
humans face-to-face whether these be physicians, policemen or journalists. A 
rash of cases of, for instance, middle-class heroin use as reported by a city 
newspaper may be taken to mean a grand increase in the rate of heroin use, 
yet inspection may reveal that these cases are but few in number and do not 
represent any large scale change in drug use patterns. There may even be a 
circular effect in such reporting, whether it be medical, judicial,or to the lay 
public, for observers (and speechmakers) become sensitized to such cases, 
look for them more assiduously and then in reporting them contribute to the 
impression of an epidemic. Epidemic there may be, but possibly only one of 
case reporting, of anxiety or of sensationalism. For example, in the earlier 
Crime Commission Task Force Reports (Blum, 1967b) there was documented 
such a spiraling circle of reporting and feared abuse of amphetamines by 
vehicle drivers associated with accidents, the contributors to which were 
scientists, public officials and the mass media. That false epidemic of 
amphetamine-induced vehicle accidents occurred during the same period that 
a real increase in amphetamine-induced psychoses was occurring; yet it was 
some time before normal communication within medical channels led to the 
realization of this real area of widespread amphetamine danger. The moral to 
this account is that reporting which is premature or sensational can lead to 
misimpressions whereas conventional case reporting, although a slow process, 
can contribute greatly to understanding especially if it generates epidemiolog
ical and experimental studies. 

Retlirning to trends which we take to be real, it appears that as with the 
violent crimes so with new psychoactive drugs, we live in a period of actual 
increase and also increased public sensitivity. It is evident that the number of 
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persons using psychoactive drugs either legitimately, as in the medically 
supervised employment of tranquilizers, or illicitly, as in the case of heroin, 
unprescribed morphine, barbiturates or stimulants, cannabis, the hallucino
gens or the diverse materials which can be sniffed (glue, gasoline, etc.) is not 
only increasing but that no plateau is in sight. Increased use of course has two 
components, that which is simply experimental and which does not continue 
and that which becomes regular and in some cases a matter of drug 
dependency. It is not to be assumed that trends of increase are themselves 
constant or irreversible, for example until recently there was much decline in 
illicit opiate use in the United States (see, for example, O'Donnell, 1966) 
since the Harrison Act, the shift in alcohol use in the middle class from spirits 
to wine or beer and the recent statistics showing a decline in cigarette 
smoking among some groups. We are now watching a reversal of the 
opium-heroin trend; for example, in our own work with students (Blum and 
Associates, 1969b) there is evidence of an increase in opiate use among 
middle-class youth, a finding duplicated by journalist,ic and clinicai observa
tions. These new opium smokers and heroin users still constitute but a few 
cases, however alarming the appearance of any new cases may be; on the 
other hand the largest increase in illicit drug use is of marihuana; for example, 
in our OWh work in al1 18-month followup study on one campus we found an 
estimated increase from 21 percent experiences with marihuana to 57 
percent. A corresponding threefold increase' in regular use (as opposed to 
simple experimentation) also appears to have occurred, from 4 percent to an 
estimated 14 percent. Smaller increases in amphetamine and hallucinogen use 
were also recorded. In high schools the picture appears to be changing as 
rapidly with considerable evidence for a rapid extension of illicit drug use 
down to junior high school and even elementary grades (in metropolitan 
California). There is inferential evidence that the use of the more p,otent 
substances, hallucinogens and tranquilizers, as well as the notably toxic 
volatile intoxicants (glue, gasoline, etc.) may have a larger pool of potential 
regular users in high school than in college. One would attribute this, should 
further trends bear out our findings, to less adequate information, immatur
ity, and poorer impulse control in this population of young people. In other 
groups shifts in use patterns are also noticeable, for example Smith (1969), 
Tinklenberg (1969), and others describe increasing amphetamine use among 
dropouts and hippies in drug meccas such as the Haight-Ashbury in San 
Francisco and our own normal population data (1969a), while based on .small 
samples, suggests an expanding use of legitimate as well as illicit drugs among 
young people throughout the population. 

These shifts which statistics reflect mean that the research worker-as well 
as the educator, narcotics enforcement officer, or judge-is always to some 
extent behind the times in his estimates of the extent of drug use or its 
consequences; whatever point in time an investigation is made will be past 
history by the time the data are processed and reported. That may not matter 
as long as the study observations are analytic in the scientific sense, that is as 
long as they identify variables and regular relationships which link drugs to 
conduct such that predictions can be made. For example, in our own work 
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with students it is clear that higher family inciome and political liberality are 
positively linked to experience with marihuana. As long as one has good 
information on family income among students and on th~ir political 
predilections, one can begin to estimate drug use prevalance even without 
conducting another survey. Of course the accuracy of such estimates increases 
the more one has identified the features in the situation and the person which 
are correlated with one or another kind of illicit drug use. One must forever 
be on guard, however, for the environment itself can change into new forms 
and, oresumably, new styles of personality can emerge as the result of 
chang~s in child-rearing techniques. Thus none of the analytical and 
theoretical knowledge available as of 1955, for the "quiet" generation of 
students, allowed prediction either of the drug epidemics of the 1960's nor of 
the emergence of confrontation politics-left and black militancy. Although it 
is evident that these trends are linked, their beginnings were not generally 
foreseen in the 1950's because these events reflect recent changes in the 
American environment itself as well as a possible change in the personal ties 
of American youth. (See Eva Blum, "Horatio Alger's Children" in Blun & 
Assoc., 1969b.) Whether taken as a problem or a principle, it appears that any 
investigation of drugs-linked-to-violence cannot escape the influence of the 
broader social scene. Thus we are in the position of having to identify dozens 
or more of factors which influence drug use and drug effects, of identifying 
other factors which are linked to the emergence and social definition of 
violence and then having to specify for any given person or situation wrJca 
are the primary contributing features. For longer ran prediction or under
standing, one must know what the consequences might be of different 
"mixes" (Le., interaction effects) of these factors; and, in addition, one must 
have insights-or better, foresights-into the new factors which are being 
created as part of historical process. Such foresight is not within the ,ordinary 
scope of the social or biological sciences which depend upon observations on 
the past or current forms of nature-inclllding human nature and social 
environments-and thus are ill-prepared to predict to new forms even ifrather 
better prepared to predict to new outcomes when only known v~riables are 
operating. Lest the former be unclear, it can be rephrased by saying that the 
processes of mutations in human personalities or environments are as yet ill 
understood, that the prediction of directions of social change is not one of 
the great successes of the social and behavior sciences, and that the analysis of 
past relationships between drugs and violence, while itself immen~ely helpful 
in the understanding of analogous behavior, is no guaran tee of wisdom about 
what the future wm bring. 

These broad difficulties aside, we are beset by problems of method and 
scope in the work done to date. These. are the same as encountered in other 
scientific endeavors and include problems of instrumentation and 
methodology, of sample or population selection, and of the adeql:lacy of 
concepts applied as bases for inquiry or in explanation of results. Offsetting 
these common difficulties are several assets, the greatest of which has been 
the dedication and competence of large numbers of citizens<:who have, as 
scientists: law enfo;cement officers, physicians, or community leaders 
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dedicated their intelligence and effort to the task of fact-finding and the 
development of perspectives. One must be impressed by the rapid growth not 
only of the number of citizens concerned, professionally or socially, 
with fact-finding but with the increasing sophistication of their methods. In 
the 2 years since the literature review and data analysis conducted for the 
President's Commission on Law Enforcement and the Administration of 
Justice (hereafter referred to as the Crime Commission), there has been a 
notable development; scientists are more elegant in their work and more 
constr~ined in their conclusions, legislators are seeking more information 
from a wider variety of sources and are proposing more flexible public 
policies with which to deal with that drug use which is harmful, and the 
support for new research, development and application programs from local, 
state and Federal governments has grown remarkably. Examples of the latter 
are the new Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, the Bureau of 
Narcotic and Dangerous Drugs and the Center for Drug AbUSE: of NIMH. 

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS: 
CURRENT MYTHS ANn MISUNDERSTANDING 

There is another set of difficulties which hinder understanding and policy 
making when the capabilities for factfinding exist and even when the facts 
exist, these are prevalent and persistent misconceptions about drugs and 
violence. The sources for these myths and misconceptions can be found in 
uncorrected historical notions, e.g., the myth that the Assassins took 
marihuana which in turn propelled them into murdering or in overresponding 
to insufficient information, e.g., belief in the inevitability of physical 
addiction follOWing any use of heroin or the acceptance of a high risk of 
violence among LSD users based on a few well publicized cases. Several more 
basic misbeliefs also persist, to illustrate: one belief has it that drugs cause 
behavior and am)ther that drug effects are highly predictable. These are 
incorrect. Psychoactive drugs can only modify bodily processes and capabili
ties already present,' thus while drugs may contribute to conduct-and 
strongly so-they are not, at least not yet, capable of adding unique 
dimensions to performance nor of compelling any particualar type of 
performance. They may reduce performance, e.g., alcohol impairs driving 
skiHs, they may alter it as one sees in the disturbances in sensation which 
accompany LSD use, or they may enhance it, as the amphetamines may do in 
stimulating task efficiency or in combating fatigue effects. Yet drugs do not 
compel any particular sodal ~onduct, be it humor or murder. It is certainly 
true that as dosage increases for the more powerful agents that signularities of 
outcome are indeed predictable, but these are all in the direction of 
performance decrement and physiological damage as witnessed in alcohol or 
morphine stupor, amphetamine shock, cannabis (tetrahydrocannabinol) 
delirium, barbiturate poisoning and the like. As dosage decreases to that 
normal range which is usually prescribed for or self-employed by people who 
want to be able to function, then predictablity decreases and the drug's 
specific effects are compounded by other strong influences such as the 
motives and personality of the user, the behavior of others, the kind of 
situation, the expectations the user has of the drug and so forth. It is also the 

~. case that drug effects vary with the dosage, manner and frequency of 
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administration, presence of potentiating or antagonizing agents, concurrent 
health and nutritional status, and so on. 

Relating these facts to violence it becomes clear that no dr~g presently 
known will inevitably cause violence, for violent acts are necessarily complex 
acts, a sequence of events, which involve intentions toward ,and impacts on 
other people. People do violent things; ~nder cer~ain circuI?s~ances drugs may 
increase the likelihood of their doing vlOlent thmgs, but It IS the human and 
not the drug which acts violently. 

It is, nevertheless, difficult to refrain from attributing to drugs more than 
their fair share of the action. There is a tendency to mal(:e the drug rather 
than the person the object both of concern ana of responsibility. There is a 
tendency to animate drugs as though they contained a de~ilish for~e, a demo? 
which could possess the person and force him to be evil. Certamly ~ere IS 

experience aplenty to convince us that much harm has been unle~shed m the 
course of drug use; the alcoholic driver who maims on ~e highway, ~he 
drunken fellow who kills in an argument, the paranoid-reactmg amphetamIne. 
dealer who shoots a suspected police informer or the heroin addict w~o 
knifes a victim in the course of rob1Jery. Each is a too common event and m 
each a vicious act occurs in association with and qu~te ~ossibly par:~~y ,~s a 
result of psychoactive drug use. But there wa~£,:not~mg m ~ drug to will or 
to dictate the violence there is only a modlllcatIon of Judgment and self 
control in the drug tak~r which, in that person and in that ~ituatio~, c.an lead 
to violence. Although that point is readily granted, the logiC ~f anImls~-?r 
the illogic of demonism-whichever it best be called, erupts agaIn and agal~ m 
public discussion. Elsewhere (Blum & Assoc., 1969a) that demolllsm 
underlying some conceptions of drug action has been more fu~y spec~lated 
upon; for our purposes here it is necessary to stat~ that t~ere 1~ a bumen of 
iliogic and emotionality which encumbers drug pohcy consideratIOns and that 
an important component in that difficulty is the assumption about drugs as 
crime-causing agents to the exclusion of interest in how it hap~ened that ~he 
person took a drug and how it happened that he acted as he did after taking 
it. ' 

When the act is a violent one, it must also be kept in mind that the 
evaluation of what happened cannot look only at the drug, the drug taker, 
the history, the setting and the victim, all of which can be. shown to 
contribute to the sad history of hurt. The reporter or observer himself must 
not be forgotten, whether he be police officer or journalist reportin~ single 
cases or a' scientist analyzing dozens of them. For in the matter of vlOlence 
there is a pervasive problem of definition, that is, who says. the act is .a vi?lent 
one of the sort to be included in our classifications, wornes or rumInatIOns? 
The implication when we speak of violence is of harm, and fur~er, of I? oral 
disapproval if not criminal violation. Yet clearly much that ,IS physI.cally 
aggressive among humans receives widespread approval even If hurt .IS an 
outcome. Prize fighting, football, auto racing, collegiate brawls, and gOIng to 
war for a good C9·use are examples. Even when drugs are implicated, favor~ble 
assessmen ts of violence may be found, as for example when bomber pilots 
take amphetamine to reduce fatigue on long combat missions, ~hen two gang 
youths high on alcohol have a street fight to the entert~l~ment of the 
onlookers or when prison wardens use tear gas to qu~ll.mutmles. These are 
the probiem cases, for the most part the violent events of which we 
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disapprove and which constitute our criminal statistics, the Class I crimes of 
violence in the FBI system of uniform crime reporting, are by agreement 
considered reprehensible. This may be true even though some victims may be 
less innocent than heretofore believed, a reevaluation brought on by the 
recent studies of victim-precipitated or victim-participating crime (Wolfgang, 
1966). One must say the same about drug users, even the increasing number 
of very young ones, their innocence may not be assumed either; rare is the 
young person "hooked" by the manipulations of some sinister stranger in the 
school yard. The prevalent pattern is one of learning to take drugs from one's 
peers and elders, doing so out of a willingness to go along and the hope that 
something interesting will happen. Something of the same pattern of 
sociability and escalating involvement applies to much that is violent crime, 
excepting assassinations, robberies and other crimes where the victim is a 
stranger. For the larger part individual violence appears to be something that 
happens among participating acquaintances, as in most homicides, rapes and 
assaults. Since drug use is also something one usually does with one's 
acquaintances-whether drinking, smoking "pot" or "dropping acid"-it 
should not be too surprising to find that there is an association between some 
forms of drug use and some forms of violence for both are primarily
although not always-events among acquaintances. It is this kind of 
association which complicates the evaluation of the specific effects of drugs 
as violence precipitators. 

SPECIFIC CONSIDERATIONS: 
HISTORICAL DATA ON DRUGS AND VIOLENCE 

A comprehensive review of the history of psychoactive drug use, including 
historical events linking drugs to violence, is not possible in this paper. 
However a recent review exists (Blum & Assoc., 1969a) to which the reader is 
referred. For our purposes here it will be well only to specify the several 
kinds of relationships which have been alleged or demonstrated historically. 
Probably because of the way that events are recorded-or historians 
write-most of these are military and political rather than individual events. 
As the earliest manufactured drug it is fitting that alcohol appear first in 
relation to violence. Egyptian records* describe carousings at which the 
revelers, becoming drunk, fill victims to robbers against whom they were 
unable to defend themselves. A big city policeman with Skid Row experience 
could corroborate this relationship between drug-induced stup'or and robbery; 
for the robber the victim became an easy target. Frequency is another matter; 
neither the pre-Christian Egyptian records nor modern city police depart
ments can tell us how often intoxicated drug users are robbery victims. 
Another Egyptian account suggests that some beer drinking was simply an 
excuse for people of like-minded views to get together; the problem arose (for 
the Pharaohs) when these worthies happen to use the occasion to plot against 
the regime. So it was, or-given the uncertainty of the record-so it may have 

*Reference citations in this section will be, for simplicity's sake, to the secondary 
text (Blum & Assoc., 1969a) which contains citations of basic documents or studies. 
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been, that in certain settings (a few particular temples) social drinkers plotted 
political violence and so their gatherings were suppressed. Much later, in the 
beginning of the 13 th century, coffee drinking in Middle Eastern sultanates 
was also prohibited for the same reason, for the newly founded coffeehouses 
became places that men gathered to talk and then to complain about politics 
and, finally, to consider revolt. Subsequently only on pain of death in parts 
of the Mideast would a man run a coffee house. Two other Egyptian 
observations link alcohol to violence; one is an early "public health" notice 
which noted that heavy drinking led to death (as it does through suppression 
of autonomic nervous system functioning) and so called for controls over 
sales. Another regulation had a different intent; soldiers drinking beer before 
battle led to military disasters, consequently soldiers were prohibited from 
such drunkenness-although later they were given a wine ration-much after 
the fashion of rum in the British Navy. In Babylon alcohol sales were also 
controlled, presumably because of widespread ill effects from intoxication. In 
a ritual link to violence, the Scythians,at the time of Herodotus, had their 
king give wine at an annual banquet to those men who had slain in battle. 
Warriors who had slain many men received two cups of wine. Perhaps that 
was not enough wine per year to quench the Scythian thirst, for Herodotus 
also reports that Cyaxares of Persia regained his land from its Scythian 
conquerors by inviting them (one presumes only the commanders were 
invited) to feast and after they were drunk did slaughter them. The wheel of 
history turns ironically though, for later it was the Persians who drank too 
much and for this were punished by their Roman conquerors, this time it was 
the punishment which was violent; to be tied with a cord through the nose to 
a stake in the public square. Elsewhere drunkenness offenses also evoked a 
violent response; legend has it that a Chinese emperor executed two of the 
royal astronomers for missing an eclipse while drunk. As a weapon Judith 
used alcohol, among other devices, to charm Holofernes who,' drinking too 
much, lost his head as well as his heart to her. As an intentional weapon after 
Judith-and she is the first woman recorded to use it so-alcohol remained 
prominent in warfare. The Illyrians left poisoned wine for their enemy to 
drink, during the Gallic Wars the Romans waited for the Gauls to drink 
themselves into stupor before attacking, and during the First Punic War a 
Roman general blamed his defeat upon his soldiers' drunkenness. Conversely 
a Byzantine commander faced with his soldiers leaving the ramparts for town, 
set up wine booths there to stay their desertion. Babur, the Mogul emperor, 
feared defeat in battle because of their drunkenness (even though they were 
Moslems) and himself resorted to cannabis. Although history is full of other 
anecdotes, we sample only two more, both American. One is the Whiskey 
Insurrection of Pennsylvania which occurred in 1794 when Federal officers 
trhid to collect revenue on spirits and which led first to the tarring and 
feathering of the tax collectors and secondly to the use of Federal troops to 
suppress the moonshiners. Another Federal control endeavor ended not so 
happily-the Great Experiment of prohibition, enacted in 1919, could not 
combat the thirst of the 1920's and led, so many would claim, to the first 
organized criam in America associated with the illicit distribution of drugs, an 
organization which did then and does now employ violence in many forms, as 
the backup for 0xtortion, as a sanction for controlling employees, and as a 
device for eliminating competition. 
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.~pium ~s another early known drug which was used medically and 
rehgiOusly m: the Eastern Mediterranean, although not socially. With that 
~mployment Its use as. a-,weapon was acknowledged before Christ; it was given 
m heavy d.oses to pOlson, a use to which it is still put today in the United 
S.tates. It IS nowhere (that we can find) historically linked to individual 
vIOlence bu~ rather .to relaxing, exhilarating, or dullIng effects. On the other 
hand great. mternatIOnal violence has been associated with opium in the case 
of. t~e OpI~m Wars. !he commerce in opium to China was a rich one for 
Bn~am, IndIa, -t~e Umted States, and to a lesser extent other Western tradin 
natIons .. The C~mese, suffering inroads by the hated foreign devils, watchincr = 
POpul~tIOn of the poor and hungry become further emaciated as they took to 
the pIpe rather than food, and conscious of an immense gold drain in an 
un~avorable trade ~alance, prohibited the drug's importation, a challenge 
which led the Enghsh to the two Opium Wars of 1842 and 1858 He . 
de~eloped in 1898, wa~ a more ~owerful substitute for opium and ~as a~~1~~ 
qmckly adopte~ by opIUm-smoking populations. Not only potent but easily 
smuggled, herom traffic entered wherever attempts to suppress opium use 
occurred. In, LlJ.e United States and, to a lesser extent in western Can-ada, the 
use of herom was early adopted by delinquent or disordered populations _ 
rea~y to emplo~. an ~l.icit drug whose effects were not compatible with 
o{dmary competItIve .livmg. Thus in these countries, although apparently not 
e~ewhere, an e.arly tIe was made between asocial or antisocial elements and 
~ e use of herOIn. They represent an extreme group, even among opiate users 
or~ as has elsewhere been shown (Blum, 1967c), most opiate users in the 

Umted .States are conventional citizens who receive opium derivatives or 
synthetIc ~nalogs as medical patients in pain. 

Cann~bls appeared later on the scene, both in its reported Use and in its 
reputed Ill-effects. Employed prior to the time of Christ by the Scythians 
(and no doubt by others, only Herodotus is one of the few observers of early 
dru? use who has come down to us), it got its first bad marks in the West 
du~~g Crus~~er times when about 1090 the Old Man of the Mountain a 
~ehgI~US-POhtlcalleader, was alleged to have used cannabis either as a rew~rd 
t or hIS band of revolu~ionaries. or as a means to induce trance during which 
they embarked on theIr assassm and guerrilla activities. Others later blamed 
the fu~ of the Golden Horde on hashish; both of these stories are without 
fOUn?atIOn b~t are of considerable importance as illustrations of how a 
r?,stlque of vIOle?ce can come to be attributed to drug use in the absence of 
act. Much later, ~n 1856,. an..anonymous American magazine article was the 

first of the Amencan addIct true confessions" genre-preceded in Europe of 
~ourse b?, Eur~pean accounts such as that of DeQuincey-to take up the 
antas~ line.Jn It a~ American with a Dama~cene past takes hashish and in his 

fantasIes ~eheves ~mself to have killed his fiance, a dream which the writer 
reports. mmored hIS true fiance, even though the setting of use involved a 
maflfie .fnend so that some triangular passions present themselves as possibly 
su IClent reason for anger. 

Three other cultural-historical cases link cannabis to violence albeit one i 
reverse and ~e other symbolically. Observations by several' investigator~ 
~uggest t~at m cultures requiring action and competitiveness cannabis is 
mappropnat~, for its passivity runs counter to culture themes. Alcohol on the 
other hand IS the aggressors' or competitors' drug so that even within a 
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community (Carstairs, 1954) those able to enjoy a calm or reflective life use 
cannabis and the hustling merchants drink alcohoL The other case is thai of 
the Baluba of the Congo Kassai region, observed in 1883-85. A new chief had 
come to power and, understanding the potential for firearms just newly 
introduced there, sought to gain guns. The elder's resisted but the new chief 
subdued them; still he was faced with dissidence and an unruly tribe. Since 
cannabis was used religiously by neighboring tribes the chief thought it might 
be useful to him in the formation of a new state religion, one which would 
help him unite his tribe around new symbols and rituals. Initiated into the 
new faith as "sons of hemp" his warriors were taught cannabis' use as the new 
fetish; they also smoked it before going into battIe-a practice extant in 
central Africa. An ubiquitous substance, it was also used to punish criminals, 
for they were made to smoke until they lost consciousness. The gifted chief, 
Kalamba, succeeded in his programs,' one which the observers said was 
developed with a conscious awareness of the symbolic value of a mind
altering drug. One is tempted, as an aside, to wonder what stature tins chief 
would have had had that same political genius been born to rule a major 
nation. Another case of symbolic cannabis use is found among the Jamaican 
Ras Tafarians. Originally a' religious group with the belief that cannabis was 
sanctified by God, political dissidents and delinquents took to themselves the 
external practices of the cult (smoking cannabis, not cutting their hair, not 
bathing). Some of these engaged in guerrilla warfare, other idlers and marginal 
folk-called "beardmen" or "dreadlocks" -have become advocates of violence 
both politically and in criminal acts, as for example robbery. In this case 0t:e 
finds a parallel to developments in certain hippie neighborhoods in modern 
America where LSD using "flower children" formed a culture which proved 
attractive to the psychologically ill and unstable and to predators. These 
latter, assuming the dress of the love generation, have proven to be quite a 
different basket of flowers. To illustrate, in San Francisco's Haight-Ashbury 
there were 17 homicides in the first two months of 1969. 

There are a variety of stimulant substances, most mild and naturally 
occurring such as tea, coffee, and khat, but a few more potent, as is cocaine 
derived from coca nowadays and the manufactured amphetamines. We have 
already noted that the violence associated with coffee was because the Middle 
Eastern coffee houses where it was introduced and served came to be places 
where political critics gathered to talk of social change. The disruptions they 
planned could have been no, more violent than the capital penalties laid upon 
coffee drinkers and coffee house owners by the conservative rules. That such 
plottings and extreme responses were not an inevitable result of 
coffee drinking (should there be any reader still clinging to the ergo hoc 
propter hoc rule for drug effects) may be seen in the popularity during a later 
period of time of the English coffee houses where an unoppressed population 
met to talk of politics, art and business without prompting any executions or 
revolutions. Cocaine, a rather more potent material than coffee, has been 
clearly implicated in untoward individual reactions, although that is not to 
say that there yet exists any information on the rate of violent outcomes for 
cocaine use given data on dosage, type of person and type of setting. Widely 
used socially, medically, and in home remedies in the late 1800's, its 
association with violent outcomes appears to have been limited to the United 
States (unless simply our survey of documents has been more provincial than 
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we thought) and then in the case of delinquent or disturbed asocial persons. 
The amphetamines, a 20th century product without a history of social use, 
are not easily discussed historically. Their use as euphoriants outside medical 
practice was observed in the 1930's in the United States, and for many years 
the Swedes have experienced their social use among workers and students. 
England and Japan and continental countries have also experienced the 
increasing involvement of delinquent and rootless youth in amphetamine use, 
a feature which increases the likelihood of socially disapproved conduct 
emerging in association with use of any drug. 

The halfucinogens which include LSD, peyote, mescaline and the like (and 
in which class cannibis may be considered) ater sensations as well as moods 
and thoughts. Although religious, medical and social uses for these substances 
are well documented, any early relationship to violence is not. Some scholars 
contend that the Berserkers, fierce Scandinavian warriors, were experiencing 
altered consciousness as a consequence of eating haliucinogenic mushrooms; 
but Sir Walter Scott argued that the Berserkers were heavy drinkers. Among 
Siberian tribes hallucinogenic mushroom eating was observed by a number of 
19th-century travelers who disagreed remarkably about what happened and 
why. One observer spoke of the degrading "toadstool habit" implying the 
tribesmen to be licentious thieves who amongst their additional graces took 
too much rum as well. Other observers confirmed either debasement or 
religious ecstasy, depending on one's sample and bias; most agreed that the 
tribesmen were heavy users of tobacco, alcohol and tea besides. In making 
this point the Koryak and Chuckchee observers did what some moderns fail 
to do, to note that behavior cannot be attributed to one drug of special 
interest when the fact is that the group in question is using a variety of 
different psychoactive drugs. As we shall see, the major pattern of illicit use 
in the United States today is of multiple drug use-among youngsters, for 
example, unlawful tobacco and alcohol use is likely to accompany marihuana 
smoking, and/or glue sniffing, barbiturate-amphetamine combination experi
mentation, and the like. Datura Gimson weed) is another hallucinogen with a 
history of varied use and outcomes. Among some South American Indians it 
was given to slaves and women prior to their being buried alive during the 
funerals of their masters, presumably to produce a fear-suppressing stupor. In 
India it is said to be used by the Thugee to stupefy their victims prior to 
robbery; in South Africa it was used by criminals there in the same 
robbery-facilitating way. An overdose can kill, but since Indian Thugs may 
kill their victims anyway, Hle choice of a pharmaceutical weapon was a 
matter of convenience. Mandrake, another hallucinogen, was used by 
Hannibal in warfare; simulating retreat, he left his camp's wine jars spiked 
with mandragora. The enemy, celebrating the capture of the camp, drank 
deeply, went to sleep and were captured. Caesar is said to have used the same 
strategy in campaigns against Sicilian pirates. 

As for the other major classes of phychoactives, sedatives and tranqui
lizers, theirs has no ancient history apart from the opiates, alcohol, cannabis 
or hallucinogens whose varied effects can produce sleepiness, relaxation, 
stupor or death. The medically employed sedatives and tranquilizers are 
recent developments whose link to violence will be considered l~ter in this 
report. 
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HISTORY: SUMMARY COMMENT 

The most striking impressions derived from any review of past-or 
current-use of mind-.altering drugs are as follows: one is the wide extent to 
which these 4rugs have been emplpyed everywhere; secondly, the frequency 
with which new drugs are considered dangerous or that frequency which 
strangers who observe the drug habits of others characterize novel drug 
effects with disapproval; thirdly, the speed with which new drugs are 
nevertheless adopted for religious, medical, social and-in heterogeneous or 
disorganized societies·-illdividual use the relative safety with which most of 
these substances are employed, and, finally, the variety of intentions and. 
expectations which can accompany their employment. The latter is not 

\ surprisirig for given man as a toil-using animal, and given chemicals as a tool 
for modifying behavior, then men will seek to modify themselves or others 
with drugs that can accomplish the purpose. Thus we find historically and in 
connection with violent acts that drugs have been used to kill, to stupefy 
victims prior to intended robbery, rape, assault, or execution, and to disable 
groups or armies so that they cannot function in battle. At the level of 
self-inflicted untoward effects one finds that drugs have unintentionally led 
to death or disability including the production of vulnerable states, i.e., 
stupor, intoxication, weakness and presumably, although not documented for 
early times, dependencr-and the like which can then be exploited by 
predatory others. Drugs have also been used in intentional self-harming ways, 
whether suicide or debasement. All of these uses may be termed directly 
detrimental or destructive. Another style of drug use in connection with 
violence has been to enhance or sharpen aggressiveness, whether that be by 
stimulation or the suppression of fear. Here one finds the typical "bottled 
courage" employment of a variety of substances including alcohol, cannabis, 
amphetamines and, possibly, the halluchi.ogens used by warriors and soldiers 
prior to combat. Presumably but again not easily found in historical 
documents, one would expect similar fortification of the failing resolve-Le., 
anxiety suppression-among individuals setting out on more lonely tasks, 
whether bold knights, highwaymen or the executioners themselves. A third 
set of events linking drugs to violence are . less emphasized in those formal 
histories which attend to major events rather than individual reactions, yet 
whether in Egypt, Babylon, Greece, Rome, Gaul, Persia, China, or elsewhere, 
there was a hum of comment-especially in the literature of lives-on the 
individually adverse reactions which, focusing on the intoxicated state, 
primarily arising from alcohol but also from hallucinogens and stimulants, tell 
of rowdyism, fighting, mayhem, rape, and what-have-you. One fInds that our 
forefathers and their neighbors were also liable to the release of aggression 
and sexuality as drugs dampened control mechanisms, whether by acting in 
the brain or on social circumstances. Frank drug-induced madness is also 
described, but insofar as we presume the madman harms others~ his actions 
must also be deemed in the service of aggression. A fourth class of events 
which links drugs to violence involves largely symbolic sociological or indirect 
processes. Here one finds an association between particular groups of people 
and the use of a particular drug and the events are such that the people, 
during the course of their habitual living or in the expression of their self 
interest or ideologies, engage in conflicts which sensitize either the observers 
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~:~a~:~ ~:;~~~~:~j~~~~~;i~~~e ~d ~lott~n; .social change, the cult Ras 
hangers-on calling for guerrilla warfa~~ ac. -to- n~a m.ov~m~n.ts, or the cult 
or small scale civil disturbance th whilst engag~ng In IndlVId~al!robbery 
and delinquents who in adopti~g ~er ~ ~a~IY :~e~can or C~nadian drifters 
style combined at least two ki;~~ In 0 ~ ~Ir _rea~y anti- or .as06iru life 
property-and-person offenses-and . of ,..n~e opIate use Itself plus 
debate which . , draWing the Interest of observers, begari a 
of crime on th~S oatshyet unresolved as to the possible causal ,effect of each type 

er. 

THE MODERN SCENE' TASK FO 
COMMISSION ON LAW ENFORC:i:i:~TS OF THE PRESIDENT'S' 
OF JUSTICE 'AND SUPPLEMENTAL OBSERV AT~SADMINISTRATION 

The. o.rganization of this section is dictated by the existe . 

~~';'I~~6n d!;~~r~~~C\~~:~~~an~: r~1e~~~! ~e re:tiOnshi";~~~a:t~cr;:;'; 
Reports2-section summaries- resen -. xcerpts from those 
observations designed to mak~ th ted her~ are followed by supplemental 
modify conclusions based on addi~' su~~anes c~rent, to expand upon or 
violence. As in those reports drug-:~r~ d a~a'l an to. f~cus particularly on 
aCcidents. a e VIO ence wIll Include suicide and 

Alcohol and Violent Crime: 

Crime Commission Task Force Consultants' Summary 

Arr~sts for alcohol use account fi th 
offenses in the United States S or mje f an half of all reported 
offender has more often bee~ d u.rv;:s 0 .0 fenders reveal, that the 
certain types of crimes than nn ng pnor to the commission of 
homicides either or both vict~t~~ i:fu:~. For ~xample.' i~ bi~ city 
maj~rity of cases. Alcohol is also implicated i~a~:h been. dnnkifn~ In the 
and In unskilled ro e " er cnmes 0 vIOlence, 
drinking befo e th p .rty.cnmes. Some offenders do report they were 

r!ha~ alcohol r use ea~;~~~~~m:o O~:'~ede~c~~~~rnitte~ for cr;n~s.other 
de~In9uent youths suggest a st'rong likelihood p~~ ~~s. tUdI~S . ~f" 
dnnkmg as part of their patteni of 'al '. vy and illiCIt 

F t k · asoCI or antIsocIal conduct 
u ure wor will prob hI f' . 

whose alcohol use patter:S ~v~~~;~ :: l:~~~ce o~ var~ous. groups 
ways. In some of these " 0 cnme In dIfferent 
excesses will be part of b~~oup:-e.g., ~e1inquent youths'-~alcop.o1ic 
antisocial behavior. In ~thersno, central to, general maladapted~ and 
inisbehavior and . one expects alcohol use to facilitate 

, In some cases-e g h "d 
unleashing element 'whI'c'h' 's ", om~cI e-to be a critical 

I necessary for c i '1 t 
other groups alcohol use will be a chronic later

r li~na °bul comfe. In yet 
Ie pro em a ter other 

2 
Referenees cited in material u t d f 

appear in the Bibliography but are, t~ b~ ~ounrdoI? tthhe !aSkk Force Reports do not 
, In e Las Force Reports. 
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kinds of criminality have terminated; for' still other groups alcohol 
addiction will accompany or precede a kind of misfit adjustment which 
will include petty criminality or, in some, will be limited to skid row 
life and only to crimes of alcohol per se. Rare to the point of 
uniqueness will be the case of the nondrinker turned criminal by a 
single exposure to alcohol or the case of the normal moderate or heavy 
(nonproblem) drinker who, with no history of personal or social 
troubles, commits a criminal act when drinking. 

Supplemental Observations 

The "future studies" envisioned in 1967 have yet to reaffirm all of the 
conclusions drawn from the work available in 1967. Those studies which are 
new do affirm what had been found before and, happily, extend it. Abroad a 
Mexican appraisal (De la Vega Llamosa, 1966) indicates that alcohol, 
compared, to marihuana and other narcotics, is most often implicated in male 
criminality. A study in France (Muller, 1966) shows alcohol involvement·in 
SO percent of the acts of homicide, 78 percent of assaults, and 87 percent of 
robberies as derived by a random sample of arrested. offenders. A German 
review (Ullrich, 1967) reports a rising rate of juvenile offenses in which the 
offender had been drinking and in Argentina (Herrera, 1966) alcohol and in 
particular alcoholism have been identified as major contributing factors in 
several crimes of violence, those of vengeance and passion, as·h'l response to 
adultery, and those involving insult to self-esteem, that is a challenge to 
manliness arising out of social drinking among male companions. (See Blum 
and Blum in Society and Drugs, 1969, for a similar observation in rural 
Greece.) 

In the United States with reference to juveniles a number of studies have 
appeared. In our own work with college students (Blum and Assoc., 1969b), 
relying on self-reports of ill effects as gathered through interview or recorded 
in daily drug diaries, 63 percent of all d,;lnking students (which is most 
students) have experienced some ill effects; 2 percent say they have engaged 
in (unspecified) criminal (nondriving) offenses as part of a drinking occasion. 
A much larger proportion, 19 percent, report occasions on which they have 
lost self- control, 8 percent do specify that they got in fist fights because they 
were drinking; and 6 percent report unfortunate sexual incidents arising out 
of drinking occasions, Heavy drinkers report more such unhappy outcomes to 
drinking than do moderate drinkers. In a college study of Negro students 
(Maddox and Williams, 1968) it was found that unlike less well educated 
drinking Negro males, the drinking college student was unlikely to get in 
trouble with the police. Another investigation (Wiliiams, 1967) compared 
collegiate problem drinkers with other students and found that the problem 
drinkers were more aggressive as well as (our inference) less controlled and 
sociable. These are characteristics suggesting a. proclivity to violence among 
problem drinkers as opposed to students who use alcohol without difficulty. 
Another study of youth, this time of wards committed to the California 
Youth Authority (M 01 of, 1967) compared assaultive versus non-assaultive 
offenders and found that drinking delinquents had committed significantly 
more crimes of assault than the nondrinking delinquents. 
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These studies on youthful samples are particularly important-and elevate 
concern with alcohol use correlatively-because assault (the personal attack) 
is not only the most frequent among the crimes of violence in the United 
States but the majority of those convicted are between 18 and 24 (Ohmart, 
1967). There is a further trend for offense rates to be rising in this youthful 
population. Ohmart argues that the problem of ·youthful crime is therefore 
central to violence prevention in general. On the basis of the relationship 
shown between both higher r~tes of drinking for assaulting youths and for the 
likely disproportionate contribution to aggressive crime of those particular 
youths with incipient or developed alcohol problems, it appears evident that 
'any endeavor wishing to control violence and in particular assault must focus 
on the Significance and evolution of drinking and of problem drinking among 
predelinquents and must, further, concern itself with the control of that 
drinking which is situationally a contributor to violent offenses. 

Among adult studies, that of Roebuck and Johnson (1962) compares 
drinking-and-assaultive Negro convicts with other Negro offenders to find 
that the drinker-assaulter group had many significant differences in 
background and childhood from others. Our inference is that the findings 
suggest a more inadequate or neurotic family interaction among the alcohol 
involved offenders compared to a pattern of outright criminal or disintegrated 
family backgrounds among the general sample. Perhaps the most important 
study in recent years of families and life histories in association with both 
alcoholism and crime is that of Robins (1966) who followed up thirty years 
later children seen in child guidance clinics comparing them to controls. 
Neurotic children were found to grow up and lead normal lives but those 
children early diagnosed as antisocia1 produced a remarkable life history of 
arrests, alcoholism, welfare dependency, divorce, psychiatric hospitalization, 
child neglect and poor job histories. Robins found that 94 percent of the 
children who, by adulthood, were diagnosed as sociopathic personalities were 
arrested as adult offenders compared to 34 percent of the psychiatrically 
treated children judged without disease as adults and 17 percent of the 
controls. Sixty-three percent of the former had been last arrested for a major 
cr,ime, that is a Part I offense, some of which 'involved violence. Consider for 
example that among those 14 patients unavailable for followup because of 
death, two had been shot by the police, one had been found murdered in an 
alley, two were suicides and one had died from acute alcoholism, More had 
died from accidents than. had controls. The significance of the Robins' 
findings for alcohol use is twofold; one is that whereas most (68 percent) of 
the child patients still psychiatrically disordered as adults and diagnosed as 
sociopaths (or alcoholics) had serious alcohol problems, only 7 percent of the 
controls had such problems. Other drugs played a less important role in their 
lives, although again drug problems were confined to the psychiatrically 
diagnosed sociopathic group among whom 10 percent had been addicted to 
opiates, barbiturates, or bromides and another 5 percent had used without 
addiction. No controls had experimented with self-administratio.n of these 
substances. One sees that both crime and alcohol problems are part of a larger 
conglomeration of troubles; these troubles are concentrated among people 
called sociopath~ .and these sociopaths are drawn heavily from among children 
who were early id€?ntified for their antisocial conduct. Specifically among the 
antisocial male children 16 percent had been arrested by the time of followup 
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for burglary, 14 percent for robbery, 2 percent for rape, and 1 percent for 
murder. One must assume that the rate of commission of unreported violent 
felonies for this group of consistent offenders was much higher. No male 
controls were arrested for any of these crimes. The other link to alcohol in 
the antisocial child grown to sociopathic adult is in his background. What 
factors in the family at the time of the person's original (childhood) referral 
predicted his becoming a sociopath with all that diagnosis' implications for 
alcoholism and violence? "More than half of the severely antisocial children 
who had a drunken father were diagnosed sociopathic personality as adults. 
This combination of multiple antisocial symptoms plus an alcoholic father 
yields the highest rate of sociopathy which we have yet encountered" 
(Robins, p. 161). Consider further that when both mother and father were 
sociopathic or alcoholic, the chances for the child to be a sociopath (with 
attendant violence risks) were greatest. On the other hand, when either parent 
was free .of psychiatric illness, the child was likely to emerge as a normal 
non-criminal person. In Robins' careful study we see how alcoholism is indeed 
closely linked to crime and violence risks, for not only do the two go hand in 
hand within an individual but the individual's own life development is highly 
predictable on 'the basis of whether his parents suffered a similar 
alcoholic-sociopathic life style. In the 19th century this would have been called 
a hereditary taint; although a genetic component is unlikely, it is a tragedy of 
self-perpetuating cross-generational human failure. 

It is not to be assumed that the phenomena of family failure associated 
with violent crime and drug problems in parents and offspring is specific only 
for alcohol; to the contrary a similar pattern has been suggested for certain 
populations who, as adults, are found to use heroin (See Chein, Gerard, Lee, and 
Rosenfeld, 1964.) As the Robins' work indicates, it would appear that 
the children growing up in certain familial and neighborhood environments 
are predisposed to crime and that among these a segment of unknown 
proportion constitutes a potential pool for the damaging use of psychoactive 
drugs. Even if the ¢ccidents of exposure and personal predilection lead 
individuals to the abuse of different drugs, there can still be remarkable 
similarities in their personal ties and their appraisal of the role of the drug in 
their lives. Hill, Haertzen, and Davis (1962), for example, show that on the 
MMPI, one of the best of the psychological tests, there are far more 
similarities than differences when institutionalized alcoholics, heroin addicts 
and person or property offenders are compared. All of these groups had in 
common a ;tigh psychopathic component; that is, disinterest in the rights or 
feelings of others and a willingness actively to pursue their selfish wishes at 
'the expense of others. Given such a basic personality trait, it is not surprising 
to find that some of these men commit crimes of violence. The population 
here studied was of course an institutionalized one which means that these 
men could not be assumed to be like uncommitted or unconvicted drug users, 
for the routes to confinement are dependent upon a number of other 
features. It is also the case that just as continued drug use within a deviant 
group can lead to changes in views and conduct which may be. reflected on 
subsequent psychological testing (the masking effect in the assessment of 
drug dependent persons), so too the experience of being confmed may 
account for some of the psychopathic components measured by Hill et aI., 
for it is often the case that incarceration increases rather than decreases 
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criminal predilections. In the case of predilections to violence that seems to 
be so, for Walker, Hammond, and Stear (1967) in a study of over 8,000 
Scottish cases found that"' the probability of future convictions for violence 
increases sharply with each successive conviction for violence. 

There are a few other recent studies which should be noted as one 
considers alcohol in relationship to violent crime, Voss and Hepburn (1969) 
in a Chicago study have confirmed the Wolfgang (1958) homicide findings 
showing the prevalence of the presence of alcohol in homicide perpetrators 
an~ victims. It was more ·often present in cases involving female victims, a 
pomt interpreted by the investigators as in keeping with the high Chicago 
proportion of homicide victims as robbery victims (34 percent of all male 
homicide victims were killed while being robbed) to the effect that alcohol is 
a component of interactions among acquaintances. In an important study of 
rape, Amir (in Clinard and Quinney, 1967) has found that alcohol was 
present in one-third of the rapes; in most of these instances both victim and' 
offender had been drinking. Alcohol was more often associated . with rapes 
committed by whites on whites compared to Negro-Negro crimes. If rapes are 
classified according to the degree of violence, it is found that alcohol is 
associated with the more violent rapes and also with "sexual humiliation" 
(presumably a gentle way of saying forced fellatio). Violent drinking rapes 
more often involved Negro offenders or victims. With regard to another type 
of crime, one symbolically if not actually violent, pyromania, clinical 
observations by Robbins and Robbins (1967) suggest that arsonists are likely 
psychotic or mentaily defective and that alcoholism is likely to be a 
comp onent. 

Alcohol and Traffic Accidents: Crime Commission Task Force 
Consultants'Summary 

Drivers who drink are more likely to be involved in traffic accidents 
than those who don't drink. Drinking drivers account for a high 
percentage of all accidents, including fatal accidents. Control studies 
(an inadequate number thereof) show that these same drivers when not 
drinking do not cause accidents. The role of alcohol as a cause of 
accidents is strongly implicated. It is further found that a considerable 
proportion of drinking drivers are simply not normai drinkers "with a 
heat on," but problem drinkers as such. The problem drinkers are 
strongly implicated in serious and fatal accidents. Reviews of the 
histories of drinking drivers killing people show that many or nearly all 
of them have had previous arrests for drunken driving. These problem 
drinkers-and problem killers-are poor people who are assumed to be 
(evidence is lacking) less likely to carry insurance and less likely to be 
insured, thereby compounding the disasters they create. 

Work on blood alcohol and performance shows that drinking even 
small amounts can interfere with driving. As blood alcohol levels rise, 
performance decrement is greater. This greater likelihood of driver error 
corresponds to illcreasing severity and frequency of accidents as blood 
levels increase. There is probably no other area in the field of drug 
research and related dangerous behavior where the role of a drug as a 
precipitating factor in dangerous behavior is so clear. Given the 49 000 ,. 
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deaths and 1,800,000 injuries during 1965 in motor vehicle accidents 
(National Safety Council figures) this is also one of the prime areas 
where remedial action is dictated. 

Supplemental Observations 

The major addition ·to the summary is to give the number of traffic 
fatalities and accidents and injuries in 1968 compared to 1965. Instead of 
49,000 fatalities there were 55,500 fatalities; instead of 1,800,000 injuries, 
there were 2 million. Since the alcohol and driving research had by 1966 
clearly demonstrated the need for controlling the heavily drinking driver and, 
in particular, the alcoholic driver, what is remarkable is the lack of state (with 
the exception of Pennsylvania) or Federal legislation in this direction. Great 
Britain took a wiser course in passing the Road Safety Act in 1967 to control 
the drinking driver (penalties can include loss' of license, a fme or 
imprisonment if roadside tests show high alcohol levels). Newspaper a0counts3 

reported a 40% reduction in traffic accidents in the early months of the new 
law's operation. As far as research is concerned, that whieh emerged since 
1966 has reaffirmed earlier work. Little, in a 1968 review,- confirms that 
alcohol reduces driving skills, that accident risks increase with alcohol blood 
levels, that drinking drivers contribute disproportionately to highway 
accidents and that alcoholic drivers are overrepresented in accidents which 
jnvolve alcohol. In our own study of students and drug use outcomes (1969b) 
we find that 5 percent of the students claim driving accidents as a 
consequence of their drinking; 3 percent report arrests and the same 3 
percent report being booked and jailed for drunken driving. In a detailed and 
important Federal study (1968 Alcohol and Public Safety Report) the 
Department of Transportation reported to the House Committee on Public 
Works that alcohol accounted for a large part of the traffic accident, injury, 
and fatality problem. The report also fmds that teenagers and young adults 
are likely to be involved in accidents when drinking-a finding likewise 
reported by the General Assembly of Connecticut (1967). Moderately 
drinking adults (we presume ones who are experienced drivers with good 
records) do not contdbute disproportionately to the rates. The report 
recommends that coristitutionally acceptable methods for screening highway 
users suspected of drinking be developed and calls attention to the British 
safe-driving legislation. It notes that recent findings show that an appreciable 
percentage of those whose licenses have been suspended· or revoked for 
alcohol-related offenses continue to drive, thus warning that even if licenses 
for alcoholics per se or for any heavily drinking driver were revoked some . ' ~ , 
portion of these drunk-but-Iethal unguided highway missiles would continue 
to decimate. their driving fellow citizens. In a psychological-psychiatric 
investigation Selzer and Weiss (1966) and Selzer, Rogers, and Kern (1968) 
examined fatal driver histories and found such drivers to be highly 
identifiable compared to controls. Such features as rage, depression, paranoid 
ideas, suicidal proclivities, past incidents of violent behavior and mote intense 
violence, more prior accident histories, acute upsets in the period just prior to 
the accident and alcoholisrrfweTe all associated with the increased probability 

3 We have not been able to obtain better statistics 
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of causing a fatal accident. In this study, as with others, one sees how 
psychopathology, alcoholisI,ll, and violent acts-whether criminal, social, or 
highway-are often interrelated. The authors for th~ir part recommend 
stricter driving controls. 

Alcohol Use and Suicide: Crime Commission Task Force 
Consultants' Summary 

Alcoholics attempt and also complete suicide at a rate much higher 
than the nonalcoholic population. Drinking by nonalcoholics also 
appears to precede much suicidal behavior. Although alcoholism itself 
may not cause suicide-since the history and life circumstances of the 
drinker undoubtedly are necessary elements for a suicidal'outcome-the 
presence of alcoholism is a strong warning of suicidal risk. Before 
suicide is accomplished, many alcoholics will themselves give warning of 
their intention, either through threats or attempts. There is a possibility 
that suicid~ will best be accomplished only when the drinker is not 
seriously intoxicated (blood level below 0.20) unless his choice of 
"weapons" is acute alcohol poisoning itself. 

At, the present time data on poisoning is insufficient to allow 
national estimates of the frequency with which alcohol is used as an 
intentional poison. One can call attention to the value of gathering 
national statistical data on poisoning by type of person, setting, poison, 
and outcome. One can also point to the need for considerably more 
information on the suicidal efforts among "normal" persons and the 
role that drugs, including alcohol, play therein. 

Supplemental Observations 

With the establishment in the National Institutes of Mental Health of a 
Center for Studies of Suicide Prevention, there has been an impetus toward 
suicide research and prevention. In the United States and simultaneously in 
England and continental nations an increasing number of investigations have 
appeared. For example, an English study (Whitlock and Schapira, 1967) 
shows a temporal association between drinking and suicide attempts. In a 
2-year period it was observed that 32 percent of all patients admitted to 
hospital for attempted suicide had taken alcohol before the attempt. Nearly 
all of these patients sought likewise to kill themselves via drugs. It is 
consistent that suicidal persons employ drugs both to alter their 
consciousness and to destroy it. Another English study of untreated 
alcoholics (Kendell and Staton, 1964) employed a followup procedure several 
years after their initial referral and rejection for treatment. The suicide rate in 
the group was found to be 58 times higher than that expected. Seiden (1967) 
has done a study of San Francis\~o, the suicide capital of the United States, 
and fmds that the city is also the ,alcoholism capital as well. Seiden links the 
two :as ig,terdependent and proposes that "alcohol comsumption probably 
facilitates suicidal attempts by overcoming inhibitions, reducing judgment 
and depressing the ~)fganism physiologically" and that secondly, "it may be 
employed as a suicidal means, particularly in various synergistic combinations 
such as alcohol and barbiturates." From all of these studies, the illustrative 
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ones cited here and the many not cited, one draws the conclusion that the 
presence of alcohol problems is a warning signal of tremendous import to 
those interested in the prevention of violence, whether that violence be 
assaultive, in traffic~ or self-destructive. 

Opiates and Violence: Crime Commission Task Force Consultants' Summary 

At the present time most known opiate addicts have been delinquent 
prior to their being identified as users and-most continue to be arrested 
after release from hospitals and prisons. Changes in the association 
between delinquency and opiate use occur over time and differ among 
cultural subgroups. At present there is a tendency for individuals aft~r 
release to experience an . increase in arrests over preaddiction 
experience, these arrests primarily being for narcotics offenses and 
secondarily in connection with crimes .against property. There is no 
evidence that ooiates are a cause of crime in the sense they inevitably 
lead to criminality, but there is no doubt that among addicts with a 
delinquent life-:style drug use is part and parcel of their other activities, 
crime included. 

There appears to be no solid ground for extreme anxiety or outrage 
over the current dangers posed to the community by opiate use; claims 
for the inevitability of either dependency or dramatic increases in 
individual criminality in (;onsequence of opiate use are much 
exaggerated. On the other hand there is no evidence that opiates are 
"good for you" except in the shorMerm reduction of anxiety in 
medically controlled settings. Consequently even though opiate use by 
anxious delinquents, or others seeking escape from one or another form 
of distress, can be considered self-medicating in the sense that their felt 
distress is temporarily reduced, their choice of "medications" creates 
further difficulties for them which are likely to be of a physiological as 
well as a social and legal nature. Insofar as their opiate use leads to 
effects which incapacitate them socially, or perpetuates membership in 
asocial or. antisocial groups, that use also poses serious problems for the 
community at large. There can be no question that identified addicts 
are a group deserving of public attention. Their opiate use if a signal 
their own distress and· a warning of the existence of what can be a 
long-lasting asocial or antisocial trend. 

Supplemental Observations 

The work alluded to in the foregoing summary included Finestone's 1957 
study showing an increase in property crimes but a decrease in c.rimes of 
violence after addiction onset and O'Donnell's (1966) Kentucky study which 
shows no change in the rate of violent crimes before and after identified 
addiction (remaining at a 5 percent to ,6 percent prevalence rate) for these 
Lexington USPHS Hospital cases. O:'DonneU's work (1967) also indicates 
interestingly, that some of the post-addiction crime of the Lexington addicts 
occurs during opiate abstinence periods but while they are drinking alcohoi i 
The earlier caveat, that multiple drug use i~ the rule rather than the exception 
~ong humans~ must be kept in mind. The weight of other studies ~¥ailable 
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b~ 1966-67 supp.or!ed the thesis that individuals do not become increasingly 
vI~lent after addIctIon even though they can remain criminal. There was also 
eVIden.ce ~rom the period prior to 1966 that opiates suppressed aggression and 
sexuality ~ some cases so that it was argued that by becoming an addict an 
alr~ady delInquent person reduced his risk of engaging in violent crime. Other 
wfl.ters. not . ci~ed in the. Task Force Report, for example Radin (1966), 
mamtam a smnlar aggressIOn-reduction thesis. Some social scientists contend 
that any obselvable rise in criminality, including violence attendant upon it is 
attributable to the criminalizing impact of a law which makes offenders ~ut 
of per~ons who would otherwise simply he ill, defining addiction, of course, 
as a dIs~as.e. Sc~ur (1965) has been a staunch proponent of the patient rather 
than .c~Immal vIew. of the addict, and Gillespie, Glatt, Hills, and Pittman 
exammm~ E!1gland I~ 1967 report that Britain, which long enjoyed freedom 
from addIctIOn wo~nes under the addict-is-a patient system, yet is free of 
strong pressures which lead the addict to resort to crime, nevertheless find in 
~nglan~. abuse, an illicit market, and delinquent conduct among the rapidly 
mcreasmg number of youthful heroin users in England. Indeed if there has 
been. a~y recent ma~or development which must be underscored, it is the 
contmumg skyrocketmg of English heroin use from a low of a few hundred in 
the 1950s to an estimated several thousand now and with a prediction of 
many thousands more witI:in ~he next few years (Belly, 1966; Jeffery, 1969). 
w.e have not seen reports lmking these new cases to any increase in crimes of 
VIOlence. 

At the same time that the English are experiencing a rise in heroin use it 
appears that the United States is undergoing a similar trend and as in 
Englan.d, among middle class or upper class rather than lower class youth. Our 
?wn hlghoschool. and c~llege data show opiate (primarily smoking opium) use 
m the mAropohtan lTIlddle (as well as lower and upper) class and further 
suggest a recent and rapid increase in that use-including heroin-a 
development so far unrelated to any reports of violence or full-blown 
addiction among the stud~nt diug explorers, although a goodly minority are 
con~erned ~bout dt;'v'elopmg dependency. These outcome data coupled with 
the ImpreSSlO?S of those well acquainted with "junkie" populations (see Mills 
1966) and wIth, results of research (Winick, 1967; Chambers, Moffett, and 
Jones, 196~; 0 Donnell, 1967; Abrams, Gagnon, and Levin, 1968; Bates, 
1968) contmue to support the evidence that from opiate use there arises no 
compulsion to violence and that should violence occur in association with 
addiction, it must be linked to personality, social and economic as well as 
pharmacological. ~actors. Nevertheless some journalists, law enforcement 
personnel, phYSICIans ~nd others, shocked by illicit drug use in general and 
the known cases of mtddle-class heroin use in particular, have been alarmed 
~ot only .on behal~ of the us.er's health and reputation, but have feared that a 
life of cnme and VIolence lTIlght inevitably also ensue. That concern appears . 
to have ~een augmented by the attention rightly given in homes, the press 
and public forums, to the rise in violent crime and to the identification in 
s~me m~tropolita:n areas, of narcotics addicts as appare~t1y 
dIsproportional-and recent-contributors to robberies in particular. It may 
not always be recognized that these offenders are drawn from the larger pool 
of young urban ~a~es, primarily minority group members, who comprise not 
only the most vlSlble and active crime-on-the-street type offenders, but 
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contribute a disproportionate share of heroin addicts as well. This point has 
often been made and appears strongly in the. various reports of the 
President's Commission of Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice. 
Robins and Murphy (1967) show, for example, that about 51 percent of the 
Negro males 'living in St. Louis had used drugs illicitly, 13 p~rcent having 
employed heroin. Given the widespread social and pe~son~l dis!re.ss of the 
poor urban Negro and his highly visible involvement m crIllJle,.lt IS eas~ to 
understand how causal relations can be ,deduced between herom and crune 
even if these were to be scientifically unsupported. 

What is required, as one seeks better understanding of the events which 
link behavior under the influence of the opiates to the range of biological ~nd 
social factors is the realization of multiple influences on behavior, of shifts 
over time a~d interaction effects among variables, and of unavoidable 
uncertainty given the limitations' of investigatory methods. One must alSO 
realize, as Ball, O'Donnell, and Cottrell (1966) have shown, that among 
addicts there exist discrete groups each with its probable set of life styles, 
some criminal and some not, and that even within these groups there is 
diversity. Some of these differences may one day prove to be genetically 

based (Kalow, 1967). . . 
With regard to recent research there are several sets of fmdings which are 

of particular importance in considering the relationshi~ of opiate use to 
violence. One is a study by Ball and Snarr (1969) which followed up on 
Puerto Rican addicts released from Lexington USPHS Hospital. Half of all 
addicts originating in ana admitted to Lexington from 1935 to 196~ were 
located. About one third of those interviewed had not been contmually 
addicted post-release and so gave an opportunity for comparison, in crime 
and work adjustment, to those who continued to use opiates. Those who 
were abstinent were rarely arrested, those who were addicted were arrested 
often, the arrest rate for the latter group being five times greater than the 
former. Among continuiilg addicts criminal behavior increased the longer 
they lived, i.e., the longer post-release; conversely the abstinent group showed 
marked decreases .in arrest rate. This by the way, along with the work of 
Robins, shows that the applicability of the "maturing out" theses of the 
Gluecks (1960) applies to les,~ than a majority ·of drug-involved o,ffenders. A~ 
:san and Snarr write "the life course of opiate addiction ... is toward greater 
social disability as the years go by." The authors do not separate, in their 
analysis, crimes of violence from property crimes without force. However, Ball 
(personal communication, 1969) states ,.that most o.f ~he offenses we~e theft 
without force or violence but that robbery and hOIDlcldes were comIDltted by 
the continuing addict sample so that ''heroin use is a contributory factor with 
respect to crimes of violence for a minority. of opi;lte ~se~s." Wh~t would be 
very interesting to leam from the standpomt of predictmg which released 
addicts will be at risk of continued criminality, which at risk of violence, and 
which likely to be abstinent, would be the differences in pre addiction 
personality and - background and in p?s~-release envir?nment which 
distinguish between the abstinent, the crumnal but nonVIOlent, and the 
violent criminal addict. It would also be very useful to rely on selfwreports of 
criminality-the dark number-rather than to rest only on the ·official data 
which markedly underreports the actual offense rates of allY population. 

A second body of data has been' made available to us courtesy of 
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California Youth Authority (Roberts personal communications, 1969). In an 
important continuing study Roberts and his colleag:ues have examined type of 
violence in relationship to kind of drug use among the wards (sentenced 
delinquents) of the Youth Authority. Out of a total of 5,470, only 6 youths 
used only narcotics although 107. used opiates and other illicit drugs. 
Comparing all delinquents involved with (use, sale, etc.) opiates (With or 
without other illicit drugs) to other drug-involved wards and to those not 
using drugs illicitly (excluding technically illegal ·but socially sanctioned. use 
of alcohol and tobacco) one finds that 22 percent of the opiate involved 4 

wards shovved (on rap sheets) or admitted in interviews to minor violence 
(presumably fights and the like) and about 7 percent to major violence 
(presumably armed robbery, rape, etc.). Delinquents involved with other 
illicit drugs but not with opiates have a life history prevalence percent of 24 
percent tor minor violence and 5 percent for major violence whereas the 
non drug involved youths showed for minor Violence 18 percent and for major 
violence 8.4 percent. The differences among the groups are slight enough to 
ignore; they certainly show no dramatically greater or less .risk of violence 
among opiate involved youths compared to other delinquents. Re-analysis of 
the same data by Roberts and his colleagues, which more finely discriminates 
arriong non-in'~~olved, involved nonusers, experimental, occasional and 
regular-habitual users by kind of drug use and type of offense, shows that 
actual users of opiates participate slightly more often in robberies than do 
non-users of opiates who may use other drugs. (Recall that among Youth 
Authori~y Wards alcohol was shown to be a significant predictor of violence 
with the regular-habitual users twice as often involved in robberies as 
nonusers [15 percent vs. 8 percent] .) They contribute no more to assault or 
rape th~m do others and appear to contribute to a less than expected degree 
to homicide. 

A comparison of offenses of opiate versiIs marijuana users in relationship 
to crimes against person and property has been made available to us by the 
FBI based on data in the Careers in Crime file. These are records of criminals, 
as of 1966, who had come in contact with. a Federal investigative process, an 
N of 7,920. Heroin users averaged a longer criminal career (from first to last 
recorged arrest) than did marijuana users, they had somewhat more nondrug 
crjminal offenses recorded, and although the proportion of violent crimes to 
other non drug offenses was about the saine in both groups (26 percent of all 
heroin-user crimes, 28 percent of aH marijuana-user crimes) the absolute 
number of violent crimes attributable to heroin users was greater because of 
their overall recorded incidence of offenses. Comparing these groups against 
all offenders in the file, N> 150,000, whose average was 23 percent violent 
crimes and an average of five arrests per person, it is evident that for those 
offenders identified in Federal records, those further identified as heroin 
users contribute more offenses than do marijuana or non drug offenders and, 
further, the heroin users contribute overall to a higher absolute number of 
~olent crimes. 

The Federal Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs has also been kind 
enough to make available data from th~ir files. Inquiry there focused on the 

4 The Youth Authority "involvement" classification includes 1 percent who had not 
actually taken opiates and one-third who did not take them regularly . 
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special problem of violence arising. from appre~~nsion and arrest. Using.a 
systematic sampling of all 1968 opIate and marIjuana cases. (228/.1 ,997~, It 
was found that there was little difference in the frequency WIth which opIate 
violators as contraste,1 with marijuana violators were found to be carrying 
guns on their person (or within reach) at the. time of arrest. About 10. percent 
of all such arrests found the violator to be armed (9.7 percent opIate-user 
violators, 10.6 percent marijuana violators). This compares to 2.8 percent of 
those arrested for dangerous drug violation (from 1966 to 1968) who were 
armed. All of the armed violators were male. Resisting arrest occurred more 
often among heroin than marijuana violators, at a rate five times greater; 
however, only 2.6 percent of the sample overall resisted arrest. 
Proportionately more Negroes were armed than were Caucasians, 7.6 p:rcent 
to 4.7 percent. More armed violators had prior criminal. records than ~d the 
unarmed ones, 85 percent to 64 percent; the armed VIolators were slIghtly 
younger than the total sample average (27 compared to 29 years old), and the 
rate of resisting arrest was ~gher f9r armed violators (about? percent) than 
for unarmed violators (2.2 percent). From this latter it is happily clear that 
mo st armed offenders nevertheless do not resist arrest although it would 
appear that the risk both of resisting arre~t a?d, by inferen~e from the 
presence of a weapon, of serious hurt occurnng m the process, IS greater for 
the armed drug offender group. . 

We now turn to a problem which, like the apprehenSIOn of the drug 
offender by an officer, is situational. The question has to do wi~ the changes 
in the level of risk of violence which are a function not of opIate ~se pe~ se 
nor of any associated criminal life styles or psychopathi.c perSO?allty traIts, 
but rather of immediate specific drug effects and m partIcula~ those 
associated with withdrawal or the abstinence syndrome .. The l~!ter IS .what 
occurs when a. person is deprived of a substance upon which he IS phYSIcally 
dependent, as can occur with opiates, barbiturates and alcohol. . 

Observations by robbery victims, police officers and others have raIsed the 
question of whether the person undergoing withdrawal and sim~tan~~~sly 
engaging in criminality is more likely to hurt ~omeon.e b~cause. of Ifa~cIbilIty, 
nervousness lack of impulse control or the like which IS an Immediate and 
specific feature of the 1Mthdrawal itself. It is the ~uestion of the "ner~ous 
junJrJe with an itchy trigger fmger." Regrettably we have found. no direct 
observations bearing on this point, althoug.'l some related observatIons ar~ at 
hand. Some clinicians (Kramer, personal communication, 1969) call attentIon 
to the psychological components even in this situation, as for example a.sense 
of desperation should anxiety about withdrawal be great or ~nger 1: the 
addict believes someone is "holding out" on .him by not supplymg aVaIla~le 
heroin. Tinklenberg (personal communication, 1969), in clinical ~ontact ~Ith 
addicts, agrees that some may suffer from a shaI?ng a~d shootmg reactIon 
which implies being armed and shooting but not mtentIOnally but rather as 
part of withdrawal muscular agitation. On the other hand son?e data suggest 
that "shaking" might also occur during the chronic use of opI~tes. H~ertzen 
and Hooks (1969) in an important study do compare the ch.ro~c hero~n state 
to the withdrawal one by giving various tests and self-ratmg de,?,ces to 
Lexington addicts in both phases. D~ring chroni~ opiate use (m~rphine was 
the drug employed) addicts are relatIvely unmotIvated for ph~s~cal; mental, 
social or sexual activity, that demands on them for actIVIty produce 
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irritability which is likely to be expressed, and resentment is easily aroused. 
Compared to either no-drug or acute (one time) administration, the morphine 
addict has more jerking muscies. In either chronic or acute phases addicts are 
likely to feel disgust for people they are close to (family members). However, 
no changes in persomility psychopathy are ascertainable compared to the 
no-drug phase. Haertzen and Hooks report that the subjective effects found 
upon withdrawal after chronic use include psychological changes in the 
direction of depression, hypochondriasis, hysteria and compulsiveness and 
that physically the addict becomes weak, tired, unmotivated, tense, unhappy, 
restless, impatient, irritable and inefficient. These changes are unpleasant and 
diffuse enough to show that no inevitable and compelling paranoid or 
aggressive reactions occur; on the other hand the distress, tension and 
hyerirritability are such that one can imagine situations arising in which, once 
an act such as armed robbery has been undertaken, the on-going physiological 
state could contribute to pulling a trigger that would not have been pulled 
had the same fellow been abstinent or, at somewhat more risk of Violence, 
under heavy chronic dosage. Haertzen and Meketon (1968), in another 
contribution to our understanding of the effects of withdrawal, have found a 
similarity both in the acute effects and in withdrawal reactions of alcoholics 
compared to heroin addicts. They call attention to the substrate of hostility 
and low frustration tolerance found to be exhibited by institutionalized 
addicts and alcoholics which is independent of immediate drug effects. The 
investigators warn that high levels of these feelings observed during drug use 
or upon withdrawal may simply be the addict as his "natural self." 

Given our present uncertainty about the magnitude of any increase in risk 
of violence attendant upon withdrawal in persons already prepared to engage 
in armed robbery, one can turn to animal studies for instances of what is 
possible when drugs and live things mix. Dogs when given morphine 
ordinarily become sleepy, so do most people. Rats when given morphine 
usually become excited, so do a few people. These differences in response are 
basic (see Beecher, 1959) and could involve genetic as well as psychological 
components (Kalow in Walstenholm and Porter, 1967), although it is well to 
note that morphine seems to have two contrasting effects, one depressing and 
one excitatory w.Q.ich can be obtained within, as well as shown between, 
species or individuals (Goodman and Gilman, 1965). Boshka, Weisman and 
Thor (1966) observing morphine withdrawal in grouped animals found that 
withdrawal distress led to spontaneous aggression or fighting behavior. How it 
occurs pharmacologically that withdrawal releases the excitatory co~ponent 
of morphine effect is uncertain; what is of interest here is that there is 
evidence in man for increased irritability during opiate withdrawal and that in 
animals during withdrawal spontaneous fighting takes place. It is possible that 
some humans undergoing withdrawal show parallels with other animals, 
parallels that bear on an increased risk of aggressiveness during drug-use 
cycles. This possible link to violence deserves further study. 

There is another relationship between the opiates and violence which is 
direct and unequivocal. It is derived from the fact that large doses of opiates 
produce death. Sometimes the user inadvertently kills himself when he is 
unaware of the strength of the heroin he is using and inject~ too much. 
Insofar as illicit peddlers do not. conform to any truth-in-packaging 
conventions, the heroin addict faces the risk of accidental death. One may 
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speculate that some of these deaths may have a suicidal com~onent. We have 
not come across work on suicide via overdose among addICts, but would 
propose that given their painful and self-destructive life style, depression. and 
suicide must occur with greater frequency than would be expected 111 a 
normal population. Not all deaths from overdose are accidental or suici~a1. 
Some are homicides. To kill an addict with an overdose is a convement 
device one likely to escape detection should a coroner's offi.ce be careless in 
exami~ing the needle for fingerprints or in considering the injection posture 
of the victim. Brownlee (1964), an Eastern heroin peddler, describes another 
means for murder; his assignment was to kill an informer by giving him a 
heroin capsule filled with strychnine. As was set forth in the history section, 
the substitution of a lethal for a non-lethal drug is an old practice among men 
intent on murder. 

The emphasis so far in this section ha,s been on the role of opiates o~ an 
addictive life style in the emergence of violence. It is time now to consl~er 
the use of at least some opiate drugs as means for the treatment ?f the ad.dIct 
and, as a corollary, the reduction in his criminality includi~g ~ol~nt cnme. 
One form of drug-maintenance treatment is simply to prOVIde lImIted dose~ 
of heroin, morphine or a related substance to addicts so that they n~ed not 
become criminal to maintain a supply. This approach, begun W1t~ !he 
narcotics clinics in the United States after the Harrison Act and contmumg 
until this day in England, has been successf~l with s~me patie~ts, presumably 
those interested in leading a near-ordinary lIfe. English expenence app~ars to 
have been satisfactory as long as the supplied population were well-motIvated, 
nondelinquent and not immersed in the drug life. With the advent of a new 
population of drug-oriented youth, the English experience has been less 
satisfactory, the full history of which we cannot. devote oursel~e~ to here 
except to note that increased control over distrib~tIOn-through climcs .rather 
than optionally in private practice-has been maugur~ted, along WIth an 
expanded inpatient and outpatient treatment effort. This latter en~eavor has 
not been without its tribulations, including the problem of VIOlent and 
abusive behavior by the addict in the treatment setting. Thus i.n an exch.ange 
in the London Times in 1968, Adams (1968) complained that VIolent patients 
(violent personalities, not violent because of drugs) pos.ed a treatment burden 
and wondered if police stations might not be a more sUlta~le. sup~ly center to 
which ~Ii)dicts might go for their drugs. Bewley and WIllIS (r,zmes .letter.s, 
1968) argued in reply that the medical duty was to care for herom patIents m 
spite of their violence on the ward. Similar problems have been en~ountered 
among heroin addicts in the U.S.; Sapira (1968) notes self-destructive as well 
as angry behavior and contends that sophisticated psychologic~l handling by 
the phYSician can manage these problems. That uncooperatIveness among 
opiate addicts is not limited to thos~ from lowe~ class origins ha~ bee~ s~own 
by Modlin and MDntes (1964) III observatIOns of morphme addIcted 
physicians. 

Dole and Nyswander (1966) in a number of. papers ~ave repo~ted on the 
efficacy of methadone, an opiate, used to block narcotIc-euphonant effects 
of heroin. They report that 2-year follo~ps de~o~strate tha~ properly 
administered this blocking agent can practically ehmmate her~m use a~d. 
drug-related street crimes (robbery, burglary, peddling, po.ssesslOn, etc.) m 
their volunteer patients. In a recent report on an ongomg study (Dole, 
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Robinson, Orraca, Towns, Searcy, and Caine, 1969) Dole and his colleagues 
present data to show that addicts recruited from New York jails prior to 
release show a similar success. Among 12 treated addicts (randomly assigned) 
none were readdicted one year later and none had been convicted of crimes 
against person or property, although one had been arrested for carrying' a 
weapon. Among the 16 controls, 15 were readdicted after 12 months and 15 
had been charged with offenses including 11 burglaries, one assault and one 
murder. Dole states that methadone treatment "can achieve significant 
reduction in crime." These are important and dramatic findings, but they are 
offset by contradictory ones, for example, Sapira, Ball and Cottrell (1968) 
working with Lexington addicts found some who used methadone without 
medical supervision; these were in a drug-involved sample with unstable work 
histories. Methadone addiction itself is infened to be uncomfortable but the 
drug itself does not necessarily lead to abstinence. These authors find "no 
evidence to support the belief that methadone abuse per se facilitates 
subsequent rehabilitative efforts." As Cole (1968) in his excellent review for 
the Task Force on Narcotics and Drug Abuse comments, inconsistencies in 
results of methadone may be attributable to psychological and social factors' 
in the treatment setting and in the relationship between the doctor and the 
patient. That is a principle \'lVhich seems to apply to most psychotherapeutic 
endeavors and certainly to those centered around the use of a drug in 
treatment or in the treatment of drug-using patients. The same expectations 
of varying results depending on the patient, the setting, and the relationships 
involved can be applied to~ experimentation with CyClaZOCine, a long-acting 
opiate antagonist used in the treatment of addicts. At present the success of 
treatment with addicts is still linked to their personal and social 
characteristics (O'Donnell, 1968) and as with many other forms of drug abuse 
and delinquency (as with mental disorders), success is the greater the more 
healthy the person and his background were to begin with, thus intervention 
with addicts to reduce violence appears most likely to succeed in those cases 
where drug invoivement, delinquent life styles, and emotional disorder were 
minimal before addiction. That is not a heartening statement, for most 
criminal addicts cannot be described as coming from healthy settings or being 
well-adjusted persons. To this pessimism may be added evidence from the 
flexible policy experiment of Israel (Wislicki, 1963) which has tried several 
systems for addicts; maintenance doses, a program failing when criminal 
addicts exploited it and sold drugs to nonregistered persons at black market· 
prices (as now happens in .England); clinic maintenance, rejected because it 
was felt to create shame in addicts by forced attendance, and finally 
institutional care with rehabilitation efforts, an endeavor described as failing, 
for after 5 years readdiction occurred in 97% of the addicts. 

It is beyond the scope of this paper to expand on treatment problems or 
to examine the issues related to treatment successan:d failure. Suffice it to 
say that the rehabilitation of any person heavily involved with dependency 
producing drugs-whether alcohol, hallucinogens, opiates or others-is 
exceedingly difficult, especially if the definition of success is complete 
abstinence and complete freedom from criininality. Whether one considers 
drug dependency in any form as an illness or as one aspect of a maladapted, 
delinquent or simply disapproved life style, the patterns of use are chronic 
and the associations with criminality and violence-including accidents and 
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f nondru dependent persons. Some number of 
suicide-are greater tha~ or . gedicine the social sciences, corrections, 
competent and ~edicate , perso;s ~: fields ~re dedicating themselves to the 
the courts, SOCial agenCIeS an 0 b t iven the present state of the art, 
treatment of drug-depend~n~:erso~!; ;he

g 
preferred mode is prevention, yet 

no miracle cures ar~ aro~n . e cor ~tic restructuring not only of cities-to 
realistically preventIOn Imp~le~.a ~ramtaged lives-but of families, so as to 
reduce urban poverty an Isa ~an !b d b Robins (1966)-of 
eliminate the cross-generatio~ socIOpathr d~e~~~~~addi~tiVe syndrome, and 
personalities-the gener~l delmq~ent-ma. a P s "'ell for the fact is that most 

Perhaps of human genetlcs and bIOchermstry a vv 1 ' d badly to 
. h J.' drugs socially and OfLly some respon 
humans take .ps~c .oacilv; di I sychological and social capabilities either 
them. Given hrmtatIOns 0 me ca -p . hment instead. Yet as 

t t cure one may resort to pums '. 

~ha~~~~~ (1 ~~7) h~s f;u?d ~n his re~ie~~~~rv~~~s:~~~~~~e~ s~:Pt~::o~:~n~ 
a life style of c~lm.e SlffiU taneous Y ~. ent will deter. For many addicts 
satisfaction, there ~s httle hope t~~~d~~= 'only' serve to control partially 
one must accept, It appears, me . ) or through isolation as in 
through supe~vision (parole, other close lsettm~s exce t for acts whi~h are 
jail. Alt.ernatIhVelY fion~ m~e ~~~11}~~~0 ~~:c of its ~resent criminal codes 
destructIVe, t us reemg I ade by Packer 

m'nin to drug use and possession per se, a proposa m . ) It· 

~~6~f i~d t~s~:pr:~e~~: ;~~~~ ~~ S~~!~~~~~i~~~~1~~ ~;h~~tl~~~:~:i~S hf~~t 
unrea I~ Ie . il demand of law enforcement t a 
posseSSIOn, consequently o,ne cannot eas .y 'gnored Thus the social: cost. of 
it control dealing and ~hile use perk se IS 1 increas~ iIi use and in physical, 
Ie itimizing drug use WIll be an un nown . 
s;cial, and psychic disability among an unknown proportIOn. 

Amphetamines and Violence: Summary of the Task Force 
Consultants'Report 

Research done to date directly contradicts the elai.ms linking 
hetamine use either to crimes of violence, sexual crlffies, or to 

~:1dents. For example, a careful search of repo~ts reveals ~o cas~ dof ~ 
'r lane accident attributable to amphetammes. Truc aCCI eni'" 
~o~onlY attributed to high rates of use by truckehrs

t
, ~p~~5c;r(e:~! 

1 . S te hearing data as a base-t a m 
search revea -usmg. e.na t d) of 40 truck accidents with 
year for ~hich stabtIst:~~ ~::v:;:s;~c~ted only 13 were described as 
amphetarmne use y '. , bl due to 

'. d to driver-performance error presuma Y 
b e~nt!ta:n:s. These 13 cases were out of 25,000 truck a~cidenis file~ 
am 005 ercent (James Fort, 1964). Expenmenta wor 
i~~d;h:~ ~~~in~~ like p those of Miller (1962) reporting ~o detri0~;~~ 
effect on driving within normal dosage ranges o~ urray . 

. th t drivin skills may be improved, espeCIally for fatigued 
~~~~:s ora those wfth depressed performance due to other drugs (e.g., 

barbi:~~~es~r~Cta:~;?~e the San Diego Narcotics Detail in a bac~gro~nd 
stu:y of ;ffenders f~und those a,rre.sted for

f 
da~gero~~~~~f ~~::t~~:S~ 

(including amphetammes) had no hIstOry 0 0 er c 
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.' - a very careful study, compared 
Scott and Wilcox (~965), tslfi 'th nonusing delinquents in England 
amphetamine-using delinq~en WIll delinquency rates. But there were 
and found no differences m overa . d t and no firearm possession 
no crimes of violence, no road aCCI en s~ pIe In another study 

h phetamine-user sam . ff t 
violations in t e ~m . uentz as part of a treatment e or 
amphetamines were given to dehnq" d to show better adjustment 
and under these drugs the boys ~~.re I~~S not so treated (Eisenberg, 
and better work com~ared t~ ae m~; arding sexual offenses, an 
1963, and Pasamamck, L 51~ilcQ)~ 1965) shows loss of sexual 
observational study (Scott .and. y~ungsters. A review of the 
interest among amp~etamme~~:;ted to Government hearings sho,,:s 
literature and of all eVIdence s .. out of amphetamine use. ThIs 

"'"d f sexual offenses ansmg h art no venfie case 0 , 1 behavior among youths w 0, as p 
does not exclude delInquent sex~a havior also use amphetamines. There 
of their pattern of maladapted e b" aired by use in some cases 
is some evidence that jud~ent ca~ e ~p the personality and social 

, k t ki may mcrease, agam . 
and that ns - a ng f t ' " fluencing actual behavlOr. 
context are likely to be major d ac ors md physiological ill effects, the 

With reference to depen ency a~wenty percent of a sample of 
evidence supports their occurrenc~. t withdrawal symptoms (physical) 
users studies showed depende;c

y
, 1 ~62) In a Boston hospital study of 

occur rarely (Kiloh and Bran on, i964) the abuse (dependency) 
drug abusers (Schremly and ~olomton, (the ~p-and-down cycle) was 

, and barbltura es 1 d ." '11 of amphetammes f Ii is made that severa rugs Wl 
observed in a few cases. The .sugg~sr l~ \he "multihabituation" pattern 
be found to be used. sequent~allYlved in dependency. One clinical study 
whenever amphetammes are ~nvo f t using heavy amounts of 
of three medically supervlsed,~a ~n S ndency nor behavior toxicity 
amphetamines indicated that nel er epe h tamine use would confirm 
need occur. General observations on am~ ev1'table but rater appears to 

d d y is by no means me h 
the view t4at . epen enc, .,. .. alit disturbance is present. Furt er 
occur only when some pnor pe:on t ,y t what kinds of persons are ~t 
research is much needed to fin °du JUs The work of Chein and hIS 

f b . dependent on rugs. Ie 
risk 0 ecommg, " R d to H")' provides an excellent examp 
colleagues on herom (The oa --

of what can be done. t ft n mentioned by those alarmed at 
Psychosis is an outcome no 0 e h si" does occur and, unlike 

amphetamine abuse. Neve[theles~ PS~Cg:n;ine risk. Breitner (1963) 
crime and accidents, seepls to e - f mphetamines prescribed for 
describes ca. ses of psychoses af~er ut~e 0 ~e suggests as does Brandon, 

t 1 nd for mood eleva lOn, 'd ·tt d as 
weight con ro~ a il h (1960) that many cases a ml e 
and al$O Beamish and K 0 reco nized cases of toxic reaction~ to ,the 
paranoid psychoses may be un. ~ . made by many psychiatrISts, 
amphetamines. A general ass.umptlOn IS arch that psychotic reacti~ns 
one insufficiently unsubstal1tIat

h
ed by. reseCOgn'lZ· able prior personality 
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Supplemental Observations 

A number of important contributions have been made to the scientific 
literature in the last few years. In addition there has been a rise in the illicit 
use of amphetamines by young people and, concurrently~ an increased 
concern over the abuse potentials of the amphetamines, especially 
methamphetamine. That public and medical concern is intensified by reports 
of increasing cases of intravenous injection of the amphetamines, not only 
because of the potent action of the injected materials but because of the risk 
of other infection (hepatitis, abscess, etc.) and because of the propensity for 
drug-interested persons to substitute drugs using the same vehicle for 
administration, i.e. substituting DMT or heroin once amphetamine injections 
has been learned. There is, further, an emotional revulsion which can 
accompany the public's consideration of self-adopted use of hypodermic 
syringes; that emotional intensity can be matched by the obsessive interest 
which the needle user himself displays. 

Kalant's (l966) excellent review remarks on the epidemic use of the 
amphetamines as part of a pattern of multihabituation and attends carefully 
to the psychotic reactions which constitute a risk to the user, The prevalence 
of paranoid ideas (suspiciousness, delusions of persecution) in chronic users is 
notable. In many cases the pre-existing personality syndrome was that of the 
psychopathic character. Given the asocial and acting out characteristics of 
that personality coupled with the fear of ~n~ anger toward others which 
occurs in paranoid reactions, given further the general performance 
decrement which can occur with sustained high dosage use (erratic a~tivity,. 
irritability, loss of judgment, aggressiveness) as part of the intoxication 
syndrome, it is no wonder that there is worry about sprea<ljng amphetamine 
use and worry about the violence potential of users. ConSidering the impact 
of the drug, Kalant approvingly cites McCormick (l962) to the effect, "no 
other group of drugs can affect or change character and personality traits to a 
greater degree than the amphetamines" (p. 94), On the other hang! the 
difficulty in attributing all behavior change to a particular drug becomes 
evident when it is stated "amphetamine abusers have a high incidence of 
addiction to or abuse of alcohol and other drugs" (p. 95). Individual cases of 
criminal acts (none violent) are noted by Kalant and 1 in describing the 
amphetamine epidemic in Japan he cites the association between lower 
social class status and delinquency histories among illicit users of the drug. In 
our own work wi th high school and college students, we found (Blum and 
Assoc., 1969b) in 1966-67 from 11 percent to 25 perc~nt with some 
amphetamine experience depending upon the college and, on a ~oll?wup, 
detected a slight increase in the prevalence of use and also the begmnmg of 
intravenous injection. Up to one-fifth of the high school students' sample had . 
amphetamine experience and it is our impression that some increase in that 
number may be expected in the corning years. For the most part 
amphetamine use among these student samples is irregular and. some of it 
occurs as part of task orientation, that is to combat fatigue while studying. 
Among those students using amphetamines, the most common bad outcome 
which tl).ey describe -is emotional upset-occurring at one -time or another 
among one-third. Two percent describe loss of control. None say they have 
engaged in crimes, accidents or violence. 
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Describing an increase am('mg amphetamine use among hippies, or more 
specifically, among young people now living where hippies used to live-in 
San Francisco's Haight-Ashbury-Roger Smith (quoted in San Francisco 
Examiner, 1969; see also Tinklenberg, 1969, in press) describes a pattern very 
different from that of the college students. He attributes violence there (recall 
17 homicides in a recent two-month period and an untold number of 
robberies, rapes, etc) to the combination consisting of illicit drug dealing 
among a crowd who are jittery, commercialJy unsophisticated, paranoid, 
bizarre, inadequate and the like. Given the current ethic, one involving, says 
Smith, carrying a gun, cheating drug customers, and seeking revenge when 
cheated among a population already emotionally disturbed prior to any drug 
use, one sees a sufficiently volatile brew to generate a good deal of violence. 
Tinklenberg and Stillman (1969) also emphasize the violence of the speed 
freak along with his irritability and unpredictability. "Chronic 
methamphetamine users without marked mental disorders have a predilection 
for assaultive behavior" they write, citing the interview and impression data 
of Smith and Meyer (1969, in press) and they agree it is linked to illicit 
dealing and gun carrying among social groups of young men with few skills, 
poor backgrounds and some with already identifiable aggressive philosophies, 
for example some of the motorcycle gangs, militant blacks, emotionally 
disturbed revolutionaries and the like. 

Ellinwood (1967) has compared amphetamine "addicts" ~nd other addicts 
at Lexington and has found that the former were more sociopathic, resentful 
of authority, and had a higher incidence of prior psychiatric hospitalizations 
and juvenile delinquencies. They were also more antisocial, schizoid or 
paranoid Hi personality structure, and on the MMPI tested higher than other 
a~dicts on psychopathic deviance as well as other features. Ellinwood's 
in<stitutionalized sample would certainly fit in with those that Smith and 
Meyer observed. Kramer, Fischman and Littlefield (1967) have also called 
atte~tion !o the new (and ugly) look in drug abuse, pointing out that the 
amphet.a~nes, easily manufactured and distributed illicitly, offer potentials 
for addiction (not yet proven in the physical sense) and relapse comparable to 
cocaine (another potent stimulant). They too describe the paranoid reactions 
~n~ hyperactivity and warn about the violence potential, although among 
theIr cases not much violence had in fact occurred. Griffith (1966) also calls 
atte~t~on. to violent out~omes in the social use of amphetamines, claiming 
three InCIdents among pnor non-users which were dangerous to others among 
a sample of 43 interviewed. Kosman and Unna (1968) in an excellent review 
also point to the dangerous psychoses which may emerge given the paranoid 
features of the amphetamine toxic psychosis and the now common 
intnmmQYS injection route. They note that psychotic reactioni:] are more 
prevalent with methamphetamine than with d- or del-amphetamine. 

Contrasting with human clinical observations, amphetamines may produce 
inhibition in animals. Citing Uyeno (1967b) they note sluggishness in mice 
~pon acute or chronic administration and decreased excitability and hostility 
ill the cat (the latter on a hard-to-measure psychological construct). Their 
review also calls attention to the synergism between barbiturates and various 
stimulants to produce hyperactivity (and in man, euphoria) and they note 
t~at in animals the effects are not immediately reversed when the drug is 
Withdrawn. Karczmar and Scudder (1967) call attention to the strain and 
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species differences in amphetamine reactions and they confirm the drug's 
inhibiting effect qn the exploratory and aggressive behavior of mice. 
Expanding upon our knowledge of variables associated with these differential 
reactions, Welch and Welch (1966) have shown that aggressiveness among 
mice given d-amphetamine declined the larger the number of animals 
together; these effects of group size and other stress-related variables on drug 
effects have elsewhere been shown. In an animal investigation wHh a most 
interesting implication for those many humans who use both amphetamines 
and marijuana (among students 50 percent of the pot smokers had also used 
amphetamines), 9arriott, King, Forney and Hughes (1967) showed that both 
natural and synthetic tetrahydrocannabinol (the most active marijuana 
ingredient) exaggerated (potentiated) the effects of amphetamine. Thus 
although marijuana is a depressant in some of its action (see later discussion) 
in potentiating amphetamines rather than antagonizing them, it may act more 
like those barbiturates which, as noted, act synergistically rather than 
antagonistically to amphetamines. One may speculate that the chronic speed 
freak may become even more agitated if simultaneously he takes marijuana. 

Turning now to the rich data of the California Youth Authority supplied 
by Roberts one can compare institutionalized delinquents who have 
employed dangerous drugs (primarily amphetamines) with other drug users 
for types of crimes committed. Two hundred and seventeen out of 5,470 
youths had used only dangerous drugs (this figure is probably low and may 
conceal some multiple drug use), whereas 599 had used dangerous drugs along 
with other substances. Twenty-one percent had committed crimes of minor. 
violence, 6 percent crimes of major violence. This compares to 16 percent 
minor and 7.5 major violence percentages committed by the delinquents not 
using any drugs illicitly except for alcohol-and again keep in mind the 
alcohol-using youths were the more violent. Examined for partieular crimes 
by degree of dangerous drug use, one finds that more non-users o( dangerous 
drugs commit 2 percent more robberies than do users; users however-at any 
level of use-seem more often involved (again only a 2 percent difference) in 
assaults-and a few more homicides. 

Concern with the role of amphetamines in precipitating violence should 
not lead to overlooking their role in medical treatment aimed at precisely the 
opposite effect. For some years psychiatrists and other physicians have 
employed stimulants in the treatment of certain hyperactive "behavior 
problem" children and adolescents. That work will not be reviewed here 
except to give a recent example. Van West (1969) has reported that 
institutionalized juvenile psychopaths respond well to a strict regimen of 
bedtime and awakening accompanied by morning doses of the stimulants, 
dextroamphetamine or methylphenidate. For short periods these wards have 
made good adjustments without imposed routines of sleep or medication. The 
contrasts occurring when the same drug (or family of drugs) soothes one 
savage breast and activates savagery in another must be attributed to the usual 
constellation of pharmacological, social and psychological variables which 
comprise the so-far identified factors determining drug outcomes. One 
assumes that in the case when amphetamines reduce agitation and potential 
violence, the controlling factors are supervision, controlled dosage, the shared 
expectation of physician and patient (the delinquent is in a more etiquette 
preserving role when he is with a doctor) that a good effect will occur, others 
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present also expect reductions in agitation and give no encouragement to 
acting out, and it is also likely that the treated delinquents differ from the 
wild and wooly ones in <l' variety of family and class features generally 
associated with seeking and receiving medical care. Beyond this the specific 
effects of the drug on hyperactive children may well be pharmacologically 
different, as is accounted for by early theories of action. (For general 
discussion of theories of action, see Mandell and Spooner, 1968 ') The broader 
principle is that drugs which alter the mind can create inner environments 
where intervention by others seeking to induce a variety of forms of conduct 
may be facilitated, thus one can give alcohol Or cannabis to enhance 
sociability, to encourage mysticism or to seduce; one can give opiates to 
addict or to cure, and in the case of amphetamines one can intervene to 
enhance or suppress violence. The drug, the intentions of the user; and the 
expectations of those with him will all be factors in producing complex 
behavior outcomes. 

Tranquilizers, Barbiturates, and Violence: Summary of the Task Force 
Consultants'Reports 

In a study of 1963 suicides, Berger (1966) found 12 percent used 
analgesics and soporifics. Of these, barbiturates accounted for 75 
percentanct tranquilizers an unknown portion of the remainder. It is 
clear that overdoses can lead to death and that purposefully or 
accidentally (as for example, in potentiation with alcohol), tranquilizers 
have been used in suicide;but would account for less than 2.5 percent 
or" all suicides occurring in the United States. Given enough equivalence 
in overall production in tranquilizers as opposed to barbiturates so that 
both classes of drugs are readily available, it is clear that barbiturates 
are preferred over tranquilizers as suicide means. In a study of New 
York City adolescents the Poison Control Center found tranquilizers 
used in 12 percent of the attempts in which one or another chemical 
was employed (Jacobziner, 1965). (Aspirin was used in 35 percent, 
barbiturates in 35 percent.) 

Dependency data is spotty; clinical studies make it clear that 
withdrawal symptoms do occur, so that tranquilizers may be classified 
as physiologically addicting drugs (EWing, 1958; Hollister, 1960). 
Autopsies and CHtlical observations indicate that an unknown 
proportion of persons are habituated. In a careful study of Boston 
hospital patients (Schremly and Solomon, 1964) out of 100,000 
admissions six cases of tranquilizer dependency were found. Admitted 
patients were lower class persons; a hospital serving a different social 
clientele might have yielded higher figures. 

There is no reliable evidence to the effect that tranquilizers are 
associated with antisocial behavior. Behavior may change and some 
observers may disapprove of changes, but crime itself has not been 
shown to occur. One may keep in mind Dr. Jonathan Cole's statement 
that "behavior toxicity, like beauty, may be chiefly in the observer's 
eye" (1960). Behavior toxicity is.a broad term and can be used to 
describe any form of presumably deleterious conduct. 

With regard to traffic accidents clinical descriptions have stated that 
Librium is associated with accidents (Murray, 1960). In simulated 
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driving experiments contradictory findings emerge. Marquis (l957) 
found no impairment of driving ability, Loomis and West (1958) with a 
better experiment, found tranquilizers did impair performance, 
chlorpromazine, for example, by nearly 70 perc~nt. Various doses of 
several different compounds given in test situations by Miller ~t al. 
(1962) showed some impairment with tranquilizers, but not judged to 
be serious for transient use. Chronic heavy dosage is thought to be a 
genuine hazard to driving. Frank (1966) has cited a study showing that 
a group of patients receiving a tranquilizer for 90 days had 10 times 
more traffic accidents than the population at large~ In considering 
driving or other tasks where accidents can occur, one must note that 
the particular condition of the person as well as dosage and. kind of 
drug playa role; "norms" or standards of acceptable driving skill are 
also but poorly established. For a nerv6us person a tranquilizer might 
improve performance over prior driving; old age appears to lead to 
considerably reduced driving skill, so that a good middle-aged driver on 
a tranquilizer might perform better than that same person at ~ge 70 
driving without any drugs. We have been unable to find simulated flight 
studies showing the effect of tranquilizers on flying skills. 

Barbiturate suicide is the most frequent suicide device used by 
women. Of all suicides in one county (Los Angeles) barbitlirates 
accounted for about 20 percent (annual report of coroner of Los 
Angeles County, July 1965-1966). 

A review of national statistics (Berger, 1963) shows drug suicides 
accounting for 12 percent of the annual total, 75 percent of these 
employing barbiturates. Suicide itself appears on the increase (about 
16,000 in 1954 reported compared to about 21,000 in 1963-many ~re 
not reported at all) and drug suicides are becoming an increasmg 
proportion of all suicides (5 percent in 1954, 12 p~rcent in 1963). 
Barbiturates have risen in preference accordingly. Of attempted 
adolescent suicides in New York City, 33 percent used barbiturates 
(Jacobziner, 1962). In addition, poisoning and accidental deaths occu.r, 
some of which cannot be distinguished from suicides. For example, m 
1965 New York reported 3,000 deaths due either to accidental or 
intentional overdoses (Medical Society of New York County). In 1958, 
over 1,100 cases of barbiturate poisoning were reported in New York 
City. Accidental overdose can occur (Fort, 1964 (b)) because of 
sleepiness or confusion following an initial dose after which further 
doses may unwittingly be taken (Berger, 1966). 

Other than arrests for dangerous drug use as such there are no 
verified cases (at least coming to our attention) of any crimes against 
person or property occurring because of barbiturate ingestion. 
Dangerous drug use and arrests for that use appear to -be increasing 
(Fort, 1964). 

Regarding accidents there is not yet sufficient knowledge about the 
barbiturate role. Neil (1962) notes that "statistics are not available on 
the effect of drugs (other than alcohol ~hich is associated with up to 
50 percent of fatal accidents) on the overall accident rate." I~fer.enti~ 
experimental evidence strongly suggests impairment of functlOnm? m 
response to barbiturate use (Von Felsinger, 1953). For example Miller 
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(1 <)58) using simulated driving apparatus found that barbiturates 
produced impairment in drivirig skill. One hundred mg. twice daily 
produced impairment as great as that accompanying blood alcohol 
levels of 150 mg. ("drunk") usually associated with great performance 
decrement. California Highway Patrol researchers (1964) have sought 
further data on drug use and traffic fatality but found research 
difficulties in detecting barbiturates in hospital and accident settings. 
Quick and reliable determination methods would be useful. A German 
study (Wagner, 1961) of over 2,000 drunken drivers found that 11 
percent admitted taking other drugs as well within the last 24 hours, 
mostly barbiturates. Sixty-seven percent of all the (drunken) drivers 
had had accidents; 70 percent of the alcohol plus other drug group had 
accidents, not a statistically significant difference. Concentrating on the 
alcohol plus sedative group (only 23), 77 percent had had accidents. 
The upward trend, even if not statistically significant, demands notice 
and is compatible with other studies on summation and potentiation 
wi th combined _dy'pressant drugs. 

D~pendency including physiological addiction is clearly present in 
chronic barbiturate use. Isbell found that 0.8 g daily for 6 weeks or 
more will produce severe addiction and in 60 percent of the cases toxic 
psychosis or delinum. Withdrawal symptoms resemble those produced 
by' alcohol abstinence; alcoholics someti.ines substitute barbiturates 
when alcohol is not available. In a Lexington (USPHS hospital) survey 
about 23 percent of the addicts there also were using barbiturates 
(Hamburger, 1964). 

Among the nonbarbiturate sedatives from which one may expe\~t 
increasing problems are glutethimide compounds (Doriden). Clinic\ll 
reports of psychological distress, physiological dependenc)', 
neurological disorder and death are accumulating (Lingl, 1966). Sinqe 
psychotic reactions have been observed, the possibility of dangerq'Js 
behavior occurring in connection with use or withdrawal from DorWen 
cannot be ignored. These findings lead to the general statement that 
many of the problems associated with barbiturates will occur wIth 
other sedatives. 

Supplemental Observations 

Several features not emphasized in the preceding summary should be 
noted with regard to the tranquilizers and sedatives. One is that the strong 
tranquilizers assist in inhibiting violence insofar as agitated or otherwise 
emotionally disturbed persons receiving tliese substances under medical 
guidance experience sufficient relief of distress to reduce their tension and 
activity so that incipient violent or disruptive behavior does not take place. 
The experience of mental hospitals following the period after the 
introduction of tranquilizers was a happy one, showing that the agitation and 
other extreme symptomatology of patients could be reduced via drugs (and 
new methods of patient management) so that large numbers of patients left 
hospitals to live once again in the ordinary world. One should keep in mind 
that the capabilities of modern tranquilizers to subdue patient agitation or 
distress also had environmental effects which' were reinforcing, that is as 
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hospital staffs became more confident about their patients they could 
respond with more therapeutic and less custodial interests. The principle here 
is that secondary drug effects include not only the drug taker's own reactions 
to his altered state of mind but include the reactions of others tohis changed 
conduct. 

Given the widespread use of tranquilizers by Americans, both those with 
recognized mental illness and those suffering from various degrees of 
"normal" tension or nervousness, one would expect that there would be 
considerable scientific evidence showing how these chemicals have controlled 
or prevented violence, antisocial behavior or other interpersonal disruption 

. among a variety of populations, whether delinquent, mentally ill or 
otherwise. We have been able to find far fewer investigations than anticipated. 
Gottschalk, GIeser, Goldine and Fox (1964) have shown that treatment in an 
experimental situation within an institution does serve to reduce hostility. 
Their patients were delinquent boys receiving small doses of chlordiazepoxide 
whose language was observed. Along with hostility, anxiety-related words and 
expressions were reduced. Rosenberg (1966) employed thioridazine on 
disturbed adolescents and reported clinically that it reduced overt hostility 
and aggressiveness in hospitalized patients. Smith (1965) used trifluoperazine 
in treating children 4 to 17 and reported some improvement in many 
including the reduction of anxiety and aggressiveness. Similarly, Alderton and 
Hoddinott (1964) employed thioridazine with nine children showing behavior 
disorder with hyperactivity. Their observations on a three week followup 
were to the effect that aggressiveness and destructiveness were reduced. 
Ferguson, Ban, Lehmann and Lee (1967) compared the effects of two 
tranquilizers in a double blind study of antisocial behavior among male 
patients. One drug, propericiazine, led to reduced physical aggressiveness 
whereas another, chlordiazepoxide, led to reduced verbal aggressiveness. One 
looks forward to more such studies, hopefully employing placebo controls on 
a variety of patient and offender populations observed over time in ordinary 
life settings. Appleton (1965) concerned with' controlling patient violence 
within an institution, examined the use of massive doses of chlorpromazine 
and warned against over-use of tranquilizers which while r~ducing starf 
anxiety and danger precludes effective therapeutic intervention to assist the 
patient. The broader point here is that tranquilizers used in massive doses 
("snOWing") can indeed prevent violence in controlled settings but in doing so 
they do not alter either the personal or social factors which generate the 
violence potential. They therefore function neither in preventive nor 
therapeutic ways but rather are in the-sometimes necessary-service of static 
suppression of violence. 

We have not been able to locate research which reports on the use of 
tranquilizers among treated and untreated non-institutionalized persons to 
compare rates of violence or criminality. Cole in his paper (1968) calls 
attention to the presumption of inhibition of violence among released or 
remi tted mental hospital patients and notes that the necessary research has 
not been conducted. This is not to discount the clinical or experimental 
observations which constitute the basis for confidence among prescribing 
physicians; it is to say that an area on the border between criminological a.nd 
psychiatric investigation has not yet attracted wide attention. There are two 
studies which are provocative, both by Rappeport and Lassen (1965,1966). 
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These investigators showed that contrary to early beliefs, released male 
mental hospital patients were not more peaceful than ordinary citizens but 
had in fact about the same rate of arrest for both Part I and Part II offenses as 
would be expected in a Qormal population. That popu1ation of Maryland 
State patients, most of whom were alcoholic or schizophrenic, did show that 
discharged patients comrriitted more robberies and would thus be considered 
at greater risk of violence. Whether or not these patients were being 
prescribed tranquilizer drugs, whether or not they took the drugs if they were 
prescribed, whether other crimes were averted by drug-induced activity 
inhibition, one does not know. In a parallel followup on female patients the 
same investigators found that the females were more assaultive both before 
and after hospitalization than would be expected for a normal population. 
The authors conclude that drugs are not effective in controlling antisocial 
behavior. That conclusion seems overpessimistic barrL'1g data on the actual 
prescriptions given and the medications taken by these released hospital 
populations and lacking an active control group basis for comparison. 

A second feature more visible today, and not emphasized in the Crime 
Commission review, is that as an increasing number of young people 
experiment with drugs used illicitly which include especially the barbiturates 
and barbiturate-amphetamine combinations (Japan as well as England and the 
United States has recorded a spreading problem; see· Japanese Justice 
Ministry, 1964), there is an increase in the number of observations to ~e 
effect that these drugs may produce increased irritability rather than sedatIOn 
(Kramer, personal communication, 1969). Kramer has observed this ~nd 
suggests that it could be one element in interpersonal situations whIch 
become violent. In the Haight-Ashbury, barbiturates are now injected and 
the person using intravenou's barbiturates is described by the street people as 
irritable and dangerous. In our work with students (1969b) one finds little 
illicit barbiturate or tranquilizer use and little interest in these drugs for social 
or pleasure-seeldng experience. As far as outcomes reported, it is interesting 
to see that some students attribute exaggerated insomnia to barbiturates and 
to tranquilizers and a few have suffered emotional distress attendant to taking 
barbitura.tes but not tranquilizers. 

Animal studies also show the capability for barbiturates' to increase 
agitation and aggression; Silverman (1966) found that social aggression in 
mice was increased and their flight response decreased. Yen, Stanger and 
Millman (1959) had earlier compared certain barbiturates with several 
tranquilizers and found that isolation-induced aggression in mice was reduced 
by chlorpromazine, less so by meprobamate and little by phenobarbital. 
Tedeschi, Tedeschi, Tedeschi, Cook, Mattis, and Fellows (1959) studied the 
effect of various compounds on foot-shock-induced fighting in mice and 
found for example that meprobamate was more effective than phenobarbit(!.l 
in reducing fighting (without overwhelmingly sedating the animal). Later, 
Chen, Bohner, and Bratton (1963) showed that both meprobamate and 
pentobarbital reduced foot-shock-induced fighting in mice .. These are 
inconsistencies which make those who do their research on humans at least 
feel comfortably at home. More than that they suggest that fighting which 
arises from foot shock may differ from that arising from isolation in its 
susceptibility to pharmacological modification by one or another agent. The 
prinCiple extrapolated to human cAperim~ntation calls attention to the 
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importance of situational and motivational variables in affecting response to 
drugs. Later, Crisman (1966) showed that both imipramine and 
chlorpromazine can, in low doses, increase monkey aggressiveness. Kostowski 
(1966) looked at aggression in ants and how it was affected by tranquilizers 
and barbiturates. Neither affected ant conduct whereas both reduced mouse 
aggressivity. Again extrapolating principles rather than drug act!on,. one is 
reminded that species and individual differences uro important in evaluating 
drug effects. As far as the real risks posed for human violence by either 
barbiturates or tranquilizers, these are clearly low. Yet that some individuals 
will respond to barbiturates with agitation and possibly increased 
aggressiveness must be borne in mind and one can conceive of situations 
where that mood change will be a component in producing disruptive or. 
violent conduct. Although the criminological eviden,ce is lacking, inference 
from the psychiatric data in the meantime allows the presumption that more 
human aggression is controlled by tranquilizers and barbiturates than is 
evoked by them. _ 

We are fortunate in having available a recent studiby McGrath (1967) 
which compares adolescent barbiturate users with narcotics users, assaulters 
and auto thieves. McGrath's systematic Samp]f: of 16- and 17-year-old New 
Jersey boys without obvious p~y*iatric jJlne~~ or a history of convictions 
were examined along psychological, family and social dimensions. The major 
differences were that barbiturate users weflemostly white (90 percent), 
whereas whites comprised only 67 percent of the heroin using group, 31 
percent of the auto thief group, and 26 percent of the assault group. Clearly, 
drug use per se was mostly a white race activity, especially barbiturate use, 
among Essex County convicted youth. The barbiturate users came from more 
stable families higher on the socioeconomic scale; Negro assaulters were from 
the most unstable and the poorest families. On the MMPI all subjects had 
similar test profiles but those of the barbiturate users were the most normal. 
Regarding criminality, the white heroin users were the least delinquent 
initially although after addiction they become more delinquent-primarily 
property crimes. The Negroes were much more involved in violence so that 
the white groups-and necessarily the IIiostly white drug users-had a low rate 
of violent crimes. Auto thieves have the fewest aggressive crimes recorded; 
heroin and barbiturate users are in the midground. TIle drug users do steal 
more after drug use is begun; they likewise show a reduction in violence. 
Interestingly, many of the heroin users, nonnarcotic crimes had earlier 
involved alcohol or barbiturate use, thus the heroin users were more involved 
in a variety of drug use and in related drug offenses. Barbiturate users, crimes 
against person also decr'Dase over time while, as with heroin users, their illicit 
drug involvement and subsequent drug-related arrests increase. McGrath 
observes that the alcohoi arre.~ts diminish as users become inyolved in the 
"harder" drugs. Alcohol's early importance implies aJl addiction liability in 
these individuals prior to their initiation of heroin and to a lesser 
extent-barbiturate use. McGrath also suggests that the assaulters also drink 
but when they do, they get in fights and are arrested for assault, not 
drunkenness. 

As far as the major forms of violence other than criminal, that is, accidents 
and suicide, data emerging since the Crime COmmission Reports confirm 
findings extant in 1966-67. An important study by the Traffic Psychology 
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Institute of the Traffic Safety Board in Vienna compared the effects of 
several tranquilizers on driving using normal dosage rates. The results showed 
that there was no adverse effect on driving. Thus the controversy over driving 
safety continues. The evidence support~ the presumption that tranquilizers 
taken in normal doses by persons who do not exhibit the characteristics 
associated with traffic accident risk (alcoholism, rage, preceding upset, prior 
bad driving history, etc.) (see Selzer et aI., 1968) do not pose a traffic safety 
risk. Presumably persons taking heavy chronic doses and persons showing 
other risk features do present a driving risk. 

Suicide information continues to improve, thanks in part to support and 
stimulation from the newly established NIMH Center for Studies in SUicide 
Prevention. Barbiturates and iharbiturates-potentiated-by-alcohol exact a 
heavy toll of lives awd such poisonings continue to constitute the majority of 
suicides. Although (fanquilizers are n9t the preferred suicide weapon, there 
are increasing cases of such self-administered poisoning. The latter risk may 
well be associated with the access by mental patients to tranquilizers under 
prescription or in hospital. It is important to keep in mind that the suicide 
rate for mental patients is. much higher than for well persons. MacDonald 
(1964) reports it to be 34 times higher, so that one must expect that they will 
use materials at hand for suicide. Thus the physician managing psychiatrically 
ill patients, including those in remission, must bear in mind the danger of 
their employment of drugs for suiCide efforts. For those concerned with the 
prevention of violence, the area of by far the greatest importance which 
involves barbiturates and tranquilizers ~s suicide prevention. 

Marijuana and Violence: Crime Commission Consultants' Summary 

Studies in India (Chopra) and North Africa (Asuni; Lambo) show 
that cannabis psychoses occur in association with heavy use of potent 
forms of cannabis. Dependency is also described, as is apathy, reduced 
work, and social effectiveness, etc. These effects may be due, in some 
measure, to the vulnerability of the using population (already hopeless, 
sick, hungry, etc.). In the United States neither cannabis psychosis nor 
cannabis dependency has been described, although marihuana may be 
one of a variety of drugs used in the multihabituation (Cohen and 
Ditman, 1962) patter~, where a person takes many different drugs and 
appears dependent, but not on anyone of them. Case history material 
suggests that many identified heroin users have had earlier experiences 
with marihuana, but their "natural history" is also likely to include 
even earlier illiCit use .of cigarettes and alcohol. The evidence from our 
college students and utopiate and news aTticles is clear that' many 
persons not in heroin-risk neighborhoods who experiment with 
marihuana dq not "progress" to «hard" narcotics. 

With regard to crime, other than the violation of law occurring by 
virtue. of acquiring and possessing marihuana, there is no reliable 
evidence that marihuana "causes" crime. One Brazilian study (Andrade, 
Bull. of Narcotics, 1964) observed 120 marihuana-using criminals and 
concluded their criminal actions were not a result of their drug use. A 
Nigerian study (Asuni) suggests that those who are at risk of hashish use 
are also at risk of criminality because or their primary social and 
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psychological characteristics (being me~bers of fI?~trated 
underprivileged groups living in urban a~eas Wl.th op~ortu~lt1e~ for 
committing crimes). In Ni.gerian hospitals WIth patIents WIth historIes of 
'cannabis psychosis or use, there was no relationship of use to crime. In 
Indian studies (Chopra) a negative relationship has been suggested, for 
with heavy cannabis use stupor occurs during which the commission of 
crimes is unlikely. Among populations of students, artists, and other 
more "privileged" pot smokers in the United States there is no rece~t 
evidence of associated criminality; similarly in the famous "La Guardia 
Report" (1940) irl New York City marihuana was not found to be 
either criminogenic nor associated with criminal subgroups. With regard 
to traffic accidents, data are lacking. One study by Wendt (1954) in the 
United States using a cannabis-like compound suggested that motor 
performance was not impaired but that the ability to shift attention 
was reduced. Effects are no doubt related to dosage but no studies on 
varied dosage using driving tasks have been done. 

Supplemental Observations 

The two major developments since the Crime Commission reports have 
been in the continued increase of illicit marijuana use among young people 
and the availability of cannabis and the tetrahydracannabinols for use in 
laboratory studies of the effects of the drug. Neither developm,ent.has led to 
data suggesting any statistically demonstrable relationship between taking 
marijuana and experiencing an increased risk of engaging in interpersonal 
violence. Our data on students (Blum and Assoc.~ 1969b) confirm the rapid 
increase in illicit use, for example some high schools and colleges in 
metropolitan areas show more than 50 percent of t:heir students' with 
marijuana exp~rience with up to one-fourth using it regularly. f;ven so violent 
outcomes are rarely reported, either in absolute or proporticmal terms. A~o?t 
4 percent of those' using say they have, at one time or another, suffered loss 
of self-control under the influence of the drug, and one percent describe auto 
accidents, unfortunate sexual incidents, or criminality which they attribute to 
the acute effects of the drug. No fist ,fights or other such activity are reported 
by any of the marijuana smokers. Blumer (1967) also observes qlliet behavior 
among social groups using marijuana. 

Laboratory studies are beginning to be available which are consistent with 
an interpretation that nat only does cannabis not precipitate violence, but 
that some components of its action are depressant such that aggression is 
inhibited. Weil, Zinberg and Nelson (1968) gave marijuana cigarettes to naive 
and experienced smokers and concluded that its effects were mild. As 
Goodwin (l969) points out, one-time administration of a socially 
conventional dose cannot lead to generalizations about long-term effects, 
especially those resulting from the use of more potent forms such as hashish 
or synthetic tetrahydracannabinol, but Oile does see that in the controlled 
laboratory setting there is evidence for what most usefs have long contended, 
that marijuana used in mild doses yields mild effects. Tinklenberg and 
Hollister (personal communication, 1969) in other hlboratory work are 
finding that "ou.;; experimental data ... demonstrates a marked decrease in all 
types of goal-directed physical activity." Cannabis effects are shown to be 
dose related, as would be expected. Hollister, Richards and Gillespie (1968) 
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show that in ~eir low range of dosage (341 and up micrograms/kilo) the 
effects are to make laboratory subjects sleepy and happy; in higher ranges 
psychotomimetic (toxic psychoses) effects emerge including dreamlike states 
and depersonalization; however, neither agitation nor violence appear. 
Indeed, using the Clyde Mood Scale, the Hollister subjects report a decline in 
aggressiveness. This is correlated With a demonstrable physical weakness. 
Isbell, Cordetsky, Jasinsky, Claussen, von Spulak and Korte (1967) have done 
similar work also using tetrahydrocannabinol and their findings also show 
euphoria and at high doses distortions of perception, hallucinations and other 
psychotoxic effects. Again in the laboratory setting these are not associated 
with violent outcomes. These are, however, clinical reports of idiosyncratic 
responses to cannabis which suggest that some individuals experiencing the 
altered consciousness induced by cannabis may--become dis,turbed ancf 
assaultive. Tinklenberg (personal communication, 1969) reports several cases 
where "a few normally placid subjects had to be restrained to abort possible 
assaultive behavior." These were during high dosage experiments; in one case 
Tinklenberg observed assaultive behavior in a low dose subject with no 
history of prior psychiatric disorder. One can imagine then that occasionally 
violent behavior would emerge in the uncontrolled setting of illicit use; 
Munch (1966) reports a few such cases; however, they are a mixed bag of 
questionable case writing and contamination with aicohol use. Andrade 
(1964) analyzing comparable offenders sent to hospital after crimes 
reportedly committed under the influence of cannabis, found that in each 
case there was pre-existing personality disorder and concluded that the 
offense was primarily related to that disorder rather than cannabis; however, 
the role of the production of disordered behavior cannot be ruled out by 
after-the-fact analysis of the kind made by Andrade. 

The possibility of a dual potential in cannabis (as in morphine) is raised by 
animal work, for example Veira, Aguiar, Alencar, Sfabra, and Tursch (1967) 
injecting a hashish derivative into rats found that low doses (50 fig/kg) 
provoked excitation and aggressive behavior whereas higher doses caused a 
general depression, indifference to environment, and sleep. At very high doses 
(350 mg/kg) death was induced. Santos, Sampaio, Fernandes and Cartini 
(1966) induced fighting behavior in mice via isolation and observed that 
cannabis extracts had a differential effect depending upon the time after 
administration, maximal suppression of aggressiveness occurred 1 to 2 hours 
after administration of the drug; full recovery did not take place until after 
seven hours. These investigators, by using fighting and nonfighting strains of 
mice also indicate that cannabis effects may vary by strain, a variant which 
extrapolated to humans not only is consistent with the individual differences 
earlier noted, but suggestive of genetic-biochemical variables as well as 
psychological and social ones as influencing cannabis effects. 

Turning to obse~vations on identified drug-using delinquents, the 
California Youth Authority data (1968) comparing marijuana users, at 
various levels of use with nonusers of marijuana,yields no demonstration of 
remarkable differences in rates for violence. In this case it is also evident that 
the arrested marijuana users are not less implicated in violent crimes so that 
there is no evidence of a violent crime suppressant capability of the drug as 
employ:~d by this popUlation of visible and thus presumably indiscrete 
youths. We have already referred to the statistics provided by the Federal 
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Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs regarding arms possession among 
arrested violators. Recall that marijuana violators were armed as ~ften as 
heroin violators and considerably more often than dangerous drug vlOlat~rs. 
(One must not rely on this data as representing a permanen.t state of affaIrS; 
times are changing and as the amphetamin~-u~er observa~lOns s~ggest, the 
prevalence of weapons among stimulant users IS lIkely to be mcreasmg.) 

The Hallucinogens and Violence: President's Crime Commission Task 
Force Consultants' Report 

Psychosis following LSD is verified (Blum and Associates, 1964; 
Cohen, 1962; Downing, 1966); there is no adequate estimate of ~he 
frequency of psychosis as a function of incidence of use. MescalIne 
psychoses are also verified. Some psychotic reaction~ are temporary, 
many are now "treated" at home by the subject's friends; 
counteracting .tranquilizers (e.g., thorazine) are now sold o~ the b~ack 
market as part of the LSD "trip" equipment. Other psychotIc ~eactlOns 
require long-term hospitalization. The most recent stu~y available to U'), 

that of Ungerleider, Fisher, and Fuller (1966) studied 70 post-LSD 
psychiatric admissions during a 6-month period in a Los Angeles 
medical center, these patients representing 12 percent of all admis~ons 
during that period. One-third of the LSD patients were psychotic on 
admission; two-thirds of the patients required more than 1 month of 

. hospitalization. Recently reported 'in California (San Fr~ncisco 
Chronicle, 1966) is teenage use of jimsonweed (datura stramomum), a 
substance employed by Luiseno and Chumash Indians to achieve 
visions. Deaths among these Indians occurred following overdose 
(Harner, 1966) and overdose among contemporary youth may also be 
expected to lead to illness or death. Suicide attempts are hard to 
distinguish from bizarre behavior. occurring under LSD, for example 
jumping from windows because "I can fly," so it is t~at although 
suicidal feelings arc reported and clinical workers descnbe attempts, 
there is no sound data on the probability of suicide attempts as a 
function of dosage, setting, personality, incidence of use, etc. 

Crime. associated with hallucinogen use appears to have been 
minimal. Police reports before a California legislative commit.tee 
emphasized disturbances of the peace (1965) rather than fe~omes. 
Occasional accounts of homicide (see New York Times, June 5, 1966; 
als ~eert-Jorgensen, 1964), violence, resisting arrest, etc., .have not 
been subject to followup case studies. It wo~d a~pear ~at msofar as 
decent citizens take. hallucinogens their behaVIor WIll remam lawful. We 
may expect that with the expansion of hallucinogen use to delinquent 
groups-and perhaps because it is now unlawful in. some. States , so that 

. its use becomes criminal-·a greater frequency of cnme WIll be reported. 
A tangential remark is offered here. It is the person, not t~e drug, 
which is "responsible" for criminal acts. Whe? an already'.delmquent 
youth takes LSD and commits yet another ~elmquent. act, It may well 
be that the timing or expression of the delmquency IS shaped by the 
drug-induced state of mind, but-as an example-aggression will not be 

I a drug phenomenon. Generally speaking, one would expect (although 
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:d:~i~:!fiC ~:~ence is fa~ from adequ~te)that well-integrated people 
conduct. !:ss g doses will not d~ things contrary to their ordinary 
persons would m::~::, ;no~ neurotIc or otherwise less well integrated 
. ul 0 e more vulnerable to the acting out f 

~~p 0~~~r~~ote:1:~~v:~P~~:~en~! c~nflicts ?r Of ~eing pe;suad~d 
reportedly committed under d u ~ flnt y, one s reVIew of crimes 

. . al r g In uence must attend to the . 
cnnun and sociopsychological history of the offender It 's p~or 
necessary to have regard for the role f I d' , . 1 so 
muscular coordination in producing :eh c ~u e(d Judgment or reduced 
leading to manslaughter) th t' " lavlOr e.g., a traffic accident 
h ' a IS cnmma There can I b I c anges associated 'th d . ,J. a so e ong-run 

. WI rug use, as for example th I d' 
Judgement associated with habituati d d ,e .c ou mg of 
personality change where crimi lontan rug stu~or or m psych,otic 

1· ..' na ac s may conceIvably oc ( smugg mg manJuana, perjury theft) . .cur e.g., 
syndrome. ,as part of a poor Judgment 

With regard to vehicle'd . 
no studies and no verifie:~~~~~ts .and ~allu~mogens. there have been 
there" accounts. Experimental r s In spIte ~ some remarkable "I was 

. re,duced in~ormation processing m:~~~t ~i:n1.:I~we: resp?nses a~d 
occur when under hall" y 1. e y t at aCCIdents WIll 
tested in laboratory stu~i~I:ogen Influence. This expectation should be 

With regard to the other cl . b . 
social and ' <- d' ~ms a out hallUCInogens-dependency 

worK ecrement dIvorce etc th . 'fl ' 
reliable but samples are small' d' f'fl"'- e SCIent! IC sources are 

an msu IClent followup studies exist. 

Suppl~mental Observations 

There have been no major findin . h 
contradict early trends or reports ~ 7~ re:ard to the ~allucinogens which 
the other illicit drugs has been' a ~~ een Occurnng socially, as with 
along with that a codtinuin nu~~eexp~n m~ use among young people and 
adverse effects including Occ~sional S~i~!dme~al~ users ru:d police reports of 
LSD and related ages the remarka ' . e an a:ssault. GIven. th~ potency of 
of "bad trips" coming to ff" lble thi~g has been the relatIve Infrequency 
infrequency of bad outcom~s~~Ia attentIOn and, more striking, the relative 
data (Blum and Assoc 1969b)Ported by the users themselves. Our student 
students in Some high" h I' su, gdgest that by 1969 over one-fifth of the 
h 11 . ' sc 00 s an colleges will h . 

a ucmogens with the likelih d th ave eXpenmented with 
high school than in colle es as ~o . a.t more regular users will be found in 
less mature, and more da~ng yoJ~deIlli~ ~se spreads to the ]es~ well-informed, 
level students indicate as response~e:a~h~r ents. Self-repor~s am.;:mg the college 
6 pe.rcent report loss of self-contro comm:on emotIonal upset, wllcreas 
reactions extending beyond the t I dand 5 percent psychoses (these are 
self-terminating). As hallu . acu e .rug stage but are nevertheless usually 
delinquent youths, a larg~;n~~~;~:eo~ncre~ses. <lIlI:0n? less stable and more 
drug use must be anticipated Simil 1 ~~hSOClal mCldents associated with 
by Keeler and Reifler (1967) ill ar y SUICIdal reactions of the sort suggested 
in addition to SUiCide, hOmic~e a~~~:ri" !~~~ ~nd Bateman (1967) deSCribe, 
may occur even in controlled settin). (. ote that these bad reactions 

_ _ g" ~yce In Rose, 1968) cites work by 
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Shulgin, Bunnell and Sargent with the hallucinogen TMA which was found to 
cause "unexpectedly anti-social responses" of such an order that 
"provocation would have precipitated hOmicidal violence." No wonder that 
McGlothlin (1967) and others have continued to warn about the hazards of 
LSD use. Although LSD users b.alance these warnings with the avowal that 
the probability of a dangerous outcome following anyone trip is very low, 
which is c~:)[[ect (excluding any possible hidden tissue or genetic damage 
which remains uncertain), there seems little question that any use poses an 
additional risk of danger which is not justified unless remarkable benefits 
could also be shown. Such benefits are a master of debate but those 
professionals who employ conventional standards for judging drug effects 
would say that such benefits have not been demonstrated. 

There is an increasipg body of animal research on the effects of 
hallucinogens and on mechanisms of action. Illustrative of animal work linked 
to a concern with violence in humans are the continuing series of studies by 
Uyeno and his colleagues (Uyeno and Benson, 1965; Uyeno, 1966a, b; 
Uyeno, 1967a, b, c) which focus on dominance behavior. These show that 
LSD, psilocybin and mescaline can inhibit isolation-induced attack behavior 
in mice, and that effects increase with dosage. LSD also inhibits dominance 
behavior in food competition situations in mice and rats and in sexual 
behavior in mice. LSD increases submissiveness of monkeys as a function of 
increasing dosage. On the other hand, Silverman (1966), observing the social 
behavior of rats found that LSD intensified aggression and mating, plus 
overall actiVity. Kostowski (1966) also found mouse·aggressivity to increase. 
These contradictions in rodent findings should not be the basis for 
consternation for they imply the complexity of identifying all of the 
influences of drug outcomes even in animals whose lives can be well 
controlled. One presumes that animals, as in man, genetic, concurrent 
physiological, psychological and social variables operate together to influence 
the probability of aggressive or violent LSD outcomes compared to more 
benign ones. 

As far as statistics linking actual histories of violence with hallucinogen 
use, we are again fortunate to have the California Youth Authority data, 
courtesy of Roberts (1968). These show slight tendencies for regular· or 
habitual hallucinogen users to be involved less often than infrequent users or 
nonus~rs in robberies, but not to show noticeable differences in rates for 
hoinicides, assault, btirglary, and rape. Keeping in miIld that the nallucinogen 
users are very likely to be users of other drugs as well, one's safest conclusion 
is ,that hallUCinogens-primarily LSD-clearly do not insulate delinquents 
from ~cts of violence and neither do they predispose them to particular 
vi()lence. This is the same conclusion that maybe drawn for many of the 
other drugs for this large sample of identified offenders with the probable 
~xception of alcohol. 

Other Psychoactive Drugs and Violence 

The earlier consultants' Report of the ,President's Crime Commission 
stated in regard to substances such as glue, gasoline, paint thirmer,nitrous 
oxide and other volatile intoxicants which' are inhaled that "Although 
violence appears r~re, some of the intoxicated children have been assaultive or 
suicidal. Physiological damage does occur. Hard-core sniffers do appear to be 
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troub~ed pe~ons interested in drug use and susceptible to further drug 
expenmentatIOn on a road that may lead to further dependencies. Mild 
dependency to ,~niffmg intoxicants may occur." The use of these materials 
and other specIal substances continues, 'to be an adolescent phenomenon 
conce?tra!ed amo?g maladapted and disturbed youngsters. Accidental death 
by pOlsomng contmues to be a risk associated with their use. 

To be briefly.noted is the possibility that new families of chemicals may 
be developed which have a greater probability of producing violence than do 
any of the su~sta~ces now .available. Thus Koff and Langfitt (1966) observed 
a ra~e rea~tI.on m cats mduced by tremorine (dihydrochloride salt of 
1,~-dipyrrolidmo-~-b~t~ne). This response appeared among S3 percent of their 
~mmals an~ was m~Iv!du~y reproducible. Among animals responding less 
~tensely WIth on.lY nfltab.ilIty, the administration of atropine methylnitrate 
mv?ke~. rage while atropme sulfate abolished it. These findings, plus the 
avail~bility of more potent forms of drugs in this family, draw attention to 
the fIsk that substances will one day become available to humans which will 
have greater violence risks, even though it is presumed that social and ego 
controls of humans are capable of modifying some of these specific effects. It 
should also be rem.arked that other pharm3;ceutical substances now available 
may play a role in facilita!i~g imp~lse ,generation and impulse release in 
humans. Stu~te (1967) for example has observed, in a clinical note, that the 
hype~produc~g ?f male sexual hormones or their administration may be 
assocIated With mcreased aggressiveness. One would anticipate no general 
eff~ct ~ut r~ther that some individuals with predisposing backgrounds and 
socIal, SItuatIOns and., possibly, biochemical idiosyncrasies, will be at risk as 
chem!cals ar~ dev.elo~ed which intensify those neurophysiological processes 
associated WIth agItatIOn, rage, sexual or agressive expression. 

Multiple Drug Users and Violence 

. It has alre~~y been emphasized that most users of illicit drugs, like those 
USI~g ~nly hClt ones" do not restrict themselves to one substance but 
ordmarily use a variety of psychoactive agents. In our work on normal 
populations (Blum ~nd Assoc., 1969a) and students (Blum and Assoc., 
196~b, 1964) the eXistence of both general predilections to drug use and of 
~pecific subclasses or factors. of use has been shown. This fact leads to caution 
m after-the-fact statements about the influence of particular drugs when 
people have been using a variety of drugs. It also can lead, conversely, to 
research on people who use . constellations of drugs and an attempt to define 
the~e sy~dromes, types or drug-use clusters. For example, the statistics of the 
Cahforma Youth Authority allow for consideration of clusters as well as 
experience~ith particul~r drugs. In one follow-up study (Institute for the 
Study ?f Cr~e. and Delinquency, 1967) Los Angeles delinquents using any 
non-opiate ilbclt drug (except alcohol and tobacco) were grouped and 
followed for from 4 to 6 years. It was found that over half of those originally 
arrested were not arrested again. It was found that those arrested on drug 
charges were more oft~n arrested on nondrug charges (than other arrestees) 
yet al~o that many WIth drug arrests did not become involved in other 
criminality. The findings show that nonopiate drug users once arrested as 
youths more ofte~ than not do not become identified in later crimes of any 
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sort and they do not "progress" to opiates. As we have already seen from 
other Youth Authority data, there is no evidence to support any strong 
relationship between any form or combination of dr.ug use and the 
occurrence of violent as opposed to non-violent crime. 

In another important study addressed to drug users as a class, Kulik, Stein, 
and Sarbin (1968) examine the patterns of. delinquency among 
institutionalized California boys. Using a checklist method for self-reporting 
of crimes to identify dark number offenses and employing sophisticated 
statistical analysis, the investigators obtained evidence for four dimensions of 
antisocial behavior, one of which was drug usage. The other dimensions were 
delinquent role, parental defiance and assaultiveness.· The drug cluster 
embraced use of narcotics, marijuana, amphetamines and glue sniffing as well 
as marijuana dealing. Subsequent pattern analysis revealed seven types, several 
of which included drug use as an activity. The drug-using delinquent could be 
described typologically and emerged as more often Mexican-American from 
broken homes with some history of assault but was not as assaultive as the 
gang assaulter. More important then the typological differences may be the 
high intercorrelations among the four dimensions of (California) delinquency. 
The investigators state that the intercorrelations suggest "that characteristic 
styles of delinquency emerge, not from a vacuum, but from a background of 
general misbehavior. The pattern anlysis also shows that 'pure' types are 

rare." 

The Drug Dealer and Violence 

Many if not most regular users of illicit drugs may be assumed to have 
engaged in traffic if by that is meant some illicit distribution of drugs for 
money. The special problem which is posed for anyone concer1J.ed with 
violence is the extent to which such illicit dealings foster risks of harm which 
arise out of the underworld nature of dealing; high profits and competition 
for those profits, no legal sanctions, and no recourse to law over disputes, the 
involvement of sociopathic and psychopathic characters, the clouded 
judgment in those undergoing acute drug states, the interest of organized 
crime (Cosa Nostra) in the drug trade, etc. It will be recalled that Smith 
(1969) observing the speed scene attributed the violence there to the illicit 
marketplace aspects combined with the personalties of the speed freaks and 
the violence precipitating effects of amphetamines. Certainly narcotics 
enforcement officers are familiar with the grim violence of the heroin 
underworld just as in earlier days. Prohibition was accompanied by mobster 
activities and the further development of organized crime. Even the world of 
the addict using conventional drugs can be a violent as well as tawdry one: 
witness fights, robberies and the rest on Skid Row. Violence in the illicit 
marketplace is by no means limited to drug transactions; it exists in other vice 
areas as well; gambling and prostitution or whenever unscrupulous and 
aggressive men compete to exploit others outside the constraints of inner 
conscience or external order. 

In our own work weare investigating the drug dealer; his background and 
circumstances, the marketplace in which he works, and criminal career as it 
evolves. For this report we have gathered some of our preliminary findings 
relevant to potential violence in the illicit drug bazaar. The sample of 315 is 
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limited to Ca1ifo~'nia dealers, some of whom were incarcerated but most of 
whom were free ~~d working dealers. Two-thirds were male, most were 20 to 
35 years old, mor:e than half had some college educatiori, about half had no 
legitimate occupation, the great majority were single, most were white, and 
most came fromi families where neither parent had any criminal record. 
Discussing those aspects of their life linked to violence risk, over one-fourth 
said they were worried about getting hurt or killed because of their being 
dealers. Asked why, they most often said it was due to revenge from others 
whom they had (~heated (ripped, burned). A second large group said they 
feared the drug users with whom they came in contact because these were 
often irrational or dangerous people. Two-thirds of our dealers said they had 
6bserved unhappy or frightening changes in other dealers over time, most 
often the development of emotional problems or family troubles; secondly, 
progression to addicting drugs but in some cases violence, specifically dealers 
dying from overdose (reported by 3 percent), dealers being killed (1 percent), 
or dealers becoming criminally violent (armed robbery, etc.) (5 percent so 
reporting). Asked about the most dangerous part of their own work~ most (62 
percent, spoke of being arrested, but 2 percent were more worried about 
getting killed. Most dealers described their business as involving agreements 
with others and some degree of organization; less than one-sixth were loners, 
not part of some illicit business even if quite informal organization. Ten 
percent of these dealers stated that their arrangements were with the Mafia or 
another organized crime syndicate either for drug supplies or protection. 
Most of the dealers (61 percent) had never been arrested for any drug arrest; 
of those arrested for drug offenses, about half had more than one conviction. 
About half had non-drug-offense arrests, usually two or more. Asked if they 
ever carried a gun, 15 percent said "yes." Asked if they had ever used their 
guns, those carrying them said "yes" in 93 percent of the cases! 

Trying to tap rebelliousness and asocial conduct, we asked dealers if they 
ever broke the law just for the pleasure of it. Nearly half said "yes." We also 
inquired about whether they stole drugs, either for their own use or for 
resale. Fifteen percent admitted to such thefts. Those who admitted theft 
,indicated they stole drugs with some regularity, most often from illicit 
suppliers (labs, importers, growers), but sometimes from other dealers or 
from their own customers as well as from legitimate sources (less than 
one-quarter of them say they have burgled or robbed legitimate enterprises or 
straight citizens). We asked about the drug scene itself, if it had changed and 
if so, how. Nearly two-thirds of the dealers said the drug scene changes were 
in the direction of increasing violence; half believed there was. more Mafia 
involvement and th~ee-quarters said that more dearers were carrying guns. 

These answers, limited to California dealers willing to speak to our 
interviewers (most of them dealers themselves) and representing a certainly 
biased sample from among perhaps 2,000 dealers approacheci during this last 
year, must be considered rough estimates at best of what is happening on the 
illicit drug scelle. Even so it appears clear that the majority of our dealers do 
not live in fear of their lives, most do not carry guns, and most do not need to 
engage in robbery or burglary to get drugs or money. (Some state they make 
$500,000 a year or more!) On the other hand most dealers. do not like what 
they see happeping to other dealers, nor to the drug' scene itself. An 
important minority of dealers-15 percent by their own admission and 
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_. ;>11 ' fibs are discounted-do carry guns,. do 

probably higher If the m(~des~f)f\;::,S cu~tomers, fellow dealers, and supghers 
use those guns, do ~ob np 0 . la or something akin to that. WItness 
and a minority are mvolved WIth ~e ~afi h not been identified by arrest as 
further that the majority of th~se ea er\ ~v;or anything at aU and those who 
drug dealers; many have never een arrtes ebe sure have obviously not been 

. short sentences 0, h . f 
have been, servmg. me a rofitable business, and w at IS ~r 
deterred from what 1~ forI so _ n h!orable profession serving the public 
many-in terms of thelI va ues a 
need. . I . terviews with professional criminals 

We have conducted a few spec~a m dru traffic from Asia, Europe, and 
who are foreign residents involved .m dthSet t g These men wiser to be sure in 

. A . to the Drute a es. " 1 . 
Mexico-Central menca wd r fc" middle class dealers, do not c rum 
the ways of the world than our .1 ea lIS 1 f drugs They do agree with our 

d the SOCIal va ue o· . d b their own goo ness nor '.. ket for illicit drugs accomparue y 
California dealers that the ~lsmg ~a\raffic have made the market more 
efforts to suppress productIon ~~. 'n recent years and that increasing 
lucrative and thus m?re compe 1 lVe IS ndicates is occurring. One has only 
violence on an internat1~na~ sca~e amo;giu~ Trail" (Hong Kong, 1967), to see 
to see George Patterson s filr' 'Th(.e l utheast purchased military forces) to 
the deployment of armed orce m 0 ondents link (some) illicit drug 
protect one trafficker from another. Our ~esp iven smuggling talent and the 
traffic with illicit arms traffic, no sU~bnsteheg permeability of the American 

. 'ti' nd they descn e Wh unethical competl. on, ads fugitives .llld other contraband. ereas 
borders to smuggling of arms, rug t~ lly estimated that 10 percent of the 
law enforcement personnelco~velfl lO~a dealer said that 5 percent of his 

. . d our major ore1gn . 'th 
contraband IS seI~e , hese limited interviews, our con~ern ~s WI 
shipments were selze~. Base.d on t . . ternational drug traffic and With the 
the increr.\se in orgaruzed ~~olence m m ell as hand guns, whichare then 
theft and smuggling of rruhtary arms, as w 
employed in criminal warfare. . . . the California or foreign cases that the 

It is well to note, whether re~leWmg d therwl'seappear to be directed 
. f' es vlOlent an 0, h great proportIOn 0 cnm , ld t against property nor persons w 0 

against their fellows in the ~~l wO~cc;o most often among ",family and 
are square. Just as ~omlcl es t fnds the neighbor of the offender, 
acquaintances, just as cnme-on-the-stree 1 . tim just as the executions and 
i.e. fellow slum dwellers, the ~ost c?m;:on :~~ to be directed at competitors, 
beatings conducted by organIzed cnm

t 
p~ involved with Mafia services, so 

disobedient "family" mem?e{:n~~ ~:~h~~::g world findsJt~ perpetrators and 
do we now find that the V10 Th' doe~ not of cour.~e mean that the 

. f the same scene . IS " ., J ' t f victims commg rom .' th d but it doesiIhean that mos 0 

straight or establishment wo~ld goes u;~a etr~ffickingp'ci?s unreported and 
the pain and violence that IS part 0 h

Illg
. nd vidlehce ill part and parcel 

unnoticed by the straight wo~d. Th~~e~ ~~:;:waed ail'Cijthen;iby bring a ~igh 
of the fact that drugs a~e emse h dly to be denied given a laIssez 
price-since the demand IS .great-se~ms a{d_subject to the modification by 
faire economic philosophy In the un et~lor onopolist Yet the free enterprise 

S d· te as a poten Ia m ' .. . 
syndicates or The. yn 1ca . kes its unkind forms is also fin expreSSIOn 
of the illicit mar~etplace when It ta I f the people attracted to the drug 
of the amorality and/or psychopafthO o~Yb 0 

the anarchistic envi[onment and 
scene; they form as well as are orme Y 
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their emerging violence is not a' creation of economics rather· it is an 
expression of one set of human capabilitieS, the darker kind as these are 
~urture~ ~n a bizarre environment. And lest that drug scene be thought only a 
Jungle, It IS not, for our dealers are, in part, idealists who believe in drugs as 
good things and who believe in themselves as doing good things by bringing 
drugs to people who want them or who, not wanting them, must be given a 
~hance ~hrough experience to come to want them. The square world will 
likely dIscount such far-fetched idealism with its unlikely benefits and its 
violent correlates. It is easy to reason that those of whom one disapproves 
must ~e bad and their ideals false if their ideals. are not one's own. Yet, 
refle.ct~ng, a~e there many men anywhere who do not a9t-by their own 
admISSIOn-nghteously and according to their ideals, no matter what it is they 
do and how much hurt they bring? Even as it is in the square world, so it is in 
the drug scene-only more so. 

Drugs and Violence: Chemical Warfare 

. In considering the drug scene and idealism and the irony of violence used 
ill the puruit of self-interest or simple animal aggression disguised as a 
unive~sal social good, it is appropriate to consider another link between drugs 
and vIolence; namely, the employment of psychoactive and other chemical 
agents as weapons, lethal or otherwise, in warfare and in civil disturbance. 
SL'1ce the focus of this report is on drugs and individual violence it is 
inappropriate to dwell at length on the variety of agents and the diverse 
mean~ of their employment. Robinson and also Joyce (in Rose, 1969) present 
a reVIew of. the c~emical and psychedelic weapons. These include vomiting 
gas~s ~~ cIrCUlatIOn lachrymators (tear gases), choking gases, nettie gases 
(sk~n Irntant~), blood gases (poisons which block oxygen circulation), 
ves~can~s (which ~urn or blister the skin), G-agents and V-agents (nerve gases 
WhICh mterfere wIth neurochemistry) and incapacitating agents which include 
hallucinogens (the U.S. Army reportedly also worked on cannabis), emetics, 
~onvulsants, paralyzants, hypotensives (to cause fainting), laxatives and the 
like. A U.S. Department of Defense manual (1966) gives further details on 
types .and use of these chemical munitions and the teactics employed for 
offenSIve use or defense preparation and response. An Army Field Manual 
~1?67) provides further data on chemicals whose effects range from mild, 
Irntants (CN) through disorientation and hallucinations (BZ) to convulsions 
~d death (GB). 

Whether these drugs are to be considered as tools of violence, steps toward 
peace, a necessary deterrent to enemy action, or more humane alternatives to 
explosive or nuclear munitions depends upon the inte.nt of the user his 
rhetoric, the chemical drug and dosage which is employed, and the long-r~nge 
as well as immediate impact not only of the chemicals themselves should they· 
be used, but of the knowledge that they exist and may be employed. Some 
work, for example, has been done on how people react not to the gases but to 
their labels. Milburn with Burgdorf for example (personal communication 
1966) indicate that "tear gas" may be considered less potent by colleg~ 
st.u~ent~ than the vague "non-lethal gas" label but that both gases are 
dIstmgUIshed from hard weaponry and their use not considered a drama/tic 
escalation in conflict.! 
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Compared to the psychoactive drugs used socially~nd individuall~, 
whether illicitly or not, the potential impact of chemIcal ~e~po~ry IS 
staggering. The issue here is not individual aberrancy or the cnmmallty. of 
population subgroups, but rather of peace and wa~ and ~he processes which 
determine these. Once again the chemicals are subordInate to the human 
processes and to the larger issues, but once again the chemicals, as tools, 
weigh mightily in the hands of those who employ them. 

Drugs and Violence: Civil Disturbances 

Some of the agents useful in warfare can also be empl~yed to quell civil 
disorders within a nation. Within the last several years With the advent of 
extreme American left and right, and of black and white militancy, public 
attention has increasingly been drawn to 'the non-Ietha~ chemical ",:eapons. as 
these have been employed by the police in their confrontatIons WIth 
demonstrators. The aerosol irritant sprays have been a center of controversy 
and while there are many chemical variants, the issue has centered about 
Mace which contains alpha-chloroacetophenone, an eye, mucous~embrane 
and lung irritant. An effective crowd control device as long as It can ?e 
delivered its use has sparked considerable antagonism on the grounds of ItS 
having p~rmanent damaging effects. On a reactive level it is also the.case ~at 
demonstrating groups understandably respond neg~tively to aggres~Ive po~ce 
action to control or disburse them. The psychologIcal shock. of polIce .actIOn, 
whether. Mace, clubs or the flying wedge can prove most. u~setthng for 
demonstrators, especially middle class youths whose upbrIngIng esch~ws 
violence and who in confronting the police, are not prepared for the phYSICal 
response which their civil disobedience mJiY pr?voke-or which~ alas, may ~e 
unprovoked and thus merit the charge of brutalIty. On a symbohc or strat~~c 
level it must be recognized that the use of Mace can exacer~ate antagoru~ti.c 
reactions in groups already frightened of or hostile to the polIce. W'l1ether It IS 
the police action itself, as Hersh (1969) contends, " .. : th~ use of.Ma~,e a~d 
tear gas by the police has often turned a demonstratIon Into a not~ .wIth 
hostile motivation on the part of authorities where the use of ~ac~ IS Itself 
governmental violence, "a punitive weapon in the hands of the pol~ce (Hersh) 
or whether the Mace action provides a focus for crowd emotIOns and. an 
opportunity for some protesters to practice imp~rmanent .martyrdom IS a 
question which requires analysis of each confrontatIOn occaSIOn. In an~ event 
a safe chemical can still be a dangerous one to use if it serves to p.olarize the 
c;itizens (including dissident ones) an~their police. As a very ~Ise Fe~er<ll 
judge is reputed to have commented, 'The-only really safechemical tactIc to 
use in riot control is cloud seeding. Nobody can take umbrage at a 

rainstorm." 
A number of evaluations of Mace have been conducted (Leong, 19~6; 

Powers, 1966; and MacLeod, Villarreal, al)d Seevers, 1968) each of whIch 
concludes that when used as instructed;:~not in closed rooms, sev~ral feet 
from the target, where the target has freedom for reflexive blinking, where 
target persons may wash afterw~rds) ~~ce is s~fe and effective and, furth~r, 
that in spite of widespread use there IS httle eVIdence of damage to eyes, skin 
or lungs. Both the Department of Justice and the ~ood and Drug 
Administration concur and have approved its use. Hersh reVIews. the contrary· 
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evidence, citing clinical fmdin s b ' 
California Department of Pu~1ic YHean ophthalmologist,' ,Rose, and a 
conjunctivitis, blistering skin burns allth report descnbmg cases of 
Mace. ,n ,cornea scars and dermatitis attributed to 

There seems little doubt that su h d 
also the case that the rate of such ~amaamage ~an and has occurr~d but it is 
persons being sprayed wI'th M ge consIdered as a proporhon over all 
l ace as targets is 10 Th ' c ouded (an aerosol cloud?) 'f d w, e issue however is 

c .' lone atten s only to 'f' h lor as long as Mace or other wea on ' , speCI IC urt or nonhurt, 
groups both of whom feel th p ry ~~mployed m confrontations between 
about the other fellow's goo;~e~reifn 't~eous, there will not be consensus 
other. The broader issue must b k eI, er ~mploys physical force on the 
such antagonistic confrontat' e \.eptbIn nund and that is whether or not 

, Ions can e preve t d' 1 profeSSIonal police handling 0 th n e marge measure by 
responsibility on the other It' n e one hand and a sense of citizen 
chemicals, including those t~rm:d aPftaren:, that the violent '\iIr abusive use of 
need not Occur when humans act ~it~na ~ves to O! suppressants of violence, 
and good intentions toward on th un erstandmg, 'self control, empathy 
destructive, or escapist functiO:Sa~~ ~ t~ndhthus avoid the other-controlling, 
drugs and chemicals represents. c e armful use of behavior-affecting 

SUMMARY 

A brief surliey of history , 
work with humans and anim~l~u~~:n:hsocIaI pra~tice and re.cent laboratory 
and violence. Employed as release OW? ,a vanety of links between drugs 
some individuals and in some ~~, or faCIlItators, psy~hoactive drugs can in 
behavior and ('an be un' po t t se mgs release assaultive or self-destructive 

, I r an component' 'd 
used as tools of violence as w ,s ~ ~CCI ents. Drugs can also be 
exploit others, or in warf~re to :a!o~~i~t:orru~Ide, as devices to control or 
the demonstrable correlation in the iT 't d Sor kill. In terms of available data, 
criminality is a function of . 1 m e tates between illicihdrug use and 
shortsighted and immature a~d ar~er syndrome of acts which are at best 
express life styles in which both ~. w~~st ~opeless and savage but w4ich 
These actions, criminal or dru _u~~mll~ Ity an~ drug abuse are but a portion. 
which effects are not saluta~ mg, ~ve tkeu own effects on lives; most of 
histories of drug abuse or cri~ so t a~ ~r ma~y persons with chronic 
disability need not be violent . e t~ere IS mcreasmg social disability. This 
also impressive evidence that rr:~st e sense t?~t .others are harmed. There is 
with ill effects and much of it a ea~Otut~fUI ilhClt d!ug .use is not associated 
outcomes are rare indeed whe:~alcula 0 

e. self-termInat1~g-certainly violent 
populations of otherwise non-del' t~d m terms of theu prevalence among 
absolute terms the drug most o;~~u~n ~ersons. wh? do use illicit drugs. In 
findings pertain to homicides to mplicate~ ~n VIOlence is alcohol-these 
no··doubt to other offenses AI hassault, to SUICIde, to traffic accidents and 
associated with a Variety of' s ~~ 101 ?oes not sta~~ alo.ne; its abuse is usually 
of which is predilection in ~~oso ;~C~l and fanulIal dI~abilities not the least 

,other drugs. e . e mquent ,populations for the abuse of 

There is also evidence that the dr hi 
illicitly, and which some people u ug~ ~ Cdh .most people use safely, even if 

se an In omg so become Violent, are also 

L 
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capable of benign effects. Th.us almost every substance for which hurtful or 
violent outcomes are claimed is .also claimed to have benefits and thus have 
led to widespread approved use of psychoactive substances in medical 
practice. An exception are the hallucinogens which, while claimed as 
beneficial by illicit users, have not yet been demonstrated to be actually 
ben,eficial. Cannabis is currently in this status. The benign effects claimed for 
most classes of psychoactive drugs-and for drugs used as weapons-include 
the control of violence. The contradictions in effects are more apparent than 
real; powerful agents can affect behavior; how they affect it depends on how 
they are used and by whom, in what settings and in what amounts. Effects 
are also specific by drug and class of drug so that in refining predictions one 
must say which drug family and which particular agent" is under 
consideration. There appears· to be no potent psychoactive agent which 
cannot be abused by its users or others administering it for their own ends, 
yet on a scale of values the tranquilizers seem least associated with 
unpredictable and undesirable behavioral outcomes and most associated with 
reductions in agitation, tension, and other feelings and behavior which 
presumably link to interpersomll distress. The amphetamines, while medically 
very useful, are not widely claimed to suppress violence-except the behavior 
disorders of some children and teenagers and they do have,.in illicit use in 
uncontrolled settings, potential for unleashing bizarre and aggressive actions. 
The hallucinogens are also associated clinically, although 'not massively in 
terms of prevalence, with untoward reactions some of which include suicide 
and assault. The opiates, widely used in medicine and rarely used illicitly, 
unless current trends continue, have received widespread attention, probably 
because of the correlative lifestyles which show many criminals using them 
and the likelihood of those who use them remaining criminal. Cannabis, the 
most widely employed illicit drug, appears to suppress activiJy although the 
rare case wilt show a contrary assaultive response. The barbiturates do not 
appear to be widely used among delinquent populations and their use, among 
delinquents or others, is rarely linked to violence except for suicides in which 
the barbiturates playa major arid frightful role. Some chang~ in this pattern 
may OCC\lr as asoCial persons inject barbiturates and amphetamines together 
or in sequence. There are a variety of other substances, such as volatile 
intoxicants (glue, thinner, etc.) which are in some use-especially among 
young and maladapted teenagers-but while these can be associated with 
accidental deaths there is little evidence to show them implicated as violence 
preCipitators. On the whole, then, it may be said that the emergence of 
violence is rarely attributable only to the influence of drugs and, indeed, wit~ 
the exception of alcohol, the absolute number of cases in which there is eVe!;{ 
an association between acute drug effects and violent conduct is low, In largeic 
perspective there is certainly an association between illicit drug use arid 
criminality, including Violence, and in looking at lives it must be presumed 
that chronic illicit drug use does not facilitate rehabilitation or act as an 
immunizer against various kinds of destructive or damaging acts. Nevertheless 
when one compares illicit drug users as such. as against other unskilled 
criminals, say assaulters as the extreme example, it will be evident that the 
user is not more violent and generally he will be found to be less violent than 
the offender with a chronic history of aggressive actions. 

These generalizations apply, and only imperfectly, to populations of drug 
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users as ~hey have been studied to date. They do not apply to the special 
cas~s w.luch const~tute the combination of drug use and drug merchandising 
~hich .IS the. typIcal d~aler. There is strong evidence that drug dealing is 
mcre.asmgly lmked ,~o vlOle~ce~, b.e this w~a~ons carrying and weapons use, 
syndIcate or other protectlOmstIc" associatlOns, or robbing of one's fellow 
drug users and dealers. Since much police action is directed at dealers there 
ar~ special dangers i~ the apprehension of the offender by tre polic~. The 
eVIdence .to. date pomts to the concentration ofviolencety and against 
deal~rs witlun the drug scene and much'less often, towar9the square world 
outsIde. As drug use continues to expand and as more$Oc1opathic individuals 
~re attra~t6d both to that use and to dealing, one mus-t"anticipate a continued 
mcrease In the violence risk within the drug scene and, insofar as present laws 
are kept on the books and enforced, an increasing risk to narcotics law 
enforcement ~e.rsonnel. Insofar as these men are armed, and to the degree 
they are preCIpItous, they of course present a violence risk to illicit users as 
well. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

It is .recommended that. educational programs conducted factually and by 
well-tramed ~ersonnel begm in. elementary school and present children with 
up-to-date eVIdence on the effects of drugs, and on the significance of the use 
of illicit drugs. 

It is recommended that programs of education be made available for 
parents s? that they may better teach their own children how to use socially 
and medIcally employed drugs cautiously with full regard for the risks and 
the benefits of the range of psychoactive substances. 

It is recommended that means be developed for bringing to physicians 
~harma~i~t~,. n~rcot~cs. off~cers, teachers and others who have particula; 
~esponSI~lllties m d!stnbutmg or .teachiIlg about drugs, the most up-to-date 
mfor~atlOn about drug effects and the significance of drug use. 

It IS recommended that full support be given to programs of research and 
evaluation as these are being carried on by agencies such as the National 
Institute of Menta~ Health, the, Food and Drug Administration, the Federal 
Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs as well as by state and local 
agencies. 
. It i~ reco~ended tha~ .special briefings and workshops be hel~1 for 
JournalIsts, radlO and teley.Ision commentators, 'science and police wfiters, 
etc., so that they ma~ not ?nly. be well informed on drug matters but in the 
hopes that a cadre 6t well-mformed journalists will serve as an influence on 
th.e ma~s media which will dampen sensationalism, and that inaccurate and 
m~sleadmg re~orting which leads to the furtherance of myths and 
mIsun~erstandmgs about the relationships between drugs and violence. 

It IS r~commended that early regular use of illicit drugs or of parentally 
u.nsupervlse.d use of alcohol or tobacco in youngsters be taken as a danger 
SIgnal warmn~ not only of the risk of increasing involvement in drugs but also 
as a ~anger SIgnal for the development of delinquent careers with potentials 
for .v~olence. Parents, physicians, teachers, the police ahd other adults in a 
pOSItIon to observe children's and teen conduct must be alert to the 
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probability of exposure to, experimentation with, and in some few cases, 
incipient dependency on psychoactive drugs. These observer~ must ?e assured 
of the importance of communicating with and understandmg children and 
young people so that drug use is something that c~n. b~ talked. about rather 
than hidden and lied about. When it is found that mlmlcal habIts of use are 
developing, there must be knowledge on hand as to what co~munity 
resources exist to assist the child and his parents. Necessarily these 
requirements imply a growth of community programs in medicine, men~al 
health and related fields, programs which are on-the-str~ets where the ~t~nsk 
users themselves are to be found. Legislative actions must facihtate 
identification and referral including nonpunitive as well as punitive handling 
(the latter only as a late; resort), and support fo~ commun.ity prog~ams of 
education, support to parents, and dev~lopment of medI~al, SOCIal and 
psychological facilities to interyene preventively a~d ther~peutI~a1ly.. . ., 

Major revisidn~ in the drug laws must be consldere~, ~nc1udlI~g mImmlZmg 
criminal penalties for exploratory drug use but provldmg a WIder. rang~ ~f 
alternatives tor youthful users .identified as at risk of troub~e. Smce It IS 
evident that current sanctions against traffic are not effective one must 
recognize the limitations of the deterrent effect on persons ~nce they are 
involved heavily in the drug life. If there is to be deterrence,. It must be an 
intervention in childhood and adolescence and, presumably, WIth reconstruc
tive rather than only punitive channels emphasized. There can be little 
questions that punitive options must nevertheless be retained as must be 
lona-term controls over persons identified as posing risks to others because of 
their involvement not only in drugs but in antisocial actions. 

Since alcohol remains the number on'e problem as far as a link to violence 
is concerned there must be legislation and social planning which will control 
the 'proble~-drinker; his driving, his opportunities Jor suicide, an~ his 
opportunities for assaults and other cr~mes against pe~sons. 

It is particularly important to realize that the children and teenagers who 
drink without leanling from their moderate parents how to do s~ safe~y, 
constitute . a special problem occurring in large numbers and WIth d~re 
potentials. Stronger controls over alcohol sales. to teenagers are .in order and 
there are needed a variety of treatment (occasIOnal, day-care, mght-care and 
total institutional care) facilities to which the early alcohol-involved and 
other drug-involved or uncontrolled youngsters can b.e referr.ed. The need for 
such facilities implies the failure of families to proVIde envlfonments where 
drug moderation is taught or where youthful conduct can be co~trblled; .and 
while the intervention of government is necessary to replace famIly fun<?tions 
which are no longer performed, it would be hearte~ing to look fm~~r~. to 
massive social-psychological-moral efforts to reconstitute thos~, now failmg 
families so that they may once again function to rear psychologically healthr 

and socially constructiv~.£.hildren. . . . . 
Of the developments i1\dicative of future risks, the growth of illICIt dru.g 

dealing accompanied by increasing willingness to carr~ a~~ kee~ handgu~~ IS 
the most disturbing. Violence in the marketplace of VICe IS a senous problem 
and requires complex steps, not the. least of which w.i1l. ~e better, control over 
Qrganized crime, approved alternatives <;?ther than illICIt dealets for people 
who feel they must have drugs in order to survive? means other than arrest 

IS 
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and incarceration to reach the growing number of illicit dealers and to enlist 
their own anxieties in the servjce 6f either their entering legitimate careers or 
at least seeking care for their often-noted emotional disorders. 

As a corollary to the increasing armed violence in the drug scene; it is 
apparent that the handgun is paramount and that there exists ready access to 
weapons through legitimate or underworld channels. Laws to eliminate the 
handgun entirely from use in the United States-with very heavy penalties for 
violation-are in order. There should be provisions for payment on surrender
ing weapons. Compulsory registration of rifleS' and shotguns may also be in 
order; 

.. A special problem exists in the link between drug traffic and arms traffic, 
that an accident of the Ubiquitous interests of the professional 
smuggler-criminal and of the rising need for weapons in organized drug 
traffic. Given the present permeability of our borders, it is clear that stronger 
controls are in order, as for example increased competency among Bureau of 
Customs personnel, increased staff for the Border Patrol, and so forth. 
Improved security is also called for in National Gusrd armories, gun stores, 
and other weapons-storage facilities, for guns stolen from these facilities fall 
into the hands of drug traffickers. 

Although it is apparent that the problems of individual criminal violence 
linked to drug use are associated with the more bedeviling problems of 
sociopathy, urban shims, psychological disturbance, and the like, one must 
not ignore an ethical or moral component which implies a lack of 
commitment on the part of one man to the welfare of another. Given the 
failure of some families to inculcate these principles, there is reason to further 
moral education through other instructions. Aside from churches which are 
aimed at the moral development of the child and a new kind of school 
teaching which emphasizes through participation and individual exploration 
the nature of the human community-and what that Community requires if 
each of its member/l is to survive and be joyful-may very well be in order. It 
is proposed that massive demonstration programs be undertaken in schools, in 
recreational pro rams, and in youth organizations to recruit pre-denquent 
youth and to educate them to the concepts of community and their own role 
and responsibilites therein. These institutions may also serve as places to 
identify the most asocial or distressed youths and to channel them into 
special service programs. Implicit here is a large scale infusion of competent 
and dedicated personnel into work with America's youth of all races, places 
and strata. Also implicit is that all Americans must be willing to rededicate 
themselves to the ideal of a democratic community which functions without 
exploitation, racism, or rampant self-interest and which .. as a nation-com
munity, reaffirms with personal warmth and enthusiasm th~ value of each one 
of us to each other. 
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APPENDIX 33 

ACCIDENTS AND VIOLENT 
BEHAVIOR: ARE THEY RELATED? 

By Julian A. Waller, M.D.* 

LSUMMARY 

Accidimtal injury is unintentional injury resulting from rapid release of 
energyfr6m nonbiologic sources. Injury from violence is intentiorial injury to 

, one's self or to others from such energy release. 

Measuring the Size of the Problem 

Approximately 112,000 deaths a year are attributed to accidents, 21,000 
to suicide, and - 12,000 to homicide. An estimated 50 million nonfatal 
accidents are believed to occur annually, whereas there are 200,000-500,000 
suicide attempts and at least a half million nonfatal assaults. There is much 
variation between communities in methods for classifying these three 
categories of injury, however, and in criteria for reporting them. With few 
exceptions, therefore, accurate information about the frequency of injury, 
the category of injury, and factors involved, including characteristics of 
individuals involved and the role of alcohol, is available only from special 
scientific investigations. 

Comparative Distributions of Accidents and Violence 

Fatal accident rates are highest among the young and the elderly; those 
from homicide are highest among young adults; and death rates from suicide 
are highest among the elderly. Fatal accident and homicide rates are higher 
among nonwhites, whereas suicide rates are high-er among whites. Fatal 
accidents and violence are more common among men than women, and tend 
to occur during evening and nighttime hours and on weekends. 

*Professor, Department of Community Medicine, University of Vermont College of 
Medicine, Burlinton. 
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Characteristics of Persons Involved in Accidents 

By and large, the prevention and control of injury-whether unintentional 
or intentional-has been directed at the general public under the assumptions 
that all are at equal risk of injury-producing behavior, and that all are equally 
capable of modifying such behavior if the motivations, or the deterrents to 
deviant behavior, are made strqrlg enough. Research has shown that the more 
serious the injury, the more likely is it that these assumptions are incorrect. 
Specifically, such research has demonstrated "the following: 

(1) Alcohol-often in very high blood concentrations-is the most 
important single human factor yet identified in serious and fatal 
accidents and in homicides, and is frequently found in suicide as well. 
Many of the individuals with these high blood alcohol concentrations 
have alcoholism or otherwise use alcohol excessively and have had such 
identifiable pattenls for several years previously . Persons with injuries 
in which alcohol 1S a factor very comnlOnly have histories of violent 
behavior as well. 

(2) Patterns of suicidal behavior, low tolerance to frustration, 
aggressive behavior and poor control of hostility have been identified 
among persons with serious accidents. It is not known, however, how 
often such patterns are associated with the use of alcohol or are related 
to accident-producing behavior in which alcohol is not a factor. 

(3) Persons with sociopathic behavior patterns appear to have 
excessive contacts with police agencies because of violent behavior, and 
various other offenses including frequent traffic citations. It is not 
clear, on the basis of research to date, whether they also have higher 
accident rates than do other persons of similar age. 

(4) Drivers with chronic medical conditions have been identified as 
a specific group with high accident risk but without concomitantly 
high risk of involvement in violence. 

(5) The high crash experience of teenage drivers appears to reflect 
several factors, such as aggressive behavior, the processes of learning 
how to drive, to drink, and to perform other adult activities, and other 
factors, both human and environmental. With the exception of alcohol, 
the actual contribution of these, either alone or in combination with 
other factors, is not currently known, however. 

(6) Among some children with excessively frequent injury, 
aggressive behavior, h:yperactivity~ and low tolerance to frustration have 
been indicated to be injury factors. Parental indifference to-or even 
support of-injury-producing behavior has been implicated as wen. 
Normal patterns of development, however l' also appear to be involved in 
some accidents to children. 

(7) A study comparing persons who accidentally shot themselves or 
others with those whom they shot and with persons not in gun 
accidents found that the shooters more often were previously known to 
the police,· had arrests for violence or for alcohol, and had previous 
highway crashes and traffic citations. 

--'"7- .... -----~-......---~----
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Prevention and Control of Injury 

Several options exist for reducing both the frequency of injury-producing 
events and the toll of death and disability from these events. It is possible to 
prevent the marshaling_ of hazardous energy itself, to prevent or modify its 
release, to remove man from the vicinity of the hazard, to interpose barriers 
which will block or modify the action of the energy on man, and, finally, to 
provide prompt and effective care to those who have been injured. 

Three major obstacles to achieving effective programs for injury 
control-and whose correction deserves highest priority-are the need for-

(1) Improvement of the quality of information available from 
official sources about the frequency of injury, whether it is 
unintentional or intentional, and factors associated with its occurrence, 

(2) Recruitment, training and retention of well qualified members 
of the injury control team, such as police, judges and magistrates, 
coroners, probation and welfare personnel, and ambulance crews, and 

, (3) Early identification and rehabilitation of persons who are 
likely to have persistently excessive involvement in accidents and 
violence. 

II. INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITIONS 

At a recent meeting of the American Medical Association (1),* the 
frequency of "violence on the highway" was compared with that of "crimes 
of violence." In actual practice if one person fatally injures another person by 
acciden t the in jurercommonly is considered, from the legal point pf view, to 
have committed involuntary homicide. The criminal and civil codes of law in 
other ways also blur to a substantial degree the distinction between accidents 
and crimes of violence. 

Organizations such as National Safety Council, on the other hand, 
carefully attempt to limit their activities to situations where there is no 
conscious intent to create property damage, injury, or both. It is necessary to 
distinguish, therefore, as to what is accident and what is violence. In what 
ways and among which individuals are they related phenomena? Among 
which individuals are they unrelated? To what degree are methods which are 
appropriate for the prevention or control of one appropriate for the 
prevention or control of the other? The answers to these questions are the 
subject of this report. 

In comparing injury resulting from accident and from violence the 
following definitions will be used: 

Accidental injury is injury resulting from rapid release of energy from 
nonbioiogic sources in the course of activities in which there i~ no conscious 
intent to create injury to the person or property injured. Thus, unintentional 
injury from conJact with bacteria or viruses would be excluded, whereas 
unintentional in:luryfrom chemical, thermal, kinetic, radiation or other 
energy would b~\lncluded provided the release of such energy occurred over a 
short time period. Injury from such energy released over a longer time 

*Numbers in parentheses indicate source references in app. I. Superscript numbers 
indicate anrlotat!ons~jn app. II. 
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commonly-and arbitrarily-is considered in other categories, for example, 
occupational illness, or damage from air or water pollution. Injury resulting 
from combative sports such as boxing, wrestling or hunting would be 
considered unintentional because the stated goal of the first two is to score 
points rather than to injure, whereas the stated goal of hunting is to injure' 
game rather than people. 

Injury from violence for purposes of this discussion is injury resulting from 
,activities in which there is conscious intent to hurt others or their property or 
to injure oneself. Assault, rape, homicide and suicide would be considered 
acts of violence. 

III. MEASURING THE SIZE OF THE PROBLEM 

About 112,000 people are reported to have died in the United States in 
1967 as a result of accidental injury (2), and an estimated 50,000,000 people 
were unintentionally injured severely enough to seek medical care or to lo~e a 
day or more of usual activities (2). About half of the deaths, but less than 10 
percent of the nonfatal injuries resulted from highway crashes, whereas a 
quarter of the deaths and almost half of the nonfatal injuries were from 

, accidents in or around the home (2). 
According to official sources 22,000 people died in 1967 as a result of 

suicide, and an estimated 200,000-500,000 each year make suicide attempts 
that do not result in death (3). Homicide took the lives of over 12,000 in 
1967, and at least a half million persons were assaulted nonfatally2 (4). 

Important questions must be raised about these figures, however. To what 
extent is there underreporting or overreporting of such events? To wh~t 
extent is there misclassification between events? 

Among fatalities, there probably is fairly complete reporting of the total 
number of all deaths believed by the certifying investigators to be accidents, 
homicide and suicide combined. Among such reported deaths, however, 
substantial error in classification is believed to exist. At present, accurate 
information usually is available only from special scientific studies. A recent 
investigation (5) of fatalities in single vehicle crashes, for example, suggests 
that where complete autopsies are not routinely performed-a situation 
common in most states-as many as 10 percent or more of fatalities in certain 
types of highway crashes may be erroneously attributed to accident although 
the correct cause of death is heart attack or other non traumatic reason. 

Conversely, Edland (6) has reported that 13 out of 86 crash fatalities that 
were listed as accident in Kansas City Mo., should have been listed as suicide. 
He notes that these individuals were immature and unstable with past records 
of fai~ure, marital and family disharmony and poor work records. He also 
states that "with one exception all of the fatalities followed quarrels with 
wives, sweethearts, or other family members, or employers. The exception 
was a pimp whose life was in danger. The investigators were only able to have 
one of these deaths certified as suicide." Edland states that-

suicides in one area are often viewed as accidental deaths in another. 
Various public officials with training varying from extensive to none are 
charged with this responsibility: often superimposed upon which are 
various religious, social, and community pressures tending to influence 
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the criteria .... It is the attitude of the certifying official, not the 
victim, upon which the statistics of suicide depend. 

One pathologist is of the opinion that it is common practice to record as 
accidental all deaths from poisoning ~y central nervous system depressants in 
which there is no suicide note and in which the blood alcohol concel:.tration 
is 30 mg percent (0.03 percent by weight) or higher, even in tho~e cases 
where there is considerable suspicion of suicide (7). Shneidman believes that 
as many as 50,000 fatal suicides occur annually but that at least haIr' are 
disguised by the listing of another cause of death on the death certificate (3): 

Relatively little is known about the frequency with which/ho:micide is 
misclassified as accident or vice versa although individual case reports 6J such 
events appear periodically. An entire body of literature, h:&wev~~, has 
developed about the "battered child" where such misclassification is believed 
to be rather common. This type of misdassification is noteworthy because 
laws have been passed requiring p'hysicians to report battered or otherwise 
maltreated children to the police. Such laws provide official recognition that 
there is considerable r.eluctance to state that the injuries involved ar¢ 
intentional, even where there is strong suspicion or evidence that this is the 
case. As one investigator (8) notes, "to some physicians the idea that the 
parents abused their child is so repugnant that they deny this possibility even 
in the face of clear-cut evidence." In one state, only half of the cases of child 
abuse suspected by physicians were reported to the authorities (9). ' 

Another example of misc1assification is that in which~ because of legal 
custom, accidental events are listed as homicide. In California, all coroners 
except one list as "homicide" deaths in which one person accidentally shoots 
another. In one county only such deaths are reported as "homicide 
(accidental)" (10). Because of these obvious problems of misc1assification, 
Shneidman has proposed that deaths might more appropriately be classified 
as intentional, subintentional, and unintentional (11). 

iEven greater question exists about the accuracty of estimates of the 
frequency of events that do not result in death. Nonfatal accidents, with the 
exception of highway crashes, work injuries and some recreational injuries, 
are not reportable. Even where reporting does occur differences between 
states and communities in official criteria for reporting make it ,diffij::ult, at 
best, to arrive at meaningful comparative estimates. Furthermon~') as a study 
from California showed (12), a substantial proportion of reiat'ively minor 
events may not be reported even where reporting is required. The best 
estimate of nonfatal accidents resulting in injury is based on Nation~l Health 
Survey interviews. . . 

Estimates of nonfatal suicide attempts are particularly unreliable because 
few are willing to admit to unsuccessful suicide attempts, and because many 
of those that are described may purposely be called accidents: Furthermore, 
all incompleted attempts cannot be classified equally but must be separated 
into true attempts at self destruction and those that are simply suicide 
gestures. 

There is now good documentation (13, 14) that at least in some 
. jurisdictions official police statistics may list fewer than half of reportable 
crimes of violence, such as aggravated assault and forcible rape. 'FBI figures 
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for unaggravated assault are available for 4,566 jurisdictions covering only 
about three-quarters of the population of the United States (4). 

The absence of consistently accurate information about the frequency of 
injury-producing events is a serious roadblock to measuring either the 
problem or the effectiveness of methods for dealing with it. An even more 
serious roadblock, however, is that there probably are important 
socioeconomic, racial, age related and other biases which result in selectively 
greater under or overstatement, or misclassification, of injury-producing 
events in specific segments of the population. Such biases may make it 
difficult or even impossible to decide with any degree of accuracy in which 
areas or among which population groups greatest program efforts must be 
placed. 

Furthermore, in order to make comparisons as to the frequency of injury 
among different groups, it is necessary to know not only how often such 
persons are injured but how often they are engaged in activities in which they 
are exposed to risk of injury. Such information rarely is available. Some 
studies of highway crashes or citations report rates per unit miles of driving 
exposure. One study has reported on ski injury rates per 1,000 man-days of 
skiing (15). For the most part, however, rates, when given, are per 100 
persons irrespective of the frequency with which these persons are exposed to 
the hazard in question. Men, for example, have higher crash rates per 100 
drivers than do women, but the difference disappears when rates are 
compared per unit miles of driving (16, 17). 

In one study of homicide (18) it is noted that differences in the frequency 
of homicide according to age may be related to the fact that certain age 

. groups "engage more frequently in particular activities such as drinking and 
gambling-activities which are conducive to quarreling and violence," or that 
the distribution of murder according to time of day follows the pattern of 
leisure time available for interaction between people. But we do not know 
how often particular groups are engaged in these activities believed to be 
associated with high risk of assault and murder. Until official or commonly 
available 'sources of data can be counted upon as being more consistently 
accurate, the best information will continue to come from special studies and 
from the relatively few medical examiners' offices in which complete 
autopsies and complete social histories are regularly obtained. 

COMPARATIVE DISTRIBUTION OF ACCIDENTS AND VIOLENCE 

One measure of the degree to which accidents and violence are similar is 
the extent to which they follow similar patterns of distribution in the 
population. Such patterns are compared below for fatalities only since, as was 
noteq, information about nonfatal events is sparse and usually of unknown 
accuracy. 

Table 1 shows fatality rates per 100,000 population from all accidents, 
highway crashes, suicide and homicide in each la-year age group among 
whites and nonwhites (predominantly Negro) age 15 or older. Among whites, 
the peak accident and fatality rates are among the young and the elderly, and 
the peak homicide rates are among the yOl,1ng. 

Among nonwhites, total accident rates rise with increasing age, whereas 
crash and. suicide rates tend to be fairly level among almost all age groups. 
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Table 1.-Fatal accident, highway crash, suicide and homicide rates' 
per 100,000 population according to age among whites and nonwhites age 15 

and older, United States, 1956 (19) 
.. 

Whites Nonwhites 

All Highway All Highway 
Age accidents crashes Suicide Homicide accidents crashes Suicide 

15-24 · \ ....... 61.9 45.5 3.6 3.3 60.5 35.0 5.8 

25-34 · .. " ...... 46.2 28.7 12.6 5.2 71.9 38.5 9.8 

35_44 ......... 42.6 23.5 17.6 4.8 78.1 33.2 9.2 

45-54 ...•..... 51.1 24.5 22.0 3.9 84.0 33.4 8.6 . , 

55-64 ......... 61.5 28.2 25.4 3.3 94.2 36.3 8.3 

65-74 ......... 88.1 35.0 23.1 2.3 123.3 40.6 8.4 

75-84 · ....... ' .. 204.3 46.8 25.4 2.2 145.9 29.3 9.1 

85 and older ...... 636.0 41.5 26.0 1.9 . 305.3 28-:4 ;, 7.4 
\;' , 

'i 
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Homicide 

31.3 

61.4 

~1.5 

34.4 

21.4 

16.0 

9.4 

7.4 
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Homicide rates are highest among the young. The overall accident, crash 
fatality ~nd homicide rates are higher among nonwhites than whites, whereas 
suicide rates consistently are lower among nonwhites. 

T!1is table suggests that accidents, suicide and homicide, at best, are only 
tenuously related. As will be described later, among certain groups, especially 
persons who use alcohol heavily, important relationships do exist among 
these three forms of injury. However, among other groups ·such 
relationships do not exist. Crude measurements such as the national death 
rates sometimes may obscure important relationships because such rates 
represent a combination of patterns of many different groups of people with 
widely divergent life styles, and of many different factors that affect not only 
the rate of injury but also the likelihood of survival after injury. 
. As shown in. table 2, men consistently more often die as a result of all 

accidents, crashes, suicide and homicide than do women. Information about 
the days of the week, or hours at which suicides occur is not available. Such 
inform~tion hl!s been collected, however, for highway cra~hes and homicides 
in Cuyahoga County , Ohio (18, 20). As seen in tables 3 and 4, fatal highway 
crashes and homicides both tend to occur disproportionately on weekends 
and during evening and nightime hours. 

Table 2.-Fatal accident, highway crash, suicide and homicide rates 
per 100,000 population according to sex among whites and nonwhites age 15 

and older, United States, 1965 (19) 

Whites 
All Highway 

accidents crashes Suicide Homicide 

Males .... 75.1 37.1 17.4 4.4 
Females .. 34.0 13.9 6.6 1.6 

Nonwhites 
All Highway 

accidents crashes Suicide Homicide 

Males .... 98.6 39.7 7.7 40.1 
Females .. 37.3 12.8 2.5 10.0 

One study (21) showed that communities with high death rates from 
highway crashes also have high death rates from violence, and high rates of 
crime, whereas those with low death rates from crashes have low crime and 
violertce rates. The avthor of this study states that "whatever factors play a 
part in the positive correlation of suicide-homicide, other crimes, and 
accident death rates, there is no reason to doubt that aggressive, hazardous 
driving is likely to be chanicteristic of persons similar to those who have 
suicidal or homicidal or both tendencies-and vice versa." 

Although the distributions of accidents and violence according to age and 
race suggest rather limited relationships between such events, the 
distributions of these types of injury acqording to sex, time and place suggest 
that some important relationships may exist. Haddon, Suchman, and Klein 
(22) have observed that results of analyses such as these are interesting but 
that-
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Table 3. -Percentage of fatal highway crashes and homicides 
occurring each day of the week l.\, 

Dl!)' of w~ek 
Highway 

Homicides crashes 
Monday 15.0 . 

Tuesday 10.8 . 
Wednesday 11.8 
Thursday . 10.8 
Friday 15.2 
Saturday 18.0 
Sunday lS.2 

Total percent 99.8 
Number . (499) 

Highway crashes occurred in Cuyahoga County, Ohio, 1955-57 (20). 
Homicides occurred in Cuyahoga County, Ohio, 1947-53 (18). 

Table 4.-Percentage offatal highway crashes and homicides 
occurring at different times of day 

8.6 
8.9 
8.9 

11.3 
15.6 
27.0 
19.6 
99.9 
(652) 

Hour 
Highway 

Homicides crashes 
Noon-3 p.m. 9.3 7.6 
3-6 p.m. 14.5 12.4 
6-9 p.m. 17.7 19.0 
9 p.m.-midnight 18.2 23.3 
Midnight-3 a.m. 16.1 20.2 
3-6 a.m. 9.5 9.2 
'6-9 a.m. , , 9.5 3.5 
9 a.m.-noon .". 5.2 4.8 

Total percent 100.0 100.0 
Number (496) (622) 

. Highway crashes occur,ed in Cuyahoga County, Ohio, 1955-57 (20). 
Homicides occurred iJri;Cuyahoga County, Ohio, 1947-53 (18). 

they are subject to the same criticillm that might be leveled against 
any conclusions based on purely statistical correlations without 
ancillary evidence. Covariation of group rates is insufficient evidence of 
causality, because iridependent factors' may be responsible for the 
differing rates,or both may result from a common cause rather than 
one from the other. Furthermore, group rates may not be indicative of 
individual relationships. 

As will be shown, ancillary evidence does exist linking accidents and violence 
among specific population groups. 

V. CHARACTERISTICS OF PERSONS INVOLVED IN ACCIDENTS 

For many years there have been attempts to identify characteristics that 
distinguish individuals who are involved in accidents from those who are not . , 
and espeCially to identify those who are involved on frequent occasions. 
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Among the major fl~ws of many of these studies has been the failure of the 
investigators to recognize that environmental, social and other factors may 
playas important a role in the initiation and outcome of accidents as do 
human factors in individuals. Contrary to what has been frequently suggesteo., 
accidents are not an ,unusual phenomf!non with unique laws of causation. 
They can be studied and controlled by means of epidemiologic and other 
scientific methods as effectively as can any other area that has concerned the 
medical and other scientific professions. . 

Investigators often have assumed that a single human factor-for example, 
"accident proneness"-may explain a broad range of injury experience, but 
they have failed to realize that, conversely, a single class of accident may be 
the result o( s~~~_r~l major patte!ns of h~:r:nan-ei1Vi~onmental interaction just 
as are many .other types. of phenomena. It cannot be over-emphasized that, 
although accidents and vlOlence appear to be related phenomena for certain 
groups of individuals, no such relationship exists for other groups. In 
addition, relationships may exist only for certain limited time periods instead 
of invariably being constant over many years. In this section characteristics of 
s~veral ~opulation groups will be described. Some have greater than average 
nsk of Involvement both in accidents and violence. Others, on the basis of 
currently available information, have high accident risk only. Still others 
appear only to have excessive involvement in violence. 

A. Alcohol and Alcoholism 

. T~e. ingestion of ~lcohol is the single most important human factor yet 
~dentIfled among aCCIdents that result in death to persons age 15 or older. It 
IS also commonly associated with homicide and suicide. Table 5 shows 
eX~!l:1p~s of the frequency with which alcohol is found among persons 
responsible for injury events, those with responsibility undetermined, those 
believed not responsible, and persons not involved in such events. Alcohol is 
present among persons in injury-producing events, whether accidental or 
violent, much more often than among persons not in such events. With 
cert~in exceptions to be discussed later, those initiating injury of any 
particular tY.pe more often have alcohol, and have high alcohol 
~~ncentrations, than do those who are classified as ''victims'' of that type of 
Injury. 

There is now considerabie evidence that problems drinkers anddthers who 
use alcohol.excess~vely comprise a substantial proportion of persons in 
accidents involving alcohol (27, 30-32). Among such persons accidents and 
violence are highly correlated. Such correlation is found much less often 
among persons whose accidents do not involve alcohol and who are not 
problem drinkers. 

This evidence is of two types. In the first, arrest records and contacts with 
community service agencies have been compared for drivers who have crashes 
or citations involving alcohol and for drivers who have crashes or citations 
without alcohol" pr who have incident-free records. 

Table 6 shows some results from one of these studies (30). Almost 
two-thirds of the dqInken drivers, and half of the drivers in crashes involving 
alcohol and hit-andi~run crashes met the criterion used for problem drinking, 
namely, two or more previous arrests involving misuse of alcohol. These 
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Table 5. -Frequency of alcohol and of blood alcohol concentratio.ns of 1 ~O. mg percent 
(0.10 percent by wtland higher among p,ersons in.volved m fatai InjUry 

producing events and persons not involved in such events 

Percent with 
alco!tol 

Persons believed responsible for initiating fatal i 

injury events: 
Drivers, single vehicle crashes (23) ........... . 
Drivers believed responsible for two-vehicle 

crashes (23) ...................... . 
Pilots in private plane crashes (24) ........... . 
Drownings (25) ..................... . 
POisonin:fs2 (25) ..................... . 
Suicides (25) ...................... . 
Persons charged with homicide (26) .......... . 

Fatally injured persons whose responsibility for 
- event is'unknownor not investigated: 

Drivers, resp-onsIbility unknown (23) ......... . 
Pedestrians (23) ......... ............ . 
Fires (25) ......................... . 
Miscellaneous accidents (25) . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 

Persons whose fatal injuries were believed to 
result from the action of others: 
Drivers believed not responsible (23) ......... . 
Passengers (26) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Victims of homicide (26) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Persons not involved in injury events: 
Drivers on road at similar times and places 

to fatal crashes (28) ................. . 
Pedestrians on road at similar times and places 

to pedestrian fatalities (29) .............. . 
Persons who died of "natural" 0auses (25) ...... . 

63 

49 
35 
61 
75 
36 
54 

24 
49 
63 
24 

26 
42 
53 

21 

26 
14 

Percent with 
100 mg percent 
(0.10 percent 
by wt) or higher 

55 

39 
20 
45 
71 
26 
Unknown 

17 
42 
58 
22 

14 
26 
Unknown 

3 

7 
7 

lRef. 1 is from 41 California counties in 1966; ref. 24 is for entire United ~tates 
during 1963; ref. 25 is for Sacramento County, Calif., 1964-65;. ref. 2~ IS for 
Philadelphia, 1948-52; ref. 27 is for Sacramento a~d Alameda Coun~Ies, Calif., ~ro~ 
1960-67 and San Francisco County, 1950-67; ref. 28 IS for New York CIty, 1959-60, ref. 
29 is for New York City, 1959. 
- . 2It is quite likely that the proporti?n of ~uicides ~nvo~ving .alcoh?l is higher tI.tan that 
noted whereas' the proportion of unmtentIOnal pOlsorungs mvolvmg alcohol IS lower 
Since,' if alcohol is present, many deaths involving poisoning are routinely listed as 
accidental instead of suicide. 

drivers also significantly more often had previous arrests for violence than did 
drivers with incident-free records or incidents not involving alcohol. Among 
the drunken drivers it was noted that-

almost three quarters of their many arrests involved drinking. Th~ir 
marriages often were in a state of dissolution because of exceSSIve 
drinking. Among drunken drivers, arrest reports commonly observed 
that the person had been arrested for assaulting his wife, when he 
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Table 6. -Percentage of men known to community service agencies, with two or mOre previous arrests involving 
alcohol; and with previous arrests for violence among men with no crash,es or traffic citations, with 

citations for moving virlations, with crashes involving alcohol or hit-and-run crashes, and with 
arrests for driving while intoxicated and related offenses, Oakland, Calif, 1965 (30) 

Citations for 
movin~ traffic 

Crashes not Arrest warrants Crashes Arrests for 
No crashes or violations 

involving for ignoring involving driving while 
citatjons of all sorts 

;alcohol traffic citations alcohol or intoxicated 
except drunken hit-or-run Ipld related 

I.' driving crashes~ offenses 
Previously 

known to 
community-
agencies 19 34 39 68 76 87 

t 
'. :..-\" 

2 or more 
previous " 

arrests "~~\;-, 

inyolving 
',/ aIcohol 3 8 14 29 50 63 v . .' <'1/ ., 

Previous 
arrests for 
violence* 5 8 9 ,- 37 36 27 

-
Number of '~" 

persons 150 131 r 117 19 .33 

,J 
150 

I -, 
. \ .). 

,I. *VI?lence In thIS case.re!ers to actual assault uponai1oth~rperson. Arrests for drunken and disorderly conduct, 
d~sturbmg the peace, and sImIlar offenses ~s ~eU ,as for sex offenses are listed separately~ 
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,,-::-., arrived home intoxicated and she began scolding him for his alcoholic 
-'/ pattern. 

Drivers with arrest warrants for ignoring traffic citations also had highly 
deviant patterns with respect to violence and other offenses. Characteristics 
of this group, however, will be discussed later. 

In another related study (33), arrest records were compared for drivers age 
15 or oider, with different blood alcohol concentrations, who died as a result 
of single vehicle crashes. Table 7 shows the proportions of drivers with arrests 
for different types of violence among persons who died with little or no 
alcohol present, with high blood alcohol concentrations,and with extremely 
high concentrations. Table 8 shows the proportions of driv~rs with such 
arrests among persons with and without previous arrests for public 
drunkenness. Drivers with high alcohol concentrations, and drivers with 
previous drunkenness arrests, more frequently had histories of arrests for 
violence than did those with low concentrations or without drunkenness 
arrests. In each blood alcohol group, more drivers with previous drunkenness 
arrests had been arrt:sted for assault, disturbing the peace, disorderly conduct, 
or resisting arrest than had drivers' without drunke!1ness arrests. 

The fact that the deviant behavior begins at a fairly early age and appears 
to continue rather predictably is of major importance for the early 
identification of injury-producing behavior patterns and Jor prevention of 
further difficulty. As noted in the first study (30): 

Ina majority of ,cases, the pattern of difficulty with the use of 
alcohol could have been identified at least five years earlier, and usually 
contact had been made with some community agency before the pers~m 
had reached the age of 25 or 30. Such initial contact usually expanded 

Table 7. -Percentage of persons with previous arrests for crimes of Violence, and 
with crashes during the previous ~ years among drivers with different blood 

alcohol concentrations who were fatally injured in single vehicle 

Previous, record-

Assault, homicide, 
manslaughter . . . . 

Rape or intent 
to rape ....... ,' 

Disturbing pea;ce, 
disorderly conduct, 
resisting arrest ... 

Vand~Usm, malicious 
miscbJef, property 
damage ...... . 

Highway"crashes ... . 
Number of vers()ns ., 

crashes, California, 1963-64 (33) 

'Less than 50 
mg percent 
(0.05 percent 
by wt) 

1.6 

.8 

3.3 

1.6 
18'.7 

123 
.:'( 

,~,-;::.'-

Blood alcohol concentration 

50-150 mgpercent 
(0.0570.15 percent by wt), 

6.0 

1.2 
-,' 

.. ,~\! 

6.0 

.0 
39.8 
83 

Greater than 
150 mg percent 

,(0.15 by wt) 

8.5 

1.4 

8;1 

3.3 
29.4 

211 

" 
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Table .8. -Percentage. of persons ~th previous arrests for crimes of violence, and 
Wlth crashes dunng the prevlOUS 3 years among drivers with and without 

previous arrests for public drunkenness who were fatally injured 
in single vehicle crashes, California, 1963-64 (33) 

Previous 
record 

Assault, homicide, 
manslaughter . . . . 

Rape or intent to 
rape ........ . 

Disturbing peace, 
disorderly conduct, 
resisting arrest 

Vandalism, malicious 
mischief, property 
damage ....... 

Highway crasftes . . . . . 
~umber of persons " 

Without public 
drunkenness arrests 

3.3 

1.0 

, 2.0 

1.0 
29.8 

304 

With public 
drunkenness arrests 

13.3 

1.8 

17.7 

5.3 
34.5 

113 

rather rapidly into multiple contacts with many agencies as the person 
and his family became more deeply engulfed in the deluge of 
alcoho!-related problems. 

. D~spite the availability of such information, an impression that a 
dnnking pr.oblem existed was considered in less than a quarter of the 
drunken dnvers, and a medical diagnosis of alco.holism was made in less 
than 1 o~. At times the diagnosis was missed because an agency worker 
sh~red WIth the general public the mistaken impression that alcoholism 
eXists only :where a person"is grossly intoxicated almost every day, or 
meets the unage of the skid row bum." The need for and the 
potenti~l of, inservice education of professional agency 'per~onnel on 
the subject of alcoholism is obvious. 

In the second type of study life experiences of persons with known 
alcoholism have been identified. Brenner (34), for example, has reported that 
the death rate per 100,000 man-years from accidents of all types combined 
among alcphohc persons is 7.0 times that expected for ,~a nonalcoholic 
popula.tion of similar age and sex. The death rate from suicide in the alcoholic 
group IS 3.5 times that expected. The death rate involving homicide was not 
repor~ed. It may also be important to examine the effect of alcoholic 
behaVIOr on the accident and violence patterns of families of alcoholic 
persons (35). 

The ~tu~ie~ !elating alcohol to accidents and violence help to explain some 
of the simIlantIes of these types of injuries that were noted in the section on 
Comparative Distrib~tion. As seen in table 9, the distribution of arrests for 
d~unkenness accor~mg to day of week parallels the distribution of fatal 
highway crash~s .a~d homicides. In similar fashion, the preponder,ance of fatal 
cra~hes, and honucldes during evening and ~ighttime 4ours, among males, and 
dunng t~e young a~ult years also is believed to reflect the greater use of 
alcoh~l m th~ ~venmg and at night, and the greater use in frequency and 
quantIty per sIttmg among young males. . 
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The heavy drinking patterns that have been described ~mong Ne?r?es (36) 
and American Indians (37) may explain, in part at least, hIgher hOJlllClde rates 
among nonwhites, and higher fatal crash rates for nonwhites during the young 
adult and middle adult years of life. Perh~ps nonwhite teen~ge.rs and oldsters 
have lower fatal crash rates than whites of similar age because they may be 
less likely to own and to drive cars for socioeconomic and other reasons. 

Table 9.-Percentage offatal highway crashes, homicides, and arrests 
. for drunkenness occurring each day of the week'" 

Drunkenness Drunkenness 

Highway arrests arrests 

crashes Homicides ("",bite males) (Negro males) 

Monday ......... 15.0 8.6 7.8 I) 111.0 
i '.'12.2 6.6 Tuesday ......... 10.8 8.9 

11.8 8.9 11.3 6.4 Wednesday ..... :. 
10.8 11.3 11.1 7;6 

Thursday ........ 
15.6 .:16.6 17.6 15.2 Friday .......... 

18.0 27.0 26.8 36.6 Saturday ........ 
19.6 11.1 17.4 18.2 Sunday •• II ••.•••• 

Total percent .... 99:8 19.9 100.1 100.0 
(499) (652) (19,657) (22,486) Number ......... 

*Highway crashes occurred in 1955-57, Cuyahoga County, Ohio (20); homicid~s 
occurred in 1947-53, Cuyahoga County, Ohio (18); drunkenness arrests occurred In 

1961; Atlanta, Ga. (36). ' 

B. Aggression 

Aggressive behavior and "accident proneness" o~ unconscio~sly intended 
accidents' appear to be important factors in the aCCIdent expene~ce of some 
individuals and at certain tiJilles. In many accident:) these factors appear not to 
be relevant" however. The' concept of "accident proneness:' . has been 
promulgated since 1926 as .an entity responsible for' ~any, I~ not m~st, 
accidents (38). Karl Menninger (39) has referred to purpOSIve aC~Ide~ts wh~ch 
he feels "are similar to other forms of self-destruction ~ith. motIves m~l~din~ 
aggre~sion, self-punishment, and propitiation (theprmclple of sacnfIce). 
Franz Alexander (40) has said that-

, . 
in most accidents there is an element of intention, though this intention 
is. by no means conscious. In other words, most accidents are 
unconsciously intended. They belong to that category of phenomena 
which were described by Freud as the errors of everyday life such as 
misplacing an object, forgetting t? mail a let!er and carrying it for days II 
in one's pocket, misspelling or mlspronouncmg a word. Freud showed 
convincingly that such errors are not accidental in the strict sense of the 
word but are unconsciously intended. 

More recently it has been recognized that suc~ pa~t~rns :nay ~e app~icable 
only to certain types of situations and to certam CrISIS penods m the hves of 
individuals but thatthey are not as widely relevant as Alexander suggested. 
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S~u~es. about the. role of aggressive behayior. as a subconscious factor in 
the InItIatIon of accId~nts are closely related to t~e concept of accident 
~ron~~ess. The aggressIve patterns described in many of these studies are 
IdentIfIed by means of psychological tests or interviews. Oth~r studies have 
reported dem?nstrated patterns of aggressive behavior in real life. In one 
study (41) dn~e~s with crashes have been reported to have significantly less 
co?trol ~f hostihty, less tolerance of tension, and to be more aggressive than 
dnvers wIthout crashes. 

.Higher crasp. rates were found in another study (42) based on both 
attItudes a~d previous behaVior, among persons with histories of suicidal 
preocc~patIOn or attempts, chronic depression and self-deprecation low 
frustratIOn tolerance, chronic or frequently recurrent rage or resentment 
toward others, ~nd destr~ctive or aggressive behavior when drunk, but not 
when sober. This study IS of particular importance because it suggests that 
among .persons with alcoholis~, those who have these traits may have highe; 
crash ~Isk than do persons wIthout these behavioral patterns. Other studies 
(43.' 44~ ~ave suggested that some groups selectively become more reckless in 
theIr dnvIng behavior when under the influence of alcohol than do other.~ 
Accor~ing to one investigation (31) many of the fatal crashes invol;in~ 
a1~oholi~ persons were directly preceded by quarrels, and 39% of a1coholic 
dnvers In these fatal crashes had previous histories of "more than one 
u~provo~ed physical fight after age 18." Only 3 percent of non-alcoholic 
d~Iver~ In such crashes and 9% of drivers not in fatal crashes had such 
histones. 

T~ere can b~ little que.stion that aggressive behavior plays an important 
rol~ In the accId~nt expenence of some individuals, at least as measured by 
theIr crash expenence. Much diversity exists, however, in the definitions and 
methodology used in many of the studies. It is not possible at this time to 
state.,,:hether. the patterns of aggression thathaye been described are largely 
ass~cIa(ed WIth ~lcohol and alcoholism, or whvther other groups have 
accIdent patterns In ~hich aggression in the absenc~\\of alcohol plays a major 
role. Also, on the ba~Is of curre?tly available infOll'mation it is not yet possible 
to say what ~roportIOn of aCCIdents or of fatal accidents involve individuals 
who at that tIme also have high risk of involvement in violence. 

C. Sociopathic Behavior 

P~rsons with sociopathic behavior appear to be excessively involved in acts 
of VIolence .and to have frequent citations for traffic offenses. It is not clear 
how~ver,w~ether~eY'also have excessive accident rates. The development of 
a socIopathic behaVIOr pattern has been deSCribed as follows (45): 

. Typic.ally [the sociopathic child) is characterized by an emotional 
Im~atunty refle~te~ by his impulsive and instant response to his 
fee14ngs ... CertaIn lInes of conduct particularly of a socialized nature 
are never learned .... Frequently t~ese preadolescent psychopaths 
steal, run away, suffer from enuresis, are destructive quarrelsome 
sulk~, d.eceitful, obstinate, defiant, boastful, shamele;s and erratic~ 
Antagom~m or open rebe~on against a dominating parent may be 
shown. lhe adolescent reSIsts the ideals and mores of his family and 
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tends to socializ.e at a lower level. With approaching maturity and the 
weakening of the restraining forces of the horne and with the increase 
of responsibilities and of environmental contacts and demands, the 
earlier tendencies become outspoken manifestations ... In spite of the 
fact that his conduct is so inadequate or so hostile from a socia1 
standpoint the psychopath is satisfied with it. He shows few feelings of 
anxiety, guilt or of remorse and is unable to profit either from 
experience or punishment ... The psychopath lacks purpose, aim and 
foresight, is deficient in sense' of responsibility and lives for the 
moment ... He does not, either, build up a sense of social values as 
normally should occur through the process of identification .... The 
demands of instinct are not adjusted to the demands of society. 

As was noted in the section on Alcohol .and Alcoholism a small group of 
drivers was identified with arrest warrants for ignoring traffic citations (30). 
These drivers exceeded all other groups in the study described in proportions 
of persons with arrests for violence, sex offenses, illegal use of drugs~' theft 
and miscellaneous offenses. This group of teenagers and young adults had 
active histories of antisocial behavior going back to preadolescence or early 
adolescence. About three-quarters of them had previous citations for'moving 
tr(lffic violations during the 3 years previous to the study-about twice that 
e~'~2ected for their age group. Surprisingly, however, only 12 percent had 
hlghway crashes during this time, a proportion that did not exceed the 
expected crash experience. Similar observations have been made for persons 
with previous arrests for illegal use of drugs in a different study (17). 

The role of' the 'soclopathlc paTtern in the occurrence of acciden~s and in 
the relationship.between accidents and violence' has barely been explored using 
appropriate scientific techniques. Therefore, any conclusions are largely 
tentative because adequate· data are not yet available. It would appeu on the 
basis of the scanty data that at least some persons with sociopathic patterns 
are excessively involved in acts of y~olence and in driving behavior that results 
in frequent flaunting of traffic laws, frequent citations, but not in. excessive 
accidents when. compared with persons of similar age. 

This group does present serious problems to motor vehicle authorities 
because of the frequency with which they are identified as negligent 
operators. Furthermore; because of their pattern of flaunting authority, there 
is a distinct possibility that their contacts with pOlice. personnel may 
frequ~ntly result in high speed vehicular chase with the resultant hazard of 
crashes involving the offender, the police, or an innocent third party (46). As 
has been demonstrated in one study, (47) a sizable proportion of persons in 
hit-and-run crashes may have sociopathic patterns. Nothing is known about 
the patterns of nonhighway accidents' among persons with sociopathic 
behavior. 

D. Chronic Medical Conditions 

Persons with chronic medica1 conditions have greater than average accident 
experience but, on the basis of present information, do not have concomitant 
high violence experience. Most of the information about this group is based 
on driving records. It has been shown that drivers with cardiovascular disease, 
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diabetes, and epilepsy have significantly higher crash rates and different types 
of crashes than ~o drivers of similar age without these conditions (17, 44, 48) 
and that most, If not all, of the higher crash experience of elderly drivers 
occurs to those with chronic medical conditions. (49). Elderly drivers without 
these ~onditions have cra~ rates fairly compani01c.tottiose or healthy middle 
age d~Ivers. The scanty mformation available about the nonhighway injury 
expe~Ience of ~ersons with medical conditions suggests that, in the 
nonhighway settmg also, such persons are at greater than average risk of 
unintentional injury (50, 51). 

In one study ~17), drivers with medical conditions who were adjudged to 
have poorest attItude toward following their medical regimens or toward 
d~iving with revoked driving licenses had somewhat (but not significantly) 
higher crash and citation rates than did those with good attitude. The 
prepond~rance of persons with chronic medical conditions are in age ranges 
where vIOlence against others is infrequent. Death from suicide is more 
frequent in these ag~ ranges, however, and some studies have found poor 
~ealth t~ be an occaSIOnal reason for cOmmitting suicide (52). However, no 
mfor~atIOn currently suggests a consistent relationship between accidents 
and vIOlence among persons with high risk of accidental injury related to 
medical conditions. 

E. Teenage Behavior 

The relationship of injury and teenage behavior is discussed separately 
b.ecause teenagers consistently are reported to have excessive crash experience 
eIther per nun:ber of ~rivers .or per unit of miles driven, and because driving 
by tee~agers IS assocIated I~ the minds of many with overt display of 
aggre.ssiveness. Careful analysIs of teenage injury experience illustrate& the 
multIple causative factors-both human and environmental-involved in 
accidents, as well as many of the pitfalls existing in the evaluation of 
relationships between injury and underlying factors. 
.. Diffic~lties .in defini?g the . relationship begin with the quality of 
mformatIOn avaIlable. KleIn (53), for example, states that-

a ~aj~r problem ~teI?s from the fact that most studies of teenage 
dnvmg use a quantItatIve rather than qualitative approach and involve 
population samples chosen for their proximity or their administrative 
convenience rather than from theoretical considerations. Despite all 
that we ~ave learned a~out the inadequacy, the inaccuracy, the biases, 
and the melevance or police records and motor vehicle data much 
research relies exclusively on such data-in the hope, apparently, that if 
one uses large enough numbers, the truth will emerge. 

In illustration he notes that-

in the case of minor accidents, for example, the teenager is not 
personally or finanCially responsible enough..-or suffiCiently skilled in 
social interaction-to settle matters amicably at the side of the road. 
Hence, accidents which between adults would involve nothing more 
than an exchange of license and insurance information are more likely, 
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when a teenager is involved, to become matters of official record. The 
same phenomenon seems likely to occur in connection with violations. 
The respectably dressed, middle-aged, middle·,class driver is far more 
likely than the leather-jacketed uncombed teenager to be able to talk 
his way out of a summons, even though both commit precisely the 
same violation. In both accidents and violations, then, the same kind of 
behavior and the same frequency of involvement is likely to be more 
heavily reported and more severely punished when it is manifested by 
the minority group, and the extent of teenage culpability for accidents 
is at least in part an artifact of minority-group prejudice 'by Judge and 
jury. 

A second problem lies in the frequent assumption that the teenage 
group-or any other group, for that matter-is homogeneous with respect to 
driving behavior and injury experience, as well as many other factors. Klein 
notes that the testing of permissible limits of action laid down by the 
dominant group-

may involve the single individual who shuttles back and forth between 
highly conforming and highly deviant behavior in order to discover the 
scope of his repertoire or it may involve different individuals, some of 
whom are consistently hyperconforming while others live at the very 
margin of permissible 'behavior. . .. If there is a teen-age driving 
problem, it may well be that these margin-testers contribute the bulk of 
the teenage accident figures. 

He further states that "this concept does not depend on an 
individual"characteristics sort of explanation, since any adolescent may at any 
time be led by transitory situational factors to test or challeng~ authority, 
regardless of his personality configuration." 

It may be true that any teenager (or any other person, for that matter) 
:may at any time get into a transitory situation in which he becomes a 
margin-tester. It must also be realized, however, that those who engage in 
such testing most frequently or most consistently are likely to be most 
over-represented With respect to the unwanted outcome of such behavior. As 
has already been~emonstrated, the sociopathic group often represents a 
specific identifiable''group of young persons with consistent or frequently 
recurrent highly deviant behavior and with frequent arrests as a result. 

The teenage characteristic of alternately conforming and deviant behavior 
may also be attributable to the learning process rather than--or in addition 
to-aggressiveness or lack of caution. Behavior in the teenage group such as 
"speed in excess of conditions" or "following too closely" and consequent 

,crashes may be as much the result of inexperience with what is demanded by 
the conditions and by one's own abilities as it is the result of consciously 
going beyond the limits of safety. 

, Such "testing" -and learning-behavior is not necessarily limited to 
teenagers. It has been reported (54), for example, that in Europe where first 
driving licenses were common among affluent middle-aged persons, the 
highest crash rates were among these middle-aged. As the average age fDr first 
license in Europe has progressively dropped over the past several years the 
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highest crash rate has progressivel!' dropped to younger and younger age 
groups. 

A part of the higher cr,ash experience of teenage drivers, there!ore, may. be 
attributable to the learning process rati1er than to true aggressIve behavIOr. 
Furthermore, since m~ny teenagers are first learning how to drink alcoholic 
beverages at the same time as they are gaining driving experience, t~ey may 
be at double jeopardy because, 'in essence, they are performmg two 
experiments simultaneously. This learning process may be made even m~re 
difficult because, for economic reasons, teenagers often own older cars which 
may have less adequate handling characteristics~ 

An important question, however, is what types· of teenagers, are likely to 
engage in single or multiple experimentation and under what CIrcumstances. 
Some information is available indicating the role of peer influences in 
drinking behavior (55) and in driving behavior of teenagers, and assessing the 
responses of drivers during the teen and early adult years t~ frustration .and 
hostility-provoking situations (56). About all that can be SaId on the basIs of 
currently available information is that many factors, including aggression, are 
involved in the accident experience of teenagers. The proportion of accidents 
among teenagers attributable to any specific factor (with the possible 

'.exception of alcohol) acting either alone or in combinatio? with ?th~r 
factors, is not known with any degree of accuracy. Almost no mformatIon IS 
available about the non-highway-accident experience \:>f tl;;enagers. 

F. Injury to Children 

In order to determine-insofar as injury is related to behavioral 
patterns-at what point in life, and how, such behavioral patterns' develop it is 
appropriate to ask to what extent and in what ways accident and vio~e~ce 
experience are related in children. It is necessary to know what characterIstIcs 
of children might be associated with accidents and/or violence, and also what 
parental characteristics might be associated with injury to children, excluding 
the battered children discussed earlier in which presumed accident actually is 
intentional violence. 

In several studies (57-59) children with high accident experience have been 
found more frequently to be hyperactive, aggressive, or unable to tolerate 
frustrations than are children of similar age, sex, and community with low 
accident experience. Some observations from one of these studies (57) are 
shown in table 10. Children with high accident experience in one time 
interval tend to continue to have high accident experience in subsequent 
.intervals also (60). .... 

A study by Mellinger and Manhelffier (61) IS of partIcular mterest because 
it examines the frequency with which children in high, intermediate and low 
accident groups are likely to be exposed to hazards in addition to personality 
characteristics of these ·~hildren. Specifically these investigators ask, to what 
extent is high accident experience a function of exposure to risk, of aggressive 
behavior which frequently involves acting out, of maladjustment as distinct 
from acting out, or of a combination of these factors. 

They conclude that the interaction they observed "strongly suggests that 
maladjustment is after4l.1 an important factor in accident liability-to the 
extent that the child,~.has behavioral characteristics which are otherwise 
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a~sociated ~ith hi~ liabil!ty:'~3 Their study also "lends some support to the 
VIew ~hat high accfdent liabIlity does not inevitably originate in emotional 
~aladJustment, and that otherwise "normal and healthy" behavior can 
mcrease accident liability." 

It would appear that, beginning fairly early in childhood a number of 
behavioral factors, as well as environmental factors not disc~ssed here are 
associ~te~ with accident experience, and that aggressive and maladju~tive 
behaVIOr IS one of these. The exact proportion of accidents related to such 
behaVior, however, is not currently known. 

Table 10. -Percentage of children with various behavior patterns among 
boys a.nd girls with low, intermediate and high accident 
experzence, Oakland and Berkeley, Calif., 1941-60 (57) 

Boys Girls 
Accident type Accident tj.rp'e 

Pattern Low Intermediate High I' ... ~ 
High Low Interme<:H:.te 

High activity level 24 j 

31 41 24 34 39 Frequent roughhousing 20 25 33 9 21 27 Daring ........ 30 43 51 20 32 46 Discipline problem . 35 37 54 24 29 29 Fights with peers .. 39 43 60 26 41 42 Show off ...... 26 34 46 20 31 42 Stilbbornness .... 25 40 37 23 44 43 Low frustration 
tolerance ...... 19 30 36 24 31 37 Impulsiveness . . . . 38 45 52 32 44 56 Careless, unreliable 40 43 52 31 51 53 Good school 
achievement . . . . 50 43 32 51 37 34 Counseling sought 

for behavioral 10 21 27 12 9 16 problem ...... 

~elatively li~tle is known about the role parental behavior plays in 
~ccIden~ expen.ence of children. Some studies suggest that parental 
mattentIOn aild ill health (58, 62), and casual attitude toward accidents (59) 
are factors among children with high accident experience. The relationship 
between such parental behavior and child neglect or maltreatment-a more 
subtle form of parental aggression than direct, assault-appears not to have 
been explored. 

?ne faSCinating eXID?ple has been observed by Klein' (54) of apparent 
actmg out of frustratIOns by parents through promotiO~l of hazardous 
~ecr~ational activity for their children. He has found that childiren who engage 
ill hIghly hazardou~ g?cart racing have been directed into this sport by fathers 
who are employed ill Jobs bereft of functional risks. According to Klein, these 
fathers "lead lives of noisy desperation" by engaging iri nonfunctional risks 
thr~ugh ownership clf cars and boats with higher horsepower than the 
natIOnal norm. Furthermore, they engage vicariously through their children in 
nonfunctional risks such fiS gocarting. Somewhat similar behavior in' a 
religious context has been described among parents and children in the 
serpent-using religious sects in Appalachia (63). The entire role of parel1tal 
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attitudes and behavior in th d, I . 
toward . violence, aggressiOn,e a:J

e ~fs~e~~f attitu~es among children 
exploratIon. ng reqUlres much fnther 

V. SEVERITY OF INJURY AND DEVIANCY 

One of the commonly overlooked . t f: factors contributing to th nnpo~ ant., .acts about injury is that 
. ", e occurrence of senous illJury and th . I d' 

mInor Injury may be vastly differen Am .' ose illVO ve In 
alcohol is found in about one out o:~ver o~g hi~wa~ crashes, for example, 
of severity combined (64) b t 't' th y ~1X d~Ivers m crashes of all degrees 
with sevele to fatal cr~shes u All ISh Ie .maJor smgle hu~an factor associated 

. d . co 0 In extremely high conc' t t' . 
assocIate very frequently with f: t I h f ., {,n ra IOns IS 
water, with other drownings andaw~thcrf:ast elsfio automobIles Into bodies of 

al h I
. ,I a a Ires. This may well b b . 

co 0 contnbutes not only to the . 't' t' f e ecaus,e, inabilit f th . Inl Ia IOn 0 the event but also to f 
y 0 e person to extncate himself on b .. ne 

Fatal crashes differ from minor one' th ~e su merSIOn or fIre has begun. 
much more likely to occur at nigh: ~no :r~m~ortant ~actors also. They are 
minor crashes (2). ' ween s, and ill rural areas than are 

As was noted earlier among suO 'd' . i 

usually nonfatal snicide' gestures a~~1 t~ one must dIstInguish between the 
attempts. These may involve differe:t m~re comm~nl~ ~atal true suicide 
circumstances (including different f ypes f of mdividuals, different 
different motivations One study (26) r~quency 0 alcohol ingestion) and 
alcohol is a factor tend to invol 'e as suggest~d th~t homicides in which 
multiple s~abbing) than do those w;tho~~~~c~~~~sIve vIOlence (for example, 

The dIfferences between' fact common to serious injury are ;rs ~ommon to minor injury and those 

persons, on the basis of their experfe':c:~it~~~~~ t~y exp~ain why ~any 
events, make inappropriate ·ud ent uc more. co~mon mInor 
Persons who hav:e responSibility Fa: la~ ~bout ~~e nature ~f s~r~ous e~Jents. 
programs that may include the enl nIng a~ unp~ementIng illJury control 
different factors may influence ea"hl~end~anfgetho seventy must remember that 

~ 0 e spectrum. 

vlLCONCEPT OF THE INNOCENT VICTIM 

I 

.' 

It is commonly assumed where 0 . .' -
accident or violence that the .. d ne person Injures another through 
This assum tio b . Injure person usually is an innocent victim 
. . d p, n pro ably IS correct in Circumstance,s where the" d d' 
Injurer 0 not know each other and h ' . . Injure an 
chance. For example, In two vehicle crash::- come Into contact almost by 

~~~:r~o~e~:~~:ob~:;e d~~:~~l1~h~s a ;!SUlt of the ~ctions of others 
co?centrations are more freq;~ntlY ~imi~ ~avteh' thelrfblood. alcohol 
drIvers th t h . r 0 ose 0 non-Involved 
example:t:no~t ~~e h of dnve~~ responsible for fatal crashes. For 

crashes it is often a S:r::~l:~t~~~o~r~!e~r~~n~ in ~heir blood. In such 
medical examiner has stated "Of t' '? as ee~ at fault. As one , ., grea er senousneSS IS the realization 
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that 44% of the innocent not at fault dead drivers were killed by 

drinking drivers!" (65) 

Where the injured and the Injurer do know each other, ho:wever, it is 
apparent that the person injured frequently was not merely an innocent 
victim, but rather was an active participant in the events that led to either 
accident or assault, One medical examiner (66) has observed that three 
quarters of passengers fatally injured in his county 9ver a twenty year period 
were in vehicles in which their own driver was responsible for the crash. It is 
commonly suggested that when a driver has been drinking heavily, the 
passenger should substitute for him at the wheel. As seen in table 5, high 
blood alcohol concentrations are common among fatally injured passengers, 
and two studies (67, 68) have shown that drivers and their passengers usually, 
but not invariably, have similar blood alcohol concentrations. 

With respect to homicides one investigator (26) reported that "it is 
significant that of these 374 cases in which alcohol was a present factor 
nearly seven-tenths were those jnvolying the presence of alcohol in both the 
victim and the offender." He further states, "in many cases ... , the victim is 
a major precipitator of the homicide and the fact that he had been drinking 
prior to his own death is of no small consequence in causing the offender to 

strike out against him." 
Some investigators prefer not to use the term "victim" because of the 

frequency with which the injured has actively participated in events which 
lead to his being injured by another persoli. This term carries with it 
connotations 'Of innocence which clearly are inappropriate in light of present 
knowled.ge. Certainly, any attempts to gain control of the problem of injury, 
whether from accident or violence. must take into consideration the fact that 
those injured by others freque:htly-but not inivariably-are not merely 

innocent bystanders. 

. 'VIII. SOME INTERRELATIONSHIPS AMONG GUN ACCIDENTS, HIGHWAY 
CRASHES AND VIOLENCE-A PILOT STUDY 

The relatively few studies of relationships between accidents and violence 
leave many important questions unanswered. Most of the 'studies involving 
adults have been concerned with highway crash~s only. Little information is 
yet available about relationships in single ir~f.n~:~Juals or in groupS between 
highway crash experience and other accidents, or about relationships of 
nonhighway accidents to' violence. Furthermore, the relationship of either 
accident or individual violence to group violence-for example, rioting-has 
not been explored. This last question, however, is beyond the scope of the 

present paper. 
The automobile has often been referred to as an instrument of violence and 

aggression. As has been demonstrated, there is a correlation for certain 
individuals between crash behavior and individual acts of violence. If a similar 
relationship exists between nonhighway accidents and violence the most 
likely place to find it would be among individuals with accidents involving 
guns, a known instrument of violence. A pilot study was carried out, 
therefore, to compare certain characteristics of all Vermont residents age 18 
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or older' inv?l~ed in gun accidents during 1967 with a random sample of 
persons of sunIlar age and sex who have drivers' licenses but who had not 
been involved in gun accidents.4 Both shooters and those shot were studied. 

T1:Ie question· of the population having guns and therefore at risk of 
shoo~ing ?bviously is important in a study such as this. During 1967, 102,000 
huntmg hcenses were sold to residents in. a tot~l state population of 420,000. 
O,:,er ~5 percent of ~hese licenses were to males, age 10 or older (69), who 
compnsed a populatIOn of about 165,000. It is estimated that at least two 
thirds of male drivers have hunting licenses, and that guns are available to 
even more than .two thirds of male and female drivers. To a large extent 
therefore, the comparison between persons with gun accidents and those with 
dri~ers' licenses is a comparison between two groups of gun owners, one of 
which has gotten iI!to trouble and the other of which has not. 

About half of the gun accidents reported involved at least one Vermont 
resi~ent age 18 or older. Two of these residents were fatally injured, but most 
aCCIdents resulted in minor injury only. They were reported to the police by 
physicians or hospitals in compliance with a law requiring reporting of all 
gun~ot w0.unds treated. Twenty-seven percent of the injuries occurred 
durmg huntI~g, 41 percent during target practice, 9 percent while cleaning 
guns, and 24 percent during transporation, examination of the weapon or 
other activities. Thirty-three of the 30 four-shooters were men. ' 

Three basic patterns appeared to exist. The fIrst pattern involved preteen 
or young teenage hunters who became overly excited upop seeing game and 
prematur~ly fired their guns. This pattern suggests error during the learning 
process. The second type of situation appeared to involve true accidents or 
random events in which individuals shot others who were hidden by heavy 
underbrush beyond the game that had been sighted. These persons were hit 
only. because the shooter missed the game and because neither party was 
pr~vIOusly aware of the presence of the other. In a few cases weapons 
mIsfired, and the scattered shot or piece~ of the ruptured weapons injured 
bystanders. In the third type of situation, shooters were engaged in activities 
that. were gro~sly careless .or foolhardy or, occasionally, were suspected to be 
motIvated by mtent, even If semiconscious, to injure themselves or others. 

The arrest . and driving records of the shooters the shot and the 
uninvolved drivers are shown in table 11.5 It is apparent, at least with respect 
to this one type of nonhighway accident, that individuals who initiate the 
injury-producing event are substantially overrepresented in highway crashes 
and citations, in contacts with the police, in crimes of violence and in crimes 
involving alcohol, when compared with those who were ;hot and with 
ullinvolved drivers. Among the shooters, every person with alcohol arrests 
also had arrests for violence, and most persons with arrests for violence had 
arrests involving alcohol. Two shooters, but no persons in the other two 
groups comprising over twice as many persons, had drunken driving arrests. 

Of particular interest was the fact that guns were involved in several of the 
~iolence arrests among shooters, and that a number of the gun accidents 
mvolved rifles with extremely sensitive or "hair"triggers, or occurred during 
target practice involving Western style "fast draw" with revolvers. Both 
patterns suggest that owners of the weapons are individuals with aggressive 
personality patterns. 
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Table 11.-Percentage ofpersons with nonhighway arrests o/various types, highway 
crashes and traffic citations among persons involved in gun accidents of all 
degrees of severity as shooters or as those shot, and among drivers without 

gun accidents, Vermont, 1967 

Drivers without Persons shot Shooters of 
gun accidents by someone else selves or others] 

Nonhighway arrests 
and investIgations ....... 14 15 41 

Nonhighwayarrests .......... 14 15 38 

Arrests and investigations 
of violence .................. 5 8 32 

Arrests for violence ............ 5 8 29 

Arrests involving alcohol 
(includes driving while 
intoxicated) . . . . . . . . . 5 8 21 

Highway crashes in previous 
2 years ............ 29 20 50 

Highway crashes since 
ftrst licensed2 

•.•••... 37 40 61 

TraffIc citations in 
. 3 2 24 30 50 preVIOUS years ...... 

Trafftc citations since 
ftrst licensed2 

• . • • • • • : 39 50 65 

Number of persons ............ 94 13 34 

1 Differences betwee~lShooters and drivers were signiftcant at p less than 0.05· or less 
using 1. 2 , except for 3-year crash record where p =0.06. Sample of persons shot was too 
small for testing. 

2 18 shooters and 3 person.~ shot did not have drivers' licenses. These persons and 
those matched with them weI'enot included in the crash and citation analysis which is 
based on N's of 26 shooters, 10 shot, and 72 uninvolved drivers. 

This study does not answer questions about relationships between highway 
crashes or violence and the broad range of nonhighway accidents, but it does 
demonstrate that such relationships exist for many persons involved as 
shooters in gun accidents. Furthermore, it identifies other factors among gun 
accidents such as the learning process and tmly accidental circumstances. As 
has been observed earlier, and demonstrated again here, patterns of alcohol 
misuse and violence commonly-although apparently not invariably-are 
closely associated.6 

IX. PREVENTION AND CONTROL OF INJURY 

As long ago as 425 B.C., Hippocr.ates recognized thatinjury fronl accident 
or violence is the result of rapid transfer of energy to the body in amounts 
incompatible with heaith (70). This concept is basic to understanding and 
control of the phenomenon, whether injury be unintentional or intentional. 
Traditionally, outside of the military, the main emphasis in control has been 
placed on regulation of human behavior. By and large, this approach to the 
prevention of injury has been aimed at the general public under the 
assumption that all are equally capable of modifying S11ch behavior of the 
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motivations or the regulations are made strong enough. The fallacy of these 
two assumptions has been demonstrated throughout this report. It is 
a?undant~y. clear that characteristics of many of the individuals involved 
c;lther as ~Jurers. o~ as those injured in both accidents and violence are such 
that rp,lafIvel~ lImIted ameliorat.ion can ,be expected from regulation of 
human behavIOr alone. In reality several options described below are 
available for reducing the problem. ' , . 

A. Conceptual Model 

Several ,authors have, described the variety of approaches possible for 
understandmg and re~ucmg the toll from accidental injury (71-74). To a large 
degree these are applIcable to the control of intentional injury also. In order 
to reduce not only the frequency of injury-producing events but also the toll 
of ~e~~h and s,evere disability from such events it is possible and appropriate 
to mihate actIOn at. any point in the injury process where reduction in the 
frequency or severity of the end result can be achieved. . 

Haddon (72) has stated, for example, that-

~n. ge.neral, measures directed against accidental or deliberately inflicted 
mJunes. attempt: first, to prevent the marshaling of the hazardous 
energy Itse~f, a~d s~cond, if this is not feasible, to prevent or modify its 
release. Third, If. n,eI~her of these is successful, they attempt to remove 
man fro~ the vIcmIty, and fo.u,rth, if all of these fail, an attempt is 
made to mterpose an appropnate barrier which will block or at least 
ameliorate its action on man. 

A f!fth approach, not listed by Haddon, is the provision of prompt and 
effectIve emergency health services to those who have been injured in order 
to prevent unnecessary death or disability to persons with serious or life 
threatening i~juries which, in absence of good care, might result >in death or 
permanent damage. 

The ~rst step-~r~~ention ofJf,{~i;;'1narshaling of hazardous energy-involves, 
for example, prohibIhon of th¢ pn:};iuction of instruments of violence such as 
guns, fireworks, knives, etc. Th;:; ';)econd step-preventing or modifying the 
rele~se .of e.nergy-can. be approached either through the regulation or 
'm?tIvahon of people dlIectly (both the potential injurer and the injured) to 
bnng about behavior change with.Jespect to the moderate uses of sources of 
.e~~!gy, or through changing the nature of the task to be performed or the 
~Il1heu of performance, With respect to alcohol, for example, regulation has 
mclu~ed laws concerning the· manufacture of alcohol, who may use it, the 
qua~tIty that may be consumed, and when and where alcohol may be 
obtamed or served (65). Simultaneously, efforts nave been directed toward 
voluntary compliance in maintaining moderate drinking practices. These 
efforts-as well as most other efforts to regulate or motivate people-remain 
of .unknown value, bec~use, with few exceptions, they have not been 
subjected toev?luatIOn usmg appropriate scientific techniques. 

An alternatIve method of preventionds modification of the task to be 
perfoIm:d o~ of ~~ milieu of performance. It must be recognized that 
alcohol. unpalIs deCISIOn making processes, and that many who drive cars or 
who use ot4er consumer products but who are not under the influence of 
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alcohol may be handicapped per.i~ranently or temporarily by medical 
conditions, fatigue, unfamiliarity or other factors. In order to minimize the 
harmful outcome of such impairment specific tasks can be simplified and 
standardized from one pla.ce .or one brand or another. On the highway, for 
example, a traveler (65) recently wrote in frustration that-

at several key decision. points, there was no indication of which way to 
turn .... It was only after we turned correctly that [a] small sign 
appeared .... This sign is no help; it is a reward .... This lack of gookd 
signs, and the plethora of."/misleading ones, contrasts directly with 
Toronto, where ... the signs are placed well enough ahead to allow the 
flecessary lane maneuver. 

Nader (76) has written about the hazards of nonconformity of gear shift 
patterns on different automobile models, even by the same. manufacturer. 

The effect of peers in changing the.social milieu for drinking was noted 
earlier (55). A recent program of the New York City Police Department (77) 
is aimed specifically atpreYfmting the initiation of acts of viQl~nce by 
changing the social milieu in rapidly escalating emotional confrontations 
between individuals. This teclmique commonly is used in the prevention of 
riots, and such crisis consultation is a basis for suicide prevention centers. 

An example of the third approach-removal of man from the hazard-has 
been described in a study (7S) reporting that areas with off-street 
playgrounds have lower frequencies of injury to child pedestrians than do 
similar areas without such facilities. The pedestrian safety standard of the 
National Highway Safety Bureau requires "procedures and equipment to 
reduce vehicle-pedestrian 'conflicts' including control devices, land use 
planning, pedestrian bridges and better lighting" (79). Such programs do 119t 
change the nature of people or of the sources of hazardous energy, but tIi.~y 
do separate the person from the energy. 

The fourth approach-interposing appropriate barriers to block or 
ameliorate the action of hazardous energy on man-is applied in the case of 
unintentional injury through the use of energy absorbing steering columns 
and stronger windshields in cars, and of 111ed,ian barriers and breakaway signs 
on highways, through tempered or larnin'itted glass in patio doors, through 
soft surfaces in playgrounds and gymnasiums, and through attempts to 
strengthen bones in the elderly by means of dietary fluoride supplements in 
order to avoid hip fractures. Redesigning cars, roads or playgrounds d.oesn't 
change aggressive behavior, but it does' reduce .. the frequency of injury 
resulting from such behavior. 

Further examples of interposition ofbarriers to' the transfer of hazardous 
energy for control of both unintentional and intentional finjury include 
exerCise conditioning of athletes, police and others, useM' helme.ts by 
motorcyclists and by police, and use of gas masks by workers in hazardous 
environments as well as by riot forces. As denl0nstrated by" De Haven (SO), 
the energy absorbing qualities of impacted'lmrfaces sometin:tes have prevented 

:persons intent on committing suicide from achieving their purpose. . 
The fifth step-provision of emergency health services!:...cannot reduce the 

frequency of injury, but it can reduce the severity' of injury and the 
frequency of death and disability. In illustration,'alm.ost four times as many 
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persons die of every hundred injured in rural crashes as in urban crashes. This 
difference occurs despite the fact' that the fatally injured in rural crashes 
appear to have died from injuries that often are less serious than those 
resulting in death in urban crashes (81). It is believed that, especially in rural 
areas, many of those ~e~ths' occur simply because emergency health services 
are less available and, when available, are less adequate. One study of persons 
attacked by sharks (82) indicates that improvement of emergency health 
services at the accident scene can markedly increase the survival rate. With 
respect t9 intentional injury, progressive improvement over the past several 
wars in the emergency services capability of the U.S. Armed Forces has 
resulted in a progressive improvement in the survival rates of those injured 
(83).7 As has been documented in at least one study (84), however, with 
respect to heroic efforts to save life, in some communities "there seems to be 
a rather strong relationship between the age, social background, and the 
perceived moral character of patients and the amount of effort that is made 
to attempt revival when 'clinical death signs' are detected (and l for that 
matter, the amount of effort given to forestalling their appilarance in the first 
place)." In the case of injuries from violence, perceived moral character may 
indeed play an important role in the quality of emergency care provided. 

B. Suggestions for Implementation 

Three major problems stand out in the implementation of these five phases 
of prevention and control. The first is the common lack of good information 
from official sources about the extent of injury attributable to various causes 
and to various population subgroups. Without such information it is 
impossible to compare the extent of the problem between areas or to evaluate 
the success of specific programs in individual areas. In illustration, one group 
of investigators (85) noted that "one city had a suicide rate approximately 
one-third of that recorded for Los Angeles. A visit to that. city revealed that 
the authorities certified cases as suicide only if there was a verifiable, 
handwritten suicide note. (In Los Angeles about one third of the suicidal 
victims leave such notes.)" Closely related is the sparsity of appropriate 
evaluation of either existing or proposed programs for the prevention and 
control of injury, whether intentional or unintentional. Of highest priority is 
the establishment and implementation on a routine basis of standards for 
ev~uation, designation, and recording of cause of death and injury and 
factors involved, including the determination and recording of alcohol 
concentrations in blood, breath or other biologic materials. 

A second problem, which is integrally involved in the first, is the current 
inadequacies in many communities in selection and retention of personnel 
concerned with all aspects of injury, whether intentional or unintentional, and 
in the quantity and quality of training available to them. The castigation of 
police for these inadequacies has become vogue in recent years. The problem, 
however, is much broader, including recruitment and training of qualified 
j~dges and magistrates, coroners, ambulance crews, personnel .Qf sheriff's 
probation and welfare departments and others. It is difficult to suggest where 
practical improvements can begin because poor pay scales and lack of 
incentives are' so widespread-although by no means universal-and are so 
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interwoven with the already overburdened tax structure of those 
communities that most need help. 

Three possible places for improvement are through the greater 
subsidization and availability of short term training progratms, through 
minimum training requirements in each state (Vel'ptont, for e:xampl~, only 
recently passed· legislation requiring training for- all 'police officers. None had 
been required before although personnel in many-but not all-departments 
did have training), and through better pay scales and training for middle 
management personnel. This latter proposal, if implemented, could give 
greater incen tive for new staff to seek advanced training, and could provide a 
better quality of supervision of those having direct contact with the public 
without suddenly imposing a major tax burden on communities by raising all 
salaries. Unfortunately, in communities with haphazard personnel selection, 
individuals with personal propensity for violence occasionally are employed 
to control violence (86).8 Better quality at the middle management level may 
help to keep such persons and their effects to a minimum. 

The third area of concern is the early identification and rehabilitation of 
individuals who are at persistently high risk of injury from accidents and 
violence. As has been documented throughout this report, such persons 
frequently begin to get into trouble at an early age,commonly have 
difficulties with alcohol also, and often become known beginning with the 
initial stages to a variety of community service agencies. 

With few exceptions, not enough scientifically evaluated information is 
available as yet to recommend tried, proven, and practical proposals fOJ:" child 
rearing in order to prevent the development of sUlch behavior patterns. There 
is enough informatbn to recommend programs to respond to the initial "red 
flags" of trouble by teenagers and young adults. Such programs can include 
psychiatric consultation, alcoholism clinics, suicide prevention centers and 
other forms of institutionalized crisis consultation, to assist the police, 
welfare and probation departments. These would be coupled with training 
programs for the community agency personnel who would use them for 
referral and advice. The methodical and widespread development of such 
programs with particular emphasis upon the young offender deserves a high 
priority. 
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APPENDIX II 

ANNOTATIONS 

1. The term "accident" is used throughout this report even though it is a 
misnomer. True accidents are random events. The events which are discussed 
here have unintentional outcome, but they are not randomly distributed 
according to population or environmental factors involved. Furthermore, the 
term has taken on connotations of luck, "acts of God," and even of moral 
retribution for misdeeds, all of which erroneously suggest unique causation 
different from other types of harmful events and hamper consideration of the 
phenomenon as one appropriate for scientific inVestigation. Wherever 
possible, "accidents" on the road have been referred to in this paper as 
highway crashes, a purely descriptive term with no etiologic connotations. 
Unfortunately, a similar descriptive term is not available at present for 
unintentional injury occurring in other settings, and the term "accident" 
therefore has been used despite its inappropriateness. 

2. In 1967, according to the Federal Bureau of Investigation there were 
12,100 ,cases of murder and nonneg~gent manslaughter, 27,100 cases of 
forcible rape and 253,300 cases of aggravated assault. In addition, 229,928 
other assaults were reported from 4,566 agencies representing about three 
quarters of the nation's population. Additional forms of violence not 
included in the estimate of people assaulted include. from 4,566 agencies, 
109,299 cases of vandalism, 8,058- of arson, and 550,469 of disorderly 
conduct. 

3. Italicized portions of this and subsequent quotations represent the 
working of the origip.al author. 

4. The comparison group of drivers in this study was obtained by 
choosing the driver's license of the first person of same sex and within 10 
years of age (preferably within 5, years) alphabetically in front of and behind 
the license of 'the accident-involved person. If the first appropriate name 
reached was a person of same last name and same address as the acci4ent case, 
the next appropriate license was sought in order to avoid matching members 
of the same immediate family. For those persons who were not licensed, the 
first appropriate licenses were chosen in front of and behind the place where 
the accident case license would have been if he had been licensed. 

5. This is one of the few studies examining characteristics of individuals 
who are in accidents in prpdolninantly rural areas. The similarities between 
figure 11 and figures 6 and 7 in several characteristics of those who initiated 
accidents or have drunken driving arrests or crashes involving alcohol are 
striking, despite' the important differences in population density, racial 
configuration, climate, and innumerable other factors. Uninvolved persons 
also are similar from one geographic area to another. The defmition of 
violence used in figure 11 included assault, disorderly conduct, breach of 
peace, vandalism, and related .activities, similar to those listed, in figure 7. 
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6. Members of a current project on alcohol and highway safety have 
noted that, among persons routinely stopped at roadblocks for research 
purposes, those who have visible guns in the car and who state that they are 
going hunting also most often state that they have been drinking and 
subsequently turn out to have relatively.high blood alcohol concentrations 
when compared with other drivers routinely stopped. 

7. One fatality among hunters in Vermont involved a man who was shot 
in the chest, and who died an estimated. 10 to 20 minutes later after 
exhibiting progressively severe shortness of breath. First aid procedures were 
instituted only at the last minute. Although no autopsy was done the 
anatof!1ical site of iniurv and the manner of death suggest that this person 
might have had a tension pneumothorax and died because no one attempted 
to prevent air from being sucked through the wound and consequently from 
collapsing his lungs. 

In sharp contrast, I had previously seen a similar hunting injury in 
Vermont in which prompt application of pressure to the wound limited the 
entrance of air and permitted the person to be transferred over a period of 2 
hours to the hospital where he underwent surgery and recovered. The shooter 
in the ser.ond case was reported to have ple~lously shot two other persons in 
hunting "accidents." Although much might have been done to prevent this 
third shooting from occurring, the provision of appropriate emergency care 
after the fact of the shooting prevented a death from occurring. 

8. In reviewing the previous police records of persons arrested for 
drunken driving in Oakland, Calif. (3), I came across several c~"-;s in which 
the initial entries in the police record included clearance for employment as 
deputy sheriff or police auxiliary, and later entries consisted of arrests for 
misuse of alcohol, some of which involved viole'nce. 
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APPENDIX 34 

COMPENSATION- FOR VICTIMS 
OF VIOLENT CRIMES. 

By Gilbert Geis* 

INTRODUCTION 

Social self-interest~ combined with impulses of compassion, decency, and 
justice-all these elements lie behind the spread of programs providing 
financial redress for victims of violent crime. An attractive political idea, 
particularly in a period of intense public concern with "crime in the streets," 
victim compensation offers an opportunity for the state to make known in a 
tangible manner its concern for innocent victims of violence. As a way-station 
on what may become a path to public assistance for all persons put in need 
by injurious circumstances not of their own making, compensation for 
criminally-inflicted injuries can be afforded precedence over other 
deprivations because of the state's obligation to protect its citizens implicit in 
its assumption of the police power. Such uncertain reasoning aside, however, 
the concept may be said to rest most fundamentally on the fact that a 
hardship exists which can be readily and relatively inexpensively remedied. 

Two jurisdictions within the United States-California and New York-had 
begun compensation programs at the time of the report of the President's 
Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice in 1967. 
Foreign programs existed in New Zealand and Great Britain. The President's 
Commission took note of public opinion polls which indicated widespread 
support for the establishment of systems of compensation for victims of 
criminal violence: entered its endorsement of "the general principle of victim 
compensation, especially to persons who suffer injury in violent crime," and. 
put forward the observation that "the experiments now being conducted with 
different types of compensation program are valuable."2 

The President's Commission further indicated that various Federal 
victim-compensation bills had been introduced into Congress, but that none 
had come to public hearing. It believed that "such hearings would provide a 
national forum for a much needed debate over the philosophy, assumptions, 
and potential advantages and disadvantages of such programs generally, and the 
relative merits and design of a program on the federal level in particular. 3 

*Professor of Sociology, California State College, Los Angeles, California. The author 
acknowledges the invaluable assistance of Richard A. Weinel; of the Commission staff in 
conection with the preparation of this manuscript. 
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To date, however, the various Federal bills remain stranded in the 
Judiciary committ,ees of the Senate"and the House of Representatives. The 
only bill introct'uced into the upper house, that authored by Senator 
Yarborough,4 added eight co-sponsors in the Congressional session following 
the report of the Presid~nt's Commission,s but no other progress towards its 
passage has been achieved. 

An article which appeared as an Appendix to the Commission's Task Force 
Report: Crime and Its Impact- An Assessment6 addressed itself to some of 
the more provocative questions facing the concept of victim compensation. 

Of those items discussed, the problem of finding a satisfactory rationale 
for victim compensation is of particular note. Two basic philosophies serve as 
an ideological base for recent legislation to compensate victims of crime. The 
first suggests that compensation is founded on the State's failure to 
successfully prevent the crime which led to the injury. The secol\d argues a 
welfare doctrine. This doctrine rests on the notion that peoplt in need, 
especially those in need due to circumstances which they could not\ivoid, are 
entitled toe public assistance. The Appendix to the Commission's. Report 
concludes that neither of these positions offers sound theoretical jll,stification 
for victim compensation.7 It credits Rupert Cross with the most (ittractive 
rationale: 

... If there is a widely recognized hardship, and if that hardship can be 
cheaply remedied by state compensation, I should have thought that 
the, case for such a remedy was made out, provided the practical 
difficulties are not too great. The hardship in these cases is undoubtedly 
widely recognized ... 8 ' 

The impact of victim compensation was seen as speculative with regard. to 
penal policy. The article noted that victim compensation might lead to a 
more favorable public attitude, towards prison rehabilitation programs 
especially in relation to remuneration and conditions of labor .. On the other 
hand, it pointed out that greater concentration on the plight of victims might 
create deeper resentment towards criminals. While it was noted that successful 
prosecutions may decrease, due to the potentially more charitable attitude of a 
compensated victim. such prosecutions could conceivably increase because a 
conviction would virtually insure the victim a right to compensation.9 __ 

After consideration of whether or not victim compensation is a desirable 
social action form, the article strongly endorsed the concept despite. the 
speculative nature of its impact. At the sam~ time it stressed the compelling 
need to assess adequately the programs which are put into operation. 1 

0 

Compensation measures have now b~en enacted in Hawaii, Maryland, and 
Massachusetts, bringing to five the total operative programs in the United 
States, with legislation pending in about a dozen additional jurisdictions. 
California, quicJdy disenchanted with ingredients of its pioneering venture in 
the United States'in victim compensation, reSPf>l1ded to widespread criticism 
by removing administration of the program from the Department of Welfare 
and locating it in the Board of Control, the agency responsible for dealing 
with claims against the state. The California legislature, however, provides less 
than $100,OOQa year for victims, a sulh in sharp contrast to the more than $1 
million appropriated in New York 2.1';a the $3 million provided each year for 
support of the British victim compensation scheme. 
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Abroad, the Australian state of New South Wales has joined New Zealand 
and Great Britain in inaugurating compensation programs. In Canada two of 
the country's ten provinces-Saskatchewan andNewfoundland-ha~e also 
begun victim compensation systems. In i968, Ontario established a Law 
En~orcement Compensation Board to aId persons injured while assbting 
polIce officers, employing the rationale that ~uc:ti persons by their acts 
becamee~ployees of L1.e Crown, and th~s eligible for Workmen's 
CompensatIOn. O~y one cla~ was made to the Board in its first eight 
months of.oper~tIOn and that, Involving a taxi-driver injured while trying to 
secure polIce aid to prevent his being robbed, 'was denied. In terms of its 
c~verage, therefore, the Ontario program can hardly be classified as a bona 
fide enterprise providing assistance for crime victims. 

!he pres~nt report attempts to review and bring up to date the catalogue 
of InfOrmatIOn regarding compensation to victims of violent crime which was 
provided in the Appendix to the report of the Assess'ment Task Force of the 
Pres~de~t:s Commission on Law Enforcement and the Administration of 
!~st~ce. The past two years _ have seen, ~esides additional jurisdictions 
JOInmg the roster of states with operative programs the accumulation of 
experi~~ce ~n~ insight within settings which in 1967 had only barely begun 
work WIth victIm compensation. 

As par! of the review of the development of victim compensation the 
report will also present a summary of, the discussion, debate and 
recommendations emerging from the First International Conferen~e on 
Co~pensation t? .Innocent Victims of Violent Crime, cO}1vened by the 
NatIOnal CommISSIOn on the Causes and Prevention of Violence iri Los 
Angeles, December 3 and 4, 1968. The Public Systems Research Institute 
Sch<?ol of Public Administration, of the University of Southern Californi~ 
hosted a~d co-sponsored the conference, which brought together 
representatIves from Great Britain, Canada, and four of the five American 
states with Victim-compensation programs. 

HISTORICAL PERSPECTNE 

Though contemporary victim compensation legislation is basically a 
phen~menon of the last 5 years, the roots .of such legislation can be traced 
b~ck l~tO antiquity. The idea of offering reparations to innocent victims of 
cnme IS very much a part of the history of man. In order to understand the 
current legislative trend properly, it is important to place the concept in 
historical perspective. . . . 

The ~arliest sche~e for compensating victims of crime was established by 
the anCIent Babylomans. In the Code of Hammurabi, which is believed to 
date b~c~. to about ! 775 B.C.,12 t4e Babylonians imposed cOf,lmumtl 
responSIbilIty for certamcrimes committed by unknown persons. The Code 
reads, "If a robber has not beel! caught: the robbed man shall declare his lost 
property in the presence of the god, and. the city and governor in whose 
territory and district the robbery was committed shall replace for him his lo;t 
property." It further declares that "if it w~s a Hfe that was lost, the city and 
Governor shall pay one min a of silver to his heirs.,,1 3 .. 

The Ol,d Testament reveals that a similar practice existed among the e~rly 
Hebrews m that they provided compensation for those victims sustaining 
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personal injuries. If a man was so injured, the perpetrator of the offense was 
to pay the victim for his loss of time and cause him to be thoroughly 
healed.14 ' 

The practice of compensating victims of crime was also found among the 
Greek, Roman, and ancient German peoples.1 

5 Homer, in the Ninth Book of 
the Iliad describes a conversation between Ajax and Achilles. Ajax criticizes 
Achilles for not accepting Agamemnon's offer of reparation. He reminds 
Achilles that even a brother's death may be composed by a payment of 
money and the wrongdoer, haVing paid his fine, is free to remain home with 
his people. 1 

6 Tacitus reports that among ,the ancient Germans "even 
homicide is atoned by a certain fine in cattle and sheep; an!i the whole family 
accepts the satisfaction to the advantage of the public weal, since quarrels a;e 
most dangerous in a free state.,,1 7 

F?r the early Anglo-Saxons crime was basically by and against the family. 
Family atonement followed crimes and resulted in what later became known 
as blood-feuds,18 though eventually, money payments ~ere fixed for injury. 
The advent of Christianity and the feudal sysi:~m saw the end of the 
blood-feud, which was replaced by an extensive system of compensation,19 
similar to that which existed among the Fri~nks, who earmarked 
compensation payments for every kind of crime from simple theft to 
murder.20 

These early systems of compensation were gradually replaced by 
govern.ment-run criminal. prosecutions which left the victim only civil 
remedIes by means of which he couid collect for his injuries. The 
compensation which was originally given to the victim for his injuries was 
turned into a fine paid by the criminal to the State. 

In the early 10th century, Jeremy Bentham noted the plight of the victim 
and suggested this rationale for compensation: 

Has a crime been committed? Those who have suffered by it, either in 
their person or their fortune, are abandoned to their evil condition. The 
society which they have contributed to maintain, and which ought to 
protect them, owes them, however, an indemnity, when its protection 
has not been effectua1.21 

The subject of victim compensation received much attention at several 
Int~rnational Prison Congress meetings which took place towards the end of 
the 19th and the beginning of the 20th century. At the Paris meeting in 1895 
the fQllowing resolution was adopted: 

the Congress believes that there is a reason to take into serious 
consideration the propositions which have been" submitted to it with 
regard to allowing the injured party a portion of the earnings .realized 
by the work of the prisoner in the course of his detention, or with 
regard to constituting a special fund derived from fines from which aid 
should be granted to victims of penal offenses; but thinking it does not 
possess at present the element& which are necessary for the solution of 
these questions, the Congress decided to refer them to the more 
profound study of the next International Prison Congress.22 
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The Brussels meeting which followed in 1900 sidestepped the issue and 
enunciated the following rather innocuous position: 

The Congress adopts again the resolution of the Congress of Paris to 
facilitate by reforms in procedure the legal position of the Party seeking 
relief by civil action.2 3 

The support of two noted Italian criminologists Raffaele Garofalo and 
Enrico Ferri in the beginning of the 20th century added much towards 
renewing interest in victim compensation. Garofalo stated, "It will be a long 
step in advance when the State comes to regard as a public function, the 
indemnification of the person injured by criminal delict.,,2 4 Ferri concluded 
that it was the government's responsibility to make certain that the victims of 
crime were properly compensated for their injuries.2 5 

Public and professional interest in victim compensation was decisively 
stimulated in the mid-20th century by the zealous work of Miss Margery Fry, 
an English magistrate and social reformer. She stated in her book Arms of the 
Law26 published in 1951, "We have seen that in primitive societies this idea 
of making up for a wrong done has wide currency. Let us once more look 
into the ways of earlier man, which may still hold some wisdom for us." Miss 
Fry's book and an article which she prepared shortly before her death, at age 
eighty-two, for The Observer27 ' in 1957 provided the impetus which finally 
led to the adoption of contemporary victim compensation legislation. 

FOREIGN JURISDICTIONS - STRUCTURES 

The longer experience of foreign jurisdictions with programs compensating 
victims of violent crime suggests their examination prior to a review of 
programs in the United States. It must be borne in mind, however, that a 
fundamental tenet regarding victim compensation is that specific ingredients 
must be tailored to the social and political climate of the site where a 
program is mounted. Factors such as the level of crime, the age distribution 
of the population, histoJical traditions and national ethos, as well as the 
presence or absence of cognate programs Call inevitably enter (and sometimes 
quite subtly) into determination of program elements and evaluation of 
program outcome. 

The following is a brief description of the structures of the existing foreign 
programs. Comments concerning these programs are treated separately after 
the structures are outlined. 

New Zealand 
, Near the turn of the century, the British introduced victim compensation 

in New Zealand .among the Maori. This was accomplished by enacting into 
law the customary tribal method of arranging such matters: the substitution 
of pecuniary restitution for imprisonment for selected criminal acts.28 It was 
not until the beginning of 1964, however, that the Criminal Injuries 
Compensation Act, adopted in late 1963, became effective on a nationwide 
scale in New Zealand? 9 

The scheme is administered by the Crimes Compensation Tribunal which 
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consists of three members, one of whom must be a barrister or solicitor of the 
Supreme Court of not less than 7 years' practice.30 Judge A. P. Blair is 
the present Chairman of this tribunal which provides a hearing for all claims 
filed. 

An application may be filed by the victim if he is injured, or by his 
dependents, if the victim was killed, if any of the following offenses are 
involved: (1) rape; (2) attempt to commit rape; (3) sexual intercourse with a 
girl under twelve; (4) indecency with a girl under twelve; (5) indecent assault 
on a girl between twelve and sixteen; (6) indecent assault on woman or girl; 
(7) indecent assat,llt on a boy; (8) indecent assault on a male; (9) murder; (10) 
attempt to murder; (II) manslaughter; (12) wounding with intent; (13) 
injuring by unlawful act; (14) aggravated wounding or injury; (LS) aggravated 
assault; (I6) assault with intent to injure; (I7) assault on a child or by a male 
on a female; (I8) common assault; (19) disabling; (20) dischal'ging firearm or 
doing dangerous act with intent; (21) acid throwing; (22) poisoning with 
intent; (23) infecting with disease; (24) endangering transport; (25) abduction 
of women or girl; and (26) kidnapping. The claim must be filed within one 
year after the death or injury, but this period may be extended for good 
cause.311 ' 

An award may cover the following losses: (1) expenses actually and 
reasonably incurred as a result of the victim's death or injury; (2) pecuniary 
loss to the victim as a result of total or partial incapacity for work; (3) 
pecuniary loss to dependents as a result of the victim's death; (4) other 
pecuniary loss resulting from the victim's injury and any expenses which in 
the opinion of the Tribunal it is reasonable to incur; and (5) pain and 
suffering of the victim. But no compensation for pain and suffering may be 
!lwarded if the victim is a rel~tive of the offender. 32 

The award may be adjusted by the Tribunal if the victim has received 
payments from the offender or has recovered monies under the Transport Act 
of 1962, the Workers' Compensation Act of 1956, the War Pension Act of 
1954 or under other relevant circumstances.3 3 The offender may be ordered 
by the Tribunal to pay all or part of the compensation after an investigation 
of his financial position.34 

Great Britain 
After many years of public and Parliamentary debate, an experimental 

scheme for the compensation to victims of violent crime was announced in 
both Houses of Parliament on June 24, 196435 and went into effect on 
August 1, 1964. 

The scheme is administered by a body known as the Criminal Injuries 
Compensation Board, which consists of a Chairman and five other legally 
qualified members appOinted by the Home Secretary and the Secretary of 
State for Scotland after consultation with the Lord Chancellor. The Chairman 
of the Board since its inception has been Sir Walker Kelly Carter, Q.C. The 
Board is assisted by a staff which conducts a preliminary iiwestigation of all . 
applications. 

An ap~lication for ex gratia payment of compensation will be entertained 
by the Board if the claimant has suffered personal injury as the direct result 
of a criil1e or while helping the police, arresting an offender or suspected 
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offender or preventing or trying to prevent a crime from being committed. In 
addition the following prerequisites must be met: (1) the injury sustained has 
resulted 'in at least three weeks loss of earnings or is one for which not less 
than 50 pounds sterling compensation would be awarded; (2) the 
circumstances were reported to the police without delay or have been the 
subject of criminal proceedings in the courts; and (3) the applicant is 
prepared to submit to a medical examinat~o~. If the injuries result .in ~ death, 
a husband, wife or dependent of the vIctlm may file an applIcatlon for 
compensation. No claim is permitted in respect to injuries resulting from 
offenses committed against a member of the offender's family. 

Once an application is received the staff makes an investigation of the 
claim. The data collected by the staff is then submitted to a single membel' of 
the Board. This Board member makes a determination and notifies the 
claimant. If this claimant is dissatisfied with the decision he may request a 
hearing before three other members of the Board.. 

If an award is made it will be assessed on the baSIS of common law 
damages and will usually take the form of a lump-sum payment. More thlln 
one payment may be made, but only where a provisional medical assessment 
can be given in the first instance. If the victim is alive the compensation is 
limited as follows: (a) the rate of loss of earning cannot exceed the average 
weekly earnings as published in the Ministry qf Labour Gazette at the time 
the injury was sustained; and (b) there is to be no consideration of exemplary 
or punitive damages. .. 

If the applicant receives a payment from another publIc. so~rce, or IS 
awarded damages in an action at common law, the compensation IS reduced 
by that amount. 

Canada 
With the rationale that it was recognizing its responsibility to victims of 

violent crime and with the hope that its program would encourage citizens to 
render assistance to the police, the Province of Saskatchewan adopted a 
victim compensation scheme36 on April 1, 1967, with an effective date of 
September 1, 1967.37 

•• • 

The program is administered by the Crimes CompensatIOn Board whIch IS 
composed of three members appOinted by the Lieutenant Governor in 
Council. The chairman of the board is presently a solicitor, James Eremko. 
None of the members of the Board need be a lawyer. , 

An applicati~'·;, may be filed by the victim if he is injured or by his 
dependents if such person is killed, if any of the following off~nses are 
involved: (1) breach of duty to take reasonable care of explosIves; (2) 
intentionally causing injury with explosives; (3) rape; (4) attempted rape; (5) 
abandoning child; (6) causing harm to apprentice or servant; (7) criminal 
negligence; (8) causing death by criminal negligence; (9) causing bodily harm 
by criminal negligence; (IO) murder; (11) manslaughter; (12) attempted 
murder; (13) causing bodily harm with intent; (14) ad~tnlsterin~ noxious 
thing; (IS) overcoming resistence to commission offense; \.16) se!t~ng traps; 
(17) interfering with transportation f~cilities; (18) drunken dnvmg; (19) 
impaired driving; (20) dangerous operatlOn of .vessel; (21) assau~t, attem~ted 
assault; (22) assault with intent; (23) kidnappmg; (24) performmg abortion; 
(25) robbery, and (26) intimidation by violence and threats. Where a person 
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renders assistance to any law enforcement officer in Saskatchewan and, as a 
result is injured or killed in an incident involving any of the above offenses, 
that person is also covered by this program. 3 8 

All applications must be filed within one year of the date of injury or 
death and the incident from which the injury resulted must have been 
reported to the police within a reasonable time in order to be covered by the 
program. No claim will be accepted if the injury or death resulted from an act 
or omission of a member of the person's family. living with him.39 

The Board reviews each application and the claimant is given an 
opportunity to appear before it at a public hearing.4o T~ere may be no 
appeal from Board decisions. There has been no maXImum paym~nt 
limitation fixed for awards. Compensation may be awarded for the followmg 
matters: (l) expenses actually or reasonably incurred as a result of the death 
or injury; (2) any pecuniary loss to the victim; (3) pecuniary loss to 
dependents as a result of the death of the ~ictim; an~ ~4) p~n and 
suffering.41 In awarding compensation the behavIOr of the vIctim dunng the 
incident and his or her dependents financial need must be taken into account 
by the Board.42 Any amount received by the victim or his dependents 
pursuant to other Canadian legislation or recovered from the offender by the 
victim or his dependents may. be considered by the Board and the sum 
deducted from the payment.43 If compensation is provided for the victim, 
the Attorney General may seek reimbursement from the convicted 
offender.44 

The Saskatchawan Attorney General's office reports that 24 applications 
for compensation have been received to date. Of these five awards have been 
made and three are pending.4 S . 

Legislation almost identical in content has recently been adopted in the 
Province of Newfoundland4 

6 but an effective date has yet to be chosen.47 

Australia 
Although there has been recognition on a state and federal level of the 

desirabilHY of some form of victim compensation legislation, only New South 
Wales has enacted such legislation in Australia.48 the program adopted in 
New South Wales underwrites an order of compensation made by the courts 
under the Crimes Act of 1900.49 

The Crimes Act of 1900 gives criminal courts the power to make orders 
'for payment to an aggrieved person, by providing compensation for injury or 
loss sustained through or by reason of the commission of an offense. so The 
court can order a' sum; not exceeding $2,000, be paid out of the property of a 
convicted offender as compensation to a victim sustaining loss or injury by 
reason of the commission ofa felony or misdemeapor.5 1 If the court is one 
of summary jurisdiction the sum to be paid must not exceed $300. Th~r~ is~ 
of course, no guarantee that the offender will pay the awarded compensatIOn, 
therefore, prior to the initiation of the Jlew provision, this Act was barely 
utilized.' , 

The n~w Criminal Injuries Compensation Act allows the victim to make 
applic'l.tion to the Under Secretary for payment to ~im fro~ 2 the 
Consdlidated Revenue Fund of any sum awarded under the Cnmes Act. 

'Once application is made, the Under Secretary must submit a report to the 
/ Treasurer which includes: (l) the amount applied for in the application and 
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(2) any amounts which the applicant has received or is entitled to receive 
under any other legal remedies available to applicant.s 3 The final disposition 
resides with the Treasurer. 

This new legislation became effective on January 1, 1968. The Office of 
the Under Secretary reports that it is too early to evaluate the success of the 
program and to date few applications have been submitted.s 4 

FOREIGN JURISDICTIONS - COMMENTS 

England 
The ease and smoothness with which the British program of compensation 

to victims of violent crime has run during the four and a half years since its 
inauguration must stand as the major point to be made regarding it. Begun 
with some foreboding about the possibility of widespread fraud, surrounded 
by suggestions that its administration would bog down in adjudicatory 
complexities, and bothered by uncertainties regarding possible costs, the 
British program has to date proceeded through the awarding of more than 
10,000 claims with neither untoward events nor meretricious consequences 
haVing become manifest. 

Three major "surprises" regarding the British program are reported by Sir 
Walker Carter, Q.C., who has served as chairman of the Criminal Injuries 
Compensation Board since its establishment.s S The first concerns the 
difficulty the Board has experienced in bringing the program fully to public 
attention. At the moment, some 7,000 applications are being made to the 
Board annually, representing a considerable increase over the earliest years. 
Nonetheless, applicants represent only a fourth of all victims of crimes of 
violence in England, Scotland, and Wales, and probably represent-as the 
Board has concluded on the basis of a special survey undertaken in 
Birmingham-only about half of the persons eligible for compensation. 
Contributory negligence would eliminate some claimants and failure of loss to 
reach the compensable minimum of 50 pounds sterling would render other 
victims ineligible for aid. Persons of means, it has been found, are not apt to 
apply for victim compensation grants, and some persons prefer to forget the 
episode which victimized them rather than revivify it by a request for 
compensation. 

Attempts to disseminate information as widely as possible regarding the 
availability of compensation have been hindered by the Board's policy against 
identifying recipients, though on occasion newspapers have been able to 
determine the persons receiving grants from details of ·the cases reported 
anonymously in the Board's summary of its work. In its latest report, the 
British Board. notes its efforts and concern to have the scheme known to all 
potential claimants: 

The Lord Chief Justice of England and the Lord Justice General of 
Scotland were good enough to bring the matter to the notice of the 
judges of the superior courts and we addressed a letter to the presiding 
judges of Crown Courts and Quarter Sessions. The police and the courts 
between them are in touch with all the victims and their help has no 
doubt led to the increase in the number of applications we 
received . ~ .. The press both national and provincial have drawn 
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attention to the operation of the Scheme and both radio and television 
have p~ayed their part. Yie are very gr,ateful for this help for we feel sure 
that no one would wIsh the victim of a crime of violence to suffer 
because he had not heard of the existence of the Scheme.s 6 

The small n~mber of per~o~s injured while assisting the police has also 
co~e as a surpnse to the adffi1~Istrators of the British program. All told, some 
thirty-thre~ persons have receIved awards for such acts, constituting less than 
one-half of one percent of the total of compensation grants. Law 
enforcement cases represent 16 percent of the Board's total caseload. There 
wer~ 505 applications from police officers in the year ending on the first of 
Apnl,.1?68, compared to 307 the previous year, and 107 from civilians who 
were Injured while attempting to arrest an offender or prevent a crime as 
compared with 125 the year before. ' , 

~inal1y, the Board had not anticipated the large number of cases it would 
receIve in which the injury was inflicted by one child upon another. The first 
amendn:ent to t~e British program after its inauguration had provided for 
awards In such Instances, altering the original stipulation that they were 
excl~ded b~cause th~y did. not constitute "crimes" in the legal sense of the 
~erI?' T\~o Inst~nces Involvmg youths, presen.tedin the Board's 1968 report, 
mdicate mgredients of such offenses as well as the manner in which the Board 
approaches them: 

~. 1:2. The applica~t aged 13 and his friend were playing with 
~.~me-made fire~ork~ m. the street when one went off prematurely and 
mJured the appbcant s nght eye, resulting in permanent loss of vision. 
!h~re was ~o prosecutio.n. and the ~ingle member held that though 
mfllCted accIdentally the lfiJury was dIrectly attributable to a breach of 
Section 140(2) of the Highways Act 1959, relating to the unlawful use 
of explosive. in the highway. He assessed compensation ~t 2,251 
(pounds sterlmg) and reduced it by 50 percent of the applicant's share 
of responsibility. S 7 ' 

A. 457. A b~y ag~d 10 was in a field near his home, watching a group 
o.f boys play~ng wIth home-made bows and arrows, when one of them 
~IJ?e? a~d disch~rged an arrow at him which struck him in the eye, 
mJunng It so senously that it had to be removed. A charge of assault 
against a boy w~o. discharged the arrow was diSmissed, but a single 
member was satisfIed that the injury was within the scope of the 
Scheme, and made an award of 2,500 (pounds sterling).5 8 

The ~r~tish indicate that they have had no problems regarding the absence 
of a cellmg upon the amount that they might award a concern that 
permeates consideration of victim compensation statutes in the United States. 
Mos~ awar~s-some ~2 percent-have been for amoufits less than 400 pounds 
sterlIng, wIth only SIX percent exceeding'l ,000 pounds sterling. The average 
amount of an award has been 363 pounds sterling. The British compensation 
sch~me, however, bears a considerably lesser burden than programs in the 
Umt~d Stat:s wo~ld hav~ t~ carry because of the existence of comprehensive 
me~Ical and hosplt~l ~oclal m~urance Pfograms in Britain which provide free 
serVIces for many VIctims of vIolent crime. The limited use of firearms is also 
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believed to keep down the seriousness of criminally-inflicted inju~ies. 
Impressionistically, the administrators of the British program believe that 
most cases involve injuries from blows and from what is colloquially known 
as "putting the boot in." 

The British also report little difficulty with awards for "pain and 
suffering," a category generally not compensable'in American sta~utes. About 
10 percent of British claims involve requests for compensatIon on su.ch 
grounds, and they are examined with particular intensity by the Bo~rd, wIth 
legal precedents then being brought to bear to determine the financIal value 
of the dist~ess~;uffered. Considerably more trouble has arisen in efforts to 
weigh cor/tributory negligence and to assess fractional shares of blame. Some 
guidelines to Board policy appear in the following kinds of instances in whi~~_ 
reduced awards are apt to be made, though the Board reports its inability to 
reach consensus regarding the precisely proper manner to deal with such 
events: 

Cases in which a man is carrying on an adulterous relationship with a 
married woman and is attacked by her husband or a member of her 
family. 
Cases in which the applicant's behaviour was 
(i) immoral, e.g., he went with a prostitute and was attacked by her 
protector; 
(ii) foolhardy, e.g., while drinking in a low-class public house he flashed 
his money and was subsequently robbed on the way, home while he was 
in a drunken condition or he wandered round 80ho for no good reason 
in the early hours of the morning; 
(iii) negligent or irresponsible in that he took. n~ steps f~r his own 
safety, e.g., having had money demandeg gam hlffi m a publIc house he 
fails to leave but continues drinking thereP9 

The requirement that the injury for which compensation is claimed be 
"directly attributable" to a criminal act is interpreted rather broadly in the 
British program, as the following case indicates: 

H.62. We entertained applications by the widows of three members of 
the Fire Service, who lost their lives fighting a firo in an underground 
Royal Air Force installation. The fire was started deliberately, and ~he 
persons responsible pleaded guilty to arson. Two of the. fireme~ dIed 
several hours after the fire started, when they lost then way m the 
smoke, and their oxygen supply ran out. The third died in a vain 
attempt to rescue them. We decided that the interval of time and ~he 
mischance of the oxygen supply did not break the chain of causatIOn 
and that the man who lit the fire must have foreseen that efforts would 
be made to put it out and that those who undertook the task would be 
exposed to great risk.60 

Procedurally, ~he British indicate particular success with the use of a single 
member of the Board to ,evaluate claims. In 93.8 percent of the cases the 
applicant has accepted the amount granted him by the Board member, while ,,-J 
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sixty-two percent o(the applicants, rejected by a single Board member, do 
not pursue their claim further, though they would have nothing to lose from 
doing so. 

It had been presumed that the decisions of the Board, being a matter of 
grace, would not be subject to review by the courts. In 1967, however, the 
Queen's Bench Division declared that the Board was performing a 
quasi-judicial function affecting the public, and that it therefore of necessity 
nacr to . come under judicial scrutiny. It was heid that "the court had 
jurisdiction by way of prerogative order to supervise the discharge of these 

. functions, notWithstanding that the Board did not derive their authority from 
statute and that their administrative functions, by way of payment, were the 
distribution of bounty. 61 The case involved a constable who had suffered 
blindness in his left eye after being shot in the face by a suspect he was ahout 
to question. A few days later, he committed suicide. The Compensation 
Board, charged with subtracting from its awards other monies derived by the 
claimant from public funds, reduced the widow's benefit by the amount of 
her police pension. The court upheld this decision, but subsequently a new 
rule was promUlgated for the Compensation Board by the Secretary of State 
providing a formula for such cases, so that civil servants would not be unduly 
disadvantaged vis-a-vis persons who had received monies from other than 
public sources. 

Canada 
Two of Canada's ten provinces now have programs of victim 

compensation, with both the Saskatchewan and the Newfoundland schemes 
incorporating diverse elements of the plans operative in Great Britain and 
New Zealand. T.he possibility of awards for pain and suffering, the reduction 
of grants in terms of the victim's contributory negligence, and the omission of 
family offenses from compensation are provided for in both Canadian 
programs. There is also a stipulation that resembles American legislation, 
indicating that "the financial need of the person who was injured or of the 
dependents of, the victim" shall be taken into account in determining 
award~.62 Rather similar enactments are presently being considered in Nova 
Scotia, Manitoba and British Columbia. In addition, the Institute of Law 
Research and Reform in Alberta recommended in December, 1968 adoption 
of a compensation program and creation of a special fund to provide awards 
up to $10,000 above the compensation maximum for persons injured while 
helping the police or attempting to prevent a crime. 

The most' notable developments in Canada in recent years regarding 
compensation, however, concern not legislation but· appear in two reports 
prepared under academic leadership. The first, issued by the Legislative 
Committee of the Canadian Corrections Association, chaired by Thomas G. 
Feeney, Q.C., Dean of the Faculty of Law, University of Ottawa, advocates a 
major departure from extant victim compensation schemes.63 Warning that 
the Association is "not a little apprehensive that the diversity of schemes 
under review by the various provincial legislatures will result in a haphazard 
handling of the problem of compensation to victims of crime in Canada," 
Dean Feeney's committee urged uniform legislation for Canada. The inclusion 
of property losses as compensable and the omission of need standards for 
recovery as a criminal victim stand out among the proposals of the Canadian 
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Corrections Association. The Association report puts the matter this way: 
"Legislation must provide a scheme of compensation in each provincetc> 
cover loss or injury sustained by any person, regardless of his financial 
position, as the result of any crime under the Criminal Code of Canada." It is 

. -pointedlY noted that "such a scheme iSD,ot a piece of welfare legislation." 
Losses from offenses committed by members of the victim's family upon him 
and losses from motor vehicle injuries are both to be included within the 
proposed compensation program. Further provision is also made to allow 
grants to persons mistakenly prosecuted or convicted of any federal or 
provincial offense. 

The advantages seen for the approach blueprinted by the Canadian 
Corrections Association are the following: 1) Compensation may overcome 
public apathy in relation to both the victim and the criminal and may help 
law enforcement by encouraging the laying of criminal charges; 2) 
availability of compensation encourages members of the public to prevent 
crimes; and 3) additional inflDfmation on what crime is costing its victims may 
lead to increased interest in preventative programs.64 

Stress is also placed in the Canadian proposal upon involving the offender 
in restitution proceedings. It is recommended that "legislation should be 
framed to provide that all .assets a criminal possesses may be seized. as 
restitution.,,65 The proposal suggests exploration of the ~advisabihty of 
making conviction for certain indictable offens~san act of bankr\lp(cy, 
though it warns against loading the offender with a restitution debt that . he 
cannot discharge, thus hindering his rehabilitation and depriving his family of 
the necessities of life. 

Empirical underpinning for programs contemplating compensation for 
victims of criminal violence is supplied by the second lI!~jor item recently 
reported from Canada. Losses suffered by victims and their attitudes and 
actions regarding compensation are presented by Professor Allen M. Linden 
of the Osgoode Hall Law School of York University on the basis of a 1967 
questionnaire study. The sample included all victims of violent crime in 
Toronto during the previous year, with the exception of survivors of 
homicide victims. One hundred and sixty-seven usable questionnaires were 
returned, constituting 40 percent of the total victim group. Two percent of 
the respondents indicated that they had collected money from the offender 
as a result of injuries suffered in a crime of violence. Fourteen percent had 
considered. suing the offender, but only five percent went so far as to contact 
a lawyer. Many believed that their private rights had been extinguished by 
state prosecl~tion of the case, while a large number indicated that they had 
not pursued avenues of recovery because they "had had enough.,,6 6 

Some 74 percent of the sample had suffered an economic loss because of 
personal indisposition from the offense in which they were involved, with the 
category of loss-whether medical, hospital, or loss of earnings-varying by 
the offense. In regard to medical costs; for instance, 82 percent of the rape 
victims, 24 percent of the robbery victims, and 81 percent of the wounding 
victims indicated that they ;had had to pay medical bills as a consequence of 
their victirnizatioll,. Forty percent of these recovered all of their expenses, 16 
percent part of the expenses, while 38 percent received no reimbursement. 
Fifty~two percent of the victims suffered-property losses, with 67 percent"of 
thes.e deprivations remaining unreimbursed1 a finding tending to countervene 
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the common argument that compensation should be restricted to personal 
~ather than property losses because the latter generally are covered by 
Insurance. 

The losses of the surveyed victims of crimes of violence in Toronto during 
1966 were found to be comparatively small, coming to an average 
out-of-pocket total of $251. Interpreting this result Linden offers the 
following observation: ' 

An analysis of these figures disclosed that, if one were to consider those 
losing over $100 to be in need of financial aid, there would have been 
only 45 individuals or 26.7 percent of the respondents that would 
qualify. These latter persons are the ones upon whom society must, ,af 
course, focus. The other victims of crime', the vast majority, are eitl1er 
looked after under present regimes or lose too little financially to cause 
grave concern. It must not be forgotten, however, that this study has 
emitted concideration of the homicide cases, where the need for aid is 
apt to be the most pressing.67 

. Linden goes on t~ point out that "the great bulk of those victimized by 
cnme could have t~e~r economic costs serviced rather inexpensively," though 
he grants that admISSIOn of compensation fOJ pain and suffering would inject 
more .. uncertainty into cost estimates. Finally, he reports that, not 
surprIsIngly, some 93 percent of the victims favored establishment of a 
compe~ation scheme aimed at assisting people like themselves. "Naturally, 
one lTIl~t ex~ect .those who suffer a criminal attack to be more receptive to 
~,eform In this fIeld than the general populace," Linden notes, adding 
Nevert~eless, th~se figures are some indication that an important segment of 

the ,publIc, that IS, those who themselves were victims of crime, approve of 
the concept of reparation for crime victims.,,68 

Australia 
A major shortcoming of the approach to compensating victims ,taken in 

the Australian state ,of New South Wales in 196869 is believed to inhere in 
the necessity for a court prosecution if the victIm is to receive assistance. As 
Chappell notes: _ ' , 

This mea~s ~hat the only victims who may, be grace, receive 
compensatIon In New South Wales are those injured in a crime in which 
the offender is apprehended, and brought before a criminal court. If as 
is quite often _ the c,ase, the offender remains undetected, the 
unfortunate victims will be no better off than he was without a State 
compensation.7o 

In addW?n, the possibility that the compensation program will put the 
prosecutor In an ambivalent posmon appears to lie with the Australian 
~eg~sl~tion. "~t. is conceivable that the prosecution· could be placed in the 
InVIdIOUS pOSItIOn of both presenting the Crown's case against the offender in 
relat~on to the offense with which he is charged, and against the victim in 
relatIOn to certain injuries which the State disputed were attributable to that 
offense," Chappell notes.71 "This might lead to disparaging questioning of 
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the victim by the prosecution, whether on re-examination, or even as a hostile 
witness. Such questioning could result in the impression being given to a jury 
that the State was unsympathetic to victims of crime and concerned to 
minimize the guilt offenders·-an impre~~!on Which might, in turn, wrongly 
influence the jury in reaching a verdict." I,i; 

JURISDICTIONS IN THE UNITED STATES-STRUCTURES 

. In the United States, California's pioneering legislation has now gone 
through three years of experience, while the New York victim compensation 
statute has been in operation approximately eighteen months. As no!ed 
earlier, victim-compensation measures have recently been enacted in 
Maryland, Massachusetts, and Hawaii, and bills are pending before the 
legislative sessions of approximately a dozen additional states. Specific 
provisions of the American programs are noted below, followed bya 
discussion of the experience of these programs . 

California 
Victim compensation in. the State of California emerged with the impetus 

received from a specific situation which aroused strong emotion and public 
concern. San Francisco Superior Court Judge Francis McCarty was angered 
by the case of an unmarried 50-year-old woman who was robbed and beaten 
by two men. The incident resulted in a loss of more than $1,000 to the 
woman, most of which went toward hospital and medical bills. 

Judge McCarty in a letter to a State Senator urged the adoption of 
legislation to provide compensation to vjctims of such crimes.7 

3 The law 
which was the outgrowth of this &ituation beqame the first victim 
compensation program enacted in the United States. 7 4 

This original legislation provided assistance to the family of a person who. 
dies as the result of a crime o.f violence and to th~ victim and family of any 
one incapaCitated as a result of such a crime. The program was administered 
by the Department of Sodal Welfare which established criteria for payment 
in substantial conformity to the criteria established for p~Y1l1.e~t of aid to 
families with dependent children. It also created an Indemnity Fund in the 
State Treasury, composed of fines paid by persons convicted of a crime of 
violence resulting in'the injury or death of another. The proceeds of this fund 
were to be used towards the payment of t4e aid provided for under the 
legislatioI1. 

This pioneer United States victim .compensation legislation program was 
subject to wide-ranging criticism. The criticism was succinctly summed up by 
Judge McCarty who regarded the program as ve~y weak, though better than 
no law at all.7 

5 

In 1967, the California legislature in response to. much debate, rep_~aled 
the initial welfare, legislation and enacted the victim compensation program as 
part of the California Government Code.7 6 The change was motivated by "an 
effort to broaden the coverage of the program and remove the Welfare 
'stigma' imputed to one receiving aid under the program.n77 

The coverage of the legislation is speci,fically earmarked for needy 
residents who are victims of crime committed within California or another 
stat~ of jurisdiction.78 
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The program is administered by the State Board of Control, General 
Andrew A. Lolli, Chairman. A claim may be filed with the Board within one 
year of the death or injury.79 Once the claim is filed the Attorney General's 
office conducts an investigation into the facts of the claim including the 
t;laimant's financial condition. After this phase of the investigation is 
{:ompleted, a public hearing is set. 

At this public hearing there is a review 'Of the nature of the crime 
committed, the circumstances involved and the need of the claimant. The 
approved claim cannot exceed the amount ~necessary to indemnify or 
reimburse the claimant for necessary expenses incurred for hospitalization or 
medical treatment, loss of wages, loss of support or other necessary expenses 
directly related to the injury. There is no provision made for pain and 
suffering. Five thousand dollars is the maximum amount that can be awarded. 
Attorneys' fees may be awarded over and above the compensation payment I 

but cannot exceed 10 percent of the sum.8 
0 

If the State does pay a claim it .is subrogated to the rights of the claimant 
against any person causing the damage or injury. Any convicted person may 
be required to pay a fine in order to defray the cost of the compensation 
program; this legislation also continues the existence of the Indemnity Fund 
in the State Treasury.81 

As of October 31, 1968 there were 306 claims filed requesting 
$2,957,549.86 in aid. Eighty-three of these were denied and 38 have been 
granted totaling $46,025.20 in payments. Of the remaiiJing, 159 were 
awaiting an Attorney General's report, 14 requested a continuance and 12 
were set for a hearing before the Board of Control. 82 

California has a second program which provides aid to private citizens 
incurring injury or property damage in preventing the commission of a crime 
against another, in apprehending a criminal, or in naturally CI.ssisting a peace 
officer to prevent crime or apprehend.a criminal. The legislation entitled 
"Indemnification of Private Citizens" is part of thr,~ Penal Law and is also 
administered by the State Board of Control. 83 

As of October 14, 1968, 31 claims have been filed under this good 
samaritan legislation totaling $462,228.60. Sixteen of these have been 
allowed totaling $20,701.07 in benefits, 8 have been denied and 7 are still 
under investigation.8 4 

New York 
New York State established its program to provide compensation for the 

innocent victims of violent crime in August of 1966.85 This legislative action 
was precipitated by widespread public concern for safety from violence which 
gained momentum from the fatal subway stabbtng of Arthur Collins in 
October of 1965. Mr. Collins had attempted to eject from a subway car a 
disorderly man annoying two women. During the .incident, he was stabbed to 
death in front of his wife and I5-month-old daughter. Collins was earning 
$6,000 a year at the time of his death and his wife and child were left 
without a source of income. 

Goternor Rockefeller appointed a three-man Committee on the 
Compensation of Victiims of Violent Crime late in 1965 to hold hearings and 
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recomrtlend legislation. The present compensation program was the 
outgrowth of the intensive study conducted by that Committee. 

Th~ New York plan is conducted by the Crime Victim Compensation 
Board. is6 The Board consists of a Chairman and two members, each of whom 
must be lawyers; it is assisted by a permanent staff. 

An application for compensation may be med by the following persons: 
(1) a victim of a crime in which personal injuries were sustained on or after 
March 1, 1967; (2) a surviving spouse or child of a victim of acriIne who died 
as a result of such a crime; or (3) any other person dependent for his principal 
support upon a victim of a crime who died as a direct result of such crime. No 
person responsible for the crime or an accomplice of such person or a 
member of the family of such person is eligible to receive an award.8 7 

All claims must be filed with the Board within 90 days' after the 
occurrence or the death of the victim. This limited time period may be 
extended upon a showing of good cause for a period not to exceed one year 
after the occurrence.88 

This is an investigation of each claim by the Compensation Board staff. A 
medical examination of the victim may be required by a doctor chosen by the 
Board and at the Board's expense. Once the investigation is completed, if the 
claim is found to merit consideration, it is assigned to one Board member for 
review. 

To permit an award the Board member must frnd that: (1) a crime was 
committed; and (2) this crime resulted in personal physical injuries to the 
claimant or the death of the victim; and (3) police records establish the crime 
was reported within 48 hours (this may be waived for good cause shown); and 
(4) the crime res:I1ted in "serious financial hardship" to the victim or 
claimant.89 If the Board member cannot make a determination, he may call a 
hearing at which time the claimant will be given a reasonable opportunity to 
appear with counsel and witnesses, if he so desires.9 0 Within 30 d~ys of the 
decision by a single Board member the claimant may apply for full Board 
consideration.91 Within 30 days of a final decision by the .full Board the 
Attorney General may commence a proceeding in the Appellate Division tID 
review the decision of the Board.9 2 

In order to receive compensation the claimant must have out-of-pockt~t 
expenses for medical or other services of at least $100 unreim'bursable from 
other sources or loss of earnings for at least two continuous weeks. No mOJre 
than $100 a week can be awarded for loss of earnings and if claimant earns 
less than $100, the compensation will be based upon actual earnings. The 
maximum payment for loss of earnings and/or loss of support is $15,000.~13 
If the claimant receives payment from or on behalf of the person who 
commi.tted the crime, or under an insurance program mandated by law, or as 
an emergency or receives payment from a private insurance company, this 
will be deducted from the claimant's allowance for loss of earnings.94 ' 

The report issued by the Crime Victim Compensation Board in April, 1968 
lists a total of 274 claims received up to February 29, 1968. Of these claims, 
80 were: found to be ineligible. The remaining 196 (151 personal injuries, and 
45 deaths) were accepted and subsequent investigations led to decisions.in 99 
cases. Forty-three of the 99 claimants received awards and 56 claims. were 
disallowed.\95 
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In his testimony before the New York State Joint Legislative Committee 
on October 31~ 1968 Stanley J. Van Rensselaer, the Chairman of the New 
York Board reported that 1157 claims were filed between March 1 1967 and 
October 15, 1968~ " , 

Of these 141 claimants were granted awards and 146 claimants were 
denied compensation. The average lump sum payment for personal injury was 
$1410, the average award involving. a death provides $3000 annually and 
$4071 is the .average sum granted for a protracted disability. Payments for 
funeral expenses averag~$800. ' 

C?f the 146 claims denied, the following is a list of the reasons for their 
demal: 

Reasons 
No crime committed 
Not reported within 48 hours 
No principal support 
-Minimum requirements not met 
No serious financial hardship 
Motor vehicle 
No one eligible 
Late flling (over 1 year) 
Provocation 
No report to the police and 

refusal to furnish financial 
statement 

Number 
19 
6 
8 

50 
49 
2 
5 
I 
2 

4 

A ~epresentative of the National Commission on the Causes and Prevention 
of VIOlence attended and participated in the hearings before the Crime 
Vict~ Co~p~l1sation Board on November 1, 1968 in New York City. The 
hearmgs ~ere~for~al. and each claimant was given an opportunity to present 
and explam his, clann m detail. The approach of each of the Board members 
was fort~uight and the background research work done on the cases prior to 
the heanngs themselves seemed to be very thorough. 

Hawaii 
TheH::,lwaiian bill to provide compensation to victims of crime did not 

evolve fro~ a particular even~ but rather received its most significant impetus 
fron: the dIScus:~ons and ideas initiated by Governor John A. Burns and a few 
State .Senators. The bi1l9 ~hich was approved June 6, 1967 and became 
effective on July 1, 1967, ' created awards to victims of crime not out of 
"mercy ct.'!" sympathy" but be~cause the government recognized its duty to 
pr'?tect the people from the consequences of Grime. 9 ,8 

The Hawaii program is administered by 'a three-man Criminal Injuries 
,c.ompensation Commission.99 The Cortunission's members were sworn in on 
July. 30, 196~ with John Jubinsky, a Honolulu attorney, chosen as the 
ChaIrman. Under the statute, at least one member of the Commissio~ must be 
an attorney.l 00 . 

An ap~1i~ation for. compensation may be flled within eighteen months 
after t~e mCldent. lea~mg to the claim by the following persons: (1) a victim 
of a cnme cOffimltted after July 1, 1967; (2) any person responsible for the 
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maintenance of such victim, where such person suffers pecuniary loss or 
incurred expenses; and (3) any dependents of a deceased victim. 1 0 1 

Under the Hawaiian 'statute each claimant is given a hearing before the 
Commission. Any person aggrieved by a final decision of the Commission on 
the sole ground that the decision was in excess of t~e Cominission's aut~ority 

, or jurisdiction, may file an appe~ to the Supreme Court of Hawaii within 
thirty days of that decision. l 02 . 

A comp'ensation award not to exceed $10,000 may provide for: (I) 
expenses actually or reasonably incurred as a result of the injury or death; (2) 
loss of earning power r~.~ result of the injury incurred; (3) pecuniary loss to the 
dependents of the deceased victim; (4) pain and"suffering to the victim and 
(5) any pecuniary loss directly resulting from the death or injury. 1 0 3 The 

. Commission may allow a sum for reasonable attorneys' fees not to exceed 
15% of the award if it is over $1,000.104 , 

The act specifically lists fifteen crimeS' which are defined as violent. They 
,are: (1) arson; (2) intermediate assault or battery; (3) aggravated assault or 
battery; (4) Use of dangerous substances; (5) murder; (6) manslaughter; (7) 
kidnapping; (8) child-stealing; (9) unlawful use of explosives; 00) sexual 
intercourse with a female under sixteen; (II) assault with intent to rape or 
ravish; (12) indecent assault; (13) carnal abuse of a female under twelve; (14) 
rape, and (15) attempted rape. 1 os 

Under 'this program a private citizen who incurs injury or property loss in 
preventing the commission of such a crime, in apprehending a person who has 
committed such a crime, or in materially assisting a peace pfficer is eligible 
for a compensation award. 1 06 

It is important t~inote that the Hawaiian legislation does not set fmancial 
need as a criteria for determining an award. However " ... the Commission 
may consider any circumstances it deems to be relev~I.lt ., .. " 1 0 7 in making its 
decisioJ.1s and this. provision could conceivably c6ver a consideration of 
fm'tncial circumstances. l08 Since the program is untried at present it remains 
to be seen how the Commission members will interpret the scope of the law. 

Massachusetts 
The Massachusetts program for compensation to victims of violent crime 

was first recommended by the Special Commission on the Compensation of 
Victims of Violent Crimes appointed in 1966. The Commission began its 
investigation by reviewing the extensive body of literature on the subject and 
was initially impressed with the apparent unanimity of support for some type 
of la comp~nsation program. 1 09 As a result of its study and subsequent public 
hearings the Commission submitted legislation which was enacted in January 
of 1968.110 

. The program adopted in Massachusetts is unique in that it is the first to 
place the administration of the plan within the scope ·of the judiciary. Each 
claimant must bring his claim in the district court within the territqrial 
jurisdiction in which he resides. 111 It is important to note that a judge who 
has heard the claim sit in on a criminal case involving matters related to the 
claim.l 12· The claim may be brought up for a rehearing in matters of law in 
an appellate division of each district court.113 . 

An application for compensationl11ay be submitted by the victim of a 
crime or in the case of death of the victim, a.dependent of the victim. No 
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person responsible for the crime or an accomplice of such person or a 
member of the family of such person is eligible to receive an award.114 All 
applications must be filed within one year of the incident or not later than 
ten days after the death of the victim, whichever is earlier (these times may 
be modified for good cause shown).1 15 

Upon the filing of a claim, the investigation of it is the responsibility of 
the Office of the Attorney General. A hearing is set and both the claimant 
and Attorney General or his representative may present evidence and 
testimony.116 At present Howard W. Glaser, an Assistant Attorney General, 
is responsible for all matters concerning victim compensation handled by the 
Massachusetts Attorney General's office. 

The victim may not receive an award unless he has incurred an 
out-of-pocket loss of at least $100 or has lost two continuous weeks of 
earnings or support. The maximum recovery cannot exceed out-of-pocket 
loss, together with loss of earnings or support resulting from injury or death, 
and in no event shall an award exceed $10,000.117 The statute specifically 
excludes recovery for pain and suffering. 1 18 The aWll-rd may be reduced by 
the amount of any payment the claimant receives or will receive from the 
offender, or from public funds or under private insurance programs.119 If the 
claimant accepts compensation, the state is subrogated to his rights to the 
extent of this compensation. 1 20 

Though enacted in January of 1968 the statute only covers those victims 
of crimes committed on or after July 1, 1968.121 As of October 31, 1968 
only five claims had been filed. Two of these were murders and three involved 
assault and/or robbery. 1 22 A proper evaluation of this unique approach is 
impossible at this time. 

l'ffaryland 
Maryland became the fifth state to adopt. victim compensation legislation 

when Governor Spiro T. Agnew signed Senate Bill No.4 on May 7,1968. The 
program is now being organized under a Criminal Injuries Compensation 
Board headed by A. Owen Hennegan, Chairman. 1 2 3 

The Criminal Injuries Compensation Board is composed of three members; 
one member must have been admitted to the practice of law in the State of 
Maryland for not less than five years preceding his appointment. 1 24 

A person is eligible for coverage under this plan if he fits into one of the 
follOWing categories: (1) a victim of a crime; (2) a surviving spouse 01: child of 
a victim who dies as a direct result of such crime; (3) any other person 
dependent for principal support upon such a victim; (4) any person who is 
injured or killed while trying to prevent a crime or an attempted crime from 
occurring in hisipresence or trying to apprehend a person who had committed 
a crime in his presence or had, in fact, committed a felony; (5) a surviving 
spouse, child or any other person dependent for principal support upon any 
person who dies as a direct result of trying to prevent a crime or attempted 
crime or trying to apprehend a person who had committed a crime in his 
presence or had, in fact, committed a felony. No person found to be 
responsible for the crime or an accomplice of such person or a member of 
their families is eligible for coyerage.1 25. . , 

. The claim must be filed by the claimant not later than 90 days after the 
occurrence or not later than 90 days after the death of the victim~ The time 
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for filing may be extended, however, for a period not exceeding one year for 
good cause.1 26 

Ea~h claim is assigned by the Chairman to an individual Board member 
who IS to see that a full inv,estigation of the claim is conducted. If he can 
,make no decision based on his findings, he may order a hearing on the 
matter.127 · , 

Wi~ 30 days of the notification of a decision by a single Board niember, 
the claImant may apply for a hearing before the full Board. 1 2 8 Within 30 
days of the final decision by the full Board, the Attorney General may 
commence pr.oceedin?s in the Circuit Court of the county or the Supreme 
Bench of BaltImore City to review the decision. 1 29 

To ma~e an award the Commission must find the following: (1) a crime 
was committed; (2) this crime resulted in personal injuries to the claimant or 
t~e ~eath of the vic~im; (3) police records establish the crime was reported 
WI~hin 48 .hours (this ~ay be waived for good cause shown); and (4) the 
claImant WIll suffer a serIOUS fmancial hardship if not granted the award. 1 30 
No payment may exceed $30,000.131 

The Maryland program is now at the organizational stage as stated at the 
outset and there are no available data on the number of claims filed to 
date.132 

Federal Legislative Proposals 
The idea of victim compensation on a federal level is somewhat limited 

due to the narrow criminal law jurisdiction of the Federal Government 
Despite the restricted scope of any such legislation, there have been a numbe; 
of programs proposed in the Congress. Among the bills before the 90th 
Congress Senator Ralph W. Yarborough's Senate Bill 646133 received the 
most attention. Besides this proposal there were nine bills introduced in the 
H~use of Representatives. Foremost among these House bills was H.R. 632 
ofl~red by ~rs. Edith Green of Oregon. All of the proposals were sent to 
thel! respectIve Judiciary Committees and have remained there without 
further action to date. 

For the purposes of this article a brief study of some of the main features 
of the Yarborough proposal may prove helpful. 

~he . SC?p~ ?f. the !program is to include only special maritime and 
terntorIal JUrISdICtIon of the United States. This would include the District of 
Columbia. 1 34 ' 

The ~rogram would ?e administered by a three-man tribunal appointed by 
the PreSIdent, by and WIth the advice and consent of the Senate. The tribunal 
to be known as the Violent Crimes Compensation Commission would have a 
c~airman who has been a member of the bar of a Federal court or of the 
hIghest court of a State for at least eight years. 1 35 
. The act p.ro~des for co~pensation from injury or death resulting from: 
(1) as~ault WIth mtent to kill, rob, rape or poison; (2) assault with intent to 
commIt mayhem; (3) assault with a dangerous weapon; (4) assault· (5) 
~ayhem; (6) malicious disfigur!ng; (7) threats to do bodily harm; (8) l~wd, 
I~decen~, or obscene acts; (9) mdecent act with children; (10) arson; (11) 
kidnappmg; (12) robbery; (13) murder; (14) manslaughter; (IS) attempted 
murder; (16) rape; (17) attempted rape; (18) or other crimes involving force 
to the person. 1 36 
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An award of compensation may be made: (1) to or on behalf of the 
injured; (2) in personal injury cases involving a pecuniary loss suffered or 
expense's incurred for the maintenance of the victim; or (3) in death cases to 
dependents of the deceased.13 7 -

An application for an award must be filed within two years of the injury 
or death. Payments not to exceed $25,000 may be ordered for: (1) expenses 
incurred as a result of the injury; (2) loss of earnings; (3) pecuniary loss to 
dependents; (4) pain and suffering and (5) any other reasonable pecuniary 
IOSS.138 Attorney's fees are to be regulated by the Commission. 1 39 

Title IV of this proposed legislation provides for an offense giving rise to 
an award for compensation. This does not preclude the right of any person to 
recover damages from' any other p~rson by a civil action for the injury or 
death.140 . 

All decisionS of the Commission are reviewable on appeal though no trial 
de novo of the facts shall be allowed. 1 4 1 

JURISDICTIONS IN THE UNITED STATES-COMMENTS 

The commentary will concentrate primarily on the general result of 
experience with victim compensation in California and New York, unusual 
elements of the laws in the remaining states, and the more notable suggestions 
that have been put forward in reports of study groups and investigatory 
committees in the United States during the past few years. 

California 
The California p)'ogram of· compensation to victims of violent crime 

continues to be regarded as the poorest and most haphazard scheme in 
existence. In 1966, when the program was placed within the State 
Department of Welfare, applicants for compensation were handled in 
essentially the same manner as persons applying for welfare assistance, being 
subject to most of the indignities traditionally associated with sta,teaid; 
suspicions regarding the veracity of their claim, overlong delays in processing 
papers, excessive waiting periods in inhospitable offices, condescension and 
pressures pushing toward an early return to work and cancellation of 
benefits. 1 42 Little attention was paid to specific crime-related aspects of a 
case, such as contributory negligence, since the claimant received only a few 
doll.ars more than he would have gotten under regular welfare programs, and 
he was usually placed on the victim compensation rolls either to relieve a 
county of a portion of its welfare expenses or to help a person not otherwise 
qualified for relief on grounds such as insufficiently long residence .in the 
state. 

Typical of the criticism directed toward the California program is that of 
Professor ~dwards, who def)cribes it as "iniquitous)," and notes that "[i] n 
tying the question of reparation to what appears to be a rigorous means 
test ... the State of California has acted in a manner incompatibl~ with its 
reputation in the field of corrections as a progressive and humanistic 
society.,,143 The scope of the California program has been severely limited 
by an annual appropriation of only $100,000, an amount that could cover 
only 40 families a. year. 1 44 

Largely in response to widespread disapproval of its placement of victim 
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compensatIon within its ~elfare system, California in 1967 transferred 
administration of the program to the State BoareJ o( Control, the agency 
which considers tort claims against the state. Major change in the law was the 
addition of a clause requiring district attorneys to notify victims. who might 
be eligible for compensation of the existence of t~e ~rogra~, .thus providing 

'in California a possible resolution of the commurucattons dIffIculty th~t ~as 
frustrated administrators of other victim-I;ompensation p~og~ams. The dIstnct 
attorneys throughout California, however, fearful of ~uits based upon the~r 
failure to provide proper notification, have been pressmg for removal of this 
requirement from the law. . 

Approximately 60 claims were awarded during the 23 I?onths th~t the 
victim compensation program operated under welfare auspIceS. In t?e year 
following November, 1967, when the program was relocated, approXimately 
350 applications for compensation. hav~ ~een fil~d, and 40.grants have been 
made, invariably to persons demonstratIng senous fmancI~ need. At the 
moment nearly 30 claims are being filed each month. Investigators from the 
Attorne; General's office, who look into tort c1~s agains~ th~ state, were 
assigned the extra duty of investigating compensation ap~hc~tIOns,. and by 
the end of the first year they were almost six months behind In then work. 
The Indemnification Fund, unique with the California program, has received 
less than $5 000 in the three years of its existence from fines assessed by 
judges again;t offenders. All told, the characterization by a particip~n~ in the 
International Conference 011 the Compensation of Innocent VIctIms of 
Violent Crime after he had heard reports regarding the operation of the 
California program, does not seem unreasonable: Speaking of the work of the 
California legisiature in the field of victim compensation, he observed "Never 
have so many done so little for so few." . 

New York . 
I t had been hoped that New York would not follow California by' insertIng 

a strenuous need provision when it enacted its victim~ompens~tion law. ::~f 
New York does have a moral obligation to compensate, one wrIter noted, It 
has it to all of its citizens and there should not be a requirement that financial 
need first be established.,,145 Nonetheless, to secure passage of the act, its 
sponsors inserted the provision that "serious fina~c~al hardship" woul~ have 
to be demonstrated for an applicant to become eligible for compensation for 
expenses or losses associated with victimization. Reports indh;ate some 
unease with the hardship provision within the New York Board, partly 
because it appears unfair to penalize a victim who h~s been frugal an~ saved 
money, and help one who might have dissipated conSIderable sums durIng the 
previous years. To soften the hardship provision so~~what, the N~w York 
program interprets need prospectively, so t~at a VIctim. may be: gIven the 
opportunity to return to the Board a! a time w~en his funds have bee~ 
exhausted by .expenses associate<,l WIth the CrIme that pmduce~. his 
application. The New York program operates w~th ~ budge.t of $1.1 mIllIon, 
and will request $1.5 million during the 1969 legislatlVe seSSIOn. 

Between March 1967 and.December 1968, the New York Crime Victims 
Compensation Board processed 1,400 claims, utilizing a single-memb{~r 
hearing procedure, with disputed decisions being put before three .n~embers of 
the Board. A provision permitting the state to appeal Board declSlons to the 
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courts had not been used during the period of the progrliJll'~ existence. Seven 
investigators look into claims, and hearings are held either in New York City, 
or, if the applicant lives upstate, in the town where he resides. Adequate 
broadcasting of the program to bring it to the attention of all possible 
claimants still bedevils the New York program. Leaflets have been sent to 
hospitals and to police precincts, and all' legislators have been informed about 
the program. .The appearance of several successful applicants on radio 
broadcasts and television programs sent the number of claims up for soine 
weeks afterwards, but soon thereafter it fell ·back to the earlier level. 

Massachusetts 
Th~ M.assachusetts program to compensate vict~'ins of violent crime, which 

began on July 1, 1968, differs radically from those operative in New York 
and California by providing that awards ~re to made by the district ,~:purt in 
the jurisdication where the claimant liV~s. The c~,se for a court,40cated 
program was thoroughly argued by the Special Commission on the 
Compensation of Victims of Violent Crimes, which reported to the 
Massachusetts legislatur~, in July, 1967. Compensation, the Commission 
maintained, involves a "broad consideration of ... intangible social and 
ethical facto"rs" and the courts are the "most expert" determiners of such 
issues, since G'they have built up a body of knowledge and experience in 
dealing with similar matters."l46 The courts were also seen as standing in the 
best position to follow rules of precedence, and to "develop the application 
of received and tested principles" as the basis for making compensation 
awards. The courts would also allow the claimant to press his case with a 
judicial body in his own neighborhood, providing a hearing that would be 
"more p~~~sonal and would not have ; ':~le stigma attached to it of a powerless 
citizen tt~ying to fight an anonymous governmental bureaucracy."l47 The 
Commissi(ln believed that addition of compensation cases would. represent art 
increase of less than one-half of one percent in the work of the district courts 
in Massachusetts. 

Applicants for compensation are required to pay a $5 fIling fee to have 
their claim considered, and judges must indicate in writing the grounds for 
their decision. The first Massachusetts grant was made on December 9, 1968 
to a 17-year-old boy who was awarded $548.60 for expenses from a fractured 
jaw suffered during a gang attack upon him. His assailants had not oeen 
apprehended. 1 ~ 8 

Maryland and Hawaii 
Neither of the remaining two programs in the United States, those of 

Maryland and Hawaii, had considered their first case by December of 1968. 
Maryland's program differs from the others in that awards are to be 
determined by the three-member Criminal Injuries Compensation Board in 
accordance with the schedule of benefits provided in the state's workmen's 
compensation law. That law has a maximum payment of $30,000, the highest 
allowance in any of the states with victim compensation programs, but 
Maryland, like most American jurisdictions, includes a need provision for 
victim compensatjon, indication that the Board should reject an application if 
it finds that "the claimant will not suffer serious financial hardship" as a 
result of his injury. Such a need provision is notably absent in the Hawaii 
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legislation, though the Criminal Injuries Compensation Commissiort is 
instructed that in determining an award it "may consider any circumstances it 
detemlines to be relevant."l49 The Hawaii law includes awards for pain and 
suffering and provides a penalty for attorneys who charge an appliqant more 
than 15 percent of the amount he receives as compensation. T1le statute 
presently allows a maximum award of $10,000; in 1965, when the victim 
compensation measure was delivered in the Hawaii legislature, it was believed 
that the $25,000 ceiling in the bill was largely responsible for its downfall. 

Other Jurisdictions 
Various legislative committees and other investigatory groups have put 

forward recommendations regarding compensation during the past years that 
differ in some measure from items included in operative programs. In Illinois, 
for instance, the Commission on Compensation to Victims of Violence 
recommended that at least one member of the' Compensation Board be 
licensed to practice medicine in the state. The Illinois Commission specified 
that benefits payable to the victim or his dependents by virtue of insurance 
policies held by the victim should not be deducted from an award. 1 5 0 It also 
noted the endorsement of victim compensation by law enforcement agencies 
during Commission hearings, and placed on record a resolution from the 1966 
conference of the National Association of Chiefs of Police supporting 
"reasonable indemnificatioR to the victims of violent crime and/or their 
surviving kin."l 5 1 

Finally, in Minnesota, where a Governor's Commission on Law 
Enforcement, Administration of Justice and Correction has been reviewing 
existing and desirable measures for dealing with crime, the Law Enforcement 
Task Force in its preliminary report in: March 1968 recommended enactment 
of a victim compensation measure that would include a provision for 
determining the future course of programs affording fmancial help to crime 
victims. "In the original legislative appropriation for victim compensation," 
the Minnesota Task Force report noted, "a sum of money' should be 
designated for the purpose of assessing the effectiveness of the Act." The 
Task Force pointed out the importance of such an appropriation in the 
following terms: 

Since this is a new concept in Minnesota iaw, it would seem wise to test 
the effectiveness and impact of the law from the beginning by 
appropriating a sum of money to be used for research. At the end of 
two years of experience with the law a report based on the research 
should be submitted to the legislature for review! 52 

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON COMPENSATION TO 
INNOCENT VICTIMS OF VIOLENT CRIME 

The most poignant moments during the first international conference on 
victim compensation, held in Los Angeles in early December, 1968, came 
when Mrs. Myrlie Eyers, widow of Medgar Evers, a slain civil rights leader, 
addressed the meeting. She, spoke eloquently'. and passionately, with 
barely-controlled emotion, of the tragic .circumstal1ces which surrounded the 
days and months of her life. following the death of her husband. 
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. "~,e lived with a c.onstant kno~ledge that this might happen," Mrs. Evers 
saId. But when the tIme comes you are totally unprepared for the shock for 
the emptiness afterwards." The Evers' had been living on their income, tr~ing 
to make ends meet. After the death of her husband, Mrs. Evers received 
m<;mey from the N~tional Association for the Advancement of Colored 
People, for whom he had worked, and contributions from private citizens 
which allowed her to finish her education at Pomona College in California' 
and to take a job there assisting deprived persons to gain equal opportunitie~ 
and achieve self-respect. 

"We were fortunate. We had help. We had people who cared," Mrs. Evers 
told the conference participants. She spoke on behalf of other victims of 
violent crime, more anonymous than herself. "My concern," she said in an 
~ndorsement of compensation programs, " is with that man, that woman 
those children-the ordinary people-who need help in a moment of CriSi~,'; 
She. stressed the value of compensation for young people in a victimized 
famIly. "I cannot overemphasize the impact of a crime of viqlence upon the 
young people who survive the victim," ,she noted, with reference to her own 
situation. Her oldest child, having seen his father die on the doorstep of their 
h?me, h~d difficulty "o~ercoming this ni~tmare." He slept with a toy rifle at 
hIS bedSIde to protect his mother, sister and brother, and only with time 5;vas 
he able to express his feeling of shock and loss. "But so many fall by the 
wayside," M.rs. Evers said. Financial help can save such people for the 
c?untry, whIch needs all the talent it can get. Otherwise, "the kids grow 
bItter, grow cruel, drop out, and see no need for doing their best, for no one 
seems to care." 

, I t was in terms of the human and personal context provided by their 
keynote speaker that the delegates, representing Great Britain, Canada. and 
four of the five victim-compensation programs in the United States 
exchanged . vie~5s /egar~~g key issues, problems and prospects slirroundin~ 
compensatIOn. PartIcIpants discussed questions such as whether financial 
hardship and need provisions should be included in compensation schemes or 
w~~ther all citizens, and possibly non-residents and aliens as well, should be 
ebgI?I~ for .grants. Maximum and minimum awards that should be stipulated, 
adrrumstratIve arrangements, questions of attorney's fees, and issues of 
federal as compared to state programs were among the agenda items at the 
two~day conference. 

~otable ~ong t~e decisions reached by the conferees was a strong stand 
agaInst . ~he InclUSIOn Of. ne~~ 4 or financial hardship requirements CiS 
prereqUIsItes for com~ensatlOn. It was agreed that ideally programs must 
rest on t~e absolute nght of all citizens within a society to receive financial 
recompense for physical injuries inflicted upon them as a result of a crime of 
violence. ~epresentatives from most of the jurisdictions granted that their 
progra~ns Inclu?ed clau~es restricting compensation to persons demonstrating 
hardshIp, and In some Instances showing extreme need, but these restrictive 
cla~ses were viewed primarily as the result of political necessity. It was 
beheve~ that they hindered rather than contributed to the philosophical 
foundatIop upon which vi~tim compensation should rest. In addition, these 
clauses te;nded to antagonize claimants who suffered serious losses, but who 
were required to exhaust any means they might have before they could be 
helped. Hardship provisions were described at one point as an "iniquitous 
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idea that should be exorcised." It was suggested, however, that the 
elimination of such provisions might follow upon the experience of a 
jurisdiction demonstrating that elimination of need provisions would not be 
unduly expensive. 

With some reservations, the conferees agree~ that a victim's "pain and 
suffering" should not be recompensed. It was suggested that this idea could 
be juxtaposed with views about financial hardship to indicate the true aim of 
a compensation program, that of helping victims recoup financial losses 
ensuant upon criminal injury rather than attempting to assuage losses less 
measurable in monetary terms. " 

Agreement 'em~rged' at the con.~erence reg.ar~mg the. nec~ssI.ty of 
establishing a ceiling on the award avaIlable to a v~ctIm of ~ vlOlen.-c cnme or 
his survivors, in the event of his death. Awards mIght, vary In relatIOn to the 
standard of living previously enjoyed by the victim, providing they did not 
exceed the preestablished maximum figure. Criticism was . directed. t~ the 
California program, which allows no more than $5,000 to a VIOlence v~ct~, a 
figure believed to be unrealistic. Reimbursement of out-of-po~ket medICal 
expenses was seen as an essential ingredient of any compensatIon pr~gram, 
including the necessity to pay for employment of hous~hold help reqU1~ed as 
a consequence of criminally:inflicted injury. There would b~ ~o maxm;um 
on this part of the award. It was agreed,~ howeve.r, .that. a ~lIllit. ~hou1Q be 
placed on compensation for loss of earm,ngs or ~Imilar illdIS~OSItions. The 
recommendation of the National .Council-on CrIme and Delmquency that 
monthly payments be relate.d to the median income. of families in. the 
relevant g~Qgraphical area wal) viewed as a useful formula. For the .Um~yd 
States, the ceiling of $30:000 on awards specified in the Maryland legislatIon 
was regarded as reasonable. . . . 

There was some division among the conference partICIpants regardmg the 
necessity for including a minimum figure below which no awards would .be 
made. Some persons believed that it would be unduly harsh. to depnve 
applicants of very limited means of the right to submit s~all claImS. Others 
pointed out that the cost of processing even the smallest,clalm may be at least 
as expensive as the cost of a full investigation of claims for max~um awar~s. 
The British program, after almost five years of. expenence 'Y~th 
victim compensation, has found that its average investigatIon cost for a claIm 
is 32 pounds of sterling. It was stressed, though,. ~at a large number of 
recipients of very small claims could be of great poht~ca1 ~alue as sup~orters 
of compensation programs, and it was suggested that It mIght be pOSSIble to 
do other than full investigations of all claims for very small. amounts. A 
warning was also voiced . that requiring a minimum amount for awards 
provides a built-in incentive for applicants to try to re~c~ that figure. 

Creation of separate compensation boards to admIms~e~ the programs ~as 
believed to offer the most beneficial approach to VICtIm compensatIon. 
Already overburdened court calendars and intolerable delays in many 
jurisdictions in providing required assistance to applications were se.en as 
barriers to the efficient operation of a compensation program locat~d ill the 
courts. The possibility of a spirit of easy informality in .~ board-run 
compensation program was believed to lend itself most effectIvely ~o ~e 
required exchange of information between the applicant and those revIewmg 
his requ,est for aid. The British approach, on appeal by three other members 
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of ~h~ bo.ard, was regarded as likely . to prove the most successful 
admlm~t~atlon ~pproach to weighing applicant claims fairly and decently. 
.' ~artIClpants In ,the conference concurred that at least in it~ initial stages a 
VI~tlm ~ompensatlOn board required legal expertise to establish the correct 
onenta~lOn. of the program. Statutory interpretations, adjUdication of clafrns, 
detefIDlnatlOn .of the monet.a~y value of "pain and 'suffering" when provision 
f~r cDmp.ensatlOn for such Injury appears in the statute, and similar ma.tters 
wIth which legally-traiiled persons have had experience were seen as 
necessitating their inclusion. The need for adequate financial resources for 
consultation :vith medical experts was also stressed as vital in the operation of 
a co~pe?SatIOn program. Stress was placed on the necessity of attractive 
salanes for board members in order to gain the services of talented pe 
Absent adequate legislative appropriations, the idea of well-paid-parL~:~ 
?oard members was preferred to a reduction in the qualities of its personnel 
In order to have a full-time board. 

Jur~sdictional arrangements in the United States were also considered. The 
necessIty f?r the Federal government to assume a role of leadership in victim 
co~pensatlon measures was emphasized. "Such is the tax structure in the 
Umted Stat:s." One par~icipant noted "that the obligation of the Federal 
go~ernment IS o.verwhelnung." Details of pending Federal legislation were not 
reviewed, but It ~~s. believed that a Federal victim compensation law, 
confined to. th.e J?ls.mct of Columbia and Federal territories, might arouse 
other . st~te . JU;lsdICtions to enact compensation laws. Absent schemes in all 
state JUrISdIctIOns,. difficult questions of reciprocal rights would arise, when, 
~or e~an:pl~, ~ resI~ent of a compensating state was injured by a criminal act 
In a JUflsdictIOn Wlt~OUt a compensation program. Public hearings by the 
Federal Congress; which now has almost a dozen acts pending in committee 
were ~een as providing a national forum to generate interest and idea~ 
:e?ardIng the best arrangement for making reparations to persons suffering 
Injury from criminal violence. 

Emp~asis :v~~ also placed. upon the importance of exploration by the 
~~~_ropna~~ dlVl~IOn ?f .the Federal Department of Justice of the possibility of 
lIlcOrpO~atIon ot a VIctIm compensation prOVision in the Civil Rights A t I 
part, this reco.mmendation stemmed from the earlier recital to the con~;ee~ 
b~ ~rs. ~yrhe Eve:s, of several cases of extreme hardship growing out of 
cnmmal VIOlence VISIted upon persons seeking to gain equal rights for' 
themselves or for members of ~inority groups. The Civil Rights Act, in the 
words ~! Pro~ess~r ~orval"Mo~ns of the University of Chicago Law School, 
w~s an Im~gInative and SOCIally creative" method of dealing with certain 
cnmes of Yl?lence. A necessary corollary of the Act might be th . . f 
compens 1" t . f f . e provlSlon 0 .. ~ Ion 0 VIC Ims 0 violence when that violence represented a denial 
of CIVIl nghts .. Advantages seen for such a program were it to prove feasible 
COUld. be that It would "bring pressure to bear upo~ states which have invers~ 
~quahty of treatment." Such a Federal program might also remove 
Inflamm~to.ry .ca~es fro~ local compensation boards, and set them within the 
Federal Jun.s~ICtl~n which has already accepted responsibility for prosecution 
of the act glVlng nse to the compensation claim. 

In 'regard t~; attorney's fe~s, the conferees, in large part lawyers themselves, 
were ~nable ~o reac;h ~ .specI.fic recOIruhendation.Each jurisdiction was seen 
as haVing umque tradItions m regard to the practice of law, which required 
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specially-tailored answers to the question of fees. It was agreed, howeve,l', that 
the California program which provides a maximum fee of ten percent of the 
applicant's award for his attorney, witll the fee calculated over and above the 
amount granted for injury, offered the most acceptable solution. Provision 
for attorney's fees, it was suggested, would induce members of the legal 
profession to take an active interest in victim-compensation plans,and would 
in part solve the problem of making certain that all persons who might 
qualify for compensation became aware of their right to do so. Adding the 
fee to the award itself would serve t.o protect the applicant's interests. 
Attorneys were also viewed as likely to provide an important service to the 
compensation board by acting as a buffer between it and an unsuccessful 
applicant by explaining to that applicant the deficiencies in his claim. 

In summary, it was clear that the principle of victim compensation was 
enthusiastically accepted and endorsed by the confere~s. As noted, an 
overriding consensus emerged with regard to the philosophy behind such 
programs. The inherent right of the individual within a responsible and 
responsive society was regarded as the fundamental foundation for the 
establishment of schemes to compensate victims. Such compensation was 
seen as aiding the individual to resume as well as possible his proper place in 
the social structure, and as contributing, to the mor~le and the integrity of the 

society itself. ' 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

To conclude this article the authors would like to make five specific 
recommendations regarding programs for clOmpensating victims IOf violent 

crime. 
1. Victim compensation must be regarded as a right for all citizens an4, 

therefore, financial hardship or need requirerillentsshould be eliminated from 
all existing programs and not included in futuI'~ programs. '. 

2. The Federal government should adopt il plan for compensating victiJns 
of violent crime which will cover all the territories and the District of 
Columbia. Bills presently before their resp(~ctive Congressional Judiciary 
committees should be given open public,hearings to determine which 
proposal would most successfully accomplish tl';1is goal. 

3. The Congress and the Department of Justice should give serious and 
immediate. (~onsideration to the matter of {,roviding compensation to all 
persons physically injured -by violators of any jFederal Civil Rights legislation. 

4. All future programs, adopted to compe11satevictims of violent crime 
should be administered by a separate Board! which deals exclusively with 

victim compensation. 
S. Maximum or minimum awards should b.~ left within the discretion of 

the Board and should noi be regulated by staiu1,',e. 
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